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Talking with a friend is
nothing else than thinking
aloud.
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The
usual things
IT IS DIFFICULT to imagine the world today without

make our

of the things that

comfortable.

How

ceiver, step into

living in

naturally

we

lift

some

so pleasant and

it

the telephone re-

an automobile, and look for the news

of the world in the newspaper and magazine

— every day

of our lives.

Another of these usual, invaluable things, accepted
as part of the routine of existence,

is

the guidance

given by the advertisements in supplying our wants

from day

We

to day.

And our

time and money.

and more

read them. They help us to save
lives

go on

easily

fully.

The advertisements suggest ways
things

— more

in

which we can get

we want with

the greatest possible satisfaction to

They

us of new conveniences and com-

ourselves.
forts of

tell

which we would not otherwise have known.

They help us

to get down-to-the-dollar satisfaction.

They

assure us of proved values.

Advertisements are
today

.

.

.

among

the necessities

read them regularly
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New laws for love. ..the sky swarming with
'planes... a giant rocket shot to Mars...
El

Brendel

Queen

a riotous

stowaway... LooLoo,

Mars, throwing a sky party for
the rocketeers. JUST IMAGINE Broadway in
of

1980
/

New

York gone

futuristic... a

towering

tangle of pinnacles, viaducts, bridges. ..and

what fashions in dress... JUST IMAGINE
an amazing spectacular musical production
with story and song by those masters of

r
r'

i

marvelous entertainment,

BROWN
AND HENDERSON
DeSYLVA,

and an extraordinary

cast, including

ELBRENDEL
MAUREEN OSULLIVAN
MARJORIE WHITE

.r

JOHN GARRICK
FRAN K ALB E RTSON

Dances staged by Seymour
Directed by

Felix
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Reckless soldier of
fortune, Gary Cooper.

Adolphe Menjou,
phisticate,

world.

A

man

so-

MARLENE

GARY

ADOLPHE

COOPER DIETRICH ° MENJOU
Directed bv

of the

flaming cafe beauty,

Marlene Dietrich. ..mysterious,
alluring, dangerous as the
Sahara. "Morocco," the tur-
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Adapted hv Jule*

"Amy

I

urthman. From the piny
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PARAMOUNT
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and exotic
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ravishing beauty
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HELL'S
"Greatest Spectacle
"Breath-Taking and Thrilling Beyond Description* 9
JVew y*or1e Telegram

"Undoubtedly One

World's

of the

NEW YORK EVENING

POST:

"Hell's Angels' quite surpasses

anything else that has been done
.

.

.

sums of

justifies the vast

money

spent on

it

in the sheer

opulence of

its

raphy ...

thrilling

is

aerial photog-

and awe-

some beyond description

moment which

. . .

not a

does not carry

realism to the ultimate degree."

CINCINNATI TIMES-STAR:
"Hell's Angels'

is

the most sen-

sational

and stupendous motion

picture

drama of the

forces in the world

aviation

war ever

filmed or likely to be filmed for

some

**

tunc.

NEW YORK
One

of

many

superb aerial sbots
in "Hell's

Angels."

TIMES: "The

air

scenes in 'Hell's Angels' have never

been matched on the screen."

A > ii K L S
Ever Proiluced!"
••Sin

Harrison **
Hvpori s

pendous and Fearsome — It Amazes!'
Detroit free i'rex*

Greatest Motion Pictures!" lierotit- World
BOSTON HERALD: "The
films

talking

have shown nothing com-

parable to ' Hell's Angels!'"

SEATTLE TIMES: "'Hell's Angels'
stands quite alone.
it

Its

wings carry

to dizzv heights in a record of

aerial warfare that for thrills

and

daring and magnitude will probably remain unsurpassed for

some time

to

come.

**

MOTION PICTURE CLASSIC: "The
most stupendous thing of its kind
ever filmed! Tops them all!"

DETROIT TIMES:

"Thrilling be-

yond words! A saga of
which

the air

far out-strips anything that

has come before. All other movies

seem puny beside
cent spectacle!"

this magnifi-

Jean Harlow and Ben Lyon

who supply

the love-interest

In "Hell's Angels."

—
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Watch Robert Montgomery!
was a memorable day for me when I saw "Three
Live Ghosts," for there on the screen was revealed

IT

me

a young, good-looking, dark-haired man who
Buddy Rogers, Gary
Cooper, and Dick Arlen to the background.
There
was not only a charming and handsome fellow, but a
to

was to

relegate such favorites as

real actor!

Oh, I knew then that he wasn't just another leading
man. There was something about the subtle laughter
in his eyes and his delicious, heart-warming smile that
was different. Next time I saw him was in "So This
Is

My

College," a mediocre picture, except for him.
was justified. There he was, the personification

belief

of

flippant, wisecracking youth at its most amusing,
an utterly different type of role from his in "Three
Live Ghosts."
There followed "Their Own Desire"
and "The Divorcee."
I have watched the rise of Robert Montgomery from
his first film venture, and I knew from that first
glimpse that he would be a success.
I say this with
all sincerity, and not because thousands of other girls
have now recognized his charm and are flooding the
information columns of the movie magazines with questions as to his origin and present state of existence.
I liked him from the first minute I saw him.
It
didn't matter then or now whether he was married or
divorced eight times, or whether he was surrounded
with those legends which are supposedly indispensable
to the standing of a real movie star.
No amount of
ridiculous rumors
and there haven't been any, anyway
could make Robert Montgomery less an actor than
he is already. I know he must be a marvelous fellow,
and I know, also, that he will go even farther in the
movies than he already has. I think he should be liked
as a leading man, for he is about the only one in that

—

—

class that can act, with the possible exception of

Gary

Cooper, who could not be classed as a leading man, anyway, as he is truly a star in his own right.
Put Robert Montgomery in any role, and he can toss
it off with the greatest ease.
Catch Buddy Rogers playing anything but sweet young things, or Dick Arlen
anything but one hundred per cent American youths.
Robert Montgomery can play the good or bad boy with
equal finesse.
All of which merely proves my point
that he is a godsend in the realms of leading men

New York

City.

Anne.

—

!

Tkink

The Extras Are for Gilbert.
Marie Price, what is your authority for
your criticism of John Gilbert? Because you happened

My my
!

!

view the filming of a few scenes of "Way for a
Sailor" at Los Angeles harbor recently?
Please, I beg you, do you believe that sufficient to
make you an able or just critic? Fair play, uh? And
you saying unkind things about John Gilbert.
I am sorry, Marie Price, but you happen to be so
very, very decidedly wrong.
I happen to be
I know.
an extra girl, and have been working every day for
two months throughout the entire filming of "Way for
a Sailor." I should be in a better position to judge than
you, because of this close association, and I say this
and the rest of the cast are with me John Gilbert is
decidedly liked by us extras.
He is not conceited, nor
possessed of a superiority complex.
He is regular,
greets every one, irrespective of importance, when coming to work in the morning.
Is a sincere and hard
to

—

—

worker and really acts.
Both
I was at the preview of "Way for a Sailor."
before and after the film the audience enthusiastically
applauded for John Gilbert. This picture is bound to
be excellent, and both Gilbert and his voice are highly
satisfactory.

Here's to John Gilbert, the actor and the man. Exbegrudging lot but all in his company genuinely hoped for John Gilbert's big comeback
and success. You see, he won our true affection he's
Rachael Edlunds.
a swell guy, that's why
El Nido Hotel, Hollywood, California.
tras are a jealous,

:

—

High Kicking Versus

Art.

Virginia Burns's letter in September Picture Play
was bound to result in an avalanche of protesting letters.
Here's mine, hut not directed particularly against
Miss Burns, for her letter is just another example of
the attitude of some fans.
There are two kinds of film players entertainers
and actors. No comparison can be made between the
two, and none is necessary, for both types are needed
on the screen. With one or two exceptions, the favorites of Miss Burns come in the entertainer class, and
because she happens to prefer this kind, is there any
need to denounce Greta Garbo as conceited, and to say
she is neither beautiful nor talented, because Garbo is,
[Continued on page 10]
primarily, an actress ?

—

* NlGVft%
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What

Continued from page 8
If your choice is a pretty face, a good
figure, and charming ways, if you like to
see a favorite star registering this or that

—

if

entertainment you want, then
Anita Page. But if you want to

is

it

there

is

see a role acted, to see a player sink her
individuality and actually be the part,

own

then Garbo is needed.
No, Greta Garbo is not cute, and

if by
Miss Burns means the ability to
warble songs and do a little high kicking, then Greta is not talented, either;
but she is an actress, a superb actress,

"talent"

and, as such, nothing more should be deof her.
And why don't more fans write about
Dorothy Mackaill, who is good-looking, a
sincere and capable actress, an excellent
dancer, and has a really fascinating voice?
She's worth a thousand little cuties that
are slammed and defended with all the
enthusiasm in the world, and yet only one
letter in a hundred mentions her.
Doris Peet.

manded

255 Liverpool Road,
Islington, N. 1, London, England.

Some One

As an ardent reader of "What
Think," it burns me up to read

the Fans
the rude
letters about Alice White.
I think Alice
White is the most adorable actress I have
ever seen, heard, or read about.
I have
been looking for a long time for some
star whom I might specially admire, and
at last she is it.
If we must pick on some one, why not
try Rudy Vallee?
He has no personality
and is conceited, I think.
I was quite
fond of his crooning when it was something new, but now I think it is becoming
tiresome.
I know every one's opinion of
Rudy's acting in "The Vagabond Lover."

Naomi Blanchart.
635 Orchard Parkway,

Niagara

Falls,

New

York.

Why

Leave Garbo Out?
will not go down in
history!
"No Garbo, no history,"

So Greta Garbo
screen

I am tempted to say.
Leave out Greta,
and what a gap you make in the story of
the growth of the celluloid drama of the
past five years
There is no more dominant personality in Hollywood to-day than
!

Garbo.
the

Certainly there is no woman in
screen world whose name can be

ranked with hers.
They call Chaplin the great genius of

screen actors.
Among actresses Garbo is
a genius.
Chatterton is a superb actress,
true or rather she is a clever vocalist.
Shearer is a fine technician and a real
personality.
I mention these two because
at this moment they more than any other
feminine players seem to challenge the
position held by Garbo.
But neither of
them is a genius. And if the name of an
actress may slip into oblivion, that of a
genius will hardly die so quickly.
In his article. "Will Historv Remember Them?" William H. McKegg has
drawn his conclusions from a faulty
thesis, that the sole requisite for lasting
screen fame is notoriety as the creator of
a screen type. In the face of this statement, incidentally, he excludes Clara Bow
from the roster of the great. Clara, who
is nothing if not the great American flapper, the most exploited type the screen
has ever known.
Whether Miss Bow
docs belong among the screen immortals
by reason of histrionic talent I shall not
try to prove, because it is not my purpose
to debate her acting ability here.
But what does comprise screen fame,
by what criteria are we to choose the
names of those who will go down in
screen history, and what, indeed, do we

—

mean by

Tkink

tke Fans

screen history?

These are ques-

tions I fear Mr. McKegg
sider when he drew up his

conlist, and without considering them you can reach no
valid conclusions.
You cannot dismiss
the whole problem by crying that some
day every name will be forgotten, that the
screen and the stage are but pleasures of
the moment.
If that be true, why approach the problem at all?
To-day there is no one in whom the
lovely fire of genius glows so warmly and
so constantly as in Greta Garbo.
Rather
the history of the screen never be written than that the beauty of this fire be
forgotten
But perhaps Mr. McKegg was not
thinking of such a history as this when
he drew up his list of immortals. Let us
suppose for the moment that he was referring to that oft-used but completely
fallacious gauge of genius, popularity.
In
other words, what names will you and I,
the fans of to-day, recall when we go to
the movies thirty years in the future? But
even under these conditions it seems to

me
to Pick on.

!

off

McKegg's
For will

that Mr.
balance.

failed

list

is

to

completely

remember

I

the

same names as you, or you as I? Surely
each fan w ill think of his own past favorites, and he will think of them each,
not as a type, but in some striking little
detail which fascinated him as a devout
r

worshiper at the idol's feet.
And will
not the real fans recall every name which
means so much to-day Garbo, Swanson,
Pickford, Shearer, Novarro, Arliss, Pow-

—

ell,

and the rest?

As

—

well

as

the

less

;

will

art.
Otis Skinner and Cyril
are just as good. Then there are
William Powell, Bebe Daniels, and Jean
Hersholt. Few equal, none surpass, Warner Baxter, Richard Barthelmess, and
Neil Hamilton, any of whom is every
bit as good as Ronald Colman, and could
take his place any day in the kind of characterizations he does.
Oh, it is ridiculous, a shame, and so discouraging to
those who really can do complex characterizations.
G. V. H.
1500 Sullivan Street,
Elmira, New York.

Maude

Those Male Peroxide Blonds.
Since the columns of "What the Fans
Think" are open to all kinds of criticism,
may I ask the fans whether they really
like peroxide on male hair?
My own opinion is that it is bad enough
on feminine coiffeurs, but nauseating on
males.
First came Phillips Holmes, in
"The Devil's Holiday," with a halo intended to suggest youth and innocence.
He partly atoned for it by a very good
performance.
Next was Grant Withers,
in "Back Pay," cast as Little Eva in trousers, with gilded hair that made his large,
solid head look like a great round gilt
cannon ball, while his features assumed
unusual ruggedness.
Of course, the innocent youth died, and
when the light fell on his chin as well
well, use your imagination, if
as his halo
you haven't seen the picture.
I am expecting every day to see Lewis
Ayres or Ramon Novarro w ith hair the
color of an old-style wedding ring, and
am praying that M.-G.-M. won't cast Ramon as an Englishman. In that event
there would be no escape.
Of course,
Ronald Colman is dark, but argument
would have no effect on a producer's mind.
And speaking of press agents, as "Long
Shots" does, Gene Charteris might try his

—

r

important
figures
Crawford,
Rogers,
Dix, Gaynor these and all the rest will
be much, much more than mere names
to us.
But Garbo above all else.

Theda Bara

would be true

go down

book

in the

of screen history as the first movie siren.
But to place her above la Garbo is blindness itself.
Endowed by nature with
seductive lips and the eyes of an enchantress, Garbo is called a siren of the screen
by an audience whose most popular mental sport is placing actors and actresses in
categories.
Because of the roles she has
played this is in a sense true, yet actually
nothing is farther from the truth.
Garbo not among the screen immortals?
What sort of immortals are these,
indeed
Richard E. Passmore.
Media, Pennsylvania.

The Moving Finger Writes
The Academy

of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences has put over its annual bonehead stunt by choosing the ten greatest
actors and actresses on the screen, and
a very unjust thing it was, as there are
many others who are entirely competent
to do anything the honored ones have
done on the screen. Greta Garbo, Norma
Shearer, and Ruth Chatterton are all right
if Renee Adoree doesn't get into one of
their pictures. If she did, she would steal
it,
for she is a better actress.
Maurice Chevalier has only his naughty
smile.
He is not a great actor. Lawrence Tibbett has only his voice and a
forceful personality which lacks the polished finesse and charm of Ramon Novarro, who is the greater, because he does
the more difficult characterizations, and he
the most versatile and accomplished
is
actor on the screen.
The utmost care
must be exercised in casting Mr. Tibbett, or he just wouldn't get by.
Nancy Carroll is a cutie whoever said
she was an actress?
George Arliss gives us nothing but
striking character studies of an old man.
Well, he should, with all his years of experience.
If he should give us a charthat
acter study of a young man, ah
;

!

hand on Lew Ayres.
He started at
twenty-two. Heaven knows what age his
press agent will make him if he continues
His last effusion bein the good work.
gan
"When the world was started I was
Really, Mr.
a toddling child of four."
Ayres, is this cricket?
S. Carroll.
:

Box

4271,

Germantown,

Pennsylvania.

C'mon, Tully!
Be Sweet.
Frank Tully
You horrid fellow
do believe you have a jealous streak
!

!

I

in

I would love to tweak your nose.
Aren't you ashamed of yourself for con-

you.

Rogers?
Be sweet, now,
and take it all back for my sake, will
you? I shall feel much better if you will.
You know, Frank, Bud supports his
family, so he has to hold his job.
I
think he is a much better judge of himself and of the public opinion than you
or I. Anyhow, a cigarette is quite common nowadays, so don't you think it is
rather nice to be an individual who
doesn't do one thing that almost every
one does? Surely it is.
Frank, you have got to hand it to Mr.
Rogers that he has not "gone Hollywood."
He is a clean, refined gentleman, and I
Hollywood might
feared
have often
change him, but not our Buddy. He has
He apthe will 'power to go straight.
pears to be a fellow that one could have
utmost confidence in and fully rely upon.
If the "typical American boy" could
be portrayed by any better-fitted actor
than Charlie, I am afraid that he is long

demning Mr.

—

For Charlie portrays a clean,
since dead.
wholesome youth, sincerely in love with
I wonder if
his best girl, in every film.

What
he

tint in real

like

is

life?

It

h.ir.l

i>

Buddy's Friend Speaks Up.

to

believe there could be one 10 nice, though.
But maybe I .1111 wrong
nop)
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The Accent Question Again.
I

think

.in

due

a]

to tin-

can i.ii!> lor the ridiculous non
\ihave re. id ;m<l beard, especially Sii
fred Knoa
\- if any one British [an has h.i«l [ear oi being corrupted
In
American slang
Oh, excuse me while
I laugh
1
wonder it Sir Alfred Knox has
heard a London cockney speak!
Or the
Yorkshire or Devonshire dialect?
Not
to mention an Irish. Welsh, 01
accent!
Before he turns his attention to
the "ravages" made in our language by

M.
wrote a

B.

Ameri-

tnd
the

sum

her.
draws the
ut

I

K.

that

regulation
of money

p

American

talkies, I'd like to ask him extunny of the films he has b
presume that he wants Victor Mcl.aglen

how

actly
I

Eddie
World," to

Lowe,

or

lah"
Really,

call

in

"The

each other

"Mv

Cock-eyed
de-ah fel-

!

am ashamed

to think that

an
English gentleman should have spoken
about the corrupting of the English language, and let him ask himself if our
own speech is so perfect that we can
afford to find fault with other people's,
and to take into consideration that we fall
far short in the pronunciation of words
as they are spelled.
If this is a time for
criticism, let me say this, that it is only
the affected May fair talk that has made
the English pronunciation what it is.
If
we have to he correct, let us beiriii on one
word alone that word is "can't." Oh, I
know one should say "cannot," but why
do we English say "carn't"? Answer that,
if you can
So carry' on, and give us natural talkwith natural speech, and the real
ies,
English audiences and fans arc with you
all the way. and here's an honest
ness British "Bravo !" and an American
"Rah! Rah!" to all the talkie stars— good,
I

;

I

the

'i

"The

!

Rooter."

Like Garbo?

Please, please, why do so many people
admire <ireta Garbo?
What has she
that's of interest to the American people?
In my opinion, and in the opinion
of others I know, there are so many
more actresses who excel her in every

way.

September Pictire Play

In

I

read a

written by
agree with

Virginia Burns, and I
her in everything
said.
Greta Garbo is certainly not beautiful or cute, either.
She is right when
she says that to compare Garbo to Nancy
Carroll or Anita Page is foolish.
They
letter

quite

certainly do outclass
To give Garbo a rest, why isn't Mary
Brian a star? She is a very good ad
and surely worthy of all the honors any
one can give her hut perhaps to be a
<

—

no longer an honor. How about it?
mystery to me why Alice White
doesn't go on a rampage.
I
wouldn't
star

is

It's

blame

a

her.

that

month

Evt ry

Mr.

l<

i

s

—

—

me, though our previous meeting had occurred fully two years ago and was but
of a moment's duration.
In our conversation he remarked that he considered
himself extremely fortunate in
so many loyal fans and expressed
that he was unable to get in closer touch
Charles Legrand.
with them.
Detroit, Michigan.
1

1

All This World Can Give.
admire you, Juliette Brown, of Pennsylvania, for your faithfulness to Joan
Crawford, and with you I come to her
I

I, too, am devoted to Joan, but
any reciprocation whatsoever.
I
may as well be placed in the highest ranks

defense.

without

of a class of unfortunal
Some few years ago. when Miss Crawford made her film debut in "The I
standing Heart," I took a fancy to her.
Being only at the beginning of my

If all the people

who

criticize

her could do half as well as she docs, then
perhaps they'd have something to say. If
Alice White suddenly put on long skirts
and wore a black wig. would she have
half the popularity she does now?
No,
yon bet she wouldn't.
Give the girl a
chance.
She's good.
Penny Casey.
Detroit, Michigan.

felt

and knew that

I

would grow up

with an increased love and devotion. To
be exact, I have written twenty-eight letters to her, eagerly awaiting a reply after
It
really makes
each one. but in vain.
me blue every time I realize what futile
attempts I have made.
I discouraged?
I
am only strengthened in my desire to grasp definitely what is a little

Am

beyond

my reach.
said by fans that

Joan

not pretty,
•iceited. and unmoved by the
fans
who have so greatly acknowledged her
acting ability.
It is untrue
It may be
seen in "Our Blushing Brides." a rare
jewel in the most perfect setting of loveliness, a type of beauty from which great
masterpieces are created.
Fai
Joan more intently.
Do
not look to her external features as final.
Her performance- are marked with true
realism, a remarkable talent not easily
tten.
She is not harsh and temperamental, but tender and sympathetic. Look
to her emotional character, her hone-ty
and faithfulness, and there is revealed the
It is

is

!

finest

man on

t

characteristics

any refined

woman

Give Arlen a Big Hand.

be

but

Beauty and Talent
Frank

the
I'd

type

t

'Fully, if

>

Men.
o narrow and

in

jealous to admit, even to sonis possible for a young man
it
unusually handsome and an actor of
ight-provoking" caliber as well, I

too

that

I

very sorrj
am not a "silly schoolgirl," but a
serious-minded young lady over twentyDuration for Barry Norton
one,
is a mature appreciation of a great histrionic genius. You would probably consider
Oscar Wilde's admiration of the art of
Sarah Bernhardt a thing naive and giddy,
I have read many lettoo, wouldn't you?
written to Barry by "these silly
ters
feel
I

.

schoolgirls."

so

I

felt

your

more

insult

than you could suspect.
If you think it is his profile that has
me excited, you are very mistaken. I
think Barry has a comparatively poor
from the
-tire,
profile, although, to be
It is hard to
front he is really beautiful.
understand why one must look like Emil
Jannings to be considered the
greatest act.>r." I never did agree with that
Jannings was never the screen's
theory.
greatest, and his lack of pulchritude has
nothing to do with my opinion. I am atnatutracted to handsomeness in men
rally.
But acting is acting, and beauty of
features has little to do with it.
Since when is it SO childish to want to
know people wc admire? Shall we make
friends with people with whom we have
For a long time I
nothing in common?
wanted to know Barry. Every friend who
has really meant much to me I have met
Wc have
by mail.' Why not Barry?
much in common. Our correspondence

—

was friend-hip at its noblest. There are
precious few of our sex-conscious, selfish
American men capable of so fine a friendship with one of the opposite sex as the
I never
sophisticated young Argentinean.
claimed to be excessively patriotic, so it
irb me a bit if I am taken to
task for this statement.

Yon, Mr. Tully. are evidently one of

who

consider

all

people

and prejudiced, except those who
happen to have the same stupidities and
prejudices as yourself. For example, your
stupid

e

C.ish

who

for the party

whom

I,

too,

criticized

Lillian

happen to think

is

a

Croct.lla Mvli
poor actr
6?07 Santa Monica Boulevard,
Hollywood, California.

What

Dorothy Frymark.

Don't you fans ever get tired of raving
about Gary Cooper when Richard Arlen
ng just as good, and often better.
work than Gary? Take "The Virginian."
Cooper was the star, and he put over an

not

I

of this modern world can possess.

830 Racine Street.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

may

Arlen
breathh

have him for a pal than any of the famous
profile-.
Now, fans, isn't it about time
bowed Dick wc know what
worth?
David Scott.
Thrums, British Columbia, Canada,

!

I

Sez you?
Sez
London, England.

Why

k

letters, and the note of B.
friend was hut one.
am so vehement
MisI
K.'s assertion that Buddy Rogers is conto l>e utterly false and unfounded
I have had
the pleasure of meeting him
twice once before he became a star and
again quite recently and both times he
was unself-consciously charming, thoroughly unassuming, and altogether delightful, which is quite the opposite of
conceit, is it not?
At our second meeting Mr. Rogers enthusiastically received

K

the most decided

Miss

th

thousands of

M.

me

picture

actor's

From

I

bad, and indifferent
I

conceited.

from hi,
man,

irt

I

to-<!

pi

I

is

to

return

in

in

Mr.

appn

letter of

can

frici>

rirl

I

A

Is a

Fan Club?

reader of Picture Play recently
That it's a
asked about the fan clubs.
large subject is probably the reason he has
not, as yet, received any information.
Let me explain. A fan club is officially
organized in honor of some particular
favorite for the sole purpose of boosting
him.
All this star's admirers are invited
to join and participate in the activities

!

—

!

; ;

What

12
planned by the officers.
Members correspond vvitli each other and, by means of
a club paper, keep constantly in touch
with headquarters. A fan club, as a rule,
has the personal interest and cooperation
oi the star thus honored.
It is a pleasure for me to say that, as in our case,
William Haines has been a most considerate honorary president, and the success of his club is due to his unfailing
interest.
It is difficult to give further details, since each club works as a separate
body and does not operate in the same

manner.
So you

see,

fans,

it

isn't

so

much

of a

all

knock

They had

the

to

their

down some

popular star, which
will do them no good, for they will remain popular regardless. And I will bet
my nickel against your horse that every
one who writes would love to trade places
with some of the stars.

We

mystery.
are not affiliated with the
industry in any way. We're just out telling the world that Mr. Starbrite is a wow
of an actor and that we're for him
strong
Tillie S. Kalus.
829 Winnebago Street,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

They Know Their Noses.
" 'Tis

odd what things men

do,

and yet

methinks 'tis odder still that we should
think them odd."
This sums up my feelings about those who write to the stars
requesting photos, et ectera.
Here is one who is not interested in

Barry Norton, "Eternal

Idolizer," or Crocan you be so naive,
you silly kids? There ought to be a law
against this.
Miss Mullen's eulogy of
Barry's nostrils was the richest thing in
Barry Norton, "Eternal Idolizer," or Croseconding the motion.
cella Mullen.

How

Fraxcis Tully.

New

20

Street,

Danbury, Connecticut.

hearts' content.
in the War,

same thing

soldiers
sending propaganda, knocking
each nation, but no one paid any attention
to it.
They are all wasting their time

trying to

Mrs.

New

J.

V. P.

superb

The night I saw
was packed for the

this
first

film,

the theater

performance, and

there was a waiting line a block long for
the second.
The house was literally
packed for both performances, and it was
having an extended run for five days,
being held over the fifth day by popular
request.
That in itself was unusual for
a small city, and proves how well he is
received here.
Three days is generally
the longest Tun a picture has here.
You can readily understand what a
splendid portrayal it is when several magazines pick it as one of the six best pictures of the month.

Too, Mr. Barthelmess's role cannot in
all honesty be called a starring one, judging by usual roles of stars, which proves
more credit to his acting ability, for he
went out of his way to share his scenes
with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Neil
Hamilton and still it remained Dick's
picture
There seems to be a quiet conviction and sincerity about Mr. Barthelmess which makes each and every one of
his
scenes outstanding, notwithstanding
the very excellent performances of Doug
Fairbanks, Jr., and Neil Hamilton.
Not long ago Dick was unjustly criticized because of the stand he took for
privacy.
appreciate Mr. Barthelmess's
I
views, and admire him for wanting soli-

—

!

tude to a certain extent.
Personally. I
prefer privacy myself, as do many others,
and we can appreciate his feelings.
His
request was to be left alone; why must
the fans dig, poke, and pry into his priaffairs?
Marie
Crivitz, Wisconsin.

vate

Axx Umberham.

Horses and Players.
I

want

this

stars

to say
criticism.
I

don't

give

a

few words about

know perfectly
a whoop for

all

well the
it.
Just

"luck"
If you don't
you,

miscasting confound

never

feel

them tighten on your

brow
you are resolved

If

nothing shall

that

besmirch

A

reputation

blameless and big;
true son of Mother

both

you can be a
Church

If

And
If

yet not a sanctimonious prig;

physical,
Which, telling

moral and

health, both

you have that

its

own

tale,

alone

offends
If

you can make one forget

crowned

—and

it's

with a capital

If

You manage

all

screen

I

the

am

crushes.

vexed.

trivial

pictures

'Untamed." "Montana Moon," and "Our
Blushing Brides"?
I don't think Miss Crawford has been
given a fair break. M.-G.-M. has cashed
in by presenting her as a dancing daughter,
a modern maiden, and a blushing
bride.
At this pace she will soon be
scheduled for "The Funeral March," and
it will be her death knell artistically.
Joan Crawford should portray sophisticated zvomen, not gin-soaked ingenues.

When

the screen rights of "The Green
Hat" were secured, I hoped Miss CrawM.-G.-M.
ford would do Iris March.
would probably have gasped at the suggestion of Joan in the role, yet it would
have been an exquisite character portrayal
Garbo was splendid, but the
for her.
neurotic Iris was Garbo, and it was "just

another picture."
I should like to see Joan Crawford do
M.-G.-M. should realsomething vital.
ize her dramatic worth and use her tal-

woman poised, graceents to that goal.
surely an actress
ful, alluring, exciting
of emotional depth.
Unless something is done very soon, a
be sacrificed and
brilliant career will
M.-G.-M. will be solely to blame.

—

Jack W. McElveny.
Hackcnsack, Minnesota.

my

son.

Ingleholm, North Berwick,
Scotland.
Is Realism the Point?
Rotten, terrible, awful three adjectives
fitting the latest attempts to screen naval

—

First we had Clara Bow, in "The
In," then Ramon Novarro's "The
Midshipman," Dorothy Mackaill's "Con-

life.

Fleet's

William Boyd's "Dress Parade."
Karl Dane and George K. Arthur's "All
at Sea," then came William Haines, in
"Navy Blues." After such complete fizzles Paramount again put Clara Bow in
another silly farce called "True to the
Navy." Poor stars and stories for such

voy,"

being
chance

allotted to Joan Crawford.
What
has a star of her ability and charm when
cast in such juvenile entertainment as

A

pigs

fly)

Muriel Graham.

Then followed a very dignified period
when being twenty-one was the most vital
thing in life.
But now, despite the new
dignity, I must lay all else aside to speak
openly to Metro-Goldwyn, and in no
friendly voice.
I
object to

I

this in a single run,

(And you might, you know, because

Kills.

There was a time when my movie enknew no bounds. I wrote often
and impulsively to the stars and fan mag-

my

un-

kings,

Yet never abuse your potent power

If

might

thusiasm

of

mundane

the

things
For a radiantly romantic hour
If you can be ranked among* the

You'll be a second Novarro,

The Pace That

com-

mends,
A sense of humor, whimsical, quizzical,
Which always charms, but which never

Lac, Wisconsin.

telling

on

glory

try not to listen to their silly giggles.

azines,

it

But keep your personality and pluck;
you can sing a sentimental solo
Without grimaces or a glassy stare
If you are a man and not a gigolo,
Despite sheer beauty and a foreign flair;
If you can lend sense to a stupid story,
Make a silk purse from the ear of a
sow;
If you can wear the laurels of screen

And

Daisy Tells Why.
have just been reading Jean Haehngen's letter in which she says the audience giggled at some of the scenes in
"Journey's End."
When the picture was
shown here, I heard giggles, too. Perhaps the answer to this is given by "One
Qilbertian" from East Brisbane, Australia, when he says in his letter to "What
the Fans Think":
"It must be remembered that very few people can watch and
listen to emotion in silence."
I
believe
that sums it up in a very few words.
When I hear people giggle in shows when
there is nothing at all to laugh at, I put
it down
to plain hysteria, lack of selfcontrol and will power.
I think to myself:
"Poor creatures, they have to
laugh.
They really do not know any better.
They really cannot help it." Then

Fond du

mad

let

stars

If

Indiana.

Daisy.

Eternal Plea for Privacy.
I
very recently saw Richard Barthelmess in "The Dawn Patrol."
He is

you can keep your feet when
around you
Are slipping fast, and blaming

I

I

;;

"If."
If

Hotel Lincoln,

Evansville,

—

Think

the Fans

paper talk.
We get the same knocks
about our horses, being in the race-horse
business, and we get a good laugh from
it
They say a knock is a boost, so let

them

;

;

subjects.

who do

not live on the coast
impression that the navy is
a wisecracking, rattle-brained outfit from
these silly films.

People

may

get the

"Men Without Women" was
to a real

navy

picture, but

the closest

even that had

vast room for improvement. Men couldn't
be shot from torpedo tubes at such a great
depth without being crushed by the sea
pressure.
John Gilbert

coming out in a naval
Won't the producers
ever wake up and realize you can't put

picture.

is

Ye gods!

the Valentino type in a story of men?
Every time a naval picture opens here
the personnel of this base rush to the
theater in hopes of seeing a real picture,
but to no avail. The same thing hokum
Can't wo have
is the predominating trait.
"Hit_ the Deck,"
one film without it?
starring Jack Oakie. was just a good
Imagine, if you can. sailplaver wasted.
Yet the public
ors' doing ballet dancing.
ate it up, because it was true to the impression former naval pictures gave them.

—

Jortx Sailor.

LT nited States Submarine Base,
New London, Connecticut.
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become a popular musician

to

this delightful,

simple as

STOP

ing that learning
but one grind

music

nothing

is

monotoharsh-sounding

ion of

exercises and
alter another

days,
months and years oi difficult techiiKiue and drv-as-dust theory under
-

thumb of

Don't

let

.

.

.

thc
wav
i d . fashioned
Yet, no
matter what instrument you select.
t()

talk

you

Not only
music vou

yours

that,

you receive

need at

no

the

all

extra

cost.

to

lesson comes a specially
and graded piece, which is
keep, enjoy and play to your

Play the "Blues"

Away

can you be content to sit around
at party after party and listen to others
do all thc playing hear them receive all
the compliments
see them showered with
admiration,
attention,
when
invitations
your life-long ambition to become a popular musician is
easy to realize?
Get in the musical "swim" yourself. Watch
the singing, happy crowds gather around

—

lots

i

How

bit
as
simple as it looks.
First a note
then a letter.
Plenty
of clear instructions tell you how

—

—just

heart's content.

Take a look at the above diagram.
Looks easy, doesn't it ?
Well, it's

played

same

With every
selected

You're Never in Hot Water

is

the

a day.

!

each bar

is

an average cost of only a few

proved it to the complete satisfaction
of over 600,000 enthusiastic students who have learned to play their
favorite instrument right at home
without a teacher.

every

,

the cost of learning

into

believing any such thing.
It's ridiculous
absolutely
And we've already

—

.

,

a private teacher

other-

A-B-C way

throbbing ballads, stirring marches,
sparkling sonatas, restful etudes follow in short order. No standing still,
In this way, you
Progress is rapid.
become a capable performer months
sooner than you could ever expect

cheating yourself out of
musical good times.
Stop think-

the

looks

it

—

of diagram

—

—

shcrze you how. then you
yourself and hear it.
Everything
make learning a joy.
to
Ni thing to make you lose patience. you as you play the latest syncopation.
Experience the personal satisfaction that
No headaches. In fact, the I
rn being able to play
"when."
School of Music has made the read- "where" and "what" you like for your
own amusement and the ening and playing of music
tertainment of others.
PICK YOUR
so simple that you don't
INSTRUMENT
Don't be afraid to begin
Piana
Violin
have to know one note
Organ
your lessons at once. Over
Clarinet
Ukulele
from another to begin.
Flute

pictures

do

it

Cornet

Play Real Tunes

From
Your

the Start
comes

first thrill

with your very

first

les-

For you are given a
piece with a real melody

son.

to play by actual notes.
Dreamv waltzes, heart-

Trambaw
Piccala

Guitar

Hawaiian

S.nnphone
Harp
Mandtlin
'Cell*
Steel Guitar

Siaht Sinaino
Piana Aceardiaa
Italia* and

German

Accard in
Vaiee and Speech Culture

Harmeny and Caaapasitian
Drums and Traps
Autematie Finfer Control
Banj* (Pleetrum.
5-Striaa »r Tenarl
Juniws" Piana Caurse

600.000 people learned to
play this modern way and
found it as easy as A-P.-C.
Forget that old-fashioned idea
that you need special "talent."
Just read the list of
instruments in the panel, de-

—

cide
play,
will

which one you want to
and the I". S. School
do the rest. And bear

V
mind, no matter which instnimenl
~t in each case will a\

in

the

same

— just

a

No

few cents a day.

matter whether you are a mere l>eginner
or already a good performer, you will be
interested in learning about this new and
wonderful method.

Send for Our Free Book and
Demonstration Lesson
Our wonderful illustrated Free Book
and our Free Demonstration Lesson explain all about this remarkable method.
They prove just how anyone can learn to
play his favorite instrument by note in al-

most no time and for just a fraction of
what old, slow methods cost. The booklet will also tell you all about the amazing new Automatic Finger Control.

Read the list of instruments to the left,
decide which you want to play, and the
U. S. School of Music will do the rest.

NOW.

Act

and

Clip

this coupon
Free Book and

mail

today, and the fascinating

Free Demonstration Lesson will be sent to
you at once. Xo obligation. Instruments
supplied

when needed, cash or

School

of

Music.

New York

credit.

5312 Brunswick

U.

S.

Bldg..

City.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC.

U. S.

5312 Brunawick
Please

Bide..

<pt\(] rrip

Your Own
Frank Crnn>
son and
;n

New York

City.

v
voiir frt-o bnr.k.
Horn--." with Introduction
"

-

}

plan.

I

am

Interested

.

your

of
in

I

Hi v.-

Address
Citr

Sr •

...
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Give a Subscription
for a

Christmas Present
Here are good, interesting MAGAZINES that will be welcomed and appreciated. An artistic Card showing you to be
the donor will be sent to the recipient.
In U. S. A. and
Possessions
$2.00
Far West Stories Per year
Issued every month

—

— Per

year
Issued every month

Air Trails

High Spot Magazine

$2.00

—Per

Real Love Magazine Per year
Issued twice a month

$4.00

Issued every month

Best Detective Magazine- -Per year $2.00
Issued every month

—Per

year

$2.00

— Per

$2.50

year...

year

Sport Story Magazine Per year
Issued twice a month

Detective Story Magazine
Issued every week

$3.00

Western Story Magazine

$3.00

— Per year $6.00

—Per year

& SMITH

Love Story Magazine

PUBLICATIONS.

Inc.

79 Seventh Avenue. New York.

,

for which enter a subscription to

Name
R.

P.

l>

City

Send Card showing Donor

year

Wild West Weekly—Per year

to

<>r

— Per

$6.00

$6.00

$6.00

Issued every week

Inclosed please find $

€l

—Per

Issued twice a month

:

Street

$4.00

Issued every week

Issued every month

Magazine

year

Issued every week

Issued every month

Gent lemeD

— Per

—

—

STREET

Complete Stories

—

month

Top-Notch Magazine
$2.00

Picture Play

Issued twice a

Issued twice a month

year

Excitement

The Popular Magazine

In U. S. A. and
Possessions
Per year $4.00

State
to be

N. Y.
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PICTURE PLAY,

January 1931

Every cloud has

Volume XXXIII

Number

5

a silver lining.
And that means the return of Janet Gaynor to the Fox fold and her reunion
with Charles Farrell, in "The Man Who Came Back." Neither star is at an advantage when away from the
other, for they are perfectly matched as hero and heroine and their joint appearance in the
new picture the first of several promises not only further enjoyment of their own particular charm, hut a far more dramatic and realistic story than any of their previous ones.

—

—
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Beauty Gets
Though Hollywood's

four classifications

into

bodies are

stellar

But now the minds of

of their intellects.

—brilliant,

intel

shows how they

article

rate

By Samuel
his reigning favorite, dwelling on her charms
and inherently sweet disposition, even though
the player may that very day have thrown a
sun arc at a luckless electrician, because he
had the light shooting down upon her, instead
of up at her, revealing her double chin and
wrinkles.
Your interrogator squirms a little,
thanks you for the information, hems and
haws a while, and finally blurts out, "Yes, but
is

she

dumb?"

And when you

get

down

to the business of

the prominent
amazing how few
there are whose intellects stand up under the
For the purpose of
cold light of analysis.
discussing them, we may divide them into
brilliant, intelligent, clever, and
four classes

analyzing

and

women

pictures,

in

cataloguing
is

it

:

shrewd.
Brilliant.

astounding how few actresses there
are who can qualify for this class.
Constance Bennett, certainly. It isn't Constance's looks, nor her ability to wear clothes,
It is
nor her sophistication, nor her chic.
She
Constance herself.
has all these qualities and,
in addition, she has the
It

is

faculty of cold analysis.
She labors under no
delusions concerning herself, either

or

ity

who

could express her
views, and who could

ninity.

also differentiate between
four classifications
the
mentioned. "You speak."

HAVE

just finished looking through
back numbers of Picture
Play always an interesting diversion.
And, oddly enough, the stories
that stick in my mind are those in which

I

she said, "of a brilliant
violinist, a brilliant actor,

—

a

dream

girls.

Their descriptions included looks, traits
of character, companionship, adaptability, compatibility, this, that, and
the other
thing.
The only item not touched upon
was the matter of intellect. Apparently
our heroes, like Tennyson, feel that
beauty unadorned is adorned the most,
although Tennyson may have had a dif-

a

student.

A

fool

in

others.

How

many

Photo by Ball

Though Lilyan Tashman's
uppermost, she
ist

is

self-assurance is
conversational-

a brilliant

when away from crowds.

meaning in mind when he composed that aphorism.
Yet on meeting a person outside the studios, the first
thing he asks is, "What's she reallv like?" You describe
ferent

brilliant

person may be brilliant
in one line and stupid as

various heroes of the screen described
their

appearance.

Asked what she understood by the phrase, "a
brilliant
person." Constance was the only one

Gloria Swanson is undeniably brilliant,
but in her fight to maintain her position
on the screen she has sacrificed her femi-

some

as to her abil-

her

of us could, by any
stretch of the imagination, be called really brilliant in every sens
Without fear of contradiction

by

any

one

who knows her. I think
I may say that Constance

is brilliant.
There are few subjects she cannot discuss,
not only intelligently, but with sympathy and understanding
It is not book learning, but the poise and
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a Mental Test
constantly disCUMed, nothing

is

ever said

famous beauties are analyzed and divided
This ama/ing
ligent, clever, and shrewd.
as persons rather

than stars.

Mook

Richard

sophistication with which she meets situations
<>r four moving through
and studio intrigues of Hollywood with the tact and diplomacy of a Ma-

a

girl

tlir

<>i

twenty-three
lite

social

dame de

Stael.

Gloria Swanson, sprung from God knows
what source, firsl attracted notice in the Mack
Sennett bathing-girl comedies.
ha
through
her early days as a dramatic dotheshorse in
DeMille spectacles, when critic-- and fans
praised her beauty and kept charitably silent mi
the subject of her histrionics, Gloria set about
making of herself in real life the sort of woman
she portrays on the screen -a woman capable
of wearing clothes as though they belonged to
her. oi meeting trying situations capably, of
speaking grammatically, and of understanding
each separate and distinct phase of her pro(

fession.

Out of the maelstrom of the years in which
she has floundered as a star, sometimes at the
top. sometimes perilously near the eddies and
whirlpools that
suck one under, she has
emerged with brilliant understanding of people,
human nature and movies.
There is no phase of the industry upon
which she has not made herself an authority,
from selecting a story on through its production and editing.
She supervises the cutting
of every foot of her films.
What does it matter if. in her fight for
supremacy, she has succeeded at the sacrifice of
her femininity?
For the
rloria of to-day is a cold,
abrupt, and brusque creature who speaks with the
warmth and loquacity of a
bank president listening to
a plea for a loan of half a
million, unsecured.
Hut of
her brilliance there can be
no doubt.
Aileen Pringle's reputation
founded
for brilliance is
upon nothing more substantial than a game of dominoes. Meeting Joseph Hergeshcimer. the novelist, the
conversation drifted to indoor sports, and Joe, the

—

I

intellectual, avowed that
nothing stimulated him quite
so much as a good, exciting
game of dominoes.

Ann Harding
into

falls

almost

superintelligent
group of stars.
the

Photo by Thomas

has
intelligence
and no detail is
a star
too small for her concentrated atten-

Norma

Shearer's

made her

'

tion.

ich
it

c

when

matching

of ivory, invited him up for a tourThrusts of her rapierlike wit
ney.
doubtless accompanied each m
to the enjoyment of Joseph, and he
mentioned to several friends that he
had spent a most pleasurable eveHis c
ning with Miss Pringle.
not slow to follow in
frer
his footsteps, for worth-while conare
versation in Hollywood
as a lasting love affair in the life of

Clara Bow.
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Beauty Gets a Mental Test
but she cannot change her mentality, because
the men who ask her for dates are her intellectual inferior-.

Scoff as you will, one of the most brilliant
in Hollywood is none other than the
"Follies"
erstwhile
girl,
Libyan Tashman.
Along with her poise and assurance, Lil has
acquired a knowledge, not only of books, but
of many other subjects on which she may
safely be quoted.
You may laugh at her conceit, but at the
same time it compels your admiration. Lilyan
will sweep into a room filled with illustrious
men and women with an air that fairly shrieks,
"I am as well dressed
or better dressed

women

—

than any

woman

here,

and

I

am

infinitely

more

interesting than the majority of them.
Now
what the hell are you going to do about it ?"
And she will retain the center of attraction by

sheer dominance of personality, despite all efforts to extinguish her.
Away from crowds, when she relaxes to
an extent she is one of the most interesting
and compelling conversationalists I know.
And there you have it. Out of an industry
numbering thousands of women on its rosters,
five can be called brilliant.
I'll be generous and
say that I've overlooked one, and there are six.
Supply the name of the missing sixth to suit
yourself.

—

—

Intelligent.

As Omar Khayyam

remarked,

"A

and true."

So

sagely

hair, perhaps, divides the false

—

with brilliance and intelligence a hairbreadth division, possibly, but what a hair
For brilliance is simply superintelligence projected by that evanescent quality called perit

is

in a way that causes a woman to
And intelligence is that
sparkle like a jewel.
flavoring sometimes
sonality,

l'hoio

by Chidnoff

Lois Moran is mental, brilliant,
and possesses a real intellect,
but her conversation is over
the head of the average Holly-

wood

With her

beau.

filled by the
Miss Pringle's
reputation was established.

salon

intelligentsia,

Brilliant her conversation undoubtedly is, but it is the brilliance of repartee, rather than
of deep mentality.
Lois Moran is unquestionably brilliant. There is hardly
a topic from Einstein's theory
to excise taxes that she cannot
discuss, with all intermediate
branches of learning thrown

from sports to literature.
She is an omnivorous reader
and has an uncanny faculty of
assimilating what she reads.
But what docs it avail her ?

in,

Her

conversation is far over
the heads of the young men
with whom she goes out, and
she is seldom seen with the
same man more than two or
three times.
Lois regrets it,

found

a

in

make-up

common

The

woman's

known

number

women

as

sense.
in

of

pictures

who

display
intelligence, not only in the
handling of their careers, but in the conduct of their lives and
gratifying
affairs,
is
at a superficial glance,

although

it

may

be a

discouraging
when considered in
little

to the total
of women in
the industry.
relation

number

Mary Pickford is
one of the most outstanding examples of
intelligence.
Hardly a
brilliant

conversation-

Sheer intelligence enabled Ruth Chatterton
to

make

career

for herself a

on the

screen

more successful than
she

ever

enjoyed

the stage.

on
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Beauty Gets a Mental Test
she has displayed an intelligence and insight
business matters that most men would envy.
Possibly >lu- has never made a stud) of the busi-

alist,

in

ming a "lady" thai Swanson has, but,
where pictures arc concerned, --Ik is certainly
Swanson's peer.
Her investments have been
handled with the same acumen, and she is one of
-

the few stars, men or women, who have profitably
produced their own pictures.
Norma Shearer is another. She is one of the
must intelligent women
have talked with, in
wood <>r elsewhere. There is n<> detail
I

t

small

»

><

In preparing for inmerit her attention.
terviews she endeavors to find out beforehand as
much as possible about the work and personality
of the person coming to see her.
She then ©

ers

ti>

how

best

to

approach him

to

make

a

impression.
\ r is her meticulous attention to details confined to that phase of her career most likely to be
directly presented to the public.
She seriously
concerns herself with stories, easts, clothes, and
habits.

Miss Shearer might accurately he termed a selfstar.
She is a star simply because of her
indomitable will power and perseverance.
She
has had no role that made her an overnight sensation
she is not a great beauty; and she is not the
of woman who would appeal to the taIn addition, she had several physical
the mob.

made

;

disabilities

popular

to

fight

favorite.

before

she

could

become a

through
sheer intelligence, she has handled
her career in a way that has created
a decided demand for her servi*
ami that has won her a very definite

Net.

fan following.

/

Louise Fazenda's knowledge of life
and people gives her a quality of
sympathetic intelligence second to

Constance Bennett is Mr. Mook's
nomination for brilliance in
Hollywood.

first

none.

Ann Harding
who falls almost
i

intelligent

class.

another
superRecently, while

is

still

into the

praising her ability as a stage acI wrote somewhat disparagingly of her chances for su<
Unfortunately I
on the screen.
had just seen "Her Private Af-

previewed, before
fair"
"Paris Bound" and other pictures
she has made. A fan wrote to me.

Photu by Alexander

Common

sense

is

at

bottom of Kay Francis's

Mr. Mook. and

the

"Look

in-

beneath that 'destructive coiffure'

again.

see

of which yon so evidently disapprove, the fearlessness, tenderAnd the fan was right.
and intelligence in those eves
meeting
Since writing that article I have had the plea*
Miss Harding and talking with her. and I have had conversations
repeated to me in which she participated. All of it indicates a clear
stratum of common sense. She is probably not known well enough
to be called "the most popular woman in Hollywood." but I doubt
if there is a woman in town who is better liked, or more admired,
among her own circle of acquaintances than Ann Harding.
She cares nothing for dress, and offscreen slouches around in
Vet she has intelliclothes that are the despair of her modistes.
gence enough to know that clothes are a very necessary adjunct to
success on the screen, and she huys gowns in the hest possible taste
or her pictures and wears them with an ease that many a clothes[Continued on page 104]
horse might envy.
telligence.
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New York

fifty

years from

now

is

visualized in "Just

Imagine," a fantasy by the authors of "Sunny Side Up.

The Future of Melody Films
Though King Jazz

is nobody any more and Tin-pan Alley is taboo in Hollywood, the musical picture
with a vast difference. In this illuminating article you will learn all about a new form
of entertainment which employs music and better music than the screen has hitherto provided.

survives

—but

—

—

By
Oh,

.Mr.

Edxtfin Schallert

Melody Man.

Please be good

if

you can

the burden of an old song. And so, too, in
goes the theme of Hollywood's newest and
biggest upset.
Another revolution has come to pass in the film?.
Another king has been overthrown.
A year ago this monarch's banners were the brightest
To-day they are draggling in the dust, to
in the land.
the dissonant cackles of the I-told-you-sos.
A victim of all-too-familiar movie hysteria, which
fools with its golden promises of success, and then
clamorously demands the slaughter of anything that
doesn't hit. King Jazz right now is a deposed, disaffected
old nobody, with his crown battered in. his scepter

SO runs
way,
a

What

has been the matter with the so-called musical
How could anything that started off so
brightly just one year ago, with a budding future that
seemed bound to bloom, fall into such a sad estate ? Can
nothing be done to reanimate and revivify this apparently
decrepit and palsied form of entertainment that faded
and curled up almost before it reached maturity?
The screen must possess some musical possibilities, or
else all the seers and the nineteen dozen prophets that
flourish about the studios struck nothing but sour notes
film thus far?

in their predictions.

Too, there are other reasons why there must be something to this music thing.
You just have to consider
that certain harmonious little opuses went over at the

box office with a terrific smash.
There was "Sunny Side Up." for

The

instance.

Xo

com-

smashed and a woebegone expression on his face.
And if you don't believe it. why sec how much syncopated melody you can find gushing forth from the
loud-speakers of any first-line picture theater in the land.
Also listen to the estimates which say that while fifty

expected to bring in
more shekels than that very popular feature. "The CockWorld." In fact it was one of the very best winners
on Fox's program last season, and all this despite that it
lacked any genuine singers in the two leading roles.

per cent of the films sang their way gayly along a year
per cent are warbling a tune at the present.
ago, only

either.

hw

plaint about that.

picture

is

!

Then

there was "Rio Rita."
Xo fault to find here,
Bebe Daniels's vocal debut was a most felicitous

The

Future of Melody Films
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nt.
Indeed, "Rio Rita," the film, virtually
put "Rio Rita,"
production, out of tl
running when it tried to play through tl

country about the- time the film wa
her, about
me hears no ill re|
ind that was of a n*
musical ordi
e that it proved po]
lar is supplied by the re-signing of
Tibbett, the star, for other pictures by M(

at

I.
I

a

jump

in salary.

[igh hopes an- also held for

John McCormack's "Song

ti

M>

Heart," in
even though it may
have been no whirlwind of a cash magneto
reckoning,

ultimate

the

o'

to date.

In passing,
lic

liked

also

Diggers of
had to listen

one might mention that the pubthe musical qualities of "Gold
Even though th<
Broadway."
to Nick Lucas's voice every half

red. the effect wasn't killing to the production.
Furthermore, this him gained a huge number
of critics' votes in a trade magazine.
Take the little matter of the songs them-

What more

popular than "CI
Monterey," "Happy
"It Happened
"Dixiana." "Livin' in the Sunlight; Levin* in
the Moonlight," "You Brought a New Kind
nf Love to Me." "A Little Kiss Each Morning: a Little Kiss Each Night," "My Sweeter
Than Sweet." "Ragamuffin Romeo," "Song of
selves.

•

in

1

I

Dawn." "How Am T to Know?" "1
"My Love Parade," "Should I?" 'Tuttin' on

the

the Kit/." "In

Through

My

Little

"Kiss

Carolines."

Flame," and "The

Hope

Ch<
"Cryin'

Tulips,"

the

"Song
Low

Waltz."

Moon

Is

"Tipfor
of

the
the

Practically all these have heen one hundred
per cent Dingers with the dancing, radio-listenThey have glading and jazz-playing crowd.

dened the night dubs, the cabarets, and the
They have hecn warbled,
family hcarthsidc.
and
screeched, blued, yodeled, for all I know
in the inevitable fashion
incidentally sung

—

—

No question but that the
the jazz knock-out.
films are supplying a nation with syncopation
and that many of their biggest melody winners are carrying gavety into the restaurants

—

and homes even of Eur
The music of the musical picture has gone

why

should the musical picture itself
That's the neat little puzzle that folks
in movieland have heen trying to solve.
Of course, it isn't such a hopeless flop as it
looks on the surface. There are many pict;:
in which songs will be rendered this year, take
Five per cent of the hig
'em or leave 'em.
total of productions, means a very fair number.
The output will come near being thirty or
forty pictures, all told, which are musical. But
from the outlook they will he different enn a year
tirelv from
First of all. there will come such carefully
and conscientiously produced operettas
"Children of Dreams" and "Viennese Nights."
These have been written by Sigmund Roml

over:
flop?

:

Marilyn Miller appears
in "Sunny." a musical

comedy

accepted
of
form, but the melodies
are superior to Tin-

pan
-,

'in

':

i|>

,i

Alley

composi-

tions.

i

and Oscar HammerThe former
stein. Jr.
sponsible for such
hig hits of the stage as

"Blossom Time." "The
Student Prince." and

"The

Desert

Song."
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He has had the cooperation of lammcrstcin on various
of his siii
Then there will be the Rudolph Friml effort to combine music with spectacular and dramatic interest in
"The Lottery Bride." Friml is another operetta composer, with a long and hit-bespangled career, including
at various stages, "Firefly," "High Jinks," "Katinka,*'
He is recognized as one
"Rose-Marie," and others.
of the most brilliant and original composers.
One can also sec remarkably interesting prospects for
"Men of the Sky." by Jerome Kern and Otto Harbach.
The former wrote the music for one of the most famous
Kern is regarded
of all stage successes, "Show Boat."
by many as one of the most inspired of composers of the
I

lighter order to-day.
There are besides.

"New Moon,"

a

Romberg work

starring Lawrence Tibbett, "A Lady's Morals," inspired
by the life of Jenny Lind, for Grace Moore's debut;
"Monte Carlo." featuring

MacDonald and
Buchanan, and directed by Ernst Luhitsch
"The Playboy of Paris,"
Maurice Chevalier's latest
adventure, which includes,
Tcanette

Jack

;

I

believe, only a couple of

"The Hot Heiress,"
written by Rodgers. Fields,
and Hart, who did a musical version of "The Connecticut Yankee" for the
songs

;

stage,
and wrote "Ten
Cents a Dance" and "Just
Imagine." by De Sylva,
;

Brown, and Henderson of

"Sunny Side Up" note.
These appear among the
most outshining. The
Jenny Lind music, one
might mention, is by Oscar Strauss and Herbert
Stothart.
less

to

Strauss,
recall,

"The Chocolate
It

looks as

if

need-

composed
Soldier."
the studios

were being far more

dis-

criminating in whom they
choose to provide tunes
for the screen than they
were in the beginning.
There isn't the wholesale
importation of the Tinpan Alley composers of a
year ago. Not so long past
these same Tin-pan Alley ites
were being shipped
hack by the carload to

Xew

York.
They had
their gay little day. but
most of them failed to deliver what was wanted by
the movie public.
Here's what one producer told
me about the whole affair: "The
trouble with those boys was that
they were selfish. All they wanted
was to have the pictures plug their
songs, so they would have a big
sale of the sheet music and the
phonograph records. They'd stick
in a song wherever it suited them.
They used vaudeville methods of

«**-

introducing a number, literally forcing it upon the
audiences.
let them get
"To be sure, we were at fault, too.
away with it, perhaps even encouraged it in the beginning.
The song came first half the time, the picture
afterward.
overestimated the public's capacity for
listening to tunes, and disregarded the fact that these
tunes often marred the plot of the picture by slowing
down the action. Many of the song films were consequently so dull and tedious that people walked out of the
theater, or refused to go at all.
"This season the studios have different ideas of musical pictures.
The music will be logically introduced. It
will form a part of the action of the picture.
The singer
will be natural about it, and that doesn't mean that every
hero is to be a cabaret or vaudeville performer, either,
or that every story is to be a back-stage story.
shall
endeavor to create an environment for music at the
beginning of the production, and let the rest carry
itself along."
Examples of this more recent tendency can be found
"Children of Dreams."
Here the characters are the
gypsylike fruit pickers of
the
California
orchards.
They are a nomadic type,
and it is entirely believable
that they may sing as they
work.
Furthermore, they
have to djRnd on their own
efforts for amusement and

We

We

We

entertainment

during

off

hours.
It is logical that
those with talent should
display this talent in songs
and dances.
The later scenes of "Children of Dreams" transport
one to the opera house.
Here the singing is again
wholly in order.
In both
this operetta and in "Vien-

nese
Nights,"
Hammerstein and

Romberg have

en-

deavored to fashion a musical aspect to the picture
right at the start.
and it is their belief that this can

be done with any

number of romanplots.

tic

Kern's
film.

musical

"Men

Sky."

is

of the
a story of

France and Ger-

many during the
war, and Kern
himself told me
that the

keep
sic

aim

is to
the muatmospheric.

all

Whenever melody
heard it will appear to be part
is

of the setting.
It
emanate either
from a cafe or-

will

The
chestra,

b

marching

band,

or

Future of Melody Films

some

combination of musical instruments that might seem appropriate.
The song will follow as a matter ol
course, but only because it has some
obvious inspiration.
These new workers in the films are
skillful, and they appear to be
careful students of what is required,
of them spending time constantly
on the picture sets. Therefore Hollyproceeds into its second s<
(^i music with some capable and painsother

'

And

taking creators.

that

may

help

up nicely the important percity of the music itself.
And what about the singers who'll
render the SOngS?
Can they. tOO, be
improved ?
Most of the film stars themselves
•tie

forsaken the voca'
It
too much of a job to learn
to he an opera diva overnight.
The
are now concentrating their
s
efforts on speech.
And here they are
hound to fare better and better all the

have

was

time,

just

a--

shown

the case of

in

Norma

Shearer.

Nancy

Carroll.
Crawford.
Joan
Young, June Collyer, Betty
Compson, Lois Wilson, Mary Astor.
and others are beginning to give us

Loretta

good, if not better performances than
they did in the silent days.

The sir
jje was hound to pass.
and out of the many who studied there
emerged only Miss Daniels. Jeanette
I. off. Gloria S
n, John Roles. Ramon Novarro, and a few others who
have qualified.
Singing is an independent talent it needs training, experience, and a musical sense.
Hence,
a girl like Janet Gaynor. for lack of
:

these, really

made

herself look foolish

by attempting to do musical numbers.
And nobody more than Janet has
wanted to quit it.

Vivienne Segal and Walter Pidgeon, in "VienNights," have the advantage of singing
songs that are the logical expression of a mood
instead of a musical interruption.
nese

Grace Moore as Jenny
"A Lady's Morals," is

Lind, in
the sole
exponent of operatic arias on
the screen.

Many

of

the

stage singers failed just as
lacked screen personalities.
Audiences resented the way they photographed.
It was a pleasure to shut one's eyes on a majority of them.
However, Tibbett, Jeanette
MacDonald. the lovely Marilyn
Miller,
Bernice Claire, and
others are still under contract
to the studios, which proves
that good voices
have a great opportunity.
The
majority of these

quickly.

They

have also been
approved by the
fa:

There have also

come more
fefei

re-

cently Paul Gregory. Evelyn Lave.
Continued on page 98
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Are
Phillips

Holmes and Helen Twelve

ances that

THE
covery

ability
in

elicit
to

act

cheers,

well

is

not a recent dis-

Holmes by those who
Holiday," but his role in "Her

Phillips

saw "The Devil's
Man*' is more exacting and

/,

congratula

his performance is
Vigorous, aggressive,
he is the young seaman who has smiled at life
while fighting his way through its seamier side.
In voice, pantomime, and that nameless something that we call discretion or judgment Mr.
Holmes proves himself one of the elect. He is
seen, left, with Helen Twelvetrees.

proportionately

exciting.

trees,

tions,

"Her Man," give performand prayers for their future.

in

FAITH

her ability to prove her talent on
has been lacking from neither
Helen Twelvetrees nor her friends, but picture
after picture failed to give her the precise role
and director she needed, until "Her Man" and
Tay Garnett came along. Delicacy and
and pathos beautifully merge in her porf
the

the

in

screen

unhappy

dive,
faults

who

is

little

gol

made doubly

and not her

virtues.

::i

real

She

the

Havana

because of her
i<

with Phillips Holmes.

seen,

right,
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Hollywood Could Be Nuttier

The

brilliant coauthor of

"Queer People" defends the movie

By

THERE
and

Carroll

has been a good deal of conversation here
there to the effect that Hollywood is a pretty
I have
nutty place, and who am I to deny it ?
even fostered that idea now and again in print, and I
cannot remember ever having denied it orally upon any
occasion.
These same declaimers of Hollywood's nuttiness, however, have been singularly reticent about advancing any
reasons for that particular brand of insanity to be found
directly south of the Hollywood hills. The average commentator is prone to shrug his shoulders and say, "Oh,
Everybody's crazy out there."
well, that's Hollywood.
This is unjust to the old residents of that community
which was once a peaceful country village surrounded by
The few native sons and
orange and lemon groves.
daughters of that community I have met seem to be
decidedly sane.
Now, as almost a native Calif ornian, I point with
pride to the fact that the 1930 census states that the upand-coming city of Los Angeles harbors a population of
Of this number, it is estimated that
1,250,000 souls.
350,000 reside in the district roughly known as Hollywood. This includes gag men.
There is probably no reason why any obscure person
should take up a blanket defense of 350,000 persons,
except that my civic glands are highly developed, and I
feel the urge for self-expression.
Hollywood as an enormous number of earnest writing folk have sought to convince you is an evanescent
and undefinable village bordering on the Kingdom of
Oz and the land of Never-never, where almost anything
Its 350,000 inhabitants
is more than likely to happen.
range from acrobats to

—

—

xylophone players, brought
together from such farflung

points

as

and Johannesburg.

Iceland

—

else they

would have

heeded the warnings about
the heartbreaks and hunger of Hollywood and remained home.
No. 2.

The

ones

who

are successful become so in such

—with

Graham

his tongue in his cheek.

Illustrated by L,ui ^fSrugo

spectacular fashion that they can't help going a bit
balmier.
No. 3. I defy any one to collect 350,000
artists, actors, authors, painters, and the like, and mold
the collection into a thoroughly normal community conducted on the lines of Zion City.
young man of New York lately won $149,000 on a

—

A

The boy and his father and
ludicrous spectacles of themselves in the
public prints by squabbling over the prize.
They became grasping and deceitful.
Without the sudden
Canadian

brother

lottery ticket.

made

—

—

riches they might
and undoubtedly would have remained a happy family.
Does this isolated instance make my point clear?
That more Hollywoodians, having suddenly sprung
into wealth and fame, do not expand under the intoxicating atmosphere of that city and do strange, fantastic
things, is to be marveled at, rather than the reverse.
Let's get down to an example.
A young man from,
let us say, Biloxi, Mississippi, turns up, through some

strange chain of events, in the motion-picture colony.
He has a cleft chin, a head of curly hair, and what
writers of fiction would call clean limbs. He becomes a
leading man, because he caught the eye of a film producer, who does not care to hire some other young man
who had come earlier from What Cheer, Iowa, and had
boosted his salary to $1,000 a week, when he can engage
the Biloxi lad for a tenth of that amount.
Of course he is.
cleft chin
Is our producer right?
See one and you've seen
is more or less a cleft chin.
them all. The boy from Biloxi gets the job, another star
is born, and things begin to happen to him rapidly. Very
probably he never had more than ten dollars at any time

A

Musicians are notoriously temperamental and the movie
mecca is the goal of every one of them.

Con-

sidering these things, it is
as normal and explainable
a village as it could be under the circumstances, and
I'll tell you why, as Chic
Sale might say.
No. 1
The people who
go there are a little balmy,
.

capital

in his life, and was never
before on speaking acquaintance with any one
more prominent than the

Biloxi butcher.

Suddenly he finds him-

~^&l

self

a

celebrity.

He

is

photographed, wined and
dined, talked about.

views

on

life,

love,

His
and

companionate marriage
are suddenly regarded as

important enough to print.
Aging female stars yearn
for his soul.
If the boy

from Biloxi

does not go dizzy under
swift and drastic
this
treatment, then he is a
truly remarkable person.

Hollywood Could Be Nuttier
Must of than da set
while, ami l;h in For

rush of strange impulses for a
poses and unnatural accents and
temperament, but eventually snap oul of it. Sunn- never
snap out ot' it.
And a great many of them do not

change

at

all.

Cartoonists
are generally
the last word
irrational-

in

ns forget about actors.
After all. they constitute but a .small part of tin- 350,000 persons ulio infest Hollywood.
The strange business of making movies

But

let

and employs workers in a great many arts and
professions, and all of them an- apt to include rather
unusual people.
attracts

Musicians, for instance, art notoriously temperamenHollywood is jammed with them. There have always been a greal many writers in Hollywood, l>ut the
talkies have brought several hundred more.
Well, you
know writers* It you do, you can imagine what a few
hundred of them would do to an ordinary community,
-ay nothing of one which is already pretty well that
way already. A great many of them arc playwrights.
and any st.^e producer will tell you about playwrights.
\ greal many more are newspapermen.
Any city
editor will tell you about newspapermen.
great
many more arc Broadway wise-crackers. Well, read
the Broadway columnists, who spend all their time exMosl of this class
plaining the vagaries of Broadway.
have previously made their living writing vaudeville
and sketches in revues. I think the results of their
efforts speak fairly well of their sanity.
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ity,

and there

are swarms

of

them

around the
studios.

1

tal.

A

-

And

then there arc cartoonists. There is a widespread
theory which may he sound, for all I know, that carThe
toonists make good scenario writers and gag men.
producers' argument seems to run, "They make their
We're making picliving drawing pictures, don't they?
Well, a picture's a picture, ain't it?"
tures.
In any event, it is generally conceded that cartoonists
For confirmation
arc the last word in irrational folk.
of this, you need only ask a cartoonist, for they admit it.
But this catalogue of strange folk who come to Holly-

There are photographers and cameramen, too. Having established the irresponsibility of newspapermen as
a class, one has only to discover that a newspaperman
regards a photographer as some impossible and often
dangerously insane creature, to realize that thi
probably does very little to stahlixc a community already
listing a hit to port.
Then, too. there are nondescripts who come under no
general classification
racketeers, people with str.v
theories who arc anxious to unload them at a handsome

—

profit

on gullible Hollywood, where the streets are

re-

putedly paved with gold; fortune tellers; phony noblemen; inventors; poets; goofs of all nations.

Out they come,

their pet insanity

all

wrapped up

in

ready to he whipped out for display the
moment they set foot in the town. There they stay! and.
not content to nurse their own predilections quietly, they
foist them on whomever they meet, and oftentimes they
merge and swap.
As a bit of purely scientific research, I propose that
some exceedingly wealthy person should make an
periment. Perhaps one of the rich producers, anxious
to clear Hollywood's fair name, would he inter.
The experiment is this: purchase a large tract of
land, large enough for a city, and build it up with the
requisite number of office buildings, stores, and dwelltissue paper,

i

from

id

distant

and contribute

to the city's

strange pattern,

complete as

lands,

is

far

from

yet.

There are a great many
one thing. Every
studio employs a staflf of at

artists, for

ings.

the larger
ones a hundred or more. They design settings and costumes, and arrange the furnishing of sets, and

Then go over the world and collect a larpe and
varied assortment of artists of all kinds
any old art
will do.
Bring the total up to, say one hundred
thousand, and transport them all to this newly
created villi

a

least

do/en.

work on those litminiatures which make such imposing sets out of such ordinary

paint scenery and
tle

ones.

There arc ricli men and rich men's
who have a great deal more
money than is good for them, and
an urge to spend it where they may
sons

the

turn.

greatest

excitement

in

Having read and heard

re-

lurid

accounts of Hollywood's gayety,
they flock out jubilantly, establish
luxurious homes and settle down to
a steady program of making a great
deal of whoopee, often to the discomfort of the less fortunate souls
who must earn a living in the film
industry by working.

Take any town of 350,000 and repopulate it with everything from
acrobats to xylophone players, and
there's your

Hollywood.

—

hind an outstanding nut among them and aphim mayor. Then appoint a citv council,
or board of aldermen, consisting of the following: a song writer, a modernistic sculptor, an
point

Continued on page 108
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Miss Dressler's best work has been

as

shady old

ladies.

Here she

is

seen in "Min and Bill."

A Greater Gift tkan Beauty
Marie Dressler's forty-two years on the stage and screen, she never worried over diets or beauty
culture, but romped through life for all the fun there was in it; thus at sixty her humor and gusto for
In

all

living

make her

a real favorite.

B? Myrtle Gebhart

A

STAR

at sixty

From

the high peak of success, Marie Dressier
looks back upon the rocky path over which she
stumbled her way upward, with chuckles that drown
the memories of the weary ascent.
In a field peopled by prettiness and youth's buoyancy,
two women stand firmly entrenched in the field of drama

and comedy. Their names are so similar that confusion
Louise Dresser and Marie Dressier.
They share
several qualities
pluck, determination, tolerance, and a

results

—

childlike

spirit.

experiences,

—Despite

Miss

the

Dressier

that appeals to all.
The riotous Dressier fun

evident imprint
is

of

life's

animated by a humor

;

;

;

commands higher pay than

A

beauty.
group of salesmen recently voted her their
favorite actress, because she invariably relaxes and entertains them.
They see a Chatterton drama for mental or emotional stimulus.
Wherever she goes, it resembles a convention. People
gravitate into a mob at her heels.
Anticipating smiles
break out when she is sighted.
Groups impede her
well-wishers in whose
progress along the street
all
liking she finds constant delight.
Her friendliness explains the reaction of an audience
Life is so fascinating and
to her shadow or presence.
so funny to her that she is attuned to its myriad harmonies. I sometimes wonder if she ever sees the ugly

—

splotches.

Her circle of intimate friends covers a wide canvas
of activities, embracing every type from social lights
Hollyto waitresses, from celebrities to chorus girls.
wood fairly adores her. The boys call her "Baby" the
women delight in her reminiscences, themselves silent
for once.
Man}' a young career owes inspiration to her
helpful advice.
It's all very well, and a lot of fun, to kid her and
remark that she should have been a Wampas baby star.
But dignity rests serenely on her large shoulders. Her
ample lines give her no concern reducing has caused
With
not half an hour of annoyance in her busy life.
all her clowning she is never crude
there is a suggested delicacy.
She walks with poise and pride, and her carriage is
excellent.
True, her short red hair is forever blowzy,
rumpled by energetic bands. Her greenish eyes intently
proclaim in advance the importance of each trivial
comment. She creates commotion. You sense a stir
and divine her presence before you see her. And you
address her familiarly without feeling intrusive.
She has both an appreciation of beauty and practical
Returning from her last trip abroad, she billowed onto the lot with marching tread and. accompanied
by gales of laughter, circled the offices to deposit gifts.
Interrupting a story conference, she upturned a paper
bag on Irving Thalberg's desk, and some forty pieces of
hammered silver clanged on the polished wood. Calling
sense.

A

Greater Gift than Beauty

Mr. Thalberg
he dashed away.
out a 1"
assembled the articles into a cocktail service that formed
for her men
She left tigarett
miniature Zeppelin.
coworkers and jewelr) for the .^irls.
;i

Moran, her little pal, trots alongside like a pilot
Polly always looks as it' she were coming apart any
She is a verbal tornado, lulled int. quiet only by
minute.
her attitude, bordering <>n reverence, toward her chum.
The cigar box containing her make-up stuff under her
arm. she herself seems to be tucked into the crook <>t' the
plushy Dressier arm. And it takes a strong personality to
Poll)

fish.

quench
"Ah.

Polly.

"Her
too wonderful!" Poll) exclaims.
Her sophistication is subtle, never
always kind,
can look at the Graf Zeppelin and say. 'That's
I
ugly.
Mario enjoying a swing in her hammock,' but just the
same
admire her more than any one on earth. She lias
But she's too modest."
a perfectly balanced sense of values.
They met many years ago, when Polly played a small

humor

she's jusl

is

I

"She was beautiful the
part in a Dressier stage play.
Their only arguments are over payment of
beautiful."
the luncheon cheeks.
will, Marie fought off an illness that perthrough several pictures, and during one wore a
Xohody
brace on her hack teeth, in acute discomfort.
heard her squawk.
She has climbed Vesuvius. No, she didn't walk up; she
She likes to stand in high places
gol hauled, she confides.
and watch the antics of people, like ants far below. She

With dynamic
I

anticipates the thrill of a plane
Some friends have
flight soon.

an airport.

If

she

isn't

invited,

Early
Miss

in
her career
Dressier
took

she will maneuver the event with
stock of figure and talent
and decided to
her usual delicacy. In other words,
clown.
she will appear suddenly and deTholo by Bull
mand to he taken up.
So it is natural that she would choose a home perched
four tall panels, was painted and coated with shellac by
on Whitley Heights.
Its spacious living-room couches
her friend. Lady Colebrook.
On her piano are photographs of eclehrities
and armchairs are covered with gay prints, slashes of
crimson, bright yellow shading into homy brown, and
Bernhardt, Lillian Russell, Mclha. Tctrazzini. all automaroons and rich blues.
A parade
graphed with tributes to Marie.
"I had
buy the pi. no 1
green elephants marches across a table.
t a space big enough to hold
all my specialFigurines of herself in various roles, colmy Xordica? What a
ored in detailed imitation of her costumbeautiful woman!
Fritz Kreisler, there, is
With childlike
ing, intrigue the visitor.
very dear person.
meet once a year for a
chat, usually abroad."
pride, she displays her treasures, and is
To the purple born she seemed in "One
gratified at your response.
A screen of
reprints of early Italian maps, comprising
Romantic Night" and the testy dowager in
"Let Us Be Gay," though her humor g
these roles a relieving lightness.
Yet this
|6^
The rival landladies in "Caught Short,"
woman of culture and distinction has achieved
Polly Moran and Marie Dressier, are true
her most memorahle screen moments as drinkpals.
hags and bibulous human debris. She
:i
endows inclination with her own individual
:

!

awav any

v<

i

We

^v

the humor takes
otTensiveness.
can

comedy and
of

Who

forget

Marthy,

who managed an

elegant nonchalance as she
regarded the ladies-entrance sign at the waterfront saloon, in

"Anna

Christie," straight

her hat. tossed her head and stepped in like a
queen, with a "Well, why not?"
Her portrayal of the helligcrent landlady
Short" was a riot. If they weren't
nd of her. other players would justifiably
e her of grand larceny: no talent can
safely share a scene with her.
Instead. Garho.
^Marion Davics. and Lillian Gish requested that
not a hit of her work he cut from their films.

She was horn

in

Cohourg. Canada.

Through-

out her career, which spans forty-two energetic years, she has been served by only two
Continued 0:1 page 109
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Lillian

Roth, no

with

longer

Paramount,

is

playing in vaudeville.

'cacups
Fanny

the

Fan nominates the

prettiest girl, the luckiest,

and

the unluckiest, and welcomes

Hollywoodians

New

to

York.

WHERE on

earth did the stage get recruits before
a lot of things I wanted to hear from Fanny. Eventually she relented and began telling me what had been
pictures started discarding?" Fanny the Fan
going on, but more from force of habit, I am afraid,
asked, just as if the problem really bothered her.
"It's getting so a fan has no rest at all, because practically
than from genuine forgiveness.
"I've been traveling all around
every show that opens has an exsince I saw you last and you've
screen player in it. And if you see
Between pictures Nancy Carroll is playing
no idea what fun it is." Fanny
plays every night, you have to catch
a sketch in Paramount theaters.
announced. "I didn't go up to
up on pictures in the afternoon and
Rochester to see the opening of
that leaves practically no time at all
Colleen Moore's play and I'm
for other things."
" I suggested.
just as glad that I didn't, be"Such as
cause I hear it's being consider"Shopping," she exploded, with a
ably rewritten and improved begasp of horror that I should overfore it's brought to New York.
look the most important activity of

her life. "And listening to picture
people make fools of themselves
over the radio, and going to Sally
Phipps's to tea, and getting pounded
at Philadelphia Jack O'Brien's gymnasium, and strolling up Park Ave-

nue

hope of running into
Norma Talmadge, and seeing people
off to Europe, and lunching at Sardi's
to see who has been caricatured on
"
the walls latelv, and
"Oh. stop,"' I urged. "If I had
thought that you would take my
question seriously I shouldn't have
asked you. You're probably the sort
of person who would go into details
about all your various symptoms if
a night-club doorman said 'How do
"
you do?'
in

the

It took me quite a while to square
myself after that. And there were

But

that's the only hinterlands

premiere

"Of

I

haven't dashed off

course,

practically

to.

the

whole Xew York film colony
went into the wilds of Queens
see the try-out of 'Sweet
Stranger.'
It was written by
Agnes Christine Johnston and
to

Frank

Dazey and

all

picture

people adore them. Agnes was
a very clever scenario writer,
you know, and is a grand person, too.
The plot badly needs
some repairs, but the dialogue
is
simply sparkling.
They'll
probably get it all fixed up before it comes to Xew York.

"I'm not as hopeful about the
play Lya de Putti tried out in
Atlantic City. In fact, I'm not
hopeful at

all

about either Lya

Over

the Teacuos

Her voice
as an actress, or the plaj as a success.
guttural thai you're never quite sure whether Bhe's
speaking English or Hungarian or just sputtering.
"The best show I've Been in my wanderings was
Fannie Brice's new revue, 'Corned Beef and Roses.'
It won't make a hit
with the reformers, bul it's almost
And who do you
fuiim enough to justifj its lapses.
think is the hit of the show?
None other than George
When picture producers see how he bowls the
Jessel!
audience over, they'll undoubtedly say that all his had
pictures are forgiven, and won't he please come hack
before the cameras ?
"I think I'll swear off going to picture openings.
They just aren't fun any more. 'Whoopee' is the only
big one that's come ot'f recently and the audience was
nothing to cheer about.
But Ginger Rogers's opening
on the stage in 'Oirl Crazy' was something eke again.
Everybody from the Paramount studio turned out to
give their little playmate a round of applause.
New
York's two most beautiful blondes wire there, Claire
Windsor and Phyllis Haver. Claire is <^< n <^ on the
stage, in musical comedy.
Phyllis has no thoughts of
ever returning to pictures or trying the stage.
She
doesn't have to tell any one how happy she is in retiring from the struggle; she looks so sublimely content.
"Bui one girl there had every one else beaten a
1 i

She was
sensation."
on an absolutely maudlin description
of a white chiffon gown and a white velvet wrap, leaving me to puzzle over who she was talking aJxmt.
ntually I discovered it was Mary Brian.
Paramount really ought to keep her working in the
The way that girl has blossomed out from a
demure young miss into a slightly worldly-looking
hear that they have lent
beauty is amazing. But no.
mile for looks.

Fanny went

;i

off

I

her to Universal to make 'Many a Slip.' As
remember that play, it wasn't the sort of thing Marv has done
in the past.
It hovers around the question of whether
or not the heroine is end on sewing little
Almost any scene
things.
in it would add another
furrow to Will Hays's
I

brow.
"<

Sally Phipps is riding the crest of the
wave of success in a stage play.

by jumping hack and

think
of any girl in pictures who
Iffhand

I

forth

from the

As soon

as they
begin to be stale in Hollywood, they
can come to New York and. if hick is
With them, get in a play. Then they're
discovered all over again.
"Do you remember Flora Rramley?

can't

Stage to the screen.

plugged along as hard
Mary." Fanny ramhled
on.
"Think of how long
Ever
she has been at it.
since 'Peter Pan." and all
of her work since that has

lias

as

Probably not.

She was

just

one more

been undistinguished until

pretty ingenue in films who didn't
anvwhere.
Rut she came East a few

the very last few months.
Every one says she is

was taken

weeks ago and when Miriam Hopkins

marvelous in 'The Royal
Family.' That reminds me.
the two girls who won
stardom from 'Peter Pan."
and then passed out of the
picture, are trying a comeback.
Esther Ralston is
to lie in 'The Southerner,'
with Laurence Tihbett,
and Betty Branson is
mg a play on the Los
Angeles stage. But, poor
kid.

the

play

is

'Little

Orchid Annie' and in
any good.
"I doubt if any girl
pictures in

the

all its

outs.

along like a veteran and now. even itshe docs have to relinquish the part to

Mi-s Hopkins when the play comes to
New York, she's all set as a leading

woman.
"That's nothing, though, to the luck
Sally Phipps fell into. She walked right
into 'Once in a Lifetime.' the bigg
If Hollywood producers want Rose Hobart
hit of the year."
back they will have to pay and pay.
thought Pd seen that girl someI
where.
Of course, there is this to he
many try-outs it never was said for my failing memory. "Once in a Lifetime" keeps
you in such gales of laughter from the time you go into

will stick to the

future.

she was rushed into the
ill
show in its out-of-town tryWith very few rehearsals she

lead of a

They can do

grind of making
so much better

the theater, that you might he forgiven for not rer
nizing your own sister if she made a late entrance. It

is

32

Over tke Teacups
"Finally,

she got sort of fed up with Hollywood and

pictures."

you have the

of disposition I have, you are already
they got fed up with her."
"'And she went to Florida to visit her aunt for several
months. She had a grand time just playing around and
then she went to Southampton. One day when she came in
town she had some idle time on her hands, and what did
she do but go to Sam Harris's office and apply for a job!
She'd always had a vague idea of going on the stage sometime if she got the chance, and it seemed like a good time
to do something about it.
She's just that casual. And she
is
undoubtedly the luckiest girl I've ever known.
She
walked into that office the very day they were looking for
some one just like her. So there she is all set in a play that
is sure to run for a year.
And Air. Harris is so pleased
with her work that he's planning to put her in a musical
next year. And she probably will do some short films while
If

singing,

she's

.-mil

"Or maybe

working

in the play.

meet some one who is
gay and untroubled and unself-conscious. She's perfectly
"It's really the greatest relief to

willing to trust everything to luck it's treated her well so
she just wandered past Frank
far.
It got her into pictures
Borzage. you know, and he decided to make a test of her.
;

;

She has awfully good

features.

Youthful, and sweet, and

sort of doll-like.

"She's taken an apartment in East Fifty-seventh street
and she adores having most of her afternoons free so
that she can have people in for tea.
The only trouble
with her sudden success is that it didn't give her time to
see very many of the Xew York shows.
Now she can
only see the plays that have Wednesday matinees."
Suddenly Fanny let
out what sounded like
a war whoop, and hurried out of the restaurant to the lobby.
Xo long-lost sister
would get such a rise
out of her. I figured
that it must be a celebrity.

She came back a
few minutes later, entirely unchastened by
the critical glare
the head waiter.

Claire
first

Luce got
picture,

a

bad break

"Up

the

"Mary Doran," she
announced, somewhat

in her

out of breath.
"Awfully sorry she was off
for an appointment
and I couldn't persuade her to join us.
She's going to do a

River."

a diabolically clever satire on Hollywood and, compared to its barbed
shafts, "Queer People" is a eulogy
of the film colony.

made such
satires

The

play has

a hit that three

It's an epiThis is her
home town, so she's
pretty glad to get back

play. too.

more

demic.

on Hollywood are sched-

uled to be produced
winter is over.

before

the

it.
Most of the
Hollywood studios are

to

"Where has

Sally Phipps been
hiding all this time?" I asked,
finally giving up the struggle of
trying to remember where I had
seen her before.

quite inactive and will

The camera

is

kinder to Fifi Dorsay than the foot-

"Oh, she made a lot of those
juvenile comedies with Nick Stuart for Fox." Fanny
"You wouldn't go to them, if I remember
told me.
rightly.
You were having an attack of being very sophisticated and passing Up everything short of Luhitsch.
But you missed a lot of amusement, particularly in 'The
[igh-school Hero.'
1

of

lights.

be for quite a while
yet, so if

it

gets just

an average success
here she can be back
Xo
in pictures by the height of the production season.
play except one or two smash hits gets much of an
audience nowadays. George Jessel went to a big dinner
the other night and explained that he had been working
in shows and was anxious to be somewhere where there

was a crowd again."

Over

the Teacups

Speaking of crowds suddenly reminded Fanny of eight
expected
or ten other people. There was only one whom
her to be concerned about and her name wasn't mentioned.
It Fanny ever stopped talking, I'd ask about her.
In her
"Weren't you disappointed in Fifi l»
still like her in pictures, but
mean?
ad at the Roxy,
1

I

I

she worked m> hard on that bii; Roxy stage that Bhe lo
Nancy
like three or four people doing a daily dozen.
In Brooklyn she wasn't such
Carroll's very good, though.
a riot, because all the matinee girls idolize Rudy Vallee to
such an extent that* they arc viciously jealous of any one
appears on the stage with him.
"When Nancy finished making 'Laughter,' she wa
exhausted that she thought of going to a sanitarium to rest.
Apparently Paramount had other ideas, because they persuaded her to play in prologue at their houses for a feuweeks.
"There's a story going around about Nancy that has
-

a lot of people revise their ideas about her.
One
night after the theater she and her husband ran into some
newspaper friends of his. Jack Kirklaud that's her husband—had a business appointment somewhere, and Nancy
wanted to go to supper, SO the reporters timidly asked if
she would go with them.
They were quite thrilled over
out with her, but their hearts just about stopped beating when she airily suggested the Central Park Casino.

made

—

\

They had about enough money between them

to take her
Nevertheless, they went to the Casino.
They couldn't take any interest in food or surroundings;
all they could contemplate was the terrible moment when
the check would be presented.
They didn't suffer long,
though.
Miss Carroll looked up with a sweet smile of understanding, and said
to

an Automat.

s

\

'What's the matter
with you boys ? Have
you no money? Well,
don't let that bother
you. I can sign checks
"

here."

Xow

don't

go and

jump to the conclusion
that Nancy developed
rare understanding by being married

that

an ex-newspaperman. It happens that
she married one who
always had good jobs
on a newspaper and
to

is deserting films for a
while to return to the stage.

Mary Doran

graduated to even better and more prosperous ones as a scenario

"I bet no one has won
offered with conviction.

writer.

"Lillian

Roth

is

the

it

yet."

I

girl to hit town
Paramount stage
show.
Poor kid. she

Audiences have been fairly retoward pictures ever since
talkies came in, but lately I have no-

all the breaks and
most of them are bad.

ticed a great change.

Paramount

Satan" and as for "The
Lady Surrenders." they greeted
most serious scenes with chuckles

next

spectful

in a

gets

her out and

is

when they
Alma Rubens

is

appearing

;

more maudlin and

They

did every-

down and groan

at

ridiculous story."

was sorry
guffaws.
I
because I think
Rose Hobart is a fine actn
"Didn't you like Rose Hobart?" I appealed to Fanny.
"Who didn't?" Fanny retorted indignantly. "She got
the most marvelous reviews of any girl who has made
her debut in pictures in months. In TLiliom' she was
good that she made Charlie Farrell seem awfully stilted

in a play

the Palace at the
close of her contract
with them, they exercised their right to make her work
in their theaters.
She will appear at the Paramount just
a week before she goes to the Palace, taking the edge
off that engagement.
Of course. Pll grant that she was
pretty bad in 'Madam Satan' but who. I ask you. wasn't?
It was so bad that at parties nowadays they offer a prize

at

for a

lie

"Madam

letting

found that she was
booked for vaudeville

but

thing

on Broadway

that

for

and

self-conscious.

•

the

latl

It's too bad that Miss Hobart
Continued on page 111
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One
Nancy

of tke Calmer Redheads

Carroll's matter-of-fact

manner

belies

the

tradition

associated

with her flaming tresses and

Irish ancestry.

B^ Malcolm H. Oettinger

ANN VERONICA

LAHIFF

is one of filmdom's
bright stars. She has red hair, a literary husband,
freckled arms, a round, babylike face with big
eyes, and a five-year-old daughter.
Ann Veronica has established herself as a lyrical heroine who can rattle out a neat tap dance if necessary,
oscillate the hips in the Pennington manner if desired, and
act a dramatic scene with the best of them, on demand.
Ann Veronica Lahiff you should know by this time, is
,

Nancy Carroll.
Here is an actress with screen charm and a
registers roguish beauty, when photographed.

face that
Offstage,
in her lofty apartment, she loses that glamour, impressing one as a pretty young woman with unusually red
hair.
You would not turn to look after her, I venture.
Yet on the screen she is possessed of a pictorial quality
that fairly invites close-ups.

She had

on Broadway, with
had wilted her

just been standing in line

a thousand other

Garbo

fans, but the heat

and she had returned to her apartment.
"I do want to see 'Romance,' " she said.
"Garbo is marvelous, I think. But the crowds
were simply ghastly. I couldn't stand it any

gaged Nancy Carroll

to play in the epic racial drama.
screen history made.
Artistically, Nancy Carroll has made strides as rapidly
as any recent screen arrival.
There were a few songand-dance affairs called "Close Harmony," "Sweetie,"
and "Honey," and then without warning a full-fledged
dramatic triumph in "The Devil's Holiday," one of the
best talking pictures turned out to date.
Much of the velvety smoothness of that excellent picture was obtained by photographing continuously, without any break in the action.
"Mr. Goulding had as many as ten cameras working,"
Miss Carroll explained. "As we moved out of view of
one, another would immediately pick us up.
This made
it possible to get into a scene full speed ahead, and work
into a climax without stopping. In other words we knew
we had a climax because we marched right into it. And
this continuous shooting had a lot to do with the success
of the picture, I think."
Only seventeen days were required to shoot
the picture, establishing something in the way
of a record.
There was not even a retake.
The final scene offered the only stumbling-

Thus

is

longer."

block.

She had just completed "Laughter" over at
"Donald
the Paramount Long Island studio.

"Mr. Goulding felt that the girl's speech,
giving up the boy, should be high-powered and

Ogden Stewart wrote

sensational.
I wanted repression.
So
we argued. The afternoon passed and
we were still deadlocked. About six

the dialogue," said

Miss Carroll, "so you know how smart
it is.
But it's hard to say whether we
have a good picture or not. It hasn't
been previewed yet.
You never can
prophesy with accuracy, you know."
The world has been led to believe that

thirty a man
to say that I

head in the set
the air in half an
hour. I had forgotten about a national
broadcast!
was so tired I cried.
I
Eddie told me to get a sandwich and do

Nancy Carroll belongs in the "Follies to
Fame" group. The world has been deceived again. True, Nancy started in a

my

ran

"You

Roxy

that even

finish

should have seen me broadThan Sweet' with

running down my cheeks.
I had a cup of coffee and
went back to the set, too tired to

Then

for

argue.

And

I

did the scene as the

thought it should be.
When we looked at the rushes I
realized that he was right all the
time. The picture needed that explosive finish to cap the climax."
Broadcasting in the West. Miss
Carroll said, is a crude matter.
You are led into a stuffy studio, a

director

Variety's hard-

guard gave her more
than passing notice, while Arthur
Hornblow, Jr., wired the Theater
Magazine how good she was.
So
Miss Carroll told me.
Some one from Paramount, killing
an evening at the theater, saw "Chicago" and advised the office that here
coast

man
to

in shirt sleeves

the

introduces you

unseen audience, and you

are left to yourself, to register.
Tn the East, she pointed out. things
"It's more of
are quite different.
First of all
a gala performance.
there is a dress rehearsal, and then

was Abie's

Irish Rose, at that time
The
the object of much attention.
office sent out a corps of under-enver
men, checked up thoroughly on the
report, held innumerable caucuses,
and on the eleventh straw vote en-

come back and

tears

weeks in Chicago, and in Chicago
weeks may be called a run.
Then there was the Francine Larrimore role of Roxy Hart, in the Los
Angeles company of "Chicago," and so
successfully did Miss Carroll counterfeit

then

casting 'Sweeter

ten
ten

boiled

stuff,

his

the scene.

chorus, not Ziegfeld's, but it only served
as a rough apprenticeship to stock company days. Second-rate road companies
followed, including such ventures as

"One Man's Woman" which

poked

was on

when you do broadcast you do

it

costume, or evening dress, while
an audience watches through the
in

Nancy Carroll, as she
appears in "Laughter."

glass partitions of the studio.
Continued on page 115

It

MFmomentous
high

hat?
Ridiculous!" said Nancy Carrol! when the
question was put to her by Malcolm H. Oettinger,
whose interview on the opposite page judicially appraises the redheaded star and gives credit where credit is due.
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CATLIKE

in her enjoyment of coming out of a doze, Yola
d'Avril stretches and luxuriates in delicious languor, heedless of work.
But soon she will be frolicking in the studio
lights, intent on repeating her vivacious performance in "Those

Three French Girls."

Photo by

HuneU

I

Photo by Hurrell

ON'E
of

of the
society

more durable

his forensic ability,
in

the vestry,

Conrad Nagel, is also a pillar
and while we acknowledge
championship of wrongs, and his duties

—Hollywood
his

we wish

actors,

society

he wouldn't

;

make

reliability

a virtue.
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FOR

moment discarding her
down in an hourglass

wild ways, Winnie Lightner
settles
chair to indulge in pensive
meditation and perhaps to wonder if her son will grow up to be
an actor. She's herself, though, in "The Life of the Party."
the

GRETA GARBO
up

peri

11

the
ii .1

mwinri.
ing ihoes.

1

panes

coquetries

kdomnenl

i>i

for

tweed*, and walkHut if you think

she loses by her preference
rather than
for simplicity
fripperies, just a%k your self

who COuM wear

the

same

clothes with like distinction.

I'hoto by ritrenr* Sinclair Bull
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WILLIAM BAKEWELL'S

scrapbook must be a weighty
was a slender thing when he pasted in
culled from Picture Play with shouts and
know what the moral is, but he's featured

tome by now, but
it

his first interview,

murmurs. We don't
by Metro now.

it

Pboto by Hurrell

M

JEAXETTE MacDON'ALD

has sea-green hair and red-gold
red-sea eyes and green-gold hair, or maybe it's seagreen eyes and red-gold hair the press agent's compound adjecAnyhow you know she's lovely in Technitives perplex at times.
eyes, or

color.

—
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THOUGH

Clara Bow's escapades are pretty well
known by now, there is acIt
tually another side to her.
isn't only that she is a talented artist and the favorite
of all who participate in her
something
films,
but it
is
deeper though in the article
on the opposite page Margaret Reid makes no attempt
to whitewash or glorify her.
she
views Clara's
Instead,
life with a fine perspective and
brings to light reasons why
her early years shoald excuse
her present indiscretions and
be considered a logical step

—

growing up
and learning her way about
in the process of

in the world.

CI ara

— as Skel

of the most colorful figures of the screen
threatens to discard her flapper ways and grow
up. Whether a tamed Bow can get by with
the fans or not, the analyst finds her private

One

more sane and orderly.

life

Margaret Reid

B)?

exploitation
of circumstances and
ArRICK
has made six appeal her professional
Its

forte.

She

senSUOUS than several
unacclaimed.
unobtrusive ladies whose \"
Clara, through rather tasteless management, has
been made to work too hard at radiating "It."
Which is a pity, because she is an excellent trouper.
Her undeniable talent lias been stifled under a suc11 of vehicles hastily designed to reveal her
vivacity and her figure.
("lara. after six years in picturi
nly now
realizing herself as an individual rather than an
ler awakening, rearticle Salable on any screen.
tarded by the hectic years of escape from poverty
and tragedy, is painful, as a child suffers in cutis

actually

le-s

'

;

I

ting teeth late.

Her entrance

into the world marked the breakof her sorrow-haunted mother.
The one
flame of spirit remaining after a disastrous life was
a passionate love lavished upon this little darkeyed bundle, the first of her three babies to five.
A somber, ill-fated figure was Clara's mother, a
thwarted, indeterminate one her father.
Born into a joyless, poverty-stricken home.
Clara's childhood was a succession ^\ scrimpings,

down

uncertainties,

and denials.

While

yet a tiny girl,

her contact with stark reality was direct.
Her
grandfather fell dead of heart failure at her feet
her adored little playmate, horribly burned, died in
her arms: her mother was a victim of a serious
nervous ailment all inevitably seared the fragile
Clara works under a handicap of poor stories and the "It'
surface of child-mind with lasting s<
classi fication, but manages to prove her talent in every film.
There was no outlet for her wild young energy
but ball games and such on the Brooklyn si
Finally obtaining the second lead in "Down to tl
There were no other friends than the rowdy boys
imin Ships," she took, figuratively, a shaken br<
whose gang she was admitted. Her spirits desperately
upon
;i
pending relief. Rut again bad luck
and shrilly high, lest she remember the things upon
her.
No more work followed.
which she banged the door when she ran out. Clara was
Her mother's death occurred at this time, and Clara
the harum-scarum, reckless gamin of the neighborh
was still numb with grief when "Down to the Sea in
School figured but vaguely in her life, an unpleasant,
Ships" was released.
Her comparatively small role atdull routine to be hurried through as quickly as possible.
tracted wide attention, and not long afterward
Her principal source of learning was the movies. In
put under contract and brought to Hollywood by B. P.
the dark theater, the tense, belligerent little heart could
Schulberg, then coproducer with J. G. Bachman, When
relax and open to the lovely world there revealed, withto Paramount, Clara's contract was
out fear of hurt could receive Wallace Reid. Mary Ticktrar
same time, and with Paramount
ford and their enchanted contemporaries in breathless
has been ever since.
worship.
Precipitated suddenly from the sordid environment
At fifteen she was ripe material for the newspaper
of her childhood into the tinsel maelstrom of Hollywi
Afraid to
contest to discover new faces for the screen.
it is small wonder that she acquired the reputation of a
hope, yet desperately doing so, she entered the contest.
giddy, hard-boiled kid. Thrilled alternately by the
Her selection as winner is remembered by fans.
•on of silk stockings and lace underwear and the
Almost unnerved with delight in her good fortune.
devotion of Gilbert Roland, her first big romance, the
she was plunged again into despair at the subsequent
unhappy little brat from Brooklyn held out greedy, inpause in events. She bad won the contest, but getting
discriminating hands to all that life had to offer.
work was something else again. Minutely small parts
The salary she made, small at the time, but proporand bits came her way, with long intervals dividing them.
tionately tremendous in her eyes, was scattered to the
The dark turmoil of her life at home was far from
Continued on page 110
conducive to concentration on a career.
:

—

-

;

|

Our Blossoming Bene
There's no stopping Miss Daniels nowadays in unfolding her talent. First, she scored as a singer in
"Rio Rita," then as a brilliant dramatic actress in "Lawful Larceny," after which she starred as the
bride of Ben Lyon in Hollywood's most distinguished wedding, and now she is playing opposite Douglas Fairbanks in "Reaching For the Moon."

BRTWEEX

her other bids for popularity
and enthusiasm to film "Ex-mistress," based on the
novel of that name, in which she displays the
all

—

Bebe Daniels has found time

—

pictured on this page.
And ten
one she has supervised the building of a house
or two, for that is one of her pet diversions.
If all the homes Bebe has built were laid end
on end well, now she has one with a husband
to share it, so perhaps she won't want another.

chic costumes
to

—

Walter Byron was recruited

to play opposite

Vilma Banky, then

his career

came

to a rude interruption.

This Boy Has Been Places
No

grass has ever

good

grown under Walter Byron's feet, for he was in the trenches at
movies, owns half of a gold mine, and has proposed to twelve

in

B>>

made

has

fifteen,

|

girls.

Madeline Glass

LIKE

Walter Byron; he's awfully regular.
Byron has had a Strange career since he came to
Hollywood about three years ago. When Samuel
Goldwyn decided to break up the popular team of Ronald
Column and Vilma Banky. he went to England to round
up a new leading man for the exquisite Hungarian star.
suspect that there were men right here in these United
States who would have answered the purpose, but Goldwyn wanted another British Colman. To this end he
arranged a contest in which he expected to snare the
right man. hut fate seldom supplies artistic talent in

teous Banky was in "The Awakening," a film which
revealed him as an actor after the fans' own hearl
Then Gloria Swanson noted his urbane
ami
borrowed him for her leading man in "Queen Kelly,
film that almost put Byron on the spot.
When this
ambitious production finally blew up. he had been kept
off the screen for nearly eighteen months, with nothing
to show for his efforts
However, the handsome mil:'

such a cut-and-dried fashion.
The contest proving futile. Colman himself came forward with a young Irishman named Walter Butler,
whom he had met at his club. As Butler had been doing
work in English films, GoMwyn promptly realized
that here was the actor for whom lie had been looking.
When the contract was signed
name
changed to Byron, for some obscure reason.
Byron's arrival in America was greeted by a g
deal of publicity which, because he is a thoroughbred
with excellent qualifications, was not particularlv needed.
What he did need and. unfortunately, did not get until
recently, was frequent assignments.
His first and. as it happened, last role with the beau-

months ago Mr. Byron'- appearance
Frederick's "The Flame" revealed.

I

I

I

I

|

1

he wore in the picture are 51
in
"Queen Kelly" dies hard, and may even

ich

readiness,

for

I

scitated.
e

performance, a pleasing, cultival
interest of the fans was immediately revived.
" x
he appeared very advai
rsly in

Working

at present in "The
interruption in his career is apparcn:
The other day he dropped in to give me

in

Pauline
;hed
ling
1.

the

!

him

r

more than an hour we

—

talked

ibout

— rather

he

d and I listened
about nearly everythir
the
sun except Walter Byron the customs of England and
her methods of handling crime as compared with tl
of America
Egypt, <vhere he lived for two months
while making the British film. "Tommy Atkins" India
;

:

:

4G

This Boy Has Been Places
4

of those intimate, personal details so dear to the
public
"I 'lease stay for a cup of tea," said I, threatening to lock the door and throw the key out the

window.
While

He

decided to stay.

was busy in the kitchen, he read a newspaper.
Presently "Barney" William II.) McKegg
dropped in for a chat. Barney and Walter first
met, I believe, at a gay luncheon given by that so
gay Fifi Dorsay to a select group of congenial
I

I

people.

"This Byron

From

is

the first

a nice chap," Barney had told me.
struck me that he was entirely

it

Mr. Byron's manner is debonair and refreshing his stalwart appearance is arresting the
ordinary Irish freckles scattered across his handsome countenance are reassuring and he has the
best general knowledge of any actor I have met.
His conversation is bright, spontaneous, and intelligent. This boy has been places and seen things,
and his reactions to the many phases of life which
he has encountered are so wholesome and matter-of-fact that it is a genuine pleasure to talk
with him.
three sat in my breakfast nook and partook
of a luncheon consisting of strong black tea and
gooseberry pie.
right.

:

;

;

We

"What," asked Barney, in his best company manner as he regarded the table accouterments, "is the
pepper for?"
"To put on your pie," said Walter.
Ignoring my fellow scribe's freshness interviewers can be so trying I immediately urged Mr.
Byron to give us his true life story.
So he went ahead and told us how the War bad
developed his ability to read character.
"I hadn't supposed you were old enough to have
been in the War," I remarked.
"I wasn't old enough," said he, "but I was in.
When I was fifteen years old I went to the reThe officer in charge
cruiting office to enlist.
asked me how old I was, and I said I was sevenBeing large for my age, I believed I could
teen.
He told me the age limit was
get away with it.

—

Mr. Byron

is

characterized as having a deep understanding

and no poses.

eighteen, and
some more.

—

had better go away and grow
went away for fifteen minutes by

that I
I

watch and then returned. When he again asked
age I said, 'Eighteen and a half.' He knew
perfectlv well that I was the same youngster who had
been there before, but he let me go in. I passed the
examinations and in a short while was on my way to

my

me my

and the great unrest there at present that interesting
book, "Mother India" Russia and her relations to other
countries; Mussolini; Ireland, where Walter was born;
American comic strips, which are unknown in England
his gold mine in Nevada, and half a dozen other subjects.
The gold mine, in which he owns half interest, is his
paramount concern at present. The peculiar and dramatic events leading up to its purchase are too long and
involved to describe here, but it now looks as though
Mr. Byron will some day be a real financier.
Although he has been interested in this new business
only a few months, Walter can discuss mineral veins,
salting, crosscuts, dumps, shafts, waste, and everything
else pertaining to the work, with what I take to be
;

;

the ease of a veteran miner.

From time to time he makes the trip to Nevada by
auto to see how the work is progressing. On such occasions he endeavors to establish endurance records and
usually succeeds.

"And now."
tie

ion,

said he. rising and straightening the blue
which contrasted vividly with his bronzed complex"I'll

be going."

Holy cow! He hadn't told me about himself vet!
Not a word about his love life, or his past, or any

the trenches.
"See this scar through my eyebrow ?" he said, tracing
"Bayonet wound. Had it been
it with his finger tip.
Immedihalf an inch lower, I would have lost the eye.
ately after that, in the same charge, I was shot through
The force of the bullet whirled me into a
the foot.
complete somersault and I rolled under the edge of an
old house.
Because it was several hours before I could
By
get medical attention. I lost a great deal of blood.

the time the doctors got to me, the bayonet wound was
cold, and they couldn't treat it as they would have done
otherwise, so it left a scar.
For the screen I pencil it
over, and it doesn't show."
Telling of the heavy equipment which a British soldier
carries, he described his amusing precautions for bodily
and facial protection. Coming of a family of Thespians,
he wanted to survive the War with his features intact, as
he knew they would be necessary to his career as an actor.
So the fifteen-year-old warrior marched to the front with
part of his equipment on backward and with his helmet
[Continued on page 116]
pulled down nearly to bis chin.
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MYRNA,

aim-eyed upon a
the lady known as Loy. her
world that once \va; a stone wall to the (redded girl from Montana
Ununtil she found that her determination could break down the wall.
trained except as a member of the ensemble in movie prologues, she was
given a chance in v
an
.ility more than by the ability to act.
But Myrna refused to remain
just an in1
set about to make herself an a
but succeeded only so far as colorless roles in mediocre pictures permit-

—

ted.

Then came

the talkies, with the discovery that

Myrna had a

Squall." and "The
Black Watch" her careful, thoughtful characterizations stood out.
because of her success in "Renegades," she has won a contract from Fox.
who. it is hoped, will cast her with care and exploit her with sense.
If
such good fortune is hers, Myrna herself will do the rest and break down
the wall that now separates her from those who are stars by popular acclaim.
insual as her

face.

In

"The Desert Song." "The

48

David Rollins

offers his latest study of a mood in which he is becoming a specialist,
already the leader in professional cuteness among the juveniles.
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Recording and transmitting the news and gossip of the celluloid

HOLLYWOOD
over

again. After a year given
qualms, and trepidations, mostly
concerned with the talkies, the movie world has
decided that it is time to begin playing.
big social season is therefore in prospect, and Betty
Starbright can now commence squabbling anew with
Molly Twinklelight over why she was not invited to the
is itself

fears,

to

A

to

be rather appropriate, anyway, to

new season of whoopee-making.
Even a charity benefit sponsored by
Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks

the

not

bereft

The Major Bout.
bright wit asked regarding the initial Mayfair
party, which immediately followed the Lubitsch-Kraly
encounter at the Pickford-Fairbanks benefit affair,
"Well, who are the opponents in the main event this

evening

I

of

sensational interest,
and directors, writers, executives, and
other presumably civilized persons are
proficient in the gay game of fisticuffs.

is

she launched a vampish and Mary Gardenish love assault on the somewhat resistant Beniamino Gigli.
While she was in the West, it is understood. Miss
Hampton turned down a chance to return to the movies.
She is bent on fighting for success in opera.

Some

latter's nifty soiree.

Combats seem

Candidates for Medals.

Winners of movie honors are now being picked for
the year by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and

great pugilistic start, but its
brilliance is not limited to the
impromptu prize ring. Risartorial

and

terpsi-

chorean developed at recent
affairs, notably the opening
of the Mayfair season, which
drew a record-breaking crowd. The
opening took place during a week of
grand opera, and one of the belles
was Hope Hampton, who appeared
perhaps to better advantage on the
dance floor than as a singer.
Nevertheless, Miss Hampton gave
an eye-filling performance in the
title role of "Manon."
The worst
fault that may be ascribed to her art
is that she sings off pitch rather
continuously. She acted surprisingly
well in all but one scene in which

We

don't agree with the list
but the selection is, on
the whole, pretty satisfactory.
Here are the names of nominees from
whom will be chosen the star for first
Sciences.

Hope Hampton Sings.
The social season had a

valries

capital.

in its entirety,

^t^-^

place.

For the women
Nancy Carroll,
Ruth Chatterton, Greta Garbo, Norma
Shearer, and Gloria Swanson.
For the men George Arliss, Wallace
Beery, Maurice Chevalier, Ronald Colman, and Lawrence Tibbett.
The best pictures were voted to be
"All Quiet on the Western Front," "The
Big House." "Disraeli," "The Divorcee,"
and "The Love Parade."
:

:

Edith Hubner
Page's

dresser, but
fans want to

who

is

Anita

favorite

what

hairthe

know

is

tampered with
Anita's eyebrows?
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Hollywood H'igU Lights

We
"The

places will go to Arliss and M
Arliss's portrayal in "I Israeli," and Norma's in
em strong candidates for the honors.

anticipate

on the >tar

first

list.

Di

Esther
ther Ralston

men' than a couple
she was engaged to
in " Hie Southen

Th«

in

Southerner."

She wasn't home
weeks from her vaudeville tour, bi
play the lead opposite Lawrence Til

again

is

film brightener.

a

ol

ther acquired additional charm and poise during her al>sence from the colony, and her friends believe she will
renewed success on the screen.
It was just after the talkies began that this attractive girl's
contract expired, and she Bitted Easl for a stage tour.
Esther was a very popular star during the silent days, and a
very good actress, too, as shown in "The Case of Lena Smith"
and others of her more dramatic pictures.
i

Chevalier Greeting Cool.

Word from

France indicates that the home-coming reception
for Maurice Chevalier was a hit frappe.
Various flippant raps
were taken at him by the Parisian
Don Jose Mojica is
newspapers. The impression was connow making Spanish
veyed that le bon Maurice was being
films exclusively, and
led by American money.

we say it sadly to
popularity is not likely
those who were stirred
diminished here on that account,
by his singing in "One
where the public is used to big film
Mad Kiss."
salaries.
It
might be interesting to
note, though, that the French entertainer's weekly salary
him as a staid paterfamilias. Frankly, he doesn't live up
is rambling along, according to reports,
to that description even when you meet him in person.
to the tune of
$10,000. He also garners a huge additional income from
Nevertheless, Bob is a parent. A girl was horn to the
phonograph records.
A franc a day 20 cents was Montgomerys a few weeks ago, and Bob, if you should
reputedly his stipend in the good old French days.
happen to want to know it. i- darned proud about it.
incidentally, he is the dashing hero of Greta Garbo's
The Irony of Life.
picture, "Inspiration."
cvalier's

1

to be

—

—

And speaking of monetary matters, there is the sad
case of the song writer who was recently assigned the
job of turning out a musical number for "Prosperity
Week," and at the same time was asked to take a cut in
salarv. because the lvric cinema is in such doldrums.

A Convert to Hollywood.
Grace Moore admits a change of heart regarding
Hollywood.
She now loves the place.
Miss Moure told us this after postponing her trip
to Europe, and simultaneously confessed that
she had disliked the colony upon her arrival.
She will be in the French version of "A
Lady's Morals." and will also make another
foreign-language film for Metro-Goldwyn.
We weren't impressed with Miss Moore the ^H
first time that we met her. but
in

a later glimpse she

fectly

charming.

rarely

attractive

She

was
is

per-

also a

woman, but

it

en whether
able to catch
her personality.
Reports of her
singing on the screen are most
favorable.

remains

|

camera

A

will

be

Paternal

Incongruity.

almost imRobert Montgomery's many admirers to imagine
Doubtless,

possible

it

will be

for

W ^—

Insulted with Honor.
movie producer recently went into a ram' when a
member of his staff referred to him as a veritable
bah." The literary quality of the compliment made him
sly insulted.
believe he was beil

A

V

A

Basso Beauty.
cease nowadays, and some of
in movieland are decidedly disconcerting.
We had a shock recently at a party when
a slender and beautiful girl named June
MacCloy was introduced as one of the
singing finds oi the s a <(,n. and on being asked to warble, burst forth with a
voice of basso timbre.
Miss MacCloy is a music
show and cabaret performer
from New York, and is evidently due to keep the bachelor and near-bachelor fra-

Wonders never
;e

-

t

hopping hither and
paying court to her.
evening of her debut

ternity

yon

The

there was a slight difference
of opinion between two of
the mali
as
to who should take her home.
that almost led to a fist battle.

Miss MacCloy departed by
herself, leaving the rivals to
the matter out.

After all these years Gwen Lee
has departed the Metro-Goldwyn
fold maybe for bigger and better
roles. Here's hoping there'll
never be another small one.

—

This

new

singer

will

be

"Reaching for the
in," with Doug Fairbanks
and Bebe Dank
in

50

Hollywood High Lights
Appropriate Titling.

sufficiently,

it

seems to

and agrees that he will not do or commit any act
or thing that will tend to degrade him in society, or bring
him into public hatred, contempt, scorn, or ridicule, or
that will tend to shock, insult, or offend the community,
or ridicule public morals or decency, or prejudice the
producer, or the motion-picture industry in general."
Yes, yes, but what does it all mean?
als,

Just after Clara Bow's pyrotechnical adventure in the
gaming environs of Nevada, some studio wag proposed
that the next picture of the bright redhead should be
called "No Limit Clara."
The picture will be called
"No Limit," and will have a gambling sequence. This
is trading on the sensational news regarding a star quite
us.

Gunning for Fame.

White Elephant Disguised.
Another white elephant of the movies is to be neatly
camouflaged. "The March of Time," Metro-Goldwyn's
costly revue, will emerge as a film with a plot.
The
picture cost a good round million, and was all but
shelved, because revues are presumed to be the worst sort
of pills at the box office.
Rephotographing some of the sequences has been under way lately, and the picture will probably put in an

Ben Lyon can congratulate
ing shot up to pave the way
debut

in the

himself.
He escaped befor a young hitch-hiker's

movies.

How

serious Ben's danger was never will be determined, because the chap who was out gunning for him
was forestalled and taken to jail.
Anyway, a new precedent has been set for attempts
at breaking into pictures.

Shoot your way in

appearance

Gloria Safeguards Future.

Some

Gloria Swanson now shines as one of filmdom's most
provident persons. Gloria has a $2,000,000 life insurance policy, the largest of any star. Her nearest rival,
according to figures recently issued by an insurance
publication, is Buster Keaton, with SI. 250,000.
There are several $1,000,000 policies among the stars.
Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Pickford. Norma Talmadge,
Will Rogers, Constance Talmadge, and Erich von Stroheim are among those holding them.

in mid-winter.
of the most remarkable and elaborate sets ever
seen in any picture were constructed for the musical
numbers in this production. It would be a genuine pity
if the picture never reached the screen in some form
or other.

Betty Orchidaceous.
Betty Eronson in "Little Orchid Annie."
Friends of the Peter Pan of Hollywood were just beginning to wonder what had become of her, when this
announcement flashed before their eyes. It meant that
Miss Bronson was appearing in a stage play in fact,
a revival of a stage play in which Ruth Taylor twinkled
about two years ago.
Not a particularly adroit move to bring back a girl
who has such marked individuality that her career really
should be a bright one.
"Orchid Annie," we might say, is a wan stepsister of
our old acquaintance Lorelei, of "Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes." It's difficult to imagine the elfin Miss Bronson in this sort of imperson-

—

ation.

A Be-good Bugaboo.
Dire threats that somebody
will soon be made a horrible
example under the morality
clause

of

the

contracts

Joseph M. Schenck, Norma Talmadge's husband, comovershadows the stellar aggregation with a policy

pletelv

for $5,250,000.

The Milton

estate left by Milton Sills attracted considerable
attention.
The valuation was placed at $100,000, which

whom

was bequeathed

to Doris Kenyon, to
he was
ried four or five years ago.
The document also

The testimonial to this
actor by Hollywood was
one of the most unusual.
In addition to the funeral,

are

which was private, a memorial service, under the
auspices of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences, was held.

tional stellar outbursts that

have

got into the headlines of the newspapers.
As a matter of fact the
morality clause is something
of a dead letter on the books.
While it is written into most
contracts, there is very little
inclination on the part of any
film company to use it as an
excuse for bouncing a player
off the lot.
It was first written into contracts in the days
of the Arbuckle and William

phes and

Taylor

Old-timer Resumes.

Mention of the name of
Robert Warwick awakens
memories of an old-time
stalwart hero of the

mov-

Warwick was a former star of Famous Play-

ies.

and about ten years
ago friction between him
and that organization
led to his going to the
ers,

catastro-

stayed on.
Merely as a curiosity it
might be worth resurrecting
for the perusal of the fan
"The artist agrees to conduct
himself with due regard to
public conventions and mor-

mar-

made

mention of a trust fund of $300,000 previously created
for the benefit of Sills's former wife, and $100,000 for
his daughter by the first marriage.
Due to his illness and long absence
from the screen it was thought that the
Sills fortune might be greatly reduced.
Apparently such was not the case.

heard from time to time.
The reason is that there
have been many sensa-

Desmond

Sills Will.

The

it

Twice

a

always an

mother

and

Eleascreen in

artist,

Boardman returns to the
"The Great Meadow," with John Mack
Brown.

nor

Hollywood High Lights
Warwick is now back in pictures playing a leading
"Once a Sinner" for Fox. His last appearance
was in "The Fourteenth Man," a silent version of "The
Man from Blankley's," which John Barrymore made as
role in

a talkie during the past year.

Rogers as Yank Next.

"The

bnnecticut Yankee"
niov
has been select
ing \\ ill Rogers,
h ha
bilitj \nice he
\

sp,

ers scon d in

ssfullj

ii

introduced on
Qui
iter when "I
and he amused the audience by saying
thinking of including a morality clause in h
tract.
Will's morals, of course, are above reproach.
lie
ne of the most devoted husbands and fathers in the
profession.
•

Sweet Voice Stilled.
("banco of John McCormack doing another song
ate

now regarded

as

McCormack

out.

When

the movies

fail

them, some of the -;ar< manage

to find a place for their talents in radio dramas.

Recently we heard Nancy Drexel impersonating the
frightened heroine of a mystery play given over the air.
Nancy seemed to us to have charm and talent when she
appeared in "The Four Devils." but virtually nothing has
come her way in the films since then.

.

the size of his salary

for a

-in-b-

Comfortably

Incidentally, the Irish si,
K t;i:
n ,, r
rumors and gossip than usually fall to the lot
from another world when in Hollywo
represented him in a verv ungentlemanly and
It was t,, the effect that he flung
light.
.iupagne to the floor, because
wasn't of a quality
able to him, and was ordered out of the house by

what doesn't

— when

they are hired under contract.

In

hostess.

It

is

inconceivable that

month duration of their contract.
One company recently dropped

her party,

for

about forty per cent of the players
it
had hired experimentally, when
option time came around.
Pi
ably less than half a dozen will even
be remembered as a name on the
as in
lot where they worked, or

a

is

fantastic yarn

those

They

is

who

cast's,

the very

good reason

Denny
in

in

kids a

get

of the

Denny.

This is the current slogan
of those seeking a good leading man
for a picture.

I

its

-t-eat.

The

that

eats, sleeps,

—

walks, and
apparently
has a
sense of

humor, too.

"Wl

since

showed in H
rs made immense hits with their
comedy.
Brendel seemed more amusin
hie"

~

"

us

ne" than

in

thing since

was

really the life of

Fox

regularly, in

Cantor

is

is

af-

tJ

viewii

they

will

star

him

likelihood.

all

to

in

"Sunny

favorably that

Reginald

him
v.

Comiques March Forward.
stock of two comedians went
up several hundred per cent in a
single week recentlv
and we're not
talking about Wall Street.
We
mean that Eddie Cantor and
Brendel are
big-wim

mechanical

Demand.

doubt

remain

it doesn't
agree with him
bus that Hollywood makes up

fair.

When

I

k to

that

ip

loafed.

Nineteen out of twenty of the
people brought west from the I
light sector of Broadway have failed
even to get to first base in their
screen careers. But still they come.

M

are closest to the singer and know
say that he hasn't tasted champagne in

—

some

,.

naturally the presence of t!
a social coup.
The absurdity of such
further proved bj the amusement

Leon Janney

man

,an in

mind would do anything but urge

several instances, these stage act

have been signed at very fair salaries, and then left to languish without anything to do in all the six-

,

|

.

r anywhere

—

.

t

it

Idle.

of the studios are mystifying at times, not
ay inscrutable, and recruits from the stage are often
much perplexed by what happens to them or rather

production, namely.

$500,000.

at

The ways

film

is

have asked $650,000 for his second feature, which
considered just a bit too high, thou-!
\\ v
Heart" is meeting with enormous si
wd,
Australia, and Argentina,
lb- still hold-, a

.

Starring on the Air.

i

:

M

Marguerite Churchill is a clever master of ceremonies.
She gave evidence of her ability in this direction at an
entertainment offered by the Dominos.
Marguerite
spoke a piece introductory to each of about half a dozen
acts <>u the program, and did the work with becoming
grace and efficiency.
It was an all-women show, ami the ;drls played the
heroes and the villains, as well as the heroines and the
Mai- Busch and Thelma Todd, in one of the
vamps.
sketches, were east as husband and wife, and Mae told
us that before the show she had narrowly escaped being
arrested for going about disguised as a man. while en
route to the Dominos Club.
A policeman stopped her
ear. and put her through a cros, -examination when lie
Which is amazing when
noticed her wearing a tuxedo.
you consider that all sorts of costumes are worn on the
street by folk of the movie town.

which

(

,

film

Miss Master of Ceremonies.

I

do m<^re

films,

]

sible that these will

play opposite Jcanette

be tried out as stage
shows first, and then transferred to celluloid.
Several companies, by the way.
are considering this kind of test for their

in

plays.

Denny was borrowed by Fox

to

MacDonald.
"Stolen Thunder." and then im-

mediately engaged by Mary Tickford for the role of the theatrical
producer in "Kiki." The Pickford
lead is. of course, a special compliment, since Mary always verv carefully selects her leading man.

RKO.

theater in

Los

for one.

is

opening

its

own

\

Dolors for Dolores.
be the fate of Dolores del Rio?
This question comes up because of her

What

will

recent illness.

[Continued on page 98]
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Synopsis of Preceding Installments.
a Nebraska girl who has lived on the
Spanish island of Majorca for years, is given a screen test by

Bab es

JANE HAGGERTY,

Larry Bishop, a news-reel man, which wins her the lead in a
She is renamed Carmen Valencia, and is feted in New
York as a Spanish actress of note. She goes on to Hollywood,
where she encounters studio routine and outside gossip until she
is sick at heart.
She recognizes a rival for Larry's love in Paula
Wilding.
Her housekeeper, Mrs. Markham, adds to her misery

in

film.

With
her

a sick uncle, a
about being

bluff

contract,

an

threatening

to

new movie
Spanish

a bit

while waiting for her picture to start, with her doleful recollections and predictions.
At last Larry is coming home, and he

B>> Inez Sabastian

will help her.

Jane attends a big party and is disturbed by
remarks she overhears concerning Larry's past love

and more pointed remarks directed at herCalled to the studio in a few days, Jane is put
asked to do a
to the supreme test of her bluff
Spanish dance. She hesitates, trembling, when the
reassuring voice of Larry reaches her ear, and she
puts her act across in a big way.
affairs,
self.

—

Part V.

AXE

told herself that she couldn't pos-

J

sibly ever be more wretched than she
was during those first days after Larry's
arrival in Hollywood. For Larry was Paula

"Wilding's shadow. Apparently whatever he
had done in the past was forgiven and forgotten.
He lunched with her at the studio he
accompanied her to the set when she worked
he left with her at night. He was her guest
at her beach house at Malibu they went to
;

;

;

a fancy-dress ball as
It

didn't

Romeo and

Juliet.

make Jane any happier

to hear

some one in the studio remark, "Well, I
wonder what his game is this time?"
There was but small compensation in the
began to run
female impersonator
was nice to her. She had a charming bungalow dressing room, her own make-up girl.
Yet Jane kept thinking of Larry. It hurt to
realize that she had been so mistaken in him.
"Of course, he probably thought he had to
make me think he cared about me, in order
to get me here," she reflected bitterly. "Well,
I'll show him.
I'll be a knock-out in picfact that Jane's film suddenly

smoothly.

Even

the

And I'll show all these people, who
think I'm just a sort of freak, that I can
make good."
But making good was hard work, with no
one but Tilly Markham to advise her. Polly
Barker had gone off to the mountains with a
tures

!

company

that

was doing

location stuff.

Mrs.

Markham

urged Jane to fight with everybody, to make demands
that couldn't be granted without difficulty, to turn temperamental, and to walk off the set once or twice.
"You're Spanish make the most of it !" she would
beg.
"Look at Pola Negri see what she got by flying
into tantrums."
Jane reflected that Pola got herself out of a contract,
out of the country ,'and just about out of pictures.
"And you got a swell chance in talkies." Mrs. Markbam would go on. "Tell the director, if he bawls you
out. that he's made you so nervous your throat's got all
That'll hold him
tightened up and you can't speak.
Listen, honey, you
'nil a sore throat once in a while.
got 'em all in a bad spot if you hold up production."
Tane merely sighed, and wondered what it felt like to
be reallv rested. Never had she been so tired in all her

—

—

I

life.

How
stand

She hadn't realized what a grind picture work was.
on earth did girls like Bebe Daniels and Clara Bow
it,

year after year?

She couldn't help being a bit troubled by the chance of
encountering her uncle in Hollywood her mother kept
writing that he was coming. Yet sometimes she almost
hoped that she would meet him, somewhere in public,
where his recognition of her would expose her as Jane
Haggertv. What a relief it would be to slip out of Holnever hear of
1\ wood, back into obscurity— where she'd
Larry Bishop again, never run into him with another
woman day after dav
Meanwhile Hollvwood's hangers-on pounced upon her,
despite Tilly Markham's efforts to fend them off. Jane
There was
rarelv came home to find the house empty.
room.
living
the
in
or
terrace
always a crowd on the
drinking the gin which they had ordered in her name and
charged to her account, and complaining because there
:

swimming pool.
Some of them would have moved in. had Tilly Markham not risen in her wrath and sprayed the spare bedwasn't a

rooms with tormaldehvde. Tilly waged a constant
with them. She spilled ink on one girl, and upset a

battle

bottle

be frank with you," he told her. "I br<
this one picture, thinking you wouldn't be much
!.
but would
In't think you'd
Be -m!i a wow.
But you're
"I'll

here

Hollywood

ti>r

Superba

"ii tlu-

apparently cooled boy friend on her hands, and
collapse,

Jane Haggerty finds

life

in

Hollywood

M

rom the
of the world, like you.
i

women

"
paper
le slid the
".\bne money with each pi<
few string!
You're
up in a
not to do anythin
ill cut the value of your
the DOX offi
that
at
would,
we're giving you a net*
1

trying.

.

lllustnittil by

Xi'iJ IsOright

I

:

i

ign of

how much

like yot

Jane hesitated. This meant
she bad made good in
picture-.
But it meant
ing on here, near Lan
that

could -he stand tl
course, -he bad huge del
pay if she didn't go on working, she would be unable to
:

manage them.

But ii
and Larry went on as
he wa- doing now
on by a report
J. G., urged
he had heard that morning,
wanted
that some
d.

her services, drew the contract back.

say we slide the
couple hundred a

"Well,
salary

up

week

right

a

away." be

-aid.

in a line.

writing

A
Amazed, Jane signed.
few moment- of silence had
never been so golden before'

She waoffice

just leaving J.

when

encounl

-in-

'aula

Wilding was

I.arrv.

I

nowhere

in sight.

"Hullo," he said pleasantly.
"Did you sign the contr
Jane looked at him blankly.
Sign ?" she echoed. "Why
"She'll

all out.
Then where'll we get a free meal?"
dame who owns zees joint!" she said icily. "Now go!"

throw us

"I

am

—how

ze

lie

did you know'"
smiled, shrugged

should)
"T alway-

know

his

things like

he told her. starting
her side. "Well, it's a great break.
Getting used to being
set now.
that."

of glue on another.

down

called a

isn't

She inconveniently and loudly renumber of embarrassing facts about an ex-leading man. who was bent on marrying Jane and cashing iu
on her success. She went about amoi
uests mum-

bling the most scathing remarks, but without success
to that crew a tree meal was worth any number of insults.
Jane would greet them wearily and drag herself up to
bed. hoping to eat her dinner there in peace and get some
sleep.
But one or two ,->i the women always managed to
slip into her room, to use her powder and perfume, to try
on her clothes hopefully, and let drop a few bitscandal before Tilly Markham appeared and all but

threw them out.
Jane didn't realize the truth about these people, any
more than she understood her success at the studio. She
never could quite believe that her weariness was interpreted as aristocratic reserve, and her lack of ability as a

new technique of
So it came like
to his office

repression.

thunderbolt when J. G. summoned her
and offered her a lonsr-term contract.
a

the corridor at

You're

it ?

Spanish

all

?"

almost put them back on the old footing.
have to be more careful than ever.
"And an
now that n
cts," -he exclaimed.
He'll
uncle oi mine is likely to get here any minute.
know me. and what will I do then ?"
Jit
don't take any chance*." h<
v that

"Oh. Larry.

I'll

—
—

"He

can't get into the studio."
"
but I wish
"Yes, I can do that
would have
n to say that
1.

she wished he
would come out to the house and discuss ways and
means with her. but at that moment Paula Wilding
appeared at the other end of the corridor, and Larry,
with a meaningless "Well, see you soon !" was off. Jane
went on alone, her cheeks burning. How lucky it was that
s

she hadn't finished that sentence, let him see that she still
wanted him to be something more than the casual ac[Continued on page 92]
quaintance he had become!
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.All

photos,

except Beatrice Llllle

Far
ar Trom
fi
Don't let any one tell you that the boyish
Greta Garbo.
Look at these clipped

to

Beatrice

Lillie,

mark

upper

left,

to let

it

values her hair too highly as a tradea quarter of an inch.

grow

Dorothy Christy, at top of page, is in Maurice Chevalier's
"Playboy of Paris" and "She Got What She Wanted."

Another Christy, above,

is

Ann, who

is

quite a star in

Sen-

nett comedies.

Louise Brook-?,
in

Hollywood

left, leader in patent-leather hair cuts, is back
after several years in German films, renewing

acquaintance with her ex-husband,

Edward

Sutherland.

Vasse
bob is out and the long bob is in, thanks
heads for courage to keep the shears busy.

Ethel Sykes, at top of page, you remember as one of the
in "The Florodora Girl."

Kay

Francis, above, achieves a hair cut that

Kathryn Irving's head, upper
by the
Natalie ^foorh<?ad.

right,

is

is

Si

sleek, but not hard.

relieved

wave of her

from severity

soft,

natural

right,

soon to he seen with Bert Wheeler
"Hook. Line, and Sinker." has a clas-

and Robert Woolsey.

in

sical

outline.

hair.

5G

T^JlPhantom
This

is

known

an article about the unsung
beauties have married and kept

the world does not

know they

By A.

L.

porter digs up her story, or the husband
wearies of his ambiguous status and appears in the divorce court.
There is
scarcely a month when some husband does
not come out of retirement to announce
"Why, I'm Miss Whoozit's lawfully
wedded spouse!" or Miss Whoozit, in a
divorce petition, lets it be known that she
has been married two or three years or

—

sometimes longer.
I think Marie Prevost started all this in
1918 when she secretly married H. C.
Gerke, a seaman, and the custom has continued without interruption until now.
Quite a few stars have had husbands almost in hiding. Miss Prevost met young
Gerke at a house party, fell hard for the
naval lad, and under the spell of a June
moon and a romantic night rushed off to
find a justice of the peace.

"We

were just two foolish runaway
children," she said four years later when
the secret was discovered.
married

"We

and separated immediately."
They were divorced in 1923 friendly
and companionable. Members of the film
colony who often saw the two together, believed young Gerke to be just an admirer.
He passed out of Marie's life, a man of

—

mystery.
Since then circum-

Photo by Autrey

Sue Carol managed to have a phantom
husband, Allen H. Keefer, and a sweetheart, Nick Stuart, at the same time.

mushed
I'VE
stars for six

around among the

L

or seven years, hut
I cannot understand why so many
actresses look upon husbands as excess baggage or dead weights. They
marry in secret, honeymoon for a
while, and then the bride expresses
herself something like this:

^H

You come when

and go when

I

I

wave you away.

I'm
^fc

in the

-

Sue Carol,

lanova.
Known to
the world in each instance as Miss, not

wedding

had

certificates

Jean Arthur married
Julian Ancker withconsulting
her
contract which
forbade any such rash
step, so he joined the
phantom husbands.
out

film

1

re-

Jeanette Loff,

Claudia Dell. Aileen

learned that they had

eyes of

some newspaper

trees,

many persons

my romantic glamour. So you
come toddling home occasionally,
while I do the stuff in the spotlight.
Don't show up unless you get the
high sign from me."
Then she drives away in her limouremain "Miss"

few and others still
phantoms.
Among
them are Jean Harlow; Helen Twelve-

Jean Arthur. Camilla
Horn, and Olga Bac-

spoils

sine, to

tom husbands, some
known to a limited

Pringle,

call

just

the world until

1
f

the exhibit of this family and when
public appearances are to be made.
I'll make 'em.
Do you get me. darling?
I cannot afford to have the
fans saying 'Aw, she's married,' for
it

'

H

"Listen, baby, from now on you're
not even among those present. You're

a phantom!

stances have developed which disclosed
that
quite
few
a
stars either have now
or have had phan-

1

Photo by Honinu-1

Husband:
—

heroes of Hollywood men whom wellso completely in the background that

Pity the poor wretches!

exist.

Wooldridge
in

tln-ir

The divorce

possession.

courts

>e to light, but not all.
brought mosl
Baclanova was suing for the annulment of an agent's contract in the Los
Angeles Superior Court in April of last
year.
She lia<l but recently been divorced
from Vladimir Zoppi, a lawyer of Moscow,
Russia.
During the course of the trial, an
attorney suddenly turned to her while she
>u the witness stand and asked if she
married.
The star was distinctly upi

"Is it that I must answer those question?" she asked Judge William Hazlett in
broken English.
"It is !" replied the court.

Miss Baclanova admitted that she was
Less than two weeks after the

married.

Moscow

divorce decree was granted, she

had been wed to Nicholas Soussanin, she
said.

wanted to keep him secret," she con"But it is correc'."
Then the advent and departure of Julian
Ancker, the husband of Jean Arthur, was
so meteorlike that it was almost humorous.
The two slipped away to Ventura. California, a couple of hours' drive from Hollywood, and were made man and wife. It
was July, with the
"I

fessed.

midsummer
blooming

flow<

and gentle
drifting in

breezes
from the old Pacific
to cool fevered brows.

The mockingbirds and
bullfinches were doing
their best to sine: wed-

Helen Twelvetrees's husband
was seemingly content to remain a phantom for two whole
years.
that was heard around
the world. There in cold type
was a clause providing that
she must not marry so long

squawk

ding songs as befitted
occasion.
Julian
and Jean paid little attention to the s

the

drove
dreamily back to Hollywood. It seemed that
the day was complete
that is, until Jean
happened to pull out
her contract with Par-

how

ever, as they

—

amount when shi
home.
She read

nearly

Paramount.

for

Julian!"

she

fairlv

"Depart! A vaunt!
thither and keep on going!
ne back!"
or words

screamed.

Go

—

to that effect.

Julian reached for his bat.
Later be told Judge Marshall
all about his one-day
and the judcre symwith him. He was a
1

Vera Reynolds acknowledged Robert
Ellis as her husband
years of secret

worked

just

five

a

paragraph or t\\
Julian told the court,
then she let out the

after

•

"I'.xit.

three
bliss.

Mi<s Priscilla Bonner bad a
husband somewhere she did
for
not know just where
He was a phantom in
S.
She told a divorcereality.

—

—

judge in r>25 that when she
and Alan Alexander celebrated
l

their

first

wedding

sary, he departed.

anniver-
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Their Phantom Husbands
Carol sued for divorce on desertion plea."'
Allen H.
Reefer of Chicago was the phantom husband.
Sue
eventually was married to Nick and not long ago Mr.
Keefer took another wife. He still remains in Chicago.
The middle of last June there was on file in the Los
Angeles courts the divorce suit of Claudia D. Offin
against Phillip G. Offin.
To the picture world it did
no; mean a thing.
Xo one had ever heard of Phillip
Offin
that is, no one in the screen colony.
But an
inquisitive reporter had a hunch that a story lurked
behind that formal complaint charging desertion. He
started an investigation and the trail took him into the
presence of a lovely blonde a former Ziegfeld beauty
Claudia Dell. Tearfully she told him her story.
"Yes, I am suing my husband for divorce," she said.
"We were married two years ago just one of those
foolish-girl stunts.
lived toI was seventeen.
gether only the shortest time. Even my closest friends
didn't know it.
Please don't ask me any more details."
Claudia's phantom husband was expunged from her
life by Judge T. B. Warne and she left the courtroom

—

—

—

—

We

smiling.

Jeanette Loff's

Xot greatly dissimilar is the case of Jean Harlow,
the blonde who played the leading feminine role in
"Hell's Angels." The divorce records show that Harlean Carpenter McGrew was married to Charles F.
McGrew III of Chicago, September 21, 1927. They
Four months later Harlean
separated June 11, 1929.
Another reporter sensed a story
filed suit for divorce.
and found that Jean McGrew was Jean
Harlow of pictures.
One of the most outstanding cases of
rebellion against being a husband in
name only, with the name being unmentioned in Hollywood, is that of the husband of Camilla Horn. Miss Horn was
brought to this country by P nited Artists
to play opposite John Barryinore in

divorce

brought to light the fact
that she

was but a wife
name only.

"When

in

Baclanova's marital "past" was bared on
the witness stand by an aggressive lawyer.
PIio:j by

asked him to
return," she said, "he re'Nothing doing
plied,
"
I'm through.'
Although she got her interlocutor)- decree in 1925,
she did not receive her final divorce decree until
1927 two years with a
I

—

phantom

husband

some-

where.
Later Mi<^ Bonner was married to Doctor E. Bertrand Wool fan.

The new

^

arrivals in film-

always come as a
Aileen Pringie's husband has
never been in Hollywood dur"Miss."
Never do I reing her ten years there.
call has an unknown girl
arrived and openly announced that she is married and happily married, too. They all
seem to think that they will start under a handicap if it becomes
known that somewhere in the offing is a husband. And as to
Heaven forbid
That would be wicked, or
posses-ins^ a baby
This notwithstanding the
not true to tradition, or something.
fact that Dolores Costello. Norma Shearer, Doris Kenyon. Joan
Bennett, Gloria Swanson, Mae Murray, Leatrice Joy. Xasu
Pitts, Lila Lee. Nancy Carroll. Eleanor Boardman and other
actresses of the first magnitude have babies in their homes.
Evelyn Lederer came to Hollywood from Chicago early in
Miss Sue Carol she was to every one. A year later she
'27.
was talking about her sweetheart. Nick Stuart. Two years after
her arrival newspaper headlines suddenly announced "Sue
land

—

1

!

<

—

ilic.'iee

Their Phantom Husbands
Two yean

•
•

i

after her arrival she returned

and filed suit for divorce from Klaus
merchant of Hamburg, with his full consent.
"I am tired of being a husband in name only," Herr
were
Geeri confessed to his friends. "Camilla and
happj until she became a star in Hollywood. Then

German]

to

I

1

.\iu

little

"When
seen very

of her.
she left
little

for America, I lost her.
of each other since then and

I

We

have

am

tired

of living a lie"

Twelvetrees became the wife of (lark TwelveThey separated in January.
February, 1927.
1929, just as she was beginning to smash her way
(lark was a phantom husband in
through pictures,
Hollywood until March of this year, when Helen reShe'd had a pretty
called his name in a divorce suit.
hard time with (.'lark, she told the court, because of his
I

lelen

trees in

cup

liking for the

that cheers.

"What

transpired the day you were married?" asked
her attorney.
"Why," she replied, "my husband pot drunk and
He went his
I didn't see him for the next two days.
way and I went mine immediately we left the City Hall.
Once he jumped out of a sixth-story window while he
was under the influence of liquor and I had to pay the
hospital hill-

seemed quite natural that Miss Twelvetrees did
the picture colony all about her phantom hus-

It

not

"

tell

band as she wrestled with her professional
Evelyn I. aye had a phantom husband
back in England when she arrived in
She diAmerica to play in pictures.
He was Sonnie
vorced him last July.

cart

Hale, a British Stage actor.
Jeanette
LotT separated from Harry K. Rosei.
a jewelry hroker, in January,
l)
J () hut diil not divorce him till nine
l
.

months

The divorce

later.

McGrew

lean

"We

were just runaway children," said
Marie Prevost in seeking to dissolve the
marriage that bound her to a phantom
husband for four years.

suit

of

Har-

revealed her

as Jean Harlow.

most distinctive
all
i<
held by
Vera Reynolds. Vera was
married to Earl T. MontP.ut the

rd

of

gomery even while she
wa< playing in the Mack
Sennett chorus and was

Montgomery
comedian.
They
were divorced in
Immediately then
Mis> R
went to
Paris and secretly married
Robert Ellis.
They returned to
Holly w
Vera to resume work with
just

a kid.
a

No one knew that Claudia Dell
was Mrs. Phillip G. Offin until

DeMille and Ellis to
return to Univer
nearly three years Bob
Ellis was a phantom husscaped.
band.
Hut last year th<
wholly to hlame for the cxi<ten<
The acti
phantom husbands, because an anti-marriage civ
ler the terms of an agreement made
many contra
Cecil

she asked to be freed of her
phantom spouse.

I

RKO

last year, announceme:
en Sally. Rlane and
her forthcoming wedding would have to read something

this

:

"Betrothed: Miss Sally Blane to Mr. So-and-so, with the
approval of RK*
To this very day. few persons know that Aileen Pringle had
a phantom husband who went away to war at the time she went
Continued on page 1 13
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The lips and Doxtfns of a Script Girl
What

she does to earn her small salary, as well as some of her mistakes are explained in this article,
with honorable mention of ex-script girls who have become famous.

Jeanne de Kolty

B>?

YOU'RE
wrathfully eyed
fired !"

Director George Archainbaud
his twenty-year-old script clerk,

The company had

Willy.

location at Catalina Island

;

just returned

and the

script clerk,

from

who

possessed the only copy of the scenario which contained complete notes of action, wardrobe, and other
detail on "The Storm Daughter," had left these valuable notes at Catalina.

The company was in a quandary. A director depends upon his script clerk to make notations of action and wardrobe, and to assist in matching scenes.
Remembering all the little details that go into the
making of a picture is a tremendous task, almost impossible without the script clerk's notes, in many instances, and Willy had lost all the valuable data which
had been recorded during shooting the scenes on
location.

Willy's gait, as he left the studio, was confident and
He had been fired and, having been in
America but a short time, talked with a marked German accent but his misfortunes could not squelch
Willy he knew what he could do, and the opinion
of others mattered little to him.
Director Archainbaud was not so carefree.
Upon
his shoulders had fallen the task of recalling from
memory all the things which Willy's notes should
have informed him.
mistake might cost hundreds
of dollars.
What an awful situation that kid Willy had got the
company into
He had no business trying to break
Nobody could play around the
into motion pictures.
way he did and succeed in the profession.
Not long ago Director William Wyler sat in his
canvas chair watching action on "The Storm." a production which was the special pet of Carl Laemmle,
the "daddy" of the Universal studio, where all the
little Laemmles are engaged in the business of makTo make "The Storm" a success was
ing pictures.
doubly difficult, since it was a great box-office hit as
carefree.

—

;

A

!

a silent picture,

and must be an even better

talkie, in

command

public attention.
Willy had. at the age of twenty-eight, become one
of the most promising of the younger directors of
Hollywood. To him had been intrusted the making
His cast
of a picture that involved a small fortune.
included Lupe Velez, William Boyd, and Paul Cavanagh. whose salaries alone amount to several thousands of dollars a week.
In studio jargon, Willy had become a big shot.
Director Archainbaud may be hard on script clerks
we won't discuss that question but woe unto the
girl who makes a mistake on a Wyler production
Consider the time when Jeanne, the script girl on
'"The Storm," forgot that in one scene Taul Cavanagh

order to

—

—

!

Carmelita Geraghty, now
an exotic beauty in pictures, once toiled with
notebook for $35 a week,
until she decided to give
I'huio by

Duncan

her mind a rest by becoming an actress.

was smoking
Close-ups

of

a cigarette.

the

shot

were made several weeks
later, and the heavy had
no cigarette in his hand.
Retakes of the scene cost
the producers somewhere

The

Jeanne de Kolty, the writer of

lips

and DoWns of

this article, acted as script girl to

was

—

I

1 >

"I was a script girl.
It takes brains to he a script girl.
despite popular opinion that all script clerks are a little
bit crazy, hut all one has to do to he an actress is to
look pretty
anyway, that's what I thought hefore I

—

tried it."
It took a mistake to convince Carmelita that she
might be wrong.
She was just another script girl to
Mickey Xeilan. who was directing "Fools First," at
the old Metropolitan studio.
The company had heen
shooting almost sixteen hours without a rest, and Carmelita. being a healthy child still in her 'teens, was

The company had moved from an interior to an exThe cameras were grinding, the actors were
emoting, and Mickey Xeilan was engrossed in the scene.
terior set.

Carmelita glanced at her notes. Heavens
There it was.
right along the side of her script
"Ray Griffith
heard"
While inside the house, the leading man had
displayed a luxuriant growth of heard and now, in the
exterior scene, his whiskers had, like the magic cloak in
a Grimm fairy tale, suddenly melted into thin air
"It must have cost at least $1,200 to remake that
scene," laughed Carmelita.
She can afford to laugh
now. To the girl who once worked night and day for
$35.00 a week, that modest stipend has become a mere
!

pittance; hut at the time, the occurrence was so ser
that the script girl decided to become an actress at the
very first opportunity, because she \vn« a dismal failure
as a taker of notes.
Dorothy Arzner, at present the only really famous

woman

director, was one script girl who never made a
mistake but then Dorothy is like that. She is perhaps
the only director who does not depend upon her script
clerks to help her remember details.
"I think a script clerk is of more value to the cutter
than the director." says this unusual young woman. "I
never worry about my script girl-;.
I
know they are
doing their work well; if they weren't, they wouldn't be
working for me. I believe it is the director's duty to
remember everything that happens on the set. II
responsible for the picture and should not have to trust

!

—

anybody

remember

know.
the thing
I
attend to my bus
ule working on
a production everything will be all ri^ht. I never worry
about the other fellow."
Mi-> Arzner directed "The Wild Tarty. " with Clara

know

sleepy.

—

William Wvler. who directed "The Storm" and once

a script clerk himself.

between $1,000 and $1,500: and it you don't think
Jeanne got the dickens, well just ask her.
"The nerve! The very nerve of any one suggesting
that a girl with my brains become an actres
armelita
Geraghty, she of the
brown eyes and personality
lt
which has delighted thousands of fans, was speaking.

growing

.,1

a Script Girl

to

that

if

1

I

Bow, "Sarah and Son." and "Anybody's Woman." with
Ruth Cbatterton. and she is next to direct Claudette
Colbert.

For any one who wishes

to break into

any branch of

studio work, particularly scenario writing, script work
is
extraordinarily good experience.
The script girl
works constantly at the side of the director. Pier job
includes making notations of all costumes worn, the action of each scene and. since the advent of talking pictures, to check all dialogue.

G2

The

lips

and Downs of a Script

Girl
is the cutter who has omitted the
walking scene from the picture.
In sound pictures it is as imit

portant for dialogue to match as for
Exactly the same words must
he spoken in long shots as in closeups, so that the cutter can change
from one shot to another in the middle of a word, should he so desire,
and
sentence
will
the
continue
smoothly, without repetition or omission of words.

action.

Many

cutters nave hroken into this
as

specialty
script

clerks

clerks.

Other

have become

writers,

script

as in the case of Marion Dix, Paramount's twenty- four-year-old writer,
who only a short time ago was just a
script girl.

She made u^e of every

opportunity

to

with

talk

scenario

and directors and, through

writers

her constant contact with them, she
was finally given an opportunity to
prove her ability to write.
Alice White is another former
script girl who took advantage of her
opportunity to meet and talk with
the only script girl to bedirectors

—

come a

star.

A visitor walking onto a set may
envy the script girl her job as she
sits on her chair apparently doing
nothing.

If

the

same

visitor

at-

tempted to keep track of action, dialogue, and a hundred other details at
the same time, he would realize that
the script girl has no easy task. She
takes the blame for her own mistakes
and those of nearly everybody else
on the set in fact the poor script
Xo wongirl stands plenty of gaff
der they sav all of them are crazy

—

!

Dorothy Arzner, the only woman director and one of
most outstanding of either sex, is sympathetic
toward the trials and tribulations of script girls, be-

the

cause she served time as one.
If a heroine wears a coat in one scene, she must be
shown removing the coat, or she must continue to
wear the coat until the end of the sequence. It is the
script girl's job to see that this

is

done.

Matching scenes is one of the difficult tasks in the
making of a picture. Usually a master scene is made
in

medium

When

or long shots.

this is completed, the

:::>v

cameras are moved up to get close-ups of the characters.
In the close-ups each actor must go through exactly the
same actions or business that he did in the long shots,
so the scene can be cut at any point in the action, from
a long shot to a close-up, or vice versa, and the scene will
continue smoothly.
If a man is seen in a standing position in a long shot,
he cannot suddenly appear seated in a close-up, but
must be shown in the act of sitting down. If he is seen
at one end of a room, he cannot suddenly fly to the other
end without taking a step, but must be seen walking
across the set.
Often mistakes are made by the cutter for wdiich the
script clerk is blamed.
man may apparently jump
from one end of the room to the other, although a scene
showing him walking across has been taken.
The
script clerk may be blamed for neglect, while in reality

A

This

how

is

Alice

looked when
she ceased her duties

White

as

script

come an

clerk to beactress the

—

only one to reach star-

dom.

A

Confidential Guide to Current Releases

WHAT EVERY FAN SHOULD

SEE.
Lincoln"—United Artists.
human story of the great

'"Abraham
Inspired

American, directed l>y I). W. Griffith.
Walter Huston surpasses his past work,
and entire casl is flawless. Remarkable
continuity

mond,

as

Merkel, fan

Henrj

Bosworth,

Keith,
Hobart
Walthall.

"Outward Bound"

Ham-

Kay

biography.
Mary Todd, Una
oi

B.

—

Warner. Strai
with admirable
picture,
Routine plots and situations
acting.
avoided, and deals with life alter death.
Howard, of the stage, Beryl
].e>lu
arresting

lv

Mtreer, Douglas Fairbanks,
Chandler, Alec 1!. Francis.

Ramon Xovarro makes

up tor his last
film with delightful acting and singing
Doroin Seville, with Rciiee Adoree.
thy Jordan supplies the innocent but
anxious element, and there is a lovely
of

sacrifice

love,

happy

ending.

thilde

Comont.

and as
Ernest

it

Carroll, every
inch the
orm machinManicurist out W(
ery to customers, and finally man
son of big wheat man, and complications set in.
Nice old hokum. Phillips
rth,
Holmes, Ned Sparks, Hob..

James ECirkwi
"Song o' My

Ma-

—

Greta
"Romance" Metro-Goldwyn.
Garbo's portrayal of op
er whose
"past" caused her to dismiss the man
she loves is great tender, poetic, poignant. Her every thought and feeling
Gavin
Lewis Stone capital.
isters.
Gordon the hero; Florence Lake de-

—

—

"Raffles" United Artists.
Most civilized current film
cay, ironic, intelli-

—

gent melodrama.

It

will

appeal to

Ronald Colman. Kay Francis,
Torrence are like human beings.
dialogue.

— Paramount.

Exceptional him, lacking boy-and
ryl Merlove element, with hofl
Charwoman "incer and Gary Cooper.
vents" soldier son, and, to humor her,
her to adopt him.
a real soldier has
Simple, touching.
"Vagabond King. The"— Paramount.
itifully filmed, far

above the "Oh, yeah'-" and to.
Story of
theme-song musical films.
Villon, the French poet, and Louis XI
Dennis King and O. P. Heggie re-

—

spectivelv.

both

Oland and

Lillian

Warner

excellent

Roth

fine.

Jeanette

MacDonald pastel leading lady.
"Rogue Song, The"'— Metro-Goldwyn.
LawSong, dialogue, all Technicolor.
Tibbett's debut on the screen is
Magnifihigh mark of musical films.
cent voice, vigorous personality make
up for weak story, made weaker by de-

all.

David

Good

Frederick Kerr, Alison Skiptheir value on screen.

The bandit kidnaps
tached horseplay.
Catherine Dale Owen,
the princess.
Florence Lake.

worth show

"Dawn Patrol. The" — First National.
War Si »ry without love interest gives
Richard Barthelmess. Xeil Hamilton,
and Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.. opportunicapitally

Royal

John

rence

lightful.

ties

Leave"

Days'

All Technicoli

deservi

Torrence,

Heart"— Fox.

figure
central
in
gentle
Irish story, with eleven
tuticcelFinely din
fully recorded.
lently acted, with new ingenue. Maureen
O'Sullivai., and Tommy Clifford both
from Ireland. John Garrick, J. M. KerAlice J

"Seven

Flying

actualities
in years.

of

exploited.

Life

among

Corps, showing hid
war.
Barthclmess's best

"Big House. The"— Metro-Goldwyn.
Savage picture of life behind prison
walls, finely wrought drama depending
upon character rather than studied plot.
Wallace Beery, sly. hardened criminal;
Chester Morris, slick forcer; Robert

Montgomery, new
prisoners

convict.
-tirring scene.

Revolt of

"Holiday"— Pathe. Well-known play,
with good cast.
Poor rich girl mopes
having too much money, finally
wakes up and escapes from her Park
Avenue "prison." Ann Harding, Mary
Monroe
Astor, Robert Ames good.
Owsley outstanding; Edward Everett
Horton, Hedda Hopper.
"All Quiet on the Western Front"—
over

Universal.

Faithful

screening

of

the

most realistic novel of World War, with
no happy ending or girl appeal. StrongLewis
est film document against war.
Ayres, Louis Wolheim, "Slim" Summerville,
Russell Gleason, William Bakewell, John Wray outstanding in big cast.
"Devil's Holiday. The"— Paramount.
Human, sympathetic characterization by

Arlcn's

nality

;

ih.

l'.unene

n

cut

1)'

Ivan Sim;
Native

Pallette,

Go

"Let's

High

•.

excelli

MCormack

Helen

Jr.,

Flesh"— Metro-Goldwyn.

"Call of the

Nancy

FOR SECOND CHOICE.

—

Paramount. Buffoonery designed to exploit the gay talents of the Marx brothers is one long

"Animal Crackers"

laugh, unless you lead the home-town
group of serious little thinkers. Most
of stage cast retained, plus, for some
ure reason. Lillian Roth.

"Dough Boys" — Metro-Goldwyn.

Dibut not remarkably original,
comedy of the army, with Buster KeaSally Eilers
ton as the goofy misfit.
at a canteen, and th<
Cliff Edwards out yonder in no man's
verting,

For ballast you have Edward
Brophy.
"Last of the Duanes. The" Fox.
Fast-moving Western in which hero
avenges death of his father and wins
pardon and the gal by capturing band
Lucille
irge O'Brien.
of outla
Browne, who suffers by being cast with
Considerably above the
Myrna Loy,

land.

—

Throw-

but entertaining on the whole.
back to urn-

edy

.in

shows

Id

Oakie,

Kay

-

Mac-

brilliant

inn s
Francis,

fta

William

Hall,

J.

Richard

the

Gallagher,
king of an island.
Paramount.
Carlo"
"Monte

latter

gambling
this

The

capital

if

there

although

i

are amusing, ironii

runs away
counl

MacDonald,
Zasii

from

a

pi

hairdri

hanan, Claude Al-

J

Pitts.

"Three Faces East"— Warner.

Con-

stance Bennett does not maila.
live

War

and

World

n

Story a bit
than many.
eim's pn s< nee more effective

spy should.

ioned.

Other plaj
"Old English"— Warner.

than his voice.
:i

character study of old man who
hat he has pot through

craftiness, and his rebellious end.
telligent cast includes Murray Ki;

In-

Doris Lloyd. Betty Lawford, Henrietta
Goodwin, and others from stage.

"Anybody's

Woman" —

Paramount.

Ruth Chattcrton again

leads

caravan as c'
lawyer while he

who marr

rl

is

tl

drunk, and the:

Intel
ent and eventual love.
interesting with the compelling star and
Clive Brook. Paul Lukas. Juliette Compton.

"Common Clay"— Fox.

Relic of the

stage, with claptrap drama that rcl
»n wonthe tear ducts and
derful chance to be sorry for women,
Girl
If.
particularly her own
tries to go straight, but alas, those men,

Constance Bennett.
those men.
-.
Beryl Iter
"Rain or Shine"— Columbia.

I.

Joe
Cook's humor is refreshing, and you'll
be glad he came to the screen, even in

Young man

a cir

ol

tryinc to run saw<!
Joan Petrs. William Collier, Jr..
-

girl

I.

Fazenda.
Mil"Hell's Angels"— United
lion-dollar airplane maneuvers and photography and a thirty-cent story make
'

James Hall and Ben
Jean Harlow the heroine
do st rat
who
Planes and Zeppebehind the trenches.
unbalanced

film.

-

average.
"Spoilers.

The"— Paramount.

woodsy

of

Big

villainous Easterners doing wrong by the valiant sour!is oi Alaska, with no new insight
Gary Cooper,
on life in those days.
tale

those

Kay Johnson. Harry Green. Slim
James
merville,
(stage) Boyd.

Kirkwood.

— Paramount.

"Sea God, The"
sembles chapter of a

serial,

Sutn-

William
Re-

but Richard

lins are the

sf

"Moby Dick"—

W

rner.

John B

old film
more's revival
iut without the subtle terror of the

The well-known epic of
silent version.
the treacherous brother, the girl, and
the sea beast. Joan Bennett stays pleasingly girlish as others grow old. Lloyd
_'ies

satisfactorv.
Continued on pate 113
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Mont-

Robert

gomery and June
Walker make
roles

their

and
a b

real

understand1

"War

in

e

Nurse."

]tfarbert]usk
the least hint of the stage lingo, you are much
Her casual speech is natural and devoid
of accent. It would fit any American character. Miss
Walker's great skill is found in being casual and
little too plump
keenly expressive at the same time.
in

mistaken.
I

A

compete with the attenuated beauties, she has most
of them at a disadvantage in being a human being, a
girl one would like to know, to talk with, whereas the
to

majority of the screen sisterhood are creatures of
make-up, diet, and costume.
Anita Page, as the junior nurse, is at her best in a
role that provides greater range than any of the

and Robert Montgomery and Robert Ames
two soldiers real. Other nurses are Zasu Pitts,
Helen Jerome Eddy, and Marie Prevost. all extremely
effective, and Hedda Hopper, Edward Nugent, and
Martha Sleeper also do well.
others,

make

the

A Gentle Desperado.
a ripsnorting Western produced by one of
the great directors, King Yidor. "Billy the Kid" will
If

you

like

mean something in your life, though there have been
more satisfying films in this category. It is interesting,
though, to see what a man of imagination and sensitive-

l'lioto

by Hurrell

THOUGH

"War Nurse"

does not quite attain all
notable in several respects
and it
chiefly the acting of favorite players
introduces a newcomer from the stage, June Walker,
its possibilities, it is

—

whose performance is something to cherish.
The story shows the psychological and physical effects of
war upon a group of young women volunteers from civil

who

are doing their duty as nurses behind the firing
an earnest, conscientious effort to reveal another side of war and it succeeds, even though the result
is uneven.
It has moments of conspicuous excellence
and others that cause one to ask why such lapses should
occur.
Rut there is no doubt at all about the acting of
any one in the cast, nor of the naturalness of the dialogue.
The story, such as it is, is simple and uncomplicated,
and the various characters are clear cut and human, so
the picture is never slow or dull. It deals mainly with
two couples, lull's and Watty and Joy and Robin. Watty
pursues Babs with wisecracks and banter until she nears
the end of her resistance.
Suddenly she learns that she
is just another woman to him. while she thought his
attentions actuated by love.
She sends him away. Joy,
who is younger and more inexperienced, takes seriously
the love-making of Robin only to discover, when it is too
late, that he is married.
Babs assumes the care of Joy's
baby when she dies and when Watty reappears some
years later at the close of the war, he offers his name
to the child and its adopted mother. There you have the
bare story.
Mi^s Walker's contribution to it is great. Here is an
life

line.

It is

actress

whose

position as a

Broadway leading woman

is

second to that of no one who has sought favor on the screen.

But

if

you think she

is

mannered, or affected, or indulges

ness can do with a story of this kind, because it is
obvious that the material at hand could scarcely have
inspired the director of "The Crowd" and '"Hallelujah"
to cheer his luck.
At the same time, only Mr. Yidor
could have raised it from the slough of mediocrity, or
caused the spectator to take it seriously instead of looking upon it as a satire on hard-riding plainsmen, quick
to take offense and glib with their triggers.
It's almost outside the issue to say that the story purports to be a visualization of "The Saga of Billy the
Kid" and has for its chief character the famous desperado whose murders, holdups, and bank robberies did
as much as anything to give the old West its reputation
for lawlessness.
But in the film Billy is no such sanguinary and predatory youth. He is, instead, a chivalrous young man possessed of a Southern accent, boyish
diffidence, and considerable personal charm, who becomes
an outlaw only because of his determination to avenge
Incidentally, it isn't beside the
the death of his friend.
point to remark that Billy in real life was reputed to be
a native of Brooklyn. New York.
This. then, puts the film on the level of pleasant fiction
in nowise related to criminal history or, indeed, anything
However, the
but the standardization of the screen.
I don't remember any love
picture has its moments.
scene more charged with passion and tenderness than
occurs when Kay Johnson, the heroine, bravely mounts
the steps that lead to the jail and kisses Billy in full
view of his assembled friends and enemies below, before

he goes into durance vile. It is beautiful, exalted, and
as far above the necking which we are urged to accept
as the expression of love on the screen, as "Romeo and
Juliet" is superior to "Young Sinners" as a play. There
is also that moment when Billy "gets" his enemy. BalBecause of Warner Richlinger, who killed his friend.
mond's admirable performance in the latter role, and
John Mack Brown's as Billy, not to mention Mr. Yidor's

'^RgVieur
Varied entertainment is found in this
month's pictures and individual exampics of acting continue to shine brighter
and brighter.
of dramatic values, there never has been a

my

acquaintance whose end made

me mure

jubilant or so stirred my sense of justice.
sec. the picture is not dull.
For one thing, it is excellently acted, as

So you

villain of

have gathered,
entirely

sat

i-

not only l>v Mr. Brown,
factory, if pleasantness and

you may

who

is

charm are your main

requisites, hut by
His portrait of the sheriff
whose sense of duty conflicts with his worship of Billy is one of the finest of his

Wallace Beery.

many

notable characterizations. When Mr.
visible the picture as a whole
is
sn't matter.

Beery

you sec "Billy the Kid" in a theater that
boasts accommodation for the "Realife"
1

John Mack Brown plays his most important part in "Billy the Kid,"
and Wall ace Beery contributes another gem of characterization.

1

screen, a device that enlarges the panorama to gigantic
proportions, you will enjoy the picture all the more, for
the greater dimensions of film and screen give scope and

beauty to natural backgrounds such as are impossible
under ordinary conditions.
Straight from the Shoulder.

For a

good picture

the force of a

recommend, withoul
ervation. "Her Man."
It harks back to the day when a
picture wasn't a picture unless it had vigor, and violence.
and a plot that moved forward with every scene. These
qualities are here apparent in good measure, together
rattling

embellished with a score of telling details.
posures of character by means of action and speech.
Yet such a high order of skill has entered into the telling
that the spoken word is employed with fine economy.
You see a talking picture, yes, but dialogue is subordinated to action, so that every word that
ken has
play,

I

with clear-cut direction, excellent photography, understandable characterizations, and acting that is keyed to
the limit of cleverness.
Tin- result is amazingly successful and is particularly interesting to the habitue of films,
because, for one thing, the practiced eve can sec the banal
picture that would have resulted had the collaboration
come from a director less skilled than Ray (iarnett and
players les<
.e than Helen Twelvctrecs. Phillips
lolmes. and Ricardo Cortez. Therefore those responsible

Though Mr.

per headline.

i

I

has played

many

parts,

some of

indifferently, some of them well, he comes through
in this as a dominant figure and an accomplished artist.

them

Marjorie Rambeau, well known on the stage and

or.ee

a

star in silent pictures, reappears as a sympathetic h

who

aids the young lovers, and she makes her fc
heartedness very real. Comic flashes are shot by James
son and Harry Sweet, and admirable bits are furnished by Mathew Betz. Mike Donlin. and Thelma Todd,
the latter's Greek blondcur effaced by a dark wig, her
handsomeness dimmed not a whit. However, the stars
are Miss Twelvetrees and Mr. Holmes, who receive the
critic's accolade elsewhere in PICTURE Play this month.

I

tor

its

He

appeal deserve extraordinary credit, especially as

Mr. (iarnett and his two leading players are newcomers,
more or less, and illustrate the value and efficacy of
young blood in the mo\
It is doubtful if Miss Twelvctrecs and Mr. Holmes
could have been surpassed by any one in their vivid,
graphic and moving impersonations, she as a miserable
bit of humanity in an old-fashioned dive along the
Havana water front, where men are heists and women
theirs for hire, and he as an eager, pugnacious sailor.
The young people are mutually attracted, though the girl
Frankie attempts to pick Dan's pocket and he goodhumoredly detects her in the act. But theirs is a romance that survives disillusionment and it's convincing.
too.
So much so that Johnnie, whose girl Frankie is.
sets about to protect his rights by eliminating Don.
The
:

—

contest concludes with a free-for-all fight that demolis
the barroom and places Johnnie hors de combat
to put
it
euphemistically.
Mr. Cortez. who plays the
role, will be able to play another without long convalescence, is beyond me. For a more terrific fight I never
have witnessed, nor one that conveys less restraint or
calculated fury.
This simple story is. like a carefully wrought novel or

—

How

Fell in

Love With His Wife.

Hence, hasn't sucDeMille, entertainer pa
led in maintaining his popular appeal i'i "Madam
Satan." Certainly he has failed to evoke cr::ical pr
for his latest opus is distinctly off the mark. And tl.
too bad in view of the cleverness of hi:nto
audibility
"Dynamite" which, though regarded lightly
by most reviewers, made history at the box
The new picture has no such magnetism. It is dull,
platitudinous, and unreal as a film purport!!
life on the planet Mars.
a defe
Even mor
that most of the sequences are SO long-drawn-out that
one fidgets at Mr. DeMille's lapse in editorial judgment.
Yet it has good points, its moments of excellence, as
would be expected from the director.
One of them is the voice of Kay Johnson, whose
speech will one day be recognized by every one for what
pure, limpid English, musical, expressive, and as
it is
free from the taint of accent, affectation, or localism as
the purling oi a crystal brook, or the cadence of a violin.
Yes, eventually Miss Johnson will garner her reward for
a virtue possessed by no other actress, with the possible
exception oi Claudette Colbert who. however, does not
seem capable of investing her speech with music to a like
Cecil

—

—

'

<

-

:
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The

Screen in Review
Another merit is found in the performance of Roland
oung, that whimsical comedian of such lightness that his speech
may be compared to drifting thistledown, but who does not, unfortunately, resemble Buddy Rogers and therefore is destined to
be caviar to the general. There is also Reginald Denny, tried and
true in silence, who proves himself in full command of the nuances
of speech. But his is an ungrateful role
one that is a strain on the
degree.
\

—

credibility of the spectator as well as the eyesight of the character.
lie falls in love with the wife he has rejected merely because she

a

mask and speaks with an

accent.

For you must know that

"Madam

Satan" is nothing much else.
Bob Brooks wearies of Angela Brooks because she is humdrum
the old theme of "Why Change Your Wife?"
and becomes infatuated with a cabaret girl named Trixie.
Whereupon Angela
vows that she will make Bob so sick of vice that he will cry for

—

—

—

—

Conveniently, their friend Jimmy
Mr. Young gives a
ball aboard a Zeppelin lashed to a mast.
There
the mysterious Madam Satan worsts Trixie in a duel of wits and
physical allure for the vacillating husband. It will scarcely be news
for you to learn that Angela wins.
But not before the Zeppelin
breaks away from its moorings and the guests descend to earth in
parachutes that land in surprising places.
That's the gist of "Madam Satan" and the most actually that can
be said, except that the fantastic and satiric costumes at the ball
They represent real imagination instead
are wonderful to behold.
of a conglomeration of odds and ends made over into musicalcomedy outfits. But this effect is spoiled by the extreme length of
However,
the revel. And so it is with everything in the picture.
Mr. DeMille is next to participate in a revival of "The Squaw
Man," the first film he directed fifteen years ago, and I venture to
say that "Madam Satan" will be erased from the debit side of his

decency.

"Madam

lavish

Satan."

masquerade

artistic ledger.

Stage Ladies

The
"Those Three French

Girls."

Have Their Say.
month is "A Lady Surrenders."

least satisfying picture of the

—

there are who call it the worst, but you know me
always
straining the quality of mercy. It's a case of talk, talk, talk, to no
purpose except to create restiveness on the part of the spectator
and giggles where they never were intended. Yet there's a story
not a bad one, either. But it moves with the lethargy of the proThis throws into high relief shortcomings of
verbial molasses.
certain players and gives me a cue for a little homily on a subject

Some

—

is becoming more and more important to every fan
voice
and speech on the screen.
In this picture are two actresses with real, not fictitious Broadway reputations, Rose Hobart and Genevieve Tobin. Their voices
are cultivated, their speech fluent, expressive, and they are not
displeasing to the eye, though no great shakes photographically.

that

Why,

'What

a

Widow!"

then, should they be singled out for the professor's rebuke
instead of being laureled with praise? Because they have the false,
absurd accent typical of most stage players. It is heard in all the
best theaters nowadays, so it is not peculiar to the Misses Hobart
and Tobin. It is contagious too, for it is cultivated by screen
actresses who look naturally to experienced speakers for their
models.
And in this there is danger of an epidemic of affected
speech on the screen. For this stage talk is nothing but an affectation, a poor mixture of imaginary English inflections with straight-

forward American.
It is as if the speaker hasn't the courage to go in for out-and-out
English speech, but thinks that a little embroidery of it on American locutions will give the touch of elegant culture that the actress

finds valuable in

drawing-room

plays.

The

sadly comic part of it is tbat their English intonations aren't
good they aren't as refined as the speakers imagine they are distinctly the tones of the very sort of English that the imitators would
Thus we hear "Aoh. I'm gaoing
call frightfullv middle "clahss."
haome," "daon't," "tbuhutah" for "theater," while the word "really"
is always pronounced "ruh'ally." with a rising inflection, and "are
you theah?" is asked in Beatrice Lillie's best burlesque manner,
with the actresses fondly imagining a perfection of speech that
would cause a Mayfair duchess to say, "My dear, surely you're
not an American?"
;

"Up

the River."

;

Tke Screen
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surrenders" with
Well, this is the jargon heard in "A
peculiar irritation, until one wishes that both ladies would surrender
It can bi
their highfalutin airs and talk like regular girls.
culture, or smartness, <>r whal
no sacrifice of expressive!
is

it

that stage speech

Then

there

is

is

Conrad

supposed

to

rive.

N'agel, with his mild attack of

broad

contenl to confine it to "lah>t" and "cahn't," l>m Miss Tobin
prefers to "dahnce" rather than "dance," and one knows that she
would admire a "cahstle" and pas
tie" by.
Basil Rathbone,
who is also present, i> the onlj person in the "cahst" with a right
with purity and
He
to speak the English of Britain.
-

effortlessness.

After

this

Merely

it

doesn't

much matter what

the picture's ahout. does

husband that she is seeking a
Paris divorce and changes her mind after he has married her
friend in the interval.
In justice to Miss Hobart, it must he said
that in "Liliom" she discards her accent and gives a much better
account of herself than one would think possible after seeing her
it?

that a wife notifies her

in this.
It proves my point that affected speech can he shed
advantage of player and spectator.

All

Aboard

"Her Wedding Night."

to the

for Heaven.

ring out to he imaginative and thoughtful, "Liliom" sue
only in being artificial, slow, and dull. This is all the more regret-

able when one considers the collaboration of Frank Borzage, the
director who has given us many notable pictures, Charles Farrcll,

always a pleasing
and Rose Hobart,

actor. Estelle Taylor, 11.

a stage luminary, not to

I!.

Warner. Lee Tracy,

mention the

fine play that
inspired the film. But their combined efforts yield only a few stray
moments of beauty or sincerity. It may also he said that "Liliom"
subject suited to the screen, though the sequence in a fantastic heaven provides more scope for the cameraman than it offered
-:gner of the Stage production.
However, there never
has been a picture that was carried to success by settings alone, so
there is no reason to suppose this to he an exception.

a barker in a Budapest amusement park.
He is conmt, contemptuous oi women, a bully, yet he shows
flashes of boyish simplicity.
Madame Muskat, his employer, is in
with him and so is Julie, a poor servant.
She worships him
dumbly to her he is a god. And because Liliom cannot resist such
idolatry he marries Julie.
Then occurs a sentence actually heard
tor the first time on the screen.
Julie says "I'm going to have a
baby!"
In all the years of pictures, both silent and audible, the
birth of a child has always been represented as a miracle of such
ime proportions that censorship forbade mention of it. I shall
always remember "Liliom" for this milestone. When the barker
commits suicide to escape capture by the police in a holdup, he
Is to heaven where God is represented by a character called
the Chief Magistrate wearing a frock coat and a gardenia.
then on symbolism is dealt out largely, with comic relief from an
For his sins Liliom
old man in a flowing robe and a trumpet.
endures punishment for ten years, after which he is allowed to
return to earth for an encounter with his daughter. The child will
have none of his affection and repulses him so violently that he slaps
her face. For this he returns to the Chief Magistrate to do further
Dost like the picture?
penance.
Mr. Farrell is sadly miscast as the hero. He has neither the
voice nor the temperament, to say nothing of the skill, to act a
complex role that demands mature experience. However, he makes
a manful attempt and this should not he held against any one at
any time. Miss Hobart shows a clear understanding of Julie and
plays her with sympathy and pathos, though the role becomes
Miss Taylor is
monotonous because it is pitched in one key.
glowingly beautiful as Madame Muskat all too briefly seen, and
Mr. Warner makes the Chief Magistrate soothing rather than
Liliotn

is

;

1

anything

'The Santa Fe Trail."

else.

They're Nice to Know.

A

gay. harmless tritle is "Those Three French Girls."
It
more substantial than musical comedy, but happily it is without
:

music except an unpretentious song now and then.
Continued on page 100

Even more of
"The Bad Man.

C»8

K
Pauline Garon, Andre Luguet, and
the French version of "The Unholy
ter for Pauline and Jetta, for they
as actresses and Andre is from the

Jetta Goudal play in
Night," a simple matare linguists as well
"Comedie Franqaise."

saw a fantastic play called "The Palwhich the players represented every
card in the deck. At the end there was a wild shuffle,
and every one found himself playing a new role. Some of
the Aces, Kings, Queens, and Jacks became mere numbers
and were lost in the crowd, just as certain silent stars
found themselves deuces and treys in the talkie game.

Europe once
IXlace
of Cards."

I

in

The

fans have complained about not seeing certain old
They cannot understand
why their pets are not constantly in
the foreground.
My object is to infavorites.

form one and all the whys and wherefores
and to cheer the forlorn.
"What is Barry Xorton doing?"

—

acting in
pictures
being

least

fire,

"The Benson Murder Case."
"Slightly Scarlet." "Paramount
"Grumpy."

In
the latter picture,
Barry enacts the
role

played

Phillips
in

by

Holmes

can chap.

English.

George Lewis, though born
Mexico, spoke Spanish
with an American accent, so
he had to overcome it for
in

the

foreign

"Common

Don

arrived.

Parade," and

"ii

will

it.

also see

;

Paramount.
With this
company our Argentine hero
has been making four Spanish
at

in

Don Alvarado, in
"Captain Thunder."
But before that
turned up. Don had dropped from sight.
He disappeared just when he was reaping good reviews for his work.
His
first role of importance was with Dolores del Rio, in "The Loves of Carmen."
Under contract to United
Artists, he played with Constance Talmado-e. in "Breakfast at Sunrise" also
in D. W. Griffith's "Drums of Love."
There was a Columbia epic, with Lva
de Putti. Finally "The Bridge of San
Luis Key." Then silence.
In all these pictures, each of which missed

by

—

glimpse of their favorite will gain
wish by seeing "East Is West."

You

No longer did his disturbing vision flash on the screen.
But be was not flung into
oblivion.
After leaving Fox
he was placed under contract

these

Barry speaks Spanish, French, and English fluently. He
was educated in an English school in
Buenos Aires. Why producers thought
he'd speak-with an accent is just one of
those hasty, unfounded decisions.
All those fans who have been craving

Barry plays

adding compliments to
the complaints, rhapsodizing on the
beauty of Harry's nostrils and the
But Barry
perfection of his acting.
remained out of sight.

versions

By William

their

further,

them,

Far from being crowded out by the talkies, some
knowledge of foreign languages to films intended
describes what they are doing and throws new

a

ten thousand fans ask in one voice.
'"Why isn't he given parts important
enough for his talent ?" The girls go

on

Shuffled—

versions

of

Clay" and "The
Last of the Duanes."

attracted attention.

"Don Alvarado?

Then

Ah. yes.

the talkies

A

Mexi-

Xo good

for English."
So it went.
In "Rio Rita." Don played the part of Bebe
Daniels's brother.
And again his role, though
small, attracted attention.
At a ringside table at the Brown Derby. Don

related all his misfortunes to me.
But now he is
regaining his old place. In fact the head waiter
actually let us sit in a preferred booth.
Such

X
^m

.

*J

l^b

A
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In the German version of "Anna Christie." Greta Garbo
has the support of Salka Steucrman in Marie Dressler's
role.

But Not Lost
you have missed are giving

of the players

an

their

This illuminating article
light on the uncertainties of an actor's life.

for distribution abroad.

H. McKegg
If you have missed
places are offered only to the gifted.
You can now see him once
Alvarado, cheer up.
more, for lie is to play in several English-language

Don

He's a pleasing actor. There's no reason
shouldn't he seen often from now on.
Perhaps the strangest case of all
was the temporary disappearance of
Lewis.
IK- made pictures for Universal
a test for any
for five yean
films.

—

why

he

American,

hi->i -regarding
mother Spanish.
the
Uegians" talkies he had made, producers took f"r
granted that Mr. Lewis spoke English with an accent.
This in spite of the fact that most of his life has
in Hollywood.
But it was the other way around
Gi
poke Spanish with an English accent.
To
overcome this he took lessons every day. in order to
perfect himself for Spanish talkies.
Signed by Fox, he ha-- played in the Spanish versions
of "Friendship," "Common Clay." and "The Last of
the Duai
Undoubtedly George eventually will he cast in some
English-language talkies.
There is no reason why he
should not he.
In the meantime,
should you desire to see his
I

1

—

|

ent efforts, yon
or
some other

must

Mexico,
Spani-h-spcaking

After

appearing in one
Adolphe Menjou was
no more.
N'ow back

talkie.

talkies.

studio, his old

seen

from Euro]
lphe is
once again at the Paramount
'

dies and revues
Actors
screen.

of

swamped

hear him

the

Tibbett's

Ravel

spoke

the foreign
Scarlet," then

"Slightly

English with an accent

Three French

Girls."

in

T^iwrence

"New Moon."

may

strike

you as amusing

producers keep native
actors with good voices off
for no obvious
the screen
mi
and sign some one
from abroad who speaks with
an accent.
Yet I am fully convinced that Marlene will stir the
that

—

native
her
version of
lapsed into
in

and

In the former picture vou
are also to see Marlene Efietrich. the German actress.
It

wa- shown the gate.
Born in Guadalajara. Mexico, he came to the United
State- when he was seven
His father was
years old.

in

I

Gary Cooper's

in

"Morocco" and

went crazy

doing tap dancing, warbling
ditties in every second scene.
When it came to competing
with Paul Whiteman, George

Sandra
French

home, making

picture- in French and
li-h.
You are to see

sound
Musical come-

use

visit

country.

self-expressing artist. George
ground out forty-four oi
tho>e two-reel "Collegians,"
many oi the later ones being

With the
came noise.

i

*

"Those

—

fans.
In fact, I
I am all for her.
say "Hoch die Dietrich!"
Gilbert Roland has been off the

SKufped— But Not
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screen

than

longer

sonic

cared

for.

of the most popular of romantic

Though one

leads, Gilbert's first talkie,

was a poor

have

Lost

picture.

The

"New York

plot

Nights,"
belonged to silent

And

he portrayed a thankless role.
chose to make "Monsieur le Fox," they decided to make it in live
Barbara Leonard plays the girl in
languages.
Gilbert is in the English and
each version.
days.

When Metro-Goldwyn

Spanish versions.
From now on Mr. Roland

So

let's

will

appear oftener.

rejoice.

Sighs and complaints are also spreading
abroad because of the momentary disappearance of Duncan Renaldo. Senor Renaldo played
Don Alvarado's twin in "The Bridge of San
Luis Rey." Both vanished as if they had lived
the story in real
The truth of

life.

is that Duncan has been
year making "Trader Horn."
The company spent nine months in Africa.
The picture is being finished now, so it may be
said that Duncan Renaldo will again stir the
girls when "Trader Horn" appears.
Born in New Jersey of Spanish parentage,
Mr. Renaldo did various things along artistic
lines, eventually finding himself an actor. He'll
probably be one for quite a while to come.
When the talkies struck Hollywood most of the studios dispensed
with many of their minor players.
First National let quite a few of
theirs go, Donald Reed being one.

spending the

A

it

last

Mexican by

birth,

Ernesto

Guillen by name, he came to the
States when he was
ten years old and has
lived here ever since.
Naturally he speaks

Gilbert Roland played in two

English as fluently as
a native.
But with
the talkies. Donald
Reed found himself
with others on the

wrong

of the five versions of

ing Spanish and English.

der directed

Writing,

directing,

Spanish

in

versions for Columbia

has occupied his time
of late.
So what the
American fans have
been missing Spanish fans have been

—let

enjoying

Why
is

this

player

Pauline Garon is a FrenchCanadian, and speaks French

She
fluently as English.
played in this first French version, with Andre Luguet, an

is passed
Possessed

as

of the necessary looks and
acting ability, he ought to be
where he belongs.
In "The
Texan" he enacted the brief
For this
role of a Mexican.
Don had to cultivate an accent.

caisc.

-

y

i

"The Green Ghost." the
French talkie to be made

first

in

Hollywood.

Jacques Fey-

Barry Norton and Rosita Moreno shine in the Spanish edition of "Paramount on Parade."

from the Comcdic FranHe was signed by M.G.-M., and brought to Hollywood especially for French
actor,

lie also played a silent part
in

version

own.

us

beyond me.

The English

thrill if they hear her in English, for
her voice has an individuality all its

hope.

up

it.

was called "The Unholy Night."
Dorothy Sebastian played the part
in
English which the exotic Jetta
Goudal plays in the French.
Incidentally, those who desire to see more
of la Goudal can expect to get a

side of the gate.

and acting

"Mon-

sieur le Fox," the languages be-

^

w

productions.
Most of the studios are now
making pictures in English.
Spanish, French, German, and
Italian.
It might be interesting to
hear Greta Garbo in the German version of "Anna Christie."
It
has recently been

made.

Theo

Shall plays

Matt

Shuffled
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r

playing

is

Paramount,

French

in

a

in

pictui
to

it-

he

l

ing.

Since

Paramount
Italian.

in

.

movii

tb<-

silenl

talk:'

to

play

in

In the Spanish

Engli
vi

on Parade," /./ Moreno plaj - « itl
ton.
She appears in Italian with Nino Martini
not a drink, but

ai.

tenor.
hie

must give
gUageS their due.
something, but t!
us

Sandra Ravel.

lan-

tli'

<

'1

he

All*

bi

Sandra

version of "Slightly Scarlet."

—

*">

French

gain.

•

and heard in "I hose Til!
which two of my favorite I-'i
none others than
of their art

"nHI

I

SL
"in
give

and

Fil

Ybla d'Avril. Watch out for fa Ka
Philo Vance was made SO famous by William Powell that the mas
create a Spanish prototype of himself.
Ram.-n
Pereda serves tin- pur\ skillful pi
it is a pity he cannot be seen by AmenStill more a pity is that "Paramount on
rade." in Japanese, will not be seen by Americans. The Japanese actor, Suisei Matsui,
in it. enacting the roles dune by Chevalier and
Helen Kane in the original!
Yet should we
•

not be content

?

Many

foreign players may
English.
If this
happens, American fans will then
have no cause for complaint.
i

tually be heard in

A

1 1

Don

What American
Matsui,
Helen Kane's
Suisei

nothing when Hollywood decided that accents were taboo, so
he had to begin his
career all over again.
role, while Salka Steuerman
portrays the part clone SO excellently by Marie Dri
Would not the NovaiTO cult like to hear their idol
in a film in his native Spanish?' Ramon directs and stars
in the Spanish version of "Call of the Flesh."
WellJose Crespo played in several silent pictures.
known on the Spanish and Argentine sia^e. he came to
Hollywood to give his art to the American films.
When I first met Jose he spoke no English,
studied until he came to speak the languagi
well that he appeared on the Los Angeles Stage.
He is likely to appear in English talkies. But.
for the present, since Spanish versions must he

Burke, Charles Bickford's

made. Crespo

He
role

kept busy.
playing
Gilbert essayed in
is

has just

John

Night."

finished

in

Spanish the

"One Romantic

Maria Alba, who appeared

silent films, plays opposite

fans

are missing
Japanese actor, in
schoolroom act in
"Paramount on Parade" as it will be
seen by his countrymen.

Alvarado's

good work counted for

in

several

him.

Maurice Chevalier is making all his films in
His sprightly wife.
English and French.
Yvonne Valle, appears opposite him in the French
"The Rig Pond"
version oi "The Little Cafe."
was made in both languages. Claudette Colbert
both

playing with Chevalier in each one.
also played with Menjou. in the
of 'Slightlv Scarlet.

La

Colbert

French version

a
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says the man whose one aim in life is the
of money, as he looks at the rest of the

OUEER,"
earning-

what some people are.
and what for ? To tell ahout
another star in the sky, or find out the shape of the
crystals that are supposed to be in lead, or figure out
how many words a kid of three can remember. Nuts,
!"
that's what I call them
But the world of knowledge, service, and self-expression through some activity of that kind will always lure
the mind of men who are bent on more than mere
physical survival and material display. The professions
may now and then offer wealth. More often they have
nothing tangible to offer but hardship, with their secret
rewards hidden in the heart of the servant at their shrine.
Every number has some relationship, high or low, to
all physical, mental, and spiritual activity, and to knowledge of every kind, but the numbers Four, Five, and
Six, dealing as they do with the higher human qualities
as different from the animal, and Number Nine, the
nearly divine, are most closely related to the learned,
scientific, and artistic professions.
world.

They work

"Queer,

It is true that Number Four is the number of the
It is the
material world, with all its sorrow and toil.
vibration of disappointment and cross-bearing and destruction.
But out of this, new experience, new knowledge, new accomplishment must grow in this life if the
man has the endurance and the insight, in other lives

he must wait until then.

if

new accomplishment,
than the

in

And

spite of

no
all

man
its

realizes this

troubles,

more

scientist.
I calculated the names of great men in
They were Michael
physics, mathematics.

At random,
chemistry,

Faraday, Isaac Newton, Louis Pasteur, Antoine LaEvery
Albert Einstein, and Robert Millikan.
one of them has the Number Four conspicuous in a
large digit, and every one, as we well know, had endless

voisier,

As you
his greatness.
deals directly with discovery and init must have positive numbers, not

difficulties to

overcome as part of

can

Four
But

see, this

vention, too.
more trouble and hardship, to support it.
Then, just by chance, my eye met the real name of
that adored actress of a generation ago, Maude Adams.
I figured her numbers, out of curiosity and found that
she, too, had this destructive and yet constructive Four
at birth and elsewhere, and not the numbers of a spontaneous, born actress at all. And I doubted the accuracy
of the name as I had it. until I remembered not only that

she retired from the stage of her own accord, refusing
to appear again in any way in public, but
until lately
also that her great passion was for electrical experiments and invention in light and color, to which she has
devoted many years
As Four is the number of invention, it is also the
number of constructive design and of the molding of
This may be only
material substances in every field.
the crude working of wood by a carpenter, but he will
know how to handle his tools and will take satisfaction
in making his own designs.
On a far different level it

—

Tke Mystery

that's

their heads off,

—

In the

about your vibrations as revealed
you are born artists and others are

final talk

why some

of

of

Ramon

Novarro's name

is

By Monica
in the names of Sir Christopher Wren, the famous
architect of St. Paul's Cathedral, of Puvis de Chavannes,
whose decorative panels adorn the inner walls of the
is

Pantheon, in Paris, and of John La Farge, the great
American mural decorator and painter, who used stone
and earth and oil, all crude matter, to express the highest beauty of which man is capable.
But the world of pure ideas vibrates to a very different number. Number Five is judgment, intellect, justice,
balance, thoughtful expression.
It belongs to the born
writer, the lawyer, the independent thinker.
Charles
Darwin was born under Number Five. So was Sir
Isaac Newton. So was that great physician, Sir William
Osier.
So were Nicholas Murray Butler, president of
Columbia University, and Charles Evans Hughes.
Huges also has Five in divinity, and the same is true
of Benjamin Franklin and of Stephen Arnold Douglas,
the fiery lawyer and orator whose debates with Lincoln

belong to history.
Douglas is a shining example of the combination of
Five and Nine. The Number Nine gives a wonderful.
fiery flow of spoken language, a dominating personality,
the ability to teach. When these qualities are combined
with the Five of serious thought and good judgment we
find the great success in the field of law. the man who
can draw impressive, unassailable conclusions from the
mass of evidence before him and overwhelm judge and
jury with the remarkable power of his eloquence.
Writers need Number Five for the careful expression
of words .on paper, which is something very different
from the spontaneous, explosive activity through which
they are uttered aloud. But let me tell you something
very interesting that I have recently discovered. Great
writers among women almost invariably have this Five
in a large digit, but men are very much more likely to

have

Number

Six.

can only draw the conclusion that women, especially
in the past, wrote more out of the need for an intellectual outlet than for pure artistic expression, because
that was the only way in which a woman might appear
Men. on
intellectual and not offend the proprieties.
the other hand, have always had so many ways of using
their intellect to the limit, that they have not turned to
writing unless there was within them a definite artistic
I

urge.

Continued on page 96

of Your Name
by the science of numbers, Miss Shenston shows

Her analysis

interested only in material things.
one of the best of her readings.

Andrea Shenston
What Ramon

WHAT

Novarro's

a beautiful

Name

name you

Tells

have, dear

Ramon

Novarro, and what an artist you arc, and what
You have the great gift that is the
an actor!
secret of all remarkable success before the public, but
most of all. naturally, in any interpretive
art, and that is an intense attractiveness
and an undying charm.
You can grow
old, and wrinkled, and hunchbacked, you
can lose your figure, and your teeth, and
your hair, and still men and women will
adore you. children will hang on to you,
animals will trot after you, because you

magnet for love.
However, you can cheer up,

Nine, and therefor*
ry impul
pirvery dominating.
You are the young
and
the world obeys.
Mi, yon have qualities thai
temper
and balance this, hut it is the ni'
in
your life just tin- same.
You are by nature a lea
with an intense urge to activity and self-expression, and
the burdens of leading are never a burden to vmi.
In the complete digit you have Number Two.
This is
where the attraction, the sensitiveness, the imagination
and the tenderness come in. This Number 'I
ited,

makes you m
blessing and your curse.
It
hurt, given to (its of depression, but it also rail
as quickly to the heights of imagination.
The idealism
that is yours in tin- number of your divinity rai
Two to greater heights, makes it more positive and 1"
than it could possibly he alone.
You love women, old and young, with understanding
and sympathy, even

and cousins and nieces and
You can. when you cho
feel as they feel, and treat them
spontaneously as thev dream of
being treated
tenderly or roughly.

aunts

!

—

may be. You are the
man who can beat a
and make her a*k

as the case

kind

nf

woman

more, if onlv you will
afterward. You were never
completely yourself on ti
titan as the gay young Juan dt
Pins, whose heart was finallv
broken, and yours, like his. will
more than once be broken. :

are a

for

i

<

you

never be put to such a test, for you
can look forward with certainty to great
will

physical attractiveness for the rest of your
life.
Tt will always be easy for you to retain your lithe body and your youthful
appearance, for your body, as well as your
soul, is alive with the fire of youth and

In
Six.

You have

This gift that you possess is what makes
thousands of clever, sensitive, intelligent actors, and singers, and dancers spend their lives in making bitter comparisons between their own

into

what
tween
:

and the indiscriminate
applause, admiration, and wealth
that seems to be showered on an
insignificant artist, for no reason
lesser success

reason.

loves, without stopping to

measure

all,

it

honestly they deserve it. After
love does not need to be de-

Two and the
your name have

tin

n

the

'

vibration

vital

of

!

that
your soid insists on seek-

—

whom

how

is

th(

harmony

They are wrong there is a
The world pours all its

gifts into the laps of those

creat insight into

circumstances, into
what you plan t
are an idealist in everything.
are the only person in the
world who can even [
people,

the loveliest vibrations of being.

at all.

you have Number

divinity

love. Ramon Novarro, and seek with
your heart is the complete expression of the
beauty and harmony that lives in your soul.

What you
all

'served

But you are blessed as all genius prays to be blessed,
with the inborn vibration that attracts and holds this
love, as well as with the great power of expression that
deserves it.
If that vibration is inevitably the source
of a good deal of worry and excitement for you. thank
Heaven that you have the power to control it
You are born under the highest of numbers. Number

an'

:;id.

idealistic

far

you have

never found it.
This Six also

indii

that

you are truly an

tist,

especially a musician,

ar-

it appears four times in differei
>f your
name. You could never succeed in even making a living
in any but an artistic capacity, and you are certain to be

because

ized as a really great singer some day.
In the material you have Number Five.
Oh. lucky
boy
With the Nine at birth and the Five in the
Continued on page 104
!
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Nobody Gets
That

a Ston?

when they call on Fredric March, but the present is made unusually
what the actor himself thinks of his inability to come across.

the plaint of interviewers

is

interesting by recording

By Samuel Richard Mook
editor looked up with a grunt of annoyance as
TIIKburst
of Picturi: Play with my
the
into

I

offices

best Sunday-go-to-meeting smile.
"So you're
back!" he exclaimed with an appalling lack of enthusiasm.
"After a year and a half among the fleshpots of
Hollywood." I amended, "and just dripping with all the
"
juicy details.
Clara Bow and Rex Bell
you?"
well,
don't
'You know Fredric March pretty
he cut in.
"Sure. He's one of the best friends I have out there.
He's a swell guy."
"Yes, I'm sure of it. Tell me something about him."
"Why," I began, surprised, "he's he's a nice fellow.
He he— I go out there on Sunday mornings for breakfast lots of times and we plav tennis afterward and

—

—

"

and
"I'm not interested in the gentleman's social activi"I want to know
ties," the editor informed me coldly.
something about him."
"
And then a
"Well." I began again, "he he
"He and Florence give
bright thought struck me.
swell dinner parties.
I remember I sat next to Kay
Francis at one of them. Freddie saw to that. That
shows you what sort of man he is. doesn't it ?"
Ye editor heaved his bulk around in his chair and
Nobody gets a
sighed.
"It's just no use.

—

story

from him."

"Whaddaya mean, nobody
demanded

The note

read

the people
actors are

I

give

the

well, to put

from your own

it

friends,

writers tackle with gusto
while the Marches, the

Barthelmesses,

....

ct

al..
.

.

should be approached
with foreboding.

public the
charitably

should

"I'm

be
one

idea

—

that

different

the
of

ones
those

fellows to whom
nothing exciting
e ver

I

approached Mr.

the matter with you, Fred-

demanded, "that nobodv gets a storv out of

He shook his head glumly. "I don't know. I guess
I'm poor copy. One of those fellows to whom nothing
exciting ever happens.
You know, the kind parents
tell their daughters would make good husbands and the
sort of whom the daughters say 'Yes. wouldn't he? And
life with him would be about as exciting as living with
a robot. Let Sis have him.' Well, I'm just that type."
And oddly enough, what he says is more or less true.
Fred's whole life has been just the sort of life that
you or I might have led. When he went to college he
wasn't quite sure what he wanted to study. So he studied commerce, because his older brother had studied it
just as you or I might have, because our father had

—

done

so.

And

because, in college, he impressed people as being
and the gentleman he is, he was selected by
one of the Yanderlip representatives as "just the type"
they were looking for, and after graduation he
found himself banking away in the National City
Bank of New York.
intelligent

After his matriculation into that organization
he was referred to by proud relatives and friends
as "a promising young banker" and
ignored by the higher-ups in said organization
even as you or I, when we
still in the most aproutine fashion, he contracted a pain in the region vulgarly described as guts.
He was living in the home of a Mrs.
Nickerson he and four other "promising young bankers" who were trying
to save money by taking rooms together.
And Mrs. Nickerson. being a motherly
soul and an ex-actress, nursed him

presently,

and

—

:

recalled

who

—

is

':"

And

something Helen Louise
Walker said to me when we were comparing
notes on Hollywood acquaintances and I had
waxed eloquent on the subject of Fred and
Florence March.
"Sure he's swell." quoth Helen. "He has a
nice wife, a nice home, nice friends, they serve
nice meals, and he plays a nice game of tennis.
If you can get a story out of that you're a better
writer than I think you are."
It seemed strange to me at the time that the
Bows, the Whites, the Bancrofts, the Xolans.
then

to the editor's wail,

the deuce

proved

"I saw Fredric March, as you requested, and he is
simply charming. But the story just wouldn't come off.
He's not enough of a ham to be good copy."

And

I

answer

"What

started out.

indignantly.

interviewer to see him."

die."

you

in

—

gets a story?"

"He's one of
the most intelligent men in pictures and a
gentleman to boot. Either one of those
facts should be good for a headline story
on any one in Hollywood."
He handed me a note. "Here's what happened when I sent my very best Xew York
I

Now,
March.

happens."-

Fredric March.

through that afternoon of pain and took
his mind off his troubles by telling him
he was just the type for the stage or the
screen.
She was ably seconded by another lodger, Charles Kent, who had
supported more real stars than there are
fictitious ones on a Hollywood press agent's
letter head.

The pain in Freddie's stomach increased,
and what do you suppose? It turned out to
be exactly like the pain you and I had when
the doctor told us we had appendicitis.
But before Mr. March went under the
knife, as he dramatically puts it. he had
made up his mind there would be no more
banking for him. He was to lose his appendix, but he'd still have the guts left,
and with little else besides he would
storm Broadway.
Recovered after a month, he started
Continued on page 112
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Photo by Irrinf Chldnoff

Fredric Nfarch
to

make known

is

the despair of interviewers, though all are eager

his intelligence, his poise, his complete lack of pose.

Realizing his lack

mic high

est in Samuel Richard

lights,

Mo-

he nevertheless gives
pposite.
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"Fighting Caravans" is
an echo of the historic
"Covered Wagon," because it deals with later
developments in that epic
period of our country,

when

transporting

sup-

plies to the early settlers

of

California

was

the

undertaking of
another group of pathperilous

finders.

Gary Cooper and Lily Damita, above, play
the hero and heroine of the romance, Mr.
Cooper being Clint Belmet, a young scout,
and Miss Damita Felice, a French girl, who
is

stranded with a cargo because of the death
and must get it to California in
order to save the only fortune she has.

of her father

At the right is seen a pitched camp which
gives an inkling of the beautiful backgrounds
in

which "Fighting Caravans" abounds.

Besides Mr. Cooper and Miss Damita, the
and Tully
Marshall, who play the characters Bill
Jackson and Jim Bridgcr, respectively
cast also includes Ernest Torrence

which brought them fame

Wagon."

in

"The Covered

77
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A Yellov?

Go\tfn

Through "The Right to Love" it runs like the
thread of destiny, influencing the life of Ruth
Chatterton in the three roles she plays, first as
a farm girl of 1880, then as a wife and mother
years later, and finally as her daughter of 1930
surely as great a test of the star's versatility

—

as the screen has ever offered.
Miss Chatterton, above, as Naomi Kellogg, the country gir!
pays in bitterness and sorrow for the right to love, and
succeeds in giving her daug hter courage to avoid the
dreadful mistake her mother made.

who
who

Miss Chatterton.

Brook Evans, the daughter, who
message from her dying mother which
make a momentous decision. Paul Lukas is
right, as

receives a telepathic

enables her to

the

man

she chooses.

7^

Sacred and Profane LoVe
Charles Bickford must choose between Kay Francis and Kay Johnson, in
"The Passion Flower," and he does with surprising results.

—

Mr. Bickford, above, as
Dan, is relinquished by
his wife that he may go
Europe with Kay
to
as her cousin.
their return, the wife

Francis,

On

offers her

husband a

di-

vorce if he will come to
her and ask for it.

Kay

above,

Johnson,

as

the patient wife who, after
five years of poverty and
happiness with Mr. Bickford, as her husband, reluctantly accepts the offer
of a comfortable home
from her scheming cousin,
only to see the man she

loves stray to the side of

Bickford and Miss
Francis are seen, right,

Mr.
in

a

moment when

the

husband
unsophisticated
succumbs to the charms
of the experienced siren.

the adventuress.

and
of

the

human

basic

But

nature

him back

fate

goodness
bring

to her.

7''

Operatic
Lawrence T b b e 1 1 and
Grace Moore, of the Metropolitan, meet for a feast of
i

melody

Miss

Moore,

in

"New Moon."

above,

finds

Adolphe

Menjou

attractive.

Mr. Tibbett,
the gift of

right, as a Russian lieutenant with
song, patrols the Russo-Turkestan

border, where anything

may

happen, including

the sudden appearance of an aristocratic

prima

donna.
\!iss

Moore and Mr.
with each other

Tibbett. upper right, vie
in singing of love.
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Eccentricities of

Genius

Whatever the title that brings to the screen the famous
"The Royal Family," you will be highly amused
by the witty and humorous expose of the home life
play,

of the gifted great, in this instance a clan of stage
celebrities who bear a surprising likeness to the

Barrymores.
In the group, above, are Fredric March, Ina Claire. HenriCrosman, and Mary Brian, with Mr. March in his

etta

famous burlesque of John Barrymore at which, by the way,
Mr. Barrymore has laughed heartily.
Miss Brian,

left,

as the

young

sister of the family, is

counseled by Miss Crosman. as her grandmother, in
sonorous platitudes, a language common to all the
family.

M

Music

tkat Helps,

Not Hinders

In "Men of the Sky," melody does not interrupt the action.
but actually aids in unfolding the plot and furthering a
romance that ends in dramatic death for the lovers.
The

attractive

Irene Delroy, above, from the stage,

who

Germany

is

Madeleine

Au

War, and whose father is
secretly connected with the French Intelligence Department.
Her duty, then,
is to encourage Bramwell Fletcher, as Eric von Cobmg, her fiance's friend, a
German, and to suffer the suspicions of the man she loves.

girl

is

Miss Delroy

in

is

at

the outbreak of

seen, richt, in a

adaptation of the

mode

the

charming costume of the period, or rather an
then current.

Anyway,

she's

lovely.

92

A Way
Her
found

It's

All

Oxtfn
in

Joan

Crawford's individuality in wearing clothes,
a

talent

tributes

to

that

con-

her

great

with
younger set.

popularity

the

Clinging crepe is glorified
by Miss Crawford, right, in
an evening gown with a
sweeping train. Tiny crystals give weight and substance to the softly draped

I

waist.

4^fc

^H

JZ

Miss
Crawford,
displays
above a smart two-piece suit
in

material like uncut velvet,

African
color
being
brown, the chic of the skirt
coming from un pressed
plaits which form fashionthe

able lines.

Shimmering
Miss

black

Crawford's

satin

is

choice,

nylit, unrelieved by even a
touch of color except .loan's
glowing face and hair.

—

-

MwtJ

l>>
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The Greer shop "points with

pride" to

Kay Francis

smart customer.

as a

OTKe BouleVard Director^
Frills

still exist in Hollywood, but lately a sartorial revolution has centered around
Greer's shop, through which the film girls are dressing up in clothes inspired by Paris, not

and furbelows

Howard

the

Main

B>>

Street of the movie colony.

Margaret Reid

THE

best couturier in Hollywood denies with some
heat that Hollywood is the fashion center of the
world.
Howard Greer, in whose smart salon the

more discriminating

stars

buy

distinctly

un-Hollywood

Hollywood, he obParis every year.
influence the line of a skirt in Keokuk, but
the Park Avenues of the world obey Parisian deer
Paris as criterion of what the ladies will wear is too old
clothes, goes to

serves,

may

and too reverently established a custom to he lightly
discarded. Louiseboulanger is still of more sartorial importance than Pdllie Dove, and Patou than Cecil DeMille.
Howard Greer, formerly Paramount's crack designer,
grew weary of having to decorate hip creations with
Confident, despite indications
ruffles and head fringe.

Hollywood could learn how to di
if shrewdly encouraged, he left Paramount and opened a
shop on Sunset Boulevard. The encouragement has had
Hollywood has Income perceptibly smarter
its effect.

room-. The whole interior of the shop is an
example of conservative modernism, of luxury

>ix fitting

excellent

without ostentation.
The color schemdivided that there i> no possibility of discord with any
gown to he modeled. Attendants wear gray.
Howard Greer ignores the foibles of the player* who
want to express themselves in their clothes. He uses the
current mode, di
Ligations of it and will adapt each
creation to its purchaser if necessary.
He knows line
and color as do few couturiers, and displays a fine
caching
cretion along with his originality
unique.
Hollywood girls that a gown
Heretofore, if a star met her sartorial counterpart, it

was an occasion
jing,

to the contrary, that

fdr

sir

r,

That ridiculous
Gianel and

hysteria.
like

copies of his gowns.

A
of

high-handed young man. be blithely

flies in

the face

rules for the conductinjj

all

the windows, and a row of pepper trees making lace
shadows on its facade, it has no appearance of a bus;house. The entrance faces the driveway along the side.
This opens into a square hall, off which are the offices,
circular staircase
workrooms, and Mr. Greer's studio.

H
ted in addir.
the film center.
One luminary, who
criminately to his clientele.
shines principally in real estate, and whose lavish trade
tight by local shops, has a well-known penchant
die went to Greer's. Mr. Greer
fur'
sured her that be had nothing which would interest her.
and escorted her to the door. Another 'tar who
Mr. Greer
encouraged to buy was Alice White.
remarked on the brevity of her skirt which ended an inch

leads to the shop and fitting rooms.
Off the foyer at the head of the stairs are two vast
rooms, one of which is abundantly windowed and is the
showroom, ft is here that the gowns are displayed by
At the rear are the
four striking! v beautiful models.

said Alice. "T can't stand these Ion? skirts
won't wear them.
My leer* are my career, and
I'm not going to hide them."
Miss White is not Creer-gowned. [Continued on page 117]

-hop has functioned.
elaborate store of its kind in the film capital,
it is a white stucco building across the street from the
Hollywood Athletic Club. Red-tile roof, iron grille over
in the three years that th<

The most

A

•

above the knee.

"Oh."

I

just
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Toxtfer of Babel

like the Ghetto in New York used to forget their linguistic differences while
gazing dreamily at passionate love on the screen, but now that action is cut short for speech, moviegoing is more confusion than fun.

Mixed communities

By H. A. Woodmansee

THE

poor, suffering Ghetto, pommeled for years by
a mixture of most of the languages and dialects
known to man, has a new wonder. The English
language talkie has come to stay as emphatically as push-

and

carts

gefiicltcrfisch.

No

longer can the Old World Jew, the Italian, the
Roumanian, the Russian, the Pole, the Chinese, the
Greek, the German, and the Hungarian check their linguistic differences at the door of a garishly decorated
cinema and all enjoy the same wordless film. Xo longer
can each fondly imagine his screen idols are saying, "I
love you !" in his native tongue.
No, they're speaking
English the English of Oxford, de gas woiks, the lingo
of the cowhand, of the Broadway hoofer, of the Georgia
cracker, the coolie, the hill-billy, the plantation Negro.
Go where the bright lights of the Ghetto burn, to
the shabby Times Square at the Williamsburg Bridge
Plaza, in New York, to the amusement centers of lower

—

Illustrated by L*ui RSrugo

Pause with the crowd to inspect the offerings of one
of the talkie theaters.
Admission thirty cents, children
half price.
This is one of the best places there are
others, cheap, dingy halls, where the top admission is
ten or fifteen cents.
shabbily dressed woman, carrying one child and
dragging another by the hand, ransacks her hand bag
for change at the box office, and enters.
The family
will forget its dreary tenement life, for a time, in a
glamorous flash of Hollywood's great ladies and gentlemen moving through a luxurious dream-world where
;

A

want is unknown.
Father is probably seeking the
same forget fulness with twenty-five-cent whisky at some
Bowery speakeasy.
The crowd eddies about a lobby display of scenes; from
the current film, an Al Jolson singalogue. A little girl,
voluble and gesticulating,

explains the picture to her
"Here's his wife and kids, and here he's in
d'jail. and here he's singink sad sonks !"
She strikes a
Jolsonesque pose and shouts, "Sonny Boy!"
The
Ghetto's younger generation are born mimics, born
From their ranks will come some of
exhibitionists.
friends.

Second Avenue. Tenements, pushcart-crowded streets,
screaming children playing on the pavements.
There
you'll find the crowds swirling about .gaudy talkie houses.
"All Talking and Singing, Direct from Broadway," the
banners shout, in English, Yiddish,
and sometimes other languages.
Sex appeal is a powerful incentive to
There's a cheerful, holiday feeling
break down barriers of language.
in the air that almost makes one forget the sordid shabbiness, the grime
underfoot and in the air.
Poverty
has turned boulevardier. From dismal homes on narrow back streets
people have crawled forth to see the
sights.
Those who have a dollar or
.i'
two to spend are shopping for amusement.
Others are picking up stray

.

the future Jolsons,
Brices, Chaplins.

A

Cantors, Fannie

group of ragged boys hurries up.

"Buy

my

ticket,

mister?"

Each

grimy hand extends a nickel and a
dime.

With Ghetto shrewdness,
make

stick close to "mister," to

they
sure

that he does not pocket their monev.
The theater is packed to capacitv,
for the Jolson «style of talkie is a dish
that pleases the Ghetto.

Sentimental

hits of street

songs, broad humor, pathos, and bathos, go straight to its highly emo-

lict

tional heart.

entertainment, as a dereransacks an ash can for loot.
Women with shawls over their heads,
and strangely aloof old men in long
hoards and black derbies pert shebas
and adolescent sheiks, dressed for
conquest
youngsters darting about
;

;

like sparrows—all are part of the
endless parade, eddying before window displays, pawing over pushcart
wares in the glare of torches, listening
to the raucous blare of sidewalk loud-

speakers.
like

from

above.

Washings
fire

flutter ghostescapes in the gloom

cry. to

Little

truck.

It

wants

applaud and

to laugh

and

hiss.

Davey Lee is run over by a
A tidal wave of gasping

surges through the audience.
All
over the theater .mothers keep up an
agitated murmuring, drowning out
the dialogue, until they are quieted by
loud and angry '"shushing."
Gott im himmel! The cops say Al
has killed the man who's after his
wife, and they're dragging him away

from home and

child

!

Again there

breaks forth the emotionalism of the

The NcW IoWer
Ghetto, lying always close to the surface, crying out
in
of poverty,
under the burden of generation
oppression, and woe.
IIk- picture continues to dip deeply into :i well
tears, until poor Jolson is more sorely beset than Job
himself.
During the singing numbers the audii
most silent and attentive; liui during long stretches of
Many
dialogue the pe< »ple becomcrestlcss and talkative.
However, impasfind it hard to Follow the English.
sioned dialogue arouses them to a display of emotion
even when the words are not clear to them.
There is even more to be seen and heard in one of
those cheap Ghetto halls which have been equipped with
makeshift talkie apparatus, and offer all sorts of inducements to hire the East Sider from the better theaters.
On. a good night, such a place is crowded to the
doors with a polyglot mass of humanity. They sweher
uncomplainingly in the airless hall, while the manager,
unable to improve the ventilation, goes about squirting
cheap perfume from an insectide sprayer.
The picture is one of those younger generation affairs.
Presently there unreel some wordy love scenes, and a
cluster of rough youngsters greet it with a concerted
"Bronx cheer."
"Dumkopfen!" murmurs an old German woman.
After a while the lights flash up, and the mystery of
It's
country-store
the huge attendance is explained.
night.
"Happy Farmer Jack," in a grocer's white coat,
appears in front of the screen, with his mystery trunk
little Italian hoy draws
with prizes for every one.
numbers from a hat. Some of the prizes are designed
hatchet- faced woman
to make the audience laugh.
of Amazon build gets a rolling pin, and a suggestion that
lean, embarrassed
it
will keep a husband in order.

A

A

A

A

fat man is handed a pair
man is given pink lingerie.
Grinning broadly at the audience, he
of baby pants.
pulls a baby's milk bottle from his pocket to show that
he is indeed a father.
In other theaters different attractions lure. In some,
Rudy Yallee is crooning "A Little Kiss Each Morning"
In others, Clara
as a tonic for the maids of all nations.
Bow is arousing a strange new interest in English in
many a Ghetto grandpa. Sex attraction is a powerful
incentive to break down the barriers of language, as

of Babel

Wt

1

'

men snore

In the last of the silent-movie houses, shabby
in rickety seats.
will

be popu

They

1

point to the fact that Al Jolson is already an internal
favorite; that little Parisian boys and
Knee. Sonn
are trying to sing, "Climb Upon
ju^t as they used to imitate Charlie Cha] lin's pantomime.
1

My

seems likely, for the Ghetto, that
America, has already been stormed and taken.
wired for talki<
Theater after theater h
Some dil
has been forced to close its doors.
halls, relics of the nickelodeon days, have been dark for
many months. They stand with cheap f rothe
of! and plastered with torn po
silent picture days of the
Here and there an old theater still does business with
'alkie rivals
wordless pictures, forced to ait prio
and to otter double programs. Old landmarks, molding
It

in

memories of better days.
Enter one of them. Across the soiled screen flickers
the rearguard of the silent-picture parade. The cheaply
made horse operas of [ollywood's defunct Poverty B
Films imported from Europe; some of them deemed
unworthy of exhibition elsewhere in America: Hollyin

I

revivals, sad recollections of stars now dead, departed from the screen, or changed by the years.
cowboy epic flickers into nothingness. It is replaced
by a blood-and-thunder serial, another hang-over of the
The Murder Mansion, the mysterious, mad barepast.
But even the chilfoot man who prowls the dungeons.
American doughboys discovered in France.
dren, in the new talkie era. don't shudder as ecstatically
Night after night the East Side is going to the talkies.
as formerly at clutching hands and horrible shar!
As Episode No. 4 ends with a ten-ton weight relentThe younger generation aclessly descending on the helpless hero's chest, a youthcepts them enthusiastically
Father has his own idea about
chapters go goofy, d'ya
-e.
even the old folks who find
forgetting things, while ful critic remar'
know it?"
it hard to follow the Engmother and the kids go to
The scattering audience regards the screen apathetlish dialogue can enjoy the
movies.
Shabby men slump in the rickety
ically.
dancing, singing, and specding in the close atmosphere. Perhaps sonic of them
effects,
and can
tacular
are the old guard who have come because they don't
guess at the significance of
understand or like talkies in English. Perhaps others
situations.
most of the
are there because the admission is only ten cents, or
few more romances of old
because they want a quiet
Mexico, and such phrases

wood

A

A

as

"si,

scnor,"

"gracias,"

and "ad'ws" will slip gracefully from many tongues.
The little Ghetto boy will
yet be shouting, "Ride 'em.
cowboy !" and "My word,
old chap!"
He's going to
school to Maurice Chevalier, George Bernard Shaw,
Jack Dempsey, Buddy Rogers, Sir Oliver Lodge, and
President Hoover, to mention a few of hundreds.
There are many who insist

that

the

singing

film

place to sleep.

Xo Bowery

flop hoi:

The

cheap.
organist plays wearily

on and on.

A new

—

Vanish-

American the nt
borhood theater musi
Any day the old hall may
ing

be wired for

talkies, or per-

manently closed.
Perhaps
it was transformed from a
store into a theater at the
beginning of the silent picture boom, and will put a
period to that era by reverting to a store.
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Some Go East,
That is, if the stars want the stimulating and
on the street, or taking down the house by a
in Hollywood and mobbed

By Mignon
before passing on into the theater.
There's much ado
on those occasions, at any rate.
Rut in New York openings are disappointing, if you're
accustomed to Hollywood ones.
If stars attend they
do so, as a rule, without having been introduced, and
are often overlooked.
On rare occasions, though, they
do make special trips East for openings, and are advertised beforehand. Then more famous ones than they are
coolly shoved aside in their favor.
One can't always be certain which stars will

won't be mobbed

Photo by Fryer

Though Bernice
she

doesn't

Claire sings like a thrush,

resemble an actress, so passes
unnoticed.

NEW YORK
moved
the

and Hollywood, the two
places that know the stars best. The
city of a thousand interests far-refrom the world of picture-making

city

whose dominant

interest

is

who demand

the

cities, New York can be
more naively demonstrative in its treatment of screen idols. Cool, indifferent New

Yet of the two

the

York,

with

its

the

casual

hordes of celebrated ones
in

day-in-and-day-out

contacts,
increasingly indifferent to their

and grows
comings and goings. New York sees the
players on their vacations, as a rule, and
seems never quite prepared for the meetignores the stars,

s

/

does so
not because it is bored with them, but because it fails to recognize them.
Photo by Hurre'.l
Hollywood no longer takes more than
William Haines sheds his
passing note of the scenes which are made
clowning personality and
along its boulevards.
Even talkies are
gets little attention in
an old story now.
Rut New York still
New York.
stops, looks, and mobs those companies
rash enough to attempt making scenes on the streets
without concealing the camera.
A squad of police is
needed to keep the star-struck populace in leash.
On the other hand, Hollywood never ceases to wax
enthusiastic over the stars when they appear on gala
It did Marie
film opening nights, decked out in their best.
Perhaps
Dressler's
the tourists are to blame for the excitement.
Or maybe
heart good to
the arc lights and roped-off arenas where the players
be mobbed in
forgather to speak their little pieces into microphones.
New York.
ings.

If

it

it

York.

They say

and which

—

it's

Torrence is known any time, any place,
anywhere. Ruster Keaton is known at
Charlie
no time, no place, nowhere.
Chaplin is mobbed in New York and
At home he isn't,
wishes he wasn't.
Nancy Carroll,
and wishes he was.
whose home town is New York, isn't

movies.

from all walks of life.
Hollywood meets its famous gifted

Xew

the playrecognition who get it
the exhibitionists.
Rut this doesn't always hold true. Neither is it
always the most popular ones who receive the applause.
Stars who are almost ignored in Hollywood may find
themselves heartily approved in New York.
And the
other way around.
Buddy Rogers, Mary Pickford, and Ressie Love are
never overlooked by New Yorkers. Yet none of these
make a play for public attention. Surprisingly enough.
William Haines comes in for little attention in New
York. He sheds his clowning personality at the studio for a less obtrusive
one, and puts the fans off his trail.
Marion Davies. Greta Garbo. and Ramon Novarro are never even recognized.
They go and come as they please. Ernest
ers

in

Some Go West
reassuring pleasure of stopping
personal appearance.
For one
in

New

traffic

may

when they appear

be almost snubbed

York, and vice versa.

Rittenhouse
recognized there, and is glad of it.
It leaves her free
on subways and even to eal at the Automats if she likes.
Lily Damita, who appeared in "Sons o' Guns" for six months
on the New York stage, is occasionally noticed, but usually 1>\
theatrical people.
The same holds true of Ruth Chatterton
ami Chevalier.
n Crawford and Gloria Swanson seldom escape detection
Laura La Plante and Harold
on their trips to New York.
Lloyd always do.
The former wears glasses offstage; the
general!}
to ride

latter doffs Ins.

When "The Rogue Song"
well-known persons

as

opened

Estelle

in

Taylor,

New

Vork, with such

Galli-Curci, and

Law-

attendance, it was George K. Arthur who attracted the croud in the lobby.
But then he is not one to hide
his light under a bushel.
Buddy Rogers is one of New York's favorites. Last summer he came hack to make "Heads Up," with Helen Kane, and
rence Tibbett

in

appear in person at Laramount's New York theater.
"And, gee," he said in his slow, rather bashful, way, "they
were nice to me this time." Just how nice "they" were, however, he seemed reluctant to explain.
His statements having
to

been misconstrued a number of times, he now feels that almost
anything he may say about the ovations he receives from fans
and even the most impartial
observers can vouch that lie re-

—

Laura La Plante is never recognized in New York, because
she wears glasses.

more than his share
used to show him U]
conceited young upstart.

ceives

will he
a

It

took considerable probing on
my part to find out anything.
Piecing together what I al-

dy

knew.

I

was

ahl<

learn that in order to pet from
the Astor Hotel to the theater

across the street. Buddy found
necessary to take a taxi.
it
Even then, according to eyewitnesses, there was considerIt took no
able commotion.
jet from the
little strat-.

\nd
cab to th<
considerable more to pet from
stape door to the taxi.
a crowd stood on top of
a car to pet a look at him. and
the top caved in.
In order to pet his meals
and a little rest between perthe

Once

Harold Lloyd escapes the crowd merely
by taking off his glasses.

formances, the stape manaper

came

Even in New York
Warner Baxter is too
well groomed not to
attract attention.

to Buddy's assistance.
Always, as Buddy opened the stape door, he'd be met
by an onrush of fans
ne day the s. m. shouted at
S
the psycholopical moment. "Mr. Ropers, you're wanted
backstage for rehearsal." And Buddy turned and made
his exit through a less carefully puarded door.

ss

Some Go

East,

Some Go West
"What

about the girls?"
silence which followed,
look, I gathered that they
the-

asked Buddy, and from
and Buddy's embarra
had not been among the

I

missing on several occasions.
"J5ut ii you hear I'm engaged again, it isn't true,"
he added. "( )n my way here, I stopped off in Kansas
City and kissed my married sister who'd come from
Nebraska to see me. Next day the newspapers had
me engaged to some unknown girl from Missouri."
Jack Oakie, who made personal appearances at Paramount's Brooklyn Theater at the time Buddy appeared
in New York, also came in for his share of applause.
Jack, too, was unknown in New York a few years ago
when he appeared as a chorus man in "Peggy Ann"
and "Artists and Model-."
1!.- could wander freely

up and down Broadway, and was in no danger of
being mobbed. In fact. New York gave him the cold
shoulder completely.
But critics and fans are giving
the funny boy a big hand since his talkie appearances.
"I'm from Missouri," he said. "I really am, you
know, and I thought New York couldn't show me a
thing it hadn't already shown me.
But it has.
It's
shown me what a name in electric lights can do for a
fellow like me
plus a funny pan.
I have to pinch
myself to make sure I'm the same old Jack.
Of
course once in a while I am mistaken for Richard

—

—

Gallagher not, thank goodness, that
but because we play together.
It gets

1

to

look alike,
goat when
this happens, especially when somebody calls. 'There
goes a guy that looks like Oakie. but it can't be him.
Must be Richard Gallagher!' Why can't
it be me?
That's what I want to know!
"At the opening of 'Bride of the Regiment,' I had a swell time signing autographs and telling everybody, 'Yep. that's
me in person.' Yeah. I was about the only
player present.
"Somehow," he continued, "living in

-••'•'

>>y

Marion Davies is a
drawing card in Hollywood, but is seldom
recognized in the East.

One day his hat fell
window of the

ognize his son.

Paramount Building,
while he was waving
to a crowd of boys in

A

followed and,
according to those who

scuffle

saw

it,

was some

it

Half an hour

scuffle.

Buddy was mak-

later

ing for a taxi.
The
kids were still fighting.
Suddenly one of
the smallest rushed up
to
his

of

material

and

band,

claimed,
hat,

waving

Buddy,

piece

Mr.

"I

a
in

ex-

your
Rogers, I
got

Charlie Chaplin does not like being
so nearly ignored in Hollywood, nor

being

mobbed

in

New

York.

it!"

"I can't help but
contrast the way things are now," said Buddy, "with the way
Then New
they were when I attended the Paramount school.
York seemed so icy, so hard. I thought I'd never get from
under that smothered Feeling; never be anything but just an-

other face on

its

crowded

streets.

"Lately when I've gone to shows newsboys and ushers have
That surely
given me sandwiches, candy, anil newspapers.
tickles me.
But the biggest kirk of all T got when a telegraph
kid came backstage one night with a complimentary message tor
He'd paid for it and bribed the boy
me.
It was from him.
on the route, so that he could deliver it to me himself. Wasn't
that swell of

him

?"

my

Eddie Quillan's father helps people to rec-

out the

the street below.

we

Photo by Thomas

)ome
Hollywood makes you
excited over actoi

and eel

left

•

beautifull)

dressing up when

New
It

forget that

I

around
alone.

go back,

1

as

Go

peopl<

in a

East,
I

Some Go West

g*<

sweal shirt there

Think maybe I'll tt>
come to
do when
1

I

York."
did Marie Dressler's heart

a throng ol adi
it
delayed her
though
on Fifth Avenue, even
excursion indefinitely. She'd borrowed a friei
her first
car, but was spotted before she'd bought
go anywhere
can
Marie
Hollywood
In
of stockings.
to

N

New

be

i

without creating a
Charlie Chaplin,

mobbed bv

stir.

Norma Talmadge, and John Gilbert
who are always mobbed on sight in
Chaplin rides down Sunset
Holh

are three players

New

York.
Boulevard,

In

to prop boys, directors
it
is even
or no commotion,
said that when he makes his incognito trips into Los
Vngeles, as he sometimes does, he is little bothered
excepting when he insists in too big a way that he is
But in New York, what wouldn't he give for
idy.

actors,

calls

"hello"

and causes

little

a disguis

he was hero to straighten out his legal difnculLit
he found his face all too familiar
Reporters were known to hire cahs
to New Yorkers.
by the dav in order to keep up with his every move,
Did he like it? IK- did not. The
aiul get him to talk.
fan-, too, were out to meet him wherever he happened to go. One night he was actually lifted off his
feet and carried into a theater lobby by the excited mob.
When Norma Talmadge went play shop-

When

•.vith

ping on a New York sojourn, I chanced to
be "backstage at a performance she atThe girls in the show recognized
tended.
her in the fust row. and were all aflutter.
Between acts they hurried out to a near-by
drug store to buy autograph books. Without SO much as' taking off their make-up.

Ramon Novarro makes

his

by Ape<lj

Bennett's

smart distinctionmakes
her easily spotted.
they rushed out to the
lobby directly after the
play and besought her

inconspicuous

way about New York, dressed always
rh.it.)

Constance

in

felt
: nature.
quite thrilled, she admitted, that

black.

X

York
people, should
excited over her

all

pn

-

Charlie

Farrcll

w

the c.v

is

traf-

fic jams when he's
home.
But when he
appeared at the Gayety Theater in N
York for the opening

of

"Sunny Side U]

he wa~
Ernest Torrence attracts instant
attention any time

many

a

palpitating

heart among the lad
Some pretty
present.
"Oh,
gushed.
they
while
bewilderment
into
him
skirls even stared
good look at you."
Charlie, please, J" please let me have a
John Gilbert usually likes to have the spotlight fa

when he appears in public. But when he was in
York on his honeymoon with Ina Claire, he would gladly have
But he couldn't,
ticed, if he could have.
avo
•ned the habit of mobbing him, and had

himself
j ( ;

in former days.
One rca-on
Clara Bow attracts attention in New York.
Another. H
r her fans.
that she puts on a good s
Richman. On a recent trip East, Richman. accompanied

encouraged too readily

flock of

newspapermen, made
Contimn

his

appearand

lM

is
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Had

Apple

Tfour

To-da^?
Then

Ivan

join these players in the chorus of bites, and
your pep and personality will rival theirs.

Lebedeff,

his eyes

left,

maybe

lias

on Dorothy Lee,

than the other
rather
choice California product,

what message this
so
photo has for the palpitating fans is a mystery.

fans rave hot and

While
cold

about

brains,

and

her

talents,

personality,

Alice White nonchalantly
nibbles her afternoon
apple.

Nick Stuart, below,
to

the

value

of

is

a testimonial

apples

between

meals.

Such unselfish creathese movie

tures,

folk.

There's

Mitzi Green, right,
and Nancy Carroll
trading bites in the

chummiest manner.

\

Such a large apple
the

A

cameraman gave

1

t

left,

said,

h e a Henley,
just before he

"Now,

girlie,

take a big bite and
grin."

The World War as Seen Through the
Eyes of our Girls Who Lived, Loved
and S ffered o n the Western Front!
For the

first

time!

The

frank, daring, adventurous

Story of our girls at the front! The wonder and
beauty of love that blossoms even in the carnage
of war! Here is Drama, stark, gripping, spectacular. Metro-Goldwyn-Muver, producer! of "The
Big Parade," have again pioneered into a hitherto
untouched phase of human relationship in the
World War. Based on the famous anonymous
novel of that name.

uith

ROBERT

MONTGOMERY

ROBERT AMES
Anita Page

Directed by
Continuity by

Dialogue by

JUNE WALKER

Marie Prevost

Zasu

Pitts

Edgar Selwyn
Becky Gardiner

Becky Gardiner and Joe Farnham
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"More

Stars

Than

Tht-iv

Are

in

Heaven"
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She Was Swept Into

A

A chance

resem-

blance to a famous
motion-picture actress

brought to

Dawn Mc-

Allister the opportunity to leave the drab
world of stenography
for the fascinations of
the motion-picture lot.

§£5
g»g

m
m
m

And soon she was
head over heels in love
with an actor and in-

if

volved in the strangest
mesh of circumstances.
For Fate decreed that
she must go on impersonating the famous star,
and soon she was the reigning beauty in the fantastic world

m
§
Hi

of studio and location.
you want a book that carries you
breathless pace from start to finish, then here it
-made for you. It is
If

at
is,
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The Splendid

m
m

£$£»

Folly

By BEULAH POYNTER

sas
§§§

Hi
si

Outstanding on the list of the offerings of CHELSEA
one of the oldest and best-established publishing
concerns in this country, "The SPLENDID FOLLY" has
about it the distinctive originality and swift movement that

HOUSE,

m
H
m

make

CHELSEA HOUSE

lovers from coast to coast.
or for a full list of

love stories favorites of fictionAsk for it at your dealer's to-day,
offerings write to

?^
»§

CHELSEA HOUSE,

79 SeVentk Avenue, Netf York City

wK

Price,

SBS)

CHELSEA HOUSE

»!§

75 Cents
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Price,

75 Cents
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Joy and Grief
h

COinef

especially

to

great and

wlun
is

small

in

Hollywood,

player start, a picture and
replaced by another.
|

Pretty Lucille Powers, upper right, eager for her
first big chance in pictir
tbi
almost
the heroine
played
"Billy the Kid." when the front office
-

the role was
the maturer art of

decided

more

suited

to

Kay Johnson.

So V

«'ith

rmance as
a lovely, characteris
!e her heart bled for the little girl she had supplanted.

Edward

G.

Robinson,

above,

T

ii

nearh
*'iat Charfa
"East I< West," is a juicy
role such as he likes to play, bat

indicates,

though
va

'

only

Jean

accent seemed an ol
--;al perfection in a
in achievi
Chinese character.
-11

\
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Babes in Hollywood

Continued from page S3
Polly Barker returned to town the
next day, and Jane lunched with her
Afterward she
at the Montmartre.
dismissed her car, and began to walk,
not with any intention of doing the
errands which she should have done
on this one free afternoon she merely
wanted a chance to think, to be alone,
as she couldn't be at home.
She had gone only a few steps
when an elderly man stopped suddenly, said "Gosh !" very emphatiShe
cally, and clutched her arm.
whirled around, and then, forgetting
everything but the fact that this was

"Let them find out!" she cried. "I
hate this place.
I'd never stay here
it
I
didn't have so many debts to
pay.
I don't want to be a movie
"
star

"You what?" he

exclaimed, with a
had never
"Say that again!"

light in his eyes that she

;

!"

a familiar face, cried "Uncle Toots
and threw her arms around his neck.
And then, to her horror, she found

'

am

zo gl-1-l-ad
to see you !" The Spanish accent had
become second nature
Fortunately he did not hear her,
in the excitement of the moment. As
herself exclaiming, "I

he began to talk, Jane began to think.
She'd let herself in for it now
"Been lookin' for you for a week,"
he told her, as they got into a taxi

"But nobody

Jane's suggestion.

at

knew anything about
you

doin' out here?

"Yes,

I

— I'm

you.

What

Workin'?"

working," she said

slowly. Then, panic making her suddenly inventive, "I'm working for a
very sick old lady.
I met her in
Majorca and she brought me here.

wanted to come back to my own
country, you see.
But I don't have
I

time to myself she keeps me
awfully busy."
"That's the stuff!" he exclaimed
approvingly.
"Never did think it
was such a good idea for a girl like

much

you
But

to

;

grow up

see here

;

so far
don't

why

from home.
you get rid

of her and stay with me?
I'm not
Looking at
feelin' so good myself."
him more keenly, she saw that he
did indeed look thin and feeble.
"I
come out here for my health," he
went on, "but I ain't found it so far/'
with a chuckle. "Too lonesome for
me, I guess. You come stay with me,
and we'll have a good time."
She looked at him sympathetically,
even as she shook her head.
"I can't. Uncle Toots." she answered. "It wouldn't be fair to my
old lady.
But I can see you sometimes
Let's have dinner together tomorrow night."
She looked for Larry all the next
day, and saw him at last, crossing the
lot.
!" she exclaimed,
"I must
You'll have to help me.
you.
uncle's here, and something's got
to be done about it.
I can't just shut
myself up at home he's sure to find
out who I am
I won't dare tell him
he just can't keep a secret."
"You'll be finished if anybody
finds out the truth," he warned her.

"Larry

see

My

—

—

seen there before.
.

"Why — why— I
movie

to be a

"Good
what you

said I didn't

want

thought that was
did want.
Here I've been
around with Paula using
I

!

—
pulling
—
make things easy

playing
her influence for you

everywhere to

you
you

—

telling J. G. that
"

strings

for

Metro wanted

felt

as

if

—

—

"

"Why

"Oh, senorita, just a minute !"
was Jane's director. She tried to

It
lis-

ten intelligently as he invited her to a
party for that evening, tried to refuse politely.
Unconsciously she
glanced after Larry.
"Got a date with him?" asked the
man, with a little laugh.
"Listen,
lady, he's good stuff to lay off.
He's
been playing Wilding till he got what
he wanted, whatever that was, and
now you're likely to be the next easy
mark, since you've signed up again."
Jane drew herself up, her eyes
blazing.

"I do not onnerstan'," she exclaimed, and walked away.
But he
had planted doubt in her heart. Was

he right about Larry?
She dined with her uncle that
night, and became further enmeshed

new web

of lies that she had
She hated lying to him,
he was so wholesome, so kindly, so
in the
to

weave.

dear.

He told her about the family, all
the relatives back in Nebraska who
pretended to care about him because
of his money.
"Bunch of leeches, that's what they
are," he declared. "But I fooled 'em.
Slipped out of town when they wasn't
watchin' and come out here. They'd
'a' been with me. the whole pack, if
Don't
they could 'a' managed it.
You're the
know where I am now
only one of the lot that's any good,
Janie standin' on your own feet the
way you are, makin' a livin' for yourself, instead o' waitin' for an old man
to die and leave you his money."
"Don't you dare ever leave me a
penny !" she told him. lightly patting
his arm.
If only he knew what her
salary would be for the next two
years
!

;

"Why

not?

You

gettin' started.
What say?"
The darJane smiled tenderly.
ling!
Willing to break into the little

money he'd saved to help her!
"I'd never be any good in pictures,
uncle," she answered.
"I'm not the
right kind.
I couldn't act if I was

bit of

paid for

she would float up
into the air at any minute.
"You mean that you you don't
"
love her
you
"That old war horse !" he said,
and took a step nearer her quickly.

Jane

why don't you try to get into
the movies?
I seen a photo in the
papers the other day of a Spanish
girl called Valencia, and you're a
dead ringer for her, only you're prettier.
I bet you'd do awful well.
I
got enough money to stake you while
Janie,

you was

star."

lord

veying the dowdy suit and hat she
had bought for this occasion. "Say,

look's

if

you

could use some," he answered, sur-

it."

She went home, to

find the house
of people, as usual. Tilly Markham said that that guy Bishop had
called,
but hadn't waited.
Jane's
heart beat faster, despite the suspicion she had felt about him.
He'd
come to see her at last
She changed her clothes, and went
downstairs to get her new contract
out of a desk in the library.
Some
people were dancing at the other end
of the huge room, but she paid no
attention to them.
Just as she
opened the desk, a man caught her
by the arm.
"Don't do that !" he exclaimed.
"The dame that owns this joint is
cranky as the dickens if she finds
you hunting through her things she'll
throw us all out. Then where'll we
get a free meal?"
Jane drew herself up to her full
height and glared at him.
"I am ze dame who owns zees
joint !" she said icily.
"An' I have
want to throw you all out for a long
time.
Now go!" She waved her
hands at them, as if she had been
shooing chickens from a garden.
"Go, and do not come back, you and
all vour kind
I weel not have vou !"
""That's what I say," Tilly Markham exclaimed, coming to her assistance.
"Get out. and tell the rest
of your gang they're no more welcome than you are!"
They went, furiously muttering beneath their breath.
Jane laughed
as she watched them go.
She had
been afraid of making enemies of
them, but now, with Larry on her
side once more, she wasn't afraid of
anything, except being found out.
full

—

!

Ten minutes

later Larry phoned
Wouldn't she go somewhere
and eat with him ? He hadn't had
time for dinner, and was starved.
"Come here and eat with me," she

her.

urged.

hunt a few bright
suggested.
"I feel the
need of scenery."
That was disappointing, of course,
but as she dressed she told herself

"Oh,

lights."

let's

he

Continued on page 94

When "Madam

Satan" was finished,
Denny, above, took to the
woods for a rest.
After all the
modernistic machinery of that opus,
a rustic oven is a treat to him.
ild

Richard Arlen, right, had a fireplace
built on the outside as well as inside the house, just to be different.

Charles Farrell, outer right.
something of a barbecue art-

to be
ist,

but

cooking

two-bits

here's

codfish

balls

beans.

that

and

he's

baked
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Babes in Hollywood

Continued from page 92
it showed that he wasn't trying
to work her for anything, or he*d
have welcomed a tete-a-tete.
She finished her work in the film
that week, not minding the long hours
and the hard work now. Larry had
gone to San Francisco "on business,"
he said, and added that it concerned
something he wanted more than anything else.
"That is, with one res-

that

ervation," he had added, with a look
sent the blood rushing to her
cheek>.
Well, she told herself as she went
home that day, now she'd have some
that

time to devote to her uncle.
slip

away

to

They'd

some quiet place and just
She called his number as

enjoy life.
soon as she got into the house and
could reach a phone, got his room at
the little hotel where he was staying,
and a strange voice answered.

"Mr.

Haggerty?"

the voice repeated.
"Yes, he is here.
But is
this a close friend of his? Could you

come down here
gerty

is

very

at

—

Mr. Hag-

once?
"

ill

Jane did not wait to hear the

rest

of that sentence.
She hastily summoned her car, the new car Superba
had just given her, and drove to Los
Angeles, her thoughts concentrated

on

her

uncle.

How

ill

was he?

What could she do for him ?
He was better than she had

expected
was sitting up, in fact but
the doctor warned her that his heart

—

—

was weak.
"Better take him away to some
place where he'll have better air." he
suggested.
"Have you a car?" with
a keen glance at the smart suit she

was wearing.
"I

—

I

can borrow one," Jane told

him.
"All right.

Take him up

place like

tell

—

to

some

A

you.
friend of
mine has a sanitarium that would be
just the place for him. Do you know
this country?
Well, I'll tell your
chauffeur how to get there. You can
I'll

have a little bungalow where you'll
be by yourself. Better start to-night,
if you can."
Jane telephoned home, asked Tilly

to have sonic clothes packed for her,

she

and packed her uncle's things herself.
He was pathetically glad to see her,
and delighted at the prospect of having her with him all the time for a

Jane Haggerty, and he's

The

drive home
lightened only by

while.

In the car he sat back, leaning
against her shoulder, marveling at the
kindness of the sick old lady who had
lent her this beautiful car.
"I want to tell you, Janie," he said,
after a while, "I made a new will the
other day.
Left you every nickel I
got.

Wish

it

was more.

But what

yours, and those buzzards
can't touch it.
Xow, don't thank me
I

—

got

is

it's

all

right."

filled with tears.
How
sweet this was of him, and how little
she was going to need the few thousand dollars that he had saved. She'd
give it to charity, try to use it to help
other girls who didn't have her luck.
They were well up in the mountains when another car, swinging
around a curve in the narrow road,
collided with them.
Jane screamed
and unconsciously threw out one arm
to protect her uncle's face from the

was speaking, she sobbed, "I'm

Jane's eyes

•

my

uncle."

was a long horror,

the thought that
perhaps Larry would be back the
next day, that he would help her.
She went to bed when she got
home, completely exhausted, and slept
till
the next afternoon, when she
awoke to find Tilly Markham shaking her by the shoulder.
"That Bishop fellow's downstairs,"
Mrs. Markham announced, "and so's
a lot of reporters.
Want him to
come up to your sitting room?"
Reporters?
But
Jane nodded.
why ? She didn't have to do publicity
stuff now, did she?
She found Larry tramping the
floor, a group of newspapers all about
him.
"You poor kid !" he exclaimed,
taking both her hands in his. "This
certainly is pretty tough on you. But
of course, it had to come out sooner

or later."

"What do you mean?" she asked.
"What came out? Not not my real
name ?"

—

He

flying glass.

But the damage was done in another way.
The crash had thrown
him against the side of the car and
knocked him unconscious.
Jane stood by, cold with fear, as
the chauffeur and a man who looked
vaguely familiar lifted him out and
laid him on cushions beside the road.
A man who said he was a doctor got
out of the other car and made a hurried examination. Then he stood up,
his face grave.

nodded.
newspapers are on your
"Some of 'em
trail." he told her.
just have a story that you were going off to the mountains for a little
vacation with an Eastern millionaire,
when he was killed in an accident.

"The

A

fellow who was driving the other
car told that one. But you told your
name, vour real one, to the doctor,
didn't you?"

She nodded, suddenly remember"Well, somebody heard you and
told.
And a smart guy who was on
one paper hunted up that interpreter
who tried to gyp you when you first
got here, and he said he knew all
along that you weren't Spanish, because you didn't understand him. and
got rid of him in such a hurry to keep
So gee
him from finding out.
Where's the water? Mrs. Markham
!"
Quick
Jane, overwhelmed by the disaster
ing.

"His heart must have been very
weak." he said to Jane. "It's all over
with him now."
Jane sank down on her knees beside her uncle, sobbing.
She hardly
knew what happened after that. She
knelt
there while
people
rushed
around, was still kneeling there when
an ambulance came the short distance
from the sanitarium that had been
their destination.
Some one asked
what her name was, who the dead
man was, and without realizing that

—

I

that threatened, fainted in his arms.

TO BE CONCLUDED.
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For
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Continued from page 72

women

Among

writers

whose

vibrate largely to Number
Bronte, Jane
are
Charlotte

names

Five
Austen, Amy Lowell, May Sinclair,
Willa Gather, and some, to be sure,
have been very much more the artist
than others.
On the other hand, such names
Thackeray, Scott, Hawthorne,
as
Mark Twain, whose real name was
Shaw,
Meredith,
GalsClemens,
worthy, Hergesheimer, Tarkington,
all have at least one Number Six in
their totals, and often they have two.
This is the number of really artistic
creation, no matter where it may be
found.
Xow to change the suhject for a
paragraph or two, I must tell you
of the
for you,
dear Picture Play readers, on
Numbers. Before I reach the end
of it I am eager to make you realize
what a pleasure I have found in giving you some idea of the mysterious,
powerful, inevitable relationship that
there is between names, numbers,
and your own personality. And the
greatest satisfaction and delight of
all has been in hearing from you.
Youngsters of thirteen and old
ladies of seventy-three have written
me with the same quivering interest
as to what life might have in store
for them. But the great host of letarticle

this

that

that

series

I

is

am

the

last

writing

with thousands and thousands

ters,

of coupons cut from two numbers of
the magazine, came from that eager,
budding, blossoming, impulsive age
that lies between fifteen and thirty,

and

I

They

know

that

you can guess why.

want

to ask about love and
marriage. And after thirty they are
very, very likely to be inquiring as to
all

the possibility of another marriage,
or perhaps of a divorce.
Proof
enough, isn't it, that love is what
makes the world go 'round?
And please don't think that I have
not appreciated the charming little
letters of thanks and interest that
some of you have written. I could
not answer them all, so this is a little
note,

you

right here and now, to thank
for them, and to tell you how
r

much
I

you,

they were enjoyed.
hope that I have made clear

dear readers,

in

these

to

articles

and readings, that the numbers in
your name, as it is received at birth
or as it is changed in the understanding and application of this
spiritual law, indicate the nature of

the

actual

vibrations

of

the

infini-

atoms of your own body,
through which your mentality and
your soul are forced to function for
tesimal

expression, just as a musician must
have an instrument, good or bad, in
tune or out of tune, on which to

Mastery* of

or he cannot
with music at all.
play,

The

Tour Name
express himself

which you
live at a particular time is determined
by the letter of your name through
which you are passing at that time,
and also by the numbers that are the
totals for your name and your birth
path, and thus affect you throughout
your entire life.
rate of vibration in

want to make you believe
you have Six at birth
you will be another Sargent.
But
you might, I won't deny it
For you
do have the same kind of vibration
at birth as Sargent had, and your
dreams, and what you have it in you
to express, are of the same nature as
I

yourself

misled

be

into small activities
to control great things.
there is always a but you are cursed
what in others would be perhaps

when you are made

don't

that because

!

—

But
with

—

their greatest blessing

mous charm

;

you have an enorand you are in-

in yourself,

tensely attracted to women in a fine, idealistic sense that will not protect you from
bitter disappointment.
You are realizing
the very first indications of that right
now the love and the pain and, up to
the age of twenty-nine, you will have to
use every reserve ounce of your very
highest qualities to rise above the circumstances that will seek to crush you.
From then on you will do very, very
well, through a fine, creative imagination
and a generous nature, but you will never
escape the struggle within you between
human and divine love. You are also

—

extremely
well in
into

and

artistic,

some such

line, if

entirely spiritual

do very
you did not go

could

work.

for him.

So you

see,

similar, after

intense

human beings are very
One may have the

all.

love

a

of

certain

kind of

some contrary vibration
prevents him from expressing it.
Another has every power and facility to do what the first man only
longs to do, and becomes great.
But even the greatness is of no
activity, but

What

importance.

final

matters

is

the inner understanding that the soul
of man derives from existence, no

matter whether

it is in this one little
on earth or another, no matter
whether he finds himself near the
bottom or near the top. He can only
do the job before him now% according to the light within that soul, and
as he does it honestly he will be a
little nearer the realization of him-

life

self as part of that infinite spirit of
life that is

the

One behind

crea-

all

that needs no perfecting, that
knows no top or bottom, large or
tion,

That

essential

Self,

from

free

confusion and uncertainty and aspira-

and failure, is what he must ultimately see face to face, as that is
tion

what existence
ence here

is,

for.

is

and what experiAnd when he has

what that Self is, he will
be above any need for material expression and free from the vibrations
of even numbers and names.
realized

1906.—You are
W. J.
born with a stunning name, dear boy. the
name that can make you a great divine.
No other activity in the world can give
you such satisfaction, success, and joy as
the task of showing other human creaM., February

16,

to

woman, my dear, and that will make up
to you more satisfactorily than you can
imagine for the romance that is not in
your make-up, except as imagination.
Use all that active imagination of yours
for practical purposes.
Put it to work,
and it will bring you wealth and success.
But don't look to men to help you out
they never will.
I
know that for the
past five years business has been so low
that it has almost sunk out of sight, but
just in. the last three or four months
things have been picking up, and they
will continue to do so.
Your great trouble
is that you are much too sensitive.
You
get hurt over nothing at all, although
after a while you use your good sense
to see that it was foolish and useless.
From now on you will be able to control

much

that

better,

and

in

five

years from

now you will be an independent business
woman with money and successful activity.
You will never be free from more
than the usual amount of trouble to overcome, but you have the power to do so if
you refuse to follow your inclination and
let

enough alone.
Just when you
to quit, get up and fight once more,
you will win. You should be in a

well

want
and

small.

O. M., April 3, 1903.— You are gobe a very successful business

E.

ing

business

that

deals

somehow

with

the

home, but you are not a good saleswoman,
because you do not know how to push
yourself forward as a talker.
Stick to

some other department, like production,
for you have originality and intuition, as
When you are fifty
well as imagination.
you

who
and

will meet for the first time a man
will attract you as you attract him,
you will have a happy married life

thereafter.
P. A. H.,

March

1,

1880.— I may say of

some people

that they are not fighters, but
I can never say that about you, can I?
You have a punch that will knock down

tures the way to a higher understanding
Whether you are a miner leadof life.
in? a revival meeting for miners, or a
highly cultured leader of a select and
mystic group, makes no difference your
accomplishment will be the same in nature and degree. You are born under the

anything in your world. It will not bring
you great wealth, but you will be. and
must be by this time, very successful, and
you get enormous pleasure out of your
work.
One thing that can lessen your
blow when you strike is your kindness, for
you cannot bear to hurt any one, and if
it
were not for your strength of mind
your friends could walk right over you.
You love praise, and the easiest way to
overcome your sales resistance is to send a

Number Seven

pretty

—

of great spiritual insight

and the complete digit is Seven, also.
Furthermore, you have Nine in the two
other totals, indicating a dominating personality,

over
sonal,

all

oratorical

the

financial,

and

mastership

ability,

circumstances
social.

of

life,

Do

not

perlet

woman to flatter you. The only
kind of business in which you can succeed will have to do with art in some
form, and you have certainly been very
active in that line for the past eight or
You must have married beten years.
Continued on page 106
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The

Continued from page 23

Margaret Schilling, the radio star,
Everett Marshall, Una Alunson, and
Irene Delroy, mostly from musical
comedy.
One can well imagine a
place, too, for Dennis King, just now
absent, in the right kind of roles.
Choosing voices will doubtless become a highly selective process in the
future.
Blatting tenors and bleating
sopranos will be taboo completely in
newer roll calls. Voices must have
perfect recording quality.
The voices themselves give a lot
of trouble at times. Very high sopranos are especially hard to record.
Deep basses are difficult, and neither
contraltos nor tenors easy. The best
all-around hits so far have been made
by the baritones. The lyric soprano
with a smooth voice comes next. But
improvements in the mechanical devices are making recordings more
euphonious.
Now there's one thing more to be
done, and that's to send an emissary
to spank the man who manages the
sound in certain of the theaters.
What chance would even a boopboop-a-doop girl have against an individual who seemed eternally bent
on having her seem to be singing
into a rain barrel?
Acoustics in many theaters are bad
enough, but when something fantastic also happens to the sound thingamajig, it just drives the audience
into a frenzy.
The lagging movie musical has a
sad chance, indeed, under these circumstances. Voices of women have
been as shrill and horrible as those
of harpies. And the men's have often

been feeble and pallid, when they did
not threaten to crack the eardrums.
Even Tibbett endured a lot of criticism, and rightfully, about the strain
that his too-powerful tones put upon
the listener.
In part, this was due
to "stepping up," as it is called, the
recording.
Tibbett's voice will be
captured more quietly in "New

Dolores was dangerously sick with
an organic malady, following an attack of ptomaine poisoning, and sevher temperature ascended
She is practically recovered now, but during the
time she was ill plans for the production of "The Dove" were in suspension, and finally given up entirely.
Her contract also lapsed, but naturally there is the chance that it will be
eral times

to an alarming degree.

later on.

Song

new

War

to Courts.

better than the film of the same
name. Even more amazing w as the
popularity of "Should I?"
from
r

"Lord Byron of Broadway." The
was a washout,

picture, in this case,

but the song

Her

picture,

"The

Siren Song," was abandoned, owing
to the decline in popularity of musi-

And now Miss
productions.
Lewis has brought suit for $22,500,
which she alleges is due her.

cal

is

one of the season's

hummed and whistled.
Much the same holds true

most

"Cryin'

for

the

Carolines,"

for

from

"Spring Is Here."
It shows that
film plugging of songs, contrary to
the anticipations of the Tin-pan Alley

The agreement between the singer
and Pathe was recorded on a sound
film, and so if the case comes to trial
the judge will have the chance to hear
all about it from the screen.
For one reason and another courtrooms in Los Angeles are often
turned into a sort of motion-picture
theater, and actual showings of films
introduced as evidence.
So such an
event in the Lewis-Pathe suit may
be anticipated.
Jetta Is Married.

—

that doesn't

troubles with Pathe
are going to the courts, according to
reports.

"Happy Days"

much

Mrs. Harold Grieve thus
Jetta Goudal be addressed now.

year.

Mary Lewis's

latest

films.

My

and

their

help.

own way.

The

best the studios do

is

to

vouchsafe an occasional opera aria,
such as the "Ridi, Pagliacco," sung
by Ramon Novarro, in "Call of the
Flesh," and "Casta Diva," from the
opera
"Norma," in "A Lady's
Morals."
Picture makers are afraid of grand
opera. They feel that it will not be
Then, too, they
a box-office pull.
have much trouble getting the rights
to distribute in the foreign market.
Novarro told me, for example, that

pointing lyrical outburst.
On this account the success of certain song hits far surpassed that of
the productions they came from. "In
Little Hope Chest" did better
than the picture "Honey," "It Happened in Monterey," and "Song of
the Dawn," than "The King of
Jazz," although that was a very credpicture,

necessarily

Serious lovers of music haven't
very much to look forward to in the

Weariness of musical pictures was
undoubtedly partly due to the fact
that the public has been surfeited
with melody over the radio and by
the phonograph. It was easier to sit
comfortably at home, maybe snoozing the while, and listen to one or
the other of these, than to go downtown and see a very badly made picture, while one waited for a disap-

itable

didn't

The songs soon found

Moon."

is apparently no intention of
making "The Dove" now until the

beginning of the

delegation,

restrictions

were

prohibitive

so

abroad regarding the use of some
operatic music he wanted to sing, that
he doubted whether he would be able
In one country, he said,
to use it.
the studio would be compelled to pay
a fixed sum as royalty each day and
evening that a certain aria was rendered on the screen.
Short operatic films with Giovanni
Martinelli,

principally

starring,

are

popular in the theaters, and this gives
some hope that perhaps an "II Trova-

"Carmen," "Madame Butteror something like that, may be
produced in the future, if only in tabloid form.
However, if these aren't, the stars
probably will originate their own
form of opera entertainment. Then,
at least, one may be assured of not
witnessing the spectacle of a hundred-pound tenor attempting to carry
a three-hundred-pound soprano across
the stage.

tore,"
fly,"

Hollywood High Lights

Continued from page 51

renewed
There

Future of Melody Films

mean

she

is

may

But
giving up
She will

her professional activities.
probably grace foreign-language productions.

Jetta chose to be married in the
remote quiet of Yuma, Arizona. She
and Grieve took a honeymoon trip to

the

Monterey

bv auto.

section

of

We

saw the couple just a few days
before their wedding, and there was
no question about their being one of
the most romantic duos Hollywood
has seen. Much to their embarrassment, they were being overwhelmed
with advice by married folk of the
film colony at the time, but survived
This was at a supper
the ordeal.
party given by Paul Bern, the film
executive, long a friend of Miss
Goudal's.
,
Grieve, as is known, is a Hollywood fashion designer.

California

Avoids Baleful Duty.
B.

Too chivalrous to slap a lady! H.
Warner achieves that distinction

the stories of his retirement from
the cast of "The Southerner" are
if

true.

The action of the
him to administer
thwack on the

picture required

a

resounding

delicately refined coun-

Continued on page 105
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Francis,

that.
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(

a happy

ontinued

The

is that is is devoid of
lewdness which one encounters in many pictures and which
producers seemingly delight in supThe ab
plying.
oi
this

that

fact

veiled

i

1

ecially

subjecl

to

be

commended,

must have offered

for

the

with jokes heard in smoking compartments of Pullmans.
The story begins when a whimsical
Englishman in dress clothes
comes upon three charming dressmakers who are about to be disssed by their landlord.
He asthem to toss flower pots and
furniture on the landlord's head, the
•

sists

four go to jail where they meet two
lowbrow Americans, and the entire
is

presently in the

home

of the

Englishman's uncle, an earl.
There
are innocuous complications which
about to end with the wedding
of the earl and the principal French
girl, when the hero takes matters in

own

hands.
feature of the picture worth
noting is the bright dialogue of P. G.
Wodehouse, the practiced humorist,
his

4

are heroine and

dell,

and

vamp, respec-

do

very well.
Grant
Withers, as the wisecracking hero, is
tively,

Warren llymer

excellent, too.

a conventional tough this time

plays

— one

without the llymer humor.

a tempta-

tion to those collaborators u !
of a "hot" picture usually coini

party

Screen in ReViexv

froi

A

and Reginald Denny is capital as the
Englishman given to airy persiflage,
while Fifi Dorsay, Yola d'Avril, and
Sandra Ravel are well cast as the
girls.
Cliff Edwards and Edward

Brophy are the lowbrow comics.

Do Not

"Stone Walls

a

Prison Make."

As an

antidote to the grim terror of
"The Big House" we have "Up the
River," a satire
when it is not a
burlesque on prison life. And aw-

—

—

fully

funny

it

is,

too,

when

it

sticks

to its last.
But when it goes melodramatic, now and then, one is confused and doesn't know how to take
it, especially as the dramatic interest
is feebly conventional anyway.
Thus
the love story, injected to insure popular appeal, defeats its purpose and
lessens the success of the picture as
a whole.
But the comedy is really
grand, especially that part of it furnished by Warren Hymer, whose succession of tough roles in the past year
gave him no opportunity to flaunt his
sense of humor. And how he comes
across with it in this
As the dumbest crook in Bensonatta he gives a
performance that guarantees him a
long career on the screen and, with
careful handling, a successful one.
Bensonatta, you must know, is the
name of the prison run on coed lines.
It is surprisingly like college, except
that the hard-boiled crooks are more
interesting than vacuous juveniles.
!

Mother Love Hard-boiled.
Sordid, ugly, and rather unbelievable, "Sinners' Holiday" at least introduces a group of characters new

nual ball game, their varsity show,

to the screen.

For

their flirtations with the girls through

mild applause.

The

that

it

deserves

principal figure

group is Ma Delano, proprietress of a penny arcade at a beach resort.
Hard avaricious, her one weakness is her cowardly son who blunders into killing a crook and allows
the crime to be fastened on another
of the group of bootleggers, cheats,
and vagabonds. When finally he is
forced to confess by his sister's refusal to shield him and is led off
handcuffed, a crowd of excursionists
is seen swarming toward the arcade.
Hastily drying her tears and subduing her motherly anguish. Ma Delano
yells instructions to her barker, "Remember, never give a sucker a
break!" That is the keynote of the
in the

picture.

entertaining though, as
seamy side of life,
without being artistic or important.
Lucille La Verne, a veteran of the
stage who played Shylock in London,
It is

a glimpse of the

a powerful and moving performance as Ma Delano, in which she
is brilliantly seconded by James Cagnev. also from the stage, as her son.
Two other newcomers from the footlights Evalyn Knapp and Joan Blon-

gives

The men and women undergoing incarceration are shown to be lucky individuals.
The boys have their an-

the

bars

from an

dividing the prison yard
garden. There is also

idyllic

daughter

who

for any self-respecting star.
Vet
through sheer force of personality
and skill Miss Swanson is dominant
and arresting, though never real,
and a catch line is repeated with such
frequency that you realize it is out of
keeping with the so-called sophisticated widow.
"It's sorta cute!" she
explains over and over again.
Regretfully you conclude that
Miss
Swanson must have thought the

speech fetching instead of silly.
There's nothing to say of the plot,
except that a young widow possessed
of inherited millions goes to Paris
bent on having a good time. Quickly
she attracts an assortment of men.
an American lawyer, a Russian violinist, and a Spanish tenor, and presently all are involved in what we
charitably call complications, the end
coming with the simple confession
of the widow that she loved the lawyer at first sight.
Owen Moore is the lawyer, Lew
Cody is an inebriated swain. Margaret Livingston his traveling companion called by courtesy wife, Herbert Brazzetti is the singer and Gregory Gave is the musician. The latter.
a newcomer, has a personality that I
imagine will attract fans, and Daphne
Pollard is capital, briefly, as a funny
masseuse.
For that matter, Miss
Swanson and Mr. Cody do a roughhouse adagio dance that for violence
has never been surpassed. Still, the
whole thing is awfully trivial and
oh, Miss Swanson sings even better
than she did in "The Trespasser."

The Nervous Wreck.
Florenz Ziegfeld on the screen is
still the master picker and trainer of
America's choice blondes and bru :

the warden's

little

ters sunshine

and smart cracks among

nettes,

and

It's all funnier than
the prisoners.
the description and excellent performances are contributed by Humphrey Bogart, Claire Luce, and Spencer Tracy, newcomers from the stage.
The picture may be summed up as an
odditv rather than as staple entertain-

scenes

vet

scat-

Triviality Preferred.

"What

a Widow!" is disappointing
as entertainment but it is further evineeded of
that
were
dence if

—

—

Gloria Swanson's astonishing talent.
For here she essays slapstick farce
with de luxe embellishments of cosBut notwithtumes and settings.

standing

the

money

expended

on

dressing it up, the picture is thin and
In addition there is
often tiresome.
a curious lack of distinction to the
story dialogue, and acting.
clothes,

Shorn of

modernistic furnish-

and Miss Swanson, the film
would not rate as a suitable vehicle

ings,

of
in

the
films

prettiest

are

in

All Technicolor, the
"Whoopee."
picture unwinds scene after scene of
the "Follies" grade of beauty against

backgrounds
simple
showing to handsome advantage the
You are indancers and players.
comparatively

more than starTrick effects in
spangled settings.
dancing sequences surely have rival
cameramen in a state trying to think
terested in the people

ment.

smart

some
done

of a

new way

to lean

their tripods.

but the main objective is to bring
a real Ziegfeld stage show to the
movies. Possibly through Mr. Ziegfeld's association with the producer,
faithful transcription of the
it is a
stage musical of two seasons ago.
There is but little difference. It is
more colorful, and it is polished up
a

bit.

Mr. Cantor plays the comical nervpills.

may

who

has as many jokes as
funny, even though you
try to be too nice to laugh at

ous wreck

He

is

Continued on page 108
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Photo by Eugene Robert Rlchee

A

A

shining armor comes to woo his lady fair, and W<
But Mitri's flaxen wig and
guises Jackie Coogan and Mitzi Green.

KNIGHT

•

in

I

-to

^^

'

eyes do not by an> mea,
3
* the m.nds of .noviefi
that the
is ever know
be
*e
every reason to W.e^e th
-

And Jackie's unwieldy suit
her Ability to act-thev emphasize it.
memory of his matchless pantomime when he was the greatest boy actor the
-d
height there .s
years have brought audibility to the films and inches to Jackie',
character
return
tor
h.s
made
been
have
could
choice
happier
even more important as an artist. Certainly no
«ed
been captured and read m erery
of Mark Twain's Tom Sawyer, in which boyhood's happy hour has
Thatcher, sees h.mselt bnefly as a gallant knight
Becky
with
tiff
after
a
Sawyer,
above.
Tom
In the photograph,
properly sedate.
to pay homage to a Becky grown up and

^

^
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Information, Please

AND

MYSELF,

TV/IE,

***

I.— When

fin-

I

answering your questions, I go
count sand at the seashore to keep in
practice for your next batch.
For Lew
Ayres's biography see September Picture
Play.
His latest is "Common Clay"
Nick Stuart's, "Swing High" and "The
Fourth Alarm."
In the silent "Border
Legion," Antonio Moreno played Dick
role;
Helene Chadwick, Fay
Arlen's
and Rockcliffe Fellowes, Jack
Wray's
Holt's.
Will Rogers has been a husband
these many years.
and father for, lo
Irene Rich is Mrs. Davis Blankenhorn.
Picture Play published Maureen O'Sullivan's biography last October and Frank
Maureen's new film
Albertson's in June.
Fredis "The Princess and the Plumber"
Buddy
ric March's, "The Royal Family"
Maurice
Rogers's, "Along Came Youth"
James
Chevalier's, "Playboy of Paris"
Hall's, "Precious"
Robert Montgomery's,
"Inspiration"
Chester Morris's, "The Bat
Whispers" Nancy Carroll's, "Rodeo Romance" and Alice White's, "The Widow
From Chicago." Pardon me while I go
ish

;

!

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

W. H. D. The man Laura La Plante
held in "Hold Your Man" was Scott
Kolk, whose age eludes me.
Joseph
Wagstaff made "Let's Go Places" after
"A Song of Kentucky," and is now the
juvenile lead in "Fine and Dandy," a
musical comedy on Broadway.
Gloria
Swanson's "What a Widow" was released
in New York in early October
her new
one hasn't been announced. Arthur Lake
;

is 25.

A

—

;

T

her late twenties.

Her

latest

film

is

"Sunny."

Doubtful.

wood

He

— If

you're

was born

it's

doubtful
in

only

James

about,

that's

Kirkeasy.

Grand Rapids, Michigan,

years ago.
I believe he uses
name.
Write him at Columbia
Studio, where, at last accounts, he was

about
his

fifty

real

directing pictures.
G.

Hennings.

— If

the Oracle is three
subscription renewal, I
hope you renew it three times! Harrison
Ford was last seen on the screen opposite
the
Bow girl in "Three Week-ends."
Harri-on is one of these strong, silent
men and silence isn't golden in the talk-

reasons

for your

—

Foil,

ies.

in

"The Viking," was played

by Harry Lewis Woods. That antedated
the theme song, so I don't know what
music was played during the picture. My
that there will be more Fit Manchu
films, and that Joe E. Brown will dance
in more pictures.
bet

is

Is

that why
talks his

you

like

way

past

doormen without buying a ticket?
His fame is due_ solely to this talent he
is not an actor by profession, but occasionally plays a walk-on role.
I don't
know where he could be reached. Joyce
;

Compton was Charlie Farrell's sister in
"High Society Blues." Don't most young
men grow mustaches and shave them,
making up their minds and their faces?
Then be big and let Conrad Nagel do the
same in his role in "The Divorcee." Stanley Smith would probably oblige you with

—

his photo.

A

Curiosity Box of Chicago. When you
open the box, I'll bet bullets fall out.
Ronald Colman was born February 9,
1891
Gloria Swanson, March 27, 1899.
She is half an inch over five feet. Her
new film is "W hat a Widow.'' The sixfoot Robert Montgomery was born May
Marilyn Miller is
21, 1904.
See above.

—

theater

count sand.

in

Talkie Fan.

Tammany Young, who

Reader

Powell has so

He was born in Kansas City but
grew up in Pittsburgh. He attended the
American Academy of Dramatic Arts in
New York and was on the stage five or

cool.

He

divorced from Eileen Wilson.
Kay
Francis was born in Oklahoma City. Her
mother was an actress, but preferred Kay
to have a business career. However, when
Kay determined to go on the stage, her
mother consented. She had made good on
the stage when she had her first screen
opportunity in "Gentlemen of the Press."
She is unmarried.
is

—

I think Clara Bow's engageHarry Richman was more public-

Jennie.

ment

to

than heart interest. Clara is 25 years
old; height, five feet three and a half;
weight, 115, like Lupe Velez, who is five
feet
five
and 21 years old.
Phillips
Holmes is 22, as is Mary Brian. Mary
ity

is

feet

five

two and weighs

105.

Buddy

six feet tall, and weighs
Charles Farrell. same weight, two
175.
inches taller, two years older. Janet Gay-

Rogers

is

26,

Gary
is 24. five feet tall; weight, 100.
Cooper, six feet two and a half; weight,
178; age. 29.

nor

Boots.
don't

—The

get

better to kick with

your

answers

!

if

—

Roseanne Sprules. I'm blushing with
chagrin because your answers could not
appear when you wanted them. It takes
some months to print a magazine. Nils
Asther is almost 29. He married Vivian
Duncan last July.
Greta Garbo is 25
Mary Brian, 22. May McAvoy retired
from the screen about a year ago, after
her marriage to Maurice Geary. Alexander Gray is a widower with a child; Bernice Claire is single.
Lois and Polly

Moran are not related in fact, Lois's
name is Dowling. So you think my
hair seems scant in the picture of me?
;

real

That's because an irate star pulled

you

"The Desert

it

all

out.

Girl With the Garbo Complex.
would be better to have the Garbo
complexion
Garbo hasn't grown an inch
in vears, but her weight is now given as

The

—

It

!

125'.

—

and Powell Fan. Bill
many fans he always keeps

six years before playing in pictures.

Song" was originally a musical comedy
on Broadway. John Miljan played Paul
in it.
He was born November 9th, but
doesn't say which one.
John Boles has
two daughters.

Rudy Vallee

is

27.

—

JuSTA Reader. Vilma Banky was the
heroine in "The Winning of Barbara
Worth," Ronald Colman the hero. Gary
Cooper played Abe Lee. There are sevWrite Jack
eral Gary Cooper fan clubs.
Olson, 824 Bronx River Road, Bronxville,
New York, or Ruth Peiry, 687 East
Thirty-seventh Street. Los Angeles, California.
I'm afraid talking pictures didn't
his last reagree with LeRoy Mason
lease was "The Climax."
;

—

Evelyn Prischett. Well, it seems that
Dolores Costello is to devote her entire
time to being John Barrymore's wife and
Dolores Ethel's mother.
In "The Dawn
Patrol," Gordon Scott was played by William Janncy.
Paul Lukas was not in
"The Divorcee." The count on the train
probably he was
is not listed in the c?.=t
Elinor Fair was born on
a bit player.
December 21st. Ralph Graves on January 23rd.

—

Evelyn M. Saylor and Frances E.
Andrews, 76 Main Street. Lower Hutt,

New

Zealand, would like to
fans.
I do not
of any fan club for Evelyn Brent.

Wellington,

receive letters

know

from other

—

Morris Weil. It is impossible for an
outsider to get a pass for a motion-picture studio.
A few universities, includ:
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on- anticipation.

who
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the sympathetic urge to help

arc lew fortunate,
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always, a national eliar-

actcri-tic.

But today

ore

tragic,

imt

in the

WOrhTl

many

dren of

need for "having a heart"
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urgent,

more

terrifyingrj

lii»tor\.

nations, are

more

is

necessary, than

American children and
STARVING. As the

accumulate, this situation might well cause u-

to

chil-

facts

*hudder

with liorror .... ''Starving Children" .... not

I

a pleas-

ant thought!

What

a heautiful thing

be for
give,

if

YOU,

it

will

«SJ||
this

Yuletide, to

hut modestly, to these

tiny sufferers to

whom

crust of dry bread will

even

come

a

as

a Messing.
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a constructive op-

is

portunity

in

The long arm

this

of

its

direction.

vast char-

ity reaches out and finds these
hungry youngsters .... feeds
them.
You will do YOUR
share, we know.
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Beauty Gets a Mental Test

Continued from page 19

She and her husband care little for
and they go out or entertain

jokes to play on her friends, and her
sense of humor is second to none in

but rarely.
Vet her intelligence precludes any possibility of one spending a dull half hour or evening in her

Hollywood. But underneath this is a
knowledge of life and people ungarnished by literary furbelows, that
stamps her as unquestionably intelligent.
Her marriage to Hal Wallis,
general manager of the First National studio, occasioned no little surprise.
But those who know Miss
Fazenda can readily understand that

society,

company.
While many actresses rebel against
playing roles to which they are unsuited, Miss Harding feels that any
part which comes her way is grist for
her mill and just so much experience.
Her characterizations have run the
gamut, from a Western heroine in
"The Girl of the Golden West" to the
supersophisticate of "Paris Bound,"
from the thwarted wife of the warden in "Condemned" to the sensitive
Linda, in "Holiday," who, realizing
the futility of her existence, hides
herself behind a sense of humor and
a fusillade of wisecracks.
She was
obviously miscast, in two films, but
she has never failed to give a highly

performance.
Louise Fazenda, to the casual observer, appears like a kid who has
never grown up.
Her greatest joy

intelligent

in

life,

apparently,

is

thinking

„
ContinuedJrfrom page /3
.

up

moments she is perfectly
capable of meeting all the requirements of the wife of a man in his
position, as hostess and helpmate.
Ruth Chatterton, too, typifies intelligence.
There are many who resent some of her mannerisms and affectations, but a girl who can star
on the Xew York stage for years,
find herself suddenly out of things,
sit quietly at home for a while, and
then calmly pick up the broken
threads of her career and knot them
together in such a fashion as to establish herself as one of the leading
actresses of the screen, has intelliin serious

gence plus.

The MvsterV
*
*

of
'

for you.
You certainly had

to

winning ways

You

when you were a

fellow two and

mosphere.

satisfaction ?

As you passed the age of four you
became a quietly independent, oddly
wise

boy, the kind of child older
women adore, in spite of your impulsiveness. You were so sweet and
little

polite

and

friendly,

especially

at

about twelve, that it was a pleasure
for your mother to have you meet her
guests, and you enjoyed it yourself
in your own way.
And yet there
was something fiery within you that
made you the master of the situation
every time, and you were more an
equal with them than with children.
When you were about ten or eleven

some man

But

stressing,

in

preference to those

I

She analyzed her character cold-bloodedly and logically, displaying a common sense far removed
from the haphazard, hit-and-miss apsuggested.

proaches of some of the actresses.

—

[Editor's Note. Next month Mr. Mook
continue his interesting classification
and will deal with those actresses whose
has come from cleverness or
success
will

in a nice, happy,

lively

way, but

it

was never the kind of

dreamy,

love affair that
could break your heart, or the girl's,

it

either.

in

spiritual-minded boy, and
would have been the easiest thing
the world for any one who wished
do so to draw you into the church.

loved

its

color, its music, its at-

You

loved all the stories
of saints and martyrs, and dreamed
of a mystic life in which love should
be transmuted into heavenly desire.
But this was hardly apparent outwardly, because you were physically
If
very active, lively, independent.
you seemed moody at times it was
put down to an artistic temperament,
not to the seething of the spirit that
was really taking place within you.
As you grew a little older, alas,
that
heavenly
desire
that
you

dreamed about took very human
form, and at seventeen or eighteen
you were madly in love. It was a
thrilling
and a bitter experience.
What kept it from doing you more
harm than it did was that at about
the same time you became very active
with music and other arts and were
finally led into

earning your

own

liv-

ing in that way. as you passed the
age of twenty.
From twenty to twenty-five you

were very

very creative, very

active,

expressive.

You

show

did

enjoy,

just

a

You had

you must
have died, and there was more difficulty and confusion in your home
when you were that age than at any

always
had a warm and loving heart, and
how you were able to give your gen-

other time.

were

closely related to

it was all wrong.
Kay, eliminating unimportant
words, showed me why it was right
to stress the words she intended

tended approaching

Your Name

Between twelve and sixteen you
grew into a very, very idealistic,

three years old.
All you had to do
was to put down your little foot and
look up under your long eyelashes,
and the whole family went frantic in
an effort to please you, especially because you were not so very husky.
Do you remember the time you fell,
at that age, and cut yourself rather
badly and bled a lot, and caused a
heap of excitement, to your own great

the same lot is the highly
Kay Francis. Many of
the girls who came from the stage
to the screen had only one asset
either their voice, their stage presence, their ability to wear clothes, or
their self-assurance.
Kay has all.
She studies her roles with an intelligence that is little short of amazing.
I argued with her once about how
a certain scene should be played. To
me the manner in which she in-

shrewdness.]

material, and practically no negation
throughout your name, you will
never know what it is to be poor,
although you may talk freely about
poverty when things are a bit low

little

And on

decorative

little,

erous

to

nature
in

off.

full

love again,

expression.

more than

You
once,

The trouble with you is that you
are by nature so very charming to
women and understand them so well
that they believe, without the least
excuse, just on general principles,
that you are in love with them. And
you are on general principles You
always will be, even when you are
eighty and your granddaughters are
telling you what a fascinating old

—

!

gentleman you are.
During the past four or five years
you have not been entirely well, and
it seems to me that you have had
some chest trouble, perhaps attacks
of bronchitis,
or some annoying
cough. But it is not serious.
In the same years you have gone
back to that young mystic realm of
yours, in which you lived so happily
when you were seven and when you
were fourteen. You have recaptured
that light that illuminated the world
for you, and right now you are
growing into spiritual mastership of
This understanding
a high order.
is what you need at the present moment, and will need still more during
the next two or three years, if you
want to keep your life, and your art,
and your love clear and active for
the fine channel into which it will
soon have occasion to flow.
You are going to be deeply
tempted to marry a young woman,

I

who

lias been married before, who
baa a great deal of money, and who
will be very eager to win you.
This
will be ln-iorc you arc thirty-three.

he Mystery of Your

which

Speak love

I

i

i

judge

to

the

relationship

bet*
you, when it becomes necessary, the
happier you will be ever after.
But, dear Ramon, as you reach
that same age of thirty-three you will
aNo find for the first time the love
will

that
is

why

I

you not

am

to

That

satisfy

truly

you.
earnestly

so

yourself be
tore that, not even by sweet
and soft .words.
You arc
master, in your spirit, right
let

he-

tied

promises
indeed a

now, but
but you are never free from
vibrations of your whole life that
draw you and draw you toward the
delight and the
love.
Fortunately you arc blessed with
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:

V.

will

be

and

\er\

who

:i

Bui this will be, as once before, not

what your spirit is seeking. You will
not need her money, and you would
never be satisfied with h
good
ami charming as she may be.
The
more you us<
wonderful

will

Name

•

but what
\\

will be at the

very

spiritual

activity

will

act,

you

undi
Tl

u

to]

mon

wil

will

forty-one and
your health and your
of

cau

I

final

>ur

depr
must on no accounl take any chai
or do an)
no m
suffer

a

impu

little

how much of a sure thing the
may >eem to be. Start
it

•

quickly, to

have to learn

come

sink-

I

own
joy

anythi

all

wi

Bui the wreckage in the
mnd up with
inevitable expression, with

noth-

ri

e

ill

to be, without

you long

cuter-

will

w

u

well

as

his

as

pain,

that

warn him against

to

futile

i-

it
it

I

'

;

Number

Five, even if only in
material, the number of balance

proportion,
that

and

I

want you

the emotional

in

as

the

and
use

to

well

:

This love of yours will be for a
young girl, who will adore you, as

you worship her. Ah. Ramon, hold
it fast and preserve it. for not many
are the recipients oi such a wonderful gift.
Pour all the ecstasy of it
into your artistic activity, into truly

You

creation.

artist,

and

at

that

are

very

indeed an
period of

tenance of Esther Ralston, and
self to

Warner

it

Is

couldn't resign him-

such unknightly measures.

We

must say that the sympathetic
charm of Miss Ralston would hardly
induce any one to administer punishment to her face with any great
fervor.
So Warner's choice in the
circumstances
deserves
some applause.

Colony Too Speedy.
Explanation for marital troubles in
Hollywood is now offered by the
Marquis de la Falaise de la Coudraye.
anent the breaking up of his union
with Gloria Swanson.
"Things move too swiftly.
The
colony is no place for matrimony."
Aside from this, the marquis is
very reticent.
He refuses to confirm any intention of wedding Constance Bennett.

The two

are

your

real

tt

that time

come from some designing
woman, who will he spreading a net

will

:. entanglement
for your
and an open purse to catch
your money. You will have to walk
a straight and narrow path, with both
eyes wide open, to recognize and to

for

:.

seen

together

You may wonder why
throughout
about your
so

little

-

I

have

affairs.

V

the truth, there is little to say.
because money has always been of
to

How

sensitive

infinitely

imaginative!

You

J

will

r.

learn to temper that. I fear, but
are learning to use it for great]
There is no creative art without
imagination, and that is why it is the

Dreams and hope
caurrow.
and desire are never fulfilled, but in
you. dear Ramon, they have the posof

sibilitv

reading

this

much.
I low

fulfillment

men know.

such

as

Somel
and

realizes that,

tell

secondary interest in your life, and
you have always had enough for de-

A

little
cent survival, anyway.
or a little less is not worth tall

about.

I

a

much,

too

how

uch!

afraid.

little

surely,

if

you

la

the

to r

world as well a- of yourself.
do know that, a-

lubly

Wealth means nothing par-
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said that

It

avoid her in time.

the material world.

great

stat

con-

and. curiously enough, both
the opening Mayfair party,
at which Gloria was at an adjoining
table.
The attitude of Gloria and
the marquis was friendly at this affair, and both disclaim any rancor or
ntly
•

(led

hard feeling.
Pola Negri Expected.

Friends of Pola Negri hear that
Tt is
she may return to Hollywood.
known that the actr
emplates
a trip to this country following her
divorce
from the Prino
M'divani, and as she still
property interests on the Coast, it is
but natural that she should come to
check these over.
As far as American audiences are
concerned. Pola has been an absentee
from the screen for several years.
Her last visit to Hollvwood was not
productive of any new contract, but
this time there is talk to the effect
•

that she
least

may

one

sign up for a pictur
foreign language.

a

in

An

Exotic Reemerges.

Eve Southern, who emerged ex"The
oticallv a few yea:
Gaucho." with Fairbanks, is making
She
a very active return to pictures.
appears in "Morocco" and "Firditing
:i

and may be starred

Caravans,"

"The Miracle Woman."
Miss Southern was off

in

the screen

year, as a result of inin an auto accident.
such an unusual and
lotuslike type, success has often been
juri>

-^ed

Because she

is

predicted for her.

Merry Men Favorites.
for comedy seems to be
the si
suit that any actor can
This is shown by
play the

The

gift

"

the

fact

that

Jack

Oakie.

Continued on page

1^7

Bert
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tween twenty-two and twenty -six, and
you did have a terribly hard row to hoe,
until
you were at least thirty-tv.
thirty-three.
After that you rose like a
rocket for two or three years, and the
strain of hard work and difficulty at
home affected your digestion to some extent.
Between forty-one and forty-five
you came into an unexpectedly large
amount of money, probably as a legacy,
and you have been immensely active ever
since.
You arc a wonderful talker, and
could charm a bird out of any bush, but
how you do hate even to appear to take
orders from any one on any subject! You
will

come

two periods of financial
one between fi 'ty-two and
and the other between sixty and
into

The

Master}? of

there

will

be

a

lot

of

Your Name
trouble

in

more

ways than one and, even if you do have
enough to live on, it might do you good
to spend some money on rest and recreation.
That seems a long way off to you,
;i't
it?
But to me it is all one when
I
read your name, whether I speak of
when you are six or you are sixty. There
is

the indication of divorce
after that you will

much

and

later on,
again.

marry

Your own extreme emotion and temperament

will be the cause of the trouble, but

same temperament, troublesome as it
is,
is what can make you so successful
now.
Curb it as much as you can, and

that

use

it

for good, instead of for trouble.

depression,
fifty-six,

During those years, don't
take chances, or you will find that your
sixty-three.

luck has

worn

thin.

C. H. H. R„ March 20, 1898.— There is
no doubt that you are born to overcome a
great deal of trouble and to bear more
than one cross, but you will indeed bear
them successfully, for you have a general,
broad outlook on life that does not take
every little thing as a personal insult from
fate.
And this same number is the indi-

cation of real mechanical, inventive ability
of a high degree. You could make a great
deal of money through this gift eventually, but I fear that you will not, because
you have not the will and the power to
push your way to success. You hate to
put forth any great effort for any purpose,
and would rather go along comfortably in
a small way, even though it means hard
work.
About ten or twelve years ago
you came into some amount of money,
and up to the age of twenty-four you were
very active, very independent on the
strength of it.
Since then, up to the age
of thirty, you had wonderful insight, a
re'al
spiritual mastership over your surroundings, and that intuition, the spoken
word of the divinity in you, must certainly have brought forth some original
piece of work along the lines I spoke of.
Just recently you have not been so well,
and I want you to be really careful of
your health for several years to come, ten
Don't neglect little discomforts,
at least.
for they will turn into large ones if you
You were very much in love at
do.
eighteen, but that did not amount to
anything in the end, and you may have
married, happily, too, between twentyfour and thirty, but yours is not the name
of a man profoundly interested in women.
Real estate, building, and construction are
also very good lines for you.
'

E. B. W., July 24, 1903.— You were
with a lot of artistic taste and
ability, and keen intelligence, but what difficulties you had to overcome before you
J.

born

could accomplish anything with them!
One trouble was that you did not have the
desire or the power to firfit hard enough
to
overcome the immediate obstacles.
Even since marriage, you have not a
greater power, but you have much more
intense vibrations in art and love and
attraction, and if you will put every
ounce of strength behind them, every bit
of punch that you can muster, even if
you hate to do it, you can be a really
successful actress.
Success as an actress,
and a fair living, will certainly be yours
in that case, but you will never have
more than just enough money to get along
with, even then, with this name. You are
doinpr well

now, no matter what your oc-

cupation may be, and you are going to
do ever so much better until you are
about forty-one.
Take my advice and
save what you can, because after that

1902.—You are a
young fellow who
certainly likes girls, aren't you?
And
yet you just don't have any luck.
Oh,
they like you, but do they stick to you?
Positively not.
However, I can give you
the pleasant assurance that things began
A. H. F, August
good-looking, active

14,

to take a turn for the better just a year
ago, and will take the turn so completely
that by the end of the next four years
you will be very happily married.
Furthermore, you are due to receive some
unexpected increase in your finances before these three years are over.
It may
be a legacy, or insurance, or an unusual
increase in salary, but it will be there
any day from now on, and that is pretty
nice to look forward to, isn't it?
Two
things make your love affairs hard for
you. One is that you are so touchy that
you get hurt at the least little thing a girl
does or says, and the other is that you
have a good deal of intuition and can
tell when she is fibbing, or merely trying
to put something over.
From now on
you are also going to do very well in
business.
I think your business will deal
with art, but you are not really an artist
yourself.
There is an indication of being a widower in your name, and also of
a divorce, so that you are going to be
married at least twice, if not three times.

You

began very young with love and you

will keep up the same interest into practically old age, for you will never lose

your young appearance and your natural
activity.
But don't let your imagination
deceive you so much, and do put the soft
pedal on your extreme sensitiveness.
A.

M.

D.,

October

19,

1875.—Your

friends must think of you first of all as a
very active and very kind woman,
You decide things quickly and you
dear.
do them quickly, and there is no fumbling about what you do. because you
have both intelligence and intuition to
guide you. But before marriage you had
a lot of trouble with love affairs, and ever
since you have had trouble with money.
I should have thought that you had been
married twice, but you only mention one
marriage name.
When you did marry,

my

you were between twenty-two and twentysix, and you used your head, not your
heart, didn't you?
In spite of some
rather serious illness you must have had
a happy home up to the age of thirty-five,
for you were full of love and kindness.
But just in the past three or four years
everything has gone to pieces. You have
lost what money you had, and also some
one very dear to you, and it seems as if
there was nothing to live for.
You are
very wrong in that, because no one with
your bright mentality, your creative ability, your real insight into the meaning of
life, can get to the point of having nothing worth while.
I can assure you that
you will get out of most of this trouble
within
Financially,
eighteen
months.
things will not be so rosy, even then, but

you will have the chance to marry again,
if you want to, and by the end of six
years you will positively be married one.
more to a widower who will be very well
off.
I mean it, indeed I do, for you certainly cannot look within ten years of
your age, and he will think so, too.
r

W. W.

December 4, 1895.—You are
world's most generous and
kind-hearted boys, and how often have
you received coldness and ingratitude in
return?
Most of the time, I know. Do
away with this excessive generosity, and
you will find that you are doing not only
yourself but others a real benefit.
You
gave candy away when you were two, and
now you give what you can much less
afford.
I must admit that no matter what
you do or how much you earn you are
going to find, all through life, that something unexpected takes it away from you,
and in love you will always have a
burden to bear of some kind. Yours is
indeed the course of true love that does
not run smooth. You are very artistic, in
a practical way, and any material success you have will be by using your artistic
ability for the sake of the cash returns.
You even allow this consideration to color
love, and it has certainly done so in the
past three years, for I believe that if you
are married it has taken place just recently
and that your wife is rather well off.
one of

J.,

the

r

Before you were twenty-four you were
very much more of an idealist, but not
one of your dreams came true, so you
shrugged your shoulders and decided to
get something more than dreams, and ever
since twenty-eight, at the latest, you have
really been very active and as successful
as_ one can be who can never keep anything he makes for more than a fewmoments. You have real originality, so
make good use of it, as it is your greatest
asset, and for Heaven's sake, salt away
some of the cash you do make before it
is again lost.
B. B. M., June 23, 1916.— I'll make a
bet with you, dear, that you have a lot of
scribbling hidden away in your desk and
You are born to be a
bureau drawers.
writer, and it is never too early to begin,
especially in your case.
You can write
ever so much better than you can talk,
so that is the best thing in the world to do
when you get all choked up with feelings
that seem as if they would make you
burst if you don't get them out of your

system somehow. In many ways you are
right now, more like a girl of
eighteen than your real age, and romance
just makes thrills run up and down your
also,

spine!

Go

easy,

dear,

please

do.

You

have wonderful intelligence and a great
Don't let
sense of justice and balance.
your feelings swamp you. ever. I am going to tell you, although it is not what one
little girls, that in about two years
will be wildly in love, oh, the kind
of love that makes girls elope and never
stop to find out what their hero is made
of until it is too late. Will you remember

tells

you

then what I have said, and sit down
calmly, or as calmly as you can. and say
to yourself, "If I don't

do now

my

do what

I

want to
what

heart will be broken, but

!"

a grand, romantic novel it would make
By the time you have written a few- chapters you will have discovered that your
hero on paper will be worth a lot more
than that particular hero in the flesh. You
will make a great deal of money with this
name and be very well off by the time
you are thirty-five. And you will have to
wait until you are past twenty to find the
truly happy marriage that you are looking for.

Continued on page 114
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Brendel, are right
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TEST YOUR

top

>akie is outmovie heap.
drawing any other star of the Para-
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the

<

mount group, we
the

hear,

Woolsej appearance

many

at

A

theaters.

larger

is
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Wheeler-

FREE

the signal for

Eddie Cantor stands
big audiences.
the chance of becoming a banner fate, and so does Al Jolson again,
with the right kind of material.
Brendel's success in "Just Imagine" was testified to by a huge firstnight audience at the premiere of
this
production.
He received the
biggest hand of the evening.
Next to Brendel, pretty little Maureen ( )'Sullivan was a high favorite.
although John Garrick and Frank Albertson were her rivals in the applause.

o

I'K FreeArt Ability Questionnaire
a

is

draw.

It

insight into
talent.

Ramon Wrestling Threat.
Ramon Novarro may now be hailed
as a potential threat in wrestling cir-

Even when he

eles.

is

downed he

is

If

discovered this on encounter-

Elsie Janis one day on a
Miss Janis was carrying her arm in
a sling.
We learned that she had
been having a tussle in fun, as part of
a burlesque adagio dance, with Ramon at a party, and having succi
in throwing him to a prone position
on the floor, was just beginning
chant her victory.
Novarro gave a sudden jerk to
release himself,
and Miss J.
shoulder went out of joint.
Hereafter. Mi-^ Janis has decided that she
won't do any more burlesques on the

ing

It

gives

a

or

tt
real

your natural
tests
your

sen>e of color, design,
composition, perspective, etc.
It
enables you to
decide intelligently whether you should train your ability
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fascinating

worth whili
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and

you do have natural

mercial Art you'll

find

progress, a

field

Com-

In
for

SUC

own ability. Youth is an
Big prices are paid for drawings and
designs for advertising.
The business world demands new,
startling, attractive ideas
and pays for them!
practically

only by your

limited

asset, not a handicap.

—

Famous for
Successful Students" Come to You

Let the "School
Learn Commercial Art
rapid, yet thorough.

is

at

home!

Choose the training that
by the personal criticisms

Profit

your work.
Develop your own style. The Federal
has proven that it can shorten your road
you more quickly to the earning point.

'

t
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a

an

blast,

Arizona

while

location

company making "The Painted
Desert." The director, Howard Higgin. and about half a dozen memhers
with a

of

the

technical

were hurt in
and Helen were

staff
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was only a few days afterward
the company making "Beau

It
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Some

horses ran
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number

of extras,

who were
in

by dummies
a scene showing a cavalrv charge

on a
to

fort,

wait

to be replaced

hut the steeds decided not
for the substitution, and

rushed the

human defenders

instead.
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Hollywood Could Be Nuttier

Continued from page 27
Italian

violinist,

a

two opera

novelist,

Russian

realistic

preferably

.stars,

two jealous of each other.
Now let us have a stage star for
chief of police, a symphonic conductor as city attorney, a mural painter
as city treasurer, a drama critic as
director of public works, a philoso-

pher as head of the fire department,
and a communistic editor as play-

ground

director.

our philanthropic financier has
money enough, let him operate this
And if at the end of
city for a year.
If

that time, the place

and has not

is

still

standing,

equaled Hollywood in erratic conduct and general
irrationality, I am willing to concede
that the much maligned motion-picture city is peculiarly crazy of itself.
at

least

Hollywood,

grant you, is a
I
weird place.
But it is not
Hollywood itself, and it is not the
motion-picture industry. It is simply
that the film business needs all these
weird folk to turn out pictures. Naturally, they must all he in the same
strange,

town

do it, and the film industry
once having collected them can't
change them or quiet them clown.
Hollywood is just as sane and normal
a place as it has any right to be.
Richard A. Rowland, formerly
head of Metro, once vice president of
First National, and an eminently sane
to

person, from

some of them, if the boy friend takes
you to see "Whoopee." But you'll
the girls at the office while the
The self-made
is out to lunch.
invalid is way out West where dozens
and dozens of pretty girls prance in
and out of the old ranch house occasionally and meet an equal number of
handsome constables stamping into
the yard from the kitchen or somewhere. The heroine is in love with
an Indian, the sheriff is in love with
her, and she runs away from it all
with Eddie Cantor, and all the time
the Indian was really not an Indian
One of those little doorstep
at all.
basketeers, you know, a special tribe
created by a thoughtful goddess for
the ease and comfort of
fiction
tell

boss

made

Bow

surrounded.
She is considtamed and is cast as a rather
demure little movie actress on a holiday in Paris, where she conducts herself in a ladylike manner far removed
from such things as "It" and knowlis

erably

edge of that mean old game called
blackjack.
She is a great deal more
like any other young leading woman
than the dashing hoyden of old. Her
fans may see additional proof of her
talent, but they will doubtless yearn
for the wild young thing Clara can
play so well.

Oh,

yes, the story.

plays a song writer
ularity,

Ralph Forbes

who

tires of

pop-

hounded by
The pet daydreams

especially being
(

—

a sprightly and amusing
storv that runs from farce to comedy,
and manages to hold up, thanks to the
excellent support with which Clara

This

is

digesting

it

thoroughly.

lunatics have taken charge of

the prize heing the pretty, blond wife
of a cold-blooded business man. The
husband stands stubbornly in the way
of the happiness of the girl and her
silent boy friend.
With the meddling
of an old man in a wheel chair
O. P.
Heggie things are in a pretty mess
when, with a flash of Mexican sashes

—

—

and naughty

grins,

Pancho and

his

boys gallop into the scene. Just as
the Bad Man is about to depart with
the girl under his arm, it develops
that the lover
of the bandit.
ing things up
a loan shark,

is

a sort of old friend

Lopez

sets

about

fix-

and after dealing with

he very considerately
shoots the unappreciative husband
and turns the blonde over to the right

man.

The

Mexican

Robin

Hood

you would

Stone.

Mitchell.

Wilson

cast.

A
sort

he

gay, reckless

Geneva

Benge, and Lillian Elliott are in the

A

"The

When

wishes them luck a moment too long,
however, and it costs him his life.
Mr. Huston's accent seems genuine enough, and his swaggering desperado makes the most of the comedy and drama. Here is an excellent
actor having a lot of fun playing his
role, but he never runs away with it.
For that reason, the audience has a
good time, too except those who
think that the better people simply
detest Westerns.
The cast includes Dorothy Revier
the wife who started it, James Rennie, Sidney Blackmer. the husband
who wanted only oil lands when he
had a wife like that to love, Marion
Byron, Guinn Williams, and Arthur

party.

—

—
—

Screen in ReViextf

And weddings by proxy hold good
over there.
Two husbands, plus
Charles Ruggles. to say nothing of
some ex-sweethearts, Rosita Moreno
and Natalie Kingston, make a merry

With all the bedroom surprises of
the "beanery-to-billions" age of film
comedy, "Her Wedding Night" is a
rather restless evening, what with a
double-barreled
wedding and the
tramp-tramp-tramping
of
Charles
Ruggles yes,
drunk
again who
wanders from porch post to bridal
pillow in search of a place to rest his
bewildered head.

Mr. Rowland, when informed
move which turned out quite
well, after all
is
reported to have
remained silent for some moments,
fit.

of this

the asylum."

Ethel Shutta and Eleanor Hunt
give very good performances.
The
large and impressive cast has also
Paul Gredory, John Rutherford. Albert Hackett, and Chief Caupolican.

Version of Clara Bow.

1

dustry.

ing
agreeable and dynamic star, fragile
taffy-and-sepia girls, and half a dozen
catchy tunes.

A New

.

did speak, he said

the whole, "Whoopee" may be
one of the really entertainmusical-comedy films with its

On

listed as

independent group and called
themselves United Artists. They determined that they were creative arand they were not to be hamby business men. They would
make their own films the way they
wanted to make them, and they were
going to distribute them as they saw

remark which has since become
somewhat historic in the film in-

pretty women.
of the gifted are always cropping out
in films.)
Richard Gallagher, his
pal, takes over his responsibilities and
Posing as the
privileges for a while.
song writer, he is stranded in a counThrough
try town with the actress.
not understanding the language, they
are married before they know it.

writers.

an

a

The

Continued from page 100

acounts, once

all

It wa> some years ago when Mary
Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, and
Charlie Chaplin banded together as

get tired of

Likable Bandit.

it

hombre of just the
when you
all and make a daylike to be,

—

dream decision

that you'd rather be
dashing bandit than a hobo, is
Walter Huston's Pancho Lopez, in
a

"The Bad Man."
Always just about three jumps of
his cow pony ahead of the sheriff,
Senor Lopez stops at a ranch for the
purpose of carrying off

its

treasure.

"Spring Fever" Again.
Billboards inscribed "Benny Rubin & Co." could appropriately be
displayed in the lobbies of theaters
where "Love in the Rough" is exhibited,

and underneath Benny's

pic-

ture might be added something about
Continued on page 113
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A

Greater Gift than Beauty
i

ontinui

'I

'

neral

si

bureau, has been managing
Her dusk)
her for seventeen years.

walking encyclo]
is
a
and, in fact, practicallj a diary oi
" 'Scuse
me,
activities.
Dressier
ma'am," a voice from the kitchen will
interrupt her reminiscences to refresh

duenna

i

memory

as to dates.

A

few days before their scheduled departure on their latest trip
abroad. Mamie was none too cheer-

"Maybe

we're goin',"

she

re-

marked, "'but 1ms of things could
happen 'twixt now an' Friday." All
these years, it seems, Mamie has been
expecting some dire catastrophe; it
never occurs, and Marie is afraid
that soon she will give Up hope and

become

optimistic.

"I'm on

a crest right

now, hut how

commi

long will it last?" she
both sage and humble.

"Fame is a
My bubble may burst,

dame.
'm not anchoring

tricky
I

"Work

to

it.

and mainWhen you stop
tains one's position.
giving your best, you backslide.
No,
don't blame outside factors, such
as a fickle public or changing demands, for failure.
nobody's
It's
fault but your own.
I've buried
alone

achieves

I

seven of my family.
T worked the
hardest of any.
I outlived them all.
because I was too busy to enjoy any
sickness.
Responsibility kept me going, but it has all been SO much fun.
the whole glorious experience of life.
wouldn't give up a single precious
I
pain or joy of it all. nor do I want
to be spared anything that the future
may hold for me.
I'm glad and
grateful for every bit of it.
I've
salted my money away.
I flame up
calls me lucky.
I've
for everything I've ever had.
and friendships.
Noth-

when some one
worked

ing material really counts, unless you
win it for yourself."
In the yesteryears, a young girl who
aspired to Broadway regarded herLiabilities?
self critically.
Plenty.
An hourglass figure too generous
even for those well-padded m
A face that indicated character but
lacked beauty.
Xot graceful en
for a soubrette.
A gift
Assets?
for mimickry. a talent for tomfoolVery well. then, she would
ery.
clown. Thus she formed the motto
that has ruled her life and later was
to be expressed by some one. "Be
yourself."

She
ual

from

about making that individliked, mincing as a waspdancer, kicking from the

set

self

waisted

beef-trust

ballet

into

a

lorn

infor-

mation

ful.

pai

Mamie, her cook, chauffeur,

maids.
soda!

her

rom

Weber and

m

MOULDING A
MIGHTY ARM

I

run plays. " til" 's Nightmai
It
perhaps, her major triumph.
•ieti-.m.
not
pulchritude,
drew people, that holds
that makes you believe or feel what
she will
American t
there were request performances before royalty abn
Despite this background, and the
I

ability

which

had pol

th<

she cam.- humbl
\',, swank, no hauteur.
the talkies.
I'm through," -he remarked
.',/
a coup'
I
into a tine art.

make them laugh. I'm old and
and the movies are young and pretty."
True, but
-he
overlooked
quality which
they share
vitality.
personality.
This magic of the enI

tertainment
art
Dressier attribute.

is

distinctively

She plunged

whatever was assigned
"< hi

Gel a IT Inch Bleep
arm Building

Complete Coarse on

ONLY 25c

a

into

with

might

d

the stage,
thought only of
the play, of myself and my rol<

build your

iw

I

was very personal.

tl

her.

arm

I

don't

I

Onlythemon<

'•

-Itll-ll

!

patronized the theater for entertainment or as s,,cial routine.
I
never felt of any rial servic
them; they were only incidental to
-

:

will build

•

ami

the

fur

my

doing something that interRut on my first trip abroad
after the war. the fact that the mov-

meant

so

much

the

to

Starved millions impressed

beauty-

me

deeply.

in

iir

inc.

ies

illv

'"'

•

baa been Bcii Qtifically
that purpose. You

I

worked out

<

double

their

turn.

of

'.

TL

d

the

ind thick
with wire cable ligaments. In that arm of
will holly with bulk,
yours, th
.

Their ravaged lands, their povertv
and heart hunger lifted a curtain; it

showed me audi
individuals.
The movies mean so much to the
poor and to the average folks. Very
suddenly, it seemed, we were acquainted.
That introduction has
given a different and a sweeter mean-

ing to my work.
"I try to lift people out of their
sadness, out of their commonplace
worries.
Occasionally T get the dramatic yen. but stark realism repels
me.
If I could he beautifully romantic. T might cultivate that m
f the three
"Laughter
priceless things in the world.
Re-

and the

supinator lifting n.
can make into a column of power, while
your wrist will prow alive and writhe with
bum w. All thii you
•aul within

grc:nt

3t)

arm

built to

utiful, bi

1

magnificent as the

vill

of thi

I

man

in
1

you an unbre

.k

.il<!>-

arm.

nd a

gi

M

now

whili

'

introductory price of only

Risii

my

.

THE COUPON lOD

\^

;

ligion,

sential to

HE

OP

Till: ILL

W

and music an

'

happin

sanity.

T

_-'h

try

carry my humor with me.
can give the tired salesgirl a laugh.
I'm glad."
Garbo, Chatterton. and
SI
Ann Harding as the outstanding playto

Their attitud
"Though well-grounded in the theater. Chatterton and TTardincr came
ers.

out here not to teach but to learn.
For myself. I
They have
adore being an insitrnificant atom of
any vital and worth-while endeavor.
::nued on page 114
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•THE THRILL OF BEING STRONG."
Name
Address^

110

Clara

—

as

She

Is

Continued from page 43

four winds with the cashing of every
With the fear of thinking
about to-morrow, innate in her since
childhood, she lived feverishly for
check.

habit of evading her even then, and
the healthy appearance of her round

and the hour.
Having no
background to give her balance and
poise, and being of a nature to whom
only extremes are possible, she ran

face i> belied by the weariness
her troubled dark eyes.
Owning a modest, comfortable
house in Beverly Hills, she goes out
infrequently.
Her home, the first
real one she has known, is a source
of deep satisfaction to her.
Within
its walls she feels secure, sure of her-

the da)'

Yours for16 Days Trial
Think of

—

it
thU world famous Underwood Is yours for
JO days' Trial for only $1.00 down.
Positively the greatest value ever offered
less than hi manufacturer's original price.
This is the full-size, iaie model Underwood
JSo. 5 with standard universal 4-rou keyboard (84 characters,
manufactured to sell originally for $102.50
Fully guaranteed.

—

Lowest Price and Easiest Terms

Only 12c a Day

This

late model Underwood, at only $44.90 (cash!, is
the lowest ever quoted.
Has all modern improvements.
Including 4-row universal keyboard, two color ribbon.
back inner, ribbon reverse, tabulator, release, shift lock
key. and many other improvements.
Beautifully rctinLook s and operates like brand new.

Learn Touch Typewriting

Money Back Guarantee

Complete H om e Study)
Course of the Famous Van
Sant Speed Typewriting
System — fully illustrated,

I
I

I
I
I
I

Send coupon

for 10-day Trial
decide to keep it pay
only
$3.50
a
month until
$19.90 (term pricei is paid.
Lim ited offer act at once.

—

International Tyoewriter Exchange.
231 West Monroe St., Chicago, III., Dept. 1010.
I enclose $1
deposit.
Send Underwood No. 5 at
once, F
O. I!. Chicago, for 10-day Trial.
If I am
not perfectly satisfied I can return it Express Collect
and get my deposit back.
If I keep it I will pay
$3.50 until I have paid $49.90 (term price) in full.

1

I
I
I

Age

1

.

Address

j^Town

I

....

State
]

F^ORi\T^EVELOPED
Do

you

want to fill out your figure?
easily have the rounded, femicurves now so much
in vogue.
Where do you want this added develop-

You can
nine

Let me tell you how to fill out
your Neck, Chest, Arms, Legs or ANY

ment?

part of the body.

DERMO name
CREAM

FREE

Just sen<i
and address and
I will mail you. in plain wrapper,
tube of my wonderful DKK.MO
i
together with complete directions. Please enclose
10c to help cover mailing costs.
Do write today. Address:
MARY TITUS Dept. 171 , 55 East 11th St.. ew York, N. V.
large

a

'

How To

Obtain

A

Better Looking Nose

Improve

Your Personal Appearance
Myfrce booktells you how I guarantee
Improve the shape of your nose by
remolding the cartilage and fleshy
parts, quickly, safely, and painlessly,

to

or refund your money. The very fine,
precise adjustments which only my
new patented Model 25 Nose Shaper
possesses, make results satisfactory
and lasting. Worn night or day. Over

100.000 users.

M.

Send

TRILETY,

for free book to
Pioneer Noseshapiog

Specialist. Dept.2 6
1

Binghamton.N.Y.

Are You Always Excited? ratigued? Worried?
v liomy?
Pessimistic? C mstipa ion. indigestion
, ata, dizzv sprits n-d weakness

X
are caused
NERVE EX AUSTION. DmeiTtmic^ndlZSSiSr,
rS„ n f.rTtp
v

br

•fa*.'

Confidence.

smoothing off the rough edges. She
beginning to know that happiness
need not be manifested in shrill
is

laughter,

charm

-

arn how to retrain Viiror. Calmness and Self
for it. is amazing b OK.

Send 25c

RICHARD BLACKSTONE. N-321 FLATIRON BLOC. NEW YORK

Instantly transforms lashes into a
dark, rich luiuriant fringe of loveliness. Lends sparkling bril-

,

liance and shadowy, invitto the eyes. The
easiest eyelash bcautifier to
Perfectly harmless.
apply .
I'scdbythousands.Tryit. Sol-

J ing dcptli

.

.

waterproof Liquid Maybelline, Black or Brown, 75c
at all toilet goods counters.

id or

UAYliELLINE

CO..

CHICAGO

in

wisecracks,

in brashness.

Lonely and having a horror of beis

as delighted with the

companionship of Daisy de Yoe, her
secretary, as a child with a newfound sister. Miss De Yoe has retrieved
business

from the ruins of
affairs,

heretofore

Clara's
in the

hands of careless managers and prey
to the onslaughts of relatives, every-

could of Clara's money.
taught her to live on a
budget, to save three-quarters of her
salary, and to take an interest in the
handling of her finances.
Clara has periods of frugality,
breaking out now and then into what
would be orgies of expenditure, if
her secretary did not keep a vigilant
eye upon the check book.
Appeals
made to her for charity also have to
be investigated and her inclination to
accede to any and all rigidly curbed.
The mind behind the glowing Bow
optics is quick and alert.
Deepseated intelligence is not hers, but
kindliness and a capacity for understanding are evident. Hurt so often
by life and by people, she is mentally
and emotionally on the defensive,
even now that fate has decided to
deal kindly with her.
Her childlike
Only
face is hard in expression.
when glimpsed off her guard does it
reveal the softness suitable to her
thing

she

She has

brief

years.

The growth

of her career to its
has
absorbed
her
cnergv and time at the sacrifice of
her health. Incapable of sparing herself in anything she does, she has
worked with such unremitting concentration that the myriad confusions
and details of a professional day. to
which she gives herself wholly, leave
her at night shaken, acutely nervous,
ready only for bed.
Sleep is in the

present

y

intelligence

ing alone, she

—if you

easily learned, given during
this offer.

the gamut of spending, living, loving,
laughing.
Within the last year, particularly
with the installation of a conscientious companion-secretary, she has
been achieving the tardy process of
growing up.
Still
timorous, but
learning to face life as it is, instead
of running away from it, Clara is

stage

little

in

self.

Another house

at

Malibu Beach

haven.
When she
entertains, it is without ostentation,
and the guests are friends made when
she first came to Hollywood and to
whom she still clings.
Only a year ago she attended her
first premiere, the opening of "Dynamite." She has learned what hapto her in public, and avoids,
whenever possible, the too-demonstrative fans who mob her.
is

her

summer

-

Her privacy, however carefully
guarded by her secretary, servants,
and the studio, is forever being invaded by fans, agents, inquisitive
tourists, and sensation seekers.
Although her telephone number is accessible to no one except those to

whom

she gives it. it is continually
leaking out. necessitating a change of
number every two or three months.
At night her only means of being undisturbed by unwanted calls is to plug
the phone.
Recently discovering books, she
plunged into reading with her natural
unrestraint.
She avidly devours
everything from the novelizations of
her pictures to Flaubert. Hitherto a
bit too catholic in her taste she is
learning to discriminate, and follows
the book reviews carefully. Reading
aloud to her secretary, at first as a
sort of work-out for her voice, the
practice developed into a real pleasure and now occupies most of her
evenings at home.
Having become conscious of her
home as a place in which to take
pride only a short time ago, she is
disciplining her habitual untidiness
with her clothes and belongings. She
now likes to have her house in order
and has begun a timid personal supervision.
On occasions when the servant problem rears its ugly head and
she is maidless and cookless. she likes
to prepare the meals herself, being
careful to leave the kitchen in spotless condition afterward.
Her taste in personal adornment is
Her
still
far from conservative.
clothes symbolize the Hollywood existing in the minds of Easterners.
Her hair has achieved a remarkable
hue. difficult to describe, which adds,
unfortunatelv. to the hardness of her

Ill
All

face.

of which

probably the

is

result of the type into

which her

pic-

formed her.
Regarding her much-publicized
appeal, one funis in the off-screen
tures have

Clara less :i stimulus to the senses
than a radiantly vital child.
For all
the unhappy, difficult years behind
her, for all her subconscious bitterness, she is -till not a woman.
There
is a great deal about her that is inAt the same time
finitely pathetic
one suspects her of having a
deal of courage.
While fully conscious of her success, she is not absorbed in self-conHer satisfaction with her caceit.
reer is detached from any personal
em.
She is terribly in earnest
and rigorously conscientious about
her work. Discouraged by the medi.

vehicles

which have

fallen to her

lot,

she tries,

into

them some semblance of

nevertheless,

inject

to

reality.

Richard Arlen, several times her leading man before his own stardom, says

Over

that

versal at
pictures,

up in her business arShe signed with Unimode-;
a modest salary
It was more' than
that is.

—

was getting on the stage. Then
she found that she could do a picture

Fox before her Universal

for
tract

started,

more money.

con-

and they offered her
You can't blame her

for being dis
with Univi
After making one picture
after that.
for them she flounced out and came
hack to go on the stage. Some one
is sure to come along and offer her a
They allot of money for pictures.
'

ways do when they

find

talent.

real

mount,

see her sign with Parachiefly because she wotdd be

in the

East and

I'd

like

to

could watch her

I

work.

"Did you know that Clara
isn't to

work

dio after all?

only to

And

Long Island
me Fast,

at the
SI

make some

location

Bow
stu-

to be

the

stars

\\

hose

fe<

FAT

natural

finest

l>u :•

i

i

ling

for the pictui

tii permit
freedom and
generosity to other members of the

scenes.

Going

Is

Fast

of her chief despairs is that
round.
She yearns for
is
the thin, tragic face of drama ladies,
feeling that her own round, childish
countenance dooms her to perpetual
e

her

face

She wants

flapperdom.

to

the classification of "flapper."

She i> probably one of the most
colorful, legitimately vivid figurantes
of the film community. In a state of
transition now, it is interesting to
speculate on what sort of person the
next few years will mold.
A creature of moods, faintly harsh, difficult
to understand, lovable to those near

her and to them irresistibly so. she is
for all her candor, an enigma
still,
which only her commencing personal growth will solve*

Lina's dancing at Harry
night club and making

Richman's
quite

a

Oh

hit.

No

—

Anna May Wong

almost foi
has come home

I

from England for a visit and you've
never in your life seen any one quite
don't wonder that
so stunning.
I
artists and society took her up in a
large way.

She's fascinating.
"I suppose you saw Claire Luce's
first picture?" she went on. and it
seemed as if there was a tinge of
regret in her voice. "That must have

been an awful disappointment

She started out

to play a big part in

and suddenly two
comedians ran away with it and interest was focused on them, leaving
her just among those present.
No
one need worry about Claire, though.
From the day she set foot on Br
way as a chorus girl she has conquered everything she
her
on.

she'll get

est

and
ut

if

she

really

success

in
'

it.

till

Not starvation, not a
not harmful drugs. It is something which
doctors everywhere employ. Science has
1 a
found that a great cause of ol
weakened gland, and they are feeding that
gland to correct the condition.
Ask your doctor. He wiO tell you how
and why this gnat new factor acts.
M.irmola prescription tablets are
I

on

A

idea.

world-famous med.

laboratory prepares them to fit the
They are for those who don't wish to
physician.

Marmola has been used

for 24 years
have told oth

millions of boxes of it. Users

v it holds
and the fame has spi
place in a field once dominated by harmful
treatments and by frauds. In every circle
there arc people who can tell you what
I

-

they do.
is not sccrer. A !<••<, k in each
the formula and explains results.

Marmola
tells

Price #1.00. Go trv it
the right way to fi^ht

you need

i!

it.

It is

fat.

MARMOLA
PRESCRIPTION TABLETS

The Right
rt
»

Way

Reduce

to

rictures-Au.um
Comer Your
Umo Mi« ted

wh«r* yoq e»n k**p
mutof

Umo Mffc

Eno'd
is

St>«

pier

the shrewd-

and most determined people

new

this

to her.

a dramatic picture

mind
can

Not Yours?

you far is coins fait. Think
back ten years in, Most folks bore 40
wire over-fat. Now slender figures arc
where the vogue.
It is deal that MOM new factor is fighting
need to

obesitv.

p..

there, too.

Why

'

but

very good
and quiet while she's here and not get
involved in any more scandals. Lots
of girls in pictures ought to sjive a
vote of thanks to Clara for utilizing the front pages and keeping
their activities from being noticed."
Fanny has been an almost violent
Bow fan ever since every one began
picking on her.
"Joan Bennett came Fast for the
opening of her father's play." Fanny
reported idly, as she squirmed around
to get a better look at whoever was
coming in. "She looked very sweet
and sedate.
Lina Basquette was
'

in

the Teacups

tangled

rangements.

one of the

is

moreover, that she

Continued from
all

--he

actresses

I've

ever seen, at
not
to look either determined or clever."
Fanny didn't bring up the
ill
name that I was sure was very much
on her mind. It was strange for her
not to mention Alma Rubens, when I
knew that she has an almost avid interest in her welfare.
"What's the matter?" I asked fi"Haven't you seen Alma Runally.
?"
in her play
For once Fanny was silent. Eventually she spoke with some effort.
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No acid. Easily applied.
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Astrology
Will

You Be Lucky

in 1931?

Stars foretell for 1931? Would yon
like to know? Our special 12-pago Astrological
Heading gives predictions, month by month— with
exact days, dates and happenings tor 1931 based
on your Sign of the Zodiac. Consult it before
making any change in home or business affairs,
signing papers, love, marriage, seeking employment raises in salary, speculation, travel.
friends, enemies, health, accidents, lucky days,
—etc. Send exact birthday with J10U for reading.
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Introductions were in orMr. March presented himself
to numerous agents.
Not the highpowered kind who managed stars
and
featured
players
his
nerve
didn't carry him quite that far
but
the kind who place bit players and
supers, which latter is Broadway for
his siege.
der, so

—

—

extra.
'Shame on rout" Ara yon nervous. embarrassed In
company of the other aex? Stop being * f m of strangers.
Conquer the terriblo fear of your superior*. Be cheerful
and confident ol your future! Your fault* **ii-ily overcome »u you can -tij -y Me to tua lull est. Send 25c for this amazing
book.
RICHARD BLACKSTONE. R-321 FlATIRON BLDG., NEW YORK
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about it, because 1 wanted
have a glittering success."
Well, it's lucky that Fanny hasn't
that whole-souled devotion for Jean
Harlow, because she is to open in a
play called "Passion Preferred!"
terrible

Alma
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liberal offer.

Send
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take.
With her beautiful voice, it's
a crime to waste it on those lines!
"Let's not talk about it," Fanny
broke off abruptly.
"I really fed
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half good enough for her.
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And although none succeeded in
placing him, he eked out a precarious income by posing. In telling of
it, Fred mentions that he, Xeil Hamilton, and Allan Simpson were the
most posed men in New York.
After being turned down for a
part in Belasco's production of "Deburau" he later landed it. His first
season on the stage and playing in a
production in New York
Only a person conversant with the
inner workings of theatricals can
grasp the significance of that. That's
Belasco

where Fred differed from you and
me.
It would probably have taken

make

the grade, if ever.
play showed signs of
folding up, he read in a magazine
that deals with the chronicles of
people who have achieved success
that Henry W. Savage, another producer, liked college men in his companies.
So Fred phoned the Savage
secretary, and, quite as though he
and the producer were intimates, said
"Tell him Fred March wants to see

us years to

"When

that

him, and ask
appointment."

when

I

can have an

Both Mr. Savage and the secretary were taken in by the ruse and
Mr. March to
presently Freddie
you was facing Mr. Savage with an
open copy of the success magazine in

—

—

And Mr.

on more occasions than
we remember. But, there again, the
March was different from us, for
Mr. Savage remembered him and
well as me,

gave him the juvenile lead in "Shavings" when it went on tour.
Then followed six or seven years
of what he describes as "the usual
run of plays," followed by a season
with the Elitch Gardens Stock Company in Denver, two seasons with
a touring company of the Theater
Guild, a part in the Coast production of "The Royal Family," and
Mr. March found he had entered
pictures.

The
screen

story of his presence on the
too recent to need retelling.

is

After making an impression in one
of the early talkies, he was nearly
submerged through being cast in a
series of mediocre roles in "The
Marriage Playground," "Sarah and
Son," "True to the Navy," but he
has come into his own again in
"Laughter," in which he gives his
best performance to date, and "The
Royal Family."
"The same sort of setbacks every
one experiences sometimes in his ca-

Fred explained.
"There must be something

reer,"

extravagantly ? Don't you spend
most of your money?"
He gave me a disgusted look.
"After a course in commerce and a
couple of years' bank experience?

live

Don't make me laugh."
There's abI gave up in despair.
solutely nothing about him to differentiate

him from you or me save

Savage, stunned

ability as

an actor.

by the youth's effrontery, and rather
than retract his statement, promised
to keep him in mind. Which is probably what has happened to you. as

the public

is

his hand.

than

New

Helen Louise Walker or the
York interviewer nobody gets

a story.
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And

as far as
concerned. I'm no better

quickly,
you sleep.
results.

differ-

ent about him." I insisted to myself.
Aloud I asked, "Freddie, don't you

couldn't love her Ben?
She's a Daniel who won't try
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Charles Pringle did not like
in 1928.
the idea of pictures and never en1
In
into the circles <>f Hollywood.
doubt it' any one in the film
capital has ever seen him.
S ime day a happy little mother
and her mate will arrive in filmland
carrying a baby in her arms, to announce proudly, "This is my hus-
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young
a swanky

Quickly Reduced

sented as his guest, so the Old Man
can be coached for a tournament.
Young Kelly takes every advantage
of the deception, and starting with a
blistered finger episode with the club
manager's daughter, romance blossoins.
Dorothy Jordan is the girl,
and she and Montgomery do as well.
perhaps, as the limitations of the
v permit.
Young Montgomery
carries off his scenes with humor and
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our child and I've
a chance in pictui
I
believe every one will rise to applaud and give a helping hand for
her bravery.
Such honesty would
is
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without dieting, drugs or exercises
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WAIST
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smaller
in 10 days.
Periplastic Reducing Girdle
urge
has done for thousands of delighted women.
you to try it. too at our risk.
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of finest quality, fresh, live Plantation
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by automatic massage. With every
every

shame that such
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ounces (garters included)— full oi

the cast are J. C.

Xu-

McNulty, who does

Dorothy

the love-hungry little
very
flapper. Tyrrell Davis. Harry Burns.
well

and Allan Lane.

A
If

Deaf and Blind Wife.
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ll
t Iii

as

like

the

idea

of

a

man's

double taking his place in business
and the arms of his wife, then you
are welcome to the kick administered
by "Scotland Yard." But if you recall "The Masquerader," as novel and
play, as well as all the other fiction
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Greater Gift than Beauty
Continued from page 109

The more

the other workthe more pl<

brilliant

attainments,

er-'

-

and honored 1 am at being associated
with them."
She did not sweep into immediate
acclaim.

-It

is

the

Dressier

way

to

slowly.
"The Callahans and
Murphys" was to he her farewell

build

the

She

film.

would

and

retire

live

either in the California hills, in Vi-

enna, or Italy. You know what happened.
Stropping a razor, she sets about
vigorously shaving Wallace Beery,
starting in vital fashion "Min and
Bill," in which they are costarred.
As the landlady of a fishing-dock
hotel, she runs the barber shop on the
side.
Lathering his face, she dives
at her labor with a realism that he
thinks
unnecessary.
He quails.
"Don't worry," she whispers sooth-

v3eals
on every package

H

/

ALF the fun of Christmas

"doing up"

is

the packages. The other
half is opening them. The
1930 Christmas Seals,

ingly.

showing old Santa with
his Christmas

"The

razor's

dull

—

I

just

sharpened a pencil with it."
On a rocky breakwater extending
into the Pacific at San Pedro, M.-

G.-M.

a

built

fishing

.Ma-

village.

were delivered by barge for
this engineering feat.
Heavy waves
wash and pound ceaselessly around
terials

The charm

the huts.

of the set

lies

in its picturesque simplicity.

A flotilla of yachts in the harbor
forms a background of beauty to the
squalor of the hamlet where hatred
is vicious and raw, where love grows
slowly, like a fragile bloom,

for the

"born under a dark star." The
role of Min Dibot was padded to

girl

give

Dressier

the

Partially

longings,

Marthy,

gifts

has

it

full

her

satisfying

a

scope.

dramatic

similarity

to

with the heartthrobs of a hard life, with sacrifice
and pain and the joy of suffering.
replete

is

Led away

to jail,

Min

is

content, be-

cause she has purchased happiness
for her foster child, Nancy.
And Marie Dressier is happy because her humor has provided laughter not only for the movie public but
for herself.

will

tree,

add beauty to any Christ-

mas

mail. Better

the

still,

community.

Use

Continued from page 106

Christ-

mas Seals freely and so
extend the Christmas
of good-will to

spirit

R. M. W. P., May 6, 1893.— You would
never have lackedamoney, dear lady, if you
had lived on with your maiden name, and

and you have, at the background of everything you do, a profound intuition that is
your guiding star when you allow it to

lack it now, tout you have
greatly deceived in your
expectations in both love and -money. You
have great intelligence, mental activity,
executive ability, sense of justice, and
power of written expression. All of this
clashed, when you were a young girl, with
an excessive emotionalism, a sensitiveness,
and an overlively imagination. You were
a natural .magnet for men ever since the
age of fourteen, but also very proud, very
honest and very determined when you
could be true to yourself and not follow
your annoying tendency to be affected by
You were marthe opinions of others.
ried at some time between seventeen and
twenty-two, in a glitter of emotion and
hopes, but not with the love that you had
already 'been able to feel for another.

be so. You often find yourself driven by
an almost uncontrollable impulse to do
something that your head suspects or disapproves, and when it is all over you find
that the impulse was right.
You have
wonderful activity and intelligence and
real executive ability, and in any artistic
work, which is the only kind you can
really succeed in, you will never be the
kind that lets her emotions get the best
of her or who spends her money foolishly.
Until you were five you were the

the prettiest and brightest little girls in
your class at school, or in the whole neighborhood for that matter. From then on,
up to about fifteen, you began to awaken

There was depression and loss connected
with your married life from the first, and
when you were about twenty-seven or

and to have your ideas and ideals
about life and love and your own future,

you

will

not

somehow been

men

throughout the entire
year. Get your supply of
Christmas Seals today.

THE NATIONAL, STATE

AND LOCAL TUBERCULOSIS
ASSOCIATIONS OF
THE UNITED STATES

HELP FIGHT

TUBERCULOSIS

twenty-eight

a

man

very closely

related

Since then you
you must have died.
have lived at a pinnacle of love at one
minute, and in a valley of gloom the next,
and the same emotion that drove you into
marriage has caused untold confusion in
your life for the past five years. Right
iiow you are at a parting of the ways,
where you must make your choice and
live with it, and it is worrying you a
Please use your real, fine nagreat deal.
tive judgment, and forget imagination and
dreams for a while. There are three, if
not four marriages in your name, with
widowhood twice and divorce once.
to

The Hair Root

Kill

My method is the way to prevent hair from growing
again.
Die it privately, at home. Booklet free. Write
Wo teach beauty culture.
today enclosing 3 red stamps.
D. J. Mahler, 9-A, Mahler Park, Providence,
R.
I.
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Mastery of Your

funds from the sale of
Christmas Seals will help
protect the health of your
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Z. L. O., March 10, 1911.—You arc a
wonderful girl, dear, and if you go into
any artistic or professional activity, don't,
whatever you do, change this name. You
can speak, you can write, you can act,

quaintest

little thing, talking like a wise
angel rather than a baby, and from
then until about ten you were one of
little

inwardly,

spiritually,

as

not

many

girls

do,

not fit much with those of the
feather-heads around you.
You be-

that did
little

your own power and mascertainly needed all
you could muster of it since then, for at
fifteen or sixteen everything went wrong.
Money grew low, you were not well, and
some one very dear to you passed away.
Right now you could marry, but please
don't, dear, for no matter how sincere vour
feeling is, I do not believe it will be a
success.
Use your strength and independence to wait and work and put to
real use all your native ability.
It will
bring you a great deal of money as vou
pas-; the age of twenty-five, with artistic
activity and success.
You will be about
thirty when you meet the man whom you

gan to

realize

tership,

and you have

can marry for the happiness of
cerned,

and

you

worth waiting

for.

will

find

that

all

con-

he

was
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One

Calmer Redheads

of the

all
heightens the excitement "i" the
thing, and gives you enthusiasm."

Nancj

Carroll

'

is

definitely

in

a

"spot."

She has made
take months to

a picture that

it

will

top.
wo have already followed without effect. What
It is the question that haunted
to do?
Barthelmess after he made "Tol'able
David"; it baffled Belle Bennett after
her sole claim to fame. "Stella Dallas"; it plagued Barrymore following
1

"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde."
In

likelihood musical melai
unsatisfactory solution,

all

he

will

the

for although

was one
of

the

twice as
office.

"The

Devil's

Holiday"

01 the outstanding pictures
year, "Sweetie" did almost

much

And

business at the box
the movie makers are

vulgarly commercial, enjoying a return on money invested.
So, however you may have applauded the dramatic side of Miss
Carroll, it is altogether probable that
she will he projected in more musical
romances, business being husiness.
Not long ago, when broadcasting
over a nation-wide hook-up, Miss
Carroll asked listeners to write her
which type of picture they preferred
her in, musical or dramatic.
"I'm afraid it was three to one in
favor of musical," sighed the star.
"And I'd much rather do drama."
Rumors seeping in from Hollywood had it that ever since the sucof "Sweetie" Miss Carrol! had
heen "difficult." It was increasingly
trying for her to report for fitti
stills and portraits irked her: interviews were minor chores of no consequence.
Thus the whispers went.
She had had words, as they are
called, with a sister player, it was
hinted.
She had objected to the
-

prominence
and tin

of

her

And when it came
mount on Parade,"

GRAY
HAIR

colli

to

GONE

makin]

the

t

.irroll

num-

ber had to he a star an. hi or nothing.
She had hrell scheduled to COO With
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Rogers,

boarding
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Schedul
danced

schools.

carded,
Mis
sang, solo.

nt Mill

the

in

"Me

high hat? Ridicuand calmly with

Quietly

There was no ground for the rumor. Miss Carroll insisted gently, no
basis in fact.
She was the same today as when she had essayed to be
Abie's Irish Rose, starting on her
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it doesn't like its hokum as
when we were very young and

treated.

dive

did

was
fascinating.
don't think this picture
will cause any eddies of excitement,
but will just past muster.
Edmund Lowe plays three characters.
First he is Sir John Lasher,
all

make-believe

n

so.

I

then an unkempt crook who would
rob him but for Sir Joint's appealing
wife. Xandra.
But when Sir John
is out of the wav. the crook, J'
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the polite detective.
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identify the vintage of the story.
Joan Bennett, as the wife, is exis

Kenton. Ohio

fancy names

Character names tell me
and those used in this

quisit to look at.

a

We

perpait^
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MEET

friend of the famil)

member

Is

•

:.

Or.

conveniently
Heathcote,
of
Scotland Yard, unmasks the in
tor as a criminal, while the scenario
writer asks you t^ believe that he is
the

!•

|3

f..r

here returns as head of the lat<
John's bank and the loving "husband" of the wife Sir
mis-

we

will

wondi
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climb to stardom.
Thus does a celluloid celebrity
ssip,
brush aside the cobwebs
revealing a shining countenano
disarming smile, and, one sup]

Screen in Relieve
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effect.
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S in p y
through half

and

roll

Ever) Star, of course, has similar
things bruited about concerning her
disposition.
Every stellar bodj
subject to a minimum amount ••
hte calumny.
There are petty jealousies
and some a size larger than
in every studio, polities of a
petty
sort, and probably the most strenuous
competitive spirit anywhere to be
So one cannot bank too deffound.
initely upon what They Say.
Still, as your guide,
philosopher,
and friend, I felt that Miss Carroll
should he quizzed tactfully regarding
her
temperament, allegedly highpowered.
When the proper lull in
the conversation occurred the query
was launched. What about the reports that she had showed signs of
the high hat since hitting the high
road of public acclaim?
She turned ingenuous eyes upon

me and

toldm

i
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This Boy Has Been Places
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Lonely Heart
By
Mar>> Frances Doner
"Rose stood

in

the chill dusk

with brilliant early stars rocking
windy heavens, waiting."

in the

In this fashion begins a story
which has in it all the elements

make

that

—

good

for the best of

reading suspense, romance, intrigue, adventure. For Rose was
waiting to see David Marsh pass
by David, whose coming to the
little town had caused such a fluttering of the local dovecotes.
To Rose, it seemed as if a star
had fallen down into the darkness of her lonely heart, and

—

were

David

that

"You were practically a tank," observed Barney.
Out of the War sprang many
stories of miracles and adventures involving the supernatural. .Mr. Byron
discredits all such accounts, believing
them to have sprung from overwrought minds and nerves.
"The eyes," he said, "are made up
of nerves, and when we are overtired
they play tricks on us.
Recently I
was driving home from my gold mine
in Nevada.
I had been driving for
almost two days and was very tired.
As I drove along I continually seemed

to see forests of trees growing along
the sides of the road. It annoyed me,

for I
knew no trees were there.
Strain and fatigue caused some of
the soldiers to believe they saw things
they really didn't see."

Other experiences, too horrible to
dwell upon, were experienced by this
young soldier. As he talked about
these things, I saw that Byron is
totally

different

Here

is

thought and deactor.

instead of cynical.
He is
straightforward, impersonal, and humorous. Walter never goes hunting,
as he does not care for sport that
involves bloodshed and the destruction of life.

from page 46

Take the suave Nils Asther, the
John Gilbert, the satiric

sophisticated

Barrymore, the flashing Edmund
Lowe, or almost any other actor you
care to name.
Not one of these men
has the human understanding and
the lack of pose that Walter Byron
has.

It is

not their fault

;

they simply
fire as

have not been through the

Byron has.
Concerning his sentimental affairs, Walter is a susceptible bachelor

who

intends to spend his honeymoon
I don't know who is his
best girl possibly that demure Irish
rose, Maureen O'Sullivan, whom he
sometimes escorts places. Walter believes that there are more happy marriages than unhappy ones, but that
because we hear and read of more
of the latter, we assume that they
Before coming
are in the majority.
to America, he declares that he proposed to twelve girls and by each
was gently but firmly refused.
"While I was in Paris," he relates,
"I wrote a proposal to a girl in England.
She sent back a nice letter of
refusal saying that she didn't love
me, adding, 'And I notice that you
forgot to say whether or not you
"
loved me !'
in

Egypt.
;

Anyway,

I like

Walter Byron

;

he's

awfully regular.

particularly

the small-town

girl.

though Heaven knows that the
Midwest town where Rose lived,
and whither David had come
from sophisticated Harvard, was

As a matter of
nothing of the usual
in the entire unfolding of the
tragedy of a lonely heart which
the author so deftly portrays. It
is a strangely moving, deeply felt,
tender love story that brings
quick tears to the eyes of the
most hardened reader, and yet at
the end there is the sort of true
happiness that comes only after
indeed.

fact, there is

suffering.

that trip Clara took

down

to

Texas

him, and him
alone.
He beamed as the train drew
In
in.
But Clara wasn't aboard.
fact, for days and days, she didn't
seem to be in New York at all.
that

she

Imagine

still

his

loved

embarrassment

Notified by her studio to get off at
125th Street, instead of at Grand
Central, to avoid the rush, she had
followed instructions even more litShe went
erally than was desired.
into total eclipse and. although the

press department called up every hotel in town, she was nowhere to be
found. She had registered under an

stars,

is one of the most
but partly because

of his retiring manner, and partly hecause he dresses entirely in black, he
is
seldom recognized, especially in
New York. During his last visit

ELSEA HOUSE
S

,79-89 SEVENTH AVE..""—

Some Go West

Continued from page 89

popular of

YORK. CITY

East,

cane, and a spiffy gray suit, at Grand
Central Station, and properly notified
every one that there was nothing to

assumed name.
Ramon Xovarro

KtW

is

pathetic

no usual story of the

i

He

mellowed rather than hardened, sym-

Some Go

man and

small

in

meanor from any other

bright star.

city

<1

up and down Fifth
Avenue and Broadway accompanied

here, he strolled

by a publicity man. walked through

the thick of the five-o'clock rush,
dined at Pierre's, rode on buses, and
was noticed not at all.
To show
how completely he was overlooked,
one ticket agency even tried to foist
bad theater seats on him.

Few directors come in for any fanfare in Xew York, though occasionally on a Hollywood opening
night they have been known to be
given quite a hand. D. W. Griffith,
the most easily recognized of them
all, can stand in lobbies where his
pictures are opening, and hardly be
noticed, while fans strain themselves
looking for celebrities. When Clarence Brown made an airplane flight
to Xew York recently, there was no
record of a movie director's arrival
at Roosevelt Field, even though the
studio had notified the field of his
coming.

Many

stars

and

directors

admit

frankly nowadays that they'd rather
be noticed than ignored, whether
they're in Hollywood or New York.
For the truth of the matter is that
fewer stars are meeting with hero
worship than in the good old days.

!

—

:

.
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York

is

irritable

-generally

rite

i

(

her
Ireer

's'irth,

u:

which is becoming
known, even outside I. os
At a Hollywood premiere, the radio
announcer threw in an intimate
by describing the gowns worn !>
A fashion editor was enplayers.
shade oi

I

as

listed

will

and, in preparing her
Mr. Greer to

aid

called

^,

I

She never grows

<

In dosing, it would perhaps he just
as well to reveal the source of a new-

shop.
ompson is partial to
B "
prints and well-tailored suits and is.
incidentally, the idol of the work-

room.

's

with distinction.

models.
sophisticated
the only place west of New

Chatterton

Ireei

wears the smartest of

Ruth Chatterton chooses

MlSS

(

Marie Dressier
ming.
Customer who, despite

and

where

Natalie

•

p at
length and always purchase com;
ensembles, all being aware of the imtnce of details to a costume.
Norma has a noticeable pari
cloth coats with luxurious fur trim\ isit

ing either severely tailored spurt suits
or very feminine chiffons and cling-

Greer's

and

Constance,

.

smart

what shade of green was used
of his dresses which was being worn
by a star. Mr. Greer, to whom the
i'

dur-

ing long fittings and the fitters would
work nights for her without a mur-

ways of Hollywood are of
amusement, replied that it

mur.

I.ilyan

shade which he had named after Mrs.

Street

clothes,

tinctive.

Tashman's weakness is
ultra-smart and dis-

Mary

I'iekford

Se<

i

She
Greta Garbo never "shops."
always knows beforehand just what
she wants. She goes straight through
to the fitting room, asks for the things
she wishes, tries them on, buys them,
jirls, and
Fitl
and leaves.
models all like her, because she wastes
no time and is never indecisive. The
Garbo taste runs especially to heavy
and setweeds, tailored spoi
plain evening dresses.
She
ly
never selects definite colors, prefering monotones.
Marion Davies is an extremist, lik-

big crepes.

Know Your

'I

Director^

evening dresses and has a penchant for
tulle.
She chooses with care and her
selections are usually for special occasions.
The Talmadges Norma,

widely

Miss

X

circles

official

And

discussed.

—
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.ill
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Golden

K.

vegetable tonic and builder that
makes for redder bit
A woman to be attractive must have
coursing thru her arteries rich,
blood. Many women and men, too, have
thin, pale blood: they're weak, tire easily, discourage quickly. Such folks need

Dr. Pierce's

was

Golden Medical Discovery

a

Write Dr. Pierce'* Clinic in Buffalo. N Y. An•wer question blank wrarped around mediclnaj
and receive Iree medical advice.
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favorite plot with talkies seems

To

be the courtroom
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We've had "His Captive Woman" and
"The Trial of Whatsername."

The

touching case of

"Madame X"

Is

shown ns from

the stand.

And when we
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They thought the heat had got me.
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think there ain't no more.

The "Bellamys" take a hand!
"The Argyle Case." "The Drake Case."
"The Girl in the Glass Cage."
verily, these "Hear ye!" themes
Have put me in a rage.
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hut

V.
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just another trial
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s?

What

to do, if I should meeta ?
Shake her hand, with "Howdy. Greeta"?
Xo. I think it would he betta
Just to murmur, "So chawmed, Grehta"!
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"Good

Intentions" Fox.
crook melodrama, with
best performance.
's

told

The Brand

Us

of

Good Books

Blondy's Boy Friend
By LEATRICE HOMESLEY
"A

blonde."

dizzy

It

was

this

flip

which Irene applied to to
But a lot went on beneath her golden

epithet

hair that escaped the notice of the casual passer-by, and when the real test

came with

awakening

to

love,

she rose to a tremendous crisis in

mag-

Irene'-,

nificent fashion.
Irene finds herself in a strange outof-the-way estate in Connecticut, surled by a sinister group of men and

These have a common object
shape of an overbearing
Englishman, who on a night of storm
Murdered
is found dead in his bed.
And any one of seven or eight might
have done the deed.
Swiftly the suspicion fastens upon the man who has
found the way to Irene's real self, and
n.

of hate in the

as swiftly Irene undertakes the desperate task of tracking down the culprit.
The complications pile up, the story
gathers pace and momentum until at
length you come to the astonishing climax and reluctantly set down the book,
convinced that here you have come upon
that rarest of combinations, a real love
story and a stirring mystery yarn.

75c

75c
T1ELSEA HOUSE

.

j-i

AIR TRAILS
Stories of Aviation

the second Friday
of the month

sale

2Qc per copy

mm
Priee on

H

all

& Price

over

Bottom

standard

ton. Royal, etc.— Eaaieot terms ever offered. Also I'ort&blcs at reduced prices.

SEND
NO MONEY
models completely reiinisbed^

All late

brand new. Fully Guaranteed.
Sent od 10 days' trial. Send No
Big Free Catalog shows actumachines in foil colors. Greatest barCains ever ottered. Send at once
like

Money.

al

Trial

1
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Any PHOTO
Size

new

1

16x20 Inches

photo

^av ^av

is thinly redressed.
Joan
best performance recently.
Sebastian, Anita Page, Robert

Dorothy
Montgomery, Raymond Hackett.
"Manslaughter" Paramount.
Prose-

—

cutor causes his ladylove to be convicted
for reckless driving that resulted in
death of a policeman. He quits job, and
finally wedded bliss looms ahead.
You
must accept theory that married couples
never bring up the past. Claudette Colbert, Fredric March, Natalie Moorhead.

"Let Us Be

Gay"— Mctro-Goldwyn.

Dowdy

wife lets husband drift, turns
by becoming social bird of paradise, reduces her man to dust, and takes
him back favorite cigarette dream of
tables

—

wives.
Norma Shearer a hit.
Marie Dressier, Gilbert Emery, Hedda
Hopper, Raymond Hackett.
"For the Defense" Paramount. Another fine performance by William Pow-

moments of inspirabribes juror in effort to
save man he hates for woman he loves,
and his plans crumble.
Kay Francis
the girl, who promises to wait until
Powell returns from prison.
in

film that has

Lawyer

"So This Is London"— Fox. Amusing caricatures of the Englishman and
American, as imagined by ignorant on
opposite shores.
Love affair brings
families together, enmity of fathers separate them for a while.
Will Rogers
irresistible.
Lumsden Hare leaves nothMaureen O'Sullivan sweetly
ing undone.
real; Frank Albertson, Irene Rich.

—

"Big Pond, The" Paramount. Maualmost songlcss. Frenchman brought to this country by chewing-gum king to show him up and break
romance with American's daughter.
What does he do but show our boys
how to make gum, and win the girl,
too? Voila! Claudette Colbert good.
Faithful
"Journey's End"—Tiffany.
reproduction of outstanding stage war

Devoid of love interest and dra-

David Manners.

"Lady To Love, A"
Yilma Banky's

guaranteed*.

first

— Mctro-Goldwyn.

all-talking effort

is

admirable.
A grape grower picks a
waitress for his wife, sends her a young
man's photo as his own, and things happen.
Edward G. Robinson brilliant,

SEND
NO MONEY
mail photo or snapshot any
J

(
us t
size land within a week yoawtl]
recei ve, your beautiful life-like

enlargcrncntsizol'W-Oin. guaranteed fadeless. Tay postman
98c plus postage or send $1.00
with order and we pay postage.

Robert

ch

Ames

satisfactory as

voung man.

enlargement wo will send Frkh

a hand-tinted miniatum reproduction of photo sent. Take advantage now of this amnzing

RECOMMENDED— WITH
RESERVATIONS.

ealer***cnd your ptv>to today.

UNITED PORTRAIT COMPANY
900 W. Lake

St.,

Oept. A-211, Chicago,

III.

Current Releases

to

Mardi Gras, a duel, a bride,
and moss-grown traditions. Bebe Daniels tries to carry the picture, and is
charming enough, but music is b<
plantations,

"Dixiana"

— RKO.

Medley

of

old

Everett

par.

Marshall,

Bert

baritone;

Robert Woolsey, Dorothy
Lee, Ralf Harolde.
"On Your Back" Fox. A good idea

Wheeler,

—

gets

misfit

a

humble

of

this film
artistic urges.
in

Irene Rich
lovelier nor acted with
less finesse.
So very, very happy in
drab surroundings.
Raymond Hackett,
H. B. Warner, Ilka Chase, Marion Shil-

dressmaker's
never looked

ling.

Law"

"Outside the
opus in which

—Universal.

Owen Moore

Crook

the
of the corner of mouths.
Mary Nolan interesting and beautiful,
but such pictures do not help a career.
Plot rings of .past films.

talking

leads

out

—

"Follow Thru" Paramount. Musical
not good enough to renew one's
appetite for such things, and although

comedy

Technicolor reveals pleasing cheeks of
Nancy Carroll and Buddy Rogers, it
still

Something

tiresome.

rather

is

about female golf champions.
from screen and stage.

Fair cast

"Leathernecking"— RKO.
as it is not lived
corps, and love with a
society girls don't love.
life

Fazenda,

Louise
latter

Lilyan

Story of
the marine
society girl as
in

Eddie Foy,

Jr.,

Tashman,

the

providing the entertaining moments.

"Good News"— Mctro-Goldwyn. Dash

losing

laren,

1

_

version

Crawford's

matic formula of screen, but strangely
revealing life in a dugout.
Cast includes Anthony Bushell, Charles Gerrard, Billy Bevan, Colin Clive, Ian Mac-

Bit/
VV^a|
enlargements of any fflj
Tart of group Die- ^W^0
lure. Safo return of your own
original

Cyril Maude,

fans.
Not one "Oh, yeah?" Mild story
about a nephew, a crook, and a diamond.
France- Dade and Phillips Holmes.
"Our Blushing Brides"— Mctro-Goldwyn. Be nice, sweet maid, and you'll
get a millionaire for your man, with
doggy cars and all. This is the message
of too many films to the world, and its

play.

HttAKED
Same prico for full
length or bust form.
groups, landscapes.
pet animals, etc., or

— Paramount.

English actor, gives mellow st
like performance, with appeal for older

rice Chevalier,

oflieo

models— Underwood, Reming-

International Typewriter Exch.,

.

"Grumpy"

tion.

READ

JBR

rite

Churchill excellent, and return of Karlc
A silk-hatted crook and a trusting
irl
Regis Toonny, Eddie GribOwen Davis, Jr., Robert McWade.

ell
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Brightly

Edmund

—
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Guide

Continued from page 63

sprinkling of music and musical-comedy props into a frothy collegiate picture and you have this film.
Bessie
Love only relief. Cliff Edwards, a bit
a

for campus capers; Stanley
Smith, Lola Lane, Gus Shy.
"Sins of the Children"— Me tro-Goldwyn. Hokum melodrama about woes of
parenthood, the scenes being tearfully
chewed by Louis Mann, of the stage.
All the tricks of the footlights.
Robert

shopworn

Montgomery,
ams, Mary
man, Jr.

"Eyes

Elliott

Doran,

of

the

Nugent, Leila HyN. Bush-

Francis

World,

The"— United

Funny

curiosity unless you're
one of the boasted million or two Harold Bell Wright tribe and have an inner
light on the meaning of his things.
Wicked city folks and adolescent nymph
of hills, shocked innocence, gun play.
Artists.

Una

Merkel, Fern Andra, Nance O'Neil,
John Holland.

"On

Level"— Fox.

the

Decidedly bethe plausibility of this story
of sweetly trustful steel worker, Victor

low

level

is

McLaglen,

and

member
The

vampish

crook gang, Lilyan Tashman.
ter

gives

picture

certain

of
lat-

attraction.

William Harrigan, Fifi Dorsay.
"Sweet Mamma" First National. Tedious jumble of night-club stuff, bogus
money, gangsters, and such, too dull to
be relieved by Alice White's acting or
shapeliness of her legs. Kenneth Thomson as gangster is nice business man.
David Manners, Rita FIvnn, Robert

—

Elliott.

"Swing High"

— Pa

the.

Drama under

the big tent fifty years ago, with young
love, a hard-drinking vamp, and banjoplaying swain, plus a big accident aloft.
Helen Twelvetrees wistful as the girl;
Fred Scott the warbling boy friend;
Dorothy Burgess the siren who lays it

on

thick.

Several others in

bits.

.

1

.

"Love Among the Millionaires"— ParBe nice

amount,

youthful railroad*
in
overalls, or little Cinderella won't
make Park Avenue. A nice bil ol ba
walls.
lor.ey !<>r
Clara Bo
house girl, is nice t>> Stanley Smith.
Stuart Erwin, Richard Callagher, Mu/i
>.

1

1

1

» 1

1

«
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an inmate ol a d
debut in all talking
inn

a

those pictures

>>i

and

really

Art

i

"One Romantic Night"
debut adds

MUSCLES
handsome,

q<

R» mil

Rod

which the bad

in

Kirl

is

being cute, you know, even though

1.

r ill

and a
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else wants'
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atricals.

just

t

f
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and

i

Who

filn

inni

i,

or screen.

"Bad One, The**—United
other

1

yhealthy body?

Information, Please
ntinaed from page 10J

i

ing Columbia, have courses in scenario
writing.
Scenarios, after use, arc kept on
never
file by the producing companies;
heard of any of them being published in
book form. Obviously, talking films have
altered the technique of Scenario writing.
I

5'

— So

10".

yon hope

me

the cartoon of
tlit

I

always

and

is

Their weights

Mary Lonise

real

name

Dantxler, winch would

in-

that she is of German descent,
I believe her parents were Ameri-

dicate
:i

can-born.

Kay

and

Francis, only a miracle man could unl
the truth of these Hollywood engagements.
,s
Mrs. J. Walter
I. innne
since retired from the
I

Ho

i'
became Mrs.
John Barrymore on November 24, 192

Rosita

Mar

12.

1

so

fan

bis

in

Cohnan

Ronald

to

i<f:

Kay

and

six,

height i- five feet
Frances's is an inch less.

official
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felt

picttu

-.it

t

don't look like

I

And

I

Unite an interest

As

mad.

—

Many of your (|ucsred elsewhere on this page.

LiaMAS.
.

Ben;

two and a half
weighs l in.
Raquel Torres, five feet
two, weight 110.
Jean Arthur, five feet
two, weight II'
Lois kloran the same.
Vilma Banky, weight 121, height five feet
who weighs 112;
like Mar
1>. th
blue-eyed. Other blue-eyed players of
your group are Betty Compson, five feet
two and a half, weight 112; Jeanette MacDonald, five feet five, weight 122; Josephine
Dunn, five feet five, weight 112; Jeanette
Fay Wray,
five feet two, weight 105
five feet three, weight 114, like the browneyed Lily Damita. Constance P.ennett, five
feet four, has brown eyes.
Mary Pickford
is just five feet, weighs 100, and has hazel
L la Lane is five feet two, weighs
120, and has violet
anil

1

:

CHARLES

.

—

Iiiakmaink. I don't need thn
what month you were horn in. Other
nice people horn in July and since in movies are:
John Gilbert, Lily Damita. the
10th; Sally
1.5th;

11th:

I'.lane.

Cornelius K

Raymond

Hackctt, 15th; John HarRichard Dix and Lupe \

row,

17th;

18th:

Ken Maynard.

the 21st
23rd; Alice
;

Donald R

White.
Aileen Pringle,
Lee, the 25th; Olive Borden, the Larry Gray, the 27th; Blanche Meha
loe
Brown, Catherine Dale Owen, the
Clara Bow, William Powell, the
Alice
October 1,
ii
Leatrice Joy in 1897; she d
give the month.
I.ilyau Tashman admits
only to being born
er 23rd.
;

!

.

.

K.w-O.

— Why

my

head

look

now

E

so

say

head that
Valli was born June ID,
1900.
She is five feet four and has blue
and dark hair.
She was divorced
three years ago from Demarest Lamson
and has not remarried.
it

isn't

M. Hall.
in care of

the

size

— Leatrice

of

the

Joy may be reached

her representative, A.

J.

Gaschcn,

North Westknoll Drive, West Hollywood.
This information comes from Miss Demetra Hatzis, to whom I am verv grateful.

—

in

Betty Ann. Phillips Holmes was born
Grand Rapids. Michigan, in 1908. He is

the son of Taylor Holmes, well-known
stage star, and was attending Princeton
when Buddy Rogers's company came there
for scenes in "Varsity." Phillips was asked
to take part, and given a contract.
His
biography docs not give his description.

—

Mrs. Mvra Simons. Anita Page was
born on Long Island and her real name
is Pomares.
So she is American, with a
dash of Spanish
And where've you been
that you ask if she has made any talkies?
one of our most talkative players.
!

ght

Short,"

"Our Blushing

i

—

Tony. Besides the
Dick Arlen has played
Love,"
Front,"

you mention,

films

"In the

in

Xame

of

"Enchanted Hill," "Behind the
"Padlocked" small roles "The
Ship," "Sally of Our Alky,"
urcs Don't Lie," "Ladies of the Mob," and

—

—

'

"Thunderbolt."

—

Can-didus. You won't have much luck
with your answers either the player you
ask about doesn't give the year, or else not
was
the month of his birth. Loui
born in 1000, Theda Bara in 1890; Percy

—

Marmont on November
on August 2nd.

when

veal

JANICE

she

BlLLXE.—Yes, Ramon Xovarro played the
title role in "Ben-Hur."
I suspect George

5th,

was

Borden-.

— Sorry, don't
—about sixteen.

no fan club
Griffith has retired
Colleen Moore has
Colleen may return
is

Sally.

— Meeting

wood would
any

other

friends

Jean

—

in

was

know-

I

I

think.

rinnc

for her.

from the screen, and
turned

the

to

to pictures

later.

in I'
.e

•

Bill Boyd Fan.

moved

—

want distributed over

body—tell

me

of

Y'OU

flesh
if

YOU

want

vitality.
the
strength and splendid bodi-

OS

ly cor.

f'

r

a fellow the admira-

woman and the reand en\y of any n

every
spect

"Then let me PR
my amazing seer
Teuton will mike IMl nrw tman of
—right In J at own bom*, minx

TOO
Just

t
or
of any kind, without 1
without doting or dortortac roarpuratr by lb» wnfwrwl
system of fhntami-- T
'

or

too.

Wll

b«r

I

I

Saw charted,

PM

to

row.

taw

op

from
tpwci-

ek:
'

-:

:-

«il
-.:

raui-ilir

r

-

iIiiiVh—1_

..

th*

WerWa

til

:•

»

Most

Perfectly

Ot-

:

Accept this book

FREE

in

her.

Iter fa.

and

annulled
5 in
She has

—What do you do in the

rare moments when you're not asking me
abou:
1?
He has completed a picture called "Beyond Victory-"
B.
Buddy Rocers's parents have
right out to Hollywood to be with

J.

pounds

New Y

17th
but doesn't say which o:i<\
vorite recr
swimming.
In 1927 she marr
Ancker, and the marr
after two yeai
"The Record Run," for RKO.
no fan club.

Mr.

firm,

me how

tell

If

common, you could meet
in

—

added
smooth

-

Jean Arthur

be like rm
strange town.

born

many

pound.

Mary Kornman's age
There

big,

muscles

Myrna Loy

born.

^

me where YOU
TELL
powerful
want

Mildred Davis doesn't re-

r.riiles."

and "Little Accident" are her latest efforts.
Buddy Rogers's college curriculum included
the ordinary amount of "writing" of any
English course in college.
_

;

1

does

small in the picture?
that

.

ATLAS
-World's Sfoft Perfectly
Developed Man"

Charltt AtUt
lil East 2ir-

beofc.

J

ID«pt.

ltd)
York City

> rskhy.
ftsaeky b-*ir
I
'
Sand wh pwar free
Basel* iliiiliniiiin
"Everlutiae, Health and Sv-Mftk."

swtwPj
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their

Information, Please

.

man

t

opened hi* eyes
tucky, in 1905.
Young
vvarbling as
\\

on

Buddy was born

famous son.

Olathc, K;ii;m

in

13, 1904.

took her mother's name for
own being Chauchoin. She

Maine,

I

Rudy,
in

in

Arthur
Cbrbin, Ken-

D.

began

"Capiam Applejack."

life

.

Island,

Duncdin,

Xew

Zealand, would be very grateful if
Marguerita Fischer and Mary Cormvallis,
formerly in pictures, or of Virginia Gray,
of "Uncle Tom'- Cabin."
Miss Kalcr
has tried in vain to get these photographs.

Miss
humor!
humor!

—You

hope that I'm in a good
idea!
I'm full of good
Leatrice Joy has done nothing
in pictures since "A Most Immoral Lady"
hut she has been playing in vaudeville.
Esther Ralston can be reached at MetroGolciwyn studio, Hollywood. She has been
cast opposite Lawrence Tibbett, in "The
Southerner." Baclanova has also been playing vaudeville, but took time out to play
B.

er

The

to

young

Mr.

May

Soussanin last
Mrs. James

Allison, now
R. Quirk, lives at the Hotel
West Fifty-seventh Street.
City.

Hope Hampton

is

Buckingham,

Xew York

touring in grand

opera, but can always be reached through
the office of her husband, Jules Brulatour,

1540 Broadway. Xew York. Jacqueline
Logan's latest and infrequent pictures
are "The Faker," 'The Bachelor Girl,"
and 'General Crack." Thanks for the invite to Minneapolis.
Shall I just ask for
Miss B.?
at

—

Miss

Evelyn

—

Rossman,

1555

South

Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
Street,
would like to hear from other Buddy
Rogers fans. Robert Montgomery is rapidly reaching first place among male stars
I
with his fan letters. I understand.
haven't the latest figures on the five most
popular actors.
Thirtieth

— I'm

anybody who's for
She was born in
Claudette Colbert.
France about twentv-three vears ago and
Colfay.

for

Dilvs OWEN. By all means don't furrow my brow too much; it already looks
corrugated iron.
The picture of
Hoot Gibson's you describe was "The
Marian Nixon played
Hawk."
lie
Rena Newhall, the heroine, and Josie
Sedgwick played Mercedes.
Mary Astor
was the heroine in "Oh, Doctor," with
Betty Lee, now Mrs. Reginald Denny, in
William Austin was
"The Xightbird."
born in Georgetown, British Guiana, June
12th, but doesn't say which June
12th.
Robert Ames peeped out on Hartford,
like

on March 23, 1889.
Ann
Harding was born in Fort Sam Houston
in San Antonio, Texas, but doesn't say
when. Yola d'Avril is from Paris. Eddie
Nugent was born in Xew York, February

Connecticut,

7,

1904.

Pepillo.

—That

butterfly, in

makes

French.

you almost a
I'm getting sensitive

about those ten hairs in the artist's drawing of me there are too many comments!
Ivan LebArtist, draw me another hair
edeff was born in Lithuania and is a
graduate of the University of St. Petersburg.
He was in the Russian diplomatic
service under the czar and an army offiGriffith discovered
cer during the War.
him for pictures and engaged him for
Rex Bell, once
'Sorrows of Satan."
George Beldam, began life in Chicago,
October 16, 1905. He got his film start
through selling building materials to the
studios.
Robert Chastain, of 1002 Brushy
Street, Georgetown, Texas, has a Barry'
Xorton club.
I'll
record your FarrellGaynor club with pleasure. Renee Adoree

—

!

is

much

better

and Edwina Booth

is

re-

—Well,

don't kid me!
Scenarios, after use, are filed by the companies, and are not available to the public.

Stephaxie

cal

man

in

—

Hexriette. I could read
your letter better if I had kept up with
my German. Clive Brook, your crush,
was born in London June 1, 1891. He
was educated at Dulwich College. He was
an army officer during the War, and then

for years in

Broadway musi-

shows d:d you see him on the screen
"Loving the Ladie;

—

Hurray,
Brenna,
Beenna Hawley.
you certainly can buy records of Buddy's
voice
He made recordings for Columbia
of "I'd Like to Be a Bee in Your Boudoir" and 'My Future Just Passed," from
!

Buddy's brother
Maurice Cheval"Playboy of Paris."

"Safety in Numbers."
Bruce.
is to be called
ier's

new

film

is

—

You
Alice Cliftox. I'm all a-twitter
say you guessed who the Oracle is, but
you don't tell me what your guess was
And I've forgotten. Your big moment,
Colin Clive, was born of English parents
He
at St. Malo France, January 1, 1900.
is a descendant of Lord Clive and a line
But Colin met with
of military officers.
an accident at Royal Military College
which disqualified him for service in the
World War, so he went on the stage.
!

1

He acted in London for eleven years.
When 'Journey's End" was filmed, the
producers sent for Clive, then playing
He reCaptain Stanhope in London.
turned to the stage role upon completion
of the picture. He is married to Jeanne
de Casalis.

A. G. Hammond.

—

I blush that I don't
everything, particularly about Freddie Burke Frederick, the boy you fancied
The men in the cast
in "Wall Street."

know

Edward Everof "The Aviator" were:
ett Horton, Johnny Arthur, Lee Moran,
Edward Martindel, Armand Kaliz, Kewpie Morgan, Phillips Smalley, and WilThe players in "The Lone
liam Dalv.
Wolf" were Dorothy Dalton. Jack Holt,
Wilton Lackaye, Tyrone Power, Charlotte

covering.

Texas Kid.

went on the stage. He married Mildred
Evelyn in September, 1920. Faith Evelyn
was born in 1924, and her brother two
Allan Kearns has been a
jears later.
leading

—

1903.

-

(ireen

stage, her
Mrs. Xor-

Her new film is "Strictly
Foster.
Business." Frank Fay will next be seen in

— I'm

Rexa Kaler,

is

Prior Val-

hear of all
luck.
Jack Perrin has not dismuch as you
appeared from the
thought
He has been playing in a L'niWrite
"The Jade Box."
il
serial,
him at Universal ( lit) California. He is
married t
ine Hill.

M. A.
your bad

tiie

Walker,

Lucy Fox,

Edouard Duvon

Robert T. Haines. Gustave
rant,
Sevffertitz, Alphonse Ethier, and
McAllister.
If Billie Dove has a

Paul
gray
pun!

Ha-ha,
she keeps it dark.
Panchromatic film is used in making colored pictures; I don't think the lighting

hair,

is

different.

Mary

O'Malley.

— Mary

started "Forever Yours," but it
carded.
She is making "Kiki."

Pickford

was

dis-

Addresses of Placers
Richard Arlen, Mary Brian. Marion Shilling Bruce Rogers, Marlene Dietrich, Charles
Ruggles, Warner Oland, Ruth Chatterton,
Clara Row, Clive Brook. Charles ("Buddy")
Sogers, Gary Cooper. William Powell, Nancy
.Iran Arthur. Jack Oakie. Kay Fran11,
cis,
Fredric March. Jeanne! te MacDonald,
Moreno, Richard Gallagher. Mitzi
Roslta
Green, Harry Green, Phillips Holmes, at
Paramount Studio. Hollywood, California.
Garbo, Leila Hyams, Bessie Love,
ta
Edward Nugent, Ramon Novarro, Norma
Shearer. John Cilhert. William Haines. Marion
Davies. Robert Montgomery, Kay Johnson,
Mary Doran, Cliff Edwards, Lawrence TibWallace Beery, Raquel Torres. Joan
bett,
Crawford, Conrad Nagel, Anita Pase. Buster
Ke.it. ,n.
John Mack Brown, Lewis Stone.
Charles Bickford, Catherine Dale Owen, Gill.crt Roland, Joan Marsh, at the Metro-Goldwyn Studio, Culver City. California.
Ronald Colman, Douglas Fairbanks. Mary
Plckford, Norma Talmadge, Chester Morris,
Walter Huston, Al Jolson, Evelyn Lave. Joan
Bennett. Dolores Pel Rio, at the United Artists Studio, 7100 Santa Monica Boulevard.
Los Angeles, California.
Richard Barthelmess, Porothy Mackaill,
Loretta Young, Inea Courtney. Marilyn Miller. Ian Keith, and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
at the First National Studio, Burhank, California.

Veles, Alary Nolan. Lewis Ayres. John
Jeanette Loff, Barbara Kent, at the
Universal Studio, Universal City. California.
William Boyd, Robert Armstrong, Fred
Scott,
Ann Harding, Helen Twelvetroes.
Russell Gleason, Constance Bennett. Eddie

Lnpe

Ouillan. at the Pathe Studio, Culver City,
California.
George O'Brien, Edmund Lowe, Earle Foxe,
Janet Gaynor, Kenneth MacKenna. Pixie Lee,
Mona Maris, Fiti Porsay. Charles Farrcll.
Victor MacLaglcn, Lois Moran, Frank AlMarsuerite
hertson,
Farrell
MacDonald,
Churchill, Pavid Rollins, Warner Baxter,
Sharon Lynn, at the Fox Studio. Western
Avenue, Hollywood, California.
Edna -Murphy, John Larry more. Irene Pelroy,
Grant Withers. James Hall, Joe E.

Brown. Winnie Lightner, Marian Nixon, at
the Warner Studio, Sunset and Bronson, Los
Angeles, California.
Hugh Trevor. Behe Daniels, Rita La Roy,
Ivan Lebedeff, Porothy Lee. Rert Wheeler,
Robert Woolsey, Betty Compson. Olive Borden. Sue Carol, Arthur Lake. June Clyde,
Irene Punne, Karl Pane, and Richard Pix. at
the RKO Studio. 780 Cower Street, Hollywood, California.
Allene Ray, 0012 Hollywood Boulevard,
Hollywood, California.
Robert Frazcr. 6356 La Mirada Avenue,
Los Angeles, California.
Patsy Ruth Miller. SOS Crescent Prive,
Beverlv Hills, California.
Robert Agnew, 6857 La Mirada Avenue,
Hollywood. California.
Julanne Johnston. Garden Court Apartments, Hollywood, California.
Malcolm McGregor, 170 East Seventyeitrhth Street. New York City.
Jackie Ooosan. f.73 South Oxford Avenue,
Los Angeles, California.
Ivor Novello, 11 Aldwych, London, W. C. 2,
England.

Harold Lloyd. 0040 Santa
vard. Hollvwood. California.

Anna May Wong. 241

N.

Monica BouleFigueroa Street,

Los Anseles. California.
Forrest Stanley, 004 Crescent Drive. Beverlv Hills. California.

Gertrude A -tor. 1421 Queen's Way, Hollywood. California.
Virginia Brown Faire. 1212 Gower Street,
Hollvwood. California.
Theodore von Eltz. 1722 Vi Las Palmas,
nollvwood. California.
William S. Hart. 0404 Sunset Boulevard,
Hollvwood. California.
Estelle Taylor. 5254 Los Feliz Boulevard,
Los Angeles, California.
Pat O'Malley. 1832 Taft Avenue, Los Angeles.

California.

Ruth Roland. 3828 Wilshire Boulevard. Los
Angeles, California.
Barry Norton. 855 West Thirty-fourth
lifornia.
Los A]
Oeorce Puryea. 5959 Franklin Avenue,
Hollywood. California.
Neil Hamilton. 6118 Selma Avenue. Hollywood. Californ
Laura La Plante. Margaret Livingston.
Lloyd Hughes, and Porothy Revier. 1«30 Taft
Building, Hollywood, California.
Thirty-sixth
East
Ba^il
22
Rathbone,
Street. New York City.
Mary Carr. 0113 Porcas Place, Hollywoodland. Los Angeles, California.
Claire Windsor. The Savoy Plaza. New
York City.
Joseph Schildkraut, 24 Fifth Avenue, New
York City.

Street,"
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READ THE BESTSTREET & SMITH'S Magazines
This year

When
in its

we

celebrate our severity -Mirth birthday.

publishing enterprise like this occupies first place
particular line of industry alter that period of time, it i^
a

not accidental.
Since 1855, when Francis S. Smith and Francis S. Street
hands over their partnership agreement, the firm of
STREET & SMITH has specialized in the publication of fiction.

shook

Early

in

our publishing experience we were brought to the

realization that

he profits most who serves

best.

Therefore,

we

determining the wants of the reading
public and we supplied those wants. We did not try to force our
own ideas of literature on any one.
spent millions of dollars

The

in

by the firm of STREET & SMTTH is
Through the media of weekly story papers, maga-

service rendered

a vital one.

and books, we afforded mental relaxation, entertainment and
a love for reading that could not be supplied by anything else.

zines

Therefore,
the

slogan,

when we

MAGAZINES," we
Our

print on the covers of our

magazines

"READ THE LEST—STREET & SMITH'S
sincerely believe that the advice

is

various publications are the best of their respective

Look
you buy.

You

for the

name

of

STREET & SMITH

You cannot go wrong by

OT.W

"Will

know them rALUU

on the magazines

relying upon

fey this

it.

trademark.

STREET & SMITH PUBLICATIONS,
79 Seventh Avenue,

New

sound.
cla>-

York, N. T.

INC.
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READ THE BESTSTREET & SMITH'S Magazines
AIR TRAILS
A

Monthly, 20 cents the copy
thrill, the glamour and

magazine devoted to the

conquest of the

Subscription Price,

the high

adventure

of

$2.00

man's

air.

BEST DETECTIVE MAGAZINE

Monthly, 20 cents the copy - Subscription Price, $2.00
This magazine contains one hundred and sixty paged of actual reading mattel
stories of crime, mystery, and detection, that are absolutely the very best published.

—

COMPLETE STORIES

Twice a month, 20 cents the copy - • Subscription Price, $4.00
Every story in every issue is complete. A full-length novel and eight to ten short
stories of the wide open spaces.

DETECTIVE STORY MAGAZINE

-

Weekly, 15 cents the copy - Subscription Price, $6.00
The excitement of the chase, mystery,

most baffling crimes,
romance, and adventure crowd its pages.
Stirring tales of the

EXCITEMENT

Monthly, 20 cents the copy
teems with excitement,

Not a

dull line in this magazine.
It
ture, unequaled for action and speed.

FAR WEST STORD2S
The

fiction

in

this

magazine

is

Subscription Price, $2.00
Stories of high adven-

Monthly, 20 cents the copy
written by authors who have

Subscription Price, $2.00
established
established enviable

reputations as writers of clean, vivid, Western stories.

HIGH SPOT MAGAZINE

•
Subscription Price, $2.00
Monthly, 20 cents the copy
Adventure of the swiftest kind air, sea. West,

-

—

Stories that hit only the high spots.
mystery, wherever men do and dare.

LOVE STORY MAGAZINE

Weekly, 15 cents the copy - - Subscription Price, $6.00
Clean sentiment, enthralling mystery, dramatic and thrilling adventure, make it a
niagazyie which appeals to every one who enjoys a real good love story.

PICTURE PLAY

.---

....

Subscription Price, $2.50
Monthly, 25 cents the copy
Splendidly illustrated, stands for the very best in motion pictures.

POPULAR MAGAZINE

•
Subscription Price, $4.00
Twice a month, 20 cents the copy
Clean, wholesome fiction, vigorously written by America's best writers of adventure,
business, and the great outdoors.

REAL LOVE MAGAZINE

Twice a month, 20 cents the copy
magazine of intense interest to every female reader really
Actual experiences.
people's lives are reflected.

—

A

Subscription Price, $4.00

-

mirror in which

SPORT STORY MAGAZINE

Twice a month, 15 cents the copy • Subscription Price, $3.00
It
Published in the interest of all that is keen, exciting, and wholesome in sport.
represents youth and stands for all those things that youth is interested in.

TOP-NOTCH MAGAZINE

-

Twice a month, 15 cents the copy

In Top-Notch you will find the very thrills of life
men as they really are stories with a punch.

—

WESTERN STORY MAGAZINE
Read

this

-

itself- -the

Weekly, 15 cents the copy

magazine and become acquainted with the West as

mountains, prairies, and herds of

-

Subscription Price, $3.00

kind of stories that depict

it

-

really

Subscription Price, $6.00
is,

with

its

men,

cattle.

WILD WEST WEEKLY

Subscription Price, $6.00
•
Weekly, 15 cents the copy
Contains complete, rapid-action stories of the West in its wildest aspect. Galloping
hoofbeats and roar of six-guns fill every page with fire and action.

Extra postage required on Canadian and foreign subscriptions.

STREET

& SMITH

79 Seventh

PUBLICATIONS, INC.
Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Then—

I

then she found that all sorts of complications followed when
whose life you have saved turns out to be a most attractive

1

She Saved His Life And
And
the

man

artist.

many

things, but weak where he loved. Fane Torrence,
had snatched from death in his little studio in Greenwich Village, had more than his share of the artist's pride and temperament.
But Gwytha herself, a wise, modern, up-to-the-minute

Strong

in

whom Gwytha

girl, knew very well what
she wanted, and her method
of getting it, makes a story

y^ST

/H ^te^y^S^Hjiiifl

which holds you to the very
end
Ask your f,ea,er to
day for your copy of
"

'

His Studio

Wife
By

VIOLET GORDON
On

the cover of this book

CH.
mark of good
reading. Books bearing this

are the famous letters

That

is

the

brand are published by
Chelsea House, one of the oldest and best-established publishing
concerns in the United States. Chelsea House love stories are the
favorites of young and old alike who know where Romance dwells
and like to follow in her footsteps. If your dealer does not have in
stock a copy of "HIS STUDIO WIFE," write to

I

i
m CHELSEA HOUSE,

79 Seventh Avenue,

New York

City

38

1
i

Price,

75 Cents

Price,

m-

m

75 Cents

B

!

First Choice
When

the great day comes at

last,

and the crowds are roaring, and
the flags are flying, and the air

is

positively electric with suspense
.

.

.

what

a thrill

it is

to be

on

the fifty-yard line, in first-choice
seats,

For

with a first-choice cigarette

there's such a wealth of enjoy-

ment and mellow fragrance
Camels that you
always in

will find

places

of

them

preference

... in the pockets of people

know and demand good

v

in

who

things.

P

IMf

^MI^
1

& DOMESTIC
1 rURKISti
BLEND
L TTES
B
cigaRE

1930, R.

J.

Reynold* Tobacco Co., Wln*ton-S»lcm, N.

C

i

STREET £ SMITH MAGAZINE

Cay Francis
f\untotl by

Iodest Stein

1

Qrr their Mi Hiions

The
usual things
IT IS DIFFICULT to imagine the world today without

make our

of the things that

comfortable.

How

ceiver, step into

living in

naturally

we

lift

some

so pleasant and

it

the telephone re-

an automobile, and look for the news

of the world in the newspaper and magazine

— every day

of our lives.

Another of these usual, invaluable things, accepted
as part of the routine of existence,

is

the guidance

given by the advertisements in supplying our wants

from day

We

to day.

And our

time and money.

and more

we want with

ourselves.
forts of

lives

go on

— more

easily

fully.

The advertisements
things

read them. They help us to save

They

suggest ways in which

we can

get

the greatest possible satisfaction to

new conveniences and com-

us of

tell

which we would not otherwise have known.

They help us

to get down-to-the-dollar satisfaction.

They

assure us of proved values.

Advertisements are
today

.

.

.

among

the necessities

read them regularly

you would
have the
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Keep from Swooning.

MALONE, of Hollywood, California,
BETTY
please take
as well as take heed.
seems
notice,

It

me, Betty, that you have a terrible case of
Novarroitis.
I am only twenty years old myself, but
I never let my heart rule my head.
It is a bad habit,
and one should rid oneself of it, if afflicted.
Betty, you know as well as I do that it is only the
glitter of stardom that you are in love with.
Remember
that no one should wear her heart on her sleeve.
Perhaps in future years, when you are married and settled
down, you will laugh gayly and think, "Why, I wouldn't
trade my hubby for all the Xovarros in the world."
I am not making fun of you
The
I am serious.
last part of your letter in Picture Play makes me feel
like shaking some sense into you.
Ramon Xovarro is
a fine actor and singer, as well as being a good example
of a gentleman.
But, in the name of common sense,
who is he that any one should be ill in bed for three
days and lose six pounds, just because she happened to
see him in person
I dread to think of what might happen if he ever spoke to you.
Snap out of it, little girl
Would you have been so
wild over him if he had been just another Mexican boy
with high ambitions? Would you be so foolish if he
had been plain Ramon Sameniegos, dealer in fruits and
vegetables ?
Would you swoon with delight if he, as
a fruit dealer, tried to overcharge you for a bunch of
bananas? I don't think so. You probablv would turn
your American nose skyward if, as Sameniegos, you
saw him entering shabby living quarters, as well as

Think

Again I say, cheer up, all you Bettys of the world,
and remember that you are just in love with love, when
you suddenly lose sleep and weight over a movie star
I

L.

to

;

!

!

exclaim, "Just like those foreigners !"
You probably wouldn't care if he went to a Russian
church, swore, chewed tobacco, and read dime novels.
You would exclaim, "Teh, tch; it's his business, not
mine!" So brace up. Betty; there is as good a fish in
the sea as was ever caught.
Not one of us is given
to be a wingless angel.
Xovarro probably growls and
grumbles over the breakfast table, mumbles about his
suits being left too long at the cleaner's, and all that.
Remember, Betty, he is only a man, and men have
faults that would try the patience of a saint.
I say all
this not alone to Miss Malone, hut to all girls similarly
afflicted by that dread disease known as "movieitis."
Remember that the Garbos. Xovarros. and Coopers of
this world are not all gods.
Humanity has its faults,
and they are no exceptions to the rule.

M. R.

Pennsylvania.

Richard E.

Griffith, Jr.,

Corrected.

The defense

of Lillian Gish by Richard E. Griffith,
Jr., certainly squelched Florence Bogarte and Gordon
Mackay, and rightly. But Mr. Griffith himself made
some misstatements concerning Ruth Chatterton.
In the first place, "Charming Sinners" and "The
Laughing Lady," despite the sure-fire dialogue, required
mental, restrained, conacting of a very high order
veving emotion by the shading given each syllable.
In the second place, Miss Chatterton wasn't an utter
Considering that she
failure in "Sins of the Fathers."
was working in a medium with which she was unfamilvoice and
iar, that she was without her greatest asset
that she was competing with such masters of pantomime
as Emil Jannings and Barry Xorton, her work was very
fine indeed.
In the third place, she has played roles among her
best
in "Madame X" and "Sarah and Son.'* that were
far removed from the sparkling dialogue of Barrie and
Lonsdale in "The Doctor's Secret" and "A Lady of
To clinch her claim to versaScandal," respectively.
tility, there is her recent portrayal of the unrefined,
raucous-voiced chorine in "Anybody's Woman," a far
cry from her other roles.
Just remember the absinthe-drinking scene in "Madame X" her beautiful singing in German in "Sarah
and Son" the manner in which she sustained the accent
in the latter picture, while gradually depicting SaraJt's
forward steps in English the consistent manner in which
she played the chorus girl in "Anybody's Woman," and
then deny that she is a great actre--.
Yes, she has mannerisms.
So has Gish. So has
Swanson. So has Norma Shearer, who in addition is
affected, poses, lacks beauty, and has a voice that is
sometimes shrill. Yet no one w'
"The White
51 en
Sister." "The Trespasser." and "The Divorcee" will
deny that these three are superb actress

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

:

Earl Alan Johnson.
117 First Avenue,
Altoona. Pennsylvania.
Continued on page 10
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Long Live Queen Ann.
the royal court of Hollyded by the conventional fanfare of cheap publicity and beaut;
notoriety,
Ann Harding has unobtrugained
>n
of tin
golden
crown of achievement.
To-daj she is
queen of all actresses, and from her

Arriving

at

throne

in n

ential

homage
i

the truly
In Ann

—

defer-

the milher people
of
follow crs who still give
n
to the refined, the pure, and
beautiful.

Harding on
find
an
no mere proletarian East Sider,
to entertain the illiterati with a pair
of shapely calves and a cute countenance.

Here
come

i<

is

She is, indeed, a far cry from the Bows,
the Carrolls, and the Alice Whites, with
their vulgar and sensual appeal.
Rather
she the little patrician, appealing alis
ways to the finer qualities in man and
setting the perfect criterion for her own
sex, a human pattern embodying all the
excellencies of nature.
In
"Holiday" she won her crown.
Now, with the release of "Girl of the
Golden West," she has securely barricaded
gates of her castle against all possiFor a while Ruth Chatterble usurpers.
ton loomed as a formidable rival, but now
Ruth Hollywood's other actress
has been barred.
Of course, the average
players need hardly be considered at all.

—

Without

their

bathing

they rate

tricks,

suits

and

cheap

Then

there are girls
like June Collyer, out of place among
such rabble, yet hardly great actresses.
To-morrow it may be to one of these
that Queen Ann surrenders her glorious
nil.

supremacy.
But to-day there is no need for worry.
So long as our fair queen can come
through with faultless performances, can
flit about the silver sheet iike some phantom of delight, and can thrill packed
houses with her low, melodious voice, her
throne is safe.
For my part, I hope I
shall never see her replaced.
The good
old year of 1930 has brought two blessings to the screen
"Journey's End," the
picture of pictures, and Ann Harding, the
star of stars.
Que voules-vous encore!

—

the Fans

Tkink

expect her to play Ninon de Lent los in
the next picture, any more than Kay Francis would be asked to give up her sophistication
to
play Little Eva.
Although
after the casti
nnelt as
/://<•»
Meal, in "Common Clay," we can
xpi ct anythii
Mr. Tully dismiss< - Lillian's divine picture of Helena in the stage production of
"Uncle Yanya" by the mere
ii

i

appearing in it.
he know that Theatre Magazine included
it
as one of the four best feminine portrayals of the
on? Could he possibly have seen her as Helena and still
say she knows nothing of dramatic art?
E. F. Miller.
Douglaston, Long Island.
I

]

Old Shoes and Old Faces.
I

of

and heard practically all
newcomers on the screen, and it
amusing to me to compare the

have seen
the

seems

faces that the public has liked for years
with new faces that do not appeal.
For instance, who would try to compare Helen Kane, Lillian Roth, or Zelma
O'Xeal with snappy, vivacious Clara Bow

or dainty Nancy Carroll?

Can Ann Harding, Kay Johnson, or
MacDonald be compared with

Jeanctte

Norma

Shearer,

Billie

Dove,

or

Gloria

Swanson?
John Boles and Lawrence Tibbett will
attain the popularity of Richard
Barthelmess and Richard Dix.
Jack Oakie, a newcomer, posing as a
new type of smart-Aleck, will never wear
the shoes of William Haines.
He hasn't
the looks or charm of Billy Haines, and
even a smart-Aleck hero, no matter how
talented, must have looks that appeal to
the eye to have a following like William
never

Haines.
Yes, there is Lawrence Gray, Alexander Gray, and Robert Montgomery; but
they will never click like Charles Rogers
or Gary Cooper.

my favorites,
can't like these new screen personalities, so I hope my stars remain in
their heavens a little longer.
I

am

because

remaining loyal to

I

Mel Grayson.

Doxald MacCampbell.

Lake Macquarie,

1010 South Forty-fifth Street,
West Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

New

South Wales, Australia.

Page the Answer Man.

To

the Connecticut Tully.
Such letters as Frank Tully 's in "What
the Fans Think" burn me up.
Apparently Air. Tully has his famous namesake's acidity and bad temper, without
Jim's analytical powers. In fact, the Connecticut Tully seems a little sophomoric
in his efforts to

to

be devastatingly clever.

Lea McAlister will be glad
know that Douglas Fairbanks was once

I'm

sure

Well, well, well.
And
Lionel Barrymore, too, Mr.
Tully? Hm-m-m, it's a small world. And
yet this encyclopedia of histrionics asks,
a

stage

John

actor.

and

"Who

is

the boy

Barry

Norton?"

Mr.

Norton

who gave one

of the screen's
most
unforgettable
performances
as
"Mother's Boy," in "What Price Glory?"
and who nearly stole the "Legion of the
Condemned" from Gary Cooper. That's
is

who he
on the

is,

Mr. Tully.

And he was never

sta

As

for his and the others' criticism of
Gish, words fail me.
Miss Gish
has undoubtedly made enemies by being referred to as "The Duse of the Screen,"
hut at lea^t Miss Gish is one of our most
Lillian

even though versatility
Bui when an actress
can give us wonderful performances, such
as Miss Gish did in the role of the beaten
waif in "Broken Blossoms," one doesn't
intelligent players,
Ot

her long

suit.

The
ment,

talkies have given us new entertainnew faces, new stars.
But they

taken from us many of our
old favorites that have sort of become
part of us, favorites who have taken us
to far-off worlds, have thrilled us in a
storybook fashion, and now we miss them.
So, for the present, let us drift back a
few years to the days of the Mary Pickford who used to thrill us with her delight fulness, her curls and winning smiles,
the days we used to bring all-day suckers
and hiss the villain. Of course you remember them. You feel you even want to
do those things over again you want to
keep on being a Mary Pickford fan in
the years to come.
What has become of the Mary Pickford

have also

:

we used to call "America's Sweetheart"?
And what has become of other stars as
delightful
the Vilma Banky who used
to make us dream of kings and princesses

prayer; the Nils Asther whose eyes

wc thought were

garden; the Emil Jantouch our very soul?
Do you not wish they were with us
again?
The Barry Norton who used to
make us want to sit by candlelight and
dream of home; the Colleen Moore, of
"Flaming Youth," who used to make us
want to feel naughty and make eyes at
the boys
the Jack Gilbert who used to
our lover bold, the answer to r. maid-

and love

in a rose

who used

to

alluring,

—

Prove Your Case, Mr. Mook.

why

didn't he strengthen his arguby citing some real examples of
ignored genius?
Without doubt there
are dozens of talented players in Hollywood who should be given opportunities
on the screen, but those he named are
not among them.
All those he referred
to as being martyrs of the producers'
blindness have played in numerous pic-

but

ment

tures, but the public just naturally

hasn't

taken to them.
It's a case of the public
turning thumbs down not the producers.
There are reasons in each instance for
their failures, but perhaps it would be
kinder not to detail them.
As one who thought the talkies were
going to make life miserable for the fans,
I withdraw my charge.
It is to the talkies that we owe thanks for the intell
acting of Ruth Chatterton, the versatility
and ability of Walter Huston, the poetic
realism of "Journey's End," the sane actColbert and Fredric
ing of Claudette
March, Tibbett's beautiful voice, Barrymore at his best, and a greater Garbo.

—

Dee Chapman.
Los Angeles, California.

Even Strong Men!
Movie

seeking

fans

photographs

of

My

one favorite star is
dear Buddy Rogers.
For many months

stars,

listen.

I've been writing to him, requesting his
photograph.
Of course, I mailed it to

Paramount

studio.
I wrote four letand each time I received a card
showing the prices of different sizes of
photos.
But I didn't send a cent, because
I wanted a
I didn't want to buy a photo.
photo from Buddy himself.
One day
while looking through a movie magazine
I
I noticed Buddy's home address.
addressed my next letter to his home, and
exactly a week later I received a photo,
signed, "Always, Charles Buddy Rogers."
It was autographed with blue ink, not a
duplicate autograph.
No, I didn't send a

the

ters,

cent.

wrote a

real, honest-to-goodness, sinbecause he is the only star
whose pictures I see over and over again.
Fans, don't write to every star that
you see listed in a fan-magazine directory.
Write to your favorite only, and get betI

cere

letter,

Anrequesting photos.
in
ter results
other thing, don't blame stars for not anthe secreswering your requests.
It's
believe they don't even
I
tary's fault.
read the letters, just send out cards with
Stephen E. Wagner.
prices.
Yes, it is a young man of twenty
P. S.
:

writing.
1411 Manitoba

Avenue.
South Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Conceited? Who Cares?
have been following with interest the
letters about the conceit of Richard BarAll the comment on this subthelmess.
ject shows me more fully how ridiculous
I

Who

cares about a star's
the matter is.
go to
life outside or off the screen?
the movies to live the life of the hero or
heroine of the moment, and not to corn-

;

I

and who

thrill

Samuel Richard Mook's article in a recent Picture Play, "While Talent Goes
Begging," is founded upon fact, no doubt

—

nings

so

us by his love-making and
what maiden wouldn't be thrilled? What
has become of them? Can't we have them
back again?
Ella Nikisher.
1225 Lancaster Street,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
could

Continued on page 12
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Are You Tired of Being a "Soother"?
:

Do

those grown-up babes who call themselves
all their petty troubles?
And then

you with
soothe them?
to

That's the fate of lots of girls.

men come sobbing
demand

that

you

was the fate of Janet Wilde, who
was brought up among tempera-

It

mental artists. After the death of
her actor father she made up her
active mind that from then on she
would no more be a "soother." But
fate decreed otherwise and you will
be at once thrilled and vastly

amused when you read

LOVES
of

JANET
By

THOMAS EDGELOW
is one of the famous Chelsea
love stories which so beautifully catch the spirit of modern
romance. Published by one of the
and best-established concerns in America, these
cleverly written books are yours for an extremely low
price.
"THE
JANET" and all the other
Chelsea House love stories are on sale at your nearest dealer,
or write to

This

House

LOVES OF

CHELSEA HOUSE,
"

Price,

<*L

79 Seventh Avenue,

New York

City

-

75 Cents

£

£

Price,

75 Cents

5

!
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What

Continued from page 10
tnent whether this actor or actress is conceited, married, divorced, or the like.
As long as our favorites can hold us
by the spell of their acting, they need
never fear to lose their popularity. Anyway, the person who writes letters to the
stars, or in any way acts as a nuisance,
The stars
is not worth bothering about.
can't be blamed for not paying attention
to clamoring fans who hang around with
their persistent demands for pictures and
tures.

After

Richard

seeing

"The Dawn Patrol"

Barthelmess

in

realize that he is
an actor in every sense of the word. His
characterization of Dick Courtenay was
splendid.
I
really lived the part of the
aviator under Mr. Barthclmess's clear
1

guidance.
Never once did I allow myself
to think of the unkind things that are
Xo matter how much gab
of him.
is spilled, unkind or the reverse, I shall
still believe in him as being a wonderful

Miriam Fukman.

artist.

!

!

139 Bergen Avenue,
Jersey City, New Jersey.

the Fans

Think

does not mean that you can do
unpleasant to those who make

shiped
things

heroes of you.
In a vaudeville show recently a young
actor, after being applauded for five minutes, came out again on the stage, blushed,
smiled and bowed to the audience, and
said
"Thank you, friends, for your kind
applause.
I
assure you that it will go
to my heart and not to my head."
More
long and loud applause.
Reynaldo R. Curva.
4 Lyon Street, N. E,
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
:

That Versatile Ramon.
At

there is one subject the Gene
Chartcris type of followers must admit
about Ramon Novarro.
He is the most
versatile actor on or off the screen.
His
accomplishments and talents are ever surprising; just as we are accustomed to one,
along comes word that Ramon is exploring a new field of endeavor.
When news
arrived that Ramon had written a story
least

"The Truthful Liar," and that
Mctro-Goldw yn thought it so good that it
would be filmed, I was simply petrified.
In case some have the idea literary work
called

r

Souls, Beauty, and First Nights.

So Bert King,

England, just can't
about Ramon Novarro's
soul.
Poor man if we could only have
Eddie Lowe do "Faust" for him he'd love
it, I know.
I
do not think Novarro fans would
enjoy him at all in the sensuous type of
picture, except that he would undoubtedly
give a very fine performance.
And, Mr.
King, some of us believe rather strongly
in souls and aren't a bit ashamed of them.
Another thing, Mr. King!
Very few
of the stars write or direct or even have
a final voice in choosing their vehicles,
which is something all of us should rehearing

stand

of

—

member when we

are disappointed

in

a

picture.

Catherine

If

Dale

Owen

could

forget

entirely how pretty she is, and let herself
really understand what it's all about, she
would undoubtedly spoil
fewer films

for us.

May I recommend to all readers who
appreciate real talent and are interested
in the new players as well as old favorites that they look out for pictures with
either Marguerite Churchill or Raymond
Hackett in them? These players are both
blessed with a quality of real sincerity
which is rare indeed.
Stage training is
not to be sneezed at, if we are to judge
by these youngsters.
Carrol Graham's "Razzberries for Our
Hero" was so realistic one could almost
believe it word for word.
It's a close-up
of a Hollywood movie any night in the
r

week.
1721

Dorothy Mason.
West Eighty-third Street,

Los Angeles, California.

For Stars Especially.

A

year ago

I

wrote ten

letters

and sent

them to ten celobrated actors and actresses
in Hollywood.
I
was personal and sincere in

my

praise of their

work.

After

weeks of waiting I received a letter and
a picture from Vilma Banky and a picture from Richard Dix.
I haven't heard
from the other eight.
I realize the volume of mail the stars
receive, and so do I realize the number
of letters that the nation's chief executive
receives.
But write the President of the

United States and you will get a reply in
one form or another. But the actors think
they arc superior, and there's where they
make a mistake. "What is one fan, any-

way?" think

these swell-headed actors.
Here's a piece of advice to these celebEvery little thing in this world
rities
counts. The fact that you are being wor:

is

easy and a cinch, just try

But

— Ramon

it.

Yes, just

the bull's-eye
directing the Spanish version of "Call of
the Flesh" Ramon directing
And from
all that I hear he is doing admirably well,
and the picture promises to be better than
its predecessor in English.
Let's take up
Spanish
What, you have already ?
I
try

it!

hits

—

!

!

wonder why

Box

A
A

Georgia Mitchell.
Lomita, California.

776,

Rose for Oettinger.

word

of appreciation for Malcolm
H. Oettinger. His interviews are always
interesting and original.
I am convinced,
as I read his impressions and opinions of

the various stars, that I am reading just
exactly what Air. Oettinger thinks.
It's
such a satisfying thing to a fan to discover that there is, now and then, an
article about a star that is at least nine
tenths true
Especially original and pleasing was Mr.
Oettinger's interview with Maurice Chevalier.
One could almost see so vividly
this

charming Frenchman.

Joan
Charleston,

West

most

B. Oates.

Bow

Clara

to

be autographed.

to

Chicago,

Illinois.

Uncle Dimmy to Clara.
Won't some one do something about
For a long time I've been
Clara Bow?

how her following has dropped
and as one of her faithful fans I
always came to her side with the excuse
of bad pictures, but even the most loving
Her
of fans cannot offer this any more.
noticing
off,

trouble,

I

think,

is

plain

conceit

Why, the Queen of England couldn't
get away with the things Miss Bow has
The
tried to pull the last few months.
of Dallas, it seems, was just the
beginning. Since then Clara has broken
into print in several shady notices. Doesn't
the red-haired one know that nothing will
her as quickly as bad publicity?
kill
Clara is surely on the wrong path, and
the heartbreaking thing is that the fans
who sincerely admire her and her work
can do nothing, except ask her to turn
over a new leaf and probably get a slap
in the face for their trouble
Clara is a
I'm not trying to preach.
woman of twenty-five, and when you see
her doing things that even an eighteenyear-old girl wouldn't do. it's pretty hopeAnd what's more, I hope she reads
less.
And another thing, I'm ready for
this!
any Bow fans that think I've been too
If there are
harsh in my judgment!
any, speak up; I'm ready!
battle

—

"Dimmy."

the Boys.

one of the finest,
and most unaffected men
the actors, and yet not at all

Don't Shoot, Mister!

is

sort

of

The

book came back in a short time with a
lovely letter and a darling autograph.
Wasn't that sweet of her?
Clara even
pasted a picture in the book herself. Besides, she sent me a huge picture under
I was thrilled to pieces.
separate cover.
She certainly is a generous, kind star,
and beautiful, talented, and human.
Blanche Svehla.
3215 South Ridgeway Avenue,

312 Read Street,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

sincere,

among all
the namby-pamby

magazine that contained her picture. The
book itself was rather expensive. I sent
this book with all the best intentions in
the world, and inclosed return postage.
Naturally, I wanted her to autograph it,
but I never saw it again. I inquired very
kindly whether she received it. I thought
perhaps she wanted to keep it, so I told
her she might, but would she please let
me know. Well, I guess I kissed that
book good-by.
On the other hand, I sent a scrapbook

Virginia.

And Now
Ramon Novarro

!

person

that
as be-

"nice" people usually impress you
ing.
He doesn't pretend to be the goodygoody type of person that Buddy Rogers
does, "who won't even smoke a cigarette,
because he's afraid he'll disillusion his

dear public.

Some

say that he is conceited and wants
thought a god. But I think that's
I'm not a hero worshiper, but wasn't
silly.
it H.
G. Wells who said that man might
have been a god had he wanted to be?
Surely there's no particular vanity in
wanting to be the finest person one is
capable of being. I only hope that when
I am older I can he as much.
to be

David Scott.

Brown Street,
Collinsville, Illinois.

532

By-by, Scrapbook.
After reading all the letters praising
Joan Crawford. I thought the fans would
like to know that I sent her a scrapbook
cost me
It
worked on for months.
I
quite a bit, because I purchased every

the motion-picture industry
infancy, and as all young
children, it is often unintentionally amusstudio, for example, sends to a
ing.
person a photograph of a well-known
European actor, accompanied by a form
letter, supposed to be signed by the player.
stating. "We send the photograph you
request," et cetera, though no letter of
any kind had been sent to the actor and
no photograph requested. I roared with
laughter, thinking of the pathetic com-

Evidently

is

still

in

its

A

who really wanted photographs and were willing to pay for them.
Any one having a grudge against an
actor can be revenged by getting one Ed-

plaints of fans

ward

Phillips
Nagle to interview him.
Holmes, in "The Devil's Holiday," seemed

not unworthy of praise, and perhaps even
liking.
In Nagle's interview he showed
up as a most unpleasant young man.
If Crocclla Martin and Wilma Thompson, who think Barry Norton ought to be
shot for his beauty, will turn to page 72
of November Picture Play they may get
S. C.
over feelinc that way.

Box

4271, Germantown.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

—
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Seven Days

him and

like

still

•ild

his

warm

then,

n lawn and
at just this

but

"Gay Madrid"
he explains "the
that scene at

down
mon

Mr. NovaiTO
should walk
himself
In view of the fact thai Mr. N
ed by a high brick wall, I
don't set- how she could walk across his
lawn.
No one would have the nen
enter a gate and re-t on a person's lawn.
She must have done her resting on the
narrow >tr:p outside. Many times I have
by hi^ house, but I have r

The
was

liim.

part

of the foun-

The funny

tain!

pression

— that

little

—

snickers

scene was

thi

and what

real,

more can one ask of

the screen?
I
is much of the small boy hidden behind those dark eyes.
touch of

A

one loves him
suits him.
"Jc Vous Sou fiats."
iiid

more because

the

Montreal,

it

Canada.

Natives, Here

Comes

a Tourist!

December Pic-

Black's letter in the

Tear.

Play made me hopeful that I might
some answers to this appeal.

Tt rk

receive

friend and I are planning to
for a few weeks during
May and June. Don't think we're moviestruck.
We're not trying to break in.
irl

to

II

read and heard so

I've

—

II

that

'

What

much of
a

now I feel I must
my crowd came back

visit

and talked us

As we are
we want to plan the
miss

a

all

H

magic
after

name!
a

Hollywood-mad.

a few weeks,
trip so well we shan't
minute's pleasure.
I
wonder if
the folks in Hollywood would

write to me. Even in Hollywood it would
be nice to have a few friends.
By carrying on a con
shall not only
:e, I
have made friends by the time I arrive,
but a native Hollywoodian can give me
more facts than all the travel bureaus put
They can tell me the pla
ther.

perhaps I may have
the pleasure of seeing these places with
them.
Crocella Mullen, don't think me terribly impertinent, but I wish you would
et

cetera.
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tache,
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First

Boles

Disaster.

Mary

gets her curls

raises

a crazy mus-

and
now, worse than any of these. Cliff EdIm7 his "uke" the sate.

g to

be sweet and dear.

much

t

irro

change his leading lady, but I
appreciate it very much, as would a few

to

others. I beli

Cedar Rapids. Iowa.

Jack Math

1

1

OUR DICK!
— in an even greater

part

than he played in The

Dawn

Patrol.

—a

hard-fisted, quickshooting daredevil!

—a

steel-hearted avenger
wrong,
of
but a lover tender, romantic and winning!

—

— under the sting of a burning lash he rises to new
heights of dramatic power!
PUT "THE LASH" ON YOUR LIST
OF PICTURES THAT MUST BE SEEN!

MARY ASTOR
MARIAN NIXON
FRED KOHLER
JAMES RENNIE
Based upon the story "Adios n
6v Lanier Hartlett and Virginia
Stivers Bartlett. Screen Version
by Bradley hint*

IVITSBE!^ A FRANK LLOYD
the registered trademark of

The Vitaphone Corporation,

PRODUCTION

A HR*T NATIONAL & VITAPHONE PICTURE-

!

PICTURE PLAY,

FeLruar?, 1931

Volume XXXIII

Number 6

Greta Garbo and Robert Montgomery in the same picture
The title "Iing them together was just that.
Letters from Picture Play readers nominate Mr. M
:he
most popular recruit from the stacre who is destined for individual stardom in a very short time.
Playing la Garbo's vis-a-vis is just another firm step;
the way. than which
greater distinction can be won by any leading man.
Now let's hold our breath for the film
!

—

-

;

1G

TKeMytKof
Are Hollywood's stars paving the way
capitalist?
Who's rich and who's not
will

B?
"wise one

Edxtfin

"Perhaps, if I do strike it
be worth a million.
One is
bound to be very soon, with these remunerative contracts.
It's a gold mine any
way you look at it, and worth taking a
cbance on."
And such indeed is the studio metropolis in its lure and enticement, but the realities are often disconcerting.
Not long ago, for instance, it was divulged in the newspapers that Lon Chaney,
rated one of the greatest money-makers,
had, after a comparatively long career, left
The word
an estate of only $550,000.
"only" might get a laugh, since, as things
go. that is quite a fortune.
Still Chaney,
lucky,

,"

I'll

who bad guarded
bad been

his affairs well,

in the films

half million

and who
a

so long, left just

!

Not long before

that, in the divorce proWilliam Farnum, it was
of
brought out that he should be worth $250.000, though he took exception to the size

ceedings

Photo by Fryer

Laura La Plante has amassed $800,000 of her own,
and the earnings of her director-husband add to the
family fortune.

DO

gold and acting go hand in hand?

riches suddenly

and

Can

amassed in
the movie world contribute to the founding
of huge fortunes?
Is stellar success and fame
adazzle with platinum and jewels? Or is it decked
with somber tones of crepe and disillusionment?
The movies have always clanged of dollars.
Money, money, money, and the gossip thereof,
chinks and tinkles everywhere in Hollywood.
Million-dollar contracts sometimes become almost
a byword
weekly salaries soaring into the thousands are the topic of luncheon conversations.
Filmland may not be materialistic and again
it
may be, depending on how you look at the
brilliantly

;

—

of this figure. Farnum. it may be remembered, was garnering no less than $10,000
a week at one time when he was working
under a Fox contract, and in a single year
that would yield him twice $250,000. Need
for ready cash now is said to be one of the
things inducing him to return to the screen.
Milton Sills's highly remunerative activities were represented in
an estate of $100,000 at
his death.
Undoubtedly

be was worth much more
than this a few years previously, but illness and
reputed difficulties on account of income tax were
responsible for the shrinkage.

There have been
more striking cases of
pleted

far

de-

fortunes than this

among screen notables,
many instances coming to
public notice with something of a shock.
Charles Ray was literally
wiped out financially, after

enormous success, by one
always associated with each enthusiproduction, "The Courtastic and bubbling ambition is the glint of the
ship of Myles Standish."
Lon Chaney's long and lucrative
yellow metal that may be found at the other end
There are many inonly
care
career
netted his estate
of the rainbow.
Achievement, of course, tristances where stars en$550,000.
umphs these may be looked forward to. but. oh.
joyed a fair proportion of
for that life of ease and comfort also promised!
later
went
success, and
"Even if I shouldn't make a hit for very long, anyway
through the courts of bankruptcy. Recently, too, even
I can make my pile of coin, and get out."
This is often
some of the most prominent have been reported "on their
the attitude expressed by those who are locallv called the
uppers," because of the stock-market debacle, or loss in
matter

—but
—

.

Their Milliions
to

the

in the

huge fortunes that distinguish
movie colony? The tacts in this ai

the
tick-

surprise you.

Schallert
real estate.
John Gilbert, among others, has hen
nominated one of the heaviesl losers.
He has had
plenty of companionship, though, throughout the

colon}
safe in saying that the real fortum
the film colony arc founded in the same fashion that
most fortunes outside of pictures, namely, cumula-

Once in a while somebody ma) grow rich
overnight out of an oil gusher, or a diamond mine,
but ten chances to one it is the business of building,
plus the luck, that creates the big procession
tively.

irs.

There are no such gigantic assemblages of millions
west of the Mississippi River, as exist east of that
line.
The West is proud of a scant do/en. and n
Their wealth, like the
those are not in movies.
sterners, has become great by careful nurturing
through a generation or two.
The wealth of the movie producers, Zukor, Lasky,
•uck. and Laemmle, far exceeds that of any of
the talent whom they employ.
The directors of
pictures as a dass probably are more consistent
money-getters than the people whom they ma;
on the set.
In a way. the <ars come last of all.
While their salaries often appear the most dazzling,
the demands on those salaries are generally heavy

by comparison.
Nevertheless, the stellar palaces all have their
suses. with those who have been working over
a term t^i years the richest.

People will

tell

must by
It is

'.

you

Hollywood

in

that

time have $10.0
generally conceded that he

Harold

this'

£12.is

the

notch
I doubt whether he is quite that rich.
earnings were enormous a few
>.

into

the

\\

hue

Ins

Mary Pickford began

when he was coming

biggest

fortune.
53,000,000

money, he has

slowed down h.is averproduction.
Individual
pictures are returning more to
him perhaps than they ever did.
with the coming of talkies
from the
accumulated profits
older films must he somewhat
diminished.
However, as "Feet
First" is considered one of the
cleverest of his efforts, there is
no telling how much will accrue
to his exchequer.
And whatever does accrue is

To-day

to be
on the

of

largely retained, hecause

Lloyd

were running

nourish

was

his

erly Hills, which,

home
with

lishments, probably
than a million.

all

where
Where, indeed

it

opin:

Harold has sped away
in

1

!

blows a few
Chaplin and tl
at once
• than
Lita.

all

t'

Charlie

when
try.

•or herself,

U\

the divorce

I

by Witzcl

was

'

his.

I

re

did

than $1,-

Mrs

Chaplin

and $2

fund for the children. Tiwas computed at a milli
The experience turned the comedian's
hair gray, and made him go back to work
with a vengeance on his picture "The CirHe declared at the time that he
had

trust

Charles Ray, once rich and popular, has lost the fortune that once

T

rnment b

:
00 for il
turns through years, while

Bevembel-

is
interesting- to note that
one time Llovd and Cecil De-

It

ra

his rival.

is

more

a

li-

icede that

in

cost

fortune

in the

anything- hut a wild and foolish
spender of money. His greatest

at

estimated

is

$5,000,000. depending
value of real estate.

to

lually

age

early to accumulate a

it

IS

The

M>>th of TKeir Millions
ment

Mrs. Pickford, it
ate.
an estate of SI, 100,000, very
largely the trust fund, held by her and Mary together, which was shown to have increased to
$780,000. It is surmised that this is just an incident in the Pickford fortune, which is variously
estimated at $3,000,000 to $5,000,000.
The large
range is due to the fact that a considerable portion

may

of her
be recalled,

left

consists of real-estate investments,
are of indeterminate value.

which

at present

Douglas Fairbanks startled the world two years
1923 and 1924, by paying the largest
income tax of anybody in the movies. He was
exceeded by several other wealthy southern Caliin succession,

fornians, but his contribution was very substantial.
is known to have made big money on such
pictures as "Robin Hood" and "The Thief of Bagdad," thus laying the foundation for his personal

Doug

wealth. He is popularly rated as being less wealthy
than Mary, although because of his several years
of striking success at a time when pictures were
returning much money, the two are possibly not
far apart.

There
vigor of

no myth, of course, about the financial
some of these long-standing favorites.

is

Barring the circumstance that one or the other of
them may have been caught in the stock-market
crash, or suffered from the shrinkage in other
values, they should have enough resources for a
future of serenity and enjoyment.
Still they are a handful, and there are not so

many others to augment the total. Those most
nearly approaching them include Norma Talmadge,
Marion Davies, Colleen Moore, Tom Mix, and
perhaps John Barrymore, with money made from
the stage and pictures, Corinne Griffith, Will
Rogers, and a few others.
It is believed that the fortune of several of these
stars, like Miss Talmadge and Miss Moore, closely
approximate, if they

do not exceed, $2,000,000. Rogers has such
numerous sources of
income that his fortune is now growing
with decided rapidity.

Reports around Hollywood are that he re-

Accumulated income

tax, as well as the cost of his divorce,
depleted Charlie Chaplin's treasury, but he has many millions
left.

was
income was $75,000 a month,
but Chaplin himself suggested that $3,000,000 would more
Lita, in her divorce complaint, asserted that Charlie

worth $16,000,000, and that

his

reasonably describe his fortune.
He became even more conservative on the witness stand.
and said that it was something over a million, indicating not
too much.
-Allowing for Airs. Chaplin's enthusiasm, and Chaplin's
ultra-retentiveness, Hollywood decided that about $6,000,000
or $7,000,000 might be near the correct figure.
But many
However, anycontend that this is an excessive estimate.
body that pays $1,600,000 extra income tax can safely be said
to have plenty of money.
It is generally considered to mean
an income six or seven times greater, allowing for the
surtax.
And Chaplin hasn't spent all of that!
Mary Pick ford started her fortune early, and in what is
conceded to be a very sound manner. Out of the $560,000
that she made in 1917
and this was actual she saved
$420,000. On the advice of Charles M. Schwab, she created
a trust fund to be assured of a retirement income.
Mary told of this on the witness stand during the settle-

—

—

ceived

as

much

as

$25,000 a week while
working on a picture.
The duration of filming

is

to eight

frequently six
weeks, or even

more.

The
will,

millionaire list
needless to sav,

soon be augmented by
such stars as Norma
Shearer. Greta Garbo,
Ronald Colman. and a
few others. Stars who
may be in that class
now include Richard
Dix. Richard Barthelmess, and, needless to

For years William
Farnum's salary was
$10,000 weekly, but he
returned to the
movies through neces-

has

sity.

The Myth
n

if

oj"

Their Millions

he

une.
estate.

William
are

ian

•

Powell,

'.rait,

I

and

Mary
une

i

accumulated

in:

a

fortune.

Pi

>n

the way, but hardly

ovi

enl

toward

the

divorce

suit.

property

during

settlement

his

Miss Brent spends liberally of her earnings.
Mi>^ Brian is putting money away, l>ut it is
doubtful if her foi
r if
she has that much.
Betty Bronson is reputed
t>> have all. -in $50,0
from her earnings.
Naturally, her salary was much larger than
!

Mary

Brian's at

>tart.

tin-

Clara Bow has a trust fund into which about
half her salary has been going for over a year.
It is said to contain aboul $100,000.
Outside
of this Clara spend
liberally.
A!-,,, of
coui
has to pay liberally.
With reference to Chancy, it might also he
his wealth probably exceeded
il
tl"
own in the court rec
his
fortune, according to the best information, v
gely shared with his widow.
She was, incidentally, the beneficiary of his estate, with the
ption of a ivw thousand dollars.
Wills so far have not indicated any startling
amounts oi money bequea
'the heirs".
rtainly v.<mc ^i those left by the stars h
reached the million mark officially.
The largest fortune in the past few years
was George Beban's aboul $500,000.
And
i

—

Beban was noted.

for making good
Williams estate was
once estimated at $250,000, hut through misfortunes it was subsequently reduced to nothand the body o\ the star had to he virtually rescued by his friends from potter's field.
Mabel Normand, gay spirit of the films, deher many ree
Photo (c> b;
verses,
succeeded in

investments.

believe,

1

The

Earl

.

leaving

fortune of
about $100,000 to her
mother, consisting of
'0

000

in

a

in

cash.

jewel rv,

nearly $40.000
estate.

'in

$50,-

and
real

Mabel was

at

one time estimated to
be worth about half a
million.

Tcanne Eagels, who
$1,000,000
during her stage ca-

received

reer, died leavin_
than $100,000. and the
tragic incident in her

Jeanne
Eagels,
who
earned a million, died
leaving less than $100.000 and a quantity of
imitation jewelry.

'I<jr«y

After years
Sills

case

left

was

of highly paid work. Milton
an estate of only $100,000.

that

her

j

worth a huge sum. turn*
and hardily of any value
deed, the player folk wear the

times, intins

financially.

Many players
while on the

wer

'tire

few of them still do this.
Marguerite Clark, once Mary Tick-ford's
rival, chose to do tin's, following the comtract
of her Famous PI:
that
nearly ten years ago. One
she enjoys peace and contentment in Xcw
Orleans, and rccentlv there was even talk
of her husband's political ascendancy.
William S. Hart, choosing libertv rather
with
than slow death
-.ovie producers, hied himself to his
Continued on page 96
'

pletion

1

i

—

—
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coming of the New Year always moves
Till"
lywood Boulevardier not to resolutions,
honest

a

Hol-

but

The

to

and he now reluctantly ad-

confessions,

mits that
Carroll is one of the most versatile actress
pictures'— hut when .she starts singing it's another thing

Nancy

entirely.

Janet

iaynor

(

is

probably the most appealing

girl

on

screen—but she ought to curb her temperament.
Buddy Rogers is a likable chap but his persistent

the

—

alarming in a man of his age.
Loretta Young is one hundred per cent pretty and
charming but she should remember that not even the
great can repeatedly acknowledge introductions to a person and get away with it.
Ruth Chatterton is certainly a fine actress but her
condescending manner offscreen is jarring.
but his photographic poses
)avid Rollins is a nice hoy
puppyishness

rouer
Stroll

The New Year causes

a kindly

observer of the

administer a friendly warning against permitting
For he, like every fan, has only
of themselves.
this year the most memorable

is

By

Everett

—

—

—

I

arc

more

suitable for girls.

—
—

William Powell is the suavest man in pictures but his
smugness is very wearing.
Frank Albertson is a most engaging chap but he
wears white buckskin shoes on all occasions.
Conrad Nagel has an agreeable voice but his aggres-

—

the grandest wisecracker on the screen
keep up a flow of wit when he isn't
working is boring.
but
Lillian Roth puts over a song as few others can
she always starts fooling with her hair as soon as she

Jack Oakic

—but

is

his effort to

—

comes into a scene.
but he
Xeil Hamilton has a most buoyant disposition
dramatizes everything that happens to him.
Dorothy Jordan is a honey hut she giggles.
The talent of Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is unquestioned

—

—

—hut he always needs a hair

cut.

—

Ames

mildly, extremely

gives some swell performances
but he
shouldn't rout his friends out of bed at one o'clock in the

Anita Page's development as an actress is welcomed
by both fans and critics but her winks and grimaces

morning to read them "Blind Raftery."
Marian Xixon looks clinging enough but her determination, when she makes up her mind to anything, is

sive

demeanor of culture

is,

to put

it

irritating.

—

are embarrassing.
—attempts
charm, and
Constance Bennett's
undeniable —but her heart never
her head.
Fredric March
a cultured man—but he uses
at deviltry,

brilliance are

poise,

rules

is

trite

phrases in conversation.

Ann

Harding's intelligence and sweetness are unqueshut offscreen she always looks like a housewife
going to market.
Richard Barthelmess is one of
the most interesting figures in picturesbut he always seems bored.
Merna Kennedy is one of the

tionable

—

—

most beautiful
girls ever seen

in

Hollywood

—hut her temper

is

undisci-

plined.

Robert

known among her friends.
Charles Bickford has established himself as a he-man
but I wish he wouldn't make
interested in big issues
such a fuss over standing up for his rights.
Marie Dressier deserves her success but she talks too
much about her "society" friends.
Glenn Tryon's wit is unsurpassed but when a person
is no longer useful to him he gets no sample of it.
Bebe Daniels's friends are legion but it is a relief to
know that she is safely married at last.
Ramon Xovarro is the most ascetic of stars but be
drinks tomato-juice cocktails.
Mary Brian's sweetness is as unfailing offscreen as on
but her lack of temperament affects me like a meal
consisting entirely of desserts
but
Phillips Holmes's sense of humor is exceptional
he blondines his hair.

well

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

Calls tke Roll
bettOW praise

to

minor

t

uilts to

lot

modify the
ition of all

of

all

in

their j;ood

I

but

points ;md

they have made
they have done to make

the movies.

Blagd en

the CUriousl

Dorothy Mackaill'a candor is disarm
she
changes boy friends too often.
nt Withers has risen from two-reelers
hut one
wishes he would gel used to tlu' fart that he
Itickv.
in pictures is rough and read
omers but his bathroom is done in orai
i-,

!

Betty

Compson

is

a most hom

»n

—hut

Eddi
always feeling s.irry
Lilyan Tasnman
If spread around
:

i

Alice

falsi

Sue Carol and Nick Stuart are a must charming couple
hut guests at their parties have seldom met before.
Olive Borden has a perfectly gorgeous pair of
but her come-and-go- Southern accent is amusing.
Robert Montgomery is the most popular leading man
drafted from the stage
but he tries to impress people
with the fact that his intelligence is valued by his em-

—

|i

—

\\ bite

in

—

Wilson won a

people.

Louise Fazenda

l's
even greal
than his ability.

J o a u

net

Ben-

I

studio.

Ronald Colman gives good characterizations of
polished gentleman
but his conversation
offscreen
scarcelv
is
what could be called Stimulating.

—

Polly Moran and William
Haines bring laughter into many

the

i

in.

it

occasionally.
1><

lur L;ic,e;lc in fillums.
Al J. il-

i

in

they bring

I

•

hi- children.

—

In

Richard Arlen is probably
and
•ilar man on the Paramount lot —but
relief to hear of his kicking over the-

-

Francis is the most smartly gowned woman
and her acting is a joy but she is getting a little
too grand.
but she makes
Jeanette MacDonald has a lovely voice
things difficult for those who work with Iter at the

—hut
girl

her films

never forgotten it.
Harry Norton is very h

sen,

ha

my

is

Sharon Lynn is well-bred enough for Hollywood
but -lie insists upon telling people she i- a lady.
Chester Mot
loped a box-office followinghut he is interested in no one but himself, his wife, and

Kay

who

Rnement seems unreal.
Marion

Lois

ploy,

it:

Stanley Smith is in
but be cultivates only people
an be mi" use to him.

H>0

with
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It's
When

All

seen through the eyes of clever caricaturists
startle without leaving any

GEORGE BANCROFT.

Photo bj B

the present-day Buddy.
and interviews about women; and

,

The

picture,

•,

Buddy

the Fourth

iopmtnt
Rogers has gone through three B1
came to the movie capital, and is only now settling into
a practical outlook on life there and discovering a balancin
of humor.
Charles

since he

Ann

B?

Tl

IK Buddy Rogers of to-daj is
Rogers u ho came to loll) wood.
three or four of him.
i

ame Buddy

I

I

Thi re have

impostor

are like chapters in books.
In
run
be the same old yarn, but the endings of various episodes and phases in the
our
- where we found them.
One's mirror to-day does not reflect the same p
lay, and to-morrow's reflection will be unlike
This is true of you,
is pictured now.
f
me, of
the girl in the apartment above, and of the man on the
It i- also true of Buddy R
street corner.
many people, the idea that a person may change
This i>
immediately im
mething derogatory.
/tors.
ecially tn
Witness the frantic stew, in
"What the Fans Think," stirred up by a girl who used

,•;>

'

;

-

:

i

know Gary Cooper when

the information that

lie is

e

not the "-ame hoy

not

:identally,

allow the same

the
latitude to our

'

Jrl — hut

public

world
was.

we do
do

'

not
to

asked to
at any momi
li

I

suffered

Ie

Buddy Rogers has changed? lie isn't the
hoy he was when he first came to Nolly-

say,

same naive

wood? Then, the assumption is that he must have
changed for the worse. But Buddy, in common with us
all. has changed neither for better nor for worse.
Things
have- merely happened to him. things conducive to a
completely changed outlook, from one chapter to the

was on

with this natural fact, fame hurst upon Buddy
at the most impressionable and changeahle years of his
life.
Even had he not been under the cold eye of puhlicity. he would have gone through that period of readjustment which changes old standards, weeds out
ideals, assumes and discards ideas.
A trying enough
time in the life of any hoy, without every cl
development being recorded for puhlic inspection.
The first Buddy Rogers I knew am! I met him two
days after his arrival from Paramour
Island
studio
was a little hick of a kid.
His
They weren't that far advanced.
not even half-baked.
It had never occurred to him that life

—

af-

the heart of a loving
family, embroidered with fraternity
and jazz music, at which he was extremely adept. Romance was something
of moonlit nights at a country club where

centered

in

I

between dances and
hold a girl's hand
if she would let you.
those you
Girls were of two kinds
uldn't kiss and the ones you could.
And you couldn't kiss the "
-ics.
People were either important, like the
big stars, directors, and executives, or
they were unimportant, like Ruddv himself, for instance.
It was all verv simple.
Upon the world that was TTollvwood.
might

stroll

—

—

he excitedly cast an eager hut dubious
eye.
His entire attitude was that of an

When Buddy
with

Claire

romance

Parampui

.V
world, only the mighty had busin<
,\\\a\ from the Studio,

eeutivc.

He

mystifyii

lived

film

with

a

fr

brother and his

family, paying tlf:
and hoard. In Olathe,
'for that rate.

room
the

live at

I

felt

it

plenty.
I

Ii>

social activil

Buddy woul

play

After

or the saxophone until twelve o'clock.

More than once he has fallen
shoulder on the ride home.

th<

thai

n a frie:

sleepy.

Then a mi!'
Buddy and his

pictures, and found him a her
'.vanced
His
doings became publicity fodder.
with this new growth of puhlic intere-t. Almost immediately he verged on semistardom.
To the hoy himself, t'
ad unexith it.
N
pected.
He was not prepared t
with what he r<
lie prepared
be
ment on his personality."
July amused that he should he a "nil

Buddy

—

was not a peaceful, well-regulated

n hut hi

the

the coin

other.
ipled

is beginning to look behind the veil of Hollywood.

fidence in everj
Ie

m

Ih

world.

I

n

Buddy Rogers

his
!i d
under-

of

lack

for his

ourselves.

fair,

at

I

hilt

pie

to

T*-M

Sylvester

may

they

i

felt

He
it

that

somethii

:t

made him

it.

hut

e in to

slightly

itch

sick.

embarrassment.
fell

in

Windsor

was

kidded

love
the

:m-

to

h a

death

charmi

He

fell

in

all

the

it

and
from

•

he had ever known.
the

S

She had

'

married and
all.

she

was

a

fan

who wore

ermine to Hollywood premieres

was interested in /
seen and admired he
came to Hollyw

— and

she

he had
he ever

A numher

of
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Appl ause
It io won in unstinted measure by
Lewis Ayres for his notable performance in "The Doorway to Hell,"
in itself an arresting picture and
made all the more so by its leading

player.

A

two years ago Lewis Ayres was
thousands of unknowns in Hollywood, because he never had met the opportunity that might lift him above them.
scant

among

the

Under contract
as well

to a studio, he might just
have gone on playing the banjo he aban-

doned in a night-club orchestra for
good it did him.

all

the

Then, against the competition of other unknowns, as well as many very well-known
young men, lie was chosen to play Paul, in
"All Quiet on the Western Front."
The rest
is

history.

Now

comes

Mr. Ayres, left, in a totally
characterization a racketeer, hard,
aggressive, unidealized by any fictitious glamour
or romantic hokum and with an underlying
tragic note that makes the performance mature,

—

different

authoritative,

human, one

exhibits of the month.

of the genuinely fine

.

Green Lights All

Way

the
Dorothy Jordan's road
oi

to

prominence

in

films

has been

the obstacles that ordinarily make life unpK
ior the little girls crashing the movie game.

By Edward Nagle
VC<

IN

ESSIBILITY

"i the

movie

folk,

is

and

one of the most picturesque
is

not in the least surprised,

I

very popular this season, so
was
and only a little annoyed, that it
I

'"lutein telephone calls to arrange an appointment with
)orothy Jordan.

My

an:

vanished
irl

that

men

when

finally

I

She

met Dorothy.

i>

The

forgive.

publicity department has
the adjective is not only

ibed her as "diminutive," and
obvious, bul also apt. She has that flutteringly feminine manner
h seems to belong to all girls born in Dixit-.
In addition to
that, sin- has youth, and
don't mean merely her \car^: die has
talent and another potent attribute not alwa
with it.
which she ha- requested me not to d<
'"Don't mention my beauty," Dor. .thy begged.
"All the
writers do. If ] am beautiful"
here she dropped her eyes and
went into her blush "then the public will discover the fact
I

1

—

—

for itself."

knew nothing at all about Dorothy's past, except that she
had studied at Sargent's Academy of dramatic art. I could tell
that by the way she pronounced "desprit cherecter" in
"DevilMay-Care." I asked her to tell me the story of her life.
She was born in Clarksville, Tennessee, on August K 1910.
Her family is upper middle class, so her earlv childhood was
utterly lacking in color.
Dorothy, after a good deal of concentration, could remember only two incidents of it:
having played
in a sand pile, and having written a fan letter
to Norma Talmadge. These facts may he relevant to advanced student
psychoanalysis, hut to me they convey nothing.
But the little Jordan girl was not so dull as her environment.
She was promoted from grammar school at the age of eleven.
This was something
rd in those parts, and the Clarksville new-paper described it in a full column.
Dorothy was
unv
at having become famous, but her joy was
shortlived, because she came across a Xew
York newspaper which
contained not one word about her precocity.
From that moment
on. Dorothy's one desire was to go to Xew
York and to achieve
I

(

i

{

{

Bmition there.

During her four years

in high school, she begged her father
her to go to Xew York to study, hut he always replied
with a loving tut-tut. She en'
rn University, in
ennessee, hut one semester's frolicking in the
Pierian spring

nut

I

was enough.

asked her father to stake her to one year in Xew
York
and promised that if she wasn't famous bv that time,
to return
ti
and spend the rest of her days in obedient oblivion
;
He consented, and pretty soon the whole town was
buzzing with
the news that little Dorothy Jordan
w
to Xew York to
study. There were farewell parties
galore, and a big farewell scene
"Don't
mention
my
railroad station.
It was not until the
beauty, sir," said Dorotrain was pulling out that Dorothy's
thy Jordan to the stern
mother remembered to ask. "But.
writer who rode by on
-?"
othy, what are you going
his bicycle while the
Dorothy hadn't thought of that. She lass made hay on the
perused the magazine advertisements
studio lawn.
[

l

;

:
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Green Lights All

trie

Way
Instead, there was a wheezy
portable organ and two squeaky violin-, which alternately played 'Yes, Sir,
That's
Baby,'
and Massenet's

My

•Klegie.'

"There was a death-bed scene played
the accompaniment of the former,
and the villain attempted to seduce me,
and the hero wooed me, to the heartrending strains of the latter.
I
was
overjoyed when the picture was finished and I was sent to United Artists
to play Bianca, in 'Taming of the
Shrew.' I worked seven weeks in that
picture,
although I spoke but two
to

words."
Her agent then arranged a test with
M.-G.-M., which resulted in the lead
Xovarro, in "Devil-Mayopposite
Care." The critics hailed her as the
most likely lead Xovarro had had since
In answer
Alice Terrv went Riviera.

my question as to whether she enjoyed working with the romantic Ramon, she said. "Yes, it was pleasant.
Xovarro's unit is always the gayest in
the studio." She refuses to be tricked
to

into

making

effusive

statements,

al-

though she has the courage of her enthusiasms.

She attributes her meteoric rise to
prominence in films to beautiful breaks
and enterprising agents. "I have had
miraculously good luck," she says.
worries her a little that she has
Artists
starved or suffered.
should, you know. Her life has known
but one grief, the death of her father
a year ago. He did not live to see her
achieve the fame she set out to find in
It

never

Xew

Photo

l>y

Dorothy Jordan

is

worried because she has never starved nor suffered for
art's

sake.

and finally decided
a good thing, she

to enroll in Sargent's

some miles out of

Clarksville.

Dorothy's

says, that

Academy.

It is

she reached that decision

to the theater had been confined to
Fritz Leiber's Shakespearean repertoire.
She had been
a movie fan, but had never hoped to become an actress.
She felt that something so glamorous was not for her.
But once enrolled in the academy, she knew that she
would never he happy as anything else.
When the year was nearly over and Dorothy wasn't
famous yet, she found herself a job as one of the
Cluster Hale girls at the Capitol Theater, and later in the
"Garrick Gaieties," and in "Twinkle. Twinkle."
She danced and sang so well that dramatic art nearly
visits

lost an exponent.
She was given bits in "Funny Face"
and "Treasure Girl," two musical comedies which died
young, but not because they were good.
Her agent arranged a test for Fox, which was so favorable that she was sent to Hollywood for revue work
in "Happy Days" and "Words and Music."
Dorothy
worked hard in these two pictures, but the result of all
her labor ended on the cutting-room floor.
She was given the second lead in "Black Magic."
"I'd never have been a success in
Fox's last silent.
silents," Dorothy confesses.
"The clamor was too confusing.
I'd been told that there would he music to

help us emote.

York.
hard to meet any one in Hollywood who appreciates his good fortune.
The boys and girls of the movXot Dories are so bored by it all.
It is

Bull

T

expected

a

symphony

orchestra,

at

othy; she cherishes every slight manifestation of her
Her name in lights over a neighborhood picture
house sends her into raptures, and she even enjoys being
interviewed.
She likes to think of the thousands of theaters which
are showing her pictures. "In the evening I like to imagine the fans scattered throughout the country who are
success.

watching my films. What are their emotions when I
am performing? Xo doubt most of them feel nothing
but indifference, but what do the others feel ?"
She greatly regrets that she cannot afford to subscribe
to a clipping bureau and so read all the reviews of her
work.
She also admitted that she enjoyed being recognized as a movie person on Hollywood Boulevard. In
fact, she often engineers such recognition.
"How in the world does one go about that?" I wanted
to

know.

I make up extravagantly, toss two
or three fox furs at a nonchalant angle over my shoulders and wear sun glasses.
So the tourists imagine I
am a celebrity seeking to escape recognition and stop
dead in their tracks to stare and to speculate on my
identity.
I haven't yet been taken for Garbo, though."
Dorothy's accent is. as I said before. Sargent school.
But when she becomes excited, as when speaking of
Greta Garbo. or a sunset seen from an airplane, her voice
Continued on page 116

"It's quite simple.

Photo by Fr.

BONNIE,

lily in
Harry Lauder used to
bonni<
That seems fitting
laudia I
is both bonnie and
as an introducl
sweet, though there seems no likelihood of her fragrant personality hi
seclusion of a dell.
For she was not horn to blush unseen, nor had she any such desire in
sing this striking o
incoming appearance in
Million Frenchmen,"
when the Broadwav hit comes to the screen.

A

t

•
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THERE'S
before

one point that we shall have to clear up
decide whether to lunch with you, or off in a
quiet corner by myself," Fanny the Fan informed me in
no uncertain terms. "\\ hen Anna May Wong comes drifting
in and a handsome young man makes a dash for her side, you
are not to say 'Another good man gone Wong.'
And I thought Fanny never tired of hearing about her, so
long as one didn't suggest that Anna May was anything short
of a genius.
Even when Anna May was shunted off in small parts in Hollywood pictures, Fanny used to maintain that she combined all
the best features of Ruth St. Denis, Celestial poetry, the
Winged Victory and a torch song. And now that the Chinese
girl has made a hit on the New York stage and her Britishmade pictures have turned up minus the usual British f<
Fanny is just dying to have some one remind her that she
recognized Anna May's talent long ago.
But don't, in case you are the good Samaritan who does
remind her, bring up any of the names of those for whom
Fanny prophesied greatness who have been lost in the shuffle.
just

I

'

She

is a little sensitive about it.
"I wish that Anna May's triumph might have come a little
sooner." Fanny remarked sadly.
''It would have made Lon
Chaney so happy, if he could only have lived to see her successful.
He used to storm around the studio in a fury when
Anna May didn't get a part he thought she ought to have. He
said that she was one of the most skillful and adroit players
that he had ever seen."

Anna May came
grand she

in a

moment

She must be a

dignified.

is

"On

in

little

later,

looking very smart and

weary by now of hearing how

the Spot," but she takes her congratulations
After all. she has
which some of the

as graciously as if each one were the first.
the satisfaction of being a hit in a role for
best actresses in

America were

tried out.

"Do you remember how futile her career looked a few years
ago?" Fanny asked. "When she was considered for an American part, directors said she looked too Chinese, and when she
was considered for a Chinese role, they said she looked too
American
Oh, well, maybe the most important factor in
an actress's ultimate success is persistence. Look at Dorothy
!

Mathews."
Every one, by now, has taken a look at Dorothy Mathews,
She doesn't play much of a part
in "The Doorway to Hell."
because

it is

almost entirely a man's picture, but it
who isn't limp and cloving.

a girl in a leading role
I

like a sullen,

is

nice to see
for me,

As

disagreeable face occasionally.

"Did she have to try so very hard ?" I asked politely, knowing
there was something Fanny was dying to tell if she only were
urged. "I don't remember seeing her around in many pictures."
"She's been around for years and years trying
"She was
to get a break !" Fanny exploded.
Ruth Roland,
smart enough to get a job in a studio as script
above, worked
like Barnum's
girl, thinking that after she got inside and became
d

au ghter

to

put her picture over.

Jeanette
MacDonald is
visiting New
York
I

before

her
starting
Fox contract.

acquainted she'd have a chance to prove she could
But she was such a good script girl, they
act.
didn't see why they should let her do anything else.
"A long time ago Frank Tuttle let her play a
bit in that Atlantic City beauty-contest picture he

'The American Venus' it was called. I
She looked lovely, and she had a lot of
poise, but do you think that got her anywhere?
Xo, she went right on being a script girl. She

made.
think.

tacups
Fan reports New York's
the
reaction to several Hollywood questions.

Fanny

titles

i"'

She
remember.
she married, Bebe Daniels was maid of honor and

after every one else
was \i \ well liked,
i

"When

in

the studio ha<

flopped on them.

I

ever) one made a great
in her acting can

fuss over her, but so

far as an)

help

had to do without it.
concern
her husband now, and every once in a while she

She's left
lands a nice

!>it

in a picture.

telling me,
know she never had anything
do with selecting her costumes for 'The Doorway to Hell.'
Her own tas e is decidedly superior. I've seen her around a lot
heard she was going
>he always look-, quite distinctive.

"Without any one

1

to

I

to be in a play here.
Maybe thai will help her."
"P.nt practically everybody will be in a play

lure

before

"And if the plays keep right
over,"
objected.
on dying before they run a week, who's to see the actor-, except
a few reviewers
"But
"Well, there's something in that," Fanny admitted.
you'll notice that even it" "A Farewell to Anns' ran only a few
ts,
Elissa I. audi made enough impression so that Fox
her and sent her to Hollywood. She is exquisite. She's
•i

is

1

!

make

a picture with Charlie Farrel)."
"That's a had risk," T cut in. a little fed up with Fanny's
air \A sweetness.
"It" sb
she was on the si
Charlie'.-- fans will hate her for showing him up.
He can't
seem to figure out what it is all about, except when he's acting
with Jain
ir."
"I wish some one would issue a primer on the art of acting,"
Fanny chimed in reflectively. "And I've a good idea for the
first part.
The opening lesson would be to send all the pupils
Greta Garbo, in 'Romance.' and then Grace Moore, in
"
'A Lady's Morals.'
I knew she couldn't stay off the subject of
Garbo long. I
wondered just what conclusion she would draw from that very
good picture and very had one, for as you may have noticed,
Fanny is the world's long-distance conclusion jumper.
"The lesson for the day would he. 'The Art of Acting: What
Is It?'
You see Garbo in a highly romantic story about an
opera singer and in spite of the fact that she can't sing a note,
she brings you all the glamour and the temperament of an ideal
prima donna. Then you see Grace Moore, a real opera singer
with a glorious voice in a similarly romantic picture, and you're
never convinced for an instant that she is any part of the world
of make-believe.
fust a nice placid person, sweet, hut a
little Marion Talley to the contrary, I refuse to believe
I want glamour and temperathat prima donnas are like that.
ment in my opera singers."
'Acs." 1 agreed, "hut where will you get it?
There's a
conspiracy on foot among the producers to keep it o."
pictures.
Look what they've done to Du Parry
and to Jenny Lindf They've cleaned up tl
Irene Delroy,
two legendary sirens to such an extent, that if
above, is reyou want to cling to any ideas of their
turning to the
fabulous charmers you have to stay away

to

'

I

[

theaters and go to the puhlic lihrar
I
can usually manage to remain

stage.

calm
about pictures on the assumption that mosl
them are made by people who are slightly
malic, hut sometimes Fanny's undying hope that
the next ones will he different

Fanny was
lack of

still

fairly

is contagious.
puzzling over singers and their

temperament.

The camera

is

unkind to June
Walker.

Over

the Teacups
quite indignant.
And a lot of
does her. because evidently Miss MacDonald
n the screen to stay.
As soon as her contract
with Paramount expired, Fox signed her.
Maybe
they haven't heard that musical films aren't doing so
well any more.
"Miss MacDonald is due to arrive here any day
now for a vacation." Fanny remarked as she gazed

Fanny was growing

good

it

around the Algonquin languidly. "I wonder if some
one couldn't persuade her to play sweet and simple
roles on the screen in future."
From the sudden sparkle in her eyes I knew that
she had thought of something more pleasant.
"Have you seen Marlene Dietrich's 'Morocco'?''
she asked excitedly, and as I shook my head, she burst
forth. "She's amazing!
She has whatever it is that

some of these

better singers haven't.

Allure,

I

guess

But there's one puzzling thing about
her.
She has no individuality of her own.
One
minute she looks like Garbo, the next like Jeanne
Eagels, and then suddenly you think you are looking
at Phyllis Haver.
She has all the best features of a
lot of swell people, but I can't figure out whether that
you'd

call

it.

quick oblivion or a rousing success. It will be
to see.
Meanwhile, 'Morocco' is well
worth seeing
You won't complain about her being
spells

stolid."

If

everybody

lene Dietrich.

I

I'll

meet continues to rave about Mareither have to stay away from the

theater from sheer ennui, or find some obscure reason
for objecting to her.
I can't, after all these years,
spoil my record for never liking the people who make
the biggest bit with the largest audience.
"I see that Dick Barthelmess says that Richard
Cromwell, who plays in the new version of 'Tol'able
David.' is great." I remarked, wondering what that
would bring forth. Fanny hates to see new versions
of old pictures that she liked.

'Maybe he was just being polite," Fanny offered.
"I haven't seen the picture, but there is a persistent
rumor that the new prodigy is a sort of male Betty
Bronson. Just too sweet and wistful for words."
"After all that's hardly a valid criticism." I objected.
"You could hardly expect or want a swaggering
brute like Charles Bickf ord plays, could you ?"
"I couldn't want any one in the part." Fanny assured me. "It was done beautifully once, so why not
let it go at that ?
And that reminds me, did you by any
chance think that 'The Life of
the Party' was a new story?"

—

Thoto by Lippman

Winnie Lightner's name is in
the biggest letters on Broadway.
"I can't understand it," she
blurted out. "I always expect
singing voices to be lodged in
magnetic creatures with the

grand manner, like Mary Garden and Geraldine Farrar.
Even a moderately good voice
ought to have some temperament behind it. And look at

Jcanette MacDonald!
never

I'll

forgive Lubitsch for
casting her as a gay and dashing princess.
fine girl to play
the part of a governess, or a
small-town choir singer. When
she stops singing
expect her
to start chewing gum."

A

I

—

"Never thought about it. I
was so charmed with Charles
Butterworth, I wouldn't have
cared if it was a Cinderella
story, or the one about the
twins who were separated as
children."
'"Well,"

was

Fanny

sighed, "that

good story for
the days when Darryl Zanuck
was turning them out at breakneck speed and the Warners
were making them at bargain
prices.
Louise Fazenda and
Jacqueline Logan were in it,
if I remember correctly, and I
practically never do. But when
they had Winnie Ligbtner. and
a

pretty

Dorothy Mathews's persistence
finally

won

a

leading role for
her.

Over

the TeftClipi

Delroy, and Whiting, and B
Technicolor, and
for a
it
don't see why they didn't
a* fully well,
he pictui
am glad for Winnie
h, and
apparently, other people aren't botl
I

I

I

1

memory

with a

like

mine.

"Imagine what a thrill it was for Winnie
when she drove down Broadway and saw her
name on the biggest banner that has ever
She's one of tl
put up!
who looks a- if she would survive in picti
Winnie hasn't been thinking an awful lot about
nee she's been her
her

worried about

been

He's

baby.

in

the

hospital having his tonsils out and Winnie will
be simply frantic if she has to -tart hack to
Hollywood before the child is entirely well.
the
ie didn't make a personal appearance

She

the picture Opened.

•

left that d

Delroy and Jack Whi
enough for Miss Delroy, because
the audience wouldn't expect her to do any-

honor

fnl

to Irene

thing hut look sweet, hut if Winnie had connout they would have demanded that she be

And
funny.
rush out on tl
'

nne can't

even

and cut up

at a

moment's

noti

'•The night of the opening Winnie went to
a hall given by the Warner employer-, and I
she made a great hit with
tell you
In't

them."
"Irene Delroy

is

u

going hack on the stage,

""

asked.
"Yes, and I think she'll do better tl
Fanny rattled on. "That reminds me. you
should have seen her the other night at the
She looked utterly lovely. I don't
Mayfair.
I

know why

kinder to
did
to
June Walker,
Ie.
For no reason at all. it prein 'War Nurse'
sented her with an extra chin or two and made
her look dumpy."
"
"But the Mayfair
the camera
Just look what

isn't

it

!

,

reminded her.

I

y< s," Fanny said.
was gay and dashing

"I »h,

"It

and

as

brilliant,

usual.

Fanny Ward was there
it

Week

touch..

to

Home

And Corinne

had

Griffith
in

Old

the

give

just

Marian Nixon won't play any
more guileless ingenues.

arrived

hut

e,

partv.

'

up

terribly fed

\\

after a few days and V

town, so she was there.
Ginger Rogers was

back home.

•

of the younger
ind Lillian Roth and
Claire Windsor were also
the

belle

amor

find

•

;hcir pr

Of

present.

1

useinCaliturn and

too.

X

"Marian

undisputed

the

Mayfair gathMarilyn Miller.

n of all
-

was
opening

to

York

ermir.'

so

get

along

film

people

•

cictv
a

had stock market.

without her.

"A

lot

of

Broadway has broken out
in three cheers for Anna

hut

t,

at

and

three

Hollywood

neglecting her.

for

it

trailir.

a

rage

i

I

will

he a break
ck to

when

skirts

short

a

Marian

for her

sneers

in

rs

crowd.

were here just the week

May Wong

1

B

'Smiles.'

in

liad

in

and

cute

-

n't

do

very muchgood.
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Harlow, the ash-blond siren of "Hell's Angels,"
all

Fty

THE

latest overnight
Jean Harlow.

sensation

of

is worth close
the great beauties of the screen.

scrutiny to an interviewer

of

But the overemphasis

not

Malcolm H, Oettinger
the

screen

is

When Howard Hughes made "Hell's Angels,"
his idea of heart interest was Greta Xissen, by no means
But fate intervened in the form of the
a poor idea.
microphone, and talking pictures snuffed out the Nor-

famous bee-stung

lips.

is

good.

However, Jean Harlow has other virtues besides a
startlingly beautiful lace.
She has style and spirit and
a flair for the unconventional touch.
"If I bore you," she said, upon greeting, "just drop
out the window."
I looked at Central Park, a mosaic in green and ivory
twenty stories below, then I looked at Jean, from the
glint in her platinum hair to the gleam of a slave anklet..
That was the last look the park got.
Meeting people is a holiday for this new picture girl.
She has poise, ease, manner. She is sure of herself in

me

;

fact positive.

She was loath

to talk of her debut in pictures, but agreed
So the story came forth, inter-

might be news.
rupted by telephone calls
bearing gifts, messenger
and later, mamma. But
that

it

from importunate swains,

slaves

boys winging in with messages,

we

come

will

to

mamma

in

due

time.

Jean was born in Kansas City, in the midst of a cyclone,
one guesses. Her mother and father were divorced early
in the scenario, and Jean went to Chicago to enter a finishing school.
Before she was properly polished off she married, for
want of something better to do. She was sixteen and
bored.
So she accumulated a husband. "A verv silly
move," she added. Then things began to happen. Be-

—

cause they moved to Los Angeles that place where the
movies are made.
"I never thought of going into pictures." she said, lighting a cigarette. "People used to say, 'You could get by in
the movies.' but I'd simply laugh it off. I had no idea of

becoming an actress.
"One day I went to Fox with a friend to meet a boy in
pictures, and the casting director asked if I'd take a test.
That sounded as if it would be
fun. so

"Drop pictures or

I

drop you," said Jean
Harlow's rich grandbut you'll be
seeing her for some
time to come.

father,

rhoto by White

when

I

did.

the

Then

that evening

crowd heard about

they began to needle

me

it

in a nice

way.
Some one capped the climax by offering to bet $200 that
even if they gave me a job at the
Fox studio I wouldn't get by.

wegian blonde.
So another even blonder blonde was
signed, and the name was Harlow.
If you ask the critics about "Hell's Angels," you will
hear that the air stuff is unsurpassed and the love scenes

So I took the bet."
passed, call after call from the studio was
persistently ignored, and finally, in order to collect the
wager, Jean went to Fox and did a day's extra work,
for which she received two hundred and seven dollars

fairly tropical in their intensity.

and

November. Xo one
goes about interviewing airplane pilots. But blondes are
That brings us

still

to an afternoon in

preferred.

at the Savoy-Plaza, one of the more
elegant retreats for overnight sensations.
Miss Harlow registered as rapidly as a shot of cognac.
Her amazing ash-blond hair is almost white, framing
her face with dazzling effect. The gray eyes and provocative mouth serve to point her face dramatically,
although when I saw her the cupid's bow was drawn a
Mae Murray was pleased to exaggerate her
trifle high.

Miss Harlow was

Months

fifty cents.

"And

that was the beginning." she said.
"I found a
working that I hadn't found in matrimony. Hal
Roach saw me on the lot one day and offered me a twoyear contract which I grabbed.''
The next chapter in the melodrama concerns the straitlaced grandfather hack in Kansas City. who. upon seeing
Jean in superb black lingerie, in a Roach triangle epic,
wired "You drop pictures or I drop you." which meant
that the family fortune went into permanent escrow as
long as the Harlow figure was on the screen.
thrill in

Continued on page

111
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Whll»

JEAN HARLOW

entered pictures on a dare, her first
day of extra work netted her $207.50, she relinquished
and now
a contract rather than lose a big inheritance
Her
she's the most spectacular newcomer of the year.

—

story, opposite, tells

all.

56

rhoto hy Elmer Fryef

cannot resist Loretta
Young, whose features are said to be proof against
any vagary of photography and whose charm off the screen
Her next film?
is as pronounced as when she is acting.

PICTURE

"'You and

PLAY,

I."

like the camera,

ln>.t,i

In

Kuirnt Robert Rlrhe.

procession of Spanish
THE
halts that you may see

beauties crossing the screen
all.
Rosita
"The Santa
be lost in foreign versions

the loveliest of
syllables you heard in

Moreno, whose liquid
Fe Trail." and who mustn't
Let's pray against that
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is no longer news that Leslie Fenton courageously deserted the screen a year or so ago
to sail the seven seas and explore the highways
and byways of the world in search of his soul.
He's back in Hollywood again, intent on giving
those notable performances in which he excels
It's
and which no one equaled in his absence.
safe to guarantee that he will give another in
The Man Who Came Back," with Janet Gaynor
ind Charles Farrell.

IT

by Kreullrh

•-'

l'h..t.i

hv Hun-ell

REGINALD DENNY,

no

longer

actually

a

more of an asset to a picture nowadays than when he carried the burden alone.
His deft and engaging comedy is always a blend
star, is

of taste and a sure sense of humor, while he
speaks the King's English as might be expected
You'll be seeof a member of the royal family.
ing him often for a long time to come.

T>ho<o hy

about to overcome the
herohandicap of being overpublicized as a swansdown
sucshe
has
well
So
career.
her
of
beginning
ine at the
the
ceeded by dint of hard work that now she's placed by

RESOLUTELY

critics

among

Fay Wray

the select few.

set

Kuiene Robert Richer

11

\ NN HARDING

is one recruit from the stage who will
not abandon the movies. For in little more than a year
-.he has made a secure place for herself by reason of a voice
ind a personality unlike that of any one else.
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BEHIND

with her
the hoyden pranks of Lupe Velez,

and all the
romping, her flaunting love for her Gar-ee
lies a very real and
spontaneity,
child-of-nature
her
rest of
to you.
pathetic girl. Margaret Reid introduces her
rather
opposite.

m

Lupe
Much

has been written about th

She

as
Mi

iitly

detachment, sympathy, ami understanding

m

tin-

— end

ihe

I:

r<

.;ui.

ii

.

By Margaret Reid
personality are bright and
TillThe)coloiare ofnolherespecially
rich colors, but

because she
|he brc>

it)

hei

ol

she ev(

Sprung

so young.
n
a< tual

full-blown

s.

At

twent)

.

into

development which opens the depth
She is rather pathetically young. Vividand
tciousness.

bul not glow ing.
Exemplifying youth in the abstract, she
narshness, its heedlessness, its uncertainties,

.

tion.

SI
t

part in the

me

d an on
Los Anj

has

and
Unabashed and too self-confident, she
underneath and never b) her own admisvado.

its

all
its

bra-

•

tl

'"]

with Richard Bennett.

There was pandemonium

Velez household,
of Lu]
ture from the fold. Tearful trepidations.
Lurid
ol the dangers the world held in reserve for unpr
in the

wisdom

a— ailing

Finally, after stormily

far

is,

to

duction of

vociferous arguments as to the

is,

—

In
uneasy.
Lupe's subconscii
mind is the panic of youth exposed to all
Conthe hurts that will inevitably come.
this panic, of which sin- is not
really aware, is a naive, childish phi'
phy a simple philosophy of expedience
that only the child of a race as old as
Latin could have.
In three years she has swiftly traversed
the path from indigence to wealth, from
obscurity to fame. Things happen rapidly
Lupe.
She is a magnet for
niness.
Her very vitality is a
lightning rod for turbulence. That
vitality is magnificent.
With the
high spirits and strength and instincts of a healthy little animal,
she is superbly free of the wariness engendered by intellect.
She
thinks, not through the complexi<f brain cells, but through the
s of her skin.
Because she possesses physical, rather than mental,
instincts, things will always happen

ar«

parental obj<

with her stubborn determination
ning Lupe made her farewi

sion,

— and «

Amid tears, and prayers, and b
and advice, she took her departure, hug
to her breast a Chiabuhua puppy and v.
drew
from her mother's last broken adii
was headed for triumph. That she
But she was
ry you

ing inconsolably as the train

—

1

scared, helpless bcwildermei
things parted for the first time
comforting security of famil
pt gustily on tl
complaining neck.
.-.

1.

fi

unVV<

T

hile.

perative powei

quick and

And

easy.

hound

for foreign
are lovely vehicle

At the border

tl

COUl
dif-

tl

about her passport,
was under age. There w
ficulty

great

deal

red

of

taj

Lupe

unwound.

the
Altera
furious at the delay aiv
for

•

!

violently to Lupe.

The daughter

chanted at OO

of a Spanish singer
and a Mexican army officer. Lupe
is the youngest of seven children.
Horn in Mexico, hers was the customary childhood of high-caste
bourgeois Latin. Convents, duennas, family vigilance,

She hadn't then, and

I.

shi

as old as she ever » ill be.
being, there has nol been the

gradual

ipai kling she

b

her bod)

uli

am

rid

i

would
u

Young, even aside

is

i

sharp.
tl

and

ternational interest.
not allowed to continue
1

her
journey
The passport finally arra
to every
sent on her way.
her pocketbook
And the delay at t'
had made her too late for the

intricate

hoto b]
Latin conventions rose protectingly
Lupe Velez thinks. not through her brain
about her adolescence. As if even
cells, but through the pores of her skin.
stone walls could have hidden
upe
role in "Th
from the sun and the soil, to which
"11
in her
she belonged more intimately than she belonged to her
She left the train in
parents.
pocket and the Chiabuhua in her arm<
When Lupe was fifteen, a revolution exploded the
,'ish and. since her engagement with Richard
\ elez fortunes into small bits.
automatically annulled by
The fragment which her
the Chiahul
family had managed to retain was insufficient to provide
time, she had no pla
".

I

'

more than

a hare existence.

Lupe. bursting in one great
breath the bonds which had bound her to ladylike routine, got herself a job.
Naturally, being Lupe, it was a
job singing and dancing.
A: sixteen, she was an entertainer oi some note in

Mexico City cabarets.

Instinctively she
for expressing herself in voice and motion.

keyed emotions that,

flair

•

in a

The

more mental type of

high-

pers

sat in the

Santa

an inspiration. The only ins
Lupe's appetite, which grew
eating

v.

materialize

med
'.ally

to

left the station

wo Hamburg
and found a
and some meat for the Chiahuhua consumed forty cents
of her capital.

Continued on page 112
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As They Were
To

realize

how much

the stars have gained in chic, charm,
to glance at these photographs
taken not so long ago.

and beauty you have only
Look

Bessie Love, left, was then a nut-brown brualmost anything do for a negligee, and Priscilla
Dean's towering coiffure was awfully smart. The girls were showing the
studio to Irene Franklin, vaudeville star.
nette,

at the group, above.

Carmel Myers

let

Norma Talmadge,

left,

just

attaining stardom, hadn't yet acquired the ermine and diamonds

of

one

of

the

screen's

richest

actresses.

Can
low?

this be Gloria
It

isn't

her

Swanson, bedouble,

for

Gloria had ideas of style that no
one equaled then a.c now.

Mae Murray,

above, at the height of
career displayed curves
that formed one of the loveliest figures
of the driv.
starring

Marion Davies. left, ten years ago concealed the wit and sophistication that
distinguish her to-day.

.

IS

I.eatrice
line that

Joy. above, girlishly poised on the thin
separated obscurity from fame about ten

Sam valia
Mary Pickford, rieht. scrw
when she sold Liberty Bonds during the War.
Bebe Dai
up in films when

!

for her

n-;ental enchant-

idea of

an

—

!
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Beauty Gets a
In

the

second

intellectuality,

part

an

of

alert

his

classification

observer

singles

of

out

illuminating facts

B? S amue
point of

sugariness.

Her

prettiness

1

seemed cloying.

Other people have said the same.

Yet, when I was
presented to her, all preconceived notions were knocked
into a cocked hat.
For Mary has a pretty clear idea
of what it is all about.
Her sweetness, which is as
apparent off the screen as it is on, is not at all assumed.
It is natural.
But underneath it, she knows just exactly
how to go about getting what she wants and, as a rule,
people do those things for her with the air of having
thought them up themselves and of preparing a pleasant surprise for her.
Another who is clever to the nth degree is Evelyn
Brent.
I doubt that there is a woman in Hollywood
who is her equal in this respect. It is not a particularly
sympathetic nature, as in the case of Mary Brian, that
gains Miss Brent's ends for her. It is a keen wit that
knows how to turn things to her own purpose, and
which is quick to take advantage of them.
Happenings, which, to the casual observer, may seem
to reflect in a distinctly unfavorable light on her. are
quite plausibly explained by Miss Brent in a manner
that causes one to place more reliance on her words
than on the evidence of one's own eyes.
Those things which cannot be explained are lightly
brushed aside or hurriedly passed over in such a way
that one never notices them until the conversation has
ended and there is a distance between Miss Brent and
interrogators that prohibits further questioning. Clever ?
Most emphatically, yes
And still another is Dorothy Mackaill.
Dorothy's cleverness, paradoxically enough, lies not
in her indirect methods of approach to anything she wants,
but in the direct manner in
which she goes after it.
Where other girls seek to
cover the object of their desires
and camouflage it with a world
of subterfuges and artifices. Dot
displays a breath-taking candor
that is equally, or more, effective.

Evelyn Brent's cleverness

knows how

to

turn

lies in a

circumstances
purpose.

keen wit that
to

her

own

Her frankness may be a pose.
Beneath it may lurk one of the
most calculating minds in the

—

—

business
I don't know
but if
it is a pose, it is more effective
CLEVER.
than all the cocktails, high balls,
drooping of eyelids and amordefined cleverness as the ability to get your way, and to
ous sighs of the rest of femget the tilings you want, without letting
inine Hollywood put together.
people know that you are after them.
She makes you feel that she is
Or, in
Mary Brian makes people
other words, to make people think they are suga pal and "regular" in the best
her
for
things
want to do
gesting and that you are simply falling in with
sense of the word.
another kind of cleverness.
their wishes.
I can think of no better definition.
Her conversation is frequently
Certainly Mary Brian falls into this category.
punctuated by epithets, but these,
Mary has the faculty of making people want to do things too, are part of her cleverness, for they sound more like
for her, and it is done without much effort on he r part.
And who could refuse a
caresses than anything else.
Before T met Mary T rather resented her on the screen.
pretty woman anything when she turns a calm gaze upon
I thought her an indifferent actress and sweet to the
you and begins to talk and argue in a "man-to-man"

CONSTANCE BENNETT

—
17

Mental Test
Hollywood

who

those

to prove his

Richard

women
are

from

clever

or

the

standpoint

shrewd

and

of

submits

points.

Mook

that makes >iu- want to give her anything
one can be friends u ith her ?

on

<

as

\ nu
'arroll i- a shining example of misdirected
emess. There is no question of her talent or her
Hut back of that baby-faced prettiness lies a mind and
ambition that have determined that she shall be at the top.
She lias studied pictures from ever) angle, and those
close to her say that when she argues aboul points in
connection with the actual production of a film she
erally knows what she is talking about.
But instead of trying to win the people a
with her to her way of thinking by conciliating them.
she makes the mi-take of fighting them.
"You can
cateli more flies with sugar than were ever caught with
vinegar," but that is something Nancy lias apparently
never learned.
June t ollver can well he put into this classification,
too, as June has gone from one contract to another with
little more to recommend her than a charming manner.
a pretty face, and a pair of dimples.
Since her workin "Four Sons"
one of her first pictures she has
justify her featured position.
Her strongest fan could hardly accuse her of being a
actress, bul she has taken those assets above
mentioned and uses them so effectively that producers
and a large pari of the public including myself have
come to welcome her presence in a film.
\

(

<

—

—

—

—

SHREWD.
ewdness has been defined as an •'uncultured

skill

in using quick perceptions

for a desired end. generally
reach- to

practical affairs;
take advantage of duller

in

intel-

lects."
is

It

a harsh definition, but a

fairly accurate

one and

in classi-

fying ladies of the cinema thus.
there is no intention of reflecting
on their characters or charactics.

should say that Joan Crawis
ford
exceedingly
shrewd.
Without a great deal of backLlUtt
ground, Joan succeed- in giving
Joan Crawford's shrewdness furthers a great amthe impression of intelligence.
bition that will not let anything or anybody stand
with a great ambition,' T
in the way of its fulfillment.
don't believe she would let anything or anybody stand between
her and its fulfillment, regardadmire her spirit and stick-to-it-iveness and her
less of who or what must he
sty of purpose.
sacrificed.
One can only stand
She has never marie any pn
f
being anyin awe of such a flame and rething other than her natural self, and Alice, sucDorothy Mackaill cleverly
spect so consuming a purpose.
as when she first turned
makes you feel that you are
Alice White is another
her
face toward a definite goal and started marchher best pal.
with no great equipment, has
ilutely to it.
pulled herself up to the top
The Garbo can scarcely he classified as anysimply by determination and the
if
such people or
thing other than shrewd.
limited actress, she sucweapons as she could command.
ceeds in personifying passion as it has never heen repreWhether one accepts Alice as a competent actn
sented before.
Not overburdened with gray matter
not. whether one likes or dislikes her. one cannot help hut
according to reports and ostensihly caring nothing for
I

II

!

.

A

—
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Beauty Gets a Mental Test
she

publicity,

has

shrewdly

refused

"Then

to

in

what way might you be cona-ked.

interviews,
ibly
shown up.
can be discussed, but she cannot be
quoted. Yet, with equal shrewdness, she
to it that there are always plenty of
her photographs on hand in the publicity
office to avoid any possibility of the public
getting her between the releases of the

sidered brilliant?"

Garbo

The conversation languished. Miss
Bow, with her near-English accent and

or to give out
for fear of being

writers,

far as people are concerned.
I
don't believe any one could put anything

over on me."

"Wouldn't you be more apt to call
shrewdness?"
"Maybe. But only as far as people

that

Lupe Velez

Lupe works along

!

the same principle that guides Dorothy
Only where Dot is guided by
Mackaill.

Lupe

guided by instinct.
A stranger in a strange land, unused
to our ways or customs, it did not take
Lupe long to realize that if she were to
succeed it would have to be largely on
There
the strength of her personality.
logic,

'

go."

films.

.And

1

"As

•

her diet, appeared to be vehry, vehry
bored but no more so than I was.
When the silence became embarrassing,
I
commented upon how well she was

—

is

looking.

Lupe

Velez

shrewdly

set

about to make herself dif-

"Yes," she said complacently, "I've
twenty pounds. I look much better this way," and she walked out with
Stanley Smith, leaving me with the

lost

ferent from everybody else
were many arresting, dynamic personaliand she succeeded.
feeling that she was neither brilliant,
ties on the screen and, deliberately or inintelligent, clever, nor shrewd
merely vehry, vehry
tuitively, she set about making hers entirely different.
The madcap we have come to know is the outgrowth vehry dumb an impression in no way dispelled by her
recent publicity.
of, and the size of her pay check is tribute to, her

—

—

—

shrewdness.

A

friend of Clara

Bow,

tualitv, said, "I've seen

in speaking of her intellecwhen she was nothing short

Clara

You know how sometimes you talk to a
person and that person inspires you? Well, that's the
way it is with Clara she talks up to the company
of brilliant.

—

she's in."
I

a dinner at William

recalled

S.

Hart's

ranch at

And so we have the clever and the shrewd. Perhaps
the distinction is not as sharp to the reader as it is
the analyst who forms his opinions from observation.
To me there is a vast difference between, let us sav,
Garbo and Joan Crawford. Xot only in temperament,
but the quality they both share
shrewdness.
While
the Swedish enchantress arrives at conclusions by

which Clara was one

There
of the guests.
were some rather in-

people

tellectual

that table,

versation

at

and the con-

was

stimulating.

certainly

But Clara

contributed nothing
to

In

it.

seemed to have
interest

in

she

fact,

little

anything

other than the food.

Remembering this. I
was somewhat dubious of her brilliance.
but in compliance with
her friend's insistence,
I went out on the set
to talk to her.

'"Miss

found myself
saying a few moments

Bow,"

I

got the unpleasant task of classifying
later, "I've

Hollywood

women

intellectually.

Mr. Blank thinks you
are

brilliant,

but

he

me to talk to you.
What do you think?"
told

"Well."' said Clara.

"I'm certainly not
shrewd or clever. I've
got a lot of common
sense and sometimes
I think it amounts to
more than that. I'm
not brilliant, as far as
book learning goes,
either." she added with
amazing frankness.

—

analvsis

Cleverly June Collyer has made a charming manner, a
pretty face, and a pair of dimples bring her contract
rhoto by Fryer

after contract.

tion, the

and deducAmerican has

derived her shrewdness from the hard
school of life, particularly those merciless
lessons
which teach

one to get along in
professional life
or
be lost among the

—

rank and

file.

Though Joan Crawford has reached her
present high position
through her popularity
with the public, she
has overlooked no opportunity to manipulate even adverse circumstances to her
ultimate advantage.

Garbo's subtlety is
hanced by silence,
Crawford's lies in
shrewdly directed

en-

but
her
ag-

gressiveness.

The

fat is in the fire.

If I've

toes of

stepped on the
some of your

favorites.

I'm

sorry.

them to you
as I have come to
know them from personal observations,
tempered by those of
I've given

others close to them.
to the line and
let the chips fall where
they may." After the
storm, the deluge!

"Hew

19
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The Kids Get a Break
are getting a chance in life thai would 1>l- impossible
their
players, who, impressed !>y the
the
of
hands
without the helping
them.
into
work,
school
and
or
film
adopting
through
proteges, are helping them

Many Hollywood youngsters

By Muriel Babcock

T

HE

hv the side of 1-"- Aug*
little village b
which motion pictures are fashioned i- full, simply
verj one who arrives
chock-full of
at the pinnacle has been the discovery of some one or
another. At least, there have always been people claimand sometimes a percenta
the credit
i

—

Some who
moan
them
just

base in the celluloid
their teeth and clutching their hair, bethat no one ever took

haven't got to

the fact
as pr

here and

But

first

of this

all

Do

-irl.

i

think

know

don't
predii

I

ntually

hildren

of a

Von

as

Sternbei
of

this.

the children's

mother

passed

ill.

now

case,

as a

many

great

fans

al-

name

—

k

know

child

lered

tal

into

name, and

will not

she

the

little

girl's

talk about

actress
tures.

and occasionally works
Terhaps this protegee

little

in pic-

will

he

some day.
And now. folks, step right up and
salute Carl "Major" Roup, a hard-

a star

Margaret Livingston has suptimes five of her
at
cousins, but only Emerson Livingston leans to the stage.

ported

died.

— that

La

Zasu

was

his

her heart, and made him
little
brother to her -even-yearold daughter, Anna.

"Donald isn't a
me. "He's my own son. He's
just the same to us as our little
>

the
Clifford,
Irish lad with the
big brogue, is the protege of Frank Borzage.

working,

quick-thinking

lad

who

is

Marion Davies's protege. Major's industry at study and work is pushing
him right along the path that will
make him a worth-while man.
He used to be a newsboy. His father was dead, and
his mother, with Major and a little daughter to support,
worked in a beauty shop. Major sold papers on the
Metro-Goldwyn lot. Miss Davies became one of his
best customers, and. being impressed by the boy's eardelved into his

i

told

Tommy

to

the case, exce]
is pleased with the child's pram told that the girl

tell

-to

little

came

her own home, but
eventually decided that this |x-rhaps
put
would not he for the
her in school.
nda will not
M

when she
Donald

thirteen-year-

For a time
the

ready know, of
round-faced.
big-eyed little boy that Barbara
left

putting a
scho

M

the

Marr

had adopted four young-

I

with misfortune.
the

school.

tary

the child through a seri<
fan lei
ed by the youngster's brightness and great longiti
amount to something,
made a point
her out.

close

is

ex - newsboy,
through a mili-

story

through

who met

There

I

seeing Carl

"Major" Roup,

However, the more
do, the less they will talk of it. I.
Fazenda, who gives until it hurt

—

a

is

haven't."

I

—

of
friend

Marion Da

I

The

help.

spread that

blos-

away,

father was very
Naturally,
tried

the

son

who had

Zasu

to

that

the

that

"When
their

day: the Gilbert
von Bernes, or the
John Mack Browns.
This story will take yon behind the
curtain and show you what a number
o\ prominent folk of the picture colony are doing their deeds unheralded
and unsung for deserving lads and
ho have needed a lift.
Most
of them are normal youngsters who
may or may not become famous, but
to whom the stars are giving a chance
to find out what they can do on the
en, or in other fields of work.
Tn seme instances, the stars have
opened their homes to the youngsters
through adoption.
The lad that was
little Johnnie Smith is now John Star,
adopted son of a celebrity.
This has
happened more often when Johnnie
has been a nephew, a cousin, or the
star

>

sister

is

••

soming

an)
an)
u ill meel

thai

1<

thi

America; the Marlene Dietrich

make

to

do know

with our approval."
There u as talk not
Zasu had adopted four rnoi

This tale will not deal with the balthe
Greta Garbo
lyhooed prthat Mauritz Stiller brought with him
to

be an

he'll
•

It'->

life.

Christmas Eve of that first year she knew of
him. she called him over to her dre--inur room and
Major felt pretty good about it.
gave him a bicvcle.
He worked harder. Marion watched him all the n
year and came to the conclusion that the lad had a spark
imething that should he encouraged.

On

Continued

o-i

page ll^

!
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left, Mary Pickford, Ronald Colman, Gloria Swanson, Douglas Fairbanks, Joseph M. Schenck,
Charlie Chaplin, Samuel Goldwyn, and Eddie Cantor catch their breath after charging that Fox theaters
seek to "stifle" their art.

Al Jolson,
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h/atfiii a^Edza OcAalJert
Grabbing rings of news and gossip from the merry-go-round of the studio colony.

TI

E prayers

of producer, player, and director are
calm and quiet of past days
of Hollywood.
Nineteen thirty-one opens dramatically as a year of battle in the movies.
Minor squabbles have spread out into major ones,
i

futile to restore the

what with the recent fight against the Fox
circuit launched by United Artists.
Big
names no longer seem a necessity at the
office.
Fans appear as much delighted over the discovery of new sparklers as they do over beholding the un-

suspected talents of old favorites.
Perhaps they are even more fascinated by

new players.
The pictures themselves

are a puzzle.

What does the public want nowadays?
One bears this cry on all sides.
Actors who were once famous are suffering

financial

can't get jobs

reverses.

They simply

now.

Wall Street will soon take over and
manage the whole industry, one bears.
Everything's going to the dogOb. yes ibis film business is terrible!

theatrical

A

Bundle of Nerves.
our impression of movieland at the
present moment.
But. we ask you, is it any different
from what it has always been ?
To quote the title of an article that once appeared in
Picture Play, Hollywood is "Hysterical as Usual."
And probably will be throughout the
Xew Year.

The foregoing

is

How's This

We

for

Emotion?

make

pictures for the love of the doine.
It is not work; it is pleasuic, it is joy.
do not say to ourselves, "Now we will spend
just so much on a motion picture."
"We will make the best picture that is in
will dream over it. we will toil ovei
and if we put our hearts into it. we will make
something that will entertain and inspire the
American public.
know that that is the
road to success in the making of motion pictures, because the American public have told

We

We

We

We

us so."

El B rendel, the
comic, is elevated
to
ter

stardom

in

"Mis-

Lemon

from

Orange."

these are
words for
a theme song, but
No,

the

:

Hollywood High Lights
an excerpt from an
u<l Artists-Fox

war

recently.

Norma

iplin,

i

Ronald
hi.

statement

official

.tin!

The

issued dui

Man

inui

I

olman,

.

Al

i-

»n

tl

:ig

the

in

mo>

ieland.

Winners.

w<

t

:

who was

in

last

Warner
Europe

in the

Brothers,

place of the actor,

Miss Dietrich in Revolt.
Marlene Dietrich is rebelling. She doesn't want to he
compared with Greta Garbo. She is a friend of ireta's
and has a high regard lor the Swedish actress, but she
wants to be considered tor her own talent-.
At that. Mi-- Dietrich has already stepped beyond
Her picture. "Morocco," was
Greta in one respect.
hooked for screening at Grauman's Chinese Theater, the
de luxe showhouse of Hollywood.
Few -tars have succeeded in arriving on the screen at
<

a

!"ll\

1

wood

I'

:

ducted
hi- funeral.

on the
nioii-

t"ir-t

production made

in

studio.

N'one of Greta's films has as yet been exhibited there.

<

(

me

during

In

ing his

Year's event,

with seats up to $10.
Charlie is said to have spent $1,500,000 on the picture,
required nearly two years to make.

recent

made

which

Gloria Dodges Photographers.
Playing hide-and-seek with newspaper photographers, when stars
are being divorced, is the latest pastime in Hollywood.
Colleen
Moore not long ago was pursued out of the Los Angeles courthouse,
when she got her decree, and now Gloria Swanson is the latest
exhibit her dexterity in escaping.
Gloria was just about half a minute ahead of the pursuers,
who fired random shots at her from their cameras as she ran. She
managed to get into her car before any good pictures were taken,
and then was whisked awav.
Gloria's divorce was obtained on grounds of desertion, a nice chilly
letter front Hank being introduced into the testimony, written after
his return to Los Angeles, to clinch the legal battle.
a classic of brevity

have been thinking- this thine: over as you have asked me to
tell you that even though I am
out here for an indefinite period. 1 will not come back to live at borne as
have asked me to. This decision on my part is final.
Henry.

am

I

sorry to have to

Valentino's

-

films

lines of pic;':-

When

ter,

I

i

Hollywood, which

Doctors Disagree.

The only positive thing tinMix was sick. Certainly tin- bulletins given

doubly impressive because hooked for a brand-new Si.'XTO.OOO thea-

Dear Glorta:

pictui
in

Pai

have been standing

Chaplin Opus Near.

do, and

of

Popularity
abroad.

the premiere of Charlie Chaplin's "City Lights" is near.
film will show in the larger cities during the next few weeks.

New

and pressing shop

failure.

'

to he a

lif<

SCttlil

in

last

The
The Los Angeles opening was

rom

I

a cleaning
a

handling

of the things brought

(And

was

for

iil

connection with the

ill

The Storky Season.
Natalie Moorhead
have always contended that the stork
holds the match that
is a temperamental bird when it conn
candles
will
set the
Some years he blazing to wish all
his visits to movie folk.
Hollywood a Happy
>hun the colony.
)thers
New Year.
flitting about everywhere.
of
This is one
the storky years.
Chester Morris and Joe E. Brown are the fathers of new offspring.
little Ann May, who u>ct\ to he leading woman for Charles Ray,
is the second time a mother.
Alice Day, who was married to Jack Cohn, a hroker. is reported to
he sewing little things, to...

Tt

I.

of hi- perw a- a!
The heii - an- obji

We

At

furtl

ub-

campaign.
!'
provided
licity

ti.in

He

-tar'- pictures.

crowd

Some money

at the time.

that establishment in their very

;

the

at

month, Norma Shearer and
Arliss win- thu winners in tin- award of honors !>> the
Academy of Motion Picture Art- ami Sciences. Both
received gold statuettes at a banquet given at the AmThat is. Norma Shearer received hers,
sador Hotel.
and Arliss's was accepted through Darryl Francis Zanuck,

As

man
by the
should

»r.

this

v..;

Rudi

It

I'alti
<

,l

stay

in

the

hospital

were disconcen

ird-

:
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Hollywood High Lights

cm mgh

make one believe
might have anything from myopia to hy-

In the

Ann Young,

drophobia.

Here arc samples of the
reports over a few days

An

old

for the premiere. Their sisexhibits distinct charm

injury

he

received

on the stage, though so far
she has never been very

his

Tony, as a result of a
premature dynamite hlast for a
motion picture, yesterday placed
Tom Mix, former screen hero,

h<>rse,

successful in pictures.

Lew Cody

Hollywood Hospital.

the

Xo

suffering from arthritis

brought on by his fall from a
horse some years ago.
Tom Mix, cowboy screen hero,
i- suffering from an injury to a
vertebra.
The illness is due to
the injury of deposits between
the vertebrae which has caused

tures this coming year. Lew
looks as hale and hearty
and fashionable as he always did, and has entered
with new zest into his work.

Wherever he goes he is
welcomed, and directors
seem immediately to

first thought to be
suffering from a recurrence of
an old ailment, caused by one
of his many accidents in the
past.
It was thought that it
might be his back.
Mix has
had a number of accidents of
one kind or another. Then it

about

However, he

better to-day.

is

brigjit

One

of his earliest screen

appearances will be in "The
Land Rush," with Victor

McLaglen and Fav Wrav.

that it might he his
Perhaps his trouble

intestinal.

some

finding

role for him.

was thought
is

may

expect to see him in pic-

Mix was

much

illness,

ahead again, and you

the patient excruciating pain. It
is not known how Mix received
the injury, but he believes he
got it alighting from his car.

shoulder.

Fares Well.

bad luck, or
anything, can dismay Lew
Cody. He is forging right

Yesterday it was determined
from X-ray pictures that Tom

Mix was

play,

sister

ter

when he was thrown from

in

same

Polly
of Loretta and Sally Blane, enacted a small part, and, of
course, Loretta and Sally
bull had front-row seats

to

he

that

Louise Brooks
and has landed

all set to resume her film career
role in William Powell's "Ladies'
to start the New Year right.
is

Clara Kimball Glimpsed.

a

Another old-timer whom
recently was Clara
Kimball Young.
She was

Suffering from an old injury
Man"
his spine. Mix has been in
the
hospital
since
Saturday.
The doctor said yesterday he will perform an operation on one
of Mix's shoulders Friday or Monday.
The shoulder was badly
smashed several years ago, and subsequently wired together. The
doctor plans to remove the wire.
to

Staving Off Tempests.
There was a delay on the set. It was a production in
which two prominent stars were appearing opposite each
other.
<r

what's holding up production now?" asked one
prop man of another.
"Aw. rats!" said the one addressed; "they've just gone
V\ ell,

at the premiere of "Just Imagine," looking as elegant

and distinguished as always.

Those Doggy Titles.
The titles and character names of the dog comedies
made at the Metro-Goldwyn studio are a joy. You
may recall "The Big Dog House" and "The Dogway
Melody," and the fact that Phido- Vance played
"The Dogville Murder Mystery."

Sally and Molly Broke.

Sally O'Xeil and Molly O'Day have done
gone and got busted.
The sisters filed petitions in bankruptcy on the same
day.
Sally listed her liabilities as $31,022, and her assets as

$3,300, including $300 worth of clothes. Mollv gave her
liabilities as $12,799, and her assets as $200.'
Just to add to the griefs of the moment, our old friend,
Stepin Fetchit, is reported in trouble because of being

behind in heart-balm payments to a girl who won a
$5,000 judgment against him, about the time he was
married.
Footlight Impressions.

Mention of Molly O'Day reminds us

that we saw her
not long ago in a most creditable portrayal of a naughty
little tram]) in the stage play, "Young Sinners."
Mollv,
whose fate appears uncertain in the movies, probably
could do well in ingenue roles on the stage, if she were
so minded.

a role

in the

The

Two

latest title

chosen for these short-reelers

is

"The

Barks Brothers."

after a druggist's scales to weigh the close-ups so that
one doesn't get more footage than the other."

And now

we saw

"Southerner" Role Hoodooed.

The role of He-who-slaps-Esther-Ralston is ill-fated.
You may remember that H. B. Warner stepped out of
the cast of "The Southerner," because he was required
administer punishment to Esther.
Following
Ricardo Cortez was chosen for the part, but he,

to

retired

from the

too,

cast.

Xow. every one
store for

that.

is asking what the future holds
Theodor von Eltz who replaced Cortez.

in

Dolores Prefers Hearthside.

We

refuse to believe that any star's retirement is permanent, unless it is sealed and sworn to. and even then
we doubt it. But for what it is worth, we toss along the
information that Dolores Costello has settled her choice
on domestic life for the future.
Xot long ago Yilma Banky made a similar announcement, but she is coming back to films again.

MacLean
"It's better to be

a Scenario Writer.

behind the camera than

in front of it."

This is a truth often realized in filmland.
Lowell Sherman and Louis Wolheim are among those

Hollywood High Lights
essaying directing rather than acting, and Rafulfilling ambitions in that field,
is also
in the fori
though he is continuing
sion
that he is directing.
Now Douglas MacLean has stepped behind tl

Photos and Bin Heads.

nth

mon Novarro

and i> working on stories at the RK< studio.
He was
chosen for this work because of his long experience in
comedy-making.
Probably his first picture will be a
for Bert Wheeler and Robert Wool

nut

tini.

our R<
luiur A.I orec
had hopes ol returning to
Hollywood and to work.
But the strain of attempting
to resume her career proved t<»> much for her, and the

10,000 time-

Also

doctors advised her to go back to thcdesert tor a while.
The climate there seems to be beneficial, because she was
feeling much better when she returned to Hollywood.
I. da Lee h still an absentee, endeavoring to recup
At this writher health at a sanitarium mar Prescott.
ing, some hopes arc entertained that she may play the
had in Cecil DeMille's "The Squaw .Man."

Good Choice

We

which, to our

appropi

that Janet Gaynor
once a celebrated

-

I

thai

low ever,
n

for

i!

1 1

>»•

all

measurem
William

tl

the roster with

being next with

s<

Reaching for Fame.
Unl<
last

fail,

month

fame.

We

M

June

as having a
omitted to ni

-

Marion Davies in appeai
Huffily, and she has small

for Janet.

vote whole-heartedly tor this!

thi

I

i-

I

'

out to

newspa]

of

Further Recuperation.

publicil

I

theii

»

Sci k

and

hot

all

a

1

chance

may appear in "Daddy Long Lej
Mary Pickford vehicle. The role

should he ideal tor her.

with a crackling wit.

Edmund

of mi

rit

Goulding, we

'.air',

w

Miss MacCloy's work in "Reaching for the
he will cast her as the lead in
Paramount
•

A

Pretty Miss Croesus.
This looks like a Constance Bennett year.

The smart-

Spanish Dazzler.

Resemblances are noted

many newcomi

in

There is. f,»r instano
appearing blond star, who is under contract to Pathe,
i- forever being borrowed for an important
dazzling.
ler nam
Then,
picture by si me other company.
th in M
Rita La Roy introduces a
whenever she does return to the home b
and ahroad as an actress. Then
1931 version of the divided
times when facially she appears
lething bright seems to happen tor her.
skirt that shocked and rocked
Most glowing reports are circulating about
m. and
when in tL
the country years ago.
and manner she is not un-S
n Takes a Holiday." which she completed
lirach
a few weeks ago, and she is at present enes.|ue.
gaged in "The Easiest Way" for M<
1

I

Goldwyn.

Whenever Connie
that

work

is

lent

out.

it

is

said

receives $75,000 for four weeks'
more if the picture takes longer to

she

—

And

Ben Needs Protection.
Lyon will simply
traipse around Hollywood in the
ture with a bodyguard. Ben has

Ben

'

reported, permits her
which is a variation

been twice threatened, first by the
chap who waited for him one day

from the usual policy when a star under
contract to one company is borrowed by an-

le the studio with intent to take
a shot at him. and now by an extortioner.
The latter wrote the

film.

to keep

Pathe.

most of

it

is

this,

other.

When
Connie

is working in her own studio
reputed to receive about SI. 750

she
is

weekly.

you may recall. Connie is supi.l
to have garnered nearly $1,000,000
when her divorce case was settled.
Then.

too.

lowing charming note: "You doubleme and you will pay some
day and if you don't pay with money
you will pay some other way. and
pay plenty." The envelope containing the threat was addressed to Mrs.
Lyon." who all hut fainted when

—

Joan May Yet Prosper.
Joan Bennett is much less fortunate, from
all accounts, than her sister.
For one thing,
whenever she is lent out. the film seems a
bit hoodooed, or her role does.
This was true
of "Moby Dick" and "Maybe It's Love"
in which she was cast with Joe E. Brown.

so clostly following the
trouble with the would-be ernnman.
Regarding Ben's first threatener.
he was finally sent hack to his home
in the Fast.
In a kindly way. he
was disabused of the notion of
raining a picture job in the

"Maybe

he had undertaken.

Ic's

Love" was

a popular

feature,

but Joan's role seemed a negligible one.
She is such a delicate and exquisite type
that it would seem that she must some day
soon find a role suited to her personality and
beauty.
Meanwhile there are many rumors that
Joan will marry John Considine. formerly
an executive with United Artists, now associated with Fox.
They are frequently seen
toge:

r arrived

that

publicity

the

It

is

sum

concerning

B

and Bebe's wedding is responsih'
the unwanted attentions thrr
receiving.

Christened Pugilist.

Even

if

he

isn't

mixed

in the

:

a f all. Rex Lea^e gets his nam
the paper*.
This is the penalty he
Continued on page 104

!
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Synopsis of Preceding Installments.
a Nebraska girl who has lived on the
Spanish island of Majorca ;
is given a screen test by

JANE HAGGERTY,

Larry Bishop, a news-reel man, which wins her the lead in a
film.
She is renamed Carmen Valencia, and is feted in Xew
York as a Spanish actress of note. She goes -on to Hollywood,
where she encounters studio routine and outside gossip until she
is sick at heart.
She recognizes a rival for Larry's love in Paula
Wilding. Her housekeeper, Mrs. Markham, adds to her misery
while waiting for her picture to

;-tart,

Bab es
In the

final

in

installment of the serial that takes

fame and has

a bit

of

rare luck

which enables
in her

with her doleful recolleccoming home, and he

tions and predictions.
At last Larry is
will help her.
Called to the studio in a few days, Jane
iel
dance.
She hesitates, trembling,
when the reassuring voice of Larry
reaches her ear, and she puts her act
across in a big way.
nice contract is
Jane is a success.
signed, but her uncle's sudden death in

is

B?

asked to do a Span-

I 1.92

A

an auto accident causes Jane to
true name.

tell

her

Part VI.

WHEN

Jane finally sat up
and looked around, Larry
was nowhere to be seen.
She leaned back and closed her
eyes, trying to hide her disappoint-

ment

from

the

peering

eyes

of

Markham.
But there was no keeping any-

Tilly

thing from Tilly.
"If you're seeking that Bishop
feller." she remarked, "he went off

somewhere

in a great burn
Scared
by all this stuff that's' come out
abqut you. I guess. But be left you
this note, if you care to read it."
If she cared to read it!
Jane
.

off

snatched it from her band. It was
scrawled on the elaborately mono-

grammed

stationery that the studio

bad ordered for her.
"Sit tight and admit nothing but
perfection of California climate,"
Larry bad written. "I'll fix everything."

"Let

this story

Jane felt consoled, but somewhat worried. Larry
fixed everything when he got her to leave Majorca

come over here

about the elopement with the millionaire stand

bad
and

there was no telling what he'd do now
"Them reporters is still hanging around." Mrs. Markham announced, glancing over Jane's shoulder to read
:

"You better see 'em now."
suppose so." Jane agreed, feeling as if she were
about to be attacked by vultures. Drearily she went to
her dressing table and began putting on make-up. Had
any other girl ever got into such a mess as this?
The reporters bad assembled in the living room. They
came forward eagerly as Jane entered. She was wearing
a pale-yellow- tea gown trimmed with heavy bands of fur.
the sort of thing the designer at the studio thought she
ought to wear. To Jane it was in a class with the weird
garments that Gloria Swanson had once worn, in her
early days of reputation building, but to-day it seemed
quite the proper thing.
She sat down, and the newspapermen gathered around
her and began asking questions. 'Was she really Spanish?
Had she been eloping with that old man? Was it true
that her name was Jane
faggerty?
Jane drew a long breath.
It was all very well for Larry
to tell her not to admit anything, but why hadn't he staved
here to help her keep still?
How on earth was she to begin? What could she say
wouldn't incriminate her hopelessly?
hie ot the men murmured to another.
Jane caught the
the note.

""V es, I

1

(

a girl like

end of the sentence. "Just an old Spanish custom." and
the laugh that followed.
She straightened up abruptly.
"Before we talk," she said graciously, "allow that I
offer to you some refreshment, as ees done at all times
in my own countrree.
A little wine?"
"A little Scotch ?" corrected one of the men.
Jane nodded and rang for the Scotch which the parasites who had made her home their own had ordered.Tilly had told her that it was excellent whisky, and Jane
was thankful for that, at least.
As the men drank their high balls she began to talk
about California. It was very beautiful, the climate \va<
Aery wonderful
She grew more and more enthusiastic
as she began to run out of words. "When any one
began to speak, she plunged into another rhapsody about
the State.
Warily she watched the clock. She'd talked
fifteen minutes and put off the debacle that long, at least
But what could she do when thev finally cornered her?
And then Jim Peters appeared suddenly, breathlessly
bustling across the room as if his presence were the one
!

thing desired.
"I'm head of the publicity department at Superba." he
announced to the reporters, who resentfully grunted,
"Yeah, we know it !" by way of reply.
"lie's here to muzzle her." Jane heard one of the men
say.
"We'll never get a storv now."
"Just what did you want to know?" Peters continued.
facing them.

—

.

out oi

though)

Hollywood
you right into tin- studios, Jane Haggerty
lur to do what you perhaps would do it you

I

\

place.

com

X.n.i Wright

incing

tin-

What chance would

die

l

that the

i.

<

J.

KvidciuK

room.

her dressing table and stared dr<
That new contract of hers stipulated
that she wasn't to do anything that would hurt her Maud
he'd done the one tl
ing as a Superba ad

at
l>y

<

and -talked from
those news]

She

Mutrated

all

"I di
i

of

Sabastian

it

Well, put on the old hat and
i.
With me
W ml- j i.ii."
d him haughtily.

down

sal

tbat

at

tion.

hi

would hurt

nio-t

it

!

sauntered in at that moment, wavil
Something in her manner, an added familial

Markham

Tilly
letter.

warned Jane

that

all

was not

well in that quart

"Well. Mis-, Haggerty." Tilly
"I

versatioi

1"

was right all along, thinkin' you wasn't Span
Jane merely stand.

never said nothin', because
tinned.
"Put you should 'a' told
"I

[

flavin* Utters s,nt to you in
as Mis- Haggerty -say, you

my

like

me

you." Till
in the beginni
1

,

addn

care,

been smart
you didn't want me to know."
fane felt as if some one had hit her in the stomach.
She hadn't thought her uncle would try to reach her that
way. and she'd told him not to communicate with her.
unless it was of tremendous importance. Oh, why hadn't
He'd asked beshe thought of some other way?
suddenly for her address that she hadn't had tinishould

'a'

that, if

figure out anything.
"Kef zat letter is for m<

et to

me!" Jane

majestically, holding out her hand.
"Well, I got a copy of it." Tilly announced.

"And

T

few requests to make. After this I'm to be your
I'm goin' to be
chaperon, and go everywhere with you.
\nd I'm goin' to have
at all vour parties as the hostess.
twenty per cent."
a split on your salary
Jane was too horrified to speak. Have Tilly with her
She glanced at Tilly, and
always? oh. she couldn't'
the complacent expression she saw there made her
smother a groan. What an old man of the sea Tilly
would he
She folded the letter and tucked it into her hand bag
got a

—

—

you needs a

little

make her

scandal to

!

inspiration

;sed

She

came

to

Jane

quite without warnPeters majestically.

Jim
know someseeng," she announced.
"Whal is zeese story you turn out about me? About an
elopement—about zome one name Jane someseeng why
ing.

rose, facing fat little

First,

I

must

The sight of the abashed press
zeese lies?"
agent, and the eager interesl of the reporters, goaded her
on.
"I come here to act. not to get my name in /c papcrrrs
Always I was have ze pieturrrcs taken for
Now you have zem preent /eese stories about
publicitee!
you

starl

!

—

it

Peters began, startled, hut got

"Just the kind of gag he
— publicity
Wilding!" "Pretty low. drains
!"

tried to put over about
this

poor kid into

that old

man

to put

it.
it

taking advantage of the death of
over !" The rumble of bitter com-

ment swamped Peters's

proti

"Don't try to square yourself!" one of the men told
him.
"If you think we're going to give you a lot of
space on denials of this, after what the story got. you're
mistaken.
Say. T wouldn't write the story now if it

was true

'"

They hade Jane an affectionate farewell and departed.
and she leaned hack, sighing, as Peters reached for the
nearest bottle.

"Say. that was a fast one you put over!" he remarked.
his brow, as he set down his empty glass.
"I

mopping

—

as she ro»
Tilly.

.

"I

"I'll

right along."

"You
vmi

in

will

mv

not

'"

exclaimed Tane.

"I weel not have

car

"I should care, with busses rimnin' regular." she reand departed to get her hat.
Jane rushed downstairs and grabbed the amazed Mr.

torted,

Peters by the arm.

me! Why? Why?"
'Hut I I didn't
no further.
"Say. that's

without looking at it.
"I cannot talk to you now." she said
"
have an appointment
with J. G.," contributed
"T know

"Hurry, hurry!" she cried, turning toward tl
Protesting, he dragged back.
"Oh, there's no rush he'll wait for you to-day." he said.
Rut Jane insisted. Tilly was already at th<
the stairs, a salmon-pink turban draped over her dyed
hair, an ominous expression on her face.
"Thank goodness she never takes taxis." Jane thought,
as the door of her car slammed behind her.
It was one of the days when traffic was at its worst.
Jane had expected to outdistance Tilly easily, but Tilly
had caught a bus at once, and the driver showed uncanny
skill in finding gaps through which to ran his vehicle.
Sometimes Tilly was ahead: at others, when Jane's car
nd.
slipped into the lead. Tilly's bus was a d
Jane reached the studio first, and ran to J. G.'s private
office.
She was aware of the interested glances of his
•

;

Continued on
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Papa KnoWs Best
When a young chap calls on Anita Page, he sees Pop, Mom, and
the kid brother ,too, but then Mr. Pomares will point to our favorite
blonde's success and her health as the reward for postponed whoopee.
B>>
E young
man was
smitten
1

T]

with the actress
to whom he had
he en presented
by a common acquaintance in the
dining room of
a

tourist

hotel.

She was of that
coloring preferred by gentleMight he
telephone her?

men.
l'hutu by

Bull

Anita Page, as her brother Marino

"Certainly,"

her dulcet tone
will
curled its favor.
the family
isn't seeing a boy friend.
Where were she
and her family
stopping? "Oh, just call me at the nearest auto camp."
Delivering this with devastating sweetness, she swept out.
The tact that they stop at auto camps, shunning the
high-priced hotels, and have a whale of a good time, is
indicative of the family's spirit, of the wholesome naturalness and companionship that have prevailed despite
the circumstances of having a movie daughter.
Sometimes they take equipment in a trailer and camp out in
the hills.
The publicity given the system by which Papa Pomares
has promoted her career appears to make of Anita Page
a mere puppet. His management and chaperonage have
been slammed. In the opinion of some, his supervision
has been carried to a ridiculous point.
"Twenty years old and she's never had a date!" the
scoffers sneer.
"He has made a machine of her. Xo

homy
make fudge when

sees her,

is

a nice

who

sister

'

wonder

dumb."
Obviously such comments are fairly reasonable. When
Anita goes any place, it resembles a convention she's all
family.
After you know them, you like it that way.
Dad guides her career. She is perpetually sweet and
she's

:

vivacious, a fluted sunrise tiptoeing on the mountaintop.
and she apparently fails to understand remarks in sophisticated vein.
But tor all of this there are reasons, the success of

Myrtle Gebkart

"He charts me. outlining drama, comedy, pathos, costuming, all such things that affect me professionally,
even conduct
He pays careful attention to my fan mail,
but does not consider it as authoritative as the l)ox office's
reply.
He budgets my salary, apportioning it in accordance with my needs. As a result. I have a healthy trust
fund.
"I pirouette when dad pulls the strings, or so a lot of
people think. I haven't the liberty to get into trouble,
possibly
that the majority of girls enjoy.
But I'm not
kicking.
If we still lived on Long Island, and I hadn't
gone into pictures. I should be having dates, of coir
Her chatter trips her words in a heedless rush. "Maybe
I would be married.
I simply live differently here to
meet a particular set of situations."
!

—

—

"Hollywood molehills became mountains in the press."
reasons Mr. Pomares. "Rumors start scandals. Goofs
in this game, we thought the whole thing over and settled
on a sensible policy.
" 'Xita's character was in its malleable years.
determined to exercise care in choosing the influences
which would mold it. Didn't want her to get tangled
Wanted
tip in an artificial life that is. at best, temporary.
her to have only the best, the finest.
"Her talent was entitled to every chance. But we

We

realized

we must keep our heads

—and our

ideals.

You

don't talk about ideals nowadays, but most ordinary
folks have 'em.
" 'Nita was young enough to give a few years to her
work.
Late hours don't help a girl's beauty.
She
needed study reading, dancing, music, drama, languages.
She can have all the company she wants at home, and
I'll leave it to you whether or not it's dull around here,
and we arrange Biltmore and Ambassador parties be-

—

tween pictures.

"What
we

offset,

A few good times, perhaps,
by her gain in success, knowledge,

has she lost?
all

think,

health, looks."

"And

a

clear

conscience,"

put

in

the

convalescent

Maudie. from her corner, Maudie being Mrs. Pomares,
whose sly humor is only a hop and skip behind papa's
tumultuous fun and the bubbling gayety with which the
pretty Page spices her remarks.
"You would mention something unfashionable," 'Xita

murmured.
Though these methods have evoked

which has proved their logic.
Mr. Pomares was formerly in business accustomed to figuring how to save
time and money. He grasps situations as a whole, and
he sees details with mechanical exactitude. These traits
he has applied to her career.
"I know I seem just a stop-and-go signal.
But why
not .'" Anita says, defending his management. Her eves,

criticism, they are
largely responsible for Anita's steady progress. So many
factors are determining currents that only a shrewd
comprehension and supervision of them keep a career
pointed ahead, instead of being blown like a leaf on the
wings of errant breezes.

cup* of lightning, italicize her rapid speech in the rousing discussions around the family hearth.
"All actresses have managers: I picked a good one.
didnt T ?
Dad knows business T don't. He contrived
these methods for my success.
He watches box-office
reports.
He watches the public's reaction to tvpes of
pictures and role-.
He knows what will he liked in
each section, and why.

impression

:

Dumb?

the viewpoint. The general studio
that she is a sweet and cheerful kid who
doesn't yet know who puts the candy in her stocking.
Same being, if you'll pardon the shattering of an illuIt's all in

is

sion, a large lot of bluff,

for putting

it

At the very

and more power to the Page

over.

first, the publicity boys fell in love with
every wisecracking one of them, and appointed
themselves her guard. But one doesn't work for three

her.

Papa KnoWs Best

'ing
i

s e

sured

and oxhave in-

A

n

i

t

At nine
v

thirty

night

dur-

ing WO!..

.1

against danger-

this

ous curvo.

place
Pomarts

in

t hi
home.
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"In another year
Page.
"I want

I'll

to

having dates," says Anita
marry, but not until I stop
working."
start

years in a constantly changing professional stream without soaking up some knowledge of life.
That very innocence proved her protective shield. At
first, she looked blank, because she really didn't understand many things.
Realizing the annoyance that it
saved her. she continued to present a puzzled countenance to the occasional amorous overture, and to gossip.
It worked.
Forwardness is beaten hack most effectively by that uncomprehending frown.
It's a simple hut
a grand way of avoiding quarrels, or even those explanations of a policy inevitable to any girl making her own
way. Behind this mask of the ga-ga ingenue, she chortles
sometimes over the discomfiture. I don't think it's a had
racket at all, if one is twenty and has big blue eyes.
That she has no dates is a matter of sad concern to
several studio people who wail over her lack of a love
life.
Through genuine affection they take her inter
really to heart, hut like most unsolicited advice, they
express their concern in blandly ignoring her own wishes.
They cannot believe that she concurs in her parents'
ideas.

"She should know

insist.
I no longer cross
Those who prefer spectacular experiences never will understand the finer and more
thoroughly enjoyable ones which are hers. The loss will
les in

be

life."

they

these verbal duels.

theirs, not 'Xita's.

Her days tread no

Enthusiasm, bubbling

dull inarch.

health and keen interest, dances along her
studio hours.
Study actually engrosses her. particularly
history. languages, and music.
She plays golf and
swims, is intensely absorbed in the momentary occupation with all the fused zest of her French impetuos
front

vital

fire, and Irish humor.
There's something
a couple of evenings a week.
Sometimes the whole works meaning Pomares. practically incorporated
will drape their assorted selves over
my living room. Chatter is a ping-pong hall pitched from
to another o\ the group bet
enheim columns, "thought" games, or the twenty qui
:i
a

Spanish

at

home

—

—

I

weekly magazine.

Had dominates. "A big
your
boundaries of Anam."
fen off for
misspelling Abyssinia, you hole-out-of-a-doughnut.
All
''
right, you ring the hell with your quotation from
provided we don't have to listen to it again."
Quixote'
True, at nine thirty, if she is working. 'Nil
There's a fifteen-minute wrangle about it. after
bed.
which, quite good-naturedly, she disappears u
blowing a kiss over her shoulder along with some
that would lie a credit to Bill Haines.
You are volubly candid with them. You tell dad you
Continued on page 110

—
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Of Private Life and Habits — Nothing
Yet Roland Young furnishes one of the most unusual, revealing,
Picture Play has ever published.

By Laura

WHY

must you

—addressing

the

mob howling

the gates of Picture Play's presses
to know so much?
So many truths?

When?
Young: Oh, my

that

November 11, 1887.
(All of a sudden, this becomes a play, you see.
You
are not nearly so startled as I.
Free verse probabh.
follow.
With, perhaps, a song or two.)

How

Reporter:

!

long have you been on the stage?
\ OU \"c.
Eighteen years.
Reporter: Theatrical lineage?
:

Young: No.
Reporter:
yoursel f

How

do you account for

?

Young: Oh,

I don't.

an awkward pause.
Xo
one can accuse Mr. Young of being
cagy about questions. But his replies
are gems of brevity.
The qualifying
adjective, the redundant phrase, the
prolongation of an idea these are
flaws which no headmaster would have

There

is

—

desperate reporter about to
launch an article about Roland Young.
of

interviews

Reporter: And where, Mr. Young, were you born?
Young: In London.
Reporter (laughing to give impression of tact):

at

— demand

So much
do you have to know everything? You arc
perfectly aware that curiosity killed a cat, hut do you
take heed? Oh, no, not you.
What can come of your vast fund of knowledge, familiarity with the breakfast menus, favorite authors,
waist measure, hobbies, and love life of your pet star?
If you demanded the same information
of Kd Robinson, the hardware
dealer, that you demand of Gary Cooper,
is
likely that Mr. Robinson would
it
sock you a fast one which you wouldn't
forget in a hurry.
Maybe Gary Cooper
has moments of wanting to do the same.
It's a thought, anyhow, for to-day.
Why can't you he satisfied with the
light, polite banter of the drawing-room?
['lease, leave us all he little ladies and
gentlemen for a minute. It is the panic
cry

delightful

Ellsworth Fitch

Why

data?

and

a

found

in his essays at school.

Reporter: I'm afraid we
more details.

Of

the private life and habits of Mr.
Young, you will hear practically noth-

Young

This gentleman doesn't make small
innermost soul. He would,
indeed, he embarrassed if you suspected
he had one. He is one of the most diing.

(surprised)

:

shall

Details?

need
Well.

went on the stage, played a bit in
London, made an American tour two
years later, and I've been here ever
since.
So there you are. (He finishes

talk about his

I

verting conversationalists at present in
Roland Young lends his sense
with a benign smile.)
our midst. And he is vile copy. Reof humor to "The New Moon"
vealing facts and biographical statistics
Reporter (weeping softly behind
and "The Southerner."
will he conspicuously lacking in this
cigarette smoke)
But there are at
least fifteen paragraphs more to fill.
thesis.
I couldn't get any, I tell you.
Young (shocked) Oh, I saw how appalling. Couldn't
The principal reason for this interview is the stage
you make this story a short one something to fill in
production of "The Last of Mrs. Cheyney," which your
among the advertisements?
reporter saw during its Los Angeles run some three
Reporter (testily) I am not in the habit of supplyyears ago. The star of this piece was Mrs. John Gilbert
The
ing fillers for the back of the book.
nee Miss Claire who was utterly delightful.
:

:

:

—

—

real reason your humble reporter attended the show
twice was Roland Young, who played Lord somebody in
a delightfully whimsical manner.

Among

purveyors of delicately shaded comedy-drama,
possesses none more expert than Roland
Young. Neither guffaws nor tears enter his territory.
He is concerned with nuances of amusement, upon the
varying strings of which be plays with the command of
a term grown smug through
a concert master. Subtlety
abuse is his forte.
This quality is now, via Metro-Goldwyn, adding luster
to the talking screen. Inadequate roles have, so far. supplied poor settings for it.
To dim it entirely would be

the theater

—

—

—

impossible.
The scene of this interview is the Beverly Hills home
It is palatial but not
of Mr. and Mrs. Roland. Young.
The exact local
fancy, if you know what T mean.
iresaid ceremony is a small study, off living room, to
The time is toward the end of a balmy, winter
right.
afternoon. Windows, left, open on a rose garden. The
master of the house is discovered in deep chair, facing
divan on which reporter presents grim mien.

Young: Oh.
Another pause. Which can be occupied by a belated
description of the gentleman on the stand.
He is below average height and boasts no distinguishing characteristics. His face presents the requisite numHis feaber and arrangement of eyes. nose, mouth.
tures are essentially practical rather than ornamental.
haven alone knows why he is fascinating.
Yet Nils Asther himself would have difficulty in hold1

ing the ladies' attention were he unfortunate enough to
appear in the same scene with Mr. Young. The guy is
a swell actor. I grant you. But he is also more personallv intriguing than is logical.
Reporter: The point is to enlarge on your answers.
few adjectives never hurt any one. So
Let go a bit.
How about your parents? What
let's start over again.

A

sort

were they?

Young:

Well, they were very nice.
encouragingly)
Young: My father was an architect, a good one.
After a moment, in desperate attempt to do the right

Reporter

i

:

i

(

thing)

:

He

had a beard.

[Continued on page 108]

rELLE TAYLOR
an
ESvoluptuous,
her appearance
is

amusing anomaly.
:nger-

that of a siren of tl
such a role that she alwa]
Lucre
a Barrymore's "'Don Juan," the
Where East Is Ea
the recent "Liliom," and now Dixie L.v. the shady lady
in which flaunting character she is pictured, r
ort an>!

it

is

is

in

Those who know Miss Taylor in real life
between her two selves, the
In the latter sphere she is decorous, abstemic

difference

enough, finds cigarettes distasteful.

the screen.
-cene
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amusement
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Mack Sennett knows
his slapstick comedies.

Mb
k

B

^^

%,

a sensation and recalls

—
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'

l^^m
I

1
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Dorothy Wooldridge couldn't understand how

Mack

it

Y

let me look into his workshop.
has gone television mad. Books, magazines,

newspaper clippings, a television receiver, theses
on gallium photo-electric cells, pentodes, spectra, alternating currents, and a lot of things I couldn't even pronounce, much less spell, were there in profusion.
"It's coming, it's coming!" he gleefully exclaimed.
"A little more research for the advancement of the television photocell through use of a coating of caesium and
potassium, in combination with a gas of gallium vapor
kept constantly heated by electricity when in use, and
we'll

have

it."

Raving mad, I tell you!
Now Mr. Sennett is no manufacturer of television
apparatus. He boasted a few years ago that when bigger
and better pies are made, Mack Sennett's comedians
would throw them. Xow he says that when television
pictures are projected

in

theaters or elsewhere,

Mack

Sennett will make them.
Seriously, the former glorifier of the bathing girl is
in the study of television, because, he says, the
television era is coming and is destined to revolutionize
the entire field of entertainment.
"Television already is here
Do you know that a
public broadcast of talking film projected by television
and radio to a theater screen was made in London the
other day ? That in this country the Federal Radio Commission is allotting visual broadcasting channels now for

deep

!

That in Chicago a newspaper
establishing a television broadcasting station which is
the fourth to be licensed for placing pictures on the air?
That television receiving sets may be bought for as low
as $200?
"All of which means that television has become a
reality.
Not perfected, by any means, but further along
than were the first moving-picture films.
Development
has barely started, so what may we look for a year or
two from now ? Let's see.
"First, broadcasting complete talking pictures from a
central station to any number of theaters, either through
the air or by means of electric cables.
"Second, reception in the home of singing-talking
experimental purposes?
is

entertainments with all characters visible on a screen.
"Third, reception of the day's news, in films, at about
the time dad usually sits down with his evening paper.
"The possibilities. I tell you. are absolutely limitless.
cannot tell how far television will go, nor what
effect it will have on our daily lives, any more than we
could envision what motion pictures would accomplish

We

when they

as

few do,

looks back upon

some who are famous
tells what he sees in

first

started.

Why,

just a very,

very

few years ago, no one envisioned the characters in
silent films suddenly starting to talk out loud."
Production of television entertainments will have
little effect upon attendance at theaters, Mr. Sennett insists, even though home receiving set- be-

was done, but
Sennett's tele-

SENNETT
MACK
He

stars

He

By Doroth?

m
mm
r;^:\
a^\

her picture appeared on the screen of
vision set.

the

come cheap.

"People will always seek groups for entertainment," he said. "Television in the home will be an
interesting novelty and will be widely used, but it will not
eliminate our desire for association and contact with
We will go to theaters just as we do now, to
people.
nod to Mrs. Brown and wave to Mrs. Jones, and have

something to discuss when we meet them again.
"There are more theaters in the world to-day than
ever before. They afford a common meeting place for
Eliminate them and the resultant howl
the masses.
would he heard around the world.
" 'We have no place to go-o-o-o !' every one would cry.
"The President of the United States, Congress, the
army, navv, J. P. Morgan, and the King of England
would be asked to do something about it."
The enthusiasm of the comedy producer was keen,
and if television is to become an important factor in
theatrical programs, he intends being in on it at the
start.
Mack Sennett, as almost every one knows, was
the first to capitalize on the interest people took in bathing girls.
He was the first to produce pictures independent of the old Biograph and Seelig "trust" years
ago. He was the first to inject gags in comedies and to

He was the first to make
use stars in comedy roles.
talking-comedies in color.
Recently he completed "Hello, Television." a picture
which purports to show television in use. After taking
a look at his workshop, I asked him to show me his television apparatus. He took me to one of the big stages.
"We might continue the interview here," he suggested.
He led me to a small curtained booth constructed just
back of a large picture frame. This frame, about 3 by
3y2 feet, was entirely inclosed in glass. Then he turned
to the television receiving set and began turning a dial.
Slowly, very slowly, a gray-green light came from somewhere, gradually increasing in intensity.
"All right," I heard his voice say. "proceed with vour
interview."

"But

I can't see you," I protested.
"Certainly not
There is only one receiving set.
out here can see you. though.
Stay still a moment
while a cameraman gets a picture of you."
I felt that there was a hoax of some sort, but I had
no way of telling. I still wonder if there wasn't a radio
connection between the booth and his receiving set.
But I remembered his promise of an interview, and
went after it.
I felt something uncanny was taking
!

We

place.

"Is it true, Mr. Sennett." I asked, "that Gloria Swanson once was slapped in the face with a custard pie when
she worked at vour studio?"

ft]

Master Speaks

walk Straight up to them and deposit
tl>
the ri^ht place and

down

t

is

"Who
"Mack

because many of them made humble beginnings in
the days when his sedate bathing beauties v.
now. Incidentally, he peers around the corner and
the future of television.

to

an exhibit.'
u rites your

CUStard

pi'

work

!

">

"

ou're

in

Si in

"Who
"Mack

"W

Sennett."

'

the

"Do your

mom

ideas of what

is

comedy alwa

episodes which a]
funny when
plated in the afternoon will
all one idea which
and out next morninj
thou
would be great.
would have big Jim
by a diminutive wife wielding a switch. She could run
he. and every time
about aAfter
she'd switch his legs till Jim did a kangaroo hop.
chuckled over it a hit, however, the value
episode waned.
"Then I thought it might l>e even better to have
Jack Dempsey chased by Estelle Taylor armed with a
little stick of some sort.
That
'Wonderful!'
decided.
It would seem so unreal.
idea sank, too.
'Hokum!' the
Ideas like
audiences would say.
into limbo
They don't always 'jell.'"
overnight.
sfactorily, at

Wooldridge

a

Li

least.

Yet

I

"Any

who worked

star

early days

was certain

"And Marie

at

to get

the Sennetl

studio in the

her pie," he replied.

Pri

Prevost, too.
We put Marie in some
one day and had lu-r chased by a goat."
•uld she run?"
"With a goat after her? I'll say she could."
"Who intercepted the first pie in pictures what girl?"

"Yes,

Marie

fy 'undies'

"Mabel Normand."
did you stop using custard pies?"

"Why

Then, after a

"Well, blackberry pie proved better.

while, pie-throwing lost its kick."
"Where did you get your pies?"
"Made them in the paint shop."
"Why did you stop making the bathing-girl pictures?"
"The amateur bathing beauties put the professionals
If I had clad my girls in bathing suits
out of business.
like the amateurs use now. they'd have put me in jail.

bless her. she's Still living— would
Bathing beauties on the
spanked me, besides.
screen and pie-throwing passed out about the same time.
brought in money in the
Photo
early days, but picture-making
extent
an
to
such
changed
has

I

I

I

:

.

instead of old-style coined:,

ter activities

on what ?"

"On comedy dramas.

modern husbands,

My mother— God

fat

have

and television as themes.

i

l

that
terly

such things

now

are ut-

obsolete."

"What
some one

would
hit

happen

if

Gloria in the face

with a pie now. Mr. Sennett?"
'."
"Do you know Gloria

"V
"Then you know

the

You couldn't print
"You see some of the

swer.

anit."

pic-

tures your old stars, your
graduates, make, don't you?
and Betty
Gloria,
There's

Compson, and Carol Lombard.
and Marion Nixon, and Louise
Fazenda, and Marceline Day.
and Polly Moran. and Natalie
Kingston, and half a dozen
Aren't you proud of
others.
their work?"
"Sometimes."
"Not always?"

"Huh!

I

should say

not.

I've watched
Listen, sister.
some of the Sennett graduates
struttin' and high-hattin' their

way through

scenes as

if

they

were mechanical robots. And
I wanted to have some one
Dear, dear days beyond recall,

when Marie Prevost, left, and
Gloria Swanson displayed their
chic

and daring as
bathing girls.

Sennett

On modern

development

of

m

manners, ,-md customs, and changes throu
things. (
out the world.
have made comedies centering a'
I
golf, using world champions.
I have taken the Zeppelin,
legs,

thing

racketeers, deep-sea

ti-i

Audiences now demand such

02

SWEPT

into
popularity by "The Rogue
Song," Lawrence Tibbett has too long delayed his appearance in another picture to please
those who respond to his compelling personality,
his matchless baritone, the first opera singer
to be accepted as a romantic hero.
Soon, however, he will be seen and heard
in "The Southerner," which also will bring
back to the screen Esther Ralston after more
than a year in vaudeville. To her fresh blond
beauty and appealing womanliness she has
added the poise acquired by facing an audience

twice a day.
above, with Mr. Tibbett and
while Hedda Hopper displays,
right, one of the very chic costumes she wears

She

again,
in

is

seen,

left,

the film.

M
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The absorbing interest of the story lies in the
slow, inescapable attraction they hold for each other
and their ultimate acknowledgment of it.
Made
graphic with revealing detail, sure knowledge of
psychology and a glowing visualization of the Orient,
the picture is extraordinarily intelligent, amazingly
honest.
The success of Miss Dietrich is vastly aided by
Gary Cooper, as the American, perhaps his best performance so far. But there can be no best to some
of us. though certainly this is among the best of Mr.
Cooper's pictures. Adolpbe Menjou is ideally cast as
the understanding, patient worldling who waits vainly
for
to forget the soldier. Josef von Sternberg,
the director, reaps stellar honors as bright as any of

Amy

those

won by
Is

his players.

This the Start of an Epidemic?

moment, my pupils. Your proSo read on or skip to
fessor would have his say.
He'll never know the difference.
the next review.
Still, if there is a serious one among you. the new
menace of the screen may be worth a few minutes
The new menace is nothing more or less
attention.
than quaintness. whimsicality, antic comedy, selfconscious cuteness call it what you will. It made
its first disquieting appearance in "Holiday." when
a little group of the jaded rich forgathered to make
whoopee in paper caps to show their superiority to
Gary Cooper adds to the importance of Marlene Dietrich's
quests in the formal ballroom of the mansion.
But
brilliant debut in "Morocco," in which she justifies every
the merrymaking of the self-elected turned out to be
expectation.
as sophomoric as if they were at a country candy
Their clown caps and champagne
pull, or a husking bee.
the shouts and murmurs die down.
Marlene
Dietrich will not top Greta Garbo.
only showed that they were old enough to know better,
She has no
particularly the more haggard actors of the group.
need to. She will stand on a pinnacle as much her
own as Garbo's. And from indications in "Morocco" she
This same quality manifests itself in "Laughter." not
is nearly there.
a picture to be dismissed because of this, but far from
A brilliant, fascinating, individual personality, she has being the milestone that enthusiasts try to make it. The
also the accomplishments of a superlative actress. These
strain of being quaintly original costs the film its heart
include poise, repression, a light, pleasing voice with the
appeal.
Actually its antic comedy is pursued with such
merest trace of accent, and a complete understanding of
unflagging vigor that one doesn't care whether the chorus
what she does. Because of her flexibility, one feels that
girl bride stays with her millionaire husband, or elopes
she can adapt herself to any character.
with her suitor of a more frugal day. This is. in effect,
She make-; her debut in one that is unusual, according
Will Peggy remain
the big situation in "Laughter."
to Hollywood standards.
But the picture itself is unwith her husband and starve for laughter, or will she
usual, though not overly strong except in cbaracterization
run away with her sweetie and be quaint for the rest of
and detail.
her life?
It doesn't make the least difference which
It is the story of a Continental music-hall girl who fills
course she follows, because the spectator feels that those
an engagement in Morocco and there meets a legionresponsible for the picture just threw that in as a sop to
naire.
The substance, suspense, and adult appeal of the
the box office anyway
their real concern is in being
picture come from his studied indifference to her. her
more whimsical than any one else ever dared be. So
chance from desire to love, his refusal to acknowb [g
we have Paul Lockridge returning from Paris to find
her importance to him. and her decision to abandon a
Peggy of the "Follies" with a husband and a butler. To
rich marriage and join the vagrant women who follow
show what a gay. inconsequential fellow he is Paul writes
the marc
\Iiers of the legion.
bis name on the bosom of the butler's shirt in lieu of a
Not a pastel of virgin love, for
calling card.
Jolly, sauntering
And to drive home the important fact that
among the men in the cafe, hands her key to Tom />;
he isn't a chap to carry a card, he announces that he bad
Xor is be an unblemished juvenile, but
at first sight.
one last year. One is asked to believe that only dull,
a profligate whose escapades are more than censorstodgy men carry visiting cards, and that sprightly elves
proof hints.
like Paul never do.
Then we have him invading the
This

is

a serious

—

—

LET

;

Amy

^RgVieur
A

critic enthusiastically records golden
hours furnished by some of the new
pictures and new players, and makes

gloomy ones.

the best of the

lni\ and emerging triumphantly with a glass of beer
and a chicken leg while he plays the piano after
Peggy refus
him. Later, when he and Peggy
are marooned in a deserted house during a rainstorm,
they wrap themselves in bearskin rugs, crawl on the
floor and growl at each other until policemen arrest
them and telephone Peggy's husband. True, this is
a ca^c where you don't know what the characters will
do next, and there's virtue in that. Hut when Paul
plays Beethoven with the butler just to show that
he's a free soul unshackled by dull conventions, lie
has already become a rather tiresome puppet of the
playwright rather than a human being.
Fredric March plays this part well, giving, on the
whole, a brilliant performance oi an entirely artificial

character.

Nancy

makes one

feel

tor's

Carroll

admirable, too, hut she
the victim of the direcquaintness rather than any

that she

enthusiasm

is

is

for
for her as an unhappily married woman.
subplot concerns the affair of Peggy's Step-

sympathy

The

N ancy

daughter and another of her former sweethearts,
the latter played by Glen Anders, of the Theater
Guild, the most interesting and vital performance of all,
with Diane Ellis, as the daughter, not far behind. Frank
Morgan is the husband, with a line that is as penetrating and shrewd as the comedy tries to he.
Inheriting
K), he wishes to give his tired secretarv a thrill.
he tells the old man to order a new typewriter.

"Time Cannot Wither Nor Custom Stale."
Count on your tinkers the stars of the old regime who
still retain their places in the stellar orhit.
Count on
your two fingers the old stars who are losing their hold,
or have disappeared entirely.
And on your eleventh
finger count Harold Lloyd.
Tie has bridged the chasm
between silent and audible pictures, without losing or
gaining a single point.
He remains an institution, the
same in technique, in laughing appeal, that he was some

—

—

ten year-

lie stands alone.

And

for that

re:,

he stands apart.
In his new picture. "Feet First." he is at his best. An
amusing, carefully worked out film, his is perhaps the
most truly American sense of humor one sees on the

what we
no leathe
tear behind the smile.
Mr. Lloyd is not, thank Heaven,
ever wistful, or one who would have us accept him as a
comedian who yearns to he funny to the obbligato of
"Laugh, Clown. Laugh." Because of this complete lack
of affectation, this vigorous, uninhibited humor, we have
a straightforward picture such as old and young will
enjoy, laugh at. and he refreshed by.
Tt seems to me
this is a rather high honor, one that is shared Inother star and certainly no other comedian.
"Feet First" tells the story of a shoe clerk, shy and
timorous, who is in love with a girl he believes is beyond
his station.
out to prove to her
So Harold He
that he is a rich play hoy.
Much of the story and Mr.
Lloyd's best gags occur on hoard a steamer hound from
Honolulu to San Francisco. Shipping as a stowaway, he
en to-day.

commonly

call

There

is

no

sophistication,

Carroll and Glen Anders, of the stage, adorn "Laughone of the most unusual pictures of the month.

ter,"

hard put to mingle with the pass
near his
and at the same time ward off the pangs of hui
Finally, in order to test his mettle, he
iver
ashore his employer's hid for a contract before the time
limit expires.
This finds him concealed in a mail
that is taken off the ship by plane.
Presently Hare
struggling inside the sack some hundn
is

girl,

the

.n

the narrow ledge of a painter's platform.

His efforts to extricate himself from the mail
maintain a sure footing constitute the latter part of the
picture, to the accompaniment of apprehensive thrills
and nervous laughter on the part of the audience.
All of which is simple in the telling, hut ingenious and
complicated in action typical of Mr. Lloyd in viewpoint
and execution.
lie is supported hv an admirahlc cast. 1>
Barbara Kent, a perfect adolescent, not
such
seasoned trouper- as Robert McW'ade. Alec Frai
Lillianne Leighton. Noah Young, and Arthur Housman,
I

the latter in a hit that attests his
or a sap with equal

abilit

i

slightest taint of

A

t

What

Barefoot Boy.

acting?
Where does the gift come from?
I- it instinct or the ability to tak
tion?
T
'vcr will he ai
([in
where the instinct is. the individual often is unabl
How many players are incapable of a.
express it.
even under painstaking direction? How many, indeed,
have gained nothing in
racrion after y<
All of which makes Richard Cromwell's am:,
tice?
performance in "Tol'ahle David" a mystery I can:
icting
An inexperienced youth in his first part
It cor
that is natural, artless, fluent.
force with poignant earnestness, perfect balance, perfect
ver ptr
timing.
Xor is this the exhibition
It is sincere, knowing, the work of a skilled actor wl
enabled magically to he younger than younq-. I give up
is

i

a
Go

The

Screen in ReViev?
it.
Mr. Cromwell is an enigma, perhaps a sphinx
without a secret, who is himself unable to explain how he does it.
Let us, then, relax and enjoy a tine picture, be touched by it and
even shed a tear in the dark for the poor mountain boy whose dream
of a lifetime is to drive the mail team as his brother did.
And on
his first trip loses the precious burden, only to trace it to his enemy,
the maniac who crippled his brother.
The lone youth invades the
stronghold of the brute, vanquishes him in a horribly tense conflict,
and returns weak and bleeding to town with the sack, vindicated in
the eyes of those who thought him only a boy, just "tol'able."
There is more than this to Joseph Hergesheimer's fine story of
West Virginia mountaineers, their feuds, poverty and stalwart hone.-ty of purpose.
Every point that made the silent version notable
in 1922 is caught with unusual fidelity.
Furthermore, Richard
Barthelmess graciously indorses the new picture and praises the new
player of a role that is closely identified with his own position on
the screen to-day.
Xoah Been Joan Peers, Henry B. Walthall, George Duryea,
Edmund Breese, Helen Ware, and Barbara Bedford contribute
vastly to a picture that cannot be recommended too highly.

trying to explain

-

,

All

For

Over the Place.

rollicking, boisterous fun

!

"The Life of

the Party."

"The Life of the Party"

lives

dp

A

funnier film hasn't been seen in a
b'ue moon.
Not, in fact, since Marie Dressier and Polly Moran
raised the roof in "Caught Short." There is the same hearty attack
in this, with subtlety scorned, finesse knocked into a cocked. hat, and
There the similarity ends, for this bears
a spade called a pickax.
the imprint of musical comedy in its extravagance, though there's
only one song and no chorus at all. But the flavor of that form of
entertainment pervades and you like it.
This is due in large measure to Winnie Lightner, whose antics
in past films are familiar.
They take an added bounce if you can
and yield more laughter than before.
believe that
Strenuous
as she is, with her mugging, wisecracking and bumptiousness, she
has the virtue of spontaneity and sincerity. One could never say
that la Lightner tries to be something she is not, or that at heart
>he is wistful and shy with a yen to play Juliet.
She gains much through being paired with Charles Butterworth,
a comedian whose screen debut is more important than my faltering words may convey.
Here is something new and different
man whose sense of humor is as far beyond ordinary comedy as to
be a sixth sense. He begins where others leave off. Equipped with
what is known in the jargon of vaudeville as a "dead pan," he is as
devoid of good looks as of expression.
But how he can project
the lunatic humor of a line in his low, hesitant voice
And he has
some exceedingly good ones. Good or not at the outset, you feel
to its title with a vengeance.

—

—

—

!

Mr. Butterworth would make them so. His role is slight and
he makes his appearance late in the picture, but once he is in evidence he is a star truly. As Colonel Joy, from Kentucky, a breeder
of horses, he is a guest at the Havana hotel where Miss Lightner and
Irene Delroy arrive bent on gold digging. They are first seen in a
music shop, where, incidentally. Miss Lightner warbles the only
song one hears. Fired for some reason or other. Flo and Dot vamp
an excitable Frenchman into giving them jobs in his dress shop and
run off with most of his gowns. They land in Cuba, and Miss
Lightner sees to it that they are mistaken for rich girls whose credit
They fasten themselves on a young man they think
is unlimited.
is a millionaire, there's a horse race in which Miss Lisrhtner is a
jockey, and in the end the girls find themselves in the arms of
men who are able to take care of their material wants.
Just an ordinary story of Broadway gold diggers, but it is geared
in high, is beautifully photographed entirely in Technicolor, and is
without a dull moment. So what more do you want if your mood
Charles Tudels. John Davidson. Arthur Hoyt, and
is for comedy?
Jack Whiting are the other principals, all well chosen.
that

A

Baby-faced Killer.

One of the most successful pictures
way to Hell," a crook melodrama that
"Renegades."

month is "The Doorgood as "The Racket"
oi two years ago. With all that has been said of the underworld,
it is extraordinarv that a new series of characters and incidents can
of the
is

as

n
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Exact I3
in a semblance of novelty.
hieved in
ter life that has some stock
glimpse ol
a youthful racketeer plaj
well as a new
-.
the erstwhile adolescent of "All
on the
Front."
himseli
the
He is Louis Ricorno, who :ip[
underworld and indicates the zones in which
him
inn.- their traffic in liquor.
rithin
He warns each
ah boundary, and his word is accepted as law—oh yean? Bui
blended

In

this

latest

I

»<

<i

t

->

I

1

!

there

I

double-<

art-

lOOthly

nun

While
determine t>> strike Ricarno through his young brother.
Ricarno is awaj on a honeymoon, an attempt is made t>> kidnap
the boy who is killed in making his escape.
Ricart
the
men responsible and he in turn meets his end. A sardonic touch
comes from the fact that Ricarno never knows that his wife is
philandering with his friend.
Not a cheerful tale, hut its working out is looked upon favorably
by those who know their underworld lore. Certain it is that the story
is arresting, fast, exciting, and is capitally acted by Robert Elliott,
iii his usual characterization of a drawling detective, James Cagney,
as Ricamo's treacherous friend. Qbrothy Mathews, his wife, and
.Mr. Ayres, whose poise, maturity, and ti
gestion constitute
e of the big surprises of the month.
'

From
The

the

Temple

"The Big

Trail."

of Music.

i> usually one thing or the
Lawrence Tihhett, or a dismal failure
up? Strangely, the tirst appearance of

screen debut of an operatic star

other, a hit as in the

1

hut why bring that
.Moore, prima donna of the Metropolitan Opera, is neither.
A gracious, womanly personality, her agreeable voice in speech
melts into beautifully limpid song, hut she remains too placid an
actress to inject needed strength into a picture that is already un-

was

;is
1

exciting and a

little dull.
Confession of weakness lies in MetroGoldwyn's questionable title, "A Lady's Morals," for a pleasantly
Actionized Jenny Lind, who was perhaps the most blameless singer
that ever lived and whose life on the screen is in keeping with

"Feet First.

tradition.

shows the famous songstress pursued from place

It

nposer

who

t<>

place by a

resorts to every loverlike ruse to bring himself

She is gently kind in refusing his love. Not until
she loses her voice and he brings his uncle, a famous teacher, to
When she learns that the young man
re it. is Jenny touched.
to her attention.

is threatened with blindness as a result of the riot that occurred in
the theater during her fateful performance, she is moved, to com>n

and

But he disappears rather than marry her with a
reunited, however, during Jenny's historic
Castle Garden in New York, when I'. T. Barnum

love.

They are

handicap.

engagement

at

introduced her to the American public eighty years
Frequently touching, always pleasing, the him
an even
course, leaving in its wake undeniable charm and the memory of a
superb production and admirable acting.
For one thing. I have
tation of opera managed as well, nor has there
never seen a r
ever been a performance that so clearly justified the enthusiasm
In this episode Miss
by Jenny hind's "Xorma."
die "Casta Diva" aria beloved of operagoers; elsewhere she
is heard in selections from "Daughter of the Regiment" as well as
•

1

some

"Playboy of Paris."

ballads.

Denny is impressive in his serious performance of the
composer, and Wallace Beery is likewise effective as Barnum, the
Erinald

r

prising.

showman, whose knowledge of modern id
However, no one minds when he says, nearly
"Give 'em

A
Oil. the

pain of

all

ill

Here

is

hit

De Luxe.

Xorma Talmadge,

one of the great
and sartorially.

at ease vocally, dramatically,

The lapse from greatness occurs in "Du Barry, Woman
Her fault is in Robert Burns's lament, "O wad some power
giftie gie

the

sur-

hundred

!"

'Success" Story

it!

ladies of the screen,

you've got

1

a

e oursel's

It

would seem

the
that

to the yes men of the studios
for one fee's that they stand in

canny Scot had especial reference

when he penned that immortal line,
the way of any star's approximation

of true vision.
Continued on page 96

Miss Talmadge,

"A Lady's Morals."
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What's All
Bj Madeline Glass
ietters. or in other ways expressed their approval of her.
Alice, an orphan working fur
her living, would have been rather unwise to
have rejected such a lucrative job as stardom,
wouldn't she?
Caught you there, didn't I?
No ? That's too bad.
Recently, while talking with a beautiful but

eccentric young lady. I remarked that I intended to write an article about Miss White.
Her reaction was a quick, incredulous smile
which she politely erased when she saw that I

was serious. Her attitude nettled me, and I
was more determined than ever to give Alice
a chance to defend herself.
ears.
"Looky here." I began, laying back
"I'm not a White fan, but do you know that

my

Alice has less conceit, and puts on less 'dog.'
Her
than almost any star in Hollywood?
one of her best friends is a
testes are simple
thirty-dollar-a-week stenographer, and she is
mighty generous.
"Why, there was an old man at the studio
:

who was about to starve, and was three months
He couldn't sleep out
behind with his rent.
in the woods, you know, in spite of our swell
Alice paid not only his back rent but
climate.
three months in advance, and looked after the
old fellow until he died. Perhaps she has been
reckless with her reputation at times, and given
out some cuckoo 'true' stories that didn't do her
any good, but she bas a kind heart."
"Oh. I don't deny that she is generous." said

by Bichee

Alice White's dark eyes and olive complexion, inherited from her
Italian mother, suggest anything but the blond flapper she was
forced to play.

THE

fans

who

hoped

or noisily demanded, the removal of Alice White from the
screen have, to some extent, reason to feel satisfied.
The peppy little star is no longer a star. Indeed,
at this writing, she had not yet obtained a new contract
of any sort.

"I'm resting." she
smile.

Alice

is

silently

for.

you, with a slight, meaningful
too honest to try to fool you. much less
tells

herself.

And now that the blow has fallen, one wonders if the
fans who never speak of her without pointed animosity
do not feel just a little guilty. Or. do they rejoice that
the much-discussed star, whose films no fan was ever
has been crowded out?
There were many who derided her efforts as an acThere were as many others to whom her performs.
ances gave pleasure, who were thrilled by her piquant
beauty and provocative youthfulness. It is they who will
regret that her contract with First National has been
terminated, not without some rancor.
And they will
by her during her present difficulties. Or will
they? I'll leave that to the Alice White fans themselves
to answer.
Just what was it that made certain fans so resent her?
She couldn't act? Well, since when has that become a
screen handicap?
It bas always been my contention that the public gets
tly what it wants and deserves in the way of entertairment. and when Alice White was raised to premature
stardom, it was done because a great many fans wrote

compelled to

1

see.

mv

friend soothingly, "and I haven't the least
The point is. she can't a
That left me floating at anchor with flag at half mast.
For a little, a very little. I would revenge myself on this
erudite young woman by telling how she disguised herself as a mulatto and attended a Xegro theater to see a
interest in

Xovarro

an

actor's morals.

film.

for the oft-repeated charge that Alice can't act.
what about her work as Dorothy, in "Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes?" At that time Alice had not embarked upon
her ill-advised stardom. Her hair was still its natural
dark shade, and even the critics spoke highly of her work.
It is said that Samson was reduced to something of a

As

hair, but in the case of
Alice it was not the cutting, but the bleaching that robbed
her of her natural personality. Thereafter she was identified with the vast army of Lorclcis, a symbol of frivol-

ninny when Delilah barbered his

and ephemeral glitter.
dark hair was a heritage from her Italian
mother, and her great brown eyes and olive complexion,
should have inspired producers to give her roles in keepity

Alice's

ing with her rich pigmentation, rather than to cast her
continually as a frothy flapper.
"In the movie business one has to play politics." said
Alice, "and I'm not a politician."
She was sitting on a divan in my apartment, one foot
tucked under her. the other, in its neat patent-leather
Above it gleamed one of the
pump, swinging idly.
famous White legs, slender and 1' seless. Her dress was
black, in perfect taste, with a wide patent-leather belt
girdling her waist.
black turban hid most of her hair.
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idle.

I

my own

1" he nice to e\(:\

1

uhne

whether she

one

at

bowing

to

my

in vr an executive or !ii> wife.
should he. hut
diplomatic as
I

shoe tops when

Perhaps
I

I

was given

a dre->iiii,r

room nearer

tl

wasn't, of course." continued Alice, "permitted to
The day before
choose my stories by First National.
we were to start on a new production, I was given the
I tried
first half of the scenario to take home and study.
When I urged
to do the best I could with what I had.
to give me roles that would enable me to characterthey always pointed out that my pictures w.
ular and making money, so why should I wish to change

them
.

my type?
"When

Marilyn Miller came West to
make pictures, she was given an en
mous amount of publicity and her films
were widely advertised. It was far more
felt

I

was

and

getting,

a hit hurt.

When

asked that my pictures
he given fust half as

I

much advertising

as

hers, the studio people
said. "Alice, every one
has heard of you your
pictures don't need so
:

much

advertisit

"In the movie business
one has to play politics."
says

Alice.

never gone

hardt

:

I

b
and

there are

who seem to
my work.

enjoy

"And

I've

in for tooth-

paste grins."
i

care

t

damn
I

am

not

wan
i-

a

wi
a star or

what

:

parts

hi

"I

I

th

people, at

breaks than she was getting.
the girl desen
r
Ihr unselfish attitude contrasts pleasingly with that of
a certain beautiful and highly regarded leading lady who
all hut slapped the face ^i a character actress, because

than

end Of

t,

"lu-

on several occasions Alice has led -Mine
pretty or talented extra to her director and insisted that

than

th

an

try t"

ll."

the latter

"Bui

will

n

said that

i-

i
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>

called

I

t

—hut

t!

what we

say. isn't

all
':"

it
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the Fans Think," tried to promote

the

said Alice, "regardless of
I've never gone in for a
sincere or not.

grin, or

It

or

«**

work-."

-lie

is

s-^if* I
.

itional offerii

i

'

studio

loudly

:noval of Alice

may now

Her
•Alice applies only tin- minimum of cosmetics.
Minlr i- infrequent, her manner alert, her conversation
During our talk
intelligent.
do not recall that
made a single inane remark—which i> more than 1 can
for

who

Ptni

stop to reflect on the fairness of their prejudice, since she
Miss White herself has a few pointed, sensible things to say.

an anti-White ertlttde,

"A

^^

is

now
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Photo by Ray Jones

RESTLESSLY

Lupe Yelez paces the high road looking for
opportunities to display her verve and fire.
She succeeds both in the search and the display, for few stars have
been more successful than she has lately in capturing colorful

new

roles.

A

pidgin-English heroine one month, as she was in "East
West," a tragic Russian girl the next. The latter character is none other than the betrayed and disillusioned Katuslia
Maslova, left, in "Resurrection," which brought fame to Dolores
del Rio in the silent era, with John Boles in the role played
in the earlier version by Rod La Rocque.
That Lupe is Latin in temperament all the while doesn't
seem to concern the producers in the least. Apparently they
have concluded that their star's southern fire burns brightly
no matter to what part of the. globe it is transplanted.
A red rose to Lupe for causing them to think so.
Is

Loose

Coll een on tke

performance of her stage play, "On the Loose," Miss Moore, law
visited by PICTURE PLAY'S sympathetic reporter who tells how

In the course of a

of

mg

the films
on.

By Willard Chamberlin
MO< IRE'S
COLLEEN
stage play,
"< 'u

opened
ugly old theater

New
room

York,

the

an

Rod

in

dressing

llrr

was

in

dark
and stuffy.
It
was furnished
atrociously.
There w
couch with a worn red cover
and a camp chair.
But Colleen didn't complain. She sang
a little song to herself, and
threw Iter hat upon the couch.
Th(
outside was be-

"The

ived.

ening,"

sai

I

and

small

noise

I.

is

deaf-

olleen

t

re-

plied, "I didn't notice it."

—

is
like that
no temperament, no nervous excitement. She was perfectly calm.
although two nights later she
was going before an audience
for the first time in her life.
My appointment was for

eleven in the

morning at her
saw her at two in the
afternoon.
She had been rehearsing until five that mornhotel.

I

ing.

Hattie, her maid, said
Colleen must sleep.
So Colslept while Hattie stood
guard with the endurance of
a Joan of Arc.

two
T

Tattte

to

,,

'clock I

let

me

persuaded
Colleen

in.

not yet dressed.

There
were Venetian water colors on
the walls, and roses in a
Colleen loves (lowers."
I was waiting for
the
photographer, Virginia Valli
entered the room, attired in
pajamas of lilac silk. Virginia
_

^

hile

Colleen's guesl and moral
support for the big event, and
she. too, had been up until
five at rehearsal.
'lleen's

story,

Even
T

if this
can't re-

iayingthat Virginia looked
irresistibly

fresh,

and

lovely.

and twenty-five.

Colleen

Moore hopes

to film her play and she has ambitions to
on the screen, but her future is unsettled.

do

"Madam

Butter-

fly"

was seriously conring a shopping tour, but

\ irginia

she consented to show me Colleen's photograph album-.
I wish you could have seen them.
They were crammed
with snapshots of players which no fan magazine will
ever have the privilege of publishing.
Snapshots of Billie Dove. Bebe Daniels. Dorothy
Mackaill. Lilyan Tashman. Edmund Lowe, Charles
Farrell, and Lois Wilson disporting at Colleen's beach
home, some of them in poses which would be a sad blow

ijnity if

were not marked

in

published.

any way, but that would

quite unnecessary.
the alburj
ry.

the desk

".

h.

.eluded a

and a br

was a stack of perhaps
by Cnlleen

!"
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Coll een on the

There were intermittent sounds of Colleen's splashing
and singing.
The photographer arrived and Virginia
began to think about her shopping again.
Colleen
obliged with a brief appearance, wrapped in a purple
hath robe spattered with white butterflies.
After offering a cheery "Hello!" she went out to dress.
In ten minutes she was hack, ready for business. She
looked winsome and vivacious, but beneath her gay lipstick and her wide eyes, there was a trace of tiredness.

Rehearsals until five!
No fun!
the time the pictures were out of the way, it was
three o'clock.
Colleen had to he at the theater, in
make-up. at quarter to four.
So it was decided to
carry on the interview hack stage.
"We go." Colleen informed me in her crisp, delightful
way, raising a finger that had given many a peremptory
order.
She stood before a mirror and pulled on a chic
little hat, with a how perched atop.
Colleen gave parting
advice to Hattie. "Bicu. Merci.
Thank you. An rcvoir.

Good-by," said Hattie.

to Colleen's dressing room was somewhal like
descending to the cellars of a medieval castle.
This
old hascment room had housed Julia Marlowe. E. H.
Sothcrn, Mrs. Leslie Carter, Maude Adams, Joseph Jefferson, David Warfield, Margaret Anglin, and Mrs.

Going

Fiske in their day.

"What have you heen doing
T

this last year,

Colleen?"

asked.
"Living.

Taking a vacation from everything. I've
had a wonderful time. For seven years I was under
contract, unable to get away, but now for a year I've
while ago I decided I wanted to do
heen reallv free.

A

a stage play."
She fussed with the pink evening
wear.
"It's

always heen

my

gown

she was to

dream, you know, to play before

a really truly audience, but my contract stood in the
way of doing it. Xow here I am, scared to death over
But just the same, it's fun.
the whole thing.
"I'm really tired. For three weeks we've rehearsed
or rather once a day and once a night.
twice a day
Valli has been a great help to me."
She designates Virginia thus.
"Last night she was with me all night at the theater."
The play, originally titled "Foam," was designed to

—

exploit

Colleen's

The

versa-

two acts
are light comedy with
Colleen wisecracking and
romping her way through
tility.

first

a Mexican-California
cantina, and later in a

New England
room.

But

in

drawingthe

last

goes dramatic.
She tried to laugh off
her fright. "If any one
applauds, I'll turn around
act

it

see where the noise
coming from!" -he
said, with a twinkle, mak-

is

ing light of

it,

hut there

was never any one more
earn
"I picked out the

'On the Loose,'
-lid.

'Foam,'

"The other
didn't

title.

" Colleen
title.

apply

at

all."

Colleen poses for a photograph with her interviewer.

Photo bv Srhaeffer

:

L oose

She was enthusiastic about the East. "I love the cold
weather," she said.
"New York was stilling, but up
here it's wonderful." She misses the sunshine, though.
"I'd never live anywhere hut in California; when I'm at
home I'm a sun worshiper. I love the water and boats.
And some day," she said in a hushed little voice, "my
yacht and I are going sailing off to Tahiti. That's my
one great desire. And I feel it slowly creeping on.
"Virginia Valli is my dearest friend.
love her.
I

Then Laura La

Plante, and Behe Daniels, and Julanne
Oh, and Dorothy Dorothy Mackaill
In
Hollywood, we play tennis and swim all day long."

—

Johnston.

!

Colleen has a collection of dolls,

all

kinds of dolls.

But she likes her boats better than her dolls when she
answers the siren call of Tahiti, the dolls will stay at
home. She likes crowds, even the crowds which greet
her in public places.
She walked with me through the
hotel, mailed letters and sent telegrams, oblivious to the
stares which followed her.
She has a little slouching
walk that is singularly arresting.
She is thinking of
;

other things than the curious stares, but she likes the
feeling of

crowds about

her.

"I love the theater. Of course I'm a film fan every
player automatically becomes a fan. But I like the stage,
too.
It's so much better this year.
favorite is
'Uncle Vanya.' Lillian Gish is like Dresden china in it
she goes beyond anything she has done in pictures."
She likes to make quick, reckless little speeches. "After
my play closes, I want to make a film of it. It has wonderful picture possibilities." After seeing it, I agree with
her in that particular. It offers colorful settings there's
a part in it just made for Hedda Hopper, and another
that cries for Rose Dione.
"After that, I don't know.
Maybe another picture.
Maybe Europe. Maybe Tahiti!" Ah, Tahiti There's
a pagan strain in Colleen, even as there was in a certain
Arden Stuart
The wardrobe mistress came in bringing a saucy little
suit of red plaid.
Colleen eyed it critically. "It is good."
like that.
she said. "I can be in and out of it
But"
tearing down a lacy whatchamacallit from the wall
"take this thing out.
I can't get into it."
Colleen's hair is bright brown.
It invariably photographs black. Even the stage lights show it up black.
She wants to change her hair cut. "I wanted to for my
play.
Then I thought,
people will want to
me as they always have
seen me on the screen.
:

My

;

—

!

—

I'm different,

If

they'll

But
disappointed.
I'm
play.
this
after
really going to devise a

be

new coiffure."
The wigs she wore

in

"Footlights and Fools"
are sufficient proof that
she doesn't need her
tonsorial trade-mark to

get by.
I

have heard

it

said

Colleen adapts a
sort of shopgirl vernacular when she talks,
and that in her conversational manner she is
This
often maladroit.
Beis in no way true.
neath the bright, flippant
remarks, one senses an
innate refinement. ColContinued on page 109
that
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King on Broadxtf a>>, Deuce in Hollywood
Frank Pay learned that
shoulders

when he

a

twelve-weeks' stay

at

arrived at the movie capital.

throws light on the hattle

the

Palace,

in

New

Hi:,

experience
between creen

York, got him nothing hut cold
bucking the hostility he felt there
and stage st;i:

in

B? Mabel Duke

THERE

something worse than being in the Big
alone ami broke.
It i- being in a strange
city, famous and rich, hut regarded with suspicion
and faced with the necessity of starting at the bottom
and proving one s worth all over again.
Hollywood is not always kind to the stranger within
't->
-ate-.
Especially that rival stranger, the stage -tar.
Not that it is meant for unkindness it's only self-preservation—but the effect is often the same.
Tears have been shed for the struggling extra fighting
for a foothold in this mad movie game.
But few,
believe, have ever realized the bitterness, and heartbreak, and unhappiness that many successful stage Mars
have had to face in Hollywood
unfriendliness from
jealous .-creen players: unfamiliarity with the strange
medium of the -creen; homesickness for Broadway and
City,

is

all

—

1

—

'I'm

he retained

for a second
n an
But Frank Fay hold- the endun
Mine he remained for
a record that remain- unapproached.
He didn't headline for twelve week
er.
lie
was engaged for one week merely a
tured am
tion to holster up a weak bill, and
uch
that he was retained as master of ceremonies for
eding eleven weeks.
In other word-. Fa\ i> something
the Main Stem.
But when he arrived in Hollyw
la-t winter, be was, in the eyes of the movie folk,
another actor trying to take the bread from the moul
tarving movi<
"I can understand their point of view." p..
ered, as he leisurely applied light make-up for hiformance. Before him. stuck in the frame of the dn
ing-table mirror, was a magazine reproduction of
photograph of Barbara Stanwyck, otherwise Mrs. Fay.
"After all. w<
were interlopers,
some actors have a disagreeable way of thinking they
know everything, and an air of condescending \<> the
movie-.
Which, of course, doesn't make for pleasant
ap.

t

1

;

friends.

—

too stiff for some
stitT hattle tor many
the struggle and returned to the Broadthat honors them.
Some others, unwilling to admit

has been a

It

who gave up
way

defeat, have stuck it out and have been rewarded with
screen popularity and the friendship and admiration that

always accompanies succ

was discussing this situation with Frank Fay. one
of the stage star- who has bridged the chasm between
e and screen after the usual period of trial and probation.
"It is so new, so strange," be explained. "It's just like
Former triumphs count for
Starting all over again.
I

relatii

"Put you know
vaudeville, and

I

ma
can't

"ten

taken

Hi'

remember ever having beard

vaudeville actors squawking. After
everybody. It's all rather amusing,

all,
I

the

tl

think, to

watch the

situation."

That remark is. I believe, typical of Fay. To him.
You've got to make good from the word go."
folks are amusing, whatever they do.
were hack Stage at the Palace Theater in N< w
I!
life leisurely.
York. On a brief vacation from HollyHe -peaks with an efl
Frank Fay was a bit elusive
Mr. Fay was hack for a two-week
His movements are unhurdrawl.
in interviewing, because he
ried.
It's difficult to imagine Fay becomgement at his old stamping ground.
talked about his wife, Barwatched him from the wings as be
I
bara Stanwyck, more than
ing
flurrn
r
I.
He
himself.
watches the
strolled nonchalantly onto the Stage, and
how and
beard the audience greet him with gay
I can picture him recrardinq- Hollyw
ne of its haywii
applause before he uttered a word. They
that
were welcoming him like a long-lost son.
slow, tolerant smile and disarmil
If you have ever seen Fay on any of bis
posure, plainly amused and
little.

We
!.

•

j

numerous vaudeville tours of the country,
it isn't likely you have forgotten his nonchatter about his eccentric famoi string savers.
lie has told that
story for years, but it only grows"
>ical

ily

funnier with repetition.
And it is not the audience alone
that enjoys it.
At every performance, as he begins bis turn,
bis
fellow players on the bill
gather in the wings and listen to
Mr. Fay convulse the audier.ee
with bis hilarious monologue and

impromptu bits.
Such
from fellow actors is

interest

a

rare tribute.
Fay occupies a unique
position in that transient
hall of fame, the Palace

Theater,
the
vaudeville art

mecca

at

the feverish excitement of

tl

about him.
her band." be continued, "I
understand perfectly well the dimcuh
n of the stage n
I was in that position
"I
>nal pr

for

i

an ache
:ie punto thin'
kins on the stage, and then
\

rank beginner. I love the m
now. but I never went
ban
through anything
nr
re.

"You

see,

,-norant

when

it

com;

wing

of

:inuedon papc 106

Somebody's
It

Sister

annoys Mary Brian that even blase interviewers strike a big-brother attitude, and warn her against
desserts and naughty plays, the result of her air of sheltered sweetness that is disarming, if not

.-ich

a bit disconcerting.

B>>

Malcolm H, Oettinger

MARY BRIAN

She is prettier off
is a sweet child.
the screen than on, demure, unspoiled, and young.

She i- much as you would expect her to be.
Al Wilkie was Dadda at luncheon and I was Big
Brother. It annoyed Mary.
told her what desserts were in season, advised her
against the wickeder plays current in Manhattan, and
looked after her welfare in a spacious way.
"I wish," Mary wished, "that some one would meet
me without feeling brotherly. I have a brother and I

We

the
she

day of shooting "The Royal Family." in which
surrounded by stage folk of training and experi-

first
is

ence.

Henrietta Crosman, star of yesteryear, was playing
Mary's grandmother, and Ina Claire, luminary of Broadway, if not of Hollywood, was playing her mother.
Then there was Fredric March in the leading role, and
the superb German actor, Arnold Korff, doing a character part.
The array of acting talent was enough to unnerve any young actress. But Mary was as calm as a

moonlit lake.
don't need any more.
"It's marvelous playing with a cast like this," she said.
rubbers,
my
forget
not
to
me
telling
always
are
"People
"They are inspiring. The whole tiling
and to wear heavy sweaters, and to get
Mary is tired of playing the sweet is so different from the ordinary proplenty of rest. I wish I didn't inspire
young girl, but admits that she
gram picture. It's a treat to play in a
so much advice."
could not fool anybody in a
thing like this. I hope it will be good."
child
But that is just the sort of
naughty role.
report
She is naive in more ways than one.
to
am
I
who
And
is.
Mary

otherwise?

Mary
that

is

the type

who

inspires in

protective' instinct.

tired of being protected.

man

But she is
She wouldn't

mind coming across a mild

offensive,

for a change.
Ever since "Peter Pan," Mary Brian
has been turning out picture after picture, one very much like the other.
She is the spirit of the eternal ingenue,
girl. Rosie RoShe is sweet, and simple,
and wholesome, and the movies have

epitome of the good

mance

hersel

f

.

capitalized these qualities for

all

they

are worth.

Sometimes it is an auto story, someBut
times a tale of the prize ring.
whether it be "Burning Up" or "The
Love." you may depend upon it
will be the faithful heroine
waiting patiently through all the plots
in the world to reward the hero with a

Man

that

I

Mary

fade-out kiss.
In Hollywood they say Buddy RogAlso Jack Oakie
ers pays her court.

and others.
AYc were talking about nothing
particular

when

in

the suhject of actresses

up. "I don't see what you find interesting in them." said Mary. "They're

came

practically

human."

Actresses are always different, I told
her. "Actors are not," I added. There
was no retort. "That doesn't apply to
Buddy Rogers," I said. Still there was

no come-back.

"Because he

isn't

an

actor."

Mary Brian

raised a demure face,
more demure smile.
"So what do I say?" she asked.
That her years of troupinq;have stood
her in good stead was apparent by the
calm manner in which she approached

with a

still

Some one mentioned "Young Sinners,"
and Mary said, "Oooh, I've heard about
I must see it."
Harry Richreported doing a talking short
in the studio that day.
"I'd love to
hear him sing a number," said Mary.
She would like nothing better than
to escape from the stereotyped heartinterest roles that inevitably fall to her
lot, but down in her heart she realizes
her limitations.
She knows that her
naivete is apparent and a trifle overwhelming, stamping her "ingenue"
from the outset.
"No," she said with a sigh. "I don't
want to do wicked women. I guess I
wouldn't fool anybody."
She has a cute, barely perceptible
brogue that makes "any" almost "inny."
"Fm a nice girl, you know. And the
directors know it.
So there you are.
And here I am. But sometimes when
they cast me in unusual atmosphere, as
in the Civil War film I did with Gary
Cooper and Phil Holmes. I get a chance
to step out and really act a bit. If you
want to call it acting." she added with
maidenly modesty. Everything about
Mary is maidenly and there is no doubt
in my mind ahout her modesty.
The
violet is obtrusive in comparison.
She had been seeing things in Xew
York, hut not the usual things. There
had been no night clubs, no speakeasies
and just a touch of theater. "Lvsistrata" had hcen sneaked into her play£oing. strangely enough, and Mary had
little to report of its bawdy humor.
"T sniess it was all right," she said.
For a girl of twenty-one she is normally intelligent, bright but not sparkling, wise, perhaps, but certainly not
Continued on page 116

that one.

man was

li

Wioto by

Hrrown Ztmnntr

the scrutiny of an Oettinger, opposite, Mary
Brian is exactly the charming, feminine, and wholesome
girl her fans see on the screen, a little irked, perhaps, by
the protective instinct she arouses in men, but sweetly so.

Even under

A^m^

\

'

r

.»•

HERE TO STAY
Those who have seen Marlene Dietrich, in
"Morocco," will not ask why, and those who
have yet to see her have a treat in store
Originally brought by Paramount to this country foi
one picture, the German actress was prevailed upon
to sign a contract for others as soon as her quality
was glimpsed. Thus we find a mother torn by longing for her little girl denying herself the long journey to her native land in order to seize opportunin
while she may. Fraulein Dietrich is seen, abovt. in
her latest photograph and, left, in her new picture
"Dishonored." with Gustav von Seyffertitz

77

Tillie the Toiler sees her

dream realized by Constance

Bennett, in "Sin Takes a Holiday," as a stenographer
the cream of life just by being herself.

who enjoys

Miss Bennett, above, is Sylvia, a rich man's secretary who
his wife in name only to save him from marrying a
woman he doesn't love. Then it's Paris, beautiful gowns,
a nice allowance, and no cares at all, until love sends her
back home to the husband who has learned to adore her by
long distance. Miss Bennett, right, with Kenneth MacKenna.

becomes

78

Joan Crawford, at top of page, is Mary Turner, who
is caught by John Miljan in an attempt to rob the
home of her husband's rich father. Kent Douglass is

Bob

Gilder, the husband.

Miss Crawford, above, is seen at the moment she is
confronted by Mr. Douglass, whom she marries to
avenge the wrong done her by his father.
Mr. Douglass, right, well known on the stage as
Douglass Montgomery, is aware only of the beauty
and charm of Miss Crawford, for he has no knowledge of her prison record.

Daughter Goes Dramatic
with one of the strongest roles ever written
in

"Within the Law.'*

Crawford, at top of page, proclaims
herself a dramatic actress when she is sentenced to hard labor, while William Bakewel.
tries to steady her

Joan

Miss Crawford, above, vows to get even with
the millionaire

who

railroaded her to prison.

Does Miss Crawford, left, think
glamorous heroines of past pictures
toils with Marie Prevost
:

of
as

her

she

SO

Oh, Night
Evelyn Laye, distinguished

star

of

screen by Samuel Goldwyn, with his
in

"One

Evelyn Laye, at top of page, is Lilli, a
poor flower girl in a Budapest cafe who is
persuaded by Fiitzi, a notorious demimondaine to go in her place to see Count
Miiko, who will thus be deceived by the
innocent girl into granting Fiitzi freedom

from police interference.
left, as Count Mirko, hereditary magistrate of the province, mistakes
Lilli for Fritzi and falls in love with her
in spite of her reputation. The girl, wearing lovely gowns and jewels for the first
time, listens against her will to Mirko's

John Boles,

pleas.

of Love!
English operetta, is brought to the
accustomed taste and eye for beauty,
Heavenly Night."

Driven almost to madness by the lovely
creature masquerading as some one else,
Mirko seizes Lilli, at top of page, and declares his passionate love.
The girl cannot resist the man she has learned to adore.
Lilyan Tashman, as Fntzi, right, comes
upon the scene and finds Mirko so attractive that

she plans another conquest and

wonders why she denied herself that pleasure

Ly sending Lilli

in

her

stead.

But

Mirko gives her the cold shoulder and
forces her to tell where he can find Lilli.
In the flower girl's bare garret they sing
of love everlasting

!»»*"»
•

\«

82

"The
Great

Meadow

//

Colonial days are revived in a picturization of a
novel that describes the early settling of Kentucky

by brave pioneers from Virginia.
John Mack Brown,

at top of page, center, tells Guinn
Williams, Russell Simpson, and Eleanor Boardman of the
great country discovered by Daniel Boone across the
mountains.
They set forth on the perilous adventure
and meet with all the hardships imaginable until finally
they reach Harrod's Fort, the settlement already established and fighting for its life in the hostile country.

Eleanor Boardman. left, as Diony, the wife who marries
another man when her husband is given up for dead and
who, on his return, is forced to choose between them.

—

Stanley Smith would, of course, take June Collyer to the best.

Pbolo by Ln«Ujli

<Tke Boulevard Directory
One

is

considered quaint in Hollywood if lunch does not suggest the Brown Derby as the place where
eating is both a pleasure and a smart affair, and where one sees and is seen.

By Margaret Reid
the consumption of food is a ceremony,
only in the quality and preparation of the viands
offered.
A very vital element of the ritual is that it
It is not a matter
be conducted in the right place.
how many head waiters greet you by name, but how

Hollywood

IXnot

amiably the head waiter of the correct joint welcomes

At present von are proved socially established if Nick
will hold a table for you against the querulous thr
For. of
waiting in the entrance oi the Brown Derby.
and
slightly
rather
quaint
is
elsewhere
course, to lunch
peculiar.

The Brown Derby, presented to a gratified community
about two years ago. is a restaurant of a type which had
been sadly needed in Hollywood. A smart, roomy, and
rerningly

managed

place,

it

offers

really

excellent

Unlike most place- which have catered to movie
le and. inclusively, to a tremendous tourist following,
the Brown Derby's chef has not grown careless after
d.

the clientele

was assured. The menu retains its excellent
two years of standing room only

quality, even after

which augurs well for its span of popularity.
The Derhv's owner and proprietor i< Herbert Somborn, to whom Gloria Swanson was formerly married.
Tt is only one of his several important ventures around
town, hut he has given it a generous share of thought
and attention. Studying the general taste-, idiosyncrasies, and requirements of his clientele, he has developed
a restaurant which tit< perfectly the needs of a studio
patronage, even captious as such a trade is.
wood
On Vine Street, a few doors south
Boulevard and next door to the Braxton Gallery, it prei

sents a white stucco faqade with nice

mentation.

A

corr<

economy

ol

orna-

'tractive in-

Done in shades of
terior i- large, cool, and inviting.
brown, during the day the light filters in through an
windows and orange curtains and. at night, the
electricity is the same subdued amber t<>:
The Derby doors are never closed. It is at lunc
and dinner that the crowd waitil
ied.
but at any hour tourist curiosity may
Luncheon, except for those slaves who have
hack on tin
a leisurely ritual extending from
Cinema problem- are
twelve thirty to two or three.
argued and settled at every table, except those wl
enraptured fans neglect their dessert for Evelyn
profile.
The dinner rush ends at eight thirty, when the
Derby relinquishes its occupants to the theaters, After
theater hours it is crowded again, until two or three in
Following this, up to
the morning.
are strainers returning from late parties, who drop in
for the tonic tomato juice so comforting to a cocktailridden palate, or sometime- for an early breakfast bef
.

'

retiring.

While strictly conservative, the atmosphere of this
Most of the patrons k:
restaurant is also informal.
each other and spend as much time wandering around
The Derby is particularly
friends' tables as at their own.
gratifying to exiled New Yorkers, who find it the
has to offer as suhstitute for their own
metropolitan aura.
So essential has the Derby become to I
routine that even a fire was not allowed to interfere with
A short time ago. around two in the afterits business.
n. a blaze broke out in Mr. Somborn's apartment
above the restaurant. Tt spread rapidly and the crowded
hours a highly
F
table- were hastily vacated.
r
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tke Cupid-kist Climate

It's
Romance

flourishes

in

Hollywood because Old Man Weather is an ardent ally of the god
it's no wonder that the film city is a grand place for

and the setting being highly favorable,

losing,

is

said that climate has a big influence

on people,

when one compares the New Englander with the
Georgian, the Eskimo with the South Sea Islander,

seems reasonable. Who brought that up? as the Two
Black Crows would say.
Well, as everybody within
broadcasting distance of Los Angeles knows, sunny
southern California has more climate to the square inch
than any other known region. It boasts a year-round
mildness that makes life in the open an uninterrupted
affair, and sunshine, sunshine, sunshine.
Something
and
besides flowers ought to sprout under such skies
it does
When you hear about the incredible blooming and
fading of Hollywood romances, lay part of the blame on
For in many, many ways, the insinuating
the climate
overtones of filmland's out-of-door life influence courtIt's a sly old
ships and even marriages and divorces.
climate, gently but persuasively pleading, slipping over
its little jokes on the susceptible of movietown, giving
them a good time, and sometimes making them pay for it.
Let's see some of the ways in which Old Man Climate
His particular delight is
plays Cupid in Hollywood.
in bringing together fellows and girls who might be
pretty lonely, or preoccupied with their work, in other
towns. Romances bud with difficulty in harsh climates
Most young people who go to
and congested cities.
some metropolitan mecca to seek fame and* fortune find
conditions conspiring to keep them from making friends
among the opposite sex. They have to live in furnished
rooms and have no place to entertain acquaintances.
Except for a short season when park benches and subit

—

!

urban

resorts

are

Even to
doesn't cost money.
take a stroll means a session
of dodging traffic and outshouting a bedlam of truck
horns, trolley cars, and elevated trains. Restaurant tetea-tetes

and taxi soirees come

The

great cost of being
together, and the rush and
bustle of the crowded metrophigh.

\llustrated by L>ui '-Qrugo

But things are quite different

Man

Climate

sway,

life

is

moves

more

do everything in their
power to put a crimp in romance.
Thousands of lonely
olis,

stragglers in great cities get
their only taste of romance in
their brief summer vacations.

in

at a lazier pace.

Under his benign
There's a feeling in

the air of this sun-baked town that there's plenty of
time to get acquainted. Work doesn't seem so engrossing as it does in more rugged climes, and nobody is too
busy or too preoccupied to take notice of every handsome
It's Old Man Climate
face, of every well-turned ankle.
whispering in every ear, "Take it easy work isn't so
!"
important. Have a good time you're young only once
It's the siren song that is heard everywhere in the spring
and summer, but in Hollywood it is heard the year
;

;

round.
Lovers, no matter how poor they may be, find it easy
to meet, to go places, to carry on romance under the most
Parks and resorts are available
favorable conditions.
The fellow or girl who would
throughout the year.
have to be content with a furnished room in many cities
is able to rent an apartment, or even a small bungalow,
He or she may have
in certain sections of the city.
roses and sunshine outside the door, and a view that a
millionaire might envy, and even though, as is frequently
the case, the shack is so flimsily constructed that breezes
sift through the boards and billow out the wall paper,
It means a
that matters little in such a gentle climate.
place to receive friends, to give merry dinners and
parties.
girl friends, who would have to hop troland dodge traffic in many a city, find transportation
Nobody is too
in Hollywood more fitting to romance.
poor to own a battered old flivver, which may sell for as

The boy and

leys

little

Romance on wheels

Hollywood, where Old

indulgent.

available,

they have no place to go that

love,

finding,

and exchanging mates.

Bj H. A, Woodmansee
ITand

of

is a favorite outdoor sport that
appeals to everybody but the cops on duty.

as thirtv-five dollars.

contraption may be,
and usually is, parked in
the street, and there is
never any worry about the
radiator freezing up, or
about getting stuck in a
snowdrift.
Even if the
car will not run, the romantically inclined couple

The

It makes a
good observation platform,
a place to sit and talk, and
even a place to make love.

are satisfied.

Many of the Hollywood
youngsters have no reticence about showing their
affection in public.

It is

It's

uncommon

sighl to see and hear an old-style Ford
up Hollywood Boulevard loaded to the gunn
with boys and girls, arms and bodies interlocked, 1"
bobbing about on shoulders, [n fact, romance on wheels
Hollywood police. A
is a considerable problem to the
ring

emThey
bury
themsel ves
ulate.

may

in their busi-

number

of officers are detailed to patrol the side stn
of the town and the highways leading into it, flashing
At eighl o'clock <'
rchlights into parked cars,
ning, the entrances to Griffith

Park, on the edge

Hollywood, arc barred with heavy chains, and
the couples that are stranded within!
There is nothing
for them to do but to abandon tlu-ir cars and walk out
of

llu'

-r,

the Cupid-kist Climate

their cai

With

the engine of the old flivver tuned up, the tires
hed, and everything set to go, the world lies before

impoverished young couple.
Any old dav in the
in this climate, they can drive to the mountains,
the desert, the ocean resorts.
The road-ides swarm
with eating places.
If they find such resorts as the
Zulu Hut. the Stable Cafe, the Jungle, or the Plantation
the

r,

to,, expensive, there are plenty of other places just
about as colorful where a jitney or two will get them

not

But
I

I

ol

l

Man

Old'
o

r

hand

in

ywood.

Climate

w

park.

in their

.

books, or in

k
in

i

1

is

n g

hand

with
Cupid
every minute

The sunny indolence of a picnic in California cannot be compared with the coldl
of a dinner date in a big city.

of the day.
If you don't

believe it, consider the romano
are forever cropping out in the in
igements, marriages, divorce- are the order of the
day. not only among the comparatively few known to
the public, but among the rank and file of movie people.
Off with the old loves, on with the new a romam
mini:

the

stars

that

—

They may .-top at the Barbecue Cave for a
an imitation Spanish mission or iceberg for a cold
drink, or at a shop masquerading as a gigantic ice-cream
Not all the hectic activity in matrimonial statistics
cone or freezer for fro/en dainties. "Pedigreed Pu]
can be checked up to the climate, of course, but it plays
its the sign of a hot-dog stand, while "Love at First
a part.
Apparently some of the Cupid-smitten can't
Bite!" retorts a dispensary of hamburger sandwiches.
get married or divorced quickly enough.
They gi
Mexico in their impatience to get into the bonds of
They're just a pair of strutters who can't get past the
matrimony, and fly to Reno
Studio gateman, very likely, but they've got a car. an
ut of them.
Can it be possible that there is something in thi
n road before them, and the whole world of concesnaires wants to serve them.
Royal lovers mounted
ductive summery indolence of the climate that dehi
on flapping fenders
people into thinking they are in love when they arc not?
In the spring they may pawn their winter overcoats
[n more frigid places, apparently unaccountable infatuto buy gasoline, and make a pilgrimage to the desert, to
ations have been checked up to the intoxicating effect
witness the annual miracle of the wasteland gorgeously
of spring on a young man's fancy, or to the idyllic
blooming with wild (lowers. The mountains call them,
riations of a summer vacation.
In any event, Hollyfor the barren slopes are covered with fresh green, and
wood is a dangerous place to be if one wants to stay
even the dry southern California rivers, which are the
single.
subject of jests most of the year, are raging torrents.
It is surprising at what an early age the Holly "wood
No trouble now to find a babbling brook beside which young man's fancy turns to thoughts of love. And the
to eat a picnic lunch
young lady's fancy is. if anything, a little quicker still on
In summer, when the land is scorched under the rethe trigger.
Of course, in a community filled with
lentless, dry heat, the ocean resorts beckon them.
One world-celebrated threat lovers the force of exampli
many an old car. laden with couples in bathing suits,
tremendous.
But remember, also, that bovs and girls
mature very quickly under the southern sun.
toward bound. Some of them are going to Venice,
Many a
the Coney Island of southern California; others arc
girl born and bred in southern California passes for
far away from crowded midways and candytwenty-odd when she is fourteen or fifteen. The
s
to,., -hoot up like beanstalks.
sticky crying children as they can
Like adolescent boys and girls even .vhere. they like
Even at Christmas time Old Man Climate is still coaxhe boy and girl friend
ether in out-of-door
to pretend they are older than they are.
And it's very
romance. Though the store windows may be filled with
easy to get away with the deception, cspeciallv with
now, though a winvisitors
from the East.
Romance is inevitable in a country where everybody has
try-looking Santa Claus on
The romantic lite starts
a place to entertain his "gang."
the -treet corner may urge
early and ends late.
service.

bite, at

|

!

!

l

t

passers-by to contribute
the Salvation Army, though
•nay be stocked
with Christmas trees, it's
not winter.
Between rains
The
the sun is shining.
flowers and green things
are growing: the open
roads, the park, and the
n-air places are calling.
Everything tends to cial life, to a holiday mood,
to romance.
People limpet, at times, that they
are young, and that there is
an opposite sex, in cities
re there is a harsh and

The town

is.

in a

s<

the Land of the I
Eaters, where one finds it
easy to forget all but the
present.
The romantic

one may have had a hard
and rocky past, filled with
disappointments and pri:s. and a very uncertain future, but it's hard
to be despondent about it
while the sun warms one
comfortably, the ocean
sparkles
and Old Man
Climate whispers that it's
great just to be alive.
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Pity tke
Fed up on the sugary
moments," the leading girl
the ranks of plain, unro
fellowship in their

B] Willard
If

you had played pus-

in

the corner all morning and all
afternoon, would you want to
go home and play puss in the

corner all evening? The stars,
being intelligent people, would
not, and seek a restful escape

marriage and domesticity.
Too, they tire of the stereoThe extyped movie lover.
aggerated kisses and embraces,
which thrill the public, become
a bit too much of a good thing.
in

riioto by

Secly

The ardent
come silly.

;

William Seiter puts Sheik Hamilton, Boles, et al,
when Laura La Plante leaves the set.

in the

shade

Many

be-

infatuations

an actress, used to the

attentions and poetic
idolizing of the screen's greatest lovers, picks for her mar-

gallant

LOVE.
to be

!

What a wonderful thing the screen makes
What a gorgeous, breath-taking affair is

companion one who has
few or no claims to romantic

ital

romance
Particularly when practiced by such pleasing romanticists as Rod
La Rocque and Billie Dove, George O'Brien
and Olive Borden, William Haines and Joan
Crawford, or Richard Dix and Mary Brian.
Day after day, week after week of des!

attributes.

There

and Lilyan Tashman. frankly a
pact between two
mature and so-

delightful love, raised to the »th
of perfection by the movie stars.
Think of the love-making that Edmund
Lowe, Richard Barthelmess, or
Conrad Nagel must perpetually
endure in their pictures.
Ro-

degree

phisticated people.
They speak of

—

mance and more romance love,
love, love
Is it any wonder
that the stars become bored and
For
weary of love-making?

attitude

The marriage
of

Douglas

the

Fairban k
Jr., is

must be the element of romance in
any marriage; it is the ingredient which is practically
indispensable, although it may take the form of admiracourse, there

tion or respect.
The occasional marriage without romance one reads about is considered in the light of an

But we are contrasting the marriages of film
people with the love matches of everyday bovs and girls.
It seems inevitable that the stars become jaded by the
honeyed affections they are called upon continually to
exhibit in their work.
"Real, honest-to-goodness love!"
the directors insist. "Act as though you really loved him."
This kind of work, day after day, in scene after scene.

s

,

an ex-

ception.

average

there
I-

of

the

youthful

love-birds,

no

bill-

ing and cooing.
Eddie's conversation is usually
of tennis or Lil's

very commendable
cuisine.

Lilyan

prates of antique
screens and Staf-

fordshire

in a desert of love?

oddity.

Joan

Crawford and

romantic urge that prompts most modern marriages?
Or is it not true that to many whose professional life
is so filled with make-believe romance, and whose natural romantic cravings are sated by too much of its
glamour, marriage is honestly an intellectual oasis

Of

but

none of the

Eddie-loves-me

in priit

domestic

amity,

love-Eddie-and-

even the most delicious pastry
becomes sickening after too

Is

their
is

!

—

Edmund Lowe

of

perate,

many helpings.
And then they marry
vate life. What for?'

for instance, the

is,

On

ware.

the screen Eddie spends his days embracing Billie
Dove or Dolores del Rio. while Lilyan. through her halfshut lids, entices the students of the Baclanova school
of vamping.
And that long-enduring union of James Cruze and
Cruze.
Betty Compson which lately came to an end.
the veteran director, was far from being the romantic
believe that to
I
lover of Betty's picture-romances.
some one to
Bettv he was more a father, a protector
for Betty is of
run to when sbe was tired or troubled
the fragile, feminine type that needed a man like James
Cruze to take care of her.

—

—

~7

Poor Skeik
love-making

the

of

"big

screen's

players pick their husbands from

mantic men who have more goodmake-up than "It."

Cnamberlin
Their marriage was one of respect
and companionship, decidedly not one
of romance.
And on the screen what
movie lover has not (alien victim to the
charms of the bewitching Betty? So
the purely romantic elements that her
married life lacked were found in her

—

mimic

life

The

!

colorful

Estelle Taylor, whose
vivid personality fits well into films
of Spanish setting, has been loved on
s
by such dark-skinned senors as
Ricardo Cortex and Antonio Moreno,
not to mention John Rarrymorc. Lloyd
Hugl
rge O'Brien, and Roland
Drew. But the man of Estelle's choice

the

C

t

was not

handsome

a

Dempsey,

lothario; just lack

Kindred interest rather than moviesque
romance led to the marriage of Jascha

rough-

and-ready good

fol-

Heifetz and Florence Vidor.

whose heart
meant more than
low,
his

Quiet,
lover nor the dashing-hero type.
both in love with their borne and work,
they did not seek high romance in their

face to Estefle.

T he

wiles

of

llanova have in-

snared

some

bling

Neil

1>

They

marriage.

such hand-

Mexican

live happily in a ramhacienda, and in films

is loved gorgeously by John GilConrad Nagel, and Edmund Burns.
Phyllis Haver, erstwhile powder puff

Eleanor

Hamilton,

Richard
Arlen, Warner Baxter, and Leslie hen-

bert,

of screenland, flirting in turn with
.

Don

In fact, the
ten inc. lithe
l\:>sjan has made a
of hobby of insnaring young men.

Varconi, and James
Murray, falling bend over heels in love
with handsome lads who blended so well
with her blond vivacity, found real ro-

Rut

safely over twenty-one. and be would not
win a cup in a masculine beaut;
Rut be was Phyllis's ideal, and she loved
him well enough to give up her career
hat love
All of which
in films.

ton.

Alvarado,

t

in .real

life

commonplace
li f

e

real

— Ra clanova

cho

R

very

he

U

mance

—

s s

i

vcrv
Nicholas

a n

suave

.

s

of the word.
;sanin

not made up entirely
faces and chivalrous grr.

And Carmcl Myers

is

siren.

how

this

ova,

the

Eleanor Boardman did not look for a dashing
hero in King Vidor.

Some-

seems

to be

actress

more an

and

artistic screen villain.

artistic

musician:

Rerhaps

marriage

Soussanin,

this

is

— Raclanthe

merely an

very
intui-

hut theirs does not resemble a romantic union.
Eleanor Roardman's choice was somehow characteristic of her personality.
There is nothing glittering,
nothing striking or brilliant, about the charm
nor
she is not tinged with the lure of the actress.
And
her wedding bad none of the flamboyant tinsel of many
King Yidor is by no means the ardent

tion,

—

masked dancer.
sloe eyes and crimson

is

:

the

of

was

choice

"wonderful

— whose

workdays

are spent loving and luring behind i
curtains to the music of muted \wilins.
A woman who would love an apache or a

not
he
is not
the logical choice of

young, nor
romantic lie

ITer

juvenile.

is

—

san in by no
means handsome in»
the American sense
l

less

Victor

e

lips

the

lest

Ramon Xo-

ihn

—

Carmel. whose

have enchanted

men

— Valentino.

Barrymore. John

a
William Haines whose screen life
whirlwind of passionate and frivolous
Distinguished, successful, plainly a
Ralph Blum.
of the financial and business world, who would assui
plead innocent to any knowledge of bou
strikingly different from Carmel's «cligei s.
S
lovers!
Tt is a fair gu
temptress in pictures has wearied Carmel of the glamour
of love-making.
For her husband she chose a man
practical of the every-day world.
Gilbert,

i

i

:

i

—

—

1
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Pity the Poor Sheik

.he

There

is

none of the "I-love-Eddie-and-Eddie-loves-me"
Lowe.

Florence Yidor's marriage to Jascha Heifetz bears
few of the earmarks of glamorous romance or vivid
courtship. Rather is it a platonic combination, made up
of two highly intelligent people. Jascha is the musician,
Florence always the grand lady of films is his wife
and companion. They travel the world together on his
Such are the
concert tours.
Music, society, travel.
ingredients of this marriage, plainly one of distinct cul-

—

—

>ut

Tashman and Edmund

Lih

And, before we end the lesson, there is Norma Shearer.
Loved by the worldly Lew Cody, by Basil Rathbone, and

man in films, including Robert
seriously only the love-making of

practically every leading

Montgomery, she took

a studio executive, Irving Thalberg. It is true that the
three mimic suitors mentioned were not eligible, so far
as current marriage ties would permit, but their lovemaking on the screen is sufficiently realistic to have in-

tural quality.

Laura La Plante preferred
William Seiter, the director, to
all her perfect screen moments
with Joseph Schildkraut. Xeil
Hamilton, and John Boles.
Seiter,
always the director,
carelessly groomed, but with
more than the suave polish of
the others to Laura.

May McAvoy and Maurice
Cleary,

Esther

The man

of Estelle Taylor's choice has a well-known face
but Jack Dempsey is no flapper's ideal lover.

—

Norma to
lend an ear to a
leading man hot
already married
had she chosen to
clined

do

so.
But no.
was the quiet,
s e
f-contained
business ma n
whose technique
It

love-making

in

say

to

the

is,

least,

practiced

—

Ralston and George

not

Webb

who awoke Norma

there are
numbers of others
whose marriages
are

something be-

sides

to the existence of
real love.

too,
thy Revier,
recently mar-

Consider,

mere infatua-

tions.

until

While Marion
Da vies, who re-

ried to a director

mains Hollywood's

most

conspicuous
bachelor girl, has
perhaps too great a
sense of humor to
succumb to the routine of the perfect
little wife!

with none of the
noted in
her screen suitors.
Nor can we overlook Norma Talqualities

madge. who wed
and
prosaic
the
practical

Schenck.

Joseph

Tke

Last

Laugh

foreign players hastily MCked by the
because of their accent, are now at home
competing with the multilingual hims made in Holly-

Some

the

of

producers

wood

B?

OF

European

for

Elsi

trade.

Que

course you speak French, Spanish, German, and English
how is your Russian ?"
tlitii"! remote future this question may be put to
In
ith the customary queries as to wardpicture aspirants
It is beginning to dawn on
robe, dancing ability, and so on.
American producers, with something of that heavy morningafter feeling, that the price of their talkie spree will be considerably more than the industry can afford, unless something
me promptly to meet the problem n\ supplying the foreign
This Metro-Goldwyn and
market with multilingual films.
Paramount are doing to some extent.
Europe ami South America, whose trade provides more than
twenty per cent of film reve•

nue, have seized upon talking
pictures with avid intv
At first the foreign fan went
the

to

the

talkies

novelty

of

marvel at
them.
Now

to

novelty has worn off, and
he wants the film drama in
his own language, and in the
voices of his favorite stars.
Nor will he again be satisfied
with silent versions, retitled
for foreign consumption, in
'Id

Tt

German

Arlette
is

as

though

versions.

wholesome

sacking of foreign stars two years ago was
a shortsighted move on the
part of the producers.
eral of the topnotchers among

manner.

look-;

French

Lovely Eva von Berne would
Hollywood's
perfect in

be

the

Marchal's exquisite
appreciated at home.

]

them are now engaged
making talking pictures

in
in

respective
countries,
and these pictures are going
to edge out American imtheir

portations without a stTO

Emil Tannings

p

working

is

Pommer
Erich
and Josef von Sternberg, directors who learned a great
for

I' fa.

deal

in

I

Conrad Veidt is America's
in his
loss and Europe's gain

—

Hollywood,

became

shining lights in the same
organization. Tn fact, nearly
own language.
that
all
talented
company
who were turned away from Hollywood, because they culdn't
manage English vowels and consonants, and who, judging by the
sadness of their departure, felt that they were leaving their brightest hopes and dreams behind them, are finding themselves unexpectedly up to their knees in clover in the homelands. Janninj
to return, however, for talkies in English and German.
But for that precipitous and ill-judged dismissal, they might all
have been making pictures in their respective langthe
Hollywood lots right now. And the foreign-trade problem wouldn't
be looming quite so large on the horizon of our haras-cd t
There is no question but that Europe is in deadly earnest about
getting her share of the talkie pie.
At present the fight is
waged over technicalities involving patent rights to sound-recording
apparatus, but with the settlement of these confused
-and
there will eventually be a workable settlement
the quality of output
will once more become the deciding factor.
It will be squarely up to us. if we wish to keep our leadership,
to provide pictures in several languages, and more of them than
have so far been produced. Tn a few instances, after the
I

I

—

Em

Tke
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Laugh

Last

Her

company was not renewed
it was a step down for
her when she signed with RKO. Then came the discovery of
her fine singing voice and her smashing hit in "Rio Rita." She
speaks Spanish fluently.
With the South American market
demanding films in that language, and with Bebe already firmly

mendation.
last year,

contract with that

and some of her fans

felt

that

established as a star, the future looks bright for her, even should
she make nothing but Spanish films, or Spanish versions of

American

films.

Of

course this is not likely to happen, at least for some time.
But think of pictures that might be made with Spanish-speaking

now in Hollywood, which would go like wildfire below
Rio Grande. There is Barry Norton, a native of the Argentine, Donald Reed, of Mexico, Lupe Velez and Dolores del Rio,
also of Mexico, Raquel Torres and Armida, Ramon Novarro,
Gilbert Roland, Antonio Moreno, and Don Alvarado, to mention a few of the outstanding ones. Some of these have already
made the experiment, notably Moreno and Roland.
stars

the

After a brief but spectacular flare-up, Baclanova, the beautiRussian with the Persian-cat eyes, seems to have nearly
faded from view for the time being.
For some reason not
made public, Paramount did not take up their option on her
Perhaps they found her supercharged personality too
services.
overpowering to suit the stories then on hand, or maybe they
couldn't find stories in which her
accent would be acceptable. We
do not know if Baclanova speaks
French and German, but probful

ably she does, since she was
trained for opera.
The Soviet
Photo by Chidnof

Republic probably would snap up

Vera Voronina came here from success abroad and went back to it.

—

any films in which she appeared;
and the Russian colony in Los
Angeles would supply all the atmosphere necessary for some far-

version of a film was completed,
Spanish, French, and German casts
used the sets to make copies of it
for the foreign trade. "One Glorious Night" was filmed in three
languages, and Greta Garbo performed "Anna Christie" in Ger-

seeing producer
cialize in

who

Russian

chose to spe-

films.

An added

— from the Soviet point
view —would be the appear-

attraction

of

Continued on page 115

man.
This
vista.

opens
It

up

an

Renee Adoree, teamed with Chevalier, would be a riot in France.

interesting

suggests a decided check

to the so-called Americanization of

which the silent
movie was credited. It will mean

the world with

that foreign versions will receive
individual treatment in the hands

of the different directors who make
The plot will remain the
them.

Robert Castle is welcome in
made in his native
films
same, but the handling will show
Vienna.
decided variations.
Foreign directors in Hollywood,
heretofore baffled and handicapped by the American viewpoint, will
now be encouraged to present their product in the form most likely
brittle sophisticato appeal to the country for which it is designed
tion for France, gooey sentimentalism for Germany, stark realism
The glittering optimism and rampant materialism of
for Russia.
America carried to the far corners of the earth by the silent screen,
will now be shaded and colored with the somber reflections of older
civilizations.
Does it mean the end of our supremacy as mission-

—

aries?

of the stars of to-day who must meet this startling
very few are gifted linguistically, but most
of them have been frantically "boning up" on the one language at
their command, in order to meet the requirements of the talking
One or two find themselves in unexpectedlv favorable
screen.
positions, and likely to be even better off in the immediate future.

And what

new competition?

Rebe Daniels

is

A

one.

Credited with being one of the best troupers in the game. Rebe
plugged along for years with Paramount, in a series of slap-dash
dramas which netted her more broken bones and bruises than com-

IMAGINE THEM TOGETHER
IN ONE PICTURE! The most
amazing combination
famous

IN

world

of

stars ever brought to the screen!

THE YEAR'S TOWERING TALKIE ACHIEVEMENT

NEW

uith

ADOLPH MENJOU
and Roland Young
Every producer in motion pictures tried to get this prize stage
sensation. M-G-M brings it to

you with all the thrills thatmade
it

Broadway's wonder show

for more than ayear. Great stars
dramatic story
superb action
soul stirring love scenes
—glorious voices. Don't miss it!

—

—

—

OSCAR HAMMERFRANK MANDEL and
LAURENCE SCHWAB. Music fcv
SlQMl'SD ROMBERG. Directed bv
JACK CONWAY.
Book and L\rics by

STEIN',

2nd,

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
"More

Stars

Than There Are

in.

Heav

—
&
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'
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Came

Caprice, in love with an American artist, but giving up
everything to help her father, went on her great adventure
from the Latin Quarter of Paris to a wealthy home in New
York. There she hoped to receive
from her dying grandfather funds
that would carry her father artist

through his

difficulties.

But there were relatives who
had other plans in view, and soon
Caprice found herself facing alone
a little world of designing people.

One

climax follows another as
Caprice overcomes odds that seem
insuperable. Her dramatic story is
beautifully told in

GAY
CAPRICE
By Beulah Pointer
The publisher of this book, which has never before appeared
between book covers, is CHELSEA HOUSE, whose popular
copyrights are one and all the best of good reading. Love,
romance, and adventure, make every page glamorous. If your
dealer does not carry a full

list

of

CHELSEA HOUSE

love

New York

City

stories, write to

CHELSEA HOUSE,
Price, 75

Pi"iil!l!lllllllllllllll::i!lllllllllllllllllll

Cents

*^>

nillllllll:lllllllllllllllllll!l|lllll!lllllllllllllllllllil!lllllllilllllllM

79 Seventh Avenue,

<^p

^?

Price,

75 Cents
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O

lichard

Cromwell

amateur
Tol'able David," it is the
ever
nomenon, to check and double check the
and compare it with what a more experienced player would have done in the
same role.
The comparison will leave young Cromwell victorious.

*^

a a twenty-year-old

IV

h as he gives

in

igrapher, he
r

He

is

five

the part

feet ten. weit

mndred

boy

was an

the revival
and forty-

-rain

art student

when he

in

blue-sreen eves.

and

92

mm
two

secretaries
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Babes in Hollywood

from page 55

and the

office boy, as

she crossed the outer room, and
scraps of their comments added to
her fear of what was to come.
"She won't he wearin' that sable
scarf long," one girl whispered, and
the other added, "or buying any more
pearls."

Jane longed to turn on them and
explain that her scarf wasn't really
sable, and that her pearls had come

from the tm-cent store; she'd bought
them one day when she slipped away
on a shopping excursion all by herself.
But they wouldn't believe her,
of course.
In this mad place called
Hollywood they accepted a person
according to the bluff that was put
up!
"Larry said they were all babes in

Hollywood," she reflected as she
opened J. G.'s door "and he was
right.
Only J. G. isn't one of the
babes. Well, here's for the worst!"
;

G. was pacing the floor of his

J.

elaborate office, smoking a huge cigar
entered.
He paused and
gazed at her admiringly.

when she

"Say!" he exclaimed, hurrying

ward

to-

"you're the smart one,
aren't you?
You took me in, along
with the rest
I never caught on
once."
Jane said not a word, undecided
whether to deny that she had been
clever, or admit that she was not
Spanish.
her,

!

"Well, I needn't have worried for
fear you'd high-hat us," he went on,
sitting down beside her.
"I ain't got
any resentment.
I can laugh at a
joke as well as anybody can, even

when
told

it's on me.
But listen, you ain't
anybody anything, have you?

What
breakyou ?"

about the reporters?

down and admit

Didn't
anvthing, did

slapped his knee.
first

of

and

back

"Then we're

all, let

elopement

the

with

this story

the

set.

about

millionaire

You

didn't have any 'past,'
see, except that bunk about the bullfighter, and a girl like you needs just
stand.

a

little

scandal to

make her

interest-

ing."

"Then

throw some

we'll

parties.

give some dinners
get
some big Spaniards to come, make
'em classy.
I'll round
up the girls
here in the studio, too
not one of
'em's given a bridge luncheon for you
since you've been here!
tell
I'll
Wilding a few things, and make her
give the first one right away.
I'll

:

.

—

"And then
Mexico

to

—

you down
sort of a good will tour

something.

or

send-

we'll

give

I'll

a

statue,

maybe, and you can christen it. After
that you can go to South America, or
Spain yes, Spain's better.
We'll
rake up big occasions when you can
be on hand to give somebody a bunch
of flowers and make a speech.
Say,
"
you're goin' to be so Spanish
Jane leaned back exhausted. Would
he never cease thinking up new horrors for her? All too vividly she re-

—

membered

that dinner party of his at

which she had been present. And a
luncheon given by Paula Wilding
could anything be more terrible to
contemplate?
"I'll show the world whether you're
Spanish or not !" J. G. concluded,
rising.
"Now you better clear out
of town for a few days
we'll announce that you're taking a rest
somewhere, and I'll get the new pic:

ture fixed, so's
ing Monday."

we

can begin shoot-

As Jane rose to go, she summoned
courage enough to ask a question.
"Larry Bishop did he come to

—

you
"Oh,

morning?" she asked.
that guy that sent you over
here in the first place?" J. G. frowned
and threw out his hands, disgusted.
"Sure! I fired him before he had a
chance to get a word out. Thought
see

this

uncle

!"

Jane

ex-

claimed furiously.
"Sure, stick to it with me, but not
with anybody else," he answered.
"But you stay Spanish, understand?
From now on you're going to be so
Spanish the king himself would thinkthere was something wrong with him.
"We got your next picture lined
up the Old Man signed up a Span-

—

Xew

York, when
he wasn't thinking, and the guv's on
his way out here.
So T told the boys
to throw a story together, and we'll

song writer

he could fool me
Jane gasped. One moment he was
telling her admiringly how clever she
was to have deceived him. and planning to deceive every one else. And
the next moment he was saying he'd
fired the man who thought of the
plan in the

first

place

Gloomily she went out into the
reception room, and on into the cor-

Flow could she ever carry out
She'd never have any
peace now, never
Banquets, and

in

J.

G.'s plans?

!

bouquets with thorns that stuck into
her.

and a

lot of dull people, or catty

—what

And always
a future
there'd be Tilly Markham
she must
never forget Tilly
ones

And

He gave her one keen glance, and
took her arm.
"Gave you the works, didn't he?"
he said sympathetically.
"Too bad,
when you had

that new contract and
everything.
I knew he was going to
fire you, when he tied the can to me.
Swell guy, after all we did for him!"
Jane looked up quickly, and then
looked away. His sympathy was too

sweet to lose immediately by telling

him

the truth.

"Don't you care, honey," he went

"You've still got
you want me."

on.
if

!

—

Larry'd be through with her
lost his job because

now, since he'd
of her.

Just then she saw him loitering in
the hall, apparently waiting for her.
He hurried forward as she called to
him.

me

—

that

is,

"Want you!'' she exclaimed so emphatically that he kissed her, to the
interest of a passing stenog'

rapher.

"Do you, honestly?" he demand
"I thought you didn't for a while,
when you gave me the cold shoulder
every time we met."
"You turned me down for Paula
Wilding," she reminded him.
"I only went around with her to
"Kept her
help you," he retorted.
from getting her claws into you. and
through the people I met with her I
got a chance to help you. But honey
you do love me ?"
"I certainly do!" .she answered
adoringly.
I
"All right, then we're set.
haven't any job, but I can always go

—

back to grinding camera. And maybe
some day I can pull off a deal like the
one I went to San Francisco on.
Gee, if I could have swung that!
Big expedition going to Africa for
animal stuff. They admitted that I
was the man they wanted, but they
had to have somebody who'd put up
money, buy an interest in the picture.
So I was out. We'd have had a
swell time, you and I, and I might
have made a name for myself hut

—

that's out, for the present, at least."

He seemed so downcast that she
had to cheer him up.

G

didn't fire me."
"But. darling, J.
she told him. "He wants me to stay
only I've got to be more Spanish
than ever and go to Mexico, and

—

—
"

Spain

ridor.

"He was my

ish

shoot days and nights, too, and grind
(nit in a hurry.

it

!"

Jane shook her head.
"Fine !"
He leaned

Now,

—

!

!

Drearily he shook his head.
"That fixes our marriage," he said.
"I've seen too many Hollywood marriages go on the rocks, because folks
Even a tendidn't stick together.
day location trip can throw a monkey
wrench into the machinery."
resign !" promptly de"I don't want the
money, and I certainly don't want to
go to Spain. I'm so sick of Spanish
things I don't even want us to have
a house with a patio."

"Then

clared

I'll

Jane.

"You'll be darned lucky if you
have a two-room apartment, with
me," Larry laughed. "Come along,
Continued on page 94
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(

chase over to Los Angeles and
getting married; it takes live
in this

A

Stale"

familiar

voice

"Larry!" she

came

Jane's

to

and she turned to see
Tilly Markham at the door of
J. G.'s
reception
room, arguing violently
with one of the secretaries.
"But I got important information
for
him!" Tilly was sputtering.
just then,

"He'll be sorry if he don't sec me!
He'll regret it to his dyin' day!
I
"

you

tell

Chuckling, Jane turned and ran.
Let Tilly do her worst, now
Mrs.
Larry Bishop wouldn't have to try to
make the world think she was Span!

ish

citement, her breath coming so jerkily
that she could hardly talk.

!

can't believe

it,

"
He says
He laughed

"Larry!

cried.

but he says

as be helped her into

they drove away from the studio, Jane, fumbling in her bag for a
handkerchief, came across the letter
Tilly had given her.
through it, and handed

"Could we stop

to Larry.

it

this

at

to-day?" she asked.

office

what be wants me

my

She glanced

come
me that be was going

uncle told

to leave

me

lawyer's
"I know
in for

to

money. Of course,
it won't be much, probably
not more
than a thousand dollars or so, but
that'll
buy us some furniture, at
bis

least."

"It might be more," Larry
gested, but without hope.

sug-

"It's the old

codgers like that who
have money these days the ones who
put up big fronts just have bills."
"Well, Uncle Toots didn't have
much, I know," Jane assured him.
"The relatives all thought he did, of
course, but back in the town where
they live even a little money looks
like a lot.
However, we can use it,
and I'm grateful to him for wanting
me to have what he left, even if it's
only fifteen cents.
Darling, say you
:

love

me !"

"Love's too mild a word," Larry
replied.

Larry remained in the car while
Jane went into the lawyer's office.
He said he wanted time to make out
a

list

of

the

men who owed him

money, and try to figure out how he
was going to collect it. Jane was
gone about twenty minutes, and he
was just borrowing one more cigarette from the chauffeur when she
returned, her eyes blazing with ex-

I

to get married, to

—she

"But she
sputtered J.
tract

to

am

doing," Larry
"I'm hurrying
Miss Haggerty."

carelessly.

can't get married,"

"She's under con-

G.

And

me.

you come

"Uncle didn't leave a dime, eh?"
be remarked. "Well, who cares ? I'd
rather support my girl myself, anyway. What's money to us?"

"
from Spain
Jane drew back.

"

"But Larry
"Take a long breath and count
ten," he advised.

She laughed happily.
"You're all wrong," she told him,
her voice still trembling.
"Uncle
Toots left lots of money lots
Two
hundred thousand dollars
And all
for me!
I've been in there, signing
papers and things, proving who I
!

!

"

am

"And you're going to take that
money and pay your bills, and invest
the rest of

it

in

government bonds,"

am

I'm going to invest it
and we're going to
Africa, and I'll never have to face a
camera again as long as I live."
"Oh, won't you? That's just what
you'll be doing the rest of your days.
Who wants to see a hippopotamus
"I

not!

in that expedition,

unless there's a pretty girl in the
offing?
Look at the way Martin
Johnson shoots his wife right along
with the baby elephants and the lions
and what not!
If you think your
face is going to get a vacation, you're
!"

mistaken
"Well, I oh, what's that?" as
some one signaled to them from a car
that was parking just ahead of them.
"Oh, Larry, it's J. G.
Come along
with me while I resign."
J. G. leaned forward eagerly as
Larry opened the door of bis car.
"Why did you go off so quick?"
he demanded.
"The studio wants
you right away our man in China is
sick
you're going as soon as you
can get a boat."
"I am not !" Larry told him flatly.
"I'm not working for you any more,
not since eleven o'clock this morning,
when you fired me."
"Ob, but that didn't mean any"I'll give
thing," J. G. protested.
)-ou a raise.
You'd better hurry."

—

!

—

—

in

lady,

— I'm
come

"I'm not going anywhere except
with Larry," she told him.
"And
I'm resigning, right now.
I'm not
going to be a picture actress, or a
Spaniard,
anything
but
just
or
Larry's wife.
I'm not going to act
any more, except in animal pictures."

"Animal pictures?"

J.

G. leaned

"What animal

forward eagerly.

—

—

—

;

Larry "how'd
had you make one?
to

you like it if I
Where's the best animals now ? Any
new ones in Africa that got away
from Johnson? Say, you two get in
here and we'll talk it over."
"We'll talk it over to-morrow,"
Larry answered, drawing Jane away
from J. G.'s restraining hand. "We
might do it, at that."
"I just can't understand the way
they do things out here!" sighed
Jane, as she and Larry drove away.
"First he fires you, then he wants
you back. And right off the bat he
"
decided to do an animal picture
"Oh, he's like every one out here,"
Larry answered. "As soon as one
person has anything, or does any-

what everybody else
who want each
Why, if Greta Garbo

thing, that's just

wants, like children
other's toys.

began wearing a nose ring, every girl
in town would weep her eyes out till
Let one man make a
she got one.
war picture and everybody else stays
up nights turning one out. Like a
Treat 'em
lot of kids, all the time.
that way and you get along fine;
treat 'em as grown-ups, and they run
you ragged."
"I know," laughed Jane, moving
closer to him, "just babes in Holly-

THE END.

wood."

STAR GAZERS
He

"I love the stars!" he said to me.

"I think John Gilbert's devastating

me

looked at

—an

Then disappeared

"They're really very fascinating."
"I'm crazy 'bout them, too," said I.

But. goodness
!"

pic-

tures? You can't work for anybody
else, not till you finish your contract
with me.
But that's an idea we
ain't got any animal pictures, and our
program needs 'em they're making

money now. Say"

he told her.

young

say,

here with me now
going to see a fellow that's just

the car.

;

As

I

true.

it's

"That's what
retorted

!

How
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country mansion in New J Jail, where
he, too, can bask in quiet and case.
Bill would like to return to the screen,
but he is making- no foolish moves
financially

tune

is

toward

that end.

His

for-

said to be about $750,000, but

Bill himself will never chant about it
being anywhere near that amount.
The most serious setback he encountered was in the settlement of his

marital difficulties.
his

Hart also made
tax was at

money when income

its peak, and a goodly portion of his
earnings disappeared.
Billie Dove has a considerable sum
laid by, though the chances are that
she will soon be working again.
Laura La Plante, in conjunction with
her husband, William Seiter, is comfortably fixed, though she had to fight
her way along financially during the
earlier years of her picture experience.
Her personal fortune is estimated at $800,000. Corinne Griffith
is, of course, one of the richest of
those who have recently become inactive.
She made lucky investments
in Beverly Hills with the help of her
husband, Walter Morosco.
The movie folk can hardlv be

viewed her picture through myopic eyes, else she would not have
permitted it to go out and nullify her
reputation as an actress.
Richly mounted, handsomely costumed and expertly photographed, it
is the more or less tiresome story of
alas,

who began

Louis XV's

girl

as a milliner

and ended on the

lotine, or rather in the

rad Nagel.

However,

guil-

arms of Conas a "success"

story, this version of Jcannctte

Vau-

bermer's life is remarkable. The dialogue tells us that in one period of her
career she gave only "saucy smiles"
in return for thousand-dollar gowns
and the position of queen of a sumptuous gambling establishment.
One doesn't cavil at the historical
inaccuracy, however, so much as at
faults as a poor picture.
So far as
most of us are concerned, Madame
Dn Barry can take as many liberties
with facts as she likes, but we insist
that she be interesting.
Miss Talmadge isn't. Her voice is unaccustomed to the high-flown speeches provided for her, her acting falls short of
making Du Barry a reed in the gale,
a petal on t^e current, or whatever
you call a woman who says she loves
a poor man and is swept into accepting the riches of a king.
To make
that believable a degree of skill in
speech is required that is possessed by
few.
its

William Farnum

is

Louis

charged with possessing colossal fortunes, as the millionaire class of the
United States goes.
Nevertheless,
the few who have persisted toward

fame over the years have been liberrewarded. Those who have rec-

ally

ognized the signal moment to leave
the screen have also sometimes enjoyed excellent benefits.
Ill health,
bad investments, the struggle to keep
in the limelight, which is always an
expensive game, have made the road
rocky for others.
Again, one of the things that has
demolished many a movie fortune and
much success is domestic trouble.
Some of the very brightest careers
have been spoiled by it. When stars
take their troubles to court, there is
generally plenty of disaster. Perhaps
the most severe catastrophes, especially in the case of the male group,
have hinged on alimony.
few have
even gone to jail on that account.

A

The stars are the target, too, of
the racketeering gentry of all kinds.
Sometimes the racketeers may even
be in their own family relatives who
bob up from nowhere to ask for financial aid, or perhaps even a steady

—
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friend,

M>?th of Their Millions

XV,

as

right a

monarch

as could be expected

no

avail.

The Will

Is Read at Midnight.
your memory is three years old
you will recall "The Cat and the
Canary," one of the better mystery
melodramas, if not the best of all.
Silence added to its eeriness, that and
imaginative lighting and settings superbly managed by the late Paul

If

German director whose first
Hollywood effort it was. Well, the
same story comes again to the screen.
In fact, the time is coming when no
Leni, the

old picture will be overlooked as
material.
promising
contemporary
This is all right, considering the
feeble efforts of playwrights brought

Hollywood to write "originals"
for the talkies. But I'm getting away
from my subject, aren't I ? The new

to

incarnation of the old picture is called
"The Cat Creeps" and very good it
For one thing it boasts a real
is, too.
Helen Twelvetrees. Raymond
cast
Hackett. Xeil Hamilton. Lilyan Tashman, Jean Hersholt. Montagu Love,
Lawrence Grant, Theodor von Fltz,
Blanche Friderici, and Elizabeth Patterson, the latter a most accomplished
character actress.
Granting that melodrama in the

—

court of hangers-on seems
film celebrity, and not
always are they members of the family,
either.
Indeed, many make a
profession of finding jobs for themselves in the movie king's or queen's
entourage.
At present, several stars are ar-

go with

to

ranging to have their affair^ taken
care of by agents or investment concerns.
Actors are not supposed to
be gifted with great business acumen,
and it is often easier to leave the entire management of a growing estate
to others.

Some

of these agents and investtheir work so seriously that the star ranges about virtually poverty-stricken.

ment concerns take

Worse

is the
experience of
early in his career binds
himself by contract to some one helping him to break into the movies.
There have been players who have
enjoyed nothing but regrets over their

that star

still

who

success because of this.
The agent
without effort
received more money
than the star did.
Sometimes,
therefore, Hollywood bears the aspect of a slave mart.

—

—

in ReViexv*

under the circumstances, and the cast
s further ornamented by Hobart Bosworth, Ulrich Haupt, and Alison
Skipworth, all of whom uphold the
art of speech, but to

A

living.

haunted house, where all the relatives
assemble to hear the old man's will,
is

pretty old

stuff,

the

skill

of

the

assembled company makes the revelations interesting,

if

neither thrilling

There have been many
stencils of the story, you see.
But it
is well told, more by the players than
the director, who suffers by comparinor novel.

son with the sensitive Leni.
Of
course in case you are in doubt the
heroine who inherits all the eccentric's
wealth emerges triumphantly
and presumably marries the youth
she loves, in spite of all her frightening experiences.
Xo single performance can be
picked out as being better than the
others.
All are expert, satisfying.

—

—

Pioneers of the Plains.

More covered wagons, more buffaloes, cows, and Indians than you've
ever seen at one time before, and a
wider panorama to boot, but "The
Big Trail" is dull and. in the last analysis, is just another Western, a
noisy "Covered Wagon," as some one
has said. This is too bad. because a
trifle of $2,000,000 is reported to have
been expended. However, one should
not shed tears over the refusal of
producers to recognize that fans
aren't interested in scenery so much
There's no
as in people and acting.
one in "The Big Trail" that engages

Continued on page 98
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The role was played on the stage by the fiery
Lenore Ulric. and was later brought to the screen by
Norma Talmadge. with Ronald Colman in the part
played in the talking version by Reginald Dc
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one's

sympathy and the

or

interest

number of bearded pioneers is appalling.
They succeed in overwhelming
the youthful hero

and heroine who,

it

a chance, might have been apAs it is, they are incidental
ng.
figures in a grand parade from Misi

Oregon

days when
there were no railroads and Pullmans.
Hardships are graphically pictured,
:her with magnificent vistas of
mountain and plain, but it doesn't
matter much, because one cares little
whether the pioneers reach their desppi to

in the

tination or not.
The feeble love interest is sustained
b\
Marguerite Churchill and John

Wayne, a newcomer discovered in
the cutting room or property department as being the only living person
for the role.
Mr. Wayne presents a
muscular figure of young manhood,
but he spouts of empire building and
all the rest of the stencils in much the
same

manner

that
old-fashioned
schoolboys used to recite "Casabianca," better known as "The boy

stood on the burning deck, whence
but him had fled." Miss Churchill,
most agreeable of actresses, is lost,

all

and David Rollins, as her brother,
means nothing in his Daniel Boone
make-up.
El Brendel, elevated to
stardom on the strength of this, is
funny in contrast to the dullness of

The long

his surroundings.

cast in-

cludes Tully Marshall, Ian Keith, and
Tyrone Power, to mention a few.

An Arabian Night and Day.
''Kismet" is tawdry and dull, a
poor excuse for the reappearance of
the veteran Otis Skinner, who starred
in the play years ago and who contributed an excellent silent version to
the screen some years back. But the
present incarnation is unworthy both
of the distinguished player as well as
the

modern

screen.

Gaudily spectac-

rich enough in
musical-comedy values, but it does
not capture the Orient it attempts to
ular, the

portray.

production

Xor

is

the acting otherwise.
of course, eloquent,
but time has made his portrayal shrill
rather than mellow, strained rather
than poised.
True, he gives his utmost to Hajj, the beggar of Bagdad,
whose life for twenty-four hours is
followed.
In that short span he marries off
his daughter to the caliph, cuts a

Mr. Skinner

showy

figure

is

is,

in

Bagdad

social

life

and returns to the post of beggar before the mosque.
It is fantastic, rococo, an Arabian night's dream.
All
very well, if one expects nothing else.
but the screen has a way of showing
up the flimsiness of plays that were
thought poetic masterpieces years ago.
And so it is with "Kismet." The

Screen in ReVieW

shows
"Kismet" was, in its day, jumuch hokum, no nearer reality and
sincerity than most of the stuff that
comes out of Hollywood.
Mr. Skinner is entirely expert as

who

melodrama

cruel searchlight of the talkies

teresting to those

that

often confused and
unconvincing in the telling.
But it
has magnificent shots of silver salmon whirling down the foaming river
—it was photographed at the fisheries
and there are excellent performances by Evelyn Brent, Jean Arthur,

the beggar, but the character belongs
a vanished day. Loretta Young,

to

David Manners, Sidney Blackmer,
and Mary Duncan, ask us to accept
them as talented high-school amateurs
intent on excelling themselves in the
annual show.
Some of the lesser
characters do not aim so high, being
content to remain the most awkward
bit players the season has disclosed.
However, there stands out Edmund
Breese, in the small though significant role of Hajj's enemy.
In the
opinion of many. Mr. Breeze gives
the most believable performance in
the whole show.

in the

raw.

like

It is

—

Blanche Sweet, Louis Wolheim and
Hatton, who are the corned}- team, together with Joel McCrea,

Raymond

a likable hero.

The whole is another episode in
the life of Cherry Malotte, recently
This time
seen in "The Spoilers."
she is portrayed by Evelyn Brent and
is the central figure instead of an inWhether Cherry is a
cidental one.
sympathetic character
realistic and
depends on your relative evaluation
of

Miss Brent and Betty Compson,

played the same role in "The
In the present story she
is
a lady of doubtful reputation,
whose heart is, just the same, pure
gold.
In love with Boyd Emerson,
she secretly sets him up in the fishing business, only to discover that he
prefers the love of a society girl. In

who

Spoilers."

Amos

'n'

Andy.

"Check and Double Check" is just
one of those things. In no sense a
picture worth considering, it becomes a big event by reason of the
screen debut of the radio stars,

Amos

Andy, who are, respectively, Freeman F. Gosden and Charles J. Cor'n'

It stands as a freak attraction
every sense of the word. If you
don't know what that is, ask Rudy
Yallee.
But this need not lessen
your enjoyment of it, if you are
Amos 'n' Andy fans, as I suspect
some millions, excluding myself, are.
However, I am constrained to ask
why the picture isn't better. An excellent
including Sue Carol,
cast,
Charles Morton, Ralf Harolde, Irene
Rich, and Rita La Roy. not to mention Duke Ellington and his orchestra, labor vainly to make of it anything but an excuse for the appearance of the two comedians on the
screen.
Considering also the collaboration of Bert Kalmar and Harry
Ruby, experts in fabricating musical
rell.

in

comedy, the

flat result is all

incredible.

the

more

V

Andy are
Nevertheless, Amos
over the place in a juvenile story
that, among other things, sends them
to Harlem to spend a night in a
haunted house, where they surprisingly recover papers urgently needed
by the hero of the story. Their session in the house is funny as is the
collapsible car that serves as the vehicle of the famous Fresh Air Taxi
all

Company.
standing,
their

All

of

which

Amos

'n'

Andy have had

notwith-

one and only adventure on the

screen, unless these

rheumy eyes are

Where Salmon
Without
it,

sion of a lifetime.

Miss Brent is admirable as Cherry.
So,
is Miss Arthur, as her rival.
indeed, are all concerned, and I think
you will agree that Mr. McCrea,
though lacking experience, is a most
agreeable hero to look for in future

So

pictures.

Twins Separated

in Infancy.

Bert Lvtell brings to the screen
"Brothers." the dramatic chef-d'oeuvre
which occupied him profitably for
nearly a year on Broadway. The gift
demonstrates two points. First, that
considerable time has passed since

Mr. Lvtell acted in silent films and,
second, that present standards make
the screen, as a whole, more knowing
and true to life than the stage. For
"Brothers" is of the stage stagy, a
yarn that begins when twins are
adopted, one by a rich couple, the
other by a poor woman, the first to
become a profligate, the other a com-

pound of all the virtues. The rich
brother, a lawyer, commits murder
and the poor twin is accused, to be
defended in court by the attorney
whose resemblance to him no one notices until the lawyer dramatically

i

_

calls attention to

it

and wins his

ac-

quittal.

mistaken.

mend

the final show-down Cherry is disclosed as being far worthier than the
other girl, and convinces Boyd that a
woman may love often without being the less prepared for the big pas-

a

"The

great

Sport.

deal

Silver

to

Horde"

recomis

in-

Then, grateful for his freedom, the
good brother is persuaded to step
into the shoes of the bad one while
Continued on page 100

I

N

The
The

only

reappears

Last Geste

surviving
in

sequel

the

which promises

brother

in

entitled

"Beau Geste"
"Beau Ideal,"

to be equally exciting,

colorful,

and touching.

d

fellow

by Ralph Forbes, below, John Gcstc is a prisoner for
A
the death of his brothers by the brutal sergeant
prisoner is Otis Madison, an American, played by
I.e-ter

The;, are discovered by
only to imprison them
Ingel of Death,
men because

Xow

Vail, rijht.

the Emir,
himself.

who rescues them from death
The Emir's wife, known as

betrays her husband and liberates
she' is infatuated with Otis.

go on with the story that the film narrates.

the

100

The

Continued from page 21

—

has been meteoric
but life leaves
with nothing to talk about.
Raymond Hackett's admiration
the Barrymores is all right
but
imitation of them leaves much to

the

child

—

of
his

be

Bakewell's enthusiasm is
but his constant punning

—

refreshing
is too juvenile.

June Collyer's charm is indisputable
but her efforts to show her dimples
become extremely tiresome.

—

Edmund Lowe

—

is

an admirable aclong

tor
but he continues acting
after he has left the studio.

Norma
plus ultra

Shearer's clothes arc lie
her stinginess where

—but

the latter has a nervous breakdown.
The old, old situation of an unwilling
impostor deceiving parents, facing

impending marriage with the fiancee
of the absentee and chivalrously denying himself a kiss; then the
"punch" when the girl laughingly admits her awareness of the deception
With, of course, a big
all along.
church wedding, though one isn't told

how

a piano player in a dive will
earn enough to satisfy a movie bride.
The picture has a certain fascination as a glimpse of old-fashioned direction, acting, and such details of
furnishing as a bronze group in a
lace-curtained window. Dorothy Sebastian is the optimistic heroine. Oh
and, of course, Mr. Lytell is twins.

—

The Bat Flaps.
Adapted from the mystery thriller
of a decade ago, "The Bat Whispers"
comes to the talkies minus most of
the suspense which characterized the

As

the story stands,
it is
really an exhibition of endurance on the part of a middle-aged
woman and the hysterical reactions
of an early Mack Sennett maid to
the mysterious noise caused by The
Bat and a couple of other crooks in
a house leased by the lady.
In the
play the middle-aged lady was a very
elderly woman who spoke her lines

much more
feeling

crisply

than

Grayce Hampton

A

common

gos-

George O'Brien not only acts in
pictures
but tells you that he also
writes most of his dialogue.

—

and with much
portrayed by

is

—but

a stimulating per-

would be quite a relief if she would change her diet to
something other than raw meat.
John Barrymore's position is well

sonality

it

—but

the public does not
always share bis belief that "a Barrymore can do no wrong."
Gloria
Swanson's popularity is
enormous but it would be greater if
she were less abrupt in speaking to
strangers.
established

—

The

Continued from page 98

silent version.

is

what laughs there arc, but
pure and simple.

it's

horse-

The picture itself is tedious and
might much better have been left
wherever it has lain during these past

A Broken Pledge.
Xice people make "The Dancers"
tolerable, without being interesting.
The burden bearers are Lois Moran,
Phillips Holmes, Mae Clarke, and
Walter Byron.
It is a very sentimental tale they tell.
There is the
genteel dance-hall girl of the Northwest in love with the young Englishman pledged to a girl back home. But
when he inherits a title and returns
to London he finds that the girl has
forgotten her promise and is the gayest of the gay, with a Rolls-Royce,
an airplane, and a thirst for night
The

life.

dance-hall girl

too, ostensibly to

engagement but

fill

makes the
a profes-

go on
concealing a tear behind a brave
smile. Well, the youth persuades the
girl of his dreams to marry him, but
at the last minute she leaps into her
plane and flies across the Channel.
There he finds her, a year later, teachsional

detract
from.
rather
heighten, the suspense.

by The
than

Chester Morris wears a mask during most of the picture, thank Heaven,
for when he isn' t masked he mugs
as even he has never been known to
do before.

Una Merkel is pleasing as the niece
and William Bakewell performs creditably the Aery little left him to do.
Maude Eburne, the maid, garners

tour.

Moran

Lois

extremely

is

gent and well educated

—but

intelli-

she has

a passion for pinching people.

John Gilbert's Hop in talkies would
have commanded sympathy but he
made himself ridiculous by refusing

—

to sec interviewers.

-but
Fay Wray's beauty is
her heart is as cold as a landlord's
where those who "knew her when"
are concerned.

a smart burlesque on an old-fashmelodrama 'of the West.
ioned
There's Minnie, barmaid and proprietress of a place that combines a
saloon, school, and social rendezvous

A

ten years.

really to

ing a village school in expiation of
her sins, which never went beyond
late hours after all.
Mrs. Patrick Campbell, once a
great actress on the stage, plays a
small role elaborately.

in the picture.

series of early robberies

—

Screen in ReViev?

play,

trip,

Charles Farrell's manner is pleasboyish but
not
dangerous
enough for his father to act as bodyguard on his personal-appearance
antly

Lupe Velez has

William

Bat

others are concerned
sip.

desired.

more

Stroller Calls tke Roll

Backdrops Dramatized.
a sensation on the stage of
enough dramatic importance to serve
as an opera liberetto for Puccini.
"The Girl of the Golden West" isn't
even operatic drama on the screen.
Instead, it is a rather funny antique
which some one thought worth film-

Once

ing exactly as for the stage, artificial
scenery and all.
Because of the
stiltedness of the whole thing, dialogue, acting,

and

settings,

it

rates as

for the miners.
regular Pollyanna, she is a little mother to all the
desperate characters who respect her
innocence and purity. She is sought
in marriage by Jack Ranee, the sheriff, as bad a man as there ever was.
but woman's intuition guides Minnie
right.
When Dick Johnson, a desperado, comes into her life, it is Minnie's determination to see only good
in him that causes him to refrain
from robbing her of the money she
is keeping for her pupils.
Her insistence on his goodness finally accomplishes his reform, brings to an
end the sheriff's bloodthirstv pursuit
of the outlaw and the renunciation of
his love for Minnie in favor of the
better

man.

Ann Harding

is

miscast as Minnie

in spite of the earnestness of her per-

formance, Harry Bannister

is unbethe sheriff, and James
Pennie's high place on the stage is
nullified by a listless, often indistinct
performance as the supposedly dashing bandit.

lievable

as

When Music

Is Missed.

The

popularity of Maurice Chevalier puts over "Playboy of Paris" as
pleasing, though inconsequential entertainment that falls short of being
the brilliant affair it should have been.
This is not the fault of the cast, nor
even of the story which, though taken
from a musical comedy, has a certain
light appeal.
It lies more in the unimaginative direction and a literal, not
to say heavy, touch that isn't in keeping with the material at hand. And
for some reason
probably because
the public is fed up with music
Mr.
Chevalier sings hut two songs. This

—

Continued on page 107
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A.

— Xot

B. C.

soup

tract to

my

Phillips

;

Paramount
Dade has

;

Frances

Phillips's

new

film

old

friend,

alphabet

Holmes is under conI don't know whether
a
is

contract or not.
"Confessions of a

Coed."
In "Romance," Florence Lake
"The
played Susan, the "ingenue"
in
Rogue Song" she was Xajda, the hero's
sister.
All the scolding Janet Gaynor got
from critics, and so on, was because she
seemed to have become temperamental. Jeannette MacDonald's next is "Stolen Thunder." Joan and Doug, Jr., are still honeymooning, from all accounts, and a great
vast silence reigns over Pickfair as to
that separation story.
You get a photo
presumably by writing your request, with
a quarter, to the star whose picture you
want.
;

—

Miss Adelixe Xaumax.

— All

I

know

about Charles Bickford's age is that he
was born on January first, along with a

new

year.

age,

cither,

Cliff

Edwards

but

he must

doesn't tell his
be in his late

or even later.
The reason you
never saw Clara Bow's films, "The Humming Bird" and "Station S. E. X.," is that
they were never made.
Announced for
her, yes
but not made.
thirties

—

—

Greta. If all questions were as simple
to answer as yours, life wouldn't be hard

Lew Ayres was

born in Minneapolis in 1910. He has dark hair and blue
eyes, is five feet eleven and weighs 155.
He was formerly a banjoist and now has
a contract with Universal, where you can
reach him. He is single. Ginger Rogers is
a Xew York girl who made good on the
stage and played in three pictures.
She is
now the ingenue in "Girl Crazy," a Broadway musical comedy. She is divorced from
Jack Pepper.
at

all.

—

V. I. X. I'm sorry, but I know nothing
about Den Jose Mojica. except that he is
a Spanish actor who plays in Spanish versions of films, as a rule.

— Where's

friend
Punch?
Ramon Xovarro is thirty-two, and that's
authentic However, I think he is shorter
than his official height of five feet ten.
lie has several fan clubs; the one nearest
you is in the hands of Marguerite B.
Steins.
101
Richlawn Avenue. Buffalo,
Xew York. See Greta. Lew Ayres did
play in "Glorifying the American
not
GirL" Owen Davis, Jr., played in "They
Had to See Paris." I suppose he will con-

Judy.

your

tinue to appear on the screen from time
to time
he is now on the stage in "Solid
;

South."
T.

M.

H.— Though

Lillian

Roth played
not menfilm was

"Madam Satan," the cast does
Lillian's first
tion Ann Roth.
in

"The Love Parade," and you can reach her
Paramount studio.

at the

—

A

Sally O'Xeil Fax. Your favorite
doesn't seem to play in many pictures
these days
not since "Hold Everything"
and "Girl of the Port." The latter was ah
picture and I can only suggest that
studio address for Sally, unless just Hollywood, California, would reach her.
I'll
speak sharply to the editor for not publishing any late pictures of her but maybe
she hasn't been photographed recently.
Molly O'Day is Sally's only sister, so far
as I know, and they have a brother Jack.

—

RKO

—

M. G.

S.

— David

Xewell says only that

he was born on January 23rd. While still
attending the University of Missouri, he
established a community playhouse, and
after graduation went on the stage.
It
was while he was appearing opposite Ethel

Barrymore thai Paramount signed him
for his first screen role in "The Hole in
the Wall."
I don't think he is married.

—

JOAX Crawfort Mad. Listing all Joan
Crawford's pictures would keep me up all
night.
Surely you wouldn't want to do
that!
Her first film, in 1926, was "I'll
Tell the World."
Her first starring film

was "Our Dancing Daughters."
Joan
was born May 23, 1906. She is five feet
four and weighs 120. To join Joan's fan
club, write to Helen Cohn, 3628 East First
Street, Long Beach, California.

—

Irving Hamiltox. Glad to welcome you
ranks of Picture Play readers, and
by all means write me again. The "Four
Sons" were Joseph, James Hall
Franz,
Francis X. Bushman, Jr. Johann, Charles
Morton Andreas, George Meeker. Margaret Mann was the mother. Besides Billie Dove, the cast of "Careers" included
Antonio Moreno, Thelma Todd, Noah
Beery, Holmes Herbert, Carmel Myers,
Robert Frazer, and Sojin.
Supporting
Pola Xcgri, in "Loves of an Actr
were Nils Asther, Mary McAllister, Richard Tucker. Philip Strange, Paul Lukas.
in the

;

;

:

—

A. S. X. Scott. Questions coming all
the way from Singapore must, of course,
be answered.
Janet Gaynor was born in

Philadelphia, October 6, 1906.
She
auburn hair with brown eyes, is five fe
tall and weighs 100.
I believe she learne
to play the ukulele for her talking-singir
Charlie Farrell was born in Walcareer.
pole, Massachusetts, in 1905.
He is brunet, six feet and weighs 175.
After Janet's
dispute over roles and salary with Fo>
she has returned to that studio and wil
be seen with Charlie again in "The Mar

Who Came

Back."

Wexdell Guldix.

—When

finish

I

you

questions, I'm going to ask for a vacatior
but it's the wrong time of year for that

—

Hedda Hopper was born

in

Altoona, Penn-

Her name
sylvania, but doesn't say when.
was Furry until she became one of De
Wolf Hopper's many wives. Her latest
"Our Blushing Brides," "Let
Us Be Gay," "High Society Blues." "HoliJulia Faye has
day," and "War Xurse."
played in nothing since "Xot So Dumb" a
pictures are

Dorothy
She is unmarried.
year ago.
Gulliver and Donald Keith have birthdays
Henry B. Walthall
on September 6th.
played in "Temple Tower" last May and
in "Abraham Lincoln" more recently. Most
of the others whose addresses you ask
for have long since left films, and I've no
idea where they could now be reached.
Helen Jerome Eddy's newest picture is
"War Xurse," Antonio Moreno's "One
Mad Kiss" besides lots of Spanish versions
Ivan Lebedeff's "Conspiracy." But
I have no record of all the pictures of any
There are no fan
but featured players.
clubs for any of those you ask about.

—

—

Lucille Hutsell, 7103 Lakewood BouDallas, Texas, would like to hear
from other Joan Crawford fans. See JoaH
levard,

Crawford Mad.

—

A. O. B. You'll be glad to know that
your favorite, Margaret Livingston, reappeared on the screen in "What a
Widow !"
Jacqueline Logan has done
nothing here since "General Crack," and is
now appearing in English films. I think
just Hollywood, California, would reach
them both.
Louise Brooks recently returned from Germany, where she made sev-

Laura La Plante is to make
films.
"Song of Fire" for Universal Kathryn
Crawford still plays opposite Western heBetty Bronson's
roes from time to time.
last was "The Locked Door," a year ago.
eral

:

William Collier Fax.
you mean William,
I

uiied

Jr.

— But

He was

on page 119

seems
it
born Feb-

103

Outcasts
An honored

screen

tradition

is

that

gentlemen cat

with forks and dose odder guys feed wit' kniv<

'In

my

contree,"

says

"Bad Man" Wall
"we eat lak th

cr.

Hollywood Higk Ligkts

104
Continued from page 53
evidently has to pay for the Malibu
Beach fracas involving Vivian Dun-

can

spring-.

last

In the newest row he seems to have
been just an innocent victim, lie was
entertaining friends at a restaurant,
of them, Ralph luce, became involved in a joust of some kind. Because of his previous pugilistic activities, Lease's name appeared in the
headlines reporting on the battle as
much as anybody's.
The facts are that Lease has only
had two combats to date, one with
.Miss Duncan, and the other on a
subsequent occasion with her brother.

Mrs. Rogers was not included.

It is

Will sent the host a bill.
When the charge was amazedly
questioned, Will said that since his
wife hadn't been asked to the party,
he imagined that he was present as a
said

that

professional entertainer.
Rogers has an acute sense of the
fitness of things.

Another Dirge for Musicals.

One more blow

isn't likely to

hurt

the musical pictures. They have been
walloped right and left already, with
almost every kind of knock-out punch.

The

latest

"Marche Funebre"

is

for the dissolution of
All
music departments.

being played

Sun

in Eclipse; Satellite Fades.

Once she shone by reflected
now she shines no longer.
Briefly that

is

the theme of a pa-

thetic experience of a certain

White,
Negri.

light;

Gladys

who used to double for Pola
The story came out when

Miss White unsuccessfully

tried sui-

When

her
the

life

tale

had been saved she
of

curious

where than

in

Hollywood, and even

men who

helped to bring the
warblings and the accompaniments to
the

take a holiday.
will be musical pictures from
time to time, but no special department will have supervision over them.
A lot of people therefore lose nice
life will

There

cide to end a bitter struggle.
related

the studio
the bright boys with song ideas, whe
were left after the first raid or two,
will now do their tuning up else-

signifi-

cance.
in the movbefore Pola arrived in this country, and then after the star's advent it was found that she looked so
much like Tola that she could "stand"
for her while the cameras were being
set up, and occasionally even appear
in a long shot.
When Pola left over two years ago,
this work automatically ceased, and
the studios yielded no other employment.
Finally, she took a job as a
waitress, and after a considerable
struggle
despaired
of
providing
enough money for herself and her
eleven-year-old son.
So, depressed,
she attempted to take her life.
Mrs. White believes that she and
Pola are linked fate fully, because
about the same time that her depression reached its climax, Pola was going through her divorce difficulties in

She had been an extra

jobs.

ies

Paris.

Time, the Tragedian.

Another case of sad discouragement. We learn that a film director,
once successful, is now a janitor at
one of the studios.

Rogers Aids Charity.
Will Rogers recently showed his
spirit of
generosity.
Serving the
Community Chest in its campaign in
Los Angeles, he appeared on the stage
for a week at one of the movie thea-

Mary Garden

Prophesies.

Just about the time all this was
happening, Mary Garden breezed
into town, and predicted a new type
of opera via the screen. She also declared that she thought most musical
pictures thus far filmed were a lot

was

—

namely, that
tell of Will
invited as a guest at dinner,

he
and

made, was that she would put a

period to a

Gloria in Feud.
the only new filmland
feud. Gloria Swanson has been having troubles with Maurice Geary,

This

r

Gloria probably doesn't want any
more such unsatisfactory experiences
as she had with "Queen Kelly." It is
said that a large part of the profits
from "The Trespasser" went to de-

fray

like

—

to interpret, as well as create, the

isn't

May McAvoy's husband, formerly
her manager. Geary has sued Gloria
for $45,000, claiming this as his share
of profit on her pictures, "The Loves
of Sunya," "Sadie Thompson," and
"The Trespasser." He asserted that
he w as to receive $7,500 on each, as
soon as they had returned more than
$200,000. He demanded as due some
other money besides this.
Gloria's affairs haven't moved too
smoothly aside from that. She has
given up "Rockabye," a mother-love
story.
Production was under way,
but it was abandoned.

feature.

and call in the finer talent,
Lawrence Tibbett, for example

of things in Clara's

tice.

"I do believe that something extraordinarily new is to arise from all
"It will hardly be the
this," she said.
old-type opera, where the singer took
half an hour to say good-by, but seme
concise and vibrant musical form that
will be the most ideal sort of enterProducers will have to
tainment.
turn their backs on the present trivialities,

lot

have a question mark behind
them now. This was a threat .Miss
De Voe issued when she accused
Clara and the star's friends of indulging in smart cracks about herself.
Clara is keeping in the public eye
almost continuously, what with one
thing and another. Miss De Yoe was
her secretary for two years, and was
enraged when she said she found herself discharged without proper nolife that

of trash.

the

expenses

of

that

shelved

Farewell, Eisenstein.

History continues to repeat
in Hollywood.

What prompts
fact

that

Sergei

itself

this assertion is the

Eisenstein

is

the

newest European celebrity to return
home without having done a film
opus. He spent five or six months in
the colony, and at one time was programed to produce "An American

Tragedy."

new screen opera."
Rumors are that Mary

herself may
be identified with such a production.

Differences of viewpoint about the
use of talk and sound, and other matters, arose between him and Paramount, where he was under contract.

Clara Bow Sleepless.
Clara Bow suffers from insomnia.
This was one of the interesting disclosures of Daisy De Yoe, her former secretary, during the row that
the two girls recently had.

So the agreement was broken off.
Reports then were that lie might go
with Metro-Goldwyn or Universal,
but nothing came of it.
Underlying some of the difficulties
that interfered with his picture mak-

Miss Dc Yoe asserted that

this fact

was one of the things that contributed
She declared that Clara
to her grief.
kept her awake all night, and that she
ters.
A portion of the proceeds, therefore worked twenty-four hours
amounting to $12,000, was donated to a day for her. "If there were fortyeight hours in the day, I would have
the cause.
Quite a contrast to this is a story worked forty-eight," Miss De Voe
they

also

said.

One

of the pithy statements

she

ing in this country, lurked, according to popular assumption, the idea
of Eisenstein's close identification
with Soviet propaganda activities in
Aside from
connection with films.
this, he is regarded as one of the
truly original directors to-day in
The Soviet hook-up, as a
Europe.
cause of his troubles, was constantly
denied during his American sojourn.

In-

Over

tko Teacups

Marian swept in grandly, with yards
and yards >>i skirt billow
iund
ived
and then N
in a state!) gown. The) looked rather
like boarding-school girls dressed up
Iress ball in

"Ma
Warners any
with

I

under cum:
more.
She's fed

n't

plaj

up
try

•

lancing for a while and see
can land some dramatic p

he

"Probably the

Maybe

she

is

town
Moran.

luckiest girl in

moment

the

at

if

Lois

is

the

luckiest

^

i

any-

rl

When

where.

she isn't signii
new contract and getting bi
the monotony of her life is broken by
inheriting a lot of money.
She came
a while ago intending t" go t<>
>pe with her mother, but the day
after -he arrived she was offered the
lead in a Stage play.
And the play is
apt to he good, as Arthur Hopkins is

producing

it.

ivers from Hollywi
caused any dancing in the
Streets by their stage performar
en Moore's pTay is not a su<
probably won't come to Broadway.
"It seems almost as important for

Kotex

n't

:it

as they have

why

that's

protects longer

millions of women prefer it

So

as talent.

money enough

to

understand why
some of them will act in anything
just to he acting.
Imagine Ruth Roon,

live

cannot

I

land staying out of pictures all tl
and then coming hack in a
Stupid story like '!•'
It must have
-

been found in some old carpet sweeper
or wastebasket
Ruth wasn't had at

of Kotex

.

.

the security and safety

.

"

all

.

"Not the highest

praise."

ted.

e

sang very well." Fanny went

"And you
work day and

knownight

put anything over.
personal
appearances

She
and

on determinedly.

Ruth

!

trying

made
draped

She'll
to

celebrities to the theater as
her guests, sang over the radio, and
went in for all kinds of plain and
fancy
ballyhoo.
But the public

Stayed
dro\

away

from

the

pictun

.

the fact that

they did as T did." 1
"After hearing that the pic- dull and that
her voice was

rather nice.

I

sat quietly at

and heard her

home

sins:

B5Y

She

idea

was

wouldn't

stay away
a picture just hecau.se she heard
was poor. She must go and see

its

for herself.

And as
that, why

long as there are fans like
should pictures improve?

— Kotex

advantages

all its

one

In that fact, alone, lies

woman's

Xext time you buy

comfort.

sani-

sanitary

;

at

a tea or

Then is when you learn to appreciate
Kotex. Then you realize fully the comfort of
its

skilfully

rounded shaping. For

feels better, but

it

it

IN HOSPITALS

not only

permits a delightful free-

dom from

self-consciousness. Gowns fit
smoothly, perfectly. Because Kotex protection
is

1

85 % of our leading hospitals
use the very same absorbent of

which Kotex

mind
Ho<pi!.il preference

this assurance

is

is

important

85^

important:

of our lead-

This

marvelously

— by

actual test

—

five times the ab-

.

—

you, too, should prefer

Kotex
it

is

soft

stays soft.

.

.

.

.

safely, thor-

4 Disposable,

instantly,

com-

pletely.

Rceulit

Kotex—45c

for 12

Kotex Super-Size—6 5c

for 12

/Ac
Brinzs
•i

new

/ic fc

i

heft

new

idtals of unitary cr,'
to fit by an entirely new patented
no yet light ; u ;// not
.

perfect-fitting.
it.

and yielding, yes. Moreover
Indeed, Kotex is guaranteed

to stay soft longer, to protect longer, than any

other sanitary pad.

.

deli-

absorbent substance

sorbency of surgical cotton. That is why hospitals choose it in preference to cotton

why

keeps your

.

.

not cotton, you know, but

is

soft,

that has

.

.

oughly, by a special process.

ing hospitals use the very same absorbent of
which Kotex is made
Cellucotton (not
cotton) absorbent wadding.
.

.

at ease.

3 Deodorizes

recognize the connection beod health
p rotecti ve

made.

is

2 Safe, secure

inconspicuous.

To women who

Illinois.

active sports, out-of-

hours in the theatre,

i

it

of

greatest contributions to

dinner.

over the

appallii

of

tary

deodorizes.

first

disposable!

Kotex Company, Chicago,

Hours of

dtys.

doors

cately

The mere

it

—

is

pads, specify Kotex.

tween sanitary

"Maybe
d.

.

sug-

I

And

You'll appreciate the lasting softness

No. 1."

KOTGX
Patent

The New

Sanicary

Pad which deodorizes
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Buddy
1

Continued from page 25

the Fourth

people back home had written her for
autographed photos.
There was a
great deal of fan worship in Buddy's
romance with Claire Windsor.
When the glamour of the affair

sounded vaguely "Hollywood."
He
began to acquire more self-confidence

was

in the

at

height, a location trip to

its

New York

separated them.

stormed up
pened to be

to

—

Buddy

my apartment — I
New York at the

in

haptime,

almost wringing his hands, liehad missed a long-distance call from
Claire.
The world had stopped.
The calamity of calamities had hefallen
"I'm in love," he
him.

too

breathed almost in a whisper.

"Hon-

est!"

And I think he was. The same
kind of heroine-worshiping love that
very young hoys give to charming

women
and a

a

little

little

older,

a

little

wiser,

more experienced than

themselves.

But Hollywood, incapable of mind-

own

made fun of
Their appearances in
public were gently kidded by a press
that loves to be smarty about that
ing

its

business,

the romance.

came

to the point where Claire
best to break off a friendship that had meant a great deal to
both of them, in order to escape these
ridiculous quips.
It

thought

it

Buddy emerged from

this expericoating of sophistication.
He later referred to the romance as an infatuation. His phrases

ence with his

,.

first

*

»«

r
Continued from
page /3

King on
*-'

from that of the stage. And yet the
actor can't learn by the trial-and-error method, as the extra can.
One
flop and he's done for, -whereas, the
extra can keep on trying.
"I was pretty discouraged at first.
Got out to Hollywood and found I
was cast in 'Under a Texas Moon.'
First thing I had to do was dye this
red hair black, suitable for a roman-

— —

tic Mexican caballero.
Barbara" he
motioned to the photograph "almost
passed out when she saw me transformed into a bold, chile-con-carne

I

the people of his profession.
believe he admired them so com-

wanted

"Then when we

started shooting.

I

dark about it all. I didn't
know a camera from a cactus. I was
accustomed to acting all over the
stage, and camera lines and microphones were the bane of my existence.
As for knowing anything
Mexican a sombrero and a tamale
were all one to me.
"After a few days I felt like throwin? up the sponge and hotfooting it
back to Broadway.
But Barbara
made me stick. In 'The Show of
Shows' I got along better, because it
was more in my line. And by the
in the

—

Alter
isn't

things they did, in their smartly
sophisticated outlook.

new

to be like

He took on some of the consciousness of the matinee idol.
He permitted himself to be quoted in interviews about his dream girl, and even
the young ladies he went about with.
His wardrobe was a startling affair of checks and stripes of exaggerated cut and color.
He acquired a trick car that is

beyond my powers of description. It
is equipped with everything, including a radio and, I understand, a jewel
safe.
Mechanically, it is a nightmare
of luxury.

gave up his room
A new
a week.
and very smart apartment was more
suited to Buddv's altered outlook on
at

Incidentally, he
fifteen dollars

life.

A

boy who was thrilled by movie
who wanted to "belong,"
had "gone Hollywood."
But the moment did not last long.
It couldn't.
The foundations of a
parentage and training as safe, sane,
and American as Buddy's do not fall
It is
in the whim of a moment.
true that he still has the trick car, and
the elaborate quarters.
He is still
seen at dance-and-dining places and

Broadvtfa^,

Deuce

Xow you couldn't
the movies if you
Barbara had the same trouble

felt

quite at home.

me away from

tried.

life

human

at first."

Perhaps you've noticed that one of

Mr. Fay's favorite topics of conversation is the charming Mrs. Fay.
"Barbara's first picture," he went
on, "was 'The Locked Door.' If you
saw it, there's no use of my saying
more. "When we saw it, she felt ter-

nature.

developing

But

all

to
It

of this

Buddy

a tremendous
one.
He is acquiring a sense of humor
with which to weigh the values of
reality and to separate the wheat
from the chaff.
People are becoming important to
him, not because they are important
in Hollywood, but because they are
worth while themselves have something to give.
He spends several
nights a week in the apartment of a

is

in

—an important

characteristic

—

young musician and

his wife discussing music and movies.
Other
evenings he spends at the home of
June Collyer in family parties.
His work at the studio is no longer
a puzzle and a mystery to him, to be
accepted gratefully.
He is sure of
his field.
He is beginning to look
behind the veil of Hollywood and
is a little bit of a sham,
veneer of smartness and
sophistication.
Xo longer can Hollywood kid Buddy Rogers.
He is
acquiring the courage of his convic-

find that

with

all

it

its

tions.

To-morrow

will be another chapIn the case of Buddy, I believe
it
will be even more balanced, because he is headed that way.
ter.

poor kid.

the most talented of the

Frank Fay comes by

his love of the

His parents were
actors.
He was born in San Francisco, and his childhood was spent in

theater naturally.

a trunk, figuratively speaking, chasing over the country with his parents

and stock. The redboy joined the act himself
when he was four, and has been
in

A-audeville

haired

treading the boards ever since.
The senior Fays have now retired
and are living with their son and
daughter-in-law in Hollywood.
The romance of the Fays reads like
They were married two
a story.
years ago, their romance having begun a few weeks before, right on

Broadway.

All the critics said so, too.

ing at the

"Xow she is as sold on the movies
as I am.
You know, she doesn't go
in for this funny stuff like I do.
She
is a real actress.
That girl could
!"
bring tears to glass eyes
If you saw the glamorous Barbara
in "Ladies of Leisure." you can probably understand Frank's enthusiasm.
Several critics have called her one of

young dra-

matic actresses.

Just like I did after
brainstorm.
"She wanted to quit, but it was my
time to make her stick. So we agreed
to try it a while longer, and then
Barbara got a real break in 'Ladies
of Leisure.' She's marvelous in that.
rible,

we seldom go back
we have forsaken.

in Holl^vtaod

time I got around to 'The Matrimonial Bed' and 'Bright Lights,' I
get

all,

things in

them

pletely that he

my Mexican

hero.

was

among

people, and

sort of thing.

premieres, along with the rest of the
1 lolly woodites.

Hal

Miss Stanwyck was playPlymouth Theater, with

Skelly. in "Burlesque," the play

that reached the screen as "The Dance
of Life." And right next door at the

Shubert Theater" was "Revels," in
which Fay was featured.
The stage doors opened side by
side, and the two players, who had
never chanced to meet before, found
themselves exchanging friendly greet

—
107
in^>

a>

passed one another

the)

respective

their

the)

said

Sometimes

night"

left

lood

"(

at

doors.

the theaters.

Fay asked the

Mr.
lad)

v

if

she would like a

little

supper alter the show.
The rett)
lady said she would.
And that's how
it
began.
A few weeks later they
u ere married.
i

"

'Burlesque' was a much big
than 'Revels,' " Mr. Fa)
calls, "l>ut thai show served its purpose, even though

<li<ln*t

it

break any

for long runs."

The Old Master Speaks
Continued
I

my

got

vision

froi

picture taken on the teleDon't ask me how the

set.

never
cameraman accomplished it.
saw him, but my face was projected
I

on the screen.
Still think there was
am
something phony about it. But
impressed with the idea that we are
the verge yf some vast change in
modes of entertainment through the
lopment of television. With experts both in Europe and the United
es working upon it, ultimate peril must he accomplished.
Then the slogan, "Stay at home
see the movie- !"
I wonder what it all will mean.
1

I

The Screen

He

is

whose gift
However.

is

largely that

I

can bear it.
cafe in

a waiter in a

cream

Frances Dee.
unusually succ
ful
dumb friend of the hero.
Eugene Pallette is funny, as usual,
and O. P. Heggie, a tine actor if ever
then
ie, is wasted in a routine
part.
But if you like Mr. Chevalier
won't be disappointed in his

Your complexion
that

deserves this care

famous beauties find

perfect
FOR
almost an

best.

Kleenex is
Kleenex enables

you to give up those germ-filled "cold
cream cloths" forever. And how dangerous they are teeming with bacteria
actually encouraging blackheads and
even more repellent blemishes.

—

—

You

Frequent powdering, exposure to dust
soot, fill pores with dirt that is often
very difficult to remove completely. This
dirt needs the superabsorbency of
Kleenex.

and

cleanliness,

essenti.il.

is

use Kleenex just once, you see

then throw it away. No tissue need ever
touch your face that isn't as fresh as fresh
can be.

The

delicate tissues attract cleansing

cream like a magnet
bedded particles of

absorbing emalong with it.
Kleenex, too, saves towels from cosmetic

stains

.

.

.

dirt

and grease.

Women who

started using Kleenex
removing cold cream soon discovered
what perfect handkerchiefs it makes.
Kleenex prevents reinfection from germ-

for

fillcd

handkerchiefs.

You

but once, then discard.

use each tissue

It

helps reduce

the spread of colds in families.

efforts to please.

Try Kl con ex

Sand.

KLEENEX COMPANY,

With

the Foreign Legion coming
to the fore again, it is not surprising
to find many combinations of the ele-

I. .ike Micliiean Buildinjr, OiicaET",
fin Cam
Please send a sample of Kleenex to:

ments that occasionally make such a
story entertaining.

itself!'

little

romance between the waiter and the
proprietor's
daughter,
played
by

Erwin

as cold

... as essential
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Paris who inherits a million francs.
hut cannot quit his job because he has
been tricked into signing a contract
that would force him to relinquish
half of his legacy if he resigned.
Therefore he must carry on. resorting to all sorts of comic means to get
himself fired.
Incidentally, the;-'

uart
as a

.Kleenex?

Review

in

tinned from page

from a star
of a singer.

u

It

exaggeration to say that

would be an
"Renegades"

Continued on page 109

Nam c
in dainty tints and in white, end
medium and small packages. At all

Kleenex cones
in

large,
toilet

goods counters.

Try Kleenex today.

AddressCity
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Of

and Habits

Private Life

What
Shade

Reporter: Fine.
ways yearn for the

16

Young:

your H MR?

No,

And

you

did

with

was

I

no

good

at

figures.

Reporter: And how did you happen

me and I

will

Reporter: Oh,
Young, do you

yO 11 •—

*

an important

little secret

about

your hair that will enable you to bring out all its natural loveliness and sheen inasirigle, simple shampooing.

—

hair has a very definite shade of its own
shade at least slightly different than that of anyone else.
If you want to know its full beauty, you must pay as
careful attention to its shade as you do to your com-

Your

Reporter

tures

moving

like

don't.

I

Young I was most uncomfortable
REPORTER: Then why
and my father felt sorry for me. And them?
he knew I'd never make an architect.
Young: That is a
He suggested the theater, as I had question.

Golden Glint Shampoo reveals the full beauty of
your particular shade because it is used differently on
your shade than on other shades. One shampoo and
your hair glows with a new radiance. Simple directions tell you how. 2 5c at your dealers'— or let me send
you a free sample and a personal letter about your hair.

FREE
J.

W. KOBI

CO., 634 Rainier Ave., Dept. B

*#»

Seattle, Wash,,

Please send

a free sample.

Name

__

mv

wolfhound,

for

about our Russian
black cat and our

our

eight goldfish?

are in an

fish

hair:

Three of the goldinteresting condition,

which we paid

fifty

cents extra

got them.

about goldfish? (plaintively).

PHOTOS

Reporter: Very little.
Young: The black cat

ENLARGED
Size

16x20 inches

price for full
length or bust form,

groups, landscapes
pet animals, etc.oi
enlargements of any
3>art

of

group pie-

criminal

photo

us

98

SEND NO MONEY

Just mail photo or snap3hot(any
sizejand within aweelt yoawill
receive your beautiful life-like
cnlargemen t size 10x20in. guaranteed fadeless. Pay postman
98c plus postage or send $1.00
with order and we pay postage.

'

Special Free OfferS
enlargement wo will send Free

a hand-tinted miniature repro4uction of photo ftt-nt. TakeadTantage now of this amazing?
jOffer—seud your photo today,

which he brooks no

special sonjys

67

in

sight)

:

good for another.
Reporter screaming with exasperation)
Why didn't you say so
he fore! It would have been good for
i

Instantly transforms lashes into a
dark, rich luxuriant fringe of loveliness. Lends sparkling brilliance

and shadowy,

invit-

ing depth to the eyes. The
easiest eyelash beautifier to
apply . . . Perfectly harmless.
I'sedbytliousands.Tryit Solid or waterproof Liquid Maybelline,

at

Black or Brown, 75c
goods counters.

all toilet

MAYBELLINE

CO..

C/HICAGO

:

several.

Young: Oh.

doubt

really

I

It's

it.

just a book.
Called 'Not For Children.' with sketches and captions of
a slightly

obscene nature.

In this casual

manner

is

dismissed

a talent of considerable proportions.
Reporter: Speaking of children,

we might use your childhood to good
advantage.
What sort of little boy
were you

pic-

hearse for three weeks, play out of
n for two, then open in New
York and your audiences teach you
how to play. Without audience reus to be guided by, a stage actor feels sort of gone in the knees.
few minutes' rehearsal, then three
or four minutes in front of the camera doing a fragment of a scene,
There's no
and the die is cast.
changing or polishing possible, once
it's in the box.

A

Reporter

Do you

:

own

for vour

Young

like

entertainment

movies

?

Tremendously. That is,
To my mind, they
have yet to make a talkie as good as
But it's a
the best of the old silents.
silent

:

pictures.

T

was

a horrid

little

boy.
spec-

Skinny and peaked, with big
wouldn't
and
I
play

tacles.

wouldn't
school

—
—

:

any pictures before?

YOUNG

sheepishly")

i

study.

from

tunately for

I

eight

my

was

to

family.

away

eighteen,

I

at

for-

:

I

played

Doctor JJ'afson in Tohn Barrvmore's
"Sherlock Holmes'"
Oh (hastily)
there's no reason why you should
remember it. Who remembers Doctor JJ'atson, the most nebulous charr

in all fiction?

Reporter

?

Young:

Good and
Good for You.

like

ances more keenly than the things as
a whole.
Garbo, I think, is an amazing and powerful actress. Her sense
of timing and pantomime is perfect.
She has rhythm. Bessie Love is a
corking little trouper corking. And
such an artChevalier is a delight
ist and such an electric personality.
.Reporter
Had you ever done

is

Chicago

a jar.

shall

(bucking up, now that end
Well, I've just had a
book come out. Maybe that will be

Young

and

choruses. Make-up. Catalog Free.
I T.S. Denison & Co., 623 S.Wabash, Dept.

to the mi

I

become accustomed
The lack of audience
On the stage, you reI

silent pictures many years to reach
For
the quality of a year or so ago.
myself, I enjoy individual perform-

:

about

to go.
show with

not thus for art's

think

I

tures more, as
ill

is

We're doing just dandy
five more paragraphs

Reporter

—only

III.

naive

mistake to expect the talkies to reach
It took
that standard in one bound.

ference.
Dept. 6-211. Chicago,

very

inter-

terests, in

UNITED PORTRAIT COMPANY
St.,

when we

fit
in the cellar.
He was
painfully thin, but since we adopted
him we have reason to be proud of
his physique.
He has. too. a handsome coat. He also has a latchkey,
being a gentleman cat of varied in-

own

fruaranteed.

900 W. Lake

endeared himself to
found him having an

epileptic

-

ture. Safe return of your

quite

is

He

beautiful.

Same

who

Young:

Young: How

are you in

Reporter gives impression of horror of artist
sake alone.

Pause.

But that was
several weeks ago, and nothing has
happened yet.
Do you know much

State.

Color of

went

I

Reporter: I think seven or eight
more paragraphs should do it, now.

when we

Address.
City

So

it.

tail ?

when you apply your "make-up".

plexion

in

Will you have a cock-

on the stage.

pic-

?

Young:

tchk!

seemed interested

I

at

How

right.

all

:

tell

little

people.
?\Ir.

Tchk,

can do something

lonely, wistful

Ybui G: But I wasn't wistful.
was just unpleasant.
snarled
I

begin your theatrical career?
Young: Well, I had a had cold.

sympathy):

The

that.

lad

to

(all

We

Reporter:

al-

sta

intended to be an

I

But

architect.

Tell

— Nothing

tinued from page 58

i

unable to contain

-

any longer) Mr. Young, what about
all these penguins?
Young (glancing fondly around
the room, every corner of which
etchboasts a cluster of penguins
:

—

Continued on page 111
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A

Colleen on tne Loose
leen has

he a

lin-

nobody's fool. \\ hen
one can mingle with the stage folk
month and onlj once in
an
hut she

-:.

is

!

Iroit.

SI

up.

-

clothes are extremel)
:

fer

Ther
and

-

issed

mity
with a

the wall beside her.

her

in

treet

people
her by, never noticing
mtrary to the opinion of many
who have reached the top, Colleen
not disparaj
lung
"1
girls seeking a theatrical career.
think it's a grand id<
t'>1d me,
i"

•

I

(

r
u irl really «has talent, to

But

develop

thei

lera-

hard

She must be willing to work
has ever worked be-

fore.

And

enough

to last her

tions.

or

k

that

a

I

musl

she

loll;

w

have

tv.

money
in

New

!.
and outsid
wardrobe.

beautiful

all

the

ambition
(.11

her

in

tau

For a more beautiful compiexion

I

know

Irish

1

and peo]
-

includ

reat

amh

screen

reen adventi

s

-well,

lived.

If.

Winn

I

milestone in her
her
That over, one ambiti »n will be
turn perill
isfied, and
the
haps to "Butterfly,"
coral strands of far-off Tahiti.
Pictures may lure
to neither.
at any r
her hack
hidden them farewell.
Virginia Valli told me that
had received hundreds of

wa

she

r

— making
•

life.

play "Madam I'utterthe screen, as a play, not an
With music, hut no singing.

For highlights

sham.

I

grams from Hnllvw
"All Hollywood
leen,"

And

loves

For elbows that are dark

Col-

and roughened

said.

si

plunges in, e,
for a new sensation, a Hi
d. a
thrilled, to satisfy a longing for
so Colleen

[Editor's Note.

— Miss

little

Again
unlovelim
ami at hast onrc

turess.

The

soldier's

aeitatioi

never explained, nor is the motive for
his attempt to choke her to death

107

clear.

He

deserts tht

however, joins and becomes the ruler
of a desert trihe. which is made colorful when Miss Loy is brought in
kidnaped at Mr. Baxter's order.
Whereupon he sets about to punish
her. though for what I cannot tell
you.
And so on, with quite a few
deaths

at the end.

at

iy

iir-t

l!

For a new smart look
to your clothes
something that we wish you would

the dull:
the proceedor to raise the picture above a
routine Western, except in the care
taken to achieve beautiful photography.
Sh
n when seen in
misty light, are dull animals at b
and the
about them.
with their herder the hero.
Naturally there's a feud and the irascible
Spanish father of the heroine opthe hero, until he rehabilit
s
the former's estate and puts it on a
paying hasis with the help of his

Every day for a month.
isn't crisply dean.
it makes. (And read our

Send

sheep.

a

is

practical

Noah Beery, Gregory Gaye,
Cooper, and others supply divein spots, but the intervals are infre-

therr
ture to

quent.

blind allev.

Arlen grows
likabli

in

ven

ipportunity in

naturalthis

pic-

is

a

FREE
Met

a~

is

it

'hat

•

I

The Thirty-Day I
ami a
in-trurtions
.
.

booklet

that i»as ?implo

helpful

called

anil

•'

and

in-pirin^.

It's

Easy

.

folio-

CLEANLINESS
I

N

STITUTE
Fntl

-lilt 1L,

Eut

lTih Street.

Pl'ase tend roe free of

-fu

though

draw upon his ski"
"The Santa Fe Trail"

for

I

IVpt. Qt. 45

Richard
and

actor.

Here

iry.

Put on nothing that

I

.

|

made

I

ilailv

TURE Play.]

relieve

Mr. Baxter, as a soldier of the legion, is confronted by Miss Loy
ed and mannered as an adven-

important!

Moore's

report.

are contributed by Warner
Baxter and Myrna Loy, among the
'me
players, and the managemi
rt fighting as a feather in the cap
of the director. Just what the story

They

«juit.-

I

Screen in ReViexv
moments.

thing, bat realhjr

play ended its career a \vw v
after she was interviewed for PIC-

is actually about, is the real difficulty
both in the picture as well as in this

lias its

<>i"

!•

I

Sheep Are Dull Animals.
"The Santa Fe Trail" leads nowhere, but it gives glimpses of Richard Arlen, Mitzi Green, Eugene Pallette, and Rosita Moreno, a Spanish
stranger, who is charming.
She has
a slight accent that reminds one of
Novarro's. But this
nough to

it

fine art

our booklet
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Here's

entirely that, but

hair
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:

tinued from page
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your
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Crime kill lustre. Keep
smooth and beautiful. !!•
pooing, done properly. Learn the

•

a real audience.
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timi
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I

sides the cruise to Tahiti, there's
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wants
fly"

But

B< be

'Footlights

her,

moveshr would pass

like

I

sing

I'd

Minus which

shru

it

then

where.

i

.

a voice like

I

simple, such as

wear for economy's

might

her,

it
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Papa KnoWs Best
Continued from pagi 57

men and women, recently
our Good Will Fund Prize DistribuWe have deposited over $7,900.00
bank to pay dozens of new prizes
to people who answer our latest ads.
It's your big opportunity!
Here's the latest puzzle.

Twenty-eight people, frorrv a boy of
our puzzles and won a place
:

tion.

had dreaded that he would talk career, and thank him for not doing so.
You argue with him over roulette
(jf course, he would devise a system,
wouldn't he? You iling sarcastic remarks across to the blonde whose

They won a
more

to elderly

IT,

in

total of 134,210.00.
in a large Chicago

drawn them.
are susceptible to Marino's infectious giggle.
You laugh over nonsensical nothings.
'Xita's voice a bit
high, is sashed with fluffy verbal ribskipping and bounding.
She
can trill a cadenza and beguile a mean
tune from her uke.
Conversation is speedy.
They all
talk fast, culminating in the rapid
motion attained by the. seven-year-old
Marino when he gets a good start
and shifts into high. Constantly admonished to slow down, instead he
gathers momentum and, suddenly,
with a sigh like an exhaust, plunges
into a high-pitched race.
Xo one
ever has been able to hear him

delicate diablerie has

FIND THE TWINS
of Clara Bow,
Paramount Movie

pictures

great

Look

these

at

At
— but

pictures

they

the
Star.

carelook

fully.

first

alike

that's the "catch"
so study them
closely do not

all

You

—

.

make amistake.
Follow the clues.

where

among

these

plcl

two,
and
only two. exactly
alike Identical in hairdress, collars, and
cuffs.
They are the twin pictures of Clara Bow. If you are
are

—

lucky enough to find them, by
all means rush the numbers of the twins to
me for submission to puzzle judges.

Additional $850.00 for Promptness
your answer is correct you -will be eligible to win a brand' (11)
^"^
h. p. Wnro nirtilane (and complete flyine instruction) or J2SB0 00

If

new 90

—with

<\

through whatever he wants to say.
During her mother's recent illness,
'Xita presided over the dinner table
with sang-froid and trepidation. In
fear of a faux pas she had at hand
an imposing book on etiquette, which

T*\.

promptness,
extra for
making the total J3.700.00
all
cash.
Many other prizes paid at same time
Duplicate prizes awarded In case »
of ties.
Cash reward for all taking actlv» part.
No prize less than $10. 00. No more I
puzzles for you to solve.
No obligation. Perhaps
may bo the winner of the highest
prize!,
Send no money, hut hurry!
cash

$850.00

YOU

M.

J.

MATHER, Advertising Manager, Room

AGENTS
^^%

54 W.

74,

Illinois St.,

—

Chicago,

III.

Bound volumes of Picture-Play Magazine now ready
Address Subscription Department,
Smith Publications, Inc., 79-S9 7th Avenue, N. Y.

Price 23.00 per volume.

Mercolized Wax
h U a Day Keeps
SkinYoung
Opportunity to

&

Street

[am

warranteed hosiery for men,
Carrie Neal writes. "The first day i made
$15 " Over 100 styles and shades. Pure thread silk,
silk and lisle, chiffon, wool mixtures and other Absorb all blemishes and discolorations by regularly using
fabrics, both regular and full-fashioned. Low prices.
pure Mercolized Wax. Get an ounce, and use as directed.
EXPERIENCE
Fine, almost invisible particles of aged skin fleck off, until all
Amazing new sales plan Bonus besides. John defects, such as pimples, liver spots, tan, freckles and large
Barsrrove reports sales $97.75 in two hours. New pores have disappeared. Skinis beautifully clear, soft and
closed Ford and hose for personal ose given prodocers.
Send name today. Give size of boss. velvety, and face looks years younger. Mercolized Wax
..

children

NO

Dept.

NEEDED

brings out the hidden beauty. To quickly reduce wrinkWILKNIT HOSIERY COMPANY
les and other age lines, use this face lotion: 1 ounce Pow502
Greenfield. Ohio
dered Saxolite and 1 half pint witch hazel. At drug store?.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Soaps,

Extracts,
Perfumes, Toilet Goods.
Experience
Co.,
unnecessary.
Carnation
Dept. 705, St. Louis, Mo.

STR INGE

B\TTERY

COMPOUND

EASY MONEY

in your Spare Time
Pleasant work interviewing leaders of local
churches and schools.
We do the follow-up

work.
Write for complete information
Dept. X-Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., 17 S
St.. Jersey City. N. J.

charges instantly.
Eliminates old method.
GalGives new life and pep.
Big profits.
ice.
lon
Lightning Co., St. Paul, Minn.

Help Wanted

GET OUR FREE SAMPLE CASE

—Toilet

St.

Louis, Mo.

Detectives

Wanted— Instructions

MEN

month.
$158.00-$225.00
Common
Steady.
unnecessary.
education sufficient. Experience
Write to-dav.
Franklin
coached free.
Institute. Dept. T2. Rochester, N. Y.

demand.

George Wagner, 2190 Broadway,

New

Story Ideas

STORY IDEAS

Write,
York.

Wanted

for talking pictures, magaany form for revision, de-

Accepted
velopment, copyright and submission to
l-'eis.
Established 1917.
Free booklet.
versal Scnario Co., !1!> Meyer
ern and Sierra Vista, Ilollyw

Uni-

Bldg.. WestCalifornia.

1,

HOMEWORK: Women
stamp.
York.

kinds

Clerks.

"^~^"*

Patents and Lawyers
PATENTS. Send sketch or model.

ton. D. C.

INVENTORS — Write

"How

to

Get

Your

PATENTS — Write

re-

write for information.
Enclose
Eller Co., 296-T
Broadway, New-

for our guide hook,
Patent," and evidence

of invention blank.
Send model or sketch
for inspection and Instructions Free.
Terms
reasonable.
Randolph & Co., Dept. 412,
Washington, D. C.

for

Free

hook,

"How

Patent" and Record of InvenSend model or sketch for Free
Opinion whether it conies within Patent
Victor J. Evans Co., 767 Ninth,
Office Utiles.
Washington, D. C.
to

wanting obtain

Book-

free.
Highest references.
Best results.
Promptness assured.
Watson E. Coleman,
Patent Lawyer, 724 Ninth St., Washing-

let

Help Wanted— Female
liable

18-35.

Postal

"_!•>

Great
Experience

Excellent opportunity.
unnecessary.
Particulars
Free.

Men-Women,

for

Louis, Mo.

Railway

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY.

zines.

Common
yearly.

to

month.

$125-$250

articles, flavorings and specialties. Wonderfully profitable.
La Derma Co., Dept. 93,

.

Government Positions;
Steady. Paid Vacations.
needed
Education.
Thousands
Write, Instruction Bureau, 308, St.

qualify

18-55,

.

— Instructions

WANTED IMMEDIATELY,

i

Agents

.

Obtain

tion

Blank.

a

necessary there, not even
sick.

quietly

Maudie was

really

when

they're
supposed to lie

and meditate upon the opera-

tion she

was

to undergo.

other girls followed my peep
in.
Soon the boys were lounging in
the doorway, while 'Xita twanged her

The

uke and murmured, "How'd it go,
mother? Aw, come on, throw me a
line!
Hm-m-m, boo pa-hum ph? Your
error, mater,

Easy Money

Agents and Help Wanted

WE START YOU WITHOUT A DOLLAR.

was consulted dramatically.
Still nobody considers dignity

it's

Jutinpa-doop!"

Books ranging from "The Growth
of the Soil" to "Queer People" came
up for discussion. Thus did Mater
Maudie meditate.

An

astigmatic person couldn't miss
and personality, with a certain translucent
'Xita's loveliness of feature

She walks in light, somehow, as though a luminous ring surrounded her. its shafts seen in the
prisms of her vibrant buoyancy.
quality.

Dieting has routed the avoirdupois
to proclaim
her early
impetuosity of movement has melted
into a slower grace.
While acquiring more poise, she has retained the
freshness of a June morning, lavish
in its golden beauty.
Her naturalness is her greatest charm.
"In another year. I'll start having
dates.
I am glad I didn't go running
around at first." She has emphatic
views. "I expect rather fine qualities
in a boy, of character nnd mind
most
of the men I know enjoy being with

which a year ago began
dangerous curves ahead

:

:

Ill

the

because the)

folks,

time,

and not

just

to

l(

som

\\

"1

dont

ho don

believe

.

and discu
dividual manni
COMl
thought

u

1

Hk.«

i

t

|)

understand.
divorce, and

in

spiritual

given

ami
|

dumb.

suU-

until."

objective,

-In-

;

humor, "my hero
hi-- midget far ami

el

prances along in
kidnaps mi'."
With mental agility, she

Bash

will

from the ridiculous to the sublime,
her method of reasoning naive, hut
not without a peculiar charm.
A

to our Students

m ho have noted her

.

I

my

NawaiianGuitar

sul

I

i

on with a nip

in

I

I

hildn n.
want to
hope tn have
marry, but not until I'm
Meantime, actir
a pleasant occupation, in which
wish
ii
do will without letting it become
<

h.

.nl

ion

/sm

in<

depth, particularly the realistic
.nut of her
als, believe her capable of liner interpretayou
tions than the dizzy dancing dramas
with Joan Crawford provided.
ful Hawaii
Anita and Joan, both young and nlthcon«[
enroll
ing

•

.,»:in.

'

talented, have been

quently as

c

pert''

<

-her fre- or u>
you to play a pi.
)nly one most from tip-

re alfirst
[.on

i

Continued on page
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for full particulars to-

day and we *
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Hawaiian

Guitar for you.

Of

Private Life

and Habits

Continued
ings,

paintings,

lithographs,

t

pottery,

ash 'trays—an orgy of
penguins): Oh, I like them.
Reporter: A penguin complex.
We might analyze it.
statuettes,

YOUNG:
Have you

Nothing

analyze.

to

ever seen a penguin?
Reporter: The one in the Bronx

zoo

in

Xew

York.

Young: Oh,
him well.
when you

lie

that fellow.

is

I

charming.

know

But

it's

see a lot of them together
that they're most devastating.
Interview ends.
What facts I

chanced upon, I lay gladly at your
feet,
lie has appeared on the stage

rom page
in,

— Nothing

108

among

other things, "Beggar on
Wild Oat,"
"Rollo's

Horseback,"

"The

"The Last
"The Queen's

Disciple,"

Devil's

Mrs. Cheyney," and

lis
new pictures are
Husband."
"The Xew Moon" and "The SouthJ

erner" and his current one is called
"Madam Satan."
He has one of the most ingratiating
smiles
extant
not a dental
smile, not premeditated.
He was in
the .American army during the War.
So tew facts, I suppose, as to constitute a very poor interview.
But

—

for you to worry about.
had an awfullv nice time.

Play Quickly
With our «hort cut mo*
of in-truction you v
h arn how to play Hawr.
which will bnnjr you populnnty and sortal
soccers. You k-arn to piny from note*. If yon
never had any musical training, you will quickly
roar*
act on, becan-o our expert
home instruction which is as simple as k-arntnp; A.B.C's.

PICTUREandPHONOGRAPH RECORD

MT^HOD EASY w «

Fo

a

Look

"In a way you can't blame him,"
Jean generously.
"Comedies
wouldn't exactly dignity the good old
family name.
And something approaching a quarter of a million was
being held in trust for me.
So I
promised not to play in pictures any
more. Mr. Roach was darling about
it, tearing up my contract and letting
me go hack to calm domesticity for a
while.
"\\ hen

you've

tasted

sua

though, you know what happens, according to the psychologists
won't he happy till you get it again.
That was my case. Bridges and dinted awfully flat compared to

glamour oi the studio." I didn't
interrupt, hut this was the first time
I had ever heard of a two-reel factory
amour.
So before she knew it, Jean Harlow was again hack in front of the
Bell and Howell, doing a hit in "The
Saturday Night Kid." And supportthe

Richard Dix.

in

"Moran

of the

Marines."
And taking a day here
and a day there.
"It wasn't much, hut I knew that
T

was

'"

ml upon

art'

/Vo

Money

1

K-.'-k which aivea particular* about our coon*.
your (roc book and jroar free leseoo to-lay.
ttir

100 Fifth Avenue. New York, N. V,
Please roxh roar fre* book. "How to Learn Hawaiian
Guitar" and my first lewaon. Al»o reserve a Hawaiian
Guitar for me. Tbia obligates me .n no way whatever.
N

l

-

in pictures for

keeps," she said.
Kansas City
reconcile himself to

"And grandfather
simply

'

HAWAIIAN STUDIO No. B9021
of Na-w York Academy of Music

Continued from page 34

said
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Writ*- for

Baby

at

RUSH w*COUPON —Send

pft«itivt»

cor

Take

r
'

Me,

that's
I

Learn to

had to

in

the fact."

When she met Jimmy Hall at the
Montmartre one day he asked her
what she was doing, which was prely nothn
"Well, why don't you come and do

the lead in the picture Ben Lyon and
I are making?" he asked.
"It's called

and

'Hell's

looks

like

big

new

With nothing
Harlow went

to
to

the

lose,

meet

blond

Howard

Hughes, impressed him sufficiently
to warrant a test, and found herself
signed for the part that had eluded
Loretta Young, Joan Bennett, and
twoscore other established Hollywood
belles.

Mr. Hughes probably

felt

Continued on page 114

that he

Stay

BLONDE

...you
DON'T flack.

owe

it

to

HIM

He'll be the first to notice

when

your golden hair begins to darken. Use
Blondex, the special shampoo that not only prevents darkening but safely restores softgleaming brilliance to dull, faded blonde hair.
Not a dye. No harmful chemicals. Fine for scalp.
A million delighted Blondex users can't be
wrong. At all the leading drug and department

—

r.tores.

Try Blondex

today.

,
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What's All tke Shouting For?
Continued from page 69

"That," said one of the Eastern-

She smiled and gazed speculatively
believe
Still,
I
out into the street.
that she is sincere in her assertion
that she does not care for stardom.
Certainly her fling at it brought her
money, but very little happiness.
"1 like to read the letters in 'What
the Fans Think,' " said Alice. "Some
of the fans have said harsh things
about me, but I believe I have won
A few who
several of them over.
used to criticize my work very
verely are writing pleasanter things

The

dumb

SenttoYcn
for Only

and many other im-

Beautifully reprovements.
finished and renewed. Looks
and operates like brand new

(Home Study)
Course of tlie Faraoua Van
Sant Sp^'l Typewriting

—

fully
easily learnci.
ing this offer

10-Day Trial
— you
10-day
only 93.50

illustrated,

Send coupon

given dur-

decide to keep

Trial

for

on your set."
Carey said he not only remembered
her. but had watched her film progress
with pride.

a

low price
(term price) is paid.

ama*io K ly

month

until
of onlv $49 90

— Act at once.

Limited offer

INTERNATIONAL TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
231 West Monroe St., Chicago, III., Dept. 210
T enclose $1 deposit.
for 10-rlav Trial.

r>rr-r>
r

Sspiw

Send Underwood No. 5 F.O.B. ChTcaco
If I

am

not perfectly Ratified
If 1 keep

Collet and eet mv deposit bock.
1 have paid 949.90 in full.

I
it

Syd

script girl

if

pay

it

is

is

time ago Alice and her fiBartlett, attended a social
gathering at which Harry Carey and
other film luminaries were present.
There were also a number of guests
from the East. After dinner Alice
approached Carey and said in her
matter-of-fact way, "Mr. Carey, do
you remember me? I used to be

This late model Underwood priced at only $44.90 'cashi
improveis the lowest price ever quoted, has all modern
ments including standard 4-row keyboard, two-color ribbon, back-spacer, ribbon reverse, tabulator, release, shift

System

—

Some

ance,

Famous No. 5 Underwood

Complete

word

silent.

of it—only SI 00 briira the
world's most famous Underwood No. 5
Typewriter for 10 days' 1 rial. Pay
only 12c a day on easy monthly payment plan. This is the full-size standard Underwood with standard universal 4-row keyboard
(84 characters), manufactured to sell oc iginally for S102.50.
Fully Guaranteed.

Think

lock key.

charge that Alice White

incident

I

1

sheer
nonsense. She reads a great deal and
discusses current books intelligently.
She has sense enough to save and inShe sees through
vest her money.
shams and hypocricies. She does her
own thinking, and when she doesn't
agree with you she remains politely

4 Row
Keyboard

Learn Touch
Typewriting

glib

—overworked

human

have seen since coming to California."
Alice's last year in the Los Angeles high school brought about an
acquaintance with Lina Basquette.
Several years later, after Lina had
reached rather dazzling heights in
world of films, she came to the

now."
Standard

the most

"is

ers,

National studio where Alice
ing along. Lina, from her perch
on top of the wave, paid scant attention to her former schoolmate. .Mice
made no overtures at friendship, but
wondered when Basquette would get
next to herself.
When Miss Basquette attenv
suicide recently, not

who had fawned on

one of the people
her in her day of

and had accepted her hospi-

glory,

came

near. Alice, however,
reading of it in the newspapers, inquired where Lina could be reached

tality,

by telephone, and promptly called to
ask if she might be of assistance.
Naturally, Alice did not

tell

the story

;

came from Lina herself.
So there you have her, boys and
girls.
Xot a very brilliant defense,

it

it will throw
on the character of the

I'm afraid, but perhaps

some
girl

light

who

started

all

the shouting.

Al-

though not a Garbo or a Chatterton,
I imagine there will be a place for her
on the screen for some time to come.

at

can return
I will pav

M.;.0 until

Lupe-

as

She h

Continued from page 43
Town

Stela

I

She knew
She believed that if she were meant to surThe
vive, God would look after her.
station is on the outskirts of the
Mexican and Spanish quarter of Los

Lupe was not worried.

Arc You Attractive?
who
TO womencharm,
value

this

knowledge

is

Nervous-

vital.

ness, worry and
sickness have a
murderous effect
on
good looks.
Nervous
condi-

cause the
complexion to lose
tions
life,

color,

and

luster
the

eyea

dull,

and

grow

there is an expression of fear
anxiety
or oilier misery.
.

.

.

.

.

h

l>r.

Pierce's

(Hole

in

with

body of

Buffalo,
i-*

\.

V.

wrapped

medicine it y.m desire free medical
ask your druggist lor

tin-

advice,

Dr. Pierce's

Favorite Prescription
Fluid

or

tablet

form.

picture house.

.

the nervous woman.
To build up
a woman's nervous system and as a tonic to
renew her Womanly Strength, nothing is so
effective as Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription,

Write

A

compatriot noticing her.
Angeles.
spoke to her in her native tongue.
There were kindly countrywomen.
Lupe was destined to survive.
Alter an interval of poverty, brief
but acute, she secured work in a
Fanchon and Marco prologue at a
comedies.

It

Thence to Hal Roach
was there that she was

departs

Grace

Answer the lymtono blank which

something would happen.

How Got

Rid of
Superfluous Hair
I

discouraged
I know how— for I had become utterly
with a heavy growth of hair on rny face, lips, arms,
liquids, elecetc. Tried depilatories, waxes, pastes,

tricity—even a razor. All failed. Then I discovered
a simple, painless, harmless, inexpensive method.
others. My
It succeeded with me and thousands of
SuperFREE Book. "Getting Rid of Every Ugly.
tells actual
and
theories
fluous Hair." explains
Mailed in plain sealed envelope. , Also
success.
trial offer.

No

Lanzette. 109

obligation.

W. Austin

Address Mile. Annette

Ave.. Dept. 612. Chicago.

discovered by Douglas Fairbanks and

With
Lupe was

engaged for "The Gaucho."
the release of this picture,
established.

Success has not particularly turned
Lupe's head. What she has attained
matters less to her than what she is.
And with that she is satisfied. Xot
conceited, she is, nevertheless, a complete egoist.
In a mental type, her
supreme self-confidence would he offensive.
In Lupe it is the complacence of a puppy and almost as in-

gratiating as

it is

irritating.

easy to hurt Liipe. It is imSli
possible to disconcert her.
wounded to tears when people d
wounded and puzzled. It
like her
is hard to dislike her, when it is obvious that unanimous approval means
If you have ever
so much to her.
It is

—

slapped,

a

know what
icize

spaniel,

frolicsome
it is

like to

rebuke or

you
crit-

Lupe.

Her

introduction

to

Hollywood,

s

•

,

II

aiu-r lur triumph in "The Gaucho,"
implished at dizzy speed. She
cute, mi

knew

Ami

it.

w

d that

<

ignized it.
odigS
of her fire and vivacity, loving
the pleasure and amusement it

"My
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Go"

Fat Shall

— Then Do This
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'

sincen
to be "gi\ ing happiness."
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in the world to
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hastily.
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Whatever happens
iccepts

me

-kly

to her,

good

<>r ill,

what the
and

1

within

lis

She lives
She adores living. She
reach.

young.

dangi

and

is

a

prospect to her.
She
provision for it. She is living now, and declines to look ahead
at the next day or hour.
Generous and eagerly sympathetic,
she loves to shower friends and relatives with a share of her good fortune.
Vet an anomaly in her unthinking generosity and lavish)
she is. at the same time, an excellent
business woman. She has no caution
with money after she has got it, hut
in the getting of it
drawing up of
distasteful

sj

modi

Ills

item
'

-i

in

lacks.
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of fat.
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multitudes
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also to tin- warnings against starvation .mil over-exercise. Fight fat as modern
doctors fight it
with a gland food. A world-

I

in a helpful,

for
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—

famous laboratory now supplies you what
they use,

in
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^

Age, even middle age,

It is

that permits too mui

Listen to the

fervidly.

being

<>f

<

and without strug-

mysteriou
ous will.
Just in case, however, disagreeable
events arc imminent, Lupe snatches
dily at happiness while it is ye1

gle a^

llli

fat.

uch audacity, she turns

and

not

big factor in nutrition.

God

•

with

e
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I
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this

fairly

pleasant road.
and troubles,

i

harmful dr

In

suits inevitably in th<
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prescription

tal

have been used

t-.

— millions of hosts of them.

it

J1.00. \ hook
acts and wl,

ill

th

nula

lete.

I
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tlu- test of rime, while false treatment
the hundreds have failed and disappeared.
Users have told others, and the use has
spread. Now in every circle one c<

MARMOLA
PRESCRIPTION TABLETS

The Right

Way

to

Reduce
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/acts, salary stipulations

— she

is

nancial

and such
This fi-

shrewd and alert.
is the one inconsistency

tlair

in her otherwise heedless nature.
She loves to he babied and made

much

of. and seldom walks beside
any one without entwining arms or
at least swinging hands.
She has a
fiery temper which flares violently
and subsides quickly. She will forany one anything.
Between
r in any leisure moment,
-ually to he found curled up in a
corner, sound asleep.
She likes only
such books as have abundant pictures
in them.
Overcredul
believes
anything she is told. She has an idea
is
getting fat. hut cannot curb
her healthy appetite.
A customary
breakfast includes many mushrooms
and as many muffins, which she thinks
are called "mufflers." She
I

weather and responds, purring, to hot
sunshine. She won't take cold showami will only swim in heated

She is a free creature of the
and the sun, living ardently, believing confidently in herself and devoutly it: God.

pools.
earth,
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We do not
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arrange

free
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We revise, compose,

music and secure

Copyrights.
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Broadway,

New

York, N. Y.

from page

—

do they share ambition.
anding between them would

quality

GONE
9'

Knoxtfs Best

itinued

he practically impossible.
Joan had the advantage of prior
experience. But soon they were running parallel courses, neck and neck,
a situation hound to breed a certain
rivalry.

111

flushed and a couple of thunderstorms brooding around in her eyes,
she announced that she was "going

there to light."

in

The

set

is

the only

arena site knows, binding on a note
approaching hysteria, she threatened,
"As man_\ scenes as I can take are
mine!
Place your bets! thanks for

"'
)ur Blushing Brides" crystallized
the competition.
It was understood
that the one making the better show-

all

ing was to be slated lor special consideration, though technically it was
Anita was included
Joan's picture.
in very few stills
several of her best
scenes were cut. The crowning blow
came when her make-up was altered
unattractively.
Her more becoming long hob was clipped, and the
line of her eyebrows was redrawn.
More tears than the blonde ever
had shed accompanied that produc-

practically gave the picture to 'Xita.

;

—

tion.

In such cases, one merely re-

to
a vague generality and
blames the studio, though there's no
law prohibiting private opinion. The

sorts

peaceful Page will stand for a lot
because at first it doesn't dawn on
her that she is being discriminated
against.
Then it is not her nature
to
become disagreeable over her
"rights."

We
remain

the confidence."

Though Joan's performance was
splendid,
reviewers
a number of
She could have remarked something
about the just being rewarded, but
she didn't.

Her talent is most evident in the
interpretation of worldly characters.
Many people think the screen is
merely a mirror of her actual self.
Try

Stanford boys that she
and get hooted
off the campus.
Anita's fan mail maintains an average of four thousand letters a month.
Her salary is over the five-hundred
mark. She is established.
They are chary of approval at
home. Praise is given only when deserved by the frankest family I ever
have known.
to tell the

home

stays

Dumb,

flaccid.

One

her

dav,

face

—

Pomares

the
they

because

wondered how long she would

nights

haven't

community,
gone Holly-

wood ?
Well,

it's

in the point of view.

all

?
"3him«

nil

Are ,oa IWfWKI. embarrassed

joul"

Take

in

company of the other box? Stop being* shy nt strangers.
Con-iuer the terrible /ear of your superior*. Be cheerful
and confident of your future! Your faults easily over.
come ho you can enjoy life to the fullest. Send 25c for this amazing

a

Look

at Batn?
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again.
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it

the way
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to
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prevent

home.

today enclosing 3 red stamps.
P. 1. Mahler, 92-A, Mahler

We

hair

from

Booklet

free.

growing
Write

teach beauty culture.
Park, Providence, R. I.

Beautiful Complexion
IN
I
I

15 DAYS

Clear your complexion of pimples, blackheads,
whiteheads, red spots, enlarged pores, oily skin
arid other blemishes. 1 can Kive you a comflexion soft, rosy, clear, velvety beyond yonr
fondest dream. And I do it in a few daue. My
method is different. No cosmetics, lotions,
salves, soaps, clay, ointments, plasters band*
ks, vapor sprays, massatre. rollers op
oilier implements. No diet, no lastintr. Nothing

Cannot injoro the most delicate skin.
Send JOT my Free Booklet. You are not obllcrated.
S^nd no mrme'i. Just eet the farts.
Michigan Blvd., Dept. 4312, Chicago
to take.

Dorothy Ray, 646 N.

el

of 12S movie actors containing such stars

N
rest.

2c

Arion. N..^«'l and all tlio
only 50c coin, money order or

had never seen anything quite like
Jean Harlow before, and he was unquestionably right.
Jean Harlows
don't happen often, or what a world
this would be
Jean is not a calm
spirit.
She is not easy to handle, I
!

imagine.
She has a knowing face
that breathes defiance without exactly
frightening you away. She will never
men to do her bidding.

lack

"While she is in Xew York she has
the use of a silver-and-black car. She
said that she preferred a Ford that
was also at her disposal, but this I
In fact.
doubt politely but firmly.
honesty impels me to add that there
were several minor points about
But on the
which I was dubious.
other hand no woman could he so

ier,

The

en

stamps,

!

sen

l

KING STUDIOS. Box

3A.

Hollis.

N.

Y.

cold fact.

Just a Shake cr Two
Completes the Toilet

Cuticura Talcuin
Price 25c. Sample free.
"Cuticura," Dept. OB, Maiden. Mass.

Mr.
contract
to
under
"I'm
Hughes." said Joan, "hut I haven't
any idea what I'm to do for him

Maybe a play here in New
York, to he made into a picture later.
Maybe a picture in Hollywood."
next.

Refreshing and Cooling
Address:

and reckless, and abandoned
without being slightly indifferent to

gay,

y
/fa

And

one gathered that to stave

off

gnomes of restlessness and ennui
Jean was making the nightly rounds
the

of the town, dining at the Casino perforce, dropping in to the Club Abbey,
and possibly winding up at the Nest
or Connie's, or one of the less reputable Harlem spots aglow after midnight. One imagined that Jean would
cut a picturesque figure amid such
surroundings, indeed, a sensational
figure.

The door opened, and a smartly
groomed woman of forty or less en1

the room.

"How's my baby?" she

asked.

now." said Jean.
"Have you the drawing-room for the
"I feel

all

right,

Louisville expresY-''

"Yes, baby." said mamma.
"We're going to Louisville over
the week-end," explained Jean. ''And

now I must
As I left

pack."
I

heard

mamma

saying

"Hurry, baby, or you'll be late."
That baby will never be late.
Thev'll wait for her

!

Llfl

The Kids Get
iristmas Eve Marion
his tuition at :i militar)

Major

e

school

Log

in

studying

to

Angeles, where
be an engineer.

works after school and

in

the

he's

He
sum-

mer with

a Break

Mosl
of

verj

i

who

boj

tin-

has heard th
hitch-hiked from the

"in-

amused by the boy's
persistence, and impressed by his sin11 rit v, helped him along.
The lad is

Margaret Livingston, who sails
and nonchalantly through
blithely
life, has dug deep into her beaded
bag for the support of not one but
five likelj young folks.
She has been
doing this for years.
me of the

player

is

not

seems

that

tin-

<

recently

high

in

has

married.

school.

are
her
children.
Both
ernight.
as

1.

me

Another
of

is

family

the

own bakery

his

They

"We

(

business now.
mother's brother's
parents died almost

mother and
they were our own." said

Margaret.

"They ask

for anything

grown up and married.
The story of Lupe Velez's

pearance recently at the Hollywood
-Music Box.
I
think he has great
films."

Loyalty and friendship are prized
dearly

in

the

George I'awcett fam-

Accordingly, when a University of Virginia classmate wrote Mr.
Fawcetl to say that his children deily.

sired

tii leave a little
Mexican town,
where their father was engaged in
mining work, to come to Hollywood
and go into pictures. George replied.
"Certainly, send them right along."
Two girls and a boy, Mina.
Marion, and William Cockrell, arrived.
The hoy enrolled in Hollywood high school, the girls went to
work in pictures. Their home was

with the Fawcetl
Well, that was a couple of years
ago.
William is now working in an
aviation held in Burbank, and doing
we!!.
Mina married a Spanish lad
and went hack to Mexico, and Mar-

ion

is still acting.
Estelle Taylor has a niece. Frances
Carter, aged fifteen, who looks to
Auntie Estelle for her schooling.

Frank Rorzage brought over

Tommy

Clifford,

big Irish
put him

Tommy

brogue,
in

has a

well

LMiiiar

known.

Mexican tempest

It

be-

interested in this individual on
her trip to Florida for "Hell Harbor."
thought he was such a
swell player that she helped him to

Come to Hollywood and has paid
for some additional music lessons.
And. of course, Buddy Rogers is
looking after his brother, Bruce, and
C

lata

Bow

for her
tricuds.

always doing something

is

little

with the
from Ireland and
the

pictures.

lad

He

srreat future.

thinks

relatives,

or

her relatives'
She is almost proteged to
death a large part of the time.
Charles Chaplin discovered Jackie
Coogan and he used to tell how much

ents.

I

in

so

came

knows
can't keep track of
they are growing up.
"I'm particularly proud of Emerson, who is just twelve.
I
believe he
is my real protege\ for I see in him
talent that should he developed.
He
dances very well and made an ap-

way

ibilities

-J

.

Jackie's

Iness

EYES!

'.

want and they get it. or' don't
gel it. as in any family.
Their beaux
run in and out of the house, and
the
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no need now to
have dull eyes
It's foolish io let dull,
in ir \our appearance

bloodshot

<
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when an appuV
harmloN 1/unnc

cation or two of

ill
make ili' in bright and l< <>
— -l.i«hii
apain. It dissolve! tlie
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look ilull. and quickly clean up
:mv bloodshot on 'I it ion resulting
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THESE

Middle
home,
5
perched himsell
front stoop
and announced, "Tell Mr. tody I'm

the M.-( r.-M. technical crew.
"Yes, Miss Davies has been grand
to me," he told me.
"Please don't
saj much about it, though, because
she doesn't like it to be known."

girls

NAME

childish mind meant
pantomimic pictures.
Clarence Brown, the director, u
'end thousands of dollars every
year on Christmas cards and presto

him

fresh,

in

<

« 1

Xow

this

money goes

to

the

Angeles Orthopedic Hospital for
crippled children.
Apparatus for the

serum in cases of spinal
meningitis was purchased with last
injection of

year's fund.
One of Hollywood's greatest altruists is Paul Bern.
His proteges, who
shall be nameless, for the most part,
arc also numberless.
His salary,

reputed to reach an annual six figures, until last year was completely
exhausted by his good works.
Throughout the length and breadth
of Hollywood, one is accustomed to
hear. "Rut how does she get along?
Why. she hasn't worked for months
and months.
She never saved a
penny."
Or, "Gee. nobody'd give
him a tumble. He hadn't worked in
a year, until he got that part at
and-so's studio.
Xow he's working
steadily again."
Perhaps the reason is Paul Rem.
He helped Rarbara La Marr in her
last days.
He is the patron of young
ambition and talent. Mary Doran is
a Rem discovery.
He has been helpful to many picture personal
:

there's

Rupert Hughes.

He

has encouraged virtually every youncr
writer in Hollywood with advice, if
not financial aid.
Flis literary discoveries run into the dozens.
Well, all through history there have
been pr
The movie colonv
has its full quota.

1

1

I

<

<

and department

his
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Somebody's

Sister

Continued from page 74
witty.
She is typical of thousands of
pretty girls between Staten Island
and the Golden Gate.
The swains

UGLY MAS
pores

,

redness.

dance attendance because of her infinite goodness, rather than the party-

H-rln-
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to have
milk-white skin

easy
th
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it

Just
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girl allure.
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of
my wonder-worklnf liouiil.
blemished
Skin,"
your
gently
removes
outer skin and reveals the fresh, new skin beneathl

simple

application
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Beautiful Skin for

You
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nod othor blemishes.
Complot© privnt© Ins traction* for removing
vinj
nit-Ci blemishes with Mystic Skin" included.
:,„Send only SI. 00 for lance bottle of "Mystic Skin
V ullod in plain wrapper. Take a'lvMnt^ije of this
this
Introductory Uaxft-aio Price. Write AT ONCE.

freckles, blackheads
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Marie Miller, COLEE LABORATORIES
Dept. T-2
799 Broadway, New York City
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Better Looking Nose

Your Personal Appearance
book tells you how I guarantee
improve the shape of your nose by
remolding the cartilage and fleshy
Improve

My free

to

parts, quickly, safely, and painlessly,
or refund your money. The very fine,
precise adjustments which only my

new patented Model 25 Nose Shaper
possesses, make results satisfactory
lasting. Worn night or day. Over
Send for free book to

and

100,000 users.

M.

TRILETY,

Specialist,

Pioneer Noseshapiog

Dept 2 16 Binghamton.N.Y.
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Make Shapely Limbs Defy Detection
They restore to normal appearance
Bowed, Thin and Abnormal Legs. Approved by American Medical Association.

BUBBER BUST FOUMS for breast amputations and undeveloped busts.
ABDOMINAL SUPPORTERS
ELASTIC STOCKINGS
REDUCING RUBBER GARMENTS
EYELASHES

SHERMAN
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A.

CAMP
New York

Avenue

Fifth

DEAFNESS

IS

If some one wrote a sequel to
"Bad Girl" and called it "Good Girl,"
Mary Brian would inevitably draw
the title role.
She is the perpetual

heroine, with honor to be defended,
and a sweet smile for every one.
Slow to anger, quick to forgive, Manis
one of those ideal girls Buddy
Rogers and Rudy Vallee write newspaper articles about.
"I miss the picture people I know
on the Coast," said Mary.
"You
know there are always a dozen or
more players at a restaurant, or a
movie, or anywhere you go. I mean
you see folks you know at every turn.

—

miss them. New York is so big."
That covered Xew York very well.
So we turned to other things.
As a matter of fact, what we
turned to is of little importance. Besides, I have forgotten.
Conversation with Mary Brian is not exactly
I

memorable.
There is nothing that

irks her

MISERY

more

than being referred to as a model

young woman.

But what better de-

who

travels with her
mother,
retires
midnight,
before
shuns public places, excepting church,
eschews the weed as well as the insidious cocktail, and permits herself
the haven of manly arms only at
private dances heavily chaperoned?
What would you call such a girl?
Mary is not only the antithesis of
the flapper she is one of the serenest
starlets that ever came out of Hollywood.
No company ever has
trouble with Brian.
Xo temperamental outbursts ever come from her
Nothing ruffles
tidy dressing room.
her nothing upsets her.
She was probably a model child,
For altoo.
In fact, she still is.
though she must be at the threshold
of the twenties, she has the bright
aura of adolescence still clinging to
her.
Her face is bright, her eyes
clear, her brow as free from wrinkles
as a baby's.
And if she doesn't like this honest
report celebrating her outstanding
virtue, her obvious goodness, her unimpeachable purity, she has only herself to blame!

a girl

scribes

;

;

Many

people with defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,
go to Theatre and Church because they
use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
in the Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.

They
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70 Sth Ave., New

667,

YOUR

Collect original photos of all prominent film
stars In thelrlatest andbest poses; size 8x10,
glossy prints, ready for framing; 25c each,
You will be delighted with
or 5 for Jl.
Scenes from photoplays 25c each, \1
them.
for $2.50; all recent productions; 10 to 5u
VALdifferent scenes from each photoplay.

—

ENTINO 50 individual poses and many
scenes from all his photoplays 25c each. We have the largest
and most complete selection of movie photos in America.
Send U. S. 2c stamps or money order. Serving movio lane since 1912.
N. V. City
630-9th Ave., Studio 30S.
BRAM STUDIO,

x;itr~
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FREE

Pamphlet

FREE

Marvelous

imported

Parisian

Unwanted
removes
discovery,
No
Hair in a Jiffy, for good!
liquid,
Harmless.
Irritation.
Just apply and wash ofrl
clean.
Satisfaction or money refunded.
Send this ad and your address
FREIC eiplanatlon how
get
to
"OYPSIA" destroys Hair and
Root.

GYPSIA PRODUCTS

CO., (P) 55

W.42

St..N. Y.

You Can't Hide

/ FAT
Fat

HIPS

not healthy

is

and

cannot be

beautiful.
The greatest physical perfection of any people was attained by
the ancient Greeks and was developod
thru the 3rt of massage.
Regular massage intelligently practiced »iil free yon from eveess fat.

quicker and with »ti
health
thin freak Hollywood
dancer
II .'..
you overstout HIPS,

to

your

diets,

BUST.
LEGS. ANKLES or a
DOUBLE CHIN, then send for this
Perfection of Form & How to

THIGHS,

reduce
Attain It." and let
by simple massage in the privacy of
your borne,
Bend your name and address (write
plainly)

and we will mail

it

.«
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on receipt of
AJC
Fairmont Publishing Co.
35 West 32nd St, Suite 1210. New York
to

you
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Write for

are inexpensive.

booklet and sworn statement of
the inventor who was himsel f deaf
A. 0.

Green Lights All tne
becomes most charmingly Dixie. She
"adoahs Gahbo." She has never been
introduced to her, but one day when
she was having her hair curled, Greta
Dorothy
passed by the window.
severelv burned her neck with the
curling iron in an effort to get a good
She'd do it
look at the great one.
again.

Hollywood

thrills

doesn't live there.

her,

but

she

She has a bun-

galow with her mother down at Del
Rev. where there are but a handful
of celebrities.
She feels that an actress must have background, and that
it cannot be picked up at George Olsen's night club, or even at the Embassy, so she spends most of her
leisure

studying

languages,

music,

and the theater.

Her

singing voice is unusually
good, but she does not take it seriShe went into stitches of
ously.
mirth when I said that I had thought
was Marion Harris doubling for
it
her in the singing sequences of

"Devil-May-Care."

Doctor

Mara-

fioti has said that her voice is extraordinary, but then, as she points
out, he's on the M.-G.-M. pay roll.
The theater is her major delight.

Recently she saw Katharine Cornell
for the first time.
She was disappointed in the performance of "our
first actress."
Most of the other
movie ingenues thought it "simply

marvelous" Dorothy dubbed it "effiYou have to
cient, but uninspired."
have a great deal of self-confidence
to arrive at an opinion like that.
She spends a great deal of time
;

Her favorites
reading biographies.
are those of Marcel Proust and HeinShe is. you see, quite
rich Heine.
Perhaps that's why I negmental.
lected to ask her what she thought
of love.
Then, again, that isn't exactly the sort of question one puts to
a Tennessee girl who has an older
brother.

Dorothy wants to be an actress, not
for a year or a decade, but for always. And remembering her as she
vowed that her talent would increase
as her youth and beauty decreased
one strikus such absurd attitudes at
twenty T am moved to predict that

—

long after most of the current cuties
have hooked their millionaires and retired

among

orchids.
a

name

their

first

Dorothy Jordan
in lights.

editions and
will

still

be
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one piece. There
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bothd
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compact,
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ry.

comfort,

It

late

ed,

>erby that a
one night, and

amnesia

a

Escorted to
lion by Nick, in an effort
to help her find her identity, it was
ill the next morning that she was
proved a fraud tryii
crash the
It was
just her luck that
the only director in the Derby at the
time was making a picture devoid of

tld

seen.
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more
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IN 30 DAYS

A-e You Always Excited'
homy? Pessimistic"
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NERVE EXHAUSTION
St-nd
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for
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RICHARD BLACKSTONE. N-322 FLATIR0N

EARS

method, MtV tb.-m

m

lly

well-groomed, with a group

of studio officials.
Nancy Carroll, in
studio make-up. her eye on her watch.
Lupe Yelez. Gary
toper, and Gary's
father, eating the Derby's special taGrant Withers and Loretta
males.
Yout
shy, self-contained bride,

O

von Sternberg, with Harry
Braxton and the scintillating Viola
Brothers
Shore.
Wallace Beerv.
ravenous after a flight up the coast
in his
plane.
Ann Harding and
Harry Bannister with friends from
York. Richard Dix and an unidentified young lady. Richard Aden
and Jobyna Ralston on their way to
tennis.

Introducing, thus, the

Hollvwood

Brown Derby

at table.
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In a secluded corner. Joan Crawand Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., still
intrigued by each other than
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story.
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and cannot be
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Let us prove- our clnlm '.. We'll lend a
Director for trial. I( you don't
suits you owe nothing. You doa penny. Write for trial offer, doctors'

some one to tell
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Her hair in fetching
ray and her manner prettily
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Win

$3,000
OR BUICR SEDAN AND

$1,200

Great advertising campaign now on. Wc arc giving away thousands of dollars in awards and 30 Grand Prizes, totaling $7,250.
including 5 autos, to advertise our business. F. Sieglingcr won
C. L.
S3.000, Edna Ziler won $1,975, S. H. Bennett v
Kittle won $1,050, and scores of others. Now bigger than ever.
Some one wins $3,000 why not you? Eater now and

—

t

FIND 7 FACES
In this picture the silvery moon is shining through the trees and
bushes and it makes some funny shadows. Some look like faces
of people. Can you find at ler.st 7? Some look straight at you,
some are upside down, etc. Look sharp, and mark each one you
find. If you find at least seven, clip the picture and send to me
with your name and address.
C«*«a«9 T***.*^ «««r

•7 ,«oa*
io Frizes

roaay
Sena
you
prompt

'%

.«•

^-

y

$1,200 EXTRA FOR PROMPTNESS if

are
I'll give $1,200 extra if you win first prize. You can
sh.irc in this great advertising cash distribution. First Prize, Buick
if preferred, also $1,200 for Promptness. Duplicate prizes in case of tics. If you take an active part, you are sure to
be rewarded. Try for $3,000 first prize money. No matter where you
live, if you want to win, send answer today for details.
It doesn't cost a cent to win. Promptness pays. Act Now.

Sedan or S1.600 cash

SEND NO

MONEY.
L.

M. Stone.

Irlgr..

844

W. Adams

St..

Dept. 38. Chicago >
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SKIN
In 3 Day
Discovery

you can remove your drawbacks to new girlish
beauty and torgel your annoying blemishes.

FREE OFFER

—Metro-Goldwyn.

"Dough Boys"

How to harmlessly \w\ off your old and
blemished skin at homo and amaze your
Friends with your clear, youth-like beauty, is
all explained for yon in a new and Interesthook
ing
about
blemishes,
"BEAUTIFUL
NEW SKIN l.\ 8 DAYS." Any reader of
this magazine can now get a free copy by
writing a post card or letter to Marvo Lab.,
Dept. C-81, No. 1700 It roadway. New York,
N. Y. It will come to you in plain wrapper, post jpaidj_FHEE.

but not remarkably original,
of the army, with Buster Kcaton as the goofy misfit.
Sail)' Filers
is hostess at a canteen, and there's also
Cliff
land.

want to fill out your figure ?
easily have the rounded, femicurves now so
much in
Where do you want this added development
Let me tell you how to fill out
your neck, chest, arms, legs or
part of the body.
you

ANY

DERMO name
CREAM

FREE

and address and
Just send
I will mail you. in plain wrapper.
tube of my wonderful
Please enclose
r with complete directions.
Address:
l)o write todayDept. 172, SS East 11th St., New York. N. Y.
!
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UNUSUAL

GIFTS
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j

Plati-cro\d finish
n.-ver tarn.
(Bi
Bracelet
four letters and one

AMALINK

—Any

Un-

as desired.
!

Either Bracelet. PostB
A
paidS2.00(C.O.D. plus Postage) Rusii order State init ials - Send checst or Money Order
NAT'L CRAFTS P P.. Dept. 2S0. 20J«est 27th St.. New York
"'%&
will be paid to anyone
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WH0 p R0VES THAT

THIS

not the actual photo of myself showini
superb physique and how the Ros
System has increased my own height
to 6 ft. 3 3-4 inches.

my

•

Hundreds of Testimonials.
Clients np to 45 years old gain from
1 to 6 inches in a f ew weeks!!

No Appliances— No Drugs— No

|

•&

-^

William

comedy. Jack
William Austin,
Richard Gallagher, the
flair

for

Hall,

Kay

Francis,

latter

king of an island.

Carlo"— Paramount.

The

rather

dreary, if
this catches its spirit, although there
countess
arc amusing, ironic touches.
runs away from, a prince, and finds a
count posing as a hairdresser. Jeanette
MacDonald, Jack Buchanan, Claude A1capital

is

AND CALVESf pe*pai*
Waller's Special Ankle Bands—extra
f S'supportand

live flesh-colored Para rubber,
shapo anklo and calf while reducing them.
Can be worn under hose
Perfect fitting.
—or worn at night, reduce and shapo 7i
You can note im- //*
while you sleep.
prorement In shape of anklo at once, yRelieve swelling and varicose veins,
in ordering send ankle and calf
:in.l check or money Older (no
ia.li o pay postman. Wnte lor booklet.

4k

Zasu Pitts.
"Three Faces East" Warner. Constance Bennett does not manage to be
as secretive and mysterious as a World

lister,

—

METT^ ANKLES $>Jjy

389

Kirkwood,

A

I

Dietin?

Fee Ten Dollars Complete
Convincing Testimony and Particulars 5 cents stamps.
"Allow time for return mails across the Atlantic"
G. MALCOLM ROSS, Height Snecia ist
^.
Scarborough. England. (P. P. 8ox 15)

Dr.

Donald shows
Oakie, James

gambling

ROSS SYSTEM NEVER FAILS.

Pr.

James

"Let's Go Native" Paramount. High
excellence seesaws with low dullness,
but entertaining on the whole. Throwback to musical-comedy days.
Comedy brilliant in spots.
Jeanette Mac-

"Monte

is

|

merville,

—

Bracelet— Two initials as
and frame for

desired
photo.

usual — Attractive

Big

(stage) Boyd.

PHOTOGRAM

emblem

of

tale

Kay Johnson, Harry Green, Slim Sum-

to own one
arouse
attract attention
adm ration
!

— Paramount.

those

villainous Easterners doing wrong by the valiant sourdoughs of Alaska, with no new insight
on life in those days.
Gary Cooper,

>

firet

The"

"Spoilers,

woodsy

DEBMO

Be the

George

outlaws.

O'Brien, Lucille
Browne, who suffers by being cast with
Myrna Loy.
Considerably above the
average.

of

'i

HOLLYWOOD SWEETHEART BRACELETS

Edwards out yonder in no man's
For ballast you have Edward

Brophy.
"Last of the Duanes, The"— Fox.
Fast-moving Western in which hero
avenges death of his father and wins
pardon and the gal by capturing band

nine

MARY TITUS

Di-

verting,

You can

cm:

Rich

comedy

FORM DEVELOPED

large

Swan

settings.
Paris fur

—

Peels off your pimples, blackheads,
freckles and other blemishes, leaving ;i clear, new, smooth and youthlike skin in :: days!
Coarseness,
pores and sitrus of aging <li^This photo of old outer skin proves
appear.

a

Gloria

of

swanky

widow goes to
good
time and has it.
Owen Moore, MarHerbert Brazzctti,
garet
Livingston,
Gregory Gaye.
"Animal Crackers" Paramount. Buffoonery designed to exploit, the gay talents of the Marx brothers is one long
laugh, unless you lead the home-town
Most
p of serious little thinkers.
of stage cast retained, plus, for some
obscure reason, Lillian Roth.

Like a Baby's!

Do

talents

:ick farce in

Clear, Smooth,

New

new

plays

.

War

spy should. Story a bit old-fashErich
but better than many.
von Strohcim's presence more effective
Other players fair.
than his voice.
"Old English"— Warner. George Arliss in character study of old man who
holds onto what he has got through
Incraftiness, and his rebellious end.
ioned,

G. A. WALTER
Fifth Ave., New York City

JEANNE

BUNIONS
Away
Dissolved

telligent

cast

includes

Murray

Kinnell,

Doris Lloyd, Betty Lawford, Henrietta

Goodwin, and others from stage.
Woman" Paramount.
"Anybody's
Ruth Chattcrton again leads the Stage

—

caravan as chorus girl who marries a
lawyer while he is drunk, and their adIntensely
justment and eventual love.
interesting with the compelling star and
Clive Brook, Paul Lukas, Juliette Compton.

Pain stops almost Instantly!

Test

FREE

THEN PERMANENT BELIEF.
gradually
\ng

dissolves painful, twly bunions.

messy

wear smaller

Falryfoot

Quickly enables you to
salves.

No cumbersome

entirely different!
appliatfsed successfully on 500.000 fet t. Write today
treatment absolutely free! (Nothing to pay. no C.O.D.)
'

FAIRYFOOT PRODUCTS

1223

S.

Wabash

Ave.

Dept.

870

CO.

Chicago, Illinois

"Common Clay"— Fox. Relic of the
Stage, with claptrap drama that relieves
the tear ducts and gives a woman wonderful chance to be sorry for women,
Girl
particularly her own forlorn self.
tries to go straight, but alas, those men.

men. Constance Bennett, Lewis
Ayres, Beryl Mercer.
Joe
"Rain or Shine" Columbia.
Cook's humor is refreshing, and you'll
be glad he came to the screen, even in

—

Young man of society
trying to run sawdust ring.
Joan Peers, William Collier, Jr., Louise

a circus story.

loves

girl

Fazenda.

—

"Hell's Angels"
United Artists. Million-dollar airplane maneuvers and photography and a thirty-cent story make

unbalanced

film'.

James Hall and Ben

miscast. Jean Harlow the heroine
who causes brothers to do strange things
behind the trenches.
Planes and Zeppelins are the stars.

Lyon

—

"Moby Dick" Warner. John Barrymore's revival of his old film, is exciting, but without the subtle terror of the
silent version.

The well-known

epic of

the treacherous brother, the girl, and
the sea beast. Joan Bennett stays pl<
Lloyd
iiiL'ly girlish as others grow old.

Hughes satisfactory.
"Good Intentions"

— Fox.

Brightly
with Edmund
Lowe's best performance, Marguerite
Churchill excellent, and return of Earle
Foxe. A silk-hatted crook and a trusting girl.
Regis Toomey, Eddie Grib-

melodrama,

crook

told

Owen

Robert McWade.
Cyril Maude,
the English actor, gives mellow stagelike performance, with appeal for older
fans.
Not one "Oh, yeah?" Mild story
about a nephew, a crook, and a diamond.
Frances Dade and Phillips Holmes.
"Our Blushing Brides"— Metro-Goldwyn. Be nice, sweet maid, and you'll
get a millionaire for your man, with
doggy cars and all. This is the message
of too man)' films to the world, and its
new version is thinly redressed. Joan
Crawford's best performance recently.
Dorothy Sebastian, Anita Page, Robert

bon,

Davis,

"Grumpy"

Jr.,

— Paramount.

Montgomery, Raymond Hackett.
"Let Us Be Gay"— Metro-Goldwyn.
Dowdy wife lets husband drift, turns
tables by becoming social bird of para-

man

to dust, and takes
cigarette dream of
Norma Shearer a hit.
losing wives.
Marie Dressier, Gilbert Emery, Hedda
dise,

reduces her

him back

— favorite

Hopper, Raymond Hackett.

—

Faithful
"Journey's End" Tiffany.
reproduction of outstanding stage war
play.

Devoid of love interest and dra-

matic formula of screen, but strangely
Cast inrevealing life in a dugout.
cludes Anthony Bushell, Charles Gerrard, Billy Bevan. Colin Clive, Ian Maclaren,

David Manners.

IF

YOU MUST.

—

Surrenders,
A"
Universal.
Much talk in that hybrid accent, "stage
Story of wife who goes to
English."
to get divorce, but changes her
is
mind. Hubby thought he could depend
upon her going through with it, and
Rose Hobart, Genevieve Tomarries.
bin, Conrad Nagel, Basil Rathbonc.

"Lady

—

Metro-Goldin the Rough"
Perhaps better than no love at
Robert
all, but that's an open question.
Montgomery and Dorothy Jordan nice
couple, but there's no hand holding on a
Benny Rubin is
course when
golf
Shipping clerks given holiday
around.
by boss. Dorothy McNulty, J. C. Nu-

"Love

wyn.

gent.
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and
minor

in

dul
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ince-

roles.

1<

1

illywood

ia

h them,
evalierand Renee Adoree teamed
thcr would be a riot in France.
Menjou has worked over there, and
i>
liked.
Arlette Marchal's beauty
and pure limpid French arc probably
lost to us forever.
Eva von Berne
is another who might have been retained to advantage.
Victor Varconi, gone for a while, has come hack
to play in English with an accent.
A dozen names come to mind as one
reviews a list of deported foreigners
who are competing with their former
employers.
The Orient is about the only foreign market that isn't causing concern
to talkie producers.
The la:
of China buy mostly American films,
because of their English-speaking
Australia also is a good
colonies.
market. In Japan it has always been
customary for a native reader to
stand beside the screen and dramatize
the action in a form comprehensible
to the audience.

which this
sound track

will

involve,

of noise
unless the

is silenced in some way
talking pictures over there, is
Rut the Japappalling to think of.
anese like plenty of noise in the

for

and

theater,

it

may add

to their pleas-

ure to listen to the reader competing
should
with the vocal screen.
like to hear the reader interpreting
one of Al Jolson's mammy songs!
Nothing is too fantastic to he possible in the next few years, especially
in the chaotic picture industry.
But
our sound Stages hecome
Unless
multilingual at a rate more rapid
than at present, American producers
are destined to he out some four mildollars which will
lion dollars yearly

We

—

pod
Only one

clink in the
petitors.

clearly

QUALIFY FOR THE OPPORTUNITY
TO WIN $650.00

The amount

foreign
fact

com-

stands out

above the mist of the dchacle.

Silence may he golden, hut it is now
started someindubitably passe.

We

thing.

But can we keep our bulldog

grip?

Quien sabe?

about to
hunt
The hounds
THE
have been Unleashed and arc impatient
pick
start.

is

up the

—

dogs exactly alike
pose, markings on

How

tails.

How

your eye? Can you
don? It will cost you nothing to
will be awarded
Prizes
which
try for the Or ::id
according to the contestants' standings when the
final decision is made.
If you can find the twin dogs send the numbers
together with your name and address. Six thousand dollars to be paid in 10 equal first prizes.
quick

is

lire*

TM« thrilling Oriental
fairly ra.liat«* "IT."

of love.

fragrance

thin

WRITE
TODAY

EMILY HANNA.

worked

— When

about Fredric March,

I

his

any

march

way

one

up.

asks

right in to

say he's a charming fellah
He was born
in Racine. Wisconsin, August 31, 1898.
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money maker.
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plan's a
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MailConpoD— Teat this Plan
Complete line cf gorgeous
sample fabrics given free. De
luxe present at ion that hands
you cash with every showing. Act at Once—Capitalize
this amazing free offer plan.
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wearFreewithevery3 Free

MILLS. INC.
New York
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with
49c plus
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are dozens of other well c'
be given to the winners in
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will be awarded in case of ties.

to tell your friends about
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movies

— making

V'.u prefer.

unique "advert;
Duplicate prizes
Solutions will not be accepted from persons living;
in Chicago, Illinois, or outside of the U. S. A.
Mail your answer today.
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\.W Ht^irc enlarged now
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MYSTIC LURE
Trr

Wonderful life-like enlargements, bust, full length or pert

lie

:

of $6

Vt£(* GivingAway
Shirts, 'Jies, Underwear/f

the alluring. Intoxicating
scent of Mystic Lure.
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extra prices of $50.00 each

one by being p r ompt

Make His Heart LeoplFBIG

with

Continued from page 102

During 1930 he appeared
in "Melody Man." "Lummox." "Royal Romance." "Fox Follies," "She's My Weakness," "Rain or Shine." and "Little Caesar."
Sorry. I don't know Gary Cooper's
David Rollins
address honest I don't!
was born in Kansas City, Missouri.

Each one $600.00 or a brand new Chevrolet,
r
sedan, the model pictured shoif, with

many

well developed are your powers of

observation?
find the twin

rrary U. 1°02.

r

to
in the pack are two
identical to the eye in size,
the legs, bodies, heads and

Somewhere

scent.

ILLINOIS

City

State

<3

—

!
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German

of

is

descent, his real

name

be-

Murder
"Jealousy,"
Mystery,"
"Footlights and Fools,"
Bound,
"Marriage Playground," "Sarah and Son,"
"Laughter," and
Brul
"Lad
"The Royal Family." Norma Shearer was
horn in Montreal, August 10,
Studio
"Paris

I

G.—Thanks

for all your

good wi

Barbara Stanwyck was
the .same to you.
born in Brooklyn, July 16, 1907. She has
brown hair and eyes and is about live feet

Sweetheart.

>'s

— And

all

this

time

know

TotO had a sweetheart!
Blaine Hammerstein married J. Walter
Kays four years ago and hasn't appeared
on the screen since.
Perhaps she just
got tired of working.
She played in too
many films to list them all; a few of her
last ones were "Greater Than Marriage"
and "Parisian Nights," with Lou Tellegen;
"Paint and Powder," with Theodor von
Kit/.
"The Unwritten Law," with Forrest
Stanley.
Kathryn McGuire is the only
actress I know of with a birthday on December 6th. I can't find a record of any
film with Billie Dove and Jack Mulhall.
didn't

:

Ted P. Domurat.
Francis

Kay
woman in

whether

to

best-dressed

the

is

—

— As

America to- think that I should be called
upon as an arbiter of fashion
She is very
chic.
Kay was born in Oklahoma City,
January 13th but she doesn't say which
!

—

one
As far as I know that is her real
name, except that she was known as Katherinc on the stage.
She is not married.
No, Kay is not a star.
Her 1930 films
were "Behind the Make-up." "Street of
Chance," "Notorious Affair," "For the Defense," "Let's Go Native," "Raffles," and
"Virtuous Sin." Pd suggest that you write
and ask for her cooperation before start!

in

:;

1

G.

W.

F.

—You're

just one of those sta-

Leila Hyams
hounds, aren't you?
twenty-five, weighs 120, and is five feet
She was born
four and a half inches tall.
in New York City, as was Billie Dove,

tistics
i;

who

twenty-seven, weighs 115, and is
Janet Gaynor was born in
five feet five.
Philadelphia twenty-four years ago. She's
Charlie Farfive feet and weighs just 100.
rell, of Walpole, Massachusetts, was born
twenty-eight years ago. He's six feet two
and weighs 175.
John Boles is an inch
He
shorter and weighs five pounds more.
was born in Greenville, Texas, thirty-one
years ago.
is

—

Jackson- Dale. There's no fake about
his music
he had an orchestra

Buddy and
were

You
Kansas University.
wrong expecting him to marry

own

his

all

—

in

who

Mrs. Jack Kirkland
Buddy goes around a
and lias a daughter
See William
with June Collyer.
little
Dave Rollins worked for
Collier Fax.
months in "The Big Trail," and is also
cast for "The Sea Beneath" to follow.

Nancy

Carroll,

is

!

lots of David Rollins clubs
write to Bella Jaffe, 110 Bushkill Street.
No', that doesn't
Easton, Pennsylvania.
mean you correspond with Dave himself,
I imagine
only with other fans of his.
Dave flies, but I don't know.

There are

—My

teeth
Four Basil Ratiiboxe Faxs.
chatter just thinking of a fan these days.
Basil

was burn

in

Johannesburg,

South

He went to
Africa, of English parents.
school in England and, at the age of
eleven was playing in Shakespearean productions.
He came to America in 1912
and played on the stage in "The Czarina,"
"The Swan," and other plays. In 1925 he

M.

R. F.

— Ramon

Novarro was born

Durango, Mexico, February 6,
is the son of a dentist and one

1899.

in

He

only film effort until the advent of talkies,
s
the pictures you mention, he also
played in "A Notorious Affair," and his
new one, "Body and Soul." He is married
to Ouida Bergere.

of a large
three of his sisters are nuns. Ramon was formerly on the stage as a dancer
Rex Ingram
and he also taught music.
discovered him and gave him a role in

Mark O. O. — Who
O? Jack Perrin has

Ramon is a
"The Prisoner of Zenda."
bachelor and plans to go on the concert
and operatic stage some day. "The Pagan"

gave you the double
rather faded out of

prominence; that is why you seldom see
stories about him.
He recently played in
"Overland Pound" and "The Jade Box," a
Universal serial.
He is divorced from
Josephine Hill. Address him at Universal

—

Claudette Colbert Admirer. And who
Claudette came to New York City
in 1913, from her native France, and has
lived here ever since.
She was attending
isn't?

an art school, with no thought of the stage,
when she met a woman playwright and
jokingly asked for a role.
And she got
it
She has dark-brown hair and eyes.
Her next film is tentatively called "Strictly
Norman Foster played in
Business."
"Love at First Sight," and he is appearing opposite Clara Bow in "No Limit."
Paul Emile Fourxier, 538 St. Catherine Road, Outremont, Montre'al, Canada,
v;ou!d like to hear from fans all over the
!

world.
You don't know what you're
ting yourself in for, Paul

let-

—We

don't announce
Blanche Ixscho.
fan clubs, but keep them on record in case
any one asks. Jeannette MacDonald was
born in Philadelphia, June 18, 1907; Doris
Daw son in Goldfield, Nevada, April 16,
1909 Marian Nixon in Superior, Wisconsin, October 20, 1904; Claudia Dell in San
Antonio about twenty-two years ago.
Claudia was a Ziegfeld beauty her first
Audrey
film was "Sweet Kitty Bellairs."
Ferris has just dropped out of the picture and the pictures
-

:

;

;

—

—

B. How's the skating in Switzerland?
hope you have no cheap skates there.
Raquel Torres was born in Hermosillo,
Mexico, November 11, 1908. She is now
playing in "Alohaoe" for Tiffany, and she
frequently plays in Spanish versions. The
Lillian
ages you wish are as follows
Roth, 19 Lupe Velez, Bernice Claire, 21
Damita, 24 Lila Lee, 28 Lois Wilson, 34.
J.

I

ing a club in her honor.

of

Mae Murray on the screen
That was his
"The Masked Bride."

played opposite

City, California.

two.

I

;

Information, Please

ing Bickel.
He is married to Florence
Besides those you mention, his
Eldridge.
Wild Party," "The
films include "The

L.

—

!

family

was

;

released in

Max

M.

II.

America

—You're

does a fellow find out,

May,

in

1929.

right; howhe doesn't ask

quite
if

Dorothy Lee was born in
li oily wood in 1910, and came to public notice with Fred Waring's Pennsylvaniai:
well-known orchestra, with whom she
danced.
She was recently married to
Fidler, a Hollywood press agent.
Her real name is Marjorie Millsap. Write
questions

!

RKO

her at

G we net ii
fully

studio.

Joyce.

—Yours

was a

delight-

which I enjoyed very
Anders Randolph played /)'</

chatty

much.

letter

Yes, he died last
in "Son of the Gods."
July after an operation. I fancy your Canadian censorship is responsible for some
of the cuts you complain about, and perhaps the smaller theaters, giving continuous shows, cut out parts to shorten the
running time of pictures. Victor Yarconi
He was formerly with Deis Hungarian.
Millc and played in "The Volga Boatman."
"King of Kings," "Fighting Love," "The
Angel of Broadway," "Forbidden Woman,"
Since "The
"Chicago," "Tenth Avenue."
Divine Lady," he appeared in "Eternal
Love" and spent a year abroad in foreign
pictures.
Now he's back in Warners'
"Captain Thunder." Betty Bronson was in
the film Peter Pan. Principals supporting
Lillian Gish, in "Romola," were Dorothy
in
Gish, Ronald Colman, William Powell
"La Boheme," John Gilbert and Renee
Adoree. When we refuse to answer questions about stars' religious faiths, it is not
;

they are ashamed of their beliefs,
but merely that there is prejudice among
the public against religions not their own,
Your nearest Novarro club
and so on.
Steins, 101 Richis with Marguerite B.

that

:

New

lawn Avenue, Buffalo,

York.

;

;

;

Lee was recently divorced from James
Kirkwood, Claudia Dell from Phil Offin.
Dorothy Janis was christened Dorothy
Penelope Jones.
Mary Baye. I'm very sorry none of
your letters to "What the Fans Think" was

Lila

—

published
no, the subscription list is not
consulted in choosing letters for publicaGeneral interest is the test. The viltion.
lain in "Grumpy" was played by Paul
Cavanagh, who is from the British stage.
;

Fax.

— Mabel Coleman was just one of the

hundreds of players who started out with
a future, and the future passed her by.
She hasn't been heard of in several years.

—

You must be running a marFlossie.
riage bureau with requests for all those
marriage dates. I' don't know them all
Constance
but here goes for the others.
Bennett married Phil Plant, November 3,

Owen
married
Pickford
and was divorced ten years
Doug was divorced from Beth Sully
later.
Doug has brown
about the same time.
hair and eyes, is five feet ten, and weighs
Grant Withcrs's first wife was Inez,
165.
but I don't know her maiden name. They
were married for two vcars beginning in
Sue Carol became Mrs. Allan
1923.
Kiefer in 1925 and was divorced three
Dick Arlen's first marriage
years later.
and Nancy Carroll's marriage to Jack
Kirkland occurred before their screen
fame, so I have no record of the dates.
1925.

Moore

Mary

in 1910

—

Fax

Forever. As to what Pola
is doing, she has been living in France and
Her
getting a divorce from her prince.
address there is Chateau Rueil Seraincourt, Par Moulan, Seine et Oise. It wasn't
was
it
the producers who scorned Pola
merely that her salary demands, when her
contract came up for renewal, were far
in excess of what her box-office returns
justified.
She made "The Queen's Neck-

Pola's

—

lace"

France and "The Woman
neither shown
in England

in

—

Scorned"
America,

He
in

I believe.

—

Fax from Missouri. Missouri can
bow and take credit for many stars
Patsy Ruth Miller, Laura La Plante from
brothers,
Alice
Beery'
Louis
the
Joyce, Harrison Ford, David Rollins from
Kansas City; Jack Oakie from Sedalia
Pauline Starke from Joplin. Gilda Gray,
no longer on the screen, was born on
October 24th. The "Sinners in Heaven''
were Bcbe Daniels, Richard Dix. Holmes
St.

;

Montagu
Billings,
Florence
Herbert,
Betty Plilhurn, Efiie Shannon, and
Marcia Harris.
,

Ax Arpent
young!

Fax.

Phillips

—Ah-ha,

Holmes

you like 'em
was born in

1908 and is the son of
well-known stage star.
He was attending Princeton when "Varwas filmed there, and Phillips was
Doris Hill and
discovered for pictures.
Marion Byron are not related.

Grand Rapids
Taylor

1
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READ THE BESTSTREET & SMITH'S Magazines
This year

we

celebrate our seventyfifth birthday.

When

a publishing enterprise like this occupies first place
particular line of industry after that period of time, it is

in its

not accidental.

Since 1855, when Francis S. Smith and Francis S. Street
shook hands over their partnership agreement, the firm of

STREET & SMITH
Early

in

has specialized in the publication of

fiction.

our publishing experience we were brought to the
-

he profits most who serves best. Therefore, we
spent millions of dollars in determining the wants of the reading
public and we supplied those wants.
did not try to force our
own ideas of literature on any one.
realization that

We

The

service rendered

a vital one.

zines

Through

by the firm

of

STREET & SMITH

the media of weekly story papers,

is

maga-

and books, we afforded mental relaxation, entertainment and
by anything else.

a love for reading that could not be supplied

Therefore,
the

slogan,

when we

Look
you buy.

You

magazines

"READ THE REST—STREET & SMITH'S

MAGAZINES," we
Our various

print on the covers of our

sincerely believe that the advice

is

sound.

publications arc the best of their respective classes.

name of STREET cc SMITH on the magazines
cannot go wrong by relying upon it.

for the

You

'Will

know them

by

this trademark.

STREET & SMITH PUBLICATIONS, INC.
79 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.

—
122
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READ THE BESTSTREET £? SMITH'S Magazines
AIR TRAILS
A

-

-

Monthly, 20 cents the copy
thrill, the glamour and the high

-

magazine devoted to the

conquest of the

Subscription Price,

$2.00

adventure of man's

air.

BEST DETECTIVE MAGAZINE

Monthly, 20 cents the copy - Subscription Price, $2.00
This magazine contains one hundred and sixty pages of actual reading matter
and detection, that are absolutely the very bext published.

stories of crime, mystery,

COMPLETE STORIES
Every story

Twice a month, 20 cents the copy

-

in every issue is complete.

stories of the

A

full-length novel

•

•

Subscription Price, $4.00
to ten short

and eight

wide open spaces.

DETECTIVE STORY MAGAZINE

-

Weekly, 15 cents the copy
Subscription Price, S6.00
The excitement of the chase, mystery,

Stirring tales of the most baffling crimes.
romance, and adventure crowd its pages.

....

EXCITEMENT
Not a dull

....

Monthly, 20 cents the copy
teems with excitement.

line in this magazine.
It
ture, unequaled for action and speed.

FAR WEST STORIES
The

fiction

in

this

-

-

magazine

-

is

Subscription Price, $2.00
Stories of high adven-

Monthly, 20 cents the copy - - - Subscription Price, $2.00
written by authors who have established enviable

reputations as writers of clean, vivid, Western stories.

HIGH SPOT MAGAZINE

Monthly, 20 cents the copy
Subscription Price, $2.00
Stories that hit only the high spots.
Adventure of the swiftest kind air, sea. West,
mystery, wherever men do and dare.

—

LOVE STORY MAGAZINE

.
.
Weekly, 15 cents the copy Subscription Price, $6.00
Clean sentiment, enthralling mystery, dramatic and thrilling adventure, make it a
magazine which appeals to every one who enjoys a real good love story.

PICTURE PLAY

....

....

Monthly, 25 cents the copy
Subscription Price, $2.50
Splendidly illustrated, stands for the very best in motion pictures.

POPULAR MAGAZINE

Twice a month, 20 cents the copy Subscription Price, $4.00
Clean, wholesome fiction, vigorously written by America's best writers of adventure,
business, and the great outdoors.

REAL LOVE MAGAZINE

- Twice a month, 20 cents the copy
Subscription Price, $4.00
magazine of intense interest to every female reader really a mirror in which
Actual experiences.
people's lives are reflected.

—

A

SPORT STORY MAGAZINE

- Twice a month, 15 cents the copy • Subscription Price, $3.00
It
Published in the interest of all that is keen, exciting, and wholesome in sport.
represents youth and stands for all those things that youth is interested in.

TOP-NOTCH MAGAZINE

Twice a month, 15 cents the copy

In Top-Notch you will find the very thrills of life itself
men as they really are stories with a punch.

—

WESTERN STORY MAGAZDXE

-

—the kind

Weekly, 15 cents the copy

magazine and become acquainted with the West as
mountains, prairies, and herds of cattle.

Read

this

-

it

Subscription Price, $3.00

of stories that depict

really

Subscription Price, $6.00
is,

with

its

WILD WEST WEEKLY

men,

Subscription Price, $6.00
Weekly, 15 cents the copy
Galloping
Contains complete, rapid-action stories of the West in its wildest aspect.
hoofbeats and roar of six-guns fill every page with fire and action.

Extra postage required on Canadian and foreign subscriptions.

STREET & SMITH PUBLICATIONS, INC.
79 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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She Saved His Life And Then
the

And then she found that all sorts of complications followed when
man whose life you have saved turns out to be a most attractive

artist.

many

things, but weak where he loved, Fane Torrence,
had snatched from death in his little studio in Greenwich Village, had more than his share of the artist's pride and temperament.
But Gwytha herself, a wise, modern, up-to-the-minute

Strong

in

whom Gwytha

girl, knew very well what
she wanted, and her method
of getting it, makes a story

which holds you

to the very

Ask your

dealer to-

end.

day for your copy of

His Studio
I
m

Wife
By

VIOLET GORDON
On

the cover of this book

CH.
mark of good
reading. Books bearing this

are the famous letters

That

is

the

brand are published by
Chelsea House, one of the oldest and best-established publishing
concerns in the United States. Chelsea House love stories are the
favorites of young and old alike who know where Romance dwells
and like to follow in her footsteps. If your dealer does not have in
stock a copy of "HIS STUDIO WIFE," write to

CHELSEA HOUSE,

79 Seventh Avenue,

New York
Price,

City

75 Cents
•
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Drops of Orange... like

tlif

juice of the fruit itself.. .
delicious
thirst-quenching. ..in the famous Life
. . .

thev fairly
Saver shape
melt in your mouth.
. . .

Juicv... brimming with re-

freshing flavor. .. Orange
Life Savers have become

popular with millions
overnight.

Buy

the

"Famous Four-

some". Orange, Lemon,
Lime, and Grape LIFE
SAVERS... or, if you prefer
buy Pep-O-Mint,
Wint-O-Green, Cl-O-Ve,
. .

.

wi+h
[Mil'

.

.

Lic-O-Rice, Cinn-O-Mon
and Vi-O-Let.

I

HOL
--/„

instil THE MOVIE

RUNAROUND

LOVE GOES BUY-BUY

Yo
YOU may
It

and Co.

ii

never have thought of yourself in just

may never have occurred

of the needs of

command

to

you that

your every-day

life

this

in filling;

you have

way.

many

at

your

organized guidance and help of the most

practical kind.

But

this is the fortunate situation in

yourself whenever there

buy,

from

to the

is

which you find

something you are about to

a package of salt to a sedan.

When you

advertisements in this magazine you

and expert buying counsel that

will

call

turn

on safe

enable you to get

the last cent's worth for every dollar you spend.

Advertisements are your purchasing advisers, your

economic scouts

any

in

field of

merchandise. Each one

presents important and carefully selected facts that you
are not in a position to discover without their aid.

can "bank on" the advice that each one gives.

Its

You
value

has already been proved to people, over and over again.

Make

a practice of reading the advertisements.

save you time and energy and worry.

They

They make

it

easy for you to be an expert purchasing agent for your

family corporation.

Call

on the proved counsel of the advertisements
.

.

.

read them regularly!

JANET GAYNOR and
CHARLES FARRELL
in

THE

RAOUL WALSH'S

MAN WHO CAME BACK

Together again! Janet and Charlie, the boy and the

girl

Wonderful as they were

in

Seventh Heaven and Sunny

the whole world loves. They're together— in a play that

Side Up, they're more marvelous than ever

spans the whole octave of love—

MAN WHO CAME

of

in

the richest roles

romance and redemption they have ever played.
Settings

by

by Jules Eckert

B

AC K, from

THE

the stage success

Goodman and John

JOSEPH URBAN

in

Fleming Wilson.
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!
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.

.
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a Note to Get Next Month's PICTURE PLAY Early, For Then You Will Be
the First to

Among

Read About

Slaves of Hollywood
By Edwin

Schallert

Who

Are They? What Holds Them in Bondage that Galls?
They Are Persons You Know. Learn Their Strange Stories.

Now

That the Talkie Storm

Is

Over

The Crowded Hour
By Samuel Richard
Will Tell

You

of

You

Those

Big Shots of

Just

What Stage

Who

Are

Broadway

Still

Players

Have Made Good on

Struggling for a Foothold.

Failed To

logue of the Stage Invasion.

There Are More Pictures

Mook
the Screen.

And You

It

Will

Will Learn

Remind

Why Some

The Only Complete Cata-

Get Over With the Fans.

Don't Miss April PICTURE Play.

in

PICTURE PLAY Than

in

Any Other Magazine.

TWO
JOE

E.

STARS IN ONE!

BI<i

BROWN
All

the laughs that Joe

E.

and

WINNIE

Brown gave you

in

LI6HTNER

Hold Everything and

all

the fun you

The Life of the Party are now doubled in
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Is Kay Hard and Glittering?
was with mingled amusement and indignation that
I took note of what Elsi Que had to say regarding
Kay Francis in her article, "Who Are the Sophisticates?" in December Picture Play.

IT

Her statements to the effect that Miss Francis is a sort
of brunet edition of Libyan Tashman that she strives so
hard for sartorial perfection that the effort defeats its
purpose that she is hard and glittering as a synthetic
jewel, and is a noteworthy example of the butter-andegg man's dream of sophisticated femininity, will arouse
the wrath of the Kay Francis fans. Any one of these
statements would indicate that the one who
made them has not seen Miss Francis in
"For the Defense," "Raffles," and "The
Virtuous Sin," or else is deplorably lacking
in discernment.
Miss Francis is certainly not a brunet edition of Libyan Tashman or, in fact, of any
one else. Kay Francis is Kay Francis, and that's that
When on the Broadway stage Kay was known as New
York's best-dressed woman and now the cinema theaters
feature her as "the best-dressed woman on the screen."
She knows what to wear and when, where, and how to
wear it yet I have never seen any one less conscious
of her clothes.
Kay is well-groomed, well-mannered, and perfectly
sophisticated in the best sense of the word
poised
but
She has lovely, expressive
never hard and glittering.
hands, the type of figure that goes well with sophisticated
clotbes, a lovely and interesting face, a husky, fascinating
voice, and a laugh you just love to hear
an altogether
charming person.
N. L. Graham.
Hartford, Connecticut.
;

;

—

—

—

—
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A
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Million-dollar

Smile.

fan remarked in Picture Play that
Nancy Carroll was one of the many stars the
screen doesn't need.
I agree that there are too
many stars in Hollywood, but Nancy Carroll is not
among them. Tbere isn't another star on the screen
whose versatility is so unlimited. She can sing, dance,
and above all, act. "The Devil's Holiday" proved that
conclusively, if there were any doubt about it.

Of

course there

temperament

is

Think

that disturbing account of

Nancy's

makes her fans stop and wonder if
she is all they believe her to be want her to be. I don't
doubt that Nancy is a bit temperamental in fact, I like
her for it. But I do think that the stories
that

—

—

circulated about her are exaggerated.

From

3

her moments of anger on the screen, one
can easily see that she has plenty of spirit.
Nancy has a keen mind. She can think
clearly.
She knows her wares and how to
display them.
If you don't believe that she is fast becoming the outstanding star on the screen, you should have seen the
crowds that stormed the Brooklyn and New York Paramount theaters when she made her personal appearances
there.
She is the most bewilderingly lovely girl I have
ever seen. And her hair
I wonder if there is another
head of hair like hers anywhere in the world
It is
vivid, flaming like her personality.
She can dance with
the very best and stand out as even better.
I saw her four times and liked her more each time.
I hope she will always enjoy the success that was hers
during her personal appearances and she will if she
continues to be so adorable and smile that million-

—

!

—

Gertrude Coxxell.

dollar smile.

186 Congress Street, Troy.

That Accent

MARY

New

Wah

York.

Again.

PICKFORD'S

idea of being versatile led
her far astray. Grown-up parts are not for her.
She was nothing short of ridiculous in "The
Taming of the Shrew" and "Coquette."
did she do it?
If movie directors and players only knew
how incorrect their idea of Southern life and
Southern speech is they would never attempt
Westerner or Northerner may
to film it.
learn to speak any language in the world, but
never can he acquire a natural Southern accent.
blood simply boils every time I have to listen to such
farce.
I have been told that Gary Cooper is a Southerner.
I do not believe it.
Never in all my life have I
heard a Southern voice like his. Mary Brian was simply
Continued on page 10
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I'm HOPELESSLY LOST in these
treacherous, trackless catacombes. IVe tried for hours to find the right
path to freedom but here I am right back in the middle again.

Come

to

my

rescue— QUICK!

Can YOU Find the Right Path?
A THOUSAND THANKS! —I knew you would. But first, let me warn you that
ONLY ONE PATH to freedom and it's,—Oh! so hard to find. It starts in the
middle where I am and WITHOUT CROSSING ANY OF THE WALLS,
ends somewhere
on the outside of these terrible catacombes. I hope YOU can find THE RIGHT PATH to get
Will you try?

THERE

IS

it

CORRECT,

out. If you do, mark it plainly with pen or pencil and send it to me quick. IF
see that you are qualified at once for an opportunity to win as much as §2320.00 cash out of
the $8,000.00 IN
that I'm going to give away.

me
I'll

REWARDS

$1,000.00 Cash Just For Being Quick!
I'll positively pay ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS cash to someone, just for being prompt
and duplicate prizes in case of ties. IT'S ALL FREE! Anyone may try for nothing, so send
YOUR answer today. Rush it!

Yes,

1.

SHULMAN,

37 West

Van Buren

Street, Dept. 709,

CHICAGO,

ILL,

;

;

appreciating the other. The pity
of it is, as Mr. Abbate suggests, that most
(iarbo fans in their adoration care little
for her acting.
her personality
It
is
which attracts them.

Vagabond Lover," but his role did not
necessitate any real acting.
And as for those folks who think he
has a drab personality, 1 can truthfully
say that they have only to speak to him
to realize what a wonderfully strong personality he has.
Regarding the supposition that he is detested by other men, one
will readily change his opinion about this,
when he realizes that one of the numerous
Vallee fan clubs throughout the country
has three hundred male members.
I recently started a club called the Vallee-

10
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Continued from page 8
terrible in "The Virginian."
Southern
ladies do not talk like Negro house servdon't they use a real Southern
ants.
actre-s, instead of some one who never

Why

the Mason and Dixon line, for
Southern films?
Douglas Fairbanks has never interested
me as an actor. His leaping from place
to place, hanging from bell cords, chandeliers, and other foolish places has left no
doubt in my mind but that Darwin was
correct concerning some people's ancestry.

was below

believe that lie would be likable in
person.
Mary Ro
295 S. Bellcvuc, Memphis, Tennessee.
I

A

Pair of Slayers.

"\17IIAT can any one find wrong with
** Charles Rogers?
Don't you fans

—

love him

for his pristine youth but why
is perfection.
And Phillips Holmes! Fans, isn't he
the berries?
He slays me every time I
see him with his boyish
suavity and poised nonchalance.
I predict a tremendous future for Phillips.
He is already far on his

go on?

He

me from

Box

for a brickbat aimed
at the press agents, or who

ever

responsible for praising Greta Garbo more than any actress
on the screen. Would some one please
tell

me why?

is

Recently

I

saw her

"Ro-

in

mance," and I was greatly disappointed
after having heard her lauded so highlv.
I could hardly understand her when"
she
talked— her natural Swedish accent certainly did not mix with the Italian of the
picture.
I will admit she has good facial

expressions and therefore was a success
in the silent

compelling

days, but now we need warm,
voices and characterizations,

in addition to

mobile faces.
Petaluma, California.

Marie

"

it

one

is,

while I
adorers,

have
I

like

and admire the girl. After all, she is a
girl, or little more, and few have kept
their heads so well through such a storm
of adulation.
In some of her earlier pictures, she
showed the ability which afterward shone
in "Anna Christie" and "Romance."
Not
that her characterizations in these plays

were

faultless

;

else.

As
it is

for his singing, or rather crooning,
the best ever. Stanley Smith is O. K.,

but he cannot compare with Rudy in any
way, especially when it comes to singing.
When Rudy sings he knocks the world
dead.
If his acting in "The Vagabond Lover"
wasn't so hot, that was not Rudy's fault
it was
poor direction.
The director did
not want him to become too popular, so
they made him act quite stupid. But that
does not give any one the right to believe
he is naturally that way.
And he did
not think he was perfect, but said that
did not make "The Vagabond
if

RKO

Lover" over,

it

from

far

was

their

own

which has enlarged considerably
two-month existence.
Jack (Rudy) Seybold.
9229 55th Avenue, Elmhurst, New York.

bonds,
in

its

Chatterton and Garbo Are There.
IX Chatterton and Garbo one finds the
essentials of which are greatness: the
ability to become the person portrayed
to be able to convey that idea to the public; to instill into the minds of the public
itself

CANNOT

let

Marie

it.

Dressier certainly stole the first scene in
which Anna appears
but Garbo rose
nobly to the later sequences in which she
faces her father and lover.
I have done nothing but criticize "Romance" since I saw it. From a musical
standpoint, it shrieks for criticism and it
seems to me Garbo's conception of the
character was completely wrong.
There is room for both Gish and Garbo
in our hearts. The personality and methods
of Lillian Gish are to me more appealing,
more moving, but that does not prevent
;

;

pass

Greenport,

assertions

made in December Picture Play.
Have Roy B. McAloney and Ralph Porter
seen "Romance"?
Although I had always admired Greta Garbo,

I w-as not so
enthusiastic as to her ability
as an actress until I saw

I saw nothing
Garbo's beauty,
and her poise I consider one
of her chief attractions.
I
wish to congratulate Richard E. Passmore on his ex-

this picture.

in

cellent tribute to

"Romance."

I share Mr. McAloney's enthusiasm for
Gloria Swanson and Pola Negri and sympathize with Mr. Porter's leaning toward

Buddy Rogers.
Elinor Garrison Henderson asserts that
Catherine Dale Owen is not beautiful. I
admit that Miss Owen's beauty is of a
type which justifies debate, but I wish to

my vote in the affirmative.
What a charming and lovely

Claudia Dell
I

!

Her speaking

person

voice

is

is

de-

hope to have the pleasure of

seeing and hearing her again soon.

Juaxita Howard.
215 N. Third Avenue, Phoenix, Arizona.

When

HURRAH

of the Year.

makes me very angry when

I

hear

people say that the movies exert a bad
influence.
Of course, there are a few
exceptions, but for the most part the movies have no trace of immorality and I
think they are, on the whole, productive
of good taste; indeed, if taken in the right
spirit, they can cause their audiences to
lead nobler and more virtuous lives.
My hero
I will show you what I mean.
is Ramon Xovarro.
To me he is the ideal
man. His beautiful bronzed body is like
an ancient god's, his charming, cultured

manners reminding one

of

an Old-World

grandee's savoir-faire.

When

saw him

it was in silent
vehicle given him was
worthy of his beautiful presence. Those
must have been unhappy days for dear
Ramon, when his genius was so vilely
cramped by the limitations of his everyday human associates. He could portray
the braggart perfectly, and the lover
sublimely, but he was not given the
chances he deserved.

pictures,

I

first

when no

T

place

lightful.

York.

The Prize Fan

I

lacking

Xew

fault.

a Fan.

some

—

—

St. Louis, Missouri.

Has

thought

that will assert
after the picture has
been seen well, these are
the things necessary, and
these are the qualities which
both actresses have.
To see Chatterton laugh
after having an unpleasant
situation ; to hear Garbo say
"No" when her human side is struggling
that is acting.
Both actresses usually
have pictures that are human. By that I
mean pictures which deal with life.
Perhaps some go to the theater to. become dreamers, but the average person
who goes to the show for ideas and ideals
can do no better than to watch these two.
B. H. Jones.

a

A. G,

4524 Aldine Avenue,

Girl.

Garbo
they would undoubtedly have prejudiced

mad

down

please inform me who has?
I think he
has a very striking personality and a
charm which I have never seen in any

Claudia Dell

just to Garbo.
The Swedish actress has
a remarkable and interesting personality, but she also
has ability as an actress.
Fortunately,
owing to a
pronounced dislike of the
male part of the combination, I missed the Gilbertpictures. I say fortunately, because
it

run

that a real

My

quite

against her.
As
never been one of her

is

stars as well as American.
dear, you say he has
personality.
If he hasn't, will you

no

L.

there has been criticism in
some quarters of Greta Garbo. Picture Play contained a letter by George
Abbate which naturally pleased me as a
Lillian Gish fan, but which I do not think

me

for Vallee.

Vallee fan gets a little backbone and starts
Everywhere you look you
to uphold him.
see letters like "X. M. 1 1." wrote in "What
the Pans Think," for instance.
Listen, "N. M. H.," you say
Rudy Yallee hasn't looks.
Let me tell you, he can
stand up against any other
movie star and then some,
and that goes for English

late

was

Excuse

Rudy Yallee has been
OUR
enough and
high time

IT

Likes the Garbo

/^F

B. Watson.
Germantown Pennsylvania.

4271,

New

way.

Now

the Fans Think

Is an Actor to Act?
for Ralph Porter and Eileen

Margot Draper for boosting Rudy
Vallee in December Picture Play.
That
line of Miss Draper's about "unfair criticism" is the truest statement I've heard in
a long time.
Rudy certainly does not deserve the publicity he is getting at the
present time.
True, he did not display
any outstanding acting ability in "The

Then came "The Pagan"! X ever will I
forget the sight of his splendid lithe form.
Ah, Ramon, since that beautiful day, your
clothes have always seemed to hamper
you.
I may seem a bit extreme to those who
do not feel about Ramon as I do, but
one cannot control these things, so one
might as well admit them.
Concluding that a great soul like Ramon's must have a beautiful faith. like so
many others who love him, I have entered
the church to which he belongs, and I am

now

a Catholic.

also, as so many of us have
done, taken up the study of Spanish, that
I might be in closer communion with him.
I

have

Continued on page 12
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learned

women

and

favorS. School of
their

pla)

to

instruments the I ".
waj
That's a record of which we're
mighty proud! A record thai proves,
hater than any words, how thorough,
ite

Music

how

Fun

!

easy,

method

how modern

famous

this

is.

You can quickly learn
Just think!
any instrument directly
play
to
from the notes and at an average
cosl of only a few cents a day.
You study in your own home, prac-

—

—

tice as

Truly, the U. S. School method has reall the difficulty, boredom, and extravagance from music lessons.

moved

much

or as

little

a- you please.

Yet almost before you realize it you
arc playing real tunes and melodies
not dull scales, as with old-fashioned

meth

You'H

never

— Popularity
know what

I

fun and
times are until you've learned to play
some musical instrument For music is a
Joy-building tonic a sure cure for the
If you can play, you are always
"blues."
in demand. -ought after, sure of a good
real

—

time. Many invitations come to you. Amateur orchestras offer you wonderful afterAnd yon meet the
noons and evenings.
kind of people you have always wanted to

know.
Never before have you had such a chance
as this to become a mu-ician
a really good
withplayer on your favorite instrument
out the deadly drudging and prohibitive expense that were such drawback- b
At last you can start right in and gel somc-

—

come

Game

—

Here's Proof!

you by mail.
The lessons
"I am making excellent progress on the
They consist of complete printed in- 'cello (7ik/ owe it all to your easy lessons."
all
music
the
structions, diagrams, and
writes George C. Lauer of Belfast, Maine.
"I am now on my 12th lesson and can
You simply can't go
you need.
already play simple pi'
First you are
wrong.
says
Ethel
Harnishfeger,
^_^_^^_^
Then
do.
what
to
told
Fort Wayne. Ind. "/
picture shows you
a
PICK
nothing al'out musi>Then
I start,;{."
how to. do it.
INSTRUMENT
"I have completed only
you do it yourself and
to
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Lesson FREE!
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A booklet has been printed, "W
page.
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n- in

make

it

anv clearer.
As the lessons continue
become easier and easier.
For instead of just
scales you learn to play by

they

actual

notes

the

favorites

that formerly you've only
listened to.
You can't imagine what fun it is, until

you've started
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any instrument
easy way! For evi
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ontinued from page

You now
ginning of

see

my

what

meant

I

letter.

in

feel that

I

the he-

my

life

more beautiful now and my thoughts
run deeper.
I
have very mystic moods.
Ramon, unwittingly, has led me to a
higher plane where coarseness is eliminated.
Eva Pratt.
223 West 15th Street, New York City
is

And Now This

WISH

Is Settled.

suggest that certain players
I belong in the hall of motion-picture
fame, and certain others should be nomiI suggest the follownated for oblivion.
ing for the hall of fame:
Ruth Chatterton, because she is thoroughly versed as an actress, because I
can't think of any really worth-while part
that she could not portray admirably, because she has intelligence and poise, and
because she has a delightful sense of
to

humor.
Alary Pickford, because she is the only
player who really stands out as exemplifying the old order of heroine worship
before fans realized that actresses are
really people.

Gary Cooper, because he is so natural,
though lacking the polish and finish
of stage actors, he is at all times com-

and,

pelling in his roles; he is oblivious to
the fact that he is unusually handsome,
and he spells clean entertainment plus.

Constance

Bennett, because she is a
smart, well-groomed woman, because she does not go in for the outlandish
extremes in dress and personal demeanor
affected by some actresses, and, though
mechanical in emotional scenes, she is
so sincere that you sit on the edge of your
really

seat.

Ann Harding, because
"Holiday," because she is
pels personal admiration.
Richard Barthelmess,
popular in the silent films

the Fans Think

10

of her acting in
simple and com-

because he was
and has emerged

a finished talking player, losing no
appeal; because he is straightforward and
unaffected.
into

Fredric March, because he came to
the screen and did not try to impress us
that he was a stage success, because he
throws himself entirely into his roles, and
because he is a far cry from the type of
man that used to be popular in movies,
such as Valentino.
Hedda Hopper, because she is often the
most attractive person in a picture, though
she seldom gets the big parts, because
she can get away with being "theatrical"
and make you like it, because she is smartlooking, and because she has such a delightful way of shaping her mouth when
she says certain words.
Harold Lloyd, because his amusement is
clean, intelligent, and distinctive; because
he is a leader, does not unnecessarily exploit himself, and because he has made us
almost forget Charlie Chaplin.
Greta Garbo, because she has successfully overcome her handicap of having a
thick accent, because in "Romance" she
proved that she is a finished player and
does not have to appeal to people of low
intelligence,
and because her technique
improves with each picture.
Robert Montgomery, because of his superior acting in everything he is in. because he does not know he is a success,
and because he will play any type role
and make you like him.
Now for the following I wish to suggest complete oblivion:
Clara Bow, because she represents those
qualities as an actress that went out with
dime vaudeville, because such splendid
actors as Fredric March and Ralph Forbes
have to play with her, because she has
not groomed herself to the responsibil-

and age bring, and because
worst actrc-s on the screen.
Alice White, because she is impossible
in any and everything, and because she is
worse now than a year ago, because she
utterly fails to move me, and because she
ranks next to Clara Bow as a poor actress, and because intelligent people have
had to see her when they could not help
themselvi s,
Charles Farrell, because of his interpretation of his role in "Liliom," because
he has such a poor speaking voice, and
because he always seems conscious that
he is favoring us by acting for us
success

ities

tin-

heavens
Jack Oakie, because he left the chorus,
because he is unsuited to leads and fits
better iaio the background as jester; because "The Social Lion" was the most disgusting picture I ever saw, and, lastly, I
want him to be Clara Bow's escort out

own

Howlife to live, just as we do.
would you like it, Ruth Warner, if you
loved some one dearly and folks just
couldn't seem to let you be.
If some of
the many insignificant fans decided you
weren't suited to each other, if a young
lady said she didn't want you to marr.
one you love, you'd say, as any rightminded person would, "To the devil with
her."
Just because the fans go to the
movies and pay their admission price
seems to make them think they have a
mortgage on the stars.
Colette Dumas.
Chicago,

Illinois.

1

of pictures.
Arthur Lake, because I once spent an
hour or so looking at him, because he
always looks so well pleased with himself,
and because he bores me more than any
man I have ever seen.
John Gilbert, because I think he is the
most overrated man ever before the public, because he is hopelessly conceited, because he fails to touch my emotions, because his love scenes are revolting to me,
and because he keeps me out of a certain
theater I like when he plays there.
Ramon Novarro, because he never gives
his supporting players a break, because he
seems to be so sure that people will like
him, because he sticks to acting when we
could struggle along without him, because
his pictures show at the best theater here,
and deprive me of even enjoying the orchestra, and because I went to sleep with
a date once when a picture of his was
showing and I got Hail Columbia from
the girl.
Janet Gaynor, because she decided to
make up with Fox she had a grand
chance for a graceful exit because she
reeks with theatrical appeal, and because
she terms herself a real artist who should
get what she wants when she wants it.
She should be glad to get any part.
Charles Chaplin, because I am bored to
tears when it is my misfortune to see his
pictures, because his pictures are termed
artistic and his work art by those critics
and friends who feel it their duty to
stand by him because he refuses to talk.
Of course, every one knows why George
Arliss should be in the hall of fame, and
why Norma Talmadge should be there
right next to him.
C. B. V.
165 Fourteenth Street, N. E.,
Atlanta, Georgia.

—
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If

CAN'T

You Were Lupe.
how

people can be so
I conceited as to think the stars care what
If you like
or adore
the fans think.
Garbo, go to sec her five times a week,

imagine

—

you like.
If you don't, stay away.
There are enough stars and types of picYou know producers
tures to go around.
aren't just trying to satisfy you, Johnny
If you don't
Jones, or you. Alice Tones.
if

—

Alice
a certain star
stance- then tell yourself:

like

—

White, for in-

"I don't like
Alice White, but there arc thousands of
fans who do.
I'm not so important that
my not liking her will end her career.
I'll just stay away from her pictures."
I
go
more.

to
I

five

am

a

shows
girl

alone in the world,
my only enjoyment.

Ruth Warner
Lupe and Gary
what she wants?

week, perhaps
twenty-two. all
and the movies are
a

of

states she does not want
cares
to marry.
Let the stars have their

Who

Stop Razzing Our Girls.
ROSS had nerve to say that the
people who knocked Alice White were
catty.
I didn't happen to be one of those

DON

who said anything about his precious
Alice, because I like her all right and enjoy seeing her sometimes.
to

me

that

Don Ross

is

But

seems

it

the one

who

is

catty.

Just because Miss Gaynor hasn't a
thing about Alice White, he had to pick
on Anita Page, and also on all the girls
in the United States in general.
I think
Anita Page is. one of the screen's most
beautiful blondes and best actresses, and
any one must be crazy to think that Alice
White can even be compared with her.
But the girl I'd like to see given a
chance to act in a good picture is Dorothy Sebastian. I think she has ability, talent, personality, and looks, and if she
were given a chance, she would prove a
real success.
Anna L. Gras-.
Linton, Indiana.

Now Mook
SUPPOSE

Will Be Good.

not right to talk against
I the staff writers, but the article "While
it is

Talent Goes Begging," by Samuel Richard Mook, enraged me so much I felt I
had to tell him just what I think of him.
It is what Mr. Mook says against Gaynor and Farrell that angers me most, and
I wish I had Mr. Mook here to shake him.
Just because Miss Gaynon hasn't a
prima-donna voice, just a sweet little,
soft, melodious one that carries a tune
perfectly well, and she isn't trained in
dancing, you say she made a spectacle of
herself.
So, you see, I disagree with you
entirely, and as she and Charlie Farrell
were made queen and king of the movies,
it looks as if thousands of other people
Evidently they,
disagree with you. too.
too. think Janet can act.
Furthermore, if you think any one could
have played the blind scene in "Seventh
Heaven" more convincingly than did FarCertainly never
rell. please name the man.
What has he to his
Charles Morton
Played only in
"Christina!"
credit?
third-rate houses in Los Angeles. "Caught
In "Four DevShort," no acting at all.
ils," Farrell could have put over the role
So, as far as I can see,
better by far.
you arc mistaken again. Also, don't think
that Janet didn't want "Liliom" because it
you
If
wasn't good enough for her.
So
think that, you arc still more wrong.
here's to sweet Gaynor and stalwart Farrell. I hope they both continue to get the
breaks they have worked so long for and
E. Allen.
so richly deserve.
Los Angeles, California.
!

Full of Cheek and Bounce.
reading the letters panning William Haines. I went to see "The Girl
Said No." and I can honestly say I have
never spent a more enjoyable evening.
He is a great favorite in London. Behind the Haines style is an idea, the idea

AFTER

!

I

natural!)

ki

litis

t

i

TEST VCUR
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the
Full

II

Haines

..t

it
•

e

he delull

li

him
which he
Hurrah i"r William
like

I

He

li

e

i-

created a
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example

Haines, and
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When

a

Fella Needs a Friend.

l_|i-l\l'
I

'

'i-rt

critic

in

Parle,

.1

g

—

Losk the
the world

onlj

booquel

Itinda

I

I

•:'

Critics

bol none oi
•are with his for intelltg
don't r
agi c with
1

which

make dm
writer's

in

of

mi.il;. 1-

them can

I

.

real

ability.

me about Constance
and "Common Clay."
Boy, talk
vith
*

lation

.^

it

picture was hoary
" course, that isn't uncomhut it usually isn't quite so evident.
the suave,
ed Constance

w,tn

mon,

And

in

the

Bennett was
out of place in the
pictun
iKay Francis would have been.
II

Now,

they had
nlm that story, there is one actress
could have played the part and really
seem believable, and that is Janet
I
have heard that she wanted to
play it.
Well, she could have dune it
beautifully, but Constance Bennett
of all
People!
Il
is
to laugh.
I
am not
»]

if

dis-

paraging Miss Bennett's talent at all. She
all right in her way,
although I don't
happen to like her.
in all,
I
thought the picture only
ible,
it
indeed that, and. like Mr
Lusk. my eye- remained dry through
the
performance. In fact, main- times I was
vcrcomc by a desire to laugh
vcr-.
I
suppose the average p
enjoys that sort of hokum, or it wouldn't
ful, and if Mr. Lusk and
I
share their viewpoint, perhaps there's
thing wrong with us.
Anvwav we
"Common Clay," and I'm so
m not the only one who wasn't impressed by it or by Constance
Bennett.

M

I

_
(.asper,

.,

H

FreeArl Abil-

ity

Questionnaire

is

a

fascinating

worthwhile test
young man or
woman who likes to

and

for the

test

1 while I'm talking about Mr. Lusk.
that I'm certainly
itt

OIK

i.ur-

him, bat
don't like don't

<

hi-

Mormovie

i<t

intelligent

M. Shorf.v.

Wyoming.

draw.

Tt

insight into
talent.

gives a real
your natural

your

tests

It

sense of color, design,
composition, perspective, etc.
It enables you
to
decide intelligently whether you should train your ability
for Commercial Art work.'

you do have natural

waste no time!
In Com-,
a field for success
practically limited only by your own ability.
Youth is an
asset, not a handicap.
Big prices are paid for drawings and
designs tor advertising.
The business world demands new,
startling, attractive ideas
and pays for them!
[f

mercial Art you'll

find

talent,

action, progress,

—

Let the " School
cessful

Famous

for Suc-

Graduates" Come to You

Learn Commercial Art
rapid, yet thorough.

at

home!

Choose the training

that

by the personal criticisms of
your work. Develop your own style. The Federal Course
has proven that it can shorten your road to success
bring
you more quickly to the earning point.
i-

Profit

—

From W. A. Sowell
am Art Dlrefor with 1
and comml<<t<>n.
month ran over $400. and the

From Edwin McTeer
my own independent

"I

"I

salary

Commr-

i

months
Thl.« all

hare

averaged

came about from

client

\
Instructions I received from the Federal School."

in^i

optnsd

II

a

a

love

Studio,
the

I

nnw

are

at

year.

for

1

the

and m.
rate

over

of

know any one with

work

can

accomplish

even more th«n I If they will
ral Schools help them."

let

From Lloyd
'I feel
days of drudgery
dream.
I

:

year

aa

a

ramm

made

my

The
course

the

Hole."

Oh, Andy, Be Yourself!

Dl< TL RF PLAY

always supplies good

reading and entertainment.
However,
"What the Fans Think" must be very embarrassing to the different stars who draw
most of the public's- attention and criticism.
Lupe Velez gets her share of g
naturcd bantering about that sentence, "I
lofe you. Garee."
But it's a privilese'the
lady has. and she is a lady.
I like her
frankness.
I
couldn't say I liked her
beauty, because I'm married, and I could
not be quite frank.
I do think Lupe was
bluffing when she remarked that she could
kiss those who said nice things
aboul
My son Boh, two years old. will collect
that kiss, if Lupe wasn't bluffing, when
we attend the American Legion convention
in Los Angeles next year.
*

Andy Burns.
Mechanical Inspector.
N. V.. N. H.. & H. R. R..
Worcester, Massachusetts.

Send

for

Your Art Questionnaire Now!

Many

Federal School students and graduates are m.ik:
$4,(W)
$6,000 yearly— some much more.
Profit by the experience of I). I.. Rogei
who says: "The Federal School has the quality of education to offer that
paves the road to success."
Fill in and mail the coupon now—]
Art Questionnaire will come by return mail and we will al»> send
you our booklet "Your Future."
.

at*

Federal
School of

Commercial
Designing,
1161 Federal Schools

School

Please send
bookie

Name

1161 Federal School* Bldg

Minneapolis, Minnesota

Bldg.

Minneapolis. Minnesota

C^ofGininicicidDcsiyiniiivl
Age
Addre>

Present
Occupation

me

free
re

l

bad

i

"Art Questionnaire and
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A GREAT STORY COMES THROUGH!
Earth-shaking in its
Grandeur! A Titanic
Canvas Sprung to Life!
When it sweeps to the
screen a
in

new day dawns

motion picture history!
A

A

"THE BIRTH OF A NATION"

"THE FOUR

HORSEMEN

And Now Comes

EDNA
FERBER'S
Epic of

Empire

Down a Hundred Miles of Raw Frontier
Swept a Human Avalanche!
Fifty thousand land hungry souls seeking a
handful of Earth they could call their own!
The weak faltered the sick died the strong
swept on to transform a wilderness into an
Empire in a day! History has never written
a more dramatic chapter than the Oklahoma
land rush of '89! Glamour and splendor!
Courage and valor! Romance and tragedy
. . .

. . .

crowded

into blazing days of battle and nights
and adventure! A panorama of days
when Yancey Cravat, two-gun poet in buck-

of love

skins, roamed the West ... a Titan of Empire
while around him whirled the giant forces
that shook the Earth as Civilization was born

from a Wanton Frontier!

RKO RADIO PICTURE with RICHARD DIX, IRENE DUNNE, ESTELLE TAYLOR, WM. COLLIER, Jr.,
A A NANCE O'NEILL and Thousands of Others. A A Directed by WESLEY RUGGLES A A

Vol.

XXXIV

Number

1

Loretta

PICTURE PLAY

Young

MARCH
1931

She stands on the threshold of greater success, her radiant,
girlish loveliness opening door after door to her, her sympathetic voice warming into life every role she plays. Her
next, in

"Three Girls Lost."

It)

LOVE
By Samuel Richard
daddy,
OOOH,
chorus

Mook

buy me that," whispers the little
her heavy "sugar," as they saunter

girl to

diamond anklet in a jeweler's window.
daddy likes the little dear, he buys it, because

past a

And
if

if

he doesn't, she probably will find a new sugar.

But in Hollywood it's very, very different. As Robert Benchley so quaintly puts it, "Love Conquers All."

And

actors who are notoriously prodigal in their spendsimply throw discretion to the winds when their
affections are involved, and seldom wait to be asked to
"put out."
Nick Stuart's top salary in the halcyon days of his
Fox contract was $300 a week. Yet when he and Sue
Carol announced their engagement, a ring in proportion to his salary was out of the question.
Only the best was good enough for Sue, and he
promptly bought her a square-cut diamond, which
weighs only a fraction less than four carats. Xor was
It was accompanied by a diamond neckthis enough.
lace studded with emeralds.
The two combined probably ate up the major portion
of a year's salary, yet Nick manfully pays, and pays,
and pays, nor does he begrudge the amount he spent on
tokens of his affection.
Sue's presents to Nick have been in keeping, although possibly not so showy. First came a star ruby
set in platinum, with baguette diamonds on the sides,
a platinum locket, chain, and watch for evening wear,
dress studs, a genuine black pearl, and Heaven only

ing,

knows what else.
The stars give automobiles

to the objects of their

were merely new dimes.
Robert
Fords, of course, are the most common.
Montgomery gave bis wife one for Christmas last year.
She had driven it only a few months when a smaller

affections as

if

the}

-

Its diminutive size intrigued the lanky
Bob, and he promptly traded in the Ford for one. But
his wife has never got much use out of it.
He is so
entranced with it he drives it himself most of the time,

car appeared.

leaving the larger car for her.
If memory serves me correctly, the day
he got it he parked it outside the hall
where the company was rehearsing "War

Xurse."
In one sequence he had to ride
a motor cycle, and he

was outside

practicing.

Losin? control of the
See Carol's

diamond

necklace, as well as a
square-cut diamond ring
of nearly four carats,
were tokens of Nick
Stuart's joy in their en-

gagement.
Marian Nixon gave her
husband a car she
thought too expensive
for hsrsei*.
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Goes Buy-buy
i

grand passion
prove the depth of
i

Players

in

the throes of the

stop at no expense to
their

feeling

for

their

monds, automobiles,

Dia-

hearts' desire.

furs

and even buildings

of a love as prodigal as

become tokens

sometimes impermanent.
while

it

*.

But

it

it

m\

is

costs plenty

lasts.

in
me of the least publiciz
it
crashed into Martha Slee]
Claire Luce's rich husband
Hollywood is the diamond bracelet which
motor which she had just taken out
showers her with gifts, but
Gary Cooper presented to Lupe \
of the paint shop, smashed in the rear
her favorite is the dog you
celebrate their discovery of each other
to
into
over
head
heels
end. and threw Bob
see in this picture.
and of love in its most refined -train.
the lap of the baby ear. which seemed
It's a pretty swell article, and Lu]
very little larger than the motor cycle.
justly proud of it.
Ben Lyon presented Bebe Daniels with
During the days when Hugh Trevor and Aileen
a Ford closed car for Christmas last > ear. and for a
Pringle were all in all to each other. Aileen presented
wedding present Bebe had a tennis court built for Ben
Hugh with a beautiful wrist watch. And on the catch
on their grounds.
is inscribed "H. T. from A. P."
Christmas,
for
Ford
Crawford
a
Doug, Jr., save Joan
So now. although each has turned to other int<
and many and many a day the big car stands idle in
every
time Hugh raises bis hand to learn the time.
her
about
in
herself
whizzes
their parage while Joan
the "A. P.." and i- reminded, no doubt, of the time
flivver.
when he did not need a watch to recall the exist)
One of the presents most talked of in Hollywood last
the charming domino player.
year was the $45,000 chinchilla coat Edmund Lowe
"I've been accused of buying many automobile-."
I
gave Lilyan Tashman when she was in New York.
Betty Compson laughed, "but, honestly, I prefer to give
except
don't recall that there was any special occasion
something more personal when I give pre-ents. HandMaybe it was to celebrate
that Lil happened to want it.
kerchiefs and homely little things like that. When Jim
his
new
of
signing
or
the
stardom,
his elevation to
Cruze and I were married. I used to pive him all the
contract.
shirts
he wore, and things of that kind."
furnished
wonder,
and
A: any rate, it was a seven-day
Xeil Hamilton is one of the most generous husbandisip at many a dinner table, until Howard Hughes
Any occasion is seized upon as a prein Hollywood.
it
by presenting Billie Dove with a
-

(

cycle,

big

i

—

ipletely eclipsed
sable mantle valued at about $75,000 as evidence of his

admiration.

So much has been written of the practicality of Jobyna
Ralston and Richard Arlen and their rigid adherence to
their budget, one is rather surprised to learn that Joby
recently kicked over the traces and gave Dick a highpriced sedan.
Nor was the present bought with Dick's money. At
the time of her retirement from the screen. Joby was
drawing down about $1,750 a week, and if you think
that girl spent all her money, you're cuh-razy.
You might think from the foregoing that only the
married people indulge in expensive presents, but 'tain't
so. sister, 'tain't so.

text

for

giving

Flsa.

bis

wife,

a

present.

Birthday.

wedding anniversary. Christinas. New Year's, the Fourth
of July. Labor Day. Faster. St. Valentine's Day. an engagement for a new picture which promises to turn out
anything and everyth
r than usual

—

presents he has given her are too numerocatalogue, but. besides a diamond bracelet, diamond wi
watch, and a roadster, the thing that pave them both the
bi^srest thrill was the ermine coat he crave her on their
seventh weddin? anniversary. Tt was symbolical to them
of the success for which they bad been striving these

The

many

vears.

There are many things that distinguish Alice White
from the ordinarv girl, but not the least of them is her
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Love Goes Buy-buy
Marian, although "up in the dough" herhas always been a thrifty little girl,
and never lost her head, because she happened to succeed. She had always wanted
sell.

a big car, but

felt

it

would be extrava-

gance for her to buy one. so she drove an
inexpensive machine.
Shortly after her
marriage. Eddie gave her the closed car
she liked.
And then Marian proved how very genuine her love for her husband is, because
when he looked out of his bedroom window on his birthday he saw an orchid phaeton which- he had admired in the showroom of the same agency.
"Whose car is that?" he asked.

"Yours." Marian replied.
The thing she had wanted and denied
herself, she did not hesitate to buy for
her husband.
Genevieve Tobin, who recently came to
the Universal lot and was hopefully hailed
as a second Chatterton. has not yet learned
that a player can't hold out on her public.
Or maybe it's only that she hasn't found
her public and feels her private affairs are
none of a snoopy reporter's business. I
guess she's right, at that.
At any rate, she sports a diamond wrist
watch the like of which has never before
been seen in Hollywood. Of course, there
are diamond wrist watches and diamond
wrist watches, but this one is really a dia-

mond

wrist watch.
than a half inch in width, and
about three-eighths of an inch long. The
case is platinum -set with carved rubies
and baguette diamonds, with the strap carrying out the same design in the same
It is less

Photo by Freulicli

Genevieve Tobin's baubles make even Hollywood gasp, for her pearls
are real and her wrist watch is a marvel of incrusted jewel s.
But she
won't tell who gave them to her.

She simply doesn't like them.
Sid Bartlett, who is not only her big moment, but
practically her whole life, didn't know just what to give
her that would, in some slight degree, indicate his feelings for her. After many sleepless nights when, instead
of counting sheep, he was struggling desperately to grasp
an idea, he hit on a novelty.
One evening when Alice came to the dinner table, she
found a white box about two feet square. Opening it,
she discovered a slightly smaller box inside.
And that
contained another. For almost an hour Alice was pulling little ones out of big ones, until she finally came to
one less than an inch square. When it was opened with
trembling fingers, an emerald of magnificent size and
color sparkled and flashed in the light.
Not to be outdone, Alice thriftily repacked the boxes
and put them at Mr. Bartlett's plate a few nights later.
.And when he had got down to the last one. he opened
it and found a "pink slip" for an expensive car
the slip
that betokens full and complete ownership, without
benefit of finance companies.
When Edward Hillman, of the Hillman Department
Stores, Chicago, married Marian Nixon he gave her a
diamond ring that would have served very well as headlight on a locomotive.
It was followed shortly by a
distaste for diamonds.

And

—

diamond necklace.

One present followed another with such rapidity that
even the newspapers could not keep up with them or,
if thev could, thev ceased to chronicle them.

—

stones.

The watch was accompanied by

a plati-

num

ring set with twin carved rubies to
match. In addition to these, a little platinum bangle studded with diamonds, rubies, sapphires,
and emeralds which spell "My Dearest" dangles from a
wristlet of gold and onyx.
Asked who gave her such lavish presents, all Miss
Tobin would sav was, "Cartier's in Paris sent them
to

me."
Well,

all I

Robert

can say

is

Cartier's certainly are generous.
His Christ-

Ellis is nothing, if not practical.

mas present last year to Vera Reynolds (Mrs. Ellis) was
a three-story^ apartment house.
The gifts with which Harry Edwards showers Dame
Evelyn Brent, his wife, are impressive, to sav the least.
few months ago, on his return to New York from a
European trip, he visited auto row and picked out S5.000
worth of glistening metal on wheels, arranging by long
distance for its delivery in Hollywood. It was his homecoming gift for Evelyn.
Glenn Tryon has one of the most contagious grins in
pictures.
And his wife was not long in discovering a
gift that stretches it to the breaking point.
Although
he seldom smokes, he has a passion for collecting pipes,
and takes great pride in his assortment of them.
So constant has Mrs. Tryon's patronage of a certain
pipe shop in Los Angeles been that they never hesitate
to call her upon the arrival of anything new. antique,
or novel.
Although the price of any particular pipe is small compared to most of the gifts I have mentioned, the value of
the collection runs into thousands.

A

Love Goes Buy buy
Blanche Sweel

who

souls

is

one of those rare

values a gifl

for

senti-

its

than its intrinsic value.
me of her most prized possessions is
I "liukv bracelet"- a simple little platinum chain from which arc appended

ment,

rather

<

more than
"i
is

a score of miniature figures
platinum, gold, and jewels.
Each
a memento of
some particularly

warm

friendship.

Blanche's gifts from her ex-husband, .Marshall Neilan, arc interesting.
Mickey's facetiousness is well-known,
and Ins gifts are quite in keeping with
this trait.

<

me, for example,

iature piano complete in
built

upon such

practical

value.

all

a small scale

Another

whale which, when put

in

is

min-

a

details, yel
il

has no

toy
a
the bathtub,
is

spouts prodigiously while propellin
self about in some mysterious manner.
This latter Mr. Neilan brought all the

way from England.
Since he became an established sucConrad Nagel has given his wife

cess,

many

lovely presents, hut none of
them has ever had the same meaning
that his first sizable one had.
lie had just finished an engagement
on the stage with Alice Brady, in "Forever After," and was at liberty.
A

friend suggested that he call at the old

Famous Players office to apply for the
lead in "The Fighting Chance." and
advised him to he sure to ask for
they'd pay it in a minute.
a week
nrad called, hut when they asked
how much he wanted, the $500 just
wouldn't come out. lie had never pot
more than $250 a week on the Stage,
and the idea of nonchalantly asking
for a one hundred per cent increase in
salary seriously impaired his usually

Glenn

faultless diction.

of

.

—

He finally gasped out $400, and
when they gave it to him. he took Mrs.

mBBBBBoBMn
Tryon's

collection

pipes isn't impressive,
but they are valuable
gifts

from

his

wife.

Nagel out and bought her a sealskin
coat that more than took up the surplus

in

his

salary' for

the

next

sj

x

months.
Claire Luce has been presented by
her admiring husband, Clifford Smith,
with many a bauble that would take
the breath away from the average person.
Yet the one that pleased Claire
most is an inquisitive-looking little
terrier.

A

amusing anecdote is reCedric Gibbons and two of
his loves.
Mr. Gibbons is an ardent
devotee of the fine arts, sculpture in
particular.
He is frequently to be
found in a certain Hollywood art gallery.
On one visit he discovered a
bronze which literally made his mouth
water.
But be did not feel in a posilated

rather
of

buy it at the time.
Then he met Lola Lane and they

tion to

discovered that for the nonce, anyhow.
life held little tor them beyond each
other's company.
Naturally, Mr. GibContinucd on page 110

Nick Stuart displays only
a

part of

his

keepsakes

from Sue Carol, which include a ruby-and-diamond
platinum watch,
ring, a
chain, and locket, a black

and Heaven only
knows what else.

pearl,

burn
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Have you ever had
a sudden impulse to

dine with

strange

a

man because

the

of

haunting loneliness of

a big city? Then you
will

sympathize with

the

heroine

of

film

life

our

of

new

exciting

serial

and be

doubly thrilled by her
adventure in a New
York night club, and
its consequences.

Th e

lfiU3n«

Movie Runaround
By Helen Klumph
Part

ANNABELLE

I.

JOHN

walked up Fifth Avenue
through the blue dusk, trying hard to bolster up
her courage.
Here she was in New York, at
last
she simply mustn't feel unhappy, just because a
week's job hunting had brought only failure
What if she did have only ten dollars left? What if
she were so lonely that it was a relief to have a policeman shout, "Hey, where do you think you're going?"
when she almost walked in front of a taxi ?
Something would turn up soon. And thank goodness
she wasn't in Chambersville
She glanced at her reflection in a window.
If she'd been home right now,
people would have stopped her to say disagreeably, "A
new dress, Annabelle? Your aunt must have got a
raise.
Isn't she getting pretty tired of teaching and

ST.

—

!

supporting you, after

all

these years?"

Mr. Chambers, of the school board, wanted
of

Aunt Ellen

to get rid
to give her place to his cousin.
He'd

almost succeeded in doing it when Annabelle announced
that she was going to New York.
"lint you go right ahead." Aunt Ellen had said val-

"You go down

there and buy some clothes and
get work
you'll be at the top in no time."
Aunt Ellen read the success stories about business
women as avidly as Annabelle read the movie magazines.
iantly.

—

Ilustrated by R.

Van Buren

Aunt Ellen having taken
started

off

feeling quite

out her savings. Annabelle
adventurous, and quite sure

of success.
Now here she was in New York, almost broke, lonesome, discouraged, with nothing ahead of her, on this
gorgeous evening, but the prospect of going home and
sitting in her dingy room that looked out on a brick wall.
The landlady would be prowling suspiciously about
the grimy halls.
The woman in the next room would
be quarreling with her husband.
Annabelle drew a long breath and clinched her hands.
She couldn't go home, she couldn't
girl drifting by remarked to her companion. "Come
There's always a
on, Charlotte, let's go to the Roxy.
good stage show there, and it's- a Constance Bennett
picture.
I'm crazy about her."
Annabelle turned to stare after them as they disappeared in the crowd. She wanted to go, too. One of
the girls back home had always insisted that, if her hair
were light, she could have passed for Constance .Ben-

A

nett's sister.

"You've got features like hers, and your figure is
!"
Betli had said.
"Too bad you can't go to
!"
Hollywood
Annabelle had just laughed. She was as likely to gotc
Hollvwood as she was to inherit a million dollars!

grand

—

1

2J

A

tall

heavy-jowled

and stood

glaring

man approached

hear,

down at them o
moment before
speaking.
"Whafs
the big idear comto-night
"ng
here

when you know
John

"

beckoned to
and asked

the waiter

for his check.

"

>u

1

a night club,

Annabelle
\s

smiled

,

to

and

ruefully.

ii

much

to her,

I

could do one
uld be fun.
She
had read about the miniature
golf course behind th<
\\ ell, she

i

where famous stage folk
for a round nr two

stopped

after the nightly grind.

Annabelle joined the thi
watcher- on the- outside.
Then
slender blond
a
jdrl that looked like Marilyn
Miller, but
ad on a dark
suit and a tiny hat, and was
so quiet that it hardly seemed

of

as
(

if

she could be a celebrity.
a dead ringer

me man was

for

William Powell.

A

nding beside
with two
She was bored and
men.
wanted to leave. Finally one
girl

Annabelle,

talking

the men said impatiently,
"All right, where do you want

of
t0

go?"

ih, to a night club—any
night club," the u'irl answered.

'"How about wandering over
They
to Fifty-fourth Street?
close two and open three every
evening there."
They turned and walked
Annahelle. driven by
away.
a sudden impulse, walked after
She couldn't go to a
them.
night

club,
see

hut

she

could

what one looked

at

like

from the outside.

The

girl

continued talking
for Annahelle

loudly enough
to hear.

went into the Club Noinight at twelve, and
two
sat around there al
solid hours waiting for Morton." she said, disgusted.
"He'll never stand me up again!
He said he was tied
up with a business engagement—that same old story !"
Annabelle's eves opened wide. She hadn't known that
a girl could go into a night club aloi
couldn't do it. hut wouldn't it he possible for her
she were
walk into this one. following th<
one of the party?
Thought of tlie loneliness of the past week urged her
lies'
on.
She could nonchalantly walk in,
m, and then, after a little while, come out attain and
leave.
Nobody would even notice that she was there.
This wasn't like Chamhersville. where the whole town
knew everything you did.
The others paused, turned in at an entrance that
looked quite dark, though a small siqn overhead announced that it was the Club D'Armand. Annabelle
The doorman hardly
her jaw and followed them.
glanced at her.
She realized that he thought she was
"I

tte last

She turned now and walked hack up the Avenue. If
she sat in the balcony, and didn't eat lunch to-morrow,
could go to the Roxy. too.
For just one evening
she could forget her troubles.
Several people glanced at her as she walked on
even in that street of beautiful girls she was noticeable.
Her dark-blue eyes were sparkling with anticipation;
against the soft waves of her dark hair, her skin was
very white.
And her cheap little dress, with its white
collar and cuffs, was smart despite its cheap:sat in the very top of the balcony, from where the
dancing looked tiny.
But she enjoyed everything tremendously, from the blues singer to the acrohatic
dancers.
While watching the picture she forgot herself
completely.
She was the lovely girl who moved aa
the screen, wearing the exquisite clothes, adored by
Annabelle's favorite leading man.
It was a shock to go out into the street again, and it
was harder than ever to go to her room. Annahelle stood
looking about her. still feeling not quite herself.
Her aunt had said, lowering her voice lest som<

with them.
She glanced around, suddenly frightened.

The other

!

!
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The Movie Runaround

girl said, "Wait for me here while I powder my nose,"
as she turned to the left.. Annabelle blindly followed her.
Drawing a long breath of relief when she found
herself in the small mirror-lined room. Annabelle sat
down on a chair in a corner. A girl sat in another
corner, smoking and talking to tin- woman who seemed

That dress you got on is all right. I'll have the
other girl here inside an hour. It means Lola's job
She felt as if she had stepped into a movie. This
was the kind of thing that was always happening to girls

to be in charge.

in pictures

her bag for her vanity
Xow that she was actually here, she didn't knowcase.
how she had dared to come in. She was always doing
that, rushing into things on the spur of the moment,
and then wondering how she'd get out
The girl in the corner rose. Remarking that she might
as well return to her prize dumb-bell or he'd get tired
The girl Annabelle had
of waiting, she drifted out.
followed in hurried away. Annabelle went over to the
mirror, straightened her hat, and sat down again.

Annabelle pretended to hunt

"Waiting for somebody

in

?" the

between the
cigarettes,

tables,

you know, and when anybody wants

'em.

sell

The

price

pasted inside the

list's

tray.

She went out of the

room, feeling as

if she were
shook, and her
throat was dry, but she went on. walking in time to the
music, feeling as she had when she took the leading role
in the school play back home.
The faces on either side of her were mere white blurs.
When a man said, "Cigarettes here, please !" she did
not hear him until he spoke again.
She forgot to look at the price list, but he gave her
a two-dollar bill and said, "That's all right," and when

floating

through the

little

air.

Her knee-

maid

Annabelle
asked sympathetically.
nodded. "Well, it's early yet. We've
just opened.

comes

Seems

like

the

crowd

every night."
Through the open door came dance
Two girls in
music, soft, insistent.
evening gowns drifted by, then another one passed dressed as plainly
as either Annabelle or the girl she
later

had followed.

"Seems like hardly anybody dresses
any more," the maid remarked, glancing at Annabelle's simple black dress
suit.
"Peggy Joyce come in here the
other night in a blue dress like the
kids wear to high school.
And not
!"
a diamond on her

"Ma-ma!"

A

girl

stumbled into

the room, slumped into a chair. The
maid jumped up. Turning quickly,
!"
Annabelle heard her gasp "Lola
The girl bent forward, with a little
moan. The tray of cigarettes that
she had been carrying fell to the
floor.

"Ma, I can't go on," she cried. "I
nearlv fainted a minute ago it's so

—

hot—''
"Get those smelling salts on the
!" the woman exclaimed
to An-

table

!"

"And some

water, quick
Annabelle ran to obey.
Dashing
back, she knelt down and rubbed the
girl's cold hands.
Finally, when she
opened her eyes again and sat up,
Annabelle began picking up the scattered cigarettes.
The woman explained.
"My daughter," she said tenderly,
"just got over pneumonia, she did.
I begged her not to work to-night,
but she was bound to hang onto her
There, honev
job.
I'll
telephone
"
nabelle.

She must be a
bad lot running

around
man

with a

like that."

—

Sue

The girl tried to rise.
"Sue can't get here

for an hour." she said wearily.
have to go out again.
If Henry sees I'm not
"
around, and somebody wants something
Annabelle swallowed hard.
" she
"Could I I mean, if I could go out for her
faltered, her eyes on the girl's ashen face.
"If it's just
"I'll

—

to

sell

cigarettes

"

The woman turned

to her gratefully.
"Say, would you?" she asked.
"Just walk around

she consulted her
a dollar.

That price

list

list,

she found that he had tipped her

amazed

her.

She

didn't

know much

about cigarette prices, but she did know that at some
of the grocery stores back home one brand was sold for
twelve cents and here they were fifty cents!
Yet people paid the exorbitant prices willingly, and
Her heart glowed. She'd have a lot
tipped her, also.
of monev to turn over to Lola

—

The Movie Runaround
Nobody paid an) attention to her, excep
they
wanted something. She tried t<> keep out "i th«
.iikI tu see something of the dancing.
The show was on now. Two gii
usi al iki-.
doing
The lights were very low, save
pot turned on the dancers.
Annabellc could hardly

!.

-

\\

'

lier

fat

u.i>

man

I

I'm

demanding something

only taking

"

ti>

smoke.

'I

little

1

studied

for

mon

a

:n.

"tit

1

bun again.

her intently.
"I >id

her

involuntai

cl

back

Realizing that he was wat<
suddenly uncomfortable.

-

you want

Mm," he

>aid.

ed

<

lb- smiled.

1 i |

le

1

l

"Just anything—anything!" he exclaimed, thru
a ten-dollar bill into lier hand.
She began counting
change, but he pushed her away.
"I km't bother
keep it !" he urged.
>Annabelle's
straightened into a thin line.

smiled

I

.

about.
ulio was inclined t" be

her by the sleeve,

at

im.

i

A

up

le

I

stopi

really

I

stiffly.

wanted was

talk

to

was curious about you.
job, aren't you?"
"I

m<
you're out of a
Surprised, Annabellc nodded.
"1 thought so.
Not that I'm a mind
I'll
but
bit you're hungry, aren't you?"
She nodded again reluctantly. Me turned to tin- head
waiter, who was hovering about.
Tell

"I'd like to have this young lady have a bite of supper
with me. Henry," he .said.
"That's al! right, isn't it?"
can't!" Annabellc exclaimed, stepping back.
"But you will eat!" announced Henry, grasping her
arm so tightly that she winced. "You cannot step in
here and work a little and say what you will d
back and see if Sue has come, and when shi
you
will join this gentleman."
"It won't he so bad," the man urged, with a
smile.
"Please come back!"
Annabellc hastened away, telling herself that
she'd mar.
dip out of the d
mellow.
She dumped the tray down, and turned
to look for her things, when the maid hurried
out of an inner room to a<k what was the matter.

Annabellc told her.

The woman went

to

the door, stared across the room, and came
back beam;:
"Listen, you go out there and git a
meal." she said. "I've seen half a dozen girls
make a play for that man. and he's never _
He's on the
one of them a tumble before.
square won't do nothing but buy you supper.
j

—

Have some

!"

sense
Annabellc slowly
"Go on!" the
leave.

prepared

woman

"Henry's waiting right
added, "and he'll make a fuss
don't.

into

you

to

urj

she

you
might get Lola

Besides, it
trouble: you're

if

her place,

in

set ."

couldn't do that." Annabelle
She couldn't
thoughtfully.
help being rather pleased, somehow, at having to stay she hated
"I

said

;

much," she protested, and bent over to lay
the money on the table.
Laughing, the man slipped a
bill into her pocket without her realizing it.
She turned
ami walked away, hoping that he wouldn't call her again.
The head waiter had questioned her when she first
came out. She was afraid that he would refuse to let
her work, but now he nodded at her affably.
"Take all you can get from suckers like that." be
told her. "and look
that man over against the wall
"It's too

—

wants you."
Annabellc stared as she made her way along the narrow aisle. She had seen that face before somewhere:
in the newspapers, probably.
She'd been reading them
thoroughly, after she clipped the want ads.
He had iron-gray hair, and keen, dark eyes, oddly set.
couldn't see much of his face: he was resting it on

to

enchanted place r.
She went back to the table, to find hot soup waiting
leave this

for her.

s<>up

that

smelled

-lie

realized

suddenly how long it was since she had had a really
good meal.
"Please don't be angry with me." the man said, with
"I was lonely
a smile that made her smile in return.
and wanted to talk to some one. and well, when I
a little country girl tackling Xew York, I'm alw
tempted to give her some advice."
"How did you know I was a country girl?" Anna-

—

demanded.
"Because you haven't the hard look that the city will
give you," he answered. "And because I saw you ret use
Now tell me about yourthat tip a few moments ago.
[Continued on page 91]
self, won't VOU?"

belle
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Woman

The Happiest

MYRTLE CEBHART
WHEX

By

you look back on your life from your deathwhat facts will you determine whether you

bed, by

have succeeded or failed:"
group gathered in the Bannister living room discussed
this question from the Edison intelligence test.
The obvious answer, some one suggested, would be a consideration

A

of one's service to humanity.

Ann Harding

"Boloney,"

throaty, pulsing voice.

remarked in her
would be whether or

Bannister

"With me,

it

had achieved personal happiness."
reply unwittingly conveyed much of this woman
intuitive enough to sense the lasting things of life,
and startlingly frank in shearing off the false tissue which
not

I

Her
who is

many mistake
Only

for reality

—the

sentimental mazes.

and an honest person would admit
such selfishness of motive.
And only one thoroughly
schooled in evaluating experience would know that this
goal of and for self is achieved most solidly by building
contentment for others. Rarely is such mellow knowledge
found in a woman as young as Ann.

One

a clear-thinking

With

could scarcely find a happier actress.

a hus-

band who shares her professional and personal inter
an adored child, and a stone castle embedded in a mountaintop up under the stars, herself a success, all worth-while
things are hers and are cherished dearly. Her life is busy,
yet leisurely orderly, but never monotonous varied, without diverging from a pattern basically simple.
Dressed in knickers and shirt, or a loose jersey suit, she
tramps their own all-paid-for mountain. She is gloriously
free, because she is so gloriously bound.
Spare hours are
spent out of doors, on the tennis courts, from which steps
descend to a projection room, or in the swimming pool, or
landscaping, or luring the wild quail to become friendly, or
on the roof acquiring sun tan.
;

;

doing as they

Guests ramble over the place,
Friends are treated like family.

please.

"My memories of the theater are not pleasant: hard
work, constant struggle and study, stuffy hotels, cold, ill
health. Life holds so much more out here.
I am grateful.
I'm happy because I have what I want. I suppose. My
needs and desires are very simple."
"In your boarding-house days, your life had few frivolities."

"Simple,

good

but

"Though, not

and

she

substantial,"

qualified.

no firm
Crudity and impermanence surrounded me, and
Now
too many cross currents of vague dissatisfaction.-.
my environment is fundamentally wholesome, calm, and
actively

discontented then,

I

felt

ground.

beautiful."

Her need of stability grows from her early life as the
daughter of an army officer whose family followed the
roving course of his duties. The soldierly qualities of courage, honesty, directness, and simplicity form the corner
of her character, and explain her seif-discipline and poise.
"I have almost too much discipline;" she laughed.
"I regard
Ann Harding calls those
obedience to those in command of
in charge of her films
"Sir," because she bemy pictures as a matter of course.
lieves in discipline

obedience as a
of her training
Tholo by Duncan

and

result

as an

army officer's daughter.

call them 'Sir.' the salute of
I
one's officers to which I am accus-

tomed.
first,

hut

They look bewildered
I

think they like it!"

a:

Hollywood

in

Ann Harding's contentment b built on marriage, child,
and home. Added to these essentials is an active
and successful career. How she combines all her
without excitement or confusion will be fully
understood when you meet her on the intimate terms

activities

of this article.
It takes an Ann
larding, the way she stands—straight and slim
with head thrown back and level, questioning gaze
to toss off
such a buoyantly crisp and yet respectful acceptance of instructions
in picture circles, without a touch of the theatrical.
To her work she brings a soldier's zeal in its dramatic thrills,
I

and

ln> precise attention to petty duties likewise.
While she guards
her health with considerable care, she submits to discomfort without complaint when good sportsmanship demands it.
Behind
schedule, and unwilling to cause even a few hours" delay, she once
stood all morning in slippers painfully tight, the wrong si/e having
sent with a certain costume.
She knows the first name of every studio worker— and his children's as well
though this contact of hers does not smack of
camaraderie.
A rare talent, that, to inspire a limited friendliness
which no one has
ever abused. You
should have heard
the
Pathe
pub-

—

licity

department
ng for her

Christmas

last

They were huswrapping

ily

gifts

Ann Harding's home

members

for

the press when
Ann dropped in
with her own re-

membrances
the staff.

A

mountaintop

is

up

on a
under the stars, with a
view of Hollywood that

for

is

breath-taking.

dozen

last-minute duties

home awaited

at

hut she just
pitched in and asto enable
I,
them to leave for
her,

their

sive

argument

:

if

the

murmurs an apology and walks
far as that matter

Several

case
out.

seems

And

]

stays out.

concerned.
which she thought unbelievable have

-

Much

is

of the scintillant

"Holiday" diait
had no
she knew its value in stamping
ect bearing on the plot
the characters' reaction to environment, and. one
p
I.

ue

was

to he

cut

from the

play,

because

:

at a time,

won

her stand.

Opportunities have come
Thus she dis]
her career. "I

"I have rolled into things.
to

me

uninvited."

a

health-giving luxury to
Ann after years of

own homes

on time.
But if you picture a Pollyanna,
your mental canvas needs a few holder strokes of color.
Ifer fine honher intolerant of weakness in screen characEmploying her own sure logic, she adds detail to
Her studio battles are patiently fought, by
scripts.

are

beds

Rooftop

hotels

have

demanded

little

of

life

By
waiting which harries so many.
placate

it.

when my chance

arrived

I

determination to mak
"Ridiculously p.

I

Pullmans.

most sure waj

-the

incidentally.

and

that tense vigil of

d

my

energi

plunged into the work with a
she analyzed herself.

"A

fault,

much. Nerer do 1
stand
tempt to reform people: I've no missionary spirit at all.
I hear with something distasteful, until I no longer can
endure it: on a sudden decision, I step out, cutting the
"and
she made a sharp £e-turc
abruptly"
a virtue.

I'll

—

—

forever."

Her thoughtful acts for others are legion, services
A common friend of ours.
inconspicuously rendered.
Continu*
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far the gentlest and most appealing picture ever taken of
BYConstance
here for your delectation. In pensive
Bennett
is

mood

she is seen without the trappings of luxury that have earned
for her the name of a devotee of fashion, an exponent of sophistication more than sympathy, the quintessence of worldly appeal.

In reality she is a girl as eager as a beginner to succeed in her
profession. What matter if she has more money than she needs,
a position second to none, and a string of popular films behind
her? She knows that all these advantages count for nothing if
she lessens her effort to please those whose favor decides the fate
of a star the fans.

—

In the small picture, left, Miss Bennett is seen as Laura Murdock,
heroine of the stage play, "The Easiest Way," which will come
to the screen with a new title.

More
than

Tol'able
Richard Cromwell, an amateur who put
aside his brushes and paints for a fling
in

movies,

is

having a swell but bewild-

ering time trying to get used to

all

that

goes with sudden stardom.

By James Roy

Fuller

FRY time the yom
eration is almost
convinced that fresh young faces and winsome personalities should be kept at home to
brighten olhces and sales campaigns, leaving the
screen to struggle along with the taleni at hand, an
amateur comes across with a really fine performance.
Then every hamlet has again to put up with
.ill its Dots and Bills who
are bitten anew by dat ol'

E\

davil.

the acting bug.

Now

it
is
Richard Cromwell who upsets the
cinematic law of gravity by stepping right out
from
nowhere to stardom.
Richard's Tol'able David is as tine a characteri-

Cromwell played Tol'able David to the satisfaction of even
on the screen for
Richard Barthelmess.
some time, yet it is his first effort. He acts and
talks with feeling and animation, and
with that much
Pulling down his eyelids, he howled to the lady, "I
rarer something, convincing restraint.
These are the
can't get them open!"
He explained. "AH the^e' permarks of the master act
sonal appearances and things, and the dance last night
How did Cromwell, an inexperienced boy, do it ? Per- —gee. I'm glad don't
I
have to work to-day I'm glad
haps it is more to the point to ask. Can lie do
it again?
I'm going back to Hollywood next week."
But leaving Mich questions in the hands of those
ecAt that his was the most untired face I'd seen for a
centric muses that watch over the casting
offices and
long time. "It's great all this that's happened to me.
nario departments, let's < t what Richard has
to say
Mill think it must lie a sort of dream.
It must be. like
tor himself.
being drunk although I never was drunk you know
"Hello
I'll he out in a minute."
what's going on, but things seem hazy and unreal."
He wasn't even halfway presentable when he peeped
He grinned in the wholehearted, boyish manner of a
out from his bedroom and greeted the
publicity woman
lad having the most thrilling, but the most tiring, time
who was with me. although it was every hit of twelve
oi his life.
Richard is just himself; he has no
o'clock.
Half an hour before I had hanged on his door
He is naively enjoying every bit of his sudden stard
without arousing so much as a sleepy grunt within.
A even though personal appearances scare him half to death.
pretty reception, this, from the star who had a while
You like him at once, and feel glad, too. just as if your
ago
glorified the Southern highland folk, who
are terribly
own kid brother had come into a dazzling bit of luck.
hospitable if you are on their side.
I went down to the
Breakfast was brought in
toast and coffee
and only
hotel office to phone him.
two cups.
The Eastern office had lent a "big hrother" to Crom"Take my cup I'll call for another." offered Richard.
well, upon his arrival in Xew York, to
keep him from
"No, take mine." said Big Brother.
"Dick they
being mobbed by those timid young blondes on
Broaddidn't bring your whole-wheat toast !"
way. Big Brother answered, after a moment's ringing.
I couldn't think of cheating them out of their coffee,
A few minutes after the publicity lady and I went
since I had had breakfast loner before "professional"
up, Richard bounced in. wearing the Kansas City
edition
hours.
Finally I was forced to take Big Brother's cup.
of Hollywood trousers
more about these later his
While I drank my coffee. Big Brother nibbled the white
shirt very much open at the neck and
sleeves rolled above
toast, with no coffee, and Richard sipped coffee without
elbows.
He jerked his blond hair back out of his his toast. The lady phoned for another cup.
eyes and grinned, just Tol'able David himself.
The waiter popped in. bearing the whole-wheat toast
zation as

you are

likely

to see

—

—

-

(

.

I

—

—

—

;

—

—

_

—

—

—

—
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More than Tol'able
"We went to the Columbia jubilee disguised as gentlemen,'
put in Big Brother. "Dick got a big rush. I had him to change
partner> at each break in the mu>ic. in order to get around.
And

at one thirty I kidnaped him away and sent him to bed
"It s funny," Richard observed, "people always expect me

to he like an actor, and I don't know how to act like a movie
actor.
It makes me feel silly when people stop me at the stage

door, look

me up and down, and

you do on the

screen.'

say

it

—but

I

"A chap

like

Honest.

say,

'Why, you look just like
know what to do or

don't

I

'Aren't you Richard Crom!"
That was great
He turned to Big Brother. "Wasn't he a nice fellow?''
Big Brother agreed that he was a nice chap.

well

stopped us on the street.

I've just seen

?

your picture.

It's fine.'

—

—

"But personal appearances" Richard shuddered "you step
on the stage, with your face out over the front row,
and people staring up at you so hard you just stand there and
right out

—

shake

like this."

He jumped up to impersonate a star reacting to the
talked of personal contact with an audience.

much

"Had you done any
in

in

film work before 'Tol'able David'?"
"Only two days of extra work. I was a cowboy in a scene
'The King of Jazz.' I did a sort of setting-up exercise 'way
the background while John Boles up front was singing."
I asked how he came to step into Richard Barthelmess's old

hill-billy

brogans.

"They'd tested everybody at the studio and were giving
almost anybody a try-out.
I'dl
I heard about it and applied.
always wanted to be an actor, but people had kidded me sol

much

about it. I didn't dare to expect the parti
expected it. too.
Yet getting it was a bigl

I'd quit talking

—but

I

sort of

surprise."

Prior to his extra work in Paul Whiteman's film, Cromwell
had had a little stage experience. He was the leading man in
"Ivanhoe" as brought to the boards by the Long Beach eighth!
grade.

Young Ivanhoe galloped home and called for his armor
The best that Radabaugh Hall could muster up was an
old suit of underclothes. Good enough.
The young knight then besought from Dame Radabaugh,
his mother, the honor of having her sew on, with her own fintrue.

gers, a thousand or two of those metal things used to clamp
around chickens' ankles. His mother had the armor plates,
but no time for such chivalrous pastimes.
"I began to sew them on myself. When I finished five tags
It made a swell coat of mail
I quit and painted on the plates.
"I got along fine, except about the middle of the plav I got
I said, 'No, damn it!' and went back and saic
a line wrong.

'damn' right (
They got sore at me for say
right.
before all the kids and mothers."
A player who tells you all these things would doubtless tell
all. but if you're expecting a snappy confession or two. or a
personality chart of "The-kind-of-girl-I-want-to-marrv." calm
He
vourself. Richard says he hasn't had time to fall in love.
just has pals like Anna Q. Xilsson and Dave Rollins's kid sister.
it

It's

and another pot of

all set

on

says Richard
Cromwell.

coffee,

for the interview.

Until a short while ago, Richard was*
only Roy Radabaugh, a young arti>:
Los Angeles about to make a go of it.

terribly
star

tour

New York

Constant Reader.
Breakfast started, we are

but

be a

to

instead of the cup.
Big
waiters, gave up and took
his in a water glass.
His coffee, you know. The waiter
seemed frightfully calm about his blunders. I do hope
his boss turns out to be Picture Play's old pen pal.

Brother, knowing

g reat

tiring

He had begun to sell his stuff, had done*
some mural work in a theater, and was

specializing in portrait masks.

—

"Then this came along," he chuckled. "Now I can
paint what I want to in my spare time, instead of making
the stuff that sells.
And mother can now write her
impossible stories all the time. They sound like newspaper stories, so matter of fact, but they are fiction. I've
put crazy books around for her to pick up, but she
didn't take the hint."

"Look at the pretty flowers," said Richard, beaming.
"They gave them to me at the party last night. I didn't
"
know it was to be a masquerade, so barged in
1

—

This slim David five feet ten, weight one hundred
and forty-eight was called "Fatty" all through his

—

childhood.

[Continued on page 104]

IOAN MARSH,

one of the prettiest of the newcomers who are forever cropping up only to disappear from the horizon after a season
in photographs, is meeting with no such fate.
True, her photographs are here and they leave nothing to be
desired but she has a leading role in a film, too— '"Three Girls Lost."

—

—

Her

father

Rosher,

whose

a

name

is

Charles

cameraman
you

have

seen on the best that the
screen has offered for
years, so it's no wonder
that his daughter is photographically perfect.

!
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Hollywood
Lively items of

ALTHOUGH
Norma Tal-

Unlucky.
earth is
be done about
Pauline Frederick?
Here she is again with another smashed-up romance.
The shortest, too, of her four marriages.
Pauline has always managed to stay married for about
three years heretofore, but the match with Hugh C.
Leighton, wealthy hotel owner, has lasted scarcely six
months. He is called the "kissless husband," because,
as he himself had asserted, Pauline was not a very
affectionate wife.
Pauline is one of the few four-timers in the marital
list.
Her best rival is Robert Ames, who has been married and divorced four times.
Then there is De Wolf
Hopper who has a six-time record, but he is more of the
stage than pictures.

to

not be superstitious

A

numerologist

informed her that
she must do nothduring the
ing
weeks around the

New

Year, because
un-

would be

it

lucky.

Therefore

Norma

hied herself to Xew
York on a pleasure
jaunt.

The trip also had
another objective.

Norma

planning
to star on the road
stage

the

in

is

plav,

"The Greeks Had

Word For

a

She has

to

do

It."

this

in order to obtain
the screen rights.
She's planning to
make it as her next

picture.

Veritable Turtle

Doves.
Polly

her

Moron lives up to the title of
new picture, "Reducing," by

struggling

through a work-out be-

'

That Canary Appetite.
Swanson's dietary restraint, and
The former was demat the tunefulness of her gowns.
onstrated recently at the Embassy Club, where Gloria
confined her luncheon to three asparagus tips and a
cup of tea.
The sartorial melodiousness was evidenced when she
came into a theater to see Mrs. Patrick Campbell, in
"Ghosts," and was adorned with a gown that literally
jingled with beads and sequins.
It was audible enough
to register in any microphone, had there been one, and
attracted no end of attention.

We

marvel

at Gloria

Au Revoir, My Whale!
you have seen "Xew Moon" and heard that favored
song "Lover Come Back to Me." you will appreciate
If

Are Bebe Danand Ben Lyon
happy ?
iels

tween scenes, but it doesn't do any
good.

By Ed win a nd

What on

madge may

'

We'll venture to
say the}- are.
sat next to them at
a buffet supper at Bess Meredyth's, and they gracefully
explained away all the rumors of differences between
them. They are happier now than when they were first
married they have a better mutual understanding of
each other.
"Why," exclaimed Ben. "we don't quarrel now even
when we're playing bridge, and we used to all the time
before our wedding."
Bebe lavishes such endearing words as "precious" and
'honey" on her husband, and Ben is all admiration for
his wife's talents and accomplishments.

We

;

this one.

A

picture titler in one of the studios wanted to call a
feature made in Labrador, "Blubber, Come

whaling

Back

to

Me."
Hot-blooded Romancing.

—murderer

Ramon Xovarro
and

Dallies

a

Mary and Doug have taken
again.

And

here

everybody

!

Harold

Lloyd

— shot

killed

That's a Guatemala press agent's idea of swell pubfor a picture.
The story was published during
the run of "Call of the Flesh" in the Central American
licity

republic.

The fantastic tale declared that Lloyd had trampled
on the Mexican flag, and that Novarro, in a fit of rage,
had fired upon the comedian, and killed him.
It is unbelievable that such a cock-and-bull yarn could
ever be printed, but

Duke

news and gossip broad

it

actually was.

While.
to

entertaining royalty
that they had

thought

relinquished that pet pastime.
But then up bobs the Duke of Sutherland, all of a
sudden. Serious thoughts of the continuance of picture
careers are abandoned, and Doug. Mary, and the duke
go on a fishing trip.
The Duke of Sutherland emulates movie celebrities
by having his own private picture theater on his estate,
and he is an ardent fan of Doug and Mary's.

Ritzy to Marlene.

Hollywood turned thumbs down on Marlene
Dietrich. They admitted she had beauty and personality,
but declined to see her a« a Greta Garbo rival.
"She hasn't the subtlety of Garbo." was the remark
we heard most frequently at her premiere, a flashy affair
Stars of

at the

Chinese Theater.

the picture "Morocco." cither.
Generally it seemed a
slowly.
washout at the grand opening, but we have a lot of

The stars didn't like
They said it moved too

;
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High Lights
cast from the central station of filmland.

Elza

Schallert

it

is

of

Hollywood's
bell,

when

it

Sweet-sounding Names.

friends outside the
who think

movies

a fine

the

now

are

l'he\

example

and

picture art.

judgmem

oftentimes doesnl ring the
comes to appraising a picture or player.

!

I'.an

Juan

called

\\ hat

Lolita
names these,

po<

for the

John

Dolores

were

nn

\

John and

christened when they
visited San Salvador, where
the inhabitants were quite
mad about the duo.
Indeed, that entire yachting cruise in Pacific waters
was a great success, according to the returning voyThe only marring
agers.
so

A Western
•.

Tom

la^t,

and

all

the

Culmination.

time

a

Westerner!

That's

Mix.
even finished up

hi> matrimonial life with a horseHe
opera climax. In her divorce complaint, his wife accused
him of brandishing a revolver, and frightening her
nlnio^I to death with it.
Tom and Victoria Mix have been at the parting point
for months, and have long maintained separate homes.
Tom would come to his wife's residence for a day OT
two, she declared in her suit, but would dash away again
in a hurry.
Much of the pasl year he has been with

a

experience was that John
suffered an attack of fever,
which recurred after he got
hack to tollywood. ( )therwise he had a great time,
and caught some of the big1

circus.

Outside of the revolver threat mentioned, there isn't
anything sensational about the separation of the Mixes.
Mrs. Mix wants to keep Thomasina.
Ingenue Learns Language.
"S'long sec j nil soon !"
Yes, this is English
movieland English.
It's about
the first set of words one learns to say in bidding adieu
to a friend in Hollywood, according to a bright little
player, Sidney Fox, who has just been signed by Universal
"Nearly every one around the sets uses this expression
"It sounds funny to
in saying good-by," she declared.
an Easterner, hut there is something friendly about it
:

—

that

I

roam the

Barrymore

with

do another
she

a

re-

is

hack

now

film,

Now we knowwhyregiments

that

have honorary colonels. The
reason is Marion Davies,
who ho ds that post in the

Warner's.

at

like."

Lewis

it

mind

to stick to acting.

Lowell Sherman and Ramon Xovarro. on the other
Ramon's first Spanish effort is a
hand, are going on.
big hit. He was just about mobbed by the enthusiastic
crowd at the premiere of "Sevilla de mis Amores,"
Ramon made a
"Call of the Flesh,." Spanish version.
personal appearance in connection with the first showing

Los Angeles.
Evervbody says that Ramon has done an

up.

He

will

clever piece of direction in the picture.

What

a pity that

cannot be seen and enjoyed by his American admirers

!

First

Gary Love Lupe?
Gary Cooper is right there with frankness and brevity.
"Who's your girl friend?" some one asked him recently
while visiting in San Francisco; "Lupe

"You

bet." replied Gary.

"Same

girl

"Are you married?" inquired the
"Nope."
And that was that.
Rest

and

Infantry,

now

"Lu." and "Bucket" Oakie?

at a theater in

intelligent

Twenty-sixth

Division.
be
known as Lew Ayres.
What's the use of trying to be known by a formal name
when the public prefers to treat you informally? Everybody persisted in calling the hero of "All Quiet" Lew,
and so Lew has been officially adopted by the studio.
Wouldn't it be interesting, in this connection, if
of the stars were called by their nicknames on the
en? For instance: "Speedy" Lloyd, "Tuick" Arlen
Gary "Coop," "Texas" Brian, Jeanette "Mac," Lrnst
it

Louis Wolheim feels that way
however.
Since "The Sin Ship," he has about
now.

his

Lew.

|

realization,

made up

Now

Lewis Ayres bad to give

Boss Complex Hits Dix.
Richard Dix will direct
Another dream fulfilled!
"Big Brother" for RKO. Every actor seems to want
to be the head man on the set at some time or other.
The anticipation is sometimes much better than the

i

in

"Trilby."
It has
since been decided she will
of

vival

We

it

S<

gether, and there was some
talk of Dolores appearing

Miss Fox stands out in the galaxy of new arrivals,
because she is a hrunet ingenue.
Most ingenues are
blondes or redheads, either by nature, or by preference.
don't expect to see Miss Fox succumb to the peroxide or henna convention.
ney comes from the New York stage, where die
played in "Lost Sheep." "I'm not one of them, though,
even if I have come to Hollywood," she said.

about

fish that

•

Dolores looks more slender than when we saw her
a few months ago at a preview of "Moby Dick."
They seem very happy to-

friend as

cu

be:"

ne.

Cures Prolonged.

of encouragement to Lila Lee and Renee
They are both at a sanitarium in Pre ;
Adoree.
Arizona, and neither can return to Hollvwood until the
I

!
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Hollywood High
No

Lights

firmament looked a whit brighter than he
Al was
time "The Singing Fool" was running.
the superking.
The past twelve months have been slow ones for Al in
picture making. He hasn't got going on his United Artists
contract, either.
And just' recently he had to sell a block
of stock at a loss of $720,000.
Add to this the fact that
his appendix recently kicked up trouble.
It's a hell of a life.
>tar in the

at the

Wally Takes a Rap.
Wallace Beery is another star who is reported to have
taken a bad financial rap. Wally had $100,000 in a concern
that was recently rifled of its funds by one of the officers.
Wally hopes to get some of his money back, but then you
never can tell.
This is one of the few times that the comical character
actor has ever been hit very hard in the pocketbook. He is
pretty shrewd most of the time.
He was once robbed of
a large amount of securities, but was fortunate enough to
recover

this.

Victor Diligent Student.

Varconi deserves a few good rousing cheers.
He's fighting to stay on in Hollywood, and the odds
Victor

aren't a bit

favorable to the
foreign actor with an accent,
such as most foreign actors
have.
Victor has been studying
virtually night and day to

Eeny, meeny, miny, mo,"
says Wallace Beery in considering his pictures for
the New Year, and he

draws "The Secret

overcome

any

faults

his

in

English inflection. He is determined that he will speak like a native.
You remember what an excellent actor he was in the
silents.
He merits a chance to come back.

end of spring, at the earliest. Miss Adoree may not be
able to go back to the colony until July.
John Farrow, scenario writer, to whom Lila was rereported engaged, often visits
her at the sanitarium, flying a portion of the way in order to make
the trip.
Renee may occasionally be lonely,
but she has a strong philosophy of life

Six."

cently

to

back on.

She went through

struggles and

much unhappiness,

fall

many

especially in her youth.

Renee shares her quarters

at

the

hospital with six other patients, and
the companionship helps. Lila Lee occupies a bungalow, where she is attended by a maid. She is reported the

more

lonely.

Trinket Far

Too

Small.

An

executive at one of the studios
was very much impressed with the
success made by one of his stars. So,
The executive
too, was the star.
wanted to do something nice for
Christmas, so he bethought himself
of presenting a midget car just as a
sort of trinket.
He didn't realize that
success had really gone to the star's
head.
"Huh," exclaimed one of the executive assistants. ",i lot of good that'll
do him now. Why. he'll never even
get his head inside."
Jolson, the

Ill-starred.

Al Jolson has had a terrible year!
And, just think, hi' was on top of the
world when the talkies first came in

John Miljan, pluperfect

menace only

to

villain,

worms when

goes gardening.

is

a
he

"Cimarron" Must be Good!
all we hear about "Cimar
ron" is true.
Richard Dix reall
needs a good picture.

We hope
From

the

way

the talk

is

goin_

one of the epics of all time,
Indians, wagons, cattle, bad men. gay
women not to say naughty and
this

is

—

—

everything that spells a high time on.
the old frontier.
The land rush
scenes, wherein a hurly-burly of vehicles are seen racing each other
across a prairie, are said to be one
of the big thrills of the year.
EsJ
telle Taylor, Irene Dunne, and William Collier. Jr.. are in the cast.
spent a lot of money on the
land rush. They had bad luck. Rain
spoiled the first attempts to photograph the wild dash, and the whole
business had to be undertaken a sec-

RKO

ond time.
Jackie Gives Up Game.
Wlioever said Jackie Coogan wasn't
an exceptional boy! He has an ad-

mirable spirit of

self-sacrifice,

His mother pridefully told us an
cident that illustrates

too.
in-

it.

Jackie wanted verv much to go to
the Notre Dame-U.' S. C. football
?amc. but tickets were at a premium.
Jackie heard that he could get one
for $20, the regular price being $5.

and he told his mother about

it.

!

Hollywood High

Lights

ticket," she
seems like an awful lot to paj foi
him; "alter all. there are so many i»>"i boys to whom
£20 would mean 11111.
"I guess that's right, mother," Jackie answered right
I'll listen over the radio."
tway. "I gu<
"lli.it

.1

told

Ami
And

he did.
going some for a youngster who
to have considerably more than $1
in his
that's

Luck of

a

reputed

is

own

ri^ht

Colleen.

Stage show quits on the road; star goes to hospital;
former husband is reported engaged to another girl.
So goes the sad saga of Colleen Moore, who ruled as
one of the most popular stars of the movies just a few
years ago.
is no news thai
It
1
olleen'!
venture didn't come
out as well as she had hoped. The strain of the experience,
and the fad that she wasn't used to the unearthly hours
that footlight folk have to keep, sent her to Battle Creek
Sanitarium for a rest.
Then just about that tune came tin- announcement that
John McCormick had fallen in love with Mae Clark, and
that they expect to wed is soon as divorce requirements
permit.
Colleen

is

home

again, and

happy

to he

in

Hollywood.

Virginia Goes English.

Hurray

for Virginia

Lee Corhin

!

She announces

that

she is returning from abroad with an English accent. She
thinks it will help her career.
Virginia really went across
As if the pocr stars didn't
the seas on a honeymoon trip
work hard enough at prewith her husband, 'led Krol,
mieres, here's Leila Hyams
hut she decided to turn the
autographing the latest
jaunt to profit, and took up
wrinkle, a theater guest
elocution while she was in
boo ;.
1

England.

Her

efforts should help her to

knock the colony cold

Photographer Stalks Greta.

The day

of

reckoning has come

!

for

Greta Garbo.
that even the camera-

She has shunned publicity so much
men are out to capture her. dead or alive. And ireta
almost died. too. when one of them concealed his photographic apparatus in a hedge surrounding her house
at the beach, and shot a picture of her while she was
taking a sun hath.
The reports are that Greta was not
(

very heavily clad at the time. One generally isn't when
a sun hath is under way.
Now the question is, Where are those pictures?

Eagle Eye on Warner.
shines on Warner Baxter.
The "light"
is the gleam in the eye of Cecil DeMille when lie has
found a new star.
Raxter is to play the title role in

The

light

they say, she shouldn't he doing anything like that. And
Hut
she was so idealistic before she came to America.
so it ^K'~
The fact is. Maureen used to smoke in her native
land.
She quit it when she came to the colony, for
fear it might impair her voice.
She tried it lately and
found it didn't do any damage.
So she just resumed

now

"The Squaw Man."
Tn the old days Baxter would have been called a
DeMille discovery, but times are changing. Baxter has
been a discovery ever since he appeared in the bandit
role of "In Old Arizona."
If there is any star who leads a quiet, unobtrusive life
around the colony it is Warner. He tends to business,
wins medals from the Motion Picture Academy, and is
apparently very much in love with his wife. Winifred
Bryson. Added to all this, he is a very competent and
experienced actor.

Maureen's Fall from Grace.
Maureen O'Sullivan is shocking some of her fans
around Hollywood by taking up smoking.
Thev regard it as a sign that the little Irish girl has suddenly
gone in for the gay life. Maureen is such a youngster,

the habit.

A

Valiant Fire Fighter.

now holds the
He was the hero

of Fire Chief
of a recent conflagration that burned a number of the homes at the film
seaside resort.
nts
He organized the dwelK
to the regular firemen, and they did valiant work,
if he wants it Buster now has an official post awaiting

Buster Collier.
of Malibu Beach.

him.
Stars

who

Jr.,

lost their

homes

title

in the fire

included

I.

Fazenda, Marie Prevost, and Frank Fay and his wife.
The destruction to property, inBarbara Stanwyck.
cluding automobiles and jewelry, was estimated at nearly
$1,000,000.

A Beneficial Husband.
Boy is to he married. SI
vampish girl who often appears in RKO

'king

I. a

Rita
only acquire a husband in the match, hut
Her intended is Ben Hershficld. an agent
a daughter.
Their marriage awaits the final decree in a
for players.
^curing
divorce suit which he won a few months
the custody of his child.
Rita's future will he well taken care of. no doubt,
if lie cat
for
, intents
her husband..
others, he can surelv do as much for his wife.
Continued on page 112
will not

pictures.
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ENGLISH

Cir

AMERICAN
Combining

and American' push, 'DorothyMackaill achieved the unusual
rebellion with a handsome contract, instead of a long vacation-

traditional British logic

coming through a studio

in

By Malcolm
TWISTING
risky
and

H.

Oettinger
Dorothy Mackaill has been
playing leads in standard pictures for a full decade, which
is
a milder way of saying
eleven years.
Arriving here
from Hull, England, she found
a place in the "Follies" ranks,

lion's
the
business at

tail is

best,

becomes

it

acutely ticklish when the lion
is a motion-picture mogul.

The stars who have essayed
Oliver Twisting, asking for
more opportunity or more salary, have been notoriously un-

1919

Raymond
out

Griffith

was turn-

hilarious

comedies

when his differences with Paramount put him on the outside
looking in.
Adolphe Menjou
was at the top of his elegant
stride when he requested a
three-f housand-dollar

raise in'
'

refer.

But for all her security, she
has not been satisfied with her
pictures.
She felt that fewer
and better Mackaill features
would do her no end of good,
mentally, physically, and spiritually.
So she said as much
to the gods of the lot, and they
heard her not.
Then there followed one of
those sturdy studio combats
that are usually skimmed over

so less clashing with the front

However, Janet GayPhoto by Fryer

Miss Mackaill's blond presence puts a film on
the preferred list.

maidens militant, who decided
what they wanted and proceeded to let the world know.
Goudal was less than sensationally successful. After
winning a lawsuit against the tinsel wizard. DeMille.
she found it impossible to get work, because of that
relatively barren victory.
The little Gaynor girl broke
off with the Fox field marshals for months, but finally
returned on their terms.
Mackaill is different.

after that,

As a stellar body her course
has been steady, rarely brilliant, but never doubtful. She
has had her share of routine
program pictures, but she has
also had such things as "The
Barker." "Man Trouble." and
light comedies with Jack MulShe has had her tips as
hall.
And she
well as her downs.
has accumulated a devoted
public to which she does not

weekly stipend, and sought
solace in Europe upon being
turned down.
A year's absence was enough to bring him
back with altered ideas.
Wallace Beery and Conway
Tearle are two other excellent
actors whose ambition closed
the studio doors to them for
terms varying from a year to
indefinite.
Beery is now profitably engaged at Culver City,
where one of his duties is to
tutor the burly Tully in camera deportment.
Descipline is severe in Hollywood. Among the ladies perhaps there is less avarice, and
office.

Soon

roster.

his

nor, Jetta Goudal, and Dorothy Mackaill are outstanding

series.

she served as Barthelmess's
leading lady in several amusing films, later achieving stardom on the First National

successful.

ing

Style

by the publicity department,
and omitted altogether in the
glowing annual reports on the
condition of the company.

Upon completing the last
picture under her five-year contract. Dorothy Mackaill
did a daring thing.
From time to time during her term of stardom. Mackaill had raised her voice in protest against the shoddy
stories, or the hurried production, or the lack of time
between pictures. One release after another is wearing
Continued on page 108

years Dorothy Mackaill has been in pictures, with
FOR
the ups and downs of poor roles in weak films, as well
as

stardom

and

admirable

performances,

Malcolm

H.

Oettinger, on the opposite page, sums up her career and
cites her greatest victory.
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Pholo bj Irving Chidnoff

JEAN HARLOW,

whose luscious beauty was first seen in
"Hell's Angels," is not to wait another two years for her
next appearance. Far from it! Right now she is spreading
her lure all over "The Secret Six," starring Wallace Beery.

/

I
>ell

Bti:

I

published about William Boyd than any other
LESS
* long-established star, including his marriage to Dorothy Sebastian; and a new photograph of him is as rarely
seen as Colonel Lindbergh's smile. But you'll agree he's as
likable as ever in this one
is

38

WE

single out Joel McCrea for applause, because he
hasn't let being a college athlete stand in the way
of his becoming an actor who can speak as well as look
a part.
You saw "Lightnin' "f Then watch for "Once a
Sinner."

Ruth Harriet Loul-f

39

P1»i*» t»

Br Alt I)

here isn't Clara Bow sublimated by a wedding veil
and a bit of lace both rare and old because that's
what lace usually is. isn't it?
Her melting eyes on the
organist, she goes through the marriage ceremony in "No

IF

Limit."

—

40

f

COURAGEOUSLY

battling troubles and bravely rising

above a great sorrow, Mary Astor emerges triumphantly as an individual and an actress, for her performances now have depth and warm sympathy, where
formerly she was as unexciting as a perfect cameo

1'hnto hy Prfston

Duncan

II

Pboui

hjr

Eucfnr Kotwrt Rlrhce

CLIVE BROOK

goes steadily on, as much a staple in
the cinematic grocery as the orange marmalade of
his native England, his performances as correct, balanced,
zestful and welcome to fans as jam is to toast.

12

45
4

Photo

WHAT

Lawrence Tibbett confides,
opposite, that he doesn't want privacy, but gets a thrill
out of being recognized and mobbed that the more attention he receives from the public, the better he likes it.
Read what he says!
are we coming to?

—

*>jr

Clirfnre Sinclair Hull

.

.

a

Over

Tickled All
how Lawrence Tibbett feels about
lowed the canary when he's recognized

That's

if

o

R

\

\i

,1

picker,

.

oil

driller,

al

isn't

life can't
disillusioned, for he has

no

illu

vwre.
Blessed with a great voice, he turned naturally to the
played in musical

He
stage when he finished school.
stock companies all up and down the
Penzance,"

V
"Robin

"The
Hood," the

them all. he realized that it he
anything, he would ha\
have the greatest baritone voice
in the world, hut unless he sang in

New York no one that mattered
would ever hear about it.
IK- had a boyhood sweetheart.
Grace, I think, was her name.
Hardly had he finished school when
they up and married. Scarcely more
twins
children
than
themselves,
greeted them on their first wedding
anniversary.
If it had been hard to make ends
meet before, it was actual labor
now. What future for a father and
husband singing in third-rate stock

companies

in

the

West?

Xew York!

But how?
Meetings many meetings of the
prays-and-means committee, o
Xights
ing of L. Tibbett and wife.
spent in long discussions which
ended when Mrs. Tibbett took a job
and supported herself and the children while he went East in search
of a break
and the end of the

On

to

—

—

—

rainbow.

Tiny bits with the Metropolitan
Opera Company, while he strugAnd then one
gled and studied.
memorable day when they asked if
he could sing Ford, in "The Merry
of Windsor." three evenings

Wives
later.

Many

operatic stars take a vear
learn a single role.
Tibbett
learned bis in three days and awoke
four days later to find himself famous the operatic find of the

^o

—

decade.

Many
flashes

dazzle

of these finds prove to be
the pan
meteors that
for a moment or two and
in

—

I'.ut

I

Life to Lawrence Tibbett is a prettj swell dish, and
each to-day is a little more wonderful than
Had he lived hundreds of years ago, he would probably
have been the inspiration for the French phrase, joi de

Mikado." "Pirates of
whole work-.
When he had played
were ever to amount to
New York. He might

nienioi

a

each new
has earned Tibbett on to
greater glor)
Then the talkies and "I be
tried his
name and voice into those remote corners of the earth
brilliance.

losl

role

for

life,

He

K a\ ing only

fade,

By Romney Scott

-down to the depth-,
and he comes up >mi!:
sailor

e laughs
hurt him.

and people, smirking like the cat that swalpublic and confessing that he'd be annoyed
he were ignored.
life

in

that

Metropolitan Opera music never read
"Lord, the fun we've had along the way." be said, in
king of the hardships he and Mrs. Tibbett ha
faced.
"There have been times when we hardly knew
where our next meal was coming from. That was fun,
to... in a way.
"We didn't feel that the world owed US a living, but

we did
how to
there

feel

get

was there for US, if we k:
was our wits against the world's, and

that a living
it.

It

was joyous

Success
scribed

at

Satisfaction in obtaining

h; ls left

the

studio

as
<

being' plain

you learn

Gradually

and

is

he

Larry" to half the studio help,

never

thinks

of

'slow, grave smile"

bestowing

— he

grins.

a

and

swallow

with them

—

a
if

He

an

as

studio ravings aTibbett

it."

him singularly unspoiled.

s,,

is

old

S

to take

much

tl

blurb,

spoonful
you swallow them

at all.

One morning
onto

the

set

I

of

saw him walk

M

"Xew

There were perhaps
there waiting for him

fifty

to

extras

show

up.

order that they might start the
day's work.
And on his appearance a cheer went up—as spontaneous as the yells at a football
in

game.

There is none of the glamour of
the operatic star about him.
He's
"Larry" or Lawrence to half the
prop boys and electricians on the
set.

"Why,

went

to school with a
chaps around here."
he explained. "How in hell could
I

start

I

ritziny

stand-offish

them and

acting

now?

"You wrote an article some time
ago about Novarro, in which you
showed how

disillusioning

Well, that's
has proved to him.
Ramon as he is. Sensitive and reSmall things cut him and
tiring.
he shrinks every time a person in
whom he has pinned faith proves
He withdraws
a disappointment.
himself and away from the
world. Ramon is made that way.
I'm not.
"Most of the people who have
succeeded in this business tell you
you don't have friends you have
Well, that's true.
hangers-on.
Continued on page 100
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OVER

the

Fanny the Fan deals out brickbats and

moment

ings of the

dV

in

HG

went over to the studio, stopped the first
I
/
executive you met and said. 'Mr. Gimmick, as
the representative of an enormous group of
fans comprising one and one-half members, I
want to congratulate you on your recent acquisitions/ you undoubtedly
would pick a man who hadn't wanted them signed up in the first place,
or who thought 'acquisition' a dirty word. Just let well enough alone.
Keep on buying tickets to 'The Blue Angel' and if you want to be really
big-hearted, don't groan the next time you see Buddy Rogers simpering
his way through something on the screen."
I could see that Fanny thought that was asking too
much, so I sought to distract her attention.
"If memory doesn't fail me," I said, "and it rarely
Norma Talmadge
does when it comes to remembering something annoying,
will next take a
didn't you once remark that Miss Dietrich had little
"
fling at sophistiindividuality?
That she was an imitation
cated comedy.
Fanny smiled guiltily.
"Not exactly. You'll admit that it would have been
much better if audiences had seen 'The Blue Angel'
just

\

Thoto by El

In that film

first.

like no one
on the screen.

she

is

else

But

Photo by Pacta Brothers

how
JUST
about

it,"

do

you go

Fanny

Fan asked me
"when you want

the

earnestly,

to pat a
whole corporation on the
back and tell it you think

'Morocco,'

in

you

know,

the
cameraman, or director, or some one
stressed the Garbo
resemblance as

much

as

possible.

Every time she
a pose that

strikes

ought to be done about Par-

looks a bit Garbo,
she holds it almost
to the stiff-neck

amount for giving us Mar-

stage.

it's

swell

Something

?

really

and promising us Tallulah Bankhead,
and making a delightful picture like 'The Royal Family.'
But what?
"If it were a person you
felt indebted to," she rambled on when she noted
that I had no suggestion to
offer, "you could write her

lene

"I'm

Dietrich,

fan letter that wouldn't
be. read in all likelihood, or
take her to a lunch that she
couldn't eat because she
was dieting, or promise not
to listen in the next time she
made a fool of herself trying to sound spontaneous
a

But I can't
on the radio.
anything that
figure out
could be done for an organization as big and rambling as Paramount."

"No,"

I

agreed.

"If

you

second

no one

to

admiring
Garbo, but after
seeing 'The Blue
Angel' I'm thorin

oughly convinced
there is room for
both Garbo and
Dietrich on the
She acted
she were in-

screen.

as

if

telligently

directed

in that picture, but
in

'Morocco'

as

the

if

it

was

director

back and
her. so
fascinated that he

just

sat

watched
couldn't

Marlene
the
tion

first

in

call a halt.

Dietrich
real

pictures

years.

is

sensain

r

b

TEACUPS

fi

bouquets as she recounts happenmotion-picture circles.

DVSiSnQGr
/

"For once I'm
nority.

not in the mi-

Everj one

Marlene Dietrich.

is

crazy about

Just look
pictures

at

business her
Variety, the showman's Bible, encyclopedia, and court of last
that 'The Lottery Bride' took in only twenty thousand
dollars in a whole week, and 'The !51ik- Angel' played to twentyfour thousand dollars in the- same theater in three days!"
Imagine getting t>> the point where you go around memoriz
statistics about a star!
Maybe it i> just as well that the famous
Tallulah is coming over to offer Miss Dietrich a little competition.
the

1

"Do you remember?" Fanny and

I

said in chorus.

We

were thinking of the days a tew years ago when Tallulah Photo In
was rated about the most promising young actress on
the American stage.
Almost every day she lunched at
Jeanette MacDonthe Algonquin, and it she wasn't the most dazzling creaald proved to be
ture there, she was at least the most unusual and sinister.
a many-sided perMotion-picture producers urged her to go into picsonality during her
ture^, but she would just say, 'No, thanks, I've been.'
New York visit.
I

remember

don't

ever seeing her in
a film, but she
made several with

Madge Kennedy
in 1918 and
thought she

hack
she

was terrible.
Tallulah was
one of those un-

people

fortunate

who

herself
In
talked about.
no time at all she

got

day of her openings hundreds
of people come at dawn and
stand in line all day to get
gallery seats. When she comeon the stage it is nothing

became a legend
of all that was

her admirers to cheer
twenty minutes before they let
the performance go on.
is the favorite playmate of the

wrong

more

with the
generaFigure out

younger
tion.

for yourself
of it

how

much
the

work

was

of other

less- fortunate
players who were

Anyway,
up

jealous.

she got so fed

Broadway

with
that

went to
won't
what a

she

London.

I

describe
sensation she has

been there.
Y ou may get a
fair idea

fact

that

from the
on the

and

dizzy aristocracy
the idol of servant ^\x\>.

It

is

high time she came hack to
her native land to give us a
chance to see her again.

"You would think

that

boarding schools would rai-e
eyehrows and deplore such
rowdy pictui
Marlene
Dietrich's."
Fanny resumed,
getting hack to what threatens
to he a chronic topic of con-

versation with her. "Strangelv
enough, they don't. One chaperon's verdict to her chargewhen she came out of the theater with them was. 'Xckc

maybe you
try to teach
"

will listen

you

when we

walk grace-

to

fully.'
Lily

Damita

is temdevoting

oorarily
Terself

to

foreign

versions.

Miss

does

Dietrich

herself beautifully,

come

now

carry
that

I

her
that haunt you. though.
to think of

it.

It's

!
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Over

the Teacups
under the wrapper of Henry van Dyke's
sermons and read it. so the picture won't hurt
them. What's Myrna Loy doing?"
"just splendidly, thank you." Fanny retorted, gazing around Rumpelmayer's to see
who was there. Visiting picture stars have
not discovered Rumpelmayer's yet, but they
will any day now because all the young Broadway actresses gather there for tea and it is as
gay and decorative as a fashion show.
Dorothy Hall, who plays in Paramount pictures occasionally, and who is doing 'The
Greeks Had a Word For It' on the stage comes
there often, and you couldn't find a prettier
girl anywhere.
Sometimes I suspect Fanny of
going there just to see what new gadget in the
way of a tiny pocketbook muff, or a furcoated suit Dorothy is displaying.
"But what about Myrna Loy?" I repeated,
as Fanny continued to stare at Dorothy Hall
as if she were trying to memorize her costume.
"Oh, she's just finished the part of the
Queen in 'A Connecticut Yankee in King
Arthur's Court' and she has the toughest, and
yet the most interesting, assignment ahead of
her you ever heard of. She is to be in 'Squadrons' and the other feminine lead is played by
Elissa Landi.
And even if Miss Landi never
in

Myrna a lot
of competition.
"She's played in 'A Farewell to Arms' on the
stage," Fanny explained as I looked a little
bewildered. "She's the most exquisite and appealing person.
The play ran only a few
nights, but when it closed there was a chorus
of film producers shouting. T want her!'
"Fox got her. She speaks several languages
and they figured that if she didn't make a hit
in English, they could use her in foreign

has made a picture, she will give

Photo by Hurrell

Many

will

rejoice at Eleanor
to the

Boardman's return

screen.

And

just imagine a

girls

trying to imitate her

whole boarding school of

know some girls who go to a
and every once in a while we
take them to the movies on a Saturday afterTheir verdicts on pictures and players
noon.
Fanny and

I

finishing school

««$

*F*

delight us.

They adore Janet Gaynor and think Charlie
is stupid because it often takes him sevThey think
eral reels to start trying to win her.
Maureen O'Sullivan is cute, and a large part of
the school is divided over whether they would

«»V

Farrell

rather be like Helen Twelvetrees or Myrna Loy.
Before they had ever seen Helen Twelvetrees
in a picture, the nice quiet ones had selected her
from photographs in magazines as a model of
propriety and sweetness.
And then a few of
them saw "Her Man." There's been a notable
lack of appreciation for sweetness and simplicity
since then, but the furor over Miss Twelvetrees
has increased.
"Wait until they see her as Millie!" Fanny
gasped.
"What, you don't know who Millie is?" she
asked in amazement. "She's the heroine of one
of the most sensational novels of the year. She is
described as 'the right girl who met the wrong
men.'
If the picture is even remotely like the
hook, and I don't see how it could be done without chloroforming all the censors, it will make all
oilier lost heroines in the movies seem like Elsie

n&>

Photo by Ball

ilL-A:

is
Helen Twelvetrees
playing the most sensational of the year's

heroines.

Dinsmore."
"If the hook's that had. probably all the girls
of boarding-school age have already smuggled it

ra?

L

Over

17

Bui her tests look so marvelous that
won't be abli
her foi

versions.

now

the Teacups

thej

see the)

an) foreign vei stons after all."
"Is everybod) still studying French and Span
ish so frantically?"
asked
trikes me it's
1

a

disadvantage sometin

much

of a linguist.
foreign versions and

irl

to

I"

She might spend years

in

never be seen over here."

"Oh
know," Fani
"You're thinking of Lily Damita.
I
think it's a shame they've
k her in foreign versions.
She's doing the
pictures Norma Shearer played in English and
I

those are the best stories that Metro-Goldwyn
could buy, but she might as well have stayed in
France if she is to be in pictures that will onl)
-ecu there.
She wasn't awfully keen about
doii
o' Guns' in pictures, so it wasn't a
blow when Al Jolson postponed making it, but
she probably would like to play in the language
she Struggled SO hard to learn.
"There's still a rush in Hollywood to learn
nch and Spanish, when a lot of them might
put in a little time improving their Americ
or English, it' you insist.
But at least they're
red continual singing and dancing lessons,
now that screen musicals have almost passed out.
"1 don't want to see musicals discarded," Fanny
"Hut I'd like to pass a law compelling
ected.
Ernst Lubitsch to direct them all.
And I'm so
fond of Irving Berlin's songs that
know I .shall
resent the big open spaces in 'Reaching For the
Moon' where they've been removed."
While Fanny deliberated over the bewildering
array of pastries that the waiter displayed before
her. sh c paused now and then to cast a hit of
I

my

news

way.

Crawford and

"Joan

Douglas, Jr., are here
Joan's been working and dieting
strenuously that every one is worried about

for a holiday.

She

her health.

terribly thin and her comsomething thought up in a
morbid moment by a Paris dressmaker."
The mere thought of
i» wudiog
in's starving prompted

\on

looks

is

like

her to take another
of chocolate.

trifle

"Virginia
Sale
is
in
town." she went on, still
pausing reflectively over
the tray.
"She can stay
only a week or so, because
she's just getting into her
stride

in

falling

heir

to

intended

-

Pitts

pictures.
a
for

She's
lot of

ZasU

and

doing awfully
well in them.
After all,
Zasu can't be in every picture, and that's what producers as well as audiences

Oh,

want.

it was insome day the
two would agree on some-

well,

evitable that

thing."

She

selected one last bit

of sugary confection and
waved the waiter away,
even though he did relish

by Autre?

Myrna Loy is pitted against the loveliest
newcomers in "Squadrons."

of

her extravagant use of names.
think
I
he reallv wanted to ask her about Clara

Bow.
en

if

people compare Virginia to

uldn't mind.
A tdrl
being a second anyb
but not a second Zasu.
of pictures that cnuld have b
vastly improved with just one speech
i

Pitts,

might mind

I

.

from a voice half as plaintive as hers."
While Fanny was mentioning various
visitors to Broadway. I wondered that
she didn't speak of Jeanette MacDonald,
and I tried to think of a tactful wa\
bring up her name.
There probably
I

Tallulah

Bankhead, favorite

of London, has
to

make

come home

pictures.

was. but I couldn't think of
asked her bluntly.
Continued on page 109
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The director made Lupe Velez raging angry

in

"Resurrection."

WHIPPEDto TEARS
VELEZ was
LUPE
mad. And when

mad.
Xot angry, just plain
she gets mad, some sort of a

hurricane starts.
Five times she had rehearsed a scene in "Resurrection." and five times Director Edwin Carewe had ordered her to do it again.
"But Meester Carewe," Lupe protested, "I haf done
eet my best already.
Why do eet all over again? Eet
only wastes time."
A cold, withering smile overspread the director's features.
He leveled his gaze at the fiery little Mexican
actress, surveyed her slowly and serenely, and replied
with words which burned through her pride as though
they were acid.

"So
added.

that's

the best

you can do,

is

it?"

Then he

"Humph!"

That "humph" was what blew

When the cameramen were ordered to "cut." Carewe
turned to Lupe with a twinkle in his eye and said,
"Thank you. my dear. I knew you could do it. You
just needed a little stirring up."
Lupe understood immediately.
The director had
brought on the tantrum to get some of Lupe's dormant
fire

into the scene.

When

she realized

it.

she smiled,

almost through tears, and exclaimed. "You terrible!"
Back of countless emotional scenes in pictures are
hidden some amazing efforts of directors to bring out
dormant talent and to get action. The play's the thing
always, and the actors are mere manikins selected beDicause of their aptitude for certain kinds of roles.
rectors know that talent and ability are there, but drastic
measures sometimes must be used to draw them out to
the surface.

off the

cap and loosed

Lupe's vocabulary. A tornado of words started. Lupe
hurled at him everything she could think of that wasn't
nice.

Then she went back and hurled them all over again
with some fancy trimmings. Her eyes blazed in wrath.
She stormed and stamped, and put on an impromptu
scene which was a marvel of Latin emotion. Following
which she went back on the set and gave a magnificent
performance.

Cecil DeMille called Leatrice Joy into his office durWith
ing the making of '"Saturday Night" years ago.
ice in his voice he informed her that she was through,
and that he was utterly disgusted with her work.
"You'd best take your things and go." he said. "We'll
have another leading lady on the set in your place in
the morning."
DeMille went on looking over and shuffling some correspondence on his desk, apparently oblivious to the sobs
he heard. Before long. Leatrice was on the floor at his

•»'

Winifred Westover

When
lash

a player

fails

felt like

a scrub

to give

woman

in

"Lummox" when Herbert Brenon threw mops

her emotional

her to a tearful rage or dejection.

same manner.
crying

that

her

Here

is

a strange story of

is just what we want in your
want your heart, your soul, your all. We
want you to give and give everything you have in
ability.
You need to wake up in your scenes, concentrate, think, work.
Now you drop everything for the
•t
the day.
Come back to-morrow morning, and

let's

see

it

—

things will not be different."

That interview made Leatrice a star. It gave her a
new outlook on screen work, and in her heart she probably thanked DeMille a thousand times.
Drastic, perhaps, but efficient.
Even more terrifying

was the experience of little Mary
during the making of "The Phantom of the
Opera."
Rupert Julian, director, seemed unable to
arouse Mary to dramatic heights in one of the final
scenes, although he worked and worked until weary.
Suddenly he turned upon the frail actress and. in the
presence of the entire company, gave her a berating
which brought tears gushing. He told her she could not
riiilbin

may

verbally
in

the

sake.

wondered how she ever

pictures, called her
dramatic efforts pitiful, and
thought up a few more things
which he knew would hurt.
After he had proceeded for some time with his tirade.

By A. L Wooldridge

Leatrice, that

We

literal suffering for art's
act.

Cecil B. let her cry out her misery there alone, offering no word of encouragement, sympathy, or even inWhen he believed the scene had gone far enough,
he turned and said,

"Now,

to a big scene, the director

Lagging careers have been spurred on

career

would be ruined, pleading
one more chance.
"'I can do it. Mr. DeMille,"
!"
sobbed.
"I can do it

pictures.

all

at her.

Lon Chancy went

to

got

Mary's

into

side.

hold on. Mr. Julian." Lon said. '"You've gone
far enough with that mauling. This girl can act and act
That kind of blackwell, when you treat her right.
jacking will not get you anywhere."
He put a kindly arm about Mary and she. drooping
with self-pity, laid her head upon his shoulder and
sobbed.
And Julian
Chancy looked at Julian and winked.
nodded his head undcrstandingly.
Every one who saw Mary Philbin creeping down those
dark steps in the Paris Opera House with awe and fear
written upon her features, now know why the scene
was so magnificent.
I doubt if these two incidents set any example to be
followed by directors in more recent pictures, but assuredly the same methods are in use to-day. if the occasion requires them.
When Winifred Westover was playing in "Lummox" last year, she had trouble in getting realism into
Somehow she just couldn't get
her scrubbing scenes.
the dejected, hang-dog expression to the complete

"Now

50

Whipped

to

Tears

A

dejected,

pitiful-looking Miss
bent to her work and did
a portrayal which was almost a mas\\ estover

terpiece.

"There is a certain time when an
making a scene reaches what

actress

called

is

I

mean

point," "

"mounting

the

ex-

"By this
moment when her

plains Director Al

Santell.

a definite

dramatic emotion has been worked up
to the point

she

is

when

she feels the scene
is eager to

about to play, and

get into

it.

"Possibly the best example of this I
know was with Molly O'Day when we
were making 'The Patent Leather Kid,'
You
starring Richard Barthelmess.
will remember the scene where the
soldier boys were being brought in

Constance Bennett was made
till
exhausted for a
scene with Regis Toomey, in

from the trenches, mud-besmeared,
mangled, dying, or crying from shell
shock and delirium.
"Among them. Molly, as a nurse,
discovers The Patent Leather Kid. her
sweetheart, almost unrecognizable
through the mud covering his entire
She screams and begins clawbody.
ing the mud away, calling on the surgeons to help him.

"We

to run

"Rich People."

faction of Herbert Brenon,
the director.

"Remember," Brenon
urged, "that you must appear as though you have
lost all hope and are thoroughly miserable. You are
You
a slavey a menial.
resent it bitterly."

—

The scene was shot again
Same result.
"Once more !" Brenon

and again.

would

call.

Finally,

in

desperation,

he grabbed a handful of the
soppy scrub rags and began
.'"
hurling them at her. "Slap
one sounded against the
wall and "Slap!" went another.

you

The

Molly was

not getting enough action
into her role. Then it was
that I led her up to the
stretcher where BarthelI ordered all
mess lay.
the lights on and taking
her hand began talking in
a

low voice.
"I painted in words the

tragedy which was being
enacted, the piti fulness of
the young man lying before her, mangled and
suffering, and the awfulI
ness of his sacrifice.
clutched her hand harder
and harder and poured the
tale

into her ears.

ently

I

Prescould see Molly's

muscles
stiffening
and
sense her concentration.

The mounting

point had

arrived.

"Why
tell

shot the scene sev-

eral times, but

don't you do as I

':"

he yelled.
atmosphere on

Xo

one spoke.
Miss Westover looked appcalingly at all and the tears
appeared ready to flow.

was ready.
"Try it a.^ain

!"

!'

the

became tense. Members
of the company withdrew
set

to the sides.

" 'Now go
I said, stepping quickly away.

snapped

Brenon.
Already down in spirits, Helen
Twelvetrees had to be boosted sky-high for the latter part
of "The Grand Parade."

•And Molly went!

Do

you remember her work
in that magnificent scene?
It

was one of the greatest

of emotional acting
ever seen in a film.
I knew she had the spark
in her. if once it could be
aroused."
I
noticed Mr. Santell
using a different plan one
afternoon to get results
from pretty Mona Maris
during the filming of "RoContinucd on page 104

bits

I've

Put to
the Test
Edwina Booth undergoes an experience that could happen only
in Hollywood to a girl eager to

make a name

for

herself on the

screen and, given an opportunity
to

do

so,

is

denied an aopearance.

TRICKS

of fate are many and various in the film colony, where no one
is quite satisfied with what is dealt out
to him, but it is Edwina Booth who has
just cause for complaint.
Yet she, too,
finds compensation, if only for the amazing amount of patience she has had to
cultivate.

Chosen with a blare of publicity two
years ago for the leading role in the
"Trader Horn" expedition to Africa,
she underwent hardship and illness during her work on the picture.
On her
return to the studio all of a year ago it
became necessary to refilm many of the
scenes, thus delaying release of the film
that she hoped would make her well
known.
Still

uncompleted, it
more than a

tradition

is

becoming a
Mean-

reality.

while Edwina Booth is without a part
to play except that of patience
on a
monument, a vigil lasting more than two
years.
Ah, shed a tear for the pretty
starlet!

"
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DAVE
By
Edward Nagle

WHEN

I

crowed up and down

the Boulevard that I had an
assignment to interview David
Manners, my colleagues offered condolences, instead of the expected congratulations.

"Manners

is very tough copy," they
"If you ask him anything so
personal as whether he enjoyed playing opposite Alice White, he'll freeze
up and make you feel like a social

warned.

error."

They proceeded to regale me with
the sad. strange tale of a woman writer
who emerged from an interview with
David, not only without a story, hut
with an inferiority complex so serious
that she hasn't yet got rid of it.
I
was incredulous, so they referred me

young woman in question.
didn't you like about David
Manners?" I asked her.

to the

"What

"David's manners," she snapped.
So it was with heavy heels that I
dragged myself up to Manners'* apartment one afternoon, fashioning on the
way caustic phrases with which to describe an actor's indifference to the
press.

might have spared myself that
because Manners turned out to
be one of the most gracious and ingratiating persons I've met in Hollywood. True. Mr. Manners Dave to
his mother, perhaps
possesses a dig-

But

I

effort,

—

nity that

—

confounds one's reportorial

diligence, but, because this quality is

genuinely a part of his character, and
not merely a pose, one is forced to
respect

it.

Upon meeting

him. one appreciates
nn ire fully his characterization of RaJcigJi, in "Journey's End."
In his late
twenties, there is about him a definite
air of maturity, of having spent most
of his illusions and enthusiasms, yet
no one will deny -that he portrayed the
idealistic young Ralchjh so well that
the role might have been written especially for him.
"I'm afraid you won't find me very
profound." he began. "I had my wisdom teeth extracted this morning. My
nerves are on edge, and, in consequence, my mind is not functioning

Thoto by Fryer

Mr. Manners, since playing in "The Right
to Love," is hopeful of film and social
success, after uncertain months in both.

A

MOTHER-

His

to

natural

between David Manners and a revealing interview,
better now, meets a tactful scribe more than
halfway and tells all that is asked of him.

dignity has hitherto stood

but Mr. Manners, understanding the

game

very well.

poundii

At

lights,

first

Besides, these interviews are ordeals to me.
couldn'l bear them.
»re I entered pictures. I had never read a tan
I

magazine, and
had no idea to what extent a player is
expected to reveal himself. I thought the reporters were
tncrel) being rude when they asked for intimate details.
"My tirst interview was with a young chap from a
-paper.
We were having lunch together, and everything pi
beautifully, until he insisted that I tell

"In

I

name

father'.-

—as

— Manner-,

you

know,

is

my

he had a strong hunch that I was an
Well. I
illegitimate child, and intended to follow it Up.
became terribly indignant and -talked out of the restaurant, leaving him to finish his lunch alone."
"And what did he write about you?" I asked.
"He was frightfully unpleasant."
can well believe that.
Hell hath no fury like a reI
porter -tuck with the check.
"Bui I've learned better," Manners went on. "I can
now. by gritting my teeth and closing mj eyes, rattle
off my life story, recite my philosophy, and catalogue
my neuroses with the best of them.
My father was head"I was horn in Nova Scotia.
master of a hoy-' school where young Canadians were
was in the best
It
prepared for English universities.
called Harrow, in fact.
When I was
English tradition

mother's

it'

—

n,

we moved

New

to

York.

I

was educated

in pri-

vate schools there.
"About the time I was sixteen. I developed a passion
for the theater.
This alarmed the family, naturally, and
my father -hipped me off to the University of Toronto

become

to

a

forest

gineering, and

I
majored in forest enengineer.
believed that was to he my life

really

work."
chuckled rather rudely at that.
I couldn't imagine
this young supercivilized person laboring with anything
so rugged as trees.
I explained this to him.
"I'm afraid." he said, "that you confuse a forest
engineer with a lumberjack."
admitted that I probably did.
I
"There was a semiprofessional theater in connection
with the university. Here my thwarted histrionic leanings found outlet.
Acting absorbed me. and I soon hecame the leading player. When my father heard this.
he cut off my allowance, hoping that I'd give up acting.
Instead. I found a part-time job which paid eighteen
dollars a week.
"I lived for three years on this amount, often nearly
starving to death, hecause I spent most of my wages on
rent and clothes. When I graduated. I thought I'd have
a try at acting in New York, before settling down to
I

forest

wmk.

It was my misfortune to get parts in two long-run plays. The second
one, 'Dancing Mothers," ran for nearly a year, and I
was frantic with the monotony of having to repeat the
same lines night after night. That's why I left the stage.
"I found a job with an art dealer.
My family thought
peddling Cezannes and Picassos more respectable than

"I found a job almost immediately.

-" they accepted

nd

bellowing behind

me

again.

my new

'.on.

I

him my

perha P s

I

job I spent six monJ
love the city, hut every time

th<

in

ir
I

went there

1

That, too, became mom
contracted pneumonia.
in time.
The last time it happened
me to Arizona, and cautioned me to spend the
my life in a warm climate. So I came on to Phoei
Arizona.
"I had a delightful time there, hut the idleness anjob with a sugar firm in Honolulu.
noyed m
I wa- on my way there when
I decided to look up 50
friend- in I.
"I went to a party with them, rind Jimmy Whah
there.
He asked me if I had ever been on th(
When I told him I had. he invited me to the studi
hadn't
take a test for Raleigh, in 'Journey's End.'
I
seen or read the play, and I had no idea how important
the part was.
But the producers being pleased with the
ihosen."

National put him under contract upon the release oi "Journey's End." and he has been busy since
then.
Universal borrowed him for "Dracula." and
Paramount for one of the leads in Ruth Chatter!
"The Right to Love."
He feels that his role in "The Right to Love." although it is only little more than a hit, i- the first real
He disliked
break he has had since "Journey'- End."
the parts he played in "Sweet Mamma." "He Knew
About Women." "Mother's Cry." "Truth About Youth,"
and the badly directed "Kismet."
in these films with a
He walked through hifeeling of indifference and disdain, and. to his complete
chagrin, the camera captured these attitudes. As a result
But all will he
the critics have put him on the pan.
forgiven, he believes, when "The Right to L
First

relea

Every one finds Hollywood lonely at fir-t. Even after
the release of "Journey'.- End," the movie colony didn't
embrace David Manners to its ho-, mi. bul now that Ruth
Chatterton has taken him up, his social succes- i- a<-ured.

To have

enlisted the enthusiasm of

Miss Chatterton

young man's charm. He greatly
admires Giatterton, and his apartment is plastered with
is

a testimonial to the

photographs of her.

While

was

there. Louise McKintosh, the lovely
plays his mother in "The Right to Love,"
came in. She had heard of his dental loss and had
brought him some soup so he would not have to go out

actress

I

who

—

—

bad weather most unusual weather in quenourishment.
Her arrival put an end to his confessions, and we had
a delightful time gossiping about acquaintances, making
solemn promises not to quote one another.
in the

Tea and

cocktails

were served.

Manners drank

tea.

"Alas." he explained. "I have Methodist tonsil
How many other juveniles. I ask you. would have
resisted such an opportunity to explain lengthily that
Continued on page 107
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Look Out,
Here Comes
The movie colony, leading the revolt against styles
bands and memories of girlish lines, some time ago

and now she

is

openly taking

Let us be quite specific about this.
hat Adrian designed for Joan

A

hints

from

By Adele

Crawford revived the off -the- face
worn in old Italy by the page
boys.
This hat was a boon to the
cameraman, because it cast no shadows. Joan wore copies of it
in several successive pictures.
It was gay and it was youthful,
beret

and Paris did not scorn to include it in the next style showing.
Last summer at Antibes nothing was more popular than shorts.
To quote from the impeccable Harpers Bazaar, "A rumor from
Monte Carlo. Aery smart this summer, has it that the Honorable
Mrs. Reginald Fellowes is 'running round in shorts.'
orts were erroneously hailed as something new over there,
summer before last dozens of players wore shorts at Malibu
and Coronado.
In "Sunny Side Up." all of a year and a half ago,
Sharon Lynn wore a hydrangea-blue taffeta gown,
with a big bow at the back, just
above the hips.
That bow. according to Sophie Wachner. designer for Fox. was the mother
of all the bows and similar effects
we have been admiring and wear'

ing ever since.
could go on and on.
Consider the now very important
matter of the bell silhouette. 'Way
back in 1928. which is ancient history, as far as the current mode is concerned. Travis Banton. costume designer
for
Paramount, ordered a wholesale
quantity of horsehair which made style
history.
It enabled him to stiffen even
net frocks to a bell-like effect.
The clothes that come out of Hollywood are no longer the circus trappings
they were when Cecil DeMille made a
fortune showing us how the Four Hundred do not live, and how "ladies" do
not dress.
Hollywood has grown older and learned
restraint.
The stars no longer have their
clothes designed and executed by Paris
houses, no matter how discriminating
they are. They wear clothes created for
them in the studios.
And very smart
they are. too.
After all. what is style? Three years

We

Sharon Lynn started
something when she

wore this gown in
"Sunny Side Up."

Two summers before
shorts were considered new and ultra-ultra
abroad, Leila Hyams wore
them at the beach.
one. of course.
EVERY
recognizes Paris as the
ruler of Vanity Fair.
But every one doesn't realize what a tremendous power
behind the throne Hollywood
has become.
One thing is
certain, a Made-in-Paris label in a gown no longer
means that it was necessarily

designed

in

Paris.

Any number

ago

if

a girl

had appeared

in

a

long-

of the recent
their first ap-

skirted, high-waisted. collared-and-cuffed

pearance, not at an opening
on the Rue de la Paix, not
at the
Grande Semaine at
Deauville. but on the screen.

she would have seemed
of chic to-day
hopelessly dowdy. At that time we were
not prepared to accept the ensemble of

styles

made

dress, all of

which comprise the essence

—

such effects as smart.

PARIS!
Hollywood
created

caused

in

France for dowagers with

Dame

Fashion to

lift

rich

hus-

a trembling lorgnette

the land of prolonged girlishness.

Whitely Fletcher

And, by the very
token, five
years from now if
you chance upon a
Line

snapshot of youryour new otT-the-forehead hat and your' long
skirt, you'll he a little self-conscious ahout it. and wonder
how you ever could have thought such a costume smart.
By that time you will have conceived a different image as
the smart one.
In this constant suggestion of new style
images, what under the sun is more influential than the screen ?
self

taken

in

No medium
A gown, or

of presentation is as far-reaching as the movies.
wrap, or hat worn by a star as glamorous as
inson, or a- smart as Constance Bennett, or as individual
as Norma Shearer, certainly will stir the feminine imagination, making the effect achieved seem most desirable.
Dame Fashion usually is a thorough worker. She is now
in an intensely feminine mood, absorbed in flowers, flowing
skirts, and dainty Kate Greenaway effec
There is one exception that proves beyond question the
power of the screen in popularizing a style. Ignoring the
pretty pretties of the mode. Greta Garbo walks across the
screen and sits for portraits in a rough polo coat, with a beret
stuck lightly on the back of her casual head, her hands in
her pockets.
And in amazing defiance to fashion's trend,

we have Greta Garbos evervwhere.
From fourteen up to an age where she might be expected
to know better, young Miss America swaggers about in a
polo coat, a beret on the back of the head which she hopes
is sufficiently casual, her hands stuck in her pocket
Wouldn't Paris be dull not to take advantage of such a
tremendous shaper of modern fashion?
And Paris is not dull: she Any gown worn by
sixes ample evidence of faithfully
Constance Bennettattending the style show of the screen.
causes the girls to go
Looking back a decade or two,
shopping for one like it.
you'll see how the movies have forced
Id jeweled hand.
The mode
used to cater almost exclusively to the older woman.
the Hollywood designs and to include them in her sh
After all. why notHer husband was well enough
ings. hut to consider youth in new designs of her own.
established to permit her extravagant accounts with the
That was the beginning of the present styles.
smart shops.
Is it any mystery now that thousands of women look
Year in, year out. we had the straight gown that did
younger to-day at forty than they looked fifteen years
not expose lost waistlines.
Everything was beaded.
ago at twenty-five? It is not
Seventy per cent of the
Hats were heavy. Fashion confined herself almost exAmerican women are not over five feet five inches tall.
clusively to things the older woman might be expected
Of course they look better in youthful modes. It takes
to wear with regal dignity.
The young woman had to
height to carry effects designed for dowagers.
make the best of the unflattering gowns.
Ibuvever. there's even more than this to be said in
Then Hollywood threw a monkey wrench into things.
enthusiastic approval of the new styles that Hollywood
The studio designers realized that the stars would be
has set and sponsored. They are less expensive.
The
lovelier, much more provocative, and infinitely smarter.
new evening gown, with practically no back, depenr;
if they turned their backs on the Paris styles.
Then the
upon the roundly turned figure in it for its decoration,
designers began to make clothes that would enhance
doesn't cost half what gowns did when the inevitable
slender youth.
beaded pattern had to be embroidered entirely by hand.
Immediately Paris proceeded not only to accept some of
Continued on paec 1 14
!
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By Caroline Be

THORNS
Though favored players

of

Hollywood

live

in

the

lap

and undergo

DROP

the eyebrow lifted at
Estelle Taylor counseled.

my

choice of reading,"
that I used
I
to teach Sunday school in my antique youth.
retain occasional hangovers of serious thought."
I had found her comfortably ensconced in a garden
chair, her gaze fixed abstractedly on the sky, Papini's
"Life of St. Augustine" in her lap.
"Austerity is dead
Long live austerity
Mortification of the flesh is old-fashioned, but its banner still
waves over the town of the bound and the home of the
stayed
"Has it occurred to you how similar we players are to
the saints in that, although we berate their self-denial and
torture, we follow a program at times equally severe?"
pondered the thought, there in her restful garden,
while a few blocks away Hollywood was at the services
of homage rendered to its idol, Career.
The names of the saints are inscribed in the archives
of time; the stars' names are swallowed up by swiftly
flitting seasons.
Surely there is an analogy between the rigor to which
both groups have subjected their lives in the zeal of
!

"Remember

!

We

dominant purpose?
The one toiled and endured deprivation for their religion, and for their endless to-morrows; the other
works and suffers for fleeting fame, for the luxury
which they cannot enjoy, because of the strain of its
maintenance.
Their expensive motors, carrying bodies strained to
the breaking point and minds aching in ceaseless vigil

of

a

in
luxury

and are young and

tortures of the flesh that recall the

of alertness, glide easily over El Camiiw Real, trod out
of brambles, and mesquite, and green buckthorn by the
patient, bleeding feet of the brown-robed friars, into
the smoothly pressed highway of the king.
Do they see, I sometimes wonder, the banks of pale
manzanita, perennial and silent guards, the cool yuccas
that bend their plumes of waxen bells, as though in
sorrowful salute, from the hillsides? Their life is too
swift to contemplate beauty
Sixteen centuries have thundered their dramas across
the footlights of time, yet the Bishop of Hippo stands
as stalwart in the minds of thousands as though he had
but yesterday inscribed the name of Augustine in painetched letters of reparation for himself and a careless
world.
To-day movie names are streamers around the civilized world, engraved on the gauzy tissue of option paper.
Temporary applause their halos
a golden April
shower their reward
pictures in the fan magazines
their statues; a sheaf of yellowing newspaper clippings
their fame is soon forgotten by all save
their litanies
themselves.
That a Joan's fair loveliness be made a prey oi the
flames evokes a casual gesture of pity.
But how willingly the players subject their pink flesh to tortures
reminiscent of the racks and wheels of an Inquisition.
Costumers' tiresome fittings, beauticians' rites, vocal
calisthenics, the plastic surgeon's scalpel
a ceaseless
round of devotions consumes energy, nerves, and pa;

;

—

—

tience.

Illustrated

BED
saints of old.

And

all

ROSES

of

healthy enough to enjoy

all

that

money can

scoff at the martyrs
"her cause.
They adhere to

whom

they

imitate

—

in

more harren diets than
They
those to which the desert hermits were vowed.
starve themselves into saplings that easily sway before
the storm of illness. The term "penance" belongs, surely,
to the mysticism of the Dark Ages, but in daily, hourly
duty they practice its equivalent.
Only a Rose of Lima would sleep on a bed of nails
as penance.
An actress accepts as a matter of course
acid face peeling, iron braces and leather straps binding
aching flesh, that an imperfection may be eliminated.
Their vigils are tedious watches before the shrine
of evanescent beauty.
Excess fat is literally pounded
and pinched off. or electrically rasped away, or even cut

Many

a stellar chassis

is

rebuilt into the seasonal

sandpapered, upholstered and redecorated.
When clamps worn at night fail, teeth good enough
for the average person are extracted, because <>\ slight
imperfections, and false one- are riveted into the gums.
The saint!
unknown in life, "pressed
underfoot as a lit;': grain of sand." The actors strive
>yally for the glow of man's approval.
Never did the saints deny the legitimate needs of the
body for health. They knew that strong souls cannot
re-: peacefully in frames driven beyond human endurance and the lack of that balance explains the relatively
je number of deaths in the film colony, the frazzled
nerves to be soothed by drugs, the cases of hvsterical
collapse
the toll taken of fine talents that should have
been nurtured into full flower.

streamlines,

—

—

buy, they are forced to practice self-denials

for the great god, Career!

They

off.

Strothmann

Chaney and Sills died of other ailments, but unquestionably the physical discomfort to which the former
subjected himself for his roles, and the second'- state of
worry amid financial disorders, aggravated their
Wallace Reid died a victim, in a sense, of sycopl
to that perpetual camaraderie expected of a public chari

acter.

Rich food and drink undermined Rudolph Valen-

tino's strength.

In the twilight of bare, cloistered cells, their
wall- lost in gloom heyond the flickering candlelight, the

monks spent
In homes

their lives over old manuscri]
of a rococo splendor, -tar- spend evenings
conning "sides." studying characterization, and costuming, when they would prefer to be at parties or shows.
Those who maintain topnotch positions practice a hcrmitlike denial of pleasure's whim-, that youth and looks
may not be dimmed.
A Patrick heeded not his mileage of pain, for it purchased a L,r reen island dear with the poetry of a rare
race.
Teresa of Avila traveled, ill and weary, through
the dangers of sixteenth-century roads, to establish the
order of the c!"i-tered white-and-brown habit.
Players have no complaint at injury, when dangerous
scenes fracture limbs, even take lives of comrade- They
minimize fear and challenge death for an ecstatic hour
Aerial accidents are becoming commonplace
fame.
occurrence-.
In five years about thirty-five fatalities have shrouded
these thrilling stunts. More than fifty were permanently
crippled, and almost thirty-five hundred have been hurt.
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Thorns

in

a Bed of Roses

order that some star might shine more brightly.
"Wings" took three lives, "Hell's Angels" four, "Such
Men Are Dangerous" ten, including its director, Kenneth Hawks.
With a grit bred by that axiom of the theater, "The
show must go on," the players clinch their teeth against
in

and register gayety, love, enthusiasm.
George
O'Brien worked through a picture with his back in a
plaster cast
Tom Mix and Lincoln Stedman managed
close-ups with legs broken Walter McGrail acted with
broken ribs.
Thrown by a fractious horse against a fence, Marjorie
Daw was helped to remount, and completed the day's
location work in the saddle
with a broken leg.
Lina
pain

;

;

—

Basquette made the pastoral scenes of "The Godless
Girl" with two broken ribs.
Once a team of snarling wolf huskies fought on a set
and a malamute took a chew out of Irene Rich's arm.
Xorman Kerry carries a head-scar relic of "The Hunchback of Xotre Dame," Norma Talmadge one to counsel
distance from tipsy sun-arcs, Edmund Lowe a leg wound
reminiscent of a "What Price Glory?" bayonet.
Gallant Mabel Normand made her last comedy while
a tube drained her lung.
For three months a plaster
cast held Colleen Moore's shoulder and neck.
Yearsold back strain still causes Louise Fazenda excruciating
Richard Dix got his nose broken and three ribs
pain.
cracked in a stunt.
Emil Jannings cut his wrist badly in striving for
realism.
fight scene sent Richard Arlen to the hospi-

A

To Tom

Mix. Hoot Gibson, and George O'Brien,
broken ribs and strained ligaments are mere incidents,
while Bebe Daniels is our champion calamity gal. Accidents have left her mementos of many pictures.
Martha Mansfield was burned to death when her frilly
crinoline costume caught fire from a discarded match.
Anna Q. Xilsson suffered severe burns when she drove
an engine through a (laming forest, and Claire Windsor
and Betty Blythe were scorched in fire scenes. Harriett
Hammond was ill for two years after a dynamite explosion.
A bomb that misbehaved cost Harold Lloyd

tal.

a finger.

Xor do

disagreeable water sequences quench dogged
Inability to swim did not restrain Gloria
Swanson, Kathryn McGuirc, or Mary Philbin from
leaping into the ocean when so required by plot action.
Monte Blue and Matt Moore are but two of a number
hurt when raft or barge catapulted them into the rough
sea.
Bebe Daniels and her company were rescued after
hours adrift when the engine of a small boat on which
shots were being taken failed.
"We're a silly lot, though when you analyze us,"
said Estelle, as we talked in her sunny garden.
"It's all
that we may clasp that intangible bubble called fame.
But we really don't think of it that way at the moment.
The drama of what we're doing keeps us going."
In the tropics they burn, are nauseated by unfamiliar
food, and are harassed by swarms of mosquitoes, as
Ramon Xovarro has been, and Monte Blue, Raquel
Torres, and* others.
In the wintry mountains ears and
feet are frozen the altitude causes constant nosebleed,
as during "The Trail of '98."
Nine months in the African jungles left Edwina
Booth a pale wraith of a girl.
Cecil DeMille troupe once was caught in a blizzard
on the Xisqually Glacier of Mount Ranier.
torrent
of cutting sleet drove them through drifts.
Forest
rangers found them and carried Lillian Rich down unconscious.
But, after such experiences, do they use
salt and cotton batting to simulate realism?
They
climb higher!
"The Big Trail" company suffered hardships through
heat and cold, in almost inaccessible spots. Forest fires
and buffalo stampedes were but temporary hindrances.
Marguerite Churchill hung halfway down a cliff, clinging to a rope, and awaited the sun while her head swam
with giddiness, and her fingers bled.
From desert locations they bring burned faces and
Though expertly managed, these trips
swollen lips.
Supply trucks break down;
are days of discomfort.
water is scarce the menu of canned food revolts stomOften the ice must be
achs accustomed to finer fare.
broken in the water pitchers each morning, yet soon the
sun blazes its scorching ray-.

ambitions.

—

;

A

A

;

!

Thorns

in

a Bed of Roses

Hie one hundred and twenty-five beauty parlors of
Hollywood take six hundred dollars annually from each
actress tor upkeep of looks, exclusive of specials, weight
reduction, and massages.
Each averages three hours a
day on the routine that prevents the etched lines from
ivings.
It
is
an arduous program of

minute duties, tiring rather than painful.
Ridiculous diets have ended their tyrannic despotism.
They Iett acidosis and anaemia, cadaverous bodies lacking necessary minerals, and drawn faces.
While only
one death, Marietta Millner's, was attributed directly to
insufficient food, there i- no doubt that starvation has
contributed to the many illnesses.
But the battle knows no armistice.

Massage remodels
formed bones are covered, and bowlegs
are made less obvious; avoirdupois is removed or added
as desired for a symmetrical silhouette.
Winnie Lightner reduced twenty-eight pounds on order. Mary Lewis
dly

nty-three in three weeks. Clara Bow twenty-five,
through exercise and an electrical vibrator. Helen Kane
looped twenty away.
A character act:
had sixty pound- sliced off.
The anatomy cut away
from Mollie O'Day returned, but she losl twenty pounds
of it by mass
"Tn self-sacrifice and determination, at any rate."
Estelle commented, "the saints have nothing on US."
Xor are the men immune from this guard against
age and fat that steal tip so silently.
Bancroft and
others approaching the shadier years, play golf and have
daily work-outs when they'd rather sprawl in a chair
and read. All skimp at their meals.
n directors break under the strain.
King Yidor's
health was impaired a trainer accompanied Raoul Walsh
on "The Big Trail locations, keeping him fit.
A doctor explains that the sudden death of athletes,
like Fred Thomson and William Russell, is caused bv
the inability of their hearts, accustomed to an accelerated
speed, to slow down and cope with idleness enforced by
some minor ailment. Once the pace is set. thev dare
:

-

'

not slacken

it

The men do not escape
Barrymore

sat

—

!

for hours

the beauty-parlor vows, either.
for a "permanent." Phillips

Holmes once

got a noxious peroxide and Gary Cooper
Marcel for certain rol
Two thousand film faces have been made over. One
facial sculptor rearranged six hundred in five year-.

a daily

Sail

ears,

worn

habitually at half-mast, are trimmed
Noses are bridged with parr,

their flaps put back.

weak chins strengthened with wax. The face lift jerks
up that paper tissue around the eyes. Tucks arc taken in
jowlish cheeks, yellowish skin is peeled into fr<
Xasal trims predominate.
Cameramen agree with
Ziegfeld that the nose is the most important feature.
If light is caught and slides indiscriminately off a prominent ridge, cartilage must be removed.
Paul Luk
was narrowed. Yiviennc Segal had a bit of her ear
taken off and attached to her nose, winning a tem-

porary contract.
Richard Dix's nose was repaired. Fannie Brice's was
dehumped, something was done to Harry Richman's;
the latter made one (dm. the former two.
Bebe Daniels. I Klen Ferguson, Adamae Vaughan,
Virginia Brown Faire. LeRoy Mason. Lola Todd. Ruth
Taylor, Duane Thompson, and others had nose corFew of them are still on the screen.
"If the time spent on grooming were given to perfecting talent alone, our careers might last longer," Fstellc
said when we discussed this point.
"On the brink
attaining a goal paved by sacrifice, many an ability
down be fori
5t of what it has held most preci
beaten by its very earnestness
May Allison, who retired into a gracious semipublic
life as wife and writer, recently remarked with regret
the ludicrous strain to halt the years' encroachments.
Because she has given life its own sweet way with her.
Miss Allison looks the junior of her former confreres
continue to grasp at fading, papier-mache crowns.
l:

Follywood
Speaking of a certain actress now on the

—

crest.

:

Marie

Dressier said. "She will be great
if she lives."
In her
Drink, dope? My
hint both sorrow and fear lurked.
eyebrows shot up. for the star's reputation is blameless.
"Nerves." the woman who has managed more than forty
Continued on page 116
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ROOM
The pets of the
care

are lucky indeed, with

stars

given them,

for

and the numerous

added

to the

pals,

men

By Laura
comes out and
be in the
croaking.

Boco, Rex

police dog, is worried when
master goes swimming.

Bell's

EVEN New Yorkers

will

his

admit that California

is

an

sunshine, warm air.
and expansive gardens that bring roses to human
cheeks are also conducive to the health
and good spirits of that other adjunct
of any family group worth its salt
the household menagerie.
Just as in any community the world
over, tastes in Hollywood are catholic
There are canine
concerning pets.
ideal place for children.

The

Snifter, whose love encompasses every living thing, is
devoted to Ccesar and likes to carry him around the garden in his mouth, always careful not to hurt him.
There is a canary named Xapoleon. who is completely
When a Josephine was provided for him,
self-sufficient.
his cold indifference caused that feathered lady to waste

away and

die of

preferences and feline, and land, and
marine.

always room for one more.

At
rate,

the

home

of

Kay

Francis, at any
The de-

this last rule prevails.

lectable brunette from Fifth Avenue
would have none of apartments when
she came West. For the gratification

Publix is the recognized boss of
of a desire long suppressed, she took
Kay Francis's dozen pets.
Not a big house, but one
a house.
surrounded by extensive grounds.
On her arrival, the Francis household consisted of two, Kay and her
maid.
Since then there have been exactly thirteen additions, twelve of
them belonging to the animal kingdom. The exception is mechanical
a Ford coupe which is, however, named Rabbit, to put it at ease among the
rest of the cortege.
The pride of Kay's heart is a Scotch terrier named Snifter because, being
small, he is just a snifter of Scotch.
Snifter is a minute black shadow of
excitement. His energy is boundless, his curiosity chronic, and his affection
demonstrative. There is never a dull moment in his company. For which
reason, there is required constant diplomacy, lest he be in the garden at

same time Peter is there.
Peter is a white rabbit who was found a snowy baby with ravishing pink
sitting on Kay's doorstep last Easter morning.
Exeyes and long ears
haustive inquiries failed to reveal the source of Peter and. after making
sure that he was not intended for one of the neighborhood children. Kay
the

—

welcomed him

He

wounded

pride.

Publix. the cat. enchanted

Kay

adopting him when he was one of a
litter

of alley kittens at the studio.

Publix is now at the awkward age.
long-legged and skittish, and is the
only playmate whom Snifter will ac-

knowledge his superior.
Xot all Hollywood menageries, of
course, are quite so extensive. Clara
Bow's, for instance, consists of one
Yet you might still say it was
dog.

difference is that, in many
cases, the indulgence of these fancies
For Holis on a more generous scale.
lywood gardens are spacious, and in
them even the most delicate and aristoAnd there
cratic animals will thrive.

The

is

front of any one who happens to
blinking amiably and occasionally

sits in

garden,

—

in.

has grown large and very beautiful, Snifter admires him and makes
enthusiastic attempts to frolic with him
It is due to the violence of
these attempts that Peter and Snifter are kept apart as much as possible
Then there are seven goldfish. They live in
John Miljan likes to
the lily pond and are called the Seven Vestal
show visitors the plump
Virgins, because no amount of cajoling has inhead man of the fish
duced them to found families. Also residing in
pond.
the lily pond is a bullfrog named Caesar, who

For
if not numerous.
up most of the available
space wherever he is.
Duke is a great Dane, a gift from
Harry Richman. Duke is a canine
Titan. Clara calls him her big horse.
She only can manage him. since he is
not a good mixer and is skeptical of
all but the closest friends.
His dignit}- is menacing, but Clara yanks him
around by the neck, and he loves it.
His devotion to Clara is stubborn
large,

even

Duke

takes

61

MORE

one

romp

the sunny grounds to

all

in,

the

lavish

ranging from bullfrogs to monkeys, that are
ageries from time to time.

Ellsworth
He

faithful.

way.

ly's

It

When

;.

Duke

is

is

inevitable
In.'

constantly with her and in everyhaving a >il; truck under-

is

a little like

Clara

fancy to move,
lifted or

Fitch

is

in

I

having portraits or
the

way and,

stays then-, for he

unless
is

stills

he

made-,

takes

a

too heavy to be

pushed away.

Wherever Clara is standing or sitting, Duke trots up
and leans heavily against her. Frequently, however, in
moment <>f idealizing himself, he attempts to climb
>me by a
Lon Chaney was proud of
black, this bird
flew
ney garden, but never left
aries of it> master's home.
into her

when

la;

was

it

called

and

desire to be a Pekingese.
his talking crow.
Gleamabout the
the

bound-

It

in a harsh voice that would shatany microphone.
Kay Johnson's parrot, on the other

hand,

and

is

noted for its excellent diction
vocabulary.
Wandering at

large

through

will

Cromwell-Johnson

the

me, it jabbers with any one who hapOr, just as conpens to he about.
dly, talks to itself.

Rex

Bell

owns one

of the finest police

—

Boco Boco von
Karlsruhe to you comes of a long line
champions, the famous Matern stock
zs in

rt

the

rman

til

1

1 1

colony,

—

T\~ ?

a

When Rex

swimming he does

goes

it

furtivel

Boco spy him and streak out through the water

fever

of

in

troublesome young
master may drown.
lis teeth
in Rex's bathing Suit,
tows him hack to shore, brooking no argument. The one indication
of Boco's advancing age is in his
bad hearing. Rex communicates with
him by pantomime, which
who
isurpassing wise and alert, seemto understand perfectly.
ban Arthur's home is presided
over by three dogs and a cat. David
is a St. Bernard of vast proportion^
and unfailing good humor.
Stubby
is a wire-haired terrier with a pro-

anxiety

for

fear

for

clivity

his

getting

into

trouble.

a chow who was dying in a
hospital when Jean found him and
nursed him back to health, and Virginia is the result of a mesalliance
between a Maltese and an alley cat.
They all play together in the
cub timber wolf is the temporary
of pood-fellowship, but it is tacitly
favorite of Ruth Chatterton.
understood that Virginia is the
since her claws are shar]
The Arthur domicile is in a canyon, and every morning at
thirty. Jean's father sets out with the dogs.
The routine never
varies, and if Mr. Arthur should be a trifle late, the dogs make
no attempt to conceal their displeasure.
A mile and a half up the canyon is a little pool, formed by a
spring, which is a grand swimming hole for the three pals.
Stubby, the reckless one. dives from a tree stump at the edge,
making a terrible commotion.
David is so big that he can only sit in the pool, sending an
everflow upon the banks where Stubby and Teddy bark impatiently for him to come out so there will be room for them.
Once Stubby sneaked up to the swimming pool alone and
returned with one eye missing. Jean was frantic, but Stubby was
blandly undisturbed by the disaster.
Jean is sure he is a trifle
crazy, and could have his head knocked off and not notice it.
Appropriately enough. Lawrence Tibbett has a hind thrush.
whose clear caroling
eter than that of a canary.
It is
allowed the freedom of the house and gardens, but never leaves
wn yard. When Tibbett whistles, it
Skipper and Boots
obediently flies and perches on his hand.
are the aristocratic
Bessie Love's preference is also for
pets of Charles
birds.
Two love birds which were sent
Continued on page 98
Farrell.

Teddy

d

Despite Boco's twelve years, he still
ns new tricks.
He doesn't like other
»S, hut i> devoted to horses.
Fully
police trained, he has worked in several pictures.
He is an expert swim-

lest

•

few

words
ter

mer.

I

came

said quite a

David, Jean Arthur's favorite, has but one worry: he
can only sit down in the dogs' swimming pool.

is

I

A

—
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The only picture of

The

its

SCREEN,

T

one and only picture
kind, "The Royal
Family of Broadway" is
its

distinctly suited to those

with
Mercilessly the picture reveals this, which causes me
to ask if any spectators except those in the know will
relish it? One may go so far as to ask if its penetrating
disclosures will be enjoyed or even appreciated by the
fan who has never seen a star in person and longs
to do so?
Be that as it may, it is entertainment of the highest
order gay. briskly set forth, a study of character that
is not sacrificed to movement for one instant.
There's
not a slow scene, nor one that is not superlatively interesting. The end of the picture came all too unexpectedly
and left me asking if there wasn't any more.
The story is a searchlight that illumines every corner
of the Cavendish home presided over by Fanny, the
dowager queen of the clan whose stage memories are a
favorite topic of conversation.
The household, further
consists of Julia, the reigning star of the family, her
ingenue daughter Giccn, who is just beginning to taste
success, and Anthony, the madcap brother whose return
from Hollywood puts the household in an uproar.
In this fermenting brew of temperaments things are
always happening to reveal the absurdity of acting, as
well as the nobility of the calling and its inescapable

—

REVIEW

fascination once it is in the blood.
For the Cavendishes are aristocrats of the stage, with a long
line of ancestors who have made
history behind the footlights.
Fredric March is magnificent as Anthony, an astonishing example of what an intelligent actor can do to create
a character utterly unlike himself. Ina Claire is superb
as Julia, a brilliant comedienne with the gift of pathos;
and Henrietta Crosman, a stage \eteran. plays the
dowager with loving understanding, while Mary Brian
is surprisingly dramatic as Gwen.
All in all. this is a
daring picture and there are too few producers who

By Norbert Lusk

who

enjoy satire, burlesque, and a devastating insight into the private lives of actors.
By
turns ridiculous, touching, and always charming, the
profession of acting is shown to be a state of mind
possessed by none but those who are born and bred in
the glow of the footlights.
It is an engaging sort of
madness to watch, but is shown to be terrible to live
!

Brian,

sophistication

iHE
of

in

Mary

come to the fore in this month's new films, with
performances to enliven them. And there are enough staple plots and reliable
portrayals to please those who like old stories well told.

Comedies of manners and
brilliant

Broadway" is an individual triumph for
Henrietta Crosman, Fredric March, and Ina Claire.

kind, "The Royal Family of

—

dare anything except safe routine.

A

Tidy Scapegrace.

Drawing-room comedy is perfectly served by Ronald
Colman, in "The Devil to Pay," a picture that has the
exact quality one finds in plays at St. James's or the
Haymarket theaters in London. And good reason there
is. too. for Mr. Colman, as we know, is adept in this
form of acting: the piece was written by Frederick Lonsdale, the British playwright, directed by George Fitzmaurice. whose happiest efforts have ever been those that
dealt with society, and produced by the tasteful Samuel

Goldwyn. The result is smooth, intelligent, amusing,
and wholly unexciting.
Mr. Colman is supposed to be the irresponsible
younger son of a rich family, who returns to London
after making a failure of farming in the colonies.
Resuming his well-bred liaison with an actress, he falls in
love with a friend of his sister, the daughter of a wealthy
manufacturer of linoleum.
Suspicious of the scapegrace who has turned the girl from her titled fiance, he
traps Mr. Colman in the act of bidding a fond farewell

The Screen

in

Review

actress while his disillusioned daug
him $25,000 in payment of her "ex]
." which he defl
nts to the disgruntled
Then the fair penitent comes to him
fiance.
\a\ and changes his
while he is packing
to

the

gives

I

plans.

As you

see, there isn't

much

plot.

Nor

is

m

Dialogue and characterization maki
In this both are
drawing- room comedy.

needed.

mar

brightly,

gayly,

the picture

if

nol

brilliantly,

entirely pleasing.

is

put forth and
Suspense comes

from one's doubt of what the players will say
next, rather than what one will feel about their
pleasant traffic in minor em oti on
Loretta Young is girlishly lovely and charming
as the heroine, Myrna L03 delicately declassee as
.

the actress, and the voice of

Florence Britton,

a

newcomer, is unusual. Frederick Kerr, Craufurd
Knit, David Torrence, and Paul Cavanagh arc
other satisfactory

members

of

the

cast.

Jannings and Dietrich Together!
Kmil Mannings is hack on the screen he never
should have left, proving with ease that he is the
And Marlene
king of actors silent or audible.
Dietrich gives us another revelation of her amazThis exciting coning skill and personal lure.
junction of talent occurs in "The Blue Angel."
You will snrniisc that it is a major attraction.
is

because
important

is

it

a great picture of itself, hut

because

of

magnificent

the

it

per-

formances of the principals.
Filmed in Germany, it enables Mr. Jannings to
be heard for the first time in a combination of
English and German, the former often unintelthough it doesn't matter in the least
ligible,
whether he speaks or not. His acting is as eloquent as a trumpet blast, as poignant as a violin
chord, as pitiful as human nature.
The story is reminiscent of "The Way of All
Flesh." "Sins of the Fathers," and "Variety."
Which is another way of telling yon that Mr.

Engl ish drawing-room

Ronald Colman,

Jannings is a middle-aged, high-school professor who
falls under the spell of a cabaret girl, is dismissed from
his position, sinks to the degradation of acting as the
dummy assistant of a musician in her troupe, and is
hooted when he appears on the stage before his former
His mind gone, he stagers back to the
townspeople.
schoolroom where lie dies a wreck on what once was
his throne.

There are too many moments of surpassing

brilliance

attempt a description of a single one.
Nor must the reviewer dwell on either Mr. Jannings
or Miss Dietrich at the expense of the other. The only
way out. then, is to urge you who enjoy mature art on
the screen to see this splendid exhibit.
in the picture to

Musical Heartbreak in Vienna.
too bad that operetta, musical comedy, and
other forms of song on the screen are no longer palatable to the majority, for "Viennese Nights" has
It's really

much

to

recommend

it.

True,

it's

operetta

pure and

simple, not to say artificial, and therein lies the rub.
But loads of money have been spent on it it's tasteful,
;

tuneful,

and

charming,

yet

it's

unreal,

incredible,

a

pleasant pastime.
Deplore the fickleness of public taste if you will, the
fact remains that producers, casting aside their vaunted
shrewdness, go on giving us what we have shown we
don't want.
For I doubt if many will go into ecst..
-

over "Viennese

Nights," though a short time ago
would have been a nine-day wonder.

it

is ideally realized on the screen by
"The Devil to Pay," with Myrna Loy.

comedy
in

So far as I can sec, the fans reject musicals because
they do not stir the emotions. They appeal to sight and
hearing, hut they do not cause the spectator to share the
mimic joys and sorrows depicted on the screen. Who
ever shed tears over an operetta?
And laughs
the comic relief are none too frequent.
It's all rather
curious and indicates the difference between the stage
and screen. For "Viennese Nights" would he rated as
an excellent show in the glow of the footlights, whatever
you may think of it on the screen.
You see a tale of lovers separated by an ambitious
father, the happy ending achieved by the granddaughter
of the unhappy heroine finding her mate in the grandson of the hero.
It begins in that mythical Vienna,
where every one is bent on finding love and singing and
dancing about it under the stars. Where voices always
blend, where daughters of cobbler fathers wear daintily
expensive costumes, and where heroes are always in the
uniform of a huzzar regiment. Our particular hero is
a musician. SO the separation sends him to America
>

and symphonic fame.
Alexand< r »ray sings well the gently sentimental miniYivicnne
rs in a voice that I consider one of the best.
'

gal is the heroine whose three phases coi
ingenue, matron, and grandmother.
She is best as the
Walter Pidgcon. with not much to do, is thorlatter.
ghly at home as the pseudo-villain, and Jean Hersholt.
Louise Fazenda. and Alice Day are seen in lesser parts.
The picture is entirely in Technicolor, the music carefully composed for wistful pleasantness.

I
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Review
Sinless Sinners.

There's nothing to get excited over the tidings that "Sin Takes
a Holiday."
It's a title that means nothing, hut may pique the gullible even as the picture is pleasing to those for whom it is in
tended.
Frankly, I'm not interested in fahles that have lor then
heroine a stenographer who achieves wealthy marriage, satin, and
sables in modernistic settings, bored worldliness, an insistent suitor
and the adulation of a prima donna with bird-of-paradise trimmings, just by being her languid self. How many stenographers
have you known who met with this success? Or, for that matter,

any

girl at all

?

So

far as I can see Sylvia, as played by Constance Bennett, does
nothing to make herself attractive, except to wear extreme clothes
and speak the attemptly bright lines provided for her. Ah, but the
secret is that she realizes the dream of Tillie the Toiler who sees

'Sin

herself the bride of the boss, with all that his money can give her
for nothing in return.
So this one joins the army of wives in
name only for the purpose of rescuing him from an adventuress,

Takes a Holiday."

and is promptly sent to Paris as a reward for valor. There she
becomes a stellar light in the gay set, returns to her husband with
an amorous beau, and in order that the proprieties of the screen
ma}- be observed, he and she discover that they love each other and

b^r^

J

;

w s^HV

%f

:

n.

the suitor is sacked.
All this holds the promise of a comedy of the sort called sophisticated.
But it fails in gayety, the light touch, or anything approaching high comedy.
It is self-conscious, smirking, a faintly
amusing example of Hollywood's idea of the smart set. But if you

*

H~
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11
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Constance Bennett you

will enjoy her in this, and you will find
Mr. MacKenna nor Basil Rathbone, who is the
disappointed swain. But if you ask me which is more annoying,
actors being grand or actors being tough, I cannot tell you.
like

JH

fault with neither

A

IF

^9

'LightninV

Beautiful

Performance.

"Scarlet Pages" is doubly worth while for the finely persuasive
performance of Elsie Ferguson, whose return to the screen after
ten years is altogether a happy event.
Though we may call the
piece just another courtroom melodrama and let it go at that,
excellent acting, intelligent dialogue, and good craftsmanship make
it

entertaining, even though

it

moves

slowly.

There

is

much

to

hold the attention, however, and interest never flags, with Miss
Ferguson always the center of attraction.
Her slim elegance, her tasteful clothes, her modern womanlhu.-^.
her high-bred face and curling, slightly contemptuous lips make
her a far more eloquent figure than many a star born to the screen.
And there is the Ferguson voice. It is keyed low, but it is clear,
unclouded by huskiness. and beautifully distinct. Until you have
heard her you have missed a post-graduate lesson in dramatic
speech. For the good of your ears and mind avail yourself of the
opportunity.
The story has Miss Ferguson a lawyer defending a night-club
girl charged with the murder of her supposed father.
Unexpected
developments in the courtroom bring about surprises in the relationships of the characters and the motive for the crime, with the
romance of the prosecuting attorney and the woman lawyer brought
Xever mind if it is all typical of
to a conventional culmination.
the stage.
Marian Nixon gives, in my opinion, her best performance as
the sullen dancer, John Halliday, of the stage, is admirable as the
attorney, and Grant Withers makes much of an ordinary part.
Incidentally, Helen Ferguson plays well a small role.
Jackie

"Tom Sawyer"

Way

For a Sailor."

is

a

little

Coogan Triumphs.
masterpiece, a picture so

warmly and

thoroughly enjoyable that it is best reviewed briefly in glowing
terms. Mark Twain's immortal character comes to the screen clean
of movie sentimentality, self-conscious boyishness, or any of the
And the cast is. of course,
irritating traits of the juvenile actor.
made up almost entirely of Hollywood's youth. Jackie Coogan. in
the title role, returns to the screen after a considerable absence
and proves that he has lost none of his personal appeal or his skill
There is apparently no
as an actor in the process of growing up.
"awkward age" in Jackie's life. And Mitzi Green, spiritualized
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matter

all

i

tin-

and demui
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ntle

actress and
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lived bj
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a film thai

cannot

reflection
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youngsters an- perd

ami Dick Winslow. This
highly, if you enjoj a
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Junior Durkin,

recommended

too

small-town

old-fashioned children.

John Gilbert At Sea.
getting so that reviewing a J< >hn Gilbert picture is embarrassing.
One want-- tn In- considerate of him ami fair to
readers.
Mso a certain reportorial instinct must I"
Amidst three tin-, it i- nevertheless true that "\\
lilor"
It's

•

i- an indifferent picture and .Mr. Gilbert is the same, more int<
ing as a reminder of the past than a present joy.
this i- so
just another proof of the microphone's capriciousness.

Why

i-

It isn't that Mr. Gilbert's voice is insufficient; it's that hi- use of
roba him of magnetism, individuality and, strangest of all, -kill.
lie becomes an uninteresting and inexpert performer whose work
could hi- bettered by hundreds of lesser-known players.
True, he
hasn't much of a picture to improve, but it often happens that a
-tar i- better than his vehicle.
Mr. Gilbert isn't.
Ilo asks in to believe that he i- a seaman of the merchant marine,
with a j,'irl in every port, and interested in the stubborn resistance
of one in London.
She yield-, he marries her, she discovers that
lie must sail that night and they meet on the same steamer, he a
sudden officer, she a passenger. There's a wreck, a re-cue. reconciliation, and the memory of a boring hour or so.
Wallace Beer) shines a- a pal of the hero, Jim Tully, the writer,
is in the picture for no visible reason, and
Leila llyams is exit

gowned, Marcelled, shod, and groomed as a working girl,
a marvelous example of budgeting her -alary a- an employee in the
'oily Moran and Doris Lloyd
pay office of a shipping concern.
quisitely

I

reat in fleeting bits.

Hag

o'

My

Heart.

Marie Dressier shines as the -tar of "Min and Bill," in a role
which enables her to throw the works and act to the limit. There

"Scarlet Pages.

much

else that she can do, hut it cannot he denied that she
for any
opportunity in this to do quite as much astar.
And how audiences respond to her! The more critical note
her exaggerations and are grieved, hut that doesn't lessen the smiles.
II

has

full

1

Her vitality and sincerity are
laughs, and tears of the majority.
3
an actress to the manner horn, not
irresistible.
Miss Dr<
assumed.
Vastly entertaining, "Min and Hill*' is not a distinguished or
even an important picture save for the acting of Mi-s Dr<
Wallace Beery, Marjorie Rambeau and, surprisingly, Dorothy Jordan, who gives by far her best performance as the girl weatherbeaten old }fi», of a water-front saloon, raises as her own. concealing beneath her gruff exterior a boundless love.
The adventuress mother of the girl reappears after years of indifference and
To save
ct on the day the girl is marrying a wealthy man.
the girl from the disgrace of her parent's threatened demand for
money, Afifl shoots the woman and is led away to jail while the
bride remains unaware of it all.
Too much cannot be said of Mr. Reery's racy, vigorous performance as Mill's paramour, nor of Miss Rambeau's sharp effectiveness
as the mother, whose final scene is charged with high suspense.
A
picture to be seen, if you like sordid melodrama.

Mr. Bancroft Rings the

"The Blue Angel."

Bell.

George Bancroft in his best picture in year-. "'Derelict" is the
name. Make a note oi it. if you've not already beard of its excellence.
Not only the star, but direction and supporting players
make it one of the month's outstanding films. In character it is
quite what you expect a Bancroft picture to be. but in the telling it
re logical and absorbing than many.
And the acting is nothing
less than superlative, perfect.
For once the critic is disarmed.
The story deals with a couple of merchant-marine officers and
their long-standing battle over position and women, the momentary
victory of one. the defeat of the other, and the final acknowledgContinucd on page 96
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A CONFIDENTIAL
GUIDE TO CURRENT RELEASES
luderuoud

&

Underwood

and entire cast

What Every Fan Should See

is

Remarkable

flawless.

stars as an individual.

biography.
Kay Hammond, as Mary Todd, Una Merkel, Ian
Keith, Hobart Bosworth, Henry B.
Walthall.

Two cynics find
ber of Foreign Legion.
that only simple, fundamental love for
each other counts.

arresting picture with
some admirable
acting.
Routine plots and situations
avoided, and deals with life after death.
Leslie Howard, of the stage, Beryl

— Paramount.

"Morocco"
Dietrich

her

takes

place

continuity

Marlene

among

the

Adolphe Menjou
returns, though tamed by talkie morals,
and Gary Cooper going strong, as mem-

—

Paramount.
Harold
First"
"Feet
Lloyd, the hardy perennial, as funny

and

thrilling as

ever.

Straight humor,

without taint of "sophistication"; no
Shoe clerk in
tears behind the smile.
love tries to win girl by posing as rich
play boy, but finds trouble and danger
ahead. Barbara Kent, Robert McWade,
Alec Francis, Lillianne Leighton.

—

AmazCrommountain boy whose dream of

"Tol'able David" Columbia.
ing first performance by Richard
well, as

greatness is to drive the mail hack.
Three bad men of the hills and a sweet
Noah
girl friend are involved.
little
Beery, Joan Peers, Henry B. Walthall.
"Life of the Party, The"— Warner.
Ordinary story of two Broadway gold
diggers, but geared in high, and in

Not

Technicolor.
girls'

pursuit

a

dull

moment

Kentucky
of
of hard-hitting

in

colonel.

humor.
Hearty dose
Winnie Lightner, Irene Delroy, Charles
Butterworth.

"Doorway to Hell, The"— Warner.
Good crook melodrama that has many
new touches. Story of young czar of
in

Lew

Ayres, double-crossed
love and racket. Arresting and capi-

liquor,

gang,

tally acted.

Robert

Elliott,

ney, Dorothy Mathews.
ture acting by Ayres.

"Whoopee"

—United

James Cagma-

Poised,

Artists.

Techni-

color does well by Eddie Cantor and
Ziegfeld beauties.
Stage success excellently done on grand scale.
Story parodies medicine taking for imaginary ills
and talk of operations. Large cast from
stage includes Ethel Shutta. Eleanor

Hunt, Paul Gregory, Albert Hackett.

—

"Her Man" Pathe. Vigorous, wellconstructed picture of love and hate on
the water front, with realistic touches
enhanced by subordinating dialogue to
action.
Helen Twelvetrees, Phillips
Holmes.
Ricardo
Cortcz
excellent.
Comedy by James Gleason, Harry
Sweet.

—

"Abraham Lincoln" United Artists.
human story of the great

Inspired

American, directed by D. W. Griffith.
Walter Huston surpasses his past work,

of

Bound"—Warner.

"Outward

Mercer, Douglas Fairbanks,
Chandler, Alec B. Francis.

Oddly

Helen

Jr.,

—

"Romance"- Metro-Goldwyn.
Greta
Garbo's portrayal of opera singer whose
"past" caused her to dismiss the man
she loves is great tender, poetic, poignant. Her every thought and feeling regGavin
isters.
Lewis Stone capital.
Gordon the hero; Florence Lake de-

—

"Cat Creeps, The" Universal. Yes,
only "The Cat and the Canary"
done in talkies, but well done by Helen
it's

Twelvetrees, Raymond Hackett, Neil
Hamilton, Lilyan- Tashman, Elizabeth
Patterson, and others.
You know the
story of the will and the haunted house.;

"Kismet"
over silent,
slipped up

"Dawn Patrol, The"— First National.
War story without love interest gives
Richard Barthelmess, Neil Hamilton,
and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., opportunities

exploited.

capitally

Life

among

Flying Corps, showing hideous
Barthclmess's best
actualities of war.

Royal

in years.

—

"Big House, The" Metro-Goldwyn.
Savage picture of life behind prison
walls, finely wrought drama depending
upon character rather than studied plot.
Wallace Beery, sly, hardened criminal;
Chester Morris, slick forger; Robert

Montgomery, new

convict.

Revolt of

prisoners stirring scene.

"Holiday"— Pathe.

Well-known

play,

Poor rich girl mopes
with good cast.
over having too much money, finally
wakes up and escapes from her Park
Avenue "prison." Ann Harding, Alary
Monroe
Astor, Robert Ames good.
Owsley outstanding; Edward Everett
Horton, Hcdda Hopper.
"All Quiet on the Western Front"—
Faithful screening of the
LT niversal.
most realistic novel of World War, with
no happy-ending or girl appeal. StrongLewis
est film document against war.
Ayres, Louis Wolheim, "Slim" SummerGleason, William Bakeville, Russell
well, John Wray outstanding in big cast.

For

Second Choice

—

Paramount.
The screen
going too whimsical for words, if
this is a sign of the times.
A group of
the quaintest folk in the world make
high jinks. Nancy Carroll and Fredric
March brilliant. Glen Anders, Diane

"Laughter"

is

Ellis,

Frank Morgan.

a

bit

Another warmedthe

for

flat,

somewhere.

cooks

The

Orient
without its old flavor. Otis Skinner as
beggar in Arabian night story, with
pretty girl, caliph, and all.
Loretta
Young, David Manners, Sidney Blackmer, Mary Duncan.

—

lightful.

—Warner.

"Check and

As

to

Double

Check"— RKO.
Amos

movies, also check out for

Andy

— Freeman

Gosden and
F.
Correll who, like other radio
stars, are good for ear appeal only, in
their husky arguments about nothing.
Good support, including Sue Carol,
Charles Morton. Irene Rich, Rita La
'n'

Charles

J.

Roy.
"Playboy
Paris"
of
Paramount.
Maurice Chevalier in musical-comedy
story, with but two songs.
Waiter in
cafe inherits money and tries to get
himself fired to break contract. Frances

—

Eugene

Dee, Stuart Erwiu,
O. H. Heggie.
"Silver

drama

Horde,

The"— RKO.

Pallette,

Melo-

the raw. Shady lady sets her
man up in the fishing business. He
loves a society girl, and bad girl is
really pure gold, something the films
are always proving. Evelyn Brent, Joel
in

McCrea. Jean Arthur,
Louis Wolheim.

Blanche

Sweet,

—

"War Nurse" Metro-Goldwyn. Sufferings of volunteer nurses behind the
trenches, physical and moral.
Good
work, but short of greatness. Love interest concerns two soldiers, two nurses.
June Walker, of stage, makes excellent
Anita Page. Robert MontgomRobert Ames also good.
Zasu
Marie Prevost.

debut;
ery,
Pitts,

—

Kid"
the
Metro-Goldwyn.
Yidor directs a Western, and his
touch lifts this film, although it is con"Billy

Ki'iil;

ventional screen stuff, not story of the
famous outlaw.
John Mack Brown,
Wallace Beery, Warner Richmond, Kay
Johnson.
On "Rcalife" film good for
Westerns.
Five mountains instead of

—

three.

"Scotland Yard"— Fox.
Quaint plot
and character names indicate old vinCrook takes man's
tage of this film.
place at head of bank and household, if
Edmund Lowe
you can believe that.
Continued on page 118

Photo by Bull

that rare feeling which makes her
WITH
simple, though eloquent, pose, says to

whole world. Marie Dressier in a
and woman everywhere, that
when that extra pound of flesh is revealed by the tellkin with the
every person

she knows the anguish that they feel
tale mirror.
And she knows, too, the acute distress
pound in the wrong place.

that

—

— man

follows

the

discovery of an

extra

So in her new picture, "Reducing," she and Polly Moran will depict the joys and sorrows
of shedding fat, the efforts required to do it, the deep and abiding joy of those who succeed.
And this, mind you, after her tragic portrayal in "Min and Bill." There's no getting away from
it. the little girl is versatile.

Os

Florence Vidor

remain

in

is

content to

the background as

Come Out

the wife of a great musician,

Jascha Heifetz.

Haver says that she
hasn't a remnant of ambition

Phyllis

beyond

being

just

Though you may say that to four
tell you that they have

Mrs.

William Seeman.

THEY mean —
it

lights,

"I suppose

they're through.

They've quit for keeps, these girls who traded
their make-up boxes for cookbooks.
No more
and cameras, and dramatics for them. Hence-

—

forth they'll take their romance straight
in real life
instead of by the vicarious route of a scenario and a
length of film.
Seriously, it is rare when the retirement of an actress
on the level. Look at Patti's prolonged farewell appearances. The movie girls are much the same.
Occasionally they retire with the best intentions, but before

is

long they're back again to pick up the interrupted "kayreer" where they left it flat.
That is why it is interesting to contemplate the little
group of actresses in New York who have gone domestic in a great big way.
Hollywood always accepts
news of a retirement with a grain of salt. But these,
after a reasonable test, seem really lasting.
And how do they like being away from the screen?
And how does it feel to be a lady of leisure? The answers, reading left to right, are "Fine" and "Dandy."

They

told

me

But what do they do with all this unfamiliar leisure?
"Keeping house."
the answer
For instance, there's Mrs. Billy Seeman. Never heard
of her? Don't be silly. She's Phyllis Haver.
Phyllis's
case is unusually interesting.
For about fifteen years
she struggled along; in pictures, romping around in a
bathing suit for Mack Sennett, then becoming serious
and trying to make directors realize she had a brain
beneath that yellow hair. But Phyllis never got a real
break until she played the merry murderess in "ChiBut
cago." and was so good they offered her stardom.
did she take

it ?

when you

—

it's

get

retired

who traded

their

from the screen for

just a case

what you

want, you don't want it," Mrs.
Seeman explained to me one
afternoon in her penthouse

By Mabel

apartment in Greenwich Yillage.
'For vears I dreamed
of being a star and then just as I was actually realizing
that ambition. I met Billy and we fell in love and somehow stardom didn't mean anything any more. When
Billy asked me to give up for good, I didn't mind a bit."
However. Phyllis admits it was difficult to break the
habit of working. The Seemans went to Europe for a
honeymoon and then returned to New York to live.
And for the next few weeks Phyllis found herself, at
odd moments, longing for the studios.
"I couldn't become accustomed to so much leisure and
I knew nothing about managing a house," she said.
"Besides. Billy had lived here in the apartment for a
long time before we were married and he had very
efficient

servants.

"They were accustomed

to managing everything comand they resented a woman attempting to dictate
especially when they realized the extent of my
to them

pletely

so.

And back comes

of

favorites

—

ignorance about such matters.
"Finally in exasperation I fired them all one day and
went to an agency to pick out a good cook. And from
that day on I have never really missed the studios.
I
haven't had time to be homesick!"
Phyllis had difficulty at first in getting servants she
what with the servant problem as it is. But her
sister-in-law, Mrs. Rube Goldberg, wife of the cartoonist, came to her aid in putting her house in order.
liked,

The beautifully appointed apartment is on the eighteenth floor of a building in Waverly Place. As you step

of

Jane Winton is no more, but
Mrs. Horace Gumbel is very
much on the job of interior

Kitch en

th<

decoration.

Ruth Taylor, nee Lorelei Lee,
finds

make-up boxes for wedding rings and cookbooks, they
keeps and
but let them speak for themselves.

—

off the elevator, your eves meet a
decorative panel proclaiming the domain of "Sky Hye Farme."
The spacious drawing-room gives
onto balconies overlooking the narrow streets of the Village, with a view of North River.
Mrs. Seeman is very proud of her view and also of her
new handball court. As for hobbies, she is taking up
golf and tennis, but most of her time is engaged in
planning menus and managing her home. Although the
apartment was completely furnished before her arrival,
she amuses herself with a little rearranging to carry out
her own ideas.
One of her most prized
ins is a pencil sketch
of Mr. Seeman which their friend. James Montgomery
g, dashed off one evening after dinner.
"And don't you ever have the faintest desire to resume
your career?"
"You see. I
"None," she answered emphatically.
made a solemn promise to Billy when we were married
that I would give up the screen.
And I'm so glad I
have no desire for it any longer, for I can imagine how
unhappy one would he in keeping a promise and yet nursing a secret yearning for self-expression."
She made a
grimace and laughed. "Frankly. I haven't a remnant of
ambition beyond being just Mrs. William Seeman."
There's another young matron with a studio "past."
Although she hasn't made any rash promises, her career

Duk«

i-

of

secondary importance

to

Mrs.

Horace Gumbel,

otherwise Jane Winton.
Of first importance is her lovely
apartment in East Sixty-eighth Street, just off Fifth
Avenue. Tt is charming and she did it all herself.
Interior decorating has long been a hobby of Jane's.
She supervised in a casual way the decorating of her

—

wil

contentment

in

the

preference of Paul Zuckerman for a blond wife.

Spanish home in California a few years ago, although
her picture work prevented her devoting much time to
it.
And that's why she has enjoyed decorating her new
home in Xew York so much. With nothing else demanding her attention, she has reveled in period furniture and gay draperies and what not.
"It's all finished except the eighth room and we can't
decide whether to make that a cardroom or a gu
room," Jane declared as she proudly displayed the drawing-room with its colorful chintzes and wide, low windows, the dignified dining room. Mr. Gumbel's English
chamber and her own French boudoir, with its peachand-blue taffetas and frilly draperies.
Miss Winton has truly planned the furnishing to the
tiniest detail, without the aid of a professional decorator.
Some of the furniture, including the bow-end bed in her
boudoir, of walnut decorated in gold carving, she designed, and she also designed the luxifrious blue taffeta
bedspread.
There are several lovely antiques, including a Cashmere shawl which can be traced through ten generati
and a number of jade pieces, many of them wedding
presents.
Rut one of the trea-ures Jane displays with
m<>st pride is a mounted fish that hangs alxive the dining-room door the Gumbel's first catch on their honey-

—

in

Maine

last July.

Mrs. Ciumhel has several interesting hobbies. Something more than a hobby is her enjoyment in planning
mplcte ignorance as
menus. While she conf
she enjoys finding

actual c

cook

new

recipes

for the

She and her husband have two dinner
a week and hold open house for their friends on

to prepare.

parties

Sunday

nights.

And

every Wednesday
Continued on page 112

evening

is

a
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Photos by Hurrell

CONCHITA MONTENEGRO!

There's zip and fire, lure and languor in
well there may be, for its owner is a beauty from San
Sebastian who played opposite Ramon Novarro in the Spanish version of
"Call of the Flesh."
Because she speaks English and French as fluently as her native language, it is more than likely that she will graduate from foreign versions
and make her bow to American fans.
that name.

And

71

Tboto by Louise

This

is

John Gilbert,

in

"The Big Parade"

—

vital,

flashing, a brilliant actor in a great performance.

BIGCEST

HIS

FIGHT

John Gilbert's back is to the wall in a terrific struggle to regain his place on the screen
as an idol of the fans.
His contract gives him four more chances.
Meanwhile he feels
keenly the hurt of his drop from the heights, and is a changed man.

By Dorothy Wooldridge
JOHN
days

GILBERT, great lover of the screen in the
of silent films, gazed abstractedly out at sea.

All afternoon he

the sands at Malibu

and Raquel Torres had played on
Reach romped, plunged in the surf,

—

and laughed like children.
The studio was forgotten.
Griefs were dropped like a shabby old coat
at least for

—

Once more John Gilbert was a carefree
For Jack has had his back to the wall, fighting. He's

the time.

still.
He's taking punches on the chin. He has
four more pictures to make for Metro-Goldwyn. If any
of them make a big bit. be may recapture his place as

fighting

an

idol.

If not,

he bids adieu.

He knows

it.

72

His Biggest Fight

While Jack and Raquel, his next-door neighbor, were
whiling away that afternoon, huge posters throughout
Los Angeles read: "Wallace Beery, John Gilbert, Polly
"
Aloran, in 'Way For a Sailor.*
The film had been produced with John Gilbert as the
star.
Tin- story had been written specially for him,
giving him the role of a rugged he-man of the merchant
marine.
It had been filmed with microphones carefully
placed to record his voice better than had been done
before.

Yet, when the picture was finished, it did not make
John Gilbert stand out with the dominating personality
which had brought him fame.
Jack Gilbert probably laughed when he saw the billing
a forced, ironical laugh.
It was just another punch
What if they did bill Wallace Beery's
on the chin.
name over his? He wasn't proud of the picture. He
wasn't satisfied with it.
It wasn't the story for which
But he had four more chances, he rehe had waited.
membered, before his contract would expire. And then?
The afternoon waned. Raquel and John, stretched on
the sand, watched the fishing boats coming in with their
A big tanker, black smoke floating from its funcatch.
nel, headed off toward the Orient.

—

A

small freighter rancid with the
smell of coconut oil heeled in
toward the docks.
The gulls

making their final forage before
the coming of night.
"I've made a lot of mistakes,
Raquel," said Jack. "I made one
big one."

The

"Mexican

little

girl

made

She did not ask what
He would tell
that big one was.
her if he wished.
"Watch your step. Raquel." he
continued.
"You have a splenno

reply.

did chance before you. Listen to
Somethe advice of friends.
times it's invaluable."

His marriage to Leatrice Joy was next. He believed
was in love really in love. When he learned
that a baby was coming, he seemed in ecstasies.
A:
last he had a home, something he never had known be1'ut half a dozen times in the next two years he
and Leatrice quarreled and separated only to make up

—

that he

again.

When

Leatrice finally bade him good-by and took
baby away, he knew that the romance was ended.
Leatrice got $15,000 payable at the rate of $300 a week
and their daughter will get $50 a week until she is
their

eighteen.

Was his consent to the departure of his wife and baby
He went to the heights soon
that one big mistake?
after the separation, when he starred in "The Big

Parade."
But it wasn't long before the road became
Xow the time has come when his
rough and stony.
name is billed beneath that of Wallace Beery by one of
the big Hollywood theaters. Jack likes Wally and does
not blame him for what happened.
There was his marriage to Ina Claire in Las Yegas,
Xew Mexico, in May, 1929. Many times since then both
have told how happy they were. Yet they lived apart
for several weeks while Jack's
bachelor home was being remodAnd here is the Gilbert revealed by "Way
eled to accommodate a bride, so it
What has changed him?
For a Sailor."
was announced.
They honey-

He admits having made
his life.

a big mistake

What was

it?

in

mooned in Europe and from Paris
came the report of a rift between
them, but this was denied.
fall, Ina went to Xew York to film
"The Royal Family," leaving Jack
I

alone with his thoughts.

Could

it

blond
mistake?

the

be that his marriage to
Ina was his one big

Or was it the ending of his romance with Garbo which shadowed
the course of his life? They meet

What was

on the lot occasionally and exchange formal greetings as they
pass. But there are no more rides
in the moonlight by the sea.
Xo

big mistake?

lunching at a sequestered table in

Jack Gilbert's one
Was it one of his
Every one makes
marriages?
mistakes and almost everybody
makes a big one that stands in
the forefront for the remainder
of life.
What was Jack Gilbert's?

Could

it

have been

his

mar-

Burwell, the
he met in camp
when men were being mobilized
Olivia, an
For the World War?
riage

to

Southern

Olivia

girl

entertainer, smiled at him when
he was lonely and talked to him

because she was lonely, too, in
camp bristling with guns and

that

They

restaurant.

Xo

lovers' talks

Devil."

Once they almost married, according to a report circulated in
Hollywood. In 1927 they motored
to a near-bv town, the story said,
with the intention of becoming
man and wife. But Greta halted
before the license bureau and
asked to wait a while longer. She
is not the kind to rush headlong
into anything.

Xot Garbo!

Was

bayonets.

were

married in the
quarters three days
before the armistice was signed.
For weeks Jack could find no
work at the studios and before
long he borrowed the money to
.-end his girl wife back to her
home.
They never saw each
other again.
Was his big mistake in not
standing by Olivia and fighting
the game till success was won?
chaplain's

some

between scenes at the studio. He
has not even had Greta in his arms
in a picture since "Flesh and the

John's failure to press that
Does
romance his big mistake?
the memory of those wonderful days and nights with Greta
haunt him continuously as time

goes on ? Returning from Europe
two years ago. Greta telephoned
Tack immediately she arrived in
Xew York. To-day they scarcely
speak.

Something

has

happened to
some-

Gilbert change
Continued on page 98

make John

:
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Going Strong

[

Gaynor is making up for her regrettable
absence from the screen by giving her best to one

Janet

film

after another, that her fans

may know

she

is

as appreciative of their loyalty as they are of her

appealing

talent.

E7 VERY one knows the name of the picture that reunited
*— Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell "The Man Who

—

Came Back."

Now,

they are to repeat
Their next picture

Mary Ann," which
youthful fans don't.
trodden slavey in a
of fortune brings
Let's hope

it

instead of going their separate ways,
that happiest of all star-combinations.
will be the charming, touching "Merely
old theatergoers remember but which
Miss Gaynor's role is that of a downLondon lodging house, to whom a turn
sudden wealth and the loss of love.

—

will be another

"Seventh Heaven."

!

LADY

Luck's

STEPCHILD
Perhaps you

will

tell

Dorothy Sebastian why
girl,

this

negative distinction

is

hers.

She, poor

doesn't know.

By Madeline Class
RECEXTLY

Picture Play carried an excellent
"While Talent Goes Begging," in

article entitled.

which are cited many instances of neglected talent
Hollywood. The name of Dorothy Sebastian did not,
however, appear in the list of these less fortunate players,
although that seems to be her position.
I'll speak to
somebody about that
It is not merely a personal opinion, but the opinion of
many others, that Dorothy is seldom given roles in proportion to her talents or deserts. She herself feels that
something is wrong, and talks about her situation
frankly, though not in a spirit of complaint.
She is simply bewildered by the fact that after five
in

years of earnest effort in Hollywood she is still playing
no more important roles than when she began. Lady

Luck

hasn't done right by our Dorothy.
There are many who consider her work

in "Our Blushing Brides" superior to that of either Joan Crawford
or Anita Page.
When she appeared with Buster
Keaton, in "Spite Marriage," the critics praised her as
highly as the star himself. In "The Unholy Night" she
essayed a Jetta Goudal role and came through with
honors.
In many other pictures her gentle beauty and thoughtful characterizations, even in parts of no consequence,
have won commendation, yet she was dismissed from
the Metro-Goldwyn studio, while the comparatively colorless Dorothy Jordan is not only retained, but is given
excellent parts, including the complex heroine of "Min

and Bill."
Miss Sebastian, not Miss Jordan, should have been
awarded that plum. The role suits her right down to the
ground.

"The electricians on the set." relates Miss Sebastian,
"used to say to me, 'Dorothy, why is it you are not
given better parts?' And I would say, 'Honey, if I only
"
knew I'd be happy.'
Dorothy Sebastian's

ill

luck

is

not financial, but

lies in

That Dorothy

is proved by
She was born in the heart
of the South, a land of charming hospitality and castiron conventions.
Birmingham, Alabama, to be exact.
is

willing and courageous

a glimpse at her past life.

Her

soft

speech recalls bayous, muscadines, fields of
and men who say to a lady, "Do you mind

cotton, yams,
if

I

smoke?"

In this languid region the stage is not considered a
suitable vocation for a lady.
Dorothy early understood
this, and, although she was determined to be an actress,
she did not announce the intention.
She did. however,
play at acting with her small friends, a peculiarity that
was looked upon with tolerant amusement by "the folks."
As she grew older, her talent for drawing stood her
in good stead.
After the War there sprang up a vogue
for hand-painted scarfs, calendars, photos, and various
knicknacks.
Dorothy took up novelty painting and
from a modest beginning her trade grew until she had a
small shop. Carefully banking her money, Dorothy was
able to go to Xew York to study art.
Her real purpose, however, was to get in contact with
the motion-picture studios.
Since she had won some
small success in painting and drawing, her parents gave
their consent, particularly as an aunt lived in that city.
Wishing to be free of auntie's supervision, Dorothy
went to what she had been told was an inexpensive hotel.
It was night when she arrived and still night when she
awoke hours later. All being well, she went to sleep

Wondering at
again, and wakened to find it still dark.
the exceedingly long night, she called the office and was
informed that it was noon.
"You have an inside room." explained the clerk tersely.
''That's why it's dark."
On finding that her room cost seventeen dollars a
week, she gave it up and found one for twelve. Reestablishing herself, she began to haunt the studios.
Continued on page 111
the fact that her career has been without high lights.
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Pholo by Clarence Sinelili Bull

What's wrong with Dorothy Sebastian? "Why, nothing!"
you exclaim. Nor is there. But her lack of a conspicuous
position after five years in Hollywood is one of the mysteries that puzzle her friends.
Her story, opposite, is one
you shouldn't overlook.

JHu
•i

The Heart

Bowed Down
It

belongs to Greta Garbo, in

"Inspiration,"

a

modern verwhich a

sion of "Sapho," in

woman renounces
her

the love of

to safeguard the future of her adored.

life

Greta Garbo, above, decides to leave Robert Montgomthough he has no inkling of the blow about to fall.

ery

The unusual

picture, left, shows Garbo in a rare
of light-hearted banter.

moment

At the bottom of the page are seen Garbo, with John
Miljan and Judith Voselli, who play important roles.

'

V
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Off Guard
The popularity of Kay Francis keeps
her on the set most of the time in one
film after another, but she smilingly wel-

comes you

to her dressing

room when

she's there.

Photos by

OUo

l>yar

Accustomed to the austere dressing rooms ot
stage folk. Miss Francis insists on the same
simplicity for her make-up table at the studio
Practicality is her guiding thought let the
chintzes and cushions keep out of her way

—

Kay's spontaneous smile is a passport to her
presence for all who catch sight of it from
afar.
Her next picture is George Bancroft's
"Scandal Sheet."

It

comes again

Phillips

Holmes

to

Nancy

Carroll and

appearing together
in "Stolen Heaven."
in

The new picture promises

to the young stars
opportunities as great as "The Devil's Holiday." Miss Carroll is a night-club performer
who takes Mr. Holmes to her room, only to
discover that he is sought by detectives.

Miss Carroll, right, undergoes a radical
change of expression when she plays a dramatic role.

so

A

Lover's Sacrifice

'Youth must be served." says the middle-aged swain in "Ex-mistress," so he
bravely turns his back on the girl who prefers his young friend.

Lewis Stone,
forget the

make Bebe Daniels
she loves on a long yachting trip.

at top of page, tries to

man

Miss Daniels, above,

as

Doree Macy, plays the heroine

of the widely read novel.

Ben Lyon and Natalie Moorhead, right, are the couple
whose marriage conveniently breaks up that Mr. Lyon
may claim Miss Daniels from her free-and-easy life.

Bl

\\

Dance,
The

title of

to the

form

Fools, Dance!''

Joan Crawford's new picture indicates
of

a

return

entertainment that made her the premier

modern maiden

of the screen.

a yacht shown at the top of the page,
with Joan Crawford and Lester Vail, speaks louder than words.

The negligee party aboard

Miss Crawford,

right,

wears the choicest creations of Adrian, the
designer.

Dancing with Lester Vail, below. Miss Crawford

is

in her element.
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Sables and Spangles
Ona Munson,

First National's musical star, displays

some

of her

sumptuous

frocks and furs.

Miss

Munson

wears,
above, a black-andwhite velvet tunic
frock in the frankly

Spangled net, above, is
gracefully
effective
when
fashioned, like the Russian
ensemble, by Milgrim.

Russian manner which
permits of full-shirred

sleeves drawn
tight cuffs.

into

Parchment
Russian

satin
sable,

banded with
center,

is

Samuel Lang's striking design to harmonize with Miss
Munson's sable wrap.

Russell Ball finds

Gloria Swanson an almost perfect

in

sitter.

The Boulevard Directory
you through the shops favored by the players introHollywood's finest portrait photographers, and tells of the visits

This article of the series that takes

duces Russell

Ball,

one

of

of a star or two.

By Margaret Reid
HOLLYWOOD'S
yel

most successful photographer has

to discover the perfect

face.

Which

implies

such a paragon cannot be

found in the
But, at the same
time, a perfect lace is not essential to an interesting
photograph. The real requirements are a dash of gray
that

it

cinema colony,

it

just

doesn't exist.

—

matter in the subject's head
and a good photographer,
although Russell Hall discounts the last.
Mr. Ball conducts a trade whose magnitude would
frighten any photographer with a nonprofessional clienSupplying the constant demand of magazines,
newspapers, and fans for new pictures is a very important element in a star's business. Once a picture has
appeared in print, it is immediately old. useless, because
no longer exclusive. And editors insist upon exclusive
pictt:

In the unpretentious, untidy
Ball

makes homely

studio where Mr.
and pretty ladies
from seventy-five to two
little

ladies look pretty

look intelligent, a sitting means
hundred poses, and an order from five hundred to five
thousand prints.
Since few stars let three months go
by without supplying press agents with new portr.
you can readily see that, although it he less remunerative, it is also less work to photograph debutantes and
hankers.

"There are." Mr. Rail claims, "no two people alike
world. That is why I don't believe in the timehonored custom of displaying samples in the reception
room. What is the point in showing Mrs. Gilblatz a
picture I made of Greta Garbo?
It couldn't possihly
in the

give Mrs. Gilblatz the remotest idea of the sort of picture I'd make of her.
"Sometimes girls starting out in pictures are obsessed
with the idea of their resemblance to certain stars.
It

only

humane

rapher.

There

good phol
no place on the screen for imitation-.
Because every one has eyes, nose, and mouth in approximately the same positions, we are limited as to externals.
But underneath no two people in the world are alike,
and the goal of photography is to coax out and reveal the
i>

to blast that notion with a
is

inner person."
The term "photographically perfect" is losely intended
to mean beauty from the standpoint of measurement-.
But few technically beautiful people make interesting

Whereas
"Lawrence Tihbett's face would not appear to be
photographic. Yet its swashbuckling strength and abunportraits.

dant humor make an arresting picture alwaThis lens expert, who is good-looking enough to be
an actor himself, hut who has lived only to take pictures
since he was a twelve-year-old amateur, has made some
of the few existing portraits of Gloria Swanson's children.
One photographer was put on a ten-thousanddollar bond to destroy the negatives he made of them,
but not Mr. Ball, who has been photographing Miss
Swanson for nearly ten years. Several of the stars will
permit no one hut Russell Rail to photograph them.
There is no complicated posing here. Only as much
light as is necessary to make an exposure is u
Clothes are unimportant
except for comfort. The subject must be at ease, a state arrived at after half an hour
or so of casual conversation, and the camera is clicked
to record spontaneous moments.

—

"T am always looking, photofor virility, decisiveness.
In women, for
the duchess
the dignity and sweetness that underlies

"In men." he says,

graphically,

all

—

feminine charm.

And Gloria Swanson
Continued on page 113

is

purely

'lady.'

!

Waves

Talkies Rule the
Film

romance entertains the sailor boy while he is away on those long trips, far from
one and only sweetie who sits waiting in Brooklyn or San Francisco.

By

H. A.

Woodmansee

THEREthan no

more enthusiastic group of picture
the enlisted men and officers of the
U. S. navy. Every vessel of any size, with the
coming of darkness, is converted into a floating theater.
To-night, last night, and to-morrow night, anywhere on
the ocean's watery waste, "from Crabtown (Annapolis)
is

fans

Timbuktu," men are sitting on decks with their eyes
glued on screens that now bring them the world's sights
and sounds.
The real navy fan goes to the talkies
practically every night, week after week, month after

to

month.
Silent pictures have been entertaining the navy for a
good many years, but the talkies were bound to come.
At first the navy used silent versions of talkie hits, but

The men yearned for
they proved a disappointment.
the audible films they occasionally saw while on shore
leave.
So in January a year ago the battleship Texas
took along talkie apparatus on its southern cruise. Once
a week, for four months, it gave exhibitions. On these
gala nights sailors from other naval ships anchored off
the Cuba station came aboard the Texas by the boatload.
It was like fair week in the old home town, with
as many as two thousand eager gobs swarming the
decks to witness the newest miracle of the entertainment world.
The talkie tests were a whooping success. Consequently, by summer the navy was busy outfitting itself
for talkie exhibitions, with the objective of bringing
sound entertainment to every ship of the destroyer class
by the end of the
Quite a sizable undertaking, with three hundred
and ten stations to be taken care of.
Supplying film entertainment to approximately one hundred thousand men
and officers, in three hundred and ten

and

larger, as well as to land stations,

year.

scattered stations,

many

of

them

afloat

and out of touch with film supply for
long periods, giving the men what they
want, and giving it to them steadily, is
obviously something of a problem. The
navy does it through the central Navy
Film Exchange, located in the Brooklyn navy yard, and other smaller exchanges scattered from San Pedro, California, to the Philippine Islands.
In fact, the navy film service keeps

fingers right on the pulse of
entertainment-seeking sailor
by a system of reports on
its

all

pictures,

which

rates

the

them from zero

his

Illustrated by Lui Truso

Lieutenant F. O. Willenbucher,
Brooklyn exchange, has a pretty definite
idea of just what and who the navy wants to see and
to four.

in charge of the

hear.

The

navy's taste in both stars and pictures is broad.
favor of he-men. Such men as George
Bancroft and Victor McLaglen get a big hand from the
boys on board, not only because they enact the tough
guy par excellence, but because they themselves are
former sailors.
Bancroft, at the age of nineteen,
organized the first company of battleship actors and put
on skits and minstrel shows which were repeated again
It is heartily in

and again.
Western stars, such as Hoot Gibson, Ken Maynard,
and Tom Mix, are also very popular. All good comedians rank very highly, with Harold Lloyd, Buster
Keaton, and Laurel and Hardy right at the top. The
funny ladies get a hand, too, with Marie Dressier and
Polly Moran especially in demand.

And the girls
How the sailor, deprived altogether
of feminine company the greater part of his time, worships his screen heroines
Give him Clara Bow, and
Greta Garbo, and Mary Brian, and Evelyn Brent, and
Kay Johnson Unlike as these stars are. the navy wants
them all. What glamour the sailor builds up around
!

!

!

their personalities

Fully sixty per cent of the enlisted men of the navy
are from eighteen to twenty. They are at that age when
the opposite sex is most fascinating, and all their fleshand-blood girl friends are far away, back in port. But
every night they can sit and watch and listen to shadow
Loreleis and Yenuses, to sweet
innocent young things, and the
The seafaring
women of the world, to party

man

soon disabout

is

llusioned

love

in

the tropics,

except

as

pictured

on

talkie

it

is

the

screen.

and aloof, mysterious ones.
They're eager for adventure,
eager to learn about life and
love, eager for practically everything.
In other words, they're
eighteen and twenty.
And the
girls,

them as
well as to entertain them.
The sailor's appetite for travel
pictures is much keener than that
talkies are there to teach

of the

man

ashore.

because the world

and fishing

Perhaps it is
his home,

is

off the coast of Scot-

land, or elephant

hunting

in
the
wilds of Africa,

Talkies

Rule the

have as much bearing on his lif<
landsman's vacation.
Anyway, he nol onl)
uili pictures as "Simba" and "Africa Speak-,"
but others which are nol of sufficient interest to

seems

to

the

home Americans
try,
^mong his

to get a general

Nature"

German

an.l

the

•

i'.i

sixty

in the most romantic way, for
per cent of them are eighteen to
twenty years old.

showing

in this counEnglish "Secrets of
"Oddities "t" Nature."
And,
popular subjects :is the Grant-

a seagoing vessel can realize the

way Hollywood's

ductions drive out monotony from the sailor's

life

pro-

and

his spirits.

Very nearly every evening-, when supper is out of the
way, the sailors off duty gather on deck to wait for
darkness and the talkies. Though it may he three hours
before the show, there are loud calls for the watch to

The men want visible signs of what's
They bring up mess benches and ditty boxes to
upon; while some sprawl on the deck, or seat them-

rig the screen.

Sailors are quite susceptible to feminine

charms

are the

of course, such generalh
land Rice "Sportlights.
An exclusive masculine audience ashore probably
would demand a fairlj steady diet of Westerns, comedies, ami adventure Rims.
Hut variety is the spice of
life to the seafaring movie fan who sits in front of a
screen five to seven nights a week.
Such films as "Applause," "Disraeli" "Hallelujah," "The Case of Lena
Smith," and "The Last of Mrs. Cheyney" have been
generally liked in the navy.
One in every ten features shown is a Western, and
one in every fifty a wild-animal picture.
Time was when the films shown in the navv were old
and outworn, and such miserable entertainment that the
amateur operators would run the picture backward in
an effort to squeeze out a little amusement.
Since the
war. donations of various organizations, however, have
made it possible for the service man to In- royally entertained.
The navy now hooks all the important pictures
as soon as they are released.
A ship going en a long cruise may carry as many as
fifty complete programs, and all hands are mighty glad
to see tho-e consignments of tin cans come aboard, with
their promise of entertainment for the evenings at sea.
Only tho-e who have experienced long confinement in

keep up

BO

Waves

is washed with salt spray.
But what's a little
thing like that to a sailor?
There's a ship's hand, too, which plays an overture to
the picture program, hut even in the silent era of the
navy screen the hand was silent through the picture.
The reason was that the musicians were as much entitled
to he entertained as the rest of the men.
( Occasionally
it
is
too stormy for deck exhibitions.
Then the pictures are shown below in the gun room.
Now and then night work interferes.
But the navy
film service counts on twenty-five new program!
month, which one must admit is a quota large enough to
satisfy the most rabid fan.
There is close cooperation and good will between the
navy and the film producers. Most pictures which bear
on naval or military service are marie under the sir
vision of officers, and are popular with both sea and land
Pictures such as "Salute," "West Point," "The
forces.

audience

Midshipman." and "Dress Parade" were received with

the navy.
The sailor is especially fond
seeing himself on tlie screen, and therefore "The
In." "True to the Navy," the Beery-Hatton burlesque,
selves on the gun turrets, which have been trained out
"We're in the Navy Now" and others of the sort, for that purpose. The officers have chairs.
favorites aboard ship.
The sun dips below the horizon, and darkness settles
All the navy's films are passed upon by the navy film
down over the ocean.
Then on the lonely sea the
voice of Hollywood is heard.
A million-dollar P.road- service. There is censorship, hut it is of a much broader
wav revue sings and dances its way across the screen.
sort than that which exists in many places ashore. Usually
Sometimes, when a
the navv is content to
accept
pictures
screen beauty radiates
made
The now likes the he-man type of hero, with anchors on his
under the Will I!
much sex appeal,
arms and power in his punch.
regulations.
there are excited comThose rejected are most often
ments. Then an officer
stops the show and isturned down for the
following reasons
a solemn warning
to the men that there
(<7)
They unduly

coming.
sit

interest in

Re

;

will

he

tures

no

if

more

they

not

ment.

more

Laughorderly.
applause, and rcasonable talk are permitted, however.

Jz^

ter,

to

will

retreat

game

deucy."

Hut the most

interested

may

stick

in the

it

I

service

They are ob-

—ian

for
films

mili-

filled

with Soviet propaganda
are barred.

of "ace-

The navy itself has
gone into picture-mak-

spectators
out. sitting

darkness with the

whipping in their
faces.
Sometimes the

military

jectionable
tary V

below

to play a

They throw

(/')

the

into discredit.

Sometimes it starts
rain and some ^i the

men

govern-

the

criticize

pic-

are

rain

<f$5>^

ing to some extent.
It
has made various techinucd on page 117
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Home

Life

in

Gossips watch the married couples in the
scientists watching a colony of strange
with a hundred times more gusto than

By Helen
—

married any minute. Or that
they are already married, secretly, and have been in that
state for months.
Or maybe years. As likely as not,
they credit them with a set of twins or something.
that they are about to be

You might imagine that these anxious supervisors of
young actors' lives would settle back with a sigh of relief
when one of their subjects-for-discussion actually does
take the step and enter the wedded state.
But not at
all.
The wedding bells have scarcely ceased ringing,
the honeymoon is hardly under way
and certainly the
wedding gifts are not all in when the rumorers get
right to work on the separation and divorce of the young

—

—

couple.

They aren't living together. They never have lived
together.
Why, they never even intended to live together, anyhow
The marriage was a publicity stunt.
Or one of them married in- a fit of pique on account of
!

They quaran unfortunate love affair with another.
reled on the way down the church aisle after the ceremony. Mercy
Haven't you heard?
I have the greatest sympathy for poor John
Gilbert who cabled from Paris on the occasion
!

first published rumors of his separation
from Ina Claire, "Why can't they let us alone?
Why do we have to be treated like goldfish in

of the

cages ?"

Joan Crawford says that petting in public
shows the world that she and Doug, Jr., are
making a go of marriage.

ACTORS What

have a lot of tribulawith one thing and
another, I get all groggy sometimes contemplating the troubles of these
unfortunate beings, and every now and
again I feel called upon to do something
constructive about them
you know, sort
of pat them on the heads and give them
some motherly advice. This happens to
be one of the occasions.
First thing you know, they'll all be calling me "Aunty Helen"
and running over
to my house to have me put witch-hazel
on their little bruises and comfort them
with peppermint drops or maybe gin high
balls.
And what reward could be sweeter?
really

tions.

—

—

—

Anyhow, the thing that is lacerating me
just now is the pathetic plight of young
married couples like Janet Gaynor and her
husband, Lydell Peck.
In the first place, when an actor is single,
people are always marrying him or her off,
It
first to this one and then to that one.
must be rather disconcerting.
If an actor takes a girl to dinner, or an
actress appears at a premiere with a young
man. then the rumorers go about rumoring

Now I never saw a goldfish in
a cage. But if Jack felt like one,
then he must have been most uncomfortable
!

You

what Jack and Ina. as
well as Janet and Lydell. needed
was some good advice. Then they
would have known how to act like
happily married couples, and there
wouldn't have been all this uproar
see.

in the papers.

When Janet and Lydell had
been married only a few days, they
attended a premiere at the Chinese
Theater with another couple. At
intermission, when they strolled
outside for a breath of air, Janet
made the tremendous mistake of
walking up the aisle with the other
_

man

in the party.

Heavens
Janet

!

The rumorers were all
there. They al-

Gaynor

sent Lydell Peck

away alone

to

catch a big, old

and next
she
morning
found the front
yard full of retrain

porters

asking

ways are at preThey
mieres.
all leaned forgasping

ward,

and

peering.

And, of course,
rumoring.

moring

all

Ruover

the place.

By midnight

about the sep-

the

aration.

had

papers all
the news.

!

Cage

a Class

movie world with all the minute attention or
moths, and reveal their smallest discoveries
any research worker could ever muster up.

Louise

Walker

Divorce proJanet and her new husband were separated.
And the other man in the
ceedings were well under way.
well, whoever it was who accompanied Janet up
is
the aisle.
But it doesn't matter.
forget, at the moment.
Anyhow, reporters were on the doorstep when Janet left
tor the studio the next morning.
You see? It' Janet had just known the rules, she would
have known better than to walk up any aisle, or through any
with any
door. or. for that matter, better than to walk at all
other man than I.ydell
There was another terrific sensation, shortly afterward,
which might have been avoided if some one had just told
this young couple how to behave.
Lydell was called out of
the city on business, and Janet and her mother planned to
Since he
to the theater on the night of his departure.
was not to he gone more than twenty-four hours or SO, and
since the time of his departure conflicted with the risir.^
the curtain at the theater. Janet, in her innocence, kissed him
d-by in the privacy of their own home and proceeded
the theater with her mother.
But she reckoned without the
rumorers. Horrors! A hride of
a month to allow her husband to
right on a great big old chugWell.
ging train without her'
nurse! They had quarreled.
They were separated.
Everything was
the
matter.
And
again, the reporters were on her
doorstep, easier for news of the
rift.
Oh. dear!
So, wives must always accom-

—

I

—

pany

husbands

their

to

But, I'm telling you, they
Recently,
the rules.
all
going
heen
they've
however,

you.

know

about a bit and promptly all sorts
of rumors began to circulate.

They know hetter than to go
walking around with other people.
Xeither of them will even dance
with any one else.
And certainly no one ever heard of either of
them lunching with a memher of the

—outside

theater, or

make

any sort of public

the family.

appearance.

Mostly, so far as
T am ahle to see,
they just sit up
there at Pickfair.
quietly acting the

Their marriage has become a
legend and an institution in Hollywood and if anything should
ever happen to it. the entire film
y would he devastated.

Poor

Gloria

result

Rumorers have outrumored themselves
from the moment Ina
Claire and John Gilbert said "I do" right

down
made

to

how

they

out at break-

fast this morning.

Swanson

never

quite solved the problem of
to appear happily married.

was

that

off a train or

er>

to parties, or the

studio every day.

part of a happily married couple.
It may sound like a dull life to

like a happily married coup',
years and years and years. Working at it.
Giving it thought and
concentration.
For all I know,
they may have had the advice of
experts in publicity upon the
matter.

Thev seldom

and grooms simply must be

seen lunching together, so William
Hawks meets Bessie Love at the

trains.

You can see how important it is.
Doug and Mary could tell
them.
They have heen acting

opposite sex

Brides

whenever
whenever,

how
The

sh<
in

fact,

she saw a reporter anywhere in
the dim distance, she automatically muttered. "No, we are not
getting a divorce. No, Hank and
I are not separated.
No, w
"
not intend to get a divorce

Just like that, without waiting
be asked. For some reason, deContinued on page 116

Gossip travels faster when
labeled a secret.

Loretta Young,

Hugh something

f

%

above, is telling Frank Mcthat threatens to get a laugh.

Ralph Forbes and Clara Bow,
first

its

family conference in "Her

left,

hold the

Wedding Night."

Pulpit

Called-

the Screen

Tempted

The
Five

well-known

church early
call of

in

were drawn

actors
life,

Hollywood.

to

the

but yielded to the siren
Have they lost or gained?

By William

H.

McKegg

AXTIU

ST.moments
a holy

>\Y. as most people probably know, had his
of temptation, but escaped them and became

num.

Quite a few young bloods in Hollywood were tempted,
Richard Dix, Ramon Xovarro,
strayed, and became actors
Richard Arlen. Neil Hamilton, and Rex Leai
How to account tor the lapse from their first holy intenI doubt if they could tell you
is hard to explain.
themselves. It all came about in a strange way. What we
need wonder about is whether the success each has achieved in acting makes
up tor what he put aside in a more

—

austere vocation.

Take Richard Dix. lor example. Richard was imbued with heavenly thoughts
During childhood he
at an early age.
used to preach to his mother and any
one else within hearing. Relieving that
they needed spiritual comfort, he tried
from earthly
to turn their thoughts
things to celestial peace.
This urge to preach
Neil

Hamilton saw himself a

:

When

Arlen

re-

be a

his desire to

preacher, he stole milk to

Richard

priest,

Richard

nounced

keep from

starving.

the

manhood. Inputting it into
effect, however, he joined
ck company and be-

center of attraction.

until

early

stead

of

gan to act. People heard
him from the stage. The
s without his
pulpil
and to-day fans
hear him from t!
Dix is one of the leading
stars of the screen.
From his
a merry soul.
earlv loldwyn d.v
the
1

<

ardently desired to take holy orders, but
became a dancer.

Ramon Novarro

i

•

such an elevation iwithout a few
adventures. And Richard has encountered
Love came his way very early and often. He was always
being smitten with some young, beautiful thing.
"•
be appealed greatly to
\, he w IS a
But did he gain the end of
the attractive sprites.
He did not. Soon, very soon, he became disillikely to be
1

.

His own true love was
lusioned after each attack.
those he courted.
Financially. Richard is well fixed. Until recently he was
not so secure as a star. A series of mediocre stories d'
help him keep his stellar standing. And while with Paramount, his late abode. Gary Cooper and Charles R
To-day as a star for
soared above him in popularity.
Richard is facing better fortune. He has one of
that of Yancey Cravat, in
the favored roles of the year

among

RKO

Edna

—

Ferber's "Cimarron."

90

The

Pulpit Called

— the

Screen Tempted
success.
of til'

Vet

it

evident

is

Ramon

sees

little

in

anv

One never hears any surprising stories about Novarro.
Where other players Haunt themselves be
the public, he remains in seclusion.
Applause has
never turned his head.
Airing their love affairs in public is another favorite pastime of many of the players.
From Ramon
one never hears so much .as a sigh.
His name has
never been sentimentally connected with that of anv
girl.
He keeps to himself.
Does this silence mean that Ramon regrets having
deserted the church for the screen? Only he knows.
Richard Arlen also felt the urge to preach when a
boy. As a lad he always wanted to sway others with
sermons, pointing out to them the pitfalls of sin they
were nearing in their ignorance. To-day Dick is a
star for

Paramount.

Dick's acting career has been a hard, severe one.
For ten years he fought his way in Hollywood. Now
he is one of the most popular players. He has nothing

worry him

that

know

Yet

to
I

of.

seven of those
ten years were
full

'of

difficul-

Where

another chap gave
up, Dick contin-

ties.

ued plodding on.
Don't imagine
Mr. Arlen permitted himself to
with no
money on hand.

starve

He
Had Rex Lease become
have been known as

.

a clergyman he would
"the parson with a

punch."

Dix

is

homes.

Later,

circumstances,
but with not so
much as a gardener's job in

?

sight. Dick took
a bottle of milk

he

found one

morning on an
unguarded door-

fervor of adolescence, he flung himself into
Yet Ramon became a dancer.

And

that

while in similar

There is Ramon Novarro, too.
Even
now. they say, Ramon is inclined to throw
up his screen career and enter a holy retreat.
In boyhood, like most Latins, he ardently
desired to become a priest.
With all the
his religion.

me

tended the gardens of various

a jolly decent chap.
One of the
hest.
Yet now. as he looks back on the past
ten years, does he consider that he has accomplished more in acting than he would
have in following his earlier desire to

preach

told

on one occasion
he took a job as
a gardener and
mowed lawns and

—

step.

where he is to-day. Acting is a
Just whe n Richard Dix might have joined the
One can readfar cry from the church.
One wonders
ily see how far he
ministry, he cast his lot with a stock company.
why these young men were drawn to it
had put behind
from preaching.
him his early
Upheavals have come and gone, but Novarro seems to
But since achieving fame. Dick
urge for the church.
go on placidly enough. Rut according to gossip. Ramon
Arlen conscience-stricken, perhaps has made up for
is
always worrying about something.
He gains no that one lapse from grace by giving a helping hand to
spiritual satisfaction from acting.
"tliers.
As a young boy he came to Los Angeles and, with
Oh. yes, Mr. Arlen is well fixed. He has a nice home,
religion and acting in his youthful mind, he chose the
a charming, clever wife in Jobyna Ralston, and a lucrasee

—

latter.
Of course he couldn't get it right away, but
eventually, after starving and struggling, he got extra
work. And the rest is known.

In a recent article in Picture Play, Ramon spoke of
the futility of all material gains. Yet one would imagine
his success to have brought satisfaction and contentment.
What sudden decision caused Ramon to desert his
religious intentions for acting? Wealth he has. position.

tive job.

—

—

But we must ask it is Richard happy in his acting?
him say that it seemed to him as if
there was always something more to fight for in maintaining a career.
While aware of what he has attained
as a player, he feels, as soon as he has mounted a new
step, that there are at least a dozen more to climb.
I

recollect hearing

Continued on
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PRODUCTION

She wa«

his favorite child until

covered she was not

r

his child

he

din-

at

all!

He. too, was a bachelor — but his feelings
towards her were in no way paternal!

ARION

With Ralph Forbe
and

C.

Aubrey

Smitl

Based on the play by

Edward Childs Carpentei
Directed by

ROBERT
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LEONARD

FAMOUS BROADWAY COMEDY

You won't be

able to resist her anv more than
her bachelor father could! Here is one of the
most lovable and entertaining roles ever plaved
bv America's favorite comedienne. Here is a plav
about a situation you have never before seen
tm the screen. No wonder New York applauded
its wit, daring and all-around human interest!
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"M ore

ower To

Y ou., Angel £ ace
That was the message that
the folks back in the hills of

West Virginia

sent to Jo, the

who was

beautiful girl dancer

Broadway

by storm.
Very justly they were proud

taking

of Jo's sensational success, but

there

were sorrow and

bitter

tragedy as well beneath the gay
surface of Jo's existence.

while she danced her

way

And

even

to triumph,

she was under the spell of a great love.

Here

a story

is

which takes you

be-

hind the scenes of New York's night
life and gives you a true insight into the colorful
characters of those

who

live

it.

You

will

enjoy

every page of

Angel Face
B y VIVIAN GREY
This

is

one of a

list

CHELSEA HOUSE,
America.

It

of magnificently written love stories published

one of the oldest and best-established concerns in

has never before appeared between book covers, and

to-day upon your library shelf.
or for the full

list

of

by

Ask your

CHELSEA HOUSE

dealer for

it

belongs

"ANGEL FACE,"

love stories, write to

CHELSEA HOUSE
/ y oeventh. Avenue, _N ew Y ork C^ity
Price,

/O

C_.ents

x rice,

/O

\_-ents

—
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not]

soup.

forward,

inter-

ested.

kind of work ?" he
ping? Stenograph) ?
can give
you the name <>t" an excellent agenc)
.

I

sent

I

some one

for

to

>!"

work for me a while
scribbled it on a card, and then
began to talk of other things, telling
a little

He

New

York, urging her to
and the Aquarium,
and to the top of the Chrysler Building, "because if you don't go sightseeing now. you'll never have time
u'n
New Yorkers never do!"
Ic pointed out prominent pe
two well-known actresses with their
husbands, a judge, a diplomat, some
prominent business men.
her about
to

zoo,

tin-

:

—

u advertised at

f

"New

Yorker-,

don't
come to
places like this just for a good time."

he told her.
"These clubs are the
center of the city's life.
More busion here than in a third of
the office buildings of the city."
Annabelle listened, wide-eyed, and
ate such food as she had never
before.
Breast of guinea hen. served

She

colli.

to

tried

around hen." John explained. "It's,
quite the thing to have your picture
on these walls."
"What makes people famous ia
Xew York?" Annabelle asked.
John laughed.
'Usually it depends on the people
you're
associating
with."
he answered.
"Hang around with the
right crowd and the first thing you
know, you're somebody."
Then.
glancing over his shoulder, he added.

-ketch pad in hand.

doll.

"Everybody connnow." the man was

to

this

saving.

club

"The

"Mind

if

young

Same crowd,

practicallv the sam<

tertainment.
It's a
tch people.
"You haven't told
iid

a

plan

great

me

your name."

"Not

little later.

matters.

else.

that that

An

Listen."

entertainer
was singing "Cherie— iust for tonight—Cherie."
Her' companion
smiled across the table at Annabelle.
"That's it— Cherie." he said. "That
is

name enough."
"And what shall

I call

vou?" An-

nahelle asked.

"Have

he hesitated a
Just John."

moment

over to them,

I

to

sometime." the

give in

"May

jovially.
lady, then ?"

do the

I

Annabelle's companion glanced at
saw that her eyes were wide with
excitement and pleasure, and nodded.
She sat very still, almost holding
Iter breath.
If only some of the
girls who had heen disagreeable to
her hack home could sec her now!
Exhilarated by the lights Und the
music, she lifted one shoulder a little,
tilted her head hack, smiled.
She felt
as if she looked more than ever like
stance Rennett.

having

artist,

finished

was asking her

sketch,

when

a

tall,

to

his

sign

man

heavy-jowled

it,

ap-

'

..Then, shrugging
'der> as
to shake off a burden, he summoned the head waiter, to whom he
gave lengthy instructions. The man
scurried away, returning presentlv
carrvin^ a spray of orchids and a hottie of perfume.
Annabelle had noticed the little
if

counter near the door, where flowers,

and French
displayed.

and perfumes were
Pinning the orchids to

dolls,

her shoulder, she couldn't help wondering what they had cost in this

proached and stood glaring hellipcrently

-

1

promised to In- an endless ai gui
John was waiting for her mar the
door, hat draw n down over hicoat collar turned up.
He nodded
to the doorman, gave him a hill, and
w.alked over to a taxi that stood at
I

"What i- your address?" h<- asked
Annabelle, repeating it to the driver.
Then, taking her hand. "I hope you
have enjoyed this evening one half
as much as
have," he -aid. "1
ably we'll never meet again, hut I
I

shall think of

down

John for

at

a

moment

before speaking.

As

Annabelle

scrawled

"Cherie"

you often.

of the cab, -taring
ers and perfume.

down

lood lu

I

Annabelle leaned hack

ill

at

a corner
her flow-

Without them

could hardly have believed that the
evening's events had heen real: it
seemed impossible that they could

have happened to her.
Well, to-morrow she'd go out lookfor work again; somehow she
now felt more encouraged about finding it.
Soon she'd get a job, and
move. She'd pet away from the hidhouse, and the awful old landlady who was so horrid, even when
she was engaging a room.
"What's yer name?" the woman
ing

had demanded.
"Annabelle St. John."

Annabelle

gasped, so frightened that she could
hardly speak.
She pronounced her
la-t
name "Sinjun," as she always
had.
"Belle Simpson," the old woman

her.

The

—

'A\ ell"

"John.

straight

this

hopefully.

week

somewhere

now. headed

do you. chief?" he
John shook his
head. He was sitting now. as lie had
most of the evening, with one hand
hiding his face from the eyes down.
asked

man added

go

.artist

He came

worst of the best people and the best
of the worst all show U
p here. Next
they'll

(

man had

the curh.

express her thanks,
hut John waxed her to silence, and
brought up the Subject of the drawings on the walls.
"All done by an artist who hangs
Sin-

before; a salad
tty that
hated to spoil it. and a marvelous
concoction of ice cream shaped like
little

hollow

w titer.

"There's the
way."

a

scented her
at the

flask,
little

base of her throat.
It was a heavy,
exotic scent.
She didn't quite like
it.
hut she was thrilled at having it.
Never In-fore had she owned anything hut the mildest violet toilet

under glass; potatoes that she knew
must he potatoes, though they bore
no likeness to any she had ever
-

h^hlfright
her.
She insist,-, ,,n turning her
tips over to Lola's mother, hut finally took five dollars to stop what

forty dollai

She opened the
and the

:

her rein
music. Tin- big

dollars the hotlive for two weeks on

finger tip-

said.

coat,

fort)

I

"Run along and gi your
and I'll put you into a cab.
Annabelle was glad t"
pite

be

were expensive
And the perfume, "I- lower-, of the
Night," it was called.
She had

arettes

tie.

"What

which

91

en the cheapest

ept

I'm looking for a job," Annabelle replied, beginning
t" eat
the

The man leaned

'

p

that

to

!

ited,

and Annabelle

let

it

gi

not sorry to be misundi
When she was rich and famous, she
told herself, she wouldn't want any
one to know that she had ever had
to live in a place like this.
that,

The cab stopped

at a

a

eet,

held up by a change in traffic lights.
The driver turned around and -poke
through the open window.

"Do you really live in that dump
you gave the addn
he inquired, "or was you just tryii
rid of that guy?"
Annabelle's eyes opened wide in
amazement.
"I really live there," she answered
curtly.

—

across the bottom of the picture, she
heard the newcomer growl. "What's
the big idear coming here to-night,

"Well, say are you a Strang
here?" the man went on compat

when you know

like that

John

lifted his

"

hand peremptorily.

The man scowled and walked away.
John beckoned

to

the

asked for his check a

"Time we were

waiter

moment

leaving,

arid
later.

Cherie."

ably.

"What
?

are you doin' in a joint
Did you go there because

was cheap?your age. and

i'

I

I

got a d lUghti

wouldn't

let

-

'

her walk

past that hole.
Saw I'd be afraid to
stay there myself
I'd be afraid of

—

bein'

bumped

off."

—

!
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"Why — whyTake

from

There

no
Eor a skirt like you," he went
on, casually shifting gears and starting up again. "It's got a had name,
that neighborhood has.
You better
move."
"But I don't know where to go
I

;

it

lady, that's

much money

haven't

"Why

nic,

"

don't you try the Y.

W.?

You

grah your duds to-morrow and
go over there. That's the place for
a girl like you."
Bewildered,
Annabelle
thanked
him, and got out of the cab more
frightened than ever.

She

sat

up the

rest of that night,

was

newspaper on the
She picked it up.
The evening papers weren't as good
as the morning ones for want ads,
hut she might find something.
And then she saw a headline,
"Stewart Hill Disappears."
She
glanced down the page.
There,
staring straight at her, was a picture
of the man with whom she had had
supper the night before.
For an instant her heart seemed
to stop beating
then it began to
thump so hard that she felt as if it
were shaking her whole body. She
turned cold all over.
Ignoring her
meager supper, she eagerly read the
;

she had packed her few belongings, waiting anxiously for the
When it came she
first ray of dawn.
caught up her suitcase and tiptoed
down the stairs and out to the street,
trembling with fear of meeting the
huge, hewhiskered landlady. She had
paid a week's rent in advance, but
still she feared trouble if she were
caught.

story.

Early-morning Xew York was
She walked down Broadway, now strangely empty and dingy-

firm's capital.

after

thrilling.

A

evening
Annabelle
had
clothes,
such
as
dreamed of wearing, came out of an
all-night restaurant, saying to her
looking.

lovely

girl

in

"Those were the best wheat
cakes I've eaten in ages."
Two girls, evidently telephone
operators, hurried past Annabelle,
discussing their jobs.
She went into
the all-night restaurant and ate a
hearty breakfast, buoyed up by the
feeling that surely she'd get work
to-day, and then went out in search
of a new home.
The new room was sanctuary.
After taking a bath and dressing, she
started out once more to look for
work. She went to the agency recommended by her friend of the night
before, to find the outer office filled
with girls.

escort,

She waited there only a moment.

The woman

desk told one girl
that she had openings only for highly
trained girls, with plenty of experiAnnabelle, her heart sinking,
ence.
made her way out to the elevator.
Three months' work in Johnson's
Hardware Emporium back home
would hardly make an impression
here
Wearily she went into the street.
to start once again on a round of
the offices whose ads looked most
As usual, she found
promising.
other girls ahead of her, and got no
encouragement.
at the

She started home at last, stopping
on the way for dinner at a cafeteria.
Although she had had nothing to eat
since early breakfast, a big plate of
beef stew was all she could afford.

a

chair beside her.

Hill,

she reached the end of the line, getting off and riding back downtown
again.

Then,
suddenly
frightened
by
hearing a man mention the Hill case
to some one else, she went stumbling
through the streets, and back to the
little room that had seemed so comforting so short time before.
There was another girl in the room,
sitting in a rocking-chair by the win-

dow, mending a stocking.
"Hullo," she said cheerily, as

An-

came in. "Are vou Annabelle St. John?
I'm Carrie Hildreth.
they put me
You'll he my roommate
nabelle

—

in here to-day.

Hope we

get along

together."

she learned,

was a

politician

who had been defrauding

the government on some big building contracts, and had been summoned to
appear that day to explain his activities.
He had vanished the night before, after having been seen in "a
popular Fifty-fourth Street night
club," taking with him most of his

Foul play was suspected, but the
Federal authorities and his former
partners were convinced that he was
hiding somewhere.

He had gone to the night club the
evening before. He was well-known
there, as he usually came in for supClinching her hands, as if to
per.
defend herself against the shock that
was coming, Annabelle read on.
A new girl had pursuaded the regular cigarette girl, Lola Marsh, to
go home and let her act as substitute,
she read. This new girl went straight
to Hill, shortly after he came in,
talked with him, and later joined him
for supper. Xo one knew her name,
but the head waiter and the artist
who had drawn her picture had heard
him call her "Cherie."
The sketch of Annabelle appeared
She gave a
on the second page.
little gasp of relief when she saw how
The
little it really looked like her.
r

hair was too light, the eyes too large
the way her
the whole effect of it
head was held, the orchids pinned
made it seem that
to her shoulder

—

—

she was a far different type.

"They'd

never

know

that." she told herself.

me

from

"Never. Oh,

but what shall I do if they find me!
!"
Poor Aunt Ellen
They had driven away in a taxi,
The police were looking
she read.
for the driver, wdio might be able to
give them some hint of where she

was now. unless, as was believed,
she had gone away with Hill.
Annabelle

never knew

just

how

She reshe got back to her room.
membered getting on a subway and
because the
feeling
safe
riding,
crowds were so huge, and then, when

"So do I," said Annabelle in a
choked voice, throwing herself on the
bed. This was awful, having to keep
up before some one else when she
had thought she would be alone.
"What's the matter tired?" the

—

asked solicitously, crossing the

girl

room and sitting down on the bed.
"Been looking for work. I bet.
Oh. you've
Pretty tough, isn't it?
Say, that Hill case is
it?
What does the
Sun say?" rattling the pages "oh.
they've got a picture of the girl.
Don't you wish
Pretty, isn't she?
you looked like that?"
Annabelle said she wished she did.

got a paper.
exciting,

—

isn't

—

poor kid. she's probably
hide somewhere," Carrie
went on. "Probably hoping she won't
be caught, hut she will be. of course.
Now, tell me what kind of work you
I know of a job. but you
want.
You'd have to
might not like it.
leave New York."
Annabelle sat up suddenlv.
"Well,

trving to

"What

kind

job ?"

of

'

"Where is it?"
"Well, it isn't much good

manded.

she

de-

—

doesn't

pay much." Carrie went on. "A girl
who's a friend of my boy friend had
Ever
it, but she gave it up to-dav.
hear of Caroline Wakefield, in movies

r

"Sure. I have seen her in her last
two."
"Well, this girl I know was her
came here from Hollysecretary
wood with her. But they kept fusing Wakefield's a regular old Tartar, thinks she's the onlv actress in
pictures, even if she is fifty or sixty
She's going back to-morvears old.
row, and this girl quit to-day. Wake;

—

field's

crazy.

It

was too

late

to

phone an agency, or advertise for
"
anybody, and she
Annabelle jumped up and reached
for her hat.

"Where

is

she?" she asked.

Carrie laughed.
"Say. don't be in

such a hurry.
This means going to Hollywood, and
Continued on page 94

ROYAL BED"
THE
Anthony Bushell and

the alias under which the stage play.

"The Queen's Husband." comes to the screen, with
up to the new title. In case you didn't see the amusing
comedy behind the footlights, you
what it is about. A Balkan kingdom is the scene, but the
events pictured are quite unlike the usual saccharine romances involving fictional royalties.
Here we have a queen about to embark on a trip to the United States to borrow money. The king, overruled and ignored by her when she is at home, is forced by circumstances to become every inch a sovereign and
a father, too.
For he discovers that his daughter, betrothed to a foreign prince, is really in love with his secre*ary.
A revolution also crops up and is quashed by the king who, when the queen returns and is about to sweep
the princess into unwelcome marriage, performs himself the ceremony that unites her to the man she loves, and
sends the happy pair off to South America.
is

Mary Astor

intent on living
will want to know

;
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Continued from page 92

you'd get twenty-five a week and
have to dress on it. Your other hills
would he paid. Say,
wouldn't take
!"
it on a bet
"1 would," Annabelle answered,
"if
can get it."
"Well, then, fix yourself up a little
not too much one reason Wakefield fought with this girl was hecause she didn't want a secretary
who'd look so nice the news photographers would include her in pic1

1

—

;

But you look pretty ratty.
Take that hat of mine red ought
to be becoming to you.
And you'd
better borrow my coat, too it's cold
tures.

—

;

Annabelle gratefully took the red
and coat she realized that in
them she looked quite different than
she had the night before, in her black
suit.
She'd have to try to change
her appearance, now, and her whole
personality.
Oh, she mustn't get
caught, mustn't be involved in this
shameful affair!
She tried to go back over everything, to see if she had left anything
behind her, any clew that could be
followed. In the subway, on the way
uptown, she read a later paper and
found that the taxi driver had come
forward to tell what he knew.
He had given the address to which
he had taken her, and the landlady
at the rooming house had added her
hat

;

The

was named Belle Simpson, she said, and had come from out
of town
"That's what she claimed,
but I don't believe it. She was a slick
girl

—

one, getting out of

she did, owing

me

my

house the way

rent

!"

"The old liar!" Annabelle commented to herself at that revelation.
Every one at the night club apparently had tried to describe her,
but none of them really knew what
she looked like. They all agreed that
she was very beautiful, and seemed
to

a chorus girl, but you
don't look like one.
I'll
call you Anna Johns
much better!
like

—

My

Can you cook?
and

nine,

at

like

I

cook goes home
a snack late at

night.

"Can you answer the telephone,
and give messages, and cut out my
notices from the newspapers and
paste them in a book? Can you give
a dog a bath ? Oh, and can you run
a typewriter?"

Annabelle nodded in reply to

all

know Stewart

Hill very well.

Leaving the subway. Annabelle
caught a glimpse of herself in the
mirror of a slot machine, and reflected that nobody would think her
beautiful now.
She was verv pale,
the lids drooped over her tired eves,
and her shoulders sagged. The last
girl to be suspected of being the
daring confidante of an embezzzler!
She had thought that talking to
Caroline Wakefield would be a difficult task, hut it proved to be just the
opposite, for Miss Wakefield did all
the talking.

She was

and

her dyed
hair elaborately dressed, her purple
dressing gown very ornate. She sat
in the midst of open trunks and suitcases, firing orders at a harassed
maid, and looked Annabelle over.
"What's your name?" she demanded.
"Annabelle
St.
John.
tall

thin,

She scurried about, trying frantically
all Miss Wakefield's orShe must hold this job, she
must
It would mean getting out
of Xew York, being safe from discover}it was just what she wanted.
And to go to Hollywood!
"Hope you have some better-looking clothes than those," Mis> Wakefield was continuing.
"You haven't?
Well, Suzanne can make over something of mine to-night" the overworked maid cast a disgusted glance
to carry out

!

—

—

the questions.

at Annabelle.

see here!" the great Wake"When newspaperfield went on.

when we

"And

take pictures of me, when I'm
getting off a train, do you know
enough to keep in the background?"
"I certainly do!" Annabelle an-

men

out."

bit.

Sounds

certainly

swered fervently.
"All right,

I'll

take you.

I'll

give

you looking shabby

"I can't have

Get out that black
she went on,
"and fit it down to her. That'll have
to do
Xow. come along and read
to me."
Suzanne picked up a book.
"Oh, not that. The late editions of
the papers are on that chair.
Bring
leave.

suit that I don't like,"

!

you twenty-five a week, and don't

them along."

keep striking me for a raise, because
you won't get it. And don't think
you're going to get into pictures when
you get to Hollywood, because you
Can you read aloud? I like
won't.

Annabelle went into the huge bathroom, with all its paraphernalia of

detective stories.
she rose majestically
"All right"
"I'm going to take a cabinet bath

—

—

and have a massage, and you can
read to me. While I'm getting ready,
send a telegram to John Gilbert, congratulating him on his new picture
I haven't seen
it opens to-night.
You'll find
it. hut that won't matter.
his address in the little red book on

—

my

desk."

Annabelle almost forgot her terShe was to send a telegram to
She hunted for the
John Gilbert!
little red book, and finally reported
ror.

that she couldn't find
"It's

right there!" Miss Wakefield
!

—

!

right

there

somewhere.

And

some man sent
Send it
I'd buy it.
Write him a nice let-

you'll find a bar pin

me, asking if
back to him.
You'll find
ter, and sign my name.
something around there that I've
signed."

Annabelle

wondered

job was going to be

all

if

the

new

roses, after

all.

"And did you send that wire to
Compson?" Miss Wakefield

Betty

went on, after a moment. "I didn't
tell you to?
I certainly did!
I hope
you aren't going to be dumb. You'll
have to learn to pay attention to what
or we'll never get along.
I
hope you don't snore. I can hear a
person snoring three rooms away
I

say,

from me."
"No, I don't." Annabelle answered.

special

ogrammed

towels

field

was

in

all

purple.

sitting

cabinet, only her

in

and brushes,
heavily

mon-

Miss Wakethe big square

head protruding.

"Sit on that chair," she ordered,
"and read me all about Stewart Hill's
disappearance.
They should have
found that girl by now."
Annabelle felt giddy. But she sat
down, and forced her shaking hands
to separate a paper from the pile.

Once again, in a trembling voice,
she read the story of Hill's disappearance. Once again she read ahout
her own appearance at the night club,
and of how suspicious Lola and her
mother had been of her. The head
waiter,

it.

Use
shouted at her. "I know it is
Well, I know it's there
your eyes
put it there myself. What?" as the
maid came forward with the book
in her hand.
"Oh. on the chair. Well. I knew it
was

scales,

creams and powders,

too.

had thought something

was wrong.

Some one had

seen Hill write on a
to her
doubtless
that was the address of the place to
which she had fled
The police were
more determined than ever to find
card

and give

—

it

!

"The mystery

girl."

had bought orchids for her.
And perfume "Flowers of the
Night." Annabelle shuddered. Her
handkerchief had some of the scent
on it would Miss Wakefield notice?
Hill

—

—

"Let's see that picture of the girl."
she ordered, and Annabelle obediently held it up for her. "Looks familiar, somehow.
I'll bet I've seen
her somewhere recently.
Well, she
must he a bad lot. running around
with a man like that.
Don't you
think so?"

"Yes." Annabelle gulped.
they'll get her soon !" amiably

"But

predicted the tyrant, nodding An"What's
nabelle hack to her chair.
that

perfume vou have on?"

'Xew York,"'
Annabelle exclaimed desperately.
"It's called^-called

Continued on page 115

"I F yc have tears, prepare
to shed them now!"
For Ann Harding is coming to town in "East Lyr.
The famous old melodrama, costumed in the
1

riod of 1875, with settings
by the great Joseph Urban.
has a trio of unusually interesting players
ing roles.

in

the

lead-

Conrad Nagel is Carlyle.
Clive Brook is Captain Levison. the first villain he
ever portrayed, by the way,
and of course Miss Harding
is Lady Isabel, the wife who
deserts her husband for a
spurious love and returns
years later as governess of
her own children.
Unable to make known her
identity, she does penance
for her indiscretion by teeing the man she loves happily married to another, her
children calling the new wife

mother.
This is the heartbreak of
"East Lynne" and it is quite
safe to say that Miss Harding's beautiful voice and
gracious presence will give

Lady

Isabel's

poignancy.

sorrows new

—
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ment of mutual friendship.

I

know

this reads like the pattern of a

good

other films, including "What
Price Glory?" and "The Cock-eyed
World," but the new version is dif-

many

ferent, largely because it is more
serious and dramatic than either of
the others.
It is well worth seeing
for the reasons I have mentioned.

Mr. Bancroft is fine, William
(Stage) Boyd is equally so in a different way, and a newcomer, Jessie
Royce Landis, as the girl who starts
the last feud, has one of the most
agreeable voices expertly used that
I have yet heard.
Just listen to her
changing inflections in her first scene
with Mr. Bancroft in the Havana
dive.

The Redemption

A

lighter

of Genevieve.

gayer dialogue,

touch,

and a more knowing viewpoint have
entered into "Free Love" than in
most of the pictures that Hollywood
calls sophisticated

Though

comedies.

nc great shakes as a story and proving nothing one way or another in
spats between husband and wife, it
i«

waggishness carried so far that one
wonders how any girl
There is
no need to complete the thought.
Billy
It is a
fact, though, that
never ceases to be likable and there is
in him an inherent gentlemanliness,
to use an old-fashioned word, that

—

A

Crooked Broadcast.

Though William Haines

carries his

wisecracking and freshness just a bit
too far for the comfort of at least
one admirer, he manages to turn out
a good picture when once he settles
down to serious business in "Remote
Control."
But said admirer herewith takes him to task for repeating
himself rather grievously in the earlv
sequences when he is pressing his attentions

him.

upon the

Mary Doran
ward her

—but

who

girl

This time the

girl

bis

recalls Leila

repulses
is

new

attitude

to-

Hyams. Anita

Page. Alice Day. Eleanor Boardman.
and others who have been victims of

tirely, isn't

somehow

survives his boisterousness.
He forces himself into a radio studio as announcer, builds up the station with his personality and the talent he provides, and gets mixed up
with a fake claiivoyant who broadcasts instructions to his band of
crooks while pretending to answer
questions of listeners in. John Miljail

is

capital in this role,

plays with just the right

which he

amount of

spuriousness masked by poise and
smoothness.
Miss Doran is attractive as the heroine and her simple
dresses seem, to one surfeited with
costumes, just about the last word
in smartness.
Outstanding hits are
contributed by Polly Moran, Charles
King, Cliff Edwards. J. C. Xugent,

and the stuttering Roscoe Ates.

The

conclusion reaches a pitch of excite-

ment unusual

in a

Haines picture.

constantly diverting.

This is because it is admirably
played by Conrad Nagel and Genevieve Tobin who. by the way, nicely
erases the smudge left by her affected performance in "A Lady Surrenders." She has acquired what we
call a "new" personality, blond hair
having much to do with it, and her
speech only seldom recalls the stage
English used in her debut.
She is
Quite a
fluent, graceful, pleasing.
feat this, because the role is a mean
one an irresponsible, petulent wife
who leaves her husband after lots
of bickering and is socked in the jaw
by him with the remark, "You've had
this coming to you for a long time,
darling.*'
Then they make up.
Conrad Xagel is convincing as the
harried husband, Zasu Pitts stands
out like a beacon in one of her wistful-maid roles. Monroe Owsley is attractive as the pseudo-villain, and
Ilka Chase is always interesting.

A

An
If

Unenviable Career.

you are raising your boy to be

a boudoir diplomat, don't!

A

less

satisfactory career I cannot think of
after seeing the amusing play called

"The Command

Love" become the
dull and pretentious "Boudoir Diplomat" on the screen.
In case you are in doubt, a bedroom statesman is a young man who
wins favors for his government by
making love to complaisant wives cf
to

big shots in other countries.
He is
given this assignment by the minister
whose attache he is, a bit of drollerv
coming from the fact that the ambassador's wife is amusing herself
with him.
And in the background
there is a sweet young thing who
knows naught of her fiance's philandering.
It is

not on the score of impropri-

ety that your critic

frowns on "The

Boudoir Diplomat."

The story is
legitimate material for a light, amusing piece, but it is treated with a
heavy hand and a literal touch that
rob it of its reason for being. Lubitsch would have reveled in it and
Menjou might have prayed for it
when in anguished search for a congenial role.
But neither would have
interpreted the comedy as we see it.
Nor do

the players rise above the
Ian Keith is miscast as
the hero, his deliberation in action
and speech creating no illusion of a
dashing Continental. On inspecting
Mary Duncan and Betty Compson
one makes the discovery that European diplomats marry show girls and
manage to hold their jobs.
occasion.

Likable

Cuss.

"Ligbtnin' " is the best picture
Will Rogers has made >ince he found
his voice,
though fond memories
cling to "One Glorious Day" in silence.
But that is another matter en-

The

it ?

chief

excellence of the

new

Mr. Rogers

film lies in the fact that

finds himself, for the first time, with
a real character to portray and not a
caricature, as in "So This Is Paris"
and the pendant "So This Is London."

As

the tippling, likable scalawag.
he is entirely convincing,

Bill Jones,

irresistible.

Bill,

you remember,

is

the proprietor of a hotel situated on
the California-Nevada border called
"Calivada." a haven for those seeking
divorce.
T'lTn'r problems are amusingly presented.
More important is
the serious business of the piece,
which consists of the dishonest efforts of a lawyer to get the hotel

away from
wife,
plan.

and

Bill
Bill's

and

his

ambitious

frustration

of

the

Louise Dresser is the wife and
good enough she is. But it is Jason
Robards who surprises with his best
performance and. too. Joel McCrea
is straightforward and intelligent in
the reading of his lines, as the young
fellow in love with Bill's daughter.
picture is much too long, in spite
of excellent performances, but that
is a fault of many films photographed
from stage plays.

The

Strong Emotions Refined.

Although one

is conscious of the
deliberate pace with which "The Passion Flower" unfolds, the spectator is

held by smooth direction, admirable
and humanness of character-

acting,

ization.

These

qualities

always mark

directed by William de
Mille. Stripped of these distinctions,
the story is neither new nor important and could be passed over
with a yawn.
But I venture to say
that no one will so dismiss the piece
in its present guise.
It depicts crises
in the life of a rich girl who marries

a

picture

a chauffeur and whose wealthy cottsin
falls in love with the husband she at
first despises.
They go away, leaving the wife with her two children.
When the rich woman is free to
marry the erring husband he turns
her down to go back to his wife.
Don't let the trite story keep you

away,

especially

if

you

like

Kay

Francis. Charles Bickford. and Kay
Miss Francis shines as a
Johnson.
really distinguished actress, giving
a performance that surpasses anything she has done, and she makes
the pseudo-villainess a charming and
sympathetic person.
Likewise Miss
Continued on page 99
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GEORGE

O'BRIEN

pillar of the

is

becoming

a

movies.

That means he is reliable rather than
sensational, steady rather than variable
and, by. the same token, always interesting.

His films nearly always picture the
great outdoors, though time was when
he offered great variety of subjects.
But instead of being conventional or
dull, they are likely to have beauty and
even glamour, as well as intelligence
and humor. This is because the star is
no mere puppet content to do the bidding of a director, but an actor of experience, enthusiasm, and good sense,
these qualities communicating themselves to everything he does.
Enough has already been written
about Mr. O'Brien's physical development to make further comment unnecessary.
It is significant, though, to compare old photographs with present ones
and to discover that his physical condition is the same to-day that it was five
years ago.
The picture on the right is from "Fair

Warning," with Louise Huntington.
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deeper than loss of prestige.
smiling
charming,
debonair,
Jack, one of the must beloved and
admired of Hollywood's great, has
gone into a shell.
"Xo more interviews with any
!"
he snapped, recently.
"Just

very

thing

as

The

from

let

me alone,
Xo public

please

!"

—

happened?

One of his friends gives this explanation
"Sensitive, oh, so sensitive, Jack
has been stabbed to the heart by
criticism of his pictures.
When his
:

first talkie

was previewed, persons

in

the audience laughed outright at his
voice which had been terribly recorded.
All the glamour that surrounded the great 'lover faded away

her years ago by a fan are
pride of Bessie's household.

Gary Cooper
little

came

Glorious Night.'
To he laughed at by an audience, hurt
and hurt deep.

—

peak of success when
the talkies arrived, Jack felt himself
bowled over and almost trampled
upon. And even laughed at
It left

"Right

at the

him stunned.
"If the studio had shelved that production and had seen to it that Jack
took a course in voice culture, it

would have been better for his future.
But the picture went out and
was razzed unmercifully. The fame
of the great lover, built up through
years of work, was shattered almost
Instead of speaking in a
romantic lover's voice, he seemed to
be speaking from a phonograph record which had been used to pound
overnight.

steak.

"Of course that fault has been
corrected now, but the big hurt is
still in Jack's heart.
Yet, with his
back to the wall, he's determined to
give everything he has until he wins.

He

still

the

He remembers

Norma Shearer was about
washed up when she made 'The Last

of Mrs. Cheyney,' then followed that
with 'The Divorcee' and not only regained her position, but won the

award of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences for the
best performance of the year. Watch

Room

for

terest in him.

His

friends
two of

were eagles.
There were
them and Gary had had them since
they were fledglings. Hating to deprive them of their birthright when
they were full-grown, Gary recently
took them back to their native mountaintops, although they were tame and
tractable.

Bozo is a marmoset belonging to
Joan Crawford. A fan sent him to
her some time ago, and Joan is
greatly attached to him. Bozo roams
agilely around the house and particu-

Afterward he found

cub under a tree.
Refusing to leave
captured it, despite

larly enjoys teasing the patient great

Dane which Joan gave Douglas

for

Christmas.
In the Forbes-Chattcrton household. Belinda, of course, reigns supreme. Belinda is an Aberdeen terrier of great charm.
But even Belinda cannot compete with the .novel
appeal of the newest addition to the
menagerie.
The new addition is a wolf only
When Ralph
a cub. but still a wolf.
Forbes was on a recent hunting trip
in the High Sierras, he shot a timber
wolf which showed too keen an in-

—

Gilbert!

All

too.

it,

You'll

see

he needs

him do
the

is

right

story.''

There have been many clouds to
take the sunshine out of the path of
John Gilbert. As a child he traveled from town to town with his
mother, who played in small reporHe never had a home.
toire troupes.

When

not with her, he was boarded
After her death he had to shift

out.

for himself.

He

used to believe that his father's

name was O'Hara, but one day

after

he had achieved success, John Pringle
appeared in Hollywood with papers
To
to prove that he was his parent.
Jack the man was a stranger, absent
for more than twenty-five years.
John Pringle got extra work there-

and eventually was employed
as a studio gateman. He died in the
California Lutheran Hospital, August 12, 1929.
Jack has a beautiful home in the
hills above Hollywood, a cottage at
the beach, a yacht at anchor in the
harbor. There are loyal souls ready
to join him in hours of recreation
wdnen he wants them. In the meantime, he keeps in seclusion and will
remain there until the world once
more applauds some fine picture he
has made or until he quits the
after

—

screen.

His back

is

to the wall.

Charles Bickford has wire-haired
twins identical in size and
marking.
They answer to "Dynamite" and "Anna Christie."
Anita Page's Lady is a huge,
cream-colored Persian cat wdio curls
up on a window seat every afternoon,
waiting for Anita to come home.
Richard Arlen and Jobvna Ralston have a Dutch canal dog, Jill,
who is very black and shiny and appealing.
June Collyer's majestic poterrier

it

its

to starve,

he

snarling and

display of a full set of sharp teeth.
Carrying it in a nose hag on the fiveday trip back to civilization, he fed
it by dipping a cloth in milk.
Housed now in a box in the garden, it frolics like a dog and looks
rather like a fawn. Its present sweet
disposition is not permanent, according to a veterinarian, who says that
six months will be the duration of its
term as a domestic pet.
source of widespread mourning
was the death of Angel Face. He
was a British bulldog whom Cecil
DcMille owned for many years.
Angel Face was a local character. He
went to all DeMille previews with
the family, during which he slept,
snoring loudly.
There was deep
grief when old age and avoirdupois
necessitated his demise.
Two unusually beautiful and valuable setters, one English and one
Llewellyn, were gifts to Charles Farrell from Winficld Sheehan.
Skipper and Boots, bred in the Sheehan
kennels, are rare specimens of canine
intelligence and sweetness.

A

Jack

One More

its

likes birds, too.

feathered

isn't licked yet.

that

Continued from page 61

particular

sounds

unromantic

his lips in 'His

!

Xo talks
appearances.
over the radio. Xo acting as master
of ceremonies at premieres. Instead,
he goes through his daily work, then
quickly enters his car and drives to
the heach.
There, with Raquel or
some other companion, he remains.
I had occasion recently to want a
paragraph quoting him on a magazine
topic and was told by the studio publicity men,
"There's absolutely no
use asking him for it.
He turns
down old friends writers flat. He
won't be bothered."
And this the genial, good-natured,
brilliant man whose fan mail once
was delivered in a truck! What has

—

Biggest Fight

lice

dog

is

famous for

his

good man-

He

never barks above a whisper when he is in the house.
Jose Mojica's little dog. a present
from Mona Maris, is called Chato,
which is Spanish for "flat nose." He
already does several tricks, despite
his extreme youth.
Claire Luce's wire-haired terrier is
a prize winner, known as Mormuir
Doogle.
John Miljan. wdio raises
goldfish in a large pool at his Beverly Hills home, has one special pet
who has been king of the pond for
ners.

six years, and is very large and
handsome, with unusual markings of

red gold.

They are
unique. You
of vour own.

all

know

remarkable

and

—you've had pets

!

linued

1

rom

Johnson a never
in self-pity, but

who

a

an
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indulging

teerfully.

Wadsworth

Zasu

again

juvenile.

able

intelligent

fa

Review
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pa|

most

a

is
i.

I

ink

Chase labor expertly

Ilka

Pitts also scores in a clear-cut characterization and Lewis Stone it

spective

fectjvely cast

chorus

ways,

hut

Lombard

I

is

believ-

Morgan and
in their re-

the

glamorous

miscasl

as

the

you do
would the roller
it clicks
from
All

i

It

all

the while, a hell
to shift the

Gingei

A

The title "I look, Line, and Sinker"
has little to do with the plot of the
picture starring Bert Wheeler and
Robert Woolsey, and featuring DorMiss Lee is an he
othy Lee.
who runs away from home to operate a hotel left to her.
En route she
tunters the two comedians who
appoint themselves her advisers and
the three launch their enterprise.
Publicizing it as the rendevouz of the
elite, they succeed in attracting rival
.i
cri oks to the hostelry, each
with designs on the jewels of the
gues
The whole thing is pretty dull and
boring, with Mr. Woolsey cracking
what he believes to he an irresistible
gag every time he is introduced to
any one. As he extends his hand he
i

accompanies
kid.

its,

it

with "Fidget the digthe

fidget

digits."

What

laughs there are arc contributed by
na
Howland as Miss Lee's
er.

A

reviewing the work
of the two stars and the featured

remarked

hams are

stars.

"If those three
I'm the four Ha-

Cook is always
That sums it up about

waiians Joe

imitat-

as well

as anything.

Among
Without

the Idle Rich.

being

more than mod-

erately interesting. "Fast and Loose"
is well played by a cast of actors recruited, with few exceptions, from

Broadway.

They

udve an

excellent

account of themselves, though hampered by a play that was a big hit in
its day. hut is now a little shopworn.
The piece is "The Pes; People." in
which a rich girl prefers the nobler
virtues of an automobile mechanic to
the men of her own set. and her
brother finds loftiness of character
in a chorus girl.
There is also the
han-startling situation of a father who arranges a meeting with the
chorine for the purpose of buying

her off and is disarmed by her gentle
virtuousr
Trite as all this reads, it is related

by players who know
Consequently every character

intelligently

how.
is

<

horrid fascination.
wondering what further mistakes
will he unreeled.
For that reason it
is
not exactly a bore to the critic,
though I'm afraid its true classificaa

in

tion

that.

an operetta from which much
of the music has been extracted in a
frantic effort to disguise that unwanted form of screen play, hut the
true intent of the piece is never camouflaged and there's enough music in
the. wrong places to make one squirm.
The tunes are pleasant enough and
the
if
Jeanette MacDonald,
John Garrick. and Robert Chisholm
the latter's screen debut
are superior.
Rut the hodgepodge of operis

•

—

—

drama and

laborious comic relief
singers no chance to rise
above their surroundings.
atic

gives

the

begins in Norway, moves to the
north pole, and includes a marathon
dance, a comedian from New York,
a heroine who is drawn in a lottery

interesting.

It

is

just

that their

doings seem not worth while to the
ran film inspector.

Miriam Hopkins, who makes her
screen debut, is highly regarded on
the stage and she shows why.
Her
comedy scenes with Charles Starrett.
also new, are delightful, and Henrv

for

money

to pay for her brother's
hero who misunderstands, a
dirigible crashing against an iceberg
and a vision of heaven in the snowy
wastes.
All this is punctuated by
songs that break out surprisingly,
with organ strains accompanying the
theft, a

struggles of

The

snow.

Ri

men
ice,

lost in the ice

incidentally,

is

and
yel-

low, like frozen Chartreuse.
Rut it
ends happily.
Resides- those already mentioned,
there are Joe E. Brown, Zasu Pitts,,
and Carroll Nye.
all

An Ace Comedian.
a topnotch

comedian

in

musical comedy, makes his talkie debut in "Follow the Leader." which
served him a couple of vears ago on
the stage as "Manhattan Marv."

And right
that matter
comedy

good

it

was too and. for
you like musical

still is. if

plots

and

characters,

even

though there

is only a minimum of
singing in the present agglomeration.

It

is

and

1

Si

nith

importance on Broadway.

Mr. Wynn's

antics,

that excuse the picture
stare, his hewildered

—

however,

his surprised

gestures, his
skipping walk, his lunatic inventions.
He delivers it all in crood measure,

including even that greatest of all his
inventions that has stood the test of
laughter for almost ten years, a contrivance for eating corn on the ear in
the manner of a typewriter carriage.

From Now.

Fifty Years

The

trouble with "Just [magii
is that not enough imagination and
too much musical comedy went into
it.
Lack of the former qualit}

proved

one

by

detail,

typical

many: that of naming inhabitants
Mars Loo-loo, Boo-hoo. and /.
hokn.
While the presence of
Brendel and Marjorie White deprives
the film of any claim to the fantasy
it

purports to be.

Though one

transported to a
years hence.
loudly proclaim that
is

age

mechanical

fifty

these players
vaudeville humor
always was.

Why

i~

the

same

as

it

should h
in 1050 is just another proof why the
picture disappoints.
And there are
this

others.

Rut
chiefly

there

good points too.
Views of a city

are

scenic.

skyscrapers, with airplanes taking the
place of automobiles, are impress

and convincing, and the many mechanical devices are well constructed
and managed.
The story.
good enough for the purpose. It i~
just that the* whole thing is permeated
with musical comedy atmosphere and
I

is

a spectacle instead of a play.

Maureen O'Sullivan. John Garand Frank Alhertson have the

rick.

leading roles, though Mr. Rrendel
and Miss White have most to

Harking Back Too Far.
"The Truth About Youth"
misleading

Ed Wynn,

ja

of

state

just

is

It

rather.

.

are familiars in a east drafted from
musical comedy, including Ethel Merman, a blues singer of prima d

It

critic after

r.

Losing Gamble.

There are no tun ua\ s to e\|>'
an opinion of "The Lottery Bride."
I' is a downright fiasco.
me watches
it

i

you

the corn

\estal.

Hard Work.

your machine

'-i
:

title,

for the youth

is

is

a

that

which existed thirty years ago and
there is no more truth to the fir'
than is found in the average routine
This is really one of them.
film.
All about a girl's concealed love
for her middle-acred guardian, with
the latter trying to mate her with a

twenty-one-year-old who has heen
placed in the care of three bachelor
friends of his deceased father.
The

young man is known by the distr
David
inq- nickname of "The Imp."
Manners, who plays him.
impish as the
undergraduate.

is

about as

professor's

favorite

The Imp

falls for a

night-club bouri. marries her.
sacked when she discovers he isn't
rich,
and inevitably middle-aged
qaiardy and sweet ingenue decide that
fate shall never part December and

Mav.

—
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Loretta Young is girlie, and charming she is; Conway Tearle makes another of his understandably infrequent appearances as guardy, and
Myrna Loy proves herself to be one
of the most arresting persons on the
screen, as The Firefly.
so old-fashioned.

But

it's

all

Easily Enjoyed, Easily Forgotten.

Of course you remember Richard
Dix's "Easy Come, Easy Go" a
couple of years ago.. You have reason, for it was an amusing film of
pleasant lightness.
It told of a likable ne'er-do-well who became involved in the light-fingered business
of a crook, the piece turning out to
be a farce that depended on mistaken
identities at a health farm.
The story is all there in the new
version, but the treatment is entirely
different and so are the players. The
star role is that of the crook, whereas
formerlv he was subordinated to Mr.

in

pleasant, amiably amusing,

Leon Errol
corned}-

field

who have

not succeeded.
"Consciously or unconsciously they
cultivate
friends
for what those
friends can do for them.
Get one
of them into a corner and start talking confidentially. See if he doesn't
tell you all he's done for Tom, and
how Tom had a chance to reciprocate,
but threw him down instead.

"And,

order to prove that he's
the original hard-luck guy, he'll relate how he and Harry went to school
together how Harry has succeeded,
and could so easily give him a lift,
but doesn't.
"Successful people in this business
have no more to put up with than any
one else has, and they have a devil
of a lot of good things that other
people haven't.
"If it weren't for the movies, half
these people who are drawing down
thousands of dollars a week couldn't
earn a thousand dollars a year. And
yet they complain."
The referee called time out while
they brought me to.
Honest confessions may be good for the soul,
but they're very bad for interviewers'
in

—

weak

hearts.

"Some

people get spiritual

warmth

from religion," he continued. "I get
it from contact with other people.
I
love to have people around me and
to talk and play with them.
"I have few inhibitions.
When I
want to do a thing, / try to do it. and
If I didn't do
that's the end of it.
it, it would be bad for me. because I
would become repressed and inhibited.

I

have been

being more

aloof

criticized for not

and maintaining

and

stars

as the crook with musical

technique

—

collapsible

legs,

an occasional song, and so forth.
Richard Arlen plays the role associated with Mr. Dix, Mary Brian is
the heroine instead of Nancy Carroll, and there are Stuart Erwin, AnLawler better known as
derson
Gary Cooper's buddy than as an
actor and other capable people.

—

—

Virtue Minus.
It's painful to see
Oh, tut, tut.
good actors go wrong. It is a minor

torture of the critic.
When he sees
the total of their exertions result in
a bad picture his anguish becomes

Thus he records sorrowfully
disappointment in Walter Hus-

acute.
his

Kay Francis, and Kenneth MacKenna, all of whom do their share
in making "The Virtuous Sin" a clin-

ton,

Tickled All

any

Review

Dix as the hero. It doesn't much
matter, except that the new version is

Continued from page 43

But analyze the people

in

what people

call

Over

the dignity of im-

position.

"But it isn't natural for me to be
that way.
Why, great Scott
I'm
doing the thing I love most in the
world and why, because I happen to
have hit it lucky, should I set myself
apart
make myself inaccessible, and
demand that a red carpet be spread
from my car to the door !"
"Pardon me," I interjected. "Perhaps we had better have this interview in installments. The lunch is
very good, and I can't assimilate too
many of these radical ideas in one
day. Shall we continue to-morrow?"
But Mr. Tibbett was off on a favorite subject, and there was no stop!

—

ping him.

"When

go out on the street, or
in a crowd, and people happen to
recognize me and whisper, 'That's
Lawrence Tibbett.' I beam and smirk
I

like the cat that

ary.

It tickles

swallowed the can-

me

all

notice me."

was becoming increasingly

dif-

for me to digest all this revolutionary talk, what with the shock of
it
and frequent recourse to stimuficult

— smelling

and one thing
and another necessary to keep me

lants

salts

going during our conversation, but I
managed one more question.
"A short time ago," I marveled,
"yours was an outstanding success
of the season in opera. I thought the
summit had been reached then. Xow,
you've scored the success of the year
in pictures.

What

you

left

—what's

else is there

for

you

to

for

go on

to?"
It's
customary in speaking of
operatic stars to say, "He bestowed
a slow, grave smile upon me," but
Mr. Tibbett didn't he grinned.
"All of us have some ambition

—

idiotic, I

suppose

it

might be

called.

Your clown always wants

to play
tragedy, the light-opera singer yearns

for grand opera, the tragedian wants
comedv.

"Well. I'd like to play a straight
dramatic part just to see whether I
could succeed on pure histrionic ability.
Any songs would have to be
incidental.

over.

"I can't go up and shake hands
with everybody who recognizes me,
but I'd like to. At times, when you're
at a night club, or at a dance, or restaurant, and people eye every mouthful vou eat, or continually interrupt
you asking for autographs, it does
become a little annoying. But even
while I'm annoyed, I know down in
my heart that I love it, and that I'd
be much more annoyed if they didn't
It

ical
experience instead of a joy,
aided and abetted by those invisible
forces, the scenario writer, director,
the composers of dialogue, et cetera.
All seem to have conspired in turning
out a dreadful exhibit.
Its
locale is supposedly Russia.
Miss Francis is the wife of a lieutenant who is condemned to death. She
sets about to fascinate the all-powerful general and win a pardon for
her husband.
But in the process of
the seduction she learns to love the
gruff autocrat. After misunderstandings, recriminations, bridlings, and
what not, the story ends with the
hope that a great love will find its
just reward in God's elimination of
the husband.
Thousands of words could be written in ridicule of the whole thing, but
none of them would convey the embarrassment of the unhappy spectator whose duty it is to report.
Let
us, then, forgive and forget.

"I had an offer from the Theater
Guild in Xew York this year, so that
ambition doesn't seem impossible of
fulfillment."

—

"And

then what?"
after that
"Oh. there'll be something else.
There always is. I'm always satisfied with what I have, but never with
what I am or do. That's the won-

—

—

there are alderful part of success
ways new goals beckoning to you. If
you've a sense of humor, the fun of
striving for and reaching them is
half the pleasure of living.
"I haven't found success to be a
hollow bubble. Fulfillment even the
outer rim of it is carpeted in star

—

—

dust and cheap at any price."

I'll

Photo by HurreU

PICTURE PLAY

is not given to idle predictions, nor are we committing ourselves to one now in introducing
However, if one considers what his Dhotcgraph tells, adds to it stage experience and leading roles
"Beau Ideal" and "Dance, Fools, Dance!" then we may reasonably look forward to Mr. Vail's future.

Lester Vail.
in

two

films,

;!
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nfprmation, PLEASE

By the
JOSEFA HESTEHAGEX.— You
not

worry about your English

!

need
It's

better than many people speak who have
been here all their lives.
Ricardo Cortez

His latest picture is "Her Man."
Janet Gaynor is not going on the stage at
present now that she has made up with
Fox. Lily Damita is 24, Lola Lane about
21, Frank Albertson 20, Dorothy Mackaill
26.
Dorothy will soon be seen in "'The
Green Cat." Kenneth MacKenna is about
30 and is, I believe, unmarried.
is

31.

—

Bloxdy from Milwaukee.

—Of

My

curiosity will be satisfied.
is being a curiosity satisfier.

job in life

Laura La

Plante was born November 1, 1904; she
has very blond hair.
She is married to
William A. Seiter, a director. Laura is
not making any
pictures
at
present.
Blythe, in "The Dawn Patrol," is not
credited in the cast. Charlie Farrell's new
picture is "Squadrons," Lupe Velez's is
"Resurrection,"
Chester Morris's "The
Bat Whispers."
Chester was born in

New York, February 16, 1902. He is
married to Suzanne Kilborn, and they
have a son and a baby daughter. Loretta
Young, Stanley Smith, Tom Mix. and
Phyllis Haver were all born on January 6,
so you have lots of good company on your
birthday.

—
—

Here you are all ready to
reading what I know about
Frank Lyon and I don't know anything
about him at all!
The chances are he is
Vionruth.

appreciate

who was
Fredric March

a stage player

cast in

"The Big

Pond."
is again playing
opposite Claudette Colbert, in "Sex in
Business."
As for Freddy's being temperamental, you must have him confused
with his role in "The Royal Family."
Bebe Daniels is American of Spanish ancestry; she was born January 14, 1901.

Picture Play Admirer.— Xo, Dolores
Rio has not done any film work since
"The Bad One." but that doesn't necessarily mean that she is through.
She has
been quite ill.
John Gilbert recently
played in "Way For a Sailor" he is being
coached constantly for talking, and since
his contract is expensive and lias several
del

:

years to run, he will probably continue
"The Trespasser" was
on the screen.
made on the
photophone process;
other United Artists pictures use Western
Electric sound.
I
believe Movietone is
now more widely used than Yitaphone.

RCA

—

Jack Sey^old. We had to stop announcing fan clubs, but I'll gladly keep a
record of your Valleebond Club for Rudy.

A

Jean Arthur Fax.

— Of

course

I'll

answer your questions I may even
Arthur,
born
succeed
Gladys
Jean
Green, began life in New York City on
October 17th. She was married to Julian
Ancker in 1927, but the marriage was annuled. Her next film is Jack Oakie's "The
Gang Buster." Robert Armstrong will
next be seen in "Paid." starring Joan
Crawford. Larry Kent is now cast in a
Fox picture, "The Seas Beneath" Donald
Reed has not appeared on the screen since
"The Texan" last spring. Dorothy Jordan was born in Clarksville, Tennessee,
August 9, 1910.
She is five feet two,
weighs 100, and has brown hair and blue
eyes.
Her current film is "Min and Bill."
Margaret Morris has evidently been talked
try to

;

!

Trixie.

— Sorry,

Trixie,

that

I

didn't

have your address when some one asked
for it, but I have to throw letters away
after they're answered, as it would take
a large secretarial force and space to file
all
particularly as there is almost
never reason to refer to them later. Richard Arlen married Jobyna Ralston, January 28, 1927.
Yes, a letter addressed to

—

them

course

Picture Oracle

him

Toluca Lake would reach him.
Francis was born in Oklahoma City
on a Friday the 13th of January, but
doesn't say which year.
She is not marHer 1930 films were "Behind the"
ried.
Make-up," "Street of Chance," "Notorious
Affair," "For the Defense," "Let's Go
Native," "Raffles," "Yirtuous Sin," and
"Unfit to Print."
Bert Wheeler used to
team in vaudeville with his wife, Betty
Wheeler, but the team broke up when
they were divorced. I don't know whether
that's his real name.
There are various
reasons why stars change their names
sometimes their real names are ugly,
sometimes they change names because of
at

Kay

numerology, which many stars believe in,
and so on. Nothing has been said about
a talkie version of "Ben-Hur." Yes. X varro's "Call of the Flesh" was originally
"The Singer of Seville," but the name
was changed before the picture was released.
Perhaps your Canadian censors
were responsible for changing the title
of "The Divorcee."

—

Do not take you seriously
of the things I've had to learn is
never to take any one seriously. Yes. I've
met Ramon Xovarro. who is a very shy
young man, with eyelashes any girl would
It may he true that Ramon and
envy.
John Gilbert shared the salary of a makeup artist from Europe several years ago,
but. begging your pardon, does it matter?
Do write me again. I like people who
don't wish to be taken seriouslv.
Billif. O.

One

;

out of movies.

—

Theresa From Toroxto. Lilyan Tashman was Mrs. Al Lee before she married Edmund Lowe, and he was formerly married to Esther Miller. Ramon
Novarro's brother Mario played very minor roles in one or two pictures, but I
It is most
don't know what they were.
unlikely that Novarro and Evelyn Lave
will appear together, as they work for
different

companies.

you would

like

him

I'll
tell
the
to publish Joan

editor

Craw-

ford's life story.

—

Cecilia McKean. Lend you an ear?
Dear me, where did I leave that extra ear
of mine?
Joseph Schildkraut is getting
divorced from his wife, Elise Bartlett.
As to Joseph's having a grown son you
must have him confused with his father,
Rudolph Schildkraut, also an actor, who

—

died recently
Joseph is five feet ten,
weighs 146. and has black hair and eyes.
Milton Sills fell dead of heart trouble
Edmund Lowe is
while playing tennis.
blue-eyed, blond, six feet tall and weighs
170.
There are no fan clubs in his honor.
Any one can organize as many fan clubs
Robert Ames was the leading
as he likes.
man in "The Trespasser." No, there are
no fan clubs in his name.
Continued en page 119

LO

Gags
Bigger and better

is

prop rooms and the

the

watchword

of the studio

stars lend a helping

hand.

Jauntily carrying the
hugest golf bag, Maurice Chevalier, right,
is prepared to adopt a
caddy or two when he
Or
reaches the links.
maybe he only wants
to be sure of enough
clubs.

Roth,

Lillian

packs

a

below,

mean wallop

when she goes in for
baseball with the other
"The better

to

my

dear," says
Austin, above,

see

you,

girls.

Wifliam

when he
he wears the
largest glasses in Hollyis

asked

why

wood.

Mitzi Green, above, never
misses anything that's said
or done in her vicinity, and
she wants to make doubly
sure of a whispered telephone conversation.

Stuart Erwin, left,
Leon Errol,
are literally staggered by so much
time on their hands.

and

i

—
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More than

Continued from page 28
"1 was really fat, too, and lazy
why, I must have been the laziest boy
you ever saw. I'm still lazy. 1 didn't
like to

w ork or study.

drew

"1

pictures when I was supposed to study. I did like literature,
though.
I quit high school to study
art.
I had to leave home and support
myself for that, working at almost
everything. 1 was an expert at sodajerking.

"And

I

dreamed of being an

actor.

People laughed at me. I used to read
aloud a great deal, as if I were reading lines in a play. I managed to get
my squeaky voice down."
Cromwell's voice sounded Southern enough for the story requirements in "Tol'able David," without
going Carolina. "I don't even have
an old Southern grandmother," he
confessed.
He was born in California twenty years ago.

mance of the Rio Grande." Mona
was expected to do a brief impersonation of Antonio Moreno, the villain of the play.
She went through
it perfunctorily and stepped aside.
Santell just sat there staring at
Not a word did he say. Xot
her.
a sign nor a gesture. Just stared.
Presently he turned to another scene
and proceeded with the picture.

Mona's impersonation he absolutely
She, as well as the other
members of the company, knew she
had pulled a boner.
All the rest of the afternoon Mona
She probably spent
was snubbed.
some of the unhappiest hours of her
wondering what the results
life
would be. "When she was offered another chance next morning, she gave
the task everything she had.
to
Once more she was in good standing.
"One of our greatest troubles,"
ignored.

Mr.

Santell, "is that

an actress

will get a preconceived idea of

"I thought I'd be afraid of the
camera," Richard recalled, "but I
wasn't John Blystone is a swell director.
He made me feel easy right
If he'd given me the razzaway.
berry, I don't believe I could have
gone through with it.

was

"It

wanted.
him."

just

the

how

a scene should be played, and it's
difficult for a director to get it the
way he thinks it should be played.
When
I know my players can act.
thev don't do it, I get some one who
will."

One of the strangest procedures
seen on a motion-picture set in recent months took place at the Pathe
studio during the filming of "Rich
People," starring Constance Bennett.
Imagine Edward H. Griffith holding

Miss Bennett by the hand and running around and around the set,
dodging between props, avoiding the
lights, and taking the right of way
over everything.
Then when Constance was deadtired, she was led before the cameras

sort

remember

I

of

role

I

liking the old

liarthelmess, the first screen David,
congratulated Cromwell on his performance.
It made him feel like a
million. It was explained that Cromwell had objected to being called
Richard, because Barthelmess's old
role was enough, without lifting his
first

her to hurry out to the studio and
sign his contract.
His mother answered that she was taking dictation
and could not leave her office then.
"Never mind your job there,"

Richard answered.
to work now."
His mother, two

name,

too.

When

he was told that he would
Tol'able David
and a regular
movie player Richard immediately
telephoned his mother. His big ambition was to be realized.
He asked
be

—

—

to

"You won't have
sisters,

een-year-old brother have

Los Angeles

Whipped

Continued from page 50

said

Tol'able

and eight-

moved

to be with him.

to

His

father died when Richard was eight,
and an older sister is married.
"Boy, how they can bring me down
earth,

to

especially

my

kid

sister,

who's just, twelve. 'Aw, you're not
an actor,' she'll say, giving me the
razzberry."
He thinks his seventeen-year-old
sister should train for the stage, but
does not believe in trying to drag
one's family into the studio.
•

He

wants nothing from stardom
Continued on page 116

Tears
Edmund

who

and the scene was filmed in which
Regis Toomey, as her impoverished

ards called

sweetheart, packs his bags, surrenders her to the rich suitor, and says
good-by. Constance registered hopeThat
lessness and physical fatigue.
race around the set after a day's
work put her in condition to present
the scene admirably.
Later I mentioned the incident to
Mr. Griffith who told me that in a
retake of the scene Miss Bennett did
"She had the
it better than ever.
talent and genius," he continued, "but
for the moment she failed to give her

and pointed her out. Both studied
her unobserved.
"Get her in here," suggested
Goulding.
They wanted a girl to appear as a

best."

Mr.

Griffith applies the third de-

gree in a limited
lieves

it

justified.

way when he beI know that in

making "Unseeing Eyes" with Seena
Owen, he hurled snowballs at her
as she clung to a cliff in the mouncalling to her, "Seena, you're

tains,

going blind

!

You're going blind

And Miss Owen

registered

all

!"

she

could with the make-up on her face
almost frozen.
Paradoxical with these incidents
I have mentioned was the case of
Helen Twelvetrees. Helen had been
under contract to Fox, had encountered tough breaks, had got but few
opportunities, and then was dismissed
when option-renewing time came

The little blonde
depths when she started
out to hunt for another job.
"Nobody wants me!" she said
around

was

last year.

in the

plaintively.
It

was while she was seated with

a string of girls on the waiting bench
at the Pathe studio that Charles
Richards, casting director, saw her

— the

saddest, bluest, most disconsolate-looking girl imaginable. Rich-

was

to direct

Goulding,

"The Grand Parade,"

slavey in the first part of the picture,
then take a dominating position in
the

last.

Helen got the

She did the

role.

impersonation well, because she
was disheartened. Then came Director Goulding's task.
He called
Miss Twelvetrees to him and sent
her spirits soaring into the clouds,
then to the moon, and eventually into
infinity, by telling her what a wonfirst

derful, exquisite piece of artistry she

had shown in such a

difficult role in

the forepart of the picture.
"No one," said Goulding, "no one
could have done better. It was deft,
magnificent, inspiring.
Now, in the
next scenes, you're to show strength
of character, and I want you to
go through them as though you were
a queen. I want you to be splendid,
and I know you can."
Did she do it? Helen Twelvetrees
did so well that she is being starred
to-day. and the company has a good
program outlined for her.
Two actresses stand out definitely
in

Hollywood

as taking direction with

These are Greta
Garbo and Clara Bow. For neither

the utmost ease.

of these are there long rehearsals or
retakes.

On

when

the red
ready to go,
Clara stands like the queen of racing
thoroughbreds facing the tape. Every
thought is on the task before her.
the sound stage

light signals that all is

—

knows
mil

precise!)

what she has

eager to be

is

When

to

off.

making

irday

Might Kid," Jean Arthur was having
trouble in putting over om
•

"You've

there"- -pointing to
"but get it up h<
Jean's luart
added, pointing to her brain.
got

—

it

"Think

it
over a minute."
m'd better be careful,"
was warned. "She'll steal \mir pictun
"No uiic can steal a Bow picture!"
i

replied confidently but not arro-

"What want is a good production, one that will click at the box

gantly.

I

office.

It'

dp

it

there's anything

I

me do

along, watch

can do
it."

Greta Garbo, on the other hand,

and analyzes her

studies

ualizes her scenes.

When

mind,

just

roles,

vis-

has
been selected, she sits down with
Clarence Brown, who usually directs
her. and goes over the play scene by
scene, analyzing the situations,
by the time shooting is ready to hepin, she has the whole picture in her

and knows

goinj

how

shi

from

everything,
to the most

hit

llest

a story

the

The

Kotex

Security of

emotional

parts.

"There

ivhat you value most

is

is no temperament in her
she
works."
Brown says.
"Making a picture is business to her,
and she gives her all.
You never
hear of a Garbo picture being hehind schedule, because there are \c\v
rehearsals and fewer retakes. To the
studio workers she is amazi:

n

George Archainbaud, director for

RKO,

used a

of psychology on an
which was so effecwas amusing. He wanted the
hit

It

tive

it

young woman

to cry.

He

father and
med disinterbecause, she said, he heat her.
mother she never knew.
-

Her

"Well, haven't you ever had a baby
that you loved dearly, that tore your
"

heartstrings

The

director

into the spirit

was throwing himself
oi the thing.
He had

in his voice.

"( )h,

bosh

!"

young woman.
saw that she was
very, very cold and there was no
chance to play upon her emotions. In
time he remarked that he guessed she
couldn't cry.
She insisted she could.
said the

Archainbaud

Archainl aud said he didn't believe
hut offered her one more chance.
She didn't cry her eyes were as dry
the Sahara.
it.

—

"You
-

see.

you

can't

do

it is

shaped to

it!" the di-

oughly and
fit;

it is

adjustable.

spoke of

!.

oftness

absorbs correctly, safely;

actress recently

WHAT

you

really

want

— more than

in sanitary

—

Kotex, in the first place, is so tremendously absorbent ... by test, five times
more so than the finest of surgical cotton.
And the way it absorbs is important
"lateral absorption"
a process which
makes the pad effective not in just onearea but over the entire surface.

—

The delicate fibers of which Kotex is
made carry moisture swiftly an .i) from
the surface, leaving the protective
delicate and comfortable for hours. This
distinguishes Kotex from the ordinary

pad. Gives

you

it

far greater efficiency

— and

far greater comfort.

Kotex Company. Chicago.

IN HOSPITALS
\

The Kotex absorbent

fling.

Then she

hurst into tears.
She cried because she thought she
couldn't.
That hurt her vanity. She
shed enough tears for six scenes.

Wear

it

on

either side

Kotex may be worn on

either side with

equal efficiency, equal comfort. No danger of embarrassment, no fear of inade-

quate protection.

is

by surgeons

material used

Illinois.

.

.

.

the identical |
in 85* of
-

country's leading hospitals.

2

|

Kottx

shaped
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to fit.

It

gives incon- §

spicuous protection.

3 Disposable

|

.

.
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.

instantly, completely,

i
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equal comfort.
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.
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i
v
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'

began snif-

deodorizes thorHospitals use it

new fCetk

\
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new ideals of sanitary comfort.' Wmct
bgp an entirely nctf patented process.

Brings

exclaimed.

"I c-c-can t-t-too." she

It

because of its hygienic safety, its amazing absorbency. You'll find it wise to
specify Kotex next time you buy sanitary
protection. All stores have it.

any other
one thing is a feeling of perfect safety
and security. This is one of the most
important assurances Kotex gives you.
protection

lasts.

effectively.

Firm

yet light; u-ill not curl; perfect-fitting.

KOTGX
(U.

The

5.

V

New Sanicary Pad

which deodorizes

—
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Continued from page 25

The Happiest

an associate of her stock years, owes
her recovery of health after a long
illness, and her comeback in the theater, to Ann's consideration, tendered
always with a careful protection of
her pride.
The efficient wheels of home management never are heard. Shop talk
does not obtrude unpleasantly. "Teach
your mind to keep office hours," is
her personal axiom, "and your dual
roles of wife and actress will blend
harmoniously without any shouting
about it."
Tuesday, the cook's day
out,

means broiled steak and fluffy
Ann's specialties and Harfavorites.
She is as competent

biscuits
ry's

—

going about things in
her direct and systematic way, as
on the set despite her own contenin the kitchen,

—

phlegmatic.
"Naturally, my happiness is built
on my marriage, child, and home."
When she speaks of them, an expression almost of awe hovers around
"Sacrifice?
her matter-of-fact tone.
Please! I loathe that word. It implies a denial of one's own wishes,
and any one is happier when pleasing
craven term,
loved ones. Service?
a false humility. Just call it finding
one's contentment in others.
"My life must be serene and natural.
I cannot abide artificiality or
tion that she

is

A

anything hectic. This morning, down
my mountainside. I came across a
section of tangled, rough beauty
ferns and wild flowers. I determined
tc clear out only the weeds, care for
it and let it develop, adding nothing
unless it is necessary to fill in a vacant spot or two, in which case I
shall select simple plants in conformIn life, we should cultivate the
ity.

and place ourselves in a setting where we thrive,
supplementing only with essentials
and those in keeping."
She considers fame inconsequenqualities native to us,

but financial ease important in
providing protection for a woman, an
independence behind which to fight
when her ideals or convictions are at
stake, and her home.
tial,

Ann's

face,

guiltless

of

make-up

except a dusting of powder through
which her skin, of a rosy tinge,
flushes red with the least exertion,
and her pale eyebrows and lashes so
light that only close scrutiny reveals
them at all. form a vague background
from which blaze startling blue eyes.
They hold you, with their electric intensity.
Her long, corn-colored hair,
that never has been curled or bobbed,
is loosely coiled at the back, forever
threatening to spill its escaping tenThrough a passive outward
drils.
shell there runs a current of enormous mental vitality, expressed, too,
it. that husky, vibrant voice.
There is so much of her favorite

color,

Woman

Hollywood

in

yellow, in her quietly shining

A

negative hue for the
personality.
average blonde, it borrows from her

Yellow diamonds

definite radiation.

are her preference, instead of the
blue-white perfection a necklace of
these stones is confidently awaiting
next option-bonus to provide a braceIn her collection of amber, some
let.
pieces are carved, though the majority are quite plain.
set of chain,
ring, and bracelet in antique gold is
another favorite.
Do not gather the mistaken notion
;

A

that the vital

Ann and

have

of the
with the old-fashioned

flavored

the

modern mind
and homely ideals,
stretches

of

life

Harry,

who

interests

monotonous
secluded on their
live

They are too disto-day to hibernate there
into stagnation.
They descend not
only for the work of which both are
such devotees, but also to take an
active part in such events and pastimes of the mode as appeal to their
eager minds the theaters, civic afmountain peak.
tinctly of

—

fairs, concerts.

The}- saved enough to
for their mountain, with

pay cash
cups be-

tween the hills spreading fanwise
valleys on every side.
More econ-

omy

preceded building of the house,
of a rough-and-sturdy aspect with
the rock itself and the natural charms
utilized.
Decorators rave
over their stone fireplace, hewn according to their own rambling design.
Everything blends into a
homy air. Whoopee, the Scotch terrier, occupied the couch covered in
dull gold cloth, and was not repri-

cleverly

manded.

The establishment suggested the
He was a perfect

need of a butler.

specimen, horrified if they poured
themselves a drink of water.
Cutglass accompanied the most trivial
service.
But such dignity was too
much for the Bannisters, so "Cutglass Gus" was replaced by a more
democratic Chinese house boy.
"This entrance corridor is cold."
Ann, who never seems able to absorb enough sunshine herself, shiv*eied one day.
Her mind, yearning
so long for a home, is constantly seeing slight imperfections
she wants
every
nook and corner perfect.
"Costs too much to keep a fire in the
grate, yet we want warmth to greet
our guests. Tall vases of chrysanthemums? When did the Bannisters
rob a bank ? Your idea's not so hot."
otherwise
two-year-old
"Pink,"
Jane, who drawls her welcome of
"My very deeeear mother" into a lingering caress, inhabits a storybook
nursery, with tiny, cerulean bath, and
a balcony all her own.
"Making early provision for any
Juliet tendencies she may develop,"
;

Ann

explains, "but her Romeo will
have to be an Alpine climber to get

up here."
In Ann's own childhood the army
spoiled her outrageously.
She had
her uniform and her pony and rode
with them to maneuvers.
To miss
reveille was a disgrace for which she
expected to be shot at sunrise, or at
least to be put on k. p. duty for a

month.

At

sixteen considerable responsirested upon her young but
squared shoulders.
Due to her
mother's ill health, she had to supervise the home.
Her nomadic girlhood she attended thirteen schools before she
was graduated, though she sailed
through high school in two years
taught her a superficial adaptability,
and the value of friendships and the
necessity for making them quickly.
Miserable over an adverse feeling, of
which she becomes conscious instantly, she cultivates such friendships as appeal to her in a deliberate,
though outwardly passive, manner.
Her closest women friends now are
bility

—

Joan Crawford and Kay Hammond.
She understands men's minds and
interests better than women's, involved in petty issues.
"I've had good, tough jobs, large
doses of responsibility, a few slaps.
Experiences that bring one down to
brass tacks."

A young woman executive of Paramount was kind to her when Ann
was doing "home reading" for the
The girl rescenario department.
Unhappy domestired and married.
tic affairs and ill health became her
lot.
Some years later they met in
Hollywood.

That

reversal of
the slightest
would occur to Ann.
She frequently visits the simple
apartment of her friend, who is often
a guest at the Bannister home.
For eight years she had scarcely a
day's vacation, with summer stock
The
interluding Broadway seasons.
detailed application and humility of
those days still persist she is a thorough worker. The trepidation with
which she commenced a picture career turned into an honest amazepositions might
difference never

this

make

;

ment

her quick success.
to her as simply
and naturally as all of life's blessings
have fallen into her quietly receptive
summer of stock at Lake
hands.
Orion a three-month stretch of
hard work, books, country walks and
dreams.
One sudden glance, which
at

Romance came

—

A

seemed to withdraw a veil. A fourday engagement.
"Companionship is the finest blessing with that, you have all."
The happiest woman in Hollywood
ought to know.
:

1"7

Dave

to His

Mother

— Perhaps

stuff

When

t

>uc!n<

•

COLDS

liquor

if

never

the)

tin-

1

themsel

Miss McKintosh went into

kitchen to heat the soup,
as
nners, it', as a young man who
learned to live in N'ew York and
don. he didn't find the Fanl
I

Suburb
"Not

a

at

fill

insular.

lit"

he

all."

handkerchiefs

"'

said.

WITH
GERMS

any place depends upon
's entree.
Bores and boors there
iplenty, but one can avoid them."
Although Manners enjoys picture
work and the atmosphere of the stuof

ion

he likes bitter the periods be-

5,

tween pictures when he can stay at
home and write.
Oh. yes, he "writes." Some da)
hope to meet an actor who doesn't.

boiling water fails

I

He's written for

maga-

the best

all

the rejection

to kill

them!

sli]

it.

sesses,

in

short,

all

He

dreams he inspires
At first he answered

Now

himself.

he

during colds is unfit
to be used again.

the qualifications

oi a flapper crush.

encour

in

the

has

a

fans.

mail

his

all

secretary,

and no request for a

ph.
unhas spent nearly a thou>n his tan mail.
"What about the quarters the fans
inclose in their letters?
Don't they
pay for the photos?" I asked.
"What quarters ?" said he.

led.

-

He

Avoid Reinfection
Use Kleenex disposable

About this time Miss McKintosh
him to his soup.
I
rose to
leave.
He walked with me to the

called

handkerchiefs

door.

I stood oil the threshold waiting for him to hope that he'd see me
again
sometime.
Instead, he asked

—

me

if

I

had everything

I

needed for

NOW

comes dramatic proof of the
importance of Kleenex during

a storv.

"Well, you might

tell

me your

flower," 1 suggested.
"Dahlias.
Because of their genuineness, a quality I admire in flowbut cannot abide in men and

women."
provocative
and one I should
up, but his
cold, and I had a

statement,

surely,

like to have fo'lsoup was growing
heavy dinner enment which I realized I'd never
keep, if I hung around feeding lines
to a clever Thespian.
So
beat it.
1

I

rather difficult to determine
the full measure of a man in a couple
of hours.
Later, when this charming
chap is a more familiar figure on the
screen and in Hollywood, some one
is

him on paper more succ

fully for you.

I

that these

may mate-

Scientific tests

rially

check the number of colds, and

their duration.

For these authoritative

tests

prove

Meanwhile let the records read that
was delighted with David Manners

—and with

David's

mam

of irritation, as from the damp, soiled
handkerchief. Kleenex is an economy,
too
the cost is less than that of
laundering.

—

"The beauty use for Kleenex

These absorbent

tissues are said

by beauty

conclusively that washing fails to kill

experts to be the only safe and sanitary

associated with colds.
This means your handkerchief may be
a source of danger. Even after washing,
it may hold the organisms Streptococcus,
Staphylococcus, the deadly Pncumococcus and Micrococcus Catarrhalis.

way to remove creams and cosmetics.
They lift ever)' trace of dirt along with

the organisms

A

will get

show

delicate tissue handkerchiefs

colds.

fa-

vorite

It

used

A. handkerchief

David is tall, dark, young, handsome, and happily divorced. He pos-

Use Kleenex— then discard
you use Kleenex, there's no
danger of reinfection from
handkerchiefs. You use Kleenex just
once. Then you discard it forever.

cleansing cream

from cosmetic

and save your towels
and gr

stains

Ask for Kleenex at any drug, dry
goods or department store ... or send
the coupon for a generous sample free.

VX'hcn

possible

Germs

are discarded, too.

You'll value the greater comfort of
Kleenex. The tissues are exquisitely
fine and soft. They are marvclously abseeming actually to soothe the
sorbent
tender, inflamed skin. There's no chance

—

FREE TRIAL PACKAGE
Kleenex Company,

rr-3

Lake Michigan
Bldf., Chicago,

Please send

trial

Iii.

me

supply

of

Kleenex.
Xntttr

ftrttt

S:

In Canada , address: 330 Bay

St.,

Toronto, Ont.
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RECOGNIZE

English Girl— American Style

THESE EYES?

Continued from page 34

on the player, and never particularly

Her
box office.
complaints went unheeded temperament was blamed, and the schedule
was carried out, regardless of fricfelicitous

for

the

;

from Europe with

tion.

As long

as her contract endured, the

clear eyes are
a social asset!
Yes,

and a business one,

time.

She would wait. And eventushe would have her way.
She
would and she did.
When the five years were ended,
the office sent word to Miss Mackaill
that she should call to discuss future
arrangements.
Fancy the official
amazement when word was returned

thusiastic,

ally

tive

eves

make a

them that Miss Mackaill had left
Europe two days before!
"Actresses aren't very good business women, as a rule." Dot told me.
"So I left everything in the hands of
my attorney. I told him what I
wanted, and under what terms I
wanted to sign again. Then I left

far better impression

than do those which are dull and
bloodshot. Start now to have more
attractive eyes by using Murine
It harmup any bloodshot
condition and imparts new lustre

each night and morning.
lessly clears

for my
years."

to the dullest eyes. 60c at drug

and department stores. Try

—

for

no denying the fact that clear, bright

it!

first

vacation

real

six

in

This was distinctly a daring move.
Other stars, as we have seen, have
staged elaborate rebellions with no
luck whatsoever other stars have departed for Europe, only to wait in

*Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

;

HOW TO

vain for the request to come back.
But Mackaill is a reliant soul.
Cannily she had considered the boxoffice returns of her last few pictures.
"The Office Wife" created
something of a financial
furor.
"Bright Lights" was previewed with
Noting that her
no little acclaim.
pictures were clicking merrily, she let
them speak for her. Her attorney
supplied the missing links in the negotiations.
Thus the new contract
was arranged.
The first time I met Dot Mackaill
she was a flight}-, giggling young
thing, fresh and bright, acting in a

OBTAIN

SHAPED

BEAUTIFULLY

LIPS!

M. Trilety's new llpshaper,
together with its thick lip astringent lotion, will now reduce
protruding, prominent, thick,
unshapely lips to normal and
thus Improve your facial fea-

My new
LOO per cent.
appliance is comfortable, easy
tures

to adjust, and is worn at night.
also promote correct
will
It

breathing and eliminate the
harmful and annoying habit
of snoring.
Write fur

full information,
testimonials, etc.. without any
obligation on your part.

M.

Trilety. Dept. 250,

S

P.

Binghamton, N. Y.

Barthelmess
misadventure
called
"The Fighting Blade." in which we
learned that Cromwell's army numbered eight men.
But the girl was
effervescent, gay, and full of spirit.
Then f saw her a few years later,
shortly after her name had gone into
the lights.
She was employed in a
picture called "Convoy." and
very poor, too. Lothar Mendes, dark
and stocky, was directing, and Dot

war

''Bring back

my

BLONDE HAIR
.

... to

me how wonderful he was. It
was easier to understand her unbounded enthusiasm when I read a
few days later that she had married
told

me!"

used-to-be blonde. You'll
your eyes,
DRY
be singing another song — when you've had a
little

Blondex shampoo! For Blondex will gently coax
back all your natural golden beauty give your
hair new sparkle, new bewitching lights. Prevents darkening, too. Contains no harsh dyes
no harmful chemicals. Stimulates scalp. It's safe.
At all reliable drug and department stores.

—

!

Xew

in

to

too! There's

tion of her

With cold
no redress.
British logic she decided to bide her

blonde had

Their owner is a First National Pictures star
whose father and wife are hoth film favorites.
Horn in 1907, he's 6 feet tall, weighs 150 pounds,
and has blue eyes and light hair. IN a me below*.

smart mind and a quick wit.
She
in the midst of her starring contract, and at the end of her matrimonial one.
Xot long ago, when Dot returned

was

him.

Two
met

years
Mackaill

fledged star,
exceptionally

later,

in

she
vital

Hollywood.

Xow

again.

was

a

a

woman

beauty,

I

full-

with

of
a

new

European

a cabled confirma-

contract,

She was

York.

,

vacation

—

saw her

I

full

of her
en-

vivacious,

magnetic as only an attrac-

woman can be.
"You have no idea what sport it
was to be on my own for three whole
months," she

said,

with a grin.

The

salary involved wasn't mentioned.
Money is vulgar, and artists
rarely speak of it. which is fitting and
proper.
But it is my understanding
that the blond English girl injected
just enough American push into her
negotiations to bring her income to
approximately $200,000 a year, which
is
not bad, however astigmatically
one looks at it.
"I'm to do three or four pictures
a year, with breathing spaces between," she said. "And they are giving me a say in the choice of stories,

which

something I've always
is a corking English
play I've brought back with me."
Mackaill has a very sane idea of
what constitutes a good picture, and
what makes a good role. She is not
concerned whether she portrays good
women or bad, so long as they are
vivid, human, and appealing.
is

There

wanted.

"If the audience
character I play. I

is

pulling for the

know it's a good
Sadie Thompson won sym-

part.

pathy without being a Sunday-school

Human

girl.

heroines are becoming
That's

more and more the vogue.

another thing we can thank talkies
for.
It
seems to me they have
brought a decidedly grown-up touch
to the screen."

Another thing they bring is the
voice, warm and throaty,
which is also effective when lifted in
Mackaill

song.

The torchy melodies
still may linger in

Trouble"
er's

in

"Man

the hear-

memory.

Add

to

the

voice

the

ability

to

dance with grace and. if the script
pleases, abandon, and you have two
outstanding Mackaill virtues. In adto
these she is given to
straightforward acting that deceives,
because of its naturalness.
Her
comedy touch is disarming in its facility, sure in its deftness.
If you think that all this implies a
high opinion of Dorothy Mackaill's
ability, my point has been made. She
one of the limited group whose
is
presence in a picture insures something interesting.

dition

.
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Over
meet

didn't

"I

Fannj

her,"

the

Teacups
award

ex

ned, "but don't jump to concluand think that she avoided inc.
s

know she broke appointments righl
and left, because she was on vacation
and didn't see w
hould bother
with interviews when she wasn't on
salary.
She was really verj
and asked one or two people to bring
me over to see her.
was bus) or
something at the time. It was more
1

fun just to piece out impressions of
her from what I heard.
Maybe
would
was afraid that it'
met her
like her awfully well, and that would
I

I

I

Every one ought

pity.

prejudic
\nd did you succeed

to cling

•ne

clinging
said, hoping for the he-;.

iurs?" I
or the worst, whichever
ure it.

way you

fig-

—

"I'm
" Fanny muttered noncommitally. "She seems to he a contradictory person and therefore probably interesting.
oi the Paramount employ5 ime
ees passed the word along to Fox
that she was inclined to he high and

And
disagreeable.
then she was so affable to the representative Fox sent to the train to
meet her that lie was completely dismighty and a

hit

armed.
She demanded a terrific price to
sing over the radio on a commercial
hour, and flatly refused to do anything to exploit her pictures until she
went on salary.
Rut on the other
hand, she pot out of bed in spite of
chills, and
fever, and laryngitis to
appear at a benefit for the unemployed. She couldn't sing, of course,
and some of the galleryites were un-

pleasant about

it.

but she took

"The only person
that she really
did.

was

wanted

a reviewer

it

well.

New York

in

to meet,

who

and

said that she

had a lot to learn from cameramen.
It seems that when she made her first
picture, she felt that she knew her
own face better than any one else
and proceeded to display it as she

saw

fit.

ihe read that criticism, she
Victor Milner, Faramount's
chief cameraman, and humbly asked
him to advise her.
He put her
through a very stiff work-out made
her report at the studio every morning and try different kind- oi makeup hour after hour. Maybe you noticed the improvement in her later

went

to

:

pictures."
It

didn't

seem hardly worth argu-

ing about.
"

Speaking of
grew enthusiastic.

Nancv

Carroll

I

d'l

h

- 1\

gii

'

"Fifi

win

Fanny

d'Orsay and
the
month's

the

u orks

!

I

I

I

any ten

f

formers fail to show up, or haven't
an act ready when tl
and dance- through the time rll
to them all and has the audience begging for more.
She's developing

Can
he

loveliness

marvelous entertainer."
doesn't Mary Pickford have
her play the
French version of
'Kiki'?" I asked, not without malice,
"and then show us the French ver-

American?"
you suggest that." Fanny

sion instead of the

assured me.
"I believe that Mary
Pickford is coming to town soon, and
I'll arrange
for you to meet her if
you have any more bright id
She is much too formidable for me
to trifle with."
"But you ae;ree with me." I insisted, "that the

advance

linen nlun\< to
It =cfm« =o casv for
look their very hoi.. .!<> know just vli.it to do to
mapnitV their natural charm. heir -•> ret really
I

quite simple. Merely regular, careful attention to a few all-important (hut easily-neglected)
is

detail-.

r

instant

<.r

1

your -kin

/

•

showjust one

unless

How

all tin-

old

i- fir-t

its

T>:

The answer is frequen t
wa-hing with soap and warm
water. See booklet offered
|

ments
wait and see them and not have you
reminding me that T was wrong.
There's one picture, or at least one
performance, that T feel absolutely
That'- Eleanor Boardsure about.
man's in 'The Great Meadow.'

Loveliness of hair. Wouli
hare soft, smooth, lustrous
Lovely hair that glint sand gli-tens? Then don't let grime kill
it- beauty. Shampoo frequently.
That's the most important thing
in caring for the hair. 1
the fine art of -hamp.
i

>

"I feel so absolutely sure of Eleagood judgment, and I don't believe she would have returned to the
screen except for a part and a story
There's
that was big and vital.
something simple, and true, and eleoh. stop me
mental, about Fleanor
if I'm getting maudlin, but that's the
way I've felt about her ever since
"
she made 'The Crowd."

lira i< ofclothes. Vt-T all,
/ OX
the best way to look smart ami
i

nor's

neat and immaculate is actually
to he that way. Each time yon

examine

\nd how do you feel
Norma Talmadge's return
"

isn't crispl)

.Imi MOSt
i

comedy.

r

Diplomat.'

mak

She

on the stage first on
case, comparison with the

to

hath brin-s
...

poise and selfthe basis of aD

new
It's

gDud grooming]
This free booklet

it

In anv

Xew

tells nil.

r little

del

fur Tlir Thirty

Day

a definite

Anyway.

may do

I

important.
look your

5

bought 'The Greeks Had a V
For Tt.'
"Don't ask me what the Gr
had a word for. because I don't want
the news to pet around to the Hays
office.
They might do
bungling bits of title cleaning, like
changing 'The Command to 1
:

Read

unless you have just sti
In addiif the hath tub!
tion to real cleanliness the

the

screen?" T asked politely, quite
I were interviewing Fanny.
"Wouldn't you have thought that
after T)u F>arry' she would quit, at
least until every one had forgotten
But r
that picture?
She's to take
a fling at sophisticated

cle in.

let for furtl

about
to

men!

•

Tut on nothing that

critically.

—

is to

dear

moved'.'

dear, dear." Fanny pondered.
get me started passing judgon future picture-. I'd rather

"I )h.

Norma

llov.

radiantly

really clean?

is

best unless

seriously.

n't

it

In-

can your new make-up look

asked

I

>•:

/ Loveliness of fine.

~

stills

ing her as Kiki look like
more mistake, don't you?"

?

T

"Why

let

simple

ihis

into a

'Th(
benefits."

innumei

at

uncm]
matinee- and all.

"I'll

in

appeared
for

benefits

I

-

fot

y've.

.

It 's

free.

CLEANLINESS
INSTITUTE
-.

.

.'-TITtTF.

*5 E»»t lTlh Street. NrwYr.rV..

NY.

The Thirty D«r
LoTelmess T-

Kum
-
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cast will he a

little trying for her, because the girls who play it are all
radiantly young. Billie Dove wanted
awfully to get the film rights to 'The

Greeks

'

"

"And you

think she would have
I asked, maybe a

been any better?"
bit defiantly.

"No," Fanny retired from that
promised argument in defeat. "Prettier, you'll

can

really

you've watched the funny screen capers of Walt
Mickey Mouse who has climbed the steps to "movie"
Pictures.
Recently, Mickey Mouse was acclaimed, one of the
world's most popular movie features.
His name and fame are spreading everywhere
as more and more movie fans get to know him.
course,

Disney's

fame in

lie appears here now, dressed in his very best attire, ready to help you find success through a difficult test of
Observation which will quality VOL' for the opportunity to win fame and fortune for yourself and win one of these
Here is the test.
Above are eleven poses of Mickey Mouse.
Ten Equal First 1'rlzes.
He appears to
but here's the trick Mickey
Mouse plays on you. for In two of
be dressed differently in each pose,
There really are two alike identical twins. These are the twin
the poses he Is dressed exactly the same.
which
Mouse
wears
the
same
identical
clothes
shirt,
gloves
and
in
trousers.
Study
Mickey
the pictures
poses
carefully, and if you think you have found the twin poses of Mickey Mouse, send their numbers on a post card
or mark them with an X and, send by letter, but be quick.

—

10 Extra Prizes of $100.00 for Promptness
will be paid to the ten First Prize Winners on the proof of promptness, making the total of each of the ten big
First Prizes $700.00 cash, or, if you prefer, a new fully equipped 1931 Chevrolet two-door Sedan, (value $600.00)
and $100.00 cash extra. Duplicate prizes paid in case of ties. Answers will not be accepted from persons living
outside U. S. A. or in Chicago.
Send no money. No obligation. Just rush your answer today and 1 will let you
know at once if it Is correct.

W.

ROOM

DILBERG. PUBLICITY DIRECTOR,

C.

24,

502

DEARBORN

N.

CHICAGO,

ST.,

Remove

K

performance given by Billie Dove
and a good many other untrained actresses was written years ago by a
London critic who had never seen
any of them. Speaking of players of
his own time, he said that most of
the girls didn't act, they just behaved.

ILLINOIS

She
he met this
THEN
had read the secrets of
girl.

"Fascinating Womanhood,'!
a daring new book which

Have you pirn
blackheads
enlarged
pores
pies,

redness,

freckles,

shows how any woman can
attract men by using the
simple laws of man's psychology and human nature.
Any other man would have
been equally helpless in her
hands. You, too, can have
this book; you too, can
enjoy the worship and admiration of men, and be the

Mr

coarseness,
wrinkles?

so easy to have the clear, milk-white "
skin tbat fashion demands.
Just, the simple applicaIt's

tion

my wonder-working

of

liquid.

"Mystic

Skin."

gently removes your blemished outer skin and reveals
the fresh, clear, new skin underneath!

A

Beautiful Skin for

You

Xo painful skin-peel operation, no discomfort.
'Mystic Skin" is absolutely harmless just a clear
liquid.
In 3 short days off come. those ugly pimples, freckles, blackheads and other blemishes.
I'ing blemfor
fTDl?l7 Complete instr ICti.l

radiant bride of the

T It. HE,

.

ishe3 wJth
Send only $1.00 for largo bottle of "Mystic Skin"
today. Mailed in plain wrapper. Take advantage of this

Write AT ONCE. Addresa:
COLEE LABORATORIES.
799 Broadway, New York City.

Introductory Bargain.

Dept. T-3

!

man of

little booklet entitled "Secrets of Fascinating Womanhood," giving an interesting synopsis of the revelations
disclosed in "Fascinating Womanhood," will be sent
postpaid. No embarrassment the plain wrapper keeps
your secret. Send your dime today.
THE PSYCHOLOGY PRESS, Dept. 16-C
585 Kingsland Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

—

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Agents and Help Wanted
START YOU WITHOUT A DOLLAR.

WE
Soaps,

Extracts, Perfumes, Toilet Goods.
Experience
Co.,
unnecessary.
Carnation
Dept. 7C5, St. Louis, Mo.

"STK A X G E

BATTERY

COMPOUXD

charges instantly.
Eliminates old method.
Gives new life and pep.
GalBig profits.
lun free.
Lightning Co., St. Paul. Minn.

Agents

XEW VEST POCKET ADDIXO MACHIXE

—

costs
adds, subtracts like $100 machines
only $2.50.
Lightning fast. Guaranteed acSells on
curate.
sigbt to offices, stores',
homes all who use figures. More than half
profit.
Write today for free sample offer
and full details. Cleary, 303 West Monroe,
Cliicago. Dept. 37.

—

RAZOR BLADES LAST LONGER,

sharpen
yourself, nothing to buv.
Send 23e to Post
iXI'n-e P.ox isj. Vancouver. Canada.

Pate nts and Lawyers

PATEXTS.
let

free.

references.
assured.
Watson

Promptness
Lawyer,
ton, D C
Patent

724

Ninth

Book-

Best results.
E.
Coleman,
St.,

Washing-

—

(TVENTORS Write for our guide book,
"How to Gel Your Patent." and evidence
1

invention blank.
Send model or sketch
for Inspection and instructions Free
Terms
reasonable.
Randolph & Co., Dept
412,
Washington. D. C.
PATEXTS— Write for Free book. "How
to Obtain a Patent" and Record of Invention Blank.
Send model or sketch tor Free
opinion whether it comes within
Patent
Office Rules.
Victor J. Evans Co., 707 Ninth,

o!

Washington,

D.

C.

Photos

GERMAN NUDIST CULTURE — Magazine
Camp

Nudist

free.

Olym-

$1.00.

Pictures,

West Haverstraw. New York.

pian. Dept. 21B.

Old Coins,

etc.

OLD MOXEY WAXTED.

—Do

you

know

that coin collectors pay up to $100.00 for
certain U. S. cents? And high premiums for
We buy all kinds. Send 4e
all rare coins?
May mean much
for large coin folder.
Numismatic Co., Dept. 440,
profit to you.
Texas.
Ft. Worth",

Story Ideas

Wanted

STORY IDEAS for talking pictures, magaAccepted any form for revision, development, copyright and submission to marFree booklet. UniEstablished 1917.
kets.
versal Scenario Co., 419 Meyer Bldg., Weste rn and Sierra Vista. Hollywood, California,
zines.

Help Wanted— Female

HOMEWORK

Send sketch or model.

Highest

>4rf

Women wanting obtain reEm-lose
kinds writ' for information.
stamp.
Eller Co., 296-T Broadway, New
York.
:

liable

1

Wanted— Instructions
DETECTIVES EARN BIG MOXEY. Great
Detectives

Experience
Excellent opportunity.
Write,
Free.
unnecessary.
Particulars

demand.

George Wagner, 2190 Broadway, New York.

— Instructions

Help Wanted

MAIL

('

A R R

clerks.
$1700
work.
Men lS-4o.
nations.
ately.

to

Franklin

E R

S

—POST-OFFICE

$2300

year.

Steady

Many February exami-

Particulars

Rochester, x. Y.

I

Love Goes Buy-buy
Continued from page

free.

Institute,

Write
Dept.

immedi-

W

'-',
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bons wanted to acquaint Lola with
the things that interested him most
in life, so he took her for a visit to
the art gallery.
Lo and behold!
There, in full view, was the bronze
he coveted.
Lola is one of the most soft-hearted
grrls in pictures
or out and money
is no object to her where any one she
likes is concerned.
She said nothing
at the time, but the very next day she
returned and priced the bronze.
It
was beyond her means, but she was
determined that Mr. Gibbons should
have it, so she arranged to buy it on
time.
His rapture knew no bounds.

—

your choice. Cut out this ad: write your name and address on the margin and mail to us with 10 cents and a

—

She's never had

to me that
the best description of the type of

H Said He'd
ourNewSkinf N
Marryi
Ugly Mask

Billie

much of a chance."
Maybe not, but it seems

Columbia

—

all, who
Dove can

admit, and. after

whether
act or not?

say

—

But the rapture of their feelings
for each other bloomed and faded,
and they went their separate ways.
Air. Gibbons gallantly returned the
expensive bronze and. since Lola had.
no use for it. she returned it to the
gallery, explaining that she would
forfeit the money she had paid on it.
It

was put back

And

in stock.

Air. Gibbons and
Dolores del Rio discovered fate had
ordained them for each other.
So
Mr. Gibbons took Miss del Rio on a

presently

to the art gallery to show her
things that helped make life
worth while for him.
Believe it or not, the first thing
that caught his eye was the same
visit

the

bronze he had once owned and lost.
Miss del Rio, determined that her
loved one should want for nothing
here below, returned to the gallery a
little later, bought the bronze, and
had it delivered to "Gibby" once
more.
Which just goes to prove that in
this town, although Cupid may go
by-by. love goes buy-buy.

!

in

Lady Luck's Stepchild
I [a\
in her cfl
temporarily
abandoned her movie
ambitions, and sought the theatrical

uaivch unaware that she
untrained for such «
\\ hen agents found that her only
qualifications were youth, beauty, and
ss, >hc was M'nt on her way.
ilh
one man took the time to
her that she must be skilled in
some line of stage work, preferably
ncii's,

hatic dancing.

le referred her
studio where stage dancing was
lit.
)orothy paid thirty dollars,
which she could ill afford, for a
I

a

ti>

I

training.

if

want

"I

to Irani acrobatic

hurry,"

i

sin-

informed

the

in-

looked at her meditatively,
you want to learn acrobatic dancing in a hurry." he mused.
Then that descendant of Simon
Legree stood Dorothy against the
wall, told her to hold her left knee
and. taking the right foot in his
hand, raised it straight up until her
toe touched the wall above her head.
In agony as the joints and muscles
seemed to give way, the beauty from
Birmingham hurst into tears, but her
tormentor continued. After the
.

ond lesson Dorothy was unable to get
out of bed, but on the next day,
which was her birthday, she resolutely got up and crept out of the
hotel by way of celebration.
While mastering the intricacies of
acrobatic dancing
she
in a hurry
saw an advertisement for girls to
appear in a fashion show.
Going
where she believed she was to apply,
she met a man who asked her rather
stiffly why she had not gone to the

—

—

studio in another part of the city,
as that was where the girls wen
hi chosen.

Then noting her

interesting face,
and pretty as the cotton
of her native Dixie, he

blossoms
asked her name.
Writing it down.
lid that he would see her at the

i

I

slip out of the place, but suddenly
above the hum of activity he called
her name.
Nfol until he had called a
nd time did she squeak a reply.
"I thought," said Dorothy, "'Here

b where

get thrown out right on
But he told me I was
chosen, and to go home and wait until he had made the other selections."
ear.'

am

"I

1

or a

not really a writer," she ex-

when

plained,

diversified

commented on her
"Sometimes

I

abilities.

they Used the material as
but often it was revised."

I

ihatPays
Well

wrot

Her first part in pictures was as
the sister of Alice Terry, in "Sackcloth and Scarl(

"When

I

went
T

at

first

said

billboard,"
it

my

saw

"I

she,

picture on a
stood and

for nearly an hour.

to see the

I

movie over and over.
at last my future was

thought that
Well, one's future

secure.

is

WieieYou
can be Your
Own Boss

never

secure in this business.
"I live about like any other working girl, and have much the same
problems.
But it is hard for people
to understand that.

Even

one's

you know where

I

can go for a week

to rest and get fat?"

Having no time for the former,
and no need for the latter. I couldn't
make any suggestions.
Dorothy has been working steadleaving M.-G.-M.. and freelancing gives her a sense of freedom
that a contract player does not have.
Yet there is no denying that the talents of this unassuming young lady
are not at present, nor have they
often been, utilized to the best advantage.
ily since

rtainly she has every qualification for outstanding roles, and is docile

to

work with

— perhaps

too do-

Dorothy is not a fighter in the
Hollywood sense of the word. De-

cile.

termined, yes, but not aggressive.
"I want to play desperate women."
says she.
"Women who kill people,
lots of people."
that of a cooing dove.
if

ond&epYow
OmHours

own

family think we cat: go out and pick
hundred-dollar bills off trees.
Do

Her expression was

When Dorothy arrived, the place
was crowded with pretty <:irls. Presently the man to whom she had talked
strode into the room with a retinue
of clerks and secretaries.
Dorothv
was so impressed that she wanted to

H

Want a Job

i

studio.

my

'

looked

He

fresh

I

dancing

structor.

as

>orothj ua^ appearing in
White's "Scandals," doing her
batic dame, w lun she decided
to California and again tackle the
movies.
At that time she was amplifying her income by writing her
back-stage experiences for a
paper sj ndii

If You

learn
Illustrating
for our free catalog, "A
SEND
Road To Bigger Things."

Learn how former Federal School
graduates now earn good money.
See the work and comments of
fifty
famous artists who contribute to the Federal Course in
Illustrating.

Opportunities in drawing have
never been better. The Federal
Course includes illustrating, cartooning, lettering, window card
illustrating, etc.
If you like to
talent.

draw, train your

You may have

art talent

We

enclose a

and not

realize

test chart
tests your

it.

with our catalog.
ability

It

Free. Fill out

the coupon now.

as diabolical as

Neverth<

you saw "The Unholy Night" you

know

that she can play seductive ladies of extreme criminal tendencies.

Every one likes Dorothy Sebastian.
and she in turn "loves everybody."
It would be extremely interesting
to have Dorothy's name and character read by Monica Andrea Shenston.
Doubtless we would then understand

why

the Birmingham beauty
is little farther advanced in her screen
career than when she started five
years ago.
Perhaps her troubles
originate in her name

C/of Illustrating
Federal School of Illustrating,
3121 Federal Schools Building,
Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Name

Age

Occupation

Addres-

_

_

,

.
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Hollywood High

Lights

Continued from page 33

Florence Inspiring.
Florence Vidor must be proving a
inspiration to her husband,
Jascha Heifetz. The talk in Hollywood, among the musical folk, was

She

warmth and

humanness of
compared with
the old days.
Florence accompanied
her virtuoso husband on his Western
the

the husband of Gloria Swanson. but
those in the know assert that their

was chiefly concerned with
business and money-making, and not
past romances.
huddle

the

Bickford Travels Alone.

his violin playing as

She

is

too clever to let drab, dull hair

spoil her attractiveness.

Her

hair is always

with tiny dancing lights
the subject of much admiration and not a
little envy. She wouldn't think of using ordi-

soft, lustrous, radiant

—

—

nary soaps.

She uses Golden Glint Shampoo.

*Note: Do not confute this with other shampoos that
merely cleanse. Golden Clint in addition tocleansing,
gires your hair * fashionable ''tiny-tint"— a wee little
hit— not much hardly perceptible. But how it does
bring out the true beauty ofyour own individual shade
sample
of hair! 25c at your dealers'— or a
will show you the difference. Send for it now!

—

FREE

FREE
J.

W. KOBI

Seattle,

CO., 634 Rainier Ave., Dept.

Wash.

• • • •

Please send

C

tour, as she nearly always does.

The

now.

screen seems
for her.

lure

From the time he first came to the
movies. Charlie was under contract
to Metro-Goldwyn. though he warlent out frequently to other com-

The new

have

thrills

in

lost

the

all

music of

Heifetz are also attributed to the arrival of a little daughter some months
ago, in whom both he and Florence

The noted

violinist

cert appearances in

made

three con-

Los Angeles.

All

movieland turned out to hear him.
even though some found a highbrow
violin repertoire a little steep for appreciation.

When

Spouses Convene.

The

"ex's" simply will get together.
It can't be prevented in Hollywood.

^State-

City

Recently Wallace Beery and HerSomborn were seen in a tete-atete at the Brown Derby, and on another day it was reported that the
Marquis de la Falaise de la Coudraye
joined the family gathering.
All three have at various times been

my hair:

bert

Come Out

Good and
Good for You.
Alluring, Irresis-

tible

Charm

of

A SATINY,

Gum-

home.
Another hobby of Mrs. Gumbel's
collecting perfumes.

Her boudoir

with

elaborate bottles of
every size and shape. She also occupies some of her time with music.
is

filled

Florence Yidor, now Mrs. Jascha
Heifetz. is enjoying playing in real
life the poised matron she portrayed
to such perfection on the screen unher marriage nearly two years
til
ago. All her time now is absorbed in
managing her Park Avenue home,
entertaining friends, rearing her two
Suzanne Yidor and the
children
clear, beautiful skin

depends

largely upon the blood and the circulation
as do pink cheeks and bright eyes .... Enrich the blood and the skin will take care of
Rich, red healthy blood nourishes the
itself.
body and aids in protecting it against pimDr. Pierce's Golden
ples and blemishes.
Medical Discovery will help nature. Internal healthfulness will then reflect in your
Send 10c to Dr.
skin a natural loveliness.
Pierce's. Clinic, Buffalo, X. Y., [or an acquaintance package or ask your druggist for
;

Dr. Pierce's

Golden Medical Discovery

Charlie

didn't

hesitate

to

He lived up to the first
which he appeared by being
Naturally no studi<> i"dynamite."
tures, either.

film in

very enthusiastic about this sort of
thing.
Individuality of ideas and
criticism by players is a thing much
frowned upon.
So Charlie and M.-G.-M. reached
the fork in the highway.
He's staying on to fight the game in Hollywood. That's the kind of chap Bickford is. In certain roles he's an excellent actor.

A Christening Joy Fest.
Weddings, engagements, and even
Continued on page 114

of the Kitchen

bel's parents'

i?

Woman

And

Continued from page 69

standing date for dinner at Mr.

The

panies.

speak his mind about roles and pic-

find great delight.

Name

Color of

to

a free sample.

Address

Battling Charlie Bickford has gone
his own way.
He is a free lance

—

—

daughter born last fall and occompanying her husband on his conlittle

cert tours.

Shortly after their marriage. Mrs.
Heifetz. on tour with her violinistband, often found herself mobbed
by audiences who came to hear Heifetz play but. upon discovering her
presence back stage, wanted to see a
movie beauty in the flesh.

Such an occurrence
adavs.

is

rare

now-

Mrs. Heifetz has abandoned

thought of the screen and is conremain in the background, the
wife of a great musician.
There's a fourth young matron
who has forsaken her career with a
vim Mrs. Paul Zuckerman. of Park
Avenue, formerly Ruth Taylor, of
all

tent to

—

Hollywood.

Can it be possible that the erstwhile Lorelei Lee is taking herself
rather too seriously in her new role
of the wife of a wealthy broker?
For she no longer receives humble
minions of the press.
"It is unbelievable." she explains
via telephone, "how in a few short
months one changes from an ambitious actress, with no thought of
domesticity, to an all-absorbed wife
interested only in wall paper, draperies,

and furniture."

is.
However,
good reporting,
we'll add that Mrs. Zuckerman, in
addition to furniture, and draperies
and wall paper, is also interested right

Yes. we'll admit
in the interest of

now

it

in a future blessed event, as the
saying goes.

i

The Boulevard Directory

I

[er

and strength

ion

sell

rhere

On

into the cam<

jet
"

Consult Your Doctor

..lit:

l

almost a rule," he adds,

is

"that the ease with

tographed

which a

in ratio

is

Swanson

success.

we made
Swanson

eighty-six plates, ami Miss
'.
iv .".
seventy-nine "t the

siti

i

Li

too well the dangers. Ami In- knowi that
t.i hai come in the treatment <<t
i

Doctor!

ity.

1

example,

t""i"

A-

iphed.

i>

He may

easily pho-

scription,

well as the virtue of

world over now

thfl

factors in

l'lante

is.

to the

man

Compson

—

he-

T3

requires

Now

—

Illustrating

with
is

the

increase

of

— millions of boxes of

it.

DENISON'S

Marmola

I

Then tell your friends about
them. Don't wait longer start today.
health.

MARMOLA
PRESCRIPTION TABLETS

The Right

Marmola

Way

to

Reduce

'

Pir-n'Rr-Pi.AY Magazine

tta

—

Price {51.00.

"Sham* on rant" Ara fou aarroua. raifiili ruai.a* la
(ampin, .ifthaolharaa.T Kt'<t> l>«ira • '
Conqaar tha tarrttila /for af roar aopartvri Barh.'aitul
ami confidant of your futurat Vnt taalti *».

T.S.O«nlaonaVCo.«23 S-Wohoah. Dept.5 2 .Chicago
volumes of
- volume.

— your doctor's

-UunicolCoroedici.Opcr
f sttas. Vaudeville Acta.
M iimtrola. Comedy
Songs, Makc-op Goods.
Catalog Fraa

PLAYS
Bwnd

I

tn. unit; excess fat. Watch the r< suits.
Not only in fat reduction but in I"

Users have told

others, and the use has spread.

when most

stands supreme in a fit Id
trea tments have perish* d.

I

them everywhere. With them come newbeauty, new health, new vitality.
This method is embodied in Marmola
prescription tablets. A world-lamous
laboratory prepares them to fit the avnagecase. Every bo\ contains tin- formula
and the reasons for results. So your am n
physician on advise you, if you wish.
Marmola has been used for 24 yean

A
':>''>

it

nov.

'

.

i

ptiOO >.|>
~th Avenue. N. Y.
1

Publication*. Inc.,

r..rn»

in rou run «n)»r

lit* lu

Uia

full

rat

Sand 25c

lor thl*

book.

RfCHARD Rl«CK«.TONE. B-323 FLATIRON

RIDC...

am.iml

NtW YORK

plia-

growing knowledge and
Lola

Lane.

When

Lola

Hollywood a little over
a year ago, Mr. Ball made the first

came

v

science feeds the lacking factor.
the

stops. This discovery has changed
the situation greatly. Multitudes have
pained their slender figures. You tee

In-

hack of her eyes. Ramon Xovarro's
e tine-: man's face Mr. Hall has
its mingled deraphed
licacy and Strength, its indication of
brilliance and sensibility making it
eminently pictorial.

science has learned that

inj-

stinctively she otters the best angles

and moo
sculptural
Evelyn
Brent, whose
features would delight any camera. 1-,
however, most interesting for the
cry and intelligence which he

pre-

is

When conditions are corrected,

practically

even suggestion.

Marmola

ready-made. Hut

largely caused by a defective
•.•land
the thyroid. It largely controls
turn
nutrition. Its prcat pur;
food into fuel and energy, which otherwise noes to far. The lacs of that factor
brings excess fat to millions.

obesity

hind the camera, a gentle, dovelike
Lilyan Tashman is "crysperson.
Lstelle
and sharply defined.
tal"
Taylor offers the lens an exotic.
Richard Dix's ru^
:.n;- color.
id subject as long as its
face
ease and comparatively
unaware of the business in hand.
lirection or

tlic

it is

it.

Modern

sequently, one sitting of Garbo offers
an unusual variety of moods.

Laura La

nor advise

became

pretty sure to advise the main

is

In-

possesses the
She follows any
quality of pliability.
Contrend Mr. Ball may suggest.
she

punctuality,

first

itarvarion,

ftdvite

harmful dm^s. He

<>r

cm|>l"

irbo,

success

nut

ill

a in rw

proofs.

bility

v

exercise

In a recent

*

He

his or her

t'»

Excess Fat

plaj

Twenty-eight people, from a boy of 13 to elderly men and women, recently
solved our puzzles and won a place in our Good "Will Fund Prize Diatribution.
They -won a total of $34,210.00. We have depmore in a large Chicago bank to pay dozens "f new prizes
It's your big opporto people who answer our latest ads.

to

photographs following her entry into
pictures.
At that time he concentrated on externals, on the intensity
er expression, and the beauty of
Because she was new
her features.
to cameras, she bad erected a wall of
rve against them, and little could

Here's

tunity!

the

latest

puzzle.

FIND THE TWINS
—
c
pictures

rro.it

these

pictures

.

E

care-

they all
t's the "catch'
so study them
closely—do not
make a mistake.
Follow the clues.
I

-

Her
be elicited of her natural self.
most recent sitting with Mr. Ball reveals her acquisition of ease.
might be added, by way of hint
cosmetic-addicted flappers, that
Mr. Ball proclaims that nothing is so
difficult to photograph as a "painted
pan." and nothing so dull and unin-

B

of

Paramount Movie

at

—

It

to

teresting

as

the

portrait

resulting

Indeed, should you be in
Hollywood and decide one day to
band your face down to posterity
through Mr. Ball's studio, that gentleman's first request would be that
you remove all surplus decoration,
even powder, from it. And what the
stars do, you should be willing to do.

therefrom.

Some-

Clues:

where a

m

i> n c
pictures
two.
and
are
only two. exactidenly
alike

these

—

tical in hainl-ress. collars, and
cuffs.
They are the twin pictures of Clara Bow. If ynu are

lucky enough to find them, by
all

means

ri:sh

the

numbers of the

me for submission to puzzle Judges,
Additional S850.00 for Promptness
If yotir answer is correct
e elieiMe to win ft
new 90 h. r. Waco airplane (and complete flvl"aq.im
itith
S830 00 extra far oroa-atness. maklni- t!
"Triplicate
pri7c<
awarded hi
all
ea>h.
Manv other prlres paid a! same lime
rf tie-.
Cam rcarari for all taktnt actlv put, N
No obligation. Perhaps
may bo the winner of the highest
puzrles for you to solve.
prize!
Send no money, but I-

cash

—

/
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M.

1.

MATHER, Advertising Manager, Room

99,

54 W.

Illinois St.,

W

Chicago,

III.
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Look Out,

Lsolor Jor

_ STREAKED
HAIR
Test Bottle
]

Have ever-youthful
hair this SAFE way.
Make test yourself.
No risk. Xo expense.
We send complete Test Package FREE.
This way you simply comb clear liquid
through hair. Gray goes. Any shade wanted
comes black, brown, auburn, blonde.
Won't rub off or stain. We do not ask you
just try it at our expense.
to buy

—
—

FREE
TEST

women have

received
this test. Snip off a lock of hair.
Test it first this safe way. Mail
3,000,000

coupon

for

L<jiitinuL-d

Test Package.

-MAMYI.

from page 55

And, of course, the passe wired
hats, heavy with plumes or

\elvet

handmade
to

FREE

[

Here Comes Hollywood

Paris!

flowers,

produce than the

day, cut to
foreheads.

reveal

cost
little

much more
felts

smooth,

of to-

young

There are, naturally, still both expensive and inexpensive shops.
But
the difference between them is not
what it used to be. In Xew York,
for instance, two shops are owned by
the same man. One on Fifth Avenue
has a famous name.
The other,
near Sixth Avenue, has a name
known only to its particular clientele.
It is the prices asked by these shops,
and not their models, that are widely
different.

4721 Goldman Bldg.

St. Paul,

Minn.

Name
Street.

City..

.

State-

Hollywood couturiers who

sisted

FORM DEVELOPED
By an Easy Simple Method that has

stood the test of 26 years Successful
Service. The Direct Method for asymmetrical Figure -- Development where
needed. Neck, Chest. Arms, Legs— in
fact ANY part of the Body. You need
not send me a long letter. Just write

"I enclose

Mail me a Large Box of

10c.

PEERLESS WONDER CREAM
Sealed and Prepaid, and tell me how
Develop a Beautiful Rounded Form by your Simple
is all you need say, and I will return
the dime if you wish, but send it NOW.

that

woman

of

the

of

world

to-day's

realize

is

become more

clothes

must

the corner stone
fashions.
Her daytime

that graciousness

subtle.

Her

costumes become more
Her evening gowns be-

afternoon
elaborate.

Her speech,
classical.
posture, and gait must be
trained to meet the call of this new
come more

laughter,
style.

Otherwise she

will

appear out

of character."

The movies have helped to make it
possible for the girl working on a
small salary to be as glamorous as
the girl of means and leisure, as far
as dress is concerned.
Thanks to
the

Color of your hair?.

enth Street, and be just as effective
in every one of them.
And Hollywood has just started.
She has many new tricks up her
modish sleeve, now that she has
found her stride.
Travis Banton says, "The chic

youth be served,

it

in-

no

longer costs a fortune to dress
smartly.
In New York many of the debutantes have come to shop in inexpensive stores. They know they can
have four or five dresses for what
one dress would cost on Fiftv-sev-

And Adrian

predicts,

"The pajama

type of costume will have a vogue for
every hour of the day. The modern
feminine viewpoint is guiding the girl
Her
of 1931 toward natural living.
clothes will be a happy combination
of practicality and femininity."
Look out, Paris
Here comes Hollywood. In spite of the best efforts
of your Lanvin, Chanel. Molyneux.
!

Schiaparelli.

and Agnes, Hollywood

already a mighty force in Vanity
Fair.
And this is a day of insecure
and tottering- thrones.
is

to

Home Method." That

MADAME WILLIAMS,
$5,

Suite

Buffalo.

140.

N. Y.

Hollywood High

WILL BE PAID TO ANYONE

I

'

WHO PROVES THAT

THIS

not the actual photo of myself showing
my superb physique and how the Ros"
System has increased my own height
to 6 ft. 3 3-4 inches.
is

'•

Hundreds of Testimonials.
Clients op to 45 years old pain from
1 t o 6 nch es in a f ew weeks !!
i

No Appliances— No Druss — No

I

Dieting
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divorces are the motif for parties in
movieland. but never has the colony
celebrated a christening.
Joe E. Brown and his wife set the
pace for an affair of this kind when
they invited all their friends to witness the ceremony performed for
their new baby, and afterward entertained them at the Embassy Club.

Xobody seemed to know just what
was expected at a christening, but
evervbodv had a grand time. Speeches
were made, songs were sung, and even
some comedy stunts were performed.

Brown

a lot of
the comedy, particularly by virtue of
his burlesque vocal efforts.

himself

furnished

Perennial Separation Rumor.

Fairbanks goes on anjaunt alone, and right away
Hollvwood is abuzz with rumors of
misunderstandings between Doug and
Mary, which, as per usual, are denied. Doug will be big-game hunting
in the Far East about this time, and
all set to bag a couple of tigers and

Douglas

other
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elephant.

Then he will continue on to Europe,
where Mary expects to meet him in
Baden-Baden. This plan is pointed

to as sufficient evidence that there

is

no disturbance in the marital union
of the two stars. Yet Hollywood will
gossip just the same.

Before his departure Doug
that he

said

would not hobnob with the

Japanese emperor, the Siamese king,
and various other monarchs of. the
Orient. This is not to be one of the
It's a
Fairbanksian castle jaunts.
real roughing-it trip, if he can manage to give royalty the go-by.
Fifi Says It's All Off.

Since almost everybody had forgotten that Fifi Dorsay was engaged,
her announcement that everything
was off between her and Fred Berrens. jazz band leader and master of
ceremonies, caused no shock. She told
of the break upon her return from a
vaudeville tour, giving as the reason
that they had drifted apart because
of a long separation, and the fact
that their careers kept them many
miles from each other.
It is generally understood that the
clever Miss Dorsay developed other
heart interests while she was away.
Hollywood knows the romantic habits

of

its

children.
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Dies In India.
death of Diane Ellis was a
distinct shock to many of her friends
in
the movie colony.
Mi--^
recently married to Stephen
Millet, died in
Madras, India, while on
Diane i> reher honeymoon trip.
membered from her appearances in
"The Leatherneck," "Is Zal So?" and
'"Laughter."
She was just twenty'.
and had a rather promising start on her picture career.
Tlic
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Swanson is dead
Garbo fights with directors!
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older than Jeanette.
She is a
vaude\ illc comedienne.
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new picture.
Garbo and Garence Brown, who

the Screen

Do?

Stars

directed "Inspiration," had a pari
'1
larly pleasant time of it.
no rumpus over dialogue, as rep

A

few scenes had

tn he revised

dur-

making of the pictures, hut
Greta was nut even concerned in this.
The Dix accident, if it could he
ing the

called that, took place at

Bakersfield,

York.
He was
rushed by an oxcart, and succeeded
in
fending off danger by grasping
one of the oxen by the nose. Telegraphic dispatches had it that lie narrowly escaped death by leaping
the radiator of a taxicah which was
about to run him down.
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This smacks of slight uneasir.
should not have deserted
liis first good intention
hut the}
second thoughts are
Neil Hamilton expected to become

Maybe Dick
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I

a religious soul rather than the

one he

merry

to-day.

Hut. like the others,
Xeil deserted the holy path for the
Thespian one of self-expression.
Not so long ago, Neil's autobiog-

raphy

is

appeared

Pictuie

Play.
Faithful readers can judge for themselves whether Mr. Hamilton's path
has been an easy one in the temporal
world.
Ups and downs he has had
aplenty.
But to-day he seems well
A free lance, be roams from
placed.
picture

to

in

picture,

commanding

a

salary.
He has a charmingwife, a beach house at Malibu. a car,
a boat, a dog, and last, but not least,
a secretary.
I think Xeil did well

to choose acting as a
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You've seen,
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Lease first desired, we might have
heard of "L'ppercut" Rex. the par-
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ever your type, whether you're blonde, brunette or redhead.

turned

son with a punch.

you have marveled

•can. so
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pictures.

things

in the

to the screen stars of

The secret lies in a make-up ensemble in perfect color har*
mor.v to blend with your own individual colonngs and type.
powder, rouge, lipstick and other
Colors in cosmetics
make-up essentials
proved perfect under blazing motion
picture lights; approved by famous stars such as Manon
Davie*. Anita Page. Joan Crawford and scores of others; so

pulpit.

Strange to relate, the first role that
brought Rex favorable notice was a
clergyman he played in a picture
with Mae Busch.
Recently Rex gave Vivian DunPerhaps be was
can a black eye.
driving home some sermon, or some
definite fact.
Vivian got plenty of
publicity and married Nils A-ther.

Rex was fined
making more
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There'll be phi
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her chair,

her knees trembling.
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better not report to-morrow morning
after
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years, simply by laughing
replied tersely.
"It gets

nights

are

miserable

Bow, and other

victims

for

of

Some years ago, Blanche
Sweet stumbled through travail into
light and peace again.
Many have
wandered similar valleys of shadow.
Recently, Renee Adoree, Jetta Goudal. and Lila Lee have taken rest
cures in sanitariums, paying the piper
insomnia.
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Hall.
Stanley
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When
assured

"Tol'able David"
the studio

success,

told

was an
phoned
him to

Xew York

for

appearance with his film.
thought somebody was kidding

personal

He
him.

Y\ Ten Rollins

and his pals know a
you know how it is. Richard
ignored the call. Late in the afternoon. Richard not having reported
fellow,

To

healthy

ing a trick car, or making a splurge
with his earnings. I don't think he'll
ever go haywire.
He has a saving
sense of humor.

leave that night for
.

Town

some more good film stones,
easier life for his family, and a bank
account. He has no thought of buy-

him one morning and
I

Address

A

nerves

under

the heels of a dozen demons.
The saner ones, recognizing

the

attempt to reduce acting to a
routine, for therein lies a possible

perils,

They stress private interrelegating professional elements
to a secondary and absolutely business place, thus maintaining balance;
they guard their health zealously.
Between scenes, Ruth Chatterton
walks outside or rests, quiets her
jangled nerves by slowly sipping
security.
.

A

milk.
ette

milk beverage serves Jcanas a harmless seda-

MacDonald

tive.

Suffering's memento
the monuments of the

is

carved on

"Ad

saints:

Majorem Dei Gloriam."
Pain's epitaph might be written
on the monuments of the stars "Sic
Transit Gloria Mundi."
:

than Tol'able

but

.

Age

Is

head,
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died of tuberculosis I say that nerves
caused her breakdown. Jeanne Eagles
of the flashing, ecstatic talent found
surcease from sinus pain in drugs
nerves, though, complicated her malady, made the less bearable that wire-

the
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Think

nature that

pounds for overtaxed bodies.
Dolores del Rio, John Gilbert, Richard
Arlen, and others have lately been ill.
You can say that Barbara La Marr

agony

pulling

ground

wall

after t lie growing period and wish you had a bigger
Take your opportunity NOW. Hundreds report
statute

until

at the studio,

him

that he

another

was

call

reallv to

convinced
to New-

go

York.

dinner.

"I think

New York

has the fun-

niest expressions I ever heard." said

"But I haven't anything to wear,"
"I haven't a hat. or
he answered.
overcoat, or anything."
He never
wears a

gage except "Of Human Bondage,"
which he says is a swell book. Somebody from the studio took his measThe
urements from head to feet.
train stopped for ten minutes in KanThe Columbia representasas City.
tive there and a group of haberdashers swarmed aboard frantically to try
things on Richard right up to the
second that the brakemen shouted
"Baoump!" ("railroad for "Aboard" i.
Well, here we are back in NewYork. Big Brother's coffee is cold,
Richard has smoked three of your
reporter's cigarettes. Big Brother refusing the fourth for him. and it is
time for Richard to do right by those
Kansas City clothes, as he has a onethirty engagement for Thanksgiving

hat.

—catch the

Richard, hopping from one thing to
" 'Pinkie.' for instance,

another.

means

'little

finger.'

"

We

cisive tones.

had been looking at a ring
given him by his first real art customers in Los Angeles. "And 'I'm

Richard entrained for the
Fastern front with virtually no lug-

glad to have met up wid ya.' " he said
out of the side of his mouth.

"We'll take care of that
eight o'clock train,"

came back

in de-
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spite the fact that her marriage to the
marquis survived over several years,
the public never seemed to be con-

vinced that

it

was not

just about to

Then, sure enough,
vorce proceedings were started.
fall

apart.

di-
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and grooms ma) glean a
from tl
el Job} na Ralston and Richard
Vi
lrn, too.
hose are two ol the most
completely and thoroughly in love
have ever seen. You
young people
can't imagine them in the throes ol
ieven the most trivial of lovers' tiffs.
And you might think that they would
not need to take as many precautions
more temperamental people.
Brides

I

1

But, gracious!

Just listen to this.
>me time ago Jobyna received an
offer to take a part in a stage play
very fat salary.
She is. of
course, an experienced actress, and
.

thought
pt

would be

it

a bit of a lark to
Besides, there was

the offer.
-alary, and

that
home-loving little
Joby looked upon the money as something tumbling out of the sky into
her lap, for the plea-ant purpose of
completing the payments upon their
home. She was quite ecstatic about
it. and
Dick, in that nice boyish way
Of his, was as pleased and as proud

of her as he

was

now memorable

that

day when she mixed the cement with
her own hands for the flags in the
patio.

—

But the rumorers why, hadn't vou
heard?
Dick and Jobyna had separated, and poor Joby was obliged to

own

tarn her

living!
Just another
wife wanting her own
career— and Dick wouldn't stand for

of

that a
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eport u dl not b
she has left nu
Bessie Love and her husband, William lawk-, have also pi
the
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of

Xagel

is

another cxperi-

for the instruction of

its

1

been well supplied with motion-picture cameras and has been training
enlisted men to operate them.
The
amateurs have scored such news
as the first transportation of a
horse by airplane, and the first hookup of a plane to the dirigible Los
Angeles.

Everywhere the sailors go, from
the navy yards to the China station,
the talkies go, too.
In many squalid.
obscure ports, where modern stand-

ards

are

comfort
than

unknown, there
and

ashore.

is

entertainment
It
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more
aboard
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"any rumors may have started

we

that

terms !"
It is -aid that Joan Crawford explained the rather conspicuous billing
and cooing proclivities of young
and herself by saying, "\\\
are not

i

1

—

affectionate in puhlic
or
people will think we are not getting
along well together!"
act

John Mack Brown

i-

-

photographed

every week or two with his wife and
baby in extremely dome-tic poses
admittedly as a precaution. Just in
case of any rumors
a

marriage among the

responsibility.

looks to

me

chore!
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In fact,

it

really quite a

they ohserve

all
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down here, as well as any
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— why, the chances are that the
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the same.
cond —or maybe third —thought.
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suppose that there
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Talkies Rule the
films
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lunching ap
how inconvenient it may be at time- for
them to he together at that particular hour.
Young Robert Montgomery brings
his wife, baby, and the two doj
the studio at regular interval- and
they stage a little family parade about
the lot.
v- Bob,
"Just in
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men, and produces a navy news reel.
• r the past two years the navy has

'
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law'

day. with elaborati
lunch with
Brid

individual

tionary measure.
"My wife," said Conrad, "is plan-

nical
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ntly.
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Anyhow. Mr.

see,

who knows all the
short time ago he made a
statement and saw to it that it received wide publicity, as a precau!

in the h(
•

I

nrad
rule-.

tune

moment

suppose, in addition to other
oung wives should not as
with the family budget, either.
>,

noun

isn't

any help for

all

Waves

waving palm

tree,

and of a tete-a-tete

with a languor
tchy-kootchy
dancer, hut many ports, on close inspection, are apt to shatter the sailor's
illusi

In a good many ways it's more satisfactory to stay aboard and get the
charm of obscure tropical lands from
the talking screen.
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cold sweats, dizzy spells and sex weakness are caused
NERVE EXHAUSTION. Drugs, tonics and medicines cannot help
Learn how

!

Confidence

Send 25c

(or this

t«»

retrain Vigor.

Calmness and Seff

amazing book.

RICHARD BLACKSTONE, N-323 FLATIRON BLDG., NEW YORK

CHAPE <<«

) Wr NOSE
Nose

Anita

Ad-

juster shapes flesh
cartilage

—

and

30 DAYS
TRIAL

ANITA INSTITUTE.

w

quickly,

safely,

painlessly,

while

Lasting
Doctors
it.
87,000
Write for

you sleep.
results.
praise

HOME

users.

FREE BOOKLET.
C-90. Anita

Blag..

Newark.

N.

J.

How Rashes Do Itch !
Bathe

CUTICtTRA OI\T>IEM
and Healinu Follow

Price 86c ench. S:imple free.
"Cutlcura," Dept 9B, MaJden,

Man

Grant

—

"Up

the River" Fox.
Funny story
of prison run on coed lines, with varsity

"What

a

Widow!"— United

A

Artists.
but dis-

Disappointing on the whole,
plays new talents of Gloria Swanson.
Slapstick farce in swanky settings. Rich
young widow goes to Paris for good
time and has it.
Owen Moore, Margaret
Livingston,
Herbert Brazzetti,

Gregory Gave.
"Dough Boys"

— Metro-Goldwyn.

not

—

woodsy

of

those

villainous Easterners doing wrong by the valiant sourdoughs of Alaska, with no new insight
on life in those days.
Gary Cooper,
tale

Kay Johnson, Harry Green, Slim Summer vi lie, James Kirkwood, William
(stage)

Boyd.

"Monte
gambling

Carlo"
capital

— Paramount.

The

rather

dreary, if
this catches its spirit, although there
are amusing, ironic touches. A countess
runs away from a prince, and finds a
count posing as a hairdresser. Jeanette
MacDonald, Jack Buchanan. Claude A>is

wife lets husband drift, turns
by becoming social bird of paradise, reduces her man to dust, and takes
him back favorite cigarette dream of
tables

—

wives.
Norma Shearer
Marie Dressier, Gilbert Emery,

losing

a

hit.-

Hedda

Hopper, Raymond Hackett.

—

"Journey's End" Tiffany.
Faithful
reproduction of outstanding stage war

Devoid of love interest and dra-

play.

matic formula of screen, but strangely
revealing life in a dugout.
Cast includes Anthony Bushell, Charles Gerrard, Billy Bevan, Colin Clive, Ian Mac-

David Manners.

laren,

You Must

If

"Renegades"

— Fox.

Foreign Legion
except for
Warner Baxter and I'yrna Loy. Excellently staged desert fighting.
Lethat

story

is

pretty

bad,

gionnaire deserts, becomes ruler of the
tribe, and kidnaps the girl. Noah Beery,

Gregory Gaye, George Cooper diverting.

"Santa Fe Trail, The"— Paramount.
Western picture with beautiful scenery,
big herds of sheep whose herder is the
hero. A feud ends when Richard Arlen
wins the hand of Rosita Moreno. Mitzi
Green and Eugene Pallette do their
share.

"Big Trail, The"— Fox. Just a noisy
''Covered Wagon" which, with all the
Injuns and buffaloes, fails to get a big
hand. When will producers realize that
fans want interesting people and acting,
Marguerite
not longer wagon trains?
Churchill, David Rollins, John Wayne,
newcomer with schoolboy diction.

"Du Barry, Woman of Passion"
United Artists. Sad lapse in career of
one of screen's best. Norma Talmadge,
released probably on word of yes men.
Story of Louis XV's girl friend who
escapes guillotine to arms of Conrad
Nagel. William Farnum, Hobart Bosworth, Ulrich Haupt, Alison Skipworth.

—

Di-

remarkably original,
comedy of the army, with Buster Keaton as the goofy misfit.
Sally Eilers
is hostess at a canteen, and there's also
Cliff Edwards out yonder in no man's
land.
For ballast you have Edward
Brophy.
"Spoilers.
The" Paramount.
Big
but

Zasu Pitts.
"Three Faces East" Warner. Constance Bennett does not manage to be
as secretive and mysterious as a World
War spy should. Story a bit old-fashErich
ioned, but better than many.
von Stroheim's presence more effective
than his voice.
Other players fair.

—

freely with

Anoint with

\clln-H--:

Evalyn Knapp, Joan Blondell,
Withers, Warren Hymer.

lister,

CUTICURA SOAP
Relief

—

"Sinners' Holiday" Warner. Pennyarcade woman, hard, avaricious, has
trouble with her wayward son, who
finally kills a fellow crook.
Entertaining glimpse of ugly side of life. Lucille
La Verne, James Cagney, from stage,

verting,

Are You Always Excited? Fatigued? Worried?

by

Roland Young, Lillian Roth.
"Liliom" Fox. Artificial picture, although director had good intentions.
Barker in amusement park loved by
employer and servant girl. He marries
latter, but commits suicide, and you follow him to next world and back again.
Charles Farrell, Estelle Taylor, H. B.
Warner, Lee Tracy, Rose Hobart.
"Those Three French Girls"— MetroGoldwyn. Gay as musical comedy, but
only incidental songs. Whimsical Englishman helps three dressmakers toss
things on mean landlord, and all go to
jail.
There they meet two roughneck
Americans. Bright dialogue. Reginald
Denny, Fifi Dorsay, Yola d'Avril, Sandra
Ravel,
Cliff
Edwards,
Edward
Brophy.

film.

—

Fifth

Kay Johnson, Reginald Denny,

show, ball games, and flirtations. Goes
dramatic now and then, but mostly humorous.
Warren Hymer fine; Humphrey Bogart, Claire Luce, Spencer
Tracv, newcomers from stage.
Odd

Make Shapely Limbs Defy Detection
They restore to normal appearance
Boned, Thin and Abnormal Legs.
Ap-

246

a

—

_
.-ith enlurtrcmont. (Deliver
ed Bet.) A trial order will H.i.i
your name to our IL-t f <lulit?hu-d

Us Be Gay"— Metro-Goldwyn.

"Let

Dowdy

Zeppelin, which then
wrecks in most faked scenes of recent

date.

[TALKING PICTURES

Bennett,

Satan."
Metro-Goldwyn.
Slow-moving tale of humdrum wife who
goes '"wicked" to get husband from
cabaret girl.
The clash and victory

VALUER
FOR ONLY $198
SEND NO MONEY

£ Isong

Joan

—

"Madam

x

$5

thia

characters;

three

Luinsden Hare.

of

10 anlarfeDM
line studio paper.
8

to Current Releases

Continued from page 60
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....si
us a picture, film
snapshot,
stating color

s.'n

Guide

Confidential

BEAUTIFULLY PAINTED
IN RICH FLORENTINE COLORS

Bert Lytell
"Brothers" Columbia.
brings to screen his stage success, playRich
ing
his
own twin brother.

adopted boy commits murder, and
brother from seamy edge of town is
Dorothy Sebastian heroine
blamed.
who knew all along that speakca-y
musician was prize twin.

"Bat Whispers, The"— United Artists.
Shivers of ten years ago calm down to
slightest tremors, if not actually boring,
as The Bat annoys old lady in leased
house Chester Morris's energy uncurbed.
Una Merkel, William Bakewell,

Maude Eburne.

"Girl of the
First National.
stage, artificial

Golden West, The"Antique filmed as

for

Imscenery and all.
portant as burlesque on old-time West"
Ann Harding and Harry Bannisern.
ter
nie

do

all

James RenMiss Harding as bar-

fine talent can.

the bandit.

maid reforms an outlaw.

"Lady

Much

Surrenders,

A"

— Universal.

talk in that hybrid accent, "stage

English."
Story of wife who goes to
Paris to get divorce, but changes her
mind. Hubby thought he could depend
upon her going through with it, and
Rose Hobart, Genevieve Tomarries.
bin, Conrad Nagel, Basil Rathbone.
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With the thirty-six you rcmemmakes seventy-six. Those you
in
"Paramount on Parade" were
Brent, Give Brook, Dennis Kinp,

tli.u

n

March,

ric

Virginia
•

I

Leon

Errol,

Stanley

Bruce,
Stuart
Erwin,
Nino Martini. The only

Brian film you seem to have m
m early one called "Back to Natl
ird married
Samuel Gold»ped acting.
Jack Laden,
of the Paramount
picuously in pictures.
t
play in "Tin- Reckl
-

till

plays

Clara

Bow

-

:

if

Iventurous Sex." Her-

hem in that.
A Dorothy Sebastian Fan.—To think
Rawlinson

bi it

ver

Dorothy

Her official biography,
by herself, gives her hirth

thorized

26,

1

Marian Barter,
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Callan

Evanston, Illinois, would like to
d
with other Richard Barthcl-

.

especiall]

fans.

—

Ramon Novarro's
will be

"Song of

the

India." but I
not been cast

next
think

leading lady has
yet.
\
Arthur Fan. Madge, in
Ji \\
"The Little Accident," was played by Sally
:i

is

the

by

kcrs,

Owen".

— If

questions

means ask mo

keep

will

from growing
lots

!

\

I

have

?h without whiskers popping
out on all the keys and getting tm
up.
The beauteous Ann Harding doesn't
tell
her age.
She's five feet two and

any record of
"Whi'e Wings"; perhaps it was released
in America under a different title.
RcgiDenny's leading lady in "Oh, Doctor"
was Mary A-tor: in "The Night Bird."
Betsy Lee who is now Mrs. Denny. The
T

can't

find

—

players with Buster Collier, in

and

Alma

Maid." were

a

on,

"Two Men

Bennett. Eddie

Margaret Quimby, and Georgie

Stone.

—

Bert Shannon. Pearl White has been
living in Paris and such places for some
years

now.

w<-nt from 42 down
to 34 inches. It took only 5
say* E. D. Lane, of Albany, N. Y.
"I director Ik It got results. I never
t.lt better in all
life."
tor Bell geta :ii fal

New

rican

films

ai

World."

She

now

is
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time

Sally
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Fred Mackaye was the hero in
Overboard,' but that seems to be
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extent of bis screen career.
He was horn
in Hackettstown, New Jersey, .md played
with a Stock company in ( .trim I.
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380

could be
M.m> of the
actresses must have permanent waves, but
never occurred to n
it
I
of them.
believe Janet Gaynor bad a
new one on her last vi>it to New York.
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HAVE SHAPELY LIMBS
OR SLENDER ANKLES

.

.

/W

S6-75

.

.

pair

$500

HwrllinK or varicose veins and redoco
with Dr. WALTER'S famous medcolored) gum ml)
Worn next to the skin they fit like a jrlove
and you con sec the hupffUffjoMBl at once.
I

fornia.

your

Mercedes.—After
which

a

bit

of trouble

— for

hope you are duly gratefuli—
found out what the incidental music was
that Fredric March played in "Laughter."
In

I

fact,

him
The pieces were
"Moonlight Sonata," a sym-

asked

I

oven's

!

composed

phony especially

by Vernon

ture

Dukes,

for

and

the

"Rarin'

Little

Bobbie.

—

bet you've been
taking a good long nap for month
you would certainly have seen the answers to all those Questions about Buddy
Rogers, whom every one has asked about.
lie

was born

in

He

is

()
1

'»4.

I'll

limbfl

icated

(flesh

For over 25 yi-tirs they have helped thousands of people, and are worn all over
thu world. Send ankle and calf mcasurr. I*ny by check or money order (no
cash) or pay postman.

JEANNE G. A.WALTER

Dr.
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and has brown eyes and black hair. And
he is not married, nor does he intend to
marry for some years.

July

typewriter
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Dorothy Cumming, Edrta Vaughn, and Roy
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old
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pi

24.

quite

played in it.
Baby PegEry is
now at the in-between age where she is
too old for baby parts and not old enough
for anything else.
I should think Spanish versions of pictures might be seen in
k in some of the Spanish-speak-
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WIN $300022

•

.

•

or $1,800.00 Buick and $1,200.00
—

Many Big Prizes offered you now more than S7000.00 distributed in 30 Grand Prizes Someone surely wins Big $1800.00
Buick; Sedan. If prompt $1200.00 additional. You can share in
these Big Prizes. We paid S. H. Bennett $1495.00. C. L. Kittle
$1050.00. These and hundreds of other people first answered my
advertisement and won prizes, one as high as $3500.00.

—

FIND

5

FACES

\

Twilight on this winter scene makes strange shadows, some look
exactly like girls' faces. How manv can vou find? Look in the
trees, on the windows and snow drifts. SHARP EYES CAN WIN.
Be Careful. Make No Mistake. If you are successful in finding 5
Faces, mark each with a circle. Rush it to me with your name
and address by First Mail. Enter for this S1800.00 Big Buick
"8" Sedan, delivered by nearest Buick dealer, and SI 200.00
for Promptness, or $3000 cash.
S CARS

GIVEN

?jt
*

>

\ -.

A

$1200 Cash Extra

If prompt I'll pay the winner of First Prize SI 200.00 Cash Extra. If you
take an active part, you are sure to be rewarded Duplicate prizes in
case of ties. No matter who you are
try for Big $3000.00 First Prize.
Send no money nothing to buy now or later. State which you want.
$3000.00 Cash or Buick Sedan and $1200.00. Bigger than ever,
ant to win, send for easy plan today act now no obligation. Address

—

—

.M.STONE,

Mgr.. 844 W.

—

—

Adams

—

St.,

Dept. 77.

CHICAGO.

ILL.

—
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Let
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July 29, 1892, in Kansas City.
Hi, film
career began in 1923, alter a few years
stage.

will

remembered

is

and address and

I will

and

son,

his

that's

why

S.
*v

I

MARY TITUS,
(Dept.173^ S5 East 11th St., New York, N. Y

ada.
To join either one, just
the president and ask to join.

know

r

eet your favorite

write to
do not
of any clubs for Stanley Smith.

original photos of your favorite
BUrs, size 8 x 10, glossy prints, 25c
e*ch. 5 for $1 00.
Yoor favorite Bcenes from
any of the recent photo plays 25c ach, 12 for
$2.50. Positively th*r finest oht<iin<ihle anywhere.
We have the largest collection of
movie photos in the country. Just name the
star or scenes you want. Remit by money
order or U. S. 2c stamps.

—

ried.

i

—

630-9th

Ave..

N. Y. City

EARN MONEY
AT HOME
•

YOU

can make $15 to $50 weekly in spare
or full time at home coloring photographs.
No experience needed. No canvassing. We
instruct you by our new simple Photo-Color
process and supply you with work. Write
for particulars and Free Book to-day.

The IRVING-VANCE

Alta Galbl.

—What

a joy to get questions I can answer without having to ransack obscure fileNancy Carroll was
!

born November

1906, and began her
career in 1927.
Alice White is
23, and has been in pictures since 1926.
Greta Garbo is by far the most popular
feminine star.
Loretta Young was 14
when her film career started.
19,

screen

—

COMPANY

Rosamond l'Huillier. Harold Lloyd's
hand was injured in an explosion some
years ago in making a picture, and he has

Ltd.
340 Hart Building, Toronto, Can.

0S s

"Raffles."

in

BUNIONS A ^ Y
by\

Pain stops almost instantly! Then lasting
relief, tairyfoot gradually dissolves painugly bunions. Enables you to wear smaller shoes. No

cumbersome app iances. No messy salves. Used successfully
on 500,000 feet. Write for trial treatment absolutely FREE I

FAIRYFOOT PRODUCTS COMPANY
Dept. 871

Chicago. lib

—

101
Richlawn Avenue, Buffalo,
York, claims that -hers is the official
one.
As lo whether it is true that "no
one can stare into the eyes of Bill Powell." I've done it!
And I felt none the
Bill was born in
worse for it, cither!
Kansas City, Missouri, July 29, 1892. He
isix feet tall.
I
can't follow Clara
Bow around on the scales to see what she
weighs from day to day; I only know
her recorded weight is 115. Dorothy Jam's
was born in Dallas. Texas, February 19,
Steins,

Xew

W.

I.

—

is

I

four feet eleven.

should certainly feel very

sel

you subscribed for Picture Play
ise
of me, as you suggest.
Jean
Arthur is the quiet type of girl she seems
to be on the screen
rather like Mary
Brian, I think.
She went to school in
Xew York and became a commercial
model
she applied for screen work at
the Fox Eastern studio, was given a test
and her film career began.
Wasn't she
lucky? Jean is five feet tour, weighs 116,
ha- hazel eyes and brown hair. I wouldn't
guarantee that she answers her fan mail
personally,
William Powell was born
up

if

—

:

ner Oland, Ruth Chatterton, Clara Row, Clive
Gary
("Buddy")
Rogers,
Charles
Brook,
Cooper, William Powell. Nancy Carroll. Jean

Kay

Francis. Fredric
March, Rosita Moreno. Richard Gallagher,
Mitzi Green, Harry Green, Phillips Holm •-.
at Paramount Studio, Hollywood. California.
Greta Garbo. Leila Hyams. Bessie Love,

Arthur,

Jack

Edward

—

Lilacs. So you're sure that I'll deny
I'm good-looking? Suppose I said, "Yes,
I'm very handsome" how would I feel
if
a friend should answer "Oh, yeah?
Who thinks so?" You see, I have to play
safe.
There arc lots of fan clubs for
Ramon Novarro, but Marguerite B.

1910: she

—

—

manager

theater

to

—

book the

Oakie.

Nugent,

Ramon

Novarro,

Norma

Shearer, John Gilbert. William Haines. Marion
Paries. Robert Montgomery, Kay Johnson,
Cliff Edwards. Lawrence TibWallace Beery, Raqnel Torres. Joan
Crawford. Conrad Nagol. Anita Page, Buster
Keaton, John Mack Brown, Lewis Stone,
Joan
Roland,
Biekford.
Gilbert
Charles
Marsh, at the Metro-Goldwyn Studio, Culver

Mary Doran,

bett,

City.

California.

Ronald Colman, Douglas Fairbanks. Mary
Biekford. Norma Talmadge. Chester Morris.
Walter Huston. Al Jolson, Evelyn I. aye. Joan
Bennett. Dolores Del Rio. at the United Artists Studio. 7100 Santa Monica Boulevard,
l.os Angeles, California.
Richard Barthelmess, Dorothy Mackaill.
Loretta Young, Inez Courtney. Marilyn Miller. Ian Keith, and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
at the First National Studio. Burbank. California.

Lupe Yelez. Mary Xolan. Lewis Ayres, John
Boles, at the Universal Studio. Universal
City, California.
William
Scott.

Ann

Boyd,

Robert Armstrong, Fred
Twelvetrees.
Helen

Hardin'.'.

Russell Gleason, Constance Bennett. Eddie
Quillan, at the Path*" Studio, Culver City.
California.
George O'Brien, Edmund Lowe. Earle Foxe,
Janet Gaynor. Kenneth MaeKenna. Dixie Lee.
Mona Maris. Fili Dorsay, Charles Farrell,
Victor MacLaglen, Lois Moran, Frank AlbTtson.
Farrell
MadDonald,
Marguerite
Rollins.
Warner Baxter,
Churchill, David
Sharon Lynn, Warren Hymer, Mae Clarke,
Marjorie White. Jeanette
MacDonald, El
Brindel, at the Fox studio. Western Avenue.
Hollywood, California.
Edna Murphy, John Rarrymore. Irene Delroy,
Grant Withers. James Hall. Joe E.
Brown. Winnie Llghtner, Marian Nixon, at
the Warner Studio. Sunset and Bronson. LOS
Angeles, California.
Hugh Trevor. Bebo Daniels. Rita La Roy,
Ivan Lebedeff. Dorothy I
Rert Wheeler.
Robert Woolsey, Betty Compson, Olive Bor-

I

j

<

picture

wish to see all films are shown for
eral years after they are made.
A. C.

—Does

an

for

born

any one ever mistake you
club?
Lew Ayres was,
Minneapolis in 1910 and is un-

athletic

in

Stanley Smith, also singleCity, Missouri, in 1907,'

Kansas
Harry Green in

born

in

married.
and as far as

he

New York
They arc

is

I

know

City.
all

they

I

Ameri
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Buddy is very much unobtain a picture of Joan
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POPPY. And you're just as bright and
snappy as your name, to judge by your
letter.
Sally Filers married Hoot G
last June, but has not left the screen.
Her newest film is "Dough Boys." A?
to whether Basil Rathbone really played
the violin in "A Notorious Affair," I ju?t
wouldn't know and producers are not
r
to reveal when doubles are used.
Now that Dorothy Mackaill has k
and made up with First National, she
may again draw Jack Mulhall as leading
man.
Betty Bronson has not appeared
on the screen since "The Locked D
It was "The Golden
Princess" in w
she played with Neil Hamilton. Ask your

married.

Polly. Frances Dade's career on the
screen has been very brief.
Besides her
role in "Grumpy," she plaved a short part
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from Broadway. If Lew Ayres
married I haven't found it out yet
and I did tell fans from the very beginning that Robert Montgomery was marCii. S.
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Wie star

ful,
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fingers missing, but it is not
hand. It's his right hand.
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all

I

they call

Montana or Tex. But why not make
up your mind? There are no Joan Crawlord clubs near West Virginia; you can
choose bet wen the club run by Helen
Colin, 3628 East 1st Street. Long Beach,
fornia, and that run by Fernande L.
Dubeau, Box 1014, Juliette. Quebec, Can-
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Irene Dunne. Karl Dane, and Richard Dix. at
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Alleno Ray. 0012
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Hollywood

Boulevard.

California.
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Robert Frazer. I>35fi La Mirada Avenue.
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Ju'lanne Johnston. Garden Court Apartments, Hollywood, California.
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l.os Angeles, California.

Ivor Novello. 11 Aldwyeh. London. W. C 2.
England.
Harold Lloyd. 0f,4ft Santa Monica Boulevard. Hollywood, California.
Anna May Wong. 241 N. Figucr
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Forrest Stanley. C>04 Crescent Drive.
erlv Hills. California.

Gertrude Astor. 1421 Queen's Way. Hollywood, California.
Virginia Brown Faire. 1212
Hollywood, California.
Theodore von Eltz. 1722'j I. as Palmas.
Hollywood, California.
William S. Hart, 0404 Sunset Boulevard.
Hollywood, California.
Estelle Taylor, r. 2 4 Los Feliz Boulevard,
.">

T.ns

Angeles, California.

Fat O'Malley, 1832

Tan Avenue.
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An-

California.

geles,

Ruth Roland. 3S2S Wilshire Boulevard
Angeles, CaliforniaBarry Norton. 83.1

West

Thirty-fourth

Los Ang les, California,
."ifi.V.i
Franklin Avenue,
rge Dnryea.
wood, California.
Neil Hamilton. 611S Selma Avenue. Hollywood. California.
I. aura
La Plante, Margaret Livingston,
Lloyd Hughes, and Dorothy Revier. W,:i Taft
Avenue, Hollywood, California.
East
Thirty-sixth
Rathbone.
Basil
22
New York Citv.
Mary Carr. 6113 Dorcas Place. Hollywood.

land, t.os Angeb-s. California.
Claire Windsor. The Savov Plaza.
York City.
.Joseph Schildkraut, 24 Fifth Avenue.
York City.
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fiction magazines, STREET & SMITH publish the best, because
they have specialized in fiction for over seventy-five years.

We

have introduced to the reading public most of the authors
Two Dollar books to-day.
who
Our present staff of authors is composed of more than two thousand men and women who know how to write, and who for many
reasons prefer to write for STREET & SMITH.
No matter
toward what sort of fiction their talent trends, they are at their
best when writing for us.
are writing America's best-selling

The material

STREET & SMITH

group of magazines
competent editors.
So far as quality of interest and sound writing go. there is no limit
in effort on their part to insure our readers the best.
is

in the

carefully read and selected by a staff of

You

fifty

our magazines on the reverse side of
mind that they are made right, priced right,
are published with the desire to give the American

will find a list of

this page.

Bear

and. best of

all,

in

reading public clean, decent fiction of the sort that readers want,
not the sort that we think is good enough for them.
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AIR TRAILS

Monthly, 20 cents the copy
Subscription Price, $2.00
magazine devoted to the thrill, the glamour and the high adventure of man's
conquest of the air.

A

BEST DETECTIVE MAGAZINE

Monthly, 20 cents the copy - Subscription Price, $2.00
This magazine contains one hundred and sixty pages of actual reading matter
stories of crime, mystery, and detection, that are absolutely the very best published.

COMPLETE STORIES

-

Twice a month, 20 cents the copy

-

Every story in every issue is complete.
stories of the 'wide open spaces.

A

full-length novel

Subscription Price, 84.00
to ten short

-

and eight

DETECTIVE STORY MAGAZINE

- Weekly, 15 cents the copy
Subscription Price, S6.00
the most baffling crimes
The excitement of the chase, mystery,
romance, and adventure crowd its pages.

Stirring tales of

EXCITEMENT

....

Not a dull

Monthly, 20 cents the copy
teems with excitement,

line In this magazine.
It
ture, unequaled for action and speed.

Subscription Price, $2.00
Stories of high adven-

-

FAR WEST STORDZS

- Subscription Price, $2.00
Monthly, 20 cents the copy
The fiction in this magazine is written by authors who have established enviable
reputations as writers of clean, vivid. Western stories.

HIGH SPOT MAGAZINE

-

-

Subscription Price, $2.00
Monthly, 20 cents the copy
Adventure of the swiftest kind air, sea. West,

—

Stories that hit only the high spots.
mystery, wherever men do and dare.

LOVE STORY MAGAZINE

Subscription
Weekly, 15 cents the copy
Clean sentiment, enthralling mystery, dramatic and thrilling adventure, make
magazine which appeals to every one who enjoys a real good love story.

PICTURE PLAY

....

Price, $6.00
it

a

....

Subscription Price, $2.50
Monthly, 25 cents the copy
Splendidly illustrated, stands for the very best in motion pictures.

POPULAR MAGAZINE

•
Subscription Price, $2.50
Monthly, 25 cents the copy
Clean, wholesome fiction, vigorously written by America's best writers.
Great out-

door adventure stories.

REAL LOVE MAGAZINE

•
Subscription Price, $4.00
Twice a month, 20 cents the copy
magazine of intense interest to every female reader really a mirror in which
people's lives are reflected.
Actual experiences.

—

A

SPORT STORY MAGAZINE

Twice a month, 1 5 cents the copy - Subscription Price, $3.00
Published in the interest of all that is keen, exciting, and wholesome in sport.
It
represents youth and stands for all those things that youth is interested in.

TOP-NOTCH MAGAZINE

-

Twice a month, 15 cents the copy

In Top-Xotch you will find the very thrills of life
men as they really are stories with a punch.

—

WESTERN STORY MAGAZINE
Read
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itself

—the kind

Weekly, 15 cents the copy

magazine and become acquainted with the West as
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it

-

Subscription Price, $3.00

of stories that depict

-

really

Subscription Price, $6.00
is,

with
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WILD WEST WEEKLY

men,

Subscription Price, $6.00
Weekly, 15 cents the copy
Contains complete, rapid-action stories of the West in its wildest aspect. Galloping
hoofbeats and roar of six-guns fill every page with fire and action.

Extra postage required on Canadian and foreign subscriptions.
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Menace Shook Through Her Veins
The premonition

of danger gripped her even

when she seemed

from the dangers that lurked in the underworld where she had
avoid an unwelcome marriage.

19

safe

fled to

Nineteen-year-old Connie found herself in a cheap theatrical boarding house, left destitute by her father's death. In despair she committed
a petty theft and found herself in the bleak surroundings of the workhouse.
But there was a
young, attractive denizen of
the underworld, Eddie Costello, who came to her rescue, a crook, to be sure, but
a

mighty lovable one.

And

then there followed a series
of thrilling adventures for

them both. The story of
Connie is told in dashing
style in

Her
Other

Husband
By LOUISA

CARTER LEE

which has never before appeared between book
covers, a typical CHELSEA HOUSE offering from one of the oldest
and best-established publishing concerns in the country. Ask for it at
your dealer's on your way home to-night, or for a full list of CHELSEA
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a story

love stories, write to
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Price,
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MAY BE INSTANTLY YOURS
THE MAGIC OF
For fifteen years, millions of
have achieved this extra added
refined and alluring beauty, thru the

women

lovely

note of

daily use of these three easily applied,

per-

harmless Maybelhne preparations.

fectly

You

M/^Aeffi/Xe.

can have eyes that are soulful pools of
eyes that are bewitching and

loveliness

.

.

.

fascinating far

describe.

beyond

And

easily!

power

the

And

of

words

wand had touched

as though a magic

to

instantly ... just

them.

May

belline Eyelash Darkener will make
your lashes appear naturally dark, long and
luxuriant

—

instantly.

It

will

transform them

from scantiness to a rich, dense fringe.
Choose Solid or Waterproof Liquid Maybelline in Black or

Brown.

Maybelline Eye Shadow in

delicate subtle

tones of Blue, Brown, Black and Green, will

enhance the brilliance and expression
your eyes, lending them a suggestion of the
exotic and intensifying their natural color. Select the shade of Maybelline Eye Shadow that
most nearly matches the color of your eyes.

greatly
of

Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil

—a

clean, in-

crumble or soil
the fingers, will form and line your brows for
the finishing touch to a perfect eye make-up.
Choose Black or Brown.
destructible pencil that doesn't

MAYBELLINE

CO..

/
k
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insist upoiv
The

quality of

MAYBELLINE

the aenuuu
preparations has

made

the)

preferred the world over. Stars of stage and screen insist upc
the genuine.

Do
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and your

satisfaction

is

assure
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WITH THE BABIES
WHEN

LITTLE

wore copper-toed boots and

girls

waisted dresses, and

Swathed

babies?

known

little

boys wore

in yards of clothes.

kilts

— what

tight-

of tbe

Scrubbed with un-

Few of them expected to live during the
dreaded second summer. Many of them suffering countless
ailments because nobody knew what to do.
A glance back only a generation or so is enough to reveal how fortunate babies are today. Now there are soft,
soaps.

cool soaps

.

.

can prepare

.

knowledge of

.

.

every aid in food that care and knowledge
.

sensible, light little clothes

sanitation,

baby should

little

live

.

.

and such

.

and control of disease, that every

and grow.

Mothers are indebted
of these nursery aids

.

.

.

to advertisements for their

news

just as they are indebted for

news

of fascinating menus, fadeless curtains, sprightly dinner-

ware.

Constantly, ways are being devised to

happier,

more comfortable

make

life

for baby, the whole family.

Laboratories clean and bright are scenes of goods being

— being made and
over — advertisements hasten
safe

tested

pure.

When

the testing

is

the goods to you.

No longer marvel (the next time you buy something
widely known) at how fresh, immaculate, fine it is. These
are qualities you can be sure of in buying advertised mer-

chandise

.

.

.

qualities

you must be sure of

the health of babies, children, any one.

how

It

in
is

buying for
surprising

timely and vital the news in advertisements can be!

Read them

regularly.

!

!

Why

waste time

on old fashioned methods
.

when you can

.

.

play at

to

learn

home

without a teacher ?

DON'T

let
the thought of long years
tiresome practice scare you from
Don't let the thought
learning to play!
of an expensive private teacher keep you
from letting your dreams conn- true! For
can easily teach yourself to

of

right in your own home, in your
play
Spare time, and at only a fraction of what
low methods cost

/

Just look at that sketch on
note in the first space i^
The note in the second space is
always f.
v a.
The way to know the notes that
come in the four spaces is simply to rememher that they spell face.
It's

the

The

side.

Now, isn't that simple?
You don"t
have to know one note from another in
order to begin.
For tin- U. S. School way
explains everything as you go along
both
in print and picture— so that almost before
you know it. you are playing real tunes and

Easy as

—

melinites

right

You simply

from the

notes.

C

=\

A— B^-C

I

go wrong.

First you
are told what to do, then the picture shows
you how to do it then you do it yourself
and hear it.
No private teacher could
make it any clearer.
can't

—

Easy as A-B-C
X" wonder over

(>00.000

Easy as A-B-C

men and women
easy way
For

have learned to play this
this
famous course is based on sound,
fundamental musical principles highly simplified.
It's
not a "trick" or "stunt''
method.
You learn to play from n
just as the best musicians do.
You learn
to pick up any piece of music, read it. and
understand it.

Learning* music it no longer a dlfflrult
task
If you ran read the alphabet you
can learn to play your farorlto ln*'rumcni
in Ju»t a few month] tills dellghitully
easy now way

!

time

wasted on theories. You gel
the musical farts.
You get the real
ing of musical notation,' time, automatic linger control, harmony.
is

I

—

And remember no
sic will do the rest
matter which instrument you choose, the
cost in each case will average just the
same only a few cents a day.

—

all

You'll
I

yourself studying the U. S.
with a smile. Sour own home

find

way

The

lessons come to
mail. They consist of complete
printed
instructions,
diagrams, all the music you
:r

need.

studio.

There are no dry-as-

dust exercises to struggle
through.
Instead, it's just
like
playing a game— you
learn so fast

No Talent Needed
Forget

the

idea

that

Just

read the

old-fashioned

you need "talent."
list

of instru-

ments in the panel, decide
which one you want to plav
and the U. S. School of Mu-

you by

.

You'll

never

regret

having

learned

to

For those who can entertain with
mu>ic at parties who can snap up things
with peppy numbers are always sought
alter, always >ure oi a good time!
HOW and surprise your frier
play.

—

—

of

ANY

Instrument

Piano
Organ

Piccolo
'Cells

Violin
Guitar

Ukulele
Clarinet
Flute

Mandolin
Harp

Saxophone

Cornet

Trombone

Drums and Traps
Piano Accordion
Sight Singing
Hawaiian Steel Guitar
Banjo (Plectrum.
5-String or Tenor)
Voice and Speech Culture
Italian ind German
Arc -rdion
Automatic Finger Control
Harmony and Composition
Juniors* Piano Course

Free Book and Demonstration Lesson
"Music

Own Home"

in
is

an

Your

interest-

ing little book thai
With this
for the asking.
free book we will send you a
typical demonstration
proves,
that
better

words,

how quickly and

—

U.

-the

5.

Si

obligat

—
—

you really want to play if new
good times, social popularity, and
increased income appeal to you clip and
mail
coupon
NOW. Instruments
the
If

supplied

when

nee!'

r

SCHOOL OF MUSIC,
New

I'.ldg..

534

credit.

S34

SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Bead

Please

Bldg.,

New York

in

by

TV.

tlon

Lesson

City

mo your

Your Own Homo." with
Frank

ition

intr

Cm

.ind

payment plan.

I

particulars

am

of

your

lal

lowing

Instrument 1

than
easily

;

Brunswick

York.

Brunswick

l<

play your
favorite instrument by note
in less than half the time
and at a fraction of the

you can learn

No

friends,

V. S.

Learn to Play

slow meth

old,

way.

Name

to

Address
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experience as a producer of
motion pictures I ha\e never been prouder
of an\ production than I am of "Kango."
W ith a definite idea and story in mimi. we
-'lit Mr. Ernest Sehoedsack, co-producer of

'Chang," "Grass" ami "The Four Feathers.
into the densest jungles of Sumatra, to film
1

this stor\ in

sound. There Mr. Schoedsack

spent a year, grimly enduring great privations and danger. The picture lie brought

hack gave

^1,
i >

J
j

experiences

and
that

it
I.

is

me one
I

of the most amazing

ha\e ever had

in tin* theatre.

uith the greatest personal pride

with

mv
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it

to the
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What's Wrong With Hollywood
By Ben Maddox
Just

What

Is
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Men?

Wrong ? Why Do They
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in
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\
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All 'Ave Haccents But Me.
opening December Picture Play the first thing
that greeted me was a letter from a Scot
Donald
This is the second time that this young
Jolly.
man has made me almost explode So now he's for it
I wasn't aware that there was a civil war in Great
Britain over the American accent. Of course there may
be in Scotland, but newspapers are so unreliable.
In the early days of the talkies there

o

N

—

!

certainly

was some

criticism of the

Amer-

ican accent, but now we have got over
all that and have become more resigned
to it, perhaps owing to the better class of
film that is being produced at the moment.
Of course some stars still have atrocious
voices, but, thank goodness, they are very few.
Nobody can find fault with Ruth Chatterton's glorious
voice, which is the finest I've ever heard, both for tone and
perfect diction. William Powell, too, has a fine speaking

and speaks as English should be spoken. Quite a
of stars seem to be cultivating quite good speaking
voices, but nearly all of them lack tone and refinement.
I also have recently visited London to sample the
theater, and found that the abominable "quaite refained"
English was only used by some of our younger actors,
mere children who think that it sounds awfully grand,
but if Mr. Jolly had heard some of our more mature
actors and actresses. I venture to think that he would
have altered his opinion about "our peculiar accent."
As he is a Scot, perhaps he found it rather difficult trying to understand good English, just the same as I have
newer yet been able to understand a Scotsman
Perhaps he will tell us if he thinks that our actors
might to speak Scottish in the future to be understood?
I think that the Trish brogue is beautiful.
So much
more music and charm in it. Quite different to the dull
Welsh and Scottish accents.
Will some kind person in America please oblige me
by throwing a huge apple pic at Crocella Mullen, and do
please aim straight.
T really think that this young lady
left school much too soon.
voice,
lot

My

very best wishes to Picture Play, still the most
popular and the best magazine value for the monev.

20 Ash Road. Newport.

Isle of

;

Joseph J. Drudge.
Wight, England.

HOW

A
delighted

Think

Trio of Favorites.
I

am

how

to see

strongly Picture

—Joan Crawford,
Haines, and Robert Montgomery.

Play upholds my
Billy

favorites

Joan gave the best performance of her entire career
in "Our Blushing Brides."
It was her beautiful performance that made "Our Blushing Brides" an outstanding picture. Even though Joan had a brilliant supporting
she

cast,
I

managed

to steal all the honors.

buy every movie magazine and

I have
one that does not root for

yet to find

Robert Montgomery. Picture Play is
his most ardent rooter.
Bob is a wonder.
There isn't a screen actor, with the exception of Wee Willy Haines, who is as
versatile as Bob.
He can portray any role

Look

to perfection.

at his variety of characterizations.

This chap has charm and my hunch is that before the
end of 1931 young Mr. Robert Montgomery, actor, husband, and father, will be a shining star under MetroGoldwyn's banner. A rival to lovable Billy Haines who
is now the most popular male star with Metro.
Haines! What a man! An actor of tremendous appeal a comedian of high ability a tender, sweet lover
and a real example of perfect manhood.
Dorothy Rogers.
2916 National Avenue, Detroit, Michigan.
;

;

If Lew Goes On.
new actor recently arisen on the movie
horizon who gives promise of attaining greater

THERE

is

a

heights than any actor since Barthelmess first
the movie world sit up and take notice.
I refer
Unlike many newcomers, this Lew has
to Lew Ayres.
much more than youth and good looks to
His portrayals have depth and sinoffer.
cerity, and are charged with emotional

made

appeal far beyond his vears. With proper
stories and direction. I expect to see Lew
Ayres in a couple of years in the place
that Richard Barthelmess

Not

now

occupies.

—

not by a
think Dick Barthelmess through
long shot. But unless I miss my guess. Barthelmess will
be assuming roles near his own age before so very long,
Continued on page 10
that
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She

Was Swept

Into

A

Magic World
A chance

SB

resemfarru
lOUS

to

blai

motion-picture actress

>'

brought to

Dawn Mc-

Allister the opportunity to leave the drab
world of stenography
for the fascinations of

.

the motion-picture

m

lot.

And soon

she was
head over heels in love
with an actor and involved in the strangest
mesh of circumstances.
For Fate decreed that
she must go on impersonating the famous star,
and soon she was the reigning beauty in the fantastic world
of studio and location.

a
If

you want a book that carries you

breathless pace from start to
tailor-made for you. It is

finish,
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By BEULAH POYNTER
Outstanding on the list of the offerings of CHELSEA
one of the oldest and best-established publishing
concerns in this country, "The SPLENDID FOLLY" has
about it the distinctive originality and swift movement that
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Continued from page 8
step in.
is when Ayres should
can only 'wish that Universal will realize the prize that they have and will treat

Do

and that
1

Ayres will.
Another newcomer deserving of much
His work in
praise is Phillip Holmes.
"Devil's Holiday" and "Her Man" places
the very forefront of juvenile accapable of roles of depth
and sincerity, and seems destined to be
Theodore T. Cavanaugh.
a -tar.

him

tor-,

in

lie, too, is

522 Devon Street,
Arlington, New Jersey.

Do Us

Until Films

SHOULD

like

to

charming young
ing

Part.

W.

1".

for

to

Mary

L.
Brian.
aptly her charmever could, and I

more

than

disposition

want him

accept

I

my

sincere thanks.
Mary is the only feminine favorite I have, and
I
don't care what she
does, or what her picshall
tures are like.
I
always love her.
Mary
Just consider.
has been on the Paramount

and a really cultured voice free from any
affectation are the reasons for her sucMiss
cess.
I for one say, "Good luck,
Brian!"

Charles William Hutchix,

Jr.

4 Pevensey Road,
Eastbourne, Sussex, England.

Moi

Aussi!

I Blue Angel" once, and I am still awed
by the sheer beauty of Marlcne Dietrich's
work.
She is amazingly different and
very fascinating.
Miss Dietrich speaks
English which is a delight to the ear

faint,

and

"Young Eagles" and

a mediocre picture for RKO.
Why don't producers give players more roles that fit
their type?
I know they wouldn't think
of putting Charles Rogers in a sailor's
shoes.
The ga-ga look and the broad smiles
that he is forced to overdo in all his pictures, are ruining him in the eyes of thousands of fans. Is Mr. Rogers to blame?
Absolutely not. The producers, as usual,
are the ones to whom you should write
your sharp criticisms. And another thing,
who isn't getting tired of this Buddy
pardon Charles business?

—

European women. If Marany one it is the never to
Rut that is
be forgotten Jeanne Eagels.
all.
Marlene is a soft-eyed, sweet-voiced
and utterly charming young woman.
Winifred Evans.
Vive Marlene!

A

Fax.

Soul Twaddle.
months ago I ventured to offer
some ah sound advice to Ramon
Novarro, but the bad lad does not appear
to have taken any notice of it, so I think
I shall appeal to his fans instead.
No-

FEW

— —

varro fans, I yield to nobody in my admiration
for this famous Mexican,
but may I be a camel in
my next reincarnation if
I am ever guilty of an-

nouncing in these columns, or in any other
public manner, that I love
beautiful, the most won-

him, think he is
derful actor ever born, a successor to
Caruso, a saint minus a halo, or anything
like that.

vies enfants, who is prepared to
Come on, let us
similar oath?
start a new association of Novarro fans
fans who are sincerely enthusiastic in
their devotion to the star, but who draw
the line at becoming monomaniacs on the

Now,
make a

—

subject.
I don't want it to be an austere affair:
you can rave about him as much as you
like in the privacy of your own boudoir
or den, but, pour V amour de Mike, don't

elsewhere.
is kind enough to allow
us several pages on which we can voice
our opinions, so let us take advantage of
the fact, but please let them be contributions that both vou and Ramon would be

broadcast

collar.

Surely you don't want to make hin
laughingstock of Holly wood? No? Well.
that is where some of you are hea<
Criticize or boost him as much as you
like, but do it in a sensible way, and do
If the latter
not descend to sloppiness.
is all you arc capable of writing, let me
request you to trans fir your devotion to
Rin-Tin- Tin it won't hurt his reputation.
If you consider yourself a sensible fan
and really want to help Ramon, then te'.l
us all about it via Picture Play and join
me in my crusade, viz.: better fans for
Ramon and less twaddle about his souL
To the writer of the best contribute
will award a photograph of Anna Q.
Nilsson taken twenty years ago!

it

Picture Play

Bert H. Kim..
36 Court Street, Woodville.
Burton-on-Trent, England.
Scientific

Moviegoing.
I would send you a

JACK MATHEWS,
letter
personal

if

I

could

would reach you, because then

be sure it
could ex-

I

As it is. I shall
myself freely.
have to do my best with a word to you
through "What the Fans
Think."
How dare you say such
press

|

things about

She

dan?

Dorothy Joris

sweet and

dear, without having to
try to be so.
She may
not be beautiful, but she

in

Oil City, Pennsylvania.

soul.

—

233 Wc<t 83rd Street,
New York, X. Y.

recently

—

not

of
her
European upbringing.
She has the
softest, and yet most expressive voice I've
heard.
Xo letter of praise for this young beauty
would be complete without mention of her
lovdy eyes and hair. I think she's gorgeous.
I am sorry Marlene has been compared
to Garbo. Comparisons are always odious.
And this one is particularly so for there
Naturally
is no real resemblance at all.
they have a few mannerisms in common
but these gestures are -imply those peculiar to most
lene resembles

is

a very good actress, and
I
wouldn't miss any of
her pictures, but why any one should go
into a trance or something and write such
a letter as that, is beyond my power of
thought.
Neither can I imagine why any one
would say that Garbo cannot act. That
statement was worn out a long time ago,
and its originator didn't know what he
was talking about. Whoever started that
about Garbo not being cute, must certainly have been cuh-razy, or just wanted
to start a fuss.
No one could ever take
such a statement seriously.
featured player makes good in a certain picture, then the parts assigned her
after that are not parts that can be
handled by her type at all.
Such is the
case of Jean Arthur.
She did such fine
work in "The Saturday Night Kid" and a
couple others, then she was miscast in

A

to see in print, not something that
to make him grow hot undi r

is likely

;

think Garbo

I

the trace
accent, but just a
subtle suggestion
is

about

The Crusade Against

seen "Morocco" twice and "The

There
of an

number

cember

A

lot longer
than any one else, and has outlasted at
her studio such stars as Bebe Daniels,
Pola Negri, Richard Dix, and Adolphe
Menjou, and yet she isn't a star! There
ought to be a law. But now after all those
years of hard work, with insignificant
roles, the experience she has gained is
showing, and she is becoming a really
delightful actress with an added flair for
comedy. She appears in more films than
anybody else in the studio.
She doesn't need a divorce every six
months, or any scandal to keep her name
in front of the public, and she hasn't any
director-husband to help her along, either.
Pier good work, unselfishness, refinement,

HAVE

Some of
a sure cure for the blues.
the letters, while void of all humor, give
me a big laugh, while others make me
feel like going out and chewing up a
brick.
Some are ridiculously funny, to say the
least.
For instance, a
epistle in the De-

Now

thank L.

actress,

\V. described far

1".

proud
is

Greta Garbo.

writing such a nice letter praising that

I

Producers Willfully Miscast?
"What the Fans Think"

READING

more

has

charm

than

many great stars I could mention.
As an experiment, I saw "Call of

the
intervals of two
Thus I was afforded the opportunity of studying carefully each player's
facial and vocal expressions and gestures.
Jordan
I can assure you that Dorothy
lacks nothing when it comes to acting

Flesh"
weeks.

six

times,

at

Norma

ability.

Saltz.

336 Christopher Avenue,
Brooklyn, New York.

Enter Miriam Hopkins.
read and reread the letters writI ten by the fans.
Some have angered
me, some have delighted me, and
I am writing
have greatly amused me.

HAVE

of resentment
one brimming
with talent and great possibilities, has been
In this case
given little, if any, credit.
not only credit, but praise also is deserved.
This newcomer is Miriam Hopkins.
"Fast and Loose"' was playing at my faMiriam Hopkins headed
vorite theater.
the cast, and I, having never heard of
her. was undecided whether I should go
Finally I went, but merely beor not.
cause I had seen every other picture in
town.
In the first few scenes I felt that MisHopkins was going to be worth watching.
At the end of the picture I knen' that she
was more than worthy to be calK
this,

A

however, in the

newcomer

spirit

to the screen,

actress.

Hers wasn't a part that afforded much
Like a true ad
chance for acting.
however, she made opportunities, and at
the same time imbued the part with her
own wonderful personality, thus giving
coloring, depth, and interest to a really
impossible plot. To tell the truth, Miriam

Hopkins made

a

characterization

of

an

unsympathetic part.
Not only does she possess a charm
attractive face, a beautiful figure, and the
ability to act. but she has a perfect talkie

Her voice is a harmonizati'
voice.
soft sound that smoothly changes with the
requirements of every mood.

!

What
Taken

in all.

all

her voice which

en

mop

rstatid

appi
critics,

topp<

wav>

.ii

lining,

•'•

w<

hail

why she
Sometime

II,

.y

1

1

I

he world WOU
1 only
tender my thai
.1

soon

will realize

the

fans,

what a find

any accent
N'iU Asther, and \
Their
getting Bai ..
ahl> be a great imp!
to

I

1

And now
Let the Singers Sing.

13

THREE

cheers [01 Ann Sterol
She
expressed my opinions exactly.
I
think William Haines is a very good
and I don't think it his fault ii he
r,
t
done what the public has expected
It is the faull of his proim lately.
ducers for giving him such silly pictures
to play in
I
have long been indignant
the fact that he has had to play in
trash as "Navj Blues."
I
think that
he
a good comedian, hut comedy can be
Why not give him another
lone.
turc, like "Alias
[immy Yaleni-~

think

it

a

is

shame

that

some of the

to sing in

their pictures,
sin-, and there

those
can't
many of them.
pride myself on
I
having a keen appreciation of music, and
to hear some actor or actress try to sing;
when he has no more voice than the man
in the moon, positively spoils the picture
[or me.
I
go home feeling that that one
fault has ruined the whole thing.
Why
not let those who can sing, such a- Lawrence Tibbctt and Ramon Novarro, do the

\

Mil UJI GVSTAI
70S Grand Avenue. Superior. Wisconsin.

sint;:

Honors Upon Honors.

'TMIE

have bridged the distance
*
between Hollywood and England, and
our favorite stars who, in the days of the
silent films, only appeared as vague shadow v beings, have become real and human,
and are established in our hearts with yet
greater admiration and appreciation.
talkies

The aristocrat of the screen is. in my
opinion, Norma Shearer.
It is impossible
to surpass her for beauty, acting ability,
and sheer perfection.
Her varied performances are magnificent and show true
artistry.
There has been a lot of controversy on the subject of accent and
nasal tones, hut I wonder how many English actresses speaking with the polished
sh accent are as beautiful to listen
to as Mi.s Shearer.
None, in my opinion,
and I have heard all our leading actresses
of to-day.
In spite of all that our critics have said
with regard to the accent question, don't
for England will still continue to
have American films, whatever the accent, for the simple reason we cannot produce the highest standard of films. I hate
e
so disloyal to our own industry.
but we must hand out the bouquets to the
fair knights and ladies of Hollywood for
.

and good acting.

Kathleen Stances,
The

Gables,

F. Yorks,

P
^

Keyingham,
Hull, England.

A Plea for Mercy.
'ME. come. Wilma Thompson, of
West Virginia, you must not be so
thirsty.
Just imagine wanting Barry

•n shot because he is good-looking.
Don't you like a handsome hero?
I am afraid some of those stanch
fans
of his who sing his praises so regularly
in Picture Play every month will
get
am. >yed with you. and that would never
do. Even it" you don't see eye to eye with
Crocella Mullen over Barry, don't wish

him harm.

He

is

a

nice

boy

reallv,

I

there

in

"What

clo

1

is

.1

enjoy

I

e,

I

1

i

.

Talkie Talk in

1

Fans rhink
mad.
The epistle
I'm

n

n

Pi

w

of

n

am amused

and

by

Malone. hut

<

Philippines.

omment
ibottt

"What the Fans Think,"

madi

my

letter in

make

I

a simple explanation

Mr.

that
Lit
Philippines air made 'if just Manila.
know that the talkies
No, that can't be
the silent pictures here.
don't worry much about Manila being
ii.-d up with talking pictures, but I'm
tied much about the provinces, which have
but one or two theaters in each town, and
whose people are not so well versed in
the Fnglish language.
The natives have some idea of this
-peech, hut when it comes to the screen,
the

I

come

I

INAlfredo E

is

the

the

to

a

reading such letters as that of

of Crocella Mullen and Betty

when

woold

the

makes me really
November
J. Sands in
an example

I

just pulls this

department

to

pi<

I

red.

every one has his own special
favorites, and even if some of the fans

Alter

all,

to

•:
limits, dozei
these won't stop their ravings.
I find the best thing to do is just to
over to the
think I
I
1

rati

like

1

them

all

through.

Sheila Hammond.
Leicester,

England.

Big Names, Weak Stories.
do the producers think they can
satisfy the public by backing up
mediocre productions with big names?
Buddy Rogers is my one and only. He
has rooks, personality, charm, and good

WHY

—

acting ability why don't the producers
do Tight by him? It's not fair to Buddy,
and it's not fair to the public. Most of
the stars are allowed to O. K. their stories.
I'm sure if Buddy was afforded this privilege everybody would be much happier.
Of course Buddy is a box-office attraction he can carry the weakest story, and
we'll always go back for more.
But this
method the producers have of backing up
poor material with a big name is discouraging.
Those who saw ''Follow Thru" knowthat Buddy Rogers was supposed to be
the star, but Jack Haley stole the picture
with his antics. The reason? Buddy was
required by. the powers that be to do
nothing other than sing a little, smile a
lot at Nancy Carroll, and show what the
well-dressed man is wearing.
W'e Rogers fans don't care what "America's Boy Friend" does
he can be as bad
as he pleases, or keep on being ol
good.
But for goodness' sake, give him
a chance to act

—

—

Lynx Zavadiu
Long

A

Island,

New

York.

Chance Misunderstanding.

HAVE

returned from a vaudeand because I am a blonde,
my last name Fee. do impersonations of
some of the stars, and mention of Hollywood is in my billing, every one seemed
to think I was Gwen Lee's kid sister.
Because of this people came hack stage to
talk and ask questions about Holly.'
and its celebrities.
Those who couldn't
get back waited at the stage door.
I

ville

no ordinary person can understand what
In the
the players are drawling about.
silents tiny could read the Spanish words
and some of the English.
They will be robbed of one of their
entertainments. They would rather stay at
home and listen to phonograph music,
'her way.
muse themselves in
Is

just

tour,

At first it was annoying, but after I got
used to saying. "Yes. Joan Crawford is
very clever, in fact she is my favorite.
too." "Yes, Norma Shearer is great,"
"No, I've never met Greta Garbo," and
more remarks such as these, it was interesting to meet all of them. and. how
loyal they all are!
Some couldn't seem
to forgive me for not being Gwen's sister,
but that didn't keep them from telling
who were their favorites and why.

They are mi:
think they can never give any

that not a pity?

too, but

I

sentiment
blues.

to

American

It is all

fox trots and
right in Manila, but never

in some of the provinces.
hope our
I
small native film companies will produce
some talkies, and, in that case, the people
who are lovers of the native "Kundiman"
songs will have some happiness.

Lucas

B.

Arcia

987 Int. 9 Singalong.
Manila, Philippine Islands.

WHY

Stop the Razzberries!
do you who call yourselves movie

fans constantly ridicule the stars?
really fans?
Don't you know
that fans are people who admire and
boost the stars, not criticize or disparage

Are you

them.

Why

write things that hurt? No one is
perfect, but is there any one that enjoys
being told so?
Besides, what satisfaction
1 get out of it?
You may write and

say how much you dislike such and such
a person, hut are they removed from the
screen? Of course not; others like them,
11

Smithtown Branch,

.

beauty

1

:i.l.

before

that

appears

letters
I

:
1

have heard an)

arolina.

made
fire
mean
who

11

111

1

1

Queens R
.1 lotte,
North

I.i:

for

I,

their midst.

1

1

were the

I

and directors
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Fans Think

the

pit

looks.
that

is

w

don't.

M4 Wa

Doris Barri\
Avenue,

Waterbury, Connecticut.

Kay's Thrilling Voice.
to thank Picture Play foi
I article in the December issue about Kay
Johnson.
I enjoy her immensely.
Ever
since I first saw her I have been trying
to find out something about her.

WANT

They say she is not a beauty, but to me
her thrilling voice, her charm, and her
genuine ability to act are much mor
tractive than mere symmetry of feature.
When I saw her in "Billy the Kid" I wondered why M.-G.-M. does not star her,
instead of putting her in a picture merely
to supply the love interest.

Madge Valentine.
Lorain, Ohio.

Fellows Like Buddy. Too.
in December Picture Play has spoken for me. and if
you read this, Phyllis, remember

PHYLLIS HUSTON

!

12

What

spunk

required

is

what you

to

come out and say

You know, we

said.

fans are

so temperamental!

have my own opinion of Buddy Rogers
let any one try to change it
Perhaps
1
am narrow-minded, but I'll wager that
every nine out of ten fellows are for
I

and

!

—

Buddy for his boyish
American manliness, and

acting, for his
for being him-

self.

really don't think he has excessive
versatility, but he has virility and pep and
that's what we fellows want.
I

Now

the idea that I would
disparage any other player in order to put
over my enthusiasm for Buddy.
I only
want Rogers fans to see him as I do.
don't

get

Try!
Paul Martin of Paris reads this letter, will he please write?
Some time ago
noticed his fine list of questions anI
swered by The Oracle, and boy he's for
Buddy, tooth and nail, too.
If

!

Richard Maclaeen.
97 North Street. Halifax,
Nova Scotia, Canada.

Janet Gaynor a Mystery?

SOME

of the letters in December Pic-

ture

Play were

larly those

excellent,

by "E. P.

Roy

S.,"

particu-

Mc-

B.

Aloney, and Theodore J. Cavanaugh.
I
quite disagree with Marie Leader.
Janet Gaynor is a mystery to me, ever
since I saw her disastrous performance in
"Sunny Side Up." Her thin voice, babyish mannerisms, and entire lack of personality shrieked at me for an hour and
a half.
Her charm was smothered if she
has any her beauty marred by the contortions she underwent in whining song

—

—

after song, the words of which
except 'T'm just a dream-ooah !"
she mean "screamer"?

lost,

I

Or

did

hesitate to criticize one who is, no
doubt, a charming girl in private life, but
she cannot act.
I now come to my point.
Unless the talkie stars take a tip from
their stage rivals and learn to act, casting
aside their mannerisms of the silent days,
they will be doomed to oblivion.
They
should also cultivate a pleasing voice.
Ann Harding is one of the greatest
screen actresses, due to her superb acting.
She also possesses beauty, charm,
grace of mo%r ement, and a compelling,
arresting voice.
To my mind, she is the
and Greta Garbo is
best star of the day
I

not a

runner-up.

Norma Shearer

the Fans Think

Barry Norton's Existence Doubted!
you ever heard the yarn about
the fanner who was taken to the

HAVE

When

zoo?

he arrived at the giraffes'
inclosure, he gazed spellbound for a time
and then muttered "Thar ain't no sich

—

animile."

the

way

Barry Norton.

My

regard to
father never believed

existence of

George Washington,

This
in

the

nor do

is

I

feel

in

believe in either Santa Claus or

I

Barry Norton.
I doubt his very existence.
I hereby
challenge Crocella Mullen to present him
before me in the flesh, not a motion picture.

No man

could look as he looks in photographs and continue to live.
It's beyond the range of things possible. I truly
believe it is some hoax that is being perpertrated at the expense of the fans. They
say he acts in foreign versions this explains
it.
No red-blooded American
would seek a place in the amusement
world, if he were endowed with such a
beautiful face.
As some reader suggests,
he would take up forest ranging instead.
;

But now

in

seriousness can't some

all

rule or by-law be invoked
cella's

letters

whereby Cro-

he kept out of

"What

the

Fans Think"? I understand she aspires
to become a movie star herself.
Isn't her
case analogous to that of Bill Tilden, the
tennis champion, who was barred from
writing for the newspapers with the penalty of losing his amateur standing?
Is
Crocella Mullen a professional or an amateur, a movie fan or a movie star?
Let
her make her decision and abide by it.
She can't be both at the same time.
The letters in recent issues by Donald
Jolly, Richard E. Passmore, Yvonne Hos-

and Buntee d'Alton were very interand enjoyable.
These fans have
something to say and know how to say it.
For the benefit of Trix MacKenzie, let
me mention that the armistice was signed
November 11, 1918, Colonel Lindbergh
kins,

esting

made

the first nonstop flight across the
Atlantic a couple of years ago, and last
but by no means least, Herbert Hoover
is
now President of the United States.
Don't get into town very often, do you,
Trix? Let the dead rest it's better so.

—

20

New

Street,

Frank Tully.
Danbury, Connecticut.

—

Vilma and Rod

Ruth Chatterton and

HAVE

the space between.

!

just

in

seen

Person a Wow.
Vilma Banky and

Boosting Alice and Marjorie.
White fan. She
I'M
certainly draws the crowds in our
town, and how
What's more, she en-

I Rod La Rocque in their stage play
"Cherries Are Ripe" and what fun it was
The story is clever, the lines amusing, the
cast well chosen, the acting excellent. But
had any one of these elements been missing, I dare say I would never have been
aware of it not with Vilma and Rod
moving before me in person

her audience, too
You can
glance around the theater and see people
you'd think didn't even know how to smile,
laughing uproariously at some of Alice's
cute sayings and actions, and having all
the appearance of enjoying her pictures
thoroughly.
If you don't like her, stop
seeing her pictures, but for goodness' sake,
cut out all this gab about her.
She's
plenty cute, she's nonchalant, she has a
darling figure, and she can act.
Another actress who deserves a big

Rocque, dark and handsome as
seems perfectly at home on the
He gives a clever and dashing
performance. To my way of thinking, he
is much more attractive and interesting in
person than he is in movies.
He has a
good voice and it carries perfectly.
But Miss Banky I shall never forget.
She is the loveliest woman I have ever
seen, and, believe me, I was near enough,
to the stage to see.
I have never seen
more beautiful hair it looks like spun

Marjorie White, who
scored heavily in "Happy Days," "Sunny
Side Up." and "Just Imagine." She stole
"Sunny Side Up" from Janet Gaynor and
'The Golden Calf" from Sue Carol. She's
cute without being silly, she's modern
without going to the extreme, and in a
flapper role Marjorie takes the cake.

gold.

fill

J-

British

P

-

Columbia, Canada.

just another Alice

!

tertains

handshake

!

is

little

Charlotte Smith.
Monroe, North Carolina.

—

La

usual,
stage.

—

It

was parted

in the middle,

drawn

back in soft waves over the ears and
caught in a loop near the neck just as
we have all seen it in the movies. There
is
no need to mention the exquisitely
molded features. After all, nothing could
show them better than a movie close-up
Then a complexion as smooth as velvet,
with just enough make-up to enhance the
beauty of it as well as the other features.

—

Perhaps

me any

I

fan

am waxing poetic, but show
who can look at Vilma Banky

person and not get poetic.
With her
La Rocque's dark hair and
eyes, they make a perfect couple.
One
reads about such ideal matches in novels,
in

fairness and

but rarely sees one in real life.
I sincerely hope that the stage will not
claim these two for long.
Pleasant as it
is to see them, one realizes that this opportunity is rare and only a few can enjoy
the privilege, while in the movies millions
can enjoy them.
What if Miss Banky
docs have an accent?
So have a goodly
number of other actors and actresses, yet

producers use them in box-office

hits.

Edna Weaver.
413 East Superior Street,

Kohomo,

Indiana.

Dimmy, Behave!
December Picture Play upon runINning
onto the letter signed "Dimmy,"
one asks whether or not

Dimmy

has gradu-

ated from the nursery, for so childish and
inconsiderate is this letter if one may

—

call

that.

it

Dimmy mourns

because Fanny the Fan

not been put out of her misery.
Really, should this feature be taken out
of Picture Play because Dimmy does not
I suppose one should take
care for it?
Picture
consideration that other
into
Play readers like it. Next to "What the
Fans Think," it is the most interesting
department so true to life.
Then, too, Dimmy mourns because Lupe
I think Dimmy had better
Velez lives.
take a handkerchief into a corner and
have a good cry, because Lupe Velez, regardless of any one's opinion, will continue to live in the hearts of thousands
of fans for a long time to come. One so
artistic, so beautiful and scintillating as
Miss Velez could not easily be forgotten
by those who love her. Did you know.
Dimmy, that Miss Velez is thought by
many critics to be one of the half dozen
If you read rereally great actresses?

has

—

views of pictures by

what

they're

critics,

reviewing, you'll

who know
soon find

this out.

You may thank

talking pictures for giv-

ing you Helen Kane, Jeanette MacDonald.
Ginger Rogers. Bernice Claire, and Winnie Lightner, but if you should happen to
mention art with these names I should

pray for you.
One thing I do agree with Dimmy
about, is that Clara Bow should be given
No
a chance to act for she can act.
more of those "Love Among the MillionShe's too sweet to be
aires" for Clara.
downed bv such dreadful pictures as that
If given a
and "True to the Navy."
chance, she could be very, very succes-ful
in an artistic way, as she demonstrated in
"Ladies of the Mob." Take Clara away
from those hard-boiled flappers and give
her a chance. She'll succeed, for no one
with so much vitality can be downed.

—

Yvoxnt: Haskins.
4657 Kenmore Avenue,
Chicago Illinois.

To Renee

Adoree.
you are convalescing, and
I we shall all see your darling self again!
Cheer up. Rene Adoree, chcric! We like
you out here in Detroit very, very much.
We want you to smile, because we will
never forget our McUsandc, of "The Big

AM

so glad

Parade." J r ous ctes trcs charmante. Nous
vous adore ici! Come and see us, won't
you?
Marie Lee Kronies.
103 Stimson Street.
Detroit, Michigan.

What
Moran Causes Trance.

Lois

AI.W AYS

the

g

l.;

latter.

Miss

and

haven't

1

havt admii
Inn doh m\
admiration has turned
have ju>t come from
into adoration.
the theater where
saw Mi>> hloran on
l

the Fans Think
I'm certain

!>tit

Arthui

it

iw |

1

think

don't

I

admin- her

I

down on

I'm

am

I

in

I

tage in "Tliis Is New Y,>rk"
ilmost in a trance
She

tlu

quisitely
the

an<l

I

beautiful— much more so than
screen.
I
had expected t" Indisillusioned,

ly

when

but

Bi

Homes;

i

iv

F.

Da

•»-,

Too Much

Good Thing.

of a

up a magazine the other day,
comment that caught my attention was a fan communication which
iin
desperately, "I nominate tor
:i
Buddy Rogers in anything."
This u.h really interesting. Why should
the unknown correspondent dislike the entirely harmless Mr. Rogers?
There could
inly one answer
he or she is tired
of having Rogers films exhibited at local
theaters, with relentless regularity, every
three or four weeks.
/ may say I share
this
i> respondent's
feeling.
Producers obviously have little faith in
the first

1

—

the loyalty of fans.
Stars
justifiable stars, having had

who

are

not

no adequate

training, are kept constantly before the
public in a succession of pictures rushed

out at brief intervals.

venture to think
that Buddy, having a solid h.i-:< of character and personality, would benefit in the
long run by being less exploited.
I

V
1026 Crozier Street.
West Philadelphia.

Russell,

Pennsylvania.

Robert Montgomery's Secret.

ALWAYS

"What the Fans
Picture Play. I have
sixteen successive issues of the magazine
and never tire of reading them over and
Think"

first

read

in

over

have also just learned, after months

of hard thinking, the two words that reveal the secret of Robert Montgomery's

—

popularity
charming impudence. Thanks
fan who discovered them
I
received an autographed photograph of him,
of which I am very proud, in return
for a fan letter.
was it that said
the stars don't appreciate their fan mail?
I have seen him in six pictures and the
only fault I can find in any of them is
that he doesn't appear half enough. Last,
but not least, this fan slayer from the
is the handsomest and most delightto the

!

Who

ful

person

and

Lew Ayres tied in a close second.
am sadly disappointed to read that
r Morris may play in "The Sheik."

I

qu

in

films,

at

.|

1,1

applies

Vilma.

t"

a

It

when

Own
to

imbined,

as we have in
the fans didn't

that

popular

..

they heard Vilma was
opinion is that \
hut

that

leave tU

t..

I

am!

Vilma.
pi

retire.
;

the fick

Well,

been faithful.
don't

My

anxious
LVen't

Please, Vilma,

with Stanley Smith

have waited breathlessly in hopes that
Nils Asther would rise to the heights of
him glory in that role. He's perfect for

Virginia Lv
Fast Elm Street.
Breckenridge, Texas.
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TMIERE

a

Break.

something that puzzles me
fans and critics have acvpted Garbo and her accent with open
'rms. hut Vilma Bankv hasn't had
a
M-eak. She made one part talkie. "This
Is
Heaven." and then her other. "A Ladv
'

greatly.

is

The

novel and
All will

Arms."

the

pi

Arlen and Jean Arthui
the
r
hading roles, although
hi
•per and
Nancy Carroll being
awarded the coveted
II
have had to many excellent
in the past that Mr. Arlen and
thur are much more in need of artistic
roles than tl.
I

1

|

!

would like to remark in answer to
Buntee d'Ahon's opinion that Neil Hamilton can't act.
I
hope this p
"1 he Dawn Patrol" and realized thai Neil
all
but took the picture from Richard
Juliette Brown,
ter
Thanks so
!

You

how
much

I
loved your letfor sending it in.

think Joan Crawfi>rd is
absolutely marvelous.
Joan Irindl)
me a picture, also, but I wasn't lucky
enough to receive a letter. How can we
expect it?
Rut from what yon say. Joan
is just exactly as
Did
I've pictured her.
you ever see such a young girl with such
acting ability?
I predict Joan Crawford
will be at the top in less than a year.
see,

I,

too,

Ursula Moore.
Canada.

Aim ATE.
630 Mary Street,
Stork.

Sally Restored to Grace.
me tO thank Nor'
saving me from eternal disgrace.

ALLOW

ommon

WHFN
"What

I

read

all

Girl.

the splendid letters in

Fans Think." I really wish
I could sit down and answer every one of
them.
I can't do that, of course, or my
work at college would suffer. But may
.ver some of the writers
Marie Leader, did you know that sweet
things give one a tummyachc?
Well,
thafs how Janet Gaynor reacts on me!
Richard E. Passmore. your letter was
a poem, and could be inspired only by a
woman like Garbo. More power to her!
Barbara Traill, you arc insulted that
another fan classes Kay Johnson with
Jeanette MacDonald and 'the like?
Well,
so am I.
Miss MacDonald is far superior to the mild Miss Johnson.
Theodore T. Cavanaugh, Marie Dress-

per-

of

it.

I

have been
nion

"Common

Clay" was the worst picFox lias ever produced.
Why, I
nch my
I
w ere
awake.
[I
that I a
was back in the days of heavy "drammcr"
with sobbing heroines, villainous villains,
that
ture

cetera.
And yet in New York
Roxy Theater played it for four v.
when such pictures as "Journ
and "Song o' My Heart" played onl

New

the

'

for

His

[

fectly with my opinion
in Coventry since

et

Our Answer

York-

Mcrely another hick town with
Street named Broadway.

Ruth

Griffith,

its

What
who says

Chatterton admirers!

I

we do with Mr.

the

Main
shall

that

an utter failure and cannot act?
"iave you -cen "Madame N," "Sarah
and Son," and "Anybody's Woman"? Be
frank.
Don't you really think she was
is

those pictures, and a failure in
of the Fathers"?
I
thought she
was particularly fine as the sensuous
woman who was the cause of Jann
fine

in

"Sins

disaster.

Crocella

Norton
he was

Mullen. I admit that Barry
a very good-looking youth, and
fine as "Moth
But a

is

is a splendid actress, but neither she
nor any one else could steal anything
from Garbo. We agree about Bebe Dan-

career isn't made by one hit.
And what
has he done to prove his ability besides
that one small part?

I don't see what all the shoutabout
Phyllis Huston, don't get me sore now.
I don't care if Buddy Rogers
nearly
s
thirty; he acts like an adolescent. He
does need counterbalancing, and Chevalier

as good a time as
is wrong with screen
musicals.
passing,
In
let us -ic "Follow
Thru" as an example. Here is a musical
that as a smash hit on Broadway ran for
over a year.
And yet it flopped on the
screen.
In the first place, Nancy Carroll
and Buddy Rogers were given too much
footage.
Neither is capable of m;
comedy.
It takes more than good
and personality to put a number ac
In allowing all the hit tunes to remain,
we find another mistake. They are '
and a few new, catchy numbe-

ier

iels's

voice

:

ing's

i

does the
J. W..

trick.

we seem to agree. Lew Ayres
more the typical modern boy than
Buddy Rogers could hope to be.

is

Picture Play, vou are mv ideal, mv
"Love Parade"!
Pearl A Katzman.
601

West

189th

New York

Street.
City.

What Paramount

HAVE

Why

excellent

players

seems that

to discover

Para-

or two.

Then

is

Richard Arlen and
Jean Arthur to put over shallow personalities like Charles Rogers and Clara
Bow is beyond my understanding. Wasn't
Mr Arlen far superior to Mr. Rogers, in
"Wings" ? Did not the Arthur girl run
away with Clara Bow's "The Saturday
Xight Kid"?
Paramount may say that
Rogers and Bow draw more at the
office.
True, no doubt.
But give Arlen

beer.

the locker

and
.ear

the con:

Do you remember

they should sacrifice such
as

this

what

city.

Needs.

two grievances against

I mount.

It

any

have worked v
Every one has
dancing to th

I.

Give Vilma

to

.t

i

woman

retire,

;

limitat

:

beautiful

amazed

I'm

of Rogers'i
the
:

I

Barthelnn-ss.

PICKING

I

has

I

Hartford, Connecticut.

I

u

I

—

196

ii

slie-

gracefully onto the stag
gasped
at
her loveliness.
And she is such a
marvelous actress! Not one hit theatrical,
but perfectly natural and charming
she
Captivated the audience.
When she comes hack to the screen I
she is given a role worthy of her
talcnl
r.-u/ acf'
st. ;i|>ed

her a
realize she
times is

room? On

the scene in

tl

continuous laugh for perha;
ninOn the screen it was boiled
more than a minute or two. and
I
then the laughs were caused main!
Jack
mount should give Haley a vote of thanks
for saving an otherwise stupid picture.
Springfield. Massachusetts.
S vlly.
Continued on page

.
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FATHERS
LEWIS STONE

IRENE RICH

LEON J ANNEY
JOHN HALLIDAY
BENNETT

MICKEY

And a

lot

of great kiddies
•

From the story "Old Fathers and
Young Sons", by Booth Tarkington*
Directed by WILLIAM BEAUDI3NE
'Vitaphone" is the registered trademark
of The Vitaphone Corporation.

LEWIS STONE

I

F you're the kind of father who got more fun than the kids did
out of the electric train you bought them for Christmas
.
.

If

you're the kind of mother who believes that boys will be boys

irenerich

If you're the kind of
kid brother
.

If

beis

.

sister

who has

a

.

.

,

demon

.

you're the kind of brother
when you were a kid . . .

who

still

remeni-

Beg, borroiv, or steal all the kids you can get hold
of and take them to see this picture. You'll nave the
time of your life!

go to
the movies."

'Let's all

A

FIRST

'I

know what
wanna

see."

I

'Ilev. get a

move

on, Fatty!"

Where you

all
a-goin' so fast?"

all gonna see
Fathers Son .'"

'We're

NATIONAL ^VITAPHONE PICTURE

—

V

5

1

Volume XXX.

Number

2

Picture

Play
APRIL, 1931

Ruth
Chatterton
—

THERE'S gold
in

and plenty of it
Ruth Chatterton's limpid voice

and

still

throat

more

that catch

in

in

her

choke back the sobs.

to

these

are worth exactly
week, or $2,000 a
day, for presumably la Chatterton
is silent on Sundays.
This is decreed by the gods of the movies,
All

$12,000

whose

gifts

a

instrument,

Warner,

offered

the
the

Brothers
that

star

forsake Paramount at
expiration of her contract

salary to
the

some months hence.

And

flowing robes she wears
faithful"

— Mrs.

—

is

the

Forbes

title

"Un-

significant?

ponders on

future.

the

in
in

her

!

!
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SLAVES
By
Edwin Schallert
Then there was Sue Carol. She went to the
mat with Douglas MacLean and won, but only
through a fluke. She might have been a bond lady
yet, had it not been that Doug forgot to send a
certain telegram to her at the proper moment, or
prove that he did.

Obtaining her
SI 50,000 to
her, and MacLean might have been richer by that
amount and she poorer had he not lost.
All this has to do with a merry little game
played in Hollywood, which, for want of a better
name, may be called trading in talent.
Yep, the stars are under a lash
They are sold
And it's a dickens of a
on the auction block
at least couldn't

Sue contended, was worth

liberty,

—

—

!

!

any way you look at it
Some companies are even

life

reported to have grown
lending out their actors at fancy
wages. And what share of this do the poor stars
get? Usually not a cent.
Barter and gain goes on at a furious rate in
human flesh and blood in the studios. "We're
slaves, all of us," wail the luminaries in their disrich,

at times,

tressed moments.
It was worse, perhaps, two
or three years ago than it is
to-day.
Some order has
come out of the chaos that
prevailed when the talkie
fever set in. Then new lusts
flamed, and new rackets.

Photo by Hurrell

over a commission
to a dramatic head in the middle
of a stage appearance.

Dorsay's

Fifi

came

dispute

HOLLYWOOD
place for the

is

a

heck

iinderclog.

of

a

It's

Actors were beset on all
by so-called agents, es-

also the very devil of a locale for
is just starting out in pic-

anybody who

sides

if you want the real truth
Hollywood is a meany old

tures.

In fact,

pecially.

about

it,

generally

Xew

And woe betide those
not quickly take flight to independence across its Mason and Dixon's
market

->lave

!

who do

wherever that

line,

train

upon

Take the case of Jack Oakie. Here's
nice light-hearted young man who
has a secret sorrow.
He'd like to call

Jack

own, commercially speakknow how to do so.
plastered up with contracts.

each,

'tain't

him

fair, that's all,

no

ill

will

one-third

of

If he became very much
discouraged before the first
job materialized, he might
even sign up for 25 per cent
and a bonus with the last of
the agents.
Hence he would
be all but working for noth-

even though Jack
who helped

to those

out.

Then

there's Lupe Yelez.
She had to
"pay through the nose," so to speak, a
year or so ago when she wanted to gain

virtually

his salary.

Three people besides himself are divvying up the spoils of his career.
And
bears

his arrival in California.

he got his first job,
he found that he was paying
all three of them 10 per cent

he doesn't
all

is

recruit

When

soul his

ing, but

stage

had an agent in
York.
Then on the
coming west he took

up with another. Still a third
might wander onto the scene

is

a

his

The

Monte Blue has never placed

his

career

ing himself, and the crowd
of go-betweens, who didn't
manage himself.
$20,000 to be released from a contract
do much going, either, would
she didn't like.
And who could blame
be capturing the winnings.
her for not liking it. since she had to giv e up a fourth
I don't actually know of any first-line actor who got
of all she earned to an agent ?
stuck in this racket. But I have heard that quite a few

her

financial

freedom.

It

cost

her

in

the

hands

of

others,

preferring

to
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HOLLYWOOD

of

Often players are sent

down

the river to other studios,

and the producer may pocket the
extra earnings.

lion's

share of the

Again a player may have employed

one or two, even three, agents who get a
from every check.

smart player

With

all

liberal

the complications,

who knows

his

own

cut

it's

a

boss.

the vaudevillians, song-and-dance men, cabaret performers, and
character players did.
Basil Rathbone and Charles Bickford, among
the more prominent players, are reputed to have been cornered for two
lommission charges, and a feu others barely escaped a similar catastrophe, because one of their representatives happened to he good-hearted.
This particular thing happened in the instance of Spencer Tracy.
lave heard that he became involved with two different percentage collector-.
One of the two was superethical in such matters, and let Tracy

of

1

off easy.

Jack Oakie

A

tory.

s

i-

probably the most complicated case

in all

crowd of Philadelphia lawyers couldn't unravel

all

movie
of

his-

it.

Here's about the way it go<
Jack first started out he worked for Universal. The future
d faint and nebulous, and Jack felt he needed somebody to manage
lie prevailed upon Wesley Ruggles, the director of the picture in
him.
which he was working, to take up the sponsorship of his career, and
Indeed, as one hears it. Ruggles
a division of the profits was arranged.

When

employed him and paid him a salary.
It
was impossible for Ruggles himself to negotiate a contract for
Oakie effectively, so he put the destiny of the star in the hands of an
agent at the usual 10-per-cent commission.
Oakie was sold down or
rather up—the river to Paramount.
The reputed price was $500 a

—

The

week.

agent's

Commission was deducted.
Oakie was
still

paid his regu-

lar stipend,

reported

to he

$200

and

Ruggles

ceived

to

.-

re-

propor-

his

under the
agreement.
By and by Jack

tion
inal

commenced

to

grow

He was

famous.

famous on a miserly
$2(^ or so.
He
couldn't go back on

Bs

with

bargain

want to.
had a

and didn't
because he
very fond

feeling

for the di-

:S,

rector

because

of

what he did for him
Sue Carol's

liberty,

won through a fluke,
proved to be worth
$150,000.
I>y

Duncan

Lupe Velez bought her freedom from a
contract for $20,000.

in the

beginning.

Vet he was

tied.

He wanted

a

raise

from some-

body, but Paramount wasn't interes
in dealing through a third partv.
Then Oakie struck actually walked
out
and hired another agent at another
10-per-cent cut.
Jack was boiling by
this time, and another commission mat-

—

—

tered

little.

For a while things looked very doubtful.
It was thought that Jack might
have to go out into the cold, cold world
at anything he could get. and whack

!
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Slaves of Hollywood
she was almost forbidden to appear on the screen at all. Worse
in a way, United Artists was offering her a contract at $1,000
a week, of which she would have to give up $250.
A legal fight was started, and Lupe tried to prove she was a
minor when the agreement with Woodyard was made. Confusing
birth records were cited, and it looked like a deadlock, so Lupe
And that was
finally ended up by settling for twenty grand.
plenty
Lupe is said to have blasted agents verbally for a year. Her
griefs were augmented when she had to pay some one 10 per
cent for negotiating her United Artists contract, and she was later
Maybe
sued for a 5-per-cent commission by her press agent.
there is a reason, therefore, why Miss Yelez is peppery at times.
It will be remembered that her famous squabble with Jetta Goudal
occurred just about then. One thing leads to another.
One thing did lead to another in Fay Wray's conflict with a
25-per-center who claimed to be responsible for her success in
In court one day Erich von Stroheim, who testified for
films.
Fay, all but had a fight with an opposing attorney, because he
felt that he had been insulted by the latter 's method of questioning.
Of course, this was somewhat beside the point in the suit. Miss
Wray fought it out with Edna Schley, the agent, and won. She
was luckier than Lupe, because she brought in the minority angle
to rather good effect, and stressed the fact that she was immature
and inexperienced when the contract
had been signed.
She also made
Jack Oakie is worried bethe assertion
not an unfamiliar
cause he doesn't know
one when actors get into these fixes
just who his boss is.
still,

—

—

Photo by Thomas

Ann Harding

gets a big share of her
extra earnings.

Miss Schley had really had
to do with her success.
As the court decided the whole

that

very

little

affair in her

up

justified in

Fay was

fully

their early struggles.

Often, too, when they enter into
agreements with agents players forget to figure what may happen a
few years afterward. They do not
foresee that increases in their salwill make the original moderate percentage rather onerous to
bear.
$5,000 a week salary means
a commission of $500 a week at the
regular 10-per-cent rate. When the
ante is raised to 25 per cent, that
is something else again.
Olive Borden, for one, was able
to get an adjustment of a high commission that she paid at one time.
She signed with an agent at 25
per cent, but after her Fox contract
had lasted for a while, she found
the going at that rate heavy.
She
managed to have it reduced to 15
per cent. That helped some, for a
young girl in the movies has to have
money for clothes, ears, and maniaries

A

Lupe Yelez's troubles which the
courts finally had to pass on. were incurred when she was breaking into
pictures, too, but in a different way.
Lupe probably sinned through innocence of the ways of the business
world, but. being of the feminine sex,
she had to pay, and pay. and pay.
Lupe's agent was Frank Woodyard, who guaranteed her $6,000 a
year first of all. and then 7S per
cent of whatever she earned above

cures.

that.
le took a gamble, of course. Lupe
mightn't have made anything.
It turned out to be a good gamSoon after she arrived
ble, though.
in Hollywood. Lupe wjas receiving
$500 a week, and her agent was getting $125. leaving Lupe $375.
This went on for a while, and then
1
upe objected, with the result that

favor,

her contentions.

There
are, of course, instances where players have been ungrateful, and passed
up the people who helped them in

ways, instead of
two, at comparatively little increase.
Ultimately a supplementary deal
was negotiated with Paramount, according to which Jack received ahout
$500 more a week. And though he
had to pay a commission of $50 on
this, he did receive the hulk of it.
Jack told me that he holds no
rancor toward anybody in the whole
matter, but he does hope things will
be straightened out sometime, so he
will know for whom he is working,
without question or quibble. He also
gayly refers to agents as flesh peddlers.
"I say it humorously, of
course," he declared, "but that's what
they are, anyway."
his salary three

I

^-^

Sue Carol's, of course, was a very
odd case, for it seemed to be a
wholly unpremeditated affair on
both sides. Douglas MacLean, who
had her under contract, was not
really

Betty

I'holo

li>-

Hachrjch

Compson

is

He

an agent.

had met Miss

expert in obtainsalary
ing
her
rights, in or out

and felt that she
might have a fu-

of court.

ture in pictures.

Carol

socially,
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he signed her up for fi
perhaps, that the contract would
be worth much more mone) than he was paying.
MacLean b<
lending his player, and the revenue was astonishing.
She had
turned into a sort of gold mine.
1- contract started off at $150
a week, and ran up to about $500, but Sue w;i> clicking it off at
the rate of $
so, before any one could realize it.
Perhaps it MacLean had been more inclined to stay close on
the trail in true agent fashion, he might have been growing
wealthy, because of her talents, even yet.
But, a couple of years
Sue claimed nonreceipt of an important telegram that would
continue to bind her. and has been free as the wind ever since.
She was acutely aware of her value, even before the court's
decision liberated her.
She tried to buy her way out of her .serfdom, if you want to call it that.
It
should be mentioned that
MacLean asserted that he spent $15,000 to $20,000 in furthering
Miss ( ami's career.
tble

imagining

little

that

at the time,

1

1

i

Minor arguments with agents

don't mean much.
There are
Compsotl IS an expert in obtaining her
rights, even to the matter of $1,000 or SO.
Betty saved $1,100
on one battle by settling out of court for $400, though shortly
before that she lost a suit for a $1,500 commission on the sale

plenty of them.

Betty

of films.

Gary Cooper

A

also believes that

money saved

commission, he once
was enough to argue over, if

is

money

earned.

5-per-cent

felt,

he didn't believe

was right.
Amusing things happen once in
a while in connection with the summary settling of these disputes. Not
long ago, Tola Negri had all her
jewels taken away from her while
it

John Boles was

in the past
a victim of the farmingout system.

Mary

won

fight with

on a friendly visit to Berlin, because
an agent had a claim against her.
Tola stormed, and finally got the

a five-year legal

an agent.

One of the few other suits that
ever compared with it for duration
was that of Cora M. Wilkenning,
an agent, against Mary Pickford,
brought over the negotiating of
Mary's Famous Players contract in
1916.
This lasted for five or six-

back.

Is

Pickford

Dorsay had a disconcerting
experience, when a process server
for an agent chose her appearance
in a Brooklyn theater as the occasion to hand her a paper telling her
to be in court on such-and-such a
day.
Fifi was in the middle of her act
on the stage. She thought the paper
was handed to her as some sort of
Did she hit the ceiling when
gag.
she saw what it really was? Well,
Fifi

As I remember it.
won most, if not all, of the

years.

Mary
points.

Such an action has, I believe, recently been started against the Duncan Sisters, covering about four or
five years of their stage and screen
appearances, and involving $2?<K000.
Generally speaking, the playrs seem to be the victors in n
of these legal contl:
Perhaps their method of approach
to the courts is more appealing than
that of the agents.
Anyway, contracts are the bunk, according to
the Hollywood viewpoint, most of
the time.
Monte Blue, for instance, lias
been fighting his way alone ever
since he entered the movies, taking
the bitter with the sweet.
the screen for nearly a year,
but during all that time no one at(

wonder.
To what extreme lengths a contract holder will go to keep a star to
an agreement, either actual or imI

was strikingly illustrated in
the prolonged suit of Charles Duell
plied,

against Lillian Gish.

through the

New York

This dragged
and Los An-

geles courts for three years.
^

Duell asked $5,000,000 for alleged
breach of contract. Lillian won. but
if she hail lost she probably would
have spent all her remaining clays
in the poorhouse.
Duell. yon may
remember, was the producer of Miss
dish's

mola."

most

"The Whil
r" and "RoThe suit was one of the

bitterly

contested

and sensa-

l>y

Frcullch

M

tempted to

sell his services to the
Finally when Columbia
wanted him tor "The Flood." they
lios.

telephoned bis home, and after a
brief discussion he came right over.

tional in all film

history,

losing

though a
one for

Duell. virtually
from the beginning'.

Because she was
a minor,

FayWray

wriggled out of a
25-per-cent
cut
with an agent.

The companies themselves rather
way of doing business, for

like this

enables them to deal with the acTt isn't, on the other
hand, such a good thing for
Continued on page 100
it

tor directly.
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TALES from

By Malcolm
H. Oettinger
Though you are

Hollywood is a nine o'clock town, enough happens
before curfew time to bring forth anecdotes galore.
And a favorite author
here offers some that appeal to his well-known sense of ironic humor.

any one
WHENEVER
Hollywood, he soon

told that

honest about
himself weaving a

sets out to be

finds

crazy quilt so brightly hued as to seem fantastic.
notes, however, are based on anecdotes that have been carefully traced to their sources and

These apocryphal

So much for veracity.
So many colored myths, so many fabrications, elaborate and grotesque, so much mimeographed matter
emanates regularly from Hollywood that it is nothing
less than a kind act to record notes from Wonderland
sticking to the truth, however naked.
Stardom has done nothing to tame one young actress
famed for her magnetism, celebrated for her charms,
verified.

notorious for her ability to front-page her various misadventures. She has been consistently careless ever since
those early days when she was "discovered" and apprenticed to the camera.
When the company was on location in Virginia for a"
month making a picture in which she was the pride and
joy of an old Southern family, she would disappear with
a likely-looking backwoodsman, or a friendly freight
hand, or a strong man from a passing circus. Her favors were distributed with a prodigal hand her friends
;

were legion.

The company
of the box

of

the

clamorous that

it

became so insistent and
was decided to star the strenuous

exhibitors

young scapegrace.

A

wire called her from the Coast to the main office in
York. A contract, new and generous, awaited her.
"We're going to star you." said the head of the company, smiling behind the impressive mahogany desk
with the glass top.
"We're going to star you even
though you have been a bad girl. You've broken lots
of rules, caused untold expense, but we're willing to
forget all that if you'll behave in the future.
"Remember that as a star you must always maintain
your dignity. You are a person of standing, and you
must live up to it. You must keep the respect of the
public and of your fellow workers, as well.
"So I warn you, as a star, you'll have to cut out
tramps, deck hands, scene-shifters, and acrobats. As a
star you'll have to show real class. Take my advice, kid,

Xew

and

stick to actors

and directors."

One producer has inspired so many legends that he
may be said to symbolize all Hollywood producers.

We

need not consider his early days

in the tailoring

him to interrupt a British
statesman who was expounding to him the possibilities
of the cinema for world peace, long enough to finger his
cutaway and say. "Pfui
What a rotten buttonhole!"
trade, those days that caused

little excursions and her
was rapidly showing the stuff

tolerated her

idiosvncrasies, because she
that stars are

demands

made

of,

according to the immutable lights

office.

After her third picture had swept the country, the

!

We

may

employee,

pass over the occasion of his quizzing a new
learning that he was a Harvard man. and
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the
then

woid

demanding magnificently, "Well, say me

!"

a

big

Indeed we may omit mention of his suggestion that
one of his theaters economize by cutting the symphony
orchestra in half and having the remaining musicians
play twice as loud.
Just before starting plans for a new picture this producer called his staflf of supervisors, technicians, authors,
directors, and comptrollers into conference.
A conference is a room full of cigar smoke and golf scores and
men whose office doors are lettered with their names, or
the names they have selected.
The last film had been a prodigious success. There

was no doubt about that. Now something more stupendous must he made to top it. the producer explained,
lavishly illustrating his ambitions with extravagant gestures.
The forthcoming feature must he titanic, colos-

—

gigantic
well, what did the hoys suggest?
After many minutes of cigar-chewing and brow-furrowing, which is something of an art in Hollywood, a
bright young man said. "I have an idea, chief.
Give me
your reaction to this: we'll announce this coming picture
!"
as an epic
The chief withered him with a glance of tine disdain.
"Nope," he decided with an air of finality. "It's
be much bigger'n that. Our last was an epic."
sal,

At one of the May fair dances he was attentive to a
slim blonde whose husband was a director, and before
that a bouncer in a water-front saloon.
As the evening wore on the flirtation came to the
attention of the husband, who was properly indignant.

He

followed the actor out of the ballroom during an
Idle curiosity impelled a small group to

intermission.
see

what would happen.

They could hear

the director's voice raised in anger,

world as though he were directing a big
scene.
They heard protestations from the actor: then
a loud smack and the thud of a falling body.
Had the
screen hero knocked out the director?
for

all

tlu-

washroom they came upon a tableau.
was standing over his victim who lav on
the tile floor, his right arm awkwardly shielding his
handsome head.
"Don't hit me in the face." he was pleading. "Please
Rushing

The

into the

director

don't hit

me

in

the

face.

My new

picture

start-

morrow."
Practical joking has been
colony, as it is sometimes
assistant to the <;ra:
fied.
In Hollywood. April
Playboys an
year.

elevated to an art in th<
From the low'
ducer-star, the gag is gloricalled.

1st

comes every day

ly

tolerated

;

in

the

they are en-

couraged.

One handsome

blade of the screen was true to his art
in a crisis.
Celebrated cinematically for his daring, his
romance, his courage, his photographs were on dressing
tables in boarding schools from coast to coast, his profile

One bouncing actor, who has achieved something not
unlike international celebrity, prides himself upon the
gallery of surprises that awaits the unsuspecting

classic in its regularity.

lounge chair proves to be grapevined
with electrical wires that shock the sitter in no uncertain
manner a water tumbler leaks unexpecK-dly. sprinkling
Continued on page 106

A

Grecian

in

its

puritv.

highly successful series of pictures caused his contract to be renewed at an agreeable increase.
He was
sitting on top of the world with a bottle in each hand.

in his

home.
irge inviting

:

—
!
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Socked-But SMILING
no longer, but just a featured member of the cast, Adolphe Menjou
explains why he considers that he's in a better spot now than ever before.

A

star

YOU"Poor Adolphe Men-

sional

hear, concurrently,

Pretty tough to
of the cast

jou.

By Laura Ellsworth

member

be just a

after being a star."
M.-G.-M.'s
I recently lunched with the poor guy in
commissary, to which he refers as the "beanery." For a
poor guv who has taken what is considered a professional

"Menjou was rather too cheerful. It was two years
we had met. The first time was when he was still
a Paramount star. Then he was
nervous, worried, tense. Yet on
this later day he looked ten
years younger and evidenced
excellent spirits. Something was.
sock,

since

action,

I

"My God !"
"Am

exclaimed he,
I supposed to
regret the passing of stardom
feelingly.

a

little

more of

my

and

it

I'd

grave. I didn't
want to be a star don't approve
the system.
It was more or
less forced on me and damn
in

—

near wrecked my health, nerves,
and disposition. I consider that

—

like that?"

"How

about

— food

else.

If

mov-

*

I'm in a better spot now than
I've ever been before."
"How about actor's pride
precedence on billing and things

rot

intelligent

for six months, at the end of
that time the public would no
longer accept tripe. "One of the
difficulties producers have created
for themselves is the rule that
every picture, to be successful,
must please all people. And that,
if it continues, will be the eventual death of the movies.
"There is an audience for every
type of picture, but there is no:
one type of picture for all audiWhen you try to devi-:
ences.
such a monstrosity by injecting a
few ingredients from every type
of story, the result is bound
a rotten picture.
"An author a good one, I
mean writes solely for his particular audience, the audience created by his first work, which
reached kindred souls who unies

inquired.

Mr. Menjou laid down knife
and fork as one preparing to
concentrate on matters more
important than food.

Why,

an accomplishment much

rarer than you would think.
"I like good pictures." he said,
agreeing with me that if producers went into a huddle and

made nothing but

"How come?"

like

I

Fitch

awfully wrong.

have been

satisfaction,

every major character in a
play to be sharply defined
Not typed, you understand,
but clearly characterized."
This Menjou knows his movies. He has an admirable
sense of picture values.
Not just an actor's sense, but
a comprehension of every element in the cause, aim,
and effect of picture-making. His perspective has beer,
evolved by combining personal intent with audience

it ?
It's a lot of
for vanity and little
you deliver a good

Photo by llurrcll

Stardom sent Adolphe Menjou

—

another reason why

to the hospital

derstood

—

and sympathized

v

better off
just
his ideas.
The movies, of course,
piece of work, who is going to
cannot be judged by purely artisnotice or care about the size of
to-day without the worry of carrying a picture.
tic standards, being a mongrel
your name in the ads? And if
medium that is three quarters
your work is bad. your name in
But there are enough artistic elements in
economics.
gilded lettering three feet high isn't going to help you
them to make artistic improvement possible and make
one bit. Advertising may have developed into a fine art,
it pay, too.
but it's still the quality of the product that sells it."
"If you're going to make a good picture, you must
Menjou is decisive the answer to a reporter's prayer.
He doesn't quibble, never becomes vague, cautious, politic. do it uncompromisingly for its specific audience. ProHe talks rapidly, his mind functions at lightning speed ceeding from that base, a blood-and-thunder 'meller' intended for adolescents can be just as intelligently conand follows a train of thought directly to conclusion.
ceived and well executed as purely adult fare."
Logical, candid, and thoughtful, he prefaces no remark
Menjou. who practices his preachments, has attracted
with the usual "of course this is not for publication,"
he's

—

—

behind which most actors hide when they inadvertently
His frankness is intentional and he credits the
go.
reporter with sense enough not to abuse it.
I offered congratulations on his very slick performances in "Morocco" and "New Moon."
'Morocco' is a good picture, isn't
"Thanks." said he.
And vet it could have been better. I think. I wasn't
it?
he wasn't clear
entirely satisfied with the man I played
enough. For my own entertainment as well as profes-

let

'

—

as definite an audience as any star. His appeal
to the sophisticate, the intelligent metropolitan.

"When
my

cause

I

is

wholly

was with Paramount they were disturbed be-

pictures, although they did big business in the

Well, good Lord. I
cities, did not draw in 'the sticks.'
had no intention of playing to the stick-. I was selecting
A
plays by Lonsdale. Savoir, Schnitzler as vehicles.
Had I tried to
certain brand of comedy is my forte.
Continued on page 110

Marian

Marsh
CHOSEN

to

play Trilby to

John Barrymore's Svenga//, is
it any wonder that Hollywood
looks curiously at Marian
Marsh, asking if this splendid
opportunity

is

the forerunner

of a brilliant career?

known

in

films

as

Once
Marilyn

Morgan, she attracted no

at-

tention; but after three years'

study of

dramatics,

singing

and dancing, she emerges
with a

new name

to

capture

one of the big chances of the
year. When one is eighteen,
with a foot poised on the
ladder of fame, the world is
just a rosy cloud. Let's hope
that Marian will mount higher
and higher intotheempyrean.

k'

'*

j
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By
Samuel Richard
In

Mook

squads, battalions, and regiments

among

came

A few have
win favor, and many have igno

the elect of Hollywood.

fighting to

—

the

first

of a series

—

cites

Sound the

clarion, shrill the fife,
the sensual world proclaim
One crowded hour of glorious life
I< worth an age without a name!

To

all

— Walter

maybe
WELL,
hour — maybe

so.
it

but they didn't
Neither did the public.

Scott

The movies had their crowded
was a crowded year or tw
seem to care much for it.

With the coming of the talkies there was the now
well-known influx of stage talent which completely submerged the stars and featured players whose names
formerly graced the billboards.

A

native film player
almost than the proa cast
verbial needle in the haystack.
When the smoke of battle cleared away and it was
possible to sift the wheat from the chaff, the perform^
ances turned in by, and the impressions made by, the
stage players make interesting reading.
Age, size, weight, height, and coloring made no difference.
All that they needed was one performance on
the stape and they were bound to be better than any
talent the movies themselves had developed.
One performance on a New York stage and presto
When they
reached Hollywood they had become a Broadway star.
Among the recruits, a few have clicked in a big way.
Ruth Chatterton has scored the biggest individual
success.
About washed up on the legitimate stage, she
was living more or less idly in Los Angeles, in order to

was harder

to

find

in

—

—

!

be with her husband. Ralph
Forbes, when Emil Jannings insisted that she be
signed for "Sins of the
Fathers.'*
It was a silent
film, but her work was outstanding.

When
among

the talkies arrived directly afterward, she was
the first signed up. Her films include "The Doc-

"The Dummy," "Madam X," "Charming
"The Laughing Lady," "Sarah and Son,"
"Paramount on Parade." "A Lady of Scandal." "Anybody's Woman," and "The Right to Love."
tor's Secret,"

Sinners,"

Maurice Chevalier probably comes second on the list
of stage hits.
His first picture. "Innocents of Paris."
was very badly received by the press, but the Chevalier
personality was received by the public with acclaim and
gusto.
Succeeding pictures, "The Love Parade," "Paramount on Parade," "The Big Pond," and "Playboy of
Paris" have established him more solidly.
At the moment there is more fan interest in Robert
Montgomery than any other actor star or otherwise.
His films have been one lon$r strinar of successes. "So

—

Crowded Hour
stage

players hoping

achieved a spot

in

to

take

their

place

the sun, others are

miniously returned to Broadway.
their triumphs, struggles,

and

still

This article

failures.

This Is College," "Three Live Ghosts," "Untan*
"Their Own Desire," "Free and Easy," "Sins of the
Children," "The Divorcee," "The Big House," "Love
in the Rough"
not an artistic triumph—"Our Blushing
Brides," "War Nurse," "Inspiration," and "The Easiest
Way." He has a fan following second to nobod)
Ann Harding started with " Paris Bound," a sophisticated corned} which failed to impress the public to any
\tcnt.
was followed by "Her Private Affair"—
It

—

i

hopeless drivel

was
tional

lent

for

—and

First
"Girl of

to

she

Nathe

Golden West." Although

Fredric

gomery

March

is

a close runner-up

Mont-

rt

among the male
:it
from
stage.
Starting with "The Dummy," he foil.
.ith
"Paris Bound,' "The Wild Part
Mystery," "Jealousy," "The Marriage Playground,"
for honors

"Sarah and Son." "Ladies Love Brutes,"
the
Navy," "Manslaughter," "Laughter," "!
Family," and "Sex in Busini
There was a had let-down in
ter "The
Marriage Playground," hut starting with "Manslaughti
fan interest revived, and rumor i- that he will shortly
1

1:

he starred.

Kay Francis comes next and
to

come.

look-

She established herself

set

a- a

for a long time

vamp

first

magnitude with her screen debut in "Danf
Succeeding appearances have been in "Illusion*'
Notorious Affair," "Behind tin- .Make-up." "Gentlemen
of the Press," "Rattle-"
in which -he blossomed forth
a- a straight leading lady
-"The Marriage PlaygTOUl

—
—

Go

Native," "Paramount on Parade,'
of
Passion Flower." "For the D<
"Ladies' Man." "The Virtuous Sin," "Unfit to Print,"
"Let's

I

Chance." "The

and "Buy Your

Woman."

Chester Morris probably scored the most
sensational success of them all when the
talkies first came in.His performance in
"Alibi" was an outstanding triumph for him
and for a time he
was the most sought

man in pier
He played

in "1

"the Ca-e of
Sergeant C,ri~cha."

Life."

she herself received
very good notices, the
picture was roundly
panned, and her screen

career seemed doomed.

But Samuel Goldwyn saw her. and liked her.
and borrowed her for '•Condemned." opposite
Ronald Colman.
She took a new lease on life
and clinched her position with the sensationally
successful "Holiday."
Her next will he a modernized version of
East Lynne" for Fox. to be followed by "Rebound" at her
own

— Pathe.

studio

26

The Crowded Hour

"Playing Around." "She Couldn't Say No," "The Redeeming Sin," "Womantrap," "The Big House," and

"The Divorcee."
His career, too, suffered a let-down just hefore "The
Big House," and his following deserted him to an extent.
lis latest, after a long absence from the screen, is "The
A few more like it and it will be
Bat Whispers."
"Chester breathes his las
The surprising part of these successes is that, with
the exception of Chatterton. not one of them was a star
or even a featured player on the stage.
Al Jolson is the boy who is credited with injecting the
breath of life into the talkies with "The Jazz Singer."
Opinion now is that any one with a name could have
put the picture across on account of its being a novelty
I

and the

talking-singing picture.
it may, it put Warner Brothers back on
the map financially. Jolson followed it with the equally
successful "Singing Fool" and the less successful

Be

first

that as

"Mammy"

and "Big Boy."
Nothing lasts, however, and even Mr. Jolson's vogue
seems to be passing, for his last picture was withdrawn
the same
after a week at the New York Winter Garden
theater where his earlier pictures and Mr. Jolson, in
person, used to pack them in night after night, month
after month.
He signed with United Artists, who hoped that better
Howvehicles would provide new screen life for Al.
ever, the fact that they have already paid him $500,000
in salary without ever having turned a crank on one of

—

his pictures

His

first

may dampen
picture

or. a

50-50 basis, with a guarantee of $5,000 a week
$31,250 he is said to have heen receiving

a- against the

each and ever}- Saturday from United Arti>ts.
A runner-up to these, who is hatting 1.000 or close
to it, is Claudette Colbert.
She knocked the critics and
fans for a loop in "The Lady Lies." and followed it with
"The Big Pond," "Manslaughter," and "Sex in Business." Should have a tremendous following if they can
get her to make enough pictures.
Marilyn Miller scored a smash hit in "Sally," and
returned a year later to make ''Sunny" now current. If
the puhlic like her well enough to swallow another musical, she probably will continue to make them at the rate
of one a year.
Will Rogers is another who has landed much more
solidly in talkies than he ever did in the silent films.
"They Had to See Paris" was a hox-office riot, followed
by the slightly less successful "So This Is London."
Now, in "Lightnin' " he eclipses both previous efforts.
His current vehicle is "A Connecticut Yankee" to be
followed by an untitled story dealing with the fortunes
of a country doctor.
Helen Twelvetrees was
signed by Fox at the very
outset of the talkies,

when

their enthusiasm.

for

them was to have been
"Sons o' Guns," but this
has been indefinitely postponed. He is set to do a
vouthful coined v on the

^r^
w

&-..

};>**"

^*'

^^^

she was playing the
feminine lead in "Elmer Gantry" on the
stage.

Her

first pic-

was "The Ghost Talks." followed by
"Blue Skies" and a bit in "Words and

ture

Music."
Released by Fox. she was just about
She jumped
to return to New York when Pathe signed her.
into immediate favor with her first picture for them. "The Grand
Parade." and has increased her popularity with each succeeding
one "Swing High," "Her Man." and "The Cat Creeps."

—

.

The Crowded Hour
(Jnreleased pictures are "Beyond Victory," "The Painted Desert," and "Millie,"
She should bje one of the reall) big box-office bets within the nexl year or two.
Walter Huston is greatlj in demand ;tt the momenl among the produ< ers.
picture was "The Lad) Lies," followed b) "Gentlemen of the Pi
"The Virian," "The Bad Man," "Abraham Line
"The Virtuous Sin," and "The
Mi- next picture is "The Honor of the FamU."
for Firsl National.
cool
Huston is reported asking
I

1

.1

$50,000 per picture for future films.
Barbara Stanwyck
in private life Mrs. Frank Fa)
alifornia to be with her husband.

—

came out

1

ling

her

to

first

much interest with
"The Locked Door," she

excite

film,

made a smash hit in the next one, "Ladies of Leisure." Subsequent pictures,
"Mexicali Rose,"
body's Girl" indicate a great fu-

"Illicit. "

and "Any-

ture.
Ilka

Chase has

succeeded

in spite

salary,

and partly on ac-

count of musicals being
on the wane.
Regardless of that, he has been

of studio executives, rather than
because of them.
They have
lent her all over the place for

any kind of "hit" another studio wanted to place her in. Not-

i

withstanding this, she has created a definite following
from her work in "Paris Bound." "Imagine My Embarsment," "Once a Sinner." "The Florodora Girl,"
Reckless." "Fast and Loose," and "Free Love."
A dressy comedienne and, in the vernacular, as pungent offscreen as she is on. if she ever gets a lead in a
decent picture it's going to he too had for some of our
•

nt stars.

Joe E. Brown came into pictures shortly before the
talkies, but never aroused much interest until the screen
found its voice. He came to the front in Warner's first

"On With the Show." followed by
"The Show of Shows." He was featured in subsequent
films, "Hold Everything," "Top Speed." "Going Wild."
"Sit Tight." "Maybe It's Love." and was lent to United
all-color

picture.

Artist- for "The Lottery Bride."
It is
his contract will not be renewed, partly

rumored that
on account of

highly successful to date.
In the same category is Winnie Lightner, the plump
singing-in-the-bathtub comedienne of "Gold Djl.'of Broadway," "Life of the Party." "She Couldn't S
No," "Hold Everything," "The Show of Shows," and
"Sit Tight." She is going strong at the moment.
George Arliss won the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences* award for his work in "Disraeli." yet
the picture has lost $30,000 to date. He also made "The
Green Goddess" and "Old English" and is due to do
"The Ruling Passion." Figure it out for yourself.
Some of the most consistent su
of the talkies
have been those of character acl
in pro]
more heavily than
tion to their fan appeal, ha-

almost any one el
Beryl Mercer i- undoubtedly one of th<
we
should he grateful for talking pictur
her
from the stage.
She has been in "We America5," "Seven Days' Leave." "In Gay
"Three Liv
Madrid," "Common Clay." "The Matrimonial Bed."
"Dumb-bells in Ermine," "All
n the Western
Front." "Outward Bound," "Inspirati >n," "East Lyni
I

and "Bad Women."
Helen Ware is another character woman who has
made good in a big way. Starring on the stage when
most of us were in swaddling clothe-, she made a
comeback in the talkies and has worked continuously in
"The Virginian." "Halfway to Heaven," "One Night at
Continued

o-
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THEY

ROCKED
By
Madeline Class
Jeanne Eagels went on to the bitter finish, regardless
When foundering
of the storms that tossed her craft.
usethreatened, she tossed overboard all excess cargo
less friends and admirers
and waited for the storm to
subside. Turn back she would not.
Utterly different in every respect from the fierce
Eagels is the lovely flower from Hollywood's own hothouse, Olive Borden.
When I first knew Olive, she was a highly decorative
telephone operator who could put up as many wrong
numbers to the square foot of multiple as any of us.
It is not known whether Olive was ambitious for fame
at that time, but it is an unquestioned fact that her
mother was. Xot for herself, of course, but for her

—

—

only child.
Olive was half orphaned
doubt but that her mother
saved throughout the years
child every advantage that

in

infancy.

There

is

no

worked, and planned, and
of her rearing to give the
their

limited

means could

provide.

Charles Ray's genius for portraying
yokels dazzled his

THE
is

life

own

eyes.

of a screen player

like a long, perilous sea

voyage

in a small boat.

A

few of those who start out from
the shore arrive safely in the port
of success. Many founder, sink,
or turn back before they reach

The

swum

list

of those whose boats

foundered and who have
back to shore and given up

the voyage,
pile

here.

these efforts

worthy and

too long to comAlthough many of
to win success were

is

sincere, investigation

of each case would show that the
contestant was wanting in some
respect
in ability, determination.
or the willingness to endure discouragements and hardships.
player with the dramatic
ability of Jeanne Kagels will not
give up. no matter bow rough
becomes the sailing.
Such an
artist is driven on by a fierce
inner urge that must find expression, even though stimulants must
be resorted to. and the body
driven to death by the abuse to
which it is subjected.

—

A

having been spared all toil, her
mother regarded her as a

Of
investment.
course she loved the girl, not
only because Olive was her
daughter, but because Olive is
a lovable person.

promising

of

their goal.

have

When she had grown to
beautiful maturity, her hands
delicately soft and lovely from

Having invested many years
work and all her hopes in

her tractable offspring, Mrs.
Borden set about to make the
investment pay dividends.
This may seem to have been
a cold-blooded procedure, but
it
at least had the virtue of
being honest and practical.
Olive's charm and beauty
would have won her an adoring husband long ago. but
Mrs. Borden had other plans,
and suitors were emphatically
discouraged.
Strange but

authentic

stories

are

told

of

Mrs. Borden's warlike attitude
toward the swains who aspired
to Olive's heart and hand.
"I worked and sacrificed to
Pola Negri brought
prince instead of a

and now she has

home

a

contract,

neither.

:

THE

BOAT
In

cinema fame, the contestants
founder in a temperamental sea, or,

the race for

often

the task too exacting,

finding

career and swim

back

to

desert their

a calm retreat.

Sometimes they come back with renewed
ambition and reach the goal.
you every opportunity," said she, in substance.
you cannot marry, or give up your career, until

give

"Now

my

provided for."
Olive took the rap and started out to
win financial independence for the two of them. The
tranquil beginning of her voyage and the fierce gales
that later all hut sunk her craft are too well known to
The point of her story is that she re]Wf.-d repeating.
turned to shore and, with her indomitable mother behind
the rest of
S

•

sturdy

life is

little

made a fresh start.
Olive's return to the screen found her playing leads,
instead of starring: and now she is touring in a stage
Her voice is charming,
play, "The Devil Is a Lady."
she has acquired poise and polish, and her best histrionic
her.

years are before her.
In tin- case of Mi-- Borden, her voyage to success was
ruined by endeavoring to make the trip in months instead
of years.

There are many other rea-

wby promising

After haughtily returning to port, Olive
Borden is starting out again with proper

careers

ballast.

go askew.

Take

the

Kerry, born

of Norman
Norman Hussey

case

Kaiser, scion of a wealthy silk
If ever an ac-

manufacturer.

tor dissipated his talents and
trampled his opportunities un-

der foot this

man

did.

Kerrv had genuine
onic ability and the

histri-

handsomest physique west of his
native Rochester.
fearfully precise

When

the

Erich von
Stroheim wanted an actor to
portrav the fascinating Count

von Hohenegg, in "Merrj
Round." he sent for Kerry,
who was then visiting in Budap
shall always regard that
I
performance as the most romantic military characterization ever filmed, and T never
hear the hauntingly beautiful
"Caprice Yiennois" hut there
flashes to mind a picture of
the dashing lieutenant paying
Gloria Swanson
talked of woman

was
in

when she became

the most
the country

la

marquise.

court to the naive and wistful organ
grinder. The role elevated Kerry to
stardom, but frivolous society and an
thirst soon lost it for
For several years after being
him.
let out by Universal, he played unimportant leading role-, and of late
months had done nothing at all until
engaged for a secondary role in "Dishonored."
Instead of making an effort to cultivate his voice and reinstate himself
in his profession, he seemed content
to fritter away the time in an civiThat the
le-- round of pleasures.
elastic military tread that once
tintruished him has gradually altered
is
distressing to one who expected
him to become a leading star.
Recently Yon Stroheim conferred
with the official heads at Universal
about refilming "Merry-Go-Round."
It
with Kerry in his original role.
looked for a brief while as if the
great chance to redeem himself had
come. Kerry is no older than many
of our most successful male star«

unquenchable

role would have brought his
foundering boat safely into port.
However, the deal fell through, and

this

!

3U

They Rocked the Boat
end Universal bought. Von's colorful romance as a

in the

don't know
vehicle for their singing star, John Boles.
how the blithe Kerry feels about it, but the thought of
Hull's singing this tmsingable role is too, too much for me.
Needless to say, unless a miracle happens, the career
of Norman Kerry is at an end.
hear a great deal about the stars' efforts to be
humble. Unfortunately, they don't always practice what
An overgrown ego has weighed down
they preach.
many a film craft. Even the estimable and highly intelligent Swanson all but wrecked her career by perI

We

mitting her conceit to run rampant.
few years ago, when at the height of her career,

A

Miss Swanson swept into Hollywood with her new
marquis husband on her arm. She was at the moment
the screen's most talked of woman.
Headlines in three-inch type announced that a Hollywood star had married into the nobility. Her
popularity was ace-high with the movie pubpolloi was as noisily enthusiastic
the marriage had been a personal affair.
"Gloria Swanson is crossing the continent

and hoi

lic,

as

if

to attend the premiere of 'Madame SansYeah, and
Gene,' " shouted the billboards.
thousands of frantic, wild-eyed fans were
there to see Gloria and her marquis enter
and leave. It was almost necessary to call
out the militia to help control the crowd.
That night marked Gloria's great
moment she hasn't since known
;

one to compare with it.
"Madame Sans-Gene" was a
rather ordinary picture, though
no production ever had so much
free

advertising.

Swanson's

marriage, her serious illness, her
return to America with the marquis, the premiere of her for-

eign-made picture, all combined
to keep the presses hot and the
fans in a state of flutter

for

weeks.

And when the premiere was
over and the casualties attended
to, the queen of the movies set
out to show her marquis the
sights.

He saw

plenty

!

developed that his
title was not as important in
France as it sounded, but Hollywooders accorded him the
honors due the only title that
had married into their midst.
If to the discriminating his
It

later

nimbus of secondhand glory was
unbecoming, the opinion was
lost in the

general acclaim.

No

Pomeranian was ever displayed with more pride by its
mistress than was the marquis.
But being only human, he
grew tired of the runaround.
While at luncheon with Gloria
prize

popular restaurant a friend
of hers approached the table for
a few elegant words. The marquis remained seated.
When the lady had passed on,
Gloria turned on her noble
in a

spouse.

"Why

didn't

demanded.

you stand

?" she

"I'm tired of bobbing up and down!" said he in a
none too noble tone.
Paramount offered Swanson a staggering salary to
She scornfully refused
remain with the organization.
it.
Gloria apparently felt that she was worth several
Throwing caution to the winds,
million on the hoof.
she set out for New York to produce her own picture-.
And, being a member of royalty, she who had once
worked in horseplay comedies lived in royal style. Remember those private hotel elevators and all that sort
of thing?

Well, you know the result of her undertaking. Her
fortune disappeared and for several years little came
in to replace it.
Her fall was almost as spectacular,
though not nearly so thrilling, as her rise. When the
marquis saw her craft sinking, he left her to bail it out
by herself, while he hailed a passing liner and sailed

comfortably to shore.
Gloria Swanson has put up a game fight
to regain her lost prestige and rectify her
mistakes.
There is every indication that she
will again touch the heights of fame.
MetroGoldwyn is negotiating with her, and if she
signs with that company, it is rumored that
she will get the coveted "Merry "Widow" role.
I believe that Gloria has more to give the
screen than any actress on the M.-G.-M. lot
at the present time.

And

there

among

was the great

Pola.

Miss

Negri
married a prince, thereby topping
the Swanson triumph by several
notches. Pola and her ex-husband
were what Robert Ingersoll might
have called "crowned mediocrity
and uncrowned genius."
Unhappily, Pola's genius never
flared thereafter.
Negri was too
busy being a great beauty and a
social belle to give proper thought
to her career. The star who burst
upon us with the grandeur of the
aurora borealis left in almost total
star

stars.

eclipse.

Pola's voice
it is

is

fascinating,

and

a thousand pities that her ar-

tistic demise in America should
have occurred before she had an
opportunity to demonstrate her
vocal individuality before the microphone.
Perhaps that would
have been her salvation.
Why
doesn't some producer give her
another chance ?
Xow that she
has lost her prince, can't some one
induce Negri to return ?
The career of the beloved Valentino was foundering in seas of uninspired stories and sensa-

at the time of
internationally mourned
death.
One wonders what

tional publicity

his

course his craft would have
followed had he lived. And
what a sensation his talkie
debut would have been
Since the world was deprived of hearing his voice. I understand a phonograph
record which he made shortly before his
death, to be given only to friends, has been
released to the public, which is a paltry
Continued 0:1 page 112
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June MacCloy
DOME
that

it

say her voice
is

baritone,

is

contralto, others

contend

and one group describes

body and-soul warbling.
MacCloy's is a voice you

Be that as
can't forget.

it

as

may, June
Ask any one

it

"Reaching For the Moon "
She was born in Sturgis, Michigan, went to the
University of Michigan and by easy stages matriculated into the "Scandals," whence she progressed
to a night club and discovery by the movies.
Her next films?
Of course you want to know
"Night Life" and "Manhattan Musketeers."
who's heard

it

in
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THE

Joan Blondell

latest edition

to the wisecracking

sisterhood of the
to the worldly

screen, Joan Blondell, adds a new note
observations that fliply fall from their lips.
H the note in "The Devil Was Sick."

—

—

You

will

hear

THROUGH
a newcomer,

Elissa Landi,

found

is

be one of the most

to

striking personalities in Holly-

wood, with a strange beauty
enhanced by her many-sided
on

outlook
dancer,

Seven

TALENTS

Novelist,

life.

linguist, actress

—

all

lead to a deeper understanding of

life

— and

love.

By Romney Scott

Ti

I

IAN

ing

ners,

vividness

hair,

upward

green eyes slantthe outer cor-

at

and a pale face

by

a

beauty

that

set

into

is

not

beautiful,

but a certain strangei
being, after all. what real beauty

With

this strange

is.

appearance goes

a

nder, sinuous body.

Possessing this strangeness, Elissa
audi suggests anything from a medieval sorceress to Rossetti's Blessed
Damozel "leaning out from the
golden liar of heaven." Many other
I.

comparisons come to mind, hut

two
Only hear

suffice

for

the

let

present.

thought that Landi's
extreme.
I
can't recall any other player on
the screen, or anywhere else, who has
such a diversity of true expression.
personality

in

is

In a projection
dio,

where she

saw a

room
is

test of her.

at the

Fox

stu-

under contract,
If

Elissa

is

I

not a

I
swear to make no more
prophetic utterances.
The girl can act like nobody's business.
She has depth. Every emotion
in the calendar Hashes he fore your
eyes.
And there is no "instinctive
acting" in her work.
'Instinct," she says, "is often false.

Sensation,

If a person had never felt a certain
emotion, his instinct would he of little
value until he had experienced the
sensation that emotion caused.
To
arouse memory is the greatest achieve-

Brought to

New

was

York from London for 'A Farewell to Arms," Miss Landi
and the movies grabbed her.

better than the play

ment

in acting."
Rut. one ad<s. how get in contact with those memories ?
And thus we come to the crux of the Landi saga.
Disclaiming originality in the statement, she savs the
human mind i< like unto a vast house, with many rooms
of talents.
"Each person is naturally the owner oi his
own mind." Elissa reasonably pointed out to me across
a lunch table a deux.
"Once a certain room is entered, he sees what's in-

ide

it.

Not only

that, but

a never-ending passage of

memories lies in each room. And the memories are
discovered only when the owner enters and stirs some
talent, some suhject for learning.
"I mean any talent you possess opens its own particular room in your mind, arousing memories of other
things connected with that taletr.."
And now vou will hear which particular rooms in her
mind hi Land\ has entered, and how their contents assist
her. so that ydu, too, may henefit therefrom.

—
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Through Seven Talents
was horn

Slu- says she
ttaly,

but

is

brought up

not
in

in

Venice,

England, yet she

Her

not particularly English.

this entire

these sounds would evolve a melod)
or some impressionistic piece of

I

As

a child of five, she ran

musician would regard
in terms of music

room

the clatter of the plates, the chittc:chatter of voices, the rattle of knives
and forks, the clink of glasses. All

is

slant-

ing green eyes suggest the Slav. I'd
take her for Polish.
may. of
course, he wrong.

from home and

"A

mcrci.

She was

Italian.

away

music

the surpl
principal of a school that she wanted
to learn to write.
This urge came
from the fact that Elissa spent much
of her time inventing stories, and
told

in his

mind."

"And how do you
asked

I,

see this place?"
essaying to look as pro-

found as she.
"Right now," replied Landi witli>ut a pause, "I keep seeing things
in terms of scenarios.
You know,

relating them to her brother two
years her senior, and, at that time,
her only public.
"Our nurse used to read many of
the Norse sagas to us," Miss Landi
explained, her green eyes glinting,
her auburn hair standing almost on
end, causing her to resemble a Valkyria herself.
"I had to learn to
write stories of my own. It seemed
I had so much to tell people."
The infant authoress Landi soon
learned to write, and Heaven knows
what wild tales sprang from her

close-up of girl sitting down at table.
She takes a drink. Looks at menu,
et cetera.

"A dancer would notice everything in terms of dancing.
In her
mind she'd form a ballet of a person
entering the restaurant and eating
Every movement, each geslunch.
ture, would be seen in the form ol
an interpretive dance."
"And what would a writer do?"
said I. knowing whereof I spoke.
"A writer," replied Elissa, knowing better than I. "would look for
characteristics. He'd search for motives, or anything hinting at situations.
He'd ask himself the eternal
'Why ?' That person over there who

awakening mind. It did not go to
waste, for to-day Elissa is a writer,
as well as other pleasant things.
Two of her books, "Neilson" and

"The

Helmers." have been pubin England.
She is now
working on her third novel.
Dancing was the next urge in la
Landi to find expression. She spent
several years studying the Russian
ballet.
This was also good, for her
lished

has just sat

hand across

down

is

drawing

his forehead.

It

his

may

be only a careless gesture, but to
the writer it would mean the effect
of
some cause.
Miss Landi has published two novels
"I recall meeting a man who made
and
is working on a third.
movements are full of grace and
He told me the
shoes and boots.
harmony.
first thing he noticed about any one
As a linguist she rates well, speaking French, German,
he met was his footwear.
He said he could sum up
and Italian, as well as English.
She is a competent
the individual merely by looking at his shoes.
musician—a pianist of no small merit. Also she sings.
"So a writer should be able to judge another person In"It was ^really to continue my writing that I
went on
regarding his characteristics.
He can tell almost inthe stage," Elissa related, with no sign of
regret.
"I
stantly whether that person is posing or being natural."
wanted to learn play writing and thought the easiest way
"How? Also, why?"
would be to get right in the midst of acting."
"Because," went on /a Landi with steady mien, "a
She began in an English repertory company in Oxford.
writer constantly creates. He has opened the storehouse
Without doubt. Elissa showed her worth. ' After playof memories in that particular room in his mind dedimgvariousjninor roles, she was eventually given a lead
cated especially to weaving and relating events. It gives
in "Storm." a London production.
him a certain intuition almost a second sight.
Later' she played in
"The Constant Nymph."
"That is why I say every one should foster as many
Then came pictures. For two years she played in
talents as possible.
You cannot expect to be a genius in
silent films in England and France.
The
each one. though you may be gifted in several.
In the early part of
last year she appeared with Adolphe Menjou in
chief thing is to arouse the dormant talents
to explore
a French
talkie made in Paris.
as many rooms in our mind as we possibly can.
It irepresentative of Al Woods, the New York prosurprising what a lot of things we learn incidentally
ducer, met Miss Landi in London and invited her to
when we study only one subject.
play in the New York production of "A Farewell to
"I have a belief that all the many rooms in our mind
Arms." The play was no sensation but Elissa Landi
In other words, all the tallead to one immense hall.
was.
ents that we develop are. after all, only effects leading
At least, several film companies sought her signature
back to one cause. But this cause is too far away,
to a contract.
Fox won out. and Landi arrived in Hollyvague, for the average individual to find at the outset.
wood last October. Her first- American talkie is with
The farther you delve, the more branches you meet, and
Charles Farrell. in "Body and Soul."
the deeper you seem to go."
Whatever changes occur in Hollywood picture-making.
I have already remarked that the strange thing about
they will not affect Elissa. Having entered seven rooms
sa Landi is her many-sided, contrasting personality.
of her mind, she has a keen understanding of people
There is no pose about her. She does not allude to her
and events.
"art."
She
She regards her own talents as effects.
"I think every action in life is regarded in terms of
prefers to seek causes, rather than to bask in the glamour
whatever talent is uppermost in one," Elissa mentioned,
of results.
glancing around the restaurant like la belle dame sans
Continued on page 107
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IINGUIST, novelist, continental and vividly arresting
*— she's Elissa Landi. who comes from the stage to take
her place in Hollywood.
Red hair, green eyes, and an
inner fire add to her striking individuality and but learn
to know her better in the story, opposite.

—

WHATEVER
lain-ah,
that the last

you

It's Mardo, don't call her Marleen.
syllable, and why add

accent on the second

name is Dietrich? She's in Berlin now, ponpublic, but
dering on her ease in capturing the American
she'll be back soon.

Photo by Olio Dyir

WHAT'S

all the hullabaloo about the waste of Richard
Arlen on Western films? They're financially successful, else they wouldn't be made, and Dick's performance is
always ae plus ultra.
You don't hear him complaining.

Time enough

for dress-coat

drama

later.
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Photo bj Nlckolis Mur«j

THROUGH

storms and upheavals Richard Barthelmess
sails serenely on, neither happier nor more dissatisfied
with life than ordinary mortals, and at least buoyed up by
the knowledge that he is a success in the work he has
chosen for himself.

Photo bj Clarence Sinclair Bull

JOAN CRAWFORD

chose to be no meteor in the cinematic sky here to-day, gone to-morrow.
Instead, by
dint of hard work she has achieved the greater
brilliance of
a star fixed in the heavens, bright, twinkling,
looked up to
by worshipers below.

—
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l'hotu

WHEN

and her elder

sis-

Joan Bennett was
took her candy away from her, she met the
gentleness
catastrophe with quiet resignation. That same
it
and reserve persist to this day, showing on the screen as
a little girl

ters

does in real

life.

by Riy Jcr.M

IF Catherine Dale Owen

acted like a barkeeper's daughter
she would be more popular," writes an indignant fan.
But we say no, a lady bred in old Kentucky couldn't so
far forget herself.
Aw, let her remain willowy, aristocratic
m "Private Secretary."
*
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IOIS MORAN is the only pilgrim from Hollywood to
1— make the grade on the Broadway stage this year,
though several have tried and failed. Meet once more this
'

remarkable
site page.

girl,

admired by

all, in

the article on the oppo-

'

Broadway Baby
On

vacation from the studio, Lois

name go up

her

attempt

vain to

in

electrics

in

make

AT

the moment, Lois Moran is
enjo) ing a peculiar distinction.

Mi-s Moran, of

I

toll}

wood,

is

Moran calmly

the grade.

come from Hollywood and make good on Broadwa}

to

>!k were trekking
About a year ago when the
Hollywood, many complained of the movie colony's

ear.

Now

shoulder.

Lya de

-tars are

the tables are turned. A number of
Some, including
trying the stage.

'nt t
and Basil Rathbone,
for brief runs of three or four wed
1

i

have come

to

town

which is not yet deemed in finished form For Broadway.
But Lois alone has made the grade.
asked her how she had done it.
ion be added here that Lois's
Let a word of
She is not
Case is somewhat different from the other-.
without a movie contract.
On the contrary,
she must report back to Hollywood some time
I

I

this spring for pictui

have a good Story handy, and
wasn't satisfied with her last few stories,
while she was on vacation, she decided to

SO,

didn't

how it came about. But
the main question i-. how had she succeeded
where so many others had failed? One afternoon in her apartment on Park Avenue we

do

a play.

And

that's

talked the matter over.

"I had had a

making

'Stella

Moran

caught

her

true personality.

to

Broadway

vacation

in

from the

"Arthur Hopkins, the producer, and
tried a new
method. We decided to bring the play into New York
quietly with nobody in the east featured, 50 it would
stand or fall by its own merits as good entertainment,
rather than by an actress s name and publicity.
Then
after the critics had seen it, and the public had indie
whether they might patronize it, that would be time
enough to see about the billing."
While other stars were billing their plays, "Susie Star,
in "What Have You?'" Lois's play was billed simply
I

.

"Arthur Hopkins presents 'This Ls New York."
Three weeks later, after she had proved her ability.
Lois's name went up in lights.
A very wise procedure
for a movie star's name means nothing to .Yew York

—

playgoers unless she can act.
and screen audiences are vastly different,"
|je
Lois went on. "Screen fans go to see a favorite player.
;c audience- want a good play, and no matter how
talented the -tar

is,

if

the play

i|

i*

is

bound

to fail.

Why, even some

of the best .stai,r e actresses have
cos occasionally.
On the stage
certainly true that 'the play's

fiasit

is

the

"

thing!'

In conversation.

streak

of

Lois talks

lil.

Her

lightning.

words

tumble over one another

in her enthusiasm. She is exceptionally intelshe talks like a scholar and
ligent
looks like a child in her simple, girl-

ish clothes.

I

Tn

fact.

Lois's

pei

paradox. She is
as different on the screen
and off as it iShe
person to be.
has a brilliant
mind, but her
ality is a

A

i

like

never

come

this

I

talks

a scholar and
looks like a child,
but the camera has

t<>

studio seemed a good opportunity.
"I'm of one thing
wanted to beware.
When a new star coup
Broadway in a blaze of -lory, folks sit back and say
'Show me!' It's the performance and not the name that
counts.

"Right

Dallas,'

played in 'The Wisdom Tooth' on
the road.
And ever since then
Lois

wanted

a play, and

:

\perience several

little

years ago," Lois explained.
er

what?

luck that sets Lois apart, or

as

Others, including Vilma Banky and Rod La Rooque,
are touring the hintei
"ill
trying out their piece

Fox

it

By Mabel Duke

visit

to

ex-movie

Is

I've

i

)

and sees

on the "Great White Way,'' while other stars

of the New York
stage
She wasn't alone at firsl
several screen players dropped in to leave their
but blase Broadway ha- been at home onl) to Miss
Moran thus far.
Lois is ensconced as star of
stage hit that looks as
if it might run on for months and months, and thus she
claim the distinction of being the only movie player

rning the

steps into a stage hit

'

rccn
•>.

r

are ga-<ia.
Continued on
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OVER
Fanny the Fan swears
to

conclusions

as

she

the

prophecies, but can't

off

discusses

recent

resist

jumping

in

filmdom.

events

Fanny's hat was slightly askew, hut it didn't seem just the right moment to
mention it. Anyway, since seeing "The Royal Family of Broadway" one realizes that you never can tell about hats.
Maybe they are supposed to perch
rakishly at a near-falling-off angle.
Maybe the last word in chic is to look as
if you just came from a fancy-dress ball a little the worse for wear.-

Joan Crawford was an intelligent girl," Fanny remarked
that she suffers from the most exaggerated case of
modesty, or else she isn't quite bright. Imagine her going over to the Capitol
Theater to make a personal appearance and sitting in the audience!"
"Maybe she wanted to see the picture," I suggested, quite reasonably, it
seemed to me.
"Maybe she did, but she should have realized that the moment the lights went
up the whole audience would descend on her. To make the situation just as
serious as possible, Joan sat in a box, and when several hundred people started
rushing toward her, it looked as if the whole balcony were going to give way.
"It isn't as if Joan were hard to recognize off the screen. She is unmistakable.
Except for the fact that she looks unhealthy and seems to cultivate a morbid,
sinister appearance, she looks exactly as she does on the screen.
"Oh, well, with the aid of young Douglas and a squad of ushers, she
finally got out, even if somewhat the worse for wear.
"They say they will be glad to get back to Hollywood, even if it has
been fun to see a lot of shows here. You see, out in Hollywood people
know them pretty well and know they are crazy about each other and
don't keep badgering them all the time.
Here there is always a flock
of reporters on their trail determined to stir up some sort of trouble.
"If Douglas goes out alone to get a hair cut. the reporters want to
know if they are separated if Joan lunches with Douglas and some of his
old friends, and leaves alone to go to a fitting, then the scandalmongers
are sure there has been a row.
But the best tempest was stirred up
by their not going to the opening of 'Reaching For the Moon.' That was
"I always thought
breezily, "but now I

know

;

taken as evidence of
the

between
Fairbanks Sen-

iors

and Juniors.

ill

Helen Twelvetrees
is

much more

vivid

on the screen than
off.

'And
meant.'

me

Photo by Chidnoff

Estelle

Brody, British film

play

New

in

star, will

do a

York before going to Holly-

wood.

NEW YORK

is a crazy town when
there are enough picture players
visiting' here," Fanny announced
with a sigh, as she dropped into the chair
opposite me and promptly appropriated
i

my

sandwich.

wonder what becomes of all the
people who cause near-riots at personal
appearances when there are no stars
around. I think they must go into training the rest of the time by riding in
crowded subways and learning to use
their elbows."
"I

all

it

really

Joan

told
distractedly, 'was

we had already
seen "Reaching For
the
Moon" three
"
times !'
"I should say that
a daughter-in-law's
devotion could go no
further than that.
Once is a little more
than most people can
bear." I spoke
up promptly.
that

Photo by Barhraeh

feeling

'

TEACUPS
By the Bystander
"Did it realh, seem as bad as that?" Fanny asked int<
01 course, I saw it on the opening night,
"I've wondered.
when there win- a lot of interesting-looking people in the
<li<In"t
audience to look at when the picture got tin
And their were some grand arguments in the
really mind it.
•

I

afterward.
•me thought that the novelty of seeing Bebe with blond
Some thought that Fairhair was all that saved the picture.
banks in modern clothes was all right, it" he would only keep
the clothes on and not go running around in bathing trunks.
Others thought that the Fairbanks exuberance was all that Oh. well, at least every one agrees that it just
the picture.
lobb)

gets by."

"'Who was at the opening?" I asked, hoping to stem the
comments. After all. it isn't the sort, of picture that
It would he a mildly pleasant refuge from a
invites analysis.

tide of

rainstorm

was

"It

at best.

a

grand audience.

Estelle

Taylor was there

in

full

splendor, looking just as fan- want movie celebrities to look.
and --he'- always so animated that
Estelle's coloring is so vivu

crowds adore her.

I

hear

going on another

.die's

tour

vaudeville

When
Dunne

whili

waits to see if 'Cimarron'
revives her picture career.

"Cimarron" is shown Irene
will have a host of friends
out front.

"Carmel Myers was there,
Nancy Carroll and
is
Claudette Colbert, and Estelle Brody and Sylvi
just loads of other

and

iicv

peo|

"Carmel came East,

in-

tending to go on a vaudeville
tour, hut she had played
jusl one half-week when she
railed to the Coast to

work
at

the

in

Barrymore

pic-

Ami was

ture.

the

she thrilled
prospect of acting

Loretta

Young

with Barrymore
"Nancy Carroll has gone

Havana

•

vacation.

for a brief

Edmund Gould-

ing,

her director, took one

look

at

'Up Pops the Devil.'
•lay
Paramount had

bought for her. and groaned.
So now he's writing one.
You may remember that he
gave her the best part of
her career when be wrote
'The Devil's Holiday." so
you can imagine bow lighthearted Nancy was when
she went away, leaving everything in bis hands.
Ily Eilers has been visiting here tor a few days."

Fannv

went

on

breezilv.

is

the

cameraman's

delight.

"Did you know
to

have -aid

that

thai

beautiful girls in the woi
And I still don't
"No.

think

so."

I

offered, but Fanny was in much too bland
and pleasant a mood to be drawn in
-

•it.

hurried back to start work on 5
That's the way it always
Fox.
A free-lance player can sit
around Hollywood for weeks without inive her a job. bul
spirit
'

e

j

i ~

tun and

all
>r

the

c

>rk to

have some
irt clam-

her.

racis one of the
Jrls I've ever met." Fanny went on,
I wouldn't call her beautiful."

"I think Sally

46

Over the Teacups
Seems to feel that stage
a stage play.
players have more prestige in our studio-.
wonder if that's true. After all, would
T
Evelyn Lave have been starred in a film
if she hadn't been the toast of Broad wav
first?"

looked at Fanny aghast. All last winshe was so enthusiastic over Evelyn
Laye that every one else suffered by comparison.
In fact. I distinctly recall that
she recommended running excursion trains
from Hollywood to bring all film actresses
to see her performance in "Bitter Sweet."
"What's happened, anyway ?" I asked.
"Xothing much," Fanny assured me.
"But please stop me if I ever get enthusiastic again over a picture before it's made.
Evelyn Laye was so exquisite on the stage
that she was unearthly.
But in her picture she is just a very graceful, but nevertheless stagy and faded blonde.
don't
I
blame her for running off to London and
not being here for the opening.
"And then to make matters worse, Lilvan
Tashman played a rowdy cabaret singer in
the picture, and her characterization suffered, coming as it did on the heels of
Marlene Dietrich's enormous success in
I

ter

certainly never thought
day when Lilyan's characterizations wouldn't seem low enough.
"And speaking of surprises, I've taken
to haunting the President Theater where
they show foreign-language films, and I've
seen some acting.
The German "Anna

similar parts.

I

I'd live to see the

Christie'
title

was

glorious.

Garbo played the
American ver-

role just as she did in the

sion, but the old

man who

plaved
her father gave
a performance
that every actor

should studv.
"Tn 'The Trial
of Mary Dugan.'

Photo by Kahle

Whether Fox

likes

it

or not,
visit

Maureen O'Sullivan

to

insists

on a

German

Xorma

Ireland.

role is

And

of course that gave rise to one of those endless and futik
arguments ahout what beauty is, anyway. If you're talking about
perfect modeling and sheer perfection of feature, I'll defend Loretta
Young against all entries any time. But if you look on beauty as
something including poise, and artistry, and magnetism, we'll just
have to let Fanny have the last word with Claudette Colbert.
I
defy any one to talk her down when she starts raving about
Claudette.
"By the way," Fanny asked, "did you know that Claudette is
Joan Crawford's favorite star? She's almost as maudlin about her
a^ I am. So is Estelle Brody. And. incidentally. Miss Brody looks
quite a bit like her."
"Whoever may she be?"
"Dear, dear," Fanny remonstrated, "and I've tried so hard to
educate you. Don't ever let an Englishman hear you say that you
don't know who Estelle Brody is.
She is a musical-comedy
favorite in London, and she's been a star in British films for
Only one of them was shown over here, and it
five years.
was not so good. It wasn't her fault. I'm sure. It was made
during the hybrid period when no one knew whether pictures
would be heard or just seen. and. as the dialogue was put in
after the picture was practically finished, the result was a
little

isn't to

girl

Xora

named
Gregor

and she makes
Shearer look like
the junior class
in
dramatics.
She's marvelous.
don't underI
stand a word of
German, so the

only

German

films I enjoy are

the ones I have
read as plays in
English, but if

Miss

Gregor

speak any
other language.
I'll
start studying German right away."
can't

Joan Crawford seems

to

cultivate a strangely mor-

chaotic.

"She

a

version,

Shearer's
played by

make any

films here until after she

has done

bid appearance.

!

Over
real di

ill

you

il

(

Ih-\

v\

hat

."

ill.

•

lii]

"I le

I

a

i-

man

illusioncd

the Teacups

'li^

omen

hanging

about the stage door just
look at him, he naturall) thought he

to

was quite

then he emu- over on the steamer
with Primo Camera, the prize fighter.

\nil

Mam! up under

Chevalier couldn't

the

com

petition.

raera u.is a better dancer, In- was b
and he was better at deck
The
women on board ship brushed past Chevalier,
unnoticing, in an effort to get a good look at
looking,

"

"Yes, and I suppose Mary Pick ford can go
around town unnoticed, because all the celeb
ritv hunters arc looking For Tallulah Bankhead,"

said skeptically.

I

"Hardl)

After

picture

all,

fans

haven't

much about the glamorous Tallulah
The people who clamor for a glimpse of
arc chiefly those who remember her her
I

yel

her

the stage eight years
"The night she arrived

went

to the

wonderi

still

looked lovely—oh, no,
describe her at all,"

from London she
play, and I'm
w the play. She
she didn't. That doesn't
Fanny contradicted her-

impatiently.

"There's a hard, relentless quality about her
that outlaws any soft words in describing her.
It you can imagine vitriol being fascinating,
jet a fair idea of what Miss Bankhead is
like.

"Mary Pickford still needs a bodyguard
whenever sh<
She's staying at the
ut.
Sherry- Netherland and darting out on shopping trips now and then, but she can't idle
along looking
to

at things as

she pleases, for

in-

some one recognizes her and she has

evitably

make

her hotel.
been seeing a lot of plavs, hoping

a bolt for

"Slu-'s

to

one that she'd like to do in pictures, but
this has been such a bad year in the theater
that only comparatively few plavs have been
produced. And most of them have
been suitable for her.
That is. it"
any one knows what is suitable
find

PTioto

!*y

Monroe

Evelyn Laye's stage glamour was not caught by
the screen.

for her.

k 'Kiki' up
unannounced

and ran

it

there.

Of

Yonkers

to

a theater
the expedition
in

course,
in secrecy, so

shrouded

get to see the picture.
I
found some natives

But

Yonkers who did

and

see

it.

of

I

didn't

"Oh, super-sophisticated

stuff."

Fanny passed

il

Hays, and point!
ought to come naturally by a taste for comedy."
nator and llctlin
"since her father

lightly, in spite of censors,
e

her uncle."
h, but she's not easily influenc
She's
Fanny assured me. "Just imagine
been living in England for eight years and
hasn't acquired even a trace of 0>
is

!

'America's
Sweetheart' was about
suited to play Kiki as dear

they

said

that

Mary Carr would be
play Mother God da
old

"Now about Tallulah," I
remarked, hoping to bring
her back to a subject th.
more engrossing to me, at
least, "what sort of part
she to play in pictur

Esfelle Taylor

of

added

splendor

to

opening.

a

nt,

wher

to

is

a note
recent

Prince of

W

king at a photograph of the
isn't

"Il

the type of picture star chat
Only a few j
pletely?

leading

women were

sweet and

have
com-

to

it.

>

all

the

girlish,

Id under
even Pola masked a he..
Now look at them
her wicked exterior.
Teen are
The most popular
decidedly decadent in appearance.
Garbo, and Joan Crawford, and Marlene
'

Continui
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PINE TREE

the

able to keep

Tall, reticent,

head

his

dizzy town, Gary Cooper reminds the

viewer of a
fact,

Gary

is

of

bit

Montana

in his

Hollywood society and personal

of

a

inter-

scenery.

close to earth

still

in

In

views

liberty.

He meant

he has believed himself eager to realvarious desires, only to pass them up when he
could obtain them, and return to his first choice

ize

liberty.

Though

of

English parentage, and born

in

Iowa,

Gary Cooper is essentially of Montana, the State in
which he was reared the Rocky Mountain >ide. with

—

its

fertile

valleys

also,

;

one

may

add, in part of

its

Such settings went toward stirring the artist in the young Cooper.
I have never known Gary to allude to any scenic
beauty without drawing with a finger nail or pencil a
diagram on a handy flat surface. He looks at scenes
undulating prairies.

with the eyes of a painter. Starting at the horizon, he
describes each object and effect up to the foreground.
Or else he starts from the front and works back to
the far distance.
As soon as a production is finished. Gary rushes off
for a week or two in some lonely spot. So long as it is
Occasionally a pal goes
beautiful, that's all he cares.
with him. and together they lead what is known as
the rough-and-ready

life.

Recently Gary took a brief trip over the Mexican
border, to the small sea town of Ensenada.
I have
never been there, but seeing Gary's brief sketch made
on his return on the arm of his chair. I gleaned a clear
vision of the place.

Photo by Rlchee

Gary can laugh

at himself, which settles that conceit

question.

ATTAINING

a certain fame, the average movie
actor reaps what he calls the fruits of success.
Partaking of these fruits forms the many diversions that make Hollywood such a fascinating town, and
causes its celluloid celebrities to he so
shall we say odd?
With all the fruits of Hollywood to pick. Gary Cooper
ignores them and goes his own way. "Give me liberty,"
he cries, and without waiting for any one to give it to
him, takes it himself.
In his dressing room I noticed two photos over his
desk.
One was his mother's, the other Lupe Yelez's.
Between them hung a framed poem, "If." You recall
the opening lines. "If you can keep your head when all
about you are losing theirs."
asked Clary why he liked the Kipling rhyme.
No
doubt he knew; but he only grinned and. with lips still
closed, emitted a chesty grunt.
Later he said. "It comes
nearest to saying what T try to follow."
In a town of head losers. iary stands out as being one
of the three or four rare exceptions. Thus it seems he
has been able to live up to the rules of "If" quite suc-

—

1

(

ully.

makes you wonder." Gary said to me not long ago.
you don't invariably get your first wish after all."

"It
"if

trips to foreign towns explain the
personality of Mr. Cooper.
He was
brought up close to the earth, and simple pleasures appeal to him most. On the way home, he and his friends
stopped at a Mexican cottage and ate lobsters caught
that morning.
"We ate them out of the shell, without any thought of
table manners," Explorer Cooper said. "It was the best
His slow smile appeared with
lobster I've ever tasted."
fond recollection of the alfresco lobster orgy.
What is called Hollywood society among the gifted

These wanderlust

so-called

silent

amuses him.
"When you get away from
enjovment.
the

Embassy

society,

you

find natural

Of

course I enjoy myself while lunching at
Club, or at other places here, but getting

into the open gives

me

that free feeling."

one young lady's letter in "What the Fans
Think," stating that Gary Cooper puts on his silent pose
"because he is too stupid to say anything."
Silent to a certain extent Mr. Cooper may be: but
They say empty
I've never found his reticence boring.
I

recall

make the greatest noise. And usually reticent
people often possess a depth of understanding and wisdom. (I've often been told I'm too reticent myself!)
"There are many times." Gary has remarked to me,
"when talk is superfluous. Long ago I discovered that
talking for the sake of talk often places a person in a
barrels

false position."

SIGHS
By

Instead of giving out
love confessions,

Gary Cooper goes

Everett

his own way, caring
not a rap what

others think.

Blagden
A^

imed over the Montana countryand across plain.
"When 1 was a youngster," he says, "I felt I beThat's
ne."
dumb remark. When he doc.--, make some comment, it i- never inane.
take Montana.
In
re,
1've lost
you:
it means
The Indians, in
mountain.
you've lost your geography, called it the "Tr
ure State." The din
it should be.
Its agriill
culture is abundant.
As for its live stock and minerals
prove my words.
a b

up

side,

down

hill,

dale,

i

i.

'.

Montana

piece of earth.

Vet. children,
not full of hidden treasures?
I don't say Gary
is full of buried wealth..
I
merely try to point
that silent peopl
nore than the talkais

silent

a

is

it

individual.

Before

this

silence, let

a pine

tun
that, staring at

that otT. but

tree.

The day

Gary

'

me add

<

him, you think of

it

In

not far

is

in

wr

England, the

Cooper lad rode awaj
tie for a while.
On
an elevation, he Rung himself down under a tall pine
t

He
:he

clung

to

the

digging his

earth,

fingers

soil.

The

Indians had told him that each pine tree has a
>wn.
If you got close to the earth you
learned all of nature'.- secrets.
Needless to add. you
could gain your ever
"I don't know what I really wanted at that age,"
Gary confessed. "I know I didn't want to go away.
I'd return very soon."
A> if by magic. Gary did return very shortly.
School in England hardly made up for freedom in
Montana. The Indians say the trees and mountains
always keep calling you to come back to them. Thev
called student
iary hack over six thousand miles.
Being at the age when desire for self-expression
drives a youth half crazy. Gary, d
g his beloved
Montana paradise, set out for Ih'llvv.
-.
"I could do nothing in particular.'
referto this migrator;
irally Hollyw
spiril

<

'

wanted to act,
attracted me.
I
ed, at that time, so inr
ns

I

had.

I

glamour
rning a

larije salary.

A

TliM-

the Riviera."
A grin of

dreams.
himself.

You

amus

villa

lay-

s

Mr. Coopt
Conceit has been hurled
see

quite free of

the

.

saw iv

e ridicul

at

him by some,

it.

Instead of pretending indifference, Gary admits that
the adulation of the fans makes him feel grand.

"I'm embarrassed when a crowd gal
page 112

and me.
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Synopsis of Previous Installment
ST. JOHN' comes
to New York intent upon success,

ANNABELLE

but soon finds herself jobless and
broke.
Lonely, she follows a group
into a night club, out of girlish curiosity, and is enchanted with her first
taste of gay night life.
She dines
with Stewart Hill, a contractor who
disappears that night with his company's funds, and Annabcllc is sought
for questioning. Having had films in
mind anyway, Annabelle grabs the
chance to leave Xew York and go to
Hollywood as secretary to Caroline
Wakefield, a movie star of the old
school.

Part

II.

WHEX

Annabelle came out
of her faint, she found

Suzanne

splashing-

cold

water in her face.
Caroline
Wakefield was pacing the floor,
the sheet in which
she was
wrapped trailing hehind her like
an empress's robes.
Worthy of an empress, too,
was her wrath.
"How dare you trick me into
employing you when you're likely
to keel over in a faint at any
minute?" she shouted.
"You
consider me
Oh. no!

didn't

course!

emharrass
flop

over

me

at all

at

my

at

of

all,

wouldn't
to have you
It

feet

when

I

asked you to take the dog walking, or telephone the studio for

me

!"

Majestically

arm

waved one
"Don't drown

she

Suzanne.

at

!"

she exclaimed. "What
is, are you in the
hahit of doing this, or are you
hungry or sick? Sick, probably!

the girl
T

want

to

Tricked

know

me

into

engaging you at

twenty-five dollars a week, when
!"
you're sick
Brandishing the other arm in
the air, she stopped suddenly,

with it still uplifted, and stared
at her reflection in a long mirror.
"Don't interrupt me," she said
in a conversational tone.
"This
is a very good scene.
Suzanne,

remember

gesture.

this

You

have been false to me !" she went
on sonorously to Annabelle. "Suzanne" quietly "isn't my voice
extraordin'ry on these low

—

—

Helen

Klumph

The Movie
Wanting to get away from New York to avoid
appearance, Annabelle St. John finds the train

notes?"

Apparently she had quite forwhat had provoked her.

gotten

Nodding her

satisfaction at her

more intent on her appearance
and her voice than on mere words. "Tricked me
Oh.
am I always to he tricked ? Is there no one in this world
reflection, she continued,

!

who

really loves

Annabelle

me?"

bewildered. Miss Wakefield, catching sight of her just then, broke into hearty laughter.
"You poor child, you look so funny." she exclaimed.
"Sitting there with water running off your face.
Now,
tell
me. what's the matter?
Are you worried about
something?"
Apparently her dramatic exhibition had
sat up.

put her in good humor, for she knelt down beside Anna"Are you hungry?"
belle and spoke quite solicitously.
Annabelle nodded, thinking it was safer to pretend to
be hungry than to say she was worried, and have this
The newsstrange woman pry her secret out of her.
papers that she had been reading aloud when she fainted
lay all about her. and at sight of them she began trem-

Wildly she told herself that it would
and dragged off to a police
what little she knew about Hill.

bling with fear.

be a

relief

station to

to be caught,

tell

—

"We'll see a lot of each
oth>

announced

he

r,"

Annabelle

calmly.

felt

little shivers running

down

her spine.

I'd

i

la

I'd have
you much
money," her empl
from

well,

it
,1

the other rooin.

probably won't be able
to earn what it
me to keep you, if
i

sick

you're
time."

the

all

Annabelle wondered

whv Mi-s Wakefield
dismiss

didn't

h<

was

the
she felt about it.
Hut her dinner arrived
She stole a
just then.
surreptitious glance at
once,

if

that

way

The soup
the check.
was seventy-five cents,
the steak three dollars,
the salad and ice cream
came to two dollars
And at that
more.
Illustrated by

very moment Mi-s
Wakefield was roundly

H Via Uurtn

berating Suzanne because she had put three stamps

on a

Runaroun

two

to

in

connection with a contractor's

Hollywood slow

until

it

"I suppose
clothes." she

almost
"Well.

dis-

ing a

she meets the man.

certainly

more than

!"

belle.

notoriety

"when

letter,

shouldn't have taken

roll

of

-"four

you'll

-

i

'me

went on to Annathe next br

in

me money"
bills

five

— tak-

from her handhundred dol-

imething decent,

"Hungry!" Caroline Wakefield was exclaiming to Suit were the maid's fault.
"Phone down-:
zanne, as
for dinner for her. Tell them to bring soup, and a thick
it'

—

and baked potatoes oh. and celery. I've heard
that celery is very good for the nerves. Or is it carr
Tell them to hring hoth celerv and carrots."
Annabelle went over to the mirror and began to fix
her dripping hair, feeling as if she had followed Alice
into Wonderland.
Would Miss Wakefield always be
so queer?
steak,

to trust to

your

taste,

a bright-red traveling

"And

for g

I'll just have
not too noticeable.
and hope you won't show up in

suit.

buy some decent lu£.

sake,

I'm so aesthetic I simply can't bear to have shabby
Well, that's all for
gage anywhere around me
ing, Mi-- Johns. Be here at ten to-morrow monv
Oh. and mail these letters for me. will you. and d
!"
forget.
Probably you will, but if you do. don't tell me
Five
Annabelle ran down the corridor to the elevator.
!

Continued

o:i

I

pae
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John Boles
PITCHING with the best of them is as
easy for John Boles as singing with the
few on the screen who can sing. And
there's no one to say he doesn't sing
while he plays baseball
and many to
say that he sings better than anybody

—

else at

all

both

came

was

born,

talents

him

in

times.
to

natural gift for

His

light in

Texas, where he

and he has

ever since.

cultivated

"One Heavenly Night" and

rection";

soon he

his

Recently you saw
will

be

in

"Resur-

"Seed."

BLOND and Fancy-free
Thelma Todd

is

coming

into her

own

with

good

parts

romped through comedies so long that she has
when she challenges stage competition or says

lost

—

in

feature pictures after having

her schoolmarm dignity except

that the

cinema

is

her only master.

oily wood.
the ability to wear the minimum ol
in
with
theme song, doesn't
i it ? And it i- a theme
Elsi
.Wedl,
ne of
iclma p'
the
those haunting, penetrating things that you
requirement
can't get away from, even if you would.
might
sixthThe town is fairly overrun with blondes; genuine, syngraders through tin- three R'g, But, m competition m
countless others equally endowed, she found herself n
thetic, strawberry, disappointed, ash. golden, and a num-

l"S "blonde" time

Sounds

1

1

Que

By

like a

-

ber of hybrid varieties that defy classification.
Vintage blondes from the stage, famed for perfect
profiles, diction, and behavior; bleached, frowzy little
hoofers from vaudeville, lured hither in hopes of tapping their way into the so-called musicals, that form of

gated to the just-another-blonde
Her mei
attainment- were not only submerged, hut came
near being a total loss and no iiisiira:

entertainment so aptly described as Hollywood's hoof-

ground.

and-mouth disease; statuesque "Follies" beauties who
came out to make "Whoopee" with Eddie Cantor and
remained to make history for some of our California oil

-lie to succeed.
It is a tribute to Thelm
adaptability that she managed to get by for qu
hile
without revealing to any damaging extent the qua
handicap that she had not only been to school, hut
actually taught school!
When the truth leaked out about the curie from

millionaire-: weirdly gilded erstwhile brunettes,

perimenting,

and

still

still

ex-

looking like amateur two-toned

paint jobs.

bewildered eye over the shimmering sea of
refreshing to discover one familiar golden
head that didn't need touching Up to he in the swim. It
belongs to Thelma Todd, whose recent rise to good parts
in important pictures is one of the more henelicent surprises yielded by the talkie grab bag.
Strange as it may seem. Thelma's progress was once
impeded by the fact that, although beautiful, she is not
dumb. The appellation "bluestocking," which means, in
>ting a

blondes,

it's

dictionary parlance, a learned and literary woman, attached itself to her for the simple reason that she was
well educated, and had put her knowledge to practical
use by teaching school for a term in her home town,

There was no lively demand, when
Hollywood live year
r girls with
likely

were few and far between, and were seldom enladies

countered, except

In fact, the less cerebral the blondi

'

Massachusetts. Hollywood lifted incredulous
It
-imply could never associate such a gro
incredible profession as teaching school with
ibviously designed by nature for bigger and

surroundings of scenario
research

bureaus.

An
tress

intellectual

was such

blond ac-

a rarity

a

seem almost freakish.
All
was required of an aspirant to membership in the
fair-haired
sisterhood in
those days was a shapely figure, faultless features, and

that

.n<\

a
!>

I

things.

Directors shied suspiciously at the idea of a girl with
a pedagogic past wanting to play sprightly corned)
sophisticated drama. She was decorative, they admit!
and there were always little niches in silent pictui
decorative hits of femininity.
But real
that offered an opportunity for her particular talei
were discouragingly infrequent in Thelma's

up

became audible.

to the tim<

A friend of the
family, a film
In

the sea of synthetic blondes,

it

is

a pleasure to

recognize Thelma Todd's color tones as

real.

in

Lawrence,

sponsible
the
little

in the aus-

departments and

to

nt

o

a

was

Lawrence. Massachu
In prc-talkie time- Hollywood's learned and literary

.

.

»f

was
o >axinur

for

marm
the

halls

earning into the glamorous world of picture-.

Thelma herself h
special interest in films
her

heart

adding

:

was

name

th<

to the roster of

:
,

guished educators in a
section of the country
noted for erudit:
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Blond and Fancy-free
my

inability

either.

It

to

register
of

was because

more than two expressions,

my

si/<

!"

Perhaps I looked incredulous, for the Todd figure,
although moderately tall, is of that lissome, rounded
slenderness that makes strong women weep from
sheer envy.
"I then weighed one hundred and forty-nine pounds,
and it was mostly solid muscle." she hastened to explain, with one of those twinkling smiles which even
traffic cops find irresistible.
"Now," she added, glancing wistfully at a pacing tray of French pastries, "the
-rales say one hundred and seventeen."
" I began breathlessly, ready to jot
"And how
down the ingredients of a Spartan diet.
"A little will power and Richard Dix are responsible
"You see, in
for my metamorphosis," she went on.

met Richard. He informed
bantering manner that if I ever wanted to be
his leading lady, I'd have first to reduce and, secondly,
I took Richard's
be myself and not a schoolmarm.
advice, and some months later I icas his leading lady."
Small roles in Paramount films, a term under the
First National banner, and a contract to play in Hal
Roach comedies, summed up Thelma's film experience
before talkies burst upon an unprepared Hollywood.
"Something refused to let me fear, amid all the fear
that was gripping my fellow players at that time," said
Thelma, with that born-and-reared-near-Boston accent
which had suddenly become an asset instead of a lia-

my

early histrionic days I

me

in a

bility.

"I seemed to walk alone, unterrified by 'dat ole davil'
mike, even as the time approached for my voice test.

"Not

that

I

didn't have

plenty of reason to worry,
if I had let myself
but I

—

just didn't!

"Finally

the

hour drew
were fly-

near, the minutes

ing

fast,

crisis

was

and
at

at

last

hand.

I

the
said

my little speech.
Then came the

—

play-back to be or
not to be
That
was a nerve-racking
!

"

Thelma Todd's reared-near-Boston accent flavors
several recent films.

moment. But
"Mike made you
what you are today." I hummed.
Continued on page 109

She had received a liberal education in the arts,
as well as her teacher's training.
She was politely
accomplished at the piano, had studied dancing since
childhood, and possessed a cultivated singing and
speaking voice.
Perhaps the canny exhibitor friend had a prophetic vision of the present
then five years in the

—when

—

a good voice and pleasing accent
would be invaluable, even to a blonde.
Anyway, thanks to his efforts, Thelma's photograph was sent to the Paramount studio in New
York. The result was a summons from Jesse Lasky
for a screen test and interview.
( )ne
can imagine the thrill of that first trip to
New York for the little Xew Englander who had
so lately graduated with honors from the teachers'
college at Lowell.
It was a highly satisfactory interview, and Thelma
was promptly enrolled in another, but quite different.
institution of learning, the Paramount school for

future

film players.

"I was considered the most hopeless of all."
Thelma said, "and it wasn't altogether because of

One of
the old
order of
players,
Thelma's
brains

were a
handicap
until

talkies

upset a

blond
haven.

Rita

Roy

La
THOUGH
to

new

comparatively

the screen, Rita La Roy

the last of the old-time

whose character

is

vamps

immedi-

is

ately established on her

first

appearance

Tall,

striking,

in

a scene.

curved, she

is

ever a

danger signal to the hapless
heroine whose path she
crosses.

Born in Alberta, Canada, at
en early age she was forced

when, at
away,

to shift for herself

thirteen,
dressed

in

hitch-hiked

she

she

and
toSpokane,where

boy's clothes,

became

a waitress

boarding house.

worked
sort,

in

ran

a

in

a

Later she

bohemian reand dancing

with singing

taken for granted as part of
her manual labor.
But you
saw her in "Sin Takes a Holiday," so you

know how

she has progressed.

far
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HOLLYWOOD
THE

Nostalgic Symptoms.

flaming lad}- of Hollywood!
Jean Harlow takes that title.
She burns an ashen white amid

the colony's brunettes, blondes,
heads.

Homesickness

and red-

Ever since Jean competed with sizzling,
bombing airplanes in "Hell's Angels,"
.Mother Hollywood has warned its benedicts to wear asbestos chest protectors
when in the presence of the new incandescent charmer.
Recently she has been escorted to the
theater and other places by filmdom's
most perfect and discriminating bean.
Paul Hern, the writer.
Which in itself
is significant, because Paul has ever been
the cotillion leader of Hollywood's most
glamorous dazzlers of the past Mabel

—

Normand, Barhara La Marr,
and Xita Naldi

Jetta Goudal,

—and of another and
era,

Joan

later

Craw-

ford, he fore she be_

Jr.,

Hollywood

Remember

brand-new

affliction

really

little

Irish lass,

German

and Marlene

importation, have

been suffering, respectively, from bad
cases of nostalgia and heimweht
Maureen is once more on the ould sod
of Saint Bury, with mother, father,

Jackie Searl, the

brothers, and the banshees, after
fourteen months in the fantastic world
of Hollywood, where she made five pictures, worked very hard and sighed
much for a precious green spot across
the sea.
And in the meantime, there remains behind in the
village a quartet of sad young swains who oft think
tenderly of a pair of wistful eyes which they tried their
best to make smile. The gentlemen under discussion are
William Janney, William Bakewell, Frank Albertson,
and Russell Gleason.
Fraulein Dietrich also longed much for home, bushand, and lovely little daughter, aged four, before she
went to Berlin for the Christmas holidays. Inasmuch
as she will most likely he starred on her return to Hollywood, her contract will doubtless be so arranged that she
may spend part of each year in her native land.

tattling

interfering,

ters,

brother

Tom Sawyer? A contract
with Paramount makes "Finn
and Hattie" his next picture.
of

and Mary Duncan.
simply must

of the celluloid frontier
ten years ago. There
just has to be some gor-

some

geous menace about to keep
ilmdom's gentlemen palpiits

a

Jt's

South Sea Islands, necessitating

Dietrich, the

just

and

the

charming

men

tating

to

colony.

return occasionally to determine
just what caused the dinged thing.
But anyway Maureen O' Sullivan, the

have its flamboyant lady of the
hour or moment. This has been
true since Barbara La Marr first
cast her orchidaceous spell over
the

the

their

came Mrs. Douglas
Fairbanks,

i^

never been
known to break out to any proportions
he fore. The closest thing to it, heretofore, has been jungle fever which players ofttimes contracted on location trips
in

ladies in the

normal

state

of apprehenLet's
sion.
hope for old
times' sake,
and for the
future, that

Jean
ive

will

up

to

her sirocco
looks.

She

is

a

star- burst

of the

ment

mo-

!

Contretemps Espanol.
Dutch with the Spanish public. All
because she didn't appear at the premiere of the Spanish
version of her picture. "Fast Is West." at a Los Angeles

Lupe Yelez

is

in

She was invited as a guest of honor, but at the
minute sent a telegram explaining that she could not
attend owing to illness.
Evidently her wire did not make much of an impression with the audience when it was read from the stage,
hecause groans emanated from various portions of the
theater which were unmistakable evidence that many
persons were offended.
It seemed that the bad impression created by Lupe's
nonappearance was intensified because Ramon Xovarro
had very graciously attended a showing there of one of
his films a ivw weeks previously. He, of course, received

theater.
last

a rousing ovation.

Is a subtle change
coming over June
Collyer? Time was

when her dresses
were a floating
mist of trailing chiffon.

And now
at her!

look

It was also whispered that Lupe was away at Agua
Caliente for a sudden holiday. But she reassured us that
she actually had a sore throat and stiff neck on the
occasion mentioned.

Anti-Garbo Outburst.
Tonal outbursts are not infrequent in theaters any
more. In fact, they are becoming quite frank and voAt the close of a showing of Greta Garbo's
ciferous.
late opus called "Inspiration." the noted Swedish star.
or at least her picture, was riven the "razzhcrrv" by a

.

HIGH LIGHTS
Gossipy ramblings among
the merry mad folks of the

rather bored member of the audience,
slighl degree, we also shared the

to remove the car.
Harold «ras
hurry to get to the game, which
perfectly legitimate, a- any on<

him

studios,

member's ennui, only, naturally,
were nunc restrained in exprei

with

their

loves

I

»i'

and ambitions, their en
gagements and celebra-

our emotional reactioi
Ah, Spring!

Young

where

in

Ah, Spring!

blooms

love
I

lollyvt

and
1.

The

it's

isiting

\

_i

'

"iZa

friendly.

However, one never can

MacKenna,

neth

Kay Francis and Ken-

tell.

instance, were presumably only
platonically interested in each other, and then one fine,
for

sunshiny day they astounded everybody by announcing
their forthcoming wedding.
One really warm romance that we have discovered is
that of David Manners and Evalyn Knapp.
The) are
the

young

lovers in the

new George

Arliss picture,

"The

Ruling Passion." They lunched together every day for
two weeks during rehearsals, and obviously were
interested in their roles that they had to prolong
discussions way into the dinner and even late supper
hours
Mso when playing their scenes, albeit in the
august presence of George Arliss. they didn't appear
to us to he simulating heartfelt emotions exclusively

_

ing a

^CnallGrt

am pl e "

Bill's

in

•II

Man" and

°f disobedience of traffic

I"

f

a- a "horrible

i

I

Turns Film Mamma.

a career of her own but
intervened, for the camera played
tricks with her attractiveness.
Ther

fate

Jean Morgan is now chaperoning the career of her sister. Marian Marsh.
Miss
Marsh is a radiant new star with Fir-?
National who is to play the role of Trilh\
opposite John Rarrymorc's Svengali.
Her sister entered the movie- fii
then Marian took a try at some bits
and parts, but didn't succeed in
ting anywhere, chiefly because

"Gentle-

the Street

both appear to be torridly fascinated
by each other and what, we ask you, could
you expect, with the debonair William and
the alluring Carol as the principals?
The first Mrs. Powell was a decided brunette.
So Carol, with her shimmering
n boh, will be quite a contrast.
P>nt another question arises.
Tf William
should become espoused, what, oh what, is
to become of that dashing duo of bachelors.
Ronald (Colman) and Rill? However, they
did manage to survive the loss of Richard
Barthelmess. who with them at one time
represented an inseparable trio.

-tar,

he

felt

Whereupon

Sister

Golden Girl.
Mr-. William Powell

"Ladies'

famous

to

i

lie

She wanted

be the beautiful blonde, Carol Lombard?
Studio folk are asking this question
since Miss Lombard played opposite

men of
They

attitude

Harold swung his
Ljlas-es around in place and politely,
hut very firmly, shouted, "That machine i- there and
what'- more it will stay then
ll(
then walked testily away, his face blooming with
murmuring to his friends in a pronounced undertone as he went along his way to the grand stand.
This \\a- a remarkable displa) of anger by one who
is -o unusually good-natured as Harold on all occasions.
Yet, after all. every one at some time has doubtles
as Harold did. The miracle was that he wasn't arr.

in the interests of art.

Will the next

officer's

arouse Harold's ire. for
was being singled oul

By Ed win a nd

We found Frances
Jack )akie in his dressing
room, though their attitude toward
each
other
was only platonically
)<c

1

tions.

the call of spring.
I

us would
ified,
and furthermore, the;
ny number of other machine- parked in the
-ame vicinity.

blossoms

Maybe

in

a

was so inexperienced.
Douglas Fairbanks i- among

I

who

t!

noted her possibility
even determined them during the
time when she played a small part in
first

"Whoopee."
Jean was encouraged by the Fairbanks's appraisal of her
decided she would take her in hand.
Smartly
she engineered the First National contract.
Then Marian played on the stage in "Young
Sinners." and everybody raved about her
I

and

talent.

Now

Jean has cheerfully decided to give up
activities and concentrate on the welfare of
She feels that thus she is
fulfilling her own secret ambition and is not
unlike certain screen mothers in this respect,

her

own

1

Battle Law's Minion.

Fighting with a policeman
'

I

New

Llovd

Year's

the football

in

Dav
game

the act.
in

bad parked
on the roadway and a traffic oflarold

bis car
ficer

and

had
tried

We

caught

happened on

at

lena.
1

!

Tt

objected
to force

Louise Fazenda combines feminine vanity
and the sturdy necessity of a ranch hand's

costume
Smoke."

in

"Gun

But where
did she get that hat?

Mary
The girls come from the
They have a brother who
notably

veniles

her

for First

National.

Island of Trinidad.
is

also playing ju-

Marian changed

name from Marilyn, because

it
bore
a resemblance to that of Marilyn Miller,
and also to that of the dancer. Marion Morgan.
Jean Morgan's interest in her sister's career
is a refreshing note in the film medley.
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Hollywood High
Moon Troublesome.

Tropic

Home-breaking and expeditions. What is their peTwice now it has happened that
culiar relationship?
players on far journeys have heen sued fur alienation
of affections.

The latest case is Dorothy Janis, who went to Borneo
On her
with the company making "White Captive."
return she was sued by Mrs. Sada Evelyn Lund, who
charged that her hushand had heen vamped by the diminutive Dorothy, Mr. Lund being a motion-picture technician.
The wife asked $25,000 heart halm.
The case is not unlike that of Duncan Renaldo and
Edwina Booth who some time ago were on tour with
"Trader Horn" in Africa. They, too, came home to
face a suit to be filed by Renaldo's wife, who is even
more ambitious in her demands for soothing sirup for
her feelings.
Incidentally, both Miss Booth and Renaldo have left
Metro-Goldwyn. Their contracts were allowed to lapse
shortly before the premiere of the jungle picture. Hereafter, it will probably be safer if the girls stay at home
than to venture under the luring tropic skies.
'

Lingo a

la

Oakie.

MacDonald.
We were amazed that the very personable future husband of the lovely star was being thus accosted by one
Such is the way of Jack,
of the screen's funny boys.

Any

old

name

in

a pinch.

them "Punko," "Bean," "Egg"-— apparently
whatever first comes to mind, and the nicknames he

He

calls

chooses always stick.
learned from Jack that he had a deuce of a time
trving to attract the attention of Ritchie and Miss MacDonald while driving along the Boulevard one day.

We

tooting his horn
times, he finally
shouted at the top of his
voice, "Hello, slob!" much
to the consternation of all

slanderous remarks about him, in connection with his
attempt to enter pictures. He also says that Victor put
detectives on his trail.
He attributes the following re-

marks to the star:
"I would like to see him (Leopold) out of the United
If I met him I would ignore him like a stranger.
States.
There is room for only one McLaglen in the United
States, and that is myself."
Leopold also says that Victor called him unreliable
and asks $120,000 damages.
Victor's reply to the whole matter is that he hasn't
seen or heard from his brother in nine years and wasn't
aware of the fact that he even was in Los Angeles, until
he heard of the filing of the suit. Aside from that, he is
silent and circumspect, stating that he does not wish to
harm his brother. Incidentally, Clifford, another brother,
The colony is
expects to try his luck in Hollywood.
keenly watching the outcome of the unusual case.

Norma's Handsome Heroes.
Something to look forward to the return of Norma
Shearer. She is to be seen in a film version of another
Ursula Parrott novel. Gladdening news that, in view

—

"Strangers May
success of "The Divorcee."
the title of the new opus.
Norma was tremendously pleased, she told us. over
acquiring two such clever men in one picture as Robert
Montgomery and Neil Hamilton. Bob was such a dashing hit in "The Divorcee," and Neil is highly regarded,
of course, for his sympathetic personality, and clever
of the

The
It was Jack Oakie speaking.
"Hello, slob!"
addressee was Robert Ritchie, the fiance of Jeanette

though, with his friends.

Lights

Kiss"

is

acting.

Norma and Bob have

a little joke between them about
adventure together.
They have always
called "The Divorcee" the "Stork Mystery Drama," because both of them expected arrivals in their respective
families at the time it was made. "Strangers May Kiss"
they are calling "Their First Step."
their previous

After

several

Marie Dressier acquires a portable dressing room. She didn't
demand it it was given her by Marion Davies. Polly Moran
beams for the occasion and so does Charles Reisner, director.

—

passers-by..

Knowing Jack

he

as

MAUI

does, Ritchie took the ap-

good-navery
turedly, but it is on record that Miss MacDonald
blew up momentarily.
However, she too smiled
when she saw it was Jack
pellation

calling.

Brother

Have

Against

Brother.

stars' relatives

any

The point is inrights?
terestingly brought up in
a suit filed against Victor
McLaglen by

his brother

Leopold, which
what unique in

some-

is

film

an-

There have been
other cases where relatives
have quarreled privately
nals.

over the matter of pursuing a career, notably Syd
and Charlie Chaplin, but
McLaglen's is one of the
first

to

get

into

a

legal

at \si

Leopold McLaglen acVictor

of

making

of

Calmness.

A

medal for popularity
goes to Barbara Stanwyck.
She is one of those girls
who seems to have the
faculty of winning the
hearts of her studio con-

i

t

One may judge

freres.

the simplicity and
unaffectedness of her de-

that

it is

Barbara

meanor.

is

one

of the few girls we have
seen in Hollvwood who,
through her poise, can escape looking lonesome in a

crowd.

Not

so

many people
among the

know

her yet

social

folk of the colony,
is quiet and re-

and she

At a party one
night we noted the charming calm with which she
sat apart from the throng
She
for a few minutes.
seems to have a rare placidity in contrast to Hollywood's ever-hectic effertiring, too.

vescence.

Barbara is deadly in
love with her volatile husband.

tangle.

cuses

i

A Lady

clever
ist,

Frank Fay. the
impromptu humor-

who

in the film

colony

Hollywood High
comes

in

for a great deal of kidding, because he inpicks up the wrong hal and overcoat.
bara allows him plenty of leeway for his eccentricities and justifiably
so, for Frank really has mar-

variably

velous gifts as a wit, especially on tl
uriously
enough, Fay is a rather different personality when you
meet him in a drawing-room
far more serious
but
then the evening we saw him he was being ragged l>y
his friends about some bets he had made on a horse race.
And that's enough to worry any man.
(

Dangerous

to

Men.

Mi^ Sandow
as an alias

pictures.

of the movies! This will do very nicely
La Roy, the lovely vamp of
joking, either.
This 14 r is the original
i

We

boom-boom.
Mi-> La Roy came by

lier strength very logically, because she had a great deal of athletic training in her
youth.
Also she has been an aviatrix and a dabbler in
several other strenuous activities.

Many

Stars Regleaming.

Comebacks have approached very bright proportions.
Look at this nice list of the stars who have resumed
;

Thomas Meighan, Laura La

l'lante.

Mae Murray.

Clara Kimball Young, Monte Blue, Greta Nissen, Bryant

role.

"Silver Threads

Billie Dove will be starred
being sought for her, which will doubtless In- produced under Howard Hughes's supervision.
Billie has been home several months now from Paris,
and looks a little altered, although more ravi shingly
Her hair, which is prematurely
beautiful than ever.
changing its shade, is whitening considerably.
Billie
has not resorted to any artifice to hide the graying.
admire her taste, because the effect is most individual
and sets her absolutely apart from all women in a most
distinguished manner.
May McAvoy is the only other actress whose hair
has become silvery-threaded years before it was due,
and May, too, has shown the taste to allow her hair to
remain untouched by dyes, thereby enhancing her at:i,

again.

A

it

is

stor)

anticipated,
is

We

of the pictures in which these favorites
will appear. SO you may watch for them.
Monte in "The Flood"; Meighan in "Young Sin-

"Lonely Wives" and "The
Devil Was Sick": Mae in "Bachelor Apartment"; Clara
and Bryant in "Kept Husbands"; Greta in "Women of
All Nations," in which she will represent Scandinavia.

Laura La

l'lante

in

The
Poor, poor Clara

Trials of Clara.

Low!

own engagement rinys.
ex-secretaries who tell

She even has

to pay for her
hard. too. what with
your past. Clara has had to

And
all

life is

give up picture work temporarily owing to the vicissitudes of sensational publicity, court trials, and what not.

Worst of

Monte Claims Sonority.
We found Monte Blue

a

(kesman oi the good cheer of
returning when we met him one
dav at Columbia studio. Monte
I

that, despite the

forts of

home

life

many com-

and the fond-

The Seas Beneath" unites
O'Brien, who once were

Larry Kent
in

and George

the navy together.

all,

Clara can derive some com-

talking in a high treble, but I
suffered like certain others, perhaps, from the early microphon-

"When
ing defects." he said.
they made a test here at Columbia studio, they were so well
satisfied

star

me

that

they

in a picture.

decided to
I bad only

been called over for a lead."
Barbers'

Hair nets

Life
for

Easier.

men

are the
thing in Hollywood fashs.
How else would you describe, anyway, a skulicap of
thin mesh material ?
noticed Ramon Xovarro
wearing one while be was relatest

We

from the
was the big draw-

however,

pensation,

fact that she

courtroom

that he had
proved that he could speak
in a well-modulated voice. "Reports that got about had me

films.

featurt

actress. Sylvia Sidney, who is being boomed
big things by Paramount.

ing.

Monte declared

now

brand-new

tify.

lie

golf, there

one of her

"City Streets,"

has for such diversions
was nothing like
the old studio call in the mornness

"

Among

tract iveii'

Washburn.
Here are some

ners'*;

•

,

1

mg woman.
learned of one case where she used
her hefty right on an extra in a scene and the pour chap,
who weighed a mere 225 pounds; fell down and went

careers

hearsing for "Daybreak," and upon inquiry learned that
it u
p his h.nr properly protected for t!
irlg oi a scene.
It
was a ruftil) contrived affair and
considered a real time and patieni
For the tir^t time in more than a year Doroth) Ionian
does not play opposite the Mar in thi> feature.
Hi- new
leading woman i- Helen (handler.
Doroth) was lent
to |,,\ for "Young Sinners" during tin- interim.
Ramon plays a dashing cavalier in "Daybreak," who
oddlj enough, falls in love with a school-teacher, and
though we never took her to he schoolmarmish, M
is good enough an actress to qualify
( handler
lor any

RKO

for Rita

No

Lights

ing card

DeVoe,

the trial of

at

at

Daisy

which she bad

Crowds

to

swamped

<

the

an effort to catch
a glimpse of her. and everybody
agreed she looked more beautiful in person on the witr
stand than she ever did on the
in

She

screen.

revelation,

was

a

absolutely

sartorial

breath-

cream-colored Chniuja
ensemble lavishly furred with
To complete the dered fox.
her eyebrows were pentail,
ciled in red to catch the high
lights oi her titian hair and the
fur around her throat.
Clara avoided the courtroom
as much as possible during the
trial, but Rex Bell, actor, appeared as a sort of personal
Provrepresentative for her.
ing, once again, that some man
will alwavs rLe to the flaming

taking

in

Clara's defense.
Contiiuud ":i page 104
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Alabam'
Since Western heroes are
to

speech and hoofbeats,

Cowboy

now human beings
John Mack Brown is

instead of knights of the sagebrush, thanks

galloping to the fore

the big

outdoors

He explains here why

fame.

that he

feels

in

is

sitting

he

on top of the

wo rid.

By Caroline
has, even in action, an ease of

Bell

movement which

the old-time Western star would have scorned.
He seems to be thinking while riding pell-mell
into the fracas.
He stands, if you'll pardon me for getting
personal, in the square-toed boots of John

Mack Brown.
Johnny would have been

as

ineffectual

in

the Bill Hart melos as their hokum would be
ludicrous in his entertaining but plausible films.
Action was the primary requirement in the
days when movies moved, undeterred by the
human factor. The talkies introduced the
charm of the intimate drama, inviting you into
people's homes to share their hearthside conversation.

Now

that

improvements

in

sound methods

permit out-of-doors recording, the camera is
swinging again onto its panoramic tripod.
The spacious backgrounds and the vicarious
thrills imparted to the armchair adventurer by
pictured danger, are revived in the Western,
refashioned to the seasonal style.
Characterization, rather than situation, comes
first, according to the new screen demands.

The menace now. and

rightfully,

is

some

trait

of human nature, rather than one person typifying villainous forces.
"In Old Arizona,"
"The Virginian," and other outdoor dramas
blazed the new trail into the golden sunset
where men are people and women get them
into and out of trouble.
Our actors are symbols expressing complex
John Mack Brown's best play was meeting George Fawcett, who
ideals; the screen gives a vicarious satisfaction
coached him for films.
for the lack of some quality in real life, of the
need of which we may be unaware at time-.
this the masculine season?
The renaissance of the
What, then, does Johnny Mack symbolize? I rather
Western and the prevalence of films stressing the
think that his very naturalness forms a comfortable remale note, some being entirely Eveless pictures, intreat into which one can periodically escape the excitedicate a new virility in plots.
ments and heart throbs engendered by the more scintillant
personalities.
Tn line with revitalizing story and locale, there is a
spirited, though restricted, competition for the cowboy
Gary Cooper, Richard Arlen, and Johnny Mack head
championship, with one rather lackluster actor, at least,
the screen outfit in a gallop for the Western leadership.
galloping into the arena of cheers.
While Gary, in feature and in personality, seems more of a
youthful Bill Hart, the humor and geniality of the other
The screen hero has undergone considerable transformation from the days of dashing romance.
He is two are important factors in humanizing the cowboy.
getting to be that film rarity, a human being, shorn of the
So popular has Johnny Mack become that Fox was
heroic gestures and sweeping nobility that dominated the
willing to postpone "The Big Trail" until his services
old thriller, and steadied somewhat from the make-becould be obtained, but Metro-Goldwyn had other plans
lieve peccadillos of those moonlit evenings when he
for its Western ranger from old Alabamy.
"Billy the
thought he was a sheik.
Kid," marks his upward stride from featured billing to
He dons chaps and flannel shirt with swagger, but he what is practically stellar honor.

IS

—

1

Alabam' Cowboy
and how has

kid upon thai pictun

ImhIi.ii

paneled in .1 glow
side red Billy aln

pleasure.

<>t

onlj a blank stare, follow*

1

bj

<l

the lighl

absorbed was he in
one ol the old

pal, so

.,1

terization of

"\\

1;

\\

ell,

I

don't quai

rel

\\

,!
i

>

i

He was not insensible to
honor of introducing M.-G.-M.'s
wide film, Realife, and took the barof wisecracks, "Al
ihnny
Mack's gone grandeur!" with a wide

I'm

peradoes.

nit

thi-

\\

i

II.

ferei

talk

and enjoy out

le.

"I'd much rather play actual characters than fictional heroes." he re-

marked

do everything possible
whatever it is die i- a

to

give a

'

luncheon.
his confreres at near-by tables, h<
"They have a
prated my question and, with solemnly
them, of people win* really
lived.
tcli
Billy's exploits fairly sizzle with
pantomimed court'
thrill.
I'm sitting on top of the world,
wisecracking reply.
and plenty comfortable, right now.
"You see? It has dune a lot to me
John Mack Brown had fun playing
Believe it or not
"Four
all those things.
go
tackled pictures
the hardest-boiled young hombre
on George Fawcett's advice, and with
be true, for all I know."
may
they
that ever straddled a pony.
his coaching.
never can pay him
[e never runs true to Thespian form
I
dramatizing
himself, except in fun.
•ugh tribute for all his help and
by
loyal friendship."
There's something a bit old-fashioned,
An easy-going noncombative person of even temp'
and rather charming, about Johnny Mack when he is
seldom stirred bevond a calm enment, his placidity
sincerely touched.
thusiasm or a lazy humor.
"I was assistant coach at Alabama U.
He gets angry rarely: when he does, it is a quiet but
My four eliHe simply says what he thinks,
ere up.
I
very effective anger.
had no future. 1 wouldn't have
When I got over my restricted by no inhibitions; and. though perhaps not
tball.
clumsiness somewhat. I jogged along nicely in the movgiven to analytical sprees, at such times he can think
tingle

at

to

I

I

•'•

playing

many

leads, but nothing distinguished until

the grand stand interested."
If you will listen, he will rave indefinitely of Mary
Pickford's many court
himself and his family.
it

"\ ou go along

an even pace, feeling yourself in a
and then sudto do about it
denly you get a break, a picture which enjoys special
success, or an exceptionally colorful role.
"No-o, I'm not worrying, not really wondering even,
what my next high point will be. T believe in specializaKach oi the topnotchers found out what he or she
i\o best.
No one can do a lot oi things well. •
"I don't see how some folks can insist that proof of
an actor'-; ability is his versatility. The painter follows
line, and the author, usually
yet people expect an
actor to be a contortionist, a Booth, a Beau Brummell,
and a Tom Sawyer.
"I'm not concerned over roles, though I was tired of
the drawing-room drama. I love the action and outdoor
work oi Westerns, and would like to do a college film
isionally to keep in training.
Otherwise. I leave
things to the studio; they've been making pictures longer
than I have."
This acceptance of what is given him to play is rare
among actors who. nine times out of ten. yearn for r
unlike those which have brought them
lie harbors no theatrical ambitions, n r do any suppressed dreams trouble his calm. Acting means a plcasarning an exceptional lot of money.
His attitude is neither negligent nor indifferent, merely
of industrious acceptance.
His air is that of one
acquits himself well of his responsibilities as a matrut. but not

at

knowing what

:

:

>

ter of cou

think a
I
s,
myself, only as

but objectively, not subjectively.
T would play this or that type."
1
squirmed under a persistent questioning intended
m re to ruffle bis even surface than to elicit information.
"I don't analyze my feelings, or anything reallv per.1.
Never bad the time to find out how you go
about that psycho stuff." A sheepish grin ended his sigh
of relief that that was done.
I

lot,

how

:

A
tion,

stock query, which usually starts a detailed declama"What is the most important result of your success.

plenty.

doesn't concern him unduly, now that he
When
yesterday's first few months of worry.
the screen went eloquent, and his vowels threatened to
speak his valedictory, he began speech lessons, whereupon he got "Coquette" and "Montana Moon" and "Billy
He points out such experiences as reason for
the Kid."

To-morrow

is

past

never getting upset over anything
next week's promises or fears.
Things seem merely to happen for
It's because, I
twenty- four.
think, he is so darn sweet
that even life, known to be a

dame,

tricky

couldn't

in

pictures,

this

either

young man

treat

him unkindly.
Johnny Mack has transplanted Alabama in Hollywood, probably without COUUS effort, putting himself

same set of inti r
from employment, that
he bad before be exchanged
in the

aside

pigskin

home

for pictures.
The
of the Browns is

life

serenely simple, a cycle selvarying, composed of

dom

working days and

loafir.

moviegoing
evenings,
a
small party
occasionally,

and

^r^-^'
•

fishing

and camping
excursions.
Continued on
page 114

Johnny Mack and

his

wife are serenely small-

town

in

hectic

wood.

Holly-

of

02

Greta Nissen
NORSE
vocative

princess of airy grace

insouciance,

and pro-

we welcome

you,

Greta Nissen, back to the screen ycu never
"Fazil," your last
should have deserted!
film, was not the memory you should have
left

with us

— you who

gave us 'The Wan-

derer" and "Lady of the Harem."

But your

any picture is a thing to treasure,
your pantomime a flowing marvel, your
allure that of snow and fire. Give, oh give
part

it

all

in

to us

in

"Women

of All

Nations"!

Cast
In this

line-up of

player

a

in

film

names
above

Forecast

and
in

pictures

soon

be released you are sure

to

to

a favorite

find

because they

the ordinary, for these productions are selected

promise unusual entertainment.

Unfaithful

Warren Iluner.

(Paramount)

Marjorie

Ruth Chatterton.
Paul Cavanagh.

Donald Cook.

New York Lady

Young

(Catherine Leslie.

Dishonored

(

Roland Young.

Una Merkel.

May

Kiss

(M.-G.-M.)
Norma Shearer.
Neil Hamilton.
Robert Montgomery.
Irene Rich.
Marjorie Rambcau.
I

[opper.

Daybreak
(M.-G.-M.)
Novarro.
Helen Chandler.

Ramon

William l'akewell.
Jean lersholt.
Glenn Tryon.
1

The

)land.

Brian.

Walter Catlett.
Matt Moore.

Devil

Was

Sick

(Warner)
Frank Fay.
Laura La Plante.

It's a Wise Child
(M.-G.-M.)
Marion Davies.

Joan Blondell.
Arthur Edmund Carewe.
Louise Brooks.
Yola d'Avril.

Kent Dougl

The Ruling Passion

Clarke.

(Warner)

Indiscretion
(United Artists)
Gloria Swanson.
Hen Lyon.
Barbara Kent.
Arthur Lake.

Monroe Owsley.

Merely Mary

1

Hedda

Jeanette Marl )onald.

(United Artists)
Louis Wolheim.
Edward Everett Horton.

Mae

[yams.
Anita Page.
Marie Prevost.
Jolin Mil jan.
eila

a Kiss

Edmund Lo

The Front Page

Mary

Sinners

(Fox)
'I homas
Meighan.
Dorothy Jordan.
Hardie Albright.
William Ilolden.

More Than

iilhert.

(

Strangers

(Fox)

(Paramount)
Marlene Dietrich.
Victor McLaglen.
Harry Norton.
Lew Cody.

John
1

Loretta Young.
John Wayne.
Joyce Compton.
Joan Marsh.

(Paramount)
Tallulah Bankhead.
Clive Brook
Charles Ruggles.
Melvin Douglas.

Warner

(M.-G.-M.)

(Fox)

ompton.

(

Gentleman's Fate

hite.

Three Girls Lost

Paul Lukas.
Juliette

W

Ann

(Fox)
Janet ( lay nor.
Charles Farrell.
J. M. Kerrigan.
Cecilia Loftus.

East Lynne
(Fox)
Ann Harding,
nrad Nag
Clive Brook.
ryl Mercer.
O. P. Heggie.

George Arliss.
David Manners.
Evalyn Knapp.

BramweD Fletcher.
Noah Beery.
Tames Cagney.
Tully Marshall.

Svengali
(Warner)
John Barrymore.
Marian Marsh.

Tom

Douglas.
Carmel Myers.

Lester Vail.
Sidney Blackmer.
Polly Moran.

The

Easiest

Robert Montgomery.
Marjorie Rambeau.
Adolphe Menjou.
Anita Page.

The

Secret Six

(M.-G.-M.)
Wallace Beery.
Jean Harlow.

John Mack Brown.
Clarke Gable.

The Southerner
(M.-G.-M.)

Big Business Girl

Lawrence Tibb

(First National)
Loretta Young.

Esther Ralston.
Roland Youi
Hedda Hopper.

Frank

Way

(M.-G.-M.)
Constance Bennett.

n.

Ricardo Cortez.
Nancy Dover.

Cliff

Edwai

Stepin Fetchit.

'••.

1

Party Husband
(First National)

Charlie

Chan Carries On

(Fox)
Marguerite Churchill.

John Garrick.

1

torothy Mackaill.

James Rennie.
Dorothy Peterson.
Helen Ware.

Parlor.

Bedroom, and Bath

(M.-G.-M.)
Buster Keaton.
Sally Eflers.

Reginald Denny.

Dorothy

Christie.

G4

"The Right to Love.

"The Right

'The Criminal Code."

to Love."

CHATTERTON

RUTH an amazing performgives

ance in a picture
thoughtful, unusual, and

that
is

even though you
have seen more interesting
characters and situations.
But
so pronounced is Miss Chatterton's skill in differentiating mother and daughter in her playing of hoth role-.
and the double exposure which enables the two characters to be seen at the same time is so brilliantly managed,
that one is inclined to gasp at the technical stunt rather
than experience heart throbs for the emotional crises
endured by the two women.
But it is acting of the
highest order and Miss Chatterton's triumph is not lessuperlatively,

and

SCREEN

The

is

acted

I

sened

when we

applause instead of tears.
which covers thirty years, is a
sorrowful mother's desire that her daughter enjoy life
and love instead of being cheated of both, as she was
Against the mother's wishes the girl is
in her youth.
spirited away to China as a missionary, where she encounters a suitor who longs to take her out of what
promises to be endless sacrifice and service. At the moment when the daughter must decide, the mother, on her
deathbed in Colorado, projects some sort of telepathic
message that presumably causes the young, pretty girl
to accept the man she has loved all along. If you believe
it. it's true.
Anyhow it is made to seem mysterious and

The

give

it

gist of the story,

spiritual.

With the best recording yet heard on the screen, as
well as the finest example of double exposure
and that
includes films from the beginning
this is a picture

—

—

worth seeing.
Paul Lukas shines in the brief, though sympathetic,
role of the suitor, David Manners is a passable youth in
love with Miss Chatterton early in the proceedings, and
minor roles arc well played.
"The Criminal Code."
Grim and terrifying, an echo of "The Big House,"
one of the most gripping pictures of the month is "The
Criminal Code," superbly acted by Walter Huston and
Phillips Holmes, who is rapidly becoming that rara az'is
among juveniles one who is manly, intelligent, and can
Here you see him at his best as a convict who
act.

—

refuses to "squeal" on a

friend

who

incites

a

prison

AFTER THE FIRST

Honest opinions of the

latest pic

theater audiences are considered
outbreak.
situation
ant,

this

To make the
more poignoccurs on the
Mr. Holme-'-

By Norbert

eve of
parole and, in consequence of his silence, he is consigned to a dungeon where
he suffers tortures at the hands of an inhuman guard. In
all this Mr. Huston is the principal figure as the district
attorney who becomes a warden.
He is forceful, sympathetic and always true to the thought of the character
splendid actor, one of the best it is our privilege
to enjoy.
There is love interest, too, a credible romance between Mr. Holmes and the daughter of the warden.
played by a newcomer. Constance Cummings. So skillfully is this arranged that it doesn't seem like an epidragged in for the sake of love interest, but the natural
development of a meeting between two mentallv congenial persons.
And that, my pupils, is rare. Marv
Doran, who is quite a favorite of mine, is excellent in a
minor role. But all the subordinate parts in this picture
are so well played that one never feels that any actor
is in the background.
In short, a picture to see if you
are not depressed and put on edge by the tragedy of life
behind prison bars.

—a

"New Moon."
With Lawrence Tibbett and Grace Moore still topping
all other singers on the screen, it is no wonder that their

—

picture "New Moon" is worth seeing
and hearing. It
has the handicaps of film operetta, though thev are
minimized.
Outbursts of song in response to visible
cues are less apparent than usual.
Xor does one hear
Mr. Tibbett's repeated otter to "sing a little thing he has
written." as was the case in "Ro<jue Somr."

SHOWING OF NEW

FILMS

New

Reaching For the Moon.

Moon."

Mr. Fairbanks
broker absorbed

REVIEW

in
tures,

in

which

the

reactions

as

the

critic's

as carefully

of

own.

Yet over nil there lingers a haze
of silliness that the stars aren't
able to dissipate by their glorious
song.
Paradoxically, it is the singing that reminds one of the silliAs. for example, when Mr. Tibbett leads an
entire garrison of choral horsemen to attack a hostile
tribe, leaving the fort unprotected, only to return twentyfour hours later still singing at the top of his voice.
It
is singing worth listening to, of course, especially in the
beautiful duet with Miss Moore. "Lover, Come Back
to Me." and this time there is no such an assault on the
microphone as was heard in "Rogue Song."
Mr. Tibbett is a lieutenant commanding a company
of Russian soldiers. Miss Moore a princess betrothed to
the governor of the province where the musical soldiers
are being sent.
They meet on shipboard and it's love
The governor maneuvers to ?et rid of the
at first sight.
lieutenant by sending him to savage territory and
but
it all comes out beautifully in the end.
Miss Moore is gracious, charming, poised a distinctive, if not dramatic, personality: and Adolphe Menjou is capital as the governor.
It is Roland Young,
however, in the subordinate role of the heroine's uncle
who captures acting honors with his casual comedy.

Lusk

—

—

"Reaching For the Moon."
Expensive, unimportant, moderately diverting.

This

describes "Reaching For the Moon," in which a crreat
deal is made of the fact that Douglas Fairhanks wear-

modern clothes. If what Mr. Fairhanks wears is headline news to you, then the picture will acquire values
that elude me.
But if you view it for what it is worth
you will agree that you have seen more entertaining films
and a more believable hero.

COME CALM

is

a lively stock-

business

in

to

the exclusion of all else, including love
and alcohol. The lat-

—

is driven home when he
drinks his first cocktail, loses his
shyness in the presence of the
girl who interests him, vault- up
the walls of a ship's cabin and goes on a merry cl
that takes him to every deck and calls out all the stewThis is a typical Fairbanks episode performed
ards.
with his accustomed agility, though he is scarcely convincing as a bashful lover with lip- unsullied by alcohol.
However, the picture on the whole i- lively, the dialogue is smart, and there is a knowing air about the
entire exhibit that tends to disguise the feeble, unoriginal
story.
Bebe Daniels is clever and charming, though -he
- her attractive duskiness
for a blond wig; Edward
Everett Horton is Mr. Fairbanks's confidential valet in

ter

fact

accustomed manner, and Claude Allister'- theatric
Englishman fits well into the artificial -cene. While one
is idly speculating on the combined ages of the veteran
principals, he is magnetized by a youthful newcomer
named June MacCloy. whose baritone voice doe- more
to put over Irving Berlin's "High Up and Low Down"
than the combined efforts of all the oth<

his

"Little

Caesar."

Better judges than I consider this the superior of all
films dealing with snarling <;anL, men, their fpiarrels and
rackets, their fleering wisecracks at plain-clothes men,
and their inglorious end by a bullet.
There is reason for the high praise accorded this
latest insight into the underworld.
For one thil
free of sentimentality and the lea-t tendenc;
anticize outlaws or make them "go -well."
The result is
brutal, gripping, and disturbing, with actin_
you will see anywhere on the part of Edward G. Robinson in the title role.
But it isn't a character that will
endear him to those who laud Buddy R<
the
peer of all actors.
Little Caesar is too terrif)
r

I

.

that.

He

comes from nowhere and has nothing but his
power to raise him to a commanding position an
gunmen. Of plot, as it usually occurs in pictures of
for

this

It is a character study instead, with
kind, there is none.
threats treacherv, and murder to give it movement.

REFLECTIONS

TO GUIDE YOU

Ob

The Screen

in

Review

Caesar
ut to kill his best friend because he wants tc
on account of a girl.
And there you have the substance of the picture, except tha
Little Caesar meets a violent end, leaving the memory of moment
of brilliant acting, of bitter, twisted humor. Besides Mr. Robinsoi
picture it is every moment, there are Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
Thomas Jackson, William Collier, Jr., Sidney Blackmer, and a
lone girl, Glenda Farrell. All do exceedingly well.
Little

traight

•

"Man to Man."
This is in the class of little gem?,. Which is to say that it is a
modest picture that deals with decent small-town people. Devoid
of heroics, sentimentality, and hokum, it interests us in human beings instead
rather a fine thing to do occasionally, because the
viewpoint of the best of us becomes influenced by the preponderance
falsity on the screen.
if
Here is a group of plain people whose
problems are real, whose reactions to them are true. Down to the

—

A

an alien touch.
nice picture, if you
about.
young fellow of twenty, just about to be elected class president
of his college, is confronted by the knowledge that his student pals
know his father is a convict whose eighteen-year sentence is about
to end.
He leaves school and returns to the village. His hostility
ro his father is understandable, his father's eagerness to see him is
genuinely touching.
But the youth is reserved, proud and unknowing. Aren't we all at twenty?
job in a bank presided
over by a friend of the family ends when both father and son are
accused of a shortage, but the girl who loves the young fellow discovers the thief and all ends properly.
But there is much more
than this in the human values exposed in the picture.
Again Phillips Holmes scores as the son and two players from
the stage. Grant Mitchell and D wight Frye, make screen debuts as
the father and the villain, respectively, while George Marion and
Russell Simpson lend their veteran talents, and Lucile Powers is a
perfect heroine.
smallest detail there isn't

ask me.

Here's what

it's

A

—

"The

Man Who Came

A

Back.

"Beau

The Gcstc boys are back
Or
the trio that made "Beau Geste"
!

Ideal."

rather the surviving member of
the most popular picture of its

time returns to carry on the story.
Complicated, plotful, and highly colored, it is beautifully pictured by Herbert Brenon, who also directed the earlier opus. It is
well worth seeing, especially by those who hold in sentimental esteem
Exactly the same
the first '"Geste" and wish a reminder of it.
atmosphere is found in the new picture marvelous views of the
desert, a frightening sandstorm, mutinies, assaults by tribesmen,
and a highly romantic ideal of friendship.
This involves John Geste and his American friend, Otis Madison
who, in love with Isobel Brandon, discovers that she cares for
John, serving a ten-year sentence in the Foreign Legion's penal
colony. So Otis sets out to find John and restore him to the girl.
His first step is to join the Legion and be swept into adventures
galore.
He is successful in rescuing John and last scene of all

—

Reducing.'

their way to England.
slow or uninteresting scene in the entire film and
Of first interest is Lester Vail, a newcom
it is capitally acted.
whose debut is accomplished with ease. He is earnest, sincere, and
Unless I am mistaken, he has exactly the qualitic:. that
eloquent.
will make him popular with the majority, his voice being unusually
svmpathetic. But good performances are the rule rather than the
exception here, with a cast boasting Ralph Forbes, Don Alvarado,
Otto Matiesen, Loretta Young, Irene Rich, and Leni Stengel.
finds the

There

V
Jpr

St*'*

IV

./A

^

^

^^fl^BI
"Fighting Caravans."

A

u

^^
'Little

Caesar."

two on

isn't a

albeit occasionally dull, what with its
bearded, unkempt pioneers, its simple emotions and its lack of
suspense.
But of "The Covered Wagon" school it is a good example, with nothing overdone and no attempt to exceed all other
films of its kind with more Indians and live stock than ever whooped
and lumbered across the screen before. It is restrained even in
its beautiful shots of sky and prairie and snowswept woodland,
with the wagons crawling aloncr. their covers billowing like sails.

likable

picture,

this,

The Screen
The) belong

Review

in

•

to the caravan that bore supplies to the
alifornia before the days of the Union Pacific Railroad, when
the drivers of the wagons depended on scouts to point tin- way.
The hero of the simple tale is a scout, Clint B timet, the heroine

oi

i

t

French girl who must press «>n with her wagon
r the
sudden death of her father. The girl pretends marriage with the
scout in order, she thinks, to save him from jail.
When she learns
the truth and when, also, he tries to force himself upon her .is a
husband, she repulses him. Perils of the wilderness, as well as the
course ol true love, cause her to change her mind and the long
journey ends in Sacramento and marriage.
Gar) Cooper is admirable as the scout, though it is not his most
interesting performance.
Bui he gives the role his usual naturaldivests it entirely of theatrics and thereby makes Clint a more
significant figure than if he acted him up to the hilt.
Lily Damita,
fingham for the first time and for the first time audible, is
perfect.
Her voice is smooth and low, her accent slight but piquant,
her use of it intelligent, all making for a performance that is not
only charming, but earnest and many-sided.
Ernest Torrence, Tully Marshall, Fred Kohler, May Boley, and
ene Pallette play routine parts well, and Charles Winningcr.
Felice, a

«

;

1

1

1

•

.

pf the Stage,

is

especially

good as the

Beau

sheriff.

*

III

"The Royal Bed."

The moral

!

**

of this picture

i- ••uneasy lies the head that rest in a
a delight for the spectator to witness the trials
tribulations of royalty.

royal bed," hut

and

Ideal.

it

The whole thing
P'Neil

s

is

contributing

L

a travesty on crowned heads, with Nance
a priceless burlesque of Queen Marie of

is

Roumania. Things never lag while she is on the screen and Gilbert
Emery's impersonation oi one of the king's doormen very nearly
stops traffic.
There isn't much plot to the story, but interest never
The dialogue is bright and Lowell Sherman, as star and
director, sees t,> it that he doesn't lack for clever lines.
the latitude he gives himself, his performance, while at

Despite
times

*d

all

adequate and pleasing,

is just a trifle too, too perfect.
.\stor as the princess ordered to make a state marriage,
beautiful ami pleasing, hut she hasn't opportunity to do much

'Paid.

Maty
is

acting with

all the competition around her.
Anthony Bushel] performs what he has to do exactly as he
should, yet manages to remain colorless.
His part and Hugh
Trevor's might have been exchanged to the advantage of the picture.
It is doubtful if the him will he popular, as satire is not relished

by the majority, hut for those
half well

who

like

wit,

it

is

an hour and a

spent.

"One Heavenly Night."
appearance on the screen of Evelyn Lave, famed prima
donna of British operetta, is disappointing. "One Heavenly Night"

The

first

must he made clear that it is pleasing, tasteful,
it lacks dynamics
it
is placid.
And as the
collaboration of two winners of the Pulitzer Prize it is pure kindergarten such as any tame member of a scenario department
could have written. Xor is music by the composer of "The Broadway Melody" anything hut a pretty tinkle. Screen operetta requires
more than this to justify a richly beautiful production that is
belies

its title,

and charming.

it

But

;

down

to the least detail. In short, the fable of a cigarette
poses as a disreputahle singer and wins the love of a baron
i> sweetly unreal.
Miss Lave is exquisite, spirituelle and arresting on the stage, but
she loses these qualities and becomes a rather colorless figure whose
complete individuality eludes the camera.
Clever actress that she
is, her performance is admirable in its light and shade, a sense of
humor colors even-thing she does and Iter voice is agreeahle, but
she isn't the Evelyn Lave of "Bitter Sweet."
John Boles will please those who admire his singing and acting
and who reproach me for nonmemhership in the legion, and Lilvan
Tashman. besides being her attractive self, makes a clever feint at
singing a risqut; song in the caharct manner. Leon Errol's clowning
is spontaneous, resourceful, and not at all conventional.
He and
Hugh Cameron contrihute a fine sequence among the art treasures
Continued on page 96
flawless

girl

I

yet

who

"One Heavenly

Night."
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What Every Fan Should See
"Royal Family of Broadway, The"—
Paramount.
Engagingly mad, these
Cavendishes of the stage, and a lot of
fun, since you don't have to live with
them.
Satire on stage stars at home.
Not a slow moment.
Fredric March
Ina

excellent.

Claire,

Henrietta

too.

Crosman, Mary Brian.

—

"Devil to Pay, The" United Artists.
English drawing-room comedy as it
should be intelligent, amusing, no excitement.
Rich youth returns to Lon-

—

don

after

Loretta

Ronald

farm

and gets entangled.

life,

Young, Myrna Loy out for
Florence
Colman.
Britton,

Fredrick Kerr.

"Blue Angel, The"

— Paramount.

Emil
.Tannings in German film with Marlene
Dietrich, and both are magnificent, even
it
you don't get some of the speech.
Schoolmaster follows cabaret girl to his
ruin.
Poignant, pitiful character masterly done.

"Lightnin' "—Fox. Best Will Rogers
the
talkie so far, with real character
tippling, likable proprietor of hotel on
Louise Dresser good as the
border.
wife.
Jason Robards and Joe! McCrea
very good. Problems of divorce hunt-

—

ers amusing.

—

Metro-Goldwyn.
"Min and Bill"
Marie Dressier goes through on high in
vastly entertaining and melodramatic
manner. Wallace Beery as Min's paramour is racy. Dorothy Jordan gives
her best thus far as girl adopted by Min,
Marjorie Rambeau superbly acting the
girl's mother.
"Derelict"

— Paramount.

One

of

ing of George Bancroft, who tops his
best in years. Rivalry of merchant-marine officers over position and women.
William (Stage) Boyd good; Jessie
fine voice.

— First

National. You
must hear Elsie Ferguson's voice! Her
performance lifts a courtroom drama to
Night-club girl puts
the worth while.
Marian Nixon
her father on the spot.
in her best performance.
John Halliday admirable; Grant Withers, Helen
"Scarlet Pages"

Ferguson do well.
"Tom Sawyer"
Twain's immortal

— Paramount.
character

masterpiece of screen.

Markin

little

No movie

sentraits
kid
or
irritating
of
timentality
;>ctors.
Jackie Coogan good as ever;
Mitzic Green gentle and demure. Jackie
Searl,

— Paramount.
her

takes

place

Marlene

among

the

stars as an individual. Adolphe Menjou
returns, though tamed by talkie morals,
and Gary Cooper going strong, as memTwo cynics find
ber of Foreign Legion.
that only simple, fundamental love for
each other counts.

—

"Feet
First"
Paramount.
Harold
Lloyd, the hardy perennial, as funny

and

thrilling as ever.
Straight humor,
without taint of "sophistication"; no
tears behind the smile.
Shoe clerk in
love tries to win girl by posing as rich
playboy, but finds trouble and danger ahead.

Barbara

Robert

Kent,

McWade,

Alec

Francis, Lillianne Leighton.

"Tol'able David"— Columbia.
ing first performance by Richard
well, as

AmazCrom-

mountain boy whose dream of

greatness

drive the mail hack.
Three bad men of the hills and a sweet
little
girl friend are involved.
Noah
Beery, Joan Peers, Henry B. Walthall.
is

to

"Doorway to Hell, The"— Warner.
Good crook melodrama that has many
new touches. Story of young czar of
liquor gang, Lew Ayres, double-crossed
in love and racket.
Arresting and capitally acted.
Robert Elliott, James Cagney, Dorothy Mathews.
Poised, mature acting by Ayres.

"Whoopee"

—United

Artists.

Techni-

color does well by Eddie Cantor and
Stage success excelZiegfeld beauties.
lently done on grand scale.
Story parodies medicine taking for imaginary ills
and talk of operations. Large cast from
stage includes Ethel Shutta, Eleanor

Hunt, Paul Gregory, Albert Hackett.

the

outstanding films due to superlative act-

Royce Landis has

"Morocco"
Dietrich

Junior Durkin, Dick Winslow.

For Second Choice
"Free Love" Universal. Gayer, more
knowing than most films labeled so-

—

phisticated
comedy.
Diverting,
but
proves nothing about spats of husband
and wife, though admirably played by
Conrad Nagel and Genevieve Tobin.
Zasu Pitts wistful maid; Monroe Owsley, Ilka Chase.

"Remote

Control"— Metro-Goldwyn.
Haines
repeats
his
fresh
Mary Doran,
pick-up line and howl
the girl, upsets tradition by smartly
simple dress. Haines goes in for radio
work, and gets things tangled up. John
Miljan, Polly Moran, Cliff Edwards.
William

"Follow the Leader"

— Paramount.

Ed

antics make the picture, and
you'll want to buy dad one of those
machines for eating corn on the cob.

Wynn's

Ginger

Rogers,

Merman.

much

Stanley

Smith,

Musical-comedy

Ethel

plot, but not

singing.

—

If they
had
"Just Imagine" Fox.
only imagined a little more and done
less song-and-hoofing!
Tin Pan Alley
goes prophetic and shows life fifty years
hence.
Maureen O'Sullivan, John Garrick, Frank Albertson, El Brendel, Mar-

White.
"Viennese Nights" Warner.
Technicolor.
Operetta
tastefully
done,
charming but unreal. Would have been
nine-day wonder a while ago. Tale of
lovers separated by ambitious papa.
Alexander Gray's voice one of best.
Vivienne Segal, Walter Pidgeon, Jean

jorie

—

Hersholt.

"Fast and Loose"
erately

interesting

terial.

Rich

girl

— Paramount.

Mod-

but shopworn maprefers mechanic to

own set, just like the girls
in your home town do
not; but that's
why we like films. Miriam Hopkins,
Charles Starrett, Henry Wadsworth,
men

of her

—

Ilka Chase, Carol

Lombard.

"Passion Flower, The"— Metro-Goldwyn. Rich girl marries a chauffeur, and
her cousin falls in love with him. although she first despised him. Trite
story made entertaining by Kay FranCharles Bickford, Kay Johnson;
cis,
Zasu Pitts and Lewis Stone effectively
cast.

"Easy Come, Easy Go"

— Paramount.

Same

story as Richard Dix's old comnew cast.
edy, but new treatment,
Pleasant, amusing enough. Leon Errol
the crook with musical-comedy technique.
Richard Arlen, Mary Brian,
Stuart Erwin, Anderson Lawler.

—

Paramount.
The screen
going too whimsical for words, if

"Laughter"
is

A

this is a sign of the times.
the quaintest folk in the
high jinks. Nancy Carroll

March
Ellis,

brilliant.

Glen

Frank Morgan.

"Kismet"
over silent,
slipped up

—Warner.
a

bit

.croup of

world make
and Fredric
Anders, Diane

"

Another warmed-

flat,

for

somewhere.

the

c

The

Orient
without its old flavor. Otis Skinn<
beggar in Arabian night story, with
Loretta
pretty girl, caliph, and all.
Young, David Manners, Sidney Blackmer, Mary Duncan.

"War Nurse"— Metro-Goldwyn. Sufferings of volunteer nurses behind the
Good
trenches, physical and moral.
work, but short of greatness. Love interest concerns two soldiers, two nurses.
Continued on nase 118

Robert

Armstrong

SEARCH

your

and you

memory

of the

past four years or

in which Robert
Armstrong has failed to score. Best of all his performances is Joe Garson, in "Paid," for which he
earns this honorable citation.

so

will

find

no picture

:

:
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"news" sheets sent out annually by a studio
Hollywood to Timbuktu; but alas, they seldom reach a
If

all

the

studio has a
EVERY whose
personnel

were
Always fair

publicity office
printer.

publicity

office

is

en-

dowed with such keen

sight that
it can discover philosophy in flappers,
wit in sweet little emoters, and sage
clinical

advice in hard-working stars.

Publicity must
law of the office.

go on.

STRANGE

That is the
The star must do
something or say something that will attract attention.
If a player has nothing to say, she must pretend that she
has something very special to say. If she won't do that
well, publicity must go on, anyway.
Fancy being a star and getting yourself interviewed,

—

possibly without saying a word. Unless one has a reputation for being strong, silent, and mysterious, like
Gnrbo, a player would never know what he had been
saying, collecting, or studying until he had read the
papers if all the publicity were printed.
Greta could express opinions at the studio about everything from the charms of Swedish bread to the art of
die Dietrich, and the publicity office would send bulletins
to the press reminding the editors that Garbo remains
silent in the folds of her tweed overcoat.
And the sweet young thing who merely giggles a
couple of times gets a bulletin interview on the soul
appeal of Ibsen, or the advantages of rope-jumping over
roller-massaging as a reducer. So it goes in the pub-

—

—

licity office.

But are these bulletins printed? Ask Picture Play's
Ask the janitor of any self-respecting maga-

janitor.

newspaper office.
Though the poor janitors suffer, the stars are saved.
and the fans are spared considerable anguish, for who
really cares about the inner meaning of Scandinavian
drama, especially if the interpretation is done by the
zine or

and figure out what
would happen if the
magazines opened up
their presses and said to the gang, "There you are, boys.
Do your stuff." The publicity boys have important work

By James

it is true, but the writing of favorable fan stuff
not their forte.
Now the boys, through the press bulletins rescued
from the wastebasket, will tell you a few important facts
of life, such as how to walk, stand, and sit, how to get
rid of colds, and how to. lose twenty pounds in pleasant,
healthful work, presumably as revealed to them by the

to do,
is

stars.

Since this is the first time we have had the boys with
us in person, they join me in hoping you will enjoy the
remedies, et cetera, especially old Doc Beery's simple
home cure for colds. Boys, it's a great pleas-yuh to
have you with us to-night.
Believe it or not, the press agent says Norma Talmadsfe savs

They have bullfights in Spain. I saw a bullfight in Spain.
They have beds and doctors ready, they go into chapels to pray,
and then they go out and throw the bull. It's all terrifying
and terrible. No, I didn't see Sidney Franklin, the Brooklyn
bullfighter.
He was gored while I was there, I read in the
papers.

assistant to the assistant publicity director once removed?'
But just to give the boys of the publicity offices a bit

The water-front boys will
themselves

of encouragement in their literary efforts. I have salvaged a handful of their treasures, which I'll show you.
it"
you'll be good little boys and girls.
Those doubting Thomases among you who cherish the
notion that everything nice you read about stars was
written by publicity agents, please pay careful attention.

Rambeau was an invalid. When she first
San Francisco stock company she took physical-culture courses to become strong enough to continue the
stage grind.
"Acting," she says, "takes as much strength and
As a

now

stop feeling sorrv for

child Marjorie

began to act

in a

stamina as stevedoring,
think it's a bed of rose-

for

"

the

information

of

those

who

:

:

:

!

:

:
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end

laid

to end, the

mimeographed

trail

would

from

stretch

however, PICTURE PLAY presents a few choice items exactly as
written, to give the press

agents

their

say and the fans a

treat.

NTERVIEWLETS
Roy

And girls, take an
old man's advice. Don't

Fuller

dawdle over your supper more than a couple of hours, and think nothing of
afterward walking much longer than fifteen minul
who

Elissa Landi,
rell.

in

will

"Body and Soul,"

who wants

to

make her debut

opposite Charles Far-

offers this advice to the business girl

protect her health

"During the luncheon hour it is tar better to spend three
quarters of an hour in eating and one quarter of an hour in
walking than to eat and talk for the entire sixty minutes.
Having to dash back to work endangers both the digestion and
nerves, and has bad effects on the complexion and general
appearance."

"Me — ah.

wuz

I

only kiddin',*' Butch would douhtless

say to this

finished "Racket Cheers,' based on the humorous side of racketeering.
To me it sets a new standard in short comedies.
characters portray persons you actually know in real lift"

My

William Boyd discovers an astounding

si

Believe me. eight hours of manual labor will cure the most
stubborn case of swollen waistline.
ate like a harvest hand
I
while I was building my beach cottage
I
had to, in view
the appetite I developed.
And I slept plenty, for every night
found me tired enough to enjoy eight hours on the bare f
if necessary.
But I was up at dawn, and always had a brisk
swim before I began work and another when I had finished at
night.
By the time the house was finished I was twenty pounds
lighter, with muscles hard as steel.
If I ever get too heavy
again, I am considering joining the carpenters' union and hiring
out as a builder a month or two.

—

1

Don't ask

aviator and actor, says he's discovered a new
cure for colds.
'"You just go up about 12,000 feet in your
plane.'
says the hero of "The Big House," "and the rarified
atmosphere gets the cold out of you in an hour and a half."

Wallace Beery

plr.

fact

me what

this

gem

proves:

-

,

"The happiest woman
pr< ss

How

agent on keeping

in

Hollywood"

is

quoted bv her

fit

how one walks,
grand cure for nervousness consists in throwing the chest back, holding the stomach
in, and keeping the hips hack.
Do this and see how different
fyou feel than when your backbone is drooping and vour feet
ds,

one
and

feels

sits,

depends

says

to a

"The Old Master" voices
company you keep

slapstick

is

large extent on

Ann Harding.

Frankie Eastman went on a vacation trip to Los Angeles
where he was given a screen test by Fox. He was signed, but
the contract expired three months later without Frankie havinsr
been used in a picture. Such are the ways of Hollywood. The
sensitive youth lost his patience and was about to return to the
stage, when a friend's plea caused him to cancel his railroad
ticket and remain overnight to see Mack Sennett.
Now Eastman is so sold on California that he says, "I'd rather sweep
streets in Hollywood than be a star on Broadway."

A

his opinion

on

legs

and the

day are mere appendages to the female torso, and
a dead issue." says Mack Sennett.
'We have just

Give the hoys a hand
interviewlct sounds for all the
world like the breezy English half of a before-breakfast
Spanish lesson. This sort of chatter covered three pr.
If the p. a.'s suddenly realized their golden age and
found all their bulletins published as is. Norma, for one.
would take a month off and write threatening letter
the editors. I'm sure.
Well. well. well.

The Norma Talmadge

Continued on
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THE

long absence of Dorothy Janis from the screen

She's been in Borneo, if you
please, filming "The White Captive," in which she is
the only Hollywood actress.
Her role is that of a
white girl reared among the jungle people and believing herself one of them until, as we suspect,
s

at last explained!

romance
primitive

Dorothy became so enamored of
people that she wanted to buy this baby.

enters.

—

Aren't
A

who admires

We

All?

what he reads about them is repeated over
and over again, until each has a specialty that never varies. He begs both the players
and those who write about them to relieve the ennui he feels in never learning anything new about the people who interest him most.
And just as a reminder he says
fan

all

the stars discovers that

By Drummond
tired of reading about
Clara Bow's insomnia.
Jetta Goudal's command of all the arts and
sciences; her exoticism and the mystery of her origin.
The ability of Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., to sketch and
write verse.
Joan Craw ford's way with hooked rugs.

I'M

Howard Hughes's

millions.

Russell (ileason's budgeting; the

and

their jokes

among

family's hospitality

themselves.

Tbe tiles that Richard Arlen and Jobyna Ralston laid
with their very own hands; their perfect love.
Ernest Torrcnce's rose garden.
Wallace P.eerv's airplaning.
II.

B.

Warner's

art treasures.

Any star's collection of rare old
Mary Pickford's bob, and those

pewter.

away

curls laid

in a

rosewood box.
Garbo's tweed coat and her habit of walking alone
in the rain.

Laura La Plantc's calm disposition.
The culture and aristocratic bearing of the Rennetts.
Marion Davies's houses and hordes of guests.
June Collyer's social background.
The players'

serious

reading of biography, history,

and philosophy.

The rarity of photos of Gloria Swanson's
The chumminess of the Irene Riches.

children.

Lois Moran's brains.
Louise Pazenda's serious heart behind her clowning.
The modernized domestic harmony of the TashmanLowe household.
Lilvan Tashman's sophistication and her authoritative
word on any number of subi
That newspaper published by Ruddy Rogers's father
in

(

)lathe,

Kans

Buddy's fraternity

life at college,

and

his ideas about

en.

Hollywood's opera "season."

Gary Cooper's dude ranch.
Old blemish tapestries Fourteenth-century maps, and
rare old volumes in Hollywood hom
Wise investments of players, through shrewd guidance of wives, mothers, or boy friends.
Bebe Daniels being civil to her grandmother.
That royal visitor to Pickfair. and the titled guests
there.

The football prowess of John Mack Rrown.
The preference of virtually every player to stay home
and read a good book instead of going places.
Anything at all about Carmelita Geraghty.
Dorothy Sebastian's bad breaks.
Charlie Chaplin's silence.

Ann Harding's

approval of California.

Tell

Ramon Novarro's inexperience with sweethearts his
yearning to leave the screen and go into monklike re;

tirement.

Anita Page's family chaperona.
Ronald Colman's bachelor household.
Helen Twelvetrees's resemblance to Lillian Gish.
Richard Barthelmess's gentlemanliness his superiority.
Nils Asther's noble bearing.
Parry Norton's nostrils.
Billie Dovi 's beauty.
:

Maurice Chevalier's fetching

grin.

The deep-routed

aristocracy of the family of every
player born south of tbe Mason-Dixon line.
The poise of Alice Jovce.
The "It" girl.

Producers holding stnrv conferences.
Producers searching the nation for the right type and
then casting a ,<,nrl already under contract after "a chance
meeting in the studio commissary."
Beverly Hills estates.

Conrad Nagel's perfect voice.
John Gilbert and Ina Claire.
Robert Armstrong's wife.
Give Brook's annoyance with the public for annoying him.
Charles Farrell's
Gaynor married.

supposed

heartbreak

when Janet

Zasu Pitts's mothering heart.
Eddie Quillan's large family.
Neil Hamilton's legerdemain.
Aileen Pringle's repartee and those domin
Dolores del Rio's social eminence in Mexico City.
Ivan LebedetT's hand kissing.
ice.
John B
The Barrymores' baby.
Victor McLaglen's distinguished relatives in the
church and the Pritish navy.
William Haines's ol' Virginny background; his inseparable pal. Polly Moran.

Any

star's generosity to his or

her mother.

Dorothy Mackaill's English birth.
George O'Brien's muscular perfection.
Ruth Roland's wealth derived from real estate.
The discovery of normal intelligence behind Marv
Brian's sweetness.
Norma Shearer's patrician upbringing in Montreal.
Betty Bronson as Peter Pan; the causes of her dwindling career.

Any star's education in a convent or by private tutors.
Alice White's getting wise to herself and quieting down.
Joan Crawford's "past" as the hey-hey girl of Hollywood:

The

practical jokes played on each other
Continued on page 115

by the

stars.

;
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ZASU
The saying that a person

Zasu

Pitts,

dramatic

may do

the limp but perennial

trifling

the

fall

"Greed" and the
who became demented ? That was Zasu.
Zasu, the ridiculous, plaintive comic
in funny clothes.
You don't know a
Stroheim's

therein

more
Yet her weekly
salary recently rose from $1,250 to
near the $2,000 mark, and she somestories, is little

times gets better notices than the stars
she supports.
Her photographs appear, sans press

swank magazines

Visiting

Fair.

meet her.

need

of a

like

intelligentsia

Me,

I

find

just

talking

is Zasu Pitts? They said
be here. too. Where is she ?"
When the door opened and Zasu
blew in, she paused aghast at the number of people. Smartly tailored, silverfoxed and chic, she looked like Park
Avenue, yet she colored like a school-

tions,

'Where

she's to

Vanity
ask to

Impresarios of the theater

make her

New

in

with her too much fun to pin her down
to statements.
The first time I met her was at a
cocktail party at the home of Leonard
Sillman, tap dancer and host extraordiGiven in honor of a famous
nary.
novelist from New York, the soiree
was being very elegant, except for
the honored guest's petulant reitera-

than a "bit player."

agent, in

really a versatile actress

publication.

graceful girl who dresses smartly
and somehow looks Continental. That,
also, is Zasu.
Her status, in point of working time

tall,

and importance to

is

Because Zasu can talk fast when she
wants to talk herself out of something,
the interview ended right there. Some
one of firmer purpose than I must
stem the flow of Zasu's crazy humor
long enough to make her speak for

gal of the

talkies.

girl

maid who

By
Margaret Reid

$2,000 a week.

ZASU PITTS,
Do you remember Von
tragic

present work too well to be promoted applies to

She continues

role.

milady's cloak for a

to hold

his

offers to go on the stage in
York. Critics compare her emo-

girl when she was made the center of
I said
not press agents.
attention.
Yet Zasu is the fall gal, the funny
Unsuccessfully trying to hide in a
female, usually a maid, who stands in
corner, she finally diverted the spotthe background and pads out the arid
Photo by Duncan
light from herself by shouting sudintervals in the story by getting laughs.
denly into the ear of the attractive girl
Zasu is smart, graceful, and too
Why? Don't ask silly questions. entertaining to pin down for an who had arrived with her. The girl
Because it would be logical to cast her
interview.
started, then turned and asked in a
in drama, and how would a lot of
dull voice, "What did you say, Zasu?"
people around here hold their jobs if logic were intro"She's stone deaf, poor thing," Zasu explained to the
duced in the film capital ?
company at large. "When you talk to her, let her put
It's difficult to write an adequate story about Zasu.
her hand on your shoulder, and she'll get the vibrations."
There is too much to say, and practically nothing to
Well, anyhow, that particular party ended with all the
quote.
She thinks it is the height of absurdity that
few were in on the gag and
aspects of low comedy.
magazines want interviews with her.
Hearing apoplexy. The rest were hoarse from shouting
And means it
for, after having had a grand time, the reporter finds in
and trving to put the afflicted one at ease. Zasu looked
all about three statements that have anything to do with
on with a demure, compassionate smile, from time to
the interview.
The rest is necessarily conjecture, and
time relating astonishing anecdotes of the history of her
that is too broad a field there are so many things to say
friend's malady.
about her.
All this is in explanation of the confused
The girl, an extra in pictures named Dorothy MaCH
continuity which follows.
Gowan whose hearing is excellent, is one of Zasu's
When told that her public had need of a story about closest friends, an accomplished teammate for such blithe
her, she burst into raucous laughter.
insanities as the above.
Finally cornered,
after weeks of evading the issue, she fidgeted nervously.
Her humor springs from a
Zasu adores to play.
"My God. what shall I say? One false step and the profound sense of the ridiculous. The spectacle of ungame is up. Why can't you write a nice story about
due dignity upset gladdens her soul.
Greta Garbo instead? I'll tell you all about how she
When she wants to, Zasu can look beautiful even exdrops in to talk to Ann and Sonny, and how she likes
citing.
Her eyes are her best feature. They are darkour house because it's so homy, and what a grand person
The repose of her manner
blue, luminous, black-lashed.
she is.
Or write about lledda Hopper now there's
is belied by her face which looks as if her nerves were
[Continued on page 116]
one of the great player-."
continuallv stretched taut.

tional ability to that of Duse.
critics,

—

A

;

—

—
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/

Photo bj Klmer Fryer

more than one way Zasu Pitts is an anomaly. Though
more than a player of bits, her salary approaches
$2,000 a week and often she receives higher praise from the
Though the talkies
critics than the stars she supports.
have established her as a comedienne, she is one of the most
In

little

distinguished tragic artists on the screen, as those

member "Greed" and "The Wedding March"
The many sides of this extraordinary character
out in her story on the opposite page.

will

who

re-

testify.

are brought

Read

it!

His Fatal Fascination
It

belongs to William Powell,

who

will

show you

in

"Ladies'

Man"

the

fate

of

a

gigolo.

-

A

Will

Medieval

Rogers brings back

The

magic of radio
captures the vibrations
of past centuries and
transports a village
philosopher to England
in the Middle Ages.

Brandon Hurst,

right,

Merlin, the king's
magician, William Farnum, as King Arthur.
and Will Rogers, as

as

Hank,
at

who

is

known

court as Sir Boss.

The man
low,

is

armor, beMr. Rogers,

in

with Frank Albertson.

to

Frolic

comedies, "A Connecticut Yankee
Arthur's Court."

the screen one of

its

great

in

Myrna Loy, below, as
Queen Morgan Le Fay,
king's hateful sisdenies the entreat-

the
ter,

Maureen O'Sullivan, as Alisande, to
spare the life of Clarence, a page boy who
has dared to love the
daughter of a king.
ies of

It

is

who

finally

Sir

Boss

comes

to

their

rescue and unites the
lovers after blowing
up the queen's castle
in a comically modern

manner.

King

Th

Coquette
Warner Baxter and Dorothy Mackaill

offer the

surprising outcome of a flirtation in

"Their

Mad Moment."
a worldly American
and a French peasant of the Basque country,
whose simplicity and sincerity provide pastime for
Emily until she is shocked to learn that Esteban
takes for granted that she is serious and will marry
him.
See the film and learn what happens to a girl
and a man who don't understand each other.

The romance brings together
girl

"Body and Soul"
Elissa

Landi

is

the

picture

that

introduces

with popular Charles
Farrell making sure that her debut will be doubly
to

the

fans,

successful.

Miss Landi, whose first interview appears on page 33, is
too poised to be nervous over her bow to the American
public, but she realizes that she is about to face an audience with the power to add a glamorous chapter to her
distinguished career or send her back to the stage.

—
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Short-

hand
Another

stenographer

umphs

tri-

Among

"Honor

shedding an undehusband as smoothly

Lovers,"
sirable

she

acquires

rich

one.

C'est la vie:

The return to the screen of Claudette Colbert after a long voyage
to foreign climes is as welcome as
the first appearance of Fredric
March after his striking performance in "The Royal Family of
Broadway."

They renew

the

was happily begun
ter," and no doubt

many

association that
in

"Manslaugh-

will be seen in

other films.

M

High
Life
And who
make

is

better

credible and

it

tive than

able

to

attrac-

Ruth Chatterton.

in

••Unfaithful"?
Miss

Chatterton

mood

of

returns

to

the

"Charming Sinners" and
"The Laughing Lady," to remind
us anew of the wide range of her
talents.

She is seen, right, with Paul Cavanagh, to whom she is married in
the him and who causes her to
establish a bad reputation for herself.
This scene shows her return
from a party with an exaggerated
account of her indiscreet conduct
there.

32

I'hoto by

Robert Montgomery's love-making is infinitely varied, as
Here he is protective, and
his admirers have discovered.
Bennett
in his gentle, though firm, embrace, Constance
rinds consolation and security.
But circumstances stronger
than the

lovers

in

"The Easiest Way"

tear

them

apart.

HuitcII
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Racketeers Break

Personality

In

~^ik

In

a refined sort of

paigns designed to

way many
sell

wily individuals crash into the studios by

themselves, and

some

of the tactics of the mild order of gangster

are used to overcome anything that stands

By

H.

A.

hammering cam-

in

the

way

of progress.

Woodmansee

there arc racketeers wherthe trees. A host of them
pluck the golden plums from the movie boughs, and
of these the most interesting is the personality racketeer.
A personality racketeer is a wily individual who traffics not in bootleg liquor, Wall Street stocks, or arti-

days when stars could grab close-ups

chokes, but in his or her living, breathing self.
His
object is to push himself ahead, by hook or crook, in a
highly competitive studio world.

But suppose the picture is a flop. Then watch the
He is ready to
personality grifter get out from under.
prove that he was a mile away when the crime was committed.
If he is an actor or a director, he says, "What
could I do with such a lousy story?"
The scenario
writer, in turn, passes the buck.
The blame is finally

tliis

swashbuckling

ai^t-

INever dollars hang heavy

He

doesn't

resort

to

<>n

physical

violence.

He

fights

with bombs and machine guns but with equally
words and actions. lie smuggles not
deadly weapons
boatloads of booze across rivers, but himself and his pals
onto studio pay rolls. He hijacks not property, but valuable credit for the achievements of others.
In a refined sort of way he "strong-arms" in, exacts
tribute, pays heavily for protection in the form of advertising, fortifies himself in studio politics, and terrorizes
competitors and traitors with a figurative equivalent
being taken for a ride.
And. like racketeers of other
sorts, he's often a good fellow to bis friends and all who
get in his way.
The personality grifter may be either an unknown
rivals not

—

I

trying to get a foothold, or a big shot resisting efforts
Tie may be an
% made to shove him off bis perch.
actor, a writer, a director
in fact, anybody.
There's
fun for all in this game.
Even a child actor can play

—

always been popular in Holly1, and is doubly so in these troublesome talkie tin
The rus^s ,,f the personality racketeer range from the
legitimate to the unscrupulous, from the ingenious to
the ridiculous. There's an infinite variety to them.
Let him have the remotest connection with .the production of a film hit. and he'll bring his high-pressure
salesmanship to bear to convince Hollywood that he is
v responsible for the success of the picture.
Often
it.

It's

a racket that has

he succeeds, for so many individuals arc involved in the
manufacture of a film that even an insider may not be
sure of who is responsible for its success.
If he has
stants working under him, he'll grab credit for their
efforts; if not. he'll try to create the impression that his
superior is a man of straw whose reputation has been
falsely gained from bis assistant's ability.
If the racketeer happens to be an actor, he adroitly
steals scenes by various tricks.
He slugs below the belt:
he tries to shove fellow players so thoroughly into the
background that the public will hardly notice they are
in the picture.
There used to be more of this in the

at

will; but even

when

the picture comes
actors' whims, there is often dirty work at
roads when stage and screen luminaries get
The racketeer's aim is alw
a film.
credit in sight, no matter to whom it be!'
in

this

talkie

era.

.

before the
the cr<
together in
rab all the

pinned on some bewildered umpchay who is properly
punished.
The racketeer is seldom a lone wolf in his operations.
He belongs to a gang and makes connections of var:
sorts.
If he gets a job in a studio he schemes to bring
in his friends.
Once inside the portals, they form a
alliance and try to take control of the studio.
Sometimes they find their ambitions opposed by a likeminded group, in which case there is some gang warfare
that would delight a Chicago connoisseur.
political

Like racketeers who actually operate outside the law,
the movie trickster fully understands the importance of
He stands in well with influential per
protection.
wherever possible. He will cultivate them socially, do

them favors, and even marry them. Many young ad
and actresses have forced themselves into the
of persons who could help them, only to ditch their
benefactors when their aid proved no loncrer necessary.
The personality pusher knows there are few better
forms of protection in his peculiar game than adveii
Here
ing.
some of the most entertaining
quantiof bis racket. One of his dod
•

-.
practically
advertising space in local trad
subsidizing them. This means that they act as his un
purvey news, they
While pi
cover agents.
grab credit for him on every pretext and boost hin
Some readers are too movie-wise to be dethe skies.
ceived, but the self-advertiser reads the blurbs with great
satisfaction and believes every word of them.
He hires publicity men who nobly abet him in selling
They sit up nights thinking of
himself to the world.
new things for him to say. new stunts for him to do.
that will convince folks that he is as unusual as the

ties of

southern California climate. Nowhere does one find more
ingenious and fraudulent personal racketeering than in
the archieves of press agentry.

[Continued on page 117]
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The Screen

Stars'
is

Shop, of which Mrs. Helen Woods,

ignored by fans

who spend

left, is

manager and Florence Turner saleswoman de
come out of a restaurant.

UY A STAR'S
That's the inducement held out

shop

by Florence Turner, herself a

GOWN
star long ago,

who

Hollywood that deals entirely in clothing donated by players.
reminisces most entertainingly of Miss Turner
#-II"
at a

in

at the height of her

luxe

hours waiting for celebrities to

fame and as she

is

By William

to-day.

OX

Vine Street is the Brown Derby, Hollywood's
celebrated restaurant. Fans from the tour corners
of the country stand patiently outside, album and
in hand, begging autographs.
More enterprising

pen
ones hold cameras and rush up to Phillips Holmes, or
Fib Dorsay, to snap them in smiling complaisance, only
to swerve from them at the approach of Maureen O'Sullivan, or Sue Carol and Nick Stuart.
On Cahuenga Avenue, one block away, is the Screen
Stars' Shop.
No fans wait at the entrance. No celebrities pop in and out
except one well-dressed woman,
with snapping dark-brown eyes. And if you told a fan
of to-day that this lady was Florence Turner, he would
be none the wiser.
One whose childhood dates back twenty years may
recall Florence Turner, the Vitagraph girl, the first star

—

of the screen.
To-day Miss Turner is hostess at the
Screen Stars' Shop. As stated already, no fans clutter
the doorstep begging her autograph, yet, by reading on,
you will see that she has done more with her life than
many of the new celebrities who trip lightly into the
Brown Derbv to bewail their sorrows to an interviewer.

H.

is

now hostess
Mr. McKegg
ix

McKegg

Should the personal pronoun "I" appear a little too
Somehow
frequently, please pardon the transgression.
I cannot write of Florence Turner without including
myself, albeit modestly.
It

was

the

summer

of 1915.

Home from

school, I

spend part of the holiday in Ireland. At night
the ship drew away from Liverpool into the mists of
the River Mersey.
No lights showed on board, for
war-time rules forbade them. Only the necessary 1L
gleamed on shore.
As a ship departs, people always lean against the rail,
watching the land recede as if they'd never see it again.
At my side a handsome young woman called down to
some one. "Don't worry." she said. "Take care getting
back."
The figure on the pier was swallowed up in

was

to

the night.
I recognized the lovely lady at my side as Florence
Turner. Not being one of the modern fans. I did not
dare address her, though she smiled nicely at me and
said a schoolboy should not be crossing the sea at such
a dangerous time.

Buy a
now we were

<>ut

the

in

.u that

-

on.
The
man submarines and

server

When

ship

a

is

hunt

to

time

one's

Best to have

trousers.

infested

one
V.

15.

had

lifi

floating

torpedoed,

for

Gown

Irish

|

with a

in their clothes,

Star's

with
mines.

lias

D.'s

no
and

them on.

mv

myself sleeping with all
that on me." Miss Turner remarked in the
dining room to a companion. "No danger
"I

don't

it

comes."

as

1

it

it

seems.

Well

face

it

Rolling into my bunk,
soon found the life prer uncomfortable.
Then gradually I
discarded my clothes. Let the submarines
Comfort is ever better than
appear.
it

fully

is

true.

dressed,

I

The

fart

tint

hoard, the

first

star

Miss Turner w.
had seen, dispelled
thought of danger. And. indeed, noth-

tioii.

all

I

ing eventful occurred.

When

morning

we were

at six o'clock

I

woke next

in Dublin,
time for the revolution.
Ireland had jusl seen the preliminary
flare of her first revolution during Easter
Shop windows were hoarded up.
week.
Walls were spattered with bullets, windows
in

shattered, places

burned down. The whole
had that terrible furtive tension of
something about to erupt.
spite
fn
of such dangers, Florence

city

Turner landed

to

make personal appear-

Red

Cross.
Tt was not her
She was an American and her
country was not then in the War.
Yet
for the

fight.

unselfishly

through

all

gave her services, going
ports of hardships and incon-

she

veniences.

Most people would never have
dered crossing a mine-infested
alone entering revolutionary Ireland.

let

iter
breakfast, the star who might
have remained in safety,. gayly mounted a
car and. with a wave of her hand, was
driven to a hotel with windows intact.

London of

1016.
Early in the vear
were nightly occurrences. It was
best to remain indoors.
Preferably in cellars.
Rut strangely enough, one acquires a
Mary Pickford, who organized the shop for the benefit of the Motioncontempt for danger.
And the motionpicture Relief Fund, hands over to Miss Turner an evening gown that
picture theater had to he attended.
The
she has worn only once.
summer term at school was to begin in
a couide of weeks and no opportunity to see pictures
anything- startling in a historic sense: hut her smiling,
would then he possible.
calm presence, her face illuminated by candlelight,
Warnings had been given out that it would he best
quieted a panic-stricken audience.
Far-off ex]
for people to stay home that night Raids were expected
and crashes were heard, then a distant shriek, and E
to lie numerous.
Braving such warning, I and a chum
steps of some ill-fated person seeking shelter.
made our way through the darkened streets to a theater
All the audience stared up at Florence Turner, hypwhere Florence Turner was to make a personal appearnotized by her courageous personality. She said. "Don't

air raids

ance for the Red Cross.
I don't recall what the film was.
The electricity was
turned off several times. The slightest honk of a motor
horn caused the audience to jump and the operator to
fall

down on

his job.

Suddenly, when

An

least expected, a

Some persons stood up and moved from right to left, getting nowhere, hut sobbing "Oh. oh. oh !" which didn't

shrill siren

blasted the silence.

air raid.

at all.

—
.

•

At the height of the confusion. Miss Turner arrived
and stepped onto the darkened stage, with a timid manager beside her holding a lighted candle.
I don't know what she said.
suppose
I don't

he frightened. It's all right. It will soon pa
for that
Later a bugle sounded. The raid was over
night at least.
People left the theater with
look on their faces given them by Florence Turner.
Instead of comforting others, cheering them up. working for the Red Cross, Miss Turner might have been
the most miserable oi people.
The War had ruined her
film company.
She had lost virtually all she h
'"I wasn't the only
me when I
to her about the calamity. "At the outbreak of the War
was in Scotland, making 'The Shepherd Lassie of
I
Argyle."
Every one thought the conflict would end in
thrt
ur months.

it

was

-

8G

Buy a

Star's

Gown

the heart of any actress.
The picture got splendid notice at
the tune, because of its novelty.

The late Wallace Reid played with Miss Turner, in "The
Deerslayer."
His father also appeared in the same film.
In "A Dixie Mother," Norma Talmadge, then a girl of
fourteen, played her first hit.
Miss Turner, with white wig
and Southern patriotism, was the mother.
"In those days, we players did all sorts of things," Miss
^
Turner said. "One day 1 was a girl. Probably the morning
after I made up as an old woman. Besides acting, we'd help
erect the sets, sew costumes, and write scenarios. Altogether,
we were very useful people."
So useful was Miss Turner with these many talents that
she had a nervous breakdown.
Yitagraph sent her out to
California to recover her health.
She and her mother, who
has never been separated from her, stayed West for almost
a year.
When Miss Turner finally returned to Xew Yorkshe found progress had continued during her absence and
in her place were such newcomers as Norma
Talmadge,
Anita Stewart, Clara Kimball Young, and Lillian Walker.
That was in the early part of 1913. It was then that Miss
Turner decided to go to England and form her own company.
This she did, and a different story might have been written
about her, had the War not occurred. However, the pictures
she did make brought her a great deal of popularitv in Great
Britain.
"Far From the Madding Crowd," "The Welsh
Singer," "Doorsteps," and "The Shepherd Lassie of Argvle"
established her as a favorite before her

Miss Turner,

known as
Vitagraph

the
girl,

was

actually

the

first film

star at a

when
names
were kept
time

players'

secret.

Though many years have passed since Florence Turner
was a big star, she has lost none of her graciousness
and charm.

"Back at Walton-on-Thames, I could get no men.
the months passed all ahle-bodied workers were
joining up. My cameraman was called. People forgot pictures for the moment. It was not until 1916,
when the War was at its height, that people sought

As

for brief comfort.
By that time my
dissolved."
All this Miss Turner relates as if speaking about
Since she came to Hollya spell of bad weather.
wood, seven years ago, I have never heard her complain once. And she has not been without cause.
Brought up in the theater. Miss Turner went on
In 1907 she applied for
the stage as a young girl.
work in pictures at the old Yitagraph studio in
the theaters

-

company had

Flatbush, Brooklyn.
It was the era of John Bunny and Flora Finch.
Kate Price was the buxom Irish comedienne, Julia
Swayne Gordon the woman with a "past," Earle
Williams the handsome hero, Leah Baird the vamp,
Maurice Costello, all curls and dimples, the first male
star of the screen.
Miss Turner was the first to offer by way of
innovation a two-reel picture, without subtitles.
Charles Pay stated once that he made the first titleSuch is
less film in "The Old Swimming Hole."
M'ss Turner made "Jealousy," in
not the case.
which she alone appeared. Surely a role to warm

company crashed.
In the latter part
of 1917. Mi-. Turner
returned to America.
But so fickle is public adoration that she
was already forgotten by those in the
industry she helped
to make one of the
greatest in the world.
She returned to England, but came to
Hollywood in 1924.

The Screen Stars'
Shop was organized
by Mary Pickford.
Extras not overflush
with money can buy
discarded clothes of
the stars at moderate
prices.
All profit ac-

cruing from the sales
goes to the Motionpicture Relief Fund.

Mrs. Helen

Woods

the manager of the
shop. She is a smart
Continued on page 113

is
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John Gilbert's contract gives him the most elaborate houselet.

What the Make-up Bungaows Tell
The studio cottages are barometers of a

popularity

star's

as surely as box-office reports, and the maisonnettes

much more: peep

them and you
by the frills

will

learn something

and

colors

the

into

-

of your favorite

—

you

By Myrtle debhart

see

of dressing rooms used t<> he strictly
But that was before the movie ordered strand clothes and grew its long hob.
The one room shared by all the women was succeeded
by private nooks, which now are replaced by small
houses of a compact perfection.
social aura endows
these studio abodes of the film aristocrats with a certain
distinction.
Visiting celebrities arc made to feel at home
in their informal eclat, friends drop in for tea, and
interviewers are entertained at lunchi
Dressing-room luxury is as eloquent a barometi
current popularity and studio supremacy as box-office
reports.
These are habitable homes, charmingly furnished.
Featured actors rate elaborately appointed twosuites, until they merit the stellar maisonnettes of
four, five, or even six rooms. While the achievement of
beauty is the primary thought in
tion, for its psychological influence upon high-keyed temperaments, the
practical side i< not overlooked.
reaching to the
ceiling", with side and overhead spotlights, ample cedarlined closets with compartments for shoes, has. and
and shelves hidden by gay flounces, expedite
access
the changing of costume.
Each new star is given a miniature residence of suitable
dignitv.
If a contract player complains of discrimination,
the slight can be assuagrd only by a still more ostentatious bungalow
or perhaps sterling-silver doorknobs

purpose
Till"
utilitarian.

A

i

-

-

—

tell

!

there.

,

i

.

i

i

Seasonal fads in decoration upsel stellar temperament,
done over in keeping with the
current craze.
until the houselets are all

An
or

extreme idea prevails, either

eming

its antitl-

tly

magnitude

simplicity artfully contrived.

Few

are just comfortably inconspicu
In several of the humble
are hung with valances of challi-. pamico cloth, and
voile or organdie, and drapes an
glish pi

silk-

mercerized silks, and dotted sv
)uaint effects arc
achieved in couch c
nd pillov
ingham and
calico, a scheme found along Fox lane.
The m
tidii
these have dressing tables that appear to be
old-fashioned coquettish ma
with t'
feta skirts spread out aroun
I'nbleached inland denim are used in the met
If a borrowed player rat'
I

'

he must be
that courtesy.
Roth his com
and his own studio's prestige must be considered,
usual practice i^ to better his surroundhv^
uch,
one suspects, in magnanimity, a< a gesture of vanity to
remind him that the second companv do<
ade
more grandly than his regular emplovers.
The actors make much less fuss about dressing-room
rank when "visiting" than do their executive-. When
lent Edmund Lowe to United Artists, they insisted
upon a suite. The only one available was that just vacated
!

What

,'is

the

Make-up Bungalows

Tell

Once Marion Davies's importance was
tablished
the only

beyond all argument by her having
bungalow boudoir on the M.-G.-M.

Xow there are three such structures.
Because of its walled patio, Spanish gardens,
and balconies, Marion's home is used as set
exteriors.
DeMille's, primarily an office, contains his collection of antiques, carved furniture, and old chests.
lot.

John Gilbert's contract actually stipulates
no one on the lot shall have a more elaborate dressing room than his.
And what a
dwelling it is!
Beneath its red tile roof are
objects more beautiful than in his own home.
The grilled windows and balconies against
that

white stucco walls give

a foreign aspect.
furnished in wicker.
His business office is severely simple, but a
second entrance takes one through a carved
Spanish door into a living room with darkgray stone walls, thick rugs, and beamed ceiling.
The chairs and benches are medieval
Spanish.
His massive desk is a copy of a
museum piece. Andirons wrought in a sunflower design, sundial lamps pendant on chains,
tapestries, panels, paintings, statuary, mirrors,
and carvings lend the room a storybook atmosphere.
kitchen and pantry are elaborately equipped.
Upstairs there are a modernistic sitting room
in silver, black and red, steam and massage
rooms, tiled bath and dressing room paneled
with mirrors, one of which conceals a staircase to the garage below.
From a sanded garden with cactus plants one
steps into the adobe hut which serves Will
Rogers as conference quarters with office, reception room, kitchen, and bath.

The

it

tiled patio-terrace is

A

Canary yellow and black dominate Joan Crawford's dressing rooms.

by Lily Damita.

Both

the piquant Parisienne

and Lilyan Tashman
had also occupied that
bower of orchid and
pale green. But the inappropriateness of big
tanned Ed in the laces
and silks can be imagined easily.
Norma

Talmadge's bungalow
has been occupied by
several

visiting

plav-

including Fannie

ers,

and

Brice

Aileen

Pringle.

taffeta

favor
ruffled

in

and

voile

in

chintz

and

curtains,

and

of

naturally
rell

A

dressing room

are

photographs inscribed
to her by Mussolini,
D'Annunzio. Marconi,
Edison, and others.
The bath is of green
tiles.

Janet Gaynor discard-

ed

Mary Pickford's make-up bungalow is furnished and serviced as no other cottage ever
has been. While working she sometimes does
not go home to "Pickfair" for several days.
Lillian Gish and other stars have borrowed it
during her absence. Chippendale dining-room
chairs. English antiques, and old silver and
pewter on the lowboy, create a Colonial atmosphere.
collection of porcelains intrigues
the visitor.
At times
a dozen luncheon
guests are served by
the bungalow staff of
chef, butler, and maid.
Flowers and chirping
canaries add to the
gayety.
On the walls of her
shell- pi nk-and-blue

feels

Charles

more

Far-

at ease

the plainer luncheon
nook.

Doug's

office

is

in

black and gold and
suggests the Chinese,
Servants are continually tidying up after
his cyclonic passages
steamthrough.
cabinet bath and mas-

A

'

What
,,.

Make-up Bungalows

Tell

barbers chair one often

his

In

adjoin.

the

His playSamuel Goldwyn and United Artists executives.
and
track
running
a
with
distance,
und extends some

rymnasium.
cropped clover lead into
house oi cream stucco wals
Its hair rooms, alcoves, and
and gTeen-shingle
with yellow curtains, flov
green,
arc
jade
in
robes
rhe phonochintz covers, and amber brocade draperies,
cat sits
china
crackled
A
cabinet.
French
graph is in a
Lamps of frosted glass in wroughtbefore the fireplace.

Mink

Flagstones

closely

in

Norma Talm

ian

When Norma is using it.
iron fixtures cast a pale glow.
the place is in fluffy disarray, the sophisticated magazines
being

in e\ idence.

Marilyn Miller inherited Corinne Griffith's tan stucco
cottage. Turquoise walls add to the cool effect of creamy
The modernistic touch, in black and silver, is not
carpets.
Marilyn has changed only the drapes, pretoo obvious.
And the two tiny white kittens
fering a seafoam satin.
a bassinet, while their mother
rose and gold, are gone.
Ileen Moore's casa of live rooms and many wardrobe
Set in a miniature forest of palms, its
closets is empty.

used

that

patio

up

curl

to

yawned on

cushion

a

in

<>\

Colleen used to entertain at

walled and roofed.

is

tea in the tiled courtyard, beside the fountain.

Louis Quinze chairs and
ings, give the living

room

settee,

and blue-and-gold

of Bebe Daniels's house

glamour of an age long

From

at

1

RK<

dining
room, with its cretonne curtains, one glimpses a ycllowHer tiny study contains an antique
and-green kitchen.
the

past.

.the pastel

and divan. The silver-hlack-anddressing room has changeable gold-and-lavender
taffeta drapes.
A French cabinet is inlaid with mother-ofpearl and has hand-painted pastoral scenes on its door

desk, hand-carved chair,

green

panels.
If

one overlooks

devil's

lap,

— hut

Chaplin's

who could?

retreat

is

a

—a

lady sitting on a

somber

place.

Well-

worn

leather davenport and chairs provide comfort.
In
the winter eucalyptus loos send up a cheery aroma from
the hearth, the mantel bricks of which frame an oil painting by Granville Redmond.
Henry Give painting, in
rather indiscreet mood, hangs saucily against one wall.

A

The grandfather's

clock and radio are of dark wood.
His
dressing table is plain and a full-length mirror is set off
by twenty-five lights,
inge-colored linen
curtains and colorful

Spanish

hangings on

walls
low,

mission yel-

of

form

a

background

bright
for the

terey furniture in
the stucco bungalow
of Dolores del Rio.

The

carpets arc beige.

The

Gar bo

are

made
camera

features

ready

for

a royalblue-and-crimson suite.
the

Ornamental lamps
have hand-painted

in

parchment shades.
Rudolph Valentino
had one of the first
stellar villas.
His vast
collection
of
swords
added a vigorous note
to the foreign atmos-

tbedhas four

phere of beautifully
carved furniture.
It
is used now. shorn of

Against walls covered

threeof
the
story building ho-

It

Bow's

on

is

Clara

the

first

was

clone

specifications.

Norma Talmadge has

Paramount's most
Bow's,

It

over according to Miss

•tistic trappings.
as the fan-mail office.

elaborate suite

s.

rooms, and
originally was Pola

a bungalow on wheels
the last wo r d
is
houseminiature
.in
keeping.
that

^1

—

:
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What
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As a contrast to that barrenness, step into old Florence
and find John Barrymore surrounded by stained woods,
somber tones relieved by rich
crimsons, tarnished old-gold
picture frames and bits of
mellowed tapestry, a Florentine window, a Venetian mirror decorated with glass leave-.

A

suit of armor hangs in one
corner; a quaint example of
crewel work is framed; some
of Barrymore's drawings are
around, one being a map of
the Bermudas, depicting flora
and fauna, and reefs and

shoals, in the style of ancient

mariner^.

Al Jolson, on the other hand,
just plain home folks, content with a chair and make-up
is

shelf

and mirror.

His two-

quite unpretentious. Leather club chairs, a
library table, and books sug-

room bungalow

is

Chester Morris's equable
Smoking para-

temperament.

phernalia and books scattered around Richard Barthell'hoto by English
mess's brown rooms, suggest
Indian souvenirs and portraits give color to Gary Cooper's studio quarters.
comfort.
with gold leaf, the ebony phonograph and library table
Olive-green carpets and curtains blend with the coland chairs stand out in bold relief. She rests on a blackored Monterey furniture of Richard Dix's apartments.
and-gold lounge. Small ornamental street lamps in gold
An electric phonograph contrasts with the old Spanish
add a picturesque touch.
desk.
tiled steam room adjoins his dressing room,

A

The
lacquer

table

and

and six chairs
black.

in the dining

Woodwork and

golden drapes

room

rugs

are red
are black

supplying a theatrical brilliance.
Curtains of the same hue form an arch over her black dressing table and fall to the floor.
brocaded cloth top is
under glass.
semiseparate clothes room is hidden by
drapes. Set in a black frame and base is a long mirror.
Ruth Chatterton's suite, with Nile-green furniture
against cream walls, is restful.
Her dressing table is
plain, obviously utilitarian.
Typical of her calm and sweetness is Mary Brian's
pastel suite.
Over the gray carpeting are lavender rugs.
A blue-green lounge and corner love seat further convey
the idea of daintiness, the cedar chest adding a practical
Green bottles and bowls hold her lotions
suggestion.
and powders. Her room is invariably very neat.
When you walk into Charles Rogers's, you think you
have stumbled into a music store. An organ and piano
are permanent fixtures, and the place is always cluttered
up with trombone, saxophone, cornet, guitar, drums,
and an accordion. The dark-red furniture is effective
against a cream background. An oddity is a framed letter three feet long, from a fan.
A large photograph of
Mary Pickford reminds the caller that it was she who
gave Buddy his first real opportunity.
Richard Aden's massive Mexican and Spanish furniture is studded with nails, reflecting a virile and strong
Indian mementos give to Gary Cooper's
personality.
small and plain room its only color. Blankets are strewn
about.
A war bonnet and his stuffed eagle look formidable.
A picture of his mother on the desk is the one
reassuring and soft touch.
If you seek rest in George Bancroft's apartment, you
are out of luck. Choose between a battered lumpy sofa
and a hard rubbing table on which he is mauled and
pounded by his trainer.*

A

A

which is equipped as a gymnasium. Freeman Gosden
and Charles Correll "Amos 'n' Andy" had a suite
that might have been transferred from a man's club
red-leather mission furniture, couches, deep lounge
chairs, desks, and typewriters.
The taste of each Fox player housed in a suite is con-

—

sidered in detail.

A

—

gracious gesture, that.

To

test his

powers of absorbing shock. I suppose, Charlie Farrell
was shown into the one prepared for Lenore Ulric, a
deliciously Frenchy place, ultrafeminine, and told to
make himself at home.
"I guess

it's

—

nice," Charlie

managed

lamely.

To say that he was relieved upon being escorted into
his own is a mild expression.
A beamed ceiling, chestnut
damask hangings
an adaptation of the Flizabethan style.
It might be the study of a conservative
Briton.
The pillow covers are of rayon brocade, with
blue predominating.
Hunting prints and sea pictu
adorn the walls.
Big, gangling Victor McLaglen had to manage awkwardly in the brocaded rooms just evacuated by Lenore
tables,

leather

chairs,

make him comfortable

Ulric, until his

and dull-red
in

own, done conservatively

in a rich dark-

blue, could be completed.
The California-Spanish spirit
rules Warner Baxter's rooms.
An image of St. Vincent.

patron of the sick and the needy, from its wall pedestal
down upon severe leather chairs, such as the Indians
made under the supervision of the padres, tables brought
around the Horn, and hand-loom draperies that resemble old serapes hanging from wrought-iron rods.
The rigor and simplicity of Xew England speak dignity in J. Harold Murray's little section of transplanted
Cape Cod. Linoleum represents a plank floor, on which
are a Governor Winthrop desk and three Windsor chairs.
The pattern of the wall paper was taken from an old
[Continued on page 117]
band box.
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WHAT ABOUT TRADER HORN?
The world has been waiting

impatiently while

METRO'GOLDWYN-MAYER

has been pouring

men, money and genius into the creation of
greatest motion picture! AT LAST

completed and has been
oclaimed greater than

FILMED IN
THE WILDS
OF AFRICA

"THE BIG PARADE"
r than "BEN HUR,"
in fact

Based on
the famous novel
by TRADER HORN &
ETHELREDA LEWIS

THE GREATEST

ADVENTURE

Directed by

W.

S.

VAN DYKE

PICTURE OF
ALL TIME!

<rith

HARRY CARIY
DUNCAN RENALDO
EDWINA BOOTH

its

-

//

See

it

at your favorite theatre

A METRO

GOLDWYN
MAYER

All 'Talking Picture

JVlore

rover

o

J.

Y on, Aii^el £ ace
That was the message that
the folks back in the hills of

West Virginia

sent to Jo, the

who was
by storm.
Very justly they were proud

beautiful girl dancer

Broadway

taking

of Jo's sensational success, but

there

were sorrow and

bitter

tragedy as well beneath the gay
surface of Jo's existence.

while she danced her

way

And
to

trii

she was under the spell of a great

Here

is

a story

which takes you

hind the scenes of New York's
life and gives you a true insight into the colorful
characters of those who live it.
You will enjoy
every page of

Angel Face
B y VIVIAN GREY
This

is

of magnificently written love stories published by
one of the oldest and best-established concerns in
has never before appeared between book covers, and it belongs

one of a

list

CHELSEA HOUSE,
America.

It

to-day upon your library shelf.
or for the full list of

Ask your

dealer for

CHELSEA HOUSE

"ANGEL FACE,"

love stories, write to

CHELSEA HOUSE
/y
Price,

75 Cents

Oeventli Avenue,

.New

lork. City
Price,

75 Cents

— ——

!

—

-

;

M

CORNER

The POETS'
CONTENTMENT
(

common

Find

in

Take

their

I

may have

>tlu-r girls

where they

it

;

I

don't

mind

fell

I

rind

in love

with a film

I

With a lovely, regal grace,
From swaying hip to slender

boys their

pi

'em do

.ft

C1IATTERTON

their d

it

tin

love with the golden note
Of every word she sang or
fell in love with her tear- and Stl
I

it.

I]

For to-night at half
/en
be on my way to heaven.

I'll

in

With her
Spoon in parks or park in c
Neck beneath the golden stars,

me

Have
r

Making bed- and washing
(

I'll

Buddy Rogers!

Wish

to-night at half-past seven

l)c

just

"Halfway

to

memories of

>n

Gilbert's

di-lu
Iris

Sweeping, dusting, men..
Envying Nancy's ruddy tress
(letting lunch, preparing dinner

don't want your third-rate codgers.

And

and Sarah Storm!

HOUSEHOLD HELPS

'cause I've got no beau
Well, you don't know.

I'm in love witli

coy. enchanting wi
love with sad. forlorn

(o\\.

not?

I

in

Madame X

lake your fun while it is going.
!1, you're never knowing
Hut to-night at halt-past seven
I'll be on my way to heaven.

Joke

fell

I

I

I

Tired at

Heaven."

could, like Joan, get thinner.
last, but glad to go

Off to see a picture show.

\Tii- d* Alton.

Dorothy

<

Jarb

DAINTY MARIE

ALL THINGS ALIGHT

-he trail
g not pra
And star-eyed maidens who reveal
Their lauded talents through a veil
1

>f

cinematic sex appeal.

Oh,

I

The

star-,

Cool

The

Nor do

love

all things alight.
pale candle- of the nig
twinkling dews upon the

reflectl

strike the lyric note

I

For them of more mature allure.
Those graceful creatures who
In problem dramas none too pure.

April rain upon the lea\

Tapestry the moon wea
Across the elv< e>
But dear
Rat
ill,
i

1

I

1

I

sing o\ one whose robust art
Is neither subtle nor complext.
tones the joy valves of the heart

Marie's her

1

NAME AND RENAME

name. DressleT
I.. I'..
BrRDSALL.

first

I

Bh and Buddy.
The two K
Are getting what

SPRING HAS COME!
When

k>KOTHY <1r\

A

long for birds and bee-.
Sprint: i-s here
When my soul is thrilled by tree-.

tilm epic

I

Spring

When

I

When

I

is

tries,

Now

h(

To

then Buddy.
Charli

-

Buddy

erase
There'll be a campaif

wear my thinnest clothes
While I'm running at the n
write for star's photos
Spring is here

I-

!

n't

Barbara Barry.

med Frank.
row called Bruce.
numeral
up a tr-

Lee Smit
A. W. O. L.
Poor Rodolfo Ravioli!
Talkies found him sadly wanting;

Found

his t

be quite nasal.
And his "a's" were Indiana.
Now, for nature'.- misdemeanors,
Rodolfo's -idling vacuum cleani

Barbara Barry.

TO GINGER ROGERS
When

lucky Jack Pepper would choose him a wife,
Said he. "Since variety's the spice o' this life.
I'll choose me a cinema 'n' gingery one
Which may seem like allspice when all's said and done.

Cyxthia Couza.

—

—
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The Movie Runaround

Continued from page 51

hundred

dollars
She could huy
sonic of the clothes at which she'd
gazed so longingly when she was window shopping. Hats, gloves, shoes,
!

and hand hags that

really went with
each other
Lingerie
Sheer hose
Carrie Hildreth was in bed reading when Annabelle got home.
"Well, you got the job, all right,
didn't you?" she asked. "That's fine.
Listen, if you ever meet Ronald Colman in Hollywood, get him to autograph a picture for me, will you?"
Annabelle laughed happily.
"I don't suppose I'll ever see him,
except at a distance," she said, beginning to undress. "But I sent a telegram to Jack Gilbert to-night. And
tell me where I can buy a lot of
clothes in a hurry to-morrow morn!"
ing quick
Annabelle hardly slept that night.
Carrie had given her expert advice.
If she bought two really good suits,
she could get at least one hat at one
of those cheap places in Thirty-ninth
Street, because a good suit made
whatever you wore with it look expensive. She could buy her stockings
at one of those wholesale places, and
one of the big stores was having a
sale of hand bags, and another was
!

!

!

—

marking down

Up

shoes.

Annabelle rushed into
her favorite store almost as soon as
early,

the clerks did.
All she was sure of
was that she mustn't buy a suit or
dress that was black satin, because
she'd worn black satin that fateful
night
was it really only night before last ? when she had met Hill.
She was so nervous that it was difficult not to take the first things that

—

—

were shown her.
What if some
one connected with the district attorney's office should come along and
see her buving clothes and recognize
her?

The

who

her her suits
offered to send for the other things
that she wanted, and presently a procession of saleswomen arrived at the
little fitting room, bearing underwear,
girl

hats, gloves,

sold

hand bags, stockings.

When at last she ventured forth to
get a suitcase in which to stow her
belongings, Annabelle felt sure that
no one who had seen her

at the night
club could have recognized her.
She
had on a blue suit, a blue hat that
came well over her eyes, and her face
was a tribute to a salesgirl who had
always yearned to try out several
pet theories of making up.
Annabelle
arrived
at
Caroline
Wakefield's hotel at quarter after ten,
breathless, exhilarated.
!"

exclaimed Miss Wakefield
tragically, looking up from her breakfast tray.
"Half an hour late. Good
heavens, what have you done to your
face ? Brown shadow with your blue

"Late

eyes and that rouge is much too dark.
You look like a clown !"
She covered her face with her
hands.
"Suzanne, take her away,
and do her face properly
Give her
that old make-up box of mine and
show her how to use it !"
Annabelle returned to the bed!

room, to find Miss Wakefield

still

—

night
and you have only two
she exclaimed.
"You must
think I'm made of money! Well, get
some out oi my bag !"
As Annabelle went to the other
room to get it, trying not to cry at
last

left!"

Miss Wakefield's

drew her

"Come

injustice,

Suzanne

aside.

me

to

at times

like

that,"

upset by her tardiness.
"I told you to be here at nine
thirty," she said icily, "and you come
wandering gayly in at quarter after
ten
Don't make excuses !" Annabelle had tried to speak
"and don't
forget that I insist on punctuality.
I'm always punctual myself, and I
expect the same consideration from
others what is it, Suzanne?"
"That man downstairs with the
fur coats, he says that he has been
waiting for an hour now," announced
Suzanne, a malicious glint in her eye.
"He says he was to come at nine,
and he is here, and you are not ready

so unfair,
that woman
I could give you the
money, and she would pay it back to
me for expenses. Don't feel bad

to

Terrified, Annabelle had stood far
out of range, with Suzanne, and had
bent over to pet the dog when the

— —

!

"

Annabelle tried not to smile. Evidently Miss Wakefield wasn't always
so punctual.
this?

How

would she take

Later she was to learn that nothing ever disconcerted Caroline Wakefield.
Now she rose slowly, lighting
a cigarette.
"He can't expect a great artist like
me to try on fur coats at nine in the
morning," she said.
"I was ready
when he came, but I simply could
not bear the thought of trying on

Have him come

coats.

up.

you, Miss Johns, get to work!

And
Do

something!"
Left alone, Annabelle tried to find
something to do. There were heaps
of letters scattered all about.
She
stacked them neatly together, only to
be told that they were to have been

thrown away.

A

publicity

man from

the

local

company for which
Miss Wakefield was to make her next
picture appeared.
Annabelle was
offices

of

the

delegated to look after him. which
pleased neither of them.
"Well, here are the tickets tell
her I got the compartment she

—

wanted," he grumbled.
the train to see her off

—

"I'll

be at

and what a
happy moment that will be
Oh. give
her these orchids—and don't tell her
I've gone till I have five minutes'
!

start

!"

Miss Wakefield did not like the
They were purple her

—

orchids.

nerves could not stand purple. Annabelle must run out and get some
yellow ones.
"But I I haven't enough money."
stammered Annabelle, apologetically.
"I've only two dollars."
Caroline Wakefield glared at her.
"I gave you six hundred dollars

—

"She

she whispered.

is

!

is terrible, and then she is nice."
Annabelle sighed with relief when
they finally reached the railway sta-

she

She had felt certain that they
would never catch the train, what
with all the last-minute errands Miss
Wakefield remembered.
The publicity man was waiting for them, with
two bored cameramen, who perfunctorily took a few pictures, and then
rushed away to snap a newly arrived
tion.

politician at another gate.

cameramen

Miss
went to work.
Wakefield mentioned her action, as
they settled themselves in the compartment.

your modesty, my dear,"
approvingly.
"You have
good enough sense to realize that it's
celebrities who are really important.
Now help Suzanne unpack, please."
"I

she

like

said

Annabelle went to work happily.
the train began to move, she
wanted to shout with joy. Of course,
she wouldn't really be safe even when

W hen
r

she got to California, but at least
she wouldn't be as likely to be discovered as she would be in New York.
On the train she'd stay right here
in this compartment during the day,
and at night she'd be in her berth.
These reflections were interrupted by
Miss Wakefield, who was sitting in
a corner smoking.
"Dennis Lindsay went through the
train gate when I was being photographed," she remarked.
"I suppose you've never heard of him"
"Well, he's one of the
to Annabelle.
best

cameramen

in the business,

and

only an insider knows the true importance of cameramen.
They can
make you or ruin you. Now, you
just go through the train and see if
you can find him for me."
Annabelle sat back on the floor,
feeling as if a cold hand had touched
Every one on the train
her heart.
would see her some one would be
sure to recognize her
"But I don't know what he looks
"I've never
like."
she protested.
"
seen him. I
Miss Wakefield's mouth became a
curve of exasperation.
Continued on page 94

—

—
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Virginia Sale
TIME was when Virginia Sale was best known as
famous humorist, but that

the sister of Chic, the

Now she is recognized as an
exceptional comedienne whenever she is seen on

time has passed.

and

the screen,

glimpses her
as a

gem

tempts

a

in

that

is

often.

the merest

of broad

serious

bit,

Sometimes one
but

it

stands out

comedy, and when she

role

she

is

not

element, either.

"Many

a Slip"

Every one

You will next see "Jinny"
and "The Great Meadow."

who meets

her

difference between her real

There
plays

at-

out of her

is

in

surprised at the

and her screen

self.

no slighest reminder of the eccentrics she
in
the charming, poised young woman

is

Virginia Sale really

is.

•

'•

—

—
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Continued from page 92

"Will you never learn that you
tell you
mustn't make excuses when
to do something?" she demanded.
"He's tall, and has sandy hair and
blue eyes, and a very square chin.
And when he's interested in anything,
his left eyelid droops a little.
"There that's an excellent description
I should have been a detective, or a fiction writer
1
have a
really uncanny gilt for describing
Xow, run along and find
people.
Dennis. Tell him that I want to see
him."
Annabelle went slowly into the
corridor, her hands clinched.
She
couldn't do this, she couldn't
She
wondered if she could stay out there
a while and then go back and say
she couldn't find this Lindsay man.
porter passed her, carrying a
sheaf of telegrams, and calling meloI

—

!

—

!

A

come," he said. "But you'll have to
stick around to cheer me up.
Going
to

Hollywood

know there was a woman in
who didn't want to break

didn't

the world

another Garbo."
Annabelle took a step toward the
compartment, but he blocked the way.
He merely stood there staring down
her,
at
his
left
eyelid
drooping
slightly, a faint smile on his lips.
Annabelle felt little shivers running
down her spine, and her heart began
to beat faster.
Suddenly she was
happier than she had ever been before
in as

"All

"Would you do something for
me?" she asked breathlessly. "Would
you call Mr. Lindsay's name with

dragon."

Mr. Dennis Lindsay.
want to see him I'll wait here."
She slipped one of her dollar bills

—

into his hand.
"
"Well

The porter's grin was
a tribute to her prettiness, and to the
incipient flirtation that he evidently
suspected.
"Well, miss, I'll do most
anything for a lady."
"And for a dollar," reflected Annabelle, as he strolled away.
In about ten minutes he was back
ten minutes of tumult for Anna-

—

belle, who didn't know at what moment Caroline Wakefield might choose
to come into the corridor herself.
The porter returned, was followed by
a tall, sandydiaired young man. whose
left eyelid drooped slightly when he
saw Annabelle.
''You you wanted to see me?" he

—

asked, studying
cated eyes.

"Yes."
desperate

her

with

sophisti-

Annabelle gave him one

glance and hurried on.
"It's Miss Wakefield, Caroline Wakefield, who wants you.
She sent me
to find you."

Dennis Lindsay frowned.
"That old war horse !" he commented. "Thought I ducked through
the gate without her seeing me.
Well,

tell

started.

when

her

I

Tell

her I've got measles
quarantined me.
Tell

and thev've

fell

off

the train

'"*

her
Annabelle's hands flew out in a
helpless, despairing gesture.
"She she'll just send me after you
again.'-' she said miserably.
Lindsay laughed and patted her on
the shoulder.
"All right,

if

it's

that

bad

I'll

field
fell

and Lindsay drank

right

of each other,"
repeated
slowly.
return to the old

lot

Lindsay

—

let's

When they reached her compartment, Caroline Wakefield was lolling
in a corner of the seat, against a pile
and rose cushions.
She
was wearing mauve lounging pajamas, heavily embroidered with silver threads. Incense was burning in
a tiny vase on the window sill, and
Suzanne was shaking cocktails.
"Dennis, dear boy !" drawled Caroof

orchid

line in a cloyingly sweet voice, extending one hand as if she expected
him to kiss it. "How too divine to

find

you on

this ghastly

this train.

It will

make

journey bearable to have

you along."
"I'm stopping off in Chicago for a
week," answered Lindsay curtly.

"Oh, don't desert me!" Caroline
implored. "Come, sit down here beI do
side me and have a cocktail.
want to talk to you. Miss Johns, you
may run along to your own section
now. I'll send for you when I want
you."
Annabelle promptly stepped into
the corridor, but Lindsay was beside
her before she could go farther.
"Come back and have a drink to
celebrate getting away from Xew
York," he urged, taking her by the
Annabelle looked up at him
arm.
fearfully.
Did he know who she
really was ?
But he was grinning
down at her in such friendly fashion
that her fear vanished.
"Yes, don't be in such a hurry,"
said Caroline.
Her voice held its
cooing note, but her eyes had nar-

one

is

certainly

terrible,"

commented Lindsay, with a shudder.
"I have some wonderful Scotch,"
Caroline Wakefield exclaimed. "How
stupid of me not to think of it at
once.
It was given me by
well, I
can't tell you who he is"
archly
"but he's way. way up in one of the
"
embassies, and he
"I suppose he wants to marry you,"
said Lindsay in a matter-of-fact voice.
"Hey, don't run away!" to Annabelle, who was edging toward the
door.
"You mustn't keep her from her
work, Dennis," said Caroline primly.
"That's right," he agreed, "and I
mustn't neglect mine any longer,
either.
Well, good-by see you in

—
—

—

—

!"

"We'll see a

Dennis

Wake-

theirs at

swoop.

"That gin

after him.

I

mov-

no!" Annabelle exclaimed
"I'm just Miss Wakevehemently.
field's secretary.
I'm not going to
have anything to do with pictures."
"Fine!
We'll see a lot of each
other," he announced calmly.
"I

in her life.

those others?

into the

"Oh,

Mistah
"Mistah Bakah!
Jordan! Mrs. Huntah!"
Suddenly inspired, Annabelle rushed
diously.

to get

a cocktail glass, while Caroline

Hollywood
"But we haven't talked things over
yet!" wailed Caroline.
"And here's
that Scotch."
Her keen eyes studied
Annabelle, and then the tall, sandyhaired young man, standing so close
to the pretty girl.

"Miss Johns, do

let

your work go

for to-day," she exclaimed.
"Be a
nice girl and stay here with Dennis
and me, and learn all about Holly-

wood from
"You'll

us."

be

about

crazy

Holly-

wood," Dennis told Annabelle, sit"Like to
ting down beside her.
dance?"
"I'll be too busy with Miss Wakefield's mail to do much dancing," she
replied, without meeting his eyes.
She had realized instantly that if he
were too nice to her, she'd find herout of a job before they reached
Chicago.
"I get such heaps of mail," Caro"Not just ordinary
line exclaimed.
fan mail, you know. Dennis, but
self

from the most inOh. of course, those
little Clara Bows and Joan Crawfords may get a few more letters than

marvelous

letters

teresting people.

but they don't mean half so
My fans are the kind who
stick to their idols for years and
"
vears
"Sure.
I bet you're getting letI

do.

much.

ters

from

old dodos

who were

writ-

ing to you forty years ago," remarked

Dennis blandly.
Caroline drew herself up haughtily,
then decided to take it as a joke.
"Oh. a hundred years ago," she
"I'm like Bernhardt. But
laughed.

dear boy,

really,

the

way

isn't

it

interesting

that real actresses, like Beryl

rowed angrily.
"Miss Johns is my new secretary.
Dennis. You must let her run along

— I'm

after one drink.
She's eager to get
at her new duties."
Annabelle dutifully took and held

been a sensation in the talkies ?
There's not a single young actress

.

Mercer, and Marie Dressier, and I
much younger than they, of
course
are the only ones who have
!

—

—

—

.

!
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has realh been taken to
!"
public 's heart
"Well, there's Mitzi Green,"

marked Dennis

the

I

re-

"But of
doddering on toward her

course she's
birthday.
eleventh
i

Then

"I >on't

there's

•

t

for

he did so.
"I do think it's amazing that she's
e tn switch into talkies a> she
>t
1"
has, with that deep \ oice
.1

man'-

And

i>t

course

it
it

i

Too bad

Annahelle was amazed.
any woman make such

How

!"

— she had had a

And Marie
Of Course,

Dressier
she simply

couldn't resist overplaying every role
she had. and one did get rather tired

of that dreadful horseplay!
Marguerite Churchill. Kay Francis,
Norma Shearer. Ann Harding, Ruth
one by one they were
Chatterton

you?

"Who

you

working

inquired Dennis,
the procedure.

evidently tired

please, for
if

you

my

sake!

don't.

Think

Dennis turned abruptly

to

Anna-

belle.

you

They've bought

'"Will

That's the only
reason I consented to come to them.
I'm willing
I simply adore that play.
to make sacrifices, to take less than
my usual salary much less in order
to play the part of the young mother.
''If onlv they'll have sense enough

manded.

"Why — I'm

go

he

along?"

Mi—

de-

Wakefield's
"I
secretary, you know." she said.
suppose I'll be home working."
His disappointment was so obvious
that Caroline Wakefield threw herself into the breach.

—

do hope

just

it,

:

hut

I

(

!"

pers

Annahelle ran through tin
her mind taken up with Dennis Lind-

How

say.

he'd

plaint)

he liked her

>r

<

!

shown

w as she

that

heii:

to think he liked her.

Wakefield was in assuming that
he cared for her?
She caught up the papers from a
stand, and turned hack toward the
train.
Then she stopped suddenly.
Across the first page of a paper ran
a huge headline:
GIRL
line

"MYSTERY

FOUND!"
Her hands trembling so that she
almost dropped the newspaper, she
glanced at the story.
The girl who
had been with Hill that last night
had been traced, it was reported, and
would be brought in for questioning
within twenty-four hours.
Annahelle glanced around wildly.
She needn't go back to the train. She
could just hurry out of the station
into the street, and run on and on,
away from justice.
And yet perhaps the police were
wrong.
Maybe the district attorney's office was on the wrong track.

They

did

make

mistakes.

If she

ran

away. now. she'd never see Dennis
Lindsay again
Wouldn't it be better to take a chance on being tracked
down, and go back to the train? She
couldn't let him go out of her life
!

now

—she

couldn't!

"All aboard

She

!"

only an instant.
broke into a run. and
scrambled onto the train just a- it
began to move.
TO BE CONTINTF.D.

Then

were weak

much better
Rarrara Rarry.

it

"H<

never could consider him seriously.
)h, we're pulling into Alhan
Johns, hUTT) out and gel the

it all came about, as
such miracles do.
small bit with this world champion petter.
he's not such a sheik.

who does

.

murmured.

Well,

his kisses

isn't

she

In which / should be queen
Would undoubtedly put me in clover.

There's a prop boy

hoy

too hopelessly in love with

COMPENSATION

My,

that

fall

extra. I thought what a thrill it would be
To be kissed by the screen's greatest lover.
Just to make one love scene

But

Annal.

tindoor closed behind him
Caroline leaned hack with a sigh.

As an

A

Dennis,

on

—

I

—

of

'Midsummer Moon."

—

Dennis dear, do!"
answered Dennis.

of that gorgeous location trip out to
the moonlight, the long,
the desert
long walks in the evening!"

for
next picture." Caroline told him.

"Hadn't you heard?'

I

happy

can't he

now?"

"Why, I'm with your company

my

Xow

i

later."

silly,

reminds me,
wanted to
what did you think of my
in
that
picture?" asked

"Oh now,

comma
for

one picHut that

" 'Fraid not."

—

missed with scathing

—

work

course, you don't

I

What a
certain success, hadn't she?
pity that she played every role in the
same way!

time.

Caroline.
"I was afraid it was tOO
dark."
"Didn't see it." answered Dennis.
"I've never seen you in anything hut
the one I was on."
"Oh. yes. 'Hearts Adrift.'" exclaimed Caroline. "Will
ever forget that one! What a lovely time we
had. just like one big family."
"Yep, fighting every step nf the
Dennis.
way." agreed
never
"I
led so hard in my life as [ did at
you and that French girl trying to
steal scenes from each other."
"The little cat!" murmured Caroline.
"And you're going to work on
'Midsummer Moon' with me. aren't

?

.

dear Marie'

you

answ<

changed the sub-

hastily

"Of

make-up

She was just too sweet,
tactics.
too appreciative of the talents of each
and then proceeded to flay her
hear Beryl Mercer

'Midsummer Mo

"I

ask you

could

along without
ask Jim to put n

gel

I'll

\~

"• >h. that

same

mercilessly.

I"

SO much— you made just
ture last year, didn't you?
doesn't matter."

But she was
more amazed as the talk went on. for.
as Dennis mentioned one actress after
another. Mis- Wakefield pursued the
else so flagranti)

iroline

yawn.

a fool of
herself, reveal her jealous) of some

one

ill

|

be almost im-

finish her.

u

I'm delighted not
to he under contract to any One."
"Yeah," drawled Dennis, stiflii

possible to find suitable roles for her,
Another year will
with that accent!
just about

,

role all the

Such
isn't it?
coming from her!

will

worn you

heartily

.

voice,

a shock to hear

couldn'l

"Well,

still

"I'm so much happier since I'm
free-lancing," she announced.
"If
you're tied t>> one compan) you
into such a rut.
The same s,.i

is

i

her

"I

ject.

and smiling up into

her,

than

older

years

!"

Dennis

ili.

arette

leu

a

least

dear
ireta's in a class by
herself!" exclaimed Caroline, leaning forward to have him light a cig"i

like Mar) Brian pla)
mother should look at

daughter

"

iarbo

someone

Really, a

it!

carelessly.

for the put. instead of

a child

letting

hesitated

she
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in the baron's castle, and Mr. Krrol's
attempts to stamp and mail a letter
arc sure to provoke chuckles everywhere.

"Paid."

—

you need be told,
otherwise Miss Jo-an
If

la

Crawford

—emerges

as
a full-fledged dramatic artist, and a
downright good one. But of course
you've heard. Furthermore, the picture is an excellent crook melodrama
with the savor of novelty, even
though it is an ancient stage play.
But it has been brightly brought up
to date and is immeasurably aided by
such excellent players as Robert
Armstrong, John Milj an, Marie Prevost, Tyrrell Davis, William Bakewell, Purnell Pratt, and a young
gentleman from the stage who calls
himself Kent Douglass in a playful
disguise of the name known to

Broadway, Douglass Montgomery.
Mr. Douglass, who thinks himself not
much to look at, they tell me, is an
excellent actor possessed of speech
that is as natural as it is intelligent

and

But

promised myself
this month not to say anything about
speech, because the mock English accent and the sandpaper ingenues persist in spite of me.
However, this is Miss Crawford's
picture and she is admirable, although
distinct.

The Screen

—

Review

But one cannot gainsay the sinand earnestness of the picture,
nor is one indifferent to the entertainment offered by Barbara Stanwyck, as the girl who doesn't want
marriage to rob her affair of romance.
She is charming, warmly
feminine and altogether appealing,

dollars or so.

except that her voice at times is more
shrill than beguiling.
But this is a
popular picture beyond all doubt, because of its appeal to women who
will fancy themselves in the chiffons
of the heroine and find in her re-

to

cerity

bility.

a

Park Avenue. You see it is quite
melodramatic marmalade.
Richly produced the apartment

—

—

Joan Blondell add comedy to that indescribable atmosphere which surrounds ladies of leisure.

"The Bachelor Father."
This stage comedy started out to
be one of the best pictures Marion
Davies has made in a long, long time,
but two thirds of the way through

some think was one of the ten

best

and Ricardo
Cortez menace the ultimate understanding of Miss Stanwyck and James
Rennie, and Charles Butterworth and

"Reducing."

Though

there

isn't

enough

of

beauty parlors and too much about
saving a girl from her first false step.
Marie Dressier and Polly Moran appear to advantage in their new picture, as do Anita Page, William
Collier, Jr., Lucien Littlefield, Sally
Eilers, and William Bakewell.
But

combined

efforts make for a
serious picture than you
would expect from the boisterous
comediennes when they get together.
However, there are manv laughs at

their

much more

that.

They begin when Polly Rochay,
owner of a successful reducing establishment, brings her sister, Marie
Truffle, from Terre Haute with her
husband and three children. Tiffs,
endearments, quarrels, and reconciliations keep the sisters busy until the
daughter of the house of Truffle attracts the attention of the profligate
young millionaire who is the special
property of the Rochay offspring.

Everything ends when

Ma

him

itself

is

the film, they evidently decided things
were going too smoothly and they
needed excitement.
So they began

taking liberties with the script and
there is a bad let-down from that
point on.
The story concerns the efforts of
a lonely old bachelor to gather his
brood of illegitimate offspring around
him after they are all grown. In the
end, he learns that his favorite of
the three is not really his.
Miss Davies looks lovely and gives
a most engaging performance of
Tony, except in those moments when
she descends to slapstick comedy
which is entirely out of place in this
picture.

C. Aubrey Smith, who created the
part of the father on the stage, brings
a faithful and amusing replica of his
portrayal to the screen.
Ralph Forbes is quite correct and
quite British as the young lover, and
Guinn Williams is pleasing enough
as the American aviator.

"Resurrection."

Truffle

marry Miss Rochay and
Miss Truffle returns to her hometown sweetie. After all. there's no
one on the screen like Dressier and
Moran and they're always worth
forces

The

to

while.

favor of marriage
versus bliss without a wedding ring
proves nothing in this picture except
that an attractive heroine can wear
handsome gowns, live with the man
she fancies, and save the film from
the censors by falling tearfully into
his arms at the end and asking to be
taken to the Ives mansion, presumably the svmbol of married respecta-

is quite a shock.
only to sustain a
greater one when confronted by the
knowledge that the man she marries
is a crook who aided in robbing a film
star of her jewels during a personal
appearance at the theater where the
usherette held forth before she moved
it

it

pictures last year.
Natalie Moorhead

of marriage an echo of their
It has exactly the
appeal of "The Divorcee," which
fusal

own daydreams.

last silent version of Tolstoy's

gloomy tragedy, which we admired
five years ago with Dolores del Rio
and Rod La Rocque as peasant and
prince, reappears with Lupe Velez
and John Boles speaking and. of

The

course, singing.

"Illicit."

An argument

And

But she survives

very interesting the film is
well acted by Stuart Erwin. Harry
Green, Thelma Todd, and Dixie Lee
and, to a lesser extent, by Xorman
Foster as the crook.
But it doesn't
ring true and gives the impression
that it was concocted to dispel the
reports of Miss Bow's experience
with poker in real life.

I

for the life of me I can't see why
she chooses to look so ghastly and
unreal
perfect embodiment of
a
Camille in the last stages, if you want
to know the truth.
She is a shopgirl who is railroaded
to prison by her rich employer for a
theft she did not commit.
Swearing
to be avenged, she emerges from the
bars with a full knowledge of how
to evade the law in carrying on
crooked operations.
Eventually she
meets her former employer's son,
marries him and enters into her triumph. From then on it is one interesting episode after another, until
everything straightens out and you've
believed it while it lasted.
In the assemblage of expert players Mr. Armstrong stands out in a
portrayal that is not better than many
lie has given, but it becomes finer because of the production and the actors that surround him.
This is his
hour unmistakably.

in

"No

in

Limit."

Clara Bow is not always convincing, but she manages to be entertaining enough in "No Limit" and looks
prettier and slimmer than in any of a

She is an usherette
accepts the loan of a magnificent
apartment only to discover that it is
a gambling establishment.
She also
learns that the poker chips she thinks
are worth fifty cents represent fifty
year's pictures.

who

tually the

scenario

same and the

is

vir-

direction

is,

as before, admirable for it was accomplished by the same veteran. Ed-

win Carewe.
as

effective,

slows

down

But the whole
partly

because

is not
speech

the action, partly, peris so familiar
various representa-

haps, because the story

bv reason of
tions

—

its

stage, screen,

and even opera

Continued on page 100
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Knapp

Evalyn
I

HOLLYWOOD S new
how
who

"nice"

That's

girl.

the colony describes Evalyn Knapp,
is

reminiscent of Lois Wilson

in

her

quietness and gentleness, not to mention
gentility.

A newcomer from

she has been seen
"River's End,"

in

the stage,

"Sinners' Holiday,"

and "Mothers

better opportunity has

But a

Cry."

come to her in
the new George

"The Ruling Passion,"
in which she plays opposite
David Manners.
Mr. Arliss, at top of
page, explains to the young people how
he wishes them to play a sentimental
scene. His instructions are needed, per-

Arliss film

haps, for the picture, but not
For Miss

life.

are

in

Knapp and

Mr.

in

real

Manners

the throes of a delicious heart
attack.

!
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Continued from page 27
"Slightly

Susie's,"

Scarlet,"

"She's

My

Weakness," "Abraham Lincoln,"
"Tol'able David," and "The Command Performance."
Blanche Friderici is not so well
known by the fans as by the produc-

She

sure cure for the hlues
with her portrayals of vinegary ladies
of uncertain age in "Fighting Caravans," "Woman Hungry," "Last of
the Duanes," "Courage," "Jailbreak,"
"Faithful," "Office Wife," "Kismet,"
"Billy the Kid," "The Cat Creeps,"
ers.

"Bad

is

Women,"

and

"Anybody's

who played the mother
One of
"Honey" and how!

blonde

—

most consistent laugh getters,
equally amusing in the movies.
She has worked constantly since her
entrance into pictures, and is sure of
work as long as she wants to stay.
Her pictures are "Hook, Line, and
stage's

she

is

Sinker," "The Cuckoos," "Dixiana,"
"The Virtuous Sin," and "A Lady's

Morals."
Charlie Ruggles has few rivals
the comedians for popularity
at the moment, although his success

among

Girl."

seems to depend principally upon

And there is Marjorie Rambeau,
whose success is more recent than
any of the others. About finished as
a stage star, she was signed by Pathe
and made a hit in "Her Man."
Though her role was small it stood

aptitude

So conspicuously, in fact, that
Metro-Goldwyn offered her a con-

out.

tract at the not-to-be-sneezed-at-figure

Promptly she justified seeming extravagance by delivering a superb performance in
"Min and Bill." Assigned thereafter
of $1,500 weekly.

to "The Easiest Way," she bids fair
to register largely in every cast she
joins.
Not bad for an ex-stage star
with an uncertain future.

One of the surprising hits is that
of Cliff Edwards. Signed because of
his ability as a singer and his reputation as a recording artist, with the
passing of musicals he has developed
into a comedian.
"So This Is College,"

"Marianne," "Hollywood Re-

vue,"

"Montana Moon," "Way Out

West," "Those Three French Girls,"

News," "Remote Control,"
and "Dance, Fools, Dance" show his

"Good

work.
Natalie Moorhead is another of
the sophisticates who has landed on
both feet. Not so well known as la
Tashman but as well dressed she
fills a certain niche, and looks set for
a long time to come.

—

—

"The Unholy Night," "The Fur"Spring Is Here," "The Benson
Murder Case," "City of Silent Men,"
"The Runaway Bride," "Ladies Must
ies,"

Play," "Office' Wife," "Ex-mistress,"
"Hook, Line, and Sinker," "Illicit,"

"Captain Thunder,"
Privileges,"

and

"A Husband's
Fools,
"Dance,

Dance" speak for her.
Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey
are also enjoying quite a vogue at
the moment. '"Rio Rita," "Dixiana,"
"The Cuckoos," "Half Shot at Sunrise," "Hook, Line, and Sinker," and
"Assorted Nuts" have served as mediums for their humor.
Endurance of popularity depends
more largely than usual upon whether
suitable stories can be found for
them.

Jobyna Howland

is

the statuesque

in

the

his

portraying a souse.
"Roadhouse Nights," "Gentlemen of
the Press," "Young Man of Manfor

"Queen High," "Her Wedding Night," "Charlie's Aunt," and
all set
a couple of shorts
Harry Green is still another comedian who has known few idle days
what with "Close Harmony," "The
Man I Love," "The Kibitzer," "Why
Bring That Up?" "Honey," "Be
Yourself," "Paramount on Parade,"
"Light of Western Stars," "True to
hattan,"

—

Navy,"

the

"The

"No

Legs,"

Moon."

Spoilers,"

Limit,"

There

is

little

and

"Sea
"June

variation to

but it seems to be
what the public wants.
Regis Toomey has been successful,
He
without being spectacularly so.

his

portrayals,

scored a hit in his first picture,
"Alibi," second only to Chester Morris's.

Signed by Paramount, he has appeared in "Illusion," "Rich People,"

"Crazy That Way," "Shadow of the
Law,"' "Good Intentions," "Wheel of
Life," "Street of Chance," "Light of

Western

Stars,"

"Man from Wy-

oming," "Framed," "Steel Highway,"
"Unfit to Print," and "The Haddocks
Abroad." Able portrayer of young
Still under
brothers and the like.
contract to Paramount.
Richard Gallagher first clicked as
half of a team with Jack Oakie in
"Close Harmony" and "Fast Company." His subsequent appearances
were in "Pointed Heels," "Let's Go
Native," "Honey," "Paramount on
Parade," "Love Among the Millionaires." "The Social Lion," and "Her
Wedding Night." Richard is still
under contract to Paramount.
Mitzi Green is the ten-year-old
who is the first child ever placed unShe
der contract by Paramount.
played in "Honey," "The Marriage

"Paramount on Pa"Love Among the Million"The Santa Fe Trail," and
Sawyer," and is now making

Playground,"
rade,"
aires,"

"Tom

personal appearances, but
contract.

still

She scored heavily

her parts.
Tohn Boles was grabbed

under
in

off

all

the

stage in silent-picture days by Gloria
Swanson for the lead in "The Love
of Sunya," following which he lapsed

Came

into semiobscurity.

and he got the lead

in

the talkies

"The Desert

Song," because of his voice.

The

picture

and threw him

was the

first

musical

into the limelight with

a vengeance. He followed it up with
the phenomenally successful "Rio
Rita," and the Evelyn Lave picture,
"One Heavenly Night." Efforts are
being made by Universal to build him
up as a dramatic actor in "Resurrection," in which he costars with Lupe
Velez.

Charles Bickford is the temperamental chap from Boston who doesn't
hesitate to say "No!" to producers,
directors, or supervisors. He was re-

cently released by M.-G.-M., who
couldn't be bothered with him any
longer.
His initial appearance was
as the coal miner in "Dynamite," fol-

lowed by "South Sea Rose," with
Lenore Ulric, "Anna Christie," with
Garbo, "The Sea Bat," "River's
End," "Hell's Heroes," and "The
Passion Flower." Bickford is probably good for many years of virile
parts, but will be a producer's choice,
because of his competent acting,
rather than the fans' as a romantic

moment.
Kay Johnson

also

made her debut

in "Dynamite,'-' scoring heavily,

and

followed it with "The Ship from
Shanghai," "This Mad World," "Madam Satan," "Billy the Kid," "The
Spv," "The Passion Flower," and
"The Single Sin."
She has a good, steady following,
but will never be a sensational drawing card.
Dropped by M.-G.-M. as
difficult to handle, she is free-lancing
now and should do well.
Eddie Cantor, who never startled
the universe with his silent pictures,

made

a tremendous hit in "Whoopee."
But there again the question of musicals crops up.
As I write this he is

appearing

at the
Palace Theater
(vaudeville) in New York at a salary
of $7,500 a week, playing to a record
house.
His next picture is not scheduled
to go into production until March,
and it is possible by that time he and
Mr. Goldwyn will have decided to
pocket the profits from "Whoopee"
and not tempt fortune further by

venturing another

film.

And one

other outstanding success
of the early talkies was Joan Bennett, signed while appearing on the
stage with her father, Richard Bennett, in

"Jarnegan."

Her first appearance was in "BullSuccessive picdog Drummond."
tures have been "Three Live Ghosts,"
"Disraeli," "The Mississippi GamContinued on page 105
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SHE

.

|

£J

from

Jib.

Hy

problem of enjoying the winter
making the short trip
Hollywood to Lake Arrowhead, especially

solves

the

sports she likes so well by

when she has a new

^J III

^

fn s
'

-

^er next

outfit as

smartly attractive as

by the way, is John Gilbert's
"Gentleman's Fate."
film,

;
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Slaves of Hollywood

Continued from page 19

Most players lack the busiacumen that Hue possesses and,

actor.

ness

I

furthermore, they arc likely to underrate themselves when talking commercially.
An agent can often get a
player a little better salary than he
would land for himself.
What's more, a number of the
its in Hollywood are very square
shooters.

One

lick, to cite

of them, Freddie Fraan example, has had the

number of
them through fair
weather and storms. Often they are
Anna Q.
bringing him no revenue.
same

list

of clients for a

He

years.

Nilsson,

retains

it

might be mentioned,

one of

his regulars.

Ruth
makes

a

Collier,

is

another capable agent,
of never departing

policy

Continued from page 96

—

that the tragic love of poor Katusha Masloiv has hecome too much
of what once was a good thing.
You remember that she was a peasant who loved, so to speak, not wisely
but too well, which means that Prince
away and forgot.
rode
Dimitri
Turned out of the house by his relative, Katusha drifts for seven years
until she faces Dimitri again, she
charged with murder, he a member
of the jury. As the sordid story of
the crime is recounted, he knows that

he

is

to blr.me

to the streets.

for sending
He resigns

Katusha
from his

worldly affairs,
and resolves to share her sentence in
regiment,

ends his

But, rejoicing in the reSiberia.
union, Katusha refuses to marry him
and presses on alone. Somehow all
this is not as poignant as of yore.

This is Miss Yelez's best performance sincere, unaffected, with none
and Mr.
of the coquettish hoyden
Boles, having pleased in operetta, will

—

—

please in tragedy, for his singing is
Nance O'Xeil is austerely
the same.
eloquent as the autocratic aunt.

"Kiss

Me

Again."

Pleasant, inoffensive, but far, far
trifle,
this
stimulating
is
from
founded on the famous operetta
known years ago as "Mile. Modiste."
It is the tale of a shopgirl in love
with a dashing soldier whom she gives
up at the insistence of his aristocratic
father, only to be reunited with her
true love when she becomes a great
prima donna.
By the way, do you
believe in fairy talcs? If so. here you
have one of a vintage, with music and
Technicolor.

Yet every one does as well as he
can and the music that once drove
dull care away by its sweet tuncfulni ss is all there, although a hit out-

from a strict set of rules in dealing
with her clients, the basis of which
is
the 10-per-cent fee.
If it ever
comes to an argument she generally
prefers to relinquish the client, rather
than to have any unsatisfactory out-Miss Collier is, incidentally,
come.
attractive enough to be taken for a
star herself, and on one occasion another agent wanted to negotiate a
contract for her.
The companies themselves distribute their talent around to other studios, but they, too, are adopting different policies.
In many instances
the player shares in the winnings.
This avoids such frictions as happened with John Boles, Jean Hersholt, and others in days gone by
when they were lent out at high fig-

The Screen

in

Bernice Claire sings pleasantly the
songs of the operatic shopgirl and
acts her as an American, and 'Walter
Pidgeon, June Collyer, Edward Everett Horton, and Claude Gillingwater

sum

total of

whose

approximate one of the Wetter
musical stock companies. In bidding
farewell forever to "Kiss Me Again"
which served Corinne Griffith in
silence
one wishes that a censor of
pronunciation had heen as evident as
the use of French names and words.
efforts

—

i

and

ding

among

Constance

those

Bennett

who seem

to

are

benefit

most liberally by this arrangement.
Both receive more, oftentimes, for
pictures made away from the studio
than those filmed at home.
Some players who are signed up
for only forty weeks out of the year
are allowed to gather in a little' exchange during the vacation period.

tra

Dorothy Mackaill and Loretta Young
did

well

Each
tures.

He

by

filled

in

Joe E.

ambled

themselves last year.
with about three pic-

Brown was

into a stage

smart, too.

engagement.

Review

moded.
It is just that operetta on
the screen is unreal, artificial, nor do
pretty airs either excuse the plot or
invest it with glamour.

are familiars the

and didn't feel they got a proper
share of the profits.
Under the new set-up one or two
organizations are giving virtually all
the excess to their players. Ann
ures,

—

with

Garbo's

best

Anna

Christie

thirst.
It

is

all

too utterly utter of the

dear children, and it isn't at all convincing to their elders who fancy they
know a thing or two. Miss Gaynor
reclaims Mr. Farrell from strong
drink and Mr. Farrell reclaims Miss

Gaynor
habit,

from the

but

I

know

opium
were just

frightful

they

playing all the time. It ends happily.
of course, with parental forgiveness
for drink and drugs. Leslie Fenton,
in a role all too small, is a high light
and Kenneth MacKenna, recently
married to Kay Francis, and Ulrich
Haupt bring authority to puppet
roles.

"The

Man Who Came

Oh, dear
The life of a reviewer
is spent between two fires.
Here are
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell,
!

perhaps the nicest young folk extant.
critical

Problem:

How

conscience and

adored

to salve one's
still

do

justice

of the fans?
Well, at the outset, I'll say that their
picture was held over a second week
at the Roxy, New York's largest theater, to accommodate the crowds.
But I thought it the misguided effort of two nice young people to be
As my favorite
wicked, depraved.
reviewer said, "The young players
endow it with all the bitter realism of
a Mother Goose story."

to

"Once

Back."

favorites

Judge for yourselves. Mr. Farrell,
a playboy disinherited by his father,

up with Miss Gaynor at a
rowdy party and promises to marry
meets

A

a Sinner."

lady with a "past"

is the heroine
Unfortunately,
of this chop suey.
neither her indiscretion nor its outcome is unlike countless other versions of the same story, though this
is credited to a Broadway playwright
The
of distinguished achievements.
result is just too bad to be excusable.
Nor do the efforts of nice people like
Dorothy Mackaill, Joel McCrea, John
Halliday, and Ilka Chase disguise the
tedium of their joint assignment,
though Mr. Halliday is more fortunate than his fellows in playing a rich
man whose former sweetheart mar-

and goes straight.
Instead of flinging her "past" at
her he tries to help her husband. But
the husband, who would not listen
when his wife tried to enlighten him
now becomes suspicious and she
ries

him to go to Europe, thougl"
where she found the money is not nn

her. but forgets it in the excitement
of being shanghaied.
They meet in

leaves

an opium joint in China, where Mr.
Farrell, with a gin bottle, is appealing
for some one to come forth and share
it.
and Miss Gaynor emerges fron>
parted curtains and demands a drink

Naturally, the
business to fathom.
tangle unravels happily, with the husband deciding be can't do without hi.'
This conclusion is arrived ai
wife.
slowlv.

Genevieve Tobin
TREE LOVE" did much to establish Genevieve Tobin on
and reftect the artistry of her stage appearances, to say nothing of erasing her unfavorable debut
in 'A Lady Surrenders."
Now she is all set to capture
laurels full blown in "Fires of Youth," which you should
remember as "Man, Woman and Sin" when John Gilbert and the late Jeanne Eagels played the roles now
assumed by Lew Ayres and Miss Tobin, he a reporter
and she the society editor of a newspaper.
the screen

;

!
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PLEASE

Information.

*^0>^>
department where questions are
answered, advice is given, and many
interesting phases of current movie
gossip and pertinent side lights
on the lives and personal inter-

A

motion-picture

of

ests

By the
THORA

INGERTA HANSEN.—Well,
seems Carmelita Geraghty was a
When she attended
very smart girl.
school in New York, she specialized in
languages and that is why, in these days
of talking pictures, she speaks Spanish so
Carmelita doesn't tell her age. Buck
well.
Grace Moore
Jones was born in 1899.
I regret that I
is in her late twenties.
know nothing of Judith Vosselli, except
Metro-Goldthat she is from the stage.
wyn, in whose pictures she has appeared,
was unable to give me any biographical
it

;

facts about her.

—

Stick-in-the-mud. How long has that
been going on? You say you're just ansuppose that
other "wound-up" girl.
I
means you do your work just like clockwork.
Ramon Novarro was born February 6, 1899 I think his mail is all taken
His new film is
care of at the studio.
called ''Song of India," but it will undoubtedly be called something else by the
time it's released.
As to why you don't
hear more about him in Picture Play
there doesn't seem to be much left to tell.
Is there anything you don't know about
him already?
David Rollins was born
Write him at the
September 2, 1909.
Fox studio; address given below. And
the only reason you didn't see answers to
your previous questions is that you ex;

—

pected them too soon.

—

P. ill Boyd Forever.
But not even Bill
Boyd can last that long. His first wife
was Diana Miller; Elinor Faire was his

second,

married

and Dorothy Sebastian,
last December 20th, is

whom

he

his third.

"The Yankee
March, 1927;
"The Night Flyer," March, 1928, and
"Skyscraper," April, 1928. At this writing I don't know the release date for "Beyond Victory" or "The Painted Desert."

Yes, Bill has blue eyes.
Clipper" was released in

Constance Bennett's Fourteen-year-

—

old Fan. And are you a fan! You fan
hard enough to make Constance feel
Constance was
she's at the south pole.
christened by that name, but doesn't say in
what year. She has no fan club that I
know of. She has a bungalow at Malibu

players

Picture Oracle

Beach, California, which
nicely as a home address.

should
I

serve
don't think

with Joan.
Joan's baby was
maternal
Adrienne,
her
after
grandmother. Constance was quite prominent in silent pictures about five years
ago and gave up the screen when she
she

lives

named

married Phil Plant. Her first picture was
"Into the Net" in 1924.
Mary Pickford
was born April 8, 1893, and no kidding.

Strong for
blond

you're

Love"

That

Blond.

strong

so

for

that

"Maybe

in

Bill

is

William Buck.

—

can't answer questions about the religion of stars; otherwise I'm eager to oblige. Billie Dove was
Her film which you
born
14, 1903.
I

May

describe
is

five

was "The Night Watch."

feet five,

Billie

weighs 115; her hair

is

brown and her eyes are hazel.
Jeanette MacDonald, born June 18, 1907,
has since grown to be five feet five and to
She has red-gold hair and
weigh 125.
greenish-blue eyes. Natalie Kingston was
born on May 19th. She has golden-brown
hair, brown eyes, is five feet six and
Thelma Todd is the same
weighs 126.
dark

She's blonde, with

height and weighs 130.
blue-gray eyes, and keeps

mum

about her

age.

— My

Babs
you

sleuthing

instinct

tells

me

your favorites to be young!
Stanley Smith was born January 6, 1907;
his newest film is "Follow the Leader."
He's on the stage now in "You Said It."
Anita Page was born August 4, 1910, Philippe de Lacy July 25, 1917. Charles MorGregory
ton is 24 and Lew Ayres 20.
Gaye played the Russian in "What a
Widow." Don Jose Mojica works very
hard these days but in Spanish versions.
Ivan Lebedefr doesn't give his acre, but
he's old enough to have been in the Rusthat

like

—

sian

diplomatic

You've got

lots

before the War.
company with your

service

of

July birthday: John Gilbert, Lily Damita,
on the 10th Richard Dix, Lupe Yelez,
the 18th
Aileen Pringle, the 23rd Alice
White, Lila Lee, the 25th; Olive Borden
;

;

:

;

;

James Richstone.

—You

fans

who

like

blues singers are out of luck now that the
film companies
are tired of musicals.

Kane

Helen

has

brown

Lillian

eyes.

Roth's contract with Paramount was not
renewed she has been appearing in vaudeville.
And questions about religion are
barred.
;

— Well,

Banker. Unfortunately,
I
don't know anything about him except
his name.
Sorry
It's

Larry Gray, the 27th Catherine
Dale Owen, Joe Brown, the 28th; Clara
Bow and Bill Powell, the 29th. And lots
of others less well known.

the 26th

Don Nicolas Dellepiane Avellaneda,
Yiamonte 1465. Buenos Aires, Republic of
Argentina, South America, requests letters
from other English-speaking fans.

Curious Me.
curious.

If I

—

You're greedy as well as
took the space to print five

complete casts for you,

it

would crowd

off

I'll
print one, and then if
other fans.
you're a good girl, perhaps another next
month, and so on. The players in "Show

Hollywood'* were Dixie Dugan,
Jimmy Doyle, Jack Mulhall
Donna Harris, Blanche Sweet Sam Otis,
Girl

Alice

in

White

;

;

Ford

his

Virginia
Sale; Frank Buelou; John Miljan; Kramer, Lee Shumway Bing, Herman Bing.
Jack Mulhall and Lila Lee played the leads
You share a birthday
in "Dark Streets."
December 24th with Ruth Chattcrton,
but I'll bet you get cheated on presents at
Christmas time. The college film you dethey're
scribe might be any one of them
all alike.
If you have any idea who the
leading players were I could tell you perhaps what the picture is. I think Clara
Bow's secretary answers her fan mail I
can't imagine Clara settling down to write
Sterling;

secretary.

:

—

—

—

;

letters.

Beverly Ferry, 8536 Bennett Avenue.
Chicago. Illinois, would like to correspond
with other girls or boys. You don't get
your wish, Beverly. Janet Gaynor is not
out of pictures for good.
She has renewed with Fox and is again teamed with
Charlie Farrell in "The Man Who Came
Bebe
Back" and "Merely Mary Ann."
she
Daniels was born January 14, 1901
;

is

five

feet three inches tall.
Continued on page 119
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LAURA Returns
TOO,

too long, Laura La Planre
has been absent from the screen.
More than a year in fact. And
her shining ability as a comedienne has been missed. But she

remained away rather than play

came
"Show Boat" and

unsuitable parts such as

her

way

in

"Captain of the Guard."

Now

she's

back, gay and blithe as

ever,

"Lonely Wives" and
in
"The Devil Was Sick."

:

104

Hollywood High

Continued from page 59

Miss DeVoe, Clara".s former secreon trial for embezzlement, "told

tary,

—

or as much as the court would
allow her to tell about Clara.
But
probably the most startling thing was
the fact that Clara had once paid
$10,000 for her own engagement
ring, and also bought considerable
jewelry for her men friends.
Miss
DeVoe said that these purchases included a $4,000 watch for Doctor
Earl Pierson, of Texas, a $900 sapphire ring for Lothar Mendes, once
husband of Dorothy Mackaill, and a
$2,000 sparkler for Harry Richman.
all"

Funny things that companies do.
Here is Claudia Dell, with excellent
reports on her work coming in, and
Warners allow her contract to lapse
right in the midst of a season when
studios are

new

develop

frantically trying to

talent.

Miss Dell
She
was signed for "Bachelor Apartments" by RKO, and may be placed
under contract by this organization.
didn't take long for

It

according to latest reports.
include Marian Nixon, James
Hall, Irene Delroy, and Grant Withworld,

They

Miss Delroy has returned to
York. Leon Janney, the youngof "Courage," is also through

ers.

New
ster

with his contract.

Reunion of Arlisses.
There is no question but that
George Arliss likes Mrs. Arliss to
be his leading woman. She appeared
with him in "Disraeli," and has been
In
cast for "The Ruling Passion."
both cases, of course, the roles were
admirably suited to her. The Arlisses
are a very devoted couple.

Claudia Goes Marching On.

all

Lights

More Babies Expected.
to names we have already

Add

Kay Hammond, who

like this

was her

when

I

asked her about bullfights in Spain.
'Yes,'

fingering languidly a rare old Spanish fan she had
said

she,

brought home from Seville with her.
It was the gift, 'tis said, of the Marquis de la Bolonio.
'Yes,' she repeated, 'it's an old Spanish custom.'
"'Ah,' I chortled.
'Did you see

one?'

"Here Norma

fell

to

translating

the inscription on a vanity case, which
doubtless was the gift that some
brawny toreador bestowed upon her
just as he was about to wangle into
the arena to jiggle the gaysome shawl
in the face of the pawing bovine.
'Yes, I saw a bullfight in Spain,'
flashed la Talmadge."
The editors of the movie news columns probably trimmed the three
pages to read, "Norma Talmadge arrived from Spain to-day."

is

One can imagine the publicity bovs
Ann Harding's studio sitting

around silently cultivating thought.
Miss Harding comes in. "Oh, hello."
says one.
"How about a nice little
yarn? haven't sent one out on vou
to-dav."

—

earn-

to

into

court

heart-balm matter, involving $50,000
asked by Mrs. Renaldo of the goldenhaired luminary of the African story.
The wife accused the actress of stealing away the affections of her hus-

Mary

looking for-

accouchement

Is

moon.

tropical

Ed-

suit she lately filed,

Boy-bobbed.

Mary

earlier.

Pickford's bob will be even
more bobbish than it has been heretofore, when she appears in "Kiki."
glimpsed her on the set during
rehearsals, and her hair was dressed

We

Continued on page 114

The next card out says "Carriage."
Cutie then rewrites the contribution
to the science of treating nervous disorders, as quoted above, and puts it
back in the file. Next year a team
like Laurel and Hardy may be photo-

was to get pitchers for the editors,
you know."
"But I really have some beans to
look after," she insists. "And I must

graphed actually demonstrating proper

keep 'Pink' in the sun all day, just as
you've been telling the fans I do."
"Ah, come on and be a honey."
"Sorry.
I can't think of a thing
See you again
to say to-day.
Ann leaves, and the boys ighting
cigarettes, don't look a bit put out.
One of the ranking men says, "Oscar,
will you see that something goes out
on Miss Harding to-day?"
"Yessir," Oscar replies, and saunters over to Cecil, who is comfortably
seated, his feet in a pulled-out drawer^
Cecil used to be a newspaperman

he

—

—

—

himself.

"I say, old man, the chief wants
something out on Ann Harding to-

day."

"O. K." Cecil yawns, collects
and ambles over to Tillie.

his

feet,

a*-

soon

argument over Duncan, if they
haven't done so already.
This is a

"Oh, but I must hurry back home.
have a pot of beans on my outdoor
oven the one you built and played
up last fall it really works."
"But, Ann
for gosh sake, don't
take this racket too seriously. That
I

"A mischievous light danced in la
Talmadge's eyes, two pools of cupped
lightning, and spread to the corners
mouth

probably
their

Strange Interviewlets

admiring fan-magazine writer

cupid's bow that
three times a day,

to her

Jeanette to Sing On.

Continued from page 71

the

Over Husband

Battle

Edwina Booth, the "Trader Horn"
girl, and Mrs. Duncan Renaldo, are

denied everything.

Several other Warner players are
out in the cold, cold free-lancing

of

tions.

Vivian Duncan, who, it is anticipated,
will become a mother in April, and

Jeanette MacDonald is not to deHer contract with
part the screen.
Paramount lapsed, but she is now

it

most of the other organizaMiss MacDonald still registers as one of the screen's best soprano voices.
ers than

band under the
wina, through a

ward

An

"Sunny Side Up" and "Just Imagine," so it is more interested in sing-

given as among those the stork is
favoring with his gifts, the following:

to secure another job, though.

would have done

with Fox.
This company has had
success with their musical films, like

"Say, cutie. Ann Harding out."
Cutie doublemints a real snappy
"O. K. !" stops wondering if her boy
friend is really dumb enough to think
she meant it last night when she told
him she'd never darken his Ford door
again,

and pulls open

a

file.

carriage.

Wallace Beery surely knows what
is talking about when he tells you
to cure your cold by going up 12,000
feet in a plane.

Wally

mend

It

to spoof us.
that you give

isn't at

Let

all

like

me recom-

it some thought.
colds
one shouldn't quibble over the remedy when so much
is at stake, leading to other things
as colds do. After all, his method is
quite simple.
When you start sneezing, you just
hop into the li'l' ol' family plane
parked out there in the front yard

You know

—

isn't it

—

darling?

—and

buzz around

in the clouds for a while.
If you
sneeze only once or twice, and not
verv hard, perhaps onlv a wee sniffle,
really. I think 6.000 or 8.000 feet is
quite high enough.
Before risking a thing, though,
give yourself a hast}- examination.
When you admire the plane, if you
say "Isn't id darlink?" you'd better
take no chances.
Go up the full
12.000.
Even 13.000 may not hurt
you.
And it seems to me that a nose dive

I

from about 10,000 feet would
grand for colds in the head,
you tried it, Wally ?

he

i

And
till

will

li.i\

fever

won't be

It

!

1

up-and-cominc health boards
have their daily hay-fever cloud

all

in city-owned Zeppelins.
excuse me while
sn<
but first, won't you agree with me that
<

.nt uil;^
<

Hi

I

the fans who think press agents write
the nice tiling about stars have never

read any publicity

copj

?

The Crowded Hour
ntimicil

I

from page 98

on the Rita," "Crazy
That Way," "Moby Dick," "Maybe
It's Love," "Scotland Yard," "Man)
which may he released as
I Slip"
"Babies Won't Tell" and "Doc:
Wives,"
bier," "Puttin'

—

—

Recently she Signed a new contract
with United Artists calling for two
pictures a year, and giving her the
privilege of making funis elsewhere

between times.
Shortly
after
"Bulldog Druminond," it was announced she would
be starred in "Smiliif Thru," but the
picture has never materialized, and
one hears no more talk of starring
her.
My opinion is that her name
means a lot at the head of a supporting cast, but that she is not strong
enough to carry a picture by herself.
torothy Lee is the petite kid who
plays opposite Bert Wheeler. Pretty,
and having plenty of personality, she
is being cleverly exploited, and has
just been handed a new contract by
RKO. Her films are the same as
Wheeler's and Woolsey's.
Stuart Erwin had a brief career on
the West Coast stage and was signed
for films almost at the outset of talkies.
"The Sophomore," "The Trespasser,"
"Sweetie,"
"This Thing
Called Love," "Young Eagles." "Men

When you specify Kotex
you are sure of soft sanitary protection

I

Without Women," "Dangerous Nan
McGrew," "Love Among the Millionaires," "Playboy of Paris," "Only
Saps Work," "Along Came Youth."
and "Xo Limit" lead to talk of starring him and Richard Gallagher as

He

a team.

There are a few others who have
scored marked sua
ince the
hit

Bennett.

—

us

Lew

—notably.
Ayres,

Constance
and Phillips

Holmes but none of them came
from the stage. All were products
of the cinema itself.
And there you have a history of
the outstanding personalities devel-

oped by the

talkies.

Xext month

I

cover more of the army who
invaded Hollywood those who are
still struggling for a place in the sun.
will

spent
HOURS
hours
at

at

an

office

desk

at a bridge table other
the theatre, at the opera;
!

—

TO BE COXTIXfED.

;

The

softness, the security, the hygi-

Kotex are already
women. That is
why they prefer Kotex. Buy it at any
drug, dry goods or department store.
Simply ask for Kotex.
enic

qualities

of

familiar to millions of

Kotex Company, Chicago.

The problem of sanitary
more and more commodern woman extends

protection becomes
plicated as the

IN HOSPITALS

her varied interests. For she refuses to
recognize physical handicaps which once
limited her opportunities.
Kotex has

made such handicaps

The Kotex absorbent is the

a thing of the past.

Kotex is soft

—

Can

for delicate, lasting comfort.

never any likelihood of embarrassment
from wrong adjustment.
Kotex, because of its hygienic superiority, is specified by hospitals where the
most rigorous sanitary care is taken. They
even use its filler (Cellucorton
not
absorbent wadding) for surgical
cotton

—

—

cases

.

.

tribute to

.

which
its

is

safety.

be

the highest possible

.

identical

Not merely »n

. .

uom

Regular

Kotex a
side

.

equal comfort.

Disposable

precaution need be taken to near
special way. Wear it on either
with equal protection. There is

.

ma-

appar-

ent softness, that soon packs into chating
hardness. But a delicate, lasting softness

Absorbs laterally away from the center
and away from the surface. This makes

No

.

teriil used by surgeons in 85°i of the
country's leading hospitals.

Lateral absorption— a Kotex feature

looks set for a long time

to come.

talkies

Because Kotex absorbs correctly,
it gives comfort and a feeling
of perfect safety for hours.

.

on either side with

Xo
.

.

embarrassment.
instantly, completely.

Kotex—45c

for 12

Kotex Super -Size— 65c

for 12

I

^Ae new kcr&x. Se£t^ 5o?
Brings net*' ideals of sanitary comfort.' Wonn
fit by an entirely neu- patented process.

to

Firm

yet light; uill not curl; perfect-fitting.

(U. S. Patent Xo. 1770741)

KOT6X

"

:
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Tales from the Cinemese

Continued from page 21
the drinker's shirt front to the incalculable delight of the beholder; a
radio loud-speaker hooked up to per-

mit

"broadcasting"

room booms

from

another

messages

forth

to

the

embarrassment and consternation of
those being hoaxed an armchair with
what are technically known as breakaway arms unhorses the victim without injuring him seriously.
These pranks and kindred practical
;

jukes keep the rafters ringing with
wholesome merriment late into the
night.
re-

vealed in the diablerie of this jovial
star lies in the chatnbre dc necessite,

where, once the unsuspecting dupe is
comfortably seated, a hidden music
box tinkles out "The Star Spangled
Banner."

it

Sex rears its ugly head no oftener
Hollywood than anywhere else, but
manages to be a trifle more sar-

donic in its manifestations underneath the spotlight moon.
At an elaborate party in Beverly
Hills, the dazzling array of women,
combined with the dazing properties
of the 1931 champagne to unbalance
.

a guest, a Xew York actor of wit.
He began obnoxiously pawing while
dancing with the various lovely ladies.

THIS

Another Buddy Rogers?
morning I received a charming

and sophisticated

letter,

scribbled on

a page from a copy book, from a person
who signed himself "Charles Buddy Rogers."

He evidently
my criticism of

a loyal Brian fan and
that star seared his soul,

is

so the loyal youth stood up to defend his

Mary.
letter

began

bedroom.

might see it."
Says this clever youth who seems to be
well informed as to contracts, et cetera:
"When Anita Page's contract expires it
won't be renewed. When she's gone she

Mary
be forgotten.
forgotten by her public."

will

will

never be

Imagine hi* anger when he wrote this:
are jealous because

Mary can

and Anita cannot
Mary was
fore Anita was heard of."
!

With heavy

Locking the door,

Then

act
a star be-

I'll

attend

room,

"I'm leaving that door unlocked,
with the lights off for ten seconds.
If you're still in the room when I
turn the lights on, you're going to
take the beating of your life."

As
made

the lights went out the actor
a frenzied dive for the door,
fumbling for the knob. He twisted

There was
That's a strong statement.
before the world knew Pavlowa,
opera before we heard Caruso, actors
sang in the talkies before we heard Lawrence Tibbett. If Mary was a star before
Anita was heard of, Anita ought to be
proud that she has progressed far more
rapidly and she is as popular to-day as
Mary, if not more so. I know she is more
beautiful, but apart from that, she has
personality.

ends by saying:
read
I

fans

mv

do

she

it,

stop

best,

just cried,
criticizing

my

and

all

I

get

is

!'

this

Now Mary,
you also got a

not

that's

all.

I

am

sure

I'm mistaken.

pay envelope, but maybe
Of course I can imagine

Mary shedding

tears into the studio tear

fat

—

Cheered by

his friends,

ran across the room and
made an impotent pass at his detractor, only to be flattened precipitately
by a hard left hook.
No further damage was done, owing to the remonstrances of the prothe actor

prietor, and nothing more was said
about the incident, save that evenpaper in the country gave it a box
on the first page.
The star planned an elaborate revenge, however.
By nothing short
of a supreme coincidence his company signed the writer, who had never
acted, to appear in his next picture.
In the making of the film the star's
outraged feelings were salved when,
in the course of the action, the writer
was felled, for the camera's argus
eve. bv the matinee idol's left hook.

The Garbo

fans, when defending their
favorite, are given to wild statements and
blindly ignore the fact that every one is

not a Garboite.
Ruth
cleverest actress of the
pictures
enjoy great
Harding was incredibly
ernor's pathetic wife in

Chatterton

is the
day, and all her
popularity.
Ann
good as the gov-

Ronald Colman's

"Condemned."
That picture was

stolen from Ronnie,
but he need not feel downcast, for very
soon Ann will be the sensation of the
talkies.
Her voice alone is marvelous,
and she dispenses with those overacting
mannerisms so rampant among the players.
She scores over Chatterton and
Garbo in looks and charm, and rivals

Xorma
much

Shearer

for

my

in

sophistication.

So

opinion.

Surely Mr. Passmore has forgotten one
who, as "America's Sweetheart."
will go down in screen history as an immortal. Clever, charming, beautiful, adorable Mary Pickford, the idol of every
picturegoer. representing the flower of
actress

basin.

Well,

The free-lance writer said harsh
things about the matinee idol in a
widely circulated article so harsh
that the actor swore vengeance.
Although both writer and actor
lived in Hollywood, their paths did
not cross 'for months.
One night the star was dining in a
Boulevard restaurant when the writer

the Fans Think

ballet

work?

it
wildly and plunged headlong into
the hall, where, in a blaze of light,
stood the other guests shrieking with
laughter.

strolled in.

stride he left the

locking the door after him.
The
guest was in a cold sweat when thirty
minutes later the key turned in the
lock, and the burly figure of the former fighter confronted him.
"Quite a joke," he said weakly,
"locking me in."
"Joke, hell," said his host grimly.
"No guy has ever insulted my wife
and gotten away with it. But I've
decided 1o give you a chance.

"When Mary
'Why can't the

—

lighter,

you properly."

to

He

After the hearty laughter that this
youthful display of modern humor had
died down I proceeded to read. Said the
youth
True she
"I have come to fight for her.
has earned the title of modesty and she
ought to be proud of it."
Continues our bonny laddie:
"I haVe a photo of Mary Brian in a
bathing suit, but I have no time to look
for it and send it to critics like you."
Perhaps Mary, when she gave it to him,
blushed guiltily and between gasps and
backward glances said, "Hide it, oh! hide
it at the bottom of the trunk
somebody

prize

retired

he turned to the Broadway actor.
"You're out of order," he said.
"We don't do things your way out
here. Our women are ladies, our men
gents.
I'm going to leave you here

more

SSS Funny Face

"You

to his

What

Continued from page 13

The

a

host,

until the guests go.

But the single touch of genius

in

The

heard of his misbehavior, watched
him, and caught him clumsily attempting to kiss the hostess.
Requesting the erring Easterner to
follow, the host led the way through
a long hall, up a flight of broad stairs,

little

me your

wish you had given
Perhaps in view of

laddie, I

address.

devotion Mary will give you another photo of herself in a bathing suit.
You
If she does, please send it to me.
see, I never said anything about Mary
Brian's figure.
I've no doubt she has
quite a pretty one.
By the way, you should really write
to Buddy Rogers and apologize for using
his name.
Is there a law in the States
that forbids this?

your

Fresia Smith.
Correo 21,
Santiago de Chile, South America.

Casilla 8034,

Setting the Fans Right.

1REAP

with amazement a letter by Mr.

Passmore

in

January

Picttre

Plav.

Canadian girlhood.

Mary will be recalled when every other
For
star has long passed from memory.
Garbo fans can hardly accuse Greta of
being charming or beautiful, and to
imagine an adorable Greta is ludicrous!
A clever woman who poses as a recluse, grows long eyelashes and wears
flat-heeled shoe*, gains notoriety, but not
affection or admiration.
If Ruth Chatterton, Ann Harding, and Norma Shearer

do not go down

in the history of the
screen as clever actresses, is it likely that
Greta Garbo will?
Except as an eccen-

tric!

Marv Anx.

Kelowna. British Columbia, Canada.

—
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Through Seven Talents

At

a party not lone ago, the li"
ed to entertain her.
Since

M iss

Landi does not drink, she was jokbanana.
ing!) asked if she'd like
^1
>n K
"That's just what
like,"
sin- cried.
Forthwith a banana was
id her.
It was funny to see her
:i

1<

1

reclining

chair

a

in

muse and eating
she

the

tragic

banana out of its
reminds me of London,"

"It

peel.

like

1

the

losing herself in a cloud of

sail!,

memories.

We

of many things over
turned out that the lady
Elissa knew every one in London I'd
talked

coffee.

It

hoped she'd know.

m\

Stern

B.

Edna

sides

For instance.
author,

favorite

Ferber

— Nod

<

..

be-

Coward,

Beverly Nichols, and Van Druten, the
author of "Young Woodley."
.audi

I

back to London remi-

fell

niscence, and spoke of the coterie of

comprising her

iuIs

circle of

friends.

"They are all wonderful people."
she declared, enraptured, and meant
it.
"G. B. Stern, or 'Peter,' as she
is

known
-

her

to

All the

in.

friends,

is

a great

young men seek her

She has a depth of understanding that few p iss< 5S."
"/(• le crois bien," 1 muttered, try-

out.

to recall

some European wisdom.

Hut for the life of me
could only
think of Persephone, mentioned in
r.
B.'s hook. "Debonair."
I

i

Leaving London's gifted, we returned to Hollywood and acting.
Consider once again, before
the

late,
/<7

many rooms

Landi has entered.

it

is

too

mind
The rooms of
of

—

married. MarC. Lawrence, an
issa is

J.
lish barrister.

i

He was

in

New York

with her. hut bad to return to
land when Landi came to Hollywi
1

With seven

her finger
tips and
according to her philosophy
all the many branches leading off
from each one. you may depend on it
F.lissa Landi is all there, ready to deliver any talent at a moment's no-

—

—

talents

W liy cold cream should alwaj
be removed villi Kleenex
a beauty talk with one of the
lu\ eliest actresses of the screen.
•

.

at

tice.

Hut I like the Elissa of gay humor.
Xo ordinary girl this one.

beauty culture inevitably muse start with super-clean-

if

scarlet

its

lips,

body swathed

Yet many women fail in this
and greatest duty to their
complexions
in the very cleansing
process
They attempt to remove both
cleansing cream and dirt
first

with

a

greasy,

bacteria-

laden "cold cream cloth"
or a half -soiled, unabsorbent towel. And then
wonder why blackheads
threaten

grow

.

large

.

.

why

pores

and relaxed.

women of the

stage and screen have dis-

Try and
you

can't.

You

simply pass out.

I

see

fiirls

mnorin>» recognised meth*
ods. Ibis has always
seemed Imiiril to me.
there'-

one

1>\

riulil

way. v»hy lake chanee-'.'
I use Kleenex, and know

my

complexion's

HAKI

my

less

Oeca8ionally

When

loveliest of

Marian Nixon

is

"I shouldn't feel

invite skin trouble

vn

safe."*

NIXON

Ask

for

I

move

face was clean unused Kleenex to rethe cleansing cream,"

she says.

"Why

take chances with

half-clean towels and cold

cream cloths? These methods are inefficient and unsanitary, often leaving a
residue of powder and fine
dirt in the pores."

Kleenex

at

any drug, dry goods

or department store.

—

It

comes

in

three

25 cents, 50 cents and Si. 00.
Prices are the same in Canada.

sizes

KLEENEX COMPANY.
Chicago,

her sinuous, slender
in red, her favorite

visualize her, I say, but

.

famous Kleenex
Miss Nixon understands the importance of cleansing.

—

f?

.

One of the

users

!

la

color.

.

liness.

their

Landi standin? against a black background. Her
slanting green eyes, flittering- emeralds.
Tier titian hair, orange flames,
daring up from her pale face, with
Vision,

covered that nothing cleans like Kleenex.
Kleenex
the delicate, powerfully absorbent tissues that attract dirt like a magnet.

SUCCESSFUL

Beautiful

you can.

.

the

writing, dancing, languages, singing,
music, acting, and
love.

Ah, \<~
ried to one

use Kleenex ^V
and know my complexion's safe''
"I

111.

Lake Michigan Building.
Please send a free supply of Kleenex.

.

Use for Colds — in Place of Handkerchiefs
Kleenex prevents constant selfinfettion /rem germIt is sued once, then discarded.

filled handkerchiefs.

Jtett _

In Canada, aadress: 55'> Bay

Street. Tortnto,

0ml.

r>

*
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HAIR
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r Test Bottle

t*"i_

Dietrich, and Barbara Stanwyck, and
Tallulah's a threat for the future."

"Why hasn't some one told Fox,"
asked, "so that they could join the
parade.
Or are they just stubborn

"1

I

LfreeJ

.

hair this SAFE
way. Make test yourself. No risk.
No expense. We send complete Test

Have ever-youthful

Package FREE.
This way you simply comb clear liquid
Gray goes. Any shade wanted
conies
black, brown, auburn, blonde. Won't
rub offor stain. We do not ask you to buy Just
through hair.

—

try it at

I'll

—

our expense.
3,000,000 women have received this (est.
Snip off n lock of hair. Test it first this safe
way. Mail coupon for Test Package.

Ivl>'

TK.ST

I.
4722 Goldman Bldg.

St.

Paul, Minn.

NameStreet

City

.

State.

Color of your hair?.

\

'•

/

know."
"No.

•

X

Ended in 3 Seconds!
THOUSANDS

get instant relief from sore,
tired, burning, aching feet with this cooling, ivory-white vanishing cream—Coolene.
Its soothing, healing oils and unguents quickly
penetrate to the inflamed t issues relieve congestion—and a//pain and burning
seconds.
Does not stain. Get Coolene today.

—

m3

"Shame on yon!"

DISSOLVES and PERMANENTLY
Removes any kind, anywhere.

No

Sale.
Price

Easily applied.
Information free.
Room 415
Y. City.

acid.

$1.

Vita Co.. Dept. P.
1819 Broadway, N.

yon nervous, embarrassed

Are,

life to

Ui« fullest.

Send 25c

for this

amazing

LOVE LURE

DARING.

This mysterious perfume attracts and
fascinates. Its rare and exotic fragrance surrounds
you with charm and enticement that few can resist.
Tantalizing and lingering as one's first kiss. Young
and old gladly surrender to its seductive charm.
Pay postman only $1.85 plus postage. Secret
Directions FREE. Double Strength $3.00.

L-ll,

Woodbine, Pa.

FORM DEVELOPED
IN 30 DAYS
LAT

chested ? Fashion demands
the full rounded shapeliness of
the womanly form. The stars of
Hollywood are developing their
jenunine charm. You, too, can
quickly ndd extra fullness
where needed. My now method plumps out the

oo

1

f\

1

hoi

,w. ;md build- firm, youthful tiss.ie.

IRY my wonderful

CuEAM

Just

NANCY LBS MIRACLE

and special developing instructions!

FREE

Write Today

Send only t!

for

.00

largo jar of

NANCY

BE MIRACLE CREAM 'in (lain wrnpprr)
and I will include FREE my special FigureDeveloping Course »nd complete advice.
Xteka ad-antage of this big offer— write
1

CONVINCE
YOIUSELF w
Oiatyou can develop

a

pa

grace-

rounded

ful,

form.
ill

Accept
offer.

AT ONCE!

NANCY LEE
S16Brc.adv.aT.

Dept. T-4

New

is

driven practicallv

in

RICHARD BLAC KSTONE. B-324 FLATIRON BLDG., NEW YORK

_ WINE HOLT CO.,

Fox

lets

career,

"Amazing!"
When Fanny

jompanv of the other aex? Stop beinfr *hv of strangers.
Conquer theterrihle fear of your superiors. Be cheerful
and confident of your future! Yoiiff faults easily over-

come so you can enjoy
book.

She

guide her probut she insists on
being allowed to go home to Ireland
for a visit. Don't think they're hardhearted in trying to persuade her not
There's some mix-up about
to go.
the immigration laws and a chance
that after she leaves the country she
will have a hard time coming back.
"After all, though, you can't blame
her for wanting to visit her home
town.
Most foreigners come over
here and get lost in the shuffle, or
make one picture, but Maureen ha?
made five in one year and all of them
big ones. That's getting the breaks !"
"And speaking of lucky breaks."
I exclaimed, "what's all this about
Sylvia Sidney?"
fessional

7"
Burning Feet

Mote
SOLVENT

about trying- to cling- to ideals of the
past with their Janet Gaynor and
Maureen O'Sullivan?"
"Well, at least you'll have to admit
they have something to cling to.
Janet is far more than just a sweet
and appealing romantic figure. She's
a fine actress within certain limits,
and she isn't cloying, like the oldstyle ingenues.
She is genuinely
sweet and ingratiating.
And as for
Maureen O'Sullivan, she's such a
dear child that she makes me sigh
over my misspent life. Evidently she
has a mind of her own, though."
"Now don't tell me she's been taking a determined stand about the
parts she will play," I objected.
"I
couldn't bear it.
I'd
rather not

York. N.Y.

speechless by a situation, you can be
sure that it's startling.

"Here she's been on the New York
stage for the past few seasons giving
highly competent performances, and
no one ever made much fuss over her.
She signed a short contract with Fox

when

talkers first

came

in,

and waited

so long for a part that she got tired
and walked out.

"And

then suddenly, overnight as
were. Paramount engages her to
play the girl in 'An American Tragedy,'
they decide she should be
starred in 'Confessions of a Coed.'
and not satisfied with that, they pulled
Clara Bow out of a picture and substituted Miss Sidney.
it

"Only two weeks

ago Virginia
Sale and I were lunching here when
Sylvia Sidney came in with a friend
of mine, and she certainlv had no

idea then that she was to be skyrocketed into such prominence.
"She and Virginia were interested
in meeting, because Virginia had been
working in the film version of 'Many
a Slip' for Universal, and that
Miss Sidney's big success on the
stage last season."
"Which class does Sylvia Sidney
belong to, the old-fashioned good girls
or the modern, depraved ones?" I inquired, hoping for the best; or, if
you insist on accuracy, the worst.
"Both," Fanny assured me. "But
don't lead me into any wild prophecies about her success.
I've sworn
off, I tell you."
As if to dispel any temptation in
that direction she hastily changed the
subject.

"Helen Twelvetrees

is

in

town,"

she announced, "and I've never seen
any one so utterly unlike the impression she gives on the screen.
Somebody or other gave a luncheon
for her, the usual gathering to introduce a new star to the New York reviewers, magazine editors, and freelunch grabbers.
"There she was, and she seemed
sweet and gracious enough, but afterward none of the guests could think
of a single adjective to describe her
accurately, except "nondescript" and

And you know how vivid
on the screen.
"This is the time of year when
Hollywood studios shut down, so
there'll be a lot of players headed for
New York soon. Kay Johnson is
making a leisurely trip through the
Panama Canal. Richard Dix is here.
There's a rumor that either Joan or
Constance Bennett, or both, will
come on to see their sister Barbara
open in a play.
"It must be rather nice to know
that
you have friends sprinkled

"colorless."

she

is

among

the sharpshooters in a firstaudience," Fanny went on reflectively.
"Take Irene Dunne, for
She may be just a name
instance.
and a prettily photographed face to
you and me. but when 'Cimarron' is
shown there will be a horde of people
out front who do know her.
r.ight

"It seems she was quite an idol
the companies where she played.
She used to do leads in road companies of popular musical comedies,

in all

and all the chorus girls and stage
hands were so devoted to her that
they always thought her better than

New York

star she supplanted."
not hold it against her
that she was once in musical comedy.
I don't believe she will sing in "Ci-

the

But

let's

marron."
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"If anything!" she supplemented
modestly.
"I've yel t<> be entii
You
pleased with mj performances.
have to build up my little niche
Bee,
in straight work all over again, havI

submerged

ing been

more than

comedies tor

in

a year.

—

"I'm catalogued as a heavy that
is im
must be the
woe! Always
Other woman, and I'm a bit tired of
always losing nn man. or breaking
up happy homes, "i" causing sweet
things to end it all. as in 'Aloha,' with
Raquel Torres.
the way, Raquel gives a splenI
did performance in that picture!
1

amaze her

believe she will

That

fans."

meet from stage-trained
"The battle is on!"

have had to
talent.

smiled this
lovely young representative of the old

"The more

order.

intelligent

1

54

'in p. ik'

titer

is

DOUnd

to suffl

I

I

.

don't

ve myself capable ni dividing my
line.
For the present, my work is

my

master."
breathed a sigh of relief. "Now
for one ur two other little matl
What about clothes? What do you
think of the new spring mod.
"Stunning! The best ever Women
never looked more alluring than today."
"Some women," I mentally quali-

and

fied, wondering if the luscious vision
opposite could look anything but alluring, even in sackcloth and a.shes.
"As for jewelry, I'm not fond of
will not
tume jewelry at all.
wear anything that is not the real
.stuff, so to speak."

"Favorite sports?" I proceeded,
checking off another item.
"Swimming and horseback riding,"
she obliged. "Both good for the

mind

the bestest mammas that ever lived.
The only thing I can't forgive her
for is that she still insist*. I'm a

better.

bah

!

—

is

we have to compete with
days.
The charm of extreme

telligence,

youth

is no longer hers, and she never
could be called beautiful from an artistic standpoint. But what a woman!
I" me. somehow, she is beautiful.
As for her mental capacity who
dares question it ?"

—

me

thing had been troubling me
all along, and that was the necessity
of prying into her heart affairs, if
any.
What is meat to more experienced interviewers is still arsenic to
me. although my confreres assure me
(

that in time

I'll

overcome

this

pruli.ilily

"Are

you

weak-

still

heart-whole

and

blurted out. thinking
perhaps that was a more delicate approach than to demand the low-down
on her love life in the businesslike
manner of some of my sister sc'

"What an

I

original

way

.

.

the kecpt bet whole bonae...ai d In children,
loo
and yel atu ayt lt"^ timefor other ti
r

.

.

.

She plans her housework
Ami

you've wondered how Mrs. \\ bite (or Mr-.
Jonea .>- tin- '.i-<- may be) manap-s to 'In so
much. Hit secret? She pi 'ins hi-r housework.

She budgets ber cleaning tune, "ur
exactly how sin- does it.

of putting

kidded Thelma.
'"'Well,
s
we've got around to the subject, yes
Nobody could be fancy-freer or
wholer-hearted. I'm old-fashioned in
some ways, and one of them is in
it!"

!

thinking that a home and a profession don't work so well together.
It can be done, of course, but one or

book

lr><;

tells

"And now your home
you
oi

life!

Do

rose-bowered bungalow
Spanish villa in Beverly Hills?"

live in a

a

"Wither." smiled the victim. "I
live in an apartment with my mother,
who is a companion, pal. and one of
i

i

—

She uses short-cuts lik<- changing
rods frequently, making di hes dry themsi
ill
(See booklet for many oil.'
possible.

"Memo.
jotted

She uses cleaning short-cuts
Mrs. \\ bite spends hex minutes wisely
every single minute "buy" the most leanliness

Fond

of her mother."

I

down.

.

Thelma drives her own car, and
answers her fan mail herself, or did
until letters began to come in by the
bushel.
Lately she has had to call in
help.
The public to whom Thelma
Todd was just another blonde a year

ago seems to have become acutely
aware of her since the release of
How Thru." "The Hot Hein
''Her Man." and "Aloha." She had
fust finished

with Clara Bow,

in

"X"

Limit."

And

she

is

through by noon

is done by noon.
ami evenings ofl )
ami still keeps bet
thing she wants to do
home, her children and herself dean an<
less. ..and happy! How dors she

Most

<>f

Mrs.

\\ liit>-'s

cleaning

Sin- takes afternoons

i

.

.

.

i

Besides working in this list of sjood
pictures, she has filled in with five
comedies.
"Since last May. when
started free-lancing. I've had little
no rest," she explained.
"And
I've been fortunate, too, for manv

I

FREE booklet

or
fancy-free v

.

I

and body."

an example of

a clever and brainy woman, and of
the high standard of ability and inthese

Yum

!

The
capable film players welcome it
is past when the public demands
no more than a pretty face and an
attractive 'pink and white' to entertain them.
"It's a case of the survival of the
both groups
in
fittest,
of beauty
versus brains. Brains one must have
these days, and if one's physiognomy
is not hard to look at. so much the
"Ruth Chatterton

This is Mrs. White
know Mi-. White yourself
often remarked how clean an. ntii

I

I

led to talk of the fierce coin-

petition that film players

1

bitter and better sisters have been
idle."

booklet! A Cleaner //•
O'clock tell-. Mr-. White's whole plan.

Our

esting and

helpful.

be very jdad you

Well, maybe Lady Luck has had a
little to do with it. but the fickle dame
is

fr.-.-

not. as a rule.

-

It looks, rather, as

tly

though Thelma

Continued on page 111

for a copy.

M

the '"upon.

I

Inter-

You'll

CLEANLINESS

kind.

INSTITUTE

is

reaping her reward now for live
years oi cheerful trouping in minor
parts and comedies.
Every picture, pood. bad. or indifferent, that she has played in has
taught her something. The habit oi
a trained mind to absorb and store

did.

Send

j
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me
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Socked— But Smiling

Chelsea House

Continued from page 22

compromise

an effort to reach all
have Hopped in the
and been a poor substitute for

audiences,
cities

The Brand

Good Books

of

in

I'd

By VIVIAN GREY
Many

of

you

will

remember

ture of life that
as

is

as

up

to date

your morning paper and far

more

enthralling.

"Dancing Partner" might be a
fairy story, glamorous, fantastic,
unreal, did it not give the sense
to the

clerk

reader that Lolita. glove

by day and taxi dancer by

night, was the very sort of girl
that he might well meet around
the next corner.

felt desolate, an outcast, and the
cruelty of the world cut deep.
And then just as suddenly there
came a turn in events that
brought the gold of sunshine into
the blackness that covered Lolita's

soul.

Vivian

Grey,

shrewd,

sym-

pathetic observer of youth, wist
interpreter of the modern, you

name

a stellar

—

Offers were
looked upon
but what Men-

for a picture

came

wanted, too."

more latitude.
"Not necessarily, if you make sure
that you can choose your own roles,
sure

as

I

"When

I

is

too strenuous.

was starred by Para-

mount, the whole responsibility of my
pictures devolved upon me.
I broke
in six new directors, almost as many
new players. I had to fight tooth
and nail for the stories I wanted, and
then fight some more to do them in
the way they should be done. When
they gave me a director whose first
picture this would be. it meant that
I had to sit in on story, directing, and
cutting.
This meant working hours
that any laborer would balk at. besides the nervous tension of constant
battle because I wanted the pictures
to be good.

looking up into the
handsome eyes of aristocratic
Phil Nearing, fell suddenly and
hopelessly in love with the owner
of those eyes, and from then on
her
life
became complicated.
There were those who would bar
the gate to her entrance to that
world of wealth and fashion
through which
Phil
Xearing
walked so confidently. Out of a
clear sky the false accusation of
theft was made against her. She
Lolita.

star business.
exhibitors still

—

have done.
I'd rather be just
with a good picture than
star in a mediocre one.
And the
strain of being responsible, as a star,

stick-

identified

Vivian Grey's "Party Girl." that
quick-moving love story of the
modern age, which was so favorably received. Here Vivian Grey
once more gives us a vivid pic-

this

made
him as

jou was looking for was good roles.
"I turned down seven parts in rapid
succession
among them 'The Command To Love." which Universal converted into 'The Boudoir Diplomat.'
one of the worst pictures of the year.
takes considerable thought and
It
energy to ruin as good a play as 'l
mand To Love,' but I saw what
would be done to it and dodged.
Then, after the seventh refusal, I

what the

For a player who knows what he
wants to do and intends to do it. one
might assume that stardom would in-

Dancing Partner

in

It put me in the hoswith ulcers of the stomach !"
This is actually true. He was reduced to acute ill health by the combined nervous and physical strain.
Had he been willing to bow to executive dictates and not so insistent
that his pictures be as good as they
were, he probably would still be a
star and with an ulcerless past.
But
that is not the Menjou method.
When his contract with Paramount
expired and renewal was discussed,
he decided that the demands of stardom were worth an awful lot of
money. Only for a tremendous sum
would he continue.
Paramount
blanched at the amount he mentioned.
And Menjou. not waiting to bargain,
heaved a sigh of relief and sailed for
Europe with his wife.
When he returned, rested and refreshed, it was with the firm intention of never again being entangled

"Stardom!

pital

—

to

my

senses.

am no

—

martyr can't
start making
some money. Once you have made
a good deal of money, you create a
machine.
You acquire more and
"I

stand them.

artistic

I

had to

more financial responsibilities as you
go along. And you can't stop, once
the machine has gathered momentum.
If you did, it would fly to pieces."
So, after a few foreign versions, in
the five languages which he commands, he signed with Metro-Goldwyn. It was under this contract that
he was lent to Paramount for "Morocco." which augurs well.
Being prey to an abundant energy
and also to a genuine feeling for the
artistic potentiality of what he terms
his "business," he cannot, even now,
convictions

relax his
standards.

to

accepted

"With talkies, the story becomes
more important than ever and the

—

most important of
all.
There can be no hedging or faking any more. A deft, sure hand is
absolutely essential now. even with
treatment

of

it

the best story in the world."
Menjou, free of stardom, has attained a nice balance in existence.
Work, discriminately placed, for sev-

months of the year. For the remaining months. Xew York and
Europe. For. besides work, he has
a bit of living to knock off. which he
accomplishes with as much efficiency
It may even
as he does the former.
be his flair for the latter which makes
his execution of the former so admirable. If you get the point.
eral

have done

it again in this, altogether fascinating novel.

Broadway Baby
Continued from
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The trouble. I think, is that she
has never quite placed her type to
She began as
her own satisfaction.
a demure little girl in "Stella Daland later cut her hair and became a sophisticated flapper. Neither
is

the

real

Lois.

She

is.

in

truth,

p;.-

sophisticated, but it is a charming
poise and culture rather than the
hard flippancy and pose of the flapper.
It is probable that Lois will not
reach her greatest success for several years, until her youthful ap-

—

—
Ill

pearance will have developed into a
mature beauty more fitting to her inpoise ;m<l

tellectual

personality.

Although Mrs. Moran has been
with her daughter throughout her
r,

1

not at all the
results from

reflects

.ois

dependency which often
managerial

a

said of

many

has

mother.

It

theatrical

mothers and

been

daughters, but it is really true that
Lois and lur mother arc like sisters

appearance and attitude.

in

ois

I

i-

as

as

self-relianl

if

she

had struggled alone and unaided to

How-

the position she has reached.
ever,

Mrs.

Moran has been

of

im-

surable assistance to her daughter
In fact, it was she
in her career.
who chose the theater as her daugh-

n

profession.

r's

knew Lois would have

'"I

work."

to

me

while Lois ordered luncheon for the three of ns. Mrs. Moran
is an able business woman and
one
of the most charming persons I have
ever had the pleasure of meeting.
she told

She is a delightful conversationalist.
"While I was never theatrically inclined and knew
little
about the
Stage," she continued, "it seemed to

me

profession offered the
greatest opportunities and the richest rewards of any occupation for a
girl, unless she has an outstanding
that

this

talent in another line.

"Lois had no other specific talent
that I had observed, hut she was emotionally

sensitive,

fairly

pretty,

from self-consciousness.

free

and

I

all

the operas,

and dance

recitals,

and plays that came to Pittsburgh
Often T was
that was our home.
working and unable to go with her,
would buy one ticket, take her
SG
to the theater, and then call for her
when the performance was over.
"I'll never forget one night when
she attended a recital of Pavlowa.
I

For some reason

Mrs. Moran was a widow at the
of twenty-one. when Lois was a
She married a second tune
baby.
and again was left a widow.
Lois
then was nine.
Unhappy in Pittsburgh, the two packed up and went
to Paris where they remained for
several years, with Lois dancing in
the opera ballet.
It was there Samuel Goldwyn met Lois and brought
her hack to America to go into pictures, with "Stella Dallas" as her
auspicious debut.

Lois is a hard worker and labors
over a role, hut is inevitably disappointed with the result on the

miscalculated the
time.
The concert ended at ten
o'clock, and I didn't expect It to be
over until an hour later.
"When I came to the theater at
eleven, it was completely dark, and
T

t\ m
a one

each

She becomes nervous or
bored and walks out.
Nor does she
stand behind the camera and watch
her daughter act. To her a broker's
or screen.

and a

office

infinitely

strip

more

of

ticker

tape is
interesting than a the-

ater or studio.

"And

I

guess that's a

fair

token

my ever becoming upstage
when my own mother can't
through my pictures!" Lois laughed.
against

Her

play closed, following a good
I
started writing this.
Despite her overwhelming interest
in acting, Lois has other and varied
run. after

She is now studying singbecause of sound pictures,
hut because she enjoys studying something, and she has recently discovered
that she has a very nice voice.
She
also writes a little, and last year had
a short story accepted by a popular
fiction magazine.
As for her ambition, she wan;work unceasingly until she becomes
one of the three or four leading actresses of the screen and sta^e. and
then she wants to marry, retire, and
have ten children in sets of twins!
interests.
ing,

not

I

ute

,

r

I

J

"

^Psi-I

hi

^^^,

mood

with a determination to
work harder than ever.
Mrs. Moran. on the other hand,
has never once sat through a performance of her daughter's on stage

n

i

1

screen.
Shi' is subject to fits of depression, when she thinks all' her
work is worthless, hut comes out of

And

with those three qualities, any girl
can learn to be a successful actn
"And how did you begin developing
ois's inclination for the stage?"
"When she was very little." Mrs.
Moran went on. "I used to take her
to

there was little Lois on the steps, .all
alone ami choking hack the tears.
I
was conscience stricken and felt like
a criminal! Hut that unfortunati
cident did not dampen her ardor for
the theater.
Shi never wanted to
miss a play or recital."

I\

and MUM

!

you need
for complete protection
days when women thought that

that's all

THE old

frequent bathing and a dash of perfume
or talcum was protection against underarm perspiration odor, are gone forever.
And how glad women are! What a
comfort it is to know that you can
carry real insurance against this meanest
of Nature's tricks.

Mum! A minute alone, any time, anywhere, and you're safe from that odor
which always marks one as well, at
least insensitive to the nicer refinements.
is such a joy! You
That's why
can use it while you're dressing:. No
fussing, no waiting for it to dry.
that can
There's nothing in

—

Mum

Mum

fabrics.
And ti
injure
nothing in it that irritates the skin even
a sensitive skin. You can shave, put on
and nevera smart or burn!
at once
Another thing you know how odors
cling to your hands when y< u pr.
onions or fish for dinner, or when you

possibly

Mum

—

—

—

have to sponge a s|>ot with gas< line. Mum
rubbed on the hands kills every lingering
trace of odor instantly!
Carry Mum in your purse with your
compact. Have underarm niceness always
at hand. You can get Mum at all toilet
goods counters, 35c and 6*V. Mum Mfg.
Inc., 80 Yarick St., New York, N. Y.
Canadian address, Windsor. Ont.
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away useful information is one which
even haphazard
Hollywood can't
eradicate.

no longer necessary to keep
manner entirely in
abeyance, and it comes in handy for
It

is

the bluestocking

certain screen portrayals

;

but

Thelma

has too keen a sense of humor to trot
out except on occasions.
"I've learned to be myself, and not
a schoolmarm." she says, with a
throaty laugh.
Which is a lucky
break for everybody except, perhaps.
Lawrence's sixth-graders.
it

SANITARY NAPKIN USE. You
grateful to know that Mum on
itary

will

be

the san-

napkin gives complete protection.

—

!
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A Woman's

They Rocked the Boat

m

Cha rm

Continued from page 30
trick to play

on

ticularly

the

as

this fine actor, par-

turned

record

out

badly.

Originally

only

six

impressions

were made, one of which belongs to
a friend of mine.
Deeply respecting
and admiring Valentino, who had
been kind and helpful to her, she
plays the record only for a privileged
few. After exacting a promise that
I
would
listen
sympathetically

which

EVERY man
admires a winning
personality, bright
eyes, a skin plow-

\

ing with health
and color.

So often a woman loses charm because
her nervous system is rundown.
Strong
nerves and good looks go together. A

woman's feminine make-up is strengthened, she regains her fresh youthful complexion and bright eyes, if she takes a
tonic which is sold by every druggist
.

I

would have done anyway

she played it for me.
Even the most sympathetic listener
cannot but realize that the recording
is poor.
Valentino intended to destroy the first effort and try again,
but death intervened. That is why I
say it is wrong to commercialize this
souvenir of our Rudy.
He would
not wish it.
Getting back to the subject of hec-

voyages, one might offer the
case of Charles Ray as an example
of one who was wrecked by pomposity.
The sheen of Ray's genius
dazzled his eyes, bringing on delusions of grandeur.
Yet, ironically enough, he amassed

tic star

a fortune and gained tremendous popularity by portraying simple country
boys. "The Girl I Loved" remains a
milestone of the silent era.
Right now many of our most
promising young players are jeopardizing their careers by making rash
and foolish mistakes Mary Nolan,
James Murray, and Charles Morton
However, both
to name but a few.
art and character may develop out
of these very errors, since we learn
by our mistakes. At any rate, let's
hope they don't have to swim to
shore

—

—

.
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LIPS!

M. Trilety's new llpshaper.
together with its thick lip astringent lotion, will now reduce
protruding, prominent, thick,
unshapely lips to normal and
thus improve your facial features 100 per cent.
My new
appliance is comfortable, easy
to adjust, and is worn at night.
It
will
also promote correct
hreathing and eliminate the
harmful and annoying habit
of snoring.
Write for

full information,
testimonials, etc., without any
obligation on your part.

M.

Trilety, Dept. 250,

S P. Bingham ton. N. Y.

"JCEGPADS"
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Make Shapely Limbs Defy Detection
They restore to normal appearance
Bowed, Thin and Abnormal Lege.
Approved by American Medical Association.
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ABDOMINAL SUPPORTERS
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Sent on Trial. Try

plete indifference to his appearance,
Gary looked as rough as any Alas-

Nor did he put on that
obvious indifferent air so characteristic of many when a crowd regards a
kan miner.

favorite.

Rita Carewe and Leroy Mason, her
husband, were staying on location.
Lupe Velez was also a guest Lupe,

—

madcap atom of Mexican fire.
I have seen Lupe jumping all over
the place like a young puppy, while
that

Gary, silent and grave, regarded her
with amusement, as if he were watching some startling creature that had

sprung up from the earth.
For some time it has been hotly
debated as to whether Lupe is the
ideal soul mate for the silent Monjust

k

la

has

it

that they are

married, again, that
says they are not.

they

are.

People want to know why Lupe,
fucga mejicana, appeals to Garee,

Montana pine tree.
Have I not said that Mr. Cooper

J

the)
'

endorsements and lettcrsfrom users.

LANDON & WARNER
EChicago,
34,

Rumor

the
i

•'Director" without risking a penny.
Write now for trial offer, doctors'

3S0 N.MichiujnAvc. Dept.

com-

Lupe

The "Director"

A

or

mind," he says.

Hollywood, where "The Spoilers"
was being filmed. People from the
town came down to the shore to
watch the company work. With com-

not
"Reduced from 42 to 34 inches

banishes fat by
a gentle vibrating massage-like action and causes it to be absorbed
and eliminated. No druRS, dieting
or exercises. Proved by thousands.
natural easy way to reduce.

praises

"But, after all, it is really my screen
shadow they admire, not me."
I happened to be on location at
Ventura, a three-hour ride north of

tanian.

in 35
days. That's what the Director Belt did
for me" says E. D. Lane.

whatever

plaints they have in

III.!

That he is
belongs to the earth ?
almost a piece of Montana sod himself ?
Lupe is an elemental creature.
I recall the days when Gary was also

attracted by Clara Bow.
Clara is
another elemental creature.
Instead of giving out love confessions, the rugged Westerner goes his
own way. caring not a rap what
others think he should or shouldn't
do.

I

recollect any occasion
ever considered what pub-

can't

when Gary

opinion demanded.
His liberty
grants him this.
Of course, Gary's advent to Hollywood is screen history. His first
role, a small one in "The Winning
of Barbara Worth," shot him to the
front ranks.
The average actor generally puts
on that amazed pose when referring
to any success.
"I expected to get
somewhere," Gary admits, without
grinning, smiling, or attempting boyish earnestness.
"I hoped to reach
stardom."
lic

He has reached it. His pictures
have not all been riots, but all have
been good box-office attractions, and
Gary has never turned out a poor
performance.
Many insist that he is not a real
actor.

I

remember

that

a

young

Spanish player, commenting on Mr.
Cooper's artistic efforts, gave a dull,
plodding walk across the room, say-

—

"He
ing. "Pasa la vida como este"
goes through life like this."
All must admit that, whether a real
actor or not, Gary Cooper is always
convincing.
Is not being convincing
In "Morocco" he gives
real acting?
his finest performance, thus far.
So you

see,

you may

rail

against

i

li:j

Fat Folks

it
Mr.
ooper'a silence,
seenu t.>
Mr will
serve him well, nevertheless.
eventually return to his beloved earth.
(

IK- likes tin' sea,

i"i

ami the

the sea

overburdened

land are closely akin.

— Not Lazy

a>kcd him why, after achieving

I

tin'

are simply

End

position he holds, he chose liberty
.thin,

and indifference

wood's dictates,

rather

to

than

1

lolly-

the Cause

We usiil to think that fat folks wen
lu/v or gluttonous. We now know that

accept

them.

it

hardly know," he replied.
"I
onl\ know that nothing in people can
"I

isn't so.

Their vitality

stir
tinso profoundly as sunsets,
mountains, valleys. Facing them you
ize that nothing else could give

much

oo

I

i

hoi

burdened,

to fat.

s

Modern

science has found a great
the thvroid.
cause in a defective gland
Its secretion largely affects nutrition. It
also stimulates other vital glands.
After years of research and experi-

more beauty."
have good reason to believe that
the CocipiT silence i^ no pose, that
his love of nature i^ genuine.
If
Gary's statements ever prove false,
shall
station myself outside his
I
dressing-room door and. standing on
a barrel, shall bring down my little
hatchet on his head.
He will then
[

—

ment, doctors the world over now sup-

And

ply this lacking factor.

excess fat

has disappeared by the millions of
pounds since they did so.

Marmola

prescription tablets

embody

Try

it. Price jSl. 00. It offers what your
doctor would probably prescribe. Watch
the results
the fading fat. Then please

the factor which they use. A worldfamous medical laboratory prepare* it
to fit the average case. The complete
formula appears in each package, so
your doctor can advise you on it, if

Bee Montana sunsets and stars to his
heart's content without having to go
there.

—

your friends what we are
you. Don't wait!
tell

Marmola has been used

for 24 years
Users have told
others, and the use has grown and grown.
Now the slim figures you see every*

— millions of boxes of

Gown

where are due

it.

largely to

telling

MARMOLA

you wish.

I'm as you all know, this drastic
action will never need he carried out.

Buy a Star's

is

their hearts arc over-taxed. Forcing
blood through such a mass of tissue
btorbi much of their eni
If thi v < .it too much, it is because
their food is not converted into fuel and

PRESCRIPTION TABLETS

Way

The Right

Marmola.

to

Reduce

Continued from page 86

business

woman, and has done much

to organize the store.

Miss Turner

Any

disheartened extra
must surely feel brighter after speaking to her.
She disregards her own
misfortunes and sympathizes with
those of others. She has always done
BO and probably always will.
Many of the present-day celebrities, youngsters who hive done little
for their fellow creatures, run into
hostess.

is

the

Brown Derby

bemoan

to

their

bad breaks to interviewers.
Life is
cruel to them, they wail.
They are
not understood, their talent not rec-

15 to elderly men and
women, recently solved
our puzzles and won a
place in our Good
Will Fund Prize

of

D

i

first

star of

works one block away.
in
Hollywood don't
know her. Many of the young players have not even heard of her.
Yet
screen,

'

h

^^

Here's
bigger pnz.s.
qualifying test for
All
opportunity.
this
prizes to he awarded In aocord«
standings
with contestants'

*

X

//

/

when

final

decision

made.

is

FIND THE TWINS
Here are 12 pictures of Clara Rr>w. the cr. at Paramount Movie Star. Look at these pictur.s carefully. At

T,

fans

I think back to that
night when
we crossed the Irish Sea.
How
cheery she made the other passengers
feel.
Again in the theater, while

bombs dropped from

Ki®^'

—
—

comforted a panic-stricken
"Don't be frightened. It
"
is all right.
It will soon pass
It seems to me that the autograph
albums and kodaks are on the wrong

first they all look alike
but that's the "t atch" so study
them closely—do not make a mistake. Somewhere amonir
these pictures are two. and only two, exactly alike identical
in hairdress, collars, and cuffs. They are the twin pictures of
Clara Bow. If you are lucky enough to find them, by all means
rush the numbers of the twins to me for submission to puzzle
judges.

Additional
If

your answer

is

$850.00 For Promptness
you
be
—

correct,

will

eligible

for

'

j

rize

distribution and may win the highest prize
a brand new <<n h. p.
Waco airplane land complete flying instruction) or $;sS0.no
with $850.00 extra for promptness, making the total $1,700.00 all
i*h.
M.iny other prizes paid at same time.
Duplicate prizes
Jnl
awarded in case of ties. Cash reward for all taking active
~^*P
part.
No prize less than $10.00. N D re puzzles for |
solve.
No obligation. Ferhaps
be the
-s\
in ner of the
hiclie-t prlMl
but
Bead
lurry!
M. J. MATHER, \ili.-rti-.inc Manager,

Z

hostile aircraft

onto the darkened city, where, from
the stage, her smiling face illuminated
by the light of a candle. Florence

street.

<;$i//

~~^2-^

—

Florence Turner, the

audience.

y\

")

a large

new

tures.

Turner

r^\
\2)

in

Chicago bank to
PM doxena o

^^"SS^vj//
the

Immature fans run after them,
pleading for autographs, begging pic-

Tourist

rK
\v
\\

"^Nv

of
$34,210.00.

have deover

$7,900.00

v more

They won a

total

ognized.

the

We

V/C/' posited

A,/

b tribution.

V>

i

U3!^%

Room

174,
(

M

Weal

hiougo,

111.

Illinois

Street,
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Classified Advertising

Alabam' Cowboy

Agents and Help Wanted

Continued from page 61

STRANGE

COMPOUND

BATTERY

charges Instantly.
Eliminates old method.
<!alLives new life and pep.
HiU profits.
lon Free,
Lightning Co., Bt. Paul, Minn.

Patents and Lawyer*

They spend much time

Faw-

at the

and they go often to Pickfair.
11 icy
aren't keen ahout the hridge
and babble of the customary social
cetts',

affair.

PATENTS.
let

free.

Book-

Send sketch or model.

Highesl

references.

Watson

Promptness assured.
Pal. 'in
Lawyer, 724
ton, I), c

INVENTORS

Ninth

—Write

ISest results.
Coleinan,
E,

Washing

St.,

book,

for our guide

"How to Gel Your Patent," and eviilenre
of invention blank.
Send model or sketch
for inspection and Instructions Free.
Terms
reasonable.
Randolph & Co., Dept. 412,
\\ ashington, I). C.

PATENTS— Write

for

Free

"How

book,

to Obtain a
tion Blank.

Patent" and Record of InvenBend model or sketch for Free
Opinion whether it comes within Patent
Office Kales.
Victor J. Evans Co., 767 Ninth,
Washington, D. C.

Story Ideas

Wanted

STORY IDEAS

for talking pictures, magazines.
Accepted any form for revision, development, copyright and submission to markets.
Established 1!)17. Free booklet.
Universal Scenario Co., 419 Meyer Bldg., Western and Sierra Vista, Hollywood, California.

Help Wanted— Female

HOMEWORK: Women
liable

wanting obtain

kinds write for information.

stamp.
York.

Eller

New

Broadway,

29G-T

Co.,

re-

Enclose

Detectives Wanted— Instructions
DETECTIVES EARN P.IG MONEY. Great
demand.

Excellent opportunity.
Experience
unnecessary.
Particulars
Free.
Write,

New

George Wagner, 2190 Broadway,

Y'ork.

Help Wanted— Instructions
RAILWAY POSTAL CLERKS. $158.00Steady. Spring examinations likely.
education.
Men 18-35.
Sample
free.
coaching
Write immediately. Franklin
Institute, Dept. a 2, Rochester, N. Y.

$225.00.

Common

Learn to Dance
You can

learn all the modern dances— tho latest
Tanpo steps, the new Fox Trots, dreamy Waltzeasmart Collegiate Steps, and popular Society Steps
at home. easily and quickly. New chart method
makes dancing a* simple as A-Ii-C. No music
or partner required. Don't be a wallflower.
Learn to danco. Complete course— 2S5 pages,
61 illustrations, sent go 6 Days' Free Trial.
Equals S20.00 course. Send no money. Pay
postman only $1 93-plua postage up«n arrival.
Uoney back if not delighted. Catalog Free.

Franklin Pub. Co.. 800 No. Clark St-.Dept. B-204. Chicago

Kill

The Hair Root

My method Is the way to prevent hair from growing
again.
Use it privately, at home. Booklet free. Write
We teach beauty culture.
today enclosing :i red stamps.
D. J. Mahler, 94-A, Mahler Park, Providence, R. I.

YOUR FUTURE—
Love, courtship and marriage.

Employment, health. BQCCC00.

Home and

family.

etc., etc.

YOUR

COMPLETK PERSONAL astrological forecast.
25 LARGE PAGES. SEND NO MONEY'. Pay
75c and pontage when do trend. Cim Birthdate. MONEY BACK
I'ROMITI.Y IF NO MORE THAN PLEASED.
THURSTON, 36L, 20 W. JACKSON BLVD., CHICACO
I'

Their romance was a charmingly
natural one, like unto hundreds of
others, except that Cornelia Foster
was prettier than the average coed.
Accompanying the Alabama U.
football team to California for its
New Year's Day wrestle with Stanford, Connie was present when Mr.
Fawcett and George met, an event
destined to change the lives of the
two youngsters considerably.
His history, up to the time he got
up steam and struck out for the distant goal of every gridiron onto which
he strode, was most ordinary birth
in the little town of Dothan, Ala:

added

moonlight

parties,

country

dances, and tomfoolery to the day's
burden, equally as great in the desert
heat as under the sudden snowstorms
encountered during the spring in the

mountain fastnesses.

The
final

killing of

chapter

of

The Kid

So famous was

period.

closed the
hectic
the twenty-

West's

the

one-year-old Brooklyn-born desperado who terrorized the country's great
hack yard, that sixty accounts of his

were written, one by Sheriff Pat
his Nemesis, who finally
ended the outlaw's career. Billy had
killed about twenty men.
The picture version was suggested by the biography written by Walter Noble
life

Garrett,

Burns.
"Sure, I'm crazy about The Kid,"

fording college.

Johnny Mack beamed. "His lovable
personality charmed even his enemies until he was ready to shoot
them. His good humor made him a

of

popular

bama,

public-school education, the
usual flurry over the problem of afit,

as his

As commonplace, all
name itself. At Ala-

bama

U., however, studies slid into
second place, and quickly he became
the star halfback of the team.
He

still

talks football, but not of his

own

participation.

The Browns are quite obviously
small-town, and are satisfied to remain calm, natural, gentle, unharassed by the excitement of Holly-

idol.

"Many

legends have grown up
about him, which allowed us a certain liberty in giving him a veneer of
whitewash.
To excuse his many
murders we made his purpose that of
making the West a better place for
decent folks, cleaning out the more
vicious
rustler

elements.

He was

The Kid had been

cap-

loyal to his friends."

Several months were given to production of "Billy the Kid," and
Johnny Mack could talk of little else.

tured by the rangers of

Sequences were shot in historic spots.
General Lew Wallace was military
governor of New Mexico during the
outlaw's activities.
Their meeting,
when he offered The Kid a pardon
in return for amicable surrender, was
reenacted in dramatic detail. In the
wilder sections of Zion National
Park herds of cattle were filmed.
They went into the Grand Canyon,
and Kit Carson's Cave, located in the
foothills of New Mexico, served as
another locale.
The usual fun which actors on
rough locations manage to maintain

celluloid,

in

as

cattle

but

wood.

As soon

a

fighter,

and a ruthless

mike and
Johnny Mack went to work

"The Great Meadow." with Harry

Carey impersonating Daniel Boone.
This story of the early settlers in
his ambling accent
full opportunity to drawl along at
leisure.
He plays the leader of one

Kentucky affords

of the first parties to cross the Alleghenies, in the decade of 1775-1785.
For Johnny's next yarn, Zane
Grey's "The Shepherd of Guadalupe," set in the sheep area of the
West, will provide a background not
often screened, through which a
World War veteran rides in search
of health and fortune.

You Can't Hide

/ FAT

HIPS

Hollywood High

Pal i* not healthy and cannot be
beautiful.
The greatest physical perrectlon of any people was attained by
lent

thru

the

Creeks and was developed
of massage.

art

Regular

massage intelligently practlced will free you from excess fat,
quicker and with greater safety to your
than freak Hollywood diets.
health
dangerous pills and violent exercises.
line you overatout mi's, iu'st,

THIGHS,

DOUBLE

LEGS,

ANKLES

or

a

CHIN, then send for this
"Perfection of Form & How to
Attain It." and learn Imw to reduce
by simple massage in tho privacy of

book.

borne.

Send your name ami address (write
and we will mail it ., ~
to
you on receipt of
Fairmont Publishing Co.
35 West 32nd St.. Suite 1210. New York
plainly)

1UC

Lights

Continued from page 104
close to her head in the boyish style.
Mary was also gallivanting about in

dancing number.
seems that "Kiki" is proving a

a dress suit in a
It

fortunate choice for her, as it is moving along without hitch, unlike the
recent "Forever Yours."

smiled

when we read

Mississippi,

that in Natchez,
had been ac-

Tom Mix

cused of once stealing a horse named
Bologny. This was supposed to have
taken place before he came into the
movies, and was brought up in a
trial for breach of contract with the

Ranch Show.
Maybe it wasn't a horse dear
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Early

Dog

Days.

Speaking of court proceedings, we

Tom was

old

interested in. but a sausage.

t

!

.\. is

,

have

\\f

all

saj

to

"I"

la

1

McCormack's

-

li'IH\ "

My

film

has beei

rt"

ill

WHOSE

in

irothy

N

I

glad girl

I

in

b

reason to

has

.(•<

They

ica.

She always per-

earnest.

is

it

much

are as

a one-ho

at

in

vogue

the present

EYES

ARE THESE?

but then you know
with musical films in Amer.

how

Trio Slightly Disturbed.

LIS

as

mo-

sonifies brightness <>u the screen, n<>t

pertness, but now >lu- can be
helpful and optimistic about her own
She has a contract with
future.
RK< that brings her $1,250 a week,
\

Happy Though Broke.
Again a grandfather! Also broke!
That is the fate of a former matinee

)

and

other than Francis X.
His daughter, Virginia,
wife of Jack Conway, the director,
Also Francis X.
has a second -on.
has admitted his penury, while playing on the stride in a Chicago stock

if
the right kind of story
cornea along, she will be starred <>n
her <>un.
Meanwhile, she continues
a member of that carefree trio that
also includes Bert Wheeler and Rob-

also,

Bushman.

Woolsey.
Bert, by the way, is
momentarily separated from his boon
companion Woolse)
because
appearing in "Too Many Cooks/'
which Douglas MacLean is producert

company.
Most amazing of all. he stated he
had earned between $6,000,000 and
$9,000,000 during his career
He admitted, too. that
movie idol.
he had lived like a maharajah with
his entourage and his castle on the
Neither does he
Ganges, so to say.

1

.

ing.

Incidentally, can

possibly be true
what we arc hearing, namely, that
Messrs. Woolsey and Wheeler arc

ming high

hat

None

idol.

it

Only

At any
is

rate,

it

Winn
has

in

greater portion of the
California.
He has bought a

home for a reputed price of a half
million dollars, and is calling it "San
Patrizio Parque,"
Patrick's
Park.

Spanish

for

McCormack

fluence.

Continued from

Love's comeback.
Pauline
Frederick's
success
Madame X.
-ie

Margaret Livingston's red

Nancy
:

Carroll's

ditto

;

as

hair.

her Irish-

her marriage to a newspaper

man earning a good salary.
Myrna Loy's exotic personality.
Raquel

Torres's

publicity

the

The

in

Harold Lloyd's

mansion.
Sue Carol as Evelyn I.ederer, a
society girl of Chicago.
The books stars mean to write
when they retire.
Their "town" cars
their
ditto
:

houses.
Olive Rorden's erstwhile

a--

ritzir.

her complete metamorphosis.
Kay Francis as the best-dress

woman anywhere.
Ruster Keaton, "the frozen-faced"
comedian.

fine

M

tlu-y

f«-«-l!

\l»<>

OSC

.

I

mm

2c

All?

Young

c*

nplcte set of 128 morle actors containing such start

N
The
it

a nips.

rntirt-

Scn<l

«et

f.,r

only

U

Me M

*

Jer

til©

or

D

KING STUDIOS.

Box 3A.

Mollis,

N. V.

fJTICURA

p.^

Richard Dix's susceptibility
opposite

to the

-

Snap for daily use.
Ointment to heal skin irritations.
Talcum ideal after bathing.
mrh. Sarrrlo fr*«.
Address: "Cuttcurm.- D«J>«- 'B,
Hildra, Hut
Prirc 2.V.

Awards

Academy

of the

of
tion-picture Arts and Sciences.

Mo-

Pola Negri's loss of popularity because of unsuitable stories.

Adolphe Menjou's suave Continental

elevators

aching eyes,

Millions of Bottles L sed 1 early!

rest

Phyllis Haver's sacrifice of a career for a wealthy marriage.

photo-

graphs.

tir<-<K

*I.oretta

as

We

><>n v»iili

motoring and <>il><r
outdoor exposure to soothe away
the Irritation caused bj sun*
\*
ami ilust 60c at <l rug and
depart men stores. Trj it!

A

Aren't

way

t

celebrated Lubitschfight, at the Embassy Club,
Lubitsch's dancing partner was Miss
Munson.
The famed director was
also known to be attentive to her on
other occasions.

claims any intention of again becoming a movie star and there are no
tracts in sight, but still proximity
to the studios might be alluring in-

strain

IMiirinv after

Matrimonial Whisper.

During
Kraly fist

mrr.'

Pli

reading, Sewing or office u»rk

left

just

ico.

dis-

Nation*!

Bimph apply a few «lro|>s <>( IluimIi..
Murine* Almost immediate!; they'll
fed fresh and rc-i «•«!, and will lix»k

rector,

living the

year

Iral

quick

this

Friends of Ernst Lubitsch, the diand Ona Munson. are hearing
that the two may be married some
time soon. Miss Munson is known to
have set about getting a divorce from
her husband. Eddie Buzzell, in Mex-

significant that he

is

I

Kmm

1 1

A

..f

end eye

Erin's Songbird Present.

Maybe it means that John McCormack will continue his screen career.

on.

-

.

He has
regret present misfortunes.
had a great life of it. he declares.

?

IH, \.i -h<

DMMfl IH»|ril.ir l.ir«. 'I hi* VotitJtful Im .ml \ i% f , fl yfr IpCltlHl t.ill. Wtllghl I'Ht |Htun<1*, iintl li.iI'lni cycm and In/fit brawa h.ur.
ImIo***.

sophistication.

The value being associated with
Edward Everett Horton on the stage.
Patsy Ruth Miller's congeniality
with literary lights.
Tnnocent visits to Agua Caliente.
Mary Xolan's change of name.
Mary Miles Minter's interrupted
career.
'Ie

Taylor's

Vilma Ranky's
Will

Rogers's

weak

roles.

attachment

Cecil DeMille's bathtubs.

EX-BLONDE
"TrOW much liehter your hair used to he." What
ii a pity to hear this from old friends. You
won't if you use Blondex. This special shampoo,

gutturals.

family.

Don't be an

to

his

for blondes only, prevents darkening— gradually
restores natural, radiant beauty to dull, faded
blonde hair. Notadye. No injurious chemicals.
Good for scalp. Follow the advice of a million
delighted users. At all standard drug and department stores. Try Blondex today.
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PHOTOS
ENLARGED

Zasu— My Cloak!
Continued from page 74

SIZE 8 x 10 INCHES
No'
to

ll

rt

ynur rhii
a "

Hronn.l© photo

li

about

48c

bust form,
ludsCtpaa,

EACH

nift'i >r
.

She worries herself into headaches
Almost anybody's
people.
troubles will keep Zasu awake at
night.
She wishes she were rich

<

at
a
huvain.
H una pnre for full
it

or

eniarire-iieriUt of a y
!>il'iio.
Safo reiurn

group
pool

r

original photo tiuaranlot-d.

Send

tin nigh

NO MONEY
photo
snap«h
w
your be

mail
or
>t
<any a ze> a id within
k
will ivceive
HI
iu
an ar-rement size 8x10
k-uar lutat-d fodela ». 1'ayp h •
M' plus a 'cw r.ntn p -Hini
ii«o oi He d 60c with ordw n id
J«i"t

jo j

things

i i

m

tijia

'1

—ound

nintzin^' utter

538

wo p-iy pontage.
>our photo today.

of

AkT

RliX

So. Dearborn,

Take ad v untune

Dept. 860.

Chicago.

111.

Are You Always Excited? Fatigued? Worried?

t>y

Gloomy ? Pessimistic ? Constipation. Indigestion,
cold sweats, dizzy Bpolln and sex weakneHN are cause,!
NERVE EXHAUSTION Drug*. Umice and medicine* cannot help

weak, tuck nervfix ! i.earn how to retrain Vigor, CaJmneea and Self
Confidence. Send 25c tor th.s amazing bj.k.

RICHARD BLACKSTONE. N-324 FLATIRON BLDC, NEW YORK

r

eetyour favorite
vvie star
IfMox
your

favorite
photos of
all original
stars, size 8 x 10, glossy prints, 25c
Your favorite scenes from
each. 6 for SI 00
any of the recent pho o play* 25c ach 12 or
$2.50 Positively If tSumt ohtaimthlr any-

BRAM STUDIO,
630-gth Ave.,

Studio 312,
I

$5,

N. Y. City

WILL BE PAID TO ANYONE

'who proves THAT

1H1S

not the actual photo of myBelf showing
superb physique and how the Koss
my own height
to 6 ft. 8 3-4 inches.
is

my

System hns increased

-

Hundreds of Testimonials.
Clients up to 46 years old gain from
to b """'""' '" * feW week3 "
'

!_

No Appliances- No Drues-No
ROSS SYSTEM NEVER FAILS.

|

Dietin?

FIRST | N 1907
first to-day

Fee Ten Dollars Complete
Convincing Testimony and Particulars 5 cents stamps.
"Allow time for return mails across the Atlantic"
C. MALCOLM ROSS, Height Specialist
__^_
•}»»

Scarborough. England.

(P.

^?

O. Box IS)

MONEY
EARN
^ AT HOME
YOU
or

full

can make $15 to $50 weekly in spare
time at home coloring photographs.

No experience needed. No canvassing. We
you by our new simple Photo-Color
process and supply you with work. Write
for particulars and Free Book to-day.
instruct

COMPANY Ltd.
340 Hart Building, Toronto. Can.
Producers

are clamoring for new
short story
ideas, plots, etc.
Perhaps you can write one that
we can shape and sell for you. One writer (V. M.)
received $3.0C0.
New York best Market. Write

now

for

free

booklet,

Movie

without obligation,

HOW

TO

WRITE FOR THE TALKIES, By FAMOUS DlkECTOK!
Daniel

O'Malley Co., Suite 6,

DEAFNESS

1776 Broadway,

IS

N. Y.

MISERY

Many

people with defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,
go to Theatre and Church because they
use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
in the Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.
They are inexpensive. Write for
booklet and sworn statement of QfMjM
the inventor who was himself deaf.
A. 0.

LEONARD,

Inc.. Suite 667.

70 5th Ave., New Yor*

WHILE

faasEIheyldsb
—
about a secret method how
have "Beautiful Now Skin
Days." Amaziior Cerman Discovery. Men and Women, Old and
Younur can (ret rid of disfifrurintr
facial blemishes and havesof t NEW
youthful si. in. Your friends will mar*

Lcam
you

that

— innumerable

little

common

sense,

indicate

rather than a grand gesture.
Attempts to fete her are nearly
always frustrated.
"You get," she claims, '"a better

meal in some

joint

little

in

crtn

in 3

vel atthechanpro. Wrinkles, Freckles.

GONE I
RUSH name and address for Frs*
Write MARVO,
Beauly Treatise.
Blackheads, pimples

1700 Broadway, NewYorkCKy. Depto-81

abilities

in

silents.

Perhaps

he-

be the one to present her adequately in talkies.
It so happened that her first audible role was a comedy one.
Zasu,
who does nothing by halves, was very
funny.
One of the few film veterans to realize that, with the new medium, speech must be consistent with
the pantomime, she used a nasal,
plaintive drawl to point her comedy.
will

Sonora

It

Too

worked.

well, in fact,

for

rather go there."
Her group of friends is varied.
Neatly penciled eyebrows about town
are often raised at Zasu's pals.
"I seem to have a fatal fascination
for tramps. And I love them. Real
people honest, kindly, merry people
what better friends than those can
you find? Of course, some celebrities are good fun, too, but you never
can be sure you won't run into politics, and playing politics just isn't my
idea of social relationship."

The lirst dramatic opportunity she
has had since the advent of talkies
was as Lew Ayres's mother in "All
Quiet on the Western Front." I have
talked to people who saw the original
version at the studio, and they say
that Zasu's interpretation of the timid,
worried little mother was a master-

She has been Mrs. Tom Gallery
for ten years.
Their little daughter,
Ann, nearly eight, is demure and in-

piece of artistry.
But the picture was previewed in
a neighborhood theater whose feature

town.

I'd

—

For four years there has

gratiating.

also been Sonny, the
of Barbara La Alarr.

adopted child

Sonny

is

eight,

and a really delightful little boy.
Zasu adores them, and is a mother
with as much judgment as I have

too,

ever seen.
"I'm so anxious for them to have
everything
not
extravagance,
of
course, but all the little joys children
are entitled to.
Children are marvelous people, so honest and sweet,
and the)- deserve the very best.
"I do want my children to like me
when they grow up, but I don't want
them to be 'dutiful.' I loathe hypocrisy, and this business of a child's
duty to its parents is just that. The
only basis for human relationship is
;

The IRVING- VANCE

Talkie and

place of this, she does
them that require even

thought

things

—

•

I

where
Wo have the largest collection of
movie photos in te country. Just name the
star or scenes you want. Remit by money
order or U S 2c stamps. Est 1912.

In
for

more

In.. !ik«

one she

to look after every

knows.

the shadowy, half-insane heroine of
"Greed," showed that he realized her

genuine affection.
if

Ann and Sonny

much when

shall

I

love

be happy

me

just as

they reach the thinking

age, but I shall never
that they ought to."

make them

feel

Zasu married her first beau before
she was twenty, and established a
home of her own. Yet this adherence
to old-fashioned custom has not narrowed her vision.
Although she struck fame very
shortly after her first appearance as
the slavey in Mary Pickford's "Little
Frincess," her career has been unProducers don't seem to have
even.
known quite what to do with her
talent
a talent so great as to approach genius.

—

Von

Stroheim, by casting her as

ever since she has been labeled "comedienne," because she has a funny
voice.
It has occurred to no one that
her funny voice is evidence of good
acting.

was "Honey," with Nancy

Carroll.

happens that Zasu's drollery was
an important part of this comedy.
She got her usual high quota of
laughs.
The preview followed immediately.
Quite naturally, the less
It

discerning members of the audience
greeted her appearance in "All Quiet"
as comedy relief.
Although they sobered later in the face of the touching reality of her performance, that
rirst laugh marked
Zasu's removal
from the picture.
Psychologically,
the laugh was an inevitable hangover
from "Honey." Nevertheless, when
"All
Quiet" was released, Beryl
Mercer played the mother.
And
Zasu returned to her succession of
maids.
"I'm pretty tired of holding milady's cloak.
If I must be a servant,
why can't they take a big chance and
let me do a cook or two ?
And I just
I've
love to do telephone operators
had only a couple of those."
Zasu will weep on no one's shoulder.
Her dilemma is her own, to be
deplored in private, but not allowed
to darken the atmosphere in public.

—

The fact remains that here is one
of the greatest artists at our disposal,
and nothing

is

being done about

it.

Ability like hers occurs but rarely,
and who are we to stand inertly by
y
•s
wasted? Since producers
d
mass remarks, could
I interest you in a campaign to make
the most of Zasu Pitts?

and see

it

will listen only to

!
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What

Make-up Bungalows

the

tinucd

"My

furnishings have
changed during the last thru- years,"
Janet Gaynor said, upon her return
to tin-

ideal as

Fox
I

She

"No

fold.

now.
would
can suite."
got

to

it.

like

-ilk

gewgaws,

an early-Ameri-

The couch's peach

taf-

cover and the orchid voile curtains have been replaced by ruffled
curtains, chintzes, odd wall paper and
bright slipcovers over maple furnifeta

ture.

Moran

Lois

receives

blue

a

in

bower,

>ver
threaded with silver.
her cosmetics shelf flutters a green
valance trimmed
with black lace.
Mary Duncan's seasonal homelet lias
<

pongee

curtains

cross-stitched

in

bright hues.
Billie's Dovecote, a nest of Nilegreen satins and chiffons, with wicker
furniture, awaits her successor.
What Joan Crawford's simple
dressing room lacks in decorativeCaness, her living room supplies.
nary yellow is exclamatory against
and a
black.
There's a small piano
ry of Doug, Jr.'s, photos in many
poses.
Greta Garbo's suite is of
cream, royal-blue, and crimson tunes.
Grace
Velvet covers the day bed.

—

Moon's
an

effect

done

is

of

in

silky

rose and orchid.
simplicity being
dears, the door-

achieved.
And, my
knobs are trimmed in Sterling silver!
Norma Shearer's two-room suite,
done in apple-green and orchid, the
furniture and woodwork green, is
simple.
dainty
hut
comparatively
As linst blue walls with a faint trac-

Tell

TO IVIIMKS

iii 'in p.n

OXLY

ing of gold is placed Bessie
furniture of blue ami rose tone-.

The

touches of scarlet in cushions, la
and dressing-table accessories.
Leila Ilvains dresses in a blue
suite, amidst modernistic silver furniture. Julia Faye's dressing room is
lined entirely with mirrors; in her
apple-green, silver, and rose reception
room there is a small green piano.
The rugs are mauve and magenta.
Betty Compson's modernistic room
i> a magic place, with panels sliding
in and out of her make-up table, and
mysterious drawers that appear to be
going one way and really are going
the opposite direction.
The mosl attractive at Universal
is Mary Nolan's jade-and-gold room.
with its pygmy piano, brocaded couch
and an Oriental screen on which a
white peacock trails his feathers
The
against a green background.
ral note of Lupe Velez's is a big
polar-bear rug.
One might imagine Norma Shearportable dressing room the exer'-quisitely upholstered interior of an
old landau, except for its practical
mirrors that hide cupboards, its small
Mary
ice chest and ironing board.
Marion
Greta
Pickford,
Davies,
Garbo, Norma Talmadge, and other
stars also rate these perambulating
boudoirs, small reflections of the
pomp with which the making up of
stellar faces must be invested nowadays.

Personality Racketeers Break

t/ris

little

secret!
Not

In

racketeer finds, too, that there's

drives around in a large car when
he can't afford a used Ford. If he's
jobless and broke, he coaxes credit
out of landladies and restaurant proprietors by talk of a big check or conThen
tract just around the corner.
he leaves them holding the bag.
1

le

If he's a
lines

comedian, he

and passes them

off

funny
as his own.
lifts

scramfour copyrighted playand-novel plots and submits the concoction as an original.
It's a great game, with hundreds of
If

he's a scenario writer, he

bles three or

variations that keep it from getting
boring.
It's one racket where the
get an equal break with the
men. Some of the feminine players
go in for the more sinister tricks.
ladies

while others specialize in such harmas impressing directors
with their superior intelligence by
carrying highbrow books to the set
or location, but never reading them.
The personality racket is the logical
development of the tooth-and-claw
competition for Hollywood's fabupri/es of wealth and fame.
It
sucks into its maelstrom many perwho would rather star clear of
it.
Everybody in the movies knows
about it. and many are disgusted with
it.
But they also know that it's danus business to turn State's evidence
racketeer,
even
against
a
though he be of the parlor variety.
There are a few squealers, hut
usually the victim talks to the public
as if there were no such thing as a
racket.
He got that black eye. he
will declare, from bumping into a
door.
-

sou! will

a

jubt v.lut

r.

you

ha\e done io m»ke your
hur to lovely I Certainly no-

'

body would dream that » tinshampooing could «dd such

f

gle

beauty — such delist. iful lustre—
such exquisite soft (unci

A secret indeed— •

ist's

_-

•

secret!

beauty special -

But you may shite

it'

Justenr Golden Glint Shampoo* will
show you the way! 25c at your dealers'.
or send for free sample.

/

(*Nolt: Do not confute this uith other thanGolden Glint Shampoo
3 pocs that merely cleanse.
. .'
in addition to cleanunr, e/a\tJ your hair a "linytint"— a uee little bit not much— hardly ptrcepIf/,.libit.
But bow it doct brink out the true beauty of
your own individual thade oj

—

W*
£
J.

W.

MAO. (O! PO> >OW
KOM CO.. M4 Rnini.r Av,-..

Seattle,

Wash.

»••••

D.pt.I)

Please tend a free sample.

Name

-^—

Address
Cift
Color, of

d

i

A

WAY TuX

HAPE

VENOSE
Nnso

Anita

Ad-

juster shapes flesh
and cnrtllnee

—

quickly,
pnlnl'

tafely,

while

ssl.v.

ur work.
ill-.

30 DAYS
HOME TRIAL
ANITA INSTITUTE.

Doctors

pralae

it.

nw
Write
FREE BOOKLET.

£17,00(1

D-90. Anita Bldg

.

Nr.

rk.

N.

J.

WANT

A STEADY JOB''
for "Uncle Sam"

$1260
UBN Wl
liook.

The

.

tan-and-golden-brown background of
Johnson's suite is brightened by

Work

nothing like four-flushing to put himHe talks big
self over in Hollywood.
and keeps up a magnificent front.

.

I

to

S3000 year

wl"

FRANI
Dtp't.

UN

A2B2

ISSTITUTE
Rochfitrr. M. T.

.nstantly transforms lashes into a
dark, rich luxuriant frinire oflovefincss. Lends sparkling bnVI
liance and shadowy,
rjjinc depth to the eye

>^

easiest eyelash beauti
f ... Perfectly harmless.

Csedbythouaa]
idor waterproof Liquid Ittaybelline. Black or Brown, 75c
ct goods counters.
illCACO
.

Good and
Good for You.

—
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Have Shapely Limbs

.

or Slender Ankles . .
Relieve swelling or varicose
.

King Vidor

Near 36th

—

New York

St., Suite

60S

three.

Mercolized Wax
Keeps SkinYoung
Absorb

all blemishes and discolorations by regularly using
pure Mercolized Wax. Get an ounce, and use as directed.
Fine, almost invisible particlesof aged skin fleck off. until all
dofects, such as pimples, liverspots. tan. freckles and large
pores have disappeared. Skinis beautifully clear, soft and
velvety, and face looks years younger. Mercolized Wax
brings out the hidden beauty. To quickly reduce wrinkles and otherage lines, use this face lot ion: 1 ounce Powdered Saxoliteand I half pint witch hazel. At drug stores.

How To

Obtain

"Madam

Better Looking Nose

Improve

Your

Personal Appearance
My free book tells you how I guarantee
to improve the shape of your nose by
remolding the cartilage and fleshy
parts, quickly, safely,
or refund your money.

and painlessly,

The

very fine,
precise adjustments whirh only my
new patented Model 25 Nose Shaper
possesses, make results satisfactory
:md lasting. Worn night or day. Over
100,000 users. Send for free book to

TRILETY,

Pioneer Noseshapiag
Specialist.Dept.216 Binghamton.N.Y.

M.

Satan"

— Metro-Goldwyn.
•

humdrum wife who
get husband from
cabaret girl.
The clash and victory
come aboard a Zeppelin, which then
wrecks in most faked scenes of recent
Slow-moving

goes

tale of

"wicked"

to

Kay Johnson, Reginald Denny,

date.

Roland Young,

Lillian Roth.

—

"Those Three French Girls" MetroGoldwyn. Gay as musical comedy, but
only incidental songs. Whimsical Englishman

A

film,

ventional screen stuff, not story of the
famous outlaw.
John Mack Brown,
Wallace Beery, Warner Richmond, Kay
Johnson. On "Realife" film good for
Five mountains instead of
Westerns.

WALTER

G. A.

Fifth Ave.,

Western, and hi5
although it is con-

directs a

this

lifts

i

— Metro-Goldwyn.

Kid"

the

"Billy

Sendankleandcalf measure. Pay
by check or money order
(no cash)—or pay postman. .

helps

mean

things on
jail.

There they meet two roughneck

Americans.

Denny,
dra

three dressmakers toss
landlord, and all go to

Fifi

Bright dialogue. Reginald
Dorsay, Yola d'Avril, San-

Ravel,

Edwards,

Cliff

Edward

Brophy.

—

"Sinners' Holiday" Warner. Pennyarcade woman, hard, avaricious, has
trouble with her wayward son, who
finally kills a fellow crook.
Entertaining glimpse of ugly side of life. Lucille
La Verne, James Cagney, from stage,

Evalyn Knapp, Joan Blondell, Grant
Withers, Warren Hymer.
"Up the River" Fox. Funny story
of prison run on coed lines, with varsity
show, ball games, and flirtations. Goes
dramatic now and then, but mostly humorous.
Warren Hymer fine; Humphrey Bogart, Claire Luce, Spencer
Odd
Tracv, newcomers from stage.

READ

—

Air Trails

"What

a

Widow!"

Disappointing on

On

Month

Friday of the

—United

Artists.
but dis-

whole,
plays new talents of Gloria Swanson.
Slapstick farce in swanky settings. Rich
young widow goes to Paris for good
Owen Moore, Martime and has it.
Herbert Brazzetti,
garet
Livingston,
Gregory Gave.

Sale the Second

the

You Must

If

Youth, The"— First
National. Oh, yeah? AH about a girl's
hidden love for middle-aged guardian

"Truth

20c per copy

FILM TYPES

with moving- picture studios who want
your type. Unequal opportunities wherever you live. Not a
school. Details sent in plnin envelope. Write today. Dept P.

Your photos

listed

FILM CASTING BUREAU.

580 FIFTH AVE.,

NEW YORK

HOLLYWOOD SWEETHEART BRACELETS

•

—

first to own one
attract attention —arouse
ndm ration

Be the

!

GIFTS!
fA)

UNUSUAL

PHOTOGRAM

Bracelet— Two initials as
and frame for
desired
photo.

Plati-croyd

finish

— never tarnishes.
(B) AMAL1NK Bracelet
—Any

four letters and one

emblem as desired.
usual — Attractive

About

mate her to "The
Imp" David Manners, who is anything
but, and, anyway, falls for a night-club
cutie.
Loretta Young, Conway Tearle,
and

Un-

!

Either Bracelet. Postpaid$2.00(C.O D.plus Post- State initials - S>-nd checu or Money Order.
afire). Rush order
Cash in advance from Canada.
NAT'L CRAFTS CO., Dept. 4S0, 20 West 27th St., New York

of gruff old soldier.
All will be hotsytotsy when hubby is shot. Walter Huston, Kay Francis, Kenneth MacKenna.

"Hook,

his

—

efforts

to

Myrna Loy.

—

"Way for a Sailor" Metro-Goldwyn.
Indifferent film of sailor with girl in
every port.
John Gilbert still minus
the glamour of the old days, through
mike's
capriciousness.
Wallace
the
Beery, Jim Tully playing at acting,
Leila Hyams.

—

"Boudoir Diplomat, The" Universal.
Amusing play called "The Command to
Love" becomes dull and pretentious,
and why the more suggestive title?
Ian Keith miscast as hero. Mary Duncan, Betty Compson.
"Virtuous

The cinematic

Sin,
sin,

The"— Paramount.
rather.

Wife makes

play for Russian general, to save condemned husband's life, and gets fond

Line,

Girl inherits hotel,

and Sinker"— RKO.
and on way to claim

two

chaps appoint themselves her
Rather dull and boring,
with
wisecracks.
Bert
Wheeler, Robert Woolsey, Dorothy

it

guardians.
sprinkled
Lee.

"Lottery Bride,

The booby

The"— United

prize

of the

month

Artists.
to the

went through
Operetta that
sort of accident.
Fascinating in
sense that those village try-out theatricals are.
Jeanette MacDonald, John

picture.

some

Robert

Garrick,

Chisholm, and comic

relief.

But
"Sin Takes a Holiday"— Pathe.
only in this film, presumably, for Tillic,
the Toiler, becomes the lawful bride of
the boss, and tumbles into millions, giving nothing in return. You know, just
like

those oodles of stenogs you have
Constance Bennett plays the

known.

gel.

little

Kenneth MacKenna,

Basil

Rathbone.

— Fox.

Foreign Legion
except for
Warner Baxter and I yrna Loy. ExLecellently staged desert fighting.

"Renegades"

story

that

pretty

is

bad,

r

gionnaire deserts, becomes ruler of the
tribe, and kidnaps the girl. Noah Beery,

Gregory Gaye, George Cooper diverting.

"Santa Fe Trail, The"— Paramount.
Western picture with beautiful scenery,
big herds of sheep whose herder is the
hero. A feud ends when Richard Arlen
wins the hand of Rosita Moreno. Mi'.zi
Green and Eugene Pallette do their
share.

"Big Trail, The"— Fox. Just a noisy
"Covered Wagon" which, with all the
Injuns and buffaloes, fails to get a big
hand.

film.

Stories of Aviation

to Current Releases

Continue! frjm page 68

June Walker, of stage, makes excellent
debut; Anita Page, Robert Montgomery, Robert Ames also good.
Zasu
Pitts, Marie Prevost.

cated (flesh colored) {rum rubber hose
Worn next to theskin they fitlikeaglove
and you can see the improvement at
once. For over 25 years they have
helped thousands of people, and are
worn all over the world.

389

Guide

Confidential

per pair

. veins and reduce your limbs
with Dr. WALTER'S famous mcdi

Dr. JEANNE

A

*6.75
5.00

fans

When

producers realize that

will

want interesting people and

not longer

acting,
Marguerite
trains?
Rollins, John Wayne,

wagon

Churchill, David

newcomer with schoolboy

"Du

Barry,

United Artists.
one of screen's

diction.

Woman

of Passion"—
Sad lapse in career of

best,

Norma Talmadge.

released probabl}- on word of yes men.
Story of Louis Xl"s girl friend who
escapes guillotine to arms of Conrad
Nagel. William Farnum, Hobart Bosworth, Ulrich Haupt, Alison Skipworth.

Bert Lytell
"Brothers"— Columbia.
brings to screen his stage success, playRich
his
own twin brother.
ing

adopted boy commits murder, and
brother from seamy edge of town is
Dorothy Sebastian heroine
blamed.
who knew all along that speakeasy
musician was prize twin.

"Bat Whispers, The"— United Artists.
Shivers of ten years ago calm down to
slightest tremors, if not actually boring,
as The Bat annoys old lady in leased
unenergy
Morris's
Chester
house.
curbed.
Una Merkel, William Bake-

Maude Eburne.
"Lady Surrenders.

well,

A"

— Universal.

Much

talk in that hybrid accent, "stage
English."
Story of wife who goes to
Paris to get divorce, but changes her

Hubby thought he could depend
upon her going through with it, and
marries.
Rose Hobart, Genevieve Tobin, Conrad Nagel, Basil Rathbone.

mind.

—

—
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Information, Please

Waist and Hips

from page 102

rttinued

Wit mi-

I'm onb
mystery man
I'm I iiK.in to much more than
Maui ici ( heval
that to my mother.
m.in i< il
inVallee, .1
enchwoman, who was formerly "ii the

tn

you

>•>

;

'

I

I

Maurice

i*

ripped

V'

ilar,

America'i boy

but

ii

friend,

to°.

hasn't

Ik-

Buddy.

Dorothy

Quickly Reduced

1

i

Winkler, Bel)ld Pound Road, Half-way
Jamaica, British West Indies, and
she would like t>> lu-.ir from other fans.
'I'ii

<Jree

without dieting, drugs or exercises

P

hips 2
WAIST and
what

4 inches smaller

\<<

in

10 days.
.:rdle

the

That".-,

*

We

women.

lone for thousan

urge

.

Tommy
like
ter.

— No,

I'm nol laughing that you
Sally Eilera ;i> your sisI'm sure she wouldn't mind being ;i

to think

Made

"i

"Dry

Martini,

is

Denny was born November

20,

He

has been in pictures since 1919.
Lola Lane was born in Indianola. Iowa,
twenty-one years ago. Gus Edwards saw
her perform at a benefit concert in Des
Moines and engaged her for his vaudeville
act.
She also played in "The Greenwich
Village Follies" in New York: and it
was while she was appearing in "War
Song" on Broadway that a Fox executive
saw her and engaged her for the heroine
in "Speakeasy."
Her contract followed.
Interviewers try to print the truth about
stars as they see them.

Miss Nosey Pasker.

—

If you were just
you would have found out
that it takes from three to four months
for your answers to appear on the news
stands.
I
like your question, "Do stars
always answer your request even if you
don't send money?"
They don't always
answer even if you do!
John MackBrown was born September 4, 1904. Tohn
Holland lives in Hollywood, but I don't
know his home address. Mitzi Green is
10 years old. is fifty-three inches tall and
has brown hair and gray e;.
little

.

iuccs

I

With

th

Miss Betty

F.

you draw,

continue
'

weigh as lit!
letskinbn

E ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET pive> full details about
marvelous girdle and particulars 01 our 5-day trial offer
from all risk
with money-back guarantee that pr
for it today.
No obligation. Simply fill out coupon and mail to
Periplastic, Inc.. Dept 4012, 41 East 42nd Str« t, New Yorl
Rl

i

I

'

Ptrlclnlif.
41

Inc. Drpl
4012
East 42nd Street. New York Ct>
•

.

'nt and

OO

obligation

lllui-

State

City

WRITERS FORM DEVELOPED

E.i5y Simple M :h *J that
stood the test of 26 years SuceevsfuJ

hM

By an

Advance Royalty Payments,

i

New

Talking-Picture Sonf rrquurmrnli,
fully explained in our Free instrucbook. Wrilera of Words or Music
for toot • may submit their work for free

examination and advice. Put

exWe revise, compote.
music and secure Copyrights.
Our modern method guarantees approval.

arrange

Write
1678- Y

Today— Newcomer
Broadway.

New

Associates.

York. N. T.

PEERLESS WONDER CREAM
Staled ar.d Prepaid, and trll me how
Develop a Beautiful Rounded Form bu your Stmplo
Borne Method." That is til you need gay. and 1 will return
the dime- if yorj wish, hut send it NOW.

MADAME WILLIAMS.

of

Suite

14(1.

Dolan,

1% Homestead

f

v

Pennsylvania.

Mrs. An-ita F. Potter. 726 West 64th
Street. Chicago. Illinois, has kindly
fired to supply photographs of Barbara
La Marr to any one who requests them.

Of course, you've witched tho funny screen caper* of Walt Pi
Mickey Mouse who has soared to "movie" fame In Columbia Pi
His name and fame are spreading; everywhere as more and more "movie''
get to know him.

fans

He appears here now to help you And success through a real test of
observation that will qualify YOV for the opportunity to win fame an.l
fortune for yourself and win one of Uiese Ten Equal Flr-t Prizes.
Here
Mickey Mouse has been snapped In eleven poses. Some may
Is the test.
look alike, or maybe none will look alike to you—at first.
But two of
the poses really are alike
identical twins.
In these. Mickey Mouse's
armi. feet, head, ete.. all are In the very same position.
Study the
pictures carefully. When you think you have the twins. s*nd their numbers
on a post card or mark with an
X and send by malt But be quick

—

'

I

Extra Prizes of $100.00 Each for Promptness

will be paid to ten First Prize winners on proof of promptness, making
ten First Prizes $700.00 each or. If you prefer, a new fully equipped
1931 Chevrolet two-door Sedan (value $600.00) and JI'io
ei'ra. Duplicate
in case of ties.
No answers accepted from persons living outside
s A. or In Chicago.
Send no money. No obligation. Just rush your
answer today and I will let you know at once II It lj correct.
W. C. DILBERC, Publicity Director, Room 89. SOS M. Paarttorn St., Chicago. I»

M

Buffalo.

Nfe

CAN YOU FIND THE TWINS?

'

Sym-

to

im
t700^ Each

JplO

i.

ANY

rtc.

lixe

perience unnecessary.

for

metrica] Kiin: re -- Development where
needed. Neck, Chest. Arms. Lcfnt—in
fact
part of the Body. You need
not vend me a long letter. Jiut write
me a LarQ<

nosier,

Avenue. Hartford. Connecticut, would like
to have Lois Moran fans write to her.
Ye-. Miss Betty, there is a
Montgomery club. Write to Jesse Jackson. Jr..
Wabash Avenue, Atlanta, Georgia;
Apartment 10.
And the
Club
nearest you is in charge of Xicoletta di
Pietro, 341 West Otterrnan Street, Greensburg,

t

this

just

her exact ape.
Yes, Polly Moran
appeared in "Those Three French Girls."

a

its

Plantation Rubber

live

little

give

aid

fresh,

of finesl quality,

'

drawings with
which you illustrate your letter.
Dick
Arlen married Jobyna Ralston on January
28, 1927.
Jobyna is about 25, but doesn't

1891.

risk.

mould-, away flabby
comfortable, light—some models
ounces (garters included)—full of tin)
I

English

our

lis,

I'ln-

—Your

at

every step you take,

Marriage," "Broadway Bal
"Sailor's
Holiday," "She Couldn't Say
Long Trail," "Roaring
No,"
"Long,
Ranch,
["rigger Tricks," "Let Us Be
Gay," "Dough Boys"; and her next is
another Buster Keaton 61m, "Parlor. Bedroom, and Bath." She also played in several Mack Sennett short comedies.
I'm
sorry I have no home address for her and
can only
M.-G.-M. Studio at Culver City, or Universal.
I'm afraid your
preference for Sally above all other players is not shared by many tans; we get
few inquiries about her.

Rompetrollet.

tOO

by automatic massage.

in

"Trial

dandy, and so are the

it,

by the famous Goodrich Rubber

to you!
Sallj
New
York, December II. 1906. Shi ha- brown
hair and eyes, is five feet two and a half
She married
inches tall and weighs 110.
Hoot Gibson last June 28th. Her pictures
arc "Slightly Used," "The Campus \ amp,"

was horn

to try

_\oti

N.

Y.

—
120

Information, Please

was a personal friend of
and has all Barbara's personal
photographs, which she will be glad to

was Theodor von Eltz who played the
count in "The Divorcee," whose name was

have reproduced "to keep Miss La Marr
in the memory of her public."

to

Mrs.

Potter

ara's

Cockney Harry.

—Don't

Curious.

worry about our neg-

The

Gaynor.

editor will
publish a picture of her as soon as some
good new ones come in. Didn't you see
the nice ones in our March number? Janet was born in Philadelphia, October 6,
1906.
Her family moved to California,

Janet

where
School

High

Polytechnic

attended

she

She started her

San Francisco.

in

movie career as an extra. Janet is only
five feet tall and weighs 100 pounds. She
Her
has brown eyes and auburn hair.
She
favorite sports are golf and tennis.

was married to Lydell Peck, a lawyer,
November 11, 1929.
Miriam Brewer. See Mrs. Anita F.
Potter.
Greta Garbo came to America

—

six years ago.
Her most important films
were ''The Torrent," "The Temptress,"

"A

and

the
Devil,"
"Love,"
of Affairs," "Anna Christie,"

"Flesh

Woman

and

"Romance."
Barbara La Marr's films
were "Three Musketeers," "Prisoner of
"Trifling
Women," "Quincy
Zenda,"
Adams Sawyer," "The Hero," "Poor
Men's Wives," "Souls for Sale," "The
Eternal City," "Strangers of the Night,"
"Sandra," "The White Moth," "Heart of a

and "The

Siren," "The White Monkey,"
Girl From Montmartre."

Yvonne Langlois,

Rue

41

Boisseau,

Quebec City, Quebec, Canada, would like
very much to hear from other fans, either
English or French. I'm sorry, Miss Langlois, I do not know the personal description of Madame Maurice Chevalier, as she
is not in movies.

—

A Vagabond Lover. So you're all for
Rudy Vallee? Well, I' m half for him,
too half for him and half for myself,
which seems fair enough Rudy was born

—

in Westbrook, Maine, in 1903, but doesn't
He is six feet tall,
give the month.
I doubt if he will
blond and blue-eyed.
play in other pictures, as his first one was
not successful. Write h im in care of the
National Broadcasting Company, Fifth
Avenue, and 56th Street New York City.

Ida.

—Yes,

your

list

is

rather long, and

know all the answers. Those you
ask about who give their birth dates are
Warner Oland. October 3, 1880 Fredric
March. August 31, 1898; Jeanette MacI don't

;

1907; Lillian Roth, DeMitzi Green, October 22,
1920; Raquel Torres, November 11, 1908;
Bernice Claire, March 22, 1909; Lupe
Yclez, July 18, 1909; Karl Dane, October
1886;' Leila Hyams, May 1, 1905.
18,
Mary Doran
Marlcne Dietrich is 24.
doesn't say on which September 3rd she
was born.

Donald, June

cember

16.

1911

13,

Hazel

;

Elliott,

Harrincay,

80

Glenwood

Road,
England,

London, N. 15,
a few "pen pals."

would like
Movie Mad. I sometimes get pretty
mad at the movies myself. The stuttering
hotel man in "Love in the Rough" was
played by Roscoe Ates. Conchita Monte-

—

negro played the heroine
version of "Call of the

Vernon

played

Howard

and

in

Haight for

— What

a question
does Garbo dominate every scene she plays
in!
She does for me, although Marie
Dressier almost nosed her out in "Anna
Christie."

lecting

not mentioned
thank both

the

Lloyd

the Spanish
Flesh."
Suzy
French version.
in

Hughes

are

not

brothers.

Evelyn Prischett.

—Both

and Julia Haight write

to

Betty Dolan

you

that

it

their

And

cast.

Dolan

Miss

Another

Just

and

I

wish
Miss

Fax.

— Noel

Francis's

were "Rough Romance" and
"Fox Movietone Follies of 1930."

—

Stanley E. Brook. It does seem too
bad that even Clive Brook's own cousin
should find
to him.

I

it
impossible to get a letter
don't know his home address,

but he probably lives in Beverly Hills. If
so a letter with only that address would
reach him. Or you might try him at the

Masquers' Club in Hollywood, to which
most stars belong.

—

Joan. Kay Francis is five feet five,
but doesn't give her age. Gwen Lee, born
November 12, 1905, has since grown to
be five feet seven. Anita Page gives her
height as five feet four.
Joan Crawford
was born March 23, 1906. Constance Bennett is about 26, but doesn't say exactly.
Besides the films you mention, Kay Francis has played in "For the Defense," "The
Virtuous Sin," and "Unfit to Print," her
next release.

—

Go on, ask me heaps of quesheap big Oracle is used to that.
Louise Fazenda was born June 17, 1895.
Lois Moran's latest films are "Not Damaged" and "The Dancers."
She is nowplaying on the stage in New York in "This
Is New York."
Yes, Reginald Denny's
career got a new boost through the talkies.
His new films are "Madam Satan," "Those
Three French Girls," "A Lady's Morals,"
and his next one, with Buster Keaton, is
"Parlor, Bedroom, and Bath."
Bryant
Washburn has played in only one picture
in the past year, "Swing High."
Probablyjust Hollywood, California, would reach
him.
Belle Bennett plays only occasionally you might try her at Warner studio,
where her latest film, "Recaptured Love,"
was made. I have no way of knowing
the addresses of people no longer in pictures.
But players now in vaudeville, like
Baclanova and, recently, Leatrice Joy, can
usually be reached through the RKO office,
Palace Theater, Broadway, New York.
Tom Tyler was born August 3, 1903. His
last pictures, released a year ago, were
"The Lone Horseman," and "The Canyon
of Missing Men."
Gavin Gordon is still
with Metro-Goldwyn, and "The Great
Meadow" is his new film. I believe Dorothy
Revier
is
free-lancing.
"The
Squealer," "The Bad Man," and "The
Way of All Men" are her new pictures.
Biddy.

tions

;

;

—

Milton Damita. I see you have the
name that Lily made famous. Martha
Sleeper was born in Lake Bluff, Illinois.
24, 1910.
She has blond hair and
grayish eyes she doesn't give her height
Martha is not married. I
and weight.
don't know of any fan club in her honor.

June

;

Her

"Madam

Satan" was that of
Extras' names are not
listed in the cast, but some of the other
very small roles were played by Vera
Marsh, Doris McMahon, Aileen Ransom,
I didn't see
Jack King. Ynez Seabury.
that picture and can't tell who was "the
girl with all the hands," but perhaps it
was the Spider Girl, played by Katherine
Trixic was played by Lillian
Irving.
Roth.
The dancing piece you ask about
the

role in

Fish

Girl.

was called "The Cat Walk."
Jerome Small. As to when Mary Pickford's new film, "Kiki" will be shown. I
wouldn't know until the company itself
Neither Francis X. Bushmao
decides.

—

Francis, Jr., is very active on the
During 1930, Francis X. appeared
screen.
in
"Call of the Circus," "The Dude

'Once

and

a

Gentleman."

were "They
Learned About Women,'' "The Girl Said
X<<," "Sins of the Children," and "Way
Francis,

Jr.'s

Out West."

information.

films

fir^t

nor

tell

the

in

Wrangler,"

1930

He's

—You'll

films

now

in vaudeville.

have to

sit tight on that
curiosity for a little while longer.
The
truth hasn't yet leaked out as to the birthplace and birth date of William (S:
1.
Paramount informs me only that
he has brown hair, blue eyes, and is five
feet ten and a half.
He is separated from
his wife, Clara Joel.
Your list of his
films is complete.

Bess.

Addresses of Players
Richard Arlen, Mary Brian, Marion Shilling, Marlcne Dietrich, Charles Ruggles, Warner Oland, Ruth Chatterton, Clara Bow, Clire
Rogers,
Charles
("Buddy")
Brook,
Cooper, William Powell, Nancy Carroll, Jean
Francis.
Arthur, Jack Oakie, Kay
Fredric
March, Rosita Moreno, Richard Gallagher,
Mitzi Green, Harry Green, Phillips Holmes,
at Paramount Studio, Hollywood. California.
Greta Garbo, Leila Hyams, Bessie Love,
Edward Nugent, Ramon Novarro, Norma
Shearer, John Gilbert, William Haines, Marion
Davies, Robert Montgomery, Kay Johnson,
Mary Doran. Cliff Edwards, Lawrence Tit
bett, Wallace Beery, Raquel Torres, Joa
Crawford, Conrad Nagel, Anita Page, Buster
Keaton, John Mack Brown, Lewis Stone,
Gilbert
Roland,
Charles
Bickford,
Joan
Marsh, at the Metro-Goldwyn Studio, Culver
City,

California.

Ronald Colman, Douglas Fairbanks. Mary
Norma Talmadge, Chester Morris,
Walter Huston, Al Jolson, Evelyn Laye, Joan
Bennett, Dolores Del Rio, at the United Artists Studio, 7100 Santa Monica Boulevard,
Los Angeles, California.
Richard Barthelmess, Dorothy Mackalll,
Loretta Young, Inez Courtney, Marilyn Miller, Ian Keith, and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
at the First National Studio, Burbank, CaliPickford,

fornia.

Lupe Velez, Mary Nolan. Lewis Ayres, John
Boles, at the Universal Studio, Universal
City, California.
William

Boyd,

Robert

Armstrong,

Fred

Ann Harding, Helen Twelvetrees,
Russell Gleason, Constance Bennett, Eddie
Quillan, at the Pathe Studio, Culver City,
California.
George O'Brien, Edmund Lowe. Earle Foxe,
Janet Gaynor, Kenneth MaeKenna, Dixie Lee,
Mona Maris, Fifi Dorsay, Charles FarreU,
Victor MacLaglen, Lois Mr. ran, Frank AlFarrell
Marguerite
bertson,
MadDonald,
Churchill, David Rollins, Warner Baxter,
Sharon Lynn, Warren Hymer, Mae Clarke.
Marjorie White, Jeanette MacDonald. Kl
Brindel, at the Fox Studio, Western Avenue,
Hollywood, California.
Edna Murphy, John Barrymore. Irene Delroy, Grant Withers, James Hall, Joe
E.
Brown, Winnie Lightner. Marian Nixon, at
the Warner Studio, Sunset and Bronson, Los
Angeles, California.
Hugh Trevor, Bebe Daniels, Rita La Roy,
Ivan Lebedeff, Dorothy Lee, Bert Wheeler,
Robert Woolsey, Betty Compson, Olive Borden, Sue Carol, Arthur Lake. June Clyde,
Irene Dunne. Karl Dane, and Richard Dix, at
the RKO Studio, 780 Gower Street, Hollywood, California.
Allene Ray, 6912 Hollywood Boulevard,
Hollywood. California.
Robert Frazer, 6356 La Mirada Avenue,
Los Angeles, California.
Patsy Ruth Miller, 808 Crescent Drive,
Beverly Hills, California.
Scott,

.

Robert Agnew, 6357 La Mirada Avenue,
Hollywood, California.
Julanne Johnston. Garden Court Apartments. Hollywood. California.
Malcolm McGregor, 179 East Seventyeighth Street. New York City.
Jackie Coogan. 673 South Oxford Avenue,

Los Angeles. California.
Ivor Novello, 11 Aldwycb. London, W.

C. 2,

England.
Harold Lloyd. 6040 Santa Monica Boulevard. Hollywood. California.
Anna May Wong. 241 N. Figueroa Street,
Los Angeles. California.
Forrest Stanley. 604 Crescent Drive, Beverlv Hills, California.

Gertrude Astor. 1421 Queen's Way, Hollywood, California.
Virginia Brown Faire, 1212 Gower Street,
Hollywood, California.
Theodore von Eltz. 1722 U Las Palmas,
Hollvwood, California.
William S. Hart. r,404 Sunset Boulevard,
Hollvwood. California.
Estelle Taylor. 5254 Los Feliz Boulevard,
L,os

Angeles, California.

Tat OMalley. 1832 Taft Avenue, Los Angeles,

California.

Ruth Roland. 3828 Wilshire Boulevard. Lot
Angeles, California.
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READ THE BESTSTREET & SMITH'S Magazines
We

print

on the covers of our magazines the slogan,

the best— Street

& Smith's Magazines/

"Read

1

In the way of
of anything.
magazines, STREET & SMITH publish the best, because
they have specialized in fiction for over seventy-five years.

There can be only one "best"

fiction

We have
who
Our

introduced to the reading public most of the authors
are writing America's best-selling Two Dollar books to-day.
present staff of authors is composed of more than two thou-

sand men and women who know how to write, and who for many
reasons prefer to write for STREET & SMITH.
No matter
toward what sort of fiction their talent trends, they are at their
best when writing for us.

The material

STREET & SMITH

group of magazines
is carefully read and selected by a staff of fifty competent editors.
So far as quality of interest and sound writing go, there is no limit
in effort on their part to insure our readers the best.

You

in the

our magazines on the reverse side of
this page.
Bear in mind that they are made right, priced right,
and. best of all, are published with the desire to give the American
reading public clean, decent fiction of the sort that readers want.
not the sort that we think is good enough for them.
o* °*r

will find a list of

.

STREET

& SMITH

79 Seventh

<€

PUBLICATIONS, INC.
Avenue, New York, N. Y.

—
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READ THE BESTSTREET &> SMITH'S Magazines
AIR TRAILS
A

Monthly, 20 cents the copy

magazine devoted to the

conquest of the

thrill,

tbe

Subscription Price,

glamour and the high adventure

of

$2.00

man's

air.

BEST DETECTIVE MAGAZINE

Monthly, 20 cents the copy - Subscription Price, $2.00
This magazine contains one hundred and sixty pages of actual reading matter
stories of crime, mystery, and detection, that are absolutely the very best published.

COMPLETE STORIES

•
Twice a month, 20 cents the copy - - Subscription Price, $4.00
Every story in every issue is complete. A full-length novel and eight to ten short
stories of tbe wide open spaces.

DETECTIVE STORY MAGAZINE

-

Subscription Price, $6.00
Weekly, IS cents the copy
The excitement of the chase, mystery,

Stirring tales of the most baffling crimes.
romance, and adventure crowd its pages.

....

EXCITEMENT

.
Subscription Price, $2.00
Stories of high adven-

Monthly, 20 cents the copy
Not a dull line in this magazine. It teems with excitement,
ture, unequaled for action and speed.

FAR "WEST STORIES
The

fiction

in

reputations as

-

-

Monthly, 20 cents the copy

-

magazine

is written by authors
writers of clean, vivid, Western stori. -.

this

HIGH SPOT MAGAZINE

-

-

-

-

who have

•
Subscription Price, $2.00
established enviable

Subscription Price, $2.00
Monthly, 20 cents the copy
Adventure of the swiftest kind air, sea. West,

—

Stories that hit only the high spots.
mystery, wherever men do and dare.

LOVE STORY MAGAZINE

Subscription Price, $6.00
.
Weekly, 15 cents the copy
Clean sentiment, enthralling mystery, dramatic and thrilling adventure, make it a
magazine which appeals to every one who eojo.'s a real good love story.

PICTURE PLAY

....

....

Subscription Price, $2.50
Monthly, 25 cents the copy
Splendidly illustrated, stands for the very best in motion pictures.

POPULAR MAGAZINE

Subscription Price, $2.50
Monthly, 25 cents the copy - Great outClean, wholesome fiction, vigorously written by America's best writers.

door adventure stories.

REAL LOVE MAGAZINE

- Twice a month, 20 cents the copy
Subscription Price, $4.00
magazine of intense interest to every female reader really a mirror in which
Actual experiences.
people's lives are reflected.

—

A

SPORT STORY MAGAZINE

- Twice a month, 15 cents the copy
Subscription Price, $3.00
Published in the interest of all that is keen, exciting, and wholesome in sport. It
interested
in.
is
youth
those
things
that
represents youth and stands for all

TOP-NOTCH MAGAZINE

-

Twice a month, 15 cents the copy - Subscription Price, $3.00
the kind of stories that depict
itself

In Top-Notch you will find the very thrills of life
men as they really are stories with a punch.

—

WESTERN STORY MAGAZINE

-

—

Weekly, 15 cents the copy

magazine and become acquainted with the West as
mountains, prairies, and herds of cattle.

Bead

this

it

-

really

Subscription Price, $6.00
is,

with

its

men,

WILD WEST WEEKLY

Subscription Price, $6.00
Weekly, 15 cents the copy
Contains complete, rapid-action stories of the West in its wildest aspect. Galloping
boofbeats and roar of six-guns fill every page with fire and action.

Extra postage required on Canadian and foreign subscriptions.

STREET
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79 Seventh

PUBLICATIONS, INC.
Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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Come Along To Greenwich

Village

There you will meet the fascinating little Judy, artist's model
and inveterate dancer. Those twinkling feet of hers were finally to
take her to the high places of the world, but with all her fame she
was not happy, for the man she loved belonged to her dearest friend.
Bravely she struggled to make the sacrifice that she deemed necessary,
and, in the end. her fine integrity

A

won

her the victory.

story of the cosmopolitan Village and

its

loves and jealousies

is

Dancing Judith
By CORALIE STANTON and
Those admirers
delight
that

the

latest

HEATH HOSKEN

of fine fiction the country over, who follow with
offerings, need only know

CHELSEA HOUSE

"DANCING JUDITH"

is

published by

CHELSEA HOUSE

to

be assured of good reading.
Wherever there is love for romance.
adventure, and mystery, there you will find a devoted
reader.
These novels are new, popular copyrights which
have never before appeared between book covers. If your dealer does
not carry the full
list, write to

CHELSEA

HOUSE

CHELSEA HOUSE

CHELSEA HOUSE,
PRICE, 75

79 Seventh Avenue,

CENTS

New York

PRICE, 75
UUIllUll

City

CENTS

-kow

Qualify.

.

.for 'Prizes

X^ OOK
I

Dim visions of six of our greatest pressharp!
YOU
idents are carefully hidden in this picture.

CAN

FIND THREE OR MORE OF THEM?

<3S^

They are so
vague as to be actually lost to the sight of all but
the sharpest and cleverest eyes. As a test of your eligibility
to win the highest prize of three thousand six hundred dollars, we ask that you find at least three of them. There is
no other cost but a little time and postage. To see them,
it may be necessary for you to turn this picture upside
down or sideways, so scrutinize it closely from every possible angle. They may be on the dome of the capitol itself,

^—

*

the clouds, lurking near the pillars, among the trees, or
want to find out if you are sincerely
interested in our product. This twelve thousand five hundred dollars worth of prizes will be given and every one
of the fifteen big prize winners will receive a beautiful
new automobile or its full value in cash. The smallest prize
in

most anywhere.

your dyes ?

cLeue.r fire

We

<?/$12,500.oo

you can win is $495.00 and the largest $3,600.00. On
simple evidence of promptness, the first prize winner will
receive $2,000.00 cash as an extra reward just for being'
quick! Think of that. Now look sharp! Can you see at
If your eyes
least three visions of the hidden presidents?
are clever enough to find three or more of them, cut out
only the faces and send to me with your name and address.
Someone who has sharp, clever eyes to qualify and is quick,
It might as
can win three thousand six hundred dollars.
well be you. If you pass this test, are quick and make the
prize winning standing, this offer will bring you a prize of
three thousand six hundred dollars in cash. Duplicate prizes
Answers can be accepted only
will be paid in case of ties
from persons living in the U. S. A. outside of Chicago.
F.

Dept.

94

LANGE,

Free Prize Director,

37 W. Van Buren

Street,

Chicago,

III.
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FOREMOST AUTOMOBILE
Out of approximately 44
biles,

When

makes of American automo-

different

the Cord offers the exclusive advantages of front -drive.

.

.

introduced about a year and a half ago, the Cord was an

original,

distinct

other cars.

advancement against the background of

Since then,

its

margin of

all

fine-car leadership has

widened daily due to the experience of the increasing
number of Cord owners.
evidenced by
after

a

it,

Cord

BROUGHAM

the

.

.

.

That

number

great

both here and abroad.
is

.

it is

of
.

.

foremost in design,

is

1931 models patterned

Now

for the first time

available at the extremely low price of $2395.

$2395

PHAETON SEDAN

•

SEDAN

$2595

•

$2395

•

Prices

f.

CONVERTIBLE CABRIOLET
o.

b.

Auburn, Indiana.

$2495

Equipment

•

CONVERTIBLE

other than standard, extra

AUBURN AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, AUBURN, INDIANA

CORD
FRONT DRIVE

Maybe You Can Solve Mickey Mouse's Puzzle
10 Prizes

OU

"Y

know me.

I'm Walt Disney's Mickey Mouse,

anions star of Columbia Pictures.

puzzle and

in a

arc the

of

Right now. I'm

you to find my twin and me.
only two exactly alike in this whole picture.
it's

up

to

$700.00 Each

"I'll

winning

Our

heads, eyes, arms, hands, legs, feet and

we

are in identical poses.

I

tails

are the

can promise you a

good time trying to decide which two we are. Maybe
you won't find us at all— hut if you do, you certainly will

jolly,

he lucky.

Study the picture carefully and when you
think you've found my twin and me. by all means
hurry
up and send our numbers to become
opportunity.

We

offer a total of

pay the winners

eligible

in this

for

this

friend-making-

$700.00 each or a Chevrolet Sedan and
$100.00 extra for being prompt.

a

fir^t

first prize.--

we'll

.

same, and

bet you've never heard

are being given

away

pay duplicate prizes.

irding to their grades

We

of anything

than

prize in our popular contest

when

at

once, and

Winners

—ten
if

there are

will be

the final decision

is

ir.

do not accept answers from people outside U.

or in Chicago.

and me.

Try your

luck.

now.

in finding

at

once

if

C

DILBERG,
;

l<

Publicity Dired

02 X. Dearborn

St..

Ch:

twin

Y

you arc correct."

W.

A.

S.

my

Send the numbers you think are ours by

or by card to Mr. Dilberg at the address below.

hear

equal

I
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The entire contents of this magazine are protected by copyright, and must not be reprinted without the publishers' consent

Special Articles:
What's Wrong With Hollywood Men?
Plenty, say several well-known

You

Away From

Can't Get

Escape from the movies

women
It All

Ben Maddox

.

how

....

The Fibbing Camera

.16

Katharine Zimmermann

.

.

impossible, no matter

is

.

.

stars.

far

30

you roam.

Malcolm H. Oettinger

.

44

.

46

Real beauties among the stars are few and far between.

Samuel Richard Mook

The Crowded Hour
Stage players

who

are struggling for a place in the movies.

There Are No Seconds
Why fans will not tolerate

....

Jack Grant

H. A. Woodmansee

Sun-baked Bohemia
There's a

.50
.

84

colony of free souls on the fringe of Hollywood.

little

....

Feathering Their Nests

How

.

.

imitators of their favorites.

Laura Ellsworth Fitch

.

86

.

89

the stars guard their financial future.

Along Came Youth

Everett Blagden

And promptly overturned

.

the thrones of old stars.

Interviews:
Yo-ho-ho and a Cream Puff

.

.

.

William H.

McKegg

20

Pirates and pastry are mixed in the life of Marian Marsh.

He's Got 'Em "Scairt"
Lew Ayres lays down the

A

....

Toiling Lily
The decorative Miss Damita

The Valiants Carry On
The all-woman

cast of

Madeline Glass

.

.

34

Margaret Reid

.

.

43

.

54

.

.

60

.

.

74

law to his employers.

no hothouse flower.

....
is

"The Mad Parade" shed

Dorothy Wooldridge

their illusions in the

mud

of no

man's land.

Opera Without Airs

Myrtle Gebhart

.....

Grace Moore proves to be

No

Questions Asked

a diva

without the aureole of a divinity.

Edward Nagle

Lowell Sherman reveals himself, however.
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What

FANS

the

Lo, the Poor Reviewer!

GOOD

gracious, Annabelle
What controversialists
Tin's month I divided the letters
we fans are
into two classes
deliberately offensive, and just
as deliberately defensive.
As for me, I can take 'em or leave 'em. By this I
mean that the production itself is of more value than the
cast.
I have seen our greatest stars in
simply terrible films. Then again,
I have seen some practically, or entirely,
unknown players weather a picture with
some extremely fine work, sometimes because of a good story, and other times
regardless.
I do not feel, as some fans
do, that a new presence on the screen is a deliberate
insult on the part of the producers.
After all, the
play's the thing
Film stars wax and wane they age just as ordinary
mortals do.
Sometimes they even pass away, like Lon
Chaney, Rudolph Valentino, and .Milton Sills great
actors all.
new generation of players appears, and
also a new generation of fans to judge them.
There
will always be good, bad, and mediocre productions,
!

!

:

Psome

;

however.
believe that the talkies have raised our standards of
The talkies demand good acting and cultivated
voices
and unquestionably stage training and stage
technique have influenced our tastes.
I

acting.

;

have found

it
necessary to take elocution
voice control and proper breathing.
Some have revealed exquisite singing voices, as Bebe
Daniels and Gloria Swanson. Most of our old favorites
have passed the test triumphantly and, moreover, many
new names have been added Ruth Chatterton, Ann
Harding, Jeanette MacDonald. Helen Twelvetrees,
Maurice Chevalier, Chester Morris, Robert Montgomerv

Players

lessons,

to

learn

—

— the

list

goes on

"Monte Carlo" was the most completely satisfying
entertainment I have seen this past year, and Miss MacDonald's fascination, beauty, talent, and vivacity are only
a few of the reasons why Lubitsch picked her and why
the fans love her.
Some one should send Fanny a big
box of candy to sweeten her disposition.
Fanny is also inaccurate in saying that Jenny Lind
was a "legendary siren." To the contrary. Jenny was a
placid, plain Swedish lady with strong religious feelings.
Grace Moore's characterization is true to life, if not
alluring.

In closing, let me send my sympathy to Xorbert Lusk.
Gosh, what an unpleasant, dreary life he must lead.
Imagine an ordinary mortal being forced to earn his
living reviewing motion pictures and never seeing one
worthy of praise! What a life and what a man!

—

Lennkl Waller.
80 East Plumstead Avenue,
Lansdowne, Pennsylvania.

—

A

!

To me, Jeanette
the newcomers, and

MacDonald stands foremost among

I grasp this opportunity to disagree
with Fanny the Fan concerning the ability of Ernst
Lubitsch in selecting his players.
Surely. Lubitsch's
repeated approval is the highest recommendation which
dive me more of those Lubitscha player can attain,
MacDonald masterpieces those subtly comic, fantastic
fairy tales about sly and charming people.

—

Think

1HAVE

Dorothy Has the Goods.
been vexed enough to write

in

defense of

Dorothy Jordan. Xow for words and
words of protest against Mr. Mathews's criticism of
her.
It does seem odd. don't you think, that the perfect
Mr. Xovarro should have Miss Jordan for his leading
lady in three films if she were such a
bad actress?
Secondly, if she is so distasteful to Mr.
Mathews, why did he persist in sitting
through a picture just to hear Mr. Xo-

my

favorite,

varro sing? I guess that's suffering for
Again, if Miss
an ideal, n'est-ce pas?
Jordan is so affected and inane, why is Metro grooming
her for stardom?
Surely the moguls would not make
such a mistake.
They are too costly. And they say
appeal helps toward stardom.
Dot has

box-office
loads.

As

I think Miss Jordan was
Convent postulants are generally very sweet
Again witness Dot's performance in
and unaffected.
"Min and Bill." It was a perfect characterization.
Miss Jordan, while not beautiful, is pretty and sweet,
and she also has a fine voice. There are few really beau-

for "Call of the Flesh."

ideally cast.

tiful stars.

I'll let it

rest at that.

—

"

Dorothj

like

I

—

J
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of the Federal School Cour

idols

son,

at

commercial

fans

the

Time

I

to
the cold shoulder.
In a
Picture Play I read a letter from a
who had sent a scrapbook to Joan
ford to be autographed and returned.

little

In Spare

tin
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HAVE to laugh when I read about
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The

result?
Naughty
words and teeth-gnashing for Joan bouquets, gushing, and
"or Clara.
Is
air?
I'm ask:i'^ this qui stion of the
girl who sent the books, and of all the
fans who feel as she does
I can easily
see that she was disappointed at not hearing anything about tie hook, and I a
that it pr,
uld have been retur
But if the first book
returned,
instead .if the second, without doubt the
agreeable adjectives would have been associated with Miss Crawford and the dis-
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like to

Bow.

seems to me that the admiration hel
or any
"hat matter
cannot be very sincere if it cai
completely wiped away by a single little
action that was probably not the fault of
the one blamed.
I am only a kid myself
and I must adIt

for a star
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What
A Garbo

EVER

since

Precinct Reports.
Marlene Dietrich was her-

alded by Paramount as Greta Garbo's

most

dangerous rival for first place on
the screen, I have waited anxiously to see
Now thai have seen Miss
"Morocco."
I

Dietrich in action, let me
say in justice to her that
she is lovely—except in
and that she is a
profile
good actress. But as far
concerned,
she
I'm
as
doesn't hold a candle to

—

Garbo.
because
Furthermore,
Paramount deliberately introduced Miss
Dietrich to the public as a "rival to Garbo*s
throne," 1 shall never see another of Dietrich's pictures
no matter who is in the
supporting cast, or how much advertising
ireta

<

—

the picture

The

given.

is

in the publicity campaign for Miss Dietrich is to tack upon
It remains to be
her the role of mother.
A true
seen how this will work out.
mother, it seems to me. who longs for her
child as much a^ Miss Dietrich supposedly
longs for her little Maria, would not leave
her to go gallivanting across the ocean
for the sake of a fat contract.
That is how one Garbo fan feels toward
the "second Garbo."

wrinkle

latest

the Fans Think

some one you know to fall in love
g(
with you and use them for your overflow
of
Admiiration of a star's
emotion?
acting ability or screen personality is natural, but when it turns into these "soul

you

i

crushes," there's a screw loose somewhere.
I
would also take the time to grip
about Barry Norton, and his exquisite
as well as Phillips Holmes of
lis,
the blondined hair, but when it comes
right down to it, who cares, anyway?
They're not worth the trouble, and it is
their bush

But anyway, I stand with S. Carrol in
regard to these peroxide blonds.
can
I
get along without the sunlight playing
through the -pun-gold locks of the leading

man.

And

come

so

Fay, Take a Bow.
do I see mention in "What
Fans Think" of one of the
screen's loveliest young actresses, a girl
the

who invariably pleases with an intelligent,
understanding performance. Not once in
the few years she has
been on the screen has
she disappointed her fans
with an indifferent performance.
Even when the picand some
tures are bad
of them are pretty ter-

—

always strives

This can't be said for
do her best.
Unfortunately, she has been
every star.
miscast of late.
Let us hope then that
1931 will be a banner year for Paramount's loveliest actress, and one of the

to

—

screen's real beauties
Fay Wray.
I would like to present two huge bouquets, one to Nancy Carroll, for her glorious performance in "Laughter," and the

Richard Cromperformance in
well, whose marvelous
"Tol'able David" puts Barthelmess in the

other

to

sensational

the

shade.
375 East

Terry Cotter.
199th

New York

Street,

City.

Give Local

Sheiks

a

Break.

THREE

cheers for Tully, male or female, blond or brunet. Frank or FranI would like to
cis, as the case may be.
muss up a few of those profile-; myself.
Buddy Rogers takes the fur-lined soap
dish for Marcelled hair

B^

I
droopy eyelids.
which way he
would run if confronted
with a fly. or any other

and

^P^^fc

wnder

creature of the inworld.
I
can just
tell the dear boy doesn't
like them.
And as for these movie crushes. Well,
use really out-and-out language
I could
about them, but I shall refrain and echo
the wmd- of Tully: "There ought to be
What's the matter
a law against this."
Can't
with von love-sick little babies?

J^^^
•WP

sect

1

get

—

P.

The Man They Love.

THK
deal

M. R. shows a great
However, I
sense.

letter

of L.

of

common

can readily understand the attitude of
Betty Malone, though it is a foolish one.
I,
too, admire Ramon Novarro. but in
a different way.
It is the man

in

Mr.

Novarro

RARELY

rible —-she

let's

M. E.

have the will power.
Hollywood, California.

Margaret Rcssell.
Abington, Massachusetts.

everybody,

on,

dime and give admiration where it
Pick your own favorites, and if
is due.
you like pink sauce on your pudding, see
if I care.
But do avoid the mush if you
off the

that I love. His
mature, serious outlook
on life, his splendid physique, his wonderful ability as a musician, the still
greater gift of a charming voice, and the fine
man that he really is, are the things that
make the Novarro fans talk about his

soul and

literally

worship him.

Ramon Novarro is the type of man
who inspires one to do the better
His own life, as written in fan
in life.
t'

magazines, is the kind mothers
wish their sons to follow.
Please,

Gay

"In

would

Ramon, make no more films like
"The Pagan" was
Madrid."

beautiful; "Devil-May-Care" was dashing,
and the operatic scene in "Call of the
I hope ''Ben-Hur"
Fle<h" was thrilling.
It is well worth it.
is remade with sound.
R. A. F.

Marvland.

Chest Relief.

What do we

if Stanley Smith cultipeople?
What do
care what Stanley Smith does, aim.

care

influential

Dan

Rohrk..

Escondido, California.

That Giggly-wiggly
is

IT

me

surprising to

Stuff.

that Anita

I'

has not yet been a victim of panning
There is
in "What the Fans Think."
nothing magnetic about her personality,.
and she has done nothing that merits admiration.

She
obvious that she cannot act.
simpers across the screen with a
self-conscious strut, rolling her eyes and
puckering her lips.
If Anita were beautiful I could cred:t
her popularity to that, but she i- not.
But why does she have to accentuate her
Her
defects by such a ghastly make-up?
eyes are always fairly dripping with masIt

is

just

cara, and she makes herself ridiculou
feigning a bored, indifferent expression.
I think it's about time she stopped the
giggly-wiggly stuff, and gave us something in the line of acting.

Betty

F.

Dolan.

196 Homestead Avenue,
Hartford, Connecticut.

Why Are They
JACK MATHEWS,

That

Way?

have you. by any
chance, seen "Min and Bill," the superb
characterizations by Marie Dressier and
Wallace Been? A little girl named Dorothy Jordan has an important part. too.
and darned good she is in it. She proves
that she can act by acting, and she doesn't
have to "try to look sweet." You might
possibly change your mind about her,
though you seem rather set.
A- for Novarro, I agree with you. He
on the screen
i; the most charming person
—or off, for that matter. I have seen

him

several times.

He

served as an u4ier

Cirat a Christmas benefit at the Carthay
cle Theater here and he made a charming
one.

Dorothv Jordan was

also there and, as

have seen her, she
was perfectly charming.
admit that I'm glad Novarro is
I'll
changing his leading lady. Dorothy is too
goc*f for that. She is a coming star. But
is as sweet as
I do hope that his next
Dorothv and as perfectly suited to him.
To "Te Yous Souviens" Many thanks
letter
for such a fine and understanding
Ramon
about that charming boy who is
May he bring us beauty tor
Novarro.
at all the'other times I

:

seems to

IT

me

that certain fans are so

weary of looking for faults in Greta
Garbo that they are resorting to making
up some of their own.
Those determined fogies who won't give
up their cherished but cobwebby ideals
for the glorious voices of Lawrence Tibbett and Grace Moore must be the same

who

ones

wouldn't

give

up

silents

for

talki
I wonder why we don't hear "down
Technicolor!" if changes are so
distasteful to our erudite fans.
What other star would have voluntarily
come down to leading lady after Bcbe
Daniels's years of stardom?
What is this thing called luck, when
Dorothy Jordan, Evalyn
like
players
Knapp, and Anita Page can get on. while
Baclanova and Lillian Gish are allowed

And

with

manv years

may sound

irreverent, but

Kay Fran-

is to have a competitor and rival in
Louise Brooks.
Ramon Novarro's peculiar ability to in-

cis

to periodic outbursts,
during which they fling dignity and restraints to the winds, is nearly as mysterious as Buddy Rogers's unflagging popu-

spire

larity.

certain

folks

to

"Dimmy":

little

manv scoldings.
Would some Chatterton fan please tell
me why they are what they are' Chatof so

a great actress.— but not by anv
greatest, and that's about all I
can say for~ her. I cant find her diam.Ann Henrys.
ine or" likable.
Los Angeles, California.

terton

is

mean* our

Iwindle into oblivion?
It

to come.

I'm a Bow fan
and I
In fact. I'm nearly every one's fan.
have this to say for Clara. She's a darstars, and
ling. one of our most talented
a
is
it
as for getting into print— well,
give her a
pity that some one wouldn't
sympathy and encouragement, instead

And

Crocella

Knows About

Noses.

received a suggestion from one
my admirers, which I hereby si;
to Crocella Mullen for her consideration.

IHAYE

to Miss
is that I send my photograph
Mullen, so she can bring to bear the
strong light of her analytical powi
mv proboscis. After making a close study
of all its little shadings and nuances,
It
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Mi

Mullen

i

onld

i
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Ruth

Anybody's

Woman," or "The Right

screen," et cetera, it s
astounding, and to say unjust, that the
first
prize
Vcademy of Motion Picture

Art- and .Sciences should have passed
her
by. especially after
reading such comment
as the following from the
San Fran

examiner:

difficult to see

bow first place may
he taken trom Ruth
Chatterton, who has
contributed a -erics of superfine portrayals

m

Xo

her pictures.

missed

t

one of them has

fire.

Miss Chattelot laurel as

t

sprig
|

mg

feminine cine-

matic star of the year."

"The Divorcee.'' as plaved by
Miss
Shearer, was indeed a fine picture,
hut
even her devotees must
acknowledge that
there was no great artistry
displayed in
tins him. nor was
uired
Then think oi "Madam X" as plaved
by Ruth Chatterton. the gradual
disintee

woman and

that ending.
then see her before yon as she descends
the steps of the mission
to join her lover
at the end of "The Right
"
to Love

Mas. G. David.

_.

c
ban

Francisco.

California.

Mildred Speaking
\I^HV do Nancy Carroll and Joan
Crawford insist upon singing? Isn't
it enough to be
a capable actress. a l;
only Miss Carroll
ot misery in the
at

Why

X'''
>l
"Y"'
1
they -ee

upposed
,lr

that charming
"Holiday-?
He isn't the type the
Charming Johnny should have been.
Does Ann Harding imagine that terrible
Bairdress of hers is becoming?
She not

hairdresser

hut

a

in

a

M

when
•

dress-

amused when

themselves
to

!

be— untamed and
who never think

l

!

ing,

uho

girls

>od

mauling go
of

,Iten

''

:

to

they

a-

lawless.

the

to

men

she

fall,

n

Mrs,
harmless as little Elsie Dinsmore,
V
Natalie Moorhead vamps them, they stay
van:-

LltXIAN Till

West 72nd

14?')

Chicago,

Street.

Illii

of drink-

smoking, and
•oiks who can mat
times without petting and
the movie- and see a bunch

••ration.

The\ se
ve bedroom farces with
running around m
their
clothing and Hoy- -upp
•

with curiositj
they see ideal- n
oi: religion and marriage treated contemptuously.
What does it all lead to?
Why. maybe the weaker-minded might be
tempted to see what all this flaming
is like, but the clean-minded
young folks
finally decide to -tay away from the movie-, until the older generation can
p;
:

rtainrnent

that

as

is

unsophisticated

majority of the population really is.
Why is it considered smart bv the producers to sneer at decency and treat licentiousness as if the latter only were
•

human?
strive

It

just as

is

for high

why do

ideals

human
as

it

is

to
to

as

rich?

Garbo Camp.

fuss

over Marlene Dietis exploiting her

Paramount

she were the eighth wonder of the
She's just a mediocre actress with
excellent press agent.
Her work in

if

world.

an

the

"M

Gary Cooper and Adolphe Menjou

I

through their large fallowings, poured
thousands of dollar- into the treasury
oi Paramount.
To put their names in
-mall type beneath that of an unknown
foreign actress, no matter how capable
-he may be, or how desirous the prod
may he to push her. is rank ingratitude,
and utter disregard of the tastes and
opinjons of the fans.

Even the crowds who attended the show
were accredited to Miss Dietrich.
Still
she was unheard of when "The Spoilers"
and "The Virginian" filled the same h
and were held over for a second week.
A couple of years ago the capable and
finished performances of
Menjou filled
the movie houses.
Greta Garbo. Yilma Bankv. Ronald
Colman, Victor Mcl.aglen, and Pola N
had to work their way to the top. V.
Miss

She

Dietrich?

good to the eye and her
so there should be no fear

is

minds of those interested

Los Angeles, California.

the

disapproval of the
names of the

the

so

D. BlLSON".

"

cast of

my

li-ted

fall,

Place,

all

way Paramount

is

We

From

I

wish to voice

to

the best in man ?
love good clean pictures and thev
could do so much good in the world.
As
for box-office appeal, -ee what "Seventh
en" did and others of its kind.
h sweet poetical innocence
hovered over a love nest.
"Abraham
Lincoln." by the way, is one of the finest
of the late pictures.

\1/HY

I

want

they not concentrate a whUi

Morton

Dietrich a Forced Sensation?
admirer an

Am

disdain

wisecracking, gin-drinkii
/.outs
are supposed to represent the younger

did

Picture

a

tl

mam
down

that

is

dently that is artistic finesse?
they put Robert Ames in

needs

notic
Gilbert, product

Be Naughty but Pure?

that.
There is plenty
world without looking
Joan Crawford's despairing eves
Evi-

only

theater

lady of

is

to

in

wearing chic clothe-

who

with three distinct charactei
flawlessly, beautifully?
And since writers and critics alike
award Miss Chatterton such attribute

"It

m, a pictur.

publicity

to

to

spectacular films
are boring to the general public.

bons carried out

hirst

man

!

would never show news
Ruth Miller and
othy Sebastian in some good rol
Mildred K. Harte.

Chatter) m's place
X.
"Saral
and

"Madam

us

expli

realize that

a

into

slick

Gaynor explaining

mat
ii

that

Sprig of Laurel Misplaced!

and

owell Shi
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Si

1

"Lupe

;

for:
1

Danbury, Connecticut
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-

I.ih.

,rd's

Janet
her light with

take such

makes the
Frank Tully.
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'>•"/,
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;

he-mannish

channin
acquaintance once remai

my

of

in

Don
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1

t

.1

m

picru

man's

inter* ;ted,

is

i

herself;

with

«

is

J

ed with
and Hen. and

knocked n out of the
Well put, teorge, well put
n

1

ile,

i

lescence

don't

lello

fine,

that she
merits.

will

be

successful

v.

in the

her c.v
on her

in

Mrs. Daniel O'Brien.
843 East 213th Street,

New York

City.

Which Comes First, News or Events?
\17ELL, Uncle Dimmy, here's a Clara
VV Bow fan who's prepared to fire a
few return shots in your direction. H
hoping that the jar of your collap
arguments doesn't knock the filling ov
your back teeth.
In other words, it
would seem that you're a sort of fairweather friend who jumps on a euy when
he's down, and stabs him in the back after
somebody else has knocked him out.
To be more explicit, it seems to me
that somebody or other has certainly
it
in for the devastating queen of
•

What

12
matic

possibilities.

A

few

flights

into

the imagination on the part of this group
of persons, a brief game of "pass it on,"
and newspapers from coast to coast splash
red-hot headlines across their front pages,
and burst forth with a new Bow scandal,
each with revisions by the editor. By the
time the latest edition is presented at
Clara's front door, the original escapade
has been relegated out of sight and replaced by a garbled account of something
ither that never took place except in
some one's overworked imagination.
What's the matter with Clara Bow?
following of influential enemies, and
bility for getting into innocent scrapes
which are haped uoon, distorted, and publicized by said enemies, who ought to retire their imaginations on a pension.
As for loyal Bow fans and there are
plenty of us
let's rally round the standard, as-ault the foe, and bring back the
"Winnie."
bacoi
21 Morgan Street,

A

—

—

Holyokc, Massachusetts.

How Would You
the
INClara

midst

of

Report It?

shocking

of

details

Bow's escapades as reported by
the newspapers, I cannot refrain from
voicing

my

opinion regarding the world's

the Fans Think

far from being objectionable, is very fascinating and pleasant to listen to, and this
is
voicing the opinion generally in England.
Please do not let the odd few upset
you.
You know there are narrow-minded
snobs wherever you go, and we have
traveled pretty far.
Of course, there are
the odd few in America, also, as one fan
objected to Ruth Chatterton because of
her English accent, and Give Brook was
too "Mayfair."
But as we say, no matter where one goes, or how far, he is
bound to meet with criticism, and we may
mention that an English person need not
go farther than Glasgow, from where one
fan scoffs at Pickford and Eairbanks for
doing "Taming of the Shrew," to be
picked up for being English.
lived in Glasgow for four years,
and heard a remark once to the effect that
"she certainly is very clever; of course,
she's English, but what of it, if she's
good?" So you see, the odd few up there
look upon themselves as something very
superior to English.

We

We would like to mention Janet Gaynor
and Charles Farrell before closing. The
only "slamming" these young people have
had, has been in their own country. Over
here they are simply adored, and we think
they are charm, simplicity, and romance

darling.

personified.

One hears people say, after reading the
accounts of Clara's trial in the papers and
the revelations of Daisy De Voe, "Why,
I never knew Clara Bow was like that."
and once in a while, "Shocking." One is
tempted to slap the people saying these

charm. We, of course, love
Clive Brook and Ronald Colman, but our
first favorite is Gary Cooper.
(This is
developing into a fan letter after all.)
Where Mr. Cooper's films are, so are we.

things.

Clara has one of the most vivid and
arresting personalities on the screen toShe has given me and thousands
day.
of others some of the happiest hours we
have ever spent. She is one of the biggest box-office attractions on the screen.
Now her future is being jeopardized
simply because of the writings of numerous overzealous reporters who are
merely after a sensational story and care
nothing for an individual's personal rights
and privileges. I know many people will
believe Daisy De Voe's stories simply because they read them.
If they could only realize that Daisy's
stories are told merely for spite and effect and, furthermore, what if Clara spent
What if she had
her money recklessly?

What if she
boy friends?
Who earned the
occasionally?
Clara is accused of spending reck-

numerous
drank

money

lessly? Clara herself, and its her privilege
to spend it as she chooses.
Bow fans, let's not let a little unfortunate publicity change our opinion of

Clara. Let's show Clara and the world we
Yvonne Haskins.
are true fans.
1029 Leland Avenue,

Chicago,

Illinois.

Letter Answered.
have been quite a lot of shells

An Old

THERE

opened recently, people coming out

to

fan letter, so we think we
for air, too, not exactly with
a fan letter, but one to reassure Irene
Burton on her doubts as to how the American accent is received generally in England.
are rather late, but we hope we
may he forgiven for that, as it is only
recently that we found Picture Play.
find it so interesting that we have endeavored to obtain back numbers, so here
we are with Miss Burton's letter of June,

write their
will

first

come up

We

We

1930.

We

can assure you that the American
and American artists are received
The accent,
with open arms over here.
films

They both have an
adds

accent, but

it

only

to their

We

think his acting in "The Virginian"
one of the most finished, and the most
natural portrayals we have ever seen.

While watching Mr. Cooper one is just
carried away to where he is, until we
forget we are watching a film. Surely the
biggest compliment an actor can have.
If this kind of thing gives any pleasure,
we hope Mr. Cooper will see this, and

know how much

his

by
Upton Park,
London. England.
If

work is appreciated
Three Sisters.

They'd Only "Say When."

reading Picture Play's recent
article on Alice White, I feel I have
to come forward, white with rage, over
the gross injustice meted the child by a

don't-know-what-they-want public.
Although not a White fan, never was
and perhaps now never will be able to
fickle,

over her sad
as good an
actress
perhaps better than twenty-five
others that I have to pay my quarters to
see.
She is pretty, young, ambitious, sincere, and that is more than can be said
about a lot of other players.
If Alice White had not been sacrificed
to the greed of her producers, but had
been allowed to stay natural, she would
have been an even greater actress. When
will producers know when to "say when"
on certain types of pictures?
Just because a little girl makes a hit in a leg
show, they insist upon making leg shows
That's what killed Clara
forever more.
be, I seethe with indignation
plight.
Alice White is just

—

Bow.
Now, you Alice White fans, where's
Are you going to stand
your loyalty?
by and see a perfectly good, hard-working.
heartbroken, little girl be shoved out of
the film world after she has given every
ounce of her spirit to belong? Are you
going to stand for a lot of highly publicized but no better foreigners shove our
own little girl off the screen?
Where's all these hands for Alice?
Where's all your loyalty, producers, and

if

—

The Million-bouquet He-man.
say that my favorite,

can any one
HOW
Richard Barthelmess,

He

is
conceited?
without doubt the greatest actor in

is

Hollywood, and certainly is neither bored
from acting nor conceited. He deserves a
million bouquets for his work.
He is a
great person and Hollywood's one real
gentleman.

Robert Montgomery is another who
should be complimented for his work, inAnd nobody can say
stead of criticized.
a word against Norma Shearer, as it was
recently proved that she is a great ac
If any one doubts this, then why was Miss
Shearer awarded the trophy for the best
work of all the actresses?
Stop picking on Alice White
I am no
White fan, nd never have been, but it
is only fair that she should be given a
chance. Why jump at conclusions? Alice
She has had a hard battle
is all right.
to prove that, and I think she desen
few bouquets. If you want a flapper to
criticize,
what's the matter with the
"Brooklyn Bonfire"?
!

;

He ileave Dick alone.
actor and always has been.
always will be my favorite of Hol-

Again

say,

I

a wonderful

He

lywood's he-men. Kathryn M.
113 Alger Avenue,
Detroit, Michigan.

Glass

Retort Discourteous.
Frank Tully, it is a lucky thing
for you that you don't live around

WELL,

I can be quite
this part of the country.
hasty at times when it comes to a temper,
and I stick up for the people I like.
You don't know sincerity
Silly, indeed
!

when you
are

AFTER

—

Give Alice another break and I'll
she is allowed a little say as to
pictures and parts, she'll give you all you
want and more.
Irene Frechette Batz.
1625 Hertel Avenue.
Buffalo, New York.
fans?

bet,

see
praising a

every

bit

Why

don't

Crocella Mullen and I
young man who deserves

it.

adulation he may receive.
say exactly what dis-

of

you

your highness? If we like Barry
Norton's eyes or smile, what of it?
Give us a picture of yourself if you
want us to transfer our admiration. There
never was, nor ever will be, a man to
equal Barry in appearance, to say nothing
pleases

of his character.

He

is

capable of per-

forming all manner of unusual things.
Accomplishments should be lauded.

Come

on,

Crocella,

tell

us

about

the

baptism.

And, Frank, what do you think of Ra-

mon Novarro?
charming,

I

he

suppose

is

too

eh?

The Eternal

Ipolizer.

98 N. Edgewood Avenue,
La Grange, Illinois.

But Please Don't Snap It.
the Fan speaks of gum

Fanny
WHEN
chewing
I

take

it

for

granted that

she does not mean to be taken seriously.
I suppose she means that gum chewing is
characteristic of a certain type of person.
one who hasn't mentality, or personality,
Would any
or educational background.
one in her right mind apply those phrases
to that pretty darling. Jcanctte MacDonald? Jeanette's lovely voice and talented
She has
acting have been a joy to me.
lightened my heart and raised my spirits.
Of course jeanette will stay in pictures,
because the fans want her.

Kate Seymour.
1165 West Clinton Avenue,
Irv.ngton, New Jersey.
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One Unhappy Ending!

Please,
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two eminent
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Well,

iman when
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think ol
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call a
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Fans Think

the

in the
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lil

•

I

i

difornia.
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-^t

I

would

I

with

tin -ti»<i

•

get

1

truthfully

wonder what

1

-i

inkling

.111

the

me one would

hut

plot,

start

readii

on

itions

blank silence,
by laughter of the audien

!

AFTER

t

cthing, there u

wish tint we might have the ^>rt of
irship
th it
which,
all, is the proper
ex-

I

Outstrolling the Stroller.

it

tempted
Bein
wrath of

tin-

p!

ij

u.o

|

.

why

did

fan.

the

•

admirers

tin

here

.

(

the children

home with me, ami

give

1

allow my chikin
I
Unfortunately all

before
ture.

that waj
ed to attend
The worst thing

feel

begins at
long thought

it

a

n

pic-

not

;

children arc al-

le

themseh
we "Middle-Western

'

morons" have to endure is the strppo
that we must be shielded from unhappy

the

Chattertoi

:-h

,

chide

.

condescend S
when you
are her age you will do the same.
Conrad. Nagel has anything but an
right to

able voice.
as his toupee.

Ills

who

Those

elocution

Mary

say

did

not

into

fall

CUte

.is

can

Brian

act

never -;nv Jeanne EagelS, or so it seems
to me.
Jack Oakie is a wisecracking show-off.

Dorothy Jordan might

Anna Karenina

that

is

she

says "w<
the Rough."

be
rse"

•

>i

but

.

in

"Love

amis, but committed su
that the infamous Billy the Kid was
killed, but arc we alii
'i
an
ending in a film?
We arc given

lashes, because her voice is the most natural in pictures.
Hut if Betty should ever

the

say

i%sky"s

idea

we

wish

and

that

away.
I
up ten thousand string

tiur

could rise

unhappy ending.
Mrs. Ioiix M. Finn-.
South Belmont Ave
on

insist

147.i

<•>/,•

Indianapolis,

time I saw Ruth Chattcrton,
that there would never be anlikc her, but each time I have
her. she has been better than the time
before.
I have just
seen 'The Richt to
I

Love."
Dietrich

They can have Greta Garbo or

— who

exceptionally good

— but

Ruth Chattcrton is so much more fin
nuch more capable, you simply

feel

all

is

:

si

She can put so many

delicate shadinto her expressions and words, that
to me she is entirely without a rival on
the screen.
Particularly is she good in
scenes where she is raging or commandins;.
She
where she

in

1

ordered
I

-nits

make

a

V

!

Please

her for mor
The
of the screen who are good as
people of culture arc few. Ruth ("hatterton and Constance
Bennett appear as
though they are really used to things.
us
Ruth in smart, sophisticated
where she dominates the picture. As for
cast

women

•

•

name

the pictures,

put "Ruth Chattcrton" in lif
merely hint that she will be at a certain
theater, and I will rush right down.
just

Critical Fax.

Atlanta, Geor

Producers'
[

1

WONDER
try

to

pass

about.

O'Brien

Thought for Day.
why
many fine people
-

themselves

off

as

Holmes

deserve

hard

There isn't one hut who is reallv
for the finer things of life the
high ideals, the clean decency of humanity and yet those very things are
outwardly scoffed at. as if the scoffer
Was ashamed of his finer feelings or
feared ridicule. And yet the really great
pictures are the ones which portray that
very fineness

—

they

taste.

Gertrude Warring.

New

u

this— if

•

put

"t

t«

if

wall

York.

afrai

Nancy
our

public see

There

will

I

Carroll,

ba!>

be no disillusionment

in the
they ev.
Mancy Carroll's
baby.
saw her one day with
I
Nancy, and what a daughter! She hasn't
Nancy's beautiful red hair, but she has
her sweetness and beauty.
Come
Nancy, and let the public see her. for she
is a beauty, and would take first prize in
any beauty contest.

public's eye

M.

L.

i

think

have

I

this to saj

Tean-

New York
What,

Palmer.

City,

If

New

Shaver.

that

i

right,

I

What would you
thai

L

say,

M. R.

if

I

after I left the
an appendicitis operation, I
-

1

I
'

'

'

but I got there.
I could have v.
the picture came nearer home, bul
that pron

which

would never have 'lone

I

Pat

;

was printed

in

1

remember the letter that
Picture Play shortly after

the talkii

m

one R
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raving about in
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worth

anything

R

irro.
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Orcm's

Mr.

<JU°1

1,

-?,r

"I

:

pleasantly
anticipate
the
Messrs. Gilbert and Novarro

Then Ramon will live and
John will
Oh. Robert, you're a man after my own
heart.
VI
enthusiastic, are

you? Winder what Mr.
would say if h<
with

Sailor,'

" 'V.

Hyams."

I

Wall

Leila

h

to find Jack's name.

Honest

I

EV."

Boston,

Massacht:

TO

that.

Bring That

Up?
Hello,

there!

That

was

How

Fun:

nice

a

a nation

letter.
fe<

virtuous when it compan
ther one.
Xone of us escape it.
know, we. over here, don't speak

we speak American
the Englishman who, when
by an American professor to fill in

R m mber

ted

Not Mystic?

is

them

Wh-why

Th

!

York.

for the benefit of pro-Xovarro
fans and for anti-Xovarro fans, if I
call

I

!

the "glitter
Betty's m love with
V
mg
call it love if
Ramon the man. Ramon the actor
it's

if

360 West 119th Street.
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Don't Hide the Babies.
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live
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ha.

I

and mattress and

Gil!>ert

THFV

ofl
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I

mon

detested by nio-t

Norma Shearer's clothes are just what
an actress of her caliber would imagine to

—

!

lingo

laughed at the wrong time. The man who
laughed was an ex-soldier who had been
gassed in the War.
Jacqueline I
the sweetest
f
in the movies, but
she wears the
same clothes in all her pictureRamon Novarro, one of my favorit
too good to be true.
Fredric March iactor and a
cultured man. but his cunning mannerisms

Brooklyn,

rocking-chaii

I've

v °u

Frenchmen.
He walked off th.
a French theater last year when some one

be good

the

I

strange
is

And

'"'-I

and

banks, Jr.,
to laugh over that
speak.
Maurice Chevalier

than
porch t\

the

Douglas
cause many a real Englishman

Phillips

boiled?

striving-

wear enough

doesn't

•

when she

the

suggestion.

A

go

and get her.
William Haines has plenty to be blue
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chauffeur out of

to

will

I
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dramatic

commands

"An

the

want

little

heavy

literally

"necess'ry,"
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Well,
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time,

forgiven for her
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Alice White doesn't
breaks she's gettii

first
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Indiana.

The One and Only.
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Why, dear madam,
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talkies.
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fill
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always

fill

fear, will

More power
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a blank
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R<->ad.

Baltimore. Maryland.

to 'em
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"American."
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Why

waste time

on old fashioned methods
.

.

when you can

.

home

play at

to

learn

without a teacher ?
the thought
DON'T
of tiresome practice

of long years
scare you from
learning to play
Don't let the thought
of an expensive private teacher keep you
from letting your dreams come true! For
you anyone can easily teach yourself to
play right in your own home, in your
pare time, and at only a fraction of what
old, slow methods cost!
let

!

—

—

Just look at that sketch on
The note in the first space is
The note in the second space is
The way to know the notes that

so easy

It's

the

side.

always
always

nine

f.

a.

!

the four spaces is simply to rethat they spell face.

in

member

Xow, isn't that simple?
You don't
have to know one note from another in
order to begin. For the U. S. School way
explains everything as you go along both
in print and picture
so that almost before
you know it, you are playing real tunes and

Easy as

—

—

melodies right from the notes.

You simply

A

F

;

i

—

make

it

any

clearer.

Easy as A-3-C

Easy as A-B-C

No wonder

over 600,000 men and women
have learned to play this easy way! For
this famous course is based on sound,
fundamental musical principles highly sim-

Learning music is no longer a difficult
task
If you can read the alphabet you
can learn to play your favorite instrument
in just a few months this delightfully
easy

not a "trick" or "stunt"
method.
You learn to play from notes,
just as the best musicians do.
You learn
to pick up any piece of music, read it, and
plified.

—

same

time is wasted on theories. You get
musical facts.
You get the real
meaning of musical notation, time, automatic finger control, harmony.

—only

the

You'll

You'll

never

a

cents

regret

day.

having

find

—

learned

to

—

They

consist of cominstructions,
diagrams, all the music you
need.
There are no dry-as-

Learn to Play

ANY

Instrument

dust exercises to struggle
through.
Instead, it's just
like
playing a game you

Pinno
Organ

Piccolo
'Cello

Violin
Guttar

Ukulele

learn so fast!

Saxophone
Cornet
Trombone
Drums and Traps
Piano Accordion
Siqht Singing
Hawaiian Steel Guitar
Banjo (Plectrum.

—

Talent Needed

Forget

the

old-fashioned

idea that you need "talent."
Just read the list of instruments in the panel, decide
which one von want to plav
S.

School of

Clarinet
Flute

Mandolin
Harp

5-Strinc

Voice

and

Italian

or

Tenor)
Culture

Speech
-nri

German

Accordion
Automatic Finger Control
Harmony and Composition
Juniors' Piano Courso

Free Book and DemOnStratlOn LeSSOn
Lessons in Your
Own Home" is an interesting little hook that is yours
w-.\
»i
\\ ith this
tor the asking.

"Music

1

1

•

Xo

— the

U.

•

'

free book we will send you a
typical demonstration lesson
than
better
that
proves,
words, how quickly and easily

u can learn to play your
favorite instrument by note
in less than half the time
and at a fraction of the cost

—
—

you really want to play if new
good times, social popularity, and
increased income appeal to you clip and
mail
the
coupon XOW*.
Instruments
supplied

when

needed, cash or credit.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC,
Xew

r.ldg..

534

534

U.

S.

Brunswick

York.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Brunswick
send

Please

EH 6 New
.,

me your

free

York

City

bonk. "Music
with introdnc-

Yor.r Own Home,"
Dr. Frank Cr.-nu
Free Demonstraand particulars of your easy
l
am Interested in the fola me,,t ' ,lan

Lessons
tlon
tion

in

by

I- p

sson

I
f
lowing
com

-

Have you
Instrument

Name

y<

—

School

S.

obligation.

If

V. S.

printed

methods

slow

Id,

way.
friends,

For those who can entertain with
music at parties who can snap up things
with peppy numbers are always sought
Start
after, always sure of a good time!
now and surprise your friends

1

No

few

a

play.

yourself studying the U. S.
way with a smile. Your own home
your studio. The lessons come to you by

mail.
plete

•

I

sic will do the rest.
And remember no
matter which instrument you choose, the
cost in each case will average just the

it.

Xo

is

new way

It's

rnderstand

all

C

go wrong.

First you
rt_ told what to do, then the picture shows
you how to do it then you do it yourself
and hear it.
No private teacher could
can't

A— B^-C

Address
city

State

•

STREET & SMITHS

PICTURE PLAY

DOUGLAS
and

FAIRBANKS,

JR., looms in the cinema heavens as a full-fledged star, a sign of his growth in talent, in years*
The new picture which he will always remember is called "Chances " He and his brother find themlove with the same qirl, a part played by Rose Hobart, who brings understanding out of chaos to the two men.

popularity.

selves in

1G

WRONG

What's

The

film

lovers

with

do not

when they play

the

stir

Roy

Rita La

beau

offscreen.

"Self-centered bores," she calls them.

Mary Duncan says they are charming
fellows

who

actresses.

&

are not treated right by the

The fans must be the

jury.

"Hollywood actors," says Rita, "are such borcompany that after a half hour with them I

ing

am

ready to go home.
"Their ideas are limited to four topics golf,
liquor, autos, and
the reputations of absenl
women. Oh, yes, and themselves. They never
admire your clothes or pay compliments, as all
men should, no matter what a girl looks like. Instead, they say, 'Boy!
Look at this new wide la:

these box shoulders,' my this, my that!
"They hand out a terrific line. They brag
about what a hit they are on the point of making
pel,

%

and say, 'Just stick to me, little girl, and I'll get
you a swell part.' Xext day they don't even speak
to the little fools.

"They have a superficial veneer. I have never
met an actor who was honestly interested in good
books.
They merely read the
book reviews.
They play act
their every minute.
And how
they love to talk
A woman
can't get a word in edgewise.
!

"They think so much about
themselves they never have time
to think about a girl.
And they
are so unoriginal.
For
instance, once, to ask
my forgiveness, a man
sent me six dozen roses.
They are wholesale
show-offs.

aii
They never pay compliments.
shoulders!"

"Boy! Look at these box
Roy complains.

It's

Rita La

"And

they are the
impolite men in
the world. They never
think of hold-

men have
HOLLYWOOD
beating. Their screen

most

been taking a terrific
sweethearts have been telling me all the faults of the male stars.
And,
brother, it all goes to prove that even a handsome heartbreaker is no hero to the girls who have to love him.

Kissable faces and life-guard figures are not enough
say those who are in a position to judge the
qualities of our masculine idols.
Hollywood's
nun stars are supremely conceited, sublimely
egotistical, not a bit romantic, and even downright boring a lot of the time!
Let me assure you right at the start that this
is
have talked to the
no sour-grapes tale.
I
half dozen most popular women at each of the
studios, and I'm swamped with inside informaThe catch lies
tion on the personality hoys.
here: most of the girl stars are afraid to do a
"Strange Interlude" right out in print, because they have to
work with the Hollywood men. But a few bold spirits have
consented to be quoted.
Mark to what Rita La Roy, the vamp, has learned about the
screen lovers.

ing your chair
at

the

table

or opening a
door. Even in
casting offices
it

is

notice-

When

able.

came

girl

a

in

the men used
to offer her a
seat

:

now

-lie

can just stand

and
men

let

the

sit.

Photo

Mary

L\

who

Brian

knows dozens cf actors

are gentlemen, but admits
that there are those other fellows.

-
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HOLLYWOOD MEN?
Maddox

By Ben

terribly spoiled, because
here for every good-looking
myself won't l;o out with ;i man who
man.
When your escort suddenly keels over
drinks.
well,
it
a fashionable restaurant "r dinner party
I'll
won't stand for.
it's
an embarrassment
admit it's hard on the actor, because it' he doesn't

"Hollywood ad

there are

ten

girls

I

I

who

drink, the producer

him

hires

the

Feels that

insinuating that he is wiser than his boss.
"I don't have dates with actor-,," Rita assured
me. "I vamp them all day and then I'm through.
l'\e never had a real friend -acquaintances, yes,
among the actors I've met
hut not real friends
actor

is

Hollywood.

Assistant directors, for instance,
The men stars take
better company.
them>elves too seriously. They have lost all sense
in

much

are

proportion and
without them!"

think

of

Now

to

give

you

shall

I

the

in

stars hesitate to

following will decline.
id about their car
ire.
The men
and ponder every m
thinking that everything they
or do is of vast imThe last thing
ince.
they want to do
settle
down with one girl.
"Consequently, they are
fan

one

get

I

-

marry for fear their
They are twice as

f

I

want

;

Bebe Daniels

They are not romantic. They think
small-townish.
they can mix love with sports, and, therefore, their
making is pretty sad.
They don't think enougl
women to concentrate on making an art of love.
"They make marriage proposals as a routine pr
They are afraid to he adventurous, and they cannot under

And the handsome
brutes just stay home every
night with mamma and papa,
start

in.

'

running every time

look at them !"
pickle
That's the

young

girls

find

tl

Mona Maris

is

a

woman who wants

a platonic friendship, either.
They try
some meaning into your good-fellowship. And when
you give a Hollywood man your private phone number, he
immediately assumes that you are going out only with him in
a

themselves

to figure
g

representative of the traveled, cultured, mature-minded

the future.

actress

"They are too conspicuous

"Hollywood actors." thinks
Mona. who has memories
brilliant

polite than

the unattractive
life out of

bother the

you.

and

more interesting and
any other class of men.

finds actors

The mar-

don't want.'

men and

ried

you what Ji
younger set. has

tell

'Can't
those 1

girl it'-

the

-

woman-shy.

tordinarily
i

world would

a typical ingenue's thoughts

on Hollywood men.
•'ton. prominent

"The men

the

society

in

Berlin.

London, and Paris, "are narrow-minded and mentallv
Hollywood men try to mix love
and sports; therefore, their lovemaking is pretty sad, says AAona
Maris.
Thoto by Au:rey

*v

—

in their actions, dress, talk,

They

and

are more attractive
physically than European men. hut less so mentally.
V
of all, they want to mak
mch whoopee. So I prefer
staying home to going out with most of the men I have met
who act tor a livii
Sounds as if our screen lovers were pretty spoiled, doesn't it?
But a few of the stars I consulted had good wordJoan Crawford, for instance, says. "An actor is no different
from any other man. They all get up in the morning and shave
and wish they could go to the beach, instead of to work."

homes.

Everything

is

for show.
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What's Wrong with Hollywood Men?
look

how grandly they live and you'll
They may not spend as much

fallacy of that.

York playboys,

for there

is

no place

to

see

as

the

New

put out big

money on entertainment here.
"Hand out a line ? What man

doesn't when he can?
Really, actors are charmingly naive!
The poor dears
get so few compliments that they'll believe anything
nice you say about them.

"They won't dress up, and have no manners?
Double check that off their list of crimes. When thenwork all clay, naturally they don't feel like dolling Up
in their evening clothes for an all-night party.
But
between pictures, won't the girls admit that they the
men look darn nice? An actor's manners incline
toward informality, hut I've certainly never found

—

—

politeness lacking.
"The men are gossips?

A man always sticks up for
even the most notorious girls. A man will talk about
their beauty or try to find something nice to say, instead of immediately telling you the low-down, as nine
out of ten women do. The men couldn't possihh
sip as

much

as the

women.

—

men and students oh, all nonactors are ever so much more so. An actor has a general polish, a knowledge of everything which the man
who concentrates on one particular thing can never have.
"When it comes to being romantic, the poor men
all due to the actresses
The
stars have a tough time
men leant to he romantic. But the
"Boring?

Business

—

The actors are afraid to settle down
one girl, Joyce Compton finds.

women

to

!

are downright selfish, in a
The girls capitalize on

mean way.
a

man's

affections.
Hollywood
Continued on page 117

Bebc Daniels and Ruth Roland,

who
tors,

are also happily married to acpooh-pooh the general criticism

They're just like other men, Joan
Crawford has learned; Ihey all prefer the beach to work.

Hollywood men. These two women
them more interesting and polite
than any other class of men.
And
Irene Rich, who knows many business men, states emphatically that

of

find

the actors are not

dumb

in

financial

affairs.

"Just look at the wonderful conmost of them maneuver," she
points out.
"I know a lot of fine
business men who would like to be
clever enough to get such salaries."
There are all kinds of men in Hollywood, Mary Brian and June Collyer, our favorite subdehs, venture to
Photo by Hurrell
If you want a had
say out loud.
The trouble is women are
actor, they insist that you won't have
prcised so much they can't
to look far; hut if you want a genstand to hear a man complitleman, they know dozens.
mented, Mary Duncan beYet Hollywood men took a rather
lieves.
had heating until I ran into Mary
Duncan, who met my queries with. "Tell me what's wrong with 'em!"
I did, and Mary roared.
"Vices?" she finally uttered after her mirthquake.
"I'd call 'em virtues !"
So I asked her to park herself and
tracts

explain.

"In the

first

place, all this about the actors' selfishness," she began.

"Who

could love or admire a
not conceited is not attractive.

man who

An

wasn't selfish?

A man who

actor has to concentrate

is

upon him-

any degree of success.
trouble with the actresses is that when they meet a handsome,
selfish actor they are running up against one of their own kind. Women
arc praised so much that they can't stand to hear a man complimented.
Actresses are terribly conceited themselves.
Remember, the most attractive man is always the one most admired by other women.
And a
man has to put his best foot forward to make himself attractive.
self to attain

"The

"As

for

Hollywood male

stars being tight

with their money, why,
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MISCHIEF

m

JCRGE DELANO,
ist,

lets

his

wifh stars

the caricatur-

play pranks

pencil

whose

different story.

mirrors

See

if

identify them.

Richard Arlen.

%rs

i

Buddy Rogers.

9
A

Fay Wray.

!»

'

54 $'

Jack Oakie
Gory Cooper.

tell

a

you can
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Photo by Lippmann

Marian lunches with her brother Edward after some giggles about dry

toast.

YO-HO-HO and a
MS CREAM PUFF
Marian Marsh and her family brought some of the spirit of the Spanish
Main with them from Trinidad which they are applying to the conquest
of screen

w

fame.

Trilby

is

HEN

the new neighbors moved in opposite me,
took particular notice of the two girls.
The
older one was a stunner, and the younger was
just as much an eyeful.
There were two boys but who
I

—

takes notice of boys?
(

>f

course

I

met Jeanne. George,

Violet,

and Edward

K ninth.
have known the breath-taking charmer of this story
by her real name, Violet.
I have kept an eye on her
while she did extra work under the name of Marilyn
Morgan. More recently I came to know her as Marian
Marsh.
With Marian Marsh we deal, and rightly, too. For
at eighteen Marian is leading lady in John Barrymore's
"Svengali" the talkie version of "Trilby."
Since John
is the star. Trilby becomes a secondary character.
Even
I

si*,

this role will

way.

introduce Marian

Marsh

in

by

the prize recently captured

no uncertain

Marsh.

la

For the past three years Marian, her mother, her sisand two brothers have been almost my next-door

ter,

And if
neighbors.
my neighbors, then

I am not in a position
why not. may I ask?

to talk

about

It came about like this: Marian's sister Jeanne was
one of the members of the historic Paramount school.
Awarded a contract, she came to Hollywood. The rest

of the family,
I

recall

intelligent,

t<

Marian

as a bright

young

thing, very, very

without any cute mannerisms.

she had the brain
of twenty-six.

power

of

many

a

At sixteen
Hollywood charmer

has told me many adventurous tales.
The four
children were born on the island of Trinidad.
On this
island in the British West Indies, the boys and girls
became inoculated with that dashing yo-ho-ho spirit of
the Spanish Main, of pirates and adventure.
Once while innocently playing under a tree with a

Yo-ho-ho and a Cream
Marian

n,

M

falling out of the

-nake
branches overhead right ben

believing

•i.

after

it

to be

Hie

outhouse.
hetti,

i

ran

it.

Marian how

her

t

It
must
But the kitten,

kitten.

be kil
like the children, had a d
and came from the shed
surelj

spirit,

dragging the dead
le, like a limp garden hose, in its month.
Eventually the family went to New York.
ned for the movies.
convent, in
time
in a
me
Marian

M

ssachusetts.

"That was
membrati
time to

on,-

my

time,

it

"i loing awaj
from
lay.
seemed shut away from the

I

When

!.

was

of the many beautiful reearly childhood," -ays the

I

returned home for the holireturning from another

like

re."

The convent

story

\s she will

tell

amusing

is

in this instance

it

is

in

many

you, she has had

little

into other things besides
-till

when she

1"

attending Hollywood
'

i

-

metimes

I'd

cas

a fact.

time

acting.

hif

work.

come

across

Marian

at

the

for

the

ket.

"1

like

to

choose

fruit

and cakes

family." she'd tell me while George would he
ering under a load of potatoes, and Edward weakening under the weight of the

day roast.
Marian told me of a wonderful place to buy
cakes.
"The cream putTs are heavenly," she
These insipid, unsatisfydeclared in rapture.
ing confections were as ambrosia to her. One
day we arrived at the baker's only to find pies
and rolls at our disposal. I bought my French
loaf with glee, while la Marsh, bereft of her
cream putfs. looked as tragic as Bernhardt.
ut two years ago. Rathe thought up a
brilliant idea and formed what they called their
The young members
junior stock company.
were Lew Ayres, Stanley Smith. Russell Gleafimmy Aldine, Jeanette Loff, and Marian.
These artistic young souls worked occasionthen the class was disally for six months
Only Russell Gleason was retained.
Lew Ayres got a part with Garho. in "The
;

I.

Kiss."
studio.

then sailed to glory at the Universal
Jeanette Loff skipped over to Carl

Paramount invited
Laemmle's camp, too.
MarStanley Smith to step into their ranks.
ian searched for work.
Poor Jimmy Aldine
seemed to get lost in the commotion.
In spite of good hreaks and had, the call for
self-expression was felt in the household from
Trinidad.
Jeanne was working pretty constantly.
Marian had. so far, done nothing to
warrant special notice.
George, restless at his

first job. in a bank,
decided to desert finance for art. Edward, the
youngest of the family, had a penchant for
scattering the house with by no means poor

paintings.

"He'll probably he an

Marian would
prophesy, though not
artist."

with too

much encourage-

When

the

great

Barrymore saw Miss
Marsh, Trilby wes
hers.

Puff
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Yo-ho-ho and a Cream

Puff

Marian scoffed when I landed out at
First National to keep my rash promise of yesteryear.
"I've done my part of the bargain.

earnest."

I'm playing a lead, and here's the studio."
Don't imagine that by knowing a player
are sure of respect being shown you.
Far
from it. I had to run all over the stud;
find my subject.
I eventually discovered
in the portrait gallery, having new pier
taken.

Marian was languidly
so I frowned and
Trilby pictures had been
"Sit down: sit down."

pulling on her

asked what

ings,

thusiastically.

on

my

"I'll

si

sort

of

taken.

she said, not too
be ready as soon as
I

shi

A

lot of people tell her she looks like
stance Bennett.
I'd rather say Constance reI

La Marsh has very blond

sembles Marian.

though was it not darker during her
Pathe days ?
ler eyes are light green.
Or
are they blue'But
Maybe they're hazel.
there's quite a space between her eyes.
And
they say this space denotes dramatic power.
I had expected the young Trilby to be full
of excitement.
La Marsh was calm and colhair,

I

In fact. I recall that she was more
excited when she got a small part in Eddie
Cantor's "Whoopee."
In that picture, Albert
Hackett, Raymond's brother, played the part
of Marian's brother.
"He's very enthusiastic over some play he's
written," Marian said at the time.
"He tells
me an agent is taking it to Xew York. He
feels sure it will be produced."
"Up Pops the Devil" was Albert's chefd'oeuvre. Produced it was, and it proved quite
Albert played a leada success on Broadway.
ing part. At the present time Raymond is portraying the leading role in Albert's brain child
And
at the Belasco Theater, in Los Angeles.
right at this moment, while I'm writing her
story, la Marsh is attending to-night's perlected.

Come on

formance.

John Barrymore, we know
you, for there's Marian Marsh as Trilby.
out,

The

A

stage appeals to Marian.

few months ago she played

"Young Sinners."
"I like the part." she told
me at the time. "It is a girl
in

She was wrong-. Like Richard Cromwell, Edward deserted high
school and painting for acting.
But since this is Marian's story, we
reluctantly drop the family and concentrate on the individual.
About two years ago, when Pathe's
junior stock company was in full
bloom, I included Marian in a story
mentioning the newcomers.
merit.

"What

c J^^^^H

entirely different
really

a thrill," she declared, "to
!"

*

feel

that

way about

it.

I'll

write a

story just about you." Marian dashed
to give me a cream puff, but withheld
the offer as T added, "When you get
your first lead I'll come out to your
studio and interview you alone."
"Many a jesting word spoken in

La Marsh

was found to be calm and
and talking about ofhers.

collected,

from what

I

If that's not a test
"

of histrionic ability, what i- :
More notice was taken of
Marian after her stage debut.
One day her manager told her
to go to the First National
studio for a test. Brother Edward was sent there also by
his agent.
Sister and brother
made a test together. The next
thing Marian knew, she was
being whisked off to John Barrymore'.-. domicile to be pre-

**l

see myself in print
She was so thrilled, in fact, that I
rashly said, "Well, my dear, since you

am.

sented to

The Great One him-

self.

Barrymore

4

*

1

had

not

then

quite recovered from his reNevertheless, he
cent illness.
was well enough to see that la
Marsh was the very one to
play Trilby opposite his Szru[Continued on page 114]
gait.

SYLVIA

SIDNEY
Photo

<c> bj G.

:.|..

rlRGT you
as

see Sylvia Sidney, opposite Gary Cooper, in "City Streets," surely
introduction to the fans as any stranger from the stage could wish.

will

happy an

^en she wili assume one of the most important roles of the year, os well as the
most difficult, as the unhappy Roberta Alden, heroina of "An American Tragedy,"
the picture often promised and long delayed, with Phillips Holmes playing Clyde
Griffiths, the part for which every one has nominated his favorite actor.

—
24

Blanche Sweet, in New York preparing for vaudeville,
recognized wherever she goes.

NEW YORK

is

The wisecrack of the month is that Ruth Chatterton's success
has gone to her husband's head.

In
Paramount continues producing in
the East, there are always film celebrities visiting the metropolis in holiday
Here they can stay up late
mood.
without fear of the camera revealing
sparkling new department of gossip about film celebri
lines and wrinkles next morning. Here
they can go about unrecognized
and what people say of them. You will find that Miss
sometimes.
Not when there is a shindig on like
the annual luncheon of the National Board of
Review, however. The nice old ladies who belong
to this organization forgot home, husbands, and
Roberts's "Rules of Order" when they saw Maurice Chevalier in person. The program was barely
Follow the Crowds.
under way and Secretary of Labor WilThe
Algonquin,
Sardi's, and the Ritz
liam N. Doaks was talking when Chevalhave always been a haven for fans who
ier, glancing at his watch, slid out quietly.
wanted intimate glimpses of film celebrities
Before he had taken two steps, an old
Xow it is the recently opened Hotel St.
she,
decided
that
table
near-by
lady at a
Moritz overlooking Central Park that atA moment
too, had to leave right away.
tracts them.
Many notables live there, but
later there was a flutter all over the banG. K. Chesterton is brushed aside by people
quet hall as wraps and gloves were hastily
clamoring for a glimpse of Chevalier. TereOnly a
gathered by departing guests.
sina, a new sensation on the dance-concert
fire alarm could have emptied the place
stage, cannot vie with Betty Bronson and
more completely. Those who were late
Blanche Sweet for crowd appeal. Douglas
in starting made no pretense of slipping
Fairbanks, Jr., and Joan Crawford stayed
out inconspicuously. Chairs were pushed back
there during their recent visit here and all
and women ran to join the group around a
but got a round of applause every time they
much embarrassed Chevalier.
went through the lobby, to the horror, inciLobby Manners.
dentally, of the doormen who have served
is

a fans' town.

spite of the fact that only

They Say

in

A

By Karen

Maybe some of these women were among
the hysterical five thousand who were waiting
to gain entrance to the Paramount Theater
when Chevalier was announced
person.

When

crowd surged

the doors
in,

to appear in
were opened, and the

pocketbooks, handkerchiefs,

and gloves were strewn all over the
floor.
Warner Brothers are still one up on
Paramount, however they had to send in a
riot call the night "Little Caesar" opened, so
unruly were the waiting crowds.

neckties,

—

kings.

Luncheon time finds stage and screen
up in the sun-drenched restaurant

celebrities

on the thirty-first floor of the St. Moritz.
Late afternoon brings another delegation to
revive memories of that gay Vienna they
hope to revisit some day as they have tea at
Rumpelmayer's on the
Charles Farrell's marriage
first floor.
And if you
to Virginia Valli eliminates

him from the eligibles.

cannot
there

get

until

around
evening,

Tallulah Bankhead's

independence and pungent speech

Betty Bronson

are responsible for innumerable anecdotes.

the metropolis, their professional

Hollis

sees

all

and

knows

that

all

Hollis

likely to return to the

equal

NEW YORK
ties in

is

screen as the

heroine of "Street Scene."

and

them

the

his

fan.

Let the Punishment Fit the Crime.
Hollywood will not have to worry
over improvising a royal welcome for
Madame Chanel, queen of dress de-

whom Samuel Goldwyn

signers,

Miss Pickford Drops
catch a glimpse of a
the quieter film stars dining in the
still

few of
grill.

1

Most of New
won't promise that, though.
York dines at hideaways where you ring a
hell and ask for Tony.

More Dix Fans.
Richard Dix ought to come to
more

often,

lie

owes

it

many

people he
has the reputation

to

has never even met. He
of being a genial sort who gets around a
lot.
After he has been here, people who
haven't friends to introduce them at the
better speakeasies ring doorbells along
Fifty-second Street and say. "Don't you
was here the other
mber me ?
I
nisrht with Richard Dix."

A

In.

Pickford came to

recently with the

Xew York

announced intention of look-

Broadway plays in search of a screen
vehicle to follow "Kiki." all the theater

tver

managers

sat

up briskly and practiced

saying big figure-, a form of exercise
which does not come naturally to many
of

Xew York

is

bringing over to clothe United Arl
Wherever she goes she will he
rs.
assailed by waves of her own gardenia perfume. Four out of five stars use it.

When Mary
you tray

call

you

an actor?"

social acti vities

interests

— we won't
— -poke up. "Oh. are

intensity
friend-;

them

this season.

They

figured
the biggest hit-.

she would buy

01

They have never

quite

recovered from her buying
you know, and it wouldn't surprise them
if -he decided to smother her radi:
in a gangster story, always provided the
puhlic had

shown

Scanning the

a

hits,

deep interest
they found

in

it.

Hotel." hut that alreadv belon
there is "Once in a Lifetime," but
that throws a penetrating light on of the more erratic a-pect- of Hollyv
and whatever else Miss Pickford may be,
she i- never cruel.
There is '"The Vinegar Tree" which requires a flighty heroine of at lcr.
and oh yes. there is "Oh. Promise Me.
The latter i- a rather amusing blackmail
comedy, hut to call any of the characters
swine would he flattering them. No, that
just wouldn't
Miss Tick ford.

Then

Matter of Opinion.

When

Charlie Farrell arrived in Xew
York en route to Italy for a vacation,
many people were shocked to see that his
hair has grown quite gray in patches. "If
I have to dye my hair in order to continue
being an actor." he
announced with conMaurice Cheva! er's
siderahle feeling. "I'll
personal appearances
quit."
With almost
still panic hisaudiences.
:

'

'
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York-

office

him, and all day long the phone at Samuel Goldwyn's
rang repeatedly. People were told, truthfully as it hap-

pens,

"No, we haven't the

:

faintest idea

where Mr. Colman

i-."

have my suspicions.
There was a bearded gentleman of
benign manner right there by the dog all the time.
1

Diplomacy.
Incidentally, there has been

some

agitation in British court

urging knighthood for Ronald Colman and Chaplin.
has long been the custom to knight the most distingu:

circles

***

Uft

It

actor-managers of
London stage, but

the

nomination of these two
favorites
question.
tainly

*

a knotty

raises

They have

been

cer-

no

help to
art or com-

home-grown
merce.
Instead, their
American-made pictures
have crowded native
|

ucts out of the best thea-

and shown them up

ters

as feeble affairs, at best.

Maybe
Stories

Bankhead

True.

It's

about
fly

Tallulah
thick and

fast about Manhattan's
dinner tables. Every one
has a friend who has a

Though

Ina Claire's

ledged

failure,

marriage

is

friend who knows somebod} who was there when
She got tired
it happened.
of having people crashing
into her set, sticking their

an acknow-

her screen career
assured than ever.

is

-

more

Nevertheless, hope dies hard in the hearts
of theater managers, as you know if you
have seen some of the plays they put on
this season.
The managers stood in front
of their theaters scanning the streets for
sight of a royal entourage of Rolls-Royces,
preceded by the two motor loads of plainclothes men who were said to be guarding
.Mi>s Pick ford's every move.

Lois

by

Charlie Chaplin turned

down

invitations

The chances of her getting it are very good. Just her entrance in that play,
blundering into a pompous, stilted English vault of dead emotions with a bedraggled pup in her arms, would be worth battling any crowd to see.
Going

to the Dogs.

we have mentioned

dogs, the temptation to enter a plea
too strong to resist.
Please, Miss Pickford, give the part to the
wire-haired terrier Ronald Colman supported in "The Devil to Pay."
I know he is much too aristocratic a dog for Peg to have, but
that

is

audiences will overlook that.
That dog is irresistible.
If you had
only stayed in Xew York long enough to go to the Westminster Kennel
Show, you would have found out how utterly devastating he is.
There were more than two thousand other dogs in the show. There
were three in his class that beat him in the judging. But the crowds
flocked around the bench of Park Barbarian and had to be pried away
by force when Madison Square Garden was closed for the night. Park
Barbarian has thousands of fans. Miss Pickford, and you always like
to have popular actors in your casts.
Let him have the part.

Mysterious Mr. Colman.

You may

said good-

stage and
with Fox.

from

Meanwhile, a bright-eyed young woman Park Avenue to show his film at Sing Sing.
was prowling around the bargain counters
of department stores having the time of her life.
Often she was over in the
placid stillness of Beekman Terrace on the East River chatting with her old
friend, Lillian Gish.
When she got around to it, she invited Laurette Taylor
to tea and confided to her that above all else she wanted to screen "Peg o' My
Heart," an ideal role for Miss Pickford if there ever was one.

And now

Moran has

to the

be wondering where Ronald Colman was while his dog was
the center of all this enraptured attention.
Lots of people wondered

is

back
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York"

walls tr\ ing
ted

man who was always

little

I

him

ed
lent

:ii

one duggcdh

han$

from the
Paramount.

h

'

hi

Zukor,

The Bankhead Manner.
In the hullaba
This one
can vouch for.
-M ^
Bankhead's arrival in this country and her introdm
Paramount was
to the pro-, one young representative of
meetings.
detailed t<> stand by ai
At the
close of a particularly harassing day, he departed from Miss
Bankbead saying that he was certainl) sick and tired of
1

i

-^

her face.

Approaching the studio next morning, he was all braced to
hear that he was fired or that he was to steer clear of h<
"ii can imagleast.
'S

ine

his

bull-in-the-

china-shop feelings
when >hc came forward and a>kcd him
if
he was
any more resigned to
graciously

her appearance, or if
she would
havi
stand with her hack
to him when they
talked.

Nancy

Carroll discovered her double by accident and got her an engagement.

Elissa

Landi offers

fur-

More Honors for MacDonald.
MacDonald just cannot

ther proof of her suc-

cess

even though her

first

picture

isn't

nette

that she

yet

is

really a

New Yorker.

train

and come- East.

If

idea of regaining
away from a small

At the

rushes
she comes with any

completion of each picture,

released.

st

she

balati

town where she is a big
-hot. this trip may be marked down
failure.
She had hardly arrived when she was

invited to appear as

-

ith

Philharmonic, an honor that the
of the Metropolitan Opera co
her own
or a know!<
forced her to decline.

the Cleveland

Gag of the Month.
The most quoted rem
film

circle-

New York

-tars

.

fright

1

lings

the

month

in

attributed to Walter Winchell,
newspaper columnist. "Ruth
is

<

"1

terton's success." he said,

Ralph

Forbes's head."
Leatrice Joy again

Where Are They Now?

shines on

Broadway as a vaudeville headliner.

1

toll}

'•'

"Who's Who"
York openings answer
The Chaplin
May Allison. Phyllis Haver, R
current

ii

hat

tl

them all out. A
has become of old
quintet of blond beauties.
and Justine Johnstone are married to wealthy New
Of them all. only May has hankerings to rctur
much occupied with a young son whom she
Justine Johnstone. Marion Davies's teammate in th<
dazzling as she did when she was a Realart star. When
and pan
earth she does with all the time on her hands, si
her busy. The first might well he true,
gowned women to be seen at smart gatherings in New York. Maybe it
dirty trick to tell you what she is really up to. when she has shown such reluctance in d
g it. but she is really doing advanced research work ir.
chemistry at Columbia University, and doing
an awfully
her pr
rs know nothing of her career, but they think
pretty girl to be so ambitious and brainy.
[Continued on page 98]
I

I
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I

;
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AGAIN Richard Dix has come into his own in
"Cimarron," with a performance that fulfills the
hopes of his admirers and rewards their patience.
And he

is

the last

been needed

one

to

deny

that patience has

to see him through a stretch of pro-

gram

pictures until the brilliant role of Vancey
Cravat should come his way. All praise to him
for being ready for it
for combining with the
utmost skill all the contradictions of the character
without going to the extreme of making him a
pure hero, a vain swaggerer, or, worse still, an
actor carried away by his own acting.
Instead,
he gives us a human whose faults only endear
him the more.

—

FOR THE

GOOD

OUT

of obscurity Irene

and graciously

Dunne

steps gracefully

by the
performance in "Cimarron," one
of the best this month. Put on her mettle by the
incredulity of those who questioned the choice of
a newcomer for the difficult role, she confounded
her critics by scoring a triumph.
Sensative, intelligent, and gently appealing to the eye, she
realizes Edna Ferba's description of Sabra Cravat
even more completely when she reveals the iron
n the character of the Southern girl.
Considering that Miss Dunne gained her experience in
road companies of musical shows, she becomes
all at cnce the current "miracle girl" of the movies.
into the bright

light cast

brilliance of her

OF THE SCREEN

—

!

—
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YOU CAN'T GET
and even extras yearn at times to forsake Hollywood and forget
disappointments and heartbreaks in foreign travel.
They do not know that it is im-

Stars, directors, writers
their

possible

to

escape the movies, no matter how

may roam.

far they

brilliant writer to

her

trip

prove

remains for a

It

this in

a record of

around the world.

THEME
one

songs have come and gone, but there's
disturbing little ditty that is likely to go on
forever in Hollywood. It's the favorite anthem
of the picture colony, and the only reason that it has
never been set to music is that there isn't an instrument
in the world that could do justice to the pathos of it.

Xot even Rudy Yallee's megaphone.
It's the words that get you.
The refrain

wanna get away from
!"
I wanna forget

"I

Everybody
wail

it.

in

it

all

Hollywood knows how

cute thing-

sol)

it

it goes.
Stars
into their sables, spraying

S3.000-a-week tears all over the platinum fixings of the
family limousine "Oh. I wanna get away from it all

—

—

!"

wanna

forget
Million-dollar profiles, safely sealed to long-term contracts, rustle the yucca petals with their moans. "Oh,
leave me alone. I wanna forget!"
Directors, writers, extras, cameramen, prop boys and
performing seals, on the set. at parties, on location, in
restaurants, out on the beach
forty-four out of every
forty-five want to get away from it all and forget. It's
almost too pitiful for word-.
Last year I took a trip to Hollywood, all set to be
impressed.
"Xice little place you have here!" was what I exI

—

pected to say.

two shakes of an orange blossom, there I was
up with the other mopsies and joining in the
chorus with gestures and a load of genuine feeling
But

in

lining

"I

wanna

forget

!"

Well, they laughed at

away from

"You

me when

can't !" they cried.

the movies

I

said

I

would

get

it all.

"You

can't get

away from

!"

"Oh. yes I can." I came right back at them, "there is
"
happy land
Right away I decided to go ahead
and show Hollywood how simple it could be to get
away from it all. if only one put one's mind on it.
There's nothing like being constructive when you get
a

down

So. realizing the futility
to important issues.
of trying to forget anything at home. I booked a oneway passage from San Erancisco to the South S
-

I

would show them.

"Desert island." I cried, getting out my luggage. "I
hear you calling me."
I was careful to take nothing with me that would
remind me of the movies. All the treasures that I had
amassed in my six years of film reviewing I left behind
in Xew York
the back wheel from Clara Bow's first
bicycle, a blank page from Alice White's diary, the
early Garbo knitting needles, a handkerchief said to
be genuine Gilbertian with Swedish hemstitching, a
withered posy from a Samuel Goldwyn banquet.
Ah. souvenirs that bless and burn

—
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Away

From

hed in the
The Golden Gates
Hollywood! The away- from-it-all outEven tin
look was getting rosier l>\ the minute.
"ii the boat were different.
Three men were propping up the rail on the uppei
deck creatures of steel and sinew, with eyes like gimM\ spirits rose. Here,
lets and mouths like bear traps.
reflected, \\a^ something already far removed from
pearl fishers,
Hollywood. The genuine article at last

Westward

II"'

haze

1

perhaps, traders of copra, whalers, or wallaby tinners.
rst trip?" boomed the first wallaby tamer.
admitted it apologetically.
"Same here!" thundered the second whaler.
"Say. sister," roared the third copra trader, looking
at me all gimlet-eyed, "didn't we see you oul at Fox
Movietone City la-t month?"
Sir?"
parried, taken aback.
"We're in the movie game ourselves," announced the
i- »in^
down to Pafirsl pearl fisher.
"Cameramen.
Have you heard about the new
peete on location.
I

'

I

(

"

merger

that

on

sat

I

a hatch

velvet sir

and gloated oyer the

The moon was

of the night.

a

silver

beauty

silent

bubble

in

the

over tin- shimmerthe circumstances, was

ntle breeze played

'

j

Forgetting, in

ing tropic seas.

child's play.

lly

The

voice of the steward crashed into

tions.

"Movies

— movies — movies

my

on the top deck

meditain

half

!"

an hour

Tahiti Sapphire waters lapping coral reefs. Pale-bine
mountains toppling into golden clouds.
Clusters of
:

bamboo huts.
dower wreaths.

Away

Laughing natives all intwined with
Perfume of jasmine and frangipane.

sped along the coral water front, flying a

I

Schooners and cattle tramps
hibiscus.
up and down over the glittering water.
One didn't have to look any farther than Tahiti
away from it all. What a joke on Hollywood! It
was sweet oblivion.
!"
crowed triumphantly, planning to get
V".
busy with a postal-card campaign.
of

red

bobbed

idly

kite

t>

•.'.

'>

<

1

"1 [alio, yourself !"

A

snappy yacht was sandwiched between the cattle
The plank was down and the
young master stepped ashore.
boats, almost obscured.
U

!"

T

exclaimed.

Murnau, director

Fred

of

"Sunrise,"

"The Four

A

and

Devils."

"City^ Girl." saluted smartly.
mist
gathered he fore my eyes, but there was still a chance.
I braced myself.
"Herr Murnau." T cried urgently, "did you come
down here to forget ? Are you. too. trying to get away

from

it

The

all

?"

director laughed.

"Not

n a color film for Pathe.
here. too.

Xew

Bob

over sometime

"

Sheep nibbling in vast solitudes.
hush.
Hilltops enameled with yellow
Snow mountain-;, hot springs, and wallabies.

Zealand

Stretches
i.

You must come

I'm workFlaherty's down

this time.

:

o\

Strong, silent empire builders.

It

ALL

By Katharine Zimmermann

:
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You Can't Get Away From

It

All

"There!" he said, breaking into his first real smile.
"See! Xew movie house. Finish soon."
Fiji
I squatted on the cocoa matting in the chief's
thatched hut and swigged bravely from the kava bowl.
All was at peace in the little clearing where the native
village was, save for the screech of parrots and the
distant boom-boom of the wooden drum.
From the
dense tropical vegetation, the perfume of ginger and
vanilla vines floated into the hut.
The feast of raw fish, taro, and sun-baked centipedes
was over. The fire dancers had given up exercising
their bare feet on the red-hot stones.
The mighty
men from M'Bau had taken their spears, intent on
teasing fishes. The chief grunted jovially. The chief's
wife shook her beads. The family clapped hands and
flashed their teeth, and the soapy fluid in the kava
bowl grew beautifully less.
continued to converse
:

We

freely.

Suddenly the peaceful

With demoniacal

village

was

alive with sound.

swarmed out
of their kennellike huts and pelted into the open comshrieks, a host of natives

Frenzied dancing and handclapping.
BloodCoconut shells crashing together.
The dozing drum major twitched into action over
his wooden instrument and the gentle boom-boom beChicago
came the second battle of the Somme.
slaughter houses couldn't hold a candle to that racket.
Like a bunch of eels, the chief and his family slithered through the two-foot doorway of the hut and
bounced among the revelers.
I recalled, with some

pound.

curdling yowls.

misgivings, the cannibal traditions of the tribe. Weakness for white man fricassee had led to the undoing
of the old chief's papa.
"Well," I thought discreetly. '"I'd better be getting
On all fours I eased the body through the
along."
narrow opening, prepared to break the record of the
Flying Finn.
The Fijians were prancing wildly around a bullock
mammoth billcart drawn up in the compound.
board, painted in rosy overtones, appeared to be the
only cargo. It was held proudly aloft by a towering
native lightly clad in mother-of-pearl earrings, tortoiseshell bracelets and a shock of hair modeled on Sid
He functioned apparently
Grauman's prebob days.
both as interpreter and counsel for public relations.
Turning to the billboard, I read

A

TO-XIGHT IX SUVA!

!

!

"The Two-gun Man."
I gazed bleakly into the hawklike, hectically tinted
features of big Bill Hart.

Yava'au. near Samoa
The niece of the Tongan
queen was informally clad in beads and bracelets. Her
dusky hair hung to her ankles. Her black teeth flashed
:

She reclined against a cluster of
like pieces of jet.
bananas, spitting fragments of betej nut with nice precision into the blue lagoon.
"Princess." I began, sunning myself happily, "do you

"Now

this." I said "is different.
Here's what
a swell place to forget.
I think I'll stick around."

The young Maori nodded

indifferently.

I

He was

call

it

lav-

tattooed and seemed in a hurry to go places.
I
pattered down Mount Eden at his heels and raced along
the streets of Auckland.
He drew up in the middle of
the town.
For the first time a gleam of genuine pride
kindled the dark eyes of the Maori lad. scion of a line
of nohle warriors.
He raised one tattooed arm and
ishly

pointed out a

way.

big-

months now since I started to get away from
I don't mind telling you that this is the first
place in the whole Pacific where I've been able to
You don't know what you are to your auntie.
forget.
Now there's a real queen, if you like."
"He-he-he !" chortled the princess, handing over a
banana and a string of colored shells.
"Hause!
Skyee Engleesh Yummans He-he-he Yes Xo !"
She sprang lightly to her feet.
"Malms! Malms!" she shrieked, and with the bound
know,

unfinished building right across the

all.

it's

and

!

!

!

!

!

of a gazelle she disappeared into the royal hut.

In a

You Cant Get Away From
she was back again, squatting on tl
screening something in the hollow ol her hand.
suspected, pleasurably
Tongan crown jewels,

It

All

nd,

trice

in-

I

trigued.

"Aw, c'mawn,"

coaxed,

I

vummans

"show

she revealed a yellow fragment of newspa]
herthe prino

ly

"Vummans," laughed
self and then, "Manns

She embraced

mai mahns."

fondly and then smacked it down
nfested ground between us.
"Naice mahns!" twittered the princess,

paper

the

i

you minx

[s,

<>n

the

"i

mahi

With a low
Could
believe my eyes?
shambled off into tin- tropic under-

looked.

I

moan

I

rose and

I

brush.

<

l<»ok

last

>ne

around

led

the

at

little

Tongan

princess,

Ramon Novarro

fading photograph of

a

and crooning "The Pagan Love Song" softly

to her-

self.

Honolulu:

Lei.

Fei.

Liquid sunshine.

Rainbows.

Ukuleles twanging through the coconut
Moonbows.
The town festooned with flowers. A cheergroves.
"Weling crowd surging forward around the docks.
come' II'.'
WELCOME!"

"Well, well."

we
I

I

mused, hanging over

a

gunwale as

And

drifted into port, "that's darn white of them.

never wrote them
"There they go!

"Who?

was coming."

I

There they qo!"

whor

7
Mary and
"For heaven's sake! Don't you know
Doug, of course, just off the boat from Yokohama.
Hooray!
Look'
Then
Doug's waving his hat!
she adorable?
Isn't
Mary, getting into the car.
Hooray! What a day for Honolulu! What
Hooraj
'

a

day

What

!

"

a

Nirvana! Oh. land of shrines
Japan: Nirvana!
Oh. magic lanterns of
and temples and pagodas.
Oh. infernal clatter ><\ those
cobblestone bazaars.
Oh. gay confusion of kimono-,
little wooden dogs.
and parasols, and fluttering fans. Oh. bamboo salads.
Oh, luscious swigs of sake. Oh, sacred cryptomeria
Oh. little waterfalls and Lilliputian gardens.
trees.
Oh. Geisha gals, lay down those samisens.
"Ho. there, by brave Samurai!" I called.
He bowed. I bowed. We bowed for half an hour.
"I'iis to intrust very honorable body to most unworthy ricksha."
"lead on!" 1 said, climbing aboard. "Anywhere!

Everywhere

He

!"

wing of

led on. straight as the

the celestial king-

gardens of the Shogun, straight
of the Nikkatsu motion-picture

fisher that nests in the

the hack yard
studio in K\
'lis
"Plis to honor by inspect dis our Holly'ood.
Tapani
to graciously meet directah. managah. actah.

into

I

I

mosshen pichah industree, second beeg
Ahmereecan noteworthy pichahs. Plis to enchant
Japanese mosshen pichah companee with exquisite
words by respecting lady critic."

pipple haf heeg
to

Malaya

—

—

:

—

—

—

—

—

One American dollar."
"And so it is written in the sand

sand.

thing

Mem

Sahib wishes to forget.

that there

because she does not follow where the finger
beckons.
Ah. lady. I could tell you how to be
happy, how to forget the past and become famous like
"
the 'Road to Mandalay.'

it

—
—

Primeval jungle monkeys mass
meeting in the heart of banyan trees the heat the
tigers prowling along reddish
the heat
rain, the rain
rhinoceroses
long snakes squirming
alligator swamps
through mosquito nettings brave little junks and sampans shark got a white girl yesterday in Singapore.
fortune in
"Salaam Aleikum. Mem Sahib!
I tell
British

is

If she is not

somehappy.

is

h

Go on

""V
ine

"Here
"Allah

!"

more American
Take two."

dollar, plis."

!

wills

that

Mem

she
There
Hollywood.
happy and also famous."

Sahib
forget

journey
trouble

Continued on page 98
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off
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and become
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He's Cot W'SCAIRT"
what Lew Ayres has done

That's

shy on the surface, he speaks

do what you

WHEN

innocently

I

marked

publicity
in

Hell.'*
a

like

re-

mind against playing roles he doesn't
and means
with my contract," he says

a certain other actor.

protest went up.

any one

else."

The others present seconded

his motion,

and

I

lost

by

a vote of three to one.

"Lew

himself would scotch any such idea." went on

is

"Do what you

—

of roles he plays."
He offered other suggestions: his assistants pointed
I had several of my
out a number of angles.
own, but my original idea, whatever it was. was

Mr. Ayres, it seems, is their great white
hope, the bread-and-butter boy of the studio.
Expansive plans are afoot for the lad whose
films
are breaking
box-office records in

me

stood bronze busts
l'apa Laemmle designed as book ends, bearing
A
the inscription. ."It can be done."
comforting motto. I'll admit, although
Mr. Laemmle probably never tried interviewing spoiled young stars. While
I
studied the motto, the publicity
people studied me and endeavored to
show me the error of my ways.
Afterward I learned the reason for
flurry.
Lew has his studio
all this
"scairt."
This gentle-looking lad is
the most determined and forthright
actor who ever appeared on the Universal lot.
He knows what he can do
and wants to do, in the way of acting, and
will accept few makeshifts.
After finishing "All Quiet on the Western Front." the studio began casting him
in the anaemic type of role which raised
Charles Rogers to fame and fortune. Lew
despises such conventional material, and
doesn't care a tinker's dam about instant
success.
What he wants is interesting
roles

the desk before

in

intelligent

to the studio to get

and it
them for him

pictures,

is

theaters where even
the great Al Jolson

Mopped.
His publicity is being handled with the
care.
Comparisons are taboo.
Look
Dietrich and other unhappy examples, they
point out.
Icksnay, icksnay! Xo comparisons,
but any other dignified publicity is welcome,

greatest
at

thank you
Since no topic could be agreed upon, it was
decided to reverse the usual procedure and let
me meet Mr. Ayres, in the hope that something

would evolve from the

By

resolved to play no more such infantile heroes. Consequently, when
he was cast for the lead in "The
Little Accident." his refusal was so
emphatic that it jarred the foundations of the house of Laemmle.
"You can do what you like with
my contract." he told them. "I'll

My

Ayres.
Since I was regarded as a suspicious character, because of the views I had expressed, two

^

\

1
Lew Ayres
for

it

ing his oats?
head whirled with "safe"
angles, none of which appealed to me.
I was
conscious of a sudden vague antipathy to young

or else

Lew was unhappy all the time
in "Common Clay" and

I had reached a fine
perplexity.
Xever have I known a
to be so concerned about an interview.
because of the rumors that Lew is feel-

of

lio

Was

talk.

that time, however.

state

up

he worked

ancestors.
my contract," sang Mr. Ayres,

with

the role.

lost in the shuffle.

On

like

while his bosses ground their teeth.
Once more they tried to get Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.,
but he was not available.
So they compromised with
their enfant terrible.
If he would appear in "Many a
Slip." they would let him make "Man. Woman, and
Sin." which once served John Gilbert, and on which Lew
had set his heart.
Lew consented to play

He

plays reporters, gunmen.
Hers, college boys
I'm not trying to sell you ideas,
hut there's a good angle for a story: the wide variety
his roles are alike.

Laemmle

fully sleeping

"He's individual and versatile,
given roles that emphasize these qualities. No

the director of publicity.

and he
two of

it.

go back to playing in an orchestra
before I will do such a part."
When the studio people rec
ered from the shock, they called
in Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., to pinch hit.
Lew made "The Doorway to Hell" for Warners and
was happy. When he returned to Universal, however,
he was given a conventional part .in support of Lupe
Once more he was disconVelez, in "East Is West."
tented. Then cast to appear in "Many a Slip," again his
refusal was sufficiently emphatic to disturb the peace-

"We don't want Lew compared with any one," said
the head of the department, from his swivel chair. "He
isn't like

"You can

By Madeline Class

'"The

triple yelp of

like.

—

Lew

that

staff

Doorway to
reminded me very much of

Ayres,

Gentle-looking and even

his

Universal

to the

to his bosses at the studio.

trains

"The Iron Man."

members of the publicity department politely
offered to go with me to lunch with the new star.
Luncheon was in full swing when we entered
Pretty waitresses who address
the restaurant.
one as "dear" were serving high-powered players and some not so high-powered.
The "incomparable" lad who rose to
fame in "All Quiet" was immediately
Continued on page 112

HE'S not
Ayres

in

to

be compared,'' says Madeline Glass of Lew
and goes on to prove lhat

the interview, opposite,

the young favorite is not only unlike other actors in personal
appeal, but he has a mind of his own
and how!

—
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Photo

SO

an impression was made by Rose Hobart, in "A
Lady Surrenders" and "Liliom," that she was persuaded once
more to forsake Broadway for Hollywood, this time for a string
of films beginning with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.'s, "Chances."
striking

fcy

FrmUch

GlVE

Frank Albertson a few wisecracks and he'll add some
Give him a dramatic scene and hell play it
humanly, touchingly. That's why he's second to none of the
better ones.

younger

set

in

Hollywood, as likable as they make

em.

38

Photo by Hun-ell

THIS

is

Sally Eilers,

whose beauty has been indorsed by

Ziegfeld, her talent by

Metro-Goldwyn, her wifely virtues by
Hoot Gibson, and her popularity by the fans. Surely with

all this

varied support Sally

will

go

far.

Photo bj Kucenr Robert Blrhw

AH,

Clara!

Target for the slings and arrows of outrageous

fortune, your heart
still

bowed

hurt and humiliation, you have
and Picture Play, who rally to the
will be "Kick In."

the loyalty of the fans

news that your next

film

in

40

Photo by Hurrell

EVERYone who admires
of Eleanor

intelligent acting refoiced in the return

Boardman, but feared

to the hearthside after scoring

once an

artist,

always an

artist,

in

that she might again retire

"The Great Meadow." But
be "The Flood.'

so her next will

II

Pbou

by Hurrell

Robert Montgomery's
to recognize

fans

insist

that Picture Play

was

him as the favorite he now is; for which
we make a modest bow, remembering, with some pride, that
we've never gone wrong in our judgment of what fans want.
first
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WONDER

Damita is the only foreign player
from silence to audibility. Now her
accent is an advantage instead of a handicap, and she shifts
from pictures in English to films in French. She is seen on
this page as the heroine of "La Bonne Vie," which is another
of wonders!

Lily

to survive the transition

way
you

of saying "The Easiest
will find Lily's story.

Way," and on the opposite page

A

TOILING
boredom

La Damita affects no polite

has a grand time everywhere.

[^NNUl

is

Hollywood's
Tartly

vorite gesture.

fa-

—

All of

of

life,

LILY

but works, studies, and plays with zest, and

which makes her the most alive player

"Do

By Margaret Reid

to

be charitable- -the result of
but
semitropical
climate,
mostly just the thing no cinemalite can
be without, it is to be found in sated and
You are weary of it all. or you are
onsated alike.
gain lu\
Enthusiasm is simply bourgeois, and around
the studi - you had better be dead than middle class.

On
you

the other

might

Lily, a

say

This

him

lone hand,
Lily Damita.
lady it ever there

misnamed

is

ne. is not only enthusiastic
she is zealous of life, of work, of
fun.
She is. [ think, the mosl
pletely alive person
be encounon follywood Boulevard.
Not even California's somnolent
sun can lull Iter energy.
Xor can
the perpetual trials of film canning
diminish her ardor.
ler life, like
others' liws, |g no thornless rose
bed.
But Lily doesn't stand tortured on the thorns, gazing at her
bleeding feet.
She laughs, from
sheer /e>t, up to the sun
which
finishes a
simile already become
much too glos
"A friend of mine," she says,
told me, 'Live alv
•

t

i

I

!

I

—

you were

to

die

to-morrow morn-

I've never forgotten it.
ing.'
If I
have a rule for life, that is it."
Even at such moments, in the
midst of such thoughts, Lily laughs.
And it's no personality laugh, either:
ust can't help it.
Things are
such rare fun.
She relishes everything to the utm

In the studio restaurant, ever

was taking covert glances
ts

smartly

at Lily in
hat oi hunte:'> green pulled

an angle on her head, a
tailored tan suede jacket over her

tan

at

sports dress.

German royal family
The brown eyes

is

small.

piquant.

are alive
with intelligence and usually wicked
with laughter.
The
rather
i

more

nose, being aim
expressive as the mobile mouth,
which is vividly routed.
than, a

" 'Alio. \'eee." si
called delightedly to Victor McLaglen.
No further attempt will be made to repro-

duce the
be done.

The
to

Paramount

Damita

is

far

accent.

It

can't

the

return was from Euro
<

ioldwyn to

and

than on the screen.

and

train-,

mom

the
the Kit/ in

Straight from
of te it -

person

1

ins."

I

in

!

turned."

'"I
rushed hack on
immediately we left for location up

more radiant

tun.

first

for "Fightin

in

I

P
lumberjack's
baths, and hitter cold in the snow.

camp

It

was amusing."
Damita, as
win-!

.

n<\-

it

takes her fun

— and

finds

most everywhere.
You can
one at the studio who has

it

al-

find

no

her complain. A man in tin
ing Caravans" outfit -aid thai
could not understand why even
ran to the company doctor for every
little scratch and hump received in the
I

rough work at the mountain
"Look,"
id, showing him
shin and ankle, black with bru
"The other day
slipped on a
during a shot,
[f
had stopp<
'

.

I

I

think about

But

I

it.

it

would

didn't think.

My

haw

hurl

bod}

ant to my mind.
That is •'
way for people with work to

She

frankly proud of her will
it she attribut

is

To

power.

"Hut what about native talei
one inevitably asks.
"I have none." Lily insists; "I am
quite without natural talent.
What
I
have learned to do ha- h
the result of hard, hard work."
Be that a- it may, the fact rem

Damita has survived

that la

which

is

no mean

feat for

an

tall
•

in

tation.

"When

And. oi course,

This face that launched a
thousand tremors in the bosom of
the face.
the

Lily

is
-i!

by Samuel

called

hand—a

—

on know him:'
"Ah, In- is mat

ed.

the

Hollywood.

in

I

saw

talking pictures came.

really

fine

players

like

'

Jannings

being sent back. I
frightened.
I
thought, what
had I?"
After "The Cock-eyed \\ V.Samuel Goldwyn decided that a:
of Broadway would be the
1

I

training for Lily.

would she like to pla
Donahue, in
cal comedy?
Quickly, lest she
time to become panic-strick
agreed.

1

—
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The

FIBBING

The wizardry of the lens

in

the hands of a

the other hand, the screen flattens
real looks

and her shadow

When snapped
where

is

self.

personalities,

Read the remarkable

By Mai colm

offhand,

Lupe Velez's

some

master

fiery

individuality?

from the experts who believe everything they see on the screen.
From the padded security of a loge
seat, these are beauties without compare.
With the wizardry of the camera backing
their every pose and posture, they are
little short of superb.
this

Netn

Phol

Nancy

Carroll's cherubic

screen vanishes

But when some one undertakes to cata-

beauty on the

logue the beauties of hlmdom. he should
take care to see his subjects on and off,
before casting any votes. There is a vast
difference between screen and street.
There are two reasons for this disparity.
Xot only are some buttercups made
orchids by the wiles and artifices of the
camera others are not done justice by it.
For my taste these are beauties who
stand the test of close inspection in broad
daylight: Greta Garbo. Dolores del Rio,

when photographed at
random.

WHEN

George Eastman or one
of the other shutter-and-lens

l

"The camera never
lies," the motion-picture industry was
still embryonic. The world was young.
Honesty was the best policy, and a
young man had to work hard to suclads said,

:

ceed.'

Dorothy Mackaill,

Times have changed, or has some
one already told you ?
In Hollywood the camera has been
taught to

up, roll over, play dead,
White lies, falsehoods, or real
old-fashioned black ones the cameraman is the doctor.
This broad statement is borne out by the fact that

and

lie

sit

like a trooper.

—

some stars will permit only their
behind the camera, specialists

own specialists to work
who know their best

angles, hide their weak ones, play up their profiles,
spot the lights so that some features will stand out and

others will be shadowed.
If it were not true, what would account for the
wide range of salaries paid photographers?
should Charles Roshcr, who for years sublimated Mary
Pick ford's curls for a thousand a week, instead of the
usual two or three hundred ?
did Billy Bitzer stand on D. W. Griffith's pay
roll month in. month out. work or no?
The answer is
simple.
The clever cameraman can make the Bell
Howell a magic box performing cinematic miracles.
This same sly manipulation of the camera, incidentally,
has been fooling the beauty experts for years.
Compared with choosing pictorial peaches, flagpole sitting,
and third-rail standing are safe pastimes. Yet it c ntinues to rate high among our many nonproductive
Now and then, unfortunately, some one dedustries.
cides to brave the wrath of the goddesses and award
apples. Pariswise, to the better-looking belles of Cali-

Why

Why

filmia.

The list hasn't changed materially in months. And
the pickers are being consistently roped in by the guile
of the conscienceless rogues who say. "Watch the birdie."
To-day, for example, the orthodox list of beauties
might read, Corinne Griffith, Norma Shearer. Billie
Dove, Nancy Carroll. Joan Bennett. Marion Davies

7

.^

Fstelle

Taylor. Loretta Young, and
Claudette Colbert.
Thus far no camera has
caught the loveliness of
Claudette Colbert, that vibrant charm and magnetism
that won her laurels in such
Ina Claire

son

is

entirely

a different perthe

away from

camera.

Would you recognize Marion
Davies

if

you saw her
Aquarium?

at the

—

CAMERA
cameraman makes
Thus there

orchids of buttercup

usually a big difference

is

conclusions of an

interviewer

girls,

in

and on

the player's

who has met them

all.

H. Oettinger
had

plays

Had

as

See

to

materially

"1 )j namo" and
The)
Naples"—and that aided
in the success of "The

Del Rio and Garbo have been fairly
well treated by the artists worki ng in

Both

celluloid.

unusual

arc

may

Neither

be

techtheir
since
beautiful,
faces arc not perfectly proportioned.
But as far as I am contypes.

Dolores del

Corinne

cerned,
Billie

Griffith

Griffith
lar

possibly

classical

in contour, although I am not
an old classicist.
Griffith and
Dove, and. to extend the list.
-tcllo. June Collycr.
and Catherine Dale hven, are
I

(

beautiful in the conventional
They have
sense of the term.

all

camera-proof

But they
and

face-.

lack animation, imagination,

Corinne

Griffith

girls waiting, believe

iarbo.

and Dove have regu-

features,

is

beautiful, but without

cameraman she

undeniably
an expert
pales.

to register

it

it

or not, for a

magazine cover.

Nancy Carroll and Marion Davies
are smiled upon graciously by the
Constance Bennett is
camera and favored. These are two
one of the few blondes
girls who give every evidence on
to whom the camera
the screen, of being ravishing beaudoes justice.
ties.
Marion Davies, in her "Fl
dora" costumes, was delectable delightful, bewitching, if you like.
Xancy Carroll looked
roguishly adorable in all her operas, however houffc.
-up- frighten her not a whit. Her- is a camera face.
How surprised you would be if you came upon
these twain at the Warwick, or passing Grant's
tomb, at the Lido, or in front of the minnows at
the Aquarium.
In the first place you probably
wouldn't recognize them.
Marion
and frank

?irl with a cute mouth
Carroll has a round, cherubic face, with big eyes, and bright-red hair, and
arms full of freckles. They are not beau;
One might add the same applies to the vivid Joan
Crawtord. Offstage she has personal charm and allure.
hut the camera eliminates the freckles chasing across the
bridge of her pert nose. The camera brings out her eyes
as they cannot be brought out naturally.
The camera
fibs in Iter favor.

Even Estelle Taylor's opulent
beauty requires careful camera

work

of

what may be tagged "soul," for want
of a better word.
They arc p>

fade insipidly before the smoldering Del Rio and
(

test

larity of feature.

who

the inflammable

stands the

and

Dove are one-expression

beauties

Rio

broad daylight, though she is not
beautiful if you demand strict regu-

nically

fully.

is

a

sweet-looking

eyes.

Xancy

Norma Shearer and Joan Bennett seem
of their glamour
lovely-looking, of

course.

would match them with the amazing fr
rtmg and the vivid, bold old-world
beauty of Estelle Taylor. Save in "Don Juan." Estelle
has never been pictured by the camera as she really is
striking, imperial, seductive.
Here is a Lilith of the
screen, the Borgia in person, the most dramatic beauty
Hollywood has to offer.
Although it may not be altogether pertinent, let me
add a few who are beautiful, despite the fact that the
irregularity of their features may bar them from beauty
guiding,

Vi

to lose some
the screen.
They are
But again, personal taste

away from

I

Continued on page 107
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CROWDED

The

By Samuel Richard

Mook

The frenzied days of '49 were lived again
in

r

II.

quest of fame and the gold promised by

found favor with the fans
this article

— the

in

a big

way were

second of a series — honorstruggling for a place

1\ST

month

1

the

ulated

par a t v e y
from the
i

1

in

the

tab-

cornf

e \v

players

stage
who have successfully crashed the movies. This month
I shall list that vast army of players who are still struggling for a place in the sun of popular favor of public

and producers.
Lawrence Tibhett seemed assured of a secure place
in the hearts of fans, until the collapse of musicals.
His
first, "The Rogue Song." was a solid hit.
He had contracted for operatic engagements and concert tours before signing his movie contract and could not return for
a second picture until almost a year later.

He made "New Moon"

and "The Southerner." and
future appearances on the screen depend entirely
upon the reception accorded these two.
Grace Moore came to the screen at the end of the
musical vogue in a film variously released as "Jenny
I.ind" and "A Lady's Morals."
The picture was finished.
shelved, taken out, dusted oft. numerous retakes were

his

made, some cast changes effected, and finally released.
It> reception has not been too enthusiastic in this country, although she has also made French and Italian
-ions of

Tibbett, in

—

it.

Her second venture was with Lawrence
for pubher company

"New Moon." While

—

undecided as to whether there will he
more pictures with Miss Moore, I consider future films
with her extremely unlikely.
Raymond Hackett scored one of the outstanding suclication

is

still

cesses of the early talkies. "The Trial of Mary Dugan"
established him as a juvenile of great ability, and when
he followed it with a striking and similar portraval in

'.'Madame X." his fu~*"^^B
ture in films seemed asBut, as he exsured.
i
plains it. the producers
ran out of courtroom dramas and his career dumped.
Miscast in his next picture and a poor picture, too,
winch was released only in a few cities- "The Girl in

—

the Show" was not much help. "Footlights and Fools,"
Colleen Moore's last effort, did not help much more.
Neither did a small part in "Not So Dumb," nor a
slightly better one in the unsuccessful "Numbered Men."
"Let Us Be Gay." "Our Blushing Brides." "On Your

Back." "The Sea Wolf," and "The Cat Creeps" complete
Recently he was on the stage
list of his appearances.
in a West Coast production of "Up Pops the Devil."
But it seem< unlikely that Raymond will ever be the
great success now that he started out to be.
Sidney Blackmer, whom Charles Wagner tried for
years to promote as a star on the stage, was brought out
He made two pictures. "Strictly
by First National.
Modern" and "The Love Racket" both with Dorothy
Mackaill
and one with Billie Dove. "Sweethearts and
Wives." followed by "The Bad Man." "Woman HunHe may return to the studio, hut
gry." and "Kismet."
it
is doubtful if he will ever be anything more than a
the

—

leading man.

—

17

HOUR
by stage players who trooped

!

utiful
foi

by M.-<

i.-.M.

th

.1

•

I

"Born

I

gerous," and "To-day." She has had
hut has failed to land.
She i- i:
little interest being shown in her.
Stanley Smith
mi pictures at th
a
Fredric March, both b
from the
-how. "The Royal Family."
contract
Pat hi- and put ill a small part in "The Sophomore."
i

to

sun of popular approval.
James Rennie (alls into the same category. He made
"The Bad Man." "Girl of the Golden West," "Illii
supporting role in the Barthelmess picture,
"The Lash." He signed a new five-year contract, but is
very stiff on the screen and is not generally regarded as
promising material.
Mary Duncan was signed by Fox at the inception of
the talkies and given a huge publicity campaign to launch
her.
Bul .-lie somehow didn't click.
Made "Through
a

•

1

In- was lent to Paramount for "Swe<
They afterward bought his contract ami he
"I lonev." "Good News,' "Soup to N'uts," "Love A
the
Millionaires,"
"Queen High," and "Man'

which

I

Mary."
Nice hoy. good-looking, hut his chief
ing voice, and he is stiff in his acting.
to the stage in a musical "You Said It."

his sing-

He

has returned

At the moment Dorothy Jordan has one of the most
promising futures of the stage contingent. Called from
the chorus, she was thrust into the lead of "Devil-MayCare," opposite Novarro, and made two others with the
same star. "In Gay Madrid" and "Call of the Flesh." In
the latter she showed promise for the first time.
Then
came "Love in the Rough," and now in "Min and Bill"
she gives a real and touching performance.
Lola Lane came from the Stage, was
heavily featured in "Speakeasy," "Fox Movietone Follies," "The Girl from Havana,"

Different I've-." "City
"Four Deyils,"

Girl,"

and "The River" for
them and was released.
Returned to New York and then came hack to
for another try.
Appeared in "The Boudoir Diplomat" for Universal and on the strength of her work in
that picture was signed by M.-G.-M. for one of the two
feminine leads in "Among the Married."
A little too
florid for successful picture work, hut may establish
|

she tones down her delivery.
Not generally
regarded as starring material.
Paul Page was signed by Fox ahout the same time as
herself

if

Mary Duncan. Played the leads in "Speakeasy." "The
Girl from Havana" and "Protection" and was then cast
in supporting parts in "Born Reckless" and "Men Without

Women."
who

ble actor

Free-lancing, hut not doing much.
has just been lost in the shuffle.

in

"H

and follow
conventional. *'

Hollywood
success on the talking screen. The few who
cited for their achievement last month.
In
able mention is accorded those who are

and had

blonde on

Capa-

and then released
\.
Xext she
played

the

vamp

"Good News,"
and was signed by
James Cruze. who announced
and has since done "The Big
in

starring plans for
Fight," "The ^
A clever actress «

Case." and "What a Break !"
unfortunately, does not photograph as sympatl
as she might.
Marguerite Churchill is one of the few girls

48

The Crowded Hour
who

has something to offer pictures.
Her
with Clarke & McCullough, followed
by "The Valiant," "Pleasure Crazed," "She Steps Out,"
'"They J lad to See Paris," "Born Reekie--." "Good InBig Trail."
to ntions," and "The
She was kept in the latter picture for almost a
and at a time when she should have been seen in many
more films to establish herself, h is doubtful now if
she will ever he more than a leading lady.
Dixie Lee's debut in a Clarke & McCullough comedy
was followed by "Imagine My Embarrassment," "Fox
stage
fir>t

was

really

a short

Movietone

Follies,"

"Happy Days,"

a

bit

in

"Seven

Faces," leads in "The Big Party," and "Cheer Up and
Smile," and a part in 'No Limit," with C lara Bow. She
should have landed big with proper handling and may
She is her own worst enemy,
yet, if she gets a chance.
because she refuses to play studio politic
Humphrey Bogart played the juvenile lead in the
stage version of "Cradle Snatchers."
His debut in pictures was in a small part in "Liliom" and the second lead
in "Up the River."
He is now seen in "Body and Soul."
Though he gives good performances, his box-office appeal is doubt f til.
John Garrick, English juvenile, signed from the local

comic-opera stage, made his debut

in

"Married

in

was borrowed by Mary Pickford for the lead in "F
ever Yours," and kept under salary by her for six months.
.Miss Pickford afterward shelved the picture before
finishing it, whereupon he made "The Virtuous Sin."
and then moved his make-up box to Pathe lor "Sin
Takes a Holiday." with Constance Bennett, and "The
Man Who ame Back." Gives consistently good performances, hut hasn't inspired any fan reaction. Probably he will continue as a capable leading man.
Warren Hymer was an excellent juvenile character
heavy in "Speakeasy," "Girl from Havana," "Men Without Women," "Born Reckless," "Up the River," and
"Charlie Chan Carries On." Scored heavily in the last.
Later pictures are "Men on Call" and "Seas Beneath."
le should he in demand as long as he wants to stay.
Mae Clarke. Debut in "Big Time," with excellent
notices of her work in "Nix on Dames,
[*he Dancers,"
and "The Fall Guy." Good actress, hut too tall for a
popular leading lady.
Future doubtful. Rumored engaged to John McCormick, Colleen Moore's ex-husband.
Marjoric White. Clever acrobatic soubrette. "Sun-

(

J

Holly-

"Song o' My Heart," and
leads in "The Sky Hawk" and "The Lottery
Bride"; also in "Just Imagine." "Are You
There?" and "Charlie Chan Carries On."

wood." was the juvenile

in

ny Side Up," "Happy Days," "Her
Golden Calf," "Just Imagine." and
"Week-end Wives." Chances are
good for developing into a straight comedienne, now that

Good-looking chap without a

who

marked personality
will

probably

con-

tinue doing juvenile leads.
Kenneth MacKenna made a few silent films in the
Last before the advent of the talkies, without creating
any upheaval, and continued his stage work at the same
time.
With the talkies he was signed by Fox and has

worked almost continuously

in

That Way," "Pleasure Crazed.
Sea Rose," "Man Trouble," and

"Temple Tower." "Crazy
rhree Sisters," "South

"Men Without Women"

;

singing pictures are passe.
El Brendel.
"Cock-eyed World." "Svenson's Wild
Party," "Her Golden Calf." "Happy Days," "Big Trail."
Steady
"Just Imagine." and "Mr. Lemon of Orange."
following of those who like his Swedish comedy and
dialect.
Xo dialect comedian has lasted long. hut El
may ho the exception.
Fib Dorsav. The French "It" girl born in Canada.
"They Had to See Paris." "Hot for Paris." "Women
Everywhere," "On the Level." "Those Three French
Girls."
Exactly the same in every picture and her
vogue is about over. Recently she has been making personal appearances without causing any riots.

—
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The Crowded Hour
another »igned with much acclaim
and hullabaloo, for "Romance of the Rio Grande" and
\ erj
attractive and talented girl
Kid."
Now doing Spanish
who somehow has jn>t missed.

Mona Maria was

Laura

Singing comedienne of the Marjorie
ned bj First National and highly touted

I

White typ
tin-in

I

(

i

(

I.

it

ions.

by

Parade,*' "The Lottery Bride," "Paramounl on
"
>li.
"Monte arlo," "All Women Are Bad," and
a Man."
partly
Her contract with Paramount wa
was believed
mse with the passing of musicals

for her

"Top Speed," "Going Wild,"
Love," but somehow they forgot to

work

and "Maybe It's
take up her option.
David Manners.

in

Juvenile signed by

her ;it a
Well, she
but

I

may be worth it,
doubt very much that

:i<-<!

^^^^^^^

National.

First

"Truth About youth,"
End." "Dracula." "Kismet," and "The
Ruling Passion." Doesn't seem to have

Vlamma."

tl

for her high priced servio
reputed salary of $3,500 or $4,000

was no need

"Journey's

a great deal for pictures, but First National

is

hanging on

»Jm*r ;^_

the end of six
find

— which
Walter Pidgeon.

An-

A Most Immoral Lady,"
"Sweet Kitty Bellairs," "Bride of
the Regiment." "The Hot Heiress." "Viennese Nights,"
enthusiasm prior to

"Her Private

talkies.

Affair."

and "Kiss Me Again." First National has great hopes
for him. but so far he hasn't done anything to justify
them.

Monroe Owsley. Juvenile who scored a hit as the
Other films. "Beyond Victory,"
brother in "Holiday."
"The Grand Parade." "Anybody's Girl," and "Half
-

SP

'.

by

Paramount

for

"Honor

Among

Lovers." with Claudette Colbert and Fredric March, and
He has
playing in Gloria Swanson's "Indiscretion."
individuality and a good chance oi remaining.
Public how in "The
Fred Scott. Singing juvenile.
Grand Parade." followed by "Swing High" and "Beyond
Victory."
Nice chap with a pleasing voice who has
absolutely nothing- for the screen.
To be released by

is

Pathe.

Jeanette MacDonald, who should have been paired
with Catherine Dale Owen as a sister team, started in
"The Vagabond King." following it with "The Love

unimportant

—

—also

still

months
on their

will
lot.

One of
Frank Fay.
Broadway's favorites and
mine.

"Bright Light

—

Shows" master of ceremonies "Under a
Texas Moon." and "The Matrimonial Bed." Now playIf his wit got aero., as
ing in "The Devil [s Sick."

"Show
other who came to the
screen in the silent days.
but never aroused much

is

her

ft

of

on the screen as it does off, he'd rank second to none.
Dorothy Peterson. Only two films so far. "Mother's
Her work in the first
Cry" and "Fires of Youth."
she has been signed
that
much
National
so
First
pleased
on a long-term contract.
Lucile Powers. Hers is one of the sob stories of Hollywood. Signed by M.-G.-M. and heralded as another
big find.
First appearance was on the committer
welcome Leo, the lion on the M.-G.-M. trade-mark, at
the station when he was brought back from his world
well

tour.

"Billy the Kid" and replaced by
she knew what had happened.
Released at the end of six months. She is charming in
"Man to Man" and her future depends almost entirely
on the reception of her work in this picture.
Pauline Frederick. JuEdward
by First National for a
venile character act

Afterward

Kay Johnson,

cast

in

before

'

1

He can't seem to find other
return to New York.
to
ready
about
work and is
Douglass Montgomery was signed by M.-G.-M.. who
promptly changed his name to Kent Douglass. He was
regarded as a promising actor on the stage, but his initial
Continued on page 100
part in "Mother's Cry."
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There Are

NO

The fans have always turned thumbs down on imita-

and even a chance resemblance
to a favorite is a handicap that must be overcome.
Individuality that does not invite comparison is back
tors of

popular

of

players

all

throws

stars,

who succeed. This interesting article
new light on a well-known subject.

In the history of the strange business of making motion pictures,
few have survived the label of secondhand goods. Charlie Chaplin
has had a score of imitators who donned the derby, small mustache,
and large shoes in hopes of being called genius. Yet there is to-day
only the one Charlie Chaplin.

With a single exception, the
now forgotten. Harold Lloyd

others are

started as
a Chaplin mimic, only quickly to drop the
impersonation and create a trade-mark of

—

own the horn-rimmed spectacles of
hundred unique comedies.
Douglas Fairbanks introduced the extremely athletic hero and immediately
had a dozen contestants for premier honNone survived, though
ors in the type.
George Walsh achieved a measure
popularity which lasted a short while.
Richard Talmadge failed to duplicate
his
a

Natalie Moorhead has had an uphill climb because of comparison with Lilyan Tashman and

Kay

Francis.

WHEN

Marlene Dietrich made her
American debut in "Morocco," she
was hailed by public and press as a

even the Walsh success.
When Rudolph Valentino died, a tre-

second Greta Garbo. The preview audience,
after witnessing the first showing of her picture, gathered in the lobby, as preview audiences do, to discuss tbe newcomer pro and
con.
Seldom have I seen a crowd in such

unanimous accord.

From

all

sides

mendous hue and cry accompanied

the
Such an insearch for his successor.
dividual was never found, though Hollywood literally was overrun with romantic Latins touted as second Yalentinos.
The original's place in public esteem has

came the

single word, "Garbo."

Paramount, to whom Miss Dietrich is under contract, was subsequently taken to task
for attempting to exploit another Garbo.
It
is reported that Metro-Goldwyn went on record in some sort of unofficial protest.
An order was issued to the Paramount publicity staff forbidding them to mention the
names of Dietricb and Garbo in the same
paragraph.
few of the less astute film

A

commentators saw a

civil

picture colony.

war brewing

in tbe

Fred Kohler has suffered through his fitnessfor roles played by George Bancroft.

Charlie Chaplin's imitators

have faded away,
m supreme.

leaving h

i

doubt that a remarkable
physical resemblance exists between the players in question.
Garbo's insouciance that approaches insolence in acting
Both radiate the same
is exactly duplicated on tbe screen by Dietricb.
brand of sex. All of which is, however, definitely a handicap something to be overcome if Dietrich is to gain any lasting fame in pictures.
For the inexorable law of fan popularity is, "there are no seconds."

There

is

little

—

The

public has consistently refused to accept substitutes for its screen
Imitators are never tolerated and pretender after pretender
has failed dismally in attempting to scale the heights with borrowed tricks.
Glance over a list of the big stars of the day. Each has individuality,
favorites.

—

call it what you will.
The fact remains no two
occupy the same niche in the cinema hall of fame.
Certainlv Paramount is an old enough head in the game to recognize this
law of individuality. It seems beyond the realm of possibility that studio
officials are purposely grooming Marlene Dietrich as a contender to Greta
Garbo. Rather must they deplore the handicap she has to overcome.

personality, uniqueness

stars can simultaneously

SECONDS
By Jack Grant
i

be usurped,

:i

condition that finds a parallel

Wallace Reid, among others.
Monte Blue and Rod La Rocque have always been considered to
rheir careers on the screen present an amazresemble one another,
Yet ai no time were the) both <»n top.
ing series oi ups and downs.
vogue for Blue meant a partial eclipse for La Rocque, and
when Rod swung back into the ascendency Monte's stock took a
i

tuml
Charles Gerard was the most popular actor of suave

men

of the

Woman

world when Adolphe Menjou Hashed into fame in "A
-" Gerard faded almost immediately from view.
occasionally these days in some small
supporting n
George Bancroft is said to have refused to play in the same pictures with
Fred Kohler. Once he was not >" par-

He

of

is

They both won recognition
ticular.
about the same time, hut Bancroft got
A.S
the breaks and rocketed to stardom.
a result oi the law prohibiting two of a
kind in screen preference. Kohler has
In my opinion,
suffered accordingly.

Alice

Vlice

white displayed

larity if the portrayals differ basically.

quite a hit of

first

he

-

lar!

Keith's

Barrymore

There

can he a dozen wild whoopee maidens or H
cracking comedians, hut no two of them may

appearances. She
cute enough to catch the attention
,<i"
exhibitors and. dui' to their demands,
she was made a star. Then routine casting caused Alice to make a hid as a
contender for Clara Bow's crown. Both
were playing the same type of roles, a
condition which causes no loss of popu-

way

of being

a contender for Clara Bow's throne.

Kohler is the hettcr. if less lucky, actor.
Bancroft got the breaks.
originality in her

White never overcame the stigma

exactly

alike.

Alice

whether intentionally or

made
not.

the
of

mistake,

mimicking

best of a somewhat limited
was quick curtains for her.
Sally Starr's chances seem nipped in the

Clara

ability.

the

to

It

is a photographic
resemblance to the Bow.
A remarkable actor. Paul Muni madi
auspicious a debut as could be desired in "The
Mis praises were sumj by critics
Valiant."
from one end of the country to the other. As
a second vehicle. Fox bought the whimsical
little story. "A Friend of Napoleon." Whimsy
ne minds, a not very salable c
modity.
Muni's powers
Consequently, lear
as a make-up artist, the story was transformed
into a protean feat, renamed "Seven Fa

bud. though her only sin

profile stood in the

of the success his talent deserved.

Will

Marlene

Dietrich

survive the accusations

of Garbo's fans?

ities

of

Lon

and released

as a trick feature in

which Muni

played seven diversified charac
ich an accomplishment su?c[csted the abilChaney and many reviewers called Muni a second Chancy.

That was enough
and Muni was

for the public.

Interest in

nsidered "box office"

"Seven Faces'

when

his contract

came up

for renewal.

Fans have been called fickle, but they will accept no other fat man
shoes of Roscoe Arbuckle. Walter Titers was but one of many

in the

who made
Nor has

the attempt.
there ever been a true successor to Theda Rara. first of the
!on<; as their
vivid vamps.
The list of those who followed h<
rei*m was short.
Lilvan Tashman founded the school for modern feminine menaces,
When
and Kay Francis established a branch in higher learning.
Xatalie Moorhead came alons: she found herself classified with Lilvan,

because they played similar roles, or with Kay. because they both wore
With dual handicaps. Xatalie has had a long
lingly short bobs.

a
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up-hill climb.

not

1

charming

a

1

same plot again
and again under
slightly modified

nil

poss

viduality,

indi-

the

as-

titles,

would have

cent

been hopele
Billie

1

rebels by

it

staying

away from

the theaters.

)ove

was

The

getting along very

producers

some

they have
reached the end.of

one tied a tag
on her reading

term which digni-

well,

until

realize

a certain cycle

"The American

fies

Beauty."

tations

Every

outright

—and

—

imi-

are

one

immediately
thought of Kath-

compelled to find

erine MacDonald,
the first American

But. while
public resentment

new

Beauty.
Apparently her producers were of the

same mind,

is

drew

a long

series

of

assign-

ments in which
she had nothing
to do but look at-

tition,

It

was

lerity
fatal for Paul Muni's success

on

the screen when some one dubbed
him "the second Lon Chaney."

moves

Paul Vincenti was touted as another Valentino, but where is he

to-day?

in

dealing

with pretenders to
the thrones of its

crowned

favorites.

Keith was
once quite conscious of his Barrymore profile. He even
affected ill-fitting collars which heightened the illusion.
Fredric March's portrayal in "The Royal Family of
Ian

as pronounced.
Later, however,

when he was cast opposite Janet Gayromantic lead, his popularity waned.
Fans
wanted no substitute in the beloved Gaynor-Farrell team.
.Apparently this rule still holds good, for another protest was lodged when Maureen O'Sullivan played opposite Farrell during Janet's recent absence from the
Fox lot. The studio was accused of trying to make
another Gaynor of the little Irish girl.
Film companies may produce as many pictures in imitation of popular box-office successes as the market will
stand.

it

with lightning ce-

It is a tremendous tribute to her beauty that she survived as long as she did, considering the pictures in
which she was cast. If she ever frees herself from that
tag. I believe Billie Dove will surprise a lot of people.
In a film called "The Four Devils," appeared Janet
Gaynor, Nancy Drexel, Charles Farrell, and Charles
Comment upon the resemblance of the two
Morton.
girls spelled exit for Nancy Drexel.
Morton similarly
suffered from his likeness to Farrell, though it was not

in

comparatively

against story repe-

tractive.

nor

in

slow in protesting

for

Billie

variation?

plots.

a

When

the public finally realizes

it

is

Broadway"

led to

many unwelcome

notices.

"Is

March

a second Barrymore?" they inquired, and Fred burned.
His performance was obvious burlesque and now some
chumps had taken him seriously.
March does not want to be called a second Barrymore.
Xor does Una Merkel delight in the "second Gish" label.
Classification as another Gish has caused the retirement
of too many promising actresses. Mary Philbin among
them.
In fact, refer to any player's resemblance to any other
actor, and you will have a fight on your hands.
They
all know their only chance to attain screen success lies in
establishing and maintaining individuality.

There is plenty of room at the top in acting as in other
professions. But not for two of a kind. There simply
are no seconds.

seeing the

Sally Starr's chances seemed nipped in
the bud, though her only sin is a photographic resemblance to Clara Bow.

->
...

MacDONALD

JEANETTE
THE

best

screen.

soprano on the
So say Jeanette Mac-

And

Donald's fans.

some

hardy

if

there ere

dispute
them, they point triumphantly to
their favorite

souls

to

and remind

hecklers that of

all

their

the invading

songstresses she alone remains.

—
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"The Mad Parade," are, left to right, the Keating Twins, June Clyde, Marceline Day,
Ridgeway, Louise Fazenda, Irene Rich, Lilyan Tashman, and Evelyn Brent.

film,

Fritzi

The VALIANTS Carry On
work having vanished long ago, a group of old-timers
keep going on sheer nerve, and speak lightly of all the material rewards they used
town cars."
to dream of, such as stardom, money, home swimming pools, and tricky

Their girlish illusions about screen

By Dorothy Wooldridge

Y

OU

know," said Louise Fazenda as we sat in a quiet
spot on location, "the more you know of motion picThe girl without
tures, the more savage they seem.

more business in Hollywood than a
one-armed bookkeeper in an iron-molders' free-for-all fight.
"Look at this gang Evelyn Brent, Lilyan Tashman.
Irene Rich, Fritzi Ridgeway, June Clyde. Marceline Day,
and the Keating twins, Helen and Elizabeth veterans,
They reek
Courage
old-timers who made the grade.
with it. Remember Robert W. Service's 'The Law of the'
Yukon' ? It applies equally as well here.
a fighting spirit has no

—

—

!

is the law of the Yukon, and ever she makes it plain
Send not jour foolish and feeble send mc your strong and your

"Tin's

;

sane

Strong for the red rage of battle, sane for I harry them sore;
Send mc men girt for the combat, men who arc grit to the core;
Swift as the panther in triumph, fierce as the bear in defeat.
Sired of a bulldog parent, steeled in the furnace heat.
Send me the best of your breeding, lend me your chosen ones;
Them will I take to my bosom, them will I call my sons;
Them will gild with my treasure, them will I glut with my meat:
But the others the misfits, the failures I trample under my feet.
1

—

—

"Nine of us here out of thousands Everything we have we
fought fur. and we have no illusions about the picture game.
know it to the core. But" again she quoted Service.
!

—

We

"It

.urips

It

It

you

some kind of sinning;
from foe to a friend:
been since the beginning;
like

twists you

seems it's
seems it will be to the end."

It

Did Evelyn Brent's young movie dreams include
visions of this?

!

The Valiants Carry

We

were

the side of

at

On

no man's land where "Joun
for

I

Mad

making "The

Parade," a picture in whi<
irs.
The young women were playing the roll
canteen workers who at times had
ito the mudced trenches and
icperience the horrors of war.
"I have seen more exhibition of pure nerve in this picture than I've seen in all my career in Hollywood," Louise
continued.
"I've wondered if they selected us be<
they believed they couldn't scare US.
If they did, t!
all wrong.
None has quit <>r weakened, though there were
times when the home fireside would have looked like the
'

Rock

of

A^o

to us."

The

players,
was the

1

could

see,

all

were

in

luetic

condition.

This
day for big scenes.
Before long ground
charges would he exploding, the sky green with powder
smok
icampering about in the trenches, a pall hanging in the air and every nerve at tension.
Louise left me
to go into the fray.
The din started. The sky went dark. The battle was on.
"All ready, .Miss I'.rent!" called Director Beaudine.
*'(
Her no man's land! Run as low as possible."
"Run !" retorted Evelyn, almost in hysterics. "Run, hell
I'll crawl
Let's go !"
And away she went, on hands and knees part of the
time, crawling fiat the re>t of the way—two hundred yards
!

in all.

"Ploom !" sounded an exploding ground charge and Lilyan
Tashman, standing too close, was blown into a dugout.
"You big hum!" she shouted as she went down. "I'll get
you for that!" hut the sound of her voice was lost in the
shower of descending dirt.
Irene Rich, driving a truck, stalled it in the mud and
dug it out with a shovel.
Farther on she turned the
over and it caught
tire from the escaping

truck

Frit/i

line.

Ridgeway was

Catherine Dale
big

Owen

Hollywood was

think

happy

used to
just

one

family, but she has

learned otherwise.
"killed" by a hand grena
All this, mind you, with
these widely known actresses playing the roles
Their
costumes mud-bedraggled, their bodies sore and bruised
!

— hut

never a whimper.

who was

Was

for one

timid.

work each had envisioned when

this the

pired to

There was no place

[ollywood

I

she as-

wondered.
I had seen Mary Pickford sink into a synthetic swamp.
Dolores Costello drenched with tons of water while
aboard a yacht. May McAvov hit in the eye with a
turnip, Marion Davies ducked in a pond covered with
ice. Gloria Swanson dropped into a canal, Lillian
iish
half-smothered in a storm of sand, and, somehow, it
Seemed these things were sufficient to take away all illuabout picture work affording a life of ease and
<

comfort.
"I have no illusions, now," Lilyan

time

saw

1

Xo

girl

her.

who

"Hollywood
isn't

ready to

is

Tashman

said, the

no place for
and who

fight,

fail-

isn't

supplied with the nerve oi a good trouper, should come
here.
She has to fight has to take it on the chin occasionally
hut she must keep on fighting.
It's no place
for the timid."
"And you do without intimate friends." added Louise.
"Mack Sennett said to me a long, long time ago, 'The
lone wolf travels farthest, because he travels alone.'
I
I have no intimates.
learned this very young.
1 am not
look at these who are! What next? Thev
a star hut
have gone as far as they can go."
"Becoming a star means getting a lot of money, a
swimming pool, and a dolled-up limousine." commented
Lilvan.
"What a reward '"

—

—

—

—

many

?

I

ures.

Screen girls drawing picture salaries, they were.
Evelyn Brent a star, hut all keen for action all unawed
and unafraid.
"Success in Hollywood is an illusion." declared L
"It's almost fatal to go rapidly to the top.
Then

Your

flashes in the pan.

iuickly ends

car

and then where are you? The trouble with I lolly w
people is they think Hollywood.
What folly! I don't
think Hollywood."

A

keen-witted, talented

lot.

they were,

tilled

with the

zest of life, hut thoroughly disi

the pic-

ture city being a town

mad'
I have found that

this

same

feelii

the players, directors, and writers.
berg, director of "The Blue A

all

Josef vol

"M<

"Dishonored," said to me. "An aur
ntiment and
romance flows over Hollywood. Quite ordinary pei
are enshrined and ennobled by a mawkish public which
fails to look beyond the present accomplishment and
back of it years of work, worry, and fighting toward
al.

»ple have to work no harder, r.
Hollywood than any other
what they
There is. however, this great difference. A career
Hollywood i- a Hash, a momentary tiling. That's wh

"P<

in

;

rewards are greater.
a

to blame.

faces,

In ordinary affairs a career can

lifetin

"Hollywood
is

new

not to blame I
Humanity
the universal human desire f
things, new entertainments, new music,
is

It

in

is

Contini:.

Ill

i

—
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HOLLYWOOD
Jackie Cooper,
recruited from

Our Gang,
moves over to
Paramount
to play
Skippy and
celebrates his
discovery of

Mitzi

Green

a great
big soda

in

for two.

WHAT

chance will a girl in her teens have now to
impress a movie producer, unless: 1. She has
tossed off a couple of novels? 2. She has gilts
as a sculptor, playwright, and musician? 3. Possesses a
flair for snappy and sophisticated conversation?
4. Is
in a word
just a whirlwind of intellectuality?
Carman Barnes, eighteen-year-old Paramount discovery, sets a standard that must he wretchedly depressing
to any young seeker of celluloid honors.
For she has a
veritable galaxy of smart attributes, including those
above enumerated.
And what a free informal soul this young maid of
movieland is, incidentally! Our first glimpse of Carman
was on a breezy day in the broad open spaces of the
studio, clad in a futuristic-looking bath rohe, and gayly
diverting an audience of three wise old scenario writers
with her piquant repartee. Carman was waiting photographic test time, and if the breezes blew lightly on her
Persiloose-fitting outer garment, she should worry.
flage and the laughter took complete precedence over
the dav's chilliness or the wind's revealing whimsies with
a lady's boudoir habiliments.
An insouciante, charming, and distinctly clever young
woman from the Southland is this precocious author of
"School Girl" and "Beau Lover." who is to appear in
her own story. "Debutante." Amazing as it may seem,
she sometimes photographs not unlike Garbo.

—

Transformed into Butterfly.
is emerging from the flapper chrysalis.
The first indication is a coiffure change. What's more,
when we saw Colleen recently at a party, we thought we
Colleen

Moore

detected the
too,

oncoming of

we surmise

There

is

a

that Colleen

Again,
with some one.

vampish demeanor.
is

in love

a perceptible alteration, at

any

rate,

in the

presence and personality of the little girl who used to
love to kick her heels around in comedies.
learn that one swain who has been seen in Colleen's company is a Xew York broker, but we cannot be
sure that he is the conquering hero. He returned to the
East not long ago.
Colleen's hairdress now resembles that worn by Billie
Dove a pompadourish bob, contrasting with the Dutch
hair cut that Colleen favored for so long.

We

—

An Imaginary Voyage.
Hereafter Fifi Dorsay will have to choose her press
agents more carefully. Or else she'll have to guarantee
that they won't tell any cock-and-bull stories that tend
to

work up

A

a studio into a frenzy.

a weird tale went out to the press
about Fifi, relating how she had boarded a liner at San
Pedro, missed the "all ashore call" and war, carried out
All
to sea for what looked like a two-week journey.
this happened at a time when Fifi was scheduled for a

few weeks ago

part in a picture.

The whole thing was a hoax perpetrated by an industrious publicity purveyor, but when he also arranged for
telegrams to be sent to the studio telling of Fifi's supposed plight, the joke was carried a step too far. The
studio iumped on the star's manager, and the manager,
in turn, made an effort to stop the ship, or have it overtaken by speed boats, and even the United States navy
was appealed to for help.
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HIGH LIGHTS
News and
Right

gossip of the cinema colony not to be found elsewhere.

the midst
i'iti herself air-

in

By Edwin and Elza Schallert

•

the

hubbub

ily

breezed

lot,

totally

onto the Fox
unaware of all
commotion she had been causing.

the

information

Arrowhead.
and In-

rfve,

Inquiry elicited
Lake
thai she had been vacationing at
The blame was fixed on her representawas dispatched back East where he had

come from.

A Newfoundland

Fisherman.

done with a fish-eating dog at a studio?
Ilcrc- a new problem facing film executives who arc
red enough already.
Varick Frizzell, a venturesome young producer who
made a Labrador epic called '"White Thunder," is the
owner of a large Newfoundland pnrp. which has peculiar
dietary inclinations.
Frizzell was working on his feature
at the Paramount studio, and his dog was making himself at home around the
All went well until one day the dog espied goldfish
in an ornamental pond in a (lowered and gr
ing.

The Newfoundland apparently

surge of primitive
few moments' meditation, he
appetite, and after a
plunged into the water and came out with a stru?gling

felt a

fish.

The caretakers of the studio, seeing the impending tragedy, charged him with brooms, but
the Newfoundland took off to the labyrinthian

where

>n

the stages are.

the career of Mr. Goldfish.
X'iiw there's a sign up

pond

— no

fishing

French Name Mystifying.
"Ah. Papillon!"
Yon who know your
nch may imagine with
what surprise we heard

A

<<i

feeling,

were standing
theater

while
front

in

Swanson

m-

i

Even

at

Rival for Jackie.

Coogan

Robert

assuredly go

will

far

a

this stage of In

ntric temperament.
Robert is making his debut in "Skippy," and
asked by an onlooker on the s,-t what he thought

"Oh, acting's easy," he declared.
of things that are harder."
"Your brother. Jackie, is a good actor, isn't he?" the
inquirer continued.

capabilities.
lots

"Oh. yes;
,'ood as

he's
I

all

right," Robert replied, "but he's not

am."

'

Robert
appeared

in

ther like Jackie when his older br
and" the studio is apparent!

"The Kid."

ing to stress the resemblance, because he is dad in the
outfit that Jackie wore then, which has been lovingly preserved by the Coogan parents.

same

Equestrian Companionship.
Marguerite Churchill and Elissa Landi
struck up a friendship.
They go horseback
:

riding together.

The dazzling new

Fox company would be
to appeal

sides, since

to

find oi

just the

Marguerite, and. be-

coming

to California
has been very lonely.
Her husband, an
attorney, remained in England.
Elissa is one girl who can qualify
with the intellectual attainments that
seem to be s., much in demand in this
ultra age of the films.
Like Carman
I

Barnes, she also ha
to her credit.
Her literary output was published in

two

uttered with
feverish inten-

almost

a

the

all

stance Bennett.

words

these
sity

Gloria

of

girl

beside

:

Attention, do^s

an

and ended

virtually

for-

mer husband

^ "iuil:

to be

rmi.

As on

actor.

What's

•

the mai

we
of

premiere.

England.
We should note that

I

Churchill

[

is

passj-

her

Knowing our French we
immediately started looking
around for butterflies, as.

former subdued and restrained
ways.
Every day we hear
more about what a favorite
she is becoming, and

of

obtaining

at

a

is
course,
that
what
papillon signifies in the Gal-

lack of appeal in "The
Trail" tended to set her
back in her career for a
but that dra'
apparently over.
-

Recovering our halance.

we

it was just
Marquis de la Falaise
de la Coudraye greeting one
of his French gentleman
friends.
They rushed up
to each other and all hut
embraced, and the air was
soon filled with French syl-

noticed that

I

the

lables.

"Papillon,"

prominent

The

language.

lic

more

we

dis-

Just a quiet evening
at

home

married:

and
take

with

the

Ben

Lyon
Daniels

Bebe
up literature.

leads
lie

:

::

Chan

I

On" and "Skyline."

we

—
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Hollywood High

Lights

made
all

Kittys

Tt>*

^

?oe."t

for ten weeks with Warner Brothers upset
precedents.
It averages her $30,000 a week.

She is supposed to make two pictures at approximately $150,000, and these are being done during
a vacation period.

Ruth Chatterton leaves Paramount in the fall.
going to Warner's at a reported increase
from $3,500 to $7,500 a week. William V

also

rates a similar jump in compensation,
ported, while Kay Francis is also said

it

to

i

have

doubled her salary.
Premieres Menacing.
Premieres are going bolshevik.
At least, it's
getting to be worth a celebrity's life to go to one
of them, especially in downtown Los Angeles.
The crowd at the opening of Charlie Chaplin's
"City Lights" at the new Los Angeles Theater liecame so unruly that several riot calls were sent in
to the police station.
Several stars all but had
their chinchillas and sequins torn off them, and
Cecil DeMille. who always makes it a custom to
carry a store of gold pieces in his pocket, was reported relieved of some of them, besides being
thoroughly manhandled.
The sensation of this premiere was Doctor Albert Einstein's arrival at the theater with Chaplin.
Einstein was all but mobbed by the throng on the
outside of the playhouse, and then received an
ovation from the stars and other first nighters when
In the spring a young man's fancy lightly turns to love and
Einstein paid a tribute
he appeared in the foyer.
Jack Oakie is discovered in the throes of writing a poem
perto Charlie's comedy by laughing uproariously durhaps to Mary Brian.
ing the showing of "City Lights." But was completely flabbergasted when some souvenir collector
expect to hear announced about her is an engagement
tried to nip off one of the curly locks of his leonine hair,
to a film executive, that is, if Russell Gleason doesn't
during his exit from the theater.
marry her first.
Dance Contest Extraordinary.
Frank Albertson to Marry.
A fight and a dance contest! The Mayfair Club at

Another young man of the movies is about to turn
Frank Albertson, juvenile comedian, is in love

benedict.

a recent party adhered to tradition and also broke

from

away

it.

with a high-school girl. Virginia Shelly. They may even
The pugilistic combat, if it was that, involved a studio
executive and a scenario writer.
The dance contest,
be married, we hear, before this is published.
which was a departure, featured Bert Wheeler and
Frank is a very serious and businesslike chap, and he
Virtually
has worked industriously at picture-making.
Jobyna Howland. They won the prize, because of the
comedy of their dancevery time the studio
wanted some light
.?Dolores Mae Barrymore ends her first cruise on her father's
in
I" the midst of the
youthful relief
a
yacht and can't understand w hat all the shouting's about on
dance Miss Howland
production, they cast
the dock.
started to take off
him. His record for a
Wheeler's clothes. She
single year was about a
'

dozen

m

removed

films.

Frank went to Hollywood high school, and
graduat-

lii-

fiancee

ing

from the same

is

in-

Money -mad
That's

the

stars!

way Ruth

William
Lowell. Constance Bennett, and Kay Francis
are described in some

Chatterton,

quarters in 1 lollyw
hit can you blame
them if they are dazzled
by gold that is literally
flung at their feet ?
A contract that Constance Bennett recently
I

collar

and

finally

his shirt

unbuttoned
and was in the

act of pulling that off,

when

stalked

Gilded with Wealth.

and

then coat and vest,

too.

stitution.

tie

first,

ure of

into the fray
the heroic figMack Sennett,

who saved Wheeler
from

complete

expo-

sure to the giddy and
applauding t h r o n g
After this. Leon Errol,
of the collapsible legs,
did a burlesque dance

with Claudia Dell, and
then once again Sennett
stepped forward, this
time to be Errol's partner. It was a jolly evening at the Mayfair.

i

!

Hollywood High
Page Mr.

More and more,
talk

bab)

down

R<

bet

is

omii

in

a

g

up and

all

when

viewing anytl
and telling her "Do-do" about it, meanin

the scale

thrilling,

J

Ni:

ford

•

Lights

she

is

nks, Jr.
in

!a

\\ c

Horn," ami

at

the

viewed

she

as

rrvesofcd

the

claimed with almost childish enthusiasm.
:i

"

showing of

veritable series of cadenzas d

il

that

her

it

l

i

piz;

la

cub

lion

"Oh, Do-do,

1

want

lie

The White Candle Flame.
Mar) Nolan's career ended? We hope

Is

not.

Such prom-

ising talent

Mary's contract with Universal was dissolved nol long
reports that she mighi be seen with John Gilbert in "Cheri-

came to naught.
mouths since this

bebi"

is

It

She seems

frail

ducers are

a

in

little

work

of

alluring girl has played

and declining
fearful

in health,

and

it

i>

ill

a

picture.

said that pro-

aboul her being able to stand the

picture.

in a

we cannot believe that anybody so gifted will
resume her bright and happy way on the screen. Miss

Nevertheless,
not soon

Nolan's talents justify the joyous continuation of the m:
she registered a year or so ago.

Their Grief Mutual.
Their love should he cemented now. Gary Cooper and Lupe
Velez know what it i> to share in suffering.
They were both
sued on the same day for income tax. The amount of the claim
against Gary was $590 and Lupe $952.
Trust Lupe to he hit
the harder in any matter pertaining to money!
And did she
have something to say about it? Yes, ma'am! In both Spanish
and follywood ling
I

Fraternal Fealty.
ther

.eo

I

may

lie

—

at

outs

with Brother Victor
hut what
Star
matter?
McLaglen may
sole himself with the presence
friendliness

of

Arthur and

Ruth Chatterton is the life of
some one's party in "Unfaithful," but it would spoil the
story to

what happens

tell

after her high jinks.

Clifford.

of brothers to draw on.
there are three in this country now.
Clifford formerly an actor with Ufa in Germany, has recentlj come over.
saw Victor, Arthur, and Clifford at a premiere
together and their resemblance to one another is marked
indeed.
Leo was not in attendance, as he is the one
who is suing Victor for interfering with his career.
Reputedly the Fox star has done a great deal to aid
his family and. with the one exception, they are said to
be devoted to him.

few years ago. has always believed in her. and we surmise that if be decides to direct a talking picture, it will
feature Miss Hale. They were together at a preview of
"City Lights," and Charlie avowed to us that Geor
has a beautiful speaking and also singing voice, which

Husband Makes Up.
Even if Esther Ralston must cease playing, while she
awaits the stork's arrival, her husband, George Webb,
may continue the family tradition. He donned make-up
for a test recently at the Paramount stud
Webb at one time was a screen villain. Later be hecame an actors' agent and finally concentrated on the
management of his wife's affairs. He has been consid-

that

\ ictor

Our

McLaglen has plenty
•

We

Esther's

a

will create a sensation

when

heard.

Formerly dark-haired. Georgia now boasts a goldauburn shade.
Mary's Smart Escort.

Mary Brian is stepping out in sophistication. At
we assume that some token must be taken of the
Gene

Markey,

ultra

playboy

of

I

was

movieland.

recently her escort.
Markey is one of the prominent

bachelor beau
ria Swanson
Generally be accompan
or is attached to the Marion Davies's pleasure entour
He also writes for Mis- Dai

Hollywood.

Irish

Lad Goes Home.

Tommy

screen

He
Clifford has gone back to Erin f
packs with him a heart full of weird experiencedoubt
the outcome of his sojourn in strange filmland.

Rediscovering Georgia Hale.
We have always thought that Georgia Hale
a promising but unfulfilled talent.
Her film career,
following "The Gold Rush." suffered an early blighting,
mostly on account of bad pictures.
Charlie Chaplin who. with Josef von Sternberg, was
responsible for advancing her along the road to fame

Snatched up to public attention momentarily in "S
o' My Heart" and dropped because there seems comparatively little use of keeping small boys under
term contract. He appeared in only one other picture
besides that starring John McCormack. This was "The
Part Time Wife."
In it he gives an excellent per[Continued on page 106]
formance.

ering a

return
Thespian.

to

his

original

preference as a

—

|

1<

!

00

Opera

without

Grace Moore enlivens the studio with laughter, not
with the traditional temperament of an operatic
star, and prefers tangerines to perfumed cigarettes

— altogether a "regular"

is

this

singer

who

looks like

a tennis player.
such vast numbers of tangerines that their peelings threatened to
form a pyramid beside her throne.
Between scenes the waits were delicately enlivened by snatches
of Marguerite's spinning song, interrupted at intervals by the diva's
biting into her favorite fruit, and by her frank and often naive
comments on the efficiency of making pictures. She asked innumerable questions where they got this, and what made that work?

—

On

musi-movie sets the orchestra is at least fifty feet distant from
This bothered her.
the singer, and under another mike.
"I can't tune up by long distance," she would kid the conductor.
"Can't you bring your harmonica boys closer, prof? Well, waft

me

a line."

This feminine aria has all the charm and friendliness of a ballad
Beneath the veneer of a
accelerated to the keener tempo of jazz.
cosmopolite, a small-town naturalness is her outstanding trait. Her
fight for -a place in the sun has been managed
It has been a subtle mental battle.
adroitly.
"Endurance," she mentioned as an aid. "Mental
stamina.
Miss

Moore plans

to use her
in

ONE

new film technique

opera.

expects prima
to be wrapped

I saw
wavs

donnas

and double
and ponderous digGrace Moore's diver-

with

in velvet,

chins,
nity.

gence from tradition

of her

Jellico,

Ten-

V/

,

.

.

Whatever the
rounds

a
star,

cause, de-

Metropolitan

she is as regular as any
ever sang or spoke, or merely
mugged, for the M.-G.-M. lion.
From her voluminous baggage she
unpacked the latest Parisian creations,
but no airs. Pictures were a new and
engrossing experience, promising ingirl

I

mvself

—

I

am

in

al-

love

j

]

_

To

a discriminating observer she
might have looked too strong and capable
for helplessness, and her yells might have
•seemed a trifle too vigorous.
Her excitable French chauffeur, however,
saw only that she seemed to be in considerable danger as she thrashed a hullabaloo
among the waves. He dived in, fully clad in his

aura which sur-

Opera

love.'

life !"

lollers.

It

spite that

T am

'Because,' she replied,

her.
in

She loves her little jokes. While swimming one day she decided to stage a drownn g act to g et t ie reac tions of the beach

^MJ^

sounds kind of
don't you think ?

nessee.
jolly,

due,

name

perhaps, to the

home town,

is

Physical constitution, of course, but I've

always been disgustingly healthy. I am gloriously
happy, and happiness is necessary to sing or act
well.
Once I asked Calve how, at sixty-two, she
bloomed so perennially, looking younger every time

who

uniform.

The

rescue, though dramatic, was scarcely gracefor the Moore diva is no featherweight.
Stumbling, he struck a rock and sprained an ankle.
But she's a good sport and believes in tit-for-tat.
ful,

several days Hollywood was treated to the
of a grand-opera star driving her car

For

teresting work,

and recompense, and
fun perhaps new fame.
She was in
Hollywood for what she could get out
of it and to enjoy it.
Such was her attitude from the first
cheery greeting.
She took anything

spectacle

—

around town, while her chauffeur sat at her side,
all one delighted grin.
She drove him until his
foot

was

"Who

well

are

you?" she

asks,

right

off

the bat.

they gave her in the

"What magazine? They make appointments for
me thrust little slips of paper at me." She pan-

forts,

tomimed studio

way of discomnever squawked at retakes or
late hours, and kept her laughter ready.
While wearing the bouffant Jenny
hind costumes, she could not sit in a
chair, but had to he hoisted aboard
high stools placed for her convenience
There, looking like a
near the sets.
big powder-puff doll, she would perch,
calling

down remarks and consuming

—

efficiency.

"I never bother
the faces that go
You
watch out
not? Really. I'm
!

One

feels

that

Grace

Moore likes the
open spaces.

big

to

remember names

with them.

Faces

until I

meet

—

things
didn't come to my party.
not a terribly impossible person,
tell

Why

when one knows me."
Her pale-pink and
dressing room, with

its

jade
divan,

peewee piano, and knickknacks

—
I

AIRS
By
Myrtle Cebhart
.

in

p
lern note in
"I spent

keeping with her mind so

m\

illy in

rid-

clothes," she replied to m> comment
that she mighi pass for a tenni
n, rather than a pampered opera star.

remember how,

"1

stamp
horror

my

for

in

m\

of

here,

to

the

teacher.

you American

he expostulated."

!'

Sweeping

in

would

I

lesson,
Italian

aesthetic

'You swing-walk

woman

Paris,

in

singing

up

down

and

the

small

m, she caricatured his astonishment and exasperation, and his poroi" a prima donna.
'To sing you
must be spirituelle. How can I make a
singer ol you when yon come in here in
breeches, and smelling of horses?
Sa/'.'
But he did make one of me, in
spite of my neighing."
Being an advocate
peed, when a
salesman claimed that a certain car could
do ninety without straining a valve, she
exclaimed, "Sold!" without further demonstration.

"Frankly,

working
merely

the

thought

"I

fornia

was

She

trilled
is

West.

that

Grand word,

Falling in

Miss

Moore
tried a

practical

joke that
did not
turn out
well.

Cali-

a revelation."

a
T

"My

only

have had so

little

bar.

time to cultivate the many charming people I have met.
They
so alert, with a graceful social informality.
So simpatica.

line

of

—

had never been

ture.

regret

disliked

T

films," she admitted.
"It was
this"
making the do-re-mi gesin

that, isn't it?

You

Photo by Hurrell

Miss

Moore

regrets that she has not

charming people

can always use it
them immediately."

in

had time
in

a

more of the

to cultivate

Hollyv/rod.

gap.

I

felt

a;

home am

The

vastness of her mansion, with its gardens -wellof
ing land, appeals to the sweepil
her own spirit.
She must have space, on<
and
feel
virility anil drama around her. else- she would
cramped, but all of it i- overlaid with a comradely humor
The three-storied
that mitigate- it- grandiose aspect.
living room boasts an immense fireplace and two tiers
of balcon
"Room for a Romeo on each floor." she explains.
"I park them and call them according
"No one in my family ever had sung or folv,
lowed any career."
Most obli
>he launched
into an ac
what her
f
\
te
demanded of her.
\

y^^

"We
-

were

big-fish-in-little-pud-

people.

irself?

A

below-the-liner

Well. then, you

what that means

in

the

know
South.

Respectability until it hurts
conventional routine, as
new white
and s]
gloves.
ing,

Background and

hie,

Continued on page 104

kid

bi

hut

;
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Movie Runaround

The
By
Helen

Klumph

/

PART

Whirled into the Hollywood
maelstrom as secretary to a
temperamental star, Annabelle St. John does the unthinkable

in

away from

trying

to

run

the cameras, but

fate thwarts her attempt in

a dramatic manner.
Synopsis of Preceding Installments.
ST. JOHN ernes to New York

ANNABELLE
success,

but soon

finds

herself jobless

intent

and broke.

upon

Lonely,

she follows a group into a night club, out of girlish curiosity, and
She dines
first taste of gay night life.
is enchanted with her
with Stewart Hill, a contractor who disappears that night with
his company's funds, and Annabelle is sought for questioning.
She grabs the chance to go to Hollywood as secretary to Caroline Wakefield, a movie star of the old school.
Annabelle's eccentric employer gives her money with which to
buy smart clothes and unwittingly takes her to task for being
nervous after reading that the police are searching for "the mystery girl" in the Hill case. Aboard the train west, Annabelle and
Miss Wakefield meet Dennis Lindsay, a cameraman, and though
the elderly star tries to keep Annabelle in the background,

romance

lulls

the girl's fear of detection.

AS

the train pulled out of Albany, Annabelle cowered in a corner of the stateroom, fully expecting
that at any moment a large policeman would stalk
in and arrest her as "the mystery girl" involved in the
disappearance of Stewart Hill.
"Are you sick again?" angrily demanded Caroline
Wakefield. "I certainly never thought I'd have a chronic
invalid on my hands when I engaged you!
If you don't
nerves
get better I'll ship you back from Chicago.
I'm so sensitive.
I
oh, hullo,
won't stand illness!
!"
darling
At the sudden change from (inerulousness to a cooing
tone, .Annabelle jerked her head up. and smiled weakly

My

—

as

Dennis Lindsay strolled in.
"Hullo," he said curtly, and

sat down beside Annatossing a sheaf of newspapers down beside him.
"Seen this stuff about Hill?" he asked easily. Annabelle
belle,

turned even whiter, and he stared at
impatiently asked. "Well, what about
"Oh, nothing much," he answered,
"They thought they'd
in Annabelle.
dame in glad rags and a hundred

her until Caroline
Hill?"
his eyes still fixed
got the girl some
dollars' worth of
orchids went to the district attorney's office and said she
wanted to confess. The newspapermen leaped to it. of
course, and she was photographed and all that'. Then it
turned out that she's a dancer in a new night club
Ritzenhorf's doing her publicity, and wanted to grab
some space. She finally admitted that she didn't even
;

i

know

Hill."

Annabelle tried to speak nonchalantly.

—

"Do you

that they'll ever
think that
she asked.
Lindsay scrutinized her thoughtfully.

find

the

real

girl ?"

"No," he

said at

last.

"No,

they'll

never find her.

She's got nothing to worry about. In a few months this
whole thing will be dead as yesterday's newspaper."

—

!

The Movie Runaround

Ann

Annabelle drew back,
trembling. "I don't want
to go into the movies."
They paid no attention

Carol

that
•

ih,

I'll

to her objections.

".'

answered.

up while

A

<!•

smile
I

twisl

tennis's lip-,
ire a lot

requests for

photograpl
aimed.
take that

n't

seriously."

-tiitT

roline di

herself

up quite

haughtily.
"I

get

lei

from t'
wonderful
ui.

pie,"
I

tennis cut her

by retort"Yes, you've
told
mi
them several
short
ing,

times, practically

every time v.
nut. in fact, hut
1

-till

can't

how you

or any

one

»uld

mail

fan

think

amounted
anything

tl

days."
Caroline

mansmile,

aged
and
talk

began

thing

else,

to

i

someand
Annabelle marof

anew at the
power a car-

\t led

lllus'r.'

Annabelle smiled suddenly
he

moved

in

relict",

and smiling,

too,

a little closer to her.

"Dennis, have you seen the script of my new picture?"
"1.
Caroline Wakefield demanded importantly.
over it together now; I'm SO anxious to get your ideas
on it. Come over here beside me and
Dennis settled hack in his corner as it' he meant to
stay there.
"'I'm still on vacation." he answered.
"Till we hit Los
Angeles T can still sit around and look at pretty pirls
without figuring out how they'll photograph. And without bothering with scrij
Caroline gasped, and Annabelle blushed.
Trier heart
began to leap. Then he thought she was pretty— he did
I

like

her

Dennis returned her smile.
"How about having dinner with
vou're in

town."

Hollywood?" he asked.

given

m

i

Durrn

man could
Denni

urine: the rest of the journey.

|

1

Caroline

begging for
He never had a chance to be
alone with Annahellc, hut he managed to let her kr
even in front of her redoubtable employer, how he felt
about lur. She would have hcen perfectly happy, if the
Eastern papers hadn't kept the Stewart Hill case fr
in her thoughts every time she saw them.
She wrote her aunt that she was going west as companion to a wealthy woman, and wondered, even a- she
wrote the letter, whether it would be intercepted, and
stare hack at her from the front page of a paper *ome
day soon. Miss Wakefield's interest in the case did not
abate, and Dennis fanned the flames by remarking that
some scenario writer was sure to grab it and fix it up

was always on his trail,
suggestions and praise.

flattering, cajoling,

a- a picture.

me
"I'll

the

night
you the

first

show

"I'd like to play the girl!" exclaimed Miss Wakefield
her deep;
clasping her hands. "Think of the
"
scenes showing her in hiding, tortured, desperate
in

-

04

The Movie Runaround

Annabelle, huddled on the opposite scat, realized suddenly that Dennis was watching her with keen eyes.
She laughed jerkily.
"Yes, she must be awfully frightened," she agreed.

her signature, so that she could autograph pictures and
sign unimportant letters.
She was to read the two
clothes baskets full of mail that stood beside the desk
in the small library, and answer as many letters as she

"Probably she's right there in Xew York
"Nonsense!'* Caroline interrupted. "She's as faraway
as she can get."
"Probably in England or
"Sure," Dennis added.
France by now."
For all her fears, Annabelle faced the future hopefully
when they finally reached Los Angeles. She would
begin a new life in Hollywood and she'd see Dennis

could.

"

—

often.

Miss Wakefield lived on Whitley Heights, on Primrose Avenue, a narrow, winding road, from which the
During the drive
land dropped sharply down a hill.
home Annabelle gazed eagerly
out of the window.
Sunset
Boulevard, dull and commercial
though it was, N was glorified in
her eyes
Hollywood Boulevard
was the beginning of enchanted
country, and she was almost
sorry when they swung out of it
into Vine Street and then up into
;

the

place?" she asked, as they passed
a cluster of buildings unlike anything she had ever seen before.
"Oh, that's Crotona," Caroline
answered disdainfully. "It used
to be the theosophical headquarters here, but now it's more like
a hotel, or a sort of barracks.
People live all around in those
cloisters
Gardner James used to
live in the chapel, I've been told,
and a lot of scenario readers and
extras and utterly inconsequential
people hang out there.
"You'll find a lot of more interesting places around here the
house Valentino lived in, before
he was successful, and the one
where dear Barbara La Marr
died.
Of course, a lot of people
;

;

had been

left there.

the door closed behind Miss Wakefield her maid
slipped into the library.
"Miss Wakefield, she
"Don't worry," she urged.
forgets what she has said to do. I will order the flowers
and telephone the bank, and you walk the dogs and read
a little mail, that is all."

As

Annabelle thanked her and
went diligently to work, soon be-

HERE'S A GIRL WHO DOESN'T
WANT TO GET INTO

coming adept

in reading a letter
a glance and classifying it.
She was glad to be so busy. The
Los Angeles papers paid no attention to the Hill case, she found,
and she could only hope that fewpeople on the Coast read any
at

THE MOVIES.
YOUNG,

pretty,

only turns

down

camera

hills.

"What's that strange-looking

She was to keep a record of all phone calls, order some
Ilowers and two new check books, and take the dogs for
And she was to wire the hotel where Miss
a walk.
Wakefield had stayed in Xew York, to ask if an enamel
vanity case, a traveling clock, and three handkerchiefs

— she

Annabelle

St.

John not

opportunities to face the

fights against them.

And

logical reason for shunning a career

is

her

others.

only

She ate her meager luncheon
from her desk and went back

one of the unique features of "The Movie
Runaround."

There are

many more,

for

"Sincerely, Caroline
work.
Wakefield," she wrote, over and
over and over, on large pictures
if the requests had been accompanied by a quarter, on small
ones if they hadn't.
to

the author, Helen Klumph, knows Hollywood,

and the stars as well as most
persons know Main Street and their own

the studios

particular circle of friends

town.
in

in

their city or

These unusual qualifications

result

a novelette of more than usual accuracy,

Miss Wakefield went out to
dinner, after rushing through the
house for two hours, demanding
everything from cocktails to a

sympathy, and humor. But of course you're
reading it, so you know.
Next month will find Annabelle in difficulties more serious than she has ever
known, for even with the advice and protection of Dennis Lindsay she cannot confide
in him the chilling fear she feels on hearing
that Stewart Hill is in Hollywood!
Follow Annabelle in her adventures from

month

to

month!

have moved to Beverly Hills and
built show}-, vulgar palaces, the sort of thing the
riche like."

nouveau

Annabelle smiled she had learned that Miss Wakewas always scornful of what she couldn't have.
"I'd love to see them," she said enthusiastically.
"You'll probably be much too busy to do any sightseeing," Caroline answered. Since they had left Dennis
Lindsay at the Santa Fe station she was much more
curt with her secretary.
Her house was really charming not at all what
Annabelle had expected.
It was not large, but was
beautifully furnished in a dignified, restrained manner.
From the windows at the hack there was a view of Hollywood, far below.
Annabelle hoped that her room would have that view,
but it was on the front of the house, and looked down
over a tiny square of lawn and a jacaranda tree.
She
suspected that it had been meant for a maid's use; the
furniture was severely plain, and the bed was none too
soft.
But she unpacked gayly.
She was actually in
Hollywood! And Dennis Lindsay liked her!
Miss Wakefield departed for the studio early the next
morning, leaving just a few orders for her new secretary Before noon Annabelle was to learn to imitate
;

field

;

body massage, and raving about
the stupidity of every one at the
studio. She was going to the opening of a

new

picture that evening,

and Annabelle planned to go back
to work. But Dennis Lindsay telephoned just as she settled down
at her desk, and insisted on taking her out to see Hollywood.
Feeling like a guilty child, she stood in the crowd with
him and watched the famous and near-famous arrive
at the Chinese Theater.
"They all have to buy tickets to these shindigs, whether
they want to or not," Dennis told her.
"If they don't
go to So-and-so's opening. So-and-so won't come to
theirs, and it won't be 'brilliant,' if the big guns don't
come. And an opening has to be brilliant. Lord, what

hokum !"
They got back

into his little car, and he proceeded to
promise to show her the town, or at least
that part of it that could he seen from long, winding hill
roads over which the roadster fairly flew.

keep

his

Without the restraining presence of the tyrannical
Caroline their acquaintance grew rapidly.
Only once
was Annabelle uneasy that was when he mentioned the
Hill case, casually, judging by his tone, but Annabelle
caught his glance as he turned to her, and grew cold
with fright.
"Why did you mention that?" she asked. "It isn't
really important, is it?"
"Nope," he answered cheerfully. "I just thought you
might know about it, having lived in New York."
;

Continued on page 92

WHITHER

now, Virginia? Introduced to the fans as Charlie
heroine in "City Lights," you have now the
problem of making a career of your own. You were
helped by "Girls Demand Excitement," but what of future
roles?
You have beauty, charm, magnetism, and a Fox
contract.
It all depends on you.
Here's hoping.

Chaplin's

Virginia Cherrill
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WYNNE

GIBSON
TOU saw
Gang

her

in

Jack Oakie's "The

You liked her and
then you began to write letters to
Picture Play about Wynne Gibson.
Collectively your letters have
reached into the hundreds, recallBuster."

the

ing

fans

instant

when

they

response of the
first
glimpsed

Robert Montgomery.

Miss Gibson

from the stage and she,
too, has that pleasant something
greater than obvious beauty which
arrests the eye and appeals to the
mind. It is what causes newcomers
from the stage to remain on the
is

also

screen.

And

this

doing, appearing

Miss Gibson
in

is

"June Moon,"

"Man

of the World," "City Streets,"

"Kick

In,"

and "Up Pops

the Devil."

.

Cast
line-up of

In this

player

a film

in

names
above

Forecast

and

in

pictures

soon

to

be released you are sure

the ordinary, for these

Find

to

a

favorite

productions are selected because they

promise unusual entertainment.

The Squaw Man

City Streets

Chan

Charlie

Carries

(Paramount)
Gar) Cooper.

(M.-G.-M.)
Warner Baxter.

(Pox)
Marguerite < liurchill.

Ivia Sidne)
Paul Lukas.

Lupe

John

\\ ynne
William

i

iibson.
|

Stage

\

\le/.

Roland Young.
Eleanor Boardman.
i

Boyd.

(Paramount)
Jackie Cooper.
Mitzi ireen.
Jackie Searl.
Robert Coogan.
Enid Bennett.
<

Kick In

It's a Wise Child
(M.-G.-M.)

Marion

Norman

Foster.

Compton.

Wynne

(

iibson.

)avies.

I

oomey.

The Tarnished Lady
(Paramount)
Tallulah Bankhead.
Give Brook.

Phoebe

Fi

-

Perki:

Dishonored
(Paramount)
Marlene Dietrich.
Victor McLaglen.
Barry Norton.
Lew Cody.
Warner Oland.

Torch Song
(M.-G.-M.)

Joan Crawford.
Neil

I

[amilton.

John Mack Brown.
Marjorie Rambeau.

Never the Twain Shall Meet
(M.-G.-M.)
Conchita Montenegro.
Leslie

Howard.

Karen Morley.
Clyde Cook.

The

Secret Six

(M.-G.-M.)
Wallace Beery.

Jean Harlow.
John Mack Brown.
Clarke Gable.

.

[ardie Albri

William Holden.

Sidne) Blackmer.
Polly Moran.

More Than

a Kiss

(Fox)

Edmund Lowe.

The

Millionaire
(Warner)

ancite Mac! )onal'l.
Roland Young.

J<

George Arliss.
David Manners.
alyn Knapp.
Bramwell Fletcher.

Una Merkel.

Noah Beery.

Adolphe Menjou.

Tames Cagnev.
Tnlly Marshall.

Edward Everett Horl
Mary Brian.

Svengali

Charles Ruggles.

Osgood

Sinners

(Fox)
Thomas Meighan.
Dor. thy Jordan.

.ester Vail.

1

R< gis

Young

I

Kenl Douglass.
1

(Paramount)
•a Bow.
Juliette

1

iarrick.

Marjorie White.

Charles Bickford.
Paul Cavanagh.

Skippy

<

Warren Hvnier.

The Front Page
(United Artists)

Walter Catlett.
Matt Moore.

(Warner)
John Barrymore.
Marian Marsh.

Mae

Tom

(United Artists)
Gloria Swan

Douglas.

Carmel Myers.

God's Gift to

Women

(Warner)

Frank Fay.
Laura T.a Plante.
Arthur Edmund Carewe.
Louise Brooks.

m

Blondell.

Vola d'Avril.
Margaret Livingston.

Clarke.

Indiscreet

Ben Lyon.
Barbara Kent.
Arthur Lake.

Monroe

(

)wsley.

Big Business Girl
(First National)
tta Young.
Frank Albertson.
'

Ricardo Corl
Nancy Dover.

The Maltese Falcon
(Warner)
be Daniels.
Ricardo Cortez.

Una Merkel.
Thelma Todd.
Dwight Frye.

Merely Mary Ann
(Fox)
Janet Gaynor.
Charles Farrell.
J. M. Kerrigan.
Cecilia Loftus.

Party Husband
(First National)
Dor«»thy Mackaill.
James Rennie.
rothy Peterson.

Helen Ware.

The Iron Man
Lew

(Universal)
Ayres.

h an Harlow.
Robert Arm-troncJohn Miljan.
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"Trader Horn."

Cimarron."

"Cimarron."

AT

last a real picture, one with
breadth and sweep, tenderness
and passion and a true reflec-

American

tion of

life.

"Cimarron"

human, and enormously exciting, with
such acting on the part of every one
that you are left wanting more despite

A critical

estimate of the latest pictures brings to light nota-

ble achievements
in

charge of bringing the novel to the screen taken unusual
it.

The

result, in adaptation, dia-

logue, direction, and photography is extraordinary.
Beginning at the opening of Oklahoma in 1889, with
Yancey and Sabra Cravat among the early settlers of the
territory, it ends in 1929 with the election of Sabra to

Congress and her reunion with her vagrant husband who
dies in her arms.

To tell what happens between would be to sketch the
book and a score of interesting characters, obviously an
impossible thing to do and unnecessary, too, either for
those

who

and reveals old

performances that cause the

the length of the film. The story covers a lapse of forty
But this is not
years, which means that it is episodic.
as grave a defect as might be the case had not those in

precautions to avoid

SCREEN

The

is

From every
native as the soil.
standpoint it is notable.
It provides
great stimulus to those of us who are
tired of teacup drama, snarling gangIt is vital,
sters, and ladies of leisure.
as

are familiar with the novel or those

who

be-

come acquainted with the screen version.
Enough, then, to say that there is no disappointment
here. The exciting struggle of the land rush, the amazing, though primitive, civilization in the "boom" town of
Osage, the first offshoots of culture and the rise to
wealth and power of the principals in the panorama
these aspects of the picture are superbly real.
And so
it is with the portrayal of character.
The struggle of
Sabra, the tenderly reared young wife, to reconcile herself to the crudities of the settlement and its flaunting
people her struggle to- understand her wayward, nomadic husband who, with all his tenderness and chivalry,
is unable to resist the call of far places and leaves her
to edit his newspaper and rear their children until he
returns, flushed with the adventure of the SpanishAmerican War. to bask in a hero's adulation. This progress of character through conflict and adversity makes fascinating characters of the men and women in "Cimarron."
Yancey is so easily Richard Dix's best performance
that everything else he has done seems preparation for
;

AFTER THE FIRST

this

triumph.

favorites

and newcomers

rafters to ring with

applause.

The complex character of the

idealistic,

the most difficult he has ever
undertaken, and could easily have become a thing of
bombast and heroics in hands less adept than Mr. Dix's.
But the actor's humor and charm, his good nature and
manliness, succeed in making the character understandable and sympathetic, a friend whose virtues and faults
one has known always.
rhetorical

spellbinder

is

It is Irene Dunne, however, who is the big surprise of
the picture.
In what is virtually her screen debut, an
actress identified with musical comedy emerges gifted
with all it takes to make Sabra real.
Both voice and
presence are extremely sympathetic, with a refinement
immediately felt and a gentle, though resolute, womanliness that remind one of that strength of character
underlying the soft graciousness of women of the
old South.
But by no means do the hero and heroine run away
with the honors not with Estelle Taylor in the most
fitting role she has had in years, Dixie Lee, a lady of easy
virtue who treads the primrose path in the grand manner
Miss Taylor is everything that her
of the early '90s.
admirers wish for, but which too often her roles do not
permit.
And that doesn't mean only a display of her
glamorous, seductive beauty, but a measure of her rapidly increasing skill as an actress.
Dixie lee does her

—

a good turn in both respects.
And there is Edna May Oliver, ringleader in causing
the spectator to regret the brevity of her role and those
Nance O'Xeil, William Collier. Jr.,
of other luminaries
Roscoe Ates, George E. Stone, Robert McWade. and
many others. Incidentally, score another outstanding
merit
the costumes. Thev are marvels of accuracy, the
only dresses of the period that I have ever seen perfectly reproduced on the screen, and I haven't forgotten

—

—
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Inspiration."

City Lights

ing to civilized cinema, leave the white
man's country while Trailer Horn remains in the wilds he knows !>
With human interest given it- due.
"Trader J lorn" must, however, be
classified as an animal film.
A- such
it has no equal.
lerds
and
kangaroos are seen where only few

REVIEW

in

I

have been photographed before; cri
diles swarm instead of appearing in
twos or threes and every animal of
the country is caught offguard.
A
fight between leopards and hyena-, the
-laughter of a gazelle by a lion and a battle for its carcass by a group of beasts; the killing of a rhinoceros
these are startling glimpses of wild life an nature!, and
they are made terrifying by sounds not of the eart!.

By Norbert Lusk
"The Florodora

Girl," either.

Why,

in tiiis

picture the

have busts and hips and are proud of them, even
as they were in the days of the bicycle.
ladies

"Trader Horn."

The

we know

animal pictures and by far the superior
pictures filmed in Africa or purporting to have

it.

All this

is

a trihute to the director.

W

It's interesting, unusual, and legitimately
shouldn't he missed, especially by those who
want to get away from the Hollywood product. They
will see one of the genuine performances of the year
from a man they have never heard of and probably will
never see again
Mutia Omoolu, a native, who plays the
loyal gun hearer to Trader Horn,
lie also contrihutes
the most thrilling moment in the picture, when he spears
a charging lion, and his death is the most poignant.
But
for that matter our old friend Harry Carey, as the

van Dyke, and that unsung hero, the cameraman. Clyde
de Vinna, whose sense of beauty in capturing the strai
ness and remoteness of the African interior ias his bravery in recording the realism of its animal life.
Duncan Renaldo is attractive as the accented hero
and old fans will he gratified by the brief, though
fective, performance of Olive Fuller Golden, who is
Mrs. Harry Carey. The surprise <>i the casl
ina
Booth, as Nina. Her role i- difficult because it i- fr
zied and incredible.
For a newcomer -he d
lordinarily well, though she forces an ind
her ease in emerging pearly white after week- of hard-

trader,

ship in the jungl

of

all

that

best

<>f all

locale.

ting.

It

—

is

capital.

To him

of answering the ingenuous questions oi his protege, Peru, and thus acting as a guide
who speaks the language of the spectator. This he does
splendidly.
Never didactic, always colloquial, he is enThen, as the picture protertaining and informative.
gresses, he becomes a brave and lovable old scout wl
occasional tenderness always veers away
from the
sentimental.
The film begins as a travelogue, hut don't let that
cause you to think it is merely a scenic.
It is gripping
in the variety of animals, backgrounds, and nath
countered.
And when Horn and Peru rescue a white
falls

the

lot

-

girl

.

kidnaped by tribesmen and worshiped as tin
semblance of pi
further interest.

dess, a

It

is

from the infuriated savages that causes the
big thrills until all danger is past and Nina, the exgoddess, and Peru, in the throes of juvenile love accord-

their flight

COME CALM

"City Lights."

Whether you're a highbrow

intent on discovering
hidden meanings in Charlie Chaplin's clowning, or an
average fan eager for a good
will find "(
Lights" tn your liking, for it is strictly along the lines
made famous by the eminent comedian. His insistence
-

l.

on

:

from the picture, for there's
accompaniment and incidental
the
place of speech.
The char.
er worry for want
silence doesn't detract

a musical

of v

convey their broad

c

begins when Mr. Chaplin, as his familiar Tra.
vercd in the lap of a statue at a puhlic unveilm.
sequence that offers an irresistihle parody on tall
pictures.
Unintellig
from the
platform speakers as they saw the air in the familiar
red fooling and
It

REFLECTIONS TO GUIDE

YOU
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The Screen

in

Review
moments in the picture, and there are others as,
when Mr. Chaplin swallows a whistle and is seized
There is
This is when sound is most eloquent.

ne of the best
for example,

with hiccups.

which is said by better judges to be the funnie
These episodes are high lights in a simple story that
is sometimes indelicate, always sentimental, and ends on a wistful
note when the Tramp gazes adoringly at the Flpwer Girl whose
sight has been restored by his gift and is now in charge of a shop

also a prize fight

ever filmed.

instead of being a vender with a Marcel.
There are those who discern in Mr. Chaplin's pictures the woe of
the world, the pulsing heart of all humanity. They see in his vagabond a kinship to all mankind, an analogy that eludes me. That

being the case I shall neither attempt to search for the. esoteric,
nor dwell on what seem to me to be flaws in the present opus.
Enough to say that Mr. Chaplin is ably
ted by Virginia
Cherrill, a newcomer of decided prettiness, Harry Myers, the veteran comedian who is always admirable, and Hank Mann, whose

name

"Millie."

is

sufficient

making the picture

recommendation to old-timers.
fast and funny.

They

unite in

"Inspiration."

Handicapped by the material provided for

"Finn

and

her, Greta

Garbo

still

shines with such brightness that it is only when the picture is well
under way that one realizes the weight and dreariness of her burFor not even the greatest artist maintains effulgence in the
den.
murk of a poor picture. That is why laurels for Garbo should be
dewed with tears of regret. She makes her heroine sensitive, intelligent, alluring, with a shimmer of laughter like sunshine after
an April shower. So superior indeed is Yvonne to the trite circumstances of her story that you feel the player, aware of the
disparity, is spurred to greater effort.
"What no one has noticed is that the story is a rewrite of "Sapho,"
with no credit given Alphonse Daudet. Perhaps some one remembers that moralistic study of experienced passion and its effect
upon the immature object of the courtesan's love, the bitterness
of her discovery of its futility, and her logical termination of the
liaison.
It is a merciless expose of forbidden love, its exaltat:
its degradation, with a brilliant background of Parisian artistic life
in the 70s.
There is nothing of this in the picture, though. It is just another item in the endless procession of women with a "past." with
everything depending on whether that "past" comes to light or not,
in her infatuation for an undergraduate.
Thus we have the usual
tiffs and reconciliations as more and more "past" looms up, until
finally Yvonne leaves a good-by note and slips out into the snow
while her young man is sleeping. The shallowness of this evasion
is pitiable if you know the original.
Almost as disturbing is the disclosure of Robert Montgomery's

Hartie.

first

poor performance.

Completely overshadowed by Garbo, he

gives up the game early and recites his lines with the pleasant unawareness of a freshman rehearsing the class play, at no time seemfault
ing to care for Yvonne, let alone being racked by love.
shared by the entire company is their failure to suggest anything
but well-fed American actors in a dressy society play, though the

A

"Scandal Sheet."

supposed peopled by French painters, poets, sculptors, and
and friends. Among those giving competent, standardized performances are Lewis Stone, Marjorie Rambeau. Judith Yosselli. Beryl Mercer. John Miljan, Richard Tucker
and a significant newcomer named Karen Morley. whose gentle
voice and tragic face linger with me as long as any moment in
film

is

their models, mistresses,

the picture.

1
r

"Millie."

Mm

v
'Girls

Demand

m

-"
Excitement.

sympathetically feminine, just why couldn't
Millie hold a man ? This is the question I asked while applauding
the extraordinary performance of Helen Twelvetrees as the girl
who had such a tough time of it. Then I read a catch line that
implored me to pity Millie because she was "a good girl that loved
Well, she had her pick of many in this new
the wrong men."
version of "Madame X." but every one of them gave her a raw
There was first her husband, then a newspaper reporter, and
deal.
others too numerous to name. But the meanest of the lot was the

Young,

attractive,

The Screen
middle-aged admirer
\

the

in

lint

who

On

old

enticed hci

woods and who was

shol to death by

in
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Review

daug
Millie at the

murder, Millu
to nan
other woman or give a motive for her crime until the moment of
point and the daughter bursts in
anguish is held to the bi
from nowhere, sobbing the truth.
This i> characteristic of the picture.
Effective at times, you
that it is plotted rather than motivated; that the heroine's
imagination and not the
wrongs arc those of som
circumstances; that the crises are timed for effect. The entii
hihit i-, however, brightly directed and well acted, and Miss Tv.
tree-- i- a real star with no one to say her nay.
Hers is a most interesting performance ranging over ma:
with the freshni
seventeen ami ending a- a di--ii
d woman.
Between these extremes her gradual disinti
Never does the actress overdo a detail of Millie's
tion is witnessed.
moods and appearance, never docs she Stoop to an obvious play for
Miss Twelvetrees's acting i> mature, and mental, and
sympathy.
quite a feat to achieve in this tawdry epic of loose
distinguished
crucial

moment.

trial

for

Stolen

Heaven

—

women.

For that i- what the picture i-. even though pains are taken to
excuse Millie's adventures with men on the score of her disillusion
ment with marriage.
But in spite of moralizing the film resolves
itself into another excuse for immorality by making it entertaining,
amusing, and even attractive. Lilyan Tashman and Joan Blondell
see to this as two girls wise in the ways of the half world whose
wisdom Causes them always to come out on top. They play their
roles with pungent understanding.
Excellent also are Robert
Ames, James Mall, and John Ilalliday. while Anita Louise, who as
Anita Louise Fremault you will remember as a child actress a little
It
is disturbing
youthful an
while ago, i> exquisite.
actress learning early the technique of a seduction of more than
usual horror, hut
suppose it has to be if she is to acquire experience in the e---cr.ee of screen acting.
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"The

"Rango."

Gang

Buster.

"Chang," the highly successful picture of a few seasons
successor in the new film which was photographed and directed
by the same man, Ernest B. Schoedsack, whose work in the jungles
of Sumatra lasted over a year. This is easily believable, for while

lias a

the earlier film dealt with elephants, this brings to the screen the
intimacies of monkeys, apes, and orang-utans in great numbers.

And somehow, though one may
difficult to

opinion.

be wrong, simians seem more
manage than pachyderms. But this is only a layman's
Be tin- a- it may. the new film is highly entertaining.

As was the case with Mr. Schoedsack's earlier work, this has
unusual angle of making animals behave like humans.
Thus
simian tribe are the heroes and the villain is the tiger, while
patient, faithful friend is the water buffalo.
The only humans

the
the
the
are

a native father and son, who are quietly pleasing in their efforts
•.-tain life against the depredations of the tiger.
It is the
orang-utans, however, who dominate the picture, Rango being
the nickname of the lively young "hero." While the antics of the
simians are somewhat monotonous at times, there is considerable
laughter, too, and their terrors and frenzied (lights convey certain
nse, though the principal thrill comes from a battle to the
death between the water buffalo and a tiger.
The film is interestingly embellished with a prologue in which a
white man tells a boy of his adventures in Sumatra, and his voice
ard from time to time explaining the devious ways of the
Altogether a worth-while picture
le as the scenes unreel.
who find in animals a needed escape from humans.

Dracula."

1

n^

]

1

^^^^

*t

"Dracula."

Far from a merry tale, this, with its principal figure a coi
that emerges from a coffin from time to time and becomes a vampire
that feasts on the blood of human victims.
This is Count Dracula
who, the fable tells us. has carried on thus for hundreds of years.
His end conies when a

scientist drives a stake into bis heart.

i

*

^E

Y\Tv

*^k

Hi

If

But for my part it's just a spectacular fantasy cleverly directed and brilliantly mounted, interesting because

you believe

it.

it's

so.

Continued on page 96

"Seas Beneath."
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A CONFIDENTIAL
GUIDE TO CURRENT RELEASES
Underwood

What

At

Underwood

Every Fan Should See

"The Right to Love." Paramount.
Ruth Chatterton as mother and daugh-

"The Blue Angel." Paramount.
Emil Jannings in German film with
Marlene Dietrich, and both are magnificent, even if you don't get some of the

both excellent, thank you, in heart
throbs in China and Colorado. Acting of
highest order, intensified by double exposure, exceptional recording.
Girl missionary torn between love and duty. Paul
Lukas, David Manners.

"LightninV

"The Criminal Code."
Columbia.
Echo of "The Big House," superbly
acted by Walter Huston and Phillips
Holmes, latter as convict who won't

Best Will Rogers talkie so far, with real
character the tippling, likable proprietor
Louise Dresser good
of hotel on border.
as the wife. Jason Robards and Joel McCrea very good.
Problems of divorce
hunters amusing.

ter,

.

squeal on friend who incites prison riot;
Huston, the warden, with daughter, Con-

Mary Doran

Cummings.

stance

"Paid."

fine.

—Mefro-Go/dwyn.

Joan Crawford goes drammer, and is
good as shopgirl railroaded to prison for
crime she did not commit.
Marries son
of boss to get revenge. Robert Armstrong,
John Miljan, Marie Prevost, Tyrrell Davis,
William Bakewell, Purnell Pratt.

"Reducing."

Too

Metro-Goldwyn.

horseplay in beauty parlor
and too much fuss over saving girl from
her instincts, in funny, funny film with
Marie Dressier and Polly Moran.
No
team like this one. Anita Page, William
Collier, Jr., Lucien Littlefield, Sally Eilers,
William Bakewell.
"Little

little

Caesar."

First

National.

Finished story of snarling gangsters and
their fights for underworld power.
Too,
too brutal for Buddy Rogers's legions.
Edward G. Robinson gunman king. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Thomas Jackson, William Collier, jr., Glenda Farrell.

The Royal Family of
Paramount.

Broadway."—

Engagingly mad, these Cavendishes of
and a lot of fun, since you don't
have to live with them.
Satire on stage
stars
at
home.
Not a slow moment.

the stage,

Fredric March excellent. Ina Claire, too.
Henrietta Crosman, Mary Brian.

"The Devil

to Pay."

United

Artists.

English drawing-room comedy as it
should be intelligent, amusing, no excitement.
Rich youth returns to Lon-

—

don after farm life, and gets entangled.
Loretta Young. Myrna Loy out for Ronald

Colman.

Kerr.

Florence Britton, Frederick

speech. Schoolmaster follows cabaret girl
to his ruin.
Poignant, pitiful character

masterly done.

"The Doorway to Hell."— Warner.
Good crook melodrama that has many
Story of young czar of
new touches.
liquor gang, Lew Ayres, double-crossed
Arresting and capilove and racket.
Robert Elliott, James Cagtally acted.
Poised, mature
ney, Dorothy Mathews.
in

acting by Ayres.

— Fox.

—

"Min and Bill." Metro-Goldwyn.
Marie Dressier goes through on high
in
vastly entertaining and melodramatic
manner.

mour
best

Wallace Beery as Mitt's paraDorothy Jordan gives her
as girl adopted by Min,

racy.
thus far
is

Marjorie Rambeau
girl's mother.

superbly

acting

the

For

"Man

to

Second Choice

Man."

First

National.

Story of small-town folk is a little gem.
Not an alien touch. Boy in line for college honors knows that his pals have
Leaves
learned his father is a convict.
school,

more

Phillips

troubles.

Holmes,

Grant Mitchell, Dwight Frye.

"Beau Ideal."— RKO.
Same atmosphere

as

"Beau

Geste."

Foreign Legion story of two men and a
Debut of Lester Vail
girl they both love.
Not a slow
favorable sincere, eloquent.
scene. Ralph Forbes, Don Alvarado, Otto
Matiesen, Loretta Young, Irene Rich,
Leni Stengel.
;

"Tom Sawyer." Paramount.
Mark Twain's immortal character

in

screen.
No movie
sentimentality or irritating traits of kid
actors.
Jackie Coogan good as ever

little

masterpiece

of

Mitzie Green gentle and demure.
Searl, Junior Durkin,

Jackie

Dick Winslow.

Paramount.
"Morocco."
Marlene Dietrich takes her place among
Adolphe Menthe stars as an individual.
talkie
jou returns, though tamed by
morals, and Gary Cooper going strong, as

Two cynics
of Foreign Legion.
find that only simple, fundamental love
for each other counts.
member

Paramount.
"Feet First."
Harold Lloyd, the hardy perennial, as
funny and thrilling as ever. Straight humor, without taint of "sophistication"; no
Shoe clerk in love
tears behind the smile.
tries to win girl by posing as rich playboy, but finds trouble and danger ahead.
Barbara Kent, Robert McWade, Alec
Francis, Lillianne Leighton.

"Tol'able

first performance by Richard
Cromwell, as mountain boy whose dream

greatness

is

to

drive

Three bad men of the

the

hills

mail hack.

and a sweet

girl
friend are involved.
Noah
Beery, Joan Peers, Henry B. Walthall.
little

Paramount.

Restrained story of pioneers, with no
attempt, thanks be, to make a stockyards epic, or the biggest and dustiest
wagon train. Scout attempts to mislead
girl
driver, but ends
at altar.
Gary
Cooper, Lily Damita, Ernest Torrence,
Tully Marshall.
"Illicit."

Warner.

One

of those loose gal films made pure
for censors by heroine intimating after all
Daythat marriage is O. K. by her.
dream food for romantic, but inhibited,
Barbara Stanwyck, Natalie
housewives.
Moorhead, Ricardo Cortcz, James Rennie,
Charles Butterworth, Joan Blondell.

"New Moon."

—

Metro- Go/dwyn.
Lawrence Tibbctt and Grace Moore in
film operetta, in which army officer loves
a princess, and is sent to Russia's naughtiRoland
est troops by rival, the governor.
Young captures acting honors with comAdolphe Menjou his old self.
edy.

David."— Columbia.

Amazing

of

"Fighting Caravans."

"Reaching for the Moon."

United Art-

ists.

Why does Douglas Fairbanks don modern clothes only to strip them off? Here
we see a stockbroker who loves neither
Continued on page 118

Marion
Shilling
A

PENNY for your thoughts,
o shilling for one look at Maid
Marion, and a guinea for a
ticket to see her next film.
This

is the natural progress of
enthusiasm when one catches
his
first
glimpse of Marion
Shilling.
The most recent was

"Beyond Victory," but do
not think that she has soared
above future appearances bein

cause of the title. Just glance
at casts of important pictures,
her next being "Big Brother"
with Richard Dix,

be sure

and you

to find her.

will

—

No QUESTIONS

Asked

Sherman

Lowell
for

quizzing

fame, or

By
will

consider writing

his

not stand
climb

reactions to

to
life,

However, the
interviewer turned reporter and
love,

when he reaches

and

his

on

will

films.

came away
even

Edward Nagle

with an excellent

intimate

—

picture

of

his

subject.

his

dotage.

THE

press agent put his left hand on my shoulder
and took my right hand firmly in his. "Don't ask
Lowell Sherman any foolish questions," he said

in a trembling voice.
"Don't, for instance, ask him his
age. how he became famous, or his opinions of life, love,

marriage, movies, and Hollywood.

Questions of

this

Mr. Sherman."
I promised to simulate intelligence and was led onto
the set where Sherman was directing and acting in
"Bachelor Apartment." Upon introduction he said, "I
loathe interviews.
Besides, I'm behind schedule and
frightfully busy, as you see.
However, if you'd care to
wait I'll try to give you ten minutes later on. Sit down."
sort irritate

He

did

not designate the seat.
I looked over the
chairs impressively inscribed, and chose
the script girl's, which seemed the humblest.
Air. Sherman was taking his directorial duties seriously.
His suit was losing its press, his collar was unbuttoned, and his forehead wet with plebeian dew. But
his orders were given in a civilized tone.
There wasn't a bruised nerve nor an injured ego in
the vicinity.
Even hypersensitive Mae Murray had a
calm, contented look.
The spectacularly lovely Claudia
Dell, also in the cast, drifted over to where I was sitting.
"He's marvelous," she said of Sherman. "I've learned
more about acting in one week from him than I could
in a year from any other director."

camp

array of

The afternoon waxed and waned, and I continued to
hold clown the script girl's seat.
My patience was rewarded now and then by a bright, reassuring smile from
Mr. Sherman. At five o'clock he came over and asked
whether I preferred to go to the projection room to
watch the day's rushes, or to his office to read his fan
mail.
"Fan mail is excellent copy," he assured me.
So I went up to his office and his secretary gave me
the day's letters to read. Letters from schoolgirls praising his art letters from matrons and dowagers praising
his eves letters prompted by loneliness, admiration, disapproval, greed, need, boredom, and insanity.
"No, we do not answer them," the secretary told me,
"but we never refuse a request for a photo. Mr. Sherman regards fan photos as the most valuable publicity.
Charge? I've opened thousands of letters from fans
in the last four years and only four contained quarters."
After a time the secretary went home, leaving me
alone.
I began to think Sherman had forgotten me. but
he came in finally, explaining that he was already late
;

;

for dinner.

Having learned about

"I never indulge in reminiscence," he said when asked
about his beginnings in the theater. "No man between
My dead past has cremated its
thirty and sixty should.
dead.
I have no scrapbooks, no mementos whatever of
my misspent youth. Some day, when I reach my dotage,
I'll write my memoirs.
Until then the world will have
to look me up in the files of the tabloids."
If you must know, he was born in San Francisco
about four decades ago, to John Sherman, theatrical
producer, and Julia Louise Gray, actress. His maternal
grandmother had been a leading lady for Edwin Booth's
father.
Grease paint flowed in his veins, so what could
be more natural than that he journey to Broadway at an
early age ? He made his debut in a sketch and has never

wanted for employment

man

from playwrights,

he proceeded to shake up some cocktails.

since.

about those dim, distant days," Sher-

repeated.

Since then he has become one of the leading figures
in the American theater.
No one else has managed to
be so suavely sinister, so scintillatingly sinful behind the
footlights as

Sherman.

D. W. Griffith, when casting "Way
His perEast," chose him to play the villain.
formance in that picture is one of the classics of the

Knowing

this.

Down

screen.

"I had the distinction of being the parent of Lillian
Gish's first illegitimate screen child. The fans took their
movies seriously in those days, and for quite a while
But
wouldn't forgive me for having ruined their Lil.
The movie audience
they never mention it any more.
has grown up with the movies.
I expected 'He Knew
Women' to be a financial flop, because of its adult plot
and dialogue. Instead it cleaned up. especially in the
provinces. Isn't that heartening?
"I'm keen about this directing job. Nothing becomes
so monotonous as acting on the stage, especially if you
are successful. I was surfeited with it. Until I came to
to play in 'He Knew Women.' working in the
movies seemed even duller. Nothing in it but money,
I thought.
"While making that picture I became intrigued with

RKO

the possibilities of the talkies. I wanted to try directing.
William Le Baron gave me the opportunity and well, I
haven't exactly failed.
It's a soul-filling job having all
the stimulus of creative work."
I asked him if he thought the stage would last until he

—

returned to

it.

who

get all hot and hectic about the decline
of the stage are daft." he said.
Continued on page 108

"People

journalists

me

"Don't ask

.

Before coming to Hollywood, Lowell Sherman was one of the
actors most gossiped about on Broadway, but the dual responsibility of directing

somewhat.

and acting

For a revealing

in

films

has tamed him

close-up see opposite

page.
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"DOCTORS' WIVES"

Warner Baxter,above,
as

the

doctor, diag-

noses the "heart trouble" of Helene Millard

with disturbing results
to his wife.

Joan Bennett, above, piqued by
the neglect of her husband, a
great surgeon, decides to en-

courage the attentions of his
best friend, played by Victor
Varconi.

A
SCAPEGRACE
William

Powell,

Streets,"

though no better as a man than

in

"Gentleman

of

the

he should be, comes through with a superlative performance.

and Carol Lombard in
moments that tell the story

Mr. Powell

various

a blackmailer's love for an
nnocent girl and his decision to
accept punishment bravely for his
of

sins.
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THEY DO!
"Strangers

May

Kiss/' sa/s

Shearer's

new

picture,

argument

is

all

in

Norma

and the

favor of

it.

of two
popular leading men, Neil Hamilton and
Robert Montgomery, with Irene Rich and
Marjorie Rambeau in attractive roles.

Miss Shearer has the support

A

79

"DAYBREAK"
The mere

title

latest picture

of
is

his

Ramon Novarro's
welcome news

to

fans.

Helen Chandler, instead of Dorothy Jordan, is his heroine, her role being that
of a poor little music teacher who falls in
love with the Austrian Lieutenant Willy
Kasda, a devil of a fellow who decides
that an officer can't afford a wife.

80

MARRIAGE
In

"Men
to

In

Call

Love"

It

the

trials

and

be smart rather than simple are

this

merry comedy of married

Norman

Foster

and

Leila

life,

Hyams are

happily wedded, as you can see at the
top of the page, and would have ever

remained

probably, had not

two
Eden in the
persons of Adolphe Menjou and Mary
Duncan. The latter is seen, left, with
so,

"serpents" entered

Miss

Hyams

in

their

the locker

room

at the

country club where much of the action
takes place.

81
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A

MODE

LA

tribulations of various couples
set forth

who

prefer

by sophisticated players.

Mary Duncan and

Leila

Hyams have one

of those "civilized" conversations, above,
in

which both conceal

their thoughts

and emotions, Miss Duncan giving Miss
Hyams sage advice on how to hold a
husband, the wife being fully aware

woman

that the other

her husband

is

away from

trying to entice

Mr.Menjou,
on the other hand, resorts to more direct
tactics.

He

bluntly asks Miss

her husband

chorus

her.

is

girl

if

Hyams why

running around with a

he really loves

her.

82

TALLULAH
Miss Bankhead, the Alabama

and remained

popular actress

in

who went to London
become the most

the British capital, here shows

you glimpses of her

Tallulah

girl

for eight years, to

first

Bankhead plays a

money who promises

girl

film,

of

"New
good

York Lady."

family

and

little

marry Clive Brook for the aid he
can give her mother, though she loves a poor author. The
marriage takes place and the rest is an intimate picturizaPhoebe Foster,
tion of her conflict between love and duty.
Alexander Kirkland, Osgood Perkins, and Elizabeth Patterson,
all well known on the stage, are supporting players.
to

—

Understanding

The
T

\\

III

of

the

w

publicity

hummed

months making

J

Metro-! loldwyn

department

with activity.

The little schoolgirl just
entering the door glanced timidly about her.
If the surroundings wore not exactly
hallowed, they wore at least
awe-inspiring.
Hadn't this
same room known the presoi
ence
Marion
Davies,
a
Shearer.
William
Haines, Buster Keaton, Robert Montgomery, John Gilbert,
and others?
She clutc'.
book close to her breast
and her breath came a little

m

faster.

HEART

this

think

short story that

all

is

the

a

more

come

of

true.

and have parents and teachon your neck all the time, nor have your friends
calling you a "nut." without making
some effort to
justify your love.
Susi
'ti
may have guessed, was a devoted fan.
If her favorite had a poor picture or a bad notice.
Susie
suffered with her and wrote indignant letters to "What
the Fans Think."
Where other skirls have half a dozen favorites, Susie's
devotion was centered on one.
She went to the movies
frequently, but the picture seemed flat, stale, and unprofitable unless -raced with the presence of the incomparable Miss Vere de Yere. Of her films there were all
too tew.
And all that one read about her was so vague
and unreliable.
But Susie knew that in her was embodied greatness
in all its aspects.
Great had been her sorrows and
equally great her loves.
But. for the most part, she led
a lonely life.
Lonely in the same way that Susie'- was
ers

lonely.

King man approached Susie. "Is there something
can do for you?"
"
She glanced at him and her courage ebbed. "I I
The vounsr man had a twinkle in his eves but <omehow he seemed sympathetic, too, so with a desperate
effort Susie blurted out. "I
I want to meet Miss Yere
de Yere. I must meet her.
She's comi:
n today, isn't she? Oh. I know this sounds dreadfully foolish but it isn't, really.
It's more than just a silly schoolgirl's infatuation.
I've felt this way about her for
year*.
She's an ideal— something beautiful and lovelv
and lonely—that I've looked up to and dreamed about.
"Look" indicating the book she carried "I spent
I

—

—

•.

—

•

itself

conta

of

of her love affairs, of her sorrows.
Annoimceni
forthcoming pictures, of what
she had worn on the infrequent occasions when she ha
appeared in public clip;
gathered from every source.
If the data gathered had been
accurate, Susie would have
known more intimate <!

it.

1

—

By Romney

can't neglect studies

—

I

Misa Ven
Since the time the public
had first heard of her.
Announcements of her first role.

clippings

you. Don't skip

word

I

that

exquisite petti point.

remarkable because it is true.
It has a "punch" that will

amaze

the cover for
didn't

anything
buy was beautiful enough."
The cover of the book

Scott

You

'

The book

A

After all. she was nobody.
And probably nobody wouid
fay the slightest attention to
her.
It had been rather presumptuous of her to think any one would. Yet. you can't
goon idolizing a star, thinking of her by day and dreamher by night, without making an effort to meet her.
You can't go through life obsessed with thoughts of
some one. so that every waking moment is given over to
Imagining things, without trying to make some of your
fancies

book,

regarding Miss Vere de Vere
than a lifelong friend.

The

voting

man was

now.
"I know Misa
meet you, but she's not comShe doesn't arrive till nearly

serious

.

Yere de Vere would

like to

ing to the office at

all.

noon and

Europe at twelve thirty. I
wish I could help you, but I'm afraid there's nothing I
can do."
Two big tears welled up in Susie's eves and coursed
down her cheeks. They were followed by others.
she's sailing for

"Oh, see here."

said the

know how you feel, but
best of it.
Maybe when

young man. "don't

cry.

T

have to make the
she comes hack from Europe
she'll stop over for a day or two and we can fix things
up.
You'll have more to put in vour hook to show her
by then. too. When you read in the papers that she's
returning, come to see me and I'll try to fix things
we'll

just

for you."

The two intervening months seemed an etcrnitv to
-ie.
The days draped their weary lengths and the
nights seemed interminable.

But at last one dav she
Miss Voir de Yere was en route home and her
steamer would dock the next dav.
School out. Susie hurried down to the M.-G.-M. offices
•

that

again.
'•

IT

Finallv she stood before the smiling

you — I'm afraid
—
promise. You

young man.
you won't remember me and

promised

"

—

"Indeed T do remember you. \T ow. T'll tell you what.
There won't be the slightest chance of vour meeting
Miss Yere de Yere. either here or at the "hotel. She'll
he surrounded by people all the time. But you go down
to the customs office and tret a pa<s to ?et onto the pier
to-morrow. Tell them you want to meet vour cousin
who can't speak English. And when you get there, look
for me and I'll see that you meet her."
Susie spent the night reading for the thousandth time
her scrapbook. She knew most of the contents by heart.
but she must be well posted.
She vunht ?et a' chance
to speak to the srreat lady.
The next morning Susie donned her best and with a
glance of disdain at her schoolbooks. set out for the
Continued on page 113
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the mention of bohemianism in the Los Angeles
sector, a series of gaudy images flash through the
mind million-dollar movie darlings holding midnight carnival in Beverly Hills mansions, gayly tossing
empty bottles down on the roofs of their sleeping neighbors migratory salesmen and hungry extra girls petting
and getting into drunken fights. And so on.
Yet most of this so-called bohemian life is just a
clock puncher's Saturday-night attempt to forget the
boredom of the daily grind. The true gypsy spirit is
lacking where the ruling passion is to get a bigger car,
better home and higher social position than the other fellow, and the job in hand is just a gilt-edged meal ticket.
Nevertheless, there is a genuine bohemia in the orangeand-lemon capital, though its existence and its activities
pass almost unnoticed.

—

Nestled

in

nooks or sprawling over

unfettered souls who,
apartments and go pallid and arty.
of

those

hills
if

in

But

;

Los Angeles has no Latin Quarter, no Greenwich Vilno Telegraph Hill. The sight-seer will look in vain

lage,

for picturesque haunts of threadbare artists, or writers
with a dream in the eye and a pint in the stomach. Nor
will he find the tourist deadfalls that masquerade as
such resorts.
The colony has no village square, no general meeting
places, no homogeneity, either social or intellectual.
It is.
in brief, not a colony, but an ever-shifting pattern of
small cliques sprawled out over a huge territory and
scarcely aware of each other's existence.
It has a voice, but its thin little peep is lost in the
Niagaralike roar of boosters, gossips, and visiting critics.
It asserts itself from time to time in print.
Poetic gvpsies sojourn in the colony and issue books of verse,
usually at their own expense.

A newspaperman

occasionally

takes his

life

in

his

hands and makes a Left-bank attack on the community.
Small arty magazines are launched.

Every so often some unknown scrapes together a few
borrows a motion-picture camera and a handful of actors, and makes an experimental film, remembering that such efforts skyrocketed Josef von Sternberg
and Paul Fejos to the Valhalla of Beverly Hills.
This sunny bohemia knows strange bedfellows. There
are characters with picaresque careers who have come
from the ends of the earth. One finds, for instance, the
Chinese poet, the transplanted Greenwich Village artist,
the Russian exile, the Oregon radical newspaper editor
who has done time in jail, a lesser Jarncqan.
There are earnest youngsters who have left their home
towns to seek careers in or out of the movies clerks and
dollars,

—

stenographers pursuing romantic adventure under the
cloak of bohemianism. eccentrics, and poseurs.
All who do not fit in elsewhere are welcomed into the
fold.
Few of them, however, remain long. There is an
endless going and coming in the bohemian colony of
Los Angeles. The various little groups are created,
wiped out. or scattered overnight.
Although the colony is not centralized, there are
The side streets
spots especially favored for residence.
of Hollywood, and the sun-scorched hills claim many.
Others locate in the hilly portions of old Los Angeles
which have been passed by in the growth of the modern
city, and remain much as they were in the '80s and '90s.
Here are streets sleeping in the sunlight. Fantastic
wooden castles of the clapboard mansion era are set back
under palms of half a century's growth. Gables, por-

By

BOHEMIA
surrounding the

Greenwich
not

in

ticoes.

places.

film

Village,

California.

metropolis are groups

take

to

basement

This article tells

bay windows, and wings pop out
Foreign eyes look out through

at

why.

the oddest

windows of

colored glass.
n an open window comes a strumming of guitars
and Mexican voices lifted in song. One is suddenly conscious of all sun-splashed Spanish-America stretching
limitlessly to the south.
It is easy to understand why
poor strugglers of bohemian temperament flock to this

section.

The Los Angeles

villager lives not in a garret, with
elevated trains rumbling by beneath his window, but in

almost pastoral surroundings.
as the proverbial church rodent, he may
have the luxury of a home of his own. a garden, and
even a screen of discouraged banana palms whose fruit
never ripens.
Moreover, he may roost like a feudal baron on some
treeless hilltop in the low-rent districts north of the
business center of downtown Los Angeles.
Usually he has his own car. be it ever so humble and
often it is topless, fenderless. paintless. and without benefit of garage.
He makes abundant use of it. but he has
to keep a close eye on it. for some of his penurious
neighbors have a habit of helping themselves to anything
lodgings

in

Though poor

:

that strikes their fancy.

Many
his

a villager has

thirty-five-dollar

awakened one morning to
flivver is missing from

find that
its

cus-

tomary parking place on the front lawn, having been
appropriated by one of his restless neighbors.

A.

Woodmansee

The secluded
life

H.

hilltop

home

is

the center of

of the impoverished bohemian.
night clubs and other r

who

|

finds the prices

The
of
Steep.
house, perching high above the heads of prying neighbors, is ideal for boisterous merry-making at all hour-.
There is abundant space and opportunity for
the grape crop into beverage form.
No matter how isolated his domicile, the hillto]
hemian has no dearth of callers: and when he announces
a party, it seems as if all the decrepit cars in southern
California were panting up the barren slope to his
bungalow or shack.
One can usually tell a block away what the sunkist
bohemian is and what he believes.
He adve:
through dress, talk, and actions. The young art
around looking like a character in the "Passion Play."
The recluse goes around in rags, and live< in a ten"
in a shack perched in the branches of a tree.
There is an aspiring novelist who tries to emulate a
Reading that
great man by aping his personal habits.
Victor Hugo was an omnivorous eater, he gorged himself
for week
ther believes in doing exactly as he f
When he is in the mood, he runs around the h
naked, while his more conventional-minded wife yanks
down the window shades and pleads with him to think
of the police.

man may set up cosmic vibrations
by wearing loud colors. In no other
community of white America is the plumage of the male

Many

believe that a

beneficial to himself

more

brilliant.

In spite of the bizarre nature of some of the notions
and caperings of the would-be gypsies, they are less extreme in some ways than many villagers elsewhere. The
matter-of-factness of their neighbors inescapably thr
[Continued on page 117]
itself in upon them.
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Feathering
and merely players obey that
odd businesses in which they invest their money,

Stars,

directors,

they are

o

NE

move

on.

k

>

evening I saw a limousine
turn into the driveway at a

By Laura

beautiful home in Hollywood,
and a well-known star stepped out,
slamming the door behind her.
Half a block away I noticed a shabbily dressed man, not yet
middle-aged, walking slowly by, casting covert glances in the
direction of the star's home.
At
I thought I recognized him.
the driveway he paused, and I saw him linger a second or two,
then pull his coat collar more closely about his throat and

He

once was that star's husband.
"Oh," she said when I mentioned the incident to her. "I see
him pass occasionally. He's no good. I've helped him out
with some money a couple of times. He's dead broke. Never
saved a nickel

and then, but

little work as an
Nobody wants him."

Gets a

in his life.

he's through.

extra

now

I know another man who, a few years ago, was well up near
the top in pictures, but, growing old, he began slowly to slide
from view. He sleeps occasionally now. he tells me, in a flop
house. Sometimes he joins the bread line or panhandles among
his old friends for dimes.
Haunting the studio casting offices there are possibly a hundred who do not get six square meals a week, yet who, a few
years ago, scattered dollars as the wind scatters chaff. Liquor,
women, and age took their toll. Xow they're down and out.
I may be mistaken, but I believe these "horrible examples"
have induced frugality to a marked degree in the film capital.
Scores of successful players are establishing businesses on the
feathering their nests for the rainy day.
side
Some have done it playfully, because they have more money
than they can use, others because they want something to divert
third group is entering the comattention on idle days.
mercial field in a spirit of adventure, while a fourth says
the money while the getting's good, and salt it in brine that will
last forever."

—

—

A

•»».•

Almost every one
that "Uncle

knows

Carl" Laemmle,
head of Universal,
has a chicken farm
with flocks of hens
which work for him
every day. He sells

—not

too

eggs,

Uncle Carl himself.
but

At least Marion Davies chose a business
in keeping with her luxurious life.
She

owns an orchid farm that yields gorgeous blooms for Hollywood premieres.

Cecil

DeMille's

many

side lines include

a pheasant ranch.

foreman

the

doc^.

Uncle Carl

probably can't count
as far in c^gs as he
can in dollars.

Then Cecil Dewhose bank

Mille,

a c c o u n

t

is

big

ugh to choke the
Culebra cut, has a
pheasant
the

ranch

in

San Fernando

Their
urge

Nests
Many

provide for a rainy day.

to

hopeful of big returns.

are the

often than not,

And more

successful.
valley

Ellsworth

Fitch

where

rai

I

me

I

will

this

pects to
birds.
Ik-

for

of these
-

Besides 250 egg-laying Chinese golden pheasants which constitute the commercial >t<>ck. he has specimens of silver pheasthe
hired Maiiehunan. the Japanese, English blackneck,
an
ant,
the Reeves, and Lady Amhurst pheasants, all preening about
1

th e peu>.

Besides, he has African crowned cranes with gold topknots,
dainty Demoiselle cranes, big blue Australian Goura pigeons,
blue and sacred white peafowls, Abyssinian guinea fowl and
about fifty white do\es which he used in "The King of Kings."
All the newly hatched pheasants looking into the face of
some ordinary brood hen when they break from their shells,
doubtless wonder, "For the luvva all that's beautiful, are you

my mamma ?"
The movement in so many States to
game with pheasants induced Mr. DeMille

restock

supplies

of

to establish his farm.

His pens provide parlor, bedroom, and hath, with running
lie expects to make money in his
water, to the bird tenants,
venture after a while.
In the meantime, his 450-acre mountain ranch. "Paradise,"
probably will produce sufficient apples, alfalfa, and grapt
pay the overhead on the pheasantry. If it doesn't. Mr. DeMille
may he able to scrape around somehow and get sufficient money
Ill's home is paid
to awire his winter's coal supply.
for. ^"
there will he no rent coming due.
Uncle Carl and Cecil are the two outstanding men i^\ wealth

Bessie Love has experienced too

many hard knocks to be lured
into investing money in any but
a

venture.
So
proud of her dairy farm.

strictly practical

she

is

Charles Bickford lends c helping
It

is

hand

at his filling

only one of

ventures, which

include a

farm, four garages, a
lot,

station.

his flourishing

and three whaling

hog

parking
vessels.

;
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Feathering Their Nests
Gary Cooper heads a company operating a dude
ranch near Helena, Montana, and, with his father,
Charles Cooper, a former associate justice of the
Montana Supreme Court, is establishing a still
more extensive ranch in Arizona.
"We've found a paradise for fishermen and
huntsmen," Gary says enthusiastically. "High on
perpetually cool and where wild
Just overnight from Hollywood. And, oh, boy, what trout streams!
hope to get it in operation this year."
Lon Chaney owned an extensive interest in a ga^
water-heater company. His son is in charge of the
plant.
Noah Beery is executive head of a trout

a mesa where

game

it's

abundant.

is

We

club which operates in the Sierra

Nevada Moun-

tains.

James Glcason owns a half interest in the South
Athletic Club, between Los Angeles and

Gate

The club's objective is to keep its
members physically fit and put on boxing bouts.
Jimmie Gleason is also going in for raising and

Long Beach.

training polo ponies.

Like most men who remain more or less cooped
in town, the yearning for ranches appears to
be the height of' desire for the picture makers.
Fred had no
Take the case of Fred Kohler.

up

thought of augmenting his earnings from the screen
when he bought a ranch in the San Fernando
vallev.

planted fruit trees and a vegetable garden,
live stock, simply because he enjoyed
Soon, however, there was a
farmer.
the role of
surplus of vegetables, milk, fruit, and other products which George, the hired man, sold in the Hollvwood markets. From this it was but a step to
engaging ranch hands and going after the money.

He

and bought

Kohler

is

now breeding thoroughbred

cattle.

Badger, director, had a similar experience. He bought a ranch in Owens Valley for
use as a week-end retreat. But when he saw how
his neighbors were making money on turkeys, he
Clarence

went

Gary Cooper's dude ranch is almost as well-known as the Woolworth Building and is successful enough for him to plan another.

whose farming
are others

activities are

who have

mere

But there

side lines.

One

of the
Charles Bickford. It seems
that every time he turns around he sees some business
which strikes his fancy, and by night he owns it.
To date his holdings consist of a hog farm in Massachusetts four garages in Los Angeles a filling station
a parking lot an automobile accessory shop a whaling
fleet of three vessels
an assembling station for animals
and birds to be used in the movies.
I know where there is a bullfrog farm I'll show him
some day, if I can get a cut on the commission.
Charles Mack, head man of the "Two Black Crows."
has an interest in a trunk factory in Cleveland. Ohio, a
paint-remover patent, and a real-estate project at Newhall, California.
He is also a partner in the Futuristic
Home Corporation, of Long Island. The company
builds modernistic homes throughout the East.
John Robertson and his wife. Josephine Lovett, are
developing an orange, lemon, and grapefruit ranch near
La Jolla, California. Ethel Wales already has a proShe
ducing citrus ranch in the San Gabriel valley.
spends much time there, as it is her home.
sie Love has a dairy farm and cotton plantation
Marion Davies has one
near Bakersfield, California.
of the most profitable orchid farms vest of the Rocky
incidental businesses.

most persistent plungers

;

;

;

;

:

Mountains.

is

in

for turkeys,

too.

Now

he's

a

regular

turkey Colossus.

Then there's William Janney's chicken farm near
Arcadia. California, about fifteen miles from HolRight after William started work in "Colvwood.
quette," with Mary Pickford. he began putting his spare
money in the bank. When the nurse who had cared for
him as a baby came out from New York, they decided
go into business together. Thev bought two acres of
ground in a celebrated poultry district and stocked it
to

with 2.000 hens.

A

handsome

profit

was returned

last

vear.

"We're not doing so well right now." William says.
"So many hotels, restaurants, and bakeries use es™from China, the business has been hit somewhat. Coldstorage eggs bought ahead to beat the tariff made our
market sag."
And this from a movie actor!

Where are those yearnings for soulful art? The idea of an actor with a box
of eggs under his arm. instead of "Peer Gynt"
Young Janney expects to retain the ranch and enlarge
it so that when the end in pictures is reached, he will
have a paving business in hand.
Director William Beaudine bought an auto laundrv
and engaged a man to operate it. He says the return
greater than the return on his stocks and bonds, in
i

•

portion to the

amount

invested.

has made a small fortune from H
"Zulu Hut," a roadside restaurant just outside the cif.
His patrons eat without knives, forks, or spoons. Small
[Continued on page 116]
sticks are the only table utensils.

Raymond McKee

-•

ALONG
CAME
YOUTH
The old-time

stars, with

years and

temperament, who demanded and
got more bowing and scraping than
royalty, toppled from their pedestals

coming of

with the

manageable young

and

talkies

realistic

players.

By Everett Blagden
RED

glow is seen in the sky. The
Valhalla of the stars is about to go up
Whether the
in smoke and flames.
star- are awaiting their doom as grandly and
majestically as would the gods of the Norse
sagas is a matter for thought.
There was quite an upheaval with the comthe talkies, and things will never he
>f
the same again. Some believe that those stars

A

from

absent

screen

the

will

Mary

Brian lives as sanely as

any

on

This is
merely an optimistic rumor.
The old regime is dead: the
new order occupies the cinema

public's adulation of a star, are fickle things.

halls.

Each

he

•-.

reinstated.

girl

M,ain Street.

is

likely to

drop

at the slightest turn.

blame!"
the stars screech as one by
one they drop from the heights.

peats

it

tions

of humanity.

"I can talk as well a< the best
of them, if they'd let me."
This last statement is sadly
true.
Many of the stars have

players can hardly escape the U]
suffered by the rest of the world.
The coming of inventions killed
mance and glamour of medieval tin

talked themselves oul
But as for the talkies being to
blame for the present low-tide

ing gallant knigl
top
for their "ladyes fayre."

mark

sons similar

"The

talkies are to

stardom

in

—

well,

It's

an

old.

-elf.

but true, saying that history re-

Motion pictures reflect the acTherefore picture^ and

se that
In bygone days
spiring to see a big muscular

The coming

of talkie^ only
hurried the downfall of the
stars. Had there been no talk-

his

:.

has been

talkie^

stellar lights hither

royalty off
of

Many
nicely

ling with

:

flj

— people outside the
To the majority
demigod.
creature —

capital ne-

Lew Ayres

the star system
the wane since

is.

on

The

1°27.

men. banners

it

helmets, breastplat

would have van-

ished anyway.

truth

ro-

ridi:

into exile.

The

the

Kings were one by one dethroned for rea-

read

on.

the stars

iwns

its

throne, a

—

in

an actor only at

the studio.

scattered

and yon,

just as the late

little

collapse.

nations

is

fact,

without kings.

thout the stars of old.

most

while before

— are

And new

A

war knocked
natural

getting alone: quite

talkies

people's

its

reap applause

homage

to a king, a

alty.

a

a ki:\

hical

Tht

the bicycle knocked a kind's
the royal water tower.

d'v

People soon realized that kings were merely ordinarymen. So. too. did they realize this about :'
192
to 1°27 --p.rdom w:
beheld these dream people in a vision. The}' were not
worldly creatures, but phantoms made of dream dust.
-

—
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Along Came Youth
Thus

far talkies have harmed the stars
mechanical inventions shattered the
glamour of olden days.
Most of the stars
who are no longer on the screen cannot blame
just

as

the talkies for their absence.
It is said that Corinne Griffith's voice

was

not good for talkies and unsuited to the parts
she played.
It should be recalled that Miss
Griffith's silent pictures were very, very mediocre affairs.
It may be unkind to say so,
but during the five years of her stardom she
made only one good picture "Classified."
Her contract with First National had still
Roles had to be given
a long while to go.
Her
her, for she was receiving a big salary.
contract expired some time ago and was not
So la Griffith cannot blame the
renewed.

—

talkies.

Colleen

Moore

is

another whose films were

on the wane before talkies arrived.

A

clever

actress of her own particular type. Colleen
won a large following. But she was eventually superseded by Clara Bow, Nancy Carroll,

and several others.
Her two talkies showed Miss Moore
as entertaining as she

But the

was

Her

fact

her

in

to be

silent days.

remains that her reign as a star

practically over
last

was

silent

when

pictures

the talkies

came

in.

were by no means

knock-outs.

No

trailing

gowns

Billie Dove will return to the screen, and
ought to, for few are as beautiful as she.
But Billie's last film for First National was
Miss Dove's silent picnot a star's picture.
tures were very saccharine, and it is scarcely
believable that she would have remained a
Like the others, she is
star much longer.
equipped to play in talkies, but hardly as the
chief figure in the show.
Stardom went downhill with the exit of
Pola Negri. When not at her chateau, Madame la princessc resides in her Paris apartThere she
ment, in the Rue Pressbourg.

or long cigarette holders for

Marguerite Churchill.

In those seven years stardom was smirched by the
various human traits discovered among its ranks. Stars
fought for more money. The money yell for an extra
five hundred dollars sounded the doom of stardom.
Greed caused the gods of Valhalla to fall. It has

been no

less gentle to the stars of screen-

Scandals were blared abroad by
the sensational press.
Right or wrong,
all the star-s suffered for the faults of a
few.
"True confessions" purporting to
land.

the weaknesses of human flesh,
hastened the collapse of the Valhalla of
the stars.
Fans began to suspect their idols of
having feet of clay. They were sure of
it
when the talkies burst over the cinematic world.
This change destroyed the dream creatures of the old films.
The fans can
"live" less with audible actors.
One young creature told me she liked
silent pictures best, for she used to put
words of her own fancy into the mouths
of the players. To-day one must be wide
awake. No falling into daydreams while
watching the languid Garbo.
Greta'-s
deep contralto keeps one awake one has
to open one's ears to catch what she says.
reveal

all

—

graciously receives representatives of the
her Russian secretary. Olga
press on certain occasions
Schulgin, guiding and prompting the caller.
Such glamour and bowing and scraping belonged to
the dear, dead, silent era of the movies. That is how the
screen overshadowed the stage in popularity for a time.
John Gilbert was
not harme<
Imagine Frank Albertson tryl
so much bv
his
J
inq to create an aura of
voice
as everv
.
..
„
qlamour about himse f.
.,
a
one seems to think
as he was by
the absence of the

—

•

.

.

—

^
•

\

—

"d r eam-aura"
fans cast round

him and themselves in
gone by.

days

Janet Gaynor
rose to stardom just before
talkies sprang into being.
It
was well known that
Janet's

stardom was ham-

pered by this realism. Her
screen type was of the
ethereal school.
It belonged definitely to the silent days
the days
of dream people and visions.

—

Continued on page 114

Another great role-another blazing
triumph for the winner of the 1930
best

performance award

NORMA

SHEA
m

STRANGERS
Thu

MAY

i»

the <tatue

warded lo Norma
Shearer by ihe
Academy of MoI'icrure Art»
Science!, for
her performance in

lion

and

"The Divorcee."
the be«t given bv

anv actreM during
1930.

KISS
SHE

faced

life

fearlessly

where she found

it

— accepted

— because

love
she believed

woman could "kiss and forget" even as a
man does. But heartbreak and cruel disillu-

a

sionment lav between her and ultimate happiness with the one man in all the world
whom she did love
If you enjoyed Norma
Shearer in "The Divorcee" — don't miss her
in this dramatic picture based on Ursula

Robert Montgomcr\ who helped
Norma Shearer make her great
success in "The Divorcee" is
again seen with her.

Parrott's sensational novel.

with

NEIL
To him

it

was

just

another

ROBERT MONTGOMERY
MARJORIE RAMBEAU
and IRENE RICH

HAMILTON

Directed by
epi-

sode — to her, a dream she could
never forget.

METRO-GO

Ursula Parrott, author of "The
Divorcee" has written another
absorbing story. Don't miss it!

GEORGE F1TZMAURICE

N-MAYER
St«ii\

Tfum

"There

Arc

in

Heaven

lower

JViore

J_

o

Y ou, Angel X ace
That was the message that
the folks back in the hills of

West Virginia

sent to Jo, the

who was
by storm.
Very justly they were proud

beautiful girl dancer

Broadway

taking

of Jo's sensational success, but

there

were sorrow and

bitter

tragedy as well beneath the gay
surface of Jo's existence.

And even

way

to triumph,

while she danced her

she was under the spell of a great love.

Here

a story

is

which takes you

New

hind the scenes of

be-

York's night

and gives you a true insight into the colorful
who live it. You will enjoy
every page of

life

characters of those

Angel Face
B y VIVIAN GREY
This

is

one of a

list

CHELSEA HOUSE,
America.

It

of magnificently written love stories published by
one of the oldest and best-established concerns in

has never before appeared between book covers, and

to-day upon your library shelf.
or for the full list of

Ask your

CHELSEA HOUSE

dealer for

it

belongs

"ANGEL FACE,"

love stories, write to

CHELSEA HOUSE
/-7

x rice,

111

/O

C-ents

ibeventh Avenue,

.New

I ork C^iry

Price, /«5

v^ents

w®.

—— —

——

!

!
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POETS' Corner

The
1

THE PARTING OF WAYS
hung upon the
do/en charming p

rda)

Ju-.
ler pic

HEARTBREAK

1

Lo

.

the

And framed

l>e>t

of

all,

1

all

her lovely face with burning

read her book on Hollywoodian fun,
Her precious photo in my watch I carrii
Ami now with all the decoration done,

Not

I

The papers

low. by

sa)

mj

1

famine,

a

t

J

ith sucl

\\

1

howed and hca:
Buddy smoked a cigar*
Barbara Parry.

leads are

favorite star has married!

Maurice V

1.
nor
our souls

ll

1

Fills

Bochicch

*
-«

.

APPRECIATION

TO GRETA
You
\"«

>ti

are so

so very fair,

tall,

A

Relieving, though,

are not mortal, hut of goddess kin.

and every gesture
utter loveliness in

You walk

A

--u

it';

c

re

'

il

is

And

J

our

AMONG MY
it

As
to

n ad.

S.

I

a

<

rrecian temple.

As

the sr

•••

y

me

5we*den,

ci

utiful

As

the genius

[aWLING.

SOUVENIRS
-i

!

Wild—

fii

you p
-Greta Garbo
Richard Pester.

*-*.
;

RECOMMENDATIONS

be

way. you

this

Oh. Kay

AH!

.

bm

I'm

all

Classic

silent

luch left of

i

we'll sax-

all

and

StillPike a deep, reflective forest pool,

an

Mary

Thi

Francis,

types and frilly.
Beatrice Lillie.

Cynthia Couza.

Your face is white and luminous: jusl
The magic breath of moonlight over snow.
•*'

Kay

of

is

Is she's right there

womankind;

mehow seem

aloni

fluffy

i;

Having a strange divinity within
That brings men romance and the breath of dreams.
The mysten your eyes are mistress of
I- blent of wisdom and of nameless pain;
And when you smile, that Helen lives again
For whom a million died, and dared not love.

To

change from

Landi,

Testin

Whose name

Collecting souvenirs.

Says

in jingles

is

just

dandy:

The

Glyn, the big "It" authority,
IPr personality is in majority.

One

The

stars, the

Are

in

stub of a cigar,
fender off a car
'Twas fmni my favorite star
I yanked these souvenirs.

for publication!

M\

is

moon, and the

tides

her eyes, an artist confidi
An author reads sadness, gladi
me madness, and a hit of badness.
Landi is a symphony in emotion.
A composer puts his devotion.
Well, maybe so; but this old fan
Will see her act, then rave or pan.

This hit of hair
I -natched from out his head
My dear, the things he said

Are not

/a

—

Pee Smith.
face

mashed and

•4
fl

thing like that
Here's Buddy Rogers' hat
Among my souvenirs
T.

\rb.\r.\

?

LOVE'S LABORS LOST

The hoy
Till

Barry.

I.

friend raved of Garbo's
just to surprise him.

Recalled to mind the

.4

That seemed
OIL

many

charms

tricks

to tantalize him.

AND WATER

Laconic, handsome, shrewd, but sweet,
Clever, powerful, no deceit.
Please. Garbo, play with Clara P
teach her what she ought to know
1

Cynthia Couz

him through half-c!o>ed e
spoke with accent thick.
He stared, wide-eyed, then mutt-,
"What's the matter are ya sick?"
zed at

And

!

\.

—

rbara Barry.

—

!

The Movie Runaround

<J2

tinued

from page 64

Annabelle got home just five minMiss Wakefield did, and
busily
autographing pictures
when that lady swept in. magnificent
in one of the creations she had bought
in New York, and furious because
utes before

woman who described the gowns
of the celebrities at the picture opening hadn't done justice to hers.
the

—

she cut mine short to
what Anita Page was wearing!"

"Just think
tell

exclaimed.
"Of course, Anita's
a dear little thing, but alter all, with
my reputation on the stage and everything. I'm much better known!"
Annabelle smiled, recalling that in
her home town everybody knew who

Anita Page was and went to see her
films,
while
Caroline
Wakefield

belle

John who had wandered

St.

New

York, wretched, poor,
frightened because starvation stared

about

her in the face.

She had

sat in

one of Miss Wake-

ing for her, but she had never goneWaiting there, she would
look at the really beautiful girls who
came out at the end of the day. wondering how they got along, hoping
that she would never be thrown on
her own as they "were.
Many of them were pathetically
shabby, but they drove away in their
rattletrap cars, laughing,
gay, or
wisecracked with each other as they
waited for busses. What kept them
inside.

going?

— Annabelle

asked
herself.
of success could

couldn't

What glowing hope

unless
the picture.
"I see that

possibly be strong enough to compensate them for the discomforts
they must endure?

draw a soul to the theater,
some young, pretty girl was in

spirit

you have the proper
your work," Caroline
"Have you been at it all

about

went on.
evening?"
Annabelle

wanted

to

but

lie

couldn't.

"I went out for a while with DenLindsay," she said, timidly, exting to be scolded.

"Oh. you did?" exclaimed Carowith a frown.
But then, sur-

line,

prisingly, she smiled.
thetic,

his

"Isn't that pa-

wanting to be with you,

since he couldn't be with me?" she
continued.
"I don't see what I can
do about him he'll just have to realize how hopeless his passion is.
You might have let him wait to see
me just for a minute, though. I
don't want to be cruel to him
not
till this picture's done."
Annabelle turned her head, unable
to control the smile that was evoked
by her remembrance of Dennis's remarks. He bad gone to some pains
to tell her just what he thought of
her employer.
She worked happily for the next
few weeks, almost forsrettin"- her
;

—

Lindsay had less time, now
that he was working, but made occafears.

sional

opportunities to take her out.

Miss Wakefield was more temperamental than ever.
She was fighting
at the studio with the star of the
picture, a foe worthy of her steel.
But she had moments of being extravagantly generous. Annabelle began to acquire things half bottles
of expensive perfume, a lovely vanity case, some frocks which Miss
Wakefield's maid cleverly remodeled

—

One

Miss

day

Wakefield telephoned for some make-up which had
been delivered to her at home, and
which the maid had forgotten to take
Annabelle must bring
to the studio.
it

immediately.

Annabelle powdered her
touched her eyelashes and brows
with mascara, and departed. At last
she was to see what a studio really
looked like
Miss Wakefield was on the set, she
was told. After some difficulty she
was allowed to go in, and she tiptoed
past a huge set, shivering with delight when she caught a glimpse of
Richard Arlen, who had been lent to
the company, yearning for a look at
Thrilled,

face,

other famous folk.
man was talking

A
with Miss
Wakefield when Annabelle finally
found her. Some lights were being
adjusted, and there was no need for
silence.

"Well, they've had so many stories
about you that there's nothing new
I can put over," he was saying. Then,
glancing at Annabelle, "Say, who's
this?"

"My

'

secretary."

answered

Caro-

not bothering to introduce her.
"Secretary nothing!" he exclaimed,
staring at Annabelle.
"She's your
new protegee
That's always a good
yarn people fall for it every time.
You discovered her in a store or
somewhere, and saw at once that she
ought to go into pictures. Say. turn
that way," grasping Annabelle by the
shoulder and turning her around.
line,

!

;

She began to know her way about
Hollywood, and to feel that she belonged there.
Sometimes she wondered if this girl she had become.

like Norma Shearer
We'll get 'em to
be her sister
stick her into this picture and I'll
"
send stuff to all the papers
Annabelle drew back, trembling.
her face white with fear.

whose name was Anna Johns, whose
face had erown reallv prcttv. whose
clothes v V,' smart, was the Anna-

couldn't !" she
cried, all her horror returning.
"I
I'm just Miss Wakefield's secretary.

for her.

"Looks enough

to

.

!

"Oh.

I

reallv

don't

want

to

go into the

They

paid no attention to her obCaroline Wakefield was
looking at her thoughtfully as the
publicity man talked on and on.
."You're so kind-hearted, see?" he
was saying.
"You want to help
others, now that you're rich and fajections.

car-, outside the studio, wait-

field's

I

movi

couldn't.

I

You

mous.

remember

how

vou

fought and struggled on alone, for
"
years and years
Miss Wakefield glared at him.
"I made a hit at once!" she exclaimed.
"I always had plenty of
money. I just went on the stage because society bored me!"
"Sure, sure," he agreed hastily,
with a warning glance at Dennis
Lindsay, who bad sauntered over
when he saw Annabelle. and was
openly enjoying the scene. "But this

makes
help

You want to
you give her a

a better story.

this

girl,

so

chance in your picture.
We'll give
her a bit to do, just enough so that
people can really see that she's there,
"
photograph her with you. and
!"
"I won't do it
cried Annabelle,
on the verge of tears.
"You'll do exactly as I say." Caroline exclaimed, needing just this opposition to urge her into accepting
the scheme.
She stamped her foot
imperiously.
"Go to my dressing

room and have Suzanne make you up
and then come straight back here.
We've got to take that last scene over,
and there are some girls in it. sitting
at a corner table having tea you can
:

be one of them."
"And the girl wdio loses her chance
to play the bit you get will be de-

commented Dennis sarcasand then, to Annabelle. "So

lighted !"
tically,

you're going into pictures after all."
Annabelle caught his arm. as if for
support.
"I am not!" she cried vehementlv.
"I won't do it."
"Good for you !" he said softly.
But Annabelle was already running
across the studio toward the nearest
door.
She hurried out to the car.

"Drive home as

fast as

you can!"

she ordered the chauffeur, to his disgust.
He had taken the job because
it
took him to the studio, and had
been posing beside the limousine,

hoping some one would see him and
feel that he was just the man for a
good role.
At home, Annabelle threw her
clothes into her suitcases and scribbled a note to Miss Wakefield.
"I can't let any one manage my
That seemed better
life." she wrote.
than saying she was leaving because
she didn't want to go into the movies.
Miss Wakefield would surely be susContinued on page 94
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Barbara Stanwyck
EXTREME
liness
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naturalness and appealing womanthese are the qualities that have sky-

rocketed Barbara Stanwyck to great popularity
in

They were most evident in
"Ladies of Leisure" and "Illicit,''
find all her charm in her forth-

a short time.

those two

and you

hits,

will

coming "Night Nurse."

\

!
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"The week's

ness*

Then she took her bags and slipped
out of the house not at all sure howshe was going to earn a living, fearMiss Wakefield might try

that

ful

to find her, hut relieved at being able
to escape for the present at least.

She went

to Crotona.

wondered

salary, although

many inroads on it.
Miss Wakefield was always discovering, when they were out together, that
there had been

she hadn't money for tips
gram or stamps, and never

or a telesaid any-

thing about returning what she bor-

rowed.
dollars.

But Annabelle had fifty-four
To her that seemed a lot of

money.
At Crotona she got a room, a

cell of a room with walls so
thin that a medley of voices and radios filtered into it.
But outside the
tiny high window were sky and trees,

and when she looked out she forgot
how cramped the quarters were.
Early the next morning she went
out in search of work. Not in Hollywood, but in Los Angeles, where
surely there would be many places
where stenographers were wanted,
places that had nothing to do with
the motion-picture world, which so
thrilled and frightened her.
There were plenty of such places,
she found, but nowhere was there an
opening for her. Too many girls had

come out

to California in search of
careers on the screen, only to find
that there was no room in the studios for them. Too many others had
come, with members of their families
who had to live in a warm climate, or

who had

a

little

to earn more.
Day after

it.

girls

money and wanted

day Annabelle trudged

from one store or office to another.
or haunted the emplovment agencies.
If was even worse than Xew York.
Xo matter how hard she tried to
save, no matter how little she ate,
her money vanished at an alarming
rate.
She allowed herself only one
luxury the New York newspapers.
She was almost afraid to open each
one.
Sometimes she almost wished
that she would be found
at least
this ghastly suspense would be over
then
She besran to wonder, as she had

—

—

!

York, what people

just

sit

in the street

and

starve.

She had only two dollars left when
she started out. early one morning,
to find herself leaving just beside a
whom she had noticed before.
girl

:

to

have a

call

asked. "It's swell
after these hard times,

isn't it?"

"Xo, I'm not working," Annabelle

"Wish I were."
brown eyes opened wide

wered.

The
in

girl's

surprise.

"Then

you sticking
somebody phones

aren't

around here, so's if
for you you'll know it?" she asked.
"Oh. you meant was I working in
pictures, didn't you?" Annabelle answered. "I'm not in movies.
I'm a
stenographer."

and the

listen."

girl

clutched her arm.
"We got a call,
my girl friend and I. this morning.
but she's too sick to go out.
don't you take her place? They don't
know her at this studio, and she'll be
glad to have you do it doesn't want
to get a rep for not showing up.
You'd get the monev it'll all be

Why

—

O. K."
Annabelle hesitated at the magic
word "money." But she shook her
head.
"I can't," she said.

"I

—my family

would make me come home
saw me in a picture."

if

they

The

girl laughed derisively.
"Don't you worry," she exclaimed.
"They'll never see you you'll be lost
in the crowd."
Annabelle paused did she dare go ?
She needed money so desperately
and if she really wouldn't be seen
:

:

'

in the film

"

"All right. I'll go." she said quickly,
afraid that if she thought it over
longer she would change her mind.
Only last night she had read that
a relative of Stewart Hill's was demanding that renewed search be made
for him. and her own description bad
been printed again. Well, she'd just
have to take a chance.
It
was rather fun. getting her
make-up on. and going out to the set.
She hadn't realized how thrilling it
would be to have the lights on. and
the
camera beginning to grind,
knowing that she would be photo-

graphed in that scene, even though
there were so many others in it that
She was almost
she wasn't noticed.
sorry
there

There was a ruhad been seen buying

fire.

that Hill

a ticket to the Coast, the papers said.
"If they find me, probably they'll
say

am

I

movie star!" she reflected

a

ironically, as she put on her
in a room full of other girls.

make-up

She took her place beside May,
trying to edge forward to
the front of the crowd.
It was a
dance-hall scene that was being shot,
and May hoped to be noticed, as did
the three hundred other extras.
There was some delay. Xew business had been introduced by the dian irascible man who yelled
and stamped about, while the casting
director brought forward six girls for
rector,

why

"Well then,

playing with

mor

who was

The girl smiled.
"Working?" she

:

little

bare

because they themselves liked

Xew

didn't have a cent, or
anything to eat.
Surely they didn't

Miss Wake-

never glanced out of the car as
she passed it, and it was the only
place Annabelle knew of where she
could live cheaply for a little while.
Soon she would get work, and go

in

when they

did

field

somewhere else.
She had saved her

—
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any one who said that.
-alary that you owe me
will help to pay for the clothes you
bought me in New York, and I'll
finish paying for them as soon
can. Thank you for your many kindpicious

—

when the day's work was over:
was something so exhilarating

about it.
She couldn't see how any
one could feel that that was work
They had to go back for a retake,
Annabelle felt
a few days later.
rather timid about it. vet it was like

his inspection.

"They won't do, I tell you." the
director bellowed.
"They've been in
"
pictures since I started

—

"Impossible one of 'em is only
sixteen," the casting director cut in.
"
"It's just a bit. chief

"But in my pictures even bits are
important !" the director howled.
"People get tired of seeing the same
girls over and over again.
Besides,
this part calls for a girl who's sweet
and shy. and these dames are as hardboiled

and

Marie Dressier,

as

in

doesn't
thinks
ably

'Min

—

Look at that blonde she
know what 'shy' means

Bill."

being shy of cash, prob-

it's

!

"Why.

could pick a dozen girls
" He paused, cast
his eyes over the crowd of extras.

from

I

mob

this

—

—

"That one and that one come up
you !" The two girls started
forward as if jerked by invisible
wires.
"Xo. stay where you are!"
he bawled, and they sank back into
here,

"You"

their chairs.

"come here

—

Annabelle

to

!"

Annabelle clung to the

"Xo.

I

table.

can't!" she gasped.

"Come along!" he

yelled, taking a

to the casting
step forward. "See"
director
"she's sweet, shy, meek

—

You go along
That's what I want.
and get your costume." he told her.
"And change that make-up it's too
I'll
heavy. You're the type I want
develop this bit and give you a real
chance.
I'll
show whether I know
:

—

!"

types or not
He gave her a little push, and Annabelle stumbled forward. The casting director hurried over to her.

"Here,

this

way." be

said.

"I'll

take you to the wardrobe woman.
We'll have to hurry can't hold up
the picture. This is a lucky chance
for you. kid you'll be right up front.
He's mad enough to let you bog the

—

:

scene."

Annabelle could not speak.

was

in for

it

now

!

Oh,

well, if

She
some

one in the Last did recognize her.
Continued on pa.ee 115
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BLITHELY going from one

film

to another, Loretta

tinues to build a reputation for clever, appealing,

Young conand natural

performances. No matter what the estimate of a picture is, she
is always a charming, refreshing heroine whose youth somehow
conveys a girlish dignity and poise that sets Loretta apart

See her

in

"Big Business Girl"

and

you'll

know what we mean

1

90

The Screen

Continue d from pagi

of the pains expended on it rather
than for any terror it evokes. Groans,
squealing rats and strange cries from
hats as big as eagles add eerine
the goings on of Draatla, one of
whose victims goes mad and dines off

and spiders for their hlood.
There is also a girl who is abducted
by Dracula for a lasting meal. Her
rescue from his clutches constitutes
flies

the pseudo-love interest of the piece

and whatever suspense the spectator
can muster up.
Now all this is cleverly managed,
but the result is one to pique curiosity
as to Dracula's next move rather than
to awaken any interest or sympathy
for his victims, or the efforts of those
who strive to put an end to his unwholesome appetite. However, of all
the mystery melodramas this probably
is the best because it is more outlandish than the others.

Bela Lugosi, of the stage, plays
the title role.
He doesn't suggest a
corpse, but an actor who thoroughly

enjoys having a baby spotlight on his
eyes to show how much he can do
with them.
Helen Chandler, the
heroine,

indicates

much blood
bravely

in

Manners

is

that

in

Review

/

she

hasn't

to spare, but she chirrups
spite of it, and David

iok Eor in her next picture, "Gentlemen of the Streets."

"Scandal Sheet."

George Bancroft contributes another excellent melodrama as his
And Clive
farewell to Paramount.
Brook, Kay Francis, Gilbert Emery,
Lucien

Littlefield,

and Regis Toomey

cooperate whole-heartedly to give the
big boy a swell send-off.
It is a newspaper story, more accurately written and produced than
usual, with Mr. Bancroft the merciless editor of a sensational rag who
scruples at nothing to publish the
news. Thus we see him calmly ruining a worthy family for the sake of a
Meanwhile the editor's
paragraph.
domestic life is reaching a crisis of
which he knows nothing. When he
discovers that his wife is unfaithful
and his own reporters have photographed her in compromising circumstances, the question is how will hard-

Mark flint treat the news?
picture answers this question satisfactorily enough, but it is the superlative acting of the players as the film
unreels that leaves the spectator with
something to think about rather than
boiled

The

the end of Flint.

Mr. Bancroft

her rescuing sweetheart.

is

capital in all the

of the unsympaHesitating at noththetic character.
ing in the line of duty, he likewise
refuses to allow the character to play
His love for his
for sly sympathy.
wife stands as his sole bid for compassion. This restraint is admirable.
Miss Francis is perfect as the wife,
always intelligent and always superior
to the usual reactions of a wife in
She makes
love with another man.
So also does
the character mental.
Mr. Brook make the man who is
nominally the villain. It is one of the
The
best examples of his reticence.
same can be said, in different terms,

moods and phases

"The Gang Buster."
you have reached the point
where you can see the ridiculorts in
gangster films, then you have a nice
treat coming to you in Jack Oakie's
If

travesty on the
highly amusing,

underworld.

It

is

only fault being
that after you've laughed for quite a
while you are suddenly asked to take
things seriously and share the terror
and suspense of the hero and heroine.
If you can switch your viewpoint at
a moment's notice, 'then you'll enjoy
this film all the more.
Air.

Oakie

its

a sap insurance saleswith the daughter of a prospect, and when the girl is

man who

is

falls in love

kidnaped by underworld enemies of
her father, Mr. Oakie undertakes her
rescue.
He blunders into all manner of sinister situations, but pulls
through unscathed due to his combination of stupidity and freshness.
For example, when lie strides into the
den of the kidnaper and tells the villain

that

get himself arrested
for abducting the girl.
lively picture, with plenty of gags and constant movement.
he'll

A

Mr. Oakie is, of course, ideally
cast, and William (Stage) Boyd is
great as the heavy as he always is.
Arthur's intelligence again is
evident in her playing of the girl, and
a newcomer, Wynne Gibson, is appealing and clever as Mr. Boyd's dis-

Jean

carded sweetheart.

She

is

some one

of

the others.

all

"Bright Lights."

Here

a curiosity, a reminder of
the dear, dead days that we thought
beyond recall. For this is a backstage melodrama in Technicolor, with
an elaborately costumed chorus in
is

intricate

maneuvers

to speculate

that

cause one

on the vintage of the

pic-

Every one works hard to put
over and they succeed up to a cer-

ture.
it

point, but the most charitable
judge cannot give a favorable verdict

tain

to a pretentious, flimsy picture.

Louanne, a revue
about to marry a millionaire
though she loves, without admitting
it, Watty Dean, her partner who has
helped her along her uncertain career.
When she is interviewed by reporters
in her dressing room certain high
lights of her professional past are
It

seems that

queen,

is

visualized while she tells an amusingly false story.
One of her in-

carnations shows her performing in
a South African dive and repulsing
Noah Beery. Naturally, being Mr.
Beery, he turns up on the night of
her Broadway triumph and renews
his attentions.
There's a shooting, a
back-stage trial and the fiance's discovery that Louanne loves Wally

Dean. There you have it all.
Dorothy Mackaill is Louanne,
wearing most of her costume on her
head, and Frank Fay is Wally.
Eddie Nugent, Daphne Pollard. Tom
Dugan, Inez Courtney, and Phillip
Strange are others, with a glimpse of
James Murray to remind one what a
fine actor has been lost to the screen.
"Stolen Heaven."

Xancy

Carroll and Phillips Holmes,
leaders of the ne plus ultras, are in
no artistic or box-office heaven in
their latest partnership.
This is not
casually published, for something like
tears holds back the presses.
But
truth must be told and it needn't be
held against Miss Carroll and Mr.
Holmes. One has only to recall past
performances to hold them blami
But their present alliance misses fire.

Beginning with a dramatic situation,
the story peters out and at the end
one has an unpleasant feeling that
either the actors or the director made
up speeches at the last moment. Indecision and confusion result and the
pronounced talent of the stars is obscured in the cloud darkening the
Florida moon where the final scenes
take place.
In the beginning, however,

all

goes well.

Miss Carroll, a streetwalker, befriends Mr. Holmes and takes him to
her room, there to discover that he
is a criminal wanted by the police.
She saves him from the law and with
his S20.000 plunder they go to Florida for a fling, agreeing to kill themselves when funds are exhausted.
Now if you know your romance you
are prepared to learn that love works
There's another miracle,
pair speak the lingo of the
streets at the beginning, with "gonna"
a miracle.

too.

The

"gotta"
"whatcha," but no
sooner are Tuxedo and spangles
donned than they talk like stars of

and

drama.
The cultural influence of clothes has never been so
advertised.
In Florida they get into a jam with
an adventurer who stakes $20,000 on
winning Miss Carroll, the police appear to arrest them and the pseudovillain saves them.
But the hero and
heroine decide to play safe with censorship and take their punishment.
Louis Calhern, of the stage, is the
other man.
Continued on page 115
tea-table
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Margaret
GAYEST

—

the

of

LIVINGSTON

gay,

kind-hearted,

generous,

thoughtful

of

Margaret Livingston as she is to Hollywood.
But
the screen knows her as a fetching trouble-maker, the menace
to many a wife.
She's at her best in "The Lady Refuses."
others

this

is

—
,.
ontinued
Dutch

Bali,

from page

Beautiful,
dears, don'l

My

Balinese.

'

.i3

beautiful

you even
You'd never

wear any thingumies?

pass the censors in thai get-up! Terraced rice fields, hanging from the
clouds.
For
spectacularly

]

les

Hindu tent]
Temples to
Vishnu. Tem-

to

Ghandi.

kempt,

And

wisdom entered

another.

—

carved.

Temples

Ganesh.

All

It

Another shower of bricks.
Thos
an't aim
for little apples.
There's some one
over there on the Apollo Bunder,
dancing up and down. Could that be
Ghandi in disguise?
Followers of
Ghandi forget everything, they say.
Soon find that out hold everything.
Cautiously
sneaked up on the
Apollo Bunder.
My quarry turned.

Magic

Archipelago:

island.

little

You Can't Get Away From

,.

.

,

(

I

t<

—

saw

the seed of
the night I
'The Sheik' in Cairo. With all

my

baksheesh

hells.

and sacred

wasn't Ghandi.
!t
was Herbert
Brenon, braving the perils of
Bombay streets in search of local

dance

bats.

"Win,

motor-

a

like

The Dutch gov-

cried.

I

grinned.
is," he said.

official

The movies have

In

come

just

Cairo

fact,

the

on

Hollywood

iniluence

newest

the

all

Fabulous

:

is

Bali

Your Correspondent: "At
Mahal
My pilgri-

—the

mage

Taj

shall stay here for-

I

ever and forget."
Guide:' "$$***$#$***??*$ ??$"
Bearer:
"If you pliz, he say, of
interest in history of same fine edi-

Taj Mahal, beg to

fice,

lows

:

t'ree.

ago

Eng-

leesh cinema pipple come make pikT'ree.
Stay many wiks.
sha here.

famous.

part

of

contingent

the

Jane Winton, too,
ex-film

are

Motion-picture School of Journalism.

"Scandal Sheet," starring George
first of a promised

New

down

Halfway

I

paused.

The

rocky path was almost vertical. My
hands were bleeding and my stockings

torn

worth
at

it.

last,

to
I

ribbons.

knew

dangling

But

between

was

it

away from
sky

it

all

and

sea.

A

piercing scream shivered across

drowsing panorama. Another
and another. Dio mio! Nervously

the

peered over a jagged crest of rock.
hundred feet below I saw them.
Cameras grinding madly. Yes-men
And
yessing in three languages.
Brigitte Helm, star of "Metropolis."
yelling her lungs out into an artfully
suspended microphone.
You simply can't get away from it
I

all!

York
it

means

newspaper editor around
whom the part was written. Instead
of slinking moodily out of his quarters at the Ritz, he now sports a garAfter all.
denia and a dapper air.
even if the picture shows him up
cruelly in other ways, it is something

have Menjou chosen as just your

type.

Warner Brothers

are more intent
making the managing editor of
"Five
their newspaper production,

on

and

Star

Final,"

the leading role.

they

have chosen Edward G. Rob-

of editors, he has cast the suave

—

inson, of gangster role fame, for the
part.

a lot to the

to

but fearful of hurting the feelings

in

Audiences may not care so long as

Howard
newspaper plays.
Hughes is making "Front I'a^e." the
most hard-boiled and vicious of them

cycle of

in

breathed.

a good actor has the role, but

Bancroft, was the

Menjou

I

"Lady, there was a time when I
was like all other dragomans, un-

batant.

elegant

burns
Lady,

"Yes, yes."

content to view films as a noncom-

all.

One question
throbbing heart.
!"
leave to speak

They Say

who have married and

heaven

rising

my
me

of

is

again.

:

A

spoke.

once

haven't cornered the

ex-"Follies"

Tut-Ankh-Ah-

—

upon
give

i-

just then, along came Richard
"Shopworn Angel" Wallace, arm in
arm with A. E. Williams, Para-

reach.

like

"The moon

Bigger and better riot
week. Ghandi's boys saying it with
bricks.
Just wait till we get hold of

The blondes

can forget.

-ailor

Oh.

:

marriage market.

girls.

men's.

'Shiraz.'

Continued from page 21

and kohl-eyed dancing
Merchant- of glory. Even a

Mountains of rock, stabCapri
bing at the sky. Perilous paths. Six,
seven hundred reckless feet down to
Tiberius must
that gentian water.
have been an acrobat or else he
roped himself together with spaWild flowers, growing out of
ghetti.

He

Sank you."

Bombay

a

amber-scented cigarette.
Oh, Hassan. Hassan, call me your desert
flower
just once!

foah t'ousand Hindu actahs. Guide,
Likewise
Bearer, he act.
he act.
mos' pipple in Agra he act in same
Is call
wonderful piksha.
Piksha make Agra mos'

of

sionate parabola.
His beautiful profile was silhouetted against the flaming evening
sky.
For a while he was silent, his
nostrils quivering as he inhaled an

state as fol-

years

foah

splendor

only more mesmerically so.
Hassan. Hassan, don't let's
bother with the Big Pyramid.
"You're so strong." I murmured,
descending from my camel in a pas-

!

over.

is

Delirious

brawls.

Street
halls

mount's camera playboy.

almond-shaped,

Agra:

Alexandria:
Hotbed of temptaBlinding bazaars.
Mosques
magicians.
Gambling
street
and

tions.

And

stood with
folded arms, like some magnificent
His robes of rich white silk
statue.
trailed in the shifting sands.
His
face was inscrutable as the Sphinx.
But his eyes smoldered. They were

temple-."

last

gave a hollow

this

I

The young dragoman

Bali

to

sorts of sacred inspirations.

showing

1

desert sunset.

and they've given the native sculpall

waiting car.

color for a film.

"That
"Just what it
cop came out of a Keystone comedy,
but he's quite a god in these parts.

tors

a

It

looks

that

cycle cop,"

ernment

ii.to

bought

I

And now

Rudolph Valentino?"

like

laugh.

the litheness of a panther he
street and dived

have

wait the
call from the great lords of Hollywood before life's liquor in its cup
be dry. Oh, lady, tell me. do I look

With

sprang across the

lo,

me

into

lovely raiment.

blinked at the rich carvings on
There was sometemple wall.
thing familiar about that centerpiece,
surrounded by fantastic elephants
1

tin-

Then,

clad.

ill

the

accepted type,

for

The Show Must Go On.

As

part of the general hullabaloo

surrounding the opening of "Cimarron" in Washington. Wesley Ruggles.
Richard Dix. and Fstelle Taylor were
From
invited to the White House.
accounts. Wesley Ruggles bore
all
up bravely, even though Peggy Joyce

was not included in the invitation.
But Richard Dix was suffering tortures from toothache and a swollen
jaw. and Estelle Taylor had to tear
Continued on page 110
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MARGUERITE

CHURCHILL
many another charming

girl who wearies
tedium of "nice" roles, Marguerite
Churchill is beginning to change just a little.
In the picture, right, she gives us a sample of
her ability to reveal an unsuspected lure as

LlKE

of

the

well as the figure of a sinuous
is

doubtful

if

she

will

screen, for her cool

vamp.

But

it

play such parts on the

charm and cultured voice

are assets too valuable

to

vampishness.

adulterate with

100

The Crowded Hour

tinued from page 49

appearance before

a

camera

in

"i'aid"

indicates that he lacks screen personan excellent
ality, though he pi

His future

voice.

at

option time

is

dubious.
Lester Vail

was signed by M.-G.-M.
and promptly lent to RKO for "Beau
Ideal."
Reported they tried to buy

He was recalled to his
studio for the leads in "Dance,
Fools, Dance" and in Marion DaHe may
vies's "It's a Wise Child."
click if he learns to tone down his

his contract.

own

delivery.

Roscoe Ates, the stuttering squeakyvoiced comedian, started in "The Big
House." and followed with "Billy the
Kid," "Check and Double Check,"
"Cimarron," and "Reducing."
ably will enjoy a vogue
ducers for a time.

Prob-

among

pro-

Genevieve Tobin was known for
years and years in New York as just
another leading lady. All of a sudden Universal signed her and she is
hailed
on the Universal lot as "a
Her first picsecond Chatterton."
ture was "A Lady Surrenders," her
second was "Free Love," to be fol-

—

—

lowed by "Seed."
She may click, but it won't be as
a second Chatterton, and neither will
it be because of any favors shown
her by the technical staff. Reported
getting $2,500 a week. Good old U.
Bushell, known as much
for being the husband of Zelma
O'Neal as for his acting, made five
films—"Journey's End," "Disraeli,"
"Three Faces East," "Lovin' the Ladies." and "The Royal Bed."
Freelancing, hut doesn't seem to have a
big future in pictures.
Una Merkel came to Hollywood to
play the feminine lead in "Abraham

Anthony

Lincoln."
She was ballyhooed all
over the place as a sensation before
the picture was released.
On the
strength of the publicity given her
unseen work in that picture, she
plaved in "Eves of the World." and

—

"The Bat Whispers." Her
acting in the latter picture was adequate, but not startling. Now in "The
later in

Command

Performance."

without

sending the studio into ecstasies.
Nance O'Neil is an old-time star
now doing character roles in pictures
and playing every one of them right
up to the hilt. "The Florodora Girl,"
"His Glorious Night," "The Rogue
Song." "Call of the Flesh." "Lady of
Scandal," "Ladies of Leisure," "Cimarron." "The Oueen's Husband,"
"Resurrection." and "Their Mad Moment." Under contract to RKO.
Olive Tell had a promising future
on the stage a few years ago. but her
work in pictures seems stagy and
artificial in the extreme.
A long line
of pictures has not taught her that
scenerv is to be looked at and not

"The Very Idea,"
Mary Dugan," "The Right

chewed.

"Trial of
of Way,"

"Under

Western Skies," "Lawful
"Anybody's Girl," and
"Ladies' Man."
Good-looking and
knows how to wear clothes.
Joan Peers was another sensation
who petered out. Her work in "Applause" was on par with that of the
star, Helen Morgan.
Miss Peers was
immediately signed and brought west
b\ Paramount.
Surprisingly enough
for a sensation
she was cast in a
minor part in the second Moran and
Mack film, and then released.
Signed by Columbia for the femLarceny,"

—

—

inine lead in "Tol'able David," she
asked for her release from that organization upon the completion of the
picture, although her contract still
had four months to go. She is said
to be difficult to handle and extremely
lackadaisical where her work is con-

Now

cerned.

working

in

"Parlor,

Bedroom, and Bath."
Juliette

Compton made

a very pic-

—one

turesque "Follies"

girl

most picturesque,

Got a late
but has a good

start

in

chance

pictures,

of

of

the

in fact.

landing.

"Woman

to

Woman," "Ladies of Leisure," "Anybody's Woman," "Morocco," and
"New Morals." Was also in the
cast of the ill-fated

"Forever Yours."

Purnell Pratt was a featured leading man in many a Broadway show.
Came to the films as a character actor, and has worked almost continuously.
"Alibi," "The Trespasser,"

"Lawful Larcenv." "The Silver
Horde." "The Southerner." "Paid."
and "Dance, Fools. Dance."
Gavin Gordon made one or two
silent

usually

pictures,

playing the

menace. The camera was none too
kind, and he returned to the stage.
Brought back to films for the lead in

"Romance." but
fans.

failed to excite the

Released by M.-G.-M.. played

one of the leads in "The Silver
Horde," and gave such a good performance he was recalled bv M.G.-M. for "The Great Meadow."
Free-lancing.
Irene Dunne

"Leatherneckiug."
Played it and then insisted upon a
test for the role opposite Richard
Dix, in "Cimarron." and convinced
lead

to have no trouble finding
work.
Ralf Harolde.
Juvenile character
heavy hopefully exploited by his press
agent as a coming Valentino, it being
pointed out that both started in as
heavies and both are dark.
"Dixianna," "Framed," "Check and Double
Check," "Hook, Line, and Sinker."
Fills a certain demand, but the Valen-

tino stuff

out.

is

La Roy was signed by

Rita

RKO

who had hopes

of developing her into
the sophisticated type that seems to
be so much in demand. She was in
"Lilies of the Field," "The Delight-

"The Midnight Mys"The Conspiracy." "Sin Takes

Rogue."

ful

tery,"

a Holiday," and was given the lead in
"Gold Diggers of Hollywood," in
which she plays her first lead and also
makes her first appearance as "a good
girl."
little tall for popular favor,
but knows how to wear clothes. Her
acting ability won't cause any one any
worry.
Edna May Oliver is one of those

A

gals like Blanche Friderici

how to read sour
make you laugh.

lines

who knows

in

a

way

to

"The

Saturday
Night Kid." "Soup to Nuts." ''Halfshot at Sunrise," "Cimarron," and
Coming right
"Assorted Nuts."
along and can stay as long as she
likes.

Norman

Foster, besides his ability

as an actor, has the

glamorous Clau-

dette Colbert for a wi

f

e.

They made

their initial appearance before a
era together in "Young Man of

cam-

Man-

He followed with "Gentlehattan."
men of the Press." "No Limit." "It
Pays to Advertise." and "Among the
Still under contract to
Married."
Paramount and going along.
Henry Wadsworth is a juvenile
who received splendid notices for his
work as the sailor in "Applause," opposite

Joan Peers.

Signed by Para-

mount and brought West, he apRepeared in "Slightly Scarlet."
turned to New York and scored again
as the wastrel brother in "Fast and
fine juvenile whose lack
Loose."
of height is against him.

A

was signed from the

musical-comedy stage for the feminine

and seems

in

Bramwell Fletcher, placed under
by Samuel Goldwyn, has

contract

made but
"So This

three

pictures.

"Raffles."

the studio that she was the girl to
play it. Her self-confidence was justified and her performance is a thing
of beauty atid artistry, but it is too

London." and "Men of
Should do well if he can
the Sky."
get enough work to keep him busy
between the Goldwyn productions.
"Father's Son,"
John Halliday.
"Captain Applejack." "Recaptured

soon to determine her future.
Helen Millard is doing nicely, thank

Women

"The Thirteenth' Chair'." "The
Pay Off." "Their Own Desire." "He
Loved the Ladies." "Lawful Larcenv." "The Divorcee." "Let Us Be

you.

"To-night and You." anTl
"Doctors' Wives."
Pleasant voice

Gay,"

Love."

Is

"Scarlet' Pages,"

and

"All

Are Bad." Capable leading
man developing draw among pro-

ducers to play opposite older stars.
Just when he was becoming established he had a breakdown and has
gone abroad for six months to reContinued on page 109
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Thoto by

OUo Dyar

louise

BROOKS

BROOKSY'S" back! So the
when Louise Brooks returned

tidings spread over
after a

Hollywood
abroad,

long absence

where she made several pictures in Germany. Her cynical wit,
chic clothes, and worldly bearing struck a new note in the colony
and soon the fans got wind of her comeback in "it Pays to
Advertise."
Though the part was small, it led to a better one,
God's

Gift to

Women,"

so Brooksy

is

with us to stay.

!
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PLEASE

Information,

<c>

A

department where questions are
answered, advice is given, and many
interesting phases of current movie
gossip and pertinent side lights
on the lives and personal inter-

*?*

of

ests

motion-picture

^>

players

/r

are discussed.

KC
<p>

W

A-

By the
VIOLET STOKES and MISS
VIOLET WHITE.— Just a couple of

MISS

your two letyou and other
Oracle readers with the urge to write letters should try correspondence with some
of the writers in "What the Fans Think."
In other words, the old Oracle is threatening to become a correspondence bureau
with no space left to answer questions.
And that, boys and girls, just can't go on
shy violets
I'm answering
ters together to suggest that

Lillian

Picture

Roth is now in vaudeville; her film
Lillian is
was not renewed.

contract
twenty.

—

!

!

—

Violet White. Gilda Gray's gilding is
she
becoming a little thin these days
seems to be leading quite a private life.
She was born October 24, 1897, and is
Alice
divorced
from Gaillard Boag.
White has no contract at present. She
;

was born July

25,

1907.

—

A

Betty Compson Fan. See above.
Alice Terry is living abroad with her husband, Rex Ingram, and has made no pictures since "Three Passions" two years
Alice was born in 1896. Vera Reyago.
She
nolds was born November 25, 1907.
plays only in occasional pictures none
since
"Borrowed Wives," released last
October.
Anna Q. Nilsson doesn't give
her age.
She has been off the screen for
two years due to illness. Mae Murray is
about to try a come-back in RKO's "Bachelor Apartment.
Mae is thirty-eight years
old.
Joyce Comr'on is twenty-four; her
Marie
next film is "Three Girls Lost."
Prevost is thirty-two: she is now workNorma Taling in "It's a Wise Child."
madge gives her age as thirty-four. She
expects to plav on the stage in Los
Angeles in "The Greeks Had a Word
For It"; after the stage run, she will
make a film of the play. Margaret Livingston is twenty-eight, Betty Compson
Their next pictures have not
thirty-four.
been announced.

—

—

L. M. R. TI. Just a bowl of alphabet
Lew Ayres
soup, with all those initials!

was born on December

28,

1908.

He

has

Lew's
a half brother and a half sister.
Phillips
next film is "Fires of Youth."
Holmes is twenty-three, Frank Albertson
two years younger. I am told that Frankmarried, but I don't know to whom.
is

Oracle

"The Lady Lies"
R. C. A. M.
stage play, by John Meehan.

was a

— Three

cheers for you, Ruth
for me when some one
realizes that it takes several months to see
an answer in print. Ruth Chatterton uses
her real name
no, she has no children.
Robert Ames was the leading man in
"Holiday."
Elsie and Helen Ferguson
So far as I have ever
are not related.
heard, Helene Chadwick used her real
name on the screen. I've no idea how
one could reach her as she rarely plays in

Ruth.

It's

a big day

;

pictures.

The William Wellman you men-

her ex-husband. Winnie Lightner
was born September 17, 1901, and is about

tion

is

five

feet

four.

—

Molly,
Alias
Mouse. Why
alias
mouse? Because you don't stir on Christmas Eve, or because you go creeping
Robert Montgomery was born
around?
He
in Beacon, New York. May 21, 1904.
His wife's
is six feet tall and weighs 160.
name was Elizabeth Allen their daughter
was born last October, and has been named
Martha-Bryan.
luck that he
Tt's tough
;

any of his short stories published,
quite possible, you know, that his
stories are not very good. To join his fan
write to Jesse Jackson, Jr., 485
club,
Wabash Avenue, Apartment 10, Atlanta,

can't get

but

it's

Georgia.

—

Mary Baye. It's just a pain in my
pride when some one asks a question and
But there is no
I don't know the answer.
way of my finding out about the various
players in foreign films that are released
country.
in this
"Sous Les Toits de
Paris" was made in France by Tobis
Production-, the address of which I do
Perhaps some foreign reader
not know.
would tell mc and also write me something about Albert Prejean. I have never
heard of this actor except in connection
with this film.
is
It
true that Fredric
March is of German descent his real name
is Bickel. It is also true that Einil Jannings
:

was born in Brooklyn. New York, but he
was taken back to Germany, his parents'
country, as a baby, and has only recently
learned

speak any

to

English at

all.

—

Peggy Coed. I am just as resentful as
you are that Dick Arlen has been relegated

Westerns, but anything a film

to

company docs can be blamed on the great
god box office.
Evidently Dick makes
more money for them in Westerns than
in
it,

other pictures. And I hate to confess
but Gary Cooper is more popular than

Dick as an actor.
no children.

Dick and Jobyna have

—

Lowell Sherman Fax. Well, of all
the hard tasks asking me to check up on
the truth of one of Walter Winchell's
statements is just about as hard as they
come.
He finds out things true or untrue before the people they concern know
it
themselves.
If
is
"plotting a

—

—

—

RKO

with Lowell and Pauline Garon
opposite each other, they haven't revealed
the plot.
They played together in "Satan
in Sables"
Helene Costello, then unknown,
may have played a bit unlisted in the cast.
Dolores is several years older than Helene.
Leslie Fenton is not married.
Evelyn
Booth was once on the stage, I think; so
far as I know she is still alive. Directors
have much to say in choosing their casts,
though of course they are often assigned
flicker"

;

to direct a certain

star's

Dexgle PuiLLirs.

film.

—Your

home

state of

not what it used to be
birthplace of screen stars. Ben Lyon
Atlanta is the only current star
Georgia. But if you're a movie fan
way back, you'll remember Louise

Georgia

as

is

a

from
from
from
Huff

from Columbus. Walter Hiers from CorBrunette from Savannah, and

dele, Fritzi

May
M.

Allison
S.

who

— You're

wasn't a city

breaking

my

girl.

heart, ask-

ing bow you can get into movies, because
two out of three men, women, and children in the country would like to do
just

come

that!

The

successful

best
first

way now

is

on the stage.

Rogers was born August

13,

1904.

next film has not been decided on.
Continued on page 120

to be-

Buddy
His

SWANSON

cloria
THE storm and

stress of

an

•

ts

vcntful career

take nothing of Gloria Swanson's determination and enterprise from her. No matter

what obstacle stands in the way, she surmounts it. No matter what reverses come to
her, she survives without loss of brilliance

or inherent talent.

able

She

is

truly

a remark-

woman who would have succeeded

any profession by sheer mental force,
she knows not the word "fail."

in

for

4
s
*
*

'/

HERE she
from

her

is

seen

new

in

glimpses

picture,

"indis-

which

she seeks to
protect her young sister from

creet,"

in

the attentions of a rounder with

whom
timate.

L

she herself has been inBut in disillusioning and

saving her sister she jeopardies
her own romance. Barbara Kent
is

Monroe Owsley the
and Ben Lyon is the

the sister,

profligate,

hero.

—

—

;
!

Opera without

1(.-1

Continued from page 61

hedging
il j

that

.

"To

young wings that long to
need to fly.
sing myself into success has

my dominant

been

desire since childI
hood.
loved the Tennessee hills,
adored tomboying with my two brothers, and riding, hut one can absorb
Jellico very thoroughly in sixteen
.

Expressive eyebrows were

lifted.

decamped

from
would

age,

that

Ward-Belmont
have

'finished'

1

College.

me

A

as a pancake.

It

pressed me as
—rebellion
fomented

flat

into a sudden decision to walk out,
which I did in, if you will notice, my
customary mincing er stride"
We shared a smile which bordered
on a very inelegant grin. Her movements are spontaneous and very diIf quarters are crowded, there
rect.
c no fussing with moving chairs to
she merely
get to the telephone

— —

i

;

heaves her firm but pliant self over
the impediment in the manner of one
taking a fence by a side hurdle.
Her natural grace is unhampered
by the slightest gesture of dignity or
It is a joy merely to
of affectation.
watch her do things so impulsively,
sc decisively.
"I started
girl

in
it,

ously

baching with another
Greenwich Milage, on Tenth
before the section became

artistically fashionable.

I

was

eight-

parties

Airs
in

our

one

room.

"The opera was my
I

read

until a

hearing
Gallery

its

distant goal

romance continually.

Not

year had passed did I attend,
my first opera at nineteen.

opera?

the best "Big

"Maybe

years."

"At

informal

Who?

House"

—

Me?"

in

J'utch manner.

hadn't a musical soul
but I went in
style.
I was afraid that some of the
glamour that enshrouded opera in my
imagination might be shattered, and I

have

it

I

your own way

—

I
must get as close to
the stage as possible.
Ten dollars
orchestra
but it was worth it. Every
illusion intact, a glorious experience.
low very small and humble I felt

—

I

"My pet hobby is analysis." Recurrently she would let her mind
amble along in reminiscence.
Her
quick, concise speech mirrors a parade of thoughts as assertive as
twinkling lights.
"I figured that I must select everything in relation to my main purpose.
Realizing that we are the product of
influences, I cultivated those most
profitable.

I

always have been

in-

tensely interested in my own development and the study of reactions. So
I

groped outward, upward, toward

I

asked me to raise my skirt.
T sing with my voice,' I told him
haughtily, 'not with my legs
and
pranced out.
"Exactly three years later, in 1923,
producer attended my 'Music
Box' debut and remarked after the
show, 'The day you flounced out of
!'

my

—

knew you would amount

office, I

Well, the knowledge
was mutual."
Nine years intervened between her
Greenwich Village economies and her
to

something.'

motion-picture

them spent

debut,

only

five

of

in actual rehearsal or per-

formance, the others in "wishing

I

and studying.
"Singing in a cabaret brought me
nty-five a week, until the manager mistook Wall Street for Coney
Island, slid down the stock market
and gave us a no- funds remark instead

of

cash.

washed our

We

clothes,

girls

cooked,

and gave joy-

meant

—

—

wanted.
"Doubtless

my

natural pride and
educational advantages

splendid
given me by my family helped me to
take disappointments with true Southern spunk but the feeling that I am
the

;

thrills me."
Three years of one-night stands
led her hack to New York and Irving
Berlin's "Music Box Revue." There,
and in "Hitchy Koo," she made a

doing something

r.ame in the lighter forte, hut jeopardized her real career.
"I got into a frightful state of
mental lethargy, the futility of being
Otto Kahn. patron
at a standstill.
of the arts, arranged a Metropolitan
'Jazz
audition with Gatti-Cassaza.
has ruined your voice.' he said. 'Be
content with this smaller success.' I
couldn't."
She carries on dual conversations,
with you and over the phone, without breaking the continuity of either,
all the while pantomiming the punishment in store for the caller, if he
doesn't ring off soon.
"What did I say about endurance?
Have I it or haven't I?" adding, sotto
I
voce. "This hoy is such a darling.
can't he abrupt with nice people.

!

As

fast as

pro-

I

by maintaining confidence in

me, he shifts

close friend,

ally I scratched off the last debt.

until he

faith has

gress,

'Carmen.'
"Besides,

—

I

had to start again for the goal from
which I had drifted. A year and a
half abroad set me right.
Doctor
Marafioti, who lived in an apartment
on the floor above mine, brought his
family to Europe that he might continue my lessons.
What that man's

ahead.

those who could give me something.
Not necessarily people in every way
for I maintain a healthy
superior
respect for myself and my own herihut persons who had some
tage
quality of character or intellect that

I

out, sailing suddenly at midnight.

wanted it perfect, choosing my star
and my opera, the best Farrar, in

een then, an arrogant eighteen. My
family frowned."
Those family conferences were reenacted in her frigid countenance. "I
lived on borrowed money, and what
a grand feeling it was when eventu-

had done something, at least, that
achievement meaning that I had made
good to myself.
"T made the usual rounds of the
agents.
One producer almost gave
me a chance in musical comedy

"The nostalgia finally threatened to
get me," she resumed, "so I walked

my

vision

still

farther

"Mary Garden, who had become
was sweet.
apartment in Paris and

I

a
rented her

studied, read,

and traveled in southern France
and Italy. I began to appreciate contemplation. While I had read a voluminous amount, my thoughts had
been mental impulses. I learned then
to absorb depths and to color the
knowledge I had accumulated with
personal considerations and conclurode,

sions.

"I made my debut at the Opera
Comique.
Tn the audience when I
sang 'Louise' were Garden, Farrar,
Calve, a dozen prominent figures

They
from the operatic world.
crowded into my dressing room to
That was irry
congratulate me.
proudest and happiest moment. Then
in 1928. the glory of the Metropolitan warbling Mimi's pathos."
"Juliette" followed, and "Faust,"
and "Manon." Her active ideas persisted despite some essential curtailment, for never was she pressed into
conforming entirely with operatic

standard^.
"I had to make sacrifices. Even I,
volcano that I am. hadn't enough
energy for my work and my customThe discipline
ary golf and riding.
of that training has been beneficial
during these six months of pictures
I
with only one day's vacation.
apply the same spirit to a new sys-

tem.
"Realizing the intimacy of the
camera. I started from scratch, in a
sense, wiping out operatic mannerism-, anxious to learn, though the
acting technique I had acquired crept
I shall enin. warming everything.
deavor to carry hack to opera some
of this new detail of emotion, to make
my singing less stilted and panoramic."
Following her pleasant record of
the

Swedish

nightingale's

life

.

"A

Lady's Morals," she costarred with

Lawrence Tibbett, in "New Moon."
"If I go over. I shall be very
happy; if not. I shall be truly sorry,

The prefor I have tried my best.
view of my first picture was an ordeal of stage fright.
chills and cried

ous
me.

I

was

all

when they

nervliked

.
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tment

:

amused 'I'il
"Aha!

>1

»«-t

and herself hugely.

t

'"

Striking
pose of a ruffled diva, she would
ornful

the
flay

<

"Madame's temperature,
would

In'

sweepii
tin*,'

on<

stare,

C

high

its

Then

this

with

retaliate

1

>

r

i

i^

1 1 1

"is

morning."

would

they

tan-

ines.

"We did not have a single disagreement.
also heard that
had
a double for m\
she chuckled.
" riling people of
consequence
I

hurt

I

dreadfully,

iiu-

judgment

those

wl

But vague talk
neveT disturbs me; I have cultivated
iduously a personal detachment
I

respect.

from gossip.
"I would like t.i divide my war
between films ami opera, leaving me
two months tor a vacation in Europe.
What*-;
of
the
use
accumulating
houses, a habit I have, unless I can
each occasionally?
T stagnate
j

sojourn

Cannes, where

I

in Pari*; and at
renew old friend-

ships

zing endlessly in
read and

blue

Mediterranean,

Absorbent

loaf.

"I
line

must sintr.
up outside

Tan's.

too, in

Thev

when T leave thev hid me an ai
tionate an revoir, reminding me. 'You

to

in the winter, but the
brings you hack to us.'
I
couldn't live without their love."

But -he canceled her autumn vacaat Cantie- to remain in Holly-

and make

I

a

Kleenex

French version of

Lady's Morals." thereby proclaiming her absorption in the movies.

"Some one hearing
schedule

my

'What?

asked.

vision for

of

romance?'

\

—

didn't

seem

:ked quite enough
a disapp
ment, that."
Her cherished dream is to present
a screen "Louise." when the talkiemusical returns to favor. "Styles in
ra stars have changed.
Garden
and Farrar sounded a new note: we
younger ones further stress individ-

we

are slim, we are actors and
personalities as well as singers.
:

"We

go after the

rather than

human

volume of

the
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Read her beauty advice to
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to
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rapid climbs to stardom in till
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Hollywood High

Continued from page 59

Tommy's aunt, -Miss Elizabeth Carwho chaperoned him in America,
returning home with him.
Tommy made an attempt to En

roll,
is

We

don't see

tear

in

throat.

Mickey often enough

And we

these days.

nor and Lydell Peck

drance, since he

peace.

a

real

However, opportunities
show up.

acting.
didn't

for

gift

just

Starlets to Twinkle.

the

to their acting personnel.

Mitzi Green is a great pet on that
and the company has also signed
Jackie Coogan, Jackie Searl, and
Jackie Cooper. Which makes a very
happy young family.
One or the other of the youngsters
is to be seen in "Huckleberry Finn."
and also "Let's Play King" juvenile
lot.

—

stories.

Maybe now

"A

Speak!
voice in the dark" is not the

name

of a new mystery thriller. It is
descriptive of the latest suggested
mode of testing out speech of new
recruits in studios.

According to the plan, the young
aspirants for fame are led onto a
heavily curtained stage minus any
lights, and requested to speak by an
expert on voices, while various officials of the studio listen in.
With
the audience unable to see who is
speaking, thev then say their pieces.
The object of this, so it is whispered.
is to prevent executives who might
be susceptible to beauty fancying they
hear harmonious tones when they
don't.
If one believed all the reports, more
than one high official has gone tone
deaf looking at a dazzling blonde, or
mayhap a pair of slim ankles. But
after all, it's much better that they go
deaf than blind.

A

Kissless Corespondent?

Marshall Neilan, erstwhile playboy
of the movies, has bobbed up in the
news again after a long absence. And
as usual it is in his role of gay harlequin.

His name was mentioned

in

connection with a divorce action, and
be was accused of kissing the attractive divorcee while riding in a taxi.

Poor Mickey didn't fare so well
The divorcee was
asked whether she reciprocated his

romantically.

she told her husband she was
in the company of Neilan he consoled
her by saying, "That's nothing. You
ought to sec some of the people I go
out with."

The

will

Gay-

proceed in

Hollywood
names of
it must he

custom had abated of
Janet and Charlie occasionally

that

the

the report by being
seen together at public functions like
premieres, although this, too, had hecome a rare occurrence.
lent

color

to

Anyway

the gossips would talk on

long as Charlie was unmarried.
Xow the substance had been taken
out of that sort of conversation, because his and Virginia Yalli's wedding is the climax of a romance of
long duration.
Janet was at Palm Springs recuperating from her appendicitis operaas

felicitous.

The domestic
stance had more

cyclones in this indo with temperament and careers than anything else,
and the funny thing is the tontines
of Mrs. Jack Gilbert
so she was
bright-lighted in her early films
now
appear to he in the ascendancy, while
of Jack are contingent on what
happens in his next picture or two.
Ina virtually sizzled into town,
and expressed a variety of pithy and
peppery views on how Hollywood
ip makes the success of almost
any marriage between celebrities imto

—

—

•

Jack, as is his custom now,
the sphinx.
He hasn't
emitted a word or permitted an interview in months. Jack's contention is
that he won't talk until he has something to talk about.
possible.

remained

news of the wedding
She promptly sent
charming message of con-

The Feuds Go On.
Keaton versus Kathleen
Key
Something new, this, even in
battling Hollywood!
It may be remarked that the sea-

Clara Good Little Sport.
The only comment worth recording about the Clara Bow-Daisy De
Yoe squabble at this advanced date

son of 1930-31 will go down as the
grandest fighting year since the good
old days.' Buster's and Kathleen's is
the first instance during this season
of a woman matching her pugilistic
prowess publicly with a man. And
it evidently took even Buster some-

was

when

the

received.

Charlie a
gratulation.

the remark credited to some wit
said that the theme song for the
trial
of
Clara's
secretary
should

is

who

Buster
!

have been "Bow-De-Yoe-De-Oh."
Clara was harder hit by this trouble
than any other, and spent several
weeks in seclusion following the verdict against
Miss De Yoe.
The
fondness that she entertained for her

what by surprise.
Proving his sense of humor did not
desert him. Buster put a sign on his
dressing room for a few days
"Closed for Repairs." A little later

apparently
much
deeper than any one thought.
Clara was herself responsible for
retiring temporarily
from picture
work. Tearfully, one evening at her
home she pleaded with the executives
to give her time for a rest, expressing the fear that if she didn't obtain it, she might be forced to suspend work in the midst of "City
Streets," in which she was replaced
by Sylvia Sidney. Clara's next film
i* "Kick In." which, all things considered, isn't an inappropriate title.
What effect her so-called indiscretions will have on her career will perhaps be best determined when her
contract comes up for consideration
by Paramount in October. Present
roseate reports say her popularity
hasn't been damaged a bit.

Under New Management."

secretary

kisses and declared that she didn't remember.
She also mentioned that

when

the lives of Janet

gossips of
were forever linking the
Charlie and Janet, though

tion

Lights Out!

were married, instead of lasting for
nearly two years.
The past year, of
course, has been stormy, and thercperhaps cannot be counted as exactly

late.

Paramount, contrary to the rule, does seem to feel
that small hoys and girls are an asset
studio,

it

Gossipy Talk Fades.

said

One

admit

with a
our eye and a catch in our
For he is a true merry spirit.

lance prior to his departure, but luck
J Ic- is approachdid not reward him.
ing the awkward age, for one thing,
bul even that might not prove a hinlias

Lights

was

Too Much

Career.

The

amazing thing is that the
marriage of John Gilbert and Ina
Claire lasted as long as it did.
By
predictions it should have ended
within six or eight weeks after they
all

he followed this with another:

"Open

Norma Visits West.
Norma Talmadge gave up her
She
plans to appear in a stage play.
suffered an attack of pleurisy in the
East, and dreaded the business of
touring in a stage production as a
consequence.
fornia

just

She returned to

Cali-

Keybut almost immedi-

shortly after

the

Keaton fracas,
began laying plans for her departure for Europe.
Norma visited the Embassy one
day during her stay, and bearing of
her presence a large crowd assemately

bled

outside

the

club.

Norma

re-

mained until after the other guests
had departed, but even that did not
discourage the onlookers. They evidently knew of her presence, and
waited, proving that there are no
stars like the older ones to induce
lavish tributes of public attention.

A

A

Personality Passes.

hard-boiled exterior: a heart of
friends
Wolheim's
gold.
Louis

In?

knew him
two

alwa\

As

and kind.,
how

a

And

things.

the

h<

!

In-

to

w

W

s

in;.

in

ire

thi

m

haps
almost as well known on tl
as most leading men, Wolheim was
ded
one of tin- few plaj ei s wl
;iuin makii
type inl
a> a

individual

slim

leading

Spell.

:

The

div<

tious that

tl"
\\

II

ill

i

And

\\

was his
telligence thai enabled him to.
Wolheim died ven suddenly, and
the speed of lih passing was a genutrue personalit)

ine

.

it

for his wife,

'

fectionately

of

policies

Mrs. Ethel

intimately

»m

the

nstituted

himself.

Goes Right on Reducing.
Marie Dressier has had her
real vacation in month-.
We found
her sequestered at Arrowhead Hot

now

:

Springs, a health resort, recuperating

making "Min and Bill" and
And Marie was reduc-

after

(

hard boiled.

tl

About the time this was happening ll:i\> was honeymooning with his
bride in the gay and giddj West.

\\

Wolheim
be seen.
wanted heart and -"til to play in that
picture, but destiny prevented.
There was a quiet funeral ceremony for t'
.ilwith John
bert,
Buster
K eat on, and Claude
King among the pall-beai
Wolheim laved to talk volubly and
dramatically about acting, pictures
and the way that things should be
done.
Thus he earned his nam
will

mentor of

instructi

filmdom,

been scheduled to play the city editor
in "The
Front Page," the role in
which, curiously enough, Adolphe

Menjou

i

'.•
I

.

relaying

hom he alv
He had
called Sammy.

Dane Wolheim,

His

victim.

ently a

re a ay

"Reducing."

ing in earnest, taking baths

steam

in

caves, and massages, and rubs.
told us that she has to guard

her

health in earnest nowaday-, for film
work is the biggest drain that she
has felt on her constitution in many

Those who knew him
what a splendid

realized

women

3oo,ooo
Jicwe

adled an to

years of professional activity.

Ions:

jar help
The Fibbing Camera
ntinued

Once

lists.
'.

fr

seen, they are acknowl-

as beauties,

technicalities

for-

In this sure-fire section are
Gloria Swanson, Lily Damita. Dorothy Sebastian, Carol Lombard. Constance Bennett, Myraa Loy,
And
Kay Francis, Hedda Hopper, Aileen

gotten.

Pringle, and Evelyn Brent belong in
a very special class labeled "sophisti-

cated."

Three exquisite blondes whose features were never successfully captured in celluloid are Greta \is-en.
Phyllis Haver, and Claire Wind
Eye-COmpelling blondes who merit
•deration are Jeanette Lot? and

Thelma Todd, who will some day
graduate into drama, one gues
To show how tricky beauty standards are. consider that eminent beauty
authority. Florcnz Ziegfeld.
In an
interview the shape-show impresario
nominated Sally Lilers or should
one say Mrs. Gibson? as the outstanding beauty of Hollywood.
It seem- to this unbiased historian
that Flo was looking at the world
through rose-colored glasses at the
time he picked Sally, for. although I
have never seen her in person. I cannot wax enthusiastic over her ani-

—
—

mated portraits
"Reducii
I'm then

that

were part of

are

people

who

MacDonald

think Jeanette

And

anticipate

I

beautiful.

from

letters

(

camera

Tin- fact that the
erably,

beauty

and

times,

at
is

evident

all

-.

glutted with
the market.

Tt

who

Girls

mis-

over Hollywood

The

'

fail-

reproducing

in

city
i-

fairly

i-

drug on

a

failed to

with the camera linger on. rather
than return home to face the ieetheir friend-.

Hat-check
cashiers,

girls,

manicurists,

auburn-haired

and

ster.'
\

pliers

make you

sto]

Extra

girl-

reveal

beauty.

TL

»k,

S

luscious blondes,
titians
beauties

—

and

g

breath-taking
rife with

vii

begin?

300,000 women uith

mis-

more

And

mi

For instance, your skin. To keep it clear
and fresh, cleanse youi hoe with -nap and
water — regularly, twice a

And your

-

•

eating apparat
lie.

let

them

tell

you pictures

C

Ananias was an amateur.

hair!
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it

shampoo frequently; see

trou.-:
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booklet.

'ill of
Tolook vourhe-t at all tin
your clothing. Nothing bring- out poiseand
charm like immaculate ch-anlm--- in 'lr. --.

Read 77ie Thirty Day Lot cliness Test for
more details. It outlines a single, simple
plan ... a definite program to follow.
The Thirty Day Lot
.upon below.
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FREE.
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INSTITUTE
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achieve loveliness, regular attention most
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Each day

book.
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In-
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whom

Cleanliness

has answered that
question for more than

)ld

Subscriber, Constant Reader, and
[ndignant, Peoria, asking why Mary
Brian has been left out of this discussion, or Olive Borden, or Anita
Page, or Sue Carol. I dare say there
are devoted worshipers at the red-hot
shrines of Clara Bow, Alice White,
and Lupe Velez. They have no place
in this list of optical knock-outs.

't

there

In her search for lm
ness u here must a u oman

>m page 45

the camera.
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keep

it

looking

prettier
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richer in tone?

proper shampooing! Not just
soap-and-water "washings", butregular use of a sham-

The

secret lies in

that real \y beautifies— one that was created especially to improve dull hair and add that little something
extra so often lacking.

poo

wish to make your hair bewitchingly
Golden Glint Shampoo will shew
other shampoo, anywhere, like it!
Does more than merely cleanse. It gives your hair a
"tiny-tint"— a wee little bit— not much— hardly percepIf

you

—

really

just one
lovely
you the way!

No

tible. But what a difference it makes in one's appearance Millions use regularly! There's a youth-imparting touch— a beauty specialist's secretin its formula.
25c at your dealers', or send for free sample.

FREE

W. KOBI CO

J.

Seattle, Wash.,

i

,

634 Rainier Ave., Dept. E
Please send a free sample.
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.State-

Color of

my

SONG WRITERS
Mtflur

Advance Royalty Payments,
Talking-Picture Song requirements,
etc., folly explained in oor Free instracWriter» oi Words or Music
book.
tive
ior tongs may submit their work for free
examination and advice. Past experience unnecessary. We revise, compose,
arrange music and secure Copyrights.
Our modern method guarantees approval.

New
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Write
1678-Y
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AT

that had
range as well as charm. From early
morning until after midnight, each
day was crammed with lessons, practice,

rehearsal.

"On

the opening night, every one

was terrified for fear I'd go to pieces.
I was more scared than any of them,
hut I'd have died before letting them
see it. I went through the show without an eyelash quivering and when
I got to my dressing room I fell flat
on the floor, and my maid had to
throw ice water on me. Oh. it was

—

so very amusing," she laughed.
In spite of the reviews which called
enthusiastic attention to musical com-

were devoted

hair:

[sohg REoymEMEKTsl

In seven

edy's new jewel, Lily did not rest for
a moment.
Eight hours, every daw

Address,
City

Today— Newcomer
Broadway,

Associates.

New York,

N. Y.

HOME

YOU

can make $15 to $50 weekly in spare
or full time at home coloring photographs.

We

No experience needed. No canvassing.
instruct you by our new simple Photo-Color
process and supply you with work. Write
for particulars and Free Book to-day.
The IRVING-VANCE

to studying English,
dancing, singing, diction.
Even on
matinee
days
her
lessons
were

crowded

COMPANY

Ltd.
340 Hart Building, Toronto, Can.

FORM DEVELOPED
By an Easy Simple Method

that has
stood the test of 26 years Successful
Service. The Direct Method for a Sym—
Development
where
metrical Figure
needed. Neck, Chest, Arms, Leps-in
fact ANY part of the Body. You need
not send me a long letter. Just write
*'/ enclose 10c. Matt me a Large Box of

do.

I

think

the

I

always

"I looked so funny," she said.
"Like this" indicating a match
"but I didn't mind the work.
And
Jack Donahue was wonderful to me.
He helped me in hundreds of little
ways and was so sweet. He was such
a grand person.
It is terrible, terrible, that he had to die." There were

—

in

—

men.
There was furor
circles

in.

in

German

royal

while the second son of the

ex-crown

prince

was

"that

way"

about her. She showed inherent good
taste in her dealings with the press at
that time,

and

in the

manner

in

which

she made plain the impossibility of
such a match.
She is currently seen about town

hoofer whose career abruptly ended

with Jacques D'Arcy, a well-known
set designer and artist.
Her circle of
friends includes such exponents of

last year.

modern

She has been working since she
was ten years old. Her ambition was

as

tears in her eyes for this ingratiating

IkJ

still

world.
The trick is never to
stand still for a moment
always to
be moving forward."
Even Hollywood doesn't bore her.
To avoid missing New York, Paris,
and Vienna, she occupies her leisure
with golf, tennis, riding, swimming,
at all of which she is expert.
Her appearance gives evidence of abounding
health and electric vitality.
Suitably, she is partial to the modern in all things. Her knowledge of
painting is sound. She herself paints
a bit, but will show the results only to
intimates.
She adores the music of
DeFalla, Stravinsky, Gershwin. Debussy is too sweet for her. She owns
every record Louis Armstrong has
made. Andre Maurois is nearly her
favorite author.
If you ask her about. the possibility
of marriage and children, she says,
"But of course," in as surprised a
tone as if you had asked if she ata
every day. She will never marry an
actor, but speaks favorably of sports-

weeks she developed a voice

Have you not wishedfor
something that would

I

There are so many things

her life, learned a last, off-beat
routine which was counter to Dona-

"The Cock-eyed World."

— drab, Unless?

it.

shall.

hue's taps.
And Donahue was one
of the best of tap dancers. Lily had
never sung, except experimentally in

a/mi/A/

loved

sal.

in

Does your hair ever seem

Lily

lontinued from pa<

There were seven weeks of rehearLily, who had never done a tap

LOVELY
LUSTROUS

dull to you

Toiling

the ballet.

Her

first

professional ap-

pearance was as Cupid, with insecure
wings, and she saw herself as the
new Pavlowa. The progression of
her career and her life cannot be told
briefly.
It is too vivid and eventful
for casual paragraphs.
"There has been a terrific amount
of work," Lily says. "But every minute of living has been good.
I've

intelligence

and sophistication

Covarrubias, George Gershwin,
Conde Xast. and Ralph Barton.
That is about all now, unless I
finally give in to the temptation of

You know, something
name.
about "pleased Damita." Well, take
As a matter, of fact,
it or leave it.

that

was

pleased to meet her. So would
if you are sufficiently discriminating to prefer champagne to
gin, caviar to sardines, or Gershwin
I

you

be.

tc Berlin.

PEERLESS WONDER CREAM
Sealed and Prepaid, and tell me how
Develop a Beautiful Rounded Form by your Simple
is all you need say, and I will return
the dime if vou wish, but send it NOW.

to

No

Home Method." That

MADAME WILLIAMS

Suite

140,

Buffalo,

N. Y.

HOLLYWOOD SWEETHEART BRACELETS!
Be the first to own one
attract attention — arouse

adm ration
GIFTS!
i

A)

!

UNUSUAL

PHOTOGRAM

Bracelet — Two initials as
and frame for
desired
Plati-cro'd finish
photo.
n^ver tarnishes.
IB AMALINK Bracelet
— Any four letters and one
emblem as des-red. UnAttractive
usual
Either Bracelet. Postpaid$2.00(C.O D. plus Postorder State initials- S>-nd check or MoneyOrder.
!

age).

Rush

Cash in advance from Canada
NAT'L CRAFTS CO., Dept. 573, 20 West 27th

St.,

New York

Questions Asked
Continued from page 74

"The theater will never perish.
Playwrights will keep it alive, if not
First-rate
the actors and producers.
dramatists will never submit to conditions imposed by the movie proImagine a Eugene O'Neill
ducers.
selling

pany

an original to

a

movie com-

!"

So Broadwav has

lost

one of

its

hading drolls, and Beverly Hills has
gained another respectable citizen.
Before coming to Hollywood, Sherman was one of the best-liked and
most gossiped-about actors in Xew
York. Any number of women were
madly in love with him, and Lowell
loved them all wisely, but not too
His wit had the flavor of Mcrwell.

—

—

.
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mis,"

he replied.
Four years beneath the Hollywood
sun have wroughl greal changes in
him, and while you'd never mistake
him, even now, for Conrad Nagel,
there's no doubt that he's considerably tamer than ever
He divorced Pauline Garon, because one heavy is enough in any
scenario, and married an ingenu
men of the world have a way ol
ing upon settling down.
But Helene
tello is ii" ordinary ii
has an incomparabl
humor.
"Married to m<
it."
Is
Lowell said.
"I low is she "'"
ask
I

"'Doodlebug'?

Oh,
No,

she's

grand

perennially grand.
she's not planning to return to the screen yet.
I
have wonderful plans for her future.
She's a busy girl.

She writ;-, a little, you know."
"Not really!"
murmured, quite
I

impressed.

MODERN

Mr.

His bon mots were &1*
\\ hen he
quotable, seldom printable.
came out here he was met b) a gushsob Bister who wanted u< know
what sorl of girls he preferred.

ntentmenl
;

PAYS BIG

for the soul, but u'> rail

Look

to the waist line.

Hi

fed

1

1

mi
gaunl

!>

at

writing
trouble with overw
!e sighed deeplj
w ith em j
nd hopped into the tub.
u

I

.

"Mr.

.

Sherman,"

I

»u?"
I

whined,

Your admi
have circulated the report that you're
an immensely witty person, and it's
Come
to me to prove it.
igram?"
can't you manage a
lie leaned hack, closed his eyes and
i

-

concentrated.

"No," he

"I'm afraid

a time.

I

said,

after

I'm

can't.

dom

witty so late in the day.
anything you wish, short of
"That would be unethical."

sel-

Write

1

I

plained.

"Well, come around to-morrow. T
not be so busy then, and if I
think up any good gags meanwhile
I'll write them down for you."
didn't go hack.
I had spent
But
-ix hours on the lot already and
while interviewing Mr. Sherman amusing task. •Mill I have no intention of taking it up as a life work.

may

I

The Crowded Hour
tinned from pace 100

May

cuperate.

return

to

pictures

"Dracula" and to Metro-Goldwyn
"Daybreak."
Joan Blondell. Pit^ plans for her
under way at Warner's stu
Played the part of Dorothy Mackaill's
for

for Xovarro's

Edward G. Robinson

scored heavily
in crook roles in "Outside the Law."
"The Widow from Chicago," and
"Little Caesar." and replaced Tean
Tlersholt in "Last Ts West." after
which he returned to Xew York to
appear in a sta^e production. Under
act to Lirst National and will
tubtedly return to pictures
the studio needs him.

James

Cagney.

character
juvenile.
Hell." "The Steel
"Sinners* Holiday."
to

Warner

Rrotliers,

when

An outstanding
"Doorway to
Highway." and
Under contract
and good,

to

Leon Lrrol. of

the uncertain legs,
tried pictures during the silent days,
hut the results were none too happy.
With the fnlkies well established, lie

returned as one of the masters of
ceremony in "Paramount on Parade" and followed it with "Only
Saps Work." Still under contract to

Paramount, his most recent picture
was "Finn and Hattie."
Helen Chandler.
Appealing ingenue who would probably click if
she ever learned to talk without trembling her voice over everv word sbe

"The Sky Hawk."
and "Rough Romance." Released by
Fox and signed by Warner Rrotliers
for "Outward Pound."
Option exercised and she was lent to Universal
utters.

"Salute."

ART
MONEY

..

in

"Thi

"Sinners'

Highway," "Illicit."
"Ex-mistr
Snappy comedienne of

the Alberta Vaughn type.
F.valyn Knapp.
Reputed to have
the most gorgeous figure of any pirl
ever in the "Follies." That reives her
a contract, and "River's End," "Fifty
Million Frenchmen." "Sinners' Holi-

day." and "Mother's Cry," and "The
Ruling Passion." make her an actress.
Warner's have big hopes for ber.
Roland Young enjoyed a tremendous vogue in Xew York at one
and starred in several plays. Playing secondary parts in pictures in a
way that must cause the leadlittle worrv.
"Last of Mrs. Qiev"
ney."
"Sherlock
Holmes,"
Bishop Murder Case." "Tie Gi
Ghost."
"Madam Satan." "New
Moon," and "The Southerner." In
I

Xew York

at

the

creating hundreds of big-pay opporManufacturers,
tunities every year.
decorators, publishers ... all are seeking men and women with art training.
Through the Federal School of Illustrating many who drudged at small
pay have found fascinating careers

Many Federal
larger incomes.
students are now earning from $2500
to $6000 a yecr. The Federal Course
aims at dollars and cents profit for
.

.

.

every student.

Holiday."

and "Millie."

|n this Age of Color ... the amazing
demand for art work of all kinds is

moment, but

undoubtedly be back in pictures.
Paul Cavanacdi. "Strictly Un
ventional," "The Storm." "Grumpy."
"The Devil to Pay." "The Virtu
Sin." and "Unfaithful."
Char
heavy who is building up a demand
among producers for his services.
:

You can learn a! home in your spare
time the Federal way. More than fifty
famous artists contribute exclusive
lessons containing their technical tricks
illustrating, cartooning, lettering,
in
designing, etc., to the Federcl Course.

Test Your
Send
Chart.
ability

to

Drawing Talent

for our Free Vocational Test

Our artists will judge your
and give you a definite guide

your probable

the

talent.

coupon below and we

Just

fill

in

send
together with our bcok,

you this test
"A Road To Bigger

will

without

obligation.

FEDERAL SCHOOL
OF ILLUSTRATING
5;2i Federal Schools 5ldg., V^nneaocP- Minn.
Federal School of Illustrating

5121 Federal Schools Building
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Piease send me free booV, "A
Rood To Bigger Things," and

Stondard Art

Terf.

Narr.e-

Ago
Addres,

Occupat o:

—

—
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Safe, sensible
test

you can end

v»>

SfM

proves

GRAY
HAIR

1

You take no risk Mary T. Goldman's way.
Make test first on single lock snipped from

Comb

through
See how desired color
comes black, brown, auburn
or blonde. Hair stays soft
easy to curl or wave. Nothing
to rub off or stain clothing.
Safe. Easy. Sensible. Why not
try it? You risk nothing.
_j£St /
your

hair.

colorless liquid

graying strands.

—

—

\

PRK'F
* »*^M-<

Famous Single Lock

Test Package . . .
Convince yourself at our expense.

"MARY
T. GOLDMAN
Minn.
Goldman
4717

Bldg., St. Paul,

Name.
Street

City

.State..

Color of your

William ("Stage") Boyd had some
trouble getting started, but seem

oing right along now.
"The
on Murder Case,
I'he Storm,"
"The Spoilers," "Derelict," "On the
"The Westerner," and "The

Gang

Buster."

Claude

Allister

is

the

monocled

who plays Englishmen in such
way as seemingly to have displaced

gent
a

—or

—

replaced
all
other contenders
for this type of part.
"The Trial of

.Mary Dugan," "Bulldog Drummond,"
"Three Live Ghosts," "In the Xext
i," "Charming Sinners," "Such
Men Are Dangerous," "Slightly Scarlet," "Murder Will Out." "Czar of
Broadway," "Monte Carlo," "The

Florodora Girl," "Captain Apple"Reaching for the Moon,"
and "The Gang Buster," with Jack

jack,"

barely possible that Mr.
out
of these pictures to enable him to
remain in Hollywood a month or so

And this winds up the list of those
who are still trying to make the grade.
Some of these are people who never
should have been signed for pictures,
chorus girls and men, bit players,
and others who had made no definite
impression on the Xew York theatrical trade, but whom some scout for
a movie concern happened to lamp

and like.
But back of the names and performances of others lie tales of untold heartbreak, people who meant
something in Xew York and who
came hopefully to the California gold
coast only to find that their names
meant nothing, or that the camera
was not too kind to them. They deserve respect for their efforts and
perhaps a tear or two for the tumbled
dream castles that lie in ruins around

Oakie.

It's

them.

Allister

may have made enough

Xext month's analysis is the most
interesting of all the Broadway big
shots who failed utterly in pictures.
:

TO BE CONTINUED.

longer.

hair?.

They Say
Shame on yoal" Ar» foa nervous, embarrassed in
company o[ the other Bex? Stop hem* any of strangers.
Conquer the terrible fear of your superior h. Be cheerful
and confident of your future! Y
fault* eaHily overu cum enjoy life to the fullest. Send 25c for this amazing

in

New

York

Continued from page 98

'

M

eet your favorite

W/e

star****-

all original
photos of your favorite
stars, size 8 x 10. glossy prints. 25e
each. 5 for $1.00.
Your favorite scenes frum ir
any of the recent photo plays 25c ach. 12 Tor (/
S2.50. Positively the finsst obtainable any- er
tfAara.
have the largest collection of \^
•

We

movie photos in the country. .Tust name the
star or scenes you want. Remit by money
order or U. S. 2c stamps. Est 1912.

BRAM STUDIO,
Studio 315,

630-9th Ave., N. Y. City

SongWriters
of words or music for songs
mou submit (heir work for free examination and advice. LUe revise. compose
uuri+ers

arrange music and secure copyrights

£»•

4

Associates

HOW TO

E. 23rd

si.

New York

OBTAIN

SHAPED

BEAUTIFULLY

LIPS!

M. Trilely's new ltpshaper,
together with its thick lip astringent lotion, will now reduce
protruding, prominent, thick,
unshapely lips to normal and
thus improve your facial fea100 per cent.
My new
appliance is comfortable, easy
to adjust, and Is wont at night.
promote
correct
will
also
It
breathing and eliminate the
harmful and annoying habit
tures

of snoring.
Write for

full Information.
testimonials, etc., without any
obligation on your part.

M.

away from

the

who was

bedside

Trilety, Dept. LS,

250 Binghamton, N. Y.

The Dempsey retirement was
caused by nothing more serious than
a tiny infected spot on his hand that
had to be removed, but Estelle hurried around town picking up gifts to
One day she arrived
amuse him.
at the hospital carrying candy apples
on sticks. As she whirled through
the crowded streets in a Rolls-Royce,
she ate one contentedly, to the horror
of her companion and the delight of
passers-by.

Fashion Note.
Chanel arrives to
influence what every one will wear,
Estelle Taylor leads the fields as fashion arbiter. At the Xew York opening of "Cimarron" she wore a white
gown, turquoise-blue slippers and
matching gloves that came almost to
Since then the town
her shoulders.
is full of them.
Until

Madame

were making
something of a spectacle of themselves clamoring for Charlie Chaplin

While

social leaders

to attend their parties, Charlie slipped

up to Sing Sing the night before his departure to England, and
showed "City Lights" to the prisonThey were deeply touched, and
ers.
Chaplin, always sensitive to otl
misfortunes, was hardly able to pull
himself together and speak to them
Prisoners
at the close of the picture.
in solitary confinement and in the
quietly

death house are not allowed to see
pictures,
but a radio carries the
They don't tell
speeches to them.
that to visitors any more, though.
of them have broken down
thought of saying anything of
importance to a condemned man.

Too many
at the

The

stock joke of the prisoners is
walk out on a film
if they wanted to, but at the close of
the Chaplin picture the verdict was
that they wouldn't have walked out if
they could.
that they couldn't

The Customer May Not Always Be
Sharing Honors.

Right.

Undaunted by the
toward musical

films,

apathy
Warner Brothpublic

make more of
They have put under contract

ers are preparing to

them.

Teddy Walters, who played with Eddie

Cantor

in

vaudeville.

To

these

eyes she looks like just one
Alice White, but when she vis-

critical

more

Good and
Good for You.

Chaplin's Choice.

of

in the hos-

pital.

r

Mahonet)

herself

Jack Dempsey,

ited Xew York newspaper offices,
everybody from editors to copy boys

swarmed over

to

the motion-picture

editors' desks to ask

who

she was.

Thomas Meighan
idol of

has iong been the
Sing Sing, because ever since

he made scenes for a picture there
years ago, he has taken a deep interest

in

and has

the

Mutual Welfare League

visited the prison often.

Xow

Chaplin has joined the pitifully thin
ranks of their best friends.
They always look forward to
Meighan's pictures. Soon they will
have a chance to see him on the
screen again.
Just the other day he

.

ti

I

York on

throitj
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li.

I

I

his

example, you «

'aim

I

wa

[e

from

way

his

w

al ter a

1

and hand-

som<

in

tl

friend

old

Alpl

Learn

Type:

to

Earn Big Money.

Ho

go to

ha
II

load
to du-

ke a hint from "Inspiration." the Garbo picture accredited to
Gene Markey.
novel
Id
an original.

profi

alm<

could

Man

Gardi

The Valiants Carry
m
new

books,

something
To-day
I

new

art,

differenl

am

time.

fairly

a

taken by some

oi

stars of

to-day.
business, or

successful diplace will be
;
with the
If we wire in the

banking, we might
through a lifetime.
And
us have worked long wars
in our p
"Hollywood takes a lot and takes

carry

it

the

To-morrow my

rector.

oil

every thin
all

on

i-

why

the entire

community

abnormally intense in whatever it
whether it be play, work. ex-

i-

.

ercise,

or gossip.
the candle

>rt.

Everything

i-

thin, fine key.

It

knows

time

its

burning rapidly.
taut and tuned to a
Some da) Hollyv
is

consumed by

will be

its

own

"

fires

Thai from one of the most succ
fill

Now

directors!

as to the writers.

Al Boasberg came to the film capifnc years ago to wri
for
Hunter K eat on.
His salary wa
be about four times what he earned
tal

-

Xew
"My

York.
mi-take!" comments Al.
"T might just as well have asked
ten times as much.
I'd have got it.
it;

m
On

first

first

location

off a

be a hair-trigger town
nitwits,

and half-w

full

of wits,

-

a hattle

someyou are salesman enough to make some one think
you have something on the ball, it's
great.
But then you really have to
live here to know Hollywood."
Ruth Chatterton frankly says Hollywood seemed a spot far from the
of the

On

page 55

world she knew, before she m<
West.
"To me," she said, "there were only
two place-. Xew York and Pari-.
The first was my working home and
the latter, the city to which I went
for restful vacations.
had heard
I

that they

fore

worked

camera, without anything
do and with just a finished

the

definite

t.>

produd

as they pleased be-

as a distant goal.

we all change our minds.
Hollywood has me in it- grasp."
To which Irene Dunne added,
"I thought Hollywood would he

fittest.

thing on the

If

ball,

;.

or

could fairlv see the
I
hants parading down Hollyv
Boulevard.
I
thought it a little vil-

^

I

lew liveliness

INSTANTLY

a circus city.

lag<

lirt

-tree;-,

pepper

tree-.

new, alluring beauty
Enjoy it xoic-gain
it instantly with these easy-touse Maybelline preparations.
tor you.

Maybelline Eye Shado"' will
intensify the color and impart

illu-

greater expression to your eyes,
ilue for blue and gray eyes;
Brown for hazel and brown
eyes; Blade tot dark brown and

was that she would find all If"1lywood just one big happy family.
sion

"It
never occurred to me that
screen people were not all joined together by the tie- of pictures." she

eyes. Green may be used
with eyes of all colors and is es\ lolet

pecially effective for

I

if

Now she know- of the clans, and
the sect-, and the factions.
hen

it's

evening

in an adorably

Solid or waterproofliquid form,
Black or Brown 75c.
Maybelline Eyebroxo Pencil

—

— the new, clean, indestructible r>T«.

form and line yourbrows perfectly
in just an instant. Black or Brown, 35c.
A'k fnr Qrnv\n* mtav^^n" vrrperatiamB
v. ill

m

all to\l*t

MAYBELUrXE

CO..

good* ff."»:*Ti.

CHICAGO

luck.

call it "The City
"The Citv Where
Nobody Cares." and "The City of

I find the players
_
of Golden Dreams,"

Discontent. "
And there are a fewother
nicknames which can't be
printed.

Incased

Maybelline Eyelash Darkwill instantly make your
lashes appear naturally dark,
long and luxuriant, and your
eyes larger and more brilliant.

T

Take it or leave it. T
say luck has much to do with suehere.
I've been ten years in the
business and I know.
Ask anv of
the others who have won their way.
They'll tell you
o."
say

car.

dainty gold-finished vanity-7 5c.

asked Lawrence Grav. a
successful leading man. what his most
standing illusions of Hollvw-ood
were, be replied.
"I have none about it- people.
But
have about Hollywood.
I
Success
comes through very bard work, plus
an element of very great luck. If T
get a very good part in a picture. T
A\

brcbarations

HrRI: is

all."

Catherine Dale Owen'- great

O

icitk these

quaint houses.
T thought the people
would he a strange tribe of half acrobat-.
Ml of which -how- that T
hadn't given it serious thought at

v.

trip. Bus
make-believe bridge
into the water. "Never take anything
on a comedian'- set." he
s< riously
was informed. Upon which Al. half
mad. pushed Buster off in retaliation.
"From then on." said Boasberg,
was on my guard.
Anything
''I
might be expected in Hollywood
where practically everything happens.
Instead of a sleepy little village basking in the sun. Hollywood proved to

his

.os

said.

learned that."

pushed Al

1

"But

quickly.
" lliat

in

les.

I

Instant Beautifitrs for
ETELJi

LU;..

i

hSL

j

— tJ
Em*

•

:
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He's Cot 'em

Scairt

Continued from page 34

recognizable

at

one

Rising, he came over,
of iced tea which

The

Perfect
Business Card
for Salesmen

was

A

sample tab of perfect business
cards are yours for the asking
B.

WIGGINS Company

(Established I857>

Chicago. HI.

WIGGINS
^Peerless Bookjoim

CARJ>S

YOUR FUTURE—
Love. Courtship and marriage.

Home and

Employment, health, success,

etc., etc.

family.

YOUR

COMPLETE PERSONAL astrological forecast.
25 LARGE PAGES. SEND NO MONEY. Pay
75c and postage when de ivcred. i.iw Birthdate. MONEY BACK
PROMPTLY IF NOT MOKE THAN PLEASED.
THURSTON, 36 L. 20 W. JACKSON BLVD.. CHICAGO
WILL BE PAID TO ANYONE
*5;
WHO PROVES THAT THIS
|
1

not the actual photo of myself showini
my superb physique and how the Ros
System has increased my own height
is

to 6 ft

3 3-4 inches.

Hundreds of Testimonials
Clients np to 45 years old gain from

-

I

U°± ?£ eil°jJ°™Z* a 'L-l
i

'

No Appliances- No Drags- No

Dietimr

FIRST IN 1907
FIRST TO-DAY

ROSS SYSTEM NEVER FAILS.

Fee Ten Donors Complete
Convincing Testimony and Particulars 6 cents stamps.
"Allow time for return mails across the Atlantic
_w
G. MALCOLM ROSS, Height Specialist
^_

^

m

Scarborough. England,

(P.

0.

^f

Box IS)

PfiErTTT ANKLB5T $5.7^

—

Dr. Walter's Special Ankle Bands extra
live flesh -colored Para rubber, 'support and
shape ankle and calf while reducing them.
Can be worn under hose
Perfect fitting
or worn at night, reduce and shape
You can note imwhile you sleep.
provement In shape of ankle at once.
Believe swelling and varicose reins.
In ordering send ankle and calf
measure and check or mo-.ev order (no
cash or pay postman. Write tor booklet.
Dr. JEANNE G. A. WALTER
389 Fifth Ave., New York City

—

reducing?

rubber

known

is

the

world over
for its 26
years of
e access and

1

reliability.

Are You Always Excited? Fatigued? Worried?
Gloomy ? Pessimistic ? Constipation, indigestion.
cold sweats, dizzy spells and sex weakness are caused
EXHAUSTION. Drugs, tonics and medicines cannot help
nerre.t !
Learn how to retrain Viiror, Calmness and Self
Confidence. Send 25c for th.s amazing bock.
RICHARD BLACKSTONE, N-32S FLATIRON DLOG., NEW YORK
by NERVE
weak, *\ck

How To

Obtain

A

Better Looking Nose

Personal Appearance
My free book tells you how I guarantee
to improve the shape of your nose by
remolding the cartilage and fleshy

Your

Improve

parts, quickly, safely, and painlessly,

The very

or refund your money.
precise

adjustments

new patented Model
m.ikp

nd

l

-'inc.

fine,

which only my
Nose Shaper

2">

results

satisfactory

Worn

night or day. Over
for free book to
Pioneer Noseshaplog

Send

M. TR1LETY.
Specialist,Dept2l6,Binghamton.N.Y.

Producers

Talkie and

Movie

are clamor-

for new
short story
ideas, plots, etc.
Perhaps you can write one that
we can shape and sell for you. One writer (V. M.)
received $3. WO.
New York best Market. Write
TO
now for free booklet, without obligation. II
ing;

OW

WRITE FOR THE TALKIES,
Daniel

By

O'Malley Co., Suite 6,

FAMOUS DIKECTOK!
1776 Broadway,

comprised

glass
his

lie

distasteful.

N. Y.

—he

wears no make-up
he looked like a cheerful country boy.
Having worked myself into a critical
humor, I told him so.
"Yes," he agreed, "I look like
Charles Ray used to."
Did I imagine it. or did the publicity department start slightly.
Presently Lew pushed his tea aside,
folded his bare arms on the table,
and looked across at me with disarmhis

cheek

ing friendliness.
"I don't see what any one can find
to put in a story about me," he said.
"Where I was born, and how I gave
up playing in an orchestra to try
the movies, have been told.
There

anything else."
lady and gentleman from the
publicity department looked a bit uncomfortable at this treasonable admission. Finally some one suggested
that the angle regarding the wide
variety of his roles might be used.
"But if you used that." said Lew.
with disconcerting logic, "you would
just be making a statement, and there
wouldn't be any story, would there?"
The publicity department gave him
isn't

The

glances which were the equivalent of
a surreptitious kick. I began to like
Lew considerably.
The kid is
straightforward and rational.
His current production. I learned,
is a new version of John Gilbert's
comparatively recent picture. "Man.
Woman, and Sin." Is that, or is it
not, inviting the world to make comparisons? Since the subject has been
brought up, I predict that Lew will
top Jack's performance. Lew is the
correct age for the part, and a skillful
actor as well.

"I'm the world's worst comedian."
Lew. "I'm not funny. Recently
I had to do a scene with a girl in
which we had to fall into a stream of

says

couldn't make it look
couldn't get into the spirit
or it, somehow.
If I'm ever cast as
a comedian, I'll be so bad I'll be put
back to extra parts."

water.

funny

I

;

"What

tables.

In his costume of overalls and blue
cotton shirt, with dark smudges on

creates the first impression
in the mind of the buyer
the impression of prestige
and quality which frequently
requires years of service and
salesmanship to build.

1153 Fullerton Avenue

the

had. he explained, been
doing scenes which required him to
eat; and food, for the time being,
lunch,

9J5JJOHN

of

earning a

I

said

fascinates

me most

of all,"

turning on his engaging
"is astronomy.
bought a
I

he,

smile,

new

telescope

"

Lew," protested the lady
publicist, "I promised the writer who
icoming to-morrow a story about
your interes't in astronomy."
"But,

Lew

looked

slightly

disappointed

and obediently relapsed into

silence,

when he

learned that I was interested in the subject, he could not
resist dwelling on planetary matters,
although the publicity people listened
apprehensively.
Had I read a certain very excellent
and concise book on astronomy? No?
Would I like to have it ? He would
send it to me.
It was the best he
had found on the subject.
This
twenty-one-year-old actor is uncommonly well-informed on astronomical
affairs, but journalistic ethics forbid
any quotations.
He is a bright boy, is Lew Ayres.
Don't let any one tell you otherwise.
Recently he and a friend visited the

but

Grand Canyon. Nothing would do
Lew must explore the sur-

but that

rounding country, visiting prehistoric
and ferreting out relics of
races long vanished from the earth.
This baby is in his glory when dig-

caves,

ging in ancient ruins.
After lunch the girl from the publicity office returned to her work,
leaving me in the chaperonage of her
coworker, who took me to the Ayres
set.
Lew went to his dressing room,
returning later in evening clothes.
Director Monta Bell looked him over
and set the silk hat very straight on
his head.
Coming over to where we were
watching rehearsals. Lew tugged unconcernedly at the top of his trousers.
"I forgot to put on suspenders." he
remarked.
The publicity man looked uneasy.
Everything had gone reasonably well
thus far. but that last crack was a
And then suddenly
bit disconcerting.
the blow

fell.

to my dressing room
with me," said Lew impulsively, addressing the two of us.
"My pants
are about to fall off I want to put
on my suspenders."
prop boy caught the publicist

"Come back

:

A

when he swooned.
The last I saw of Lew he was non-

I suspect that Lew exaggerates his
lack of talent as a coniiquc, yet the
depth and wist fulness of his dra-

chalantly climbing the stairs that led

matic work proves the latter to be his
forte.
In person he appears to be a
most amiable young blade, with a
lively interest in good, clean fun.

dle.

his
dressing room, one hand
pressed against his verv slender mid-

to

The publicity department is right.
This charming youngster is not to be
compared with any one.

:
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Alluring
Youthful

Hair

and

REG. V. S.
PAT. OFF.
for

the

glorious luiir of vibrant youth.

Not only gradually rejuvenates the color of the hair,
but also, as an added and almost miraculous bonus
it protects and helps to grow hair.
Royal Lotus is exhilarating and wholly comfortable
no stain, no itch, no violent dyeing.
Extraordinary results here for ten and in F.urope for
Made here strictly lccording to the French
32 years.
Money back without question,
formula.
Renovates and tonPS " ,e sk!n
t\Oyaie Creates and maintains the pt-rreme 'Vrwi^o
Write for two infect illusion of fresh youthfulness.
structive FREE pamphlets TODAY. Arthur Antoine,
Royal Lotus Corp.,
Sole U. S. Manufacturer.
to use

—

evomo
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Ackerman Ave., Ramsey, N.

45
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Chelsea House
Good Books

The Brand

Auctioned

OH
begins with a foolish prank at a
Rosma Ainsley,
college party.
beautiful, thoughtless, gay, is "aucoff"

signed

From

mere boys

and gave them leads to play.
'1
he stars who have held their places
during this general upheaval are the
ones who personify youth
Clara
Bow, Juan Crawford, Gary Cooper,
Richard Arlen, Buddy Rogers.
To-day the young players are as
you and I. Even those who are not
yet stars
and never will he if this
prophetic article is true, which it is
girls

—

—

—

live

very simply.

Frank Albertson resides with his
mother in a modest apartment. Frank
would have a tough job to fling himself into an aura of glamour and hokum. His breezy personality typifies
the hoy himself in real life.
William Bakewell is another who
could not walk in the ways of Valen-

wealthy

Landon,

and

You

ing.

being actors,

oi

Holmes.

All sane
of livwould never suspect them

Phillips

intelligent in their

if

mode

you met them on

the street.

Arthur Lake resides in a quiet
court with his mother and Florence,

Though brought up on
Arthur and Flo are like
those nice young people who drop in

his

sister.

the stage,
at the

country club.

In spite of the fact that Florence
played a small part in "Romance"
with Greta Garbo, she receives her
friends at the Lake abode with the
ease and grace of a Recamier. Bridge,
I am told, is far more important than
hokum and glamour with the Lake
family.

longs to the new era.
No trailing
gowns and long cigarette holders for

Mitzi Green, my present fain spite of collecting seven
hundred and fifty a week, is a very
Mitzi will
sensible, intelligent child.
never be brought up after the manner of a Mary Miles Minter.
still
have a few stars left,
grown-up stars, such as Garbo, ChatBut the
terton, Shearer, Swanson.
old era is passing, and not because
The downfall of the
of the talkies.
stars is merely a microscopic reflection of world-wide upheaval.
It may be sad for some, but the
hokum days with their glamour are
gone.
The red glow is seen in the
sky. The Valhalla of the movie gods

Churchill.

and goddesses

The days of idol-worshiping
are gone.
Billy, like Mr. Alhertson,
lives with his mother in an apartment
and rattles hither and yon in his modest car when the frt takes him.
tino.

Marguerite
mother might

who

Churchill
and
her
be those very nice
reside in that well-kept
the street.
Marguerite

—

It

Illo

the old standards.

studios

Brian,
It

house down
has a glowing personality.
She is
gracious and intelligent
but she be-

wild

to

all

on,

people

By VIVIAN GREY
tioned

Her Diane, in "Seventh Heavei
brought in the regime of youth.
then

This Marvelous
mula Makes It Yours!

For (hose who appreciate and possibly yearn

ntinued from page 90

smashed

French

ROYAL LOTUS

Along Came Youth

There are other young people
Arthur Lake. Lew Ayres, Mary

And

vorite,

We

The du^k
is in flames.
new era
of the stars has fallen.
of youth is in the ascendency.

A

Very soon, what
about town.
started as nothing more than a gesture

man

becomes desperately serious.
to Landon' s apartment
with a girl friend and another man.
folly

of

Yo-ho-ho and a Cream Puff

Rosma goes

Landon makes love to her, but she escapes him. It seems as if she had lost
forever the love of Bob Whitney and
respect of
munity in which she lives.
besides

lost

the

Rosma goes

to

him

the

com-

"Auctioned Off"

is

a love story very

tempo

of the times, done
with deep feeling and an eye for the
dramatic which is characteristic of all
its

in the

talented author's work.

on vour book

Marian

It

belongs

shelf.

floated
likely

more's leading lady ?"
"I could think of no one better than
you," remarked Sister Jeanne. "Barrymore has good taste," said George.

While many movie girls are afMarian is calm and natural.
If you imagine she is beautiful but
This
dumb, you'll get a surprise.
child knows what she wants and will
fected,

get

it.

taking lessons in singing,
dancing, and elocution," Marian says.

"I'm

"Not because

ELSEA HOUSE
TUBLISHER^
I

79-89 SEVENTH AVE,.^^
NtW VORK CITV

home. "Well, dar"what if I told
to be John Barry-

lings," she exclaimed,

you I'm

Landon and tells
marry him, but he

that she will
refuses, saying that he is not the marrying sort.
She leaves him depressed,
defeated.
Things look black for the
girl, and then of a sudden a situation
develops which sweeps the reader
along in its furious pace.

much

Continued from page 22

I

am

proficient in

any

one talent, but because they will help
to improve my acting."
Everything looks rosy now. Jeanne
Morgan has just finished a part with
Constance Bennett, in "The Easiest
Way," and has changed her name
again, this time to Jean Fenwick.
Since playing two of the young avia-

"The Dawn Patrol," George
and Edward are prepared for any-

tors in

thing in the movies.
I pleaded with la Marsh, "What
of your love life, your admirers?"
Marian serenely wrapped her scarf
about her neck.
"This lunch has been long enough
"We'll be
already," she declared.
thrown out if we don't move. By
the way. I've discovered a wonderful
shop near Highland Avenue where
they make real homemade cakes.
Come along, we'll drive home that

way."
just a sweet kid after
brainy one at that.
P. S.:

moving

all

—but

a

The family from Trinidad

into another home.
I have
dazzling neighbors, but the
screen has gained them.
Especially
Marian Marsh. So I'll try and bear
my loss with stoicism.
is

lost

my

II.

The Screen
itinued

"S«M

storj thats prettj
reason of brilliant
camera work, experienced, imaginative direction and, for the most part,

able to overlook
flimsy.

;i

good acting, the film raises itself
importance and becomes entertaii

vamp

to

th the

to

re

si

And

w hen you know
played by Mitzi Green, with
["ashman her adversary, you
it-,
w ill be reali.

Leon Errol

handicap.

spite "i

in

better than her pa
equipped to circurm

b)

\ el

knov

child

ood
case ol ha>
picture it you find youi

at a

FAMOUS EYES?

fr<

Beneath."

Another
time

KNOW THESE

Review

in

is

r,

tl

Lilyan

Zasu

I
I

-t.ir-.

flf-rut* -I
I;

is

submarine

a

film

and

relates

the activities of a United States ves-

used as a decoy to capture a Ger-

sel

man undersea menace.

During a stop
at the Canar) Islands, the young commander of the American vessel meets
heroine, a German spy, wl
brother i-- captain of the enemy craft.
Naturally, he is unaware <>t
her
status.
He rescues her at sea. takes
her aboard his vessel and is slow to

mother, and
mean little boy in
the victim of

do

>

George

O'Brien

admirable

is

commander and

the

i> John
to
Loder as the German. As much cannot, however, be said tor Marion Les-

sing,

whose

English and

ability
i

i,

to

rerman

qualification

est

SO,

is

speak both
her strong-

for the role.

in

not put the picture over.

"Girls

"Finn and Hattie."

will

because the direction is
while the

amuse where

it

However,

might have

set

a record.
It's

man.

all

his

about a go-getter business
sad wife, their precocious

young daughter and

their

trip

Demand Excitement."

And what
But do the) get it?
about the boys? Well, the girls and
boys in this picture try their darnedest to >tir things up for thems
well as those of their age and kind in
Their efforts have the
the audience.
shrillness of collegiate high spirits,
for this is filmed in a coed hall of
learning, and the result is thoroughly
juvenile.
But what else could it he?
a>ks the optimist of the dyspeptic.
And so we have the conflict that
ensues when the male half of the
college decides to oust the female conThe girls choose their own
tingent.
mean- to get even with the boys and

dance specialist it is no wonder that
the ensemble frequently has the appearance of a chorus without music.
Hut the action is fast and the as^regation of youth is pleasant.
John Wayne, late of "The Big
Trail." is the hero who obviously cuts
the elocution classes at Bradford ColVirlege, but he is good looking.
ginia Cherrill does well as the typical
heroine, and Marguerite Churchill.
William Janney, Eddie Nugent, Marion Byron, and Martha Sleeper are
other upholders of youthful enthusiBut where was David Rollins
asm.
when all this youth was frolicking?

reasonably amusing comedy that
might have been more, is this version
of Donald Ogden Stewart's funny
hook.
"Mr. and
Mrs.
Haddock
Abroad.*'
fails to live up to its
It

it

mischief.

(tr

least

this

make

find you.

"Well. I've been looking all over
for you !" he exclaimed.
"Rut
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refreshes eyes
after motoring
Motoring
often
1 1

1

1-~
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vi

- in

tiro

ana burn]

makes them bloodshot.
annoj Ing

after-effect

-

Relieve

bj apply-

ing a f«-« drop- nl liarmlf— Murine.
In a Jiffy ><>ur eyes «ill feel fresh and
rested {soon the bloodshot condition
will disappear . Usouse tf urine after
golf and other outdoor sports toofT-rt aye Irritation. mi<- buys 60 applications at drug and dept. stores*
•/.ll/*r

I

clrz in " Hrvim-t lion**

Millions of Bottles

I

ted

Yearly 1

Quick Relief!
For

ra-ln-- snd all form- of itching, burning, disfiguring >k:n irritations.

Cu fit* lira Oinf ineiil
Price 25c. Sampi.- freeof "CoUcarv"D*j>t
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FRECKLES

Spring Sun and Winds Bring
Out Rusty Brown Spots. How
to Remove Easily

The Movie Runaround
ntinued
M

town

1

lie's missing.

to

she'd have a little fun first,
somethine; of herself. Rut that
was poor consolation.
At the door she ran into Dennis
Lindsay, who stared at her in amazement tinned with disgust.

1

is

All

of
with,
all
dispossession,
a basket-ball match between
two factions to decide the issue.
Since the picture was directed by a

A

sibilities

Mitzi's

Sawyer,"

ilr.i

things,

a hit.

conventional, uninspired,
material at hand is good.

"Tom

•rmra 14
.»

resist

War-

ren llymer. Larry Kent. Gaylord
Pendleton, and Walter MacGrail tit
into the scene and Mona .Maris is

glimpsed regretfully

J

well, but the total of their efforts

the

discover that she is signaling her
The climax comes when he
brother.
is
forced to sink the German submarine, hut they say that love conquers all, - the girl makes no hones
about loving the man responsible for
a death in her family.

the

after

is

all.

"No,

place T expected to
Couldn't resist the movies

the last

T

could you?"
couldn't!" she snapped, and

though the very

stalked

past,

of him

made her

heart ache.

TO BE CONTINUED.

-

This is the time to take special care of your
complexion if you wish it to look well the p
the year. Springsun anil wind bring out freckles
that will stay all summer unlesa removed now.
What your skin needs is Othine-double strength.
A few nights' u.-e of this dainty white cream
fade o ;t those
will show you how
ugly-brown spots and restore the natural beauty
of your sk
Be sure to ask for Othine-double strength at
any drug or department store. Money back if it
does not remove even the worst freckles and
leave your skin soft, clear and beautiful.
<
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Feathering Their Nests
Continued from page 88

Harry Green, the comedian, is a
dressmaker. That is, he and a business partner manufacture women's
'and children's dresses in

New

York.

One

Her Blonde Hair
won met
always comes to blonde3 who keep
their hair golden. And it's so easy with
Blondex. This special shampoo notonly prevents
darkening
but safely restores natural golden
color to dull, faded light hair. Brings outsparkling lights— adds gleaming radiance. Not a dye.
No harmful chemicals. Fine for scalp. Used and
recommended by scores of famous blonde movie
stars. At all leading drug and departmentstores.

ROMANCE
.

—

"LBGPADS"
—

Make Shapely Limbs Defy Detection
They restore to normal appearance
Bowed. Thin and Abnormal Legs.
ApproTed by American Medical Association.

BUBliER BUST FORMS
putations

for breast ambusts.

undeveloped

and

ABDOMINAL SUPPORTERS
ELASTIC STOCKINGS
REDUCING RUBBER GARMENTS
EYELASHES

SHERMAN
246

CAMP

A.

New York

Avenue

Fifth

air
Face
Lips
Chin

OFF

^^^

once looked
looke< like this. Ugly hair
on face . . unloved . . discouraged.
Depilatories,
Nothing helped.
waxes, liquids
even razors failed. Then I discovered a simple, painless, inexpensive method. It
worked! Thousands have won beauty and love with
the secret. My FREE Book, "Getting Rid of All Ugly.
Superfluous Hair," explains the method and proves
actual success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial
offer. No obligation. Write Mile. Annette Lanzette,
109 W. Austin Avenue, Dept. 714 Chicago.
I

Unloved
.

.

.

.

.

MOVIE STARS
Autographed
6 lor 25c
32 for $1.00
Your choice of popular stars.
post card size, on stiff cardboard,
autographed. 6 for 2oc; 32 men an
32 women stars for only $1.75. all dif
ferent.
Also 8x:0 portraits of any
ftaroOc each--t>r 3 for SI, Send today-cash, or 2c stamps, or mon< y
order.

of the most cordially welcomed crazes to sweep California
as well as all America
was peewee

—

This backyard pool has done
more to clean up vacant lots and dispose of tin cans and liniment hottles
than any municipal campaign ever

golf.

started here.

The fad struck Los Angeles and
Hollywood just at a time when vacant lots were duds on the market.
First to realize what the possibilities
might be was Mary Pickford. The
Man' Pickford Company which manages and develops the actress's extensive realty holdings, early filed application for a permit to build a miniature course on Wilshire Boulevard

where five
William

lots

were idle.
husband of Laura

Seiter.

La Plante. followed with a course
near the Hollywood public library.
Then came Sol Lesser, producer, with
a third right in the heart of cinemaland.

This was followed by the opening
of the Irene Rich baby golf course
which she leased on a percentage
basis.
All have been extremely popular, and earnings have been sufficient
to meet the grocery bills.
This thing of feathering the nest
seems to have taken definite courses
in the land of wavering fortunes.
The movie stars have been bilked out
of outrageous sums in years gone by,
but bankers and legal advisers are
curbing these raids now.
Mrs. Wallace Reid. seeing that
1931 would be bad for independent

KING STUDIOS.
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in

producers, bought a large apartment
and recruited tenants from
among the film people. The building
quipped with a swimming pool
and a complete gymnasium, and each
apartment is furnished to please the
tastes of the tenant.
Helen Jerome Eddy has a popular
tea room which she leaves in the
hands of a manager while she plays
in pictures.
There are numerous
beauty parlors and minor establish-

house

ments to which actresses have lent
names, even though they do not
have proprietary interests.
their

Besides these,

there

possibly

are

hundred actors and actresses
who offer engraved cards announchalf a

ing that they are real-estate agents
honest-to-goodness real-estate agents
who will sell you almost anything
from business lots near San Francisco's ferry building to a whole subdivision, or a stretch of lonely beach,

—

for "just a dirty fraction of what it
worth." Every one out of a job
in California sells real estate.
I think the most ingenious of all
the actors retiring from the screen is
is

Harry Woods.
ies

in

Harry played heavWesterns for years. Taken

on location

in the desert time after

was

attracted by the beauspecimens of wild cactus so utterly foreign to usual hothouse plants.
He began collecting them. For the
past year or two he has been building cactus beds in some of the most
beautiful gardens in the Southland.
This has brought him a splendid income.

time, he
tiful

—

—

So may I say this? Mr. Woods
has "feathered his nest with cactus."
Quick. Watson, the needle
!

New

York

Continued from page 111
Still

At Large.

In spite of the

way

film producers

have descended on the theater to lure
players to Hollywood with big money,
the four great ladies of the American
stage have not yet appeared in films.
Ethel Barrymore and Jane Cowl
among the older generation. Katharine Cornell and Helen Hayes of the
younger, are usually accepted as the
greatest our stage has to offer.
Helen Hayes will succumb to the
blandishments

sometime soon,

of
it

Metro-Goldwvn
is

expected,

but

Katharine Cornell says she will undertake long road tours in order to
She
get a country-wide audience.
really loves the theater, and she isn't
awfully keen about monev.

Let the Rumors End.
Virginia Yalli and Charles Farrell

were married

in

Yonkers on Febru-

ary 14th at the parsonage of the
This
Methodist Episcopal Church.
those
or should, at least
will end
thousands of letters which weekly
besieged motion-picture editors and
Mr. Farrell himself which asked if
he were in love with Janet Gaynor,
and if he were heartbroken over her
marriage to Lydell Peck.
Because Janet and Charlie portrayed young love so exquisitely on
the screen in "Seventh Heaven." they
have been pursued for years by the
rumor hounds who insisted that anything so poignant just couldn't have

—

Continued on page 119
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Confidential

inued

nor

women.

Nothing

like

novelty.

smart dialogue.
Bebe Daniels
r,
charming.
Edward Everett Horton, Claude Allister, June MacCloy.
Lively,

"No

OU

are entitled

Y good

to

health, too

.

.

TV/TORE

valuable than mere beauty
*•"• is the irresistible personality of
good health. Men do prefer women
who radiate the charm of good health.

Dancing, tennis, golf, swimming
even a bridge game cannot be enjoyed with aching heads and nerves

Women who

on edge.
feel fidgety

.

.

nervous

.

continually
.

.

.

irritable

usually lack the joyful companionship of both sexes.
Dr. Pierce's
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Kill
My

The Hair Root
is

DEAFNESS

IS

Father."

— Mefro-Go/d-

First part Marion Davies at her best,
then somebody decided to put in slapstick
excitement. Bachelor who tries to collect
his offspring well played by C. Aubrey
Smith.
Ralph Forbes, Guinn Williams.

"The Royal Bed."— RKO
Trials and woes of royalty in delightful
travesty.
Nance O'Xeil burlesques Queen
Maria of Roumania.
Lowell Sherman
adequate, clever.
Mary Astor, Anthony
Bushel!, Hugh Trevor, Robert Warwick.
Night."
United Artists.
Debut of Evelyn Laye prima donna of
operetta.
Film is tasteful and charming,
but does not justify expense.
Miss Laye
loses much when put on the screen.
John

Boles, Lilyan

Tashman, Leon Errol, Hugh

Cameron do

well.

Gayer, more knowing than most films
sophisticated comedy.
Diverting,
but proves nothing about spats of husband and wife, though admirably played
by Conrad Nagel and Genevieve Tobin.

maid;

Zasu

Pitts wistful
Ilka Chase.

If they

Monroe Ows-

— Fox

had only imagined
less

a

little

more

!

years hence.
Maureen O'Sullivan, John
Garrick, Frank Albertson, El Brendel,

LEONARD,

70 5th Ave.,

Inc.. Suite G67,

marries a chauffeur, and her
cousin falls in love with him, although
she first despised him.
Trite story made
entertaining by Kay Francis, Charles Bick-

MolE
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*? ^XM^SKTk.l^'

m

;

No

rice

$1.

acid. Easily applied.
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1819 Broadway, N.

free.
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The screen

going too whimsical for
words, if this is a sign of the times. A
group of the quaintest folk in the world
Nancy Carroll and
make high jinks.
Glen Anders,
Fredric March brilliant.

Diane

PROTRUDINGO

EARS

Paramount.

"Laughter."

DISSOLVES and PERMANENTLY
Removes any kind, anywhere.
Safe,

girl

ford, Kay Johnson Zasu Pitts and Lewis
Stone effectively cast.

New York

Prim Specialties Corp.
Dept. Y-14, S5 W. 42nd St., N. Y.

Ellis,

"Kismet."

is

Frank Morgan.

Warner.

Another warmed-over silent, a bit flat,
The
for the cooks slipped up somewhere.
Orient without its old flavor. Otis Skinner as beggar in Arabian Night story.
Loretta
with pretty girl, caliph, and all.
Young, David Manners, Sidney Blackmer,

Mary Duncan.

"War

Nurse.

the

— Mefro-Go/dwyn.

of volunteer nurses behind
Good
trenches, physical and moral.

Sufferings

in-

Satan."
Metro-Goldwyn.
Slow-moving tale of humdrum wife
who goes "wicked" to get husband from
cabaret girl.
The clash and victory come
aboard a Zeppelin, which then wreck
most faked scenes of recent date.
Kay
Johnson, Reginald Denny, Roland Young,
Lillian Roth.

"What

a

Widow!"— United

Disappointing

on

Artists.

the whole, but disof Gloria Swanson.

plays new talents
Slapstick farce in swanky settings.
young widow goes to Paris for

Rich

good
time and has it. Owen Moore, Margaret
Livingston, Herbert Brazzetti, Gregory
Gaye.

'^.
If

Me

You Must

Again."

First

National.

Pleasant but not stimulating is this tale
of shopgirl who renounces high-born lover,
to be reunited when she becomes a prima
donna. Pretty airs do not make a movie.
Bernice Claire, Walter Pidgeon, June
Collyer.

—

Man Who Came Back." Fox.
Misguided attempt of two nice young

people to be wicked, with bitter realism of
Mother Goose story. Separated, Janet
Gaynor and Charles Farrell do an Anna
Christie in an opium den, and reclaim
each other. Leslie Fenton, Kenneth Maca

Kenna.
Srnner."

— Fox.

Another version of lady-with-a-past
story.
Old sweetheart tries to help girl
and husband, and things get tangled a bit.
Dorothy Mackaill, Joel McCrea, John
Halliday, Ilka Chase do their best to save
things.

Marjorie White.

"The Passion Flower."-

people with defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,
go to Theatre and Church because they
use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
in the Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.
Thev are inexpensive. Write for
booklet and sworn statement of /}/?£>/
the inventor who was himself deaf.

Love

Madam

"Once a

song-and-hoofing
Tin Pan
Alley goes prophetic and shows life fifty

Rich

of greatness.

;

Universal.

labeled

and done

short

"The

"Free Love."

ley,

but

concerns two soldiers, two nurses.
June Walker, of stage, makes excellent
Anita Page, Robert Montgomery,
Robert Ames also good.
Zasu Pitts,
t

"Kiss

"One Heavenly

— Mefro-Go/dwyn.

MISERY

Many

D

Bachelor
wyn.

Jt

We

». C.

"The

work,

Marie Prevost.

slimmer than in
recent films,
but not always
Innocent usherette accepts an
convincing.
apartment to find it's a gambling den, and
being so innocent, what are poker chips
Stuart Erwin, Harry
to her?
Voila!
Crecn, Thelma Todd, Dixie Lee.
prettier and
entertaining,

"Just Imagine."

1475 Broadway,
York, N. Y.

the way to prevent hair from growing
privately, at home.
Booklet free.
Write
todav enclosing 3 red stamps.
teach beauty culture.
D. J. Mahler, 95- A, Mahler Park, Providence, R. I.

method
again.
Use

Bow

Studios,

New

Paramount.

Limit'."

Clara

to Current Releases

from page 72

"Resurrection."

Old

-

Universal.

brought to

life, too, but it
Tolstoy's story well
directed, but not quite effective on the
John
whole.
Best work of Lupe Velez.
The plot is faBoles, Nance O'Neil.

silent

happens every day.

miliar.

"The

Truth

About Youth."— First Na-

tional.

All about a girl's hidden
Oh, yeah?
for middle-aged guardian and his
efforts to mate her to "The Imp"
David
Manners, who is anything but, and, anylove

—

way, falls for a night-club

cutie.

Loretta

Young, Conway Tearle, Myrna Loy.

"Way

for a Sailor."

— Mefro-Go/dwyn.

of sailor with girl in
every port.
John Gilbert still minus the
glamour of the old days, through the
Wallace Beery,
capriciousness.
mike's
Jim Tully playing at acting, Leila Hyams.
Indifferent

film

Universal.
"The Boudoir Diplomat."
Amusing play called "The Command to
Love" becomes dull and pretentious, and

—

1

1

—

—
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win

I.ni

I

"The Virtuous
I

Sin.'

—

Paramount.

hi

"Du Barry,

I

Woman

United

of Passion."

Artists.

ton,

when hu
Kay

1

u>-

I

on
"Sin Takes a Holiday."

\\

Pathe.

mum,

/A'.

giving nothing

in

tumbles

into

mill

You know,

return.

just

"The Bat Whispers."

United

like

known

Constance Bennett plays the

Kenneth MacKenna,

"The Big
Just

.i

Basil

Kit

"Covered Wagon" which,

in

<

Una V
Ebun

been acting.
And all that time, and
even longer, Charlie was paying court
She had been married
to Virginia.
before, and had been so shattered
when her marriage went on the t
that she was hesitant about taking the
step again.

To

avoid being married on Friday
the 13th, Virginia and Charlie were
married just after midnight.
Accompanied by Blanche Sweet. Alice
Joyce, and Charlie's manager, they
drove hack to New York and had a
ling breakfast at four a. m. Then
they dodged reporters for two days
until they hoarded a ship for Italy.
Unless the studio sends an urgent
call for Charlie, they will tour Europe

months.

I,

1

mink

coat that

made

her look fragile, she wasn't youthful
she was childlike.

—

scout in the picture
uel

a

Chance.

without a struggle.
I. "tier
heralded as

what

ample

of

woman

will

Goldwyn has decided

chance on tna Claire.

to

take a

After her

bril-

performance in "The Roval
Family of Broadway" RKO wanted
her for "Rebound" and Paramount
wanted her for a picture some time in
liant

the

future,

hut

only

Sam Goldwyn

had faith enough to offer a five-year
•act.
Miss Claire has the reputation of bein£ caustic, demanding the
best of everything and of being temmental, but so has he. so she can't
frighten him.
It looks like an even
break, atid they probably will make

the

the

living

ex-

well-dr<

wear. Miss Claire must
be fed up with the role. She appears
at first nights in a wrap of a poisonous shade of blue and lets her hair
hang over her face a la Airedale.

is

on

a vaudeville tour

York and

the hinterland, wearing lovely frocks and givthe most dramatic recitations you
1

<_r

Leatrice has developed

ever heard.

that spellbinding, up-and-at-'em tech-

and

work

as

if

is

so necessary in vaude-

throws

herself

she loved

into

her

it.

\eet is toying with the
idea of going into vaudeville, and may

do

a song-and-dance act. That's Hollywood's answer to all the revue performers who have come out and overrun

Waters Run Deep.

Landi has been

in

Holly-

wood

for

hasn't
plane,

been kidnaped or announced

several

started

months and

piloting

a

cerise

air-

her engagement to a famous at'
All she has done i< make a picture

"Body and Soul" which at the
preview made stockholders shout
we've got something h<
when two extremely clever
young men. Kenneth MacKenna. the
actor, and William Menzies. greatest
t designers,
were made codirecon "Always Good-by," they
asked just one favor.
Give them
sa Landi for the lead, and they'd
guarantee to turn out a picture.
called

-.
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the body.
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Virginia won the award for cruel
frankness for all time by giving her
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roots, destroying them safely but surely.
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money-back guarantee to achieve the permanent
thecomplete
results you have always hoped tor
and lasting removal of superfluous hair.

now be forever rid of all
Send the coupon today t'>r our
booklet containing full details of the Koremlu
Cream method.
Koremlu Cream is for sale at leading department stores (a~k them for booklet). It you find
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go on forever, but

Continued from page 102

strong.
break."

home

Bade.

— If

curiosity

shows that

really

killed

a cat,

any catty
Tim McCoj was born on April
1891.
10,
He is five feet eleven and
weighs 170.
He is married to Agnes

just
readers.
it

I

haven't

Heron Miller, but I don't know how many
years ago the great event took place. Tim
has been out of pictures lately, but perhaps Metro-Goldwyn would forward your
request for a photograph.

Helen Caine.

How You Can Look
90 Days From Now
Yes, just like the fellow in the mirror, with
the same powerful fine-shaped muscles and a
body full of pep, and all I want to do it in
ia 90 days. All you need do right now is to fill
out the coupon below.
Honest, how fit are you keeping ? Or are you
just kidding yourself? You can't afford to do
that if you want to succeed. You'll need a stiff
backbone and a body without fatigue. Competition is too keen nowadays. You have got to
be able to buck the line with the best of them.

To

be two-fisted

from

start to finish.

In order to do that you must be fit. There
is a very simple way provided. It requires just a
few minutes every night before retiring. IT IS
WAY. It cleans every organ and every cell
of the poisonous carbon left from the day's
toil and will set the machinery going to clean
house while you sleep. Build up your muscles
and give you the endurance of a greyhound. Send
you bounding out of bed like a ten-year-old, and
ready for a frolic after working hours.
That's the way you ought to feel. But do you ?

MY

Dare you face yourself in the mirror? Have
you got a crody to be proud of or are you
ashamed of it? Check up on yourself and let
me help you weed out your weak spots, and
build in their place worth-while muscles.

My new
STRONG,"

book,

— I'm

191S'or 1916.

Eleanore

me

you how to get these livewire muscles and nerves of steel. How you can
build for yourself a body the equal of any man,
with measurements in proportion. You will be
surprised to realize how easy it is to put 4 inches
on ycur chest and 2 inches on your arms and
neck. Send for my book and learn the great
secret of building a powerful body.

WITHIN 90 DAYS YOU CAN BE THE MAN
YOU WISH TO BE. I'll show you how. You

don't have to risk one penny.
chance to prove that all 1 say

All I want
is true.

is

a

TEST ME. Fill out the coupon below and get
a free copy of my illustrated book, "The Thrill
of Being Strong." I will not disappoint you.

show

THE JOWETT INSTITUTE
422 Poplar

St.,

Dept. 5SS.

Scranton, Pa.

Dear Mr. Jowett:
send me your new illustrated booklet,
The ihnll of Being Strong," immediately,
without any charge or obligation on my part.
1" ease

NameStreet..

City
State....

in

if

Chicago.

From

Her

first film role was a small
Tell the World."
Her next
film after "Dance, Fools, Dance" has not
been announced at this writing.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Joan's husband, is also

Goldwyn.

"I'll

American.

—

Mister O. K. Your question is a hard
one.
I have no way of checking up on
the financial backing of the company you
describe, which is producing plays in Los
Angeles with a view to doing them later
on the screen. However, Irene Rich has
been playing on the stage there, so the
scheme sounds authentic.
is also
producing plays on the West Coast.

RKO

Hope.

—You've

answered

your

own questions about the lack of stories
on Kay Johnson and Larry Kent. You
say that other fans seem not to inquire
about them
Naturally an editor has to
publish stories about players in whom the
majority of fans are interested. You'll be
!

glad to know that Larry Kent returns to
the screen in a Fox film, "Seas Beneath."
Kay Johnson was born in New York of
Scotch-English ancestry. Kay was on the
New York stage when she married John
Cromwell, actor and director, and ac-

companied him
film is

OF PHYSICAL CULTURE

an old guy like

when you ask

to

Hollywood.

"The Single Sin"

Her new

for Tiffany.

—

I
1

is

career brought her to
New York, where she was "discovered"
for pictures by Harry Rapf of Metro-

Viola

Charlotte Otten. Aren't you just a
little mixed up?
Bernice Claire was not
teamed with Alexander Gray in "Viennese
Xights" that was Vivienne Segal.
Ber;

now

playing in vaudeville, but she
undoubtedly return to the screen.
You can reach both of them in care of
First National studio.
The songs in
"Viennese Nights" were "I Bring a Love
Song," "You Will Remember Vienna,"
"Here We Are," "Regimental March,"
These are
"Ja, Ja, Ja," "I'm Lonely."
published by Harms Music Corporation,
nice

is

will
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West

is

next picture

still
is

going
''Day-

Addresses of Players
Arlen,
Man Brian, Marlene

Richard

Warner Oland,
Dietrich, Charles Boggles,
Kuth Chatterton, Clara Bow, CUve Brook,
Charles
("Baddy") Rogers, Gary Cooper,
William Powell, Nancy Carroll, Jean Arthur,
.lark
Oakie, Kay Francis, Fredrlc March.
Rosita
Moreno, Richard Gallagher, Mitzi
Green, Harry Green, Phiilipa Holmes, Wynne
Gibson, Lilyan Tashman, Carol Lombard, at
Paramount Studio, Hollywood, California.
Greta Garbo, Leila Hyams, Edward Nugent;
Ramon Novarro, Norma Shearer, John <iilhcrt, William Haines, Marion Davies, Robert
Montgomery, Mary Doran, cliff Edwards,
Lawrence Tibbctt, Wallace Beery, Raquel
Torres, Joan Crawford, Conrad Nagel, Anita
Page, Buster Keaton, John Mack Brown,
Lewis Stone, Charles Blckford, Marie DresDamita. Polly
Lily
Neil Hamilton,
sier,
Moran, William Bakewell, Marjorie Uambeau,
Kent Douglass, Lester Vail. Ivor Novello,
'

at the Metro Gold wyn Studio,
Culver City, California.
Ronald Colman, Douglas Fairbanks, Mary
Piekford, Norma Talmadge, Chester Morris,
Walter Huston, Al Jolson, Evelyn Lave, Joan
Bennett, Ina Claire, at the United Artists
Studio, 7100 Santa Monica Boulevard, Los

Angeles, California.

—What

joined a n.usical
there her stage

"THE THRILL OF BEING

will tell

L.

Joan Crawis naturally wavy, or if she
has a permanent?
I don't know Joan's
boudoir secrets. Joan is American, born
in San Antonio, March 23, 1906.
She
grew up in Kansas City and worked her
way through a girl's school.
She ran
away from home at the age of fifteen and
to say
ford's hair

one in

his

Joan Marsh,
sorry, but I have
of the Broadway

no record of the name
restaurant in which Valentino danced prior
to his fame.
As to the date, it was about

Ls~-

And

—You're

out of luck on Lew
address, because he doesn't
sive it. His first picture was "The Sophomore" in which be p! lyed a bit. His featured roles have been in "The Kiss," "All
Quiet on the Western Front," "Common
Clay," "East Is West," "The Doorway to
Hell," and "Fires of Youth."

Evelyn.

Ayres's

Ramon

Information, Please

45th Street,

Novarro Forever.

New York

— Well,

he

City.

may

Richard Barthelmess, Dorothy Mnckaill,
Loretta Young, Grant Withers, Marian Marsh,
and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., at the First
National Studio, Burbank, California.
Lewis
Tobin,
Genevieve
Rose Hobart,
Ayres, John Boles, at the Universal Studio,
Universal City, California.
Ann
Marion
Shilling.
Boyd,
William
Harding, Helen Twelvetrees, Russell Gleason,
Constance Bennett, Eddie Quillan, at the
Pal he Studio, Culver City, California.
George O'Brien, Edmund Lowe, Janet Gaynor,

Kenneth

MacKenna,

Dixie

Lee,

Fifi

nia.

Joan Blondell, Evelyn Knapp, Bebe DanJohn Barrymore, Irene Delroy. James
Hall, Joe E. Brown, Winnie Lightner, Marian
Nixon, at the Warner Studio, Sunset and
Bronson, Los Angeles, California.
Hugh Trevor, Bebe Daniels, Rita La Roy,
Ivan Lebedeff, Dorothy Lee. Bert Wheeler,
Robert Woolsey, Betty Compson. Sue Carol.
Arthur Lake. June Clyde, Irene Dunne. Karl
Dane, and Richard Dix, at the RKO Studio,
780 Gower Street, Hollywood, California.
Allenc Ray. 0012 Hollywood Boulevard.
Hollywood. California.
Robert Frazer, 6356 La Mirada Avenue,
Los Angeles, California.
Patsy Ruth Miller, 808 Crescent Drive,
iels,

Beverly Hills, California.
Robert Agnew, 0357 La Mirada Avenue,
Hollywood, California.
Julanne Johnston, Garden Court Apartments, Hollywood, California.
Malcolm McGregor, 179 East Seventyeighth Street, New York City.
Jackie Coognn. 67.3 South Oxford Avenue,
Los Angeles, California.
Harold Lloyd, 6040 Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood. California.
Anna May Wong, 241 N. Fiirucroa Street,
Los Angeles, California.
Forrest Stanley. 604 Crescent Drive, Beverly Hills, California.
Gertrude Astor, 1421 Queen's Way, Hollywood, California.
Virginia Brown Faire, 1212 Gower Street,
Hollywood, California.

Theodore von Eltz. 1722 '.j Las Palmas,
Hollywood, California.
William S. Hart. 6404 Sunset Boulevard.
Hollywood, California.
Estelle Taylor, 5254 Los Feliz Boulevard,

Los Angeles. California.
Pat O'Malley, 1832 Taft Avenue, Los AnCalifornia.
Ruth Roland. 3828 Wilshire Boulevard. Lo3
Angeles, California.
Barry Norton, 855 West Thirty-fourth
Street, Los Angeles. California.

geles,

George Duryea. 5959 Franklin Avenue,
Hollywood, California.
Laura La Plante, Margaret Livingston,
Lloyd Hughes, Dorothy Revier, and Lois Wilson",
1S39 Taft Avenue, Hollywood, California.

Basil
Street.

Rathbone.

New York

22

East

Thirty-sixth

City.

Place, Hollywoodland. I.os Angeles, California.
Claire Windsor, The Savoy Plaza, New

Mary Carr, 6113 Dorcas

York City.
Joseph Schildkraut. 24 Fifth Avenue,
not

Mona

Dorsay, Charles Farrdl. Victor
MacLaglen, Lois Moran, Frank Albert son-.
Marguerite Churchill, David Rollins. Warner
Baxter. John Gar rick, Maureen O'SuIlivan,
John Wayne, Elissa Landi. Marjorie White,
Jeanette MacDonald, El Brindel, at the Fox
Studio, Western Avenue, Hollywood. CaliforMaris,

York

City.

New
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to the buildings

Street
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Smith's

Marjacines are published.
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Making

New

M

Friends
\\

Keeping the Old

A DOUBLE

responsibility

would stay

in

front.

faces

Since

pioneer publishers

1855,

Street

& Smith

m

who
has

been gaining a great army of new friends by catering more
ably to the entertainment of its loyal friends.

The

& Smith

not secret. It consists chiefly
of publishing the best stories, written by the best authors, and
in presenting them in the most attractive form.
Street

policy

is

To millions of readers. Street & Smith's name on
cover is full guarantee of satisfaction. Instead of
fused by imitators, the public takes the gamble out
entertainment by insisting upon Street Cc Smith's

a

magazine

being conof reading
magazines.

Listed on the next page is a Street L Smith magazine for
every reading mood and taste. It pays to insist upon
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READ THE BESTSTREET £> SMITH'S Magazines
AIR TRAILS

-

-

-

-

-

A magazine devoted to
conquest of the air.

Monthly, 20 cents the copy
thrill, the glamour and

the

Subscription Price,

the

high

adventure of

$2.00

man's

BEST DETECTIVE MAGAZINE

•
Monthly, 20 cents the copy - Subscription Price, $2.00
contains one hundred and sixty pages of actual reading matter
stories of crime, mystery, and detection, that are absolutely the very bent published.

This magazine

COLLEGE STORIES

Monthly, 20 cents (he copy
Gripping, sparkling,

The magazine for American youth.
in

its

liveliest

Subscription Price, $2.00

-

human

stories of

campus

life

moods.

COMPLETE STORIES

•
Subscription Price, $4.00
Twice a month, 20 cents the copy Every story in every issue is complete. A full-length novel and eight to ten short
stories of the wide open spaces.

DETECTIVE STORY MAGAZINE
Stirring tales of

the most

romance, and adventure crowd

FAR WEST STORIES
The

fiction

in

this

-

magazine

Weekly, 15 cents the copy - Subscription Price, $6.00
The excitement of the chase, mystery,

crimes.
its pages.

baffling

is

Monthly, 20 cents the copy written by authors who have

Subscription Price, $2.00
established enviable

reputations as writers of ciean, vivid, Western stories.

LOVE STORY MAGAZINE

Weekly, 15 cents the copy
Subscription Price, $6.00
Clean sentiment, enthralling mystery, dramatic and thrilling adventure, make it a
magazine which appeals to every one who enjoys a real good love story.

PICTURE PLAY

-.--

....

Monthly, 25 cents the copy
Subscription Price, $2.50
Splendidly illustrated, stands for the very best in motion pictures.

POPULAR MAGAZINE

Monthly, 25 cents the copy - Subscription Price, $2.50
Clean, wholesome fiction, vigorously written by America's best writers.
Great out-

door adventure stories.

REAL LOVE MAGAZINE

- Monthly, 20 cents the copy
intense interest to every female reader
really
people's lives are reflected.
Actual experiences.

A

magazine

—

of

Subscription Price, $2.00

-

a

mirror in which

SPORT STORY MAGAZINE

Twice a month, 1 5 cents the copy - Subscription Price, $3.00
Fast-moving stories and exclusive 'act features for fans of all sports. Head it for
the thrill of the game.

TOP-NOTCH MAGAZINE

-

Twice a month, 15 cents the copy

In Top-Xotch you will find the very thrills of life itself
men as they really are stories with a punch.

—

WESTERN STORY MAGAZINE
Read

-

— the kind

Weekly, 15 cents the copy

magazine and become acquainted with the West as
mountains, prairies, and herds of cattle.
this

it

Subscription Price, $3.00
of stories that depict

-

really

Subscription Price, $6.00
is,

with

its

WH.D WEST WEEKLY

men,

Weekly, 15 cents the copy
Subscription Price, S6.00
Contains complete, rapid-action stories of the West in its wildest aspect. Galloping
hoofbeats and roar of six-guns fill every page with fire and action.

Extra postage required on Canadian and foreign subscriptions.

STREET & SMITH PUBLICATIONS,
79 Seventh Avenue,

=D~
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New

——

York, N. Y.
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LADIES

FROM MISSOUR
I

back of any old cook-book,

(H \|i in |hc

Compendium of Household Hints.
u To test muslin for
rub
'filling*

in tin- "I sefal

91

—

a small section

1

igor-

ously between the forefingers, and note an\ starch) substance thai breaks out of the fibers.

u To

i<'st

for color-fastnest

of any kind

it

is

safest

— before buying wash goods

to obtain

small samples of

all

patterns ami soak in elear water.
"7\> detect cotton in an 'all-wooF fabric

apart ami apply a lighted match,91

How funny

they were

thing shopping tests!

—

these

—

pull the threads

etc.. etc.

oM

suspicioiis-of-e\er\-

Grandmother knew them

all

by heart,

ami descended on Mr. Biggs, the linen draper, with defiance
in

her eye. Her

little,

moistened forefinger shot suspicious!)

under every proffered length of sheeting or dish-toweling.
She took nobody's word for anything!
But how differently yon approach a yard-goods purchase

any store today. \ name on the selvage ... a label on
the end of the bolt ... a guarantee-tag that also suggests

in

method of washing.

These are your safety-signals in
buying. To the questions "Will it wash?", "Is this pure
wool? 11 or "pure silk?", the saleswoman has only to remind
you of the trade name of the fabric. W hen she mentions
a name familiar to you through advertising, your doubta

are dispelled.

Yes

.

.

.

we

still

look before we leap, but today that means

READ BEFORE YOU SHOP!

SOMEONE
tree, a

who answers
latest

mode]

8

away more than $150,000.00 in cash and valuable merchandise to advertise our business. A. H. Jones received
$3,050.00. John Burroughs $3,795.00, Mrs. M. Iverson $2.-

thi9 ad will receive, absolutely
yltnder Studebaker President
<

Sedan or its full value in cash ($2,000.00). In addition
to the Studebaker Sedan we are also giving away six Ford
Sedans, a General Electric Refrigerator, a Shetland Pony,
an Eastman Moving Picture Outfit. Leather Goods, Silverware. Jewelry and many other valuable gifts besides
Hundreds of Dollars in Cash. Already we have given

320.00, W. R. Eddington $3,050.00, Mrs. Kate L. N< edham
$3,150.00 and E. J. Cullen $2,220.00. This offer la open to
anyone living in the United States, outside of Chicago, and
is guaranteed by an old reliable company of many years

—

standing.

Solve This Puzzle
There are a number of Policemen hidden in the trees and bushes In the picture above ready to pounce upon the burglar.
Only their caps and faces are visible. See If you can find them. When you find 5, draw a circle around each one or mark each
one with an X. then fill in your name and address on the coupon below and send picture and coupon to me right away.

$1,000.00 Cash Given Sor Promptness
—

making
If you act quickly and win the Studebaker Sedan I will also give you $1,000.00 in cash Just for being prompt
a total of $3,000.00 you may win. Altogether there are a total of $7,500.00 worth of prizes to be given and the
money to pay the prizes is now on deposit at one of Chicago's largest banks ready to be paid to the prize winners.
In

case

of

ties

duplicate

prizes

will

be

paid

each one tying, and any winner may have
cash instead of the prize won, if so preferred.
Get busy right away. Solve the puzzle,
fill in the coupon below and send it to me just
as soon as possible to qualify for an opportunity to share in the $7,500.00 worth of prizes.
EVERYBODY PROFITS. Who knows but that
you may be the Lucky First Prize Winner?
It pays to act promptly.

James Armstrong, Mgr., Dept. H-593
323

S.

I

Peoria St, Chicago,

111.

have solved the puzzle and

am

anxious to receive a

Name
Address

Mail Today

City

^.

.

State

prize.

j
LEN TWELVETREES
Painted

iff
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HOLLYWOOD'S HIDEAWAY

—

Libera/

Credit

Terms

GENUINE DIAMONDS
STANDARD WATCHES

Guaranteed Savings
Diamond Importations

Direct

SUPERIOR
VALUES!
Dlroct

Diamond Importations

and large-volume buying for both
our National Mall Order business
andourChalnStore system, enable
US to oner you superior quality
genuine diamonds, ftne standard
watcbes and exquisite Jewelry at
saving prices wbicb are beyond
comparison. Ail of this with no
extra charge (or the added codvenience and advantage of digliberal

nified,

E

K 48

lace

.

.

Charming new
18K Solid

.

design,

WnlteGolddlnner ring, set
with 3 perfectly matched

credit.

genuine

How

blue-white diamonds: 2 French-blue
sapphires on sides. Only
$4.90 a month.

to Order

Just send $1 00 with your order

and your
on 10

selection

comes

you

to

DAYS FREE TRIAL. NO
TO PAY ON ARRIVAL.

C.O.D.

examination and free
trial, pay balance In 10 equal
monthly payments.

After

full

Satisfaction Guaranteed
10

U8»

DAYS FREE TRIAL

You have the

—

privilege of 10

E K 12.. Daw ling charter
seven (7) expertly
matched genuine blue-

of

days

not completely satisfied, return shipment at our expense and the entire deposit will
be refunded Written bond with

free trial

If

diamonds:

white

band

pierced 1 H K Solid White
Cold, lady's mounting.

Looks II ke a $750 Solitaire.
Only $.4.75 a month

every purchase guaranteeing satisfaction or your money back.

J2575
EK 18
of

.

.

Wedding

.

beautifully

rtn*

band en-

graved 18K Solid White
Gold, set with seven (7)
expertly matched, genuine
blue -white diamonds.
Only $2.48 a month.

EK 45
The "Fashion
Styled for the discriminating!
Exquisitely

—
.

Park"

.

.

hand engraved and pte r cert
18K Solid White Gold
engagement ring, set with
genuine
finest
quality,
blue-white diamond of unsurpassed brilliance. Only
$4.90 a month.

EK 7
Gentlemen's,
massive ring of 14K Solid
Green Gold with the latest
.

All

Doallnga Strictly

Confidential
Nearly a yoar to p»yl No extra
charge for credit no red tape
no delay. You take no risk satisfaction absolutely guaranteed or

—

money

.

.

18K Solid WnlteGold
top: fiery, genuine, finest
quality blue-white diastyle

—

mond. Only $4.90 a mo.

back.

New
Catalog

FREE
To Adults
Completely Illustrated new catalog
of genuine dia-

monds. Bulova.
Elgin, Waltham.

amilton.

Howard

Illi-

nois watches; fine
Jewelry and silverware
at special prices.

now

EK

34

Richly hand

engraved 18K Solid White
Gold solitaire mounting:
set with a fiery, genuine
blue-» Lite diamond. Only
$2.40 a month.

Write

to get your Free

Copy.
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1 170 BROADWAY. NYC

TITAN STAR OF "CIMARRON" SWEEPS TO NEW
HEIGHTS IN ANOTHER GREAT ACTING ROLE!

II

BORN TO THE RACKET
From the Tumultuous Panorama of Empire that was "Cimarron", RICHARD DIX returns to
new Triumphs as the Hero of REX BEACH'S Stirring Story "Big Brother".. .A Robin Hood

Racketeer in the Fantastic Tapestry of New York's Underworld! GreatActor! Great Star!
The World will Cheer his Superb Portrayal of this Fearless Fighter and Courageous Lover!

^TN>

I

Watch for this and other great RKO
RADIO PICTURES Now Playing: "White
Shou/ders"with Jack Holt and Mary Aston
"The No Girl", a Gorgeous Technicolor
Production.

RAP

R K O
"Laugh and Get Rich" with Edna May
Oliver and Dorothy Lee; Wheeler and

iiilBllL
PICTURES

Woolsey

in

"Cracked Nuts"; Lowell Sher-

man andlrene Dunne glamorous "Sabra"
(

ID w-P

of Cimarron),

1

in

"Bachelor Apartment."
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in their infancy.

AdolphZukor visions

mighty dream! Wholesome entertainment for all
young and old, rich and poor alike! Across the
screen thunders the first long motion picture
immortal Sarah Bernhardt in " Queen Elizabeth "
Since that time Paramount has been known everywhere as the greatest name in entertainment.

a

—

—

!

PARAMOUNT PUBLIX
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ADOLPH ZUKOR.

(jyaramount
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Paramount's greatest triumph
day Jubilee Program for 1931-2.
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The 20th BirthYour Theatre

now for the pictures you will
him now that you want to see
this program of 75 marvelous entertainments, the
climax of 20 years of supremacy! "If it's a Para"
mount Picture it's the best show in town!
Manager

see
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||||
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Picture Play for Ten Cents!
Greater value for
but not
the July

in

quality.

number

less

money

That's the

— that's the
new

spirit of

slogan.

for less than half the

Picture Play lives

former
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the times.

cost.

up

Think of
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it!

it
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price,
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THE MILLIONAIRE
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If in Doubt
Like Both.
been crazy about Greta Garbo since I first
saw her in "Torrent" several years ago. but that does
not prevent me from admiring Marlene Dietrich immensely. I think any one who admires one would admire

HAVE

I

the other, since they are of the same type.
However,
they have so many minor differences that it is not at all
necessary to choose between them. One
can admire both of them for different
reasons.
Garbo has the more beautiful face
except for the mouth, all her features are
better than Dietrich's
but Dietrich has a
prettier face and prettiness is often more
appealing than beauty.
Dietrich has the better figure,
but she is not seductive in street clothes. She is too fat.
Garbo's figure is far from perfect, but it is very
seductive and, although awkward by nature, she carries
herself gracefully.
However, with few clothes on she
is too thin.
Dietrich has a more pleasing voice and
speaks better English than Garbo. But she has not the
emotion in her voice that Garbo has.
Dietrich has one immense advantage in this everything is being done to help her.
She is being wellpublicized, is given an excellent director, an excellent

—

:

and good stories. Garbo has become
her company.
Publicity writers do not like Garbo, because she has
succeeded without them and this will not help her in
this crisis.
I do not believe that Marlene Dietrich would
ever have risen to the place she has on the screen on her
own. Did she not act on the stage and screen abroad
for several years without any particular attention? This
is not true of Garbo.
She was commented upon from
her first picture and has always been above her material.
Dietrich has considerable talent and charm of her
own, hut she. or her director, copies many of the Garbo
traits.
In "Morocco" she obviously wore false eyelashes
in an effort to resemble Garbo.
All this is too had. because, as I have said, she has charms of her own quite
different from Garbo's. For example, her ability to sing.
But she is much more commonplace than Garho in looks
and talent. There is humor in her face where there is
supporting

famous

cast,

in spite of

tragedy in Garbo's.

I

predict that

Think

Dietrich will

surpass Garbo, because

and humor appeal more to the
masses than beauty, distinction, and tragedy.
To sum up I like them both, but I feel that Garbo is
a great actress, the only woman genius the movies have
produced, while Dietrich is merely a very attractive one.
Ted So.mmers.
prettiness, sex appeal,

—

.

55 Charles Street,

New York

City.

Joan Her Incentive.
months ago, an article appeared in Picture
Play which discussed the reasons for some stars'
tremendous popularity. It said of Miss Crawford,
"Why has Joan Crawford become one of the most

SOME

popular players? Certainly not because of beauty, nor
because of any great dramatic talent," a most decidedly
unfair statement.
Joan Crawford is lovely. She is the type of woman
that inspires, that offers an incentive.
For six years
Joan Crawford has been my incentive. If
ever I become anything of importance,
Joan Crawford will be behind fit all.
When she scores a success, which she is
constantly doing. I am sure no one is
as glad for her as I am, unless it might
be Douglas.
As for possessing great dramatic ability, she certainly
has a wealth of it.
Certainly any one who has seen
"Paid" and "Dance. Fools. Dance" wouldn't make such
a statement as Picture Play has made continuously. Joan
Crawford is indeed one of the most inspired dramatic

on the screen to-day.
For a long time Joan's fans have beseeched M.-G.-M.
It seems they
to give Joan a role worthy of her talents.
have decided to comply with our request and we wish to
thank them. As for myself. I should like to see Joan
in pictures like "Paid" and "Dance. Fools, Dance" rather
than silly, plotless films such as "Montana Moon" and
"Untamed." which were interesting only because of her.
Dorothy Rogers.
2916 National Avenue,
artists

Detroit, Michigan.

Continued on page 10
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Continued from page 8
Through Rose-colored Glasses.
1.1
1
have read "What the
Fans Think" for a long time, I have

HOUGH

What

1

saw him

in

Song,"
not caused
ert

Miss Jordan shouldn't
worry over such incon-

me

he

has

have
any sleepless nights and

jA^ ^h-.

I

^^._Ji^^^

am

still

to

sane

quite

hope so.
Now, Miss Olvaney, it
that you, too, have fallen
for the charms of Mr. Boles.
I don't
want to preach, but. please, 1 lube fair to the critic under fire, namely,
Xorbert Lusk. I admit that some of his
criticisms were rather hot, but, after all,
it iMr. Lusk's job to say what lie think-,
and a little criticism won't hurt Mr. Boles.
You know, we fans are rather inclined
to look through rose-colored spectacles
and to imagine Mr. Boles to be a man
who could do no wrong. Just recall his
films, and I think you will agree that
while his personality seems to stand out,

John Boles, the

Much

at

:j

least

I

Hilda M. Wilkixs.

unfair criticism of Dorothy Jordan ? I've read a great many
letters, but rarely have I come across one
praising her beauty, charm, or acting ability.
I can't understand how any one could
have failed to appreciate
her lovelv performance in
'•Call of' the Flesh."
I—
and there seemed to be
plenty of others like me
thought her perfectly
delightful in the role of
the little convent innoall this

—

I'll

admit

I

didn't

particularly care for her in "Devil-MayCare" or "Gay Madrid." but seeing her
opposite Novarro, in "Call of the Flesh,"
and in "Min and Bill," altered my opinion.
Before reading L. M. R.'s letter about

Ramon Xovarro

should like to say that
didn't know any one could possibly be
so narrow-minded.
Her recipe for* the
prevention or cure of "Xovarroitis," as
she termed it, proved conclusively she was
a victim.
So she'd probably "turn her
American nose skyward if he were plain
Sameniegos, dealer in fruits and vegetables," would she? Well, that just proves
how small some people can be.
And here's to Ramon, who has always
been and always will be my one real favorite of them all and who, besides possessing one of the loveliest of sinking
I

I

the most fascinating, witty, thorand capable actor on
the screen to-day.
I
should love to see
him remake Ben-Hur." That's a hope
I've cherished ever since the talkies came.
voices,

oughly

is

charming,
-

'

Coral Wixter.
3oQl West Kins; Fdward Avenue.
\"ancouver, British Columbia.

THERE

seems to have been much criticism of Greta Garbo of late.
The
truth is that Greta Garbo does not appeal
to persons of low intelligence for the same
reason that Shakespeare does not appeal

They are utto them.
terly unable to appreciate
her superb artistry.
Let them have their

is

a limit to

human

endurance,
T rend

and mine was reached when
the interview with Dorothy Jordan
ruary Picture Plav.

ga-ga

girls,

in

Feh-

their

Alice

Whites and Clara Bows,
with their weak, vacant,
pretty faces. These come
within the limits of their
mental appreciation. But give us Garbo
To those whose souls are alive to what
is highest in art and beauty she is like

A being from
Rare, exquisite above all
earthly
things.
Her haunting beauty
makes our throats ache with the wonder

—

another world.

of

Mothering Our Clara.

GIVE

her a break! The most unselfish,
peppy, happy-go-lucky person it has
ever been our plea-tire to hear or see.
The ugly publicity thrown at Clara by
her ungrateful secretary must have been a

^^^^WM

^B*«

J^

MJ^-±WBBI
fll

»

a
00 >' friend, devoted
though he is, should be the
" n '-v one t0 accompany
her to court and encourage her against the stares

of a curious public?
as though I should mother her
and say a few encouraging words to let
her know that she really has some true
friends who like her for her own self
and not for her money or her fame.
Oh, the mean narrow-mindedness of
that Oklahoma theater manager who refuses to show any of her pictures!
Such
people aren't worth the littlest part of
I

felt

Miss Bow's

little finger.

Eleaxor Clark.
7048 Damere Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois.

Why

Not Shoot

All Writers?

minute
OXE
with amusement
the

Fans

myself

find

I

Think"

artificial,

unnatural

called a mystery
not understand her.

life

of Hollywood she

by those who simply do

To take a man who can appreciate nothing of art but that which appeals to the
cruder senses to see a Garbo picture, is
like leading a bull into a museum of art

A

Holmes.

Worcester, Massachusetts.

Tibbett Is the Berries.
was with no little satisfaction I read
IT
the interview with Lawrence Tibbett in
March Picture Play. Thank Heaven for
man, tickled to have people recognize
him, thoroughly enjoying his work, and
grateful for the success
brought him, too
it has
manly to be high-hat and

a

all

that rot.

Evidently there are a
few real people in Holly-

M.-G.-M. are to be congratulated on
adding Mr. Tibbett to their list of stars.
For those of us who are a little tired of
the pretty boys, the bored boys, and the
too soulful boys, the virile personality,
evident good humor, and God-given voice
of Mr. Tibbett is more than a relief. May

I'll

Blagden,

I

admit. Mr.
nothing

find

so detestable as a

and

if by personal experience you have found
Marie Dressier to be
such, I can only say she
certainly
is
not
the
woman I have pictured her to be.
On the other hand, it may be that you
are judging solely by published interviews.
In that case, has it occurred to you that
the interviewer may be at fault, rather
than Marie? If the interviewer questions
her about such things, what has Marie to
do but answer? This being so. it is surely
not Marie who is afflicted with the social

complex.

Mary Fraxces

Xew

K.

Brunswick, Canada.

Mr. Mook,

How

Could You?

FOR

shame, Mr. Mook, to compare
Janet Gaynor with Nancy Drexel. the
ingenue type. I rise to remark that Janet
is not an ingenue, but a real, honest-togoodness actress. If she has not histrionic
ability, as

may

our scribe who on the

ask
screen ha- ?
I

I

heartily

agree

with

M. Shorey, oi Casper,
Wyoming, that Constance
Bennett was in every re-

!

talent.

"What

—well

here I am
In February Picture Play, Everett Blagden said that Marie Dressier talks too
much about her society

wood and Mr.

Tibbett is
one of them. You don't
him hiding the
catch
twins, either.
He doesn't mind having his
children photographed.
Good boy. Lawrence
They are fine lads and here's one
who hopes that Lawrence, Jr., and Richard
inherit some of their father's musical and

regarding

the letters in
and the next

friends.

is

all

trying experience. Didn't
it
seem a pity, you who
have families, that only

^^^^
^pRfeL

it.

Because she has the shy, sensitive soul
of a genius she withdraws herself from a
world that cannot understand her. So she
is called an eccentric.
Because she prefers a sane and simple life to the hectic,

dramatic

Grilled to a Crisp.

THF.RE

Garbo, Shakespeare, Aching Throats.

some master symphony.

So You're Like That!

cent.

voice.

successes increase and his producer
him picture- worthy of his talents.
J oi ix H. Clifford.
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

1.;-

give

I

I

242 Commercial Road,
Landport, Portsmouth,
Hants, England.

WHY

ful

have seen her in four pictures, due to
her great good luck in playing with topnotch stars, and in all four she has been
impossible beyond reason. When "Call of
lesh" was shown here I stayed home.
Xot even Xovarro's singing could compensate me for being bored to despair by
Miss Jordan.
D. M.
Marshalltown, Iowa.
I

actor, isn't infallible.

disagree with some of Mr.
Lusk's remarks, those about "Song of the
West" were only too true. It was hard
to find in his characterization a trace of
the dashing Red Shadow.
as

sequential things. Rather,
she should beg on bended
knees that no one mention her egotism, her utter lack of talent and
sincerity, and her pain-

"The Des-

but

the Fans Think

She begs tl.e interviewer not to mention
her beauty, saying "they all do," et cetera.

refrained from joining in the fray. I am
writing now to answer a letter written by
aldine Olvancy about John Boles.
I have been a great admirer of Mr. Boles since

—

!

spect unsuited
role of Ellen

for

the

Neal

"Common

in

Sophistication certainly
Clay."
could not be embodied in the heroine, and
Constance Bennett cannot cast aside her
worldliness and air of boredom to imbue
such a role with innocence.

Miss M. Leader.
Petaluma, California.
Continued on page 12
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£500
Yes,

mean

Others have and
upon a "crazy"
scheme to get advertising and publicity by
giving thousands of dollars worth of valuable
prizes. I am going to spend over $100,000.00 on
advertising this year and if you haven't yet won
one of the prizes in our liberal campaigns there
was never a better opportunity for you than there is
In this one offer I am going to distribute dozthis time.
valuable
of
and desirable prizes, including prizes of
ens
$ 2, 500.00, $1,100.00, $1,000.00, $900.00 and $500.00 cash or
brand new latest model 1931 sedans if preferred.

now you

I

can.

I

it.

have

hit

G

Can You Make Up 20 Words?
Get Highest Puzzle Score!
You

will notice the drawing at the right is made up entirely
of letters. The outline of the face is "O," the hat is "A," etc.
There are 14 letters altogether. Find these letters and write them
down. Then use combinations of them to spell out words. 20
words are required for a correct answer, and this number will
give you the -highest score given for this test.
I know your eye
immediately hits on several words such as "hat," "gum," "son,"
etc.
These are all good acceptable words and you may include them
in your list.
Each letter in the drawing may be used as many times
as you wish, but no letters that do not appear may be used.
$2, 500.00 to you if you get 20 correct zi-ords and are prompt and
win first prize; or, if you prefer, a latest model eight-cylinder Stude-

bakcr four-door Sedan and $715.00 cash.

$715.00 Additional for Promptness
makes the

Nothing to buy noV,
total first prize you can win $2,500.00.
later or ever. Just send your list of words in a letter or on a post
card.
That's all. No obligation.
If correct, you will be qualified
for this opportunity.
Duplicate prizes in case of ties. Persons
living in Chicago and outside the U. S. A. not eligible.
T. A.

HUGHES, Dept

241,

500 N. Dearborn St, Chicago, IU.

—
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What
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the Fans Think

Continued from page 10
Tourist, Spare

SEVERAL

persons

fortune to

visit

Our Dreams!
who had the good

Hollywood and found

different from what they expected, are
trying to shatter our dreams. May 1 warn
you not to pay too much attention to
them:?
it

Picture Play was no good, I once
thought, because folks had told me so.
In August, 1926, when journeying from

Louis to Milwaukee, I found myself
with nothing to read, and no magazine but
Picture Play in the train boy's basket,
I soon
so what could I do but buy it?
another
transported
to
found myself
world. I forgot the dirty train, the heat,
my hunger and weariness as I read page
St.

after page.

Myrtle Gebhart and I have been busy
building a bridge of friendship for several years and often months elapse between her charming messages.
don't
I
think that she high-hats me, for I know
that she has several hundred correspondents, so it would be impossible for her to
write weekly.
I've written to other Picture Play writers and can truthfully say
that they have all been very courteous
and glad to give the desired information.
In "What the Fans Think" appeared a
letter from an Anna Q. Nilsson fan, to
whom I wrote. Imagine my surprise to
learn that this girl, who knew Anna personally, turned the letter over to the actress, who said that she was pleased with
it.
Later I received a beautiful autographed photo and several letters.
I wish that it were possible for you to
read those charming messages that Anna
sent me.
You know that she has been very seriously ill, and that pain has been her constant companion, yet she cheered others.

How

She even worked while flat on her back
and in a plaster cast.
The money she
received was turned over to the hospital
to be used to help erect a playroom for
children.
Mrs. Martin
280 Bissell Avenue,
Buffalo, New York.

Boyer.

Here's a Star Like Cobwebs.

THANK

God for Picture Play, where,
when one has gone the limit, one can
rave and get away with it.
wish to extend my thanks to Norbert
Lusk for his reviews of "The Virginian"
and "A Man from Wyoming." We must
be kindred souls or something, and now,
if he will refrain from overlooking that
Gary Cooper played in "Morocco," I will
be perfectly happy.
I have watched Gary's career from that
I

"Wings," to his latest and, to
no more charming and versatile actor upon the screen.
He has looks,
and personality, and any one who can
compare Robert Montgomery to him is
well, there's no accounting for tastes.
One fan compared him to John Boles.
I once heard a child say, "I like John
I
Boles, but he has such a funny face."
first

bit

in

me, there

is

agree.
He
You have

is

to

charge of dynamite.
and hold your breath

like a
sit

for fear he will bellow

some song.

Notice the profile of Gary. He has the
Again
one perfect face in the movies.
and again I say that Gary Cooper is the
one and only really charming man in the
movies, and he is never monotonous.
Won't some one kindly hold me? Every
time I see a picture of Marlene Dietrich,
I

just

go

wild.

If I

were

a

man.

I

would

pursue her. Being a woman, I can only
follow the tactics I use on Gary and Lane
Chandler pursue her down the dark
She is
aisles of out-of-the-way theaters.
so wonderful that I can find no words

—

to describe her, but that she is like a
cobweb that is so frail, but holds, and
when she is gone, remains like the feeling
a cobweb leaves upon your hand.
Three cheers for Catherine Dale Owen.
She is a real lady, and people can't understand her.
If she acted like a barkeeper's daughter, I believe the average
public would like her, because she would
come up to their standards.
I
have noticed, in several magazines
and newspapers, that the American Federation of Music had an advertisement
What of
that depicted a Robot singing.
it?
I'd rather hear John Boles sing, via
the screen, than to hear a funny- faced
tenor, with a ton of whale meat on his
tummy, sing in the flesh.
wouldn't?
Won't some one feed Joan Crawford
a good meal? It is a shame the way she
starves for a shape.
I look for her to
fall apart with each succeeding picture.
I am one of the few that knows why
Charlie Chaplin doesn't make a talking
picture.
What would the fans think when
they heard his Cockney English?
He
would join the ranks of shattered illusions.

Who

Ruth Warxer.
1473 South Belmont Avenue,
Indianapolis, Indiana.

All For Garbo.

THERE

are so many different conceptions of acting that it is almost impossible to get many people to agree
on any one standard, but I have been a
theater and moviegoer for many years
and I am sure that those who call Greta
Garbo a fine actress are not mistaken. Of
course she is not cute thank goodness
we have so many cuties but she is very
beautiful.
In fact, I would say she is
one of the very few beautiful women on
the screen.
Beauty is not perfection of
face and figure according to measurements, but that which awakens a "divine
hunger" and no face or body on the
screen does that so much as Greta Garbo.
Greta Garbo is almost without any training in the art of acting. If you are primarily an admirer of trained voices and
highly polished acting such as that offered by the people from the stage, Miss
Garbo will not appeal to you very
strongly.
The only way to be stagetrained is to have acted on the stage and
Miss Garbo has not. This school of acting is led by people from the stage such
Ruth
Ann Harding,
as
Chatterton,

—
—

George

Arliss, et cetera.

What

Greta Garbo has is great natural
an actress. Almost any intelligent person can be trained to be a good
actress, as is seen in the way Nancy Carroll improves in every picture, but what
Greta Garbo has you have to be born
with.
A wonderfully plastic face, great
emotional depth, and lovely hands which
she uses beautifully, are her attributes.
ability as

If imitation is the sincerest
flattery, Miss Garbo should feel

form of
honored.

stars copy her hair dress, her
clothes, her poses.
Some of the imitators
have talent of their own, like Marlene
Dietrich.
But she has only the siren side
of the Garbo personality and there's more
to Greta than that Her imitators, in fact,

All

the

only continue to show us how incomparable she is.
Although I don't really approve of taking actors' private lives into consideration
unless they are forced upon you, we also
have every reason to admire Miss Garbo
She is stronger than Holin this respect.
lywood and has not let it change her.
She seems to have a great deal of courage and good taste.
I can easily understand why she does not give interviews.
I

cannot understand on what basis one

of the fans calls her conceited, unless it
just that she thinks that any one so
BCE Graham.
praised must be.

is

New York

City.

Mixing Brains and Ink.

WANT

to voice

a protest against the

I idol-worshiping method of exploiting the
stars, as demonstrated by the letter in
a recent Picture Play anent Ramon NoI can imagine him
Poor Ramon
varro.
He is
writhing under such an outburst.
too fine an artist to be exploited in the
Rudy Vallee fashion.
No one could be a more loyal Novarro
I have traveled miles to see
fan than I.
His singing in "Call of the
his pictures.
His wealth
Flesh" reduced me to tears.
of personal charm and his golden voice
place him in the ranks of the truly great
All these things I concede, yet
artists.
I must confess that seeing him has never
I am sure
sent me to bed for three days.
he wouldn't wish his performances to be
a punishment. I come home from a Novarro picture feeling very much at peace
with the world, thinking, "There, that was
!"
an evening well spent
No wonder the stars ignore their fan
mail, if such letters are a sample of what
Let us mix some brains
they receive.
!

with our ink. Eugenie Vax Houtex.
721 East Ninety-ninth Street,
Brooklyn, New York.

She Doesn't Like to Cry!

NOBODY

loves a theme song," say
here's some one who
I would much rather see a good
does!
musical than the best of drama. I go to
the movies, not to weep, not to have my
heartstrings torn, but to enjoy myself.
Of course, I like drama, too, but give me

Well,

you.

"The Love Parade" and "Monte Carlo,"
and you can have your heavy

histrionics.

course, there are many reasons why
Most imaudiences don't like musicals.
portant is that there are so few good ones.
Another reason is that people who cannot
sing are given big parts, while persons like
Jeanette MacDonald are given cheap little
Witness "Let's Go Native."
blues songs.
In the same film, the moving-man chorus
is another reason for the fans swearing

Of

singies.

off

But pictures like "The Love Parade
and "Monte Carlo" are no ordinary musiThey are directed and acted with
cals.
such finesse and charm that they are a
joy to see and hear.
I

have more musicals, but of
Chevalier
Lubitsch-Maurice
Pearl A. Katzmax.

say, let's

Ernst
the
type!
60i

West

189th Street,

New York

City.

Sultan's Bid Proves

THE
ruary

letter

It.

from Mel Grayson

Picture

Play

settles

in

the

Febmat-

ter.
I am at last fed up on hearing such
players as Clara Bow, Greta Garbo, and
I have never had
Lillian Roth panned.
the pleasure of knowing these delightful
actresses personally, so I felt that I really
didn't know enough about them to come
to their rescue and defend them.

At

last

it

has come.

ing three actresses

A

whom

letter
I

mention-

know

person-

and whom I have had the pleasure
Mel Grayson said,
to watch at work.
"Who would try to compare Helen Kane,
Roth, or Zelma O'Neal with
Lillian

ally,

Clara Bow or dainty
Here's where I rise to
Helen Kane, Zelma O'Neal, and
protest.
Nancy Carroll are the three actresses
whom I know very well.
Who would indeed try to compare the
snappy,

vivacious

Nancy Carroll?"

'

What
'

human n

their

I'Neal,

(

i

with the

.

all-

Even
you

1

i

1

M

ntion,

tiling

"Varsity

enough
Stomp

people

becam
Mel

.ire

the

to act

will be

(

1

l><

I

Mi--

th

\\

"Good News" when

in

any

at

e

know

invited her to visit
time.
That i-, as an;

court.

at

mention

any

honor
would

an

.it

sented

I

instance

in

it

THERE

alw

is

pre-

-

about
:

tailing

a

my

fa\

have three stars in mind who have been
treated with the greatest injustice.
There is Clara Bow, for instance. Right
from the beginnii
career until
now. she
than the e*.
flapper; she was just the natural type
and nobody expected more.
Yet shi
of publicity and prai-e by the
But why pick on her now and pu
secrets of her private life, which hurt her
career?
The same things coul
_•

many

others who pretend to be
Clara's acting improved through
the talkii
ies did not
Winstone her for it?
there is dainty Alice White.
She
better.

!

be

Though
piquant

compared

flapperlike,

with
she

cannot

"Show

in

Of

act:

Ciirl

in

course she

is

Clara

Bow.

:

and

charming that
and many others have not.
Alice

I

Hoi

Clara

think

her
.;

Bow
work

perfect.

not Greta Garbo or Lillian Gish, but did not some one say a short
time ago that even these two actresses
cannot act?
So why take those fewbrick showers seriously?' No, Mi-< White,
will
you
not he forgotten by your fans,
and we hope that the future will soon be
brighter for you.
Mary Baye.

New York

City.

Pipe Down,

You

Jolly Scot.

a pity that Donald Jolly, of Scotland, should have taken such an attitude toward the English accent.
Coming
from a Britisher this attitude can be easily-

IT

is

misunderstood by our American friends.
Americans should know the avi
loves the English as dearly as he loves a
rattlesnake.

According to Donald Jolly the Scotch.
and Welsh have a "lilt." but the
English blah
His letter breathes hatred
I
can assure American
for the English.
readers our critics do know their business.
For fair dealing and sensible, construcIrish,

—

!

•

.

d up
himself.

disappointment

real

a

1-

the

When

Dm
ill

than stand
tra

with

1

until finally he
Hi
out pettiness or meanness.
I

gentleman.

at

In all

He

humor, with-

He

1-

a real

He

t.

.

I'.

th'

Mrs.

A

1..

He

i=

very human ai
time a- an extra,

my

than John Gilbert
with him on a picture

1

I

from Mr.

!

From

the British Front.
th

rage.

H

was
don,

Rutl

of

It

was not

that

Miss S

I

entirely disagreed with

cause

I,

too,

admire Pauline

and I aurec with
.Mi— Stagg said about her.
d actress, and
wonderful
is
has certainly reigned on the screen as the
queen of tragedy for many year-; some
of her portrayals will never be forgotten.
But the reign of every queen, unfortunately, must come to an end; and in my

have .ml
Yet I am happier
(iilbert,

than a

actor!

wit!

Picture Play, one

IXleftDecember

I

Phillips.

W.

It

a

up and

th.

work,

a bun
tart to chatthe dialect of
like nothing so much a- the parrot hou-c
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1

I

1

had

and

kind

itiful
in

letter

my
read

Mr

.'•

land.

13

I

1

!

Carroll's

great a trihD. W.

I

cannot

Still

>liv<

1

Lloyd Hughes .poke in a rich
tone when
li-ht ten
thing like Jack Mulhall.
think
I
ime.
Us been an ami
in
['ve not
I've '• ird prettj

Sad Heart.

star.

about

at

me

Still.

when

heart

his

City.

Be

surprised

abl)

M

like

Miss

career when she b
ute paid her work.

New York

I

1

don that he met her after

show ami

1

ilH.L

I

of teaching
sweet <>r dainty. Alma, on the
other hand, taught the Prince of Wales
the "Varsity Drag" at his r equest

work

(

•

privilege

sultan

k

'

and they have for
thought they would.
.

career,

had

waiting

/> Im.i '-

I

but,

;

I

t

b

how

the

1
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d us both

tO

time alter Helen's sne-

over the o untry.

.ill

Nancy

A

J

leno

them

thrill

tional expression

ami

Maui

fully

out

RiftV

con-

lil

I

rt

.

pos-

if

N

that

national
"boop-l

i

When

hi

1

to

iiut

In

\\

like

any one
's

read

1

urner and

d

1

tributed

OH

plant

innocence.
ihould

:

Footnotes on Gilbert.

I

illy

sible,

i.;

in not

fulness, 1!
be beaten.

we >hould

a

impress you

ti>

Fans Think

the

work

natur

and

;

1

temperamental or overbearHe !:-tens attentively to
set
the director, and takes direction
easily; he is a real actor with a good
i-

ing on

not

the

lil

He

He

drama.

understanding
his

.

admitted

as he ha- a good
him* If that the

li

:r.<

fir-:

everything
.1

r
reigning
opinion Ruth Chattetl
queen of tragedy now, and will be, I hope,
for a great many years to come.
Ruth Chatterton is my favorite ac:
hut I like Pauline Frederick second
Ruth is so much more versatile. I think
-he could portray any role from chorus
girl to Madame X, arid is not that a true
actress?
And when Miss Stagg said she
had no tragic appeal, I simply had to rise
up in defense of the divine Ruth.
Tragic appeal is just wfhrt she halt! "Mad tine X," which I con-ider the fin-.
est talkie ever made, Ruth simply t
at our heartstrings, with her magnificent
performance.
She is undoubtedly the
greatest emotional actress on the screen
Her voice, which, according to
ly.
Miss Stagg, 'fails to touch the he.v
loveliness, and it certainly
a thi

touched

my

heart.
quite certain thousands of other
hearts, too.
I am very much afraid that
Miss Stagg's heart must be made of cast
I

feel

such a thing at all.
love Ruth Chatterton in tragic roles;

iron, if she p
I

everything about her
eyes,

which

I

appealing eyes

is

tragic,

even her

are the most sadly
have ever seen.
not for the purpose of

think
I

This letter is
running down Pauline Frederick, for, as
I have said, I admire her nearly as much
as Ruth, and that is saying a great deal.
It
is
simply for the purpose of telling
Miss Stagg that she cannot criticize Ruth,
without a few faithful Chatterton fans
rising up in defense of their idol.
Maisie Lazarus.
"Cam Bargus." Berriedale Avenue,
Hove. Sussex, England.

trying day he ever put
people were curi

in,

a-,

he was aware

him and his voice. In spite of al!
high-strung and tense as Mr. Gilb.
he never once got ancry.
Rachaf.l E
El Xido Hotel,
1042 North Wi!
Hollywood, California.

;e.

Dot's First Screen Crush.
the
FOR
moviegoing

time

first
I

in

many

J

have a crush on a star

and oh, how thankful I am to talking pictures for being able to see and hear the
-tar,
Evelyn
have just seen "One Heavenly X

I-aye.

I

spite of the fact that it is a mediocre
picture as far as story, plot, ar
are concerned. I enjoyed it as much as
any picture I've ever seen because of the
presence of Miss Lave.
Here is a woman who has every!'
An intelligent actress, a clever comedienne,
an excellent vocalist a charming p<
ality. and a beautiful woman with a
An.!
of humor she is all these.
speaking voice, with its crisp Emzli-h acCould any one ask for
cent, is delightful.
in

—

more!

Who

says the public is tired of sir.
admit that audiences
I
pictures?
every right to be fed up with revues, pictures of backstage life, and picturwhich the Buddy Rogerses and Clara Bows
of the screen burst into song for no apparent reason. But if the producers would
give us intelligent musical pictures with
such personalities as Evelyn Lave, Lawrence Tibbett, and Grace Moore. I am
sure that music-loving Americans would
flock to them.

thy Harris.
Shreveport. Louisiana.
Continued on page 117
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THE VOICE ON THE PHONE:

"Listen, you!

This is a friend of yours, and I'm icising
you up. The finger's on you! They're goin' to
get you this time sure. Even a reporter can't
get away with the stuff you've been pulling."

THE REPORTER: "What! —say

look here!

Why there's a milme and a million dollars

They can't kill a reporter!
lion readers behind

to back me up. The "Press" would bust this
town wide open and all you cheap mobsters
would fall out through the cracks. They

can't kill

a

reporter, I tell you, they can't!"

RICHARD

BARTHELMESS
Dick Barthelmess plays a new role. A reporter

FAY WRAY
REGIS TOOMEY
ELLIOTT
ROBERTby ROBERT
LORD

Adaptation
Dialogue by JOHN .MONK SAUNDERS
John froncis Dillon Production

A

"Vitaphone"

mark of The

the n-zhtrrod tradei'itcphonc Corporation

is

in on the most dangerous secrets of gangland.

week for
the "inside
the underworld
offered fifty grand for the news that never got

His paper paid hirn

fifty

dollars a

stuff" — but

into prinL

And then — his

best friend spilled

the story that he had never dared to write!

//

7Ae linger Points
A

FIRST

NATIONAL ^VITAPHONE PICTURE

STREET & SMITH'S

VOLUME XXXIV
NUMBER 4

PICTURE PLAY

JUNE
1931

WHILE Edwina

Ed wina

Booth

Booth was waiting for the release of "Trader
Horn," her one and only film effort, her contract expired
and her future was uncertain. But, joy of joys, she made a
hit

as Nina, the white goddess, and Metro-Goldwyn offered
new agreement on the proverbial sterling platter.

her a

10

HOLLY
HIDE
There

is

where

stars

just

one place

can be

in

strictly

the world

incognito,

if

they choose, and browse through nar-

row

streets or kick

over the traces

the

high

night

spots

means read

of

this story of

life.

some

By

in

all

of their

adventures there.

WHERE

do the thoughts of a player fly when the
studio grants a vacation ?
Not to New York,
Florida, Bermuda, or Caliente.
Not to Honolulu, Corsica, Capri, or the Balearic Isles.
But to foggy
old London, where on a winter day there is as much
as fifteen tons of soot dangling in the air over every

dim square

mile.

It is true,

Honolulu.

of course, that stars sometimes holiday in
has also heard of them in Miami, and

One

seen them in New York. A man like Douglas Fairhanks
has de luxed around the world so much that for a vacation with a kick he has to beat it to Tibet.
But taking them by and large, the great mass of players think of London when somebody suggests a trip to

knock all others for a loop.
But why? Just why do Douglas and Mary, Ronald
Colman, William Powell. Marion Davies, Buddy Rogers.
Barbara Kent. James Gleason. Louise Fazenda. Walter
Huston and fifty others elect to exchange the heavenly
blue of the Pacific for the purgatorial grays of misty

and rheumatic old London

?

some of them, of
of
the
— With
"Home, Sweet Home." with a round-trip
That goes for Ronnie Colman. Give Brook, and
limeys —
Colman. because
action on arriving
London
grab
course,

it is

call

nativity

reservation.

exiled

particularly
in

where

bis sister lives.

bis

is

Leeds

to

is

like

other
first

a train to Leeds,
Pittsburgh.
You

have to have some one near-and-dear there to make

it

bearable.

Others, like Barbara Kent, want to see the little island
from 'way back in the '90s. Barbara took her first look at the land of her ancestors last
December, when she made the trip specially to attend
church service at Westminster Abbey and to eat turkey
at her grandmother's London home on Christmas Day.
One wonders if she made a speech over the coffee and
liqueurs, and whether she congratulated her forbears
on having had the sense to emigrate.
Others know from reading and listening to travelers'
tales that after heaven and hell the place least like Hollywood is London, and so they get the curiosity bug.
The more they hear about it the worse grows the itch.
until finally they go cockney, cash a check for $5,000
and hit the Atlantic trail, murmuring to themselves.
"Ha'penny, penny, six-pence, shilling, florin, half crown,
their folks emigrated

ten shillings, pound."

That was why Louise Fazenda went. Louise has been
troubled by the limey bug for years.
It bit her at an
early age. while she was meditating on the consequences
of having had a Dutch mother, a Mexican father, and
an Indiana Pullman as a birthplace.
Louise grew to hate patios, cole slaw, red cheese, and
chili.
They had too much of the familiarity which breeds
contempt.
The Fazenda built herself a duplex house,

—

r

?

*4
/

WOOD'S

AWAY
By Donovan Pedelty
filled it with Jacobean furniture and Queen Anne silver,
and began to say "bally" when she meant "dog-gone."
She took to visiting British Columbia just to get the
feel of having shopgirls say "Thank you" even when
she didn't make a purchase.
Then Warners gave her
an eight-week holiday, her first in year-.
Louise let
out a "Whoopee !" grabbed husband Hal Wallis and went
to Southampton.
"What do you expect to get out of England?" T asked

her while she packed.

"Yorkshire pudding," she said, "and Scotch shortFog and rain. Beefeaters and Scots Guards and
Really green fields and trees and farms
a Dickens inn.
like pocket handkerchiefs.
I hope King George drives
past, and I want to see the Prince of Wales riding a
horse.
I hope I get lost and a big cockney policeman
leads me by the hand hack to my hotel.
The only thing
I
don't want to do is sleep."
Curiosity
just that.
But when Louise Fazenda
hack home she began thinking about her next vacation in
London.
1

read.

—

There is Jimmy Gleason. who spent a
do.
England acting in his own play. "Is Zat S
You would think he had enough but no. sir! Ever
since Jimmy got back to Hollywood he has been talking
about another trip to the cockney I
His home is one of the m
-blimey" in Beverly
Hills.
Jimmy has lawns and yews that would be a credit
to Oxford, a team of polo ponies of which Ram;
would be proud. But Jimmy is not content. He wants
to hunt in Berkshire, watch cricket at Lords, dine at
Ciro's, and sup at the Embassy, and watch the changing
of the guard at Buckingham Palace.
So do Doug, and Mary, and Marion, and Powell,
and Roeers. and Huston.

They

year

in

!'.

all

—

Just why?
I
think I know.

London

is

Hollywood's

ideal

hideaway.

—

Six thousand

miles away from snooping reporters
the English kind
olite to speak until they're spoken to
are aim
in a city of winding, narrow streets, hidden restaurants,
( )ld-world
architecture, and seven million people who
mob them.
are. with a few exceptions.
Hollywood stars can enjoy the privacy of the dt
with the culture of centuries-old civilization.
Ronald Colman. who is never seen at elaborate Hollywood jags, is distinctly party-conscious in his native
Continued on page 100
I
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No

studio has

been so

exciting, nor so picturesque, as Universal City,

now

the last of the

thrown-together type.

OF

the studios in Hollywood and the surcountryside and there must be
Universal City is easily
fifty of them in all
the most picturesque.
It is the oldest,
It is the superlative in everything.
it is the largest, ft is the hardest to get to, with the
exception of Sennett's new plant, and it contains
more surprising features than all the other film facall

rounding

—

—

MILLS of
Year

after

tories put together.

Compared to any other large plant devoted to the
manufacture of any commodity, a studio, by necesUnisity, is a Gargantuan nightmare.

year the studios create

Thus every studio has
(n this article,

the

is the dream of a Jack-inthe-bean stalk ogre who has gone to sleep
after devouring a welsh rarebit thirty
feet in diameter.
Universal City its old familiar slogan, "Where the pictures are made,"
once fooled a good many people into believing that that was where all the pictures are
made is located on Lankershim Boulevard,
about ten minutes from Hollywood Boule-

versal City

Mae Murray

the same hill.
The studio

There

is

a zoo.

with an elephant and

lions,

a tiger, a chimpanzee, and everything. There
ranch with several thousand
is a chicken

chickens and all the newfangled ideas in
There i^ a
incubators and poultry houses.
river coursing along one side of the studio.
Most of the year, the river has all of an
inch of water in it. but when the winter
rains begin, it becomes a raging torrent.
It
was wont to bite large chunks out of the
studio grounds, before its banks were reenforced.
A good many years ago. all
hands were called out at midnight to pile up
sandbars and keep the river from washing
the entire studio away.

of a series, a brilliant

and brings back

and when Westerns
there was a
fairly permanent staff of cowpunchers, known as the Universal ranch riders, on the
pay roll.
There are hills and valleys,
and oak trees, and shaded
nooks on the back lot where
many a Western hero has pursued many a Western villain
were

if

studio.

and

therein,

The

embraces two hundred and
thirty acres, and one may roam over them
and discover any number of things which
are hardly to be expected in a motion-picture

who,

There is a stable, or corral,
with a large number of horses

—

you are a fast driver.
route takes you over Cahuenga Pass,
which led to the old witticism of "over the
This no longer aphill to the bughouse."
plies, for there are now three studios over

friendly ghosts

City

—

vard,

first

its

stars

started her
spectacular
career with

popular,

to save the heroine's

father's

These hills and valleys have saved numerous loUniversal.
cation trips for the canny proprietor. Carl Laemmle. who used considerable vision

when he

ranch.

selected the studio site.

There is what probably represents the largest
permanent set in any studio, a replica of the
Cathedral of Xotre Dame. It was originally made
for "The Hunchback of Xotre Dame." and has
paid for

itself in rentals to

other film companies.

boon for harassed office bovs and
press agents who. having been assigned the annoying task of guiding visitors about the lot. keep
them out of the way of working companies by
leading them to the "Hunchback" set and permitting them to gape themselves to exhaustion.
There is a real post office rec-^\
ognized by the U. S. post-office
There is a large
department.
It

is

also a

1
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Harry Carey, center, plays a scene to the taste of the

visitors'

gallery

companies working

the
after a

brief

intriguing

the grand

CODS

reign,

are supplanted

memories, as well as

its

place

Hollywood takes you
forgotten days and persons.
citizen

in

of

to

course,
stages,

by the sun. when he moved
barren spot.
It v.
really barren then, and a great deal
more inaccessible than it is now. T:
was no such town as Lankershim then,
and Universal City seemed as remot*
Death Valley.
Those same prod
probably wondered later if

a bit touched

in film history,

his studio to that

Un iversal

they were possibly not the
ones touched by the sun.
for every major film company has been forced to

move
within

larger

quarl

and

Hollyy

more now than they
City

Universal

March

wa^

opened

1915, with the customary
d hullabaloo, and ha*
tate of
permanent hullabaloo ever since.
Special trains brought gu its
-day celebration, and more than 45.000 per
from southern California took in
15.

1

1915.

Carl Laemmle and his Universal
Pictures Corporation had been making films in a little studio at Gower
ind Sunset Boulevard, in
Hollywood, which later became the
home oi Century Comedies, a subsidiary organilater still, a pile of ashes when its
ramshackle buildings somehow caught fire.
Laemtiile decided that his company was rap-

zation, and.

little

to
1

a great deal
did then.

wardrobes, dressing rooms,
property departments and the other
Customary units of a large studio.
Universal City, in all. is an amazing- place, and you should see it.
Just use my name.

becoming too large for the

the

tracts of land near

offices,

idly

Graham

doubt, that the head of Universal v

by new ones,

things are aside, of
from the routine sound
laboratories, plaster shops,

to

were forty-two

there

Carroll

the^e

For some years prior

when

By

ami noisy restauranti
the only one in any studio open to the public.
There is a recreation hall for emThere is a golf course just
ployees.
across the river where most of the
scenario writers go to meditate.
All

old days

at once.

plant.

He

foresaw the vast growth of the film industry,
hlv more clearly than any other producer of
the time.
He wanted more room, a whole lot of
it, and. after scouring the countryside, hit
upon
the present location.

Other producers of that period thought, no

the spectacle.
Lino

Basquette,
then known
as Lena
Baskette,
was the
first

pupil

to enroll in

Universale
school for

movie
children.

Thomas A. Edison and Henry
and Edsel Ford motored down
from San Francisco that summer
to

dedicate

the

first

Their

artificially

car broke
down en route, so the chronicle
-pite the pn
the automotive genius and the electrical wizard, they could not arrive
until nine o'clock that night, at
which time the stage had been
dedicated anyway.
lighted

stage.
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Universal City started the serials. I remember, as will
my age, following with fanatical devotion the
adventures of Francis Ford and Grace Cunard, in "Lucille Love, the Girl of Mystery,' and other serials.
And
George Larkin and Cleo Madison, in "The Trey of
Hearts."
"The Gray Ghost" brought out Priscilla Dean, who
later starred in "The Wildcat of Paris," "The Spitfire
of Seville" and other hot-and-bothercd melodramas. The
"Liberty" launched Jack Holt and Eddie Polo,
ial
sending the former a good deal further than it did Polo.
In 1916 a school for movie children was begun on the
lot, believed to be the first of its kind.
Lina Basquette
others of

-

was

its

first

pupil.

Lon Chaney, who had been playing bits since 1912,
was beginning to attract attention. So was Jean Hersholt.
With the coming of the War, Universal burst into
patriotic

fervor,

as

did

all

other

the

Rupert

studios.

made "The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin." which he
probably now regrets, and played Wilhelm in it.
Alan
Holubar's "The Heart of Humanity gave Yon Stroheim

Julian

his first real chance.

Herbert Rawlinson became a star through his work in
"Come Through." about this time, as did
Mae Murray in one of her best. "The Delicious Little

a crook picture.

Devil."

"For Husbands Only" won fame for Lew C

and Mildred Harris.

was

War.

Universal began to
Erich von Stroheim
He first persuaded Laemmle that he
started it. I believe.
was a director, and. after making "Blind Husbands."
proved it to the world as well. Then came his "Foolish
All this

go

just after the

in for spectacles

Wives." the

first

on a big

scale.

million-dollar picture

—

at least the first

heralded as such.

The

late Lon Chaney rose from a bit
player to the star of "The Hunchback

of Notre

Lon Chaney became one of the greatest of stars following "The Miracle Man." made elsewhere, by his amazing
characterizations in "The Hunchback of Xotre Dame"
and "The Phantom of
the Opera."

Dame."
a

Those were carefree, romantic
days in filmdom. They saw the rise
of many star- and directors to fame.
Some have stayed on top. some have
died, some have fallen back into obscurity.

In the roster of the stars of that
era.
great
and
forgotten
names
mingle: Harry Carey. Mae Murray,
Mary MacLaren, Monroe Salisbury,

Marie Walcamp, Ella Hall. Fritzi
Brunette. Herbert Rawlinson. Dorothy Phillips, an
re of others.
Lois Weber was the first woman
director.
She came back a few years
ago, then married and retired again.
.Man Holubar, who died some years
ago. was one of Universal's leading
directors.
Rex Ingram, who has
made so much money he can't be
bothered any more, was just starting.
Francis Ford, who directed and
-

•

starred

in

serial

thrillers,

is

now

a

Hobart Henley, a
prominent director
now. Frank Lloyd, obscure director
then, is a famous one now.
Elmer
Clifton is a scenario writer.
William Worthington, Joseph de Grasse,
Edward J. LeSaint, prominent directors then, have retired.

character actor.
star

then,

is

a

Mary Philbin, who was
Laemmle discovery, be-

came a star in "MerryGo-Round," which Yon
started
and
Stroheim
Rupert Julian finished.
This period, in the

early years of this decwas Universal's heyAt one time, it is
day.
said, there were forty-

ade,

two companies working
on the lot simultaneously.
Universal made everything

—

spectacles, society

dramas,

program

pic-

feature-length
Westerns, one and twotures,
reel

comedies,

two-reel

Westerns, and serials.
Wild animals from the
zoo roamed the jungle
sets in the river bottom
for "Tarzan" pictures.
Cowpunchers galloped
the hills in Harry Carey,
Hoot Gibson. Art Acord,
and Jack Hoxie Westerns.

John Boles pauses before
dressing room
modern Universal

his

in

the

City.

Mills of the

God<
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William Duncan, William Desmond, Jack Daugherty,
and Joe Bonomo were the serial stars over this period.
Reginald Denriy, Laura La Plante, and others, played
farce inside the stages, while next door, Herbert Rawlinson, Frank Mayo, and House Peters performed dramatics
in starring pictures, and just across the way
comics w
hurling pics for the two-reelers.
[Tie studio property increased in value more
than twenty
times its original purchase price. Rambling
buildings w
thrown up without regard for then- fellows.
Sets v.
built one day. used the next, and torn
down the third to

make way

for others.
I'nivcrsal city

Then

began gradually to quid down.
becoming out of date, and all the cowboy
Hoot Gibson departed. Serials were forgotten
tor a time,
old stars began to go, new ones to come.
Iheu came the talkies, and a period of general
reorganinon.
The studio continued with its program
pictures for
a tune, and its comedies as well, with
a few big produc-nis

W ere
:

tions occasionally.

Within the last two vears, "All Quiet on the
Western
Front
SNom Boat," -The King of la//." "Broadway,"
and -Captain ol the Guard" have ranked with
the biggest
msol the industry and carried the Universal banner
into
the foremost theaters ,,f the land.
Universal City, it seems to me. has lost some of
its

old
flavor in the light of present-da}
efficiency.
It
was a hectic, madcap factory, running with
no definable system, hut finishing pictures somehow.
Films it

seemed, were made on the spur of the moment,
and no
ot complete program for a year's
production was ever
carried out as planned.
It was a saying in Hollywood
that no one"s education
was complete until he had worked at Universal City.
There
are tew persons who have heen in the film
industry more
than two years who have not worked there in
some caXo studio has b CC n so kidded, so publicized. Xo
pacity.
studio has been so exciting, nor so pictur•

es. pie.

Many

stars of to-day

were extras or obscure

many

players there,

of

them not s
mg ago.
Janet Gaynor and Fay
'

Wray
reel

fore

played in twoWesterns there he-

Fox

or

Paramount

heard of them.
ther Ralston was an
obscure
ingenue
for
Universal.
Lois Wilson began there, some
years ago, after winnine: n. beauty contest,
r

as

did

Dorothy Gulli-

ver and Nancy Drexel.
Universal City is a
miracle that only Hollywood and the motionpicture industry could
produce.
Stretching
along Lankershim I'
levard. it presents an
odd spectacle, with its

red-and-yellow

build-

Rogers and Mary
Pickford congratulate
Carl Laemmle on his reWill

cent twenty-fifth
anniversary in the movies.

Priscilla Dean jumped to stardom in
"The Wildcat of Paris" and other hotand-bothered melodramas.

ings grouped in a not-too-successful

attempt

at uniformity.
Huge oak
fountain, and a semicircular
lawn before the entrance to the main
building create a
f quiet.

trees, a

A

more unusual scene is found
within the studio walls.
A highway
runs through the studio just behind
the administration building, tun
i: nears the river and continues southward, bisecting the huge lot. Puddings, stages, shops, and offices are
strewn about with no attempt at
tern or symmetry.
It

a

is

place, a

fascinating,

topsv-turvv

Coney Island crazy h
r,

the

thrown-together type of studio.
nd uni}

Paranmunt.

in

fairly

quarters, presen*

appearance, and
United Arl
pact units.

newlate

laid out efficiently.

is

Fox

vided
is

inl

nur

V
Even Metro-Goldwyn.

ornate and efficient
dio is.
form.

is

laid out with

old a-

some sense of

Only Universal remains a monument to the grand old days of the movFriendly ghosts and intriguing
memories haunt everv corner of it.
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UNA

MERKEL

GOODNESS

knows there are enough accents in pictures, but
Una Merkel has made a place for hers, which is like no other.
and how! There's a reason, for she comes
It's a Southern drawl
from Kentucky and you feel that she might have lost a little of it
Yet Miss Merkel is no eccentric comediif it were not so funny.
enne, but an accomplished actress whose speech is combined
with a sure knowledge of how to make the most of every word
she utters. Watch for her she helps every picture in which

—

—

she plays.

Eddie Nugent says that picture people are the poorest buyers of antiques, because they've been cheated so often.

ANTIQUES and
APPLESAUCE
As proprietor

of a shop, Eddie

with equal ease

H

OLLYWOOD

and a

Nugent, the comedian, hands out both

seems to be
going mercantile with a
\ engeance.
I
mean even
more so than usual.
Ruth Ro
and not paper
land has made millions out of real estate
profits, either, if you judge by the smile with which she
nted her losses from "Reno."
Mary Pickford has a finger in many a commercial pic.
Finance rears its head above art. "Art tor art's sake"
is out. and the almighty dollar has raised its ugly head
where formerly nothing was heard but the cooing of
•

mus

Perhaps it was hearing the astounding returns some
of the movie players were getting that urged Eddie NuEddie now owns an
gent to dabble in big business.
Buy now! And
antique shop, and is doing fairly well.
take hack an antique.)
Oi course, this is no new interest to Antiquarian Nufor a fact that Eddie has been wrapped
I know
gent.
up in antiques for lo. these many moons. And what is
more, believe it or not. he knows quite a lot about
<

antic

His shop on Vermont Avenue displavs various
in this line

— furniture, paintings,

his listener

By William H.McKegg
—

the

and

profit to himself

silverware,

et

articles

cetera.

Besides giving Mr. Nugent something with which to

—

or customer.

occupy himself during his leisure
moments, dealing in antiques
gives

him a delightfully

liberal

education he would miss were he
content to let acting alone absorb his attention.
Eddie may be humorous on the set. but it is a serious
well-informed individual we hear when K. Nil
merchant, speaks.
"From antiques I have learned and absorbed many
thin-- I never knew before." he admitted one da)
never cared for history in school, but now I've found
that history is written more in furniture than bo
"You'll find one nation
another.
Egyptian furniture was severe. It had few decor.
.

|

•

wisdom. T:
recce.
became classic during the age of the philosophers.
ted

It

When

the phi!

to the restaurant business

re turned her attention
and passed on the cl

furniture to Rome. Then Rome became decadent.
"Well, even furniture can't be expected to last forever.
During the Roman era flowery decorations were
placed on furniture and all the wisdom learned from
Egypt was lost except the manufacture of Egyptian
cigan
in

—

•

"Three great nations had

fallen.

The furniture of

24

Antiques and Applesauce

each reflects its rise and downfall.
During the Dark
Age Gothic architecture came into being.
Furniture
was not so much attended to as buildings. Cathedrals
rose.
Mankind was groping toward something higher
than worldly comforts. He sought the light and wisdom
he had lost, and what did he find?"
Eddie glared at me suddenly.
"I'll bite.
What did he find?"
"Bootleg liquor and income-tax reports," Eddie an-

swered disgustedly. "Pay attention, will yon?"
I dusted off my ears and
sat hack to absorb some
more light and wisdom. "Then what?" I asked, deter-

mined

to he agreeable.

"Came

—

dawn the Renaissance, I mean," kiddie
"and with it supervisors I mean superartists like Leonardo da Vinci, Titian, Raphael, and
.Michelangelo
say nothing of
to
Will Hays and
Jimmy Walker.
"The Renaissance style of furniture hears little resemblance to the old pagan period, in so far as decorations go
save in Cecil DeMille's classics. But you can
tell that the people of the period were coming out of
the Dark Age rather than going into it.
"The heaviness of the Renaissance style gave way to
the lighter mode of Louis XIY.
That was the period
of Andre Boule.
Monsieur Boule was a very clever
chap.
Long after he was dead they named a song after
the

—

continued,

—

—

him—'Boola-Boola.'
"He got himself appointed the king's cabinetmaker
and turned cut some tine inlaid cahinets, tables, et cetera.
Hence the Boule furniture typifies royalty, richness, luxury, revolutions, and kingdom crashes.
"Louis XV furniture is more delicate.
Curves and
corsets came into fashion.
Plenty of liquid was used
both liquor and lacquer. This was the time of the whitewigged aristocracy. The people became too soft. Every-

—

thing was artificial— except the

bills.

Eddie Nugent became interested

in

antiques through

XVI

was just one step further toward delididn't help the people.
Refinement was there,
hut too near the edge of decadence and super-super-epic
"Louis

cacy.

It

films.

"Came the French Revolution when furniture was
Only Monsieur Guillotine used his
burned, not made.
head. They say he had a wit as keen as a knife and a
lot of people lost their heads under his sharp thru
The Revolution was the downfall of royalty.
"The empire

of

Napoleon followed.

Wherever Na-

poleon went somebody followed.
However, the furniture of this period is a composite of all the styles from
ancient Egypt and Creece, with touch.es here and there
front other ages.
This idea of borrowing and adapting
to the needs of the moment is still being practiced by
the present-day scenario writers.
"The Victorian, the last royalist period of furniture
making, was ugly, smug, and stuffy like the first pic-

—

ture theaters."

when he
p hoy at the M.-G.-M. studio. He'd go to the
prop room when a set had to be dressed and was soon
able to distinguish between a mock Sheraton and ChipSo really, to a certain extent, he must thank
pendale.
the movies for firing him with a desire to study antiques.
Eddie's exhaustive study of antiques began

was

a pr<

as well as to act.
Xot all actors are so fortunate. Some are born under
Or inherit a batch of lovely hooked rugs and
contract.
a trundle-bed, but no real feeling for these things.
To Eddie there is something romantically ancient

about modernistic furniture.
"Take modernistic furniture," he said.
I took a modernistic chair, but I had to give it back.
"There is nothing very modern about it," he declared.
"It is merely a throwback to ancient Egypt and Greece.
Why, I know an actor right here in Hollywood who
Continued on page 106
his

work as a prop boy.

collection of silver miniatures

Here he

is

seen with

his

LET us join in a hymn of thanksgiving for Elissa Landi. She lives
up to the fanfare that heralded her coming in "Body and Soul,"
and she has the individuality and talent to triumph in any film.
Her beauty has that strangeness which is inseparable from true
crt, but more than this she has vibrant intelligence.
It charges
her every word and gesture.
It
makes her magnetic, alluring,
sympathetic.
Because of her pronounced gifts she steps easily
beside Garbo and Dietrich, yet with no faintest likeness to
either.

Landi

is

herself!
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THEY SAY IN
Here you

the

will find all

and

professional

news as

vocational

THEYMarlene
by

are not doing right
Dietrich in

Germany. They like her
pictures
and who doesn't ? but

well as chit

doings,

with

By Karen

—

—

when a fabulous

celebrity

like

Chaplin conies along, she is just another of the crowd to be
elbowed out of the way, as far as the German people are
concerned.
Elbowed, did I say? The seething mob that greeted
Chaplin at his hotel all but used bludgeons and hobnailed
boots on the poor girl when she tried to get through the
crowd to meet him. Police came to her re.-cue, took her
safely into the hotel, and locked the doors.
She had not
come just to have a pleasant chat with him and renew the
acquaintance begun in Hollywood.
She wanted an autographed picture. And thereby hangs a lesson to be learned
by all little boys and girls in Hollywood who expect to go
visiting in their home towns.
You may be a sensation in Hollywood, as Miss Dietrich
unquestionably is, both professionally and socially, but
don't expect the people back home, who knew you when, to

you really visited Pickfair, knew Chaplin, and
were a guest at any of Marion Davies's parties, unless you
believe that

have evidence to support it.
An amused onlooker in Berlin wrote me that the German
people were quite ready to believe that there were social barriers in Hollywood that made meeting the aforementioned
triumvirate as difficult as presentation at their own late
and that there was such antipathy toward a foreign
invader that the better she was the less they liked her.
Explain as she will that Hollywood is a friendly town that
all but swamps a newcomer with parties in her honor, the
Germans just don't believe Miss Dietrich.
She did not care much for Hollywood
when she was there, but now it all seems
friendly, and casual, and appealing.
She
is eager to come back, and she will very
Even the prospect of getting a
soon.
weak-kneed story now -and then does not
court,

dismay her.
"Dishonored" proved that
her light was undimmed by the most wornout fabric.
Photo by White

Ask Any Man Who Does Not Know.
"Dishonored" was frankly b
the
legend of Mata-hari. the most glamor
spy of the Great War, and authorship
attributed to Yon Sternberg and a couple
of others.
If it had been a good story. I
wouldn't care if they had never been
nearer the spy nests of central Europe
than Walla Walla, and never even seen a
picture of Mata-hari.
But it wasn't a good
story, and neither, I suspect, is the Mata.

Jean Harlow

is

one

girl

who

is

never mistaken for anybody else
in

New

York.

Edna Mae Oliver will
be starred by RKO.

hari derivative that has long been planned

for production by
latter

Metro-Goldwyn.

The

has been going the rounds of Writers

Row for many months, having a little
patchwork done on it here and there.

.
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NEW YORKchat about players
spice

the

in

the Metropolis

—

anecdote read nowhere

of

their
else.

Meanwhile there lives in llollywood the one person who could

H.

qIIic

a scenario writer more dramatic
and authentic material
Mata-hari than all the
about
hunks about her. This person is Fern Andra, who at the time
of Mata-hari's rise ti> fame was ohe of the two reigning
film favorites in Europe.
She knew Mata-hari well. Miss
Andra has worked in one or two American films, but no
one lias given her a real chance yet.
And no one has
capitalized on her amazing inside knowledge of war-torn
ne.
tell

Wanted

—a

False Front.

yon want one oi our most competent and polite young
directors to hanl off and give you a sock on the jaw. just
murmur when yon ari' introduced to Mervyn Le Roy "Why.
you look like a child." Mervyn pardon me, Mr. Le Roy
i- short, slight and decidedly unprepossessing in appearance.
It causes him no end of trouble.
Actors come to see
him and think they are being stalled off by an office hoy.
But the most crushing experience came a few days ago
If

—

arrived in Xew York on a hurried trip to see "Five
Star Final." Ho has to go hack to the Coast in a few days
and make a picture oi this gustily furious expose of the

when he

heart lesstiess of tabloid newspap-

—

Mervyn excuse me again; I just cannot get used to
thinking of him as the old master
went to the box office.
asked for his tickets, and finally got some from a frankly
dubious attendant. The seats were well situated for a view
of the side wall and a posti and he could hear everv word
of the ushers out in the lobby, hut not much that went on
on the stage.
He went out and demanded that they he
changed, but well, have
you ever known any one
^^^&>
to win an argument with a

—

—

^^

Xew York

box-office

at-

tendant ?
The next morning he stormed into the ofof Warner Brothers,
fice
and soon over the telephone
there were harsh words.

"Mr. Le Roy

didn't

show

up." the theater manager
complained. "Some youngster

came around and

for tickets, and he

Mary Nolan

is

making one more des-

perate effort to succeed

a-'

set

mod

to think he ought to have
them, so we gave them to

Thought he was his
kid brother, or his son. or

him.

something."

Unsympathetic as

a

Train

Schedule.
I
i

do not want to make

out

fame

that
is

motion-picture
just

a

series

broken bubbles, hut

I

of

must

Barbara
idol

of

Stanwyck
dance-hall

is

the

girls.

in films.

IN

They Say

in

New

!A>1

York
screen,
the
newspapers
have gone into a perfect furor
of excitement over her change
of medium.
But she «
have you know that she is not
a newcomer to pictures.
She

the

says that she was in

pictt

when you and many

pre
day stars hadn't even seen
At the age of eight, which was
some twenty years ago, she

made two films with Jean, the
who was one of the most

collie

popular Biograph star-.
You will hear a great deal
about Helen Hayes, and I
think you will like her. Apart:
gifted actre- .
from being
she is one of the mosi
outspoken
and
young
ing
She
people I have ever met.
says that the film tests she>'i

made
was

summer whei

last

were uniformly terrible, and that the
one made by Metro-Goldwyn,
the company with which
Hollywood
Chanel to

is
its

eager

to take Gabrielle
arms, but she will not let

herself

be mobbed.

welcome actell you about the royal
corded Jeanette MacDonald when she
arrived for her umpteenth visit to Xew

York

the other day.

She was coming in on the
which pauses for a moment at
on-the-Hudson before tearing
York. If you want to make

Century,

Harmoninto

New

incoming

travelers feel that their arrival

is

really

an event, you get up at the crack of dawn
and take a suburban train that lands
you in Harmon just in time to board
the Century, or whisk the honored one
off in a car to drive to Xew York.
Miss MacDonald's manager, a sizable
delegation from the Fox office, and a
group of friends set valiantly out for

Harmon bearing flowers, reviews of
her recent pictures the favorable ones

—and
train
her.

—

invitations by the score.

Their

was late, just late enough to miss
So she came into the Grand Central

Station and had to fight for a porter like
the rest and had that empty, chilled feeling that nobody cared.
She felt a little better when she got
to her hotel and found that the porter
was still working on his imitation of the
clicking heels and suave manner of Jack
Buchanan, in "Monte Carlo." and was
progressing pretty well.
Scorning the
smarter hostelries of Park Avenue, Miss

MacDonald always

stays

at

the

Lexington, because
operated by old friends.
erate-priced

Not

Now

New

to

modit

is

was the w<
happy at the
prospect of working on
the same lot with Greta
Garbo.
Miss Garbo
had her ordered off the
set when she tried to
signed,

She

is

watch her, but she still
thinks Garbo is about
the grandest thing
has ever seen.

—

Present plans need
remind you that they
are always subject t"
change ? call for her
I

—

to

make "The Lullabv"

as her first picture,
the stage this was played

by Florence Reed, and
they can't both be right.
It is one of those sinking down, down, down
in

the

tropics

storie>

where the heroine looks
up one day and finds
that

she

is

staring

is

the gutter.

certain

at

Miss Hayes
to

give

the

lost-girl role a refresh-

ing originality.
in
Just
case
you
have never seen Helen

Hayes.

I

wish that

I

could find words to describe

the

haunting

loveliness of her voice,

poignant appeal
with which she endows
every character she
plays.
Brash as I am,
she fills me with awe.
the

Movies.

Helen Hayes, ranked by
many as the most important of our
young stage stars, has been captured by
that

California

in

Dietrich was not
treated with respect by
Berlin crowds.

Marlene

They Say
Keep

Dark

to the

in

New

York-

Suit.

Just as evei ) "lu- heavi d a
sigh ot' relief when Bebe Daniels went back to
"
v E*ast," along

dark

M

that slu'

wearing

is

"Woman

in

of

Won't some

who

you

of

are

writing

join

protests

to

\\

ou
good

a

)

me

and

who you

think

influence?

It'

i

lot

of

Utter

at

sending

in

Ben
one of
!

.

each and ever)
\\ arner
Brothers,
exhibitor,

in

wig

a blond

the

Beb

liair

comes word

\"iir

the
local

any one else
might have
John Barry-

more wants to be a tap dancer,
and Ruth Chatterton fancies
undress and torch songs, we
may humor them, but to accept

the gorgeous

blonde

Bebe as a

asking too much.

is

Visitors to

New

York.

players in search of
stage carcrr- no longfer arrive
1<\
Rumor- that
every train.

Film

hack

fitted

have

easy

not

is

it

to

Carman Barnes made

Holly-

certain

The

success
the country,
rated strong

not

enough to
Broadway.

bring
(

to

Hive Bor-

Signed to appear as
star
with
a

Middle-Western stock
company, after a few
days' rehearsals she
given a very small
a

breach

of

suit

retort

Lois Moran still linger- in New York, if you can
an endless round of parties lingering.
As the
only one of the younger film players to make a hit
on the Xew York stage, she need not worry over
her career, but she is anxious to get back to work,
now that Fox lias notified her to be ready to come
A lull in production
to Hollywood on short notice.
at the box studio, said to have some vague relation
to the fact that they have to have some eight
million dollars to pay on notes in a few weeksaid to have postponed starting her next picture.
Blanche Sweet is playing in vaudeville, and
ken Moore is in Xew York, said to be altar bound
ion as her divorce is final.
Her prospective
band is Albert Scott, a business man not concerned
with pictures.
Jean Harlow, the m
tacular in appearance
of all film players, is visiting Xew York.
When
she is relea-ed from her contract with Howard
Hughes, who can't seem to find time to provide
work for her. she has InParamount.
The other beautiful
Mary Nolan, icall

guest

Words were

at the hotel

York.

for a long time.

son.

about

New

selling

den's stage debut out
of town was inexpert.
Saddest of all is the
case of Betty Bron-

part.

remembered

lived in

was that Miss Bronson was guilty of
good- under false pretenses when she signed
That was the end of that argument.
as an actress.
It is always possible that Under expert direction shewill emerge as a skilled actress, in which case the
small-town producer can expect to Stay in the sticks

mild

through
arc

herself

where she

Vikna Banky
wood.
and Rod La Rocque,
although enjoying a

said

over

contract.

'

Jeanette MacDonald
makes a record as
a transcontinental

in

Xew York

Let

wavers

Many

.-

of

Daniels

-.

.

:

commuter.

Bebe

after

people, including Junior Laemmle. who did not renew her contract, believe that
tentially
of the greatest attractions in films, but she just cannot be held to time schedules and comp.v

still

between

brunetteand blonde.

me
a

assure you that she

lovely

pastel-tinted

still

has the appearance

a:

appear on the stage in a scorcher entitled "Diamond
Lil's Daughter." but meanwhile she is making a
picture with some little independent outfit over in
the long-neglected Fort Lee.
While exhuming the
Continued on page 104

—
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By Samuel Richard

THE

Mook
•

"One crowded hour of glorious
stars who swept triumphantly
conquering.

of

Theirs

life is

worth

into

Holly

were the

biggest

dealing with the invasion

PART

IN

part

III.

one of

this

we

considered the stage folks

series

who had made

the grade in

discussed those

now we come

who

are

still

most interesting group of the lot
the Broadway big shots and near-bigs who, for the most
part,
failed ignominiously.
People whose names in
lights

above

to the

a legitimate theater spell

almost certain suc-

cess for a play, but whose monikers heading the cast of
a picture meant nothing or less.
Irene Bordoni, fair, plump, and forty.
She gets over
admirably on the stage, but she didn't click with the
moviegoing public. She made one picture, "Paris," and
was glad to call quits. She's now in vaudeville.
Fannie Brice, one-time favorite in the Ziegfeld "Follies." made two, "Be Yourself" and "My Man."
She
was herself, all right, hut the public didn't respond to

—

that fact in large numbers.

—

Marry Richman Broadway's favorite son and forClara Bow's
made one film, "Puttin" on the
Pit/." hut the must optimistic could hardly have called
i'
a success.
The supporting cast was composed almost
entirely of picture veterans
James Gleason and Lilyan
Tashman, among others who conspired quietly and successfully to take the film away from the star.
Even his
engagement to Clara Bow did not create enough interest
in him to pull crowds into the theaters where it was
shown.

—

merly

— —

Dennis King, another favorite of old

made
the

Xew

York,

"The Vagabond King,"
movies and Paramount was glad to see the
his greatest

of him.

success.

re-

for
last

Helen Morgan, who sang her way

to

fame atop

a

"Show Boat." made two. "Applause" and
"Road House Nights." She gave admirahle performpiano

in

ances, hut the public simply wasn't interested.
Walter Woolf whose voice ranks second only to Alexander Gray's, hut who was more successfully exploited
on the stage, came out and made "The Golden Dawn."

was enough.

He's playing on the stage this season.
striking Ethelind Terry who delighted audiences
for a year on the stage in "Rio Rita." was signed by
It

The

M.-G.-M.

One

picture,

"Lord Byron of Broadway."

convinced them of their mistake.
Texas Guinan is another luminary who flickered
briefly though profitably
to herself.
She came out with
diamonds flashing and teeth bared to raise her voice in
song so-called.
"Queen of the Night Cluhs" was the
picture that did justice to both jewels and voice, and
Texas wisely refused to waste any of her valuable time
in waiting for offers of further pictures, thereby proving

—

her

shrcwdm

ss.

Broadway star" although
he was merely a featured leading man. was
Signed at a reputed salarv of $2,500
Basil Rathhone.
a week, he was intended to fill the place on the M.-G.-M.
program occupied on Paramount's by William Powell,
lie made four pictures for them. "The Last of Mrs.
Another

in

reality

hilled as "the great

—

—

5

CROWDED

Hour

an age without a name." This may be the consoling thought of the stage
wood and then trailed out again, defeated by the talkies they dreamed

—

salaries

and

theirs

the bitterest retreat.

considers the most interesting group of
Cheyney," "This Mad World," "A
and ''The Bishop Murder Case."
[arming him out. In addition to his
screen actor, his wife insisted upon

This

stage,

the

star

of

—

the third

and

last

all.

Lady of Scandal."
Then they started

being an indifferent
trying to dicta;
studio officials how pictures should be made, so they
dispensed with Mr. and Mrs. Rathbone's services
although the latter's wire gratis,
rle is now hack on
the

chapter

"Heat Wave."
Beatrice Lillie, who ranks
second to none on the Stage and
whose wit keeps yon right on

Broadway" and then Samuel Goldwyn signed her

—

for

years
but time will tell.
One of the costliest contract
tiated for a
player was that which M.-G.-M. signed with Charles
King.
King scored in "The Broadway Melody" ami
In a little more
was put under a long-term contract.
than two years he played in the picture mentioned, the
"Hollywood Revue," in which he sang one or two
five

numbers,

in

"Chasing

hit
in "Remote
Warner Brother

Rainbows," a

Control," and was finally lent to

Sailor. Behave."
Then the studio joyfully dis
ered hi- contract had expired.
Now he's hack in New
York on the stage.
Another costly contract was that of Carlotta King.
Miss King made one of the firsl talking-singing pictures,
"The Desert Song."
She
was immediately signed by
M.-G.-M. at SI Jim weekly.

"Oh,

the edge of your ><.at.
made one for Fox

"Are You There?"

— and

went

r is; lit

hack to England. Decidedly the screen's lo>s in this case.
The mighty Lenore Ulric came out and did a couple
tor Fox, "South Sea Rose" and "Frozen Justice."
She,
hack on old Broadway.
Her husband, Sidney
Blackmer. hung on for a year more until First National
recently bought off his contract for Sld.OOO.
Ina Claire, another shining light from the Xew York
joined Pathe under a contract for three pictures
.

at a

staggering figure.

She made the

first

"The Awful

Truth." and the awful truth was that theaters hilled her
- Ina Claire, hut as Mrs. John Gilhert in an effort
to holster her up at the box office.

One film was enough and the contract was dissolved
by mutual consent. Miss Claire talked Paramount into
eiving her another chance in "The Royal Familv of

They kept her under contract for one year and
never made a picture for them. Gone n
n,

I'm sure.

Pathe
still
another hit of enterprise that
inddearly was the contract they gave Mary Lopera star.
Under contract for almost a year.
never made a picture and finally ended the matter by
-heir failure
bringing suit against them for $22.
to use her.
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Grand-opera stars have been notoriously unsuccessful
the talkies.
Everetl Marshall was signed by RKO
following Tibbett's success in "The Rogue Song."
Marshall made "Dixianna" and departed as soon thereafter as his contract came up for renewal.
Alice Gentle did two pictures for Warners, "The
Golden Dawn" and "Song of the Flame."
She gave
performances, hut the camera didn't treat her
kindly and she, too, has returned to Gotham.
Ted Lewis, whose phonograph records sell second to
nobody's and who has appeared in numerous stage shows,
made "Is Everybody tappy ?" Most emphatically, everybody was not. Xeedless to say, one was enough.
Sophie Tucker, hilled as "The Last of the Red-hot
Mammas," came out and found one picture was one
too many. The film was fittingly called "Honky Tonk,"
hut the title and star combined were not enough to lure
people into the theaters where it was shown.
Nick Lucas, the singing troubadour, found his public
in

1

I

appreciated him

more when they could hear him over

than when they had to look at
"Gold Diggers of Broadway" and "The Show of
Shows" were enough to convince Warner Brothers he
would never be popular screen material.
Ann Pennington whose knees are as famous as Clara
Bow's "It," came out for
two pictures, "Gold Diggers of Broadway" and "Is
But
Everybody Happy?"
she didn't have the lead in
the

talking machines

him.

the studio put them in a series of two-reelers hopefully
designated as "The Clark & McCullough Comedies," hut

they quickly became known around the lot as "The Clark
Tragedies." The end of that year couldn't
come too soon for the studio.
And another one that smelled slightly of herring was
the piece of paper negotiated by Walter Catlett, who
was featured in Xew York musicals for several years.
Ili- first assignment was an opus variously released as

& McCullough

"Imagine My Embarrassment" and "Why Leave Home?"
Mr. Catlett was new to the screen, hut that didn't stop
him from running the whole show.
So he managed
things to suit himself, and as far as footage was concerned he certainly didn't suffer.
Recently he was signed by Pathe to write shorts.
Well, he might as well he there as anywhere.

George Jessel who, in his own estimation at least,
ranks second to nobody in the show business and who
does manage to pull them in in Xew York, also came
out to say his say. The opus was "Love, Live, and Laugh."
From an audience standpoint
might better
have been called

it

"Look, Yawn.

and Sleep." One was more than
enough in his case. Fox bought
his

contract

at

a

price

in

the

neighborhood of $80,000 and he
returned to New York.

John McCormack with his contract for half a million
for one picture made "Song o'
Heart." They have
not arranged for another film for him at the Fox studio.

My

and her screen
personality didn't wareither

rant keeping her on.
songstress of vaudeville, was

Belle Baker, famous
signed to glorifying the talkies. "The Song of Love"
was called. Well, that was as good a name as any,
guess.

it

I

—

Another ghastly contract from the studio's viewpoint
was the signing of Clark & McCullough by
Fox. These two men are as funny as they come on the

—

stage,
story.

but in pictures

They had

$8,000 a week.

was

a verra,
a year's contract at
it

Unable

to

find

vena

different

something

like

feature-length stories.

Two

New York signed by
Fox were Norma Terris and J. Harold
Murray. The former leaped into fame via the stage
"Show Boat" and made two pictures, "Married in
Hollywood" and "Cameo Kirby." I don't know whether

the

other semibig shots from

hopeful

Miss Terris or the studio was more disgusted with the
and she has entertained with imitations at Florida

result,

night clubs this winter.
J. Harold Murray lingered longer and was popular
with the studio employees, if not with the public. He
appeared with Miss Terris in the two pictures named
and followed them with "Women F.vervwhere" and "To-

The Crowded Hour
night and You."
Then he, too, gave up the cinematic
ghost
or the studio did.
The amount of monej collected by some of these
people tor doing little or nothing almost passes belief,
am! each time
think of another name
am tempted
tu unti- "this was the costliest of them all." Paul Whiteman, believe it <>r not, collected more than $200,000
.salary for himself ami band before he had done a day's
1

I

work

for

I

Elsie Ferguson, glamon
permitted herself to be cajoled into anothe r ap|

on the screen.
simply

She detested

years

pictures

ago.
crucifixion.

a

made one

This

\\'

films

time,

she

!

told

inr.

in

ii

She

picture, "Scarlet

and returned

t" the

footlights.

Fniversal.

lav had him under contract, hut his agreement stipuK. his story. He
lated that he was to
>.
K. the stories they subrefused to
mitted and they had no choice but to
He was out here about eight
pa) him.
I

O

<

Inez

Courtney.

on<

Courtney Sisters of
vaudeville and record fame,
was signed by First Nathe

tional.

"Spring L Here." "Song ,,f the
Fox for "Not Damaged," recalled by
National for "The Hot Heiress" and "Sunny."
Played

Flame,"
First

m

y

lent

in

to

in musical comedy.
Jack Whiting was signed by

She's hack

weeks and
cert

tour.

left

tor a con-

When

ho

re-

turned they had "The King
of
Jazz" ready to start
shooting, hut they had to pay him additional salary while
he worked on it.
Charles Kaley was an ingratiating master of ceremonies at the Marlhro Theater in Chicago.
After a
deal of search for a lead for "Lord Byron of
Broadway," M.-G.-M. discovered Kaley and paid some-

greal

thing like $40,000 for his theater contract.
He was cast in the title role o\ "Lord Byron," made
the one picture and they let him go. In justice to Charlie,
however, it should he noted that if he had had half a
chance he might have developed into a picture personality.
His director didn't like him. didn't want him
the part, and did everything possible to discourage
him while he made it!
It
small wonder that his
is
work reflected the disadvantages under which he made
his debut.
Following "Lord Byron" he returned to
the

Vivienne Segal, known as the highest-priced lightra prima donna on the New York Stage, came and
saw. hut didn't conquer.
She made one picture. "The
den Dawn." had her nose bobbed and was signed for
four more.
Made three of them. "Song of the YV
"Bride oi the Regiment," and "Viennese Nights." She
was last heard of in vaudeville singing of her fame in
Hollvwood.

made

Warner Brothers and

record number of pictures in a comparatively
short time: "Top Speed." "Life of the Party," "College Lovers." "Maybe It's Love." and "Men of the
Sky."
At present he is playing on Broadway and his
return is problematical, although the studio insists he
a

But why?
Alexander Gray, possessing one of the finest voices
on the stage, was brought out hopefully and left a victim
of ill luck.
His first picture was "Sally." All attention
was focused on Marilyn Miller, with the result that Mr.
Cray was badly lighted and poorly photographed. He
knew nothing of picture make-up and no one
0W him. In addition, he "mugged."
He was so unmercifully panned for mugging that i;:
his second picture, "Spring is Here." he plaj

will return.

1

without expression
the

mugj

was

ili-

third

an effort to

in

"No, No, Nanetl

picture.

Hi- fourth
"Viennese Nights."

negligible.

Ids last

:i
he was
tim of circumstances, for he was forced to rive his br<
hair blond. With sympathetic direction and coaching
would probably have been a favorite. 1\l'< in Eui
I

I

now.
Bernice Claire who was
at the same time.
showed promise to an extent.
"No, No, Nanette."
"Spring Is Here." "Song of the Flame." "Numbered
Men." "Top Speed." and "Kiss Me Again" mark her
I

—

Continued on p

ict
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ANOTHER LADY!
Poised, intelligent,

direct

in

seasoned interviewer who

simply one of Hollyparadoxes that its

is

ITwood's

and

speech

finds in her

manner, Ruth

added

By Malcolm

Chatterton

pictures,

H. Oettinger

intelligent

woman.

for

For once you would

find that

you

are right.

During the past year she has firmly intrenched herself

among

Her

the six leading stars, placing with Garho, Dressier,

Dietrich, Harding, and the rocketing Constance Bennett.

In this constellation she need how to none in the matter
What there is to acting Chatterton
of sheer technique.
knows. She hasn't the warmth of Dressier, and her sex
magnetism does not rate with the other younger women,
but as a trouper, winning the sympathy of her audience,
Chatterton shares laurels with the best.
I visited her smart apartment at the Elysee.
She was
in the hands of a corps of dressmakers, seamstresses,
The atmosphere was charged with
ladies in waiting.
silks, and satins, and something of Paris.
Miss Chatterton made a late, but effective, entrance in an extravagant
white satin negligee pa jama, but formal.
The sleeves

has been the thea-

life

At eighteen she was a

ter.

star.

should turn

out to be one of its few ladies away from the studio.
Hut of- course Hollywood is prolific in paradoxes. In
numbers they rank second only to yes-men.
Seeing Ruth Chatterton performing her artistic chores
for the camera, you are led to surmise that here is an

a

proof of the screen's coming of age.

most consistently loose
lady, in

delights

The stage claimed her
more than a decade, ad-

vancing her and submerging her with erratic tides of
fortune.

"Daddy Long Legs," "Come Out of the Kitchen,"
and "Moonlight and Honeysuckle" were impressive commercial hits, but Chatterton was eager to do more serious things.
"This caused a break with my manager of many years
standing," she said.
"I went in for producing on my
own. The Shuberts gave me backing, with provisos that
reached from here to here."
She grimaced wryly.
"After all sorts of difficulties I persuaded them to let
me do 'The Man with a Load of Mischief." by Ashley
Dukes. The troubles attached to presenting a play are
incomprehensible to any one who hasn't poked backstage
and wandered into the counting room where everything
For a temperamental person to attempt it
is decided.
is

foolhardy."

ease, spacing her words effectively yet
Her diction was beyond
without straining for effect.
reproach. There is about her something and everything
bespeaking breeding.
"After ironing out various details 'The Man with a
were richly handed in fur.
cast it, rehearsed it, and
Load' was announced.
Knowing that her new contract with the open-handed
after the curtain had been held for
finally presented it
Brothers Warner calls for something very like $2,000 a
an hour. Owing to this last-minute squabble one of
day, I was prepared for a dash or more of ostentation.
many with my producers the play was taken off after
Many a likable performer goes giddy when the remun- an abortive run."
Many a regular person
eration swells so impressively.
Then Charles Dillingham produced Barrie's "The
It
reels just a little from the rush of Mammon to the purse.
Little Minister," with Chatterton as Lady Babbie.
Chatterton keeps both her well-shod feet on the ground.
"And I might add," said the lady, whimsically,
failed.
Stardom has been her lot for years the extra flow of
"that Holy Week is not the ideal time to stage a revival."
gold is not unduly emphasized in her intelligent outlook.
Some historians feel that at this point in her career
Chatterton was through that she turned to
Hollywood with pictures in mind as a last
This inaccurate supposition was
resort.
Success is nothing new
corrected by Miss Chatterton herself.
to Miss Chatterton. At
"I was sick of Broadway and its bickereighteen she was
ing." she said.
"I had worked very hard
over the two plays and their failure tired
stage star.

She talked with

—

We

—

—

;

;

me

completely.
antly far away.

California

So Rafe and

seemed pleasI went to San

Francisco."
is Ralph Forbes, her Husband.
Saddened, disillusioned, weary, Chatter-

"Rafe"

For a year
ton tried to forget the theater.
Programs
or more no one heard of her.
no longer bore her name. Then she visited
friends in Los Angeles and some one urged
her to have a picture test.
"I was quite had." she says frankly.
'They told me I screened abominably and I
But one day Tannings
agreed with them.
was looking at tests, searching for a woman
to play in 'Sins of the Fathers,' and by
Continued on page 112

Photo by Euctn« Rob«rt Rlchw

THE reason

amazing success on the
and the theater, says Malcolm
H. Oettinger in his interview, opposite.
Absorbed by every
role she plays, she leaves nothing undone to make it perfect.

screen

is

for

Ruth Chatterton's

her love for acting
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1

AS

Pholo by Eugene Robert Rirhee
if

at his

prove
mustache.
to

sacrificed

it

his versatility,
It

is

only to

Buddy Rogers bids you look
be seen here, however, for he

"The Lawyer's Secret," but there are rumors
that he is cultivating a bass voice.

for

Photos bj Otto Djri

MlTZI, everybody's Miss Green, wears a Mono Lisa smile
her the secret of her cleverness in making

when you ask

important every role she plays.
She's the lost one to chirp
"It's a gift!" because Mitzi's not that kind of o chila

38

Karen Morley
SHE

is

the

interesting

girl

who

Greta Garbo's "Inspiration" and caused many
to ask about her. Born in Ottumwa,
Iowa, she went on the stage and
recently was discovered by MetroGoldwyn who promise further
glimpses of Karen, in "Daybreak"
and "Never the Twain Shall Meet."
played the suicide

PboUM

t>y

Clarence Sinclair Bull

in

I'hiitn

hy Oil" l>wr

bTARDOM

soon, the wiseacres soy of Carol Lombard,

and

Picture Play heartily indorses the nomination, while refusing
to

add

the

e" that Miss Lombard has lately annexed to her

name. Carol

is

lovely, but there's

no such cognomen as Carole.
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I'hui-i

WlTH

Hollywood urged for the
role of Clyde Griffiths, in "An American Tragedy," Phillips
Holmes wins the assignment with not a soul even to whisper
And his past performances earned it for him.
objections.
almost every young actor

in

hy Kenneth Alexander

II

.

llurrrll

BY now you hove seen Neil Hamilton in "Strangers May
and know that rumors of his conspicuously good per-

Kiss,"

formance are not the ravings of press agents.
set for another hit in "Torch Song," opposite

all

la

Here he is
Crawford.
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TEN years

movies find Mary Astor with strange
opinions.
Beautiful, young, and rich, she is weary of Hollywood and its narrowness, its hollowness. On the opposite
page she is persuaded to tell why she continues the treadmill
in

the

-

1

1

Poor

LITTLE

SUCCESS
Mary Astor

is

been

game

in

the

fed up with

films,

was

since she

because she has
fourteen, but

she admits that she would be "sunk"
the studios.

That feeling

still

away from

an epidemic, she says.

is

By Margaret Reid

H

»I.I.Y\\< n

<

by

halves.

>!>

does

It-

nothing

effects

Hollywood is deadly serious
about the wrong things and
flippant about important

are

perhaps more positive than
those accomplished 1>\ any other city
but then Hollywood isn't a city.

—
It

is

ones, Miss Astor sighs.

a state of mind, of emotion, of

It is a virus, inescapable, and potent.
It can do
tiling to many people.
i- a dangerous place
It
tor those whose wits are not continuously alert.
Hollywood can variously excite, wound, madden, destroy, gratify, starve, and delight its inhabitants.
In
every case the effect is
sive.
Among its other

spirit.

many

quaint

achievements,

Hollywood

degree of boredom and weariness
tive

victim-.

unequaled in the
can induce in sensi-

is
it

—

Example
Maiy Astor.
Beautiful.
Twenty-four years old.
Famous. Rapidly becoming rich. IntelliSuccessful.
gent

— which

i-

the rub. of course, but that's

the

point.

Mary i- sitting on what would generally be called the
top of the world.
But, a* the moment. Mary doesn't
give a darn. She is tired of the whole show.
"If," she amended suspiciously, "you say I'm tired of
it all. I'll have you in court.
Because I'm not. I'm just
fed up
which i- something that I can't exactly explain."
"Well, just what are you tired of?"
''I'm tired of making pictures
and that probably
covers everything
Then dropping her voice to Barrymore pitch. "It's all
a hollow mockery !"
She laughed, and would have shrugged the topic aside.
Mary not being one to dwell on dismal subjects. But
she was the fourth person I had encountered in the
space of one week who complained of the same weariness.
I felt impelled to discover and relay the cause of

—

—

on about our troubles, instead of being grateful for our
blessings.
Some one ought to hit us over the head and
black us out until we're human again."
That is hardly accurate. Mary doesn't go in for selfindulgence in the matter of moods. She is prey to none
and I mean none of the little stellar foibles. Eminently sane, she sees clearly and assigns everything its
proper place and value in the scheme of her world.
Mary wanted to let the matter drop.
"Will you please tell me who in the name of Heaven
give- a whoop that I feel low'
There's nothing unique

—

—

about it.
Thousands of people feel worse, at the moment, and for more adequate reasons. Let's talk about
something
But with the rudeness characteristic of my profeI insisted that
Hollywood blue- were a specific brand,

and she'd better come clean or else
"Well, if that's your idea of a jolly little interview,
all right.
I think you'd do better to tell what I think of
the East Indian political situation, with some funny
ries here and there.
know a lovely one about the
I

dowager

in the theater."

prayers.

Quite on the side, this gal who would have been
Melisand* had she not delayed her birth a few hundred
years, has a neat way with stories and general humor.
It isn't customary for angel faces to have heads on
them.
Einstein himself probably would be willing to
relinquish the key to relativity if he could have the
r
features greeting him in every mirror.
That
Mary is good company as well as an ornament might
strike some people as superfluity.
But they would be
the rank econom

"It must be an epidemic." Mary said, "a form of
spring head cold.
Probably all we need is a good
of something or other to restore us to normal.
But in
the meantime we take comfort in moaning and earning

Which is all aside from the point. That is. the r<
for weariness in twenty-four-year-old stars, using Mary
Astor as illustration.
Continued on page 108

it

to a public that sees in

Hollywood the answer

to all

—
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A BEAU
What does

it

Hollywood bachelor to keep up with the social
answers the question and goes into details that

cost a popular

James Hall
by their frankness.

whirl?

amaze

you
HAVE
how charming

and HIS

But

it's

all

part

of

A

will

times

own good-looking selves.
Add to those romantic qualithe fact that these
are in continual contact

fications

well-groomed
readv and
willing to play, and the Hollywood bachelor's life appears
to offer pleasures that exceed
beautiful,

women who

are

dise.

But there is a catch in the
halcyonic scheme of the bachelor actor's life.
Sentimental
saws to the contrary, it is the
man who pays and pays and
then gets his salary attached.

fixed

night of

to get to the bottom
of the situation, I asked James

approximately

James

Hall

spent sixty

costs an eligible bachopening and all
elor to keep up with the Hollywood social whirl. Mr. Hall
isn't, to be sure, a bachelor, but he is matrimonially
unattached and qualified to give firsthand information
on the subject.
it

The night before he had attended the Hollywood
opening of "Once in a Lifetime." and it was several
minutes before he would stop talking about that hilarious play and get down to brass tacks or rather silver

—

dollars.

In the beginning it should be understood that these
bachelors who pay and pay are not necessarily spendthrifts, nor are they attempting to make a social splurge.

They

literally

Someterrible

Horn"
its

run.

went to see
the

second

The word

went around that she must be

Hoping

me

financially,

"Trader

—

tell

about ten.
avoid the

A

glories
of
a
hashish
smoker's dream or a Mohammedan's conception of Para-

what

to

ning's entertainment.
girl
could buy herself a good-looking summer outfit for that
amount, or take a trip to
but we won't go into that.
A former star of my acquaintance, who is really well-

the

Hall to

cost

opening crowd I take a taxi
to and from the theater.
As
this opening promises to be
particularly wild. I won't take
my own car, and the taxi bill
will be about eight dollars.
Figure it out for yourself."
did and it amounts to
I
sixty-five dollars for an eve-

no one to provide for or consider but their

with

says.

will

sponsibilities,

men

he

dollars.

must

be for the gay bachof Hollywood ?
big
salary, usually no family re-

elors

racket,

After the show we
go some place to dance
and have a bite to eat. That

ever thought
life

the

have to keep up a brave and prosperous

front.

The delirious social values of Hollywood are such
that a leading man who is not seen at the right places.
and at the right time is considered
to be slipping in his profession, and his career suffers.
in the right clothes,

It is a vicious fallacy that no actor below stellar rank
dares brook single-handed.
"We may as well begin with premieres." said Jimmy
good-humoredly. "Recently we had eleven of them in
three weeks, but there are only two this week.
"For the opening of Charlie Chaplin's 'City Lights.'
I bought two tickets at ten dollars each.
The orchids
I shall send to the lady I escort will cost fifteen dollars.
"Our dinner, including the tip. will be about twelve

slipping fast, since she could
not afford to attend the premiere.
Such rumors do not
help one to land a contract.
five dollars on a movie
"Then," continued Jimmy,
that went with it.
"there is the matter of home
entertainment.
It
is
said
around Hollywood that the reason no one has given a
party recently is because no one can hope to top or
even equal one given by William Haines.
He spent
fifteen hundred dollars on orchids alone.
"When a man isn't married he has no one to assist
in entertaining his friends, so he usually tries to give
them something a little special in the way of diversion
when he attempts a party. I often show a silent film
which I think they will enjoy. Last week I put on 'The
Covered Wagon' for some guests. The rental charge
was $2.75 per reel, and that film is about twelve or
fourteen reels long.
"Then, of course, there were the smaller expenses of
dinner before and refreshments after the picture.
"When guests drop in to play bridge or poker the expenses are small, not worth mentioning high balls and
sandwiches.
have good times.
"But the worst evil in connection with keeping up a
bachelor establishment is the servant problem.- When a
man is working he hasn't time to check up and see that
his servants are playing fair.
"I had a driver who had been with me a long time. I
depended on him to buy the tires for my car and everything else that was needed, not only for the car. but for
the house.
The bills that came in were terrific, but I
thought thev were honest and said nothing.

We

—

Money
By Madeline Class
v
me and

evening &
rts wore dining with
had to send for something at the
market.
When the boy brought it he demanded—and received—payment on the spot.
"I was very much astonished and annoyed,
for the grocery bills were sent to me each
month.
called the market and they not only
apologized, but called me several times to say
I

I

that they were tiring those responsible for the
blunder. When three had been discharged and
the) had exhausted their supply of apologies, I
began to wonder why thev were so anxious to

my

patron.'.

"Finally

my

hills

came out

it

and

When

feur.

were padding

that they

splitting the profits with the chauf-

learned that,

I

up on him and found

I

began checking

was paying sixty
dollars for tires thai cost him $42.50 each.
I
also found that I was paying for the gas which
that

I

he and his wife used for their car.
"I tired him. of course, and after he was

gone a

bill

came from

drug

a

On investigation
things my chauffeur

store for forty

found that it was
for
had bought for his
toM the druggist where he lived and
home.
he was made to pay the hill.
"Then." he continued, his cheerful manner
in nowise diminished by his tale of injuries.
has to drive a good car.
That is important.
And how dealers do love to raise
prices when they see a player coming!
A
dollars.

I

I

fifteen-hundred-dollar

car

will

jump

to

two

thousand dollars in nothing flat.
"Clothes are a big item of expense, too.
although this suit I have on cost only forty
It was copied by a tailor with a condollars.
science from one that cost one hundred and
fifteen dollars, which is the usual price we have
to pay.

"If an actor wears the same clothes in private life that he wears on the screen he is

So we must have two com-

ngy.
plete

wardrobes.

"But the biggest graft of
"i»

carried

all."

said

Jimmy,

on by certain jev

them make

practice

a

?e of
of trailing actors and

getting introductions to them. Once you have
met them they insist that you accept a social
invitation.

"Finally you give in and accept just to he

They

polite.

tell

you that you must

The

to use their stores.

practically

Many
taken

feel free
credit thev extend is

limitles

players

have

advantage

of

offers
to
buy
things for themselves
or their friends, particularly
their girl
their

friends.

Continued on page 110

The biggest expense of
keeping up a bachelor
establishment is caused
by cheating servants,
saysMr.Hall.who found
that hewas paying sixty
dollars for tires thatcost
his

chauffeur

$42.50.
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LOUIS
ALWAYS
films, Louis

WOLHEIM

a superb actor, even

Wolheim's

final

in

ordinary

gesture was to

walk away with what was supposed to be
a star's picture. Ironically enough, Gentleman's Fate" was the title.
'

—

—
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BABY

SPITFIRE

Well-established players can register

temperament and Hollywood thinks
nothing of it, but when Maureen
O'Sullivan, the
ting her

colleen just get-

Irish

breaks,

first

began

to assert

around the studio, the Film
capital arched a plucked eyebrow.
herself

By Laura Benham

AMi

black hair, eyes blue as

<>f

>I'

the

lakes of Killarncy, a bridge of freckles
across a delicious snub nose. wide, hu-

morous mouth, and a bubbling, irrepressible
that's Maureen O'Sullivan.
sense of humor
A merry, well-mannered little Irish colleen
yet she gave blase Hollywood a new thrill.
For Maureen dared to live her own life!

Xow

it's

good and well for Garbo, Gay-

all

nor, Bancroft, and others of the older, established players to register temperament all over

the
in

Such explosions cause no excitement
But for a youngster just get-

lot.

the colony.

her
traces!

break to kick over the studio

first

That was something entirely

different.

But Maureen wasn't Irish for
nothing.
I

remember when she arrived

Hollywood.
As you recall,
she was a protegee of Director
Frank Borzage, who discovered
her in Dublin and gave her one
in

- nig o'
of the leading roll
My Heart."
At that time Maureen was a
shy. rather bewildered little girl
who seemed afraid even to
speak to any one.
The studio
took more than usual interest
in her. established her at the
Studio Club
for women only
and set about managing her
affairs.
Of course they
had her best intere-ts at
heart
studios always do.

—

—

—

went

All

well

for

a

couple of months.
Then
suddenly Hollywood was
electrified.

Maureen had

determined

to

own

"live

her

She left the
Studio Club and took an
life"!

apartment

high

Hollywood

hills.

in

the

Photo by Kthle

The shy

little

came

Hollywood soon

to

Maureen who
re-

belled against studio advice

onherfriends,home,andcar.

After making a
O'Sullivan .went

The

name
back

for herself in five films. Miss
to

Ireland

for

a

vacation.

which had taken the little
felt real concern.
Gossip
Hew fast and furious. The studio grew alarmed.
Conferences were held. Maureen was summoned
before an executive council.
Instead of a shamed and humble penitent, howentire

stranger to

colony,

its

heart,

Maureen arrived gayly in her sparkling new
roadster with which she was burning up the roads
in and around Hollyw.ood.
She listened to the
replied pleasantly to the questions.
She nodded meekly at the advice.
And went
quietly and determinedly back to her apartment.
ever.

Then more rumors began
was

g

to circulate.

night club-.
Oh.
course but at her at

ing

to

—

Maureen

only the nicest

—
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Baby

—
Spitfire

The climax came when Maureen went out with a
Baby stars are supposed to save their attentions
for male stars
or at least embryo stars.

Inexplicably, for none of her forbears were Thespians,
nice acting talent from the very
first.
And during the Gaynor-Fox fracas, she was being

Again the studio executives sent for her. But this
time Maureen was not so quiet.
She lost patience and
spoke up for herself.
When she told me about it, we were sitting in the
bedroom of her suite at the Savoy-Plaza in New York.
She was en route to Ireland for a visit to her family
and was thrilled at the prospect. But reservedly so, as
befits a well-brought-up young lady
no effusiveness,
no grandiloquent gestures.
had asked her about the time she faced the execuI

groomed

writer.

—

—

Maureen smiled

tives of the studio.

"Oh,

at the

memory.

really wasn't

such a terrible scene." she assured me.
"And they really thought they were doing
what was best for me.
They didn't realize that the
Studio Club wasn't a home, and that I had been used
to a comfortable, roomy house.
it

make them

see that I didn't want an apartthrow wild parties.
That I lived
rather quietly, hut I wanted a place really my own.
"Then they mentioned my roadster. They murmured
that I would be safer if I had a small closed car and a
chauffeur.
That it wasn't safe for me to drive around
alone, as I didn't know the roads and might get lost

"I tried to

ment

in

order

to

especially at night.

"I answered that

never went out at night without
an escort. I thought that would certainly reassure them.
But from the ominous silence that followed my remark,
I

had said the wrong thing.
'Ahem,' some one muttered.
'About your
Miss O'Sullivan,' and the battle was on.

I

realized that I
'

—

"My

fighting Irish

was

up.

Regardless of

escorts,

how

kindly

were

their intentions, I refused to let the studio choose
friends.
As long as I was going with the right sort
of people, and as long as
work was satisfactory, I

my

my

why my
studio.
And I

didn't see

the

Maureen

personal affairs were any concern of
said so."

a cunning grin.
"But we finally
patched it up," she finished tactfully. Tactfully, I say,
because she came away with all the laurels.
Maureen has unusual poise for one so young. There
is nothing of the painted ingenue about her.
She is a
well-groomed, smartly dressed girl, with splendid taste
flashed

in clothes.

Born in Dublin she was reared carefully with a full
appreciation of the niceties of life. There was no thought
of other than a social career for her. It was by accident
that Frank Borzagc saw her in a restaurant where she
was having tea with
friends,

and opened

the door to film fame.

Maureen displayed a

just

for the royal robes of the little redhead, Janet.
case things weren't settled peaceably.

in

Following her role
appeared in "So This

"Song

in

o'

My

Heart," Maureen

London," "Just Imagine," "The
Princess and the Plumber"
opposite Charlie Farrell
and her last part was with Will Rogers again, in "The
Connecticut Yankee."
All her work has been praise d
highly by critics and the public.
Is

—

On her way home she stopped in Xew York for
one day, hut. being feminine, managed to spend part
of that in shopping.
She was surrounded by new hats,
coats, and frocks.
"I like to shop here," she remarked as she pulled one
of the hats down snugly and turned this way and that
to view the effect.
It was charming.
"But now that
Hollywood is home, I'm used to the stores there. These
seem so big and strange compared to them."
"Are you trying to tell me that you like Hollywood so
much better than Xew York?" T asked her.
"Well, I know people in Holly woo J," she couiv
"When

Now
to

went out

I first

I've

met

there.

lots of folks,

do the things
"After all, it

I

I

want, to
a place

isn't

was

lonely

—

oh, so lonely.

and I don't have enough time
go the places I wish.

we

like,

is

it?

It's

the

people in those places which make the difference."
Of course, that statement isn't original. Most of us
have learned that about life that places are only the
frames for the people we meet but Maureen is very

—

—

young to have realized that.
She can't he serious for long, though. Her irrepressible humor hubbies forth every moment.
And did I
mention her brogue? She went on slyly, "And there
"
are two special persons in Hollywood now
I was all excited at that.
I am a woman and a reporter, so you can imagine my curiosity at the hint of a
big romance.
But Maureen refused to say any more.
She wouldn't describe either of them for me, but I know
they're not actors, for along with some of her other
policies, Maureen has decided against actors.

"Somehow or other, it doesn't seem fitting for great
big men like Yictor McLaglen to be making their living
putting paint and powder all over their faces.
I think
business men and writers are much nicer," she confided.

"And when

I

way

Hollywood,

I'll

been

to

getting

maybe

I'll tell

come back

to

Xew York

on

my

you all about the letters I've
two lads in Hollywood and

tell

—

from my
you their names."

I had to be content with that.
After all, when the
whole Fox studio couldn't influence Maureen to do as

they pleased,

how

could

I

expect to talk her into telling
me about her ro-

mances

But
Miss O'Sullivan told the studio
executives in straight-forward
Irish brogue that her personal
life was her own concern.

miss

r

I

won't

talking

her w hen
comes back.

to

she
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JACK OAKIE
olGHING for new worlds of
Jack Oakie goes tenderfoot.
an idea of what happens

comedy

to

conquer,

Here he gives you

in his new picture,
"Dude Ranch."
Beginning as an actor in a
traveling company, he, Eugene Pallette, and Mitz
Green are hired to entertain the bored guests at
a ranch where excitement is missing. Whereupon
Mr. Oakie outdoes the real cowboys, has a runin with desperadoes and comes off with flying

colors.

But June

Collyer, as the

through

his

disguise.

heroine, sees

M
,

—

!
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Trugo

SHOCKING
People

who

don't

know Hollywood are shocked and

repeat the rumors they have heard about the stars
eyes wa-ay up wide

THINK

I had better see some theamanagers right away about going on a little tour as a monologist.
Having just returned from a trip to the
East, 1 have had a lot of practice giving monologues. In fact, I have
had hardly anything but practice. My throat is sore and my poor
old vocal cords are mere ravelings.
It wasn't that I set out with any intention of changing my profession and doing a sort of informal vaudeville act.
The thing was
thrust upon me.
Some one would introduce me
It was like this.
to some one and add the fateful words, "Miss Walker is from Hollywood !"
Whereupon every one within hearing would pounce upon me with
loud cries of, "Oh, do tell us all about it! What is it like? Is it
really as mad and fantastic as we have been told?
Oh, do tell us!"
And we would be off. I would go into my act. I would answer
questions and questions and questions. I never dreamed there could

I

By Helen

trical

be so many questions in the world.
Occasionally in the midst of the hubbub, I became conscious that,
as a visitor from Hollywood, I was a disappointment. People would
eye me expectantly as if they thought I might at any moment cut
some sort of dido like leaping onto a table and doing a little dance,
or kicking a slipper through a window.
" they would remark re"After all, you're from Hollyicood
would
know
proachfully. And I
that I had failed them.
Realizing that I was not by nature a very successful table dancer
or slipper kicker, or, for that matter, any other of those rather frisky
to make it up to them by answering diliand giving as much information as I could
about Hollywoodians who were good at cutting capers.
The worst question of all, and
The things they wanted to know
the one asked most often, was, "What is John Gilbert, or Clara Bow,
or Ronald Colman, or any one of a thousand other people, like?"
Xow how do / know ? Most of the people in Hollywood aren't like
any one I ever saw before. How in the world do you tell any one
what any one else is like?
It's no use to say that Ronald Colman is tall, and dark, and handsome, and that he has an engaging habit of quirking one eyebrow

things, I

would try hard

gently

their questions

all

!

at you,

because they already

know

that.

In

all

probability they

know

what kind of car he drives, what brand of tobacco he prefers, and
what sort of soap preserves his youthful charms for the Kleig lights.
They know how main- times he has been married and to whom.

They have read his opinions of talking pictures, love, marriage,
morals, and travel. They know who are his best friends and what
his golf scores are, if any.
They know his favorite colors and his
favorite foods.
And yet they babble eagerly. "What is Ronald Colman /
I'm a third of a ghost. I don't know what they're
I give it up.
like.
So there
But the most astonishing thing of all is what people outside of
Hollywood think of us. That, my dears, is something to make you
open vour eyes wa-ay up wide and gasp, "Goodness !" At least, that's
what I did.
There was. for instance, the woman who, in the midst of a quite
commonplace conversation in a New York apartment, suddenly
turned to me and asked about the symptoms a dope addict manifests
in his last stages.

"T don't know," I had to confess.
stages of dope addiction."

last

"I never

knew any one

in the

—
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OPINIONS
incredulous

my

that,

when

dears,

is

told of

when they
make you open your

tameness.

its

something

to

But

and gasp, "Goodness!"

Louise

Walker

"You
in

live

in

t^

r t*

;

1

1

didn't:
Why—don't you
Hollywood?" she exclaimed

astonishment.
it was her impre

Apparently

in narcotic addicts, week in and week
That people ambled along the Boulevard quietly sniffing
iw," and that pedestrians were constantly having to step over the
recumbent forms of cocaine victims strewn along the sidewalks.
"I thought people out there took heroin instead of cocktails!" she
protested, with obvious disappointment.
Well!'!
And the rumor.-, about our own citizens! Some one asked me
"What about Doug and
the eight thousandth time
I think it was

that

we were simply knee-deep

out.

—

Mary?

Arc they going

to separate?"

my usual reply, which goes like this: "I have been living
have heard that rumor at
Hollywood nearh lour years and
have heard the same
I
least once a week during the entire period.
rumor about ever) other couple of any prominence who stayed marhaven't the vestige of a way of
ried for three months or more.
knowing anything about the Fairbankses' plans. But I'll bet a nickel
I

chanted

in

1

I

that '.hey are

>:,>!

going to separate."

woman piped Up, "Well, / heard that they were
going to separate, and that Dong was going to marry a Chinese girl
and go to live in China with some of the royal family!"
Holljyc>u!d do nothing about that except look google-eyed.
I have alin its wildest moments, never told one like that!
1,
ways thought we were pretty good at rumors, too.
listened to a conversation in the women's lounge on the train
1
coming West.
hie girl averred that Greta Garbo was not a blonde
nor was she Swedish. She was an Italian with hair so black
at all
When some one attempted
that it had to be bleached every day.
to register a mild doubt about this, she quashed her with extreme

A

firm-looking

I

<

—

finality.

"Don't try to tell me!" she advised darkly. "I know." She went
one of those involved explanations about a friend of her cousin
who knew a man who knew a girl they always know. And from
just such unimpeachable and remote sources.
I heard that Janet Gaynor was dead, and when I remarked that I
had seen her at lunch on the Fox lot, looking particularly blooming
just before I went away, my information was dismissed with an airy,
"roof! That was just her double!"
I asked a young bond salesman from Boston how he pictured
Hollywood, and he went into quite a rapturous description of Universal City. "With all those strange, pink houses, each with its own
"
big swimming pool
Rolls-Royces evervwhere
He was devastated when I told him that Universal City was a large gray manufacturing plant, with no pink houses at all
and that it was not in
Hollywood.
I heard that Chaplin had changed his mind and made a talkie out
of "City Lights." after all!
There seems to be an impression that all girls in Hollywood wear
ermine coats and orchids at breakfast each morning, and that a sober
breath is never, never, drawn by any one within the city limits. That
folks are constantly diving into swimming pools in evening clothes.
That no one ever goes to bed before dawn. That every one in sight
on the Boulevard is a motion-picture celebrity.
Where do they
imagine that electricians and prop men and fan writers live?) That
producers stroll about tossing thousand-dollar bills to the winds with
into

—

—

—

|

Continued on page 105
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HOLLYWOOD
Zestfully reeling off the

ROBERT

Montgomery

news and gossip

has a ready wit.

It

works,

too.

of the cavorting

course, but I am also really disconcerted. The only picture I played in on your list of films reviewed is one
labeled 'Not Recommended.'
I
certainly feel sorry

but anyway

film city.

time a three or four-paragraph agreement that she entered into

Not long ago Bob appeared before the reviewing committee of the Daughters of the American Revolution to make a speech.
It was a gathering of sedate
women who render judgment on current films with great
seriousness.
One of the pictures they had appraised
was "Inspiration." Bob looked on the mimeographed
program to see what they had said about it, and found
that it had met with emphatic disapproval.
So when he got on his feet, he slyly remarked:
"I feel somewhat out of place as a guest of honor at
this distinguished function.
I am proud to be here, of

and capricious

stated

when

what

she

first

came to pictures, that simply,
was to make, and how much

sort of films she

money she was to receive.
Even though this paid her

but one-sixth

the

sum

promised by a later contract drawn up by legal experts,
she clung to it until she was satisfied with her new
agreement.
She could have been some thousands of dollars richer
if she had signed without protest, but she preferred to
retain command over her own destinv.
She receives
approximately $6,000 per Aveek under the new arrangement and many concessions not usually granted stars.
Her husband, Harry Bannister, took an active part in
the negotiations.
It is

understood that the morality clause, among others,

hope that even if you did not
recommend it. you at least enjoyed it."
Bob's naive speech made a tremendous hit with the

was waived.

ladies present.

Stage players generally resent the uplift ideas sponsored by the movies.
The solemn pronouncements that have originated from
the Hays office, especially, meet with resistance and
more or less kidding.
So far, the campaign has been a whispering one.
"When film czars and other nabobs at Academy and other
meetings, make speeches extolling the great good in-

about

this,

A
Ann Harding

I

Fair Fighting Lady.

turning into a contract battler.
doesn't like morality clauses and other things, and
is

She

who

can blame her?
Morality clauses, like curfew laws, have always been
designed as bugaboos good for little movie girls who
had to be frightened, spanked, and sent to bed, but
scarcely planned for self-sufficient actresses like Miss
Harding, whose home life is the ultima Thule, or what
have you, of Hollywood.
Ann doesn't like long-winded studio documents, with
She cherished for a long
a lot of ifs, ands, and buts.

—

Dorothy Jordan

is

one of the

first

Opposed

fluence that pictures exert on the minds of the populace,
there is often tittering and undercover comment.
In
one instance, during a Will H. Hays address, this almost
grew to the proportions of an angry hum.
The newcomers in the studios seem to think it utter
nonsense to take the mission of the movies too seriously,

plunge in the open, for she
be agog over its advantages.

to take a

to Babbittry.

is sti

new enough

in

Hollywood

to

HIGH LIGHTS
By Edwin and Elza Schallert
and above
standpoint.

all

to

It's

them from the Babbitl
nowadays with such old-fogy no-

speak about
'raus

tions in pictureland.

A Grand Old Evening.
Meanwhile, there is plenty of old-fashioned excitement, with actors even going to jail occasionally.
Anions,'- those who were incarcerated recently
were
William Henry Boyd (stage), Walter Catlett, and Pat
O'Brien who was brought West for "The Front Page."
When the)' were caught in a raid at Boyd's home, the
host, apparently with chivalric intentions toward his guests,
fought the police, and was subdued only after a struggle.
Several amusing incidents occurred when Catlett
taken to jail, and started to lecture the prisoners who
were in the same tank with him. declaring he felt honored to be among them.
He also invited them out to
breakfast, hut failed to show up.
He offered to buy
another prisoner's suit for $50, because, lie said, it was
the funniest he had ever seen.
T.rien lived up to the record of the other two, verbally
at least, by declaring that they could have cleaned up on
the coppers, if it hadn't been for the women present.
The only marring note was that Catlett and O'Brien
were confined in what is known as the "spud tank,"
which doesn't sound very complimentary.
Boyd had to pay a tine. It amounted to $500,
but the evening was probably worth it.
•

I

Bakcwell
Club.
Barrymore, at the select Isented tin- fact that his dancing partner, Mis. \.
truck in the
Chalif, a cousin of Mary Pickford,
eye by a hall of hot caudle tallow thrown
lie Started to go for Selznick, hut 'me of the laf
Bakewell was quite mad about the
friends interfered.
whole matter, and so, too, was John Mack P.rown. a
member of the party. But Mary Pickford, who joined
them later, treated the affair airily when inter
I

indicating that

men must

play to hav<

!

time.

Sudden Population Gain.

How
tion

large

has

arrival.

is

been
It

is

Marx

the

Brothers' family? This
movieland ever since
that three or four automobil

perplexing

known

.

their

required to transport the stars and their entourage from

The fails know, of
the railroad station to their homes.
course, only four Marxes, hut the number ini
surprisingly when they are encountered personally.

We

learn upon investigation that there are thil
of the party. These include wives for inn:
Chico, and Zeppo, the silent Harpo being to all intents
and purposes a bachelor, as well as two children ot

members

(

GrOUcho, one nurse, two

<^:\^

writers,

and the father of

brothers, who generally goes with them.
They constitute one of the largest COIi
entered the film colony, creating more comment than
any advent of this kind since Eddie Cantor arrived with
the

Marx

his large

family of daughters.

.

Money-mad

Youth Will Be Chivalrous!
William Bakcwell is another of the fighting Stai
He came close to a fistic encounter with
rlollywo d.
Myron J. Sclznick, once a pugilistic opponent of John

What

a Lorelei

is

Leila

Starlets.

movies are becoming pluto
Mildly speaking, anyway.
They can't expect to capture

Youngsters

in

the salaries of the

the

grown-UDS

in this

sophisticated era.

events Jackie Coogan is getting $25,00
•picture, and Mitzi Green approximately $600 weekly.

But

at all

Hyams, her blond hair streaming, her blue eyes teasing you
place on the springboard!

to try for her
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Hollywood High

Lights
Forecasting a Sock.

pantomime is not dead in Hollywood. A scene enacted
the Embassy Club recently proves it.
It seems that Estelle Taylor was lunching there, and Leslie Fenton

The
at

art of

at her table to chat with her.
director seated in the vicinity attracted Fenton's attention.
He
shook his head at the young actor, and then pretended to hand himself

stopped

A

a

wallop in the jaw.
The inference was obvious enough
!"

Dempsey

— "Young man, look out

for Jack

True Artist Passes.

The passing of F. W. Murnau, director of "Sunrise,"' leaves us heartbroken. He was one of our artistic idols in the movies. His sudden
death in an automobile wreck was tragic and depressing, because so
much of accomplishment was to be expected of him. He was still in
his early forties.

Murnau

leaves as a heritage a beautiful and romantic picture of the
It is a silent film, and we were
islands, called "Tabu."
The exquisite poetry of this
fascinated when we saw it at a preview.
man's work should live on as something rare and radiant, a thing to

South Pacific

enrich the

memory

for

Before coming to

many months, and perhaps even years to come.
country Murnau made that half-tragic, half-

this

humorous
Recognize the likeness?

Robert Coogan,
brother of Jackie,
It's

making

his

debut

picture with

in

Movieland's Bambolina.

"Skippy."

!"
That's Dorothy Jordan's
Mario Marafioti, vocal trainer at the MetroGoldwyn studio, gave it to her. Only he calls her "Bambolina," and it has been taken up by everybody.
It's very descriptive, too, if you happen to know Dorothy with her sweet Southern accent and her ingenuous
attitude.
She is rare in being able to maintain

Baby

"Little

What's more, if Jackie works longer than schedule on
any film he may receive $7,500 per week.
Among the youngster stars, Leon Janney is not out
He has been signed again by
of the running, either.
Brothers.
He is not in the high salary
but has rosy ambitions.

Warner
yet,

Blow

for Sophistication.

What a terrible let-down it must be
for a worldly-wise girl to have to sign
her movie contract in the presence of a
judge,

minor!

because she happens to be a
In other words, to be treated

just like any of the other movie children.
Sophisticated Carman Barnes recently
She
had to undergo this experience.
might be old enough to write "School
Girl," but she wasn't sufficiently mature
to affix her signature without the aid

of a magistrate.

Movie companies arrange to have contracts with minors signed this way so
that they may not be broken on the
grounds of youthful incompetency of
the player in business matters.
One simply can't be legally precocious
in pictures.

That Secret Sympathy.
Greeting of one ex-husband to another
at premiere:
"Hello. Mr. Beery!"
!"
"1 lowareyuh, Somborn
This happened at the opening of "StrangKiss" at the Carthay Circle.
ers .May
Wallace Beery was radio announcer, and
Herbert Somborn was one of the patrons,
both being former husbands of Gloria
Swanson. We missed Wally's greeting to
the Marquis de la Falaise de la Coudraye.
There is something of a masonic understanding among ex's, however.

list

as

Emil Jannings, "The

"Sunrise" was his most remarkable creation, though, until "Tabu," nor will
"The Four Devils" be forgotten.
Last Laugh."

nickname.

an almost childlike enthusiasm in the midst of
filmland disillusionment.
But then being favored in one's work does help matters. And
Dorothy has been that. Her young career in
pictures has apparently gone ahead unimpeded.
Her nickname symbolizes progress, incifor when she first came to him to
study voice Marafioti called her "little mosquito." This is explained, he says, by the fact
that she had such a tiny sinsfinsr voice.

dentally,

Worry Winnie.

Fish

Havinsr a tete-a-tete with an eel- -and not a
human one is one of Winnie Lightner's latest

—

experiences. With Ole Olsen and Chick
Johnson as companions, she had to take
part in a seafaring finish to her comedy.
"Gold Dust Gertie." and though the
scenes were enacted on a comparatively
dry set. they had plenty of lobsters, mackerels, and barracuda
for company.
Winnie balked at one thing.
Thtw wanted to put the eel
!"
down her back. "Have a heart
she exclaimed. "It's bad enough
to eat fish, but for Heaven's
Catherine
sake. I'll never stand for one
Moylan, late
dapping against my spine."
of the

Help This Girl Along.

"Follies,"
is

out

gunning

for

a big role.
She'll

get

it.

Won't somebody

please give

Page a good break!
What's happening to all the
good luck that formerly came
Anita

her

way

?

:

Hollywood High
have ceased in her future on the
pari of executives and directors, and we even hear hei
contract ma) be allowed to lapse.
in.- re
that too much has been made
gned
girl, and is aim
nine-o'clock
Anita
is
a
that
fact
of the
overchaperoned b) her parents.
Nexl step in thai case will probably be for this >
That will be running true to
lad) to stage a revolt.
even if the revolt happens to be only an imaginary
(Mic
But understand, Anita, we're nol encouraging you.

seems

Interest

to

i

Lights

Bebe Crashing
t i>

.11

det<

I'.,

be

Daniel

nd of

it.

W

!

i

a Gate.

about

Ik

•

i

i

make two

valiant attempt

break through

to

tioiial

studio that aut<
to

icall;

pi*

i,

Home

Bringing

This

is

the beau season for

the Bacon.

Norma Talmadge.

Mean-

entrance to the
was used onl)
Beb<
purposes.
termined to crash

through it.
hands came to

r

Int.

tl

several

until

ing that she is not accompanied b) just a single escort.
She now goes out attended by David Mir as well as
All three were together at the perGilbert Roland.

gle

formances of tin- Chicago Opera Company, and may
often be glimpsed ensemble at the beach.
Roland, it seems, has a great passion for trying the
wheel-of-chance concessions on the various midways, and
is
successful in winning veritable truckloads oi ham,
bacon, coffee, and other groceries.
Norma and Mir therefore leave him to is gaming
propensities, and go on their merry way, generally to a
movie theater. Roland may always be depended on to
turn up with an abundant supply of provisions.

laughing!) gave up.

studio

!

that

be done

couldn't

it

The

person reputed
through tin

onl)

lither

Voung.

Loretta

Shi

idrls in pictures.

that

:

Nor

Beb«

d<

Jit.

I

Kicked in the eve while in a barroom! And El Brendel
one actor who knows that that's no joke.
He was kicked in the eye. and he was in a barroom,
though it was only a set. But the kick was no pro]) kick.
It was accidentally administered by a dancer in "Women
She was
of All Nations," Antoinette Morales by name.
whirling in a dance, which ended with her flinging betfoot high in the air, and Brendel happened to he
i

lie nearly lost his eye.

The company made the most of the accident.
They wrote a special scene into the picture
where Brendel is shown with wounds of battle.

He wore
cross

—

a bandage on which was pasted a gold
probablv to signify "X marks the spot."

Pulchritude Appraised.
Selecting film beauties, a sport that sees fre-

quent revival, has come into vogue again.
Josef von Sternberg, director, is accredited
with the following choice: Marlene Dietrich.
Greta Garbo, Lily Damita. Clara Row, Frances
Dee, and Joan Crawford.
About the same time, an artist. Cecil Beaton,
Marion Davies,
of London, picked these:
Norma Shearer, Greta Garbo, Marlene Dietrich. Lilyan Tasbman. and Ina Claire.
The artist's comments anent his selection

were somewhat disconcerting.
Of Miss
Shearer he said. "She is a lovely, simple

countrywoman whom

sophistication has not

Of Greta Garbo. "She

spoiled."

is

abso-

mad. and being absolutely mad, is,
therefore, ethereal."
Of Ina Claire, "She
IS a gorgeous almond, typifying the acme of
gavety. laughter, and youth."
lutely

We've heard only one

retort

"hope
when be says I'm an almond he
doesn't mean I'm a nut."
"llu'.!."

Lillian

said

she'll

Ina,

newcomer,

Bond, a

says that

witty

get there

films just the

same.

in

girl.

Moran wants

She

mother

is

sixteen years,
military academy,

Dramatizing a Kick.

close,

Polly Wants Baby Girl.
Polly

when he was
W'e met
Mitzi

(

ireen

six

to

adopt a b

to a

young man

present in
whom she adat

weeks

Polly at a

was with

a

old.

tea

recently.

her.

my

chaperon." Polly explained, while
Mitzi emulated the manners
spectacled duenna.
Robert Mo n t"I'd love to have a darling little
g o m e ry is wig'ike Mitzi." Polly confided. "But.
wagging greater
honestly. I'm afraid to
fame for himself
adopt one.
The t:
"Shipmates."
in
you hear about young
girls these days
They tell me they're
ally the tiny
terribly heavy drink

f*^^^

\

-

Barrymore "Begs" Signatures.
Can you picture John Barrymore. of all
becoming an autograph collector?
Well,

The

it's

true, frier.

unapproachable John.
been cornered on countless occasions for
his own signature on theater programs, picrelatively

lias

tures,

shirt

cuffs,

anywhere

at

all.

is

now-

bidding for cachets of the world's illustrious,
for his young daughter's album.
When an Einstein or a Duke of York
drops port in Hollywood, John sends
after the signaone of the stud
ture of the famed one. It i> said Barrymore h(
to go after the autograph
himself.
Can't blame him exactly for
that.
Sup:
provisional president
of Mexico or Peru turned his request
down flat ? Wouldn't that be a laugh
-

•eric Jol

Mae Marsh Acts Anew.
Mae Marsh still has the
divine spark of talent that
D. W. Griffith discovered
years ago. in the

days of "The Birth
of a Nation."
Conti. on page 106

!

—

!

—
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Denny
By
Myrtle Cebhart
weighs

own

his

less critical, his

impulses.

comments

His opinions are

less

declamatory.

A

tolerance and a willingness to see the other
fellow's point of view add a mellow touch to
remarks that used to be denunciatory.

Instead of a chip on his shoulder he carries
a dove.

"Denny at peace !" I murmured. "Will wonders never cease?"
My eyes measured him, a well-knit figure as
lithe as ever, good-looking though not handsome face a trifle firmer of jaw line than I recalled it, his manner jaunty, confident, and
candid.
"Not mad at anybody, because I've nothing
His hearty laugh rang
to be angry about."
"Besides, you are now beholding Pollyout.
anna's brother or did she have one?"
What lessons had he assimilated for future

—

application

?

"Well, I'd scarcely call it one of those 'searing experiences.' but perhaps it has taught me
I did considerable
to keep my mouth shut.
Though the premise for all my
thinking.
arguments was right my objection to being
slaughtered by poor pictures
professionally
Photo by Bull
I often wondered while out if I had talked too
Reginald Denny finds it very pleasant to be agreeable now and
much when I should have kept still. And I
working again.
became convinced that I had.
His eyes twinEnglishmen
"I find it pleasant to be agreeable."
Even their grueling disappointments, of which
kled over this admission which, considering everything,
other actors make heart-scarring dramas, they
was rather a confidence. "Now I keep quiet a lot of
take with a certain polished sang-froid. The interviewer
times when impulse prompts the opposite course.
welcomes that reserve, though it makes less colorful copy.
"However. I really have no justifiable complaint. If
To many whose tales of woe have assailed my ears,
I Jiad any great grievance, I wonder how long my noble
eight months out of work and apparently the end of a
no
resolutions would last ?
I am given better roles
highly successful career would have spelled dark-purple
quarrel on that score. Miss Pickford built up my 'Kiki'
depression.
They regale any sympathetic audience
part for me. Directors are more considerate, too. Frewhich the interviewer must be. however unwillingly
quently they permit the actors to suggest opinions and
with their litany of travail.
How they have suffered, bits of business. If we feel a situation or line to be
unreal, they will substitute something else.
and what they have learned in the reactions of human
So you
nature to make more poignant their art in future
his clipped accent still curls around certain Avords,
see"
But to put himself, his deeper feelings, under a public
giving them a buoyant air
"I've really nothing to get
microscope for observation would be tantamount to illagitated about."
breeding, according to the Englishman's code.
EmoWhen he left Universal, with a year cut from bis
tions are disciplined.
Introspection is furtive, or at least
contract, he was told that he never would work again.
too persona] for conversational resume.
Yet in making eight pictures within the year of his re"A setback, a rather tough experience." Reginald turn, he has established himself in the verbal cinema,
Denny describes his season on the outside looking in,
transferring thereto all the likableness of his silent
following the breaking of his Universal contract by
personality.
mutual agreement.
Only careful manipulation of the
During his five or six years at Universal, while other
conversation cajoled him into admission of profitable
Stellar tantrums were spasmodic and
easily solaced,
lessons.
Denny had a continual, somewhat muffled mad. A bomb
Evidence of any change or effect wrought by that
exploded at intervals. I wrote an annual story on his
period of enforced leisure is slight, but it is there, in
grievances.
Usually it was the same one poor storie-.
face and manner, an inclination toward silence and
mediocre productions. It got so that we could calculate
seriousness in place of the light bantering that used to
just when the next eruption was due.
Over a luncheon
be habitual.
table, or in the calming atmosphere of the Athletic Club,
He thinks before he speaks of professional factors.
I listened seasonally to his vocal lava.

—

,

—

THESE

—

!

—
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PEACE

at
Throwing aside

his British

reserve for a moment, Regi-

nald Denny reveals himself as a calmer, more peace-

man

able

than he was before he broke

his

old contract

and went into a long between-engagements period,
and tells the inside story of his temporary retirement
and comeback.
called him "an abysmal brute with dimples."
About six years ago
That caption seemed on the point of becoming an actuality during the
Universal warfare, when the old British spunk was aroused to a dogged
The fact that he never got what he wanted was no deterrent.
fight.
He took another breath, sighed in exasperation, and plunged again.
These English sometimes settle the thing amicably, as Ik- did, by both
contestants agreeing to call quits and part, hut
they never are licked.
They have too much
patience.
Song brought Denny
"I still defend my course of action." he says
back and his talent as
calmly.
"I was fast establishing a record for
farceur assured repoor pictures.
newed success.
Though it seems impossible,
Photo by Hurreli
each was worse than it> predecessor.
Ludicrous stories, mostly raw newcomers for leading women,
( ordial
hut ambiguous.
Theatrical people are inn;/
and insufficient production budgets. Yes. it i> true that
'humored, their work developing in them qualities
did want too much say. hut it was attempted in the
of charm and good-fellowship.
They dislike being
desperation of self-preservation and not in braggadocio.
nasty.
They are inclined to evade i^m-.
B
I let myself out of
work for months by my stand, hut
things move -o swiftly in Hollywood, each chai
had
remained there under the
regime elevating and lowering
conditions
isting
would have
ge with dramatic ha
Reginald and Bubbles Steiffel like to
smothered myself for good."
it doesn't
pay to snuh anybod
entertain in their rustic cabin.
With all the new face-, popping
openly.
on the horizon during that hectic
"I think these qualities native
I

1

I

•

I

of

era

were

his

the talkie--'
fans loyal

establishment,
I
asked.
pictures were late

—

to the film colony we:

reaching the neighborhood thea"So my letters
he replied.
were divided about half and half.
Some asked why I wasn't making
comedies any more, and some asked

met
one was rude.
was received with polite hut indefinite promises.
There might be
they resomething for me
with apparent
sincerity
gretted
that their programs were full, and

why

their

"Many

of

my

':

in

I

was making them

!"

the

for

genial

disinterest

I

No

everywhere.

contract

I

player-

must

be

So

is
vibrant
that
recurrent
manana of the actor who believes

with childlike faith that he is always on the verge of a break, that
for several months he scarcely realized he was out.
That information

came

to

him

directly

from

a repre-

sentative of his public
"Various negotiations

were on.
Before each dwindled to nothing
another
offered
possibilities.
I
wasn't really brought face to face
with the situation until one day as
I emerged from a restaurant a kid
ran up and asked me to sign his
autograph book. His greeting was.
'You're
Reginald
Denny, aren't
you? Didn't you used to he in pictures?"
Rather a jolt, that! I had
been coddling the opinion that I still
was in pictures, hut just between
engagements.

"The

attitude of the profession?

"A deal was pending with a
Briti-h producer.
I
was to work
lure for English release.
It was
practically

when

arranged

-

and
Things
queered it.
have turned out better for me. hut
pped
I'm glad now.

in

I
was terribly hurt at that time.
!"
Such a petty trick
"How do
\plain
such
meanness? Jealousy? Just down-

right malice?"

"Ego."
star

R<

—Gilbert

ery

Jit.
\

is

an instance

— grad-

ually annexes a lot of ha:
back of whose interest is a calculating eye on the future.
They all
want
mebodies in pictures.
The majority yearn for acting
•

Each of us

•

is

a terrific

—we wouldn't have the conContinued on page 112
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Movie Runaround
Illustrate!

By Helen Klumph
Synopsis of Preceding Installments.
ST. JOHN comes to New York

ANNABELLE

intent

i

It.

Van Hur<n

upon

soon finds herself jobless and broke. Lonely,
she follows a group into a night club, out of girlish curiosity, and
is enchanted with her first taste of gay night life.
She dines
with Stewart Hill, a contractor who
disappears that night with his company's
funds, and Annabelle is sought for questioning.
She grabs the chance to go to
Hollywood as secretary to Caroline
Wakefield, a movie star of the old
success,

but

school.

Annabelle's eccentric employer takes
her to task for being nervous after reading that the police are searching for
"the mystery girl" in the Hill case.
Aboard the train west, Annabelle and
Miss Wakefield meet Dennis Lindsay, a

cameraman, and though the elderly
tries

keep Annabelle

to

ground, romance

in

the

star

back-

lulls the girl's fear of

detection.

Going to the studio on an errand for
Miss Wakefield, a director insists that
Annabelle do a bit in a film. Annabelle
runs away from Miss Wakefield, and,
finding no office job, is starved into doing extra work.
She hopes the New
York police will not notice her face on
the screen.

PART

AXXABELLE

IV.

knew

that

she

ought to be delighted over
having been selected for
even a tiny bit in a picture. Such
luck wouldn't come to one girl in
a thousand. Even before she came
to Hollywood she had read that,
and had heard it repeatedly. But as
she sat before a mirror while a thin,
deft man made her up, she could
think only of Dennis Lindsay.
Probably she'd never see him
again after this
He'd been so
pleased because she didn't want to
break into movies. Now he'd despise her for jumping
at the chance to do so.
"I don't want to do this.
I can't!" she said, jerking
away from the man who had taken her in charge.
"There, there now." His voice droned as if he were
trying to soothe a child. "There's nothing to be afraid
Every one gets nerves, even the greatest of them.
of.
Why, Eve seen even Wally Beery get cold feet and try
to run away before a big scene.
And I just push 'em
back in the chair and go on making them up. Not one
ever got away from me."
!

"But I can't, I tell you
There was an almost

—

I can't

!"

note in Annabelle's
voice as she vainly tried to convince him.
"That's what they all say."
He gave a final pat to
the grease paint on her cheek, wiped his hands on a
towel, and began smearing dark-green paste over her
hysterical

to throw scared cowboys down
and sit on their chests while I made them up."
Annabelle clutched the arms of her chair and looked
hopefully toward the door. If only Denny would come,
she would beg him to take her away. In her dismay at
displeasing him she had forgotten momentarily that
there were other reasons why she couldn't face a batten
of cameras. Let her picture be seen in New York, and
the police would locate her at once to demand all she
knew of Stewart Hill's disappearance.
"There, now, don't you look nice?"
Annabelle took one startled look at herself in the
mirror and screamed. There facing her was not herself,
eyelids.

on the

"Why, Eve had

floor

but the highly idealized version of her own face shown
in the sketch of her that had appeared in the papers
when Stewart Hill disappeared the exaggerated eyes,
the sensuous, full, drooping mouth, were the same.

—
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Fate takes the

heroine of

unusual serial

hand and drags

in

our

her unwillingly into screen work,

and entangles her private affairs
almost beyond endurance.
who

aj>-

th.in

"Unmousy

interested.
der that
•

r

i

beats

r

<

an

heart of
artist.
Sh<
the

new
conci ption of the
part."
?" '-aid a

"Yeah

from

voice

girl'-

behind

tl

"And you

era.

just get

one more

bright

idea

that

upsets lli'- shooting schedule and
have the
you'll

man on
your neck."
Encouraged by

efficiency

girl's

script

the

frankness,

a

peared for

ment

as

mothe

if

would

-tar

ad

to «!" bat-

vance
tle

ap-

it

hi-

own

hut

sud-

fur

views,

denly from above

K

came

N

They took no more notice of
Annabelle than of the furniture.
So this was Hollywood
where it wasn't safe for a girl
to dine with a man like Keene!

A maid came hurrying with smelling salts and water.
"There, there, dear." she murmured, holding the salts
t(
Annabelle's nose, almost choking her.
"It won't be
Why. everybody acts just like this the
SO bad, really.
first time and then later sometimes they get worse."
"I'm not like the others." raged Annabel!)
"
don't understand.
I'm different. I can't
The maid pushed her hack in the chair and held a
cold wet towel over her mouth.
"Don't go straining your voice, honey." she ad
"You'll need it."
Turning to the man. she went on.
"Looks like we've got a real actress in our midst.
don't think she's no second Clara Bow or Nancy Carroll

— she knows

she's different."

Sobbing, protesting, Annabelle was led out to tlextra girltalking as she came up. hut
before she heard one of them saw "Thinks she's a star
already, and she's got 'em eating out oi her hand.
I
told you it never pays to act calm."
Annabelle would have turned to her and screamed.
"It you were in my shoes. I'd like to see you act calm."
hut Bill Keene. the director, came up just then.
"There, I knew it," he announced to the company at

Two

a

rhythmic

tap-tapping, and
a

man began

to whistle

"Keep

the

Immediately the scene was
Keene gave orders brusquely

Home hue-

galvanized
to

the

Burning.

into

empty

action.

An

air.

sauntered past Annabelle, muttering a- he
went. "That's a signal that the big chief's coming.
busy at somethii
Suddenly Annabelle felt a part of it all. It was like
some secret society to which one was elected, and from
assistant

I

which one couldn't escape.
When the supervisor had come, asked a few questions,
found some fault and departed. Keene turned to Annabelle.

"You won't have much to do to-day." he told her.
"See. yon walk in like this and look around sort of beindicating the star,
wildered, and when you see him"
who had been one of Annabelle's pet aversions >ince
"you run over and take his
she began going to movies
arm. and smile up at him. You say. 'Oh. here you are!
Then she" indicatI was afraid you wouldn't he here.'
the leading woman with a contemptuous shru
"she glares at you, hut you don't notice her. You keep
See. like this."
right on smiling at him.
He went through the bit of action for her. a silly,
supposedly ingenuous smile on his ugly face, and Annabelle. nervous as she was. could hardly keep from laughing.
But no one else even smiled, so she hit her lips and
went through the action after him.
She knew that she was terrible. With all those people
watching so critically she was painfully self -conscious

—

—

—
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The Movie Runaround
She was waiting for a bus when a car drew up
Dennis Lindsay opened the door.

but Keene insisted that she was great, just what he
wanted the picture of girlish innocence.
And, miraculously, when the lights went on and

—

"Want

stillness

fell

dii

Too had

dramatic part.

she hadn't

she clung to the star's

herself, as

more to do, she
arm and gazed

home

at

as she thought

it

over she

tried to get

sand

morrow.

She was worse

off

now

Movie Runaround
Helen

spised her.

There was a
from her aunt.

on her table
Wearily she tore
it open, read the first
few lines.
Then, sitting up straight, her
body tense, she read them again.

"You
do

will

she

this,"

afraid

know how

I'll

read,

have

to

I

hate to

"hut I
ask you

am
for

money,

dear.
The hank here
and, though I may get
something eventually, I'm left alfailed

most penniless. I hanked my salary two days he fore the doors
closed.
Then when I was hurrying downtown after I heard the
news, I broke my ankle. If you
could send me just a little money

—twenty-five
enough — can

dollars

would be

get along.
I console myself with the thought that
you are doing so well out there
that it won't he a hardship for
I

you

to

make

The reason you have been
of

installment her

skill in

drama of Annabelle's

bringing out the

careerwill

!

once.

"She was always so good to me," Annabelle thought
"Always giving up things for me when I
couldn't do anything for her!"
And then she realized what this new need for money
Aunt Ellen must have plenty of money that
meant.
meant going hack to the studio the next day and doing
everything possible to make as much as she could!
Annabelle walked up and down the little room. Going
It would certainly
into pictures might mean disaster.
mean losing Dennis. But Aunt Ellen mustn't ask for

tearfully.

—

in vain.

She got up early the next morning. It would take an
hour to get to the studio, and she wanted to he there
Keene had said he'd be there at nine, and
on time.
wanted to talk with her before the day's work began.

and

in

about a thou-

stores,

thrill

"Just for general reasons?" he
"Or is it for something
asked.
in particular?"
She lifted anxious eyes to his
face, but he was staring straight
Did he
in front of him again.

you

back. The little things he'd said,
the way he'd looked at her when
he brought up the Hill case so
casually.

"My

aunt

lost

money

her

in

a

bank crash and broke her ankle,"
she blurted
help her."

out.

"I've

got to

"Why, you poor little kid!"
Despite the heavy traffic, Dennis
turned to her and patted her hand.

"Why

didn't

terday?

hundred

you

tell

me

that yes-

Listen, I've got a
dollars

few

"

Annabelle swallowed hard and
shook her head.
"Don't offer it to me !" she said
quickly.
"It's awfully good of
you, but I'm not going to run into
debt on top of everything else.
Mr.
make out all right.
I'll
Keene said he'd help push me
along

this small loan, hut I

wouldn't ask it of you if I could see any other way out."
Annahelle's eyes filled with tears.
Poor, dear Aunt
Ellen
How hard it must have been for her to write
that letter!
Of course she must have some money at

money

following

Annabelle with such
eager interest, is because Miss Klumph
knows girls] like Annabelle and has the
ability to make their emotions real when
she writes about them. She also knows
Hollywood and the inner workings of
the studios perhaps more intimately
than any other writer of fiction. Stars,
directors, dialogue writers, script girls
She has
and extras are her friends.
shared their trials, tribulations, and triumphs. No wonder she brings them to
you with supreme understanding, sympathy, and humor. And in next month's
fortunes

work

offices

know about her connection with
Stewart Hill ? The old fear came

Klumph

letter

the

it

ciously.

Well, she wouldn't go hack to-

than she had been before, except
that she'd have a little more
money. But before this Dennis
had liked her and now he de-

how
if

and can't,
and I've got to make money."
Dennis stared at her suspi-

Author of

The

offices or stores ?'

said,

were a delicate baby.
"Yes, I am," she faltered.
"Bound to be an actress!" he grumbled. "J ust hke
I suppose you think you're another
all the rest of 'em.
Garbo."
"If that's the way you're going to talk to me, I'll get
"I don't
out and walk," Annabelle retorted angrily.
think I'm Garbo, or even Anita
Page. But I do know that I've

into

his eyes.

But that night

in.

suppose you're headed for the studio," he
jamming his car into gear. Annabelle knew by that
He always treated his car as
disturbed he was.
"1

told

wondered how she could have been such a fool. She
couldn't go on like this.
Keene had told her that he'd
have her part built up. She had wonderful talent, he
insisted, and he was going to develop it.
Nobody could
tell him he didn't know an actress when he saw one!
"It would he just crazy to go
on," she told herself wretchedly.
Meet the
"I can't risk it.
Oh, why did I
go to that studio? Why didn't
I keep on looking for work in

a lift?" he asked rather grimly.

Without saying a word Annabelle got

the set. and other people began
She tingled with
talking, she forgot her nervousness.
excitement, fell suddenly capable of playing a heavy

deadly

in

front of her.

"

"Keene, the dirtiest rotter in the business !" In his
wrath Dennis almost ran into a bus. "Watch your step
with that baby. Listen, you've got a dinner date with
me for every night in the week, and all day Sunday.
Don't you let him date you up. I'll call for you to-night
and we'll have dinner together and talk things over.
"And if Keene gets fresh to-day. tell him where he
gets off and walk out. Don't be afraid because you need
money you had better owe it to me than get mixed
up with him."
As she got out of the car Annabelle lifted her blue
«.ycs to his face and wished that she didn't have to hurry
away, that she could stay right there with him.
"You've been awfully kind to me," she said. "I wish
I could thank you."
Dennis grinned sheepishly.
"Oh. that's all right." he answered. "I'd do as much
With which discouraging remark he
for anybody."
drove away, leaving her staring after him. Did he reallv

—

Continued on page 92
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MARY DUNCAN
rOREVER

cast as c flamboyant siren,

guises her true

skill

by vamping

Mary Duncan

to the point of

dis-

causing

embarrassment among those who recognize a fine actress
manhandled by the movies. But a better day is coming
as a reward for her determination to show her ability as
a comedienne.
Let's wish her luck in "Men Call It Love."

G_>

CAMERA
You wouldn't think it of seasoned players, would
happens when they have portraits taken and you
Eve Southern will make no appointment unless the zodiac is
favorable.

"Now

take this one," and so
obeyed.
When she was through, he
said, "Now may I take a few?"
About a hundred in all were
taken.
When Jetta got the
proofs, she threw away those
she had directed and, like the
good sport she is, graciously
called ChidnofF on the phone
to tell him he was right, she
on.

The cameraman

was wrong.

The best of them have little
nerve attacks.
Gloria Swanson dropped her jewel case in
the middle of the studio floor
and about a million dollars'
worth of rings, brooches, neck-

father's direction, Anita Page
docile before the portrait camera.

Under her

AXY

one would think that a 1931 -model
who spends her days, and now
and then her nights, acting before
cameras would be at ease when asked to pose
before the box of a portrait photographer.
But it isn't so. Just another one of those
cases where your reason says one thing and
facts say another.
Even as you and I, she
or he
gets a little self-conscious, and
fidgets, preens, fusses, and grows temperamental.
The cold glass eye of the camera
and the bored eye of the photographer stare
and mesmerize the sitter.
The explanation is simple. In Hollywood, the players have lines to learn,
emotions to portray, a story to tell.
Be natural or begone is the watchword
and it's take and retake until the
bobbins are bare.
In the photogra-

laces, and what have you. Mr.
Tiffany? went tumbling and
rolling under sofas and chairs.
There was a stampede. Everybody hurried to help pick up

—

star

—

—

—

—

pher's studio, there is no drama
just
the attractive girl. There is no action
just a pose.
The glass eye stares. Somehow it
brings out all the ego in a girl. And often inspires her to do what she has always had a
hankering to do direct the picture herself. All
her days are spent under the more or less tyrant
glare of a director.
Before the portrait camera
there is no director. What an opportunity. And
yet, with it all, most of them behave like lambs.
Ken Maynard, husky cowboy star, once got

—

—

mad at his cameraman.
"You snap me before I get

really

had come

Sunday

set,"

Maynard, accompanied by

plained.

in

his best go-to-meetin'

he comhis

valet,

chaps and

pistols.

But when the pictures arrived, he was crazy
about them. He told Irving ChidnofF, the photographer, they were the best he had ever had
taken.

—

—

where is Jetta now? bossed
Jetta Goudal
the cameraman, too.
She said, striking a pose.

the baubles.

Bebe Daniels
accompa"s
nied to the
studio by Ben
Lyon.

"Have you got even-thing.
Swanson ?" some one
asked when the scramble was
Miss

over.

"Sure.

I

guess

so.

It's all

right," said the star with that

The portraits of Buddy Rogers reveal
changes in personality.

—

SHY
you?
will

By

George Kent

But just read this

lively description

get a different insight

•I'm

smile,

delicious

arc-

into

Jetta

and
cloth gardenia from
of one of the girls

Roland came

borrowed

a

of! the hal

in the studio.

1

[e

in

posed with

what

their idiosyncrasies.

Gouda

self for stills

Gilbert

of

I

likes to

pose her-

but always chooses

those the ph otographer directs.

it,

and no one ever found out. You
yourself probably saw the picture.

a

William Powell came in after
party, but debonair and. as

He also
(lower, a live one.
one of the best pho-

always, unperturbed.

borrowed

a

And made

d

his career.
tographs
Anita
ime in with
papa and mamma and twentyfive changes from the MetroGoldwyn wardrobe. Papa did
i

the directing and Anita, good
daughter that she i-. jumped
through thu hoop obediently.
Docile and an adorable subject.
Norma Shearer, with a heap
clothes on her arm, walked
in. took orders like a soldier, and got excel-

Lois Moran, that cultivated lady,
appeared with her mother, and behaved.
Laura La Plante came without chai
She liked the results so much she ordered a
lent results.

thousand prints.
Photographers find Nick Stuart, always accompanied by Sue Carol, easy to please.

Laura La Plante does not trouble to change
costumes for portraits.

Natacha Rambova always comes an hour
ahead of time.
ends the time brushsixty minute- of brush, brush,
ing her hair
brush. She ascribes the unusually fine
ture and glossiness of her hair to her unwearying brush.
Lupe Yelez whirled in like a tornado.
She had come directly from a personal
I

pearance at a theater.
Something had
and die was mad. She wore a sweater and a tarn
and wouldn't be comforted. Or at leasl not until
-ome one said Gary Cooper had been asking for
her, and then she became a dove.
She lav on the
floor and played with two Russian wolfhounds
that happened to be there.
She was the Hfi
:

the party.

Constance Talmadge called up her phol
rapher from Chicago -it happened to be Chidand in the course of a leisurely conv<
noff
lion lasting about fifty dollars' worth, ordered
some miniatures of herself. She used them for
Christmas presents.
Phillips Holmes came with his mother.
The
lad is very easy on the eyes.
Where he is concerned, it is difficult for a earner
wrong.

—

Lily Damita is what the French call plv
genique, which meai
otographs very will
Cameras and she are old, true-blue
indeed.
friends.
Lights or no lights, science or botchery,
she photographs perfectly.
Yet, oddly enough,
she cherishes every picture that is taken of her.
She said she has every photograph that has ever
been taken of her.
51
en keeps the pr
the studio sends her.
"'Don't you think I've got more 'It' than ai
body in Hollywood"" she asked the photorjr.v
What could the poor man say!

Kay Johnson expected
the photographer to
hold the studio for her
when she was late.

Eve Southern has the
distinction of having the
longest
all

lashes

in

Holly-

She said they get
tangled up when

wood.

—
G4

Camera Shy
"It's

rose-madder," he

insists.

They liked their pictures a great deal. But pranking around, as the
young and irrepressible will, it came to pass that the proofs got torn up.
The next day a butler walked stiffly down the Boulevard to present the

—

fragments

at the studio
with apologies and an order to print.
brings memories of Buddy Rogers.
He came twice to the studio
of frving Chidnoff, the visits a year apart.
The change for the better in

Which

youth was something to marvel at. The first visit saw him in a dazzling
black-and-white necktie, striped scarf, pearl-gray fedora. Rah. rah, rah
this

and

go

rarin' to

The next
individual.

!

time, however, he
He had dignity.

came

He

Gilbert Roland once got by
with a cloth gardenia from a
girl's hat.

in a dark suit, a sure, self-possessed
had arrived. The- evolution of Buddy
Rogers is a pleasant spectacle.
Ronald Colman came without a
change, posed as he stood, smiled, and
was gone in twenty minute-. A studio

record.

Corinne

embodiment
She came into the studio
followed by a maid and a chauffeur
Griffith is the

of neatness.

bearing her changes.

Each garment was neatly folded
and wrapped in tissue paper. Xo other
star goes to that much trouble over
her clothes.
Perhaps her carefulness
is due to the fact that Corinne takes
exceptional pains
in
choosing her
clothes.
Most of them she buys in
Paris, a city she

asleep and she is obliged to run her
finger through them to get her eyes
open. Sounds like a yarn, but it's a
fact.
Another interesting item she's
And believes in asa spiritualist.
trology.
She takes no step, acts no part, accepts no
engagement, until she has consulted the stars.
Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.. and Joan Crawford are the
most amiable, most natural couple in the world. After
having had their pictures taken, they sat around the
studio chatting with the folks. There was a bowl of
fruit on the table and the pair of them between foolishment and gossip devoured two dollars' worth of
fruit.
What appetites the young have
The men are, for the most part, docile subjects.
The women, concerned so much with chic and personal loveliness, are more fastidious.
Most of them
come toting clothes. When they are swanky, a maid
or valet does the portering. When they are just their
sweet selves they take the bundle up unaided. Rather
amusing seeing one of them stepping out of a limousine with a cargo of dresses for all the world like an
old clothes man.
They spend a lot of time in the dressing room, far
more than they do in preparation for the movie
camera. Odd. how much time they spend with perfume. Several have gone so far as to bring their own
atomizers.
Does aroma affect the camera? Perhaps
this is a new wrinkle, something that has eluded
Or maybe it's just the man behind the
scientists.

knows

as well as

Los

Angeles.
Parisian couturiers who have done
work for Corinne confessed that they
took special pleasure in sewing for her
she has such exquisite taste, she is so
appreciative of a job well done.
In

Even Gloria Swanson gets a bit nervous
before the still camera.

—

—

one or two instances
Chanel designed models

for her exclusive

use.

Kay Johnson is an
imperious creature.
More than any one
Continued on page 109

!

John Barrymore refuses to
be photographed except

\

in profile.

X

£

Lupe Velez had the fidgets

Gary Cooper
had asked for her.

until told that

camera that it affects.
That spirited capsule of charm, Alice White, posed in a white blouse and
The best acting Alice has done has been in comic roles.
black-velvet trunks.
But she insists she will not be content until she has a real serious part to play.
For Miss White believes that she has the making oi a great tragedienne.
Stranger things have happened. Think of John Barrymore. Not so long
ig agu
ago
Incihe was a comedian, one of Broadway's best actors of farce.
dentally. John refuses to be photographed save in profile.
Nick Stuart and Sue Carol came to their appointment in Nick's car
which he doesn't like referred to as pink.

i

/

'

Photo by Elmer Fryer

WINNIE
LICHTNER
oHE

can cfown and get away
it.
Winnie Lightner is

th

e

only feminine

star

of

ugh-house comedy and she
ts bigger billing and draws
rger crowds than most of
e serious stars.

Far from

ing just comic relief, she's

show every time.
see her soon in "Gold
Dust Gertie.''

e whole
u'll

G6

yi

CONSTANCE
CUMMINCS
MMfc

1

YOU

saw her first in "The Criminal
Code," her screen debut, and you
asked where she came from? For
here was a young actress who

knew how

to speak,

how

to

simple clothes gracefully, and

wear

how

human. Then she
stood out in a more difficult role
in "The Last Parade" and you knew
She
that she was with us to stay.
to

*i

act

like

came from
return

just

finish

/

a

the
yet,

stage,
for she

but won't

must

first

"Traveling Husbands."

Cast
line-up of

In this

Forecast

and
names

soon

pictures

in

to find a favorite player in a film

to

above

be released you are sure

the ordinary, for these pro-

ductions are selected because they promise unusual

A

The Vice Squad
(Paramount)
Paul Lukas.

Kay
I

Francis.

ris

Toomey.

[elen

Johnson.

Up Pops

1

1

irke

(

the Devil

rable.

(M.-G.-M.)

John

Foster.

1

Carol Lombard.
Richard iallagher.
Stuart Erwin.
Lilyan Tashman.
(

rila

Gilbert.
1

[yams.

Lewis Stone.
Natalie Moorhead.

Secret

(Paramount)

Marion Davies.
Leslie Howard.

Clivc Brook.
Richard Arlen.

Richard Bennett.
Kent Dougl

Fay Wray.

Irene Rich.

Jean Arthur.
Buddy Rogers.

Women

Love Once

(Paramount)

Girls

Together

(M.-G.-M.)

Joan Crawford.
Charles Knox Robinson.

Ruth Chatterton.

Monroe Ou

Paul Lukas.

Armand

Kaliz.

Marjorie Rambeau.

The Smiling Lieutenant
(Paramount)
Maurice Chevalier.
Claudette Colbert.

Miriam Hopkins.

Shipmates
Dorothy Jordan.
Ernest Torrence.

Eddie Nugent.
Gavin Gordon.
Joan Marsh.
Cliff

Edwards

Dancing Partner
(M.-G.-M.)

William Haines.
Irene Purcell.

Gerald Fielding.

Lenore Bushman.
C. Aubrey Smith.
Alhert Conti.

1

1

ris

Arliss.

Kenyon.

Alan Mowbray.

Svengali
(Warner)
John Barrymore.
Marian Mai
Tom Dougl
Carmel My<
of the
(Warner)

World

Bebe Daniel-.
Ricardo Cortez.
Una Merkel.
Thelma Todd.

Dwight Frye.

Young

Sinners

(Fox)
Thomas Meighan.
Dorothy Jordan.
Hardie Albrij

David

Rollins.

Obey That Impulse!
(United Artists)
Gloria Swai

Ben Lyon.

Daddy Long Legs
(M.-G.-M.)
lanet Gaynor.
Warner Baxter.

Una Merkel.
Qaude Gillingwater.

(M.-G.-M.)

Rohert Montgomery.

(Warner)
irge

Woman
Five and Ten
(M.-G.-M.)

The Lawyer's

Alexander Hamilton

1

Cheri-Bibi

(Paramount)

Norman

Free Soul

(M.-G.-M.)
Norma Shearer.
eslie
toward.

entertainment.

Never the Twain Shall Meet
(M.-G.-M.)
Conchita Montenegro.

Barbara Kent.
Arthur Lake.

Monroe

Big Business Girl
(First National)
Loretta Young.
Frank Albert -on.

Ricardo Cortez.
Nancy Dover.

Party Husband

Leslie Howard.
Karen Morley.

Clyde Cook.

The Squaw Man

Ov.

(First National)

Dorothy Mackaill.
James Rennie.
1 )

»rothy Peterson.

Helen Ware.

(M.-G.-M.)

Warner Baxter.
Lupe Velez.
Roland Young.
Eleanor Boardman.

The Iron Man
(Universal)

Lew A

Charles Bickford.

Jean Harlow.
Robert Armstn

Paul Cavanagh.

John Miljan.
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"Body and

"East Lynne."

harked back
THOUGHhoary producers"East
Lynne"

Soul."

the

past for
there is nothing to smile at in the
beautiful film currently on view.
There
is, indeed, much to admire and something,
to the

perhaps, that will cause many to shed a
tear, even as buckets have been shed in
the past over the sad plight of Lady

The

Isabel.

SCREEN

Inspection of the month's

new

films brings to light

an amazing personality and evokes enthusiasm

you remember her story, she was an
for
aristocratic young bride in the Victorian
era who married the man she loved and
was taken by him to his coldly correct ancestral mansion.
There she found his elderly sister in charge of the
household, with a frown for the young bride and a
If

jealous determination to rule the roost.
Gradually she
antagonized husband and wife, until the latter 's innocent
flirtation with a former suitor was magnified into flagrant
infidelity.
And because of the husband's willingness to
believe his sister and his refusal to accept the truth from
his wife, she left him.
All this occurs in the new version of the old story.
Changes have been made in the events subsequent to
Lady Isabel's desertion of husband and child, but they
do not mar the spirit of the original. Formerlv Lady
Isabel, saddened, disillusioned, and hopeless, returned to
her home and, with the childish disguise of dark glasses,
was able to act as governess to her son and endure untold
anguish as the unrecognized witness of her husband's
happiness with another wife.
That absurdity is now
banished by her secret visit to her former home. Dis-

covered and once more driven out by her husband, she
stumbles through the grounds of the estate and, with
eyesight impaired in the Franco-Prussian War, she
plunges over an embankment and is killed.
Surprisingly, you believe all this while it is taking
place.
Lady Isabel's sorrows do not seem to come From
the wire-pullings of scenario writer and director, but
are the destiny of a misguided lady who trusted not
wisely but too well.
This is because of the superlative

—

performance of Ann Harding the best, in my opinion,
that she has ever given
and a scries of backgrounds
that mirror the Victorian viewpoint with such complete
illusion that one understands Lady Isabel as never before.
Clive Brook, Conrad Nagel, Cecilia Loftus, and
Beryl Mercer lend themselves with complete success to

—

the sympathetic appeal of the film.

AFTER THE FIRST

performances

by veterans

tried

and

true.

"Body and Soul."
Seldom does a widely touted actress come up to expectations.
Marlene Dietrich did. Greta Garbo had no
ballyhoo to live up to. and Elissa Landi does.
Intentionally I place the newcomer in the distinguished company of Garbo and Dietrich, because I believe she belongs not a step lower.
She is arresting, brilliant, and
Best of all, she challenges comparison
with no one and therefore will cause no resentment
among followers of any star. She is herself. There is
no compromise. Too individual to awaken a half response, too skilled an actress to give less than an exceptional performance, Landi comes to join the elect
and to remind us that acting on the screen is becoming
less and less an accident of personality and more an
expression of intellect, of soul. And Landi is a soulful
distinguished.

intellectual.

But don't, I beg, assume that she is a highbrow calculated to appeal only to those who frequent "art" theaters in searcb of foreign films, the queerer the better.
By
no means! She is young, slim, and strangely beautiful.
But beauty and youth notwithstanding, it is her intelligence that sharpens one's interest and stirs emotions.
And. naturally, that mentality is expressed in her voice.
fust hear her say. "I am not a spy," and you are confronted not by a heroine virtuously denying a mean
accusation, but a woman who somehow gives you a word
But there is no use. There
picture of her inner self.
are some players who give more to the critic than he

can pass on to his readers.

Enough, then, to say, that Landi is concerned in a
tolerably interesting, though rather shoddy, spy melo-

drama which she alone

justifies.
She does this with such
complete success that her superiority to the picture need
And charity not unmixed with pity
not be mentioned.

SHOWING OF NEW

FILMS

a

!

"The Great Meadow."

"Dishonored."

REVIEW

in

And in all my [njun thriller da
once did a redskin advance to battli
a pony.
They always crawled up from
tree to tree.

Eleanor Boardman is lovely a- Diony,
The Indian- should have scalped

the wife.

husband for leaving her. Lucille I.
Verne is perfect as the hero's mother.

the

By Norbert
is

the only record

1

Lusk

can make of Charles FarrelTs per-

formance as the nominal hero of the

piece.

The

tlat

tonelessness of his voice, the insistent juvenility of his
action, recall a bygone day in the movies when these
qualities were enough to mold an idol out of common
clay.
But the time is coming
Humphrey Bogart, Donald Dillaway, and Myrna Loy
well as supporting players, though for the first time
Miss Loy*s lure seems obvious and callow. There's a
n a son

"The Great Meadow."
This story of the trek of a hand of Virginians across
the mountains to found new homes in the Kentucky
wilderness is moving in its struggles and subdued emotions.
Based on the recent novel of the same name,
much of the heroic determination and picturesqueness
is transferred to the screen.
The ragged hand goes
through storm and starvation to the green fields beyond
the mountains, only to face new danger from the Indians.
The mother of young Jan'is, the leader. (John
Mack Brown) is killed and scalped by a Stagy-looking
redskin, and the young man deserts his wife to devote
the next couple of years to tracking down the Indian
and recovering his mother's scalp. Meanwhile a friend
of the couple marries the girl after a scout reports the
death oi the husband. The latter conies hack and. according to pioneer custom, the wife must choose between the men. Which man should he sent out in the
snowstorm, the wandering husband or the stav-at-home

mate?
The

Problem enough for any wife.

unfolded nicely, except for an occasional
overdose <^\ sentimentality.
The quaint lines are in a
thick Southern accent, but I suspect that the Southern
drawl was not developed until long after pioneering days.
tale is

COME CALM

Mack Brown

pleasant, hut
storms, and starvation he cannot lose his contagious amiability which comes to the fore in a pep
huddle at the foot of the last mountain range t-> be
crossed. Others in the cast include Anita Louise. Gavin
Gordon, and Guinn Williams.

John

in

the face of

is

I

cliffs,

"Dishonored."

Marlene Dietrich's second picture to com*
Hollywood indicates that the enthusiasm aroused by
"Morocco" was not altogether because it revealed a new
She is still extraordinary,
and striking personality.
although the new film is not. It is interesting, however,
if for no other reason than to illustrate the skill of J<
von Sternberg and Miss Dietrich in camouflaging a
commonplace storv and making it seem a work of art.
True, they take themselves very seriously and move with
They mustn't
the measured tread of Greek tragedy.
continue the stunt else they will lose the high place they

have made for themselves.
as well as characterization.

Audiences want movement
Here we have too much of

It is set forth
the latter and not enough of the former.
with great skill until the picture becomes a thing of distinguished beauty, hut it leaves the emotions unstirred.
One doesn't really care about the fate of the woman

spy. hut is more interested
movements and admiring the

in

watching her lethargic

director's illusive light

and in matching up the symbols
he employs in one sequence to dovetail with later ones.
Through all this Mi-s Dietrich strides with
yes and that casual air. pausing to make laconic speech
and then moving slowly on. It is as if the Delphic >racle
or a high priessome sort had stepped from her
But you
pedestal to give her opinion of the weather.
feel that this is a passing phase in Miss Dietric!
the detail of hi-

-

(

<

She showed a different and more inter
ing side in "The Blue Angel."
The story concerns an Austrian spy who falls in love

tic

REFLECTIONS

|
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with a Russian officer and pays the penalty before a firing squad.
His performance
Victor McLaglen, as the officer, is a revelation.
gives no hint of the wisecracking comedy usually associated with
him. Warner Oland, Gustav von Seyffertitz, Lew Cody, and Barry

Norton play

lesser parts.

"Unfaithful."

Ruth Chatterton

Women.

'The Lost Parade.

always interesting and sometimes

is

a remark-

her latest exhibit she suffers a lapse of judgment.
Even this does not, however, lessen her interesting attractiveness.
It merely mars the memory of some of her previous characterizations.
She ask> us to accept her as the American bride of Lord Kilkerry,
but her mannered accent compels us to consider her more British
than any of the gay set with which she mingles.
Coming upon
proof of her husband's infidelity with the wife of her brother, she
swallows a cocktail with stagy recklessness and proceeds to go on
the loose.
But with such discretion that while her friends are
shocked, she remains pure in the eyes of the audience.
Which is
to say that Miss Chatterton flourishes an elongated cigarette holder,
stops at a wayside inn for refreshments right out in the open with
a merry crew, sing- a torch song in a high hat and an abbreviated
skirt, and is just so flip and careless that you wonder how a good
woman can think up such devilment. Even more frantically bad is
her conduct at another party. She picks up a couple of American
sailors and shoots craps with them under the piano
All the time, mind you, her heart is breaking.
But she will not
divorce her husband and thereby disillusion the public and cause
her shell-shocked brother to become a maniac. So intent is she on
self-sacrifice that when her husband is killed in an automobile elopement with his inamorata, Lady Kilkerry talks, every one into believing that she accompanied him.
In fact, there is so much talk
and such eagerness on the part of the heroine to get the worst deal,
that you give up long before the picture ends, even though there's
a good man, a poor artist who understands, waiting to marry this
heroine overcharged with dramatics.
All this is related against a background of richly handsome settings and with the help of Paul Lukas, Paul Cavanagh, Juliette

able actre-^.

"Don't Bet on

is

But

in

Compton, and

a newcomer, Donald Cook,
the heroine's brother is the best of the lot.

whose performance

as

"June Moon."
This exposes bitterly and contemptuously the goings on in Tinpan Alley. A more discouraging document couldn't be offered to
prospective song writers. Every one who has written a little thing
and is undecided where to send it, should see this picture. Perhaps
pride will then step in and frustrate an attempt to join the ignoble
clan who comprise the majority of characters here depicted.
The} are an awful lot, with the hero included. Not alone for
his shabby character, but for his epochal stupidity.
Superbly played
by Jack Oakie. one shudders at the thought that such a boob may
Mr. Oakie makes him amusing, of
cross one's path some day.
course, but the lines provided by the authors are bitterly revealing.
The entire picture is in the same key. While it is unusual, I imagine
that it will not be relished by many.
Its humor is acidulous, with
sympathy for any of the characters entirely lacking. Xot even for
the ingenue who loves the hero. One wants to cry out, "Don't, little
-

"The Painted Desert.

girl,

don't be a fool, too!"

from Schenectady who comes to
song "June Moon." Quickly he becomes involved in the song-writing racket, with the inner workings of a
publishing firm his background. Ignoring the girl who loves him,
he falls for the publisher's sweetie. His song is bought as a means
of encouraging him to marry the sweetie and thus rid the publisher
of her. But the little ingenue gets him. worse luck.
Every player is admirable. They include Frances Dee, Wynne Gibson. June MacCloy, Sam Hardy, and some strangers from the stage.
Briefly, the story concerns a sap

Xew York

A/y Past."

to sell his

"The Easiest Way."
Brought up to date with considerable skill, the play that created
a sensation on the stage some twenty years ago emerges as a rather
Time has. however, robbed it of its daring. You
interesting film.
will find the heroine. Laura Murdoch, one of the familiar sisterhood
who exchange poverty in the tenements for the luxury of modern-

!
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apartments with all conveniences, including a duplicati
man. But instead of the modern accompaniment

the hands of a rich

ks Laura goes in for old-fashioned suffering.
Realistically the squalor of Laura's home life is pictui
est

who

ua\

t<>

it.
Then she meets young
money and they plan to

escape

offers her love instead of

;i

i

with the knowledge of Laura's cher ami.
Bui her fiai
luth America and she promises to wail for him.
No
kept woman, she .shifts for herself and makes a bad j"l> of it.
Her discarded friend waits, sure that she will return. S
erything is pawned.
Joyfully her young man returns to
claim her and learns the truth.
He flings al her a bitter invective
and
od, while she wanders brokenly in the snow to her
's home on Christmas
Eve.
All this is related with movement, deftness of characterization,
n.suspense, and little emotional reaction.
Constance Bennett is
sympathetic as Laura, though she fails to make you believe that she
ept into her troubles without calculation.
She does, however,
convince you that she thinks and that is saying a lot.
Adolphe
Menjou i- brilliantly successful as the pseudo-villain, who
much a human being and a gentleman that he is no villain at all.
Robert Montgomery returns to form as the young lover and makes
us forget his defection in "Inspiration."
Minor roles are admirably
by Anita Page, Clark Gable, and Marjorie Rambeau.
1<

..

li

"Ten Cents

a

"Father's Son.'

Dance."

Ah,

pity the poor dance-hall hostess!
She gets a raw. not to say
bleeding, deal in this.
Barbara Stanwyck wins admiration for her

own

appealing naturalness and makes the heroine's troubles real.
There isn't a more unaffected actress on the screen, nor one with
a- tew reminders of her calling as Mi-- Stanwyck.
She i- simple,
direct, and sincere, with a wholesomeness that counts for more than
beauty and emotional expression that seems uncontrolled by any
technical tricks.
In this .-he is concerned with a story that hears a strong resemblance to "Honor Among Low
Which is to say that the
heroine marries the young man who turns out to he a rotter, while
the supposed villain lets his nobler instincts guide him after a few

"Ten Cents a Dance.

moves and wins the girl. As in the other picture, she appeals
him for money to extricate her husband out of his difficulties.
Again we see a heroine offering herself for cash and the had man
false

to

laying his check on the altar of passion denied.
Though not so
-manly set forth as the other version, this is more vital, with more
movement and a better performance by Monroe Owsley, who plays

me
villain
lea-

role in both pictures.
Ricardo Cortcz is good as the pseudoand Sally Blanc, in a hit. is attractive, while Blanche Friderici
behind her few scenes hecause of their shortness.
:

"Don't Bet on

Edmund Lowe.

Women."

Teanette MacDonald, Roland
Merkel take us for a short flight into light or is

—

Young, and Una
high? comedy.

it

—

The result is pleasant enough, even if it doesn't cause us to forget
that the laundry must he counted when we get home.
Their ei
.ire pooled to tell the story of a dull husband who enters into a bet
with a gay philanderer that the latter can't kiss his wife within
forty-eight hours.
The stake is ten thousand dollars, which at once
informs us that we are inspecting a farce.
Things move along
smartly until the moment when victory is to he had by the philanThen he decides that he loves the wife too much to put a
derer.
price on her kiss, so he gallantly proffers his check and jauntily exits.
Mr. Lowe is smooth and glib as the loser, but he doesn't quite
make us believe he is the man to
tway ten thousand dollars
without gaining something more tangible than the center of the
stage, probably because we've seen him in racketeer films.
Miss
MacDonald. who doesn't sing this time, proves her sense of humor
and easy lightness instead, and Miss Merkel visits upon us tie
rigors of a Southern accent so pronounced as to make us see virtues
in the nasal twang oi the West.
But she is awfully funny as a
It is Mr. Young, however, who reaches
flapper of a new sort.
brilliance in what is probably the most uncongenial role he
ever played
that of a stodgy, unaware husband.
What valui
[Continued on paeputs into his lines

"Kiki."

—

Honor Among Lovers."

— — — ——

—— — —

—
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A CONFIDENTIAL
GLIDE TO CURRENT RELEASES
What Every Fan Should See
RKO.

"Cimarron."

Richard Dix's best performance

in

stir-

ring drama of 'homesteaders who struggle with nature in the rough and their own

weaknesses.
Surprising performance by
Irene Dunne of the stage.
Estelle Taylor fine as vamp of the '90s.
Edna May
Oliver, Nance O'Neil, William Collier,
Jr.,

ert

Roscoe Ates, George E. Stone, RobMcYVade.

Range"

Paramount.

Entertaining wild-animal film in which
an orang-utan is the hero and a tiger the

Only human actors are a native
father and son who struggle to sustain
life against depredations of the tiger.
villain.

'The Right to Love."

Ruth Chatterton

as

Paramount.
mother and daugh-

both excellent, thank you, in heart
throbs in China and Colorado. Acting of
highest order, intensified by double exposure, exceptional recording.
Girl missionary torn between love and duty. Paul
Lukas, David Manners.
ter,

"The Criminal Code." Columbia.
Echo of "The Big House," superbly
acted by Walter Huston and Phillips
Holmes, latter as convict who won't
squeal on friend who incites prison riot
Huston, the warden, with daughter, Constance Cummings.
Mary Doran fine.
Paid."

—Mefro-Go/dwyn.

Joan Crawford goes drammer, and is
good as shopgirl railroaded to prison for
crime she did not commit.
Marries son
of boss to get revenge. Robert Armstrong,
John Miljan. Marie Prevost, Tyrrell Davis,
William Bakewell, Purne'.l Pratt.

"Reducing."

Too

— Metro -Goldwyn.

horseplay in beauty parlor
fuss ovec saving girl from
her instincts, in funny, funny film with
Marie Dressier and Polly Moran.
No
team like this one. Anita Page. William
Collier, Jr., Lucicn Littlefield, Sally Eilers,
William Bakewell.

Fredric March excellent. Ina Claire, too.
Henrietta Crosman, Mary Brian.

"The Devil to Pay."
United Artists.
English drawing-room comedy as

—

it

be intelligent, amusing, no excitement.
Rich youth returns to London after farm life, and gets entangled.
Loretta Young, Myrna Loy out for RonFlorence Britton, Frederick
ald Colman.

should

Kerr.

"The Blue Angel."

— Paramount.

Emil Tannings in German film with
Marlene Dietrich, and both are magnificent, even if you don't get some of the
speech. Schoolmaster follows cabaret girl
to

his

ruin.

Poignant,

pitiful

Caesar."

First

National.

Finished story of snarling gangsters and
fights for underworld power.
Too,
too brutal for Buddy Rogers's legions.
Edward G. Robinson gunman king. Douglas Fairbanks. Jr., Thomas Jack-on. William Collier, Jr., Glenda Farrell.

Tramp

in inspired fooling runs to wistfulness in adoring a blind flower girl, Virginia Cherrill, a newcomer.
Harry Mey-

ers

and Hank Mann.

"Dracula."

A

Universal.

to be too thrilling and
a bit funny in the portrayal of eyerolling corpse that emerges from his casket by night and feasts from jugular veins,
pretty girls preferred.
Bela Lugosi the
vampire, Helen Chandler the terrified
morsel, Dwight Frye, David Manners.
thriller

tries

is

Demand

"Girls

Excitement."

— Fox.

The "men"

of a coed college undertake
to oust the girls, and a basket-ball game
settles the issue.
With dance specialist
directing, the effect will surprise fans who
sport
gold-plated
basket
balls.
John
Wayne, Virginia Cherrill, Marguerite
Churchill, William Janney, Eddie Nugent,

Marion Byron.

character

"inspiration."

masterly done.

Metro-Goldwyn.

Weak

"Morocco." Paramount.
Marlene Dietrich takes her place among
Adolphe Menthe stars as an individual.
though tamed by talkie
jou returns,
morals, and Gary Cooper going strong, as

Two cynics
of Foreign Legion.
that only simple, fundamental love
for each other counts.
member
find

Paramount.

"Feet First."
Harold Lloyd, the hardy perennial, as
funny and thrilling as ever. Straight humor, without taint of "sophistication"; no
Shoe clerk in love
tears behind the smile.
tries to win girl by posing as rich playboy, but finds trouble and danger ahead.
Barbara Kent, Robert McWade, Alec
Francis. Lillianne Leighton.

For

Second Choice

"Trader Horn."

adaptation of "Sapho" is saved
by Greta Garbo, who holds one's entire
attention.
A girl with a "past" offers
herself to juvenile prude, played by Robert Montgomery, who is not strong enough
Lewis
to kick her out or accept her love.
Stone, Marjorie Rambeau, Judith Vosseli, Beryl Mercer, Karen Morley.

"Millie."— RKO.
A good girl loves everybody but the
right man, and, maturing with knowledge
of the world, shoots an admirer who
Helen
makes play for her daughter.
Twelvetrees excellent in character study
of another Madame X. Lilyan Tashman,
Joan Blondell, Robert Ames. James Hall.
John Halliday, Anita Louise.

"The

little

and too much

"Little

"The Royal Family of Broadway."
Paramount.
Engagingly mad, these Cavendishes of
the stage, and a lot of fun, since you don't
have to live with them.
Satire on stage
stars at home.
Not a slow moment.

Metro-Goldwyn.

Superior to all films picturing jungle
Subordinate love interest in rescue
life.
ot white girl from African tribe w ho reEdwina Booth
gard her as a goddess.
does well in difficult role. A native. Mutia
Omoolu, genuine as gun bearer to Harry
Duncan Renaldo, Olive Fuller
Carey.
Golden.

Gang

Buster."

Paramount.

Jack Oakie as a sap insurance agent
who falls in love with the daughter of a
prospect and walks into a den of gangHe
sters who have kidnaped the girl.
lives to be rewarded by the heroine, thanks
to his blundering freshness.
Jean Arthur,
William (Staged Boyd, Wynne Gibson
contribute to lively film.

"Scandal Sheet." Paramount.
Fxcellent melodrama of yellow journalwhich a hard-boiled editor acciup scandal about his wife
and has to decide between her reputation
and that of his newspaper. Georsre Banism

in

dentally digs

their

"City Lights."

United

Artists.

Fast and funny Chaplin
effects, along lines made
screen's
best comedian.

with sound
famous by the

film,

The

familiar

croft

the

editor.

Kay

Francis the wife,

Continued on nige 118
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Photo by Preston Duncan

HELEN CHANDLER
DROUGHT
cess,

to Hollywood on the strength of her pronounced stage sucHelen Chandler found that she was virtually unknown. Then began

her uphill climb in the talkies, made difficult by uncongenial roles.
But
her fortune changed with "Outward Bound."
Now Miss Chandler finds
herself with roles to pick and her future is assured.
She is seen, right,
in Ramon Novarro's "Daybreak," with "Salvation Nell" to follow.
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The PHENIX RISES
Setbacks are turned into stepping-stones by Ina Claire, who by not

knowing when she
over the

talkies

WHEN

is

beaten

which

is

once

never beaten.
threatened

Charlie Chaplin's "City
Lights" had its New York
premiere, Ina Claire was
among those present. Any one who
attended will attest to that. The irrepressible Ina tripped
up and down the aisles full of high spirits and good
news.
If you looked at all interested, she'd stop and
tell you that she had just signed a
five-year contract with Samuel Gold-

wyn.

If

you didn't seem particuyou anyway,

just for luck.

That she was tossing about big
news seemed to bother her not at
all.
And Miss Claire once the wife
of
a
newspaperman
Perhaps
Jimmy Whitaker had grounds for
divorce.
Put yourself in his place.
Imagine telling the little woman a
!

potential

front-page yarn, only to
over the back fence,
or across the court, before you had
time to catch an edition.
spill it

Anyway, when
Fourth

the toilers of the

Estate

telephoned United
Artists next morning for confirmation of the story, a harassed press
agent nearly had what passes in the
medical profession for a stroke.
"Where did you get that?" he

her

ambition.

preparation for the triumphant
return to Hollywood of the conquer
ing heroine whose "companionate
separation" is even now in full blast.
Miss Claire was a trifle too voluble to be at ease.
"Jack and I are going to work this thing out seprately," she said very, very lightly.
"He will have his
work and I shall have mine. It's
better that we are not under the
same roof discussing pictures and
giving each other unsolicited advice.
Of course we're the best of friends
and he is as thrilled about my conDivorce? Certainly
tract as I am.
He will meet me at the train
not
and before I talk to a single soul,
we shall plan our future."
Leaping ahead a bit, Jack did not
She waited for
meet Ina's train.
him at the station and then did a
little more waiting at the BeverlyBut the screen's
Wilshire Hotel.
erstwhile great lover failed to so
much as telephone, let alone put in
an appearance. So only time and
reporters will tell when the Clairein

!

Gilbert matrimonial bark will hit the
"for publication."
rocks

—

And when

it

happens, trust Miss

wreckage
which to build
something bigger and better. She
has a way of doing that. Take, as
an instance, her precarious screen

Claire to use the connubial

yelled.

as a foundation on

After a number of news gatherers began, "Well, last night, Ina
" he groaned
Claire
and prepared to make the announcement

career.

formal.

When

she has triumphed

defeat

By Regina Cannon

larly excited, she'd tell

have her

to

Now

in

New

There's a gangland term, "pushed
around," that Ina has come to know
since her introduction to the talkies.
It's manhandling without intent to
kill.
Just a gentle applying of the
works like buying your contract
rather than permitting you to fulfill
promising you a role and at the
it

York, Ina Claire

parks at Pierre's.
It takes a little
courage and a lot of cash to make
your home in that imposing structure, whose white facade gallops
into the Park Avenue sky to the
Out of the failure of her marriage to
tune of forty stories. In fact. Lady
John Gilbert, Ina Claire finds happiMountbatten might waver. But not
last moment assigning it to Josie
ness in "companionate separation."
Ina Claire. Ina could give a duchSplevins, et cetera.
ess an inferiority complex.
Miss Claire has met these parShe's
so grand and so groomed that you find yourself rememticular and several similar vicissitudes.
But she posbering the date of your last manicure, and you're sure
sesses the proverbial bulldog tenacity. She doesn't know
the brand-new stockings have sprung a run.
when she's beaten; so, she's never beaten.
Yet she's
as ingratiating as an insurance salesman, so admiration
Ina crashed Hollywood two years ago with a couple
soon replaces awe.
of titles
the foremost actress on Broadway and the
Miss Claire, you see, is the popular conception of an
best-dressed woman on the stage.
actress during her offstage moments.
A woman who
Well, you probably don't much care who happens to
demands intelligence in her Peke and in the maid who
be the first citizen of Siam. Siam's too far away. So is
puts on his woolly sweater and takes him to Central
Broadway when viewed from the top of Beverly Hill-.
Park whose suite is always flower-filled and whose
And, as for being best-dressed
Hollywood has had Lilrepartee is ever scintillating.
yan Tashman, Kay Francis, and Joan Crawford giving the
On the afternoon of our visit, however, the maid had high cost of low-cut gowns for years. So Ina's advance
[Continued on page 114]
no time for walking the dog. She was packing seven trunks
campaign failed to register.

—

;

—

—

;
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ONCE

INA CLAIRE

as Mrs. John Gilbert because she was unmovie fans, Ina Claire has made her name an
asset instead of a liability to theater owners.
The interview
opposite tells why.

known

billed

to
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LEST

WE
FORGET
IT

is

"The
first

fitting

and proper

that

Squaw Man,"

the very

picture directed

by Cecil

DeMilie

many years ago,

should be selected for what

promises to be his finest efaudible films. The
in

fort

earlier version
in

was directed

a barn, the present one

comes

to life in the magnifi-

cent confines of Metro-Gold-

wyn, with a cast comprising
Warner Baxter, Lupe Velez,
Eleanor Boardman, Roland

Young, Paul Cavanagh, Julia
Faye and many, many others.
The pictures on this page

show Mr. Baxter and Miss
Boardman in the English environment
first

of

the

picture's

sequence.
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CALAMITY
JANE
SHE
in

is

whose

the redoubtable character

the early days of the

West are

history

exploits

and who

comes to the screen, though not for the first time,
in 'Roped
In," with
Louise Dresser playing her.
Leather-lunged, sharp-tongued, and respected for
her fearlessness, she

is

proprietress of a

with gambling on the side.

She

is

saloon

seen, at top of

page, with Richard Arlen, as Lieutenant Tom Co/fon,
romance in which Calamity Jane
sheds her hard-boiled shell to show the mother love
within her.
Mr. Arlen, right, is posed with Frances
Dee, as the heroine.
the hero of the

«

*
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THE BIG
In

"City Streets"

man

of

the

Gary Cooper

underworld,

with

playing the role

Unwittingly drawn

first

into the "alky"

racket, Gary Cooper, as The Kid,

is

seen

Wynne Gibson at
page.
One of the

with the attractive

the top of the

most unusual photographs of Mr.
Cooper, left, shows him as a fullfledged racketeer in all the sartorial
glory of his kind, pausing in the
prison waiting-room to see his girl.
Their interview

is

poignant.

RACKET
is

seen for the

Sylvia

Sidney,

first

of

time as a
the

stage,

intended for Clara Bow.

THE

KID, above,

is

first

seen as an

employee of a shooting gallery where
Sylvia Sidney, as Nan, daughter of a
is attracted by his skill with o
gun and learns to love him. In the
photograph, right, she begs The Kid
not to return to the night club where

crook,

the fatal shooting takes place.
if

But

you know your Gary's determination, you know he will go.
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CONCH ITA
THE Spanish actress, Conchita Montenegro,
who came to Hollywood to play in foreign
versions, exhibits her accented English

in

"Never the Twain Shall Meet." She plays
the role of a South Sea Island princess
who falls in love with an American. Their
life together in her native tropics is a compelling argument in favor of the title of the
Leslie Howard, Miss Montenegro,
picture.
and Mitchell Lewis at top of page.

Irresistibl
IHE

favorite adjective of Maurice

Che-

admirers is discovered by the
two heroines of "The Smiling Lieutenant."
Claudette Colbert as Franzi, leader of a

valier's

Viennese orchestra, loves Lieutenant Niki,
and a kiss blown her way while he is on
parade convinces Miriam Hopkins, as
Princess Anna, that Niki has insulted
her.
But when he is summoned for a
royal rebuke she, too, finds him irresistible and marries him almost without his
knowledge.
Miss Hopkins appears in
the circle

and Miss

Colbert, below.
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TEMPTATION
RICHARD BARTHELMESS,
world

until

as a newspaper reporter in "The Finger Points," is tempted by the big money of the underhe meets a violent end, with Fay Wray mourning him for the honest man he might have been, and Regis
Toomey unknowingly grieving for the passing of a hero.

!

This

make-up car accompanies players on

NEW

location to

keep faces

FACES

tidy,

eyelashes

to the studio expert,

o

H, Jim!"

d'Orthrough

whose miracles

in

By Jeanne de Kolty

up room

Edmund Lowe, "and Victor McLaglen told me to let
you know he's coming over for a streak of gray hair."
Jim Barker, noted in Hollywood as one of the foremost make-up experts in the motion-picture business,
pauses in the laborious task of putting a new face on
Maureen O'SuIlivan long enough to rummage around
among his supplies for a widow's peak, some gray hair,
spirit gum, and putty.
And. lo and behold within a
tew moments he has transformed each of his patrons,
!

with the

magician
king of a cream-colored dominion of
immaculate cleanliness where the stars gather to have
their faces put on for the day, and a tiny office where
none but the mighty are allowed. The office is Jim's
private room where he keeps his files, reference books.
and the tools of his trade. The outer room
and
spacious, and a row of dressing tables with large mirrors
extends along the wall from one end to the other.
ither wall consists mostly of windows.
From the
outside the building resembles one of the proverbial i,dass
houses.
Sunlight filters in through snowy curtains and
gentle breezes sift through cascades of varicolored crepe

Jim Barker

a

is

hair suspended on racks.
It is from these racks that Barker selects the hair of
players
a special kind of hair for each role.
Don't get

—

those you admire
Either

is

possible

the idea that

the door of the makeat the Fox studio,
"may I have a new widow
peak? The old one got washed off in the rain scene."
"How about a wart on the side of my nose?" demands

nlace.

make-up are here described.

calls Fifi

say, looking in

lios in

OLD

for

Would you like to exchange features you have for
more? Or is it just a slight alteration that you want?

and

in curl,

all

wear

the stars

The false hair
wigs, though.
for use when the aci- only
tor's own hair does not fit his
role.

cases are to be found the comp!
the
stars; tan grease paints for tan characters, pale
anaemic ladies, and blushes for those who need to bit:
Often a star must change color for the sake of a particular part.
She goes to the make-up man. tells him
her
nd he revamps her so that often even her
best friends don't know her.
Should an outsider chance to
the a\

Tn

rrlass

;'

:

I

make-up room, he probably would won

"her

those pretty ladies and gentlemen he
screen were just SO many eyeh:
and other featur
ether, ins

human

fe woul
eyebrows, putty for making
the shape of the featun
I

all

the

1

I

fa'-

-

and

cl

'

The make-up man would

that
explain to him.
all these are merely character stuff, materials with which
to make the old young, th
old, the bl
brunette, and vice versa.
If the n
the make-up man can c'
every feature in an actor's face, including his teeth. In
order to become a star, one must have perfect teeth.
times a tooth becomes discolored through accident,
or is chipped off: often a perfect tooth must be camouThe make-up
flaged to look discolored or ill-shaped.
expert searches in a glas
Med with teeth until he
Continued on page 16
.
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RED-FLAGGING the
Some

THE

Hollywood

—

bull

—

that

is,

Hollywood public

usually an amiable beast.
The average star can feed him indigestible peanuts and
boloney in perfect safety. He'll eat it. wrappings and
all. and won't even mind a few sharp tacks in the fodder.
But just try waving a red flag in front of his bullish
nose
His small eyes grow red and furious, he snorts,
paws the earth, and runs after one, with horns set
for gore.

opinion

Which

is

to say that an unlucky

in their personalities that

few have a certain
makes picturedom

froth at the mouth, though

it is as innocent as a crimson
nothing more than a streak of aloofness, the
most misunderstood quality in the world.
The roll call of stars who have had to put a fence
between themselves and the pursuing bull is an impressive one.
There are Greta Garbo. Richard Barthelmess,
Ronald Colman, Lillian Gish, all taking the brunt of the
attack for attempting cloistered seclusion.
To their names might be added those of Ramon Xovarro. Joan Bennett, Marguerite Churchill, Eleanor
Boardman, Jeanette MacDonald, Mary Philbin, Carol
Dempster, the late Lon Chancy, and others.
Strangely enough, this class of stars is the most inoffensive group one could bring together. Unlike many
players who are proficient as mixers, they don't go
around showing off in public. Unlike some, they don't
go in for bragging and swaggering.
Their clothes and manners are apt to be quiet and
unassuming. They don't affect bogus culture. Most of
them wouldn't think of grandly snubbing those of a
"lower caste." although some of their uncriticized fellow

sash.

naturally reserved

because aloofness

is

always

players

misunder

is

!

something

of the

It is

stars do.

They don't work frantically to steal scenes and pictures from other actors, or to run them down.
They
don't throw jealous tantrums, or pull the hair of their

need of a protective

wall.

Even friendly

By

In fact, if they did burst
forth into these familiar exhibitions of temperament and delusions of grandeur, their critics might laugh indulgently
and forgive them.
They are. as a class, ladies and gentlemen in the
deeper meaning of those words, with a dislike of display.
Some have a consideration for the feelings of others that
is rare in rough-and-ready Hollywood.
But Hollywood doesn't understand them.
It sees
only that they try to avoid parties, openings, and crowds,
to remove themselves, at least occasionally, from the
staring eyes that are forever busy picking them to pieces.
And Hollywood, offended, mutters, "Too good for us,
rivals.

H. A.

huh?"
took the death of Lon Chaney to make Talkietown
was good reason why that solitary man
held the crowds off at arm's length. He was a sick man.
It took the death of Jeanne Eagels to silence the critics
of her temperamental outbursts.
They realized, too
late, that her shattered nerves could not stand the daily
It

realize that there

irritations that other people's do.

But it is not so easy for Hollywood to understand
that the perfectly healthy individual may have a crying
inner need to be alone. True, they recognize that even
as genial a mixer as Charlie Chaplin may have his moody
days, when he wants to get away from everybody. They
chalk that up to the strange workings of genius.
When a lesser star plays the recluse, they are apt to
say. "So you think you're a genius, too?"
Signs of a
retiring nature in a player are almost sure to be mis-

Hollywood

Bull

innocently antagonize the picture colony,
stood,

and

Find

themselves

still

more

in

The

gestures are misinterpreted

Wood mansee

and snubbed.

understood. Hollywood
a^ indignant as the
old hen that hatched a
is

brood of ducklings, only to have them go swimming.

myths about stars who
In the case of Greta Garbo,
for instance, legend is piled upon legend, until the tower
topple- over.
Then the fabricators begin all over again.
( H course,
as secretive a player as Garbo is a constant
stimulant to the Hollywood imagination. But. considering other retiring players who have tried to be mixers
and failed, one wonders what the villagers would do
to the Swedish recluse, if they knew her more intimately.
few years ago a fine, sensitive star was practically
driven out of pictures by the antagonism of studio people
with whom she tried to be friendly. TTer few intimate
friends agreed that she was as lovely and unassuming a
character as has graced the screen.
She was no mixer, yet on the set she would try to be
pleasant to everybody, from the director to the prop
man. She had a good word for all, and it was not a
patronizing one. Yet her friendly advances were rudely
snubbed. In amazing ways her every word and action
was misinterpreted. The very persons who snubbed her
called her high-hat.
It doesn't seem to make any difference whether such
players insist on privacy in as flat-footed a manner as
Greta Garbo, or make an occasional attempt to be one
The Hollywood bull knows a red flag
of the gang.
when he sees it. even when its bearer tries to turn it
into a more agreeable pink.

The

have

A

a

film colony loves to build

touch

<*i

reserve.

may come from

most unexrj
engaged to a popular and influential executive, although she was seldom
seen in public with anybody.
Some of lur critics opined that she couldn't get any
attack

quarter.

One

udrl

star

was

the

secretly

to escort her places.
When the news of her engagement came out, a few declared that probabh
other girl would have had the man.
Of course both
opinions were utterly ridiculous.
One girl doesn't like to go to dinner parties. Those

man

who

resent her lack of conviviality say she is afraid of
wrong fork or wouldn't know what to say. or
what to do with her elbows.
male star is frequently attacked for being surly and
snobbish.
He is uncommunicative and likes privacy.
but so do a great many persons in other walks of life.

using the

A

Hollywood likes its silent men in Western drama, but
apparently not in real life.
Lillian Gish for years has been criticized and ridiR
culed for her nunlike seclusion from Hollywood.
aid Colman has been dubbed a woman hater, becafollowing his separation from his wife, he did not mix
People
freely with the party girls of Movietown.
British reserve.
couldn't understand his
maid and
One look at girls such
Eleanor P.oardman convinces any Hollywood play
that they wouldn't take kindly to rough practical j<
such as being hurled unexpectedly into a swimming
me would like them betThey're not the type, t!
ter if they were.
rumors swarm like
Ridiculous, and often
"egarious of the
mosquitoes about th<
]

•

.

stars.

Som

phically

their shot

:

ot

1

are justly indignant.

Mary Pickford probably exprcs-ed
Continued on page

1
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the sentiment of
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The show-boat players have no yearning

for studio or

Broadway

Where Carbo
Show-boat audiences

of the Dismal

Swamp

the silent enigma; they care only for
writer takes

USED

I

flappers

you aboard a

Is

country do not care

"drammer" across

river theater to discuss films

world over

knew Robert Montgom-

how

long Greta remains

and

Starr

The

the last stand of "rep".

Bow

By Helen

Out

the floating footlights.

to believe that all

the

life.

Henifin

hair

ever

whirled

her

red

and glittering roadster

clown Hollywood Boulevard.

You must go

love-making, that all
married women had suffered
with C.arbo, and that Mary Pickford was an adopted
cousin of every household.
And I thought that all New York stage stars, no matter how snooty and high-hat they had been about the
flickers, were now running after Hollywood producers.
John Barrymore, Lenore Ulric, Ruth Chatterton,
Pauline Frederick, Ann Pennington, Will Rogers, Lowell

Dismal
go "down
Deep Creek way." There are occasional wooded clumps
of tall, straight pines, and open fields for garden truck
or cotton.
Colored folk for the most part occupy the
unpainted houses that slant at loose angles, and discard
bricks and shingles at every change of weather.
The
bouses are far apart, as if they had borrowed atmospheric effects of depression and desolation from the

Sherman, and others had succumbed to the silents, and
since the advent of the talkies, George Arliss, Otis
Skinner, Nance O'Xeil, Ann Harding, Ina Claire,
Claudette Colbert, and many others have signed their
names without noticeable protest.
Elsie Ferguson is even now dangling her bait of talents in a Hollywood theater within easy reach of the
directors, and the elusive Maude Adams is said to be

swamp

ery's

Even
holding confab with playwrights in California.
Adams may be won over by a plea for the
historical necessity of perpetuating her art in celluloid
You see when you've been writing about the stars for
ten years, as I have, you firmly believe that every road
in the world curves out from the film metropolis, and
that they arc all paved with celluloid.
You believe, like the press agents, that this village
is an omnipotent empire controlling the news, the fashions, the manners, customs, the fun, and the tears of
an entire world.
True enough, the advent of radios gave Hollywood a
frightful jolt.
But the village is resourceful, and as soon
as a fickle public could be cajoled by hoofbeats and clock
ticks, cock crows and pistol shots, all its complacent selfassurance returned.
But Dixie recently treated me to a distinct surprise.
The exigencies of fate sent me temporarily to the
When T heard that a show boat was playing
South.
"down Deep Creek way," T drove there faster than Clara
the cagy

to

Swamp when you

If

itself.

you remember nothing

else from your geography,
you probably never forgot the lesson about the Dismal
Swamp. There were thrills and mvsterv in the descrip-

tions of these dark and tangled jungles.
Or perhaps
your knowledge was gleaned from Nick Carter who
liked to have bis villains sucked under by the swamp's
bogs and quicksands.
These days it is still tangled and menacing: soggy
underfoot and dripping with chilly rains in winter: rife
with rattlesnakes and ravenous mosquitoes in summer.
That smashing you hear from within is not always the
hunter's tale of a husky bear breaking a log. but is one
of the sound effects associated with earnest bootleggers

tending still, cheerful in the assurance that Federal
agents don't like to put their noses into the dangerous
mire of the swamp lands.

The Dismal Swamp skirts one edge of a tranquil,
slow-moving canal which our first president planned in
an effort to clear the bog.
The George Washington
Canal is only one of the many streams in the South
where, on certain mornings, a show boat drifts down
to make fast to a bank and throw its own white reflection on shadowy water that already mirrors softleaved willows.
I was jerked from my initial admiration of showboat life by the approach of a gentleman of the company
wearing a vivid-green silk shirt, white trousers, spats,

I

Where Garbo
I

1

1"\\

did they
icplainecl

.1

wrist watch.

learn
that

that

all

Oh, shades of Broadway!

down

hie

tachn

ii

moil

m

bai

to

nf

tur-

|:

and

have acquit

\<i

usual

dee]
I

from the

•

ut.

on a river
few nautical tern

iin;

h<

wrote for the fan

I

Out

Is

I

I

:

nil."
lie

minded me of any small-town

Inti

the

of

company photos; mat

•

on the right; rows
of "opry" ch
Reward; and jagged wings
syml
woods.
But tliis theater
d by having a galle} and mess
room behind the stage, and sleeping quarters on the
deck.
Scrupulously clean and shipshape, it glistened with white paint inside and out.
"\V<
to having a writer about," added Green
Shirt.
"Edna Ferber traveled >r a while on this verj
boat to get material for her book
"Oh, then you must have been awfully interested in
seeing the picture version of 'Show Boat'?"
Ik reply gave me a distinct surprise.
"I've never
happened to see it." he replied with a DeMillish indif-

farmer's
Surel) :'
be much

i

Idn't

money

da)

-.

The

assertion of
press agents
used to believe it. ton

—

the

!

—that

film reaching
end to end might
touch the moon, or
if
wrapped around
the world would goon

t"<

I

all

nodded

in

the

"Aren't you interested in picture
T asked.
This question didn't seem
disturb the calm of a complacent company sunning themselves in a lovelv
land.
T added, "Don't you players aspire to he film star-

':"

Bebe

Daniels.

Shearer, and Gloria

Swanson

ly

fair

to

to repeat the reply.

"We

THEATRE

own public!"
think that hundr
actor- are fairly panting for

have our
to

onion Islands.

"Then we go up tl
iac River
and it's branches.
We have played
Albermarle and the other soundalong the Carolina coast, and b)

Coast

Atlantic

The Boat On Which

EDNA FERBER
Wrole

Her

adway

a chance to go Y*
Green Shirt summoned a bright,
businesslike fellow, Charles Hunter.
"Hunter." he told me. "went to Hol-

Ivwood and worked three months with
Charlie Kenyon, the scenario writer,
in adapting Miss Ferber's book to the

only fourteen mile- to
play the Florida port-."

ing

F.inioim

"Show Boat"

Io

PLAYING AT
DEEP CREEK, VA.

DAYS—JUNE

Performance

priately

5th

-;x plays

"The Lure
boat

this

My Heart"

now

but
the

7th

title

-

in

cii

for

t".

Charlie Hunter has docfor the pr
neration.

"Mr. Jim

Girl

V

Bail<

point of play writing and dram
"
the
\-. but
-

My

-

Heart"
that pulls them

six

o'

plays.

screen."

he

sippi,

over and over.
of the City" has run on

now "The

It is

"S'MANTHY"
The repertoire includes

"

The James Adams

6th

SATURDAY, JUNE

in

named The Trouper.

generations before the

'MR. JIM BAILEY'

o'

room

"There are other shov
added, "on the V
and Ohio riverthe same towns

Promptly
M.

FRIDAT, JINK

seamanship,

boxlike inclosure on top of the
boat, introduced tv
men who
navigate the craft and -bowed me the
tug that pulls the showfolk, appro-

5-6-7

TIHRSDAY, JUNE

their

a real navigator's

a

(starts

at 8:15 P.

prove

showed me

Deep rreck Road from
Portsmouth, -i\ Mile*, .it head of
Dismal "-uiimp Canal.

"Peg

for a br<

of ports, including those on the

The Only Show Boat on the

3

recognized.

Washington Canal and out into the
sapeake Bay, where we play a lot

Tike

ence.

Norma

FLOATING

Story

Deep

We

James Adams'

negative.

to

"We gel a full thirty-five-week
season," Hunter mid me.
"That's
better than many road or re]) shows
used to get in the old daj 5.
winter in Elizabeth City. North Carolina,
then in the spring go up th<

—

Their indifference to the cinema was
overdone.
No actor anywhere. I figured, could dare to he so casual these
clays about the affluent cinema.
I had
a hunch they had all seen it. Not long
afterward I learned the underlying
motive that occasioned this indiffer-

Greta Garbo came

Creek, Virginia, she would not be

in

brunet leading

They

If

strangle us all. et cetera, did not account
the celluloid right here in the South.

ference that implied if the picture was playing across the
street it would he just too far to go.
( hher members of
the company tiled
out of the mess hall
an attractive

comfortable positions on the grassy
river hank.
"By the way. have any of you ever
the film, "Show Boat'?" asked
en Shirt, turning toward the company with a blase air

in

show-boat ii

1

woman, a decisive blond
md woman, the menacing villain, a
juvenile, character men and women,
and props. They dropped down into

a

r

v<

Then they

:

'

•'

.ry

thr<
-rice.

I

"S'manthy" and
"Flappers and Grandmotl
WinGirls Walk Home" is the come-on title of an

"You worked three months on the story and never
saw the picture?" T asked.
He nodded in the negative with a bored yawn. They

although there

could bave their Hollywood, his expression implied.
These players were as self-sufficient as wealthy, retired
country gentlemen. Their peaceful theater-on-the-farm

sometimes

is

play

not a thin? in the play pertaining to

the name.
I

they play these at fifty and -event v-hve cents
in competition with snch cinema attractions as

"Whoopee." "The Big House." and

"

:
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Where Garbo

Is

Out
in

past

t.ie

been

built,

located in
It

few years haw
Picture hous

many

would be

good auto roads
not even yet

of these small river town-.

a great lesson to

some unman-

show-boat town,
for the chances are she'd be unrecognized, and

ageable

film

star

to

visit

a

receive not a particle of homage she thinks is
waiting for her the world o
The show-boat audiences know the names

of only a few stars of the screen and are woefully ignorant of the latest Hollywood divorce
gossip.

had to admit the charm of show-boat life.
outranks circus life in hcalthfulness and
has all the qualities of beauty and soul so lacking in the ugly backstage of the average theater, or associated with the hot lights of a
I

It

studio

set.

"Fxonomic conditions in theatricals
changed," I persisted. "Wouldn't it be
ble not to

for

food,

pay
but

salaries to actors

to

book

have
sensi-

and overhead
on show

pictures

boats?"
I was again the recipient of proud and chilly
glances without a word being spoken exactly
the same sort of condescending glances I used
to receive ten years ago from Broadway actors
in New York' when I said California was a
wonderful place, and they'd always have to do
the picture-making out there in the sunshine,
and why didn't that particular actor leave the

—

stage and get in on the ground floor?
They print a little leaflet called the Herald
I
and distribute it nightly to the audience.
was amused to read this editorial in the sheet
Isn't

it

better

for

your

town to have a show boat
come here and pay dockage to your wharf owner-.
and purchase food, clothes

Show boat

and necessities for its players than to rent 5.000
from far-away
film
of

comin' 'round the

bend.

Hollywood when the actors in the film can't possibly shop in your stores?

showed my amazement. Although short-sighted managers
had in some instances stubbornly
resisted the onslaught of the movies,
one by one they had all
hooked pictures in order to carry
on.
I wondered how the show
boats were able to hold this last
I

Already they see the
on the wall.
even if they are too
proud to admit it.

writing

In this age of gilded
stand of the traveling reps.
movie halls, hung with
"We have our own following,"
crystal lamps and tapthey told me again, with the
estries too shiny and
of high pride.
"This boat has
The James Adams floating theater has been in service
bright to be real, it is
been traveling for three generalike" dipping back into
for three generations.
tions, and almost all the players
the past to visit this
grew up in the show-boat famThe
floating theater.
ily- ..T' lc v do not care for any other sort of acting."
slow-moving craft, and its unhurried audience filing in
As if actors had been choosers the past few years!
and out. are of a world far removed from the rush of
This proud optimism is the sort that is not given up
the Rialto. and the hectic uncertainties of the Hollywood
until the abyss is yawning at the next step.
studios.
The show boat is a hangover of the gas footAnd. as if to prove the indestructibility of their life.
light era. in its physical aspects as well as the theatrical
I heard that this very boat had struck a snag the year
offerings in the repertory. As I have pointed out, some
before where the canal passes through Lee Mills, North
of the small rural towns do not yet boast of a cinema
Carolina.
The boat sank and the players losl most of
hall, and again, it is the choice of the people on those
their belongings, hut it was promptly raised, repainted,
rare nights when the boat hitches up at the river front.
and towed on its way to again make the rounds of the
Perhaps the audience likes being part of the show.
river towns where it has long been a tradition.
But even if Garbo. Buddy Rogers, Clara Bow. and
Conditions have helped show-boat folk.
For years,
Chatterton are sitting on top of the world from the
the dirt roads of Virginia, the Carol inas and other
Hollywood point of view, they haven't managed to crash
Southern Stales were hardly passable in winter. Only
the show boats
.

!

Hercules

HAD

A
SNAP
The

stars

human

are burdened with the super-

task of always being

what they

are supposed to be, rather than what

Thus they have two

they really are.

one of which you probably do not know.

personalities,

By Everett Blagden
CONSIDER

the tasks Hercules had to
perform.
If you don't know about
them, permit me to say they were
pretty tough.
"Ilerk" had to meet impossible situations with many a superhuman effort. This was necessary to
keep up his fame as the strong man of
his time.
Had he allowed his strength
to he doubted, his reputation would have
been lost beyond recall.
So it is with many of the gifted ones
of filmdom. They are imprinted on the
public mind as being such and such.
And being so, each must maintain the
particular personality for which he is
famous, no matter in what situation he
finds himself.

Mary

for

instance,

must

always appear before the public as a
Pollyanna. the golden-haired child of

Mary

herself

hearted gamin

of

movies,

for she

at-

tempted to break away from that perseveral

times,

as

in

"K

"Dorothy Vernon," and "Cbqi
Rut to no avail. Back again she had to
go to her world-famous per^onalitv— the
dear
I

little girl

wonder

if

Charles Farrell has to carry off the reputation of being utterly devoid of sophistication.

known that she is an expert
woman.
It
has been remarked
that had she nut become an actre--. Miss
Pickford would have made an excellent
She has handled much money
It

well

i^

business

of simple mien.

Mary

has ever

felt

when

b<

iwns a ma-

ii

United A
many a commercial

r

in

to

making

pie.

the oc-

V.

or v

is a match
for
Finan<
rd of hard-boiled bus
en.
Regard!
her many char
mistress of Pickfair i< known t*> be
mical.
She in
man a very large salary,
'

.

\

that his being cl
neration, for he will get

•

Mary

like

swinging to the extreme now and then.
Her Pollyanna personality must be
something of a Herculean task on various occasions.
But Mary undoubtedly
her other personality
casion calls for it.

Besides

jority share in

must surely

have tired of being constantly the glad-

sonality

motherly tourist, confusing the jolly, healthy
Janet Gaynor with Diane, advised her to seek
sunshine and rest.

and

Tick ford,

the screen.

A

There are two
shrewd busiri
haired

child

of

Mary Pickfords,
man and th<

the

screen.

the

Tl

must be a task at tim<
won't do when business deals are on hand.
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Hercules

Had

a Snap
priate passage

was read aloud, probably the first
Holy Writ was read on the set of any
studio.
La Bennett's only rival will be Aimee Mac!
i

ntry into the talkie

field.

During some business altercation with Samuel
Goldwyn, it was reported, Miss Bennett -lapped

face— the first time a producer'., face was
slapped and the fact made public. Though
I dare
say a few producers stroked their
cheeks, with
stinging recollection, when they heard
of the famous Goldwyn-Bennett slap. Miss Bennett denied
tins report.
It was, she said, a slight exaggeration.
She ought to know. But even a saint's patience,
we are told, is tried at times. Surelv no movie
player can claim more patience than a saint.
Even in trying circumstances, Miss Bennett is
gentle and forgiving.
It is expected of her.
But. I
ler, would she not sometimes like to be
otherwise ? Is her gentleness a task, or second nature ?
Louise Fazenda has been known for vears as
Hollywood's consoler to the desolate. She' is truly
his

on many occasions. Even strangers in
need of solace go to Louise and ask her counsel.
La Fazenda possesses the rare knack of giving
just the right kind of advice.
Yet I wonder
whether Louise, the consolatrice, ever yearns to
appear as another personality which she keeps
hidden away ?
In private life. Louise is a charming, clever pera comforter

son.

During her

made

Bow

says that her fans expect her to
like her screen hoyden.

be wild

be

To

naive

or

years in films, she has

money.

She

is

smart in business deals.
She told me once that some undesirable tenants lived in a house let by
her mother.
Besides holding rowdy
parties and failing to pay the rent, they
were also wrecking the place.
Ma-

Photo by Rlchee
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a great deal of

sophisticated

Buddy Rogers's Herculean

—which

is

task?

dame Fazenda

got rid of them by taking off the front door.
The evicted tenants looked to daughter Louise for comfort, but that was

one time Louise
consolatrice too

found her role of
Herculean a task to

perform.
her fans, Mary must always be
Pollyanna.
Belle Bennett won fame as Stella Dallas.
But Miss Bennett's offscreen fame lies in
the personality she radiates over Hollywood the gentle, advising woman to all
who seek spiritual guidance.
Miss Bennett has had an adventurous
career.
Born in a circus, she became a
trapeze performer.
She married at sixtwelve, one rumor has it. Followed
teen
a hard life, a struggle for success on the
stage.
Seventeen years ago she was a star
for Essanay; to quote Miss Bennett, "before Gloria Swanson was even heard of."
Gloria was an extra in those early Chicago

Yet

to

—

—

days.

It is a well-known fact that La Fazenda has longed to do a dramatic
role.
No one can see her as a tra-

gedienne, a Tosca. or a Camille.
To
one and all she remains a clown.
Oddly enough, it is to her they turn
when in trouble. Kings always sought

comfort from their jesters.
Yet I
dare say Louise would dispense with
her kinship to past royalty, at certain
times, to have the tables turned.
Ramon Xovarro is regarded by the
fans as a mystic. His spiritual sister,
Bennett, draws others to her.
Not so Ramon. Every one expects
Belle

him
him

to

remain alone. Fans visualize
up and down a cloister
home, reeling off prayer after

as pacing

Not so many years ago, Miss Bennett
was always cast as a vamp, a lady of easy

at

Since "Stella Dallas" launched her
screen. Miss Bennett has
been known as a guiding hand to any in
need of spiritual light.

I see Ramon, he is the liveliperson in his immediate surroundings. Genial and humorous, he sparkles
with gayety.
All the same, in the
public's mind he is a devout religionist
of solemn, pious deportment, without

ideas.

fame on the

to

An

inoffensive

"damn" muttered on

the

where she was working caused her conShe carried a Bible with
siderable grief.
set

read during rests.
thought the occasion required

her

to

When
it,

she

an appro-

his

pravcr.

When

est

a smile to spare, or a

humorous com-

ment.
Continued on page 115
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sure
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for

Leo,
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1

look at these great

pictures which have recently

come out

of the

marvelous Mctro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios.

Even

if

we stopped

walk

off

right here,

with 1931 honors.

Metro would

But there are

many, many more marvelous dramas, uproarious comedies, sensational hits

now

ing made, not only on the busy

M-G-M

lot,

but "on location" in

of the world.

You can

Goldwyn-Mayer
pictures that

you

many odd

be-

corners

always look to Metro-

for real entertainment in
will

never forget!
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times of financial depression and
INunemployment,
widowed mothers

and orphaned children are

first

to

—

suffer
and silently, they suffer most.
Thousands of them today need help
money help for food and clothing

—

—

and creature comforts.

them that we ask your
Mothers' Day. Whatsoever

It is for

help this

your mother would do for a sick
neighbor or hungry child, do in her

name

unemployed and destitute
mothers and children who lack the
comforts and necessities of life.
for

The Golden Rule Mothers' Fund
will

be distributed through the most

efficient agencies

where the need

is

most acute.
Give for mothers
dren

— for their chil-

— the gift that will make

them

happiest.
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GARBO

The burning eyes,
They tell a story

Generous ha- beauty been

Of prairie plains
And danger touching

Eth<

Robed
glory.

The

Ah
Empii

glow

9

And

in thai

in

To

lu-art so

Oh

it

Out of

A
A

so

restl<-->

in

little

thou mysteriou- you

!

Madelvne Keats

ijait

free,

nnings.

Ji
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MY DREAM OF LEW AYRES
Had

true to trust.

That

in its hai

world the arts thou knowest SO tireturn, a shelter from all view.
Reviving passion from the past to breathe upon the throi
But quietly within your heart sing soft, untroubled song.

Are but the "utrr coat of fate,
That lodged in mortal guise,

A

I

a friend, a real tried friend,

want him to he jusl as true.
With frank and honest laughing lips

could carve

I'd

the dust

And

fruitful land.

loyal eyes of blue.

Canaan's paradise,

Alice Menakes.

*

Had

I a brother, he must be
Ambitious, brave, and more than these,

Tall and quite aloof, and yet

Somewhat

like yourself

—

a tease.

SOURCE OF KNOWLEDGE
My
I

slang

is

the latest,

I've a Southern drawl, too,
can put the right crackles
In the gum that I chew.

Had I a son, he would he wistful
Lew Ayres, as we all know you are,
With lips a-touching my own cheek,
And eyes that pray fixed on a star.
Catherine Crupe.

4

know how to act
In an old country manse.

I'd

I'll

CITY LIGHTS

make burning lme,

If there's

Pathos walks
Against the hard brilliance

ever a chance.

Of

A

I've seen all the great kin^s

And have

My

dear.

I

how
even know
learned

to

how.

Do you
Is
ell.

it

city lights

In

ras^s.
is it

That a white flower

Worn
knowledge
learning you seek?
thirst for

just

man

little

Why

Einstein's theory now.

W

staid.

!

Givt to the

The massive head

So

treasured secret sorrow that wraps her
calm mysterious maid

Ask ng

pause

tarry for a while.

And swinging

indifference, her countenance sweet and
eve- half slmt to shield from curiou

them,

dusky smile

Is

in

Nature'- favored maid,

to

.

?

go to movies

gallantly,

In a ragged coat.
A bit of rag

Treasured.

Three times a week.

Dexisk Eileen Ortman.

A

twisted grin.

A

nervous gesture,

Can bring
<*-•*.

To

TALKIE CULTURE
You'd scarcely think, to hear him talk.
His native burg was old X' Yawk.
His words with oily unction uttered

With English accent now are

huttered.

swift tears

eyes

As hard and
As

city

clear

lie;'

man.
your tattered
With hat and cane.
Pathetic

Wrap

little

close

The threadbare

He

used to say. "Me and me goil"
And in his car pour gas and oil.
But now a "lady" is his choice
And "petrol" motivates his Royce.

Dorothy Gariutt.

coat.

glo-

Yes, and a white flower.

Come

soon again.
That we who are so poor

May know how rich we are.
Helen Lenhart Yoke.

!
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Continued from
care for her, or
nice to any girl?

The day was

The Movie Runaround
p..

would he he

just as"

Keene

a hard one.

had indeed

built up her part, to the
fury of the star and the murderous
rage of the leading woman.
Annabelle longed to apologize to them both,
to explain that this turn of events
didn't make her any happier than it
did them.
The star protested at the lengthy
rehearsals made necessary by the
change.
The leading woman retired
to her dressing room in tears when
one of her pet scenes was changed to
include Annahelle. The extras smiled
significantly.
Keene called her
"little girl" and insisted on her lunching with him.
Annabelle's head ached furiously.
She couldn't seem to get even the
simplest bits of business right. Once,
after several rehearsals, she forgot
her lines at the crucial moment, and
they had to call a retake.
Keene did ask her to dinner at
his home.
Rather, he said, "You're
coming home to dinner with me. I
want to talk with you," and was so
amazed when Annahelle refused that
he couldn't speak.
"I'm too tired to do anything but
sleep," she told him, quite truthfully.
"I wouldn't even be able to understand what you said to me, Mr.

—

Keene, and that would be terrible !"
She hurried away before he could
protest, hoping that he wouldn't be
angry and cut her out of the picture,
and left the studio with her make-up
only half removed. Her body ached
all over.
Her mind was weary with
the strain of trying to do something
she had never done before.
She
stumbled into Dennis's car and slid
down so that her head rested on the
back of the seat.
"All in, huh ?" he commented. "I'll
take you somewhere for some hot
soup, and then you go home and climb

Keene all right ?"
She told him about Keene's

into bed.

invita-

dinner following his determined efforts to make her an actress.
"The old game." grunted Dennis.
"For two cents I'd say. I've got an
idea
Maybe you won't like it, but
it's the only way out.
He's got you
on the pay roll now, and you've made
tion

to

—

!

enough scenes so that he'll have to
keep you there. His overhead's too
high

now

for retakes.

suppose vou
tally

tell

How's

this

him, just inciden-

-"

Slowing down in a fairly
stretch of the road, he glanced

empty

down

She was sound

asleep.

During dinner he returned

to his

at Annahelle.

as,

c

won't mean a
keep him in his
place.
You can't go to his house
unless your fiance goes too—
You have to spend your evenings
with me.
Pretend you're heel- over
head in love that'll give you a chance
to show what a good act re-.- vou are !"
Annahelle laughed shakily.
"Maybe it won't," she said, and
then glanced down at her plate,
frightened by her own daring.
Dennis had never been told that
he was one of those men who. when
absorbed by an idea, pay no attention
to any one or anything else.
"He'll not bother you then," he
went on. "Of course, you may be
tried

to speak.
thing to us, but

tell

said

him you're enand hurried on

her face flushing hotly, Annabelle

"It

it'll

—

cut out of the picture

when

it's

fin-

have made some
money in the meantime. I'll hunt
around and see if I can't get you a
but

ished,

you'll

job as script girl or something.
At
might speak to the cameraman
on this thing you're doing.
He
could get you into a few important
shots so that they couldn't possibly
leave you out."
"I don't care whether I'm in or
not," Annabelle exclaimed.
"All I
want is the money."
that, I

"Then you'll probably walk away
with the picture," Dennis answered.
"That's the way things go out here.
Say, it's a good thing you left Caroline when you did.
She's been raising Ned all over the place.
Wants
the story changed, drives everybody
crazy with suggestions that will build
up her own part. Fights with her
leading man every day regular as
clockwork, and he's a poor bozo
who'd been on the stage for years
and never saw a studio before. He'll
be a blithering idiot by the time this
is over. Thank Heaven I'm a cameraman. I'm the only one in the place
she doesn't dare row with.
She
knows what she'll look like on the
screen if she does."
"I suppose she thinks I'm an ungrateful hussy,"
remarked Annabelle, wishing he hadn't dropped the
subject
of
their
engagement so
hastily.

"Sure." Dennis replied laconically.
"But half of Hollywood thinks the
other half stood 'em up. so what do
yon care? Want to go home?"
With extreme reluctance Annabelle
She wished he'd sugsaid she did.
gest going for a drive.
cool,

starlit hills

Out

in the

he might bring up

the subject of their engagement again.
But he helped her into her coat in a
businesslike way quite devoid of romantic implication, and she meekly
followed him to the cashier's desk.

A man

plan.

"Suppose you
gaged to me," he

!

was

just turning

away from

the desk, but at sight of Dennis he
stopped.
"Say. I srot that lens'" he said.

"I'm going

Want

to

out

to

try

it

lend

me

that

to-night.

camera of

':"

yours
"Sure."

Dennis glanced

"Come

belle.

we'll pick

it

along with
up, and then

your house, after
home."

I

at

Anna-

me now and
I'll

come

to

take Miss Johns

All the way to Dennis's apartment
they talked about the new lens. An-

nabelle understood the language Dennis was talking as well as she would

have understood Greek, but she was

happy

sitting there close to

him and

hearing his voice, even if he was talking across her to the man on the
other side.
Both men got out when they reached
the apartment, assuring her that
Annathey'd be back in a second.
belle slid down in the seat and waited.
After a while, when it seemed as if
they'd been gone a long time, she
Fifteen minglanced at her watch.
utes had passed since they had hurried into the house.
She leaned back again and waited
some more. She began to feel drowsy.
If only Dennis would hurry!
The next thing she knew, the empty
street warned her that it was very
late.
She sat up with a start. She
A glance at
must have been asleep
her watch showed her that it was
just three hours since Dennis and his
!

friend left her.

Three hours
He'd said he'd be
and he'd been gone three
hours
Well, that showed how much
he cared for her. Feeling cold and
stiff, she climbed out of the car and
!

right back,
!

down the street. Furiously
she told herself that he knew she was
frightfully tired, yet he could treat
her that way
Well, she was a fool
to care for him.
She wouldn't care any more
Trudging down the street, shivering
when the cool air blew through her
thin coat, she lashed herself into newrage every time she found herself
trying to make excuses for him.
"Warning me against Keene and
then treating me like this!" she
I hope
"I'll show him.
stormed.
Keene will ask me to dinner to-morstarted

!

!"

row

night.
I'll go
She got up early the next morn-

be sure of startthe studio before Dennis
would call for her if he dared call,
after the way he'd acted
At the studio it was one of those
davs when everything was held up.
Annabelle sat around, waiting for
something to happen, till she wanted
to scream. The extras played bridge
or sewed, but she couldn't very well
ing, so that she could

ing

for

—

join them.

She began thinking of her
If only she could find out

troubles.

how much

Continued on page 94
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BECAUSE

MAE CLARKE

she

is

not an obvious movie beauty,

unusual artistry makes

apparent

Mae

Clarke's

sooner than to
fans.
The former raved over her in "Big Time" and "Nix on
Dames" and are equally enthusiastic over her acting in "The
Front Page."
Wake up, fans!
itself

to critics

!

!
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money .she was going to make, she
could telegraph Aunt Ellen. Finally,
after luncheon, she saw Keene standing alone for a moment, and went
over to him.
"Mr. Keene," she began timidly,
"could you tell me how much money
I'm going to get for this work?"
He stared at her disgustedly.
"Money !" he exclaimed. "I thought
you were a real artist, and right
away you begin to talk money!
Why, there are dozens of girls
around here who could play this part
better than you can, and would be
glad to do it for nothing but the prestige of working for me."
That wasn't at all what Annabelle
bad expected. She could only stare
at him.
"I suppose now that you're all set
in the picture, you're going to hold
us up," Keene went on. "Well, that
bit you're doing isn't worth more
than eight or ten dollars a day, and
may not last more than two or
it
three days more."
"Oh, will I get as much as that?"
Annabelle cried delightedly.
She couldn't have said anything

Annabelle

clutched

Oh, Dennis, I do," she exclaimed,
too intent on her new difficulty to
feel anything but delight at seeing
him again. "Listen, Dennis, I've got
have dinner with

to

!"

for

it

"I did not!" protested Annabelle.
"But I've got to hang on to that job,
and I've got to have money for my
aunt.
Three hundred dollars will
give me a chance to send her some,
and leave the studio and look for

work somewhere

else."

Dennis glanced at her pityingly.
"You're just a little fool?' he' told
her.
"But I suppose I'll go right on
getting you out of jams like this.
Well, here's what we'll do.

an hour after you leave

me up when you
Keene's

at

slightly,

business manager of the

company

is

—

!

for Aunt Ellen and
have some to live on while she looked
for work, she mustn't refuse. Well,
she'd just go, hoping everything
would be all right.
"I'd love to come," she answered,
her voice trembling.
get that

money

"That's fine," Keene told her.

be working

late.

You'd

"I'll

better

go

send my car for you.
What's your address?"
Annabelle told him, and spent the
long afternoon worrying. Ought she
tc take a gun ? Every wild story that
she bad ever read came into her mind.
Oh, she must think of something, or
else she wouldn't go
When she left the studio Dennis's
car was standing in the usual place.
He was walking up and down beside
When he saw her he hurried forit.
ward, both hands extended.
"Anna!" he cried. "Say, I'm awgot
fully sorry about last night.

home and

I'll

We

to fitting that lens to

forgot all about you.
give me?"
I

my

camera and
Will you for-

About

you can
—
— drop

call

I'll

in

house.
know him
I
I'll think up some ex-

and

that ?"

How's

cuse.

start

"That's wonderful, Dennis," Anna-

on

having dinner with me to-night. You
come along, and I may be able to
you three hundred flat for your
How's that?"
work.
Annabelle drew a long breath.
Well, this was just what she had been
Of course
warned would happen.
the business manager wouldn't be
Still
if she was going to
there

to-

Dennis drove away thoughtfully.
oldest stunt in the world !" he
said contemptuously.
"And you fell

arm.

you what you do, little girl,"
bending close to her. "The

Keene

"The

belle told him. laying

tell

Bill

night." And she went on, as they got
into the car, explaining the situation.

would have helped her more.
Keene beamed, and took her by the

said,

hands

his

eagerly.

that

"I

!

!

!

The Movie Runaround

Continued from page 92

he

!

one hand lightly
"You're a darling. I don rt
know what I'd do without you."
She had acted impulsively, but had
thought, even as she did so, that he
would make some response. But he
only said "Yeah." in a tone worthy of
Victor McLaglen, and devoted himhis.

self to his driving.

A
a

moment

news

later

he stopped beside

stand.

throat.

"Yes," she said through dry lips.
certainly get the jimjams
every time you see anything about
him. don't you?" he commented.
"What is he vour father or something?"
Annabelle shook her head.
She
longed to tell him the whole story,

"You

—

memory

of
that
indifferent
"Yeah" restrained her.
He didn't
really care for her.
She mustn't
think he'd be interested in helping
her out of the worst trouble of all.
Later, if she was found and he was
questioned because he'd been seen
with her, he must be quite ignorant
of her connection with it.
At home she sat clown and tried to
probably
Hill in California
think.
that
said

must go through with

this dinner
party to-night, get as much money
as she could lor Aunt Ellen, before
she was locked up
She was icy cold and trembling all
over when she walked into Bill
Keene's house.
He took her hand
cordially and led her into the living

room.
"This is Mr. Brundage, our business manager, Miss Johns," he said.

"Have a cocktail? No? All right,
then we'll eat."
Annabelle could hardly believe her
eyes and ears. There, certainly, was
another man. Keene hadn't lied
Keene and Brundage sat next each
other at the small round table placed
where they looked out into the garden.
Keene brought up the subject
of Annabelle's salary almost at once,
and Brundage
a bored tone.

finally said "Oke," in
Annabelle drew a long

Three hundred

breath.
lot of

money

a

—how

dollars

was

easily that

man

made it hers
Then Keene began

to talk shop
with a vengeance.
Did Brundage
think musicals were really done? If
so, what about that musical comedy
that was slated for Keene's next picture ? What about the opera star who
was under contract?
"Get a new story and cut out the
songs, all but one," grunted Brun-

dage.

They went on to costume pictures,
news reels, to foreign
versions, dialogue.
They took no
more notice of Annabelle than of the

to shorts, to

"I suppose you want the New York
papers, as usual," he remarked. "Well,
here they are." He glanced over her
shoulder as she unfolded one and sat
staring at it. "Hill hid in Xew York
and then lit out for California, did
he?" he exclaimed, staring at her.
Annabelle put one hand to her

But

to search for him.
They'd find her,
of course. Xow, more than ever, she

meant Hollywood.
that detectives had

—
The

left

paper
by plane

When

she wanted anywas not in evidence she had to ask for it, and Keene
or Brundage shoved it at her and
furniture.

thing, if the butler

went right on talking.
Xever had she seen men so much
interested in their own business, except the night before, when Dennis
and his friend had become immersed
She Avanted to shout with
in theirs.
laughter.
So this was Hollywood,

where

it

wasn't safe for a

man

girl

to

Keene! Remembering having wondered if she
ought to take a gun with her, she
giggled aloud, but the two men were
dine with a

like

so deep in talk that they didn't hear
her.

she recalled that Dennis was
Oh, if only he wouldn't
Keene would see through it he'd be
done with her then
Dennis arrived promptly and was
shown into the dining room. Keene
and Brundage were discussing trends
in films over their coffee and cheese.
Was the trend toward more dialogue
or less, toward sweet, simple stories
or the kind of thing Garbo and DieContinued on page 107
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of All Nations" gives

back to Edmund Lowe and Victor
McLaglen the roles they made
famous in that ribald picture,
"The Cock-eyed World," which
caused shocked laughter and a

-v

.£^fl

financial furor.

ant

If

who

is

Equally import-

the return of Greta Nissen,

of

course

plays the

girl

that starts the friendly enemies
fighting.

;
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The Screen

Continued from page 71
"Father's Son."

Charm,

and

understanding make this comedy of domestic life exceptional.
Every one
who has a son or wants one will enjoy it, but perhaps sons themselves
won't get as much out of it unless
they are mature enough to look back
on their boyhood with the appreciation that only years bring.
For the
simple tale has to do with an average
family in a small town. With a boy's
pranks that rile his father because the
latter can't or won't understand, and
the mother's willingness to forgive
and start all over again. There isn't
tenderness,

Review

in

and acquits himself so well that the
owner engages him to drive a liquor
truck. Mr. Holt confiscates the liquor
and starts a speakeasy of his own in
defiance of the other man, hence a
feud that keeps the story moving. At
the moment when Mr. Holt yields to
the pleas of the ex-nurse to give up
racketeering, his enemy kills the girl's
young brother and Mr. Holt goes out
to get his

man.

He

succeeds and goes

the chair for it, supported on
either side by the sergeant and the

to

keeping with the inadequacy of the
material provided, a rehash of half
dozen racketeer films, with a touch
:i

newspaper influence so popular.
synthetic v picture as you will
find in all Hollywood's desperate stenciling.
Not that Miss Crawford falls
below her standard and gives half
measure.
Heavens, no!
She overdoes everything to such an extent
that one feels that the strange-looking
of a

It is as

person she has permitted herself to
become would reach hysteria in so
--imple a matter as buffing her finger

he was to have married. This is
"the last parade," the march to the
death house.
Mr. Holt is entirely satisfying in
turn tense, tough, terse, tender, and
always likable. Mr. Moore is equally

gratiate herself

brought to the screen by a mother and
directed by a father, so there's reason

good and Constance Cummings, who

eteer

for its lifelike quality, not forgetting
the acting of Leon Janney, who is

Code," does even better in

a strained effect in the entire picture
it is beautifully natural.
Based on a
story by Booth Tarkington, it was

wonderfully real. He is a thoughtless
boy who falls as easily into mischief
as he is quick to feel the hurt of his
father's disapproval.

—

ticulous grooming.
You feel their
son would be stagestruck at least. But
this
is
perhaps beside the point.
Theirs are feeling performances.

"The Last Parade."
flourishes

anew

in

and with cause, for it is excellent, with good old Jack Holt giving
his best performance in the memory
of man. The picture is fast, stirring,
and human.
If you thrill at the
threats, and snarls, and killings of
racketeers you shouldn't miss it.
this,

The

story begins at the front during the War where a strong friendship is cemented between two soldiers

from

New

York, one a detective, the
other a reporter, with Mr. Holt in
the latter role, Tom Moore the other.
Another friend brings them even
closer together. She is a nurse whose
patient Mr. Holt is as a result of

wounds

saving Mr.
Moore's life.
When the policeman
returns he is made a sergeant, but the
reporter finds no job open. Just then
he is embroiled in a speakeasy fight
sustained

—

"The Criminal
this.
Robas the enemy and

attracted attention in
ert Ellis is well cast

Gaylord Pendleton

is

the acting needs of the

"My

Finally the fa-

ther in exasperation tells him he isn't
the kind of son he wants and the boy
runs away. He is brought back by a
friend of the family, but the father
still can't understand him.
Not until
mother and son leave home together
does father see their side and of
course it ends pleasantly.
Quite devoid of excitement, the picture, nevertheless, has humor and pathos and constant movement, with not
too much dialogue but just enough.
It is perfect of its kind.
True, one
can hardly accept Lewis Stone and
Irene Rich as everyday folks in a
small town
not with Miss Rich's
gowns and furs and Mr. Stone's me-

The underworld

girl

responsive to

young

brother.

Past."

Possibly the outstanding feature of
the screen version of "Ex-mistress"
is the return of Bebe Daniels to brunet coloring, a gesture that will interest her devoted fans.
Those who have no great personal
interest in some of the players will
fall back on familiar situations in this
story whose naughty-sounding theme
is something about the course of true
love in the more promiscuous set. It
is pleasant enough, unexcitingly like
a confession love story on account of
one hint of looseness being offset by
ten hints of innocence and trust.
Miss Daniels is an actress whose
love is sought by a sentimental millionaire
Lewis Stone and, love being like that, she prefers the millionaire's partner, Ben Lyon.
Well, Ben
has a wife Natalie Moorhead and
the poor heroine having regarded the
affair as the one great adventure in
life, is heartbroken when the wife returns.
But the wife coldly informs
hubby that she, too, has a lover, which
pleases her mate, and he nonchalantly
suggests a divorce. Now everything
is beginning to look hunky-dory, except there's still the millionaire. You
know Lewis Stone he always loses
the girl.
So he sails away in his
yacht, waving- an affectionate fare-

—

—

—

—

—

well to the happy pair.
The settings are excellent, the act-

ing just so-so. the dialogue less than
Others in the cast are Joan
so-so.
Blondell. in

some

effective

moments.

Albert Gran, Virginia Sale, and Daisy
Belmore.

in

"Dance, Fools, Dance."
is no excuse for Joan Crawford's new picture, not even the presence of the star, whose acting is in

There

nails.

She is seen as a society girl who becomes an inexpert typist in a newspaper office and is assigned to inwith a liquor rack-

and learn the truth about a murder which her editor believes he com-

So she gets a job in his night
club and there Miss Crawford comes
into her own as the only star who can
dance in a way that wouldn't make
her a laughingstock among professionals.
Everything from there on
moves strictly according to formula.
Miss Crawford makes the discovery
that her young brother is the tool of
the liquor baron and was forced to
_do the deed. In a shooting affray all
those who menace the ending of the
picture are killed off, including her
mitted.

brother. So the happy clinch is more
than usually grateful to the disturbed
spectator.
Such exceptional players as William Bakewell. Clarke Gable, Russell
Hopton, and Purnell Pratt are given
a free rein to go the limit, and how
Lester Vail and Cliff Edthey act
!

wards move more

quietly,

but they

are equally ineffectual.
"Charlie Chan Carries On."
This is well worth while, for it is
one of the best murder-mystery melodramas, with a cast bristling with
good players in good performances.
And Warner Oland, if you please, is
no longer sinister but sympathetic as
the Chinese detective. Charlie Chan,
who gets his man as kindly as he can.

An

original feature of the piece comes
from a travelogue as the steamer on
which all the characters are taking an
around-the-world tour goes from port
The murder occurs in Lonto port.
don and the guilty man isn't unmasked until the ship reaches San
Francisco. So you can see how much
ground is covered and how suspense
It would
lengthens with mileage.
never do to give you the particulars,
for this is indubitably a picture which

enjoyed in proportion to one's lack
Only, if you
of preparation for it.
like murder mysteries, you mustn't
ignore it.
Besides Mr. Oland, who is capital,

is

Continued on page 98

NOEL
FRANCIS
Another
comes

to

join

blonde
Hollywood
Noel Francis,

wiiiowy
the

legion!
She is
once of the "Follies," who has
that hothouse beauty and air
of luxury which sets apart the
most gifted members of Mr.

classes. Cast in
Bachelor Apartment," she

Ziegfeld's

qualified as an actress with such

ease that she was given a contract by RKO. Now Miss Francis
is 'way up front in the parade
of

talent

linked

with

beauty.
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you

find

will

and John

(

Marguerite

Churchill

rarrick as the love interest,

Warren Hymer and Marjorie White
as comic interludes, and C. Henry
Ion, William Eiolden, Jason Robards, and Lumsden J hue doing their
duty in varied roles.

Review

in

further proof of the modern viewof heroines, offers herself in

exchange for a check. The latter is
given without demand of any kind,
followed by a meeting between the

two men. Whereupon gun
rest, and so forth clear the

play, arair for a

trip to the Riviera in a cabin for two,

"Tabu."
F. W. Murnau, the great German
director who lost his life in an accident last month, leaves a legacy of
beauty in his film of the South Seas.
In company with Robert J. Flaherty,
who gave us the unforgetable
"Moana," he put Hollywood behind
him and went forth to realize his
ideal of a motion picture.
Nearly
two years were spent in far places
amid primitive people and ravishing
scenes of natural beauty. So you can
imagine that their picture is no ordinary romance of the tropics. In the
first place, it is silent save for a musical accompaniment, and is acted by
natives. The acting is so natural and

spontaneous as to make one realize

what comes out of Hollywood is
labored affectation.
The nameless players tell a simple,
dramatic story of the consecration to
the gods of the maiden Reri, her love
for a youth and their flight to a distant island, where she is reclaimed by
the priest and borne away.
In desperate pursuit of the boat her mate
loses his life.
All this is visualized
in beautiful rhythm.
It is a wordthat

less poem, a hymn to life, and death,
and the brooding mystery of nature.

"Honor Among Lovers."
Strange to say, with Dorothy Arzner at the directorial helm, such leading lights as Fredric March and
Claudette Colbert founder in a sea of
nothingness despite the company of
Monroe Owsley, Charles Ruggles,
and Ginger Rogers. Indeed, all are
in the same boat.
Perhaps it is another tragedy of the cutting room, or
the biliousness of a supervisor, or
something. At any rate we hear inept dialogue, and we are asked to let
our intelligence jump hither and yon
with a story that doesn't matter any-

how.
concerns a Wall Street man and
seductive secretary who refuses
his venal offer and marries an underling.
But she makes it clear that she
does so because she's afraid she might
accept the proposition. Sophisticated.
oh very! And the rich man. jusl to
show you that he. too, is sophisticated
It

his

modern manner, proves

that he
by permitting the young
husband to handle his brokerage account, giving into his custody securiThe husband embezzles
ties galore.
them, the wife visits the apartment of
her former boss at midnight and, in
in the

isn't a villain

A

point

with the husband left to shift for
himself. If you care for it, it's yours
to enjoy.

"The Single

That

Sin."

woman may

a

drift to debaucheries and jail, reform, and happily marry her millionaire boss, and
though her pals of the past will bob
up and blackmail. Heaven helps the
wayward gal. That's the theme of
this and a dozen others of recent date.
Their great mission seems rather to
bring a word of comfort to women
with a "past" than to entertain an
average unad venturous audience. But
there, I have it.
It's because the
average audience is unadventurous
that these so-called sin stories- taking
the theological premise that sexual
lapses are the only sins worth talking
about are popular.
Not that there's anything of that
sort in this particular film.
It's the
implication of the title mostly, for in
this story the man the girl sent to jail
comes to her and demands not hush
money, but her happiness. He will
tell her rich husband all, just to get
even.
But fate steps in in the form
of a goofy secretary and the happy

—

—

marriage is saved.
The story is
smoothly acted, however, by a cast
that knows how to read lines, headed
Holmes Herbert
by Kay Johnson.
is the virtuous husband, and Mathew
Betz is the 'grimacing, though convincing, villain. Bert Lytell plays the
second lead.

"The Hot Heiress."
pleasant, unimportant

A

somehow

picture

magnetic, like a person one enjoys meeting for no good
reason. Xot that the film is as negative as that sounds, but it's just a
trifle.
All about a rich girl who falls
in love with a riveter working opposite her window, her attempt to introduce him to society as an architect, his discovery of the deception
and bis indignant withdrawal long
enough to bring about a reconciliation.
It is replete with wisecracks, fresh
touches of byplay, and there are a few
that

is

them lilting.
Ona Munson, from the

songs,

of

all

the heiress a

la

around.

combined

stage, plays

musical comedy, and

is

The audience enjoyed
efforts.

sonator to take his place at

home

their

for

an evening, not knowing that his wile
is returning from a long absence that
night.
This is the supposedly hilarious situation of an antique farce that
comes to the screen and causes embarrassment and considerable coarse
It is quite the most conbroad comedy of any film
since "The Cock-eyed World."
And
that, you may remember, was a huge
success so you may like this.
There is certainly plenty of action
and no effort at all to veil anything,
least of all Esther Ralston when she
emerges from her bedroom to greet
the masquerader in a shred of lace
and, later, when her mother locks
them in together.
But the climax
comes with the husband's discovery
of what has happened. "What did \
do?" he asks his wife. "What didn't
you do, darling!" she exclaims. This

laughter.
sistently

;

is

the vintage of the wit, but
it is laughable.

I

can't

deny that

Edward Everett Horton

plays both
impostor, Laura La
Plante is brightly in evidence, and
Patsy Ruth Miller, another absentee
from the screen, returns in a small
role.
Maude Eburne as the incredibly exaggerated mother-in-law, an
old-fashioned stage character if ever
there was one, is comical in spite
of it.

husband

and

"The Painted Desert."
if you see this, you will
tell me what it's all about or go further and explain the reason of its
being. For a duller and more pointless picture I've never seen. Yet William Boyd is interesting and so is
Helen Twelvetrees. So, too, is Western scenery. But neither one nor the
Perhaps,

other can make a picture unaided by
a story, or at least some general conception of what is in mind.
Mr.
Boyd, Miss Twelvetrees, and Clark
Gable act their respective roles with
more distinction than is usually found
in a Western, but there is no denySo, too,
ing their wasted efforts.
are the activities of stampeding cattle
who might just as well have been allowed to graze in peace, and dynamiting cliffs seems wasteful until the
thought comes that perhaps the picture was written around the destrucIt betion for commercial purposes.
gins

when two

old-timers find a de-

serted baby and quarrel over

the steel worker. Tom
Dugan and Inez Courtney are often
really funny, and Walter Pidgeon
and Thelma Todd are nice to have

Ben Lyon

"Lonely Wives."
husband hires a stage imper-

it.

Years

bring their estrangement, with the exbaby,

now grown

to

man's estate

in

the person of Mr. Boyd, falling in
love with the daughter of his foster
father's enemy.

It really

doesn't mat-

ter except for the scenery.

Continued on page 116

SIDNEY FOX
THOSE who

have seen Sidney Fox, in "Bad Sister," want to know all
about her, and it's only a question of time with those who have not.
She was born in New York, is twenty, and comes from the stage.
Her next film is "Riding for a Fall."

—
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Continui

On

London.

il

from page

Hollywood's Hideaway
17

dropped
Mannock,
Bloomsbury

his last visit he

into an affair given by Pat

tin.- English critic, at his
apartment! and warbled choruses with
the besl of them until the small hours
of the morning.
Since Bloomsbury
has supplanted Chelsea as the resi-

dential

scat

of

the

artistic,

nobody

cared.

Fairbanks in London is not the
demure gentleman we know in Hollywood.
On a daylight visit to the
famous Drury Lane Theater where
one of his films was to he shown,

Doug

light-heartedly leaped a fruitCovent Jarden market.

erer's cart in

<

Can you imagine him permitting

hint-

much public joic de vizre in
oily wood ?
In London the incident caused no
sensation.
The fruiterer said "Blimey !" Doug's English companion
said "What-ho!" and that was the
s'.

I

1

1

so

I

end of
(

that.

)ne fancies that

a trial to

Mary

in

Doug

London.

is

a bit of

On

their

they were asked to autograph
a pile of nearly five hundred photographs in the United Artists offices.
Doug was for delegating the task to
an amateur forger, but the suggestion

last trip

appeared so shocking to Mary that he
withdrew it. When their pens had
been scratching steadily for fifteen
minutes Doug looked over his wife's
shoulder.

"Why do you write 'Sincerely'?"
he asked. "It's not a letter."
Alary looked at him coldly.
"Because I like to," she said. Doug
just sighed.
Perhaps he was thinking that the hour had struck when
they were serving cocktails at the
Carlton.
On the canvas backs of the Gleason
garden chairs you may find cryptic
drawings illustrating London adventures.
There is a picture of the
opera hat which Jimmy Gleason
bought from a porter for Robert
Armstrong. Robert and his chapeau
had parted company at an adventure
of the previous evening.
You know
that kind of partv, do you?
Well,

go out with
and Bob said where in
heck could he buy a high hat at that

Jimmy
I

'.oh

said he wouldn't

in a

felt,

tune of night?
The hall porter of their hotel said
he knew.
Back of the cloakr
were a hundred hats of the silk and
opera variety, whose owners had
never come hack for them. One in-

knows why.
So Jimmy
his buddy a twenty-dollar

stinctively

bought

topper for two. and they sallied forth
to absorb the "culture" of an unprohibited country.
On the back of the same chair,
next to the topper, is the curious
symbol, 6/6. This is a memorial to

—

Gleason-Armstrong flat limey
apartment in
Knightsbridge,

the
for

—

one of the
London.

fashionable

quarters of

—

Every morning very early well,
say 3 a. m.
the principals of "Is
Zat So?" solemnly swore off liquor,
even good, honest, unsynthetio Euro-

—

pean

Every

liquor.

when

morning

at

the public houses open
limey for saloon the pledge would
be amended to "Well
just half."
To leave Jimmy's Anglomania at
1 1

:30,

—

—

Search as she would, she couldn't get
corn on the cob. That was three, or
perhaps four, years ago.
On her last visit one of the first
things I told her was the address of a
new West End sandwich counter
where you can now buy corn ad lib
ir the American manner.
After that
her eyes took on a dreamy look of
anticipation, and somehow she didn't
seem interested in anything else I had
to say.

Gloria Swanson's reason for visit-

or Leave

It

Side Up."

Whatever Constance Bennett may
Henri de la Falaise is a
European man's man, and if she is
wise she will give him a little time
believe,

—

not to fraternize with Parisian
exquisites, but to yarn with the cosoff

mopolitan he-men of the West

End

clubs.

The risk of mob adulation, which
causes Hollywood celebrities to go
warily in any American city, existed
for only one star in London.
Poor Valentino never found London, even in a fog, the hideaway that

Who

has more than two hundred.
He'll probably turn to egg cups when
he reads his Emily Post and learns
that

it

is

not nice to have salt shakers.

Thomas Mcighan
chemicals,

Aren't

we

says

is

experimenting

his

press

agent.

all?

Marguerite
Churchill
says
motto is "A thing of beauty is
forever."

Not when she

finds

to

Once when he was so
make an appearance

indiscreet as
at

a theater,

women

packed the
street opposite the doors, and not
even good-humored cockney constables could persuade them to move
five

thousand

on.

Valentino waited

until

midnight,

and then in desperation escaped by
walking half a block along the rooftops and descending to a back street
through an office building.
Next day he left Hollywood's favorite hideaway in search of peace
and quiet.

It

in

New York

Gloria professionally and discovered
fellow in De la Falaise. it
became generally known that the
periodic Swansonian descents on the
English capital were undertaken for
the sake of Henri more than any
other reas. m.
a regular

of them.

heads.

Hawaiian.

The marquis, however, is fond of
and among Fleet Street
newspapermen who had called on
London,

Quorn.
Corn used to be the cause of a kick
Marion Davies had against London.

and

the

she prefers Paris, where clothes and
manners are no more gentle but distinctly more exquisite.

If he went to
nized on the streets.
a night club he held up the show.
If he threw a press party he had to
be rude to the sob sisters to get rid

Hollywood.
Will Rogers has taken up airplaning as a hobby and writes some of
Probably trying
his quips in the air.
to go highbrow and write over our

in

London was probably unique
now nonexistent. For herself.

is

Tudor inns, to trudge the heathercovered Trossachs, to watch them
reaping corn and feeding it to horses,
and to fox hunt with the immortal

El Brendel has a collection of his
said actors were
old shoes.
different from the rest of us?
Alfred Santell collects salt shakers

learning to sing
She must have read
reviews of "Sunny

and

for the rest of Hollywood's
is
it
If he stirred from his
plutocracy.
room he was mobbed in the hotel
If he left his hotel he had
lounge.
to take a taxi to avoid being recog-

John Barrymore has the only
dinosaur egg outside the museums.
People have been wondering why
some Broadway actors won't go to

is

ing

would be unjust, for the Gleasons have a yen to motor through the
famous lake district where Wordsworth wrote his poetry, to sleep in

that

Take

Janet Gaynor

—

her
a joy

it

out.

Browne took twenty-two
shoes with her when she
went to Hollywood. Those hikingLucile
of

pairs

back-from-Hollywood stories gave
some shop a good break.
umpty-steenth
Blondell's
Joan
grandsire was a troubadour for King
Did the
Richard the Lion-hearted.
old man get his option renewed ?
Fox publicity says the motto of
Elizabeth Keating is "Xever give up
the ship," and the motto of Helen
Keating is "Xever give up the ship."
What ship?
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ROSCOE ATES
STUTTERING

no handicap to Roscoe Afes, but an artistic and
It made him a success in vaudeville and now in
pictures he causes chuckles on his first appearance in any film,
is

financial asset.

with laughter following his speech.

Cimarron,"

his

next

is

At
"Too

his

best as the printer

Many

Cooks."

in
Photo by Era

—

!
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PLEASE

information,
A department
ripnnrtment \A/r\arc*
where

1

*-^-?

nnoctinnc
questions rxra
are

>

—s>^-C

answered, advice is given, and many
interesting phases of current movie
gossip and pertinent side lights

on the

and personal

lives

Picture

MUCH
pointment

to

when

to

as I hate to be a great disap-

I

have

Oracle, designed

you

all,

there are times

say no.
The Picture
for the purpose of an-

swering questions, threatened to become a
correspondence bureau instead.
Buddy
Rogers fans in Australia or Shanghai
wished to hear from other Buddy Rogers
fans elsewhere, and so on.
Well, boys and girls, with tears dripping down my beard, I beg of you let's
have no more of that. First thing I know,
you'll be asking me for advice to the love-

—

So the next time you

that you'd

feel

a couple of pen pals, look
in "'What the Fans Think."
enough names and addresses to
writing letters to other fans
old writing arm goes to sleep.
like

And now

let's

get

down

some up
That has
keep you
until

Martha

Grace

Steixmetz.

— See

—

Miss M. Shermax. I'll be very glad to
keep a record of your Lew Ayres club and
refer his admirers to you.
The Oracle
does not announce fan clubs except when
some one asks about them.
Fraxces.

— How

do

I

know

so

much?

knack, Frances, and I carry my
knack sack with me wherever I go to
gather knowled.se in. Joan Crawford was
born in San Antonio, and Mary Brian was
born in Texas also, in Corsicana. David
Rollins comes from Kansas City, Missouri.
Marion Davies was born in BrookIt's

a

lyn.

A

Loyal Baxter Booster.

— Questions

are no bother to me, I assure yon
They're the cream in my coffee. Xo questions, no cream.
Warner Baxter was
born in Columbus, Ohio, Marcli 29, 1891.
He went to school there, and then he went
into the insurance business.
He was on
the stage for eight years before going
into movies in 1022.
Yes, he played in
"Ramona" he was the Indian with whom

—

He

played

;

known

in

—

Her

pictures.

—include

"A Heart

pictures
years
to Let," "Her Face

Value,"
"South of
Suva,"
"Truxton
King." "Suzanna," "Crashing Through."
The newest picture announced for Warner Baxter is "I Surrender."

Sally.

— Carmel

1901, the

Myers was born April

daughter of a

now working

rabbi.

in "Svengali,'' the

She

is

new Bar-

film.
Greta Nissen returns to the
screen in "Women of All Nations." Her
accent has been a handicap in talkies.

George Duryea

twenty-seven and Mar-

is

jorie Beebe twenty-two.
Pola Negri has
lived in Europe since the expiration of her
Paramount contract three years ago.
She wanted more money for its renewal

than her popularity justified.
She made
a few pictures in Europe, and now I understand she is writing her memoirs. She
is also considering a return to America
with the idea of going on the stage.

A

Murray-Baxter Fax.

as

you were that

J.

—

I'm just an
wasn't as shocked
Harold Murray should

old shock absorber, so

I

After all, most singers seem to go back and forth between the
return to the stage.

stage and screen. And. in case you hadn't
noticed, the screen's vogue for musicals
has rather died out just now.
But, if I

know my

movies, there will be another epilater, and the J. Harold
Murrays will all be back again in the studios.
"Under Suspicion" was the last film

demic of them

he made for Fox.
Berwick, Maine.
is
i<

five

feet

married,

wife.

Your

He was born in
He is a blue-eyed

eleven,

and weighs

South
blond,

156.

ter,

He

but I know nothing of his
other favorite. Warner Bax-

Columbus, Ohio. His
Winifred Bryson, former actress.

a native of

i=

wife

of

rymore

Chaw, Doris Barxett. Doxald Kextox,
above.

away.

"The Great Gatsby," and

Dolores Costello.
He played opposite
Pola Negri, in "Three Sinners" he frequently played opposite Betty Compson
in her Paramount days, and Bebe Daniels.
He was in "Aloma of the South
Seas," with Gilda Gray, and he played
in many Westerns, also for Paramount.
I
don't know just when he married Winifred Bryson, as it occurred before he was

9.

of questions and answers.

ran

Oracle

"Mannequin" he played the father

in

the

to this business

role in

title

ago

lorn.

Rio

Dolores del
the

inter-

is

Lucille.
treating

—How's

me?

It

the new year been
hasn't been treating me

I always have to buy my own.
Francis is five feet seven and Marlene Dietrich is about the same.
Anita
Page's official biography still gives her
height as five feet three, though these
old eyes suspect there's more to her than
that.
John Wayne was born in Winterset.
Iowa, in 1907.
He is six feet two and
weighs 200. He has dark-brown hair and
eyes.
As you have probably heard, he
was a prop boy at the Fox studio before
Lew
he got his chance as an actor.
Ayres was born in Minneapolis, DecemHis mother was a pianist,
ber 28, 1908.
and his father had played with the Minneapolis Symphony. But Lew did not become interested in music until he took up
He attended the University
the banjo.
of Arizona, and after that played in
dance orchestras in hotels, and restauNow. he no longer
rants in Los Angeles.
He lives alone, is seen
cares for jazz.
often with Lola Lane, and threatens to
be the most popular young man in pic-

at

all

;

Kay

tures.

Walburga

—
fact —

Saxox. Well,
of making

for

once,

mistake
can plead not
I
two mistakes, in
Jacqueline Logan played the role
guilty
of Countess Carohi in "General Crack."
I saw the picture, so I know it wasn't cut
But it was nothing more than
out. either.
she was just one of the
a bit. really
court ladies so it's quite understandable
you didn't notice her. As to Reginald Denny's wife, her name is Isobel
(Bubbles) Steiffel, but on the screen she
used the name of Betsy Lee. and who can
Evelyn Brent was born in
blame her?
Richard Tucker doesn't give his
1899.
age
he admits only to being born in
He attended
Brooklyn on June 4th.

when I'm accused

a

!

—
—

:

Canadagua Academy in New York and
was on the stage for years with John
Drew. Mrs. Fiske. Henry E. Dixey, and
other famous stars. He was leading man
Cir.tinued on page 119
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DORIS KENYON
EVER

since her husband, Milton

Sills,

passed away, Doris Kenyon

has been doubtful about her future career.
decision to return to the screen have

come

But with

her recent

excellent roles.

She

is

seen on this page with Lewis Stone, in "You and I," to be followed
by "Upper Underworld," with Walter Huston. At present she is playing opposite George Arliss, in "Alexander Hamilton."

—
104

They Say

Continued from page 29
ruins of Fort Lee, the producers also
thought of Lou Tellegen and cast him
in support of Miss Nolan.
We won't say that Mr. Tellegen
had been lost in obscurity.
That
might have been far preferable to the
pitiless spotlight he has been in lately.
He wrote a book called "Women
lave Been Kind," in which he broke
down and told what an irresistible
guy he has always been. Acute distaste is a mild name for the feeling
I

it

inspired in

many

readers.

More About Blondes.
of the most cunning and dazzling of Ziegfeld beauties of two or
three years ago, a youngster named
Ruth Fallowes, might have walked
into a contract last year when musi-

One

cal films were flourishing.
But she
got ambition.
She turned dramatic,
played a small part in Katharine Cor-

company and went on tour
with her. Now she is making a few
shorts for Warner Brothers.
Don't
be surprised if some big company discovers her soon.
They are already
nell's

interested.

What do inexperienced actresses
do between jobs in the way of study?
The question was put up to me in a
letter from a reader of Picture Play,
so I have been doing some scouting
both among those who have arrived
and those who are just hoping.
They read the great plays of all
time, learning a variety of parts,
sometimes alone, or with a coach if
they can afford one. They haunt the
Civic Repertory Theater where Eva
Le Gallienne so gallantly and expertly
presents great plays.
They go in
droves to the night court on Fiftyfourth Street to learn how all sorts
of people act under stress.
They
aren't seen around the night clubs

much.

You Have Probably Heard It.
The most quoted line of the month
comes, as usual, from Walter Win-

never

in

New

York

stopped

shouting
for
her
her on the stage years
ago and just wouldn't be happy until
he had her in one of the silent program pictures he made for Paramount. Whenever the casting office
saw him coming, they forestalled his

He saw

since.

remarks by saying, "I know.

for

bringing

my

idol,

into films.
It took
years to vindicate Richard's judgment, but look where his favorites are
now. I understand that he wants to
become a director. I do not know
anything of his ability along that line,
but I do know that he would give
us some swell casts.
Chaplin discovered a girl who he
thinks will be a great bet for the
screen when he was in London recently.
Her name is Patricia Deitering.
She is a model who has had a
little stage experience, and she is of
the opulent type of ingenue beauty.
He urged her to go to Hollywood at
once, gave her a lot of encouragement
and a pet marmoset, but so far as is
known, no contract. However, she
is on her way.
I wouldn't be human if I could resist the temptation to push forward
a discovery of my own.
The only
trouble with this one is that practically every theatrical producer has
already discovered him. He is never
idle, and only the fact that the Theater Guild, the goal of every actor,
wanted him for "Roar China" kept

him from going to Hollywood under
contract months ago.
His name is Bill Gargan. He is
of the Charles Bickford type, so far
as he can be said to resemble any
one.
He is younger, but a husky,
domineering sort that makes him ageless.
He has done only small parts

Paramount pictures.
Girls from the colleges and boarding schools around New York haunt
in

luncheon on Saturday.
They have heard that that is the place
for

Broadway's irrepressible colSome one said of a certain
film star, and you can fill in the name
yourself, that she was born with a
silver spoon in her mouth.
"And

Often
to see their favorite actors.
they pass up well-known stars without a flutter, but clutch the waiter

according to her

and ask who he

chell,

umnist.

story goes, "it's

last talkie,"

still

so the

when

they see Bill Gargan

come

in

is.

there."

Their Favorite Old Grad.
Discoveries.

Whenever a player makes a big hit
in films, droves of people rush forward

to claim credit for discovering

her talent and urging that they, too,
be given a chance. So before a mob
shouts "She's mine" of Edna Mae
Oliver, who is about to be elevated
to stardom by RKO, I'd like to say a
word about Richard Dix.
He was solely responsible for her
first appearance in films and he has

in their job than they used
Girls who never met her

confide to their partners nowadays
that dear Barbara can hardly wait for

them

to join her in

make

Hollywood. They

grand, which does not
them in the least original.

think she

is

She an Actress?

Is

re-

Harpo Marx,

Sardi's

to have.

You

want Edna Mae Oliver."
About that same time he was
sponsible

more pride

The audience was quite as interesting as the picture when "Ten Cents
a Dance," with Barbara Stanwyck,
was shown on Broadway. Only five
years ago Barbara was one of the
dancing partners for rent at the

Strand Roof here, so naturally all
the taxi dancers in town turned out
to pay tribute to her when the picture
was shown. They are all wondering
when they will get a break, and
meanwhile they have considerably

The announcement

that

Carman

Barnes, the child prodigy author, was
also to act

for

Paramount

fell

like

a bombshell in the New York hotel
where she used to live. It happens
that I live there now, and all the bell
boys think I ought to know her just
because I, too, have a typewriter.
They say she is an awfully smart
kid, "Smart enough to act dumb and
wistful and helpless when there is
something she wants."
"Act ? I should say she can. She

was acting

all

the

time,

especially

around the lobby and library when a
flock of college boys blew in for the
week-end."
"Beautiful? Well, she's no Claudette Colbert, but she

and

cute.

don't

make

She loves

is

kind of pert

She'll be all right if people

much

fuss over her.

attention.

Her mother

too

have spanked her and torn
up that dirty book she wrote."
should

The Incomparable Chanel.
Hollywood is sure to love Chanel,
whom Sam Goldwyn has imported to
clothes for United Artists
She goes around without a
hat whenever the spirit moves her.
She thinks that the wearer is far
more important than the frock, and
would rather hear people say of
some one dressed by her, "Isn't she
That's a
beautiful?" than "Look!

design
stars.

Chanel creation."

She likes to work with soft jerseys
and cotton materials, and most of her
designs are derived from peasant coswas she who brought
tumes.
It
sweaters off the golf course into the
She dresses the
restaurants.
loveliest members of Europe's royal
families, but they get nothing elabbest

There is magic in
orate from her.
They aren't
the lines of her frocks.
they seem
just hung on the wearer
a part of her. Chanel hasn't acquired
a single gray hair or wrinkle over
thousands of copies being made of
No one has yet sucher designs.

—

ceeded in copying a dress of hers and
giving it the flair of the original.
She was not at all impressed by
New York. She had seen it so well

photographed in news reels that it
She won't
all seemed an old story.
be impressed by the stars' homes in
Hollywood, in all likelihood, nor by
their habit of having a town house,
a country house, and a beach cottage
all within a few miles of each other.

I

She has four homes

herself

in

and

near Paris.

Although she leans toward simin most things she has a fab-

plicity

Iic'Um-,
built m 1719 for the
It
Duchesse de Rohan- Montbazon.
is a
treasure house of precious antiques leaning heavily inward the .^ilt
variety, and lavish with furnishings
of crystal.
Chanel isn't very res]
ful toward this treasure of hers, how-

ulous

ever.
Friends saj she likes it because it remind^ her of carousels at
country fairs.
While in New York .she did not
commit herself about her favorite
She seemed a little
screen actress.
vague about re embering having
any of them.

m

Shocking Opinions
ntinued from

page

—

for

gestures

large

just

SI

fun

— that

no one makes less than the thousand
dollars a week.
That no one Spends
than six thousand dollars a week.

And

things like that.

There was

a staid,

physician

I

plump middle-

who

blushed

and

stammered like a schoolboy when he
inquired whether Clara Bow was
"really as
as
uh
er
alluring and

—sexy"
lieve

— — —

as

—

he had been led to be-

Kotex

stays comfortable

—even in warmer weather

!

There

was an anxious motherly

woman who

asked

if

I

didn't think-

Hollywood would reform soon,
explaining that she meant "stay married, have babies, and save money !"
There was a big-business man who
opined that two years from now there
would he no motion pictures! And a
Colleague of his who blamed Hollywood, by some mysterious method of
that

reasoning, for the stock-market crash

A brakeman

days

make Kotex more

.

.

.

.

.

.

Our

vacation

on

of Kotex and the delicate BO
bent of whkfa it is made. They buy
enough annually for millions of pa

than ever necessary.

or compartments." he observed.
"I
suppose that is so they can go right
on makin' whoopee while they travel
and not be disturbAnd then there was the woman
who sighed rapturously. "Oh. I do
hope it is as fantastic as T think it is!
T think of it as a sort of three-ring
circus out there on the Co:
that I want to go there and stay or
anything I just like to think of it
"

AS

vacation-time

approaches,

.

.

.

particularly

You must

sanitary

in

Aid

is

terial

in

cool and delicate.

These

many

filmy,

Its tiller

air-cooled

layers of Cellucotton

— absorbent wadding

—

hygienic

its

a point to specify

Kotex.

absorbent

is

the identical main 85^1 of the
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V'/'c-

Kotex

filltr

plete absorbents in themselves.

lighter
5

»nd

i

Kotex is soft
Not merely an a;
cnt KrtMSS, that soon packs into charing
hardness. But a delicate, lasting sotr-

Cut

com-

And

far

much.

is

— not cotton

act as quick,

is

cooler than cotton, yet absorb*

Is

not

Kotex softness, you see. is not merely
an apparent softness that soon packs into
charing hardness. It stays soft.
K U v :•, he uorn on either
equal protection. There's no likelihood

of embarrassment or discomfort from
wrong adjustment. You can remove layers
to meet changing needs.

.

.

uorn on

equal comfort.

No

either side with
embarrassment.

Disposable

.

instantly, completely.

be

.

.

Regular Kotex: -45c for 12
Kotex Super -Sue—65c for 12

the protective surface delicate and com-

•

have
^iven us quite a reputation to live up
to.
But at least it is finding us interesting
and that is something!
to

it

.

laid

to

IN HOSPITALS

as

It

tribute

effkieo

The Kotex

Kotex, for one thing, is treated to deodorize ... a real necessity on warmer
days.

rare

country's leading hospitals.

fortable for hours.

The world would seem

Make

to daintiness

people like to think it is in a stage
play called "Once in a Lifetime." Tt
is a gorgeous burlesque on this mad
village.
And how it is packing 'em
in!

its

feel

only that— but they serve to carry moisture swiftly away from one area, leaving

'

a

immaculate.
it: ease, all of the time. That's why it is
wise to specify Kotex.
protection.

sometime
Two young men are making a lot
of money picturing Hollywood as

—

What
safety,

dainti-

_/"\ ness and comfort are more and more
important

leading hospitals use great quan-

tities

!

Santa Fe
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boasted of the number of picture celebrities the Chief carries to and fro.
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Antiques and Applesauce

Continued from page 24

me his modernistic furniture
goes all the way hack to Barker
Brothers if he misses just one more
payment."
But to get hack to antiques and
their profit
if any.
Dealers suggest
to Mr. Nugent that he buy this piece
told

—

jade and china, and things of that
sort, a man I know collects wooden
Indians that used to stand in front of

much," Eddie bargains.
"But you know so many stars," the
"It's too

dealer argues. "You can easily sell it
to one of them for two or three times
its value."
"Oh, yeah?" says Eddie. "Well,
picture people are the poorest buyers
on earth. They have been tricked so
often that they steer clear of any one
who attempts to sell them anything.
If they do buy, an agent usually
makes the purchase for them. Just
once in a while one of them buys
something regardless of the cost.

"A

well-known producer came in
not long ago and saw an old silver
tea service which happened to have
the same initial as his engraved on
it.
The producer immediately bought
the service and now tells admiring
guests that it has been in his family
for Lord only knows how many
years.

me

and

they

know

posi-

hundred years
me have it for

at least three
they'll

let

only eight hundred dollars.
They
hate to part with it. but it would go
so well with my collection
"People collect strange things in
In addition to
the way of antiques.

at

the

last

—

high

Hollywood's
jinks of the Dominos
large feminine clan of stage and
Mae
screen actresses and writers.
appeared in a satire on the old bloodand-thunder melodrammer of yesteryear, as the

little

Nell

who

fell

into

the clutches of the villain holding the
mortgage on her dad's farm.

Even in a role so broadly exaggerated and designed primarily for comedy, the peculiarly wistful quality
that so preeminently was Mae's as a
girl when the movies were not talkies
gleamed as radiantly as ever.

When

she sang that laugh teaser,
"She's Only a Bird in a Gilded Cage."
some members of the audience
weren't certain whether to shed tears
or to laugh, she put such sincere
pathos into it.

Hectic Fan Madness.

Can

a star stop traffic?

can also cause a collision.

Yes!

She

collects

stones."

looked politely incredulous, but
Eddie's face was as solemn as a
judge's as he went on. "Occasionally
something funny happens. Recently
a woman came in, looked at a very
I

,

old bed

and

said,

T would buy

it

"

"Anything else?"
"Yes.
secret

Look

at

believe

drawers

I

asked.

old chest.
there are eight
this

in it?"

looked, but found nothing.
"Watch !" Eddie screamed delightedly.
He pressed a small spot that
looked like a bit of dust, and drawers
sprang out all over the place.
"Send that up," I ordered recklesslv.
"I've been looking for someI

The

—

big question before the cop

on the corner was what should be
done to the college boys who smashed
into the rear of her car?

And

also

what fate should await the women in
the Ford with the Minnesota license

who

experiencing their first
sideswiped the RollsRoyce in which sat an elderly gentleman back-seat driver who was almost
bursting a blood vessel attempting to
force his chauffeur alongside Miss
Shearer's car?
have heard of these mad admiration-and-curiosity happenings ocplate,

star hysteria,

Wc

to

me and

held on

it.

"You touch

a

little

spring here and

opens up, revealing a little
compartment to hold poison."
"Yeah, I know all about that,"
"Richard Cromwell, who
retorted.
plays in 'Tol'able David,' has one
and, being romantic, he actually carried poison in it. Once when he was
eating the thing came open and the
He
poison dropped into his food.
presto!

it

I

it and went on eating.
was only because the poison was
stale and had lost some of its strength

didn't notice
It

that he didn't pass out. I don't think
I care for any of those."
He cast a speculative eye around

"Let's see what there is
the place.
here you might be interested in for
yourself."

"Nix, Eddie,"
go."

And

I

begged, "I gotta

did.

I

Don't get the impression that Eddie has turned highbrow or evolved
Investing
into a wealthy art dealer.
in an antique shop forces him to be
more than careful with the weekly
check filched from the coffers of
But, as he points out. he
learning a lot of interesting things
from the venture, in addition to making a modest return on his invest-

M.-G.-M.

is

ment.
If he gains as much success in his
store as he has in his acting, he need
In fact, he can
have no worries.

and antiques walk

truly say that art

hand

hand.

in

Lights

That's what Norma Shearer did
one spring afternoon on Wilshire
Boulevard, fashionable thoroughfare
of Los Angeles. She was fair to look
upon, we'll admit all Alice blue and
beige fox
in the open back seat of
a long, sleek honey-colored car. Her
chauffeur, too, was breath-taking,
stunningly uniformed in three tones
of brown

—

resumed.
But Eddie knew

this,

looks so very rickety.
Will
you personally stand behind it?'
" T would be glad to, madam,' I
answered, 'except that I'm on a picture right now and we're working

but

Hollywood High

Continued from page 55

She amazed us

know

I

—

Would you

old,

man

—

some object possibly twenty or
it's

all.

cages.
Ever hear of them?
They're little boxlike objects with
perforated tops and various designs
all over them.
They are very rare
indeed.
The Chinese use them as
kennels for fighting crickets. These
cricket fights were
and still are, I
believe
considered great sport in
China and they bet on the outcome.
These cages are made of jade, gold,
and silver, and set with precious

nights.'

years old, telling

at

cricket

"But the thing that amuses me
most," Eddie went on, "is when I go
to their homes and they show me
thirty

Not

In a few years he will have cornered
the market and they'll be worth their
weight in gold or something.

"Another

or that.

tively

Strange?

cigar stores.

thing like that to hide old razor
blades in."
"Now take this Borgia ring," he

and

casionally
their verity.

To

always

discounted

this accident,

how-

we were eyewitnesses. Hereafter we suggest that for the safety
of all Norma should ride in a closed
ever,

car.

The Angel

Gabrielle.

The

players expect to learn the
meaning of the word "chic" from
gather
Mile. Gabrielle Chanel.
this from what we have read concerning the French fashion creator

We

brought

Goldwyn

to
to

Hollywood by
design

attire

Samuel
for

the

United' Artists stars.
Mile. Chanel made an unobtrusive
entrance into the film capital, conThe
trarv to all local expectations.

conventional-minded had figured that
she would head a style parade down
Hollvwood Boulevard, and when a
tea was announced as her debut, it
was anticipated that she would be
robed in trailing chiffons or the fa-

107

mas
velvi
Chanel red
to demonstrate \\ hat the
is -ln>uM wear at 5 p. m.
modest, almost
verj
Instead, a
mouselike little hmui.ui. who spoke

mous
|

formal

>

French,

only

bowed

into the

edl)

!

with a turbaned

-uit,

lighl

beret,

simple.

verj

;ili

nun

her

Shi

i.

i

trai

•

>

to

dictati

for sports costume, her throat

sories

ua> garlanded with long strands oi
which threw the feminine
pearls
ip of observers into a stat<
near panic, until they finally concluded it must be a concession to
Hollywood.
Everybody overlooked
the fact that the creator of styles does
not necessarily have to wear them.
The first subject for Mile. Chanel's
experiments will l>c Gloria Swanson.

More Returns!

Hail!

There arc more returns of stars to
watch for. Don's Kenyon, Lois Wilson. Dolores Costello, and Louise
Brooks are among absentees who will
be seen again.
Doris's renewal
her career is being particularly

n

of

Continued on

•
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Keene

Lindsay!"

"'Hullo.

Kleenex

and cosmetics

inter-

•

• •

remove creams

to

toward he-man

in.

away from

Stuff or

trust only

I

The Movie Runaround

safely"

rupted himself to exclaim, grasping
Dennis by the hands.
"You know
:"

Say* UnivenaFs lovely
Even such dramatic beautj

Brundage, don't you
"(dad to meet you." Brundage exclaimed. "When are you coming over

"When

you
me enough
give
mores." Dennis answered.
"Well, now. see here." Brundage
began.
Annabelle shifted uneasily
Was this discussion to
in her chair.
forever?

"The

getting

lady's

little

tired."

ne interrupted to remark. "Say.
Lindsay, would you be a friend and
take Miss Johns home? Then come
alone: hack and we'll have a
\

talk."

A-

as her- needs the protective
cleansing of Kleenex]

?"
tO Us

HOW

interesting

is

who

screen actress

this

— the

statement
beautiful

starred so brilliantly

in "Resurrection."

She

says:

in a

"One of

the

screen career

first

things

we

Kleenex for removing creams and

Annabelle ca^t one laughing glance
Dennis as she ros
he knew
S
all about Hollywood, did he?
She
went into another room for her wrap,
and the men followed her.
She
turned to face them happily, but a
remark of Brundage turned her to

do you suppose screen actresses
on this matter of Kleenex ?

are so insistent

because they know that you simply
must get cold cream and dirt out of
the pores.
-

Kleenex does.

It is

far

more ahsorbent

than towels or "cold cream

clo:

stone.

used

to

Hill's

here."

know him.

he

said.

have

don't

just
is

so

a

or cos-

dirt

chance

and gentle,

soft

.

.

.

and

Kleenex dn L s away entirely with the
"cold cream cloths."
Kleenex saves towels from cosmetic
stains and grease.
ugly, germ-filled

For handkerchi
Doctors and hcalrh authorities di, covered th.it Kleenex is a health n
to replace handkerchiefs. And now thouwill use noth
sands of
It prevents self-infection from germs in
handkerchiefs. It is discarded aftd

Kleenex comes in
25 cents, 50 cents and $1.00. I':
arc the same in Canada. At drug, dry
goods or department sti
sing'

;

at

KT.F.rvi'N

"Sure

"The blemishes

absorbs so quickly."

cos-

It's

at

says.

the use of

is

meti

Why

^ kHI^t^Z

from embedded

start

metics

It*

Velez

Miss

that

Kleenex

from Lupe Vclez

learn

I*

star, )L I

"T

COMPANY,
i-:id

free

Mi

-ex.

Saw him m

yesterday."

As Annabelle walked
she

felt

as

if

the heavy

law was already on

to the

hand

o\

'

TO BE CONTINUED.
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Poor

Little

Success

Continued from page 43

"Maybe

been working steadily
Vou go stale before
you know it, and one day you suddenly realize you've been stale for
a long time.
"I've been in pictures now for ten
for

JEANETTE LOFF — POPULAR STAR

Her

little secret!

(Would you care
Nobody knows

to

share

it?)

Helen does

to keep her
It always sparkles! It never

just -what

hair so attractive looking.
seems dull (like so many other girls' hair.)

What is her secret?— You'd be surprised! A simple
little shampooing hint that a famous beauty specialist
gave her. Yet you may share it, too! Just one Golden
Glint Shampoo* will show you the way! At your
dealers', 25c, or send for free sample!
Do not confuse this with other shampoos that
merely cleanse. Golden Glint Shampoo, in addition to
'(Note:

cieansing, gives your hair

—

—

a "tiny-tint"— a

-wee little

hit
not much
hardly perceptible. But how it does
bring out the true beauty ofyour own individual shade
of hair!)

J.

W. KOBI CO.

Rainier Ave., Dept. F. Seattle, Wash.
Please send a free sample.

634

too

years.

started

At

fourteen.

at

fourteen you're just beginning to
think consciously, so my first mental
processes were limited by movies.
And since I staved in movies, I've
been thinking them ever since."

you must know if
a Picture Play devotee, was
accomplished by means of a beauty
contest.
Shy, pristine Lucille Langhanke was converted into Mary, the
lily maid of Astor, and awarded the
That
you are

entry, as

prize contract.
"The screen is probably the narrowest of all professions.
Other
people don't seem to be so painfully
limited
their
in
interests.
Their
lives

Address

.

I

City

don't

States

.

art.'

Color of

my

hair.

MONEY
EARN
AT HOME
YOU

can make $15 to $50 weekly in spare
time at home coloring photographs.
experience needed. No canvassing.
instruct you by our new simple Photo-Color
process and supply you with work. Write
for particulars and Free Book to-day.
full

We

No

The IRVING-VANCE

COMPANY

Ltd.
340 Hart Building, Toronto, Can.

Have Shapely Limbs

*6.75
.
or Slender Ankles .... 5.00
*^«£^"
RELIEVE swelling or varicose
veins and reduce your limbs / ^r^
.

.

with Dr. WALTER'S f amousmedi
cated (flesh colored) frum rubber hose
Wornnexttotheskintheyfitlikeaglove
and you can see the improvement at
once. For over 25 years they have
helped thousands of pcople.andare
worn all over the world.
Sendankleand calf measure. Pay
by check or money ori.er
(no cash) —or pay postman.

Dr. JEANNE
389

I

seem fuller and more complete.
But pictures absorb so much of you.

Name

or

I've

long.

G. A.

Fifth Ave.,

Near 36th

WALTER

New York

St., Suite

605

I

mean 'we
mean in

give our all to our
point of time and

concentration and working hours they
hem you in, so that your horizon is
the studio fence.
"You can promise yourself in perfect sincerity to acquire outside interests.
You can study French, or
play golf, or collect stamps.
And
sooner or later the studio takes publicity stills of you doing it.
Everything you do. and think, and say revolves around pictures, and you can't
hope to escape it after working hours,
because every one else does, and
thinks, and says the same.
"I want." she said feelingly, "to go
to London and live there for the rest
of my life. It seems to me the perfect city, and as diametrically opposed to Hollywood as any place
could be."
Hollywood, pathological mushroom
sprung up to expedite the canning of
energetic emotions, is for Mary the
ideal place to get away from.
"Then why," one inquires triumphantly, "are you here?"

use.

"That's easy.
Because this is the
only work I'm equipped for. and you
don't throw away opportunities of
making money just for a whim. But
I have decided on a sum that will
bring me a comfortable income.
It
won't be awfully long now until I'll

will

have

MeiVLtchinch

EYE §

Maybelline Eyelash Darkener
will instantly transform your
lashes into a dark, luxuriant
fringe, making them appear
longer. Harmless and easy to

A touch of Maybelline
Eye Shadow to your eyelids
add depth, beauty and
"expression.
Form the
brows with the clean, smooth

Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil
then you will have re-made
your eyes into soulful pools
of loveliness. Insist upon the
genuine
preferred by millions for over fifteen years.

—

&Mfe&&em>jv&

it.

There

When

I

do,

T

shall quit."

the inevitable supposition
that when she has acquired the desired sum. she will think she might as
well stay long enough to add just a
bit

more

is

to

it.

"No," Mary contends.
aren't elaborate.

I

"Mv

tastes

don't renuire lux-

uries.
I don't really need such an
expensive car or clothes or establishment as I have to have now for the
sake of appearances. My natural inclination is to live in comfort, but

Xo, I shan't change my
There are too many other
things I want to do. Some day I shall
probably marry again and have chilsimply.

mind.

dren.

"And"
mine

— vehemently— "no

child of

ever go into pictures
I
could weep for the poor little brats
I see around the studios.
If they arenice normal youngsters, I am disgusted with their parents for endangering their health and normalcy by
letting them work.
And if they are
those dreadful, sophisticated, made-up
children, I yearn to have their parents arrested.
Childhood is too important to play tricks with."
But to return to the main issue, just
what is it about Hollywood that depresses her?
"I'm sick of living in a prop town.
The whole place has about as much
stability as a back drop.
There are
no roots in the ground.
You live
you touch only the
synthetically
surface of things. I don't know what
causes it.
Maybe it's partly the climate, partly the excitement of making a lot of money, partly the feverish speed with which you accomplish
nothing of any real value.
"I'm tired of having to be continually on guard against losing my balance.
I read a flattering story about
myself, and if I'm not careful I may
The director asks
start believing it.
me for a suggestion in a scene. I
make one. He says 'Fine !' I make
another, and would probably go on if
I didn't bring myself up short, 'Here,
here, Astor, you're no marvel. StickI hate having to
to your own job.'
consciously retain my sense of prowill

!

—

portion.

"I'm tired of being so interested in
pictures that every book I pick up I
hope may be a picture possibility.
And every conversation that starts
out to be decently general settles
down into a discussion of some new
lens or star or script.

—

1

decided

I

needed a hobby and the only thing
I could keep my mind on was doing
things with a home movie camera.
"I'm sick of people expounding on
'art' and then turning somersaults for
money. I'm sick of people talking
monev and then complaining because

The
they can't express themselves.
screen is a business, yet on the inside
it's regarded almost as the ultimate
religion.

"Hollvwood

is

too deadlv serious

~

[09

about the wrong things, and too flippant aboul the really important ones.
We build our lives on the silly, tinsel
elements of our work and «c have
practically no contact with the realiIn short, we're fools, but there
ties.
are so man) of us crowded into one
community that any attempt at change
is

swamped."
Mary paused

that's all

1

I

What

ten
need is a vacation
years of stead) concentration .on one
to.

thing
"If

I

too long.

is

had it to (In over again, I'd
I'm
probably do the same thing.
would never allow my children to do
So there you arc, if you can find
it.
I

I

and

abruptly

sub-

sided in an embarrassed laugh.
"You see," she said. "We
work ourselves into a frenzj
an ordinary attack of blues.

"Ami

I
like a martyr, but I'm really not.
I'm glad I'm in them.
adore pictures
That's where I'm Mink, of course, but
appear
don't mind it as much as

it

is,

truly.

I

in that."

any logic

The

over

I

Man

as acute as

is

think.

is

fairly appar-

any one whose sense of values

ent to

sound

logic,

'-•

Camera Shy
Continued from par
else,

the

perhaps, she enjoys directing
still-camera

studio.

in

She came

an appointment with Chidone afternoon and found him
busy with Bebe Daniels and Ben
Lyon, both of whom had arrived
promptly for an appointment of their
own.
late

to

pot'f

Kay stormed and avowed that no
Perhaps
one could take her place.
no one could.
But it piqued B
who remarked. "Goodness gracious,
she thinks she is Mrs. Hollywood in
pefson.

Hut all this is under your hat.
Don't breathe any id it to a soul.

Hollywood High

Light:
>

Qtinued from pare

chanted.

worked

in

In quick succession she has
three pictures. "You and

Warren Ilynur. dead-pan comedian.
"Can't you swim?"

I." "I'pper Underworld," and "Alexander Hamilton."
This is her first
activity since "Beau Bandit" about a
year ago, and also since the death of

not.

'Milton Sills.

ert

Lois Wilson will reemerge
tures as the

mother of

in

pic-

five children,

Lois had some
with one of the producers,
we heard, and opportunities didn't
come her way as much as usual during the past six or seven months.
Dolores Costello has been working
to lose some weight, and is just about
ready for her first picture. "The Passionate Sonata."
in

the film "Seed."

difficulties

Miss
part in

Brooks plays an incidental
"God's Gift to Women."

The Croesus

an automobile, second,
third, an airplane.

a boat,

soon as a contract

is signed, or in the
of a stage player, hefore he or
she steps off the train. They acquire

one or two other automohiles of elahorate dimensions and garnishments
as the salary grows. Then comes the
boat.

Marjorie White has arrived at the
second stage. She now owns a thirtvfoot cruiser.

did you cet

it

for?" asked

"

Whether we want to believe it or
we probably have to. Little Rob-

Coogan, Jackie's brother, is the
Almost
Mudio wisecracker.
every day somebody repeats
some tale of his wit. so there must be
Here, at any rate.
something to it.
is one of his latest outbreaks:
"I don't want to he in pictures, Mr.

Wnat kind

latest

t

Director."

"Why

not.

"Because

Robert?"
everybody

in

them

is

crazy."
Lil Versus Kay.
resemblance is there between
Lilyan Tashman and Kay Francis?

What

eyes
parently

These are the guides to a star's
standing- in the movie colony.
Of
course, an auto is usually bought as

"What

"Fools and Children

Our

Steps.

First,

1

*

discover any. hut ap-

Paramount sees them in a
For they have signed

different light.

apparently to replace Miss
whom they will soon 1< Warner Brothers.
Funny thing about Lilyan's career,
she has worked for years, but has
never been under contract. Tt is one
or
of the fates of the vampish type
has been until the talkies came in.
Although they can both fill rather
strong dramatic roles, we don't see

Lilyan

Francis,

"Hut when I think of all the s|frpv. 'noaccount" mornings I have had; the evenings
spoiled by being inexcusably tired; and the
nights I've been too ewched or ncrvou- t..
Bleep! And then to learn (amonu lots of other
things) thit the richt kind of baths probably
would have saved many
of those precious hours
.

.

well

Continued on

pasre 111

!.. .1

can't tell

you

sorry I am this little
hook wasn't published a
long time ago.

how

"You'll

way about
when you

the

fed
it.

I

same

am

pet your free
copy of 'The Book About
Baths'. "So use the coupon.

CLEANLINESS INSTITUTE
Established tn promnte puhltr u elicit* by
trarhirtf the ni/ur nf cleanliness

—

any particular likeness between Kay
and Lilyan. For one thing. Lilyan
has more marked gifts of comedy,
whereas drama is Kay's red meat.

??

"I've just read the most astonishing booklet
...about baths! Imagine a hook ahotit baths
being so interesting, and so hrlpful!

.

fail to

take

4I1C1II I

i!MM

INF SS IWrrnTE. P^pt. Q-".
PP6-31
43 East 17th Street. New York. N. Y.
Please *e n H me fnx "The Book About Bath*." I:
sounds interesting.

Name
AdbVaai
"'aaer
Important: Perhaps von also would he in*
House bv 12 O'Clock". or "The Thirty Day Lo.
The^e, too, are free ... a part of the wide serrice of Cleanlii

ness Institute.

—
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Freckles
VANISH LIKE MAGIC

Continued from page 45

"After the actor has got himself
is asked to pay.
If
he can'f pay immediately the jeweler
attaches his salary.
That gets him
in had at the studio.
It's something
no actor likes to have happen to him,
but unless he pays at once it happens
well in debt he

just the same.
T5

EMOVE

those embarrassing freckles.
Surprise your friends with a new
velvety soft, crystal clear complexion.
You can
with Stillman's Freckle
Cream.
It bleaches them out while
you sleep. Done so quickly and easily
secretly too. The first jar proves its
magic worth. At all drug Btores.

*"

—

—

man

Still

Freckle Creai
Removes Freckles

— Wl

FRtE

new
RflOKl"_S
pu*^^^^^

_

97 Beauty

II^^^^^^
Miss.

I

or

booklet.
freckles

Dept.. send free
Tells \thy you have
to remove then.

—how

Mr.

Mrs

Address

K

"Cultivating an actor for what can
be got out of him in trade is practiced by other shopkeepers, too.
"Many a man, including myself,
has been embarrassed by having a
jeweler bring no, not a bill
beautiful pieces of jewelry to the table
where he is dining with a girl and
insist that she ask her escort to buy
her a gift. The man can't very well

—

SongWriters
and advice,

&-

Associates

4

E. 23rd

si.

NeuiYork

FORM DEVELOPED
By an Easy Simple Method

that haa
stood the test of 26 years Successful
Service. The Direct Method for a Sym-metrical Figure
Development where
needed. Neck, Chest, Arms, Legs—in
fact ANY part of the Body. You need
not send me a long letter. Just write

"/ enclose

10c.

Mail me a Large Box of

PEERLESS WONDER CREAM
Scaled and Prepaid, and tell me how
to Develop a Beautiful Bounded Form by your Simple
Borne Method." That is all you need say, and I will return
the dime if you wish, but send it NOW.
MADAME WILLIAMS
Suite 140,
Buffalo, N. Y.

My

method Is the way to prevent hair from growing
again.
Use it privately, at home. Booklet free. Write
today enclosing 3 red stamps.
We teach beauty culture.
0. J. Mahler. 96-A. Mahler Park. Providence. R. I.

film efforts. It is doubtful if she will
be seen in front of a camera again.
Otis Skinner brought his greatest

stage success, "Kismet," to the talking screen and signed a contract to
contribute two pictures a year thereafter.
The reception accorded "Kismet" makes it doubtful if the contract
will be fulfilled.
prize lemon, as far as contracts
go, was that negotiated by
with
the peerless Yallee.
Rudy arrived
for one picture, "The Vagabond
Lover," and took approximately $75,000 out of the company's coffers for
his efforts
or rather, his time.
Helen Kane was looked upon to
do big things for the "singies" but
"Nothing But the
alas and alack

A

RKO

—

!

much good. Came "Sweetie"
and she boop-boop-a-dooped her way
through it. following it with "Pointed
Heels," "Dangerous Nan McGrew,"
T
and "Heads L p," when all and sundry declared they'd had enough. So
public

long, Helen.

TWO BLONDES
ONE

was a

. .

BUT

dingy blonde. The other had
golden hair that sparkled thanks to Blondcx.
Of course she was the one who got him! Blondex
is a special blonde hair shampoo that not only
prevents darkening
but safely restores natural
golden gleam to faded light hair. Not a dye. No
armful chemicals. Fine for the scalp. Try it today At all leading drug and department stores.
dull,

—

!

salarv

!"

Continued from page 33

Truth" with Richard Dix didn't do
ler any harm, but it didn't do the

wanted him

Buddy

Rogers, he feels that he must show
her as much attention and entertain
her as royally as Buddy did.
That
makes it a little tough on fellows getting smaller salaries than Buddy.
"Well, it's all in a movie lifetime,"
added Jimmy, taking the lunch check.
"You know," he finished off, as
we made our way out to his car,
"there has been so much publicity regarding our supposedly enormous
salaries that girls take it for granted
that we can buy them anything and
not miss the money. They probably
feel that they are doing us a favor
by helping us spend it.
"I don't want to give the impression that I am complaining. All this
But
is just a part of our racket.
when you add income and property
taxes to the other expenses, not to
mention club dues, you can just bet
the Hollywood bachelor needs a large

tile revise. compose

arrange music and secure copurigrtTs

A\ahoncu

—

night before has been out with

The Crowded Hour

of words or music for songs
mau submit iheir work for free exam-

uiri+ers

I ination

!

protest
but,
fortunately,
women
usually send such men away quickly.
"You see an actor has not only to
maintain an air of prosperity, but
pride enters into the situation.
Men
are proud creatures, and when an
actor escorts a girl who perhaps the

ffi;

,

Money

Beau and His

Paul

Muni's signature on a Fox

was widely publicized. He
made two pictures, "The Valiant" and
"Seven Faces." His work in both
was highly praised, but he failed to
contract

develop any fan following and has
returned to the stage.
Hal Skelly scored one of the outstanding successes of the decade on
the stage in "Burlesque."
In fact.

whole stage career is dotted with
outstanding successes, but he lasted
for just four pictures, "The Dance
of Life" ("Burlesque"), "Woman
Trap," "Men Are Like That," and
his

"Behind the
Xew York.

Make-up."

Back

in

Cyril Maude whose stage appearances are awaited with bated breath
almost has maide one talkie to
"Grumpy."
grand performdate
ance which, unfortunately, appealed
only to a limited number of people,
so future appearances are doubtful.
Morgan Farley is another who
created a couple of sensations on the

—— —

A

Morgana" and "An
American Tragedy."
Signed by
Paramount at the beginning of the
stage in "Fata

he appeared in bits in "The
Love Doctor," "The Mighty," "The
Greene Murder Case," "Only the
Brave," "Men Are Like that,"
"Slightly Scarlet." "Man from Wytalkies,

oming."
"Devil's
Holiday,"
and
"Half Marriage." Now or. the stage.
Jack Buchanan, one of the few
surviving matinee idols of the British
stage, has

two pictures

to his credit,

"Paris" and "Monte Carlo." Somehow he doesn't inspire the same enthusiasm in picture audiences that he
does on the stage, and he has returned to London.
Benny Rubin landed on both feet
in "Marianne" and then something
happened to him. Clever Jewish comedian who has managed to keep

Ill

working
,"

Bab)

"Naughty

fairly steadily.
" \l'>n; tna Moon,"
"<

necking,"

hildren

"Leather-

And

Pleasu

of

and some shorts.
Back to his first
love
as master of cen monies
in picture and vaudeA ille hou
Lillian Roth was no! particularly
well-known on the stage when
was signed for pictures, bul she is
well-known now. Bowed in in "Illusion" and followed with "The Vagabond King," in which she gave a good
interpretation.
Followed "Honey."
"Paramount on Parade," "S a
"Animal Crackers," '"Madam Satan."
and "Queen High."
Released by
Paramount, she is now in vaudeville.
.Marie Saxon made one picture,
"To-night and You."
Released by
Fox and so far as is known has reI

i

turned to the stage.
Dorothy Burgess scored a big hit in
One of the first talkies. "In )Id Arizona." Worked in "Pleasure Crazed,"
was released by Fox and months
<

did

later

a

small

High" and another
'

— the

"Swing
"Beyond Vic-

part
in

in

latter piece refilmed with-

Mas returned to the Stage.
er.
Zelma O'Neal made "Follow Thru"
for Paramount and overplayed the
Her option was not expart badly.
'

ited and she returned to the stage.
Evelyn Lave has been as widely
publicized as any one entering the
films since the talkies.
She made

and her op-

lit"

was

tion

not

tin re

renewed.
you have

the talk

tits

t

history

a

rom

Y/
'V4-i Y

of

the

who

person

has lived
through it and lived with it has any
Instead oi
idea of what it was like.
a

'nly

(

the old familiar faces on the sets, one

newcomers

everywhere.
and unknowns from New York and provincial stock companies, but all of them
giving themselves the airs of Bernhardt or Mansfield when they got to
Some of them eagerly
Hollywood.
trying to make the grade, most of
them haughtily condescending.
Now that they're gone -or adfronted

Big

semibig

shots,

shots,

A M LLION
I

WOMtN

— the

business of making movies has .settled hack into a routine
The excitement was like a
affair.
debutante in the first flush of her
justed

Once

success.

>ocial

it

is

hard for

her to realize that she is no longer
lint life
the cynosure of all eyes.
was a crowded hour while it
And .so it is with the movies and
1.

the

stage

people.

It

was

better

to

have made one picture and seen one's
name on a twenty-four-sheet posl than to have eked out an existence in
New York with most of the world
never realizing they were on earth,
crowded hour of glorious life
i- worth an a<,r c without a name."

Hollywood High
tinned from page

Douglas

Fairbanks, Jr., having
variety of experiments, is

made a
now to take

a flight in the direction

once pursued by his father. In other
words, young Doug will mix himself
up merrily in a South American revolution film.

Von remember

the glad

days, of course, of Doug, Sr.'s adventures in the same fields.

The film in which
essay this diversion

young Doug
is

called

*'I

will

1.

present

3.

4.

"Merely Mary Ann" together early
ir May on Charlie's return from his
honeymoon in Europe.
There was talk for a time of 1 tar-

new find of Fox,
ing the Farrell role, but that is
So Charlie and Janet
unlikely.
be the romancers in this opus,
will they he closely observed?
lieve us, they will, by the curious
the gossipy folk of llnHw
die Albright, a

tak-

now
will

and
Be-

and

seriousness,

Meanwhile Janet has been appearing in

"Daddy Long Legs," once

Mary Pickford

film,

with

a

W«

Baxter as the daddy.

Some Foxy Humor.
Iney Fox, a
little

newcomer,

gladhander.

is the

setting for

Thomas Meighan was

is

a great

Her dressing room
much pay chatter,

and there is a reason, for Sidney has
a merry vein of humor.
She recently named a dog Option, because,
she said, he likes to he taken up.

Post-honeymoon Reunion.
marriage" won't interwith Charlie Farrell and Janet

A "mere
fer

Gaynor appearing together in
ture.
They are scheduled

a pic-

to

do

5.

BECAUSE
BECAUSE
BECAUSE
BECAUSE
BECAUSE

have <\^v*c
the picture with Miss Gaynor. hut
there

to

was some

conflict in schedhear. Miss Janet
herself prevailed upon the studio to
assign Baxter to the lead opj
first

ules.

her.

and then,

we

She has always wanted

to play

with him.
Meighan returned to the screen in
"Young Sinners." playing the role of
an athletic trainer. He is a maturer
Meighan, need'
y, hut proved
himself verv effective.
in a picture

Continued on pasre 113

it

stops odor instantly.

you can use
there's

any

it

time.

no "drying" delay.

//

does not irritate the skin.

it

docs not injure fabrics.

women know they must use
MODERN
special weapons against that tricky
underarm perspiration odor.
Today, they have tluir choice of a
number of safeguards. And more than a
million of them choose Mum!
Think of a magic snowy cream which
you can use any time when dressing or
afterwards. There is nothing in Mum to
harm your clothing or irritate your skin!
old enemy,

No
Baxter Daddy Long Legs.

Your

his
forsake
Here's hopii

Lights
109

Like

Nerve."
It
may prove the
turning point that will enahle him to

USC

parties

the

honoring her are over,

2.

Like Son, Like Father.

DO

—

to follow:
to each underneed to worry

Mum

with normal,

directions

difficult

waiting. Just a fingertipful
arm and there's no more
for that day or eveni
doesn't interfere
healthful perspiration. It
odor
that disagreeable
so abhor-. I

youcanevenuse

Mum

just

which

every

hing
-shaving!

r

And here's another way
Rubbed on the hands, it

Mum

helps.

kills

every

lingering trace of onions, fish, gasoline
or other clinging od
at any toilet goods
You can get
Mfg.
counter, 35c and 60c.

Mum

Inc.,

SO Yarick

St.,

Mum

New

York, N. Y.

Canadian address: Windsor, Out.

ON
gives

SANITARY NAPKINS.
invaluable

a deodorant

for

service

the

to

Mum
women

sanitary

also

as

napkin.
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FRECKLES

Another Lady!
Continued from page 34

Remove The Ugly Mask

Way

This

my

purest chance they ran off

pic-

Jannings walked up to the
screen, kissed me, and said 'Here she
ture.

is.

want her

I

to play the part.'

'

When

she heard that the great
actor wanted her, her old
acting fervor kindled anew.
From
that first picture on, her success is

German

known

to

all.

She has an
Only that freckle-mask keeps you from a lovely
complexion. Get rid of those homely spots and
your skin will look soft and fine instead of dry
and harsh; clear, fresh and young instead of
rusty, patchy and old.
What you need is Othine-double strength.
After a few nights' use of this dainty white
cream, you should find that even the worst
freckles are disappearing while the lighter ones
have vanished entirely. It seldom takes more
than an ounce jar of Othine to fade out those

homely blemishes and restore the natural
beauty of your skin.
Be sure to ask for Othine-double strength at
any drug or department store. Money back if
it does not remove even the worst freckles and
leave your complexion soft, clear and beautiful.

How To

Obtain

A

Better Looking Nose

Your Personal Appearance
book tells you how I guarantee
improve the shape of your nose by
remolding the cartilage and fleshy
parts, quickly, safely, and painlessly,
The very fine,
or refund your money.
precise adjustments which only my
new patented Model 25 Nose Shaper

face,

interesting, intelligent

and a gracious, easy

poise.

Her

conversation is not cluttered up with
nonessentials she talks clearly.
She
has individuality, distinction, and a
straight-thinking mind.
Her work
is a genuine problem to her
her success is not the lucky break that marks
nine out of ten screen successes.
The night before she had seen "To;

;

morrow and To-morrow

T

"

and was

delighted that it had been obtained
for her use in pictures.
She was

debating whether
Cleaning."

do

to

"Spring

Improve

My free

"Apparently

I

to

possesses, make results satisfactory
lasting. Worn night or day. Over
Send for free book to

and

100,000 users.

TRILETY,

M.

Specialist,

Pioneer Noseshapino
Dept.254,Binghamton,N.Y.

must play loose la"But

dies," she said, with a smile.

I'm afraid Freddie Lonsdale brought
her into the play too late for a central
part.
For pictures. Of course we
may be able to show her earlier, on
the screen.

It's

a lovely comedy."

On

Sore burning feet
eased in 3 seconds

the stage her favorite role was
Mary Rose, the heroine of Barrie's
spiritual play.
In pictures she expressed a preference for "Sarah and

easy, 3 -second relief
FOR
from tired, aching, burning
—
feet
gently rub in a little

Son."

"Her husband was up

Coolene, the new ivory-white,
vanishing foot cream Its healing, penetrating oils and unguents quickly get right down
to the inflamed nerves and tissues
draw out the torturous
and
soreness and burning
bring new, cool, all-day foot
comfort. Cannot stain stockings or bed clothing. Get Coolene today at your druggist.

—

3/o/e

SOLVENT

DEAFNESS

She admitted that her pet of the
other than Timmie

moment was none

DISSOLVES and PERMANENTLY
Removes any kind, anywhere.

MISERY

Many

people with defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,
go to Theatre andChurch because they
use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
in the Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.
They arc inexpensive. "Write for
booklet and sworn statement of £}/?£/>/
the inventor who was himself deaf.

A. 0-

LEONARD,

Denny

No acid. Easily applied.
Information free.
Price $1.
Vita Co., Dept. P. Room 415
1819 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Safe,

IS

Inc.. Suite 667,

Adi-

rondacks for winter sports. "I hate
tobogganing, and skiing, and things
like that," she confessed.
"I'm an
indoor person."

.

—

in the

70 5th Ave., New York

time."

A

telegram broke in upon us.
"I'm to sing over a national broadcast," said Miss Chatterton, indicating the yellow paper.
"But do you sing?" I asked, not
having seen "Unfaithful."
"For the millions involved. I'm
afraid I should do almost anything,"
she admitted.
No one has had a more consistently
intelligent series of
pictures than
Ruth Chatterton. Xo one has contributed more vitally to the screen's
coming of age. After talking to her
it is not difficult to understand this.
She is passionately devoted to acting.
Just as she gave all her time and
energy to the theater, now she is com-

bound to picture plays. She
wrapped up in whatever part she
is preparing to create.
Undoubtedly
she communicates this enthusiasm to

pletely
13

the scenario writer, the director and.
most important, the producer. Much
of her talent lies in assisting in the
treatment of the scenario.
As long as the screen has Arlis-cand Chattertons the screen will continue to progress.
And, again, occasionallv one will meet a ladv.

at

Peace

Continued from page 57

fidence to get up and
ourselves, otherwise.

make

We

fools of
each think

we could give a better performance
than any other actor.
"These sycophants, who become
barnacles to every successful career,
gloat when the reigning star is demoted. Their manner isn't so much
unkindness as it is merely self-satisThey wear an I-told-you-so
and think that the failure of the

faction.
air

make more room for them.
Every actor needs one of these onthe-shelf spells to teach him to look
beyond applause for the rotten eggs.
"I was a trifle too self-sufficient,"

star will

Good and
Good for You*

Durante, the mad buffoon of "The
Xew Yorkers."
"When Cecile Sorel played herewith her Coincdic I-'raucaise troupe
she was elaborately feted at every
turn.
One evening she asked to be
shown the Xew York that wasn't in
the guidebooks.
So we started in
a smart speakeasy, proceeded to Harlem, and wound up at Durante'^ >awdust joint over a terrible garage. He
sang everything in his amazing repertoire and we all had a delightful

Denny conceded when he spoke of
the film colony's volatile friendships.
"I had chosen my friends as I

wdshed, not politically.
Sequestered
for so long on one lot. I hadn't
sought entree to other studios, a disadvantage which I realized only when
While
I had to hustle out for a job.
that would
I shan't cater for favors
go against the grain I find it agreeable to be very courteous to everybody."
Another sly wink hinted
without being brazenly frank.
"Ronnie Colman and several other

—

—

They'd drop in
fellows were loyal.
and indicate that financial aid
I had no
could be had if needed.
money worries, however.
"Shall we give parties again, enterto chat

tain the
ically

home?"

crowds that congregate mag-

at

every well-to-do actor's
repeated my question

He

113

and h^
sharp
elance which advised me not t" !" an
quizzical

a

slowly,

in

answer

took

The

idiot.

no haven for

"Ami
"was

the

home

tain}

I

tone,
"i

form

the

greal

pal

5tufl

evidently

The ensuing

i

1

which proved

silence

be merely the Englishman's reticence regarding personal matters,
My
at first attributed to other causes.
to

I

brows shot up

as

I

murmured, "Ah!

Pardon! And what is
the status, if one may inquin
"No, no. no!" At last
drew a
faux pas!

\

I

quick

"The

retort.

status

is

thor-

oughly great. Bubbles was true 1>Iik\
Her companionship made light of my
inactivity and helped to pass the time
when it began
drag."
Mis tastes and hobbies remain very
much the same, with the exception of
aviation, which he has renounced.
t

"]
t<iu

less

my

sold

much and

«

>

four planes.
isn't

It

one can devote more time to

lie

it

ire."

prints of

English
hunting scenes and etchings, having
passed many of his leisure hours in
pursuit of new treasures, and he has
a fancy now for colored woodblocks.
He hunts and fishes and is wrapped
up in his lodge.
Building a road,
still

collects

and improving the slice of mountain
in which the house of logs and r
seems to he embedded, occupied him
and kept him physically fit. Rough
furniture, furs, and animals' heads
provide a rustic atmosphere.
When
winter's snow hanks its windows, a
mule sled meets the Dennys and their
~:s at the main road and carries
them the halt mile to the lodge.
While son? brought Denny hack,
farceur

his talent as a

won him

M.-G.-M. contract and
him pleasantly employed.

the

keeping
An amhitious
independent, Sono-Art, was
willing to take a chance on the voice
that had been heard in musical comedy for many years. "What a Man"
revealed

that

still

it

is

could

carry a

tune engagingly.
Some one mentioned him to DeMille.
"We had only a bowing acquaintance. On a friend's recommendation
he sent for me. 'I understand you
sing? lie inquired. I replied that I,

MODERN ART

a

some

in

PAYS BIG

Hi

quarters.

medlej

.1

MONEY

and

farce

oi

melodrama, but I'm more grateful

for

me

than i ever con!.:
I'm
fought for me.
1(
press.
ribly happy not to have disappointed
him."
Several films followed in rapid
cession, including the mildly entertaining "A
Lady's Morals," with
Grace Mo.. re, the "Kiki" lead with
Pickford, and a comedy that originated from "Parlor. Bedroom, and
Bath," with Buster Keaton and Charhis faith in
1

Greenwood.
He was lent to
Fox to go frish in behalf of Jeanette
MacDonald.

lotte

"Why not?" lie twirled off a
brogue that' was oddly a shock,
and his broad English are synonymous. "I u<v<\ to he an actor before I went into the mo

—

Tlis

c

worth while, un-

than a working actor has

understood that to be
though u had been disputed

also,

is

friends.
weathi
observed,
wife,"
help and inspiration?

fair
little

a

;i

ambition

"Never

to direct.

is

Slum, did

me

occur to

it

when

even

once,

For

fight to set hack.

my

know

nothfamily, of the

My

ing but acting.

most

to quit

I

|n this Age of Color ... the amazing
demand for art work of all kinds is

same town in Surrey where Ronald
Colman was born, always has been

My

theatrical.

father started
our blood.

it.

creating hundreds of big-pay opporManufacturers,
tunities every year.
decorators, publishers ... all are seeking men and women with art training.
Through the Federcl School of Illustrating many who drudged at small
pay have found fascinating careers

CTeat-great-grandThe theater is in

"I began at seven at the Court
Theater in London, and at sixteen
left school to join the Charles Froh-

man company

Duke

the

at

of

Many Federal
larger incomes.
students are now earning from $2500
to $6000 a year. The Federal Course
aims at dollars and cents profit for

York

Theater and stuck through good seasons and bad. at home and on tour.
The thought of going into business
did not interest

think that

if

I

me

at all.

could not

but

make

place for myself as an actor

T

I

a

new

might

famous

designing,

Test
Send
Chart.

exclusive

etc.,

to the Federal Course.

Your Drawing Talent
for our Free Vocational Test

Our

artists

will

judge your

and give you a definite guide
to your probable talent. Just fill in
the coupon below and we will send
you this test together with our book,
"A Road To Bigger Things," without

a capable technician in the little gradations of the farceur
with these

—

obligation.

FEDERAL SCHOOL
OF ILLUSTRATING

more

conciliatory attitude, be should get along very well
indeed.
a

contribute

ability

clever dialogue, glad that

and

artists

lessons containing their technical tricks
illustrating, cartooning, lettering,
in

being merelv featured releases him
from stardom's responsibilities, and

attributes

.

every student.
You can learn athome in your spare
time the Federal way. More than fifty

did

persuade some producer to give me
a chance at directing."
That whim, however, will not be
indulged for a tew years, if bis present good fortune continues.
Nonchalant and
amiable, buoyant of
spirit, intensely enthusiastic about his
new work's combination of situation,

humor and

.

.

5121 Federal Schools Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

Hollywood High

Lights

Federal School of Illustrating

5121 Federal Schools Building
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Please send me free book, "A
Road To Bigger Things," and

tinned from page 111

Dropping

Much

a

Few

Notes.

but less action,
about young stars suddenly acquiring
hass voices. It has been reported that
Charles Rogers was in quest of profundo tones to add to his register.
T.atest indications are that the changes
talk there

is.

are mostly in his warbled notes
rather than in his spoken ones. Anyway, it you note any difference when

you hear him talk
Secret" you may

in

"The Lawyer's

attribute

cent vocal training.
Charles Farrell also

to

re-

had some

les-

it

Standard Art

Test.

'

Name-

Age—
Address-

Occupation-

!

114
sons from Elissa Landi during the
filming of "Body and Soul."
Elissa

Chelsea House

encouraged him to talk up and down
the scale, and when be had hit just
the right tone, to speak the line on

rrJ

She, of course, is an experienced voice trouper.
The danger of all attempts of stars
to change their voices is that it may
result in unnaturalness.
This doesn't
prevent any number of ingenues
nowadays, from cultivating a Greta
Garbo huskiness, whether it fits their
personalities or not.

The Brand

Good Books

of

By VIVIAN GREY
you

of

will

as

is

up

as

to date

your morning paper and far

more

enthralling.

—

Bancroft Money King.
Whatever his arguments with Paramount, George Bancroft has finally

them.
He is under contract
again and drawing $6,000 a week.
He is said to share in the profits of

settled

his pictures, also.

This leads directly

return of a

the

to

"The Money King."

remember

Vivian Grey's "I 'arty Girl," that
quick-moving love story of the
modern age, which was so favorably received. Here Vivian Grey
once more gives us a vivid picture of life that

spring.

that.

Dancing Partner

Many

her summer vacationing.
She has
chosen the home of the "orchid lady,"
Corinne Griffith, at Malibu.
She
made the arrangements early in the

The Bennett

favorite star in

The

title

seems

appropriate.

Strut.

Constance Bennett is evidencing
her swagger tendencies once again,
and we aren't referring to her walk,
eitber.
This time Constance has
been giving the natives a thrill by entertaining Mrs. Reginald Vanderbilt
and Lad)' Mil ford Haven at places
like the Mayfair.
Connie is also
seeking an appropriate setting for

Lew Ayres is another player whose
may henceforth progress more

affairs

His contract with Unicontinuing. Ayres will play
in "The Outcasts of Poker Flat."
"The Babby-faced Killer," and other
pictures in the near future.
Lew i>
reported to have had arguments over
salarv and stories with Universal.
peaceably.

versal

is

"Dancing Partner" might be a
fairy story, glamorous, fantastic,
unreal, did
to

the reader that

Lolita,

and taxi dancer by
was the very sort of girl
that he might well meet around
night,

the next corner.

up

looking

Lolita,

eyes

Phil Nearing,

of

fell

into

the

aristocratic

suddenly and

owner
and from then on
her
life
became complicated.
There were those who would bar

hopelessly in love with the
of those eyes,

the gate to her entrance to that

world of wealth and fashion
through which
Phil
Nearing
walked so confidently. Out of a
clear sky the false accusation of
theft was made against her. She
felt desolate, an outcast, and the
cruelty of the world cut deep.
And then just as suddenly there

came

turn

a

in

events

that

brought the gold of sunshine into
the blackness that covered Lolita's

Continued from page 74

glove

clerk by day

handsome

The' Phenix Rises

not give the sense

it

soul.

Vivian

Grey, shrewd, sympathetic observer of youth, wise
interpreter of the modern, you
have done it again in this altogether fascinating novel.

At the time, Miss Claire had something of a queen complex, which she
later knocked for a democratic loop.
big step in the right direction.
While she didn't actually talk down
to picture producers, she accorded
them a patronizing shrug and, you
know, according to legend, even elephants don't forget.
Last, but not
least, Ina didn't get "the hang" of the

A

new medium.
She

is

"I

She had much

to learn.

ready to admit that now.
didn't

she said, "the

realize,"

amount of readjustment one must
make to slip successfully from stage
Even in the matter of
to screen.
photography.
For instance, if you
wear a severe hair cut the last word
in smartness insofar as you are ca-

—

—

appearing chic that very
bob when photographed may make
you look freakish or even hard.
"And good diction, an absolute necessity on the stage, can sound like
pable of

ridiculous affectation
ferred to the talkies.

Miss

seeming defeat
and annoyed her.
It was little short of an outrage
What had they done to her
But
when she brought herself to realize
that every one wasn't out of step but

MlBLISHDK
79-89 SEVENTH

NtW YORK

AVE.V.^

CITY

wisely

decided

figura-

Royal Family of Broadway," a part
in which she made screen history and
which undoubtedly was instrumental
in

gaining her her

fine

new

contract.

was, Miss
Claire didn't even do battle about the
billing.
It was agreed that she was
not to be starred and that Fredric
March's name was to appear in the
same size type as her own. Several
other stipulations appeared, not calculated to give her the best of it.
But
not a peep from "the foremost ac-

But offered

tress

on

dressed

at the

time

it

Broadway and

woman on

knew when

to

the bestShe
the stage."

keep quiet, which

twice as important as to
to shout.

is'

know when

on

Claire's first

she

—
—

from
reader
the studio at the mere suggestion of
such a thing. If she had. she'd have
missed portraying the actress in "The

knowl-

the

in pictures baffled

herself,

screaming

So you

camera
see

!

ELSEA HOUSE

and

During her long theatrical career,
Ina waited until she was solidly settled in a position before she made
demands.
And although she mayhave bought a high hat when she
worked for Ziegfeld, she didn't put it

when transThe pity of it

is you never realize what the
has been up to until you
rushes.
Then it's too late.
just have to save your new
edge for another time."

kicking

led

tively, of course, gentle

to

haul

down the fighting colors for repairs.
The dashing young matron accepted

until she answered the roll call at
the Belasco school of acting.
But all's well that ends well and,
in the latest shuffle. Ina Claire has
come out on top of the Hollywood
heap.
Pathe has borrowed her for
"Rebound." Mr. Goldwyn wants her
The fans
for story conferences.
want her for entertainment. And all
because her histrionic ability was captured pictoriallv in "The Roval Fam-

which required her to play the
mother of an eighteen-year-old girl.

ily."

Two

ceeds like success.

a role

years ago. she misjht have been

Verily,

my

children,

nothing suc-

J

.

LIS

Had

Hercules
tinu<

>1

1

We

arc all dual iii natui
mon
1<- i^ more
student "t religion.
devout than man)
but In- i> all
-"til. such as he revealed
mei
mi id,- Flesh."
o
bis iCu friends, El Novarro i> liked
i>

,t

1

;

\

i

I

!

i

this

I'M-

happ)

most

I

!

personality.

Bui on

Ramon must appear
ave.
A task
ii-

and

it

gi

?

Gaynor i> stamped on the
mind as a romantic little wan',

net

public

such
i

as

she

portrayed

in

"Seventh

leaven."
1

in

fanet

out.'

motherly

soul

took

her stout arms and Ida

her.

"Isn't she a darling?" she crooned.

"She shouldn't he working
ought

to he out in the

here.

She

sunshine with

some one to look after her."
The bewildered expression on Janher

sudden

dismay, evidently caused the visitor and her companions to believe the prototype of
Diane was before them. They appeared to regard Janet as a forlorn
little
girl
yearning for friendship
with her fellow mortals.
In real life. Janet is a merry young
She ha- a keen sense of huthing.
mor and is far from being the downtrodden Diane of "Seventh Heaven."
People regard Ronald Colman as
a profound enigma.
Why this is
i- beyond me.
Ronnie is one of the
least enigmatic men I've ever met.
Like Xovarro. he is a humorous soul.
His films, "Bulldog Drummond," and
"Raltles." "'Idie Devil to Pay." otter a
glimpse of tin' true Colman personet's

t'aee.

1 1

>

Snap

a

I

i>

Without a moment'- notice, Mr.
Haines has now become a Hamlet ol
Interviewers no lor
reflection.
are flung into embarrassment
il
that
i- e\
Me b) Rabelaisian hu
mor. A philosophei conl ronts them,
Which i- Mi
calm anil meditative.
the w
Haines's Herculean task
cracking guj

mood

ality.

you meet Ronald on his own
level, you encounter a very pleasant
chap, what ho!
recall some lively
anecdote- Mr. Colman related to me
which, if repeated, would dispel immediately the myth of his enigmatic
If

I

personality.
(hie wonder-

Clara Bow ever
yearns to he the opposite to what her
public expects her to lie.
She told
me once that people regard her as a
wild young thing such as she plays
on the screen.
Wherever she |
she is expected to he wild.
Recent reports lead one to helicve
that Clara acts wild on her own initiative.
Rut I dare say public opinion causes her to give way to demand. Clara must have her hand?
if

Players are
personality if

William Haines let himself be
drawn into a wisecracking prototype
If

of his screen fame, he has paid a
price for his venture.

stiff

oi

man

the

ni

Senscuticms

pensive

fond of excusing one
it

fail-

to

conquer the

Hive Borden came to the
screen a- a luscious beauty of ultraextravagant ta-tes in dress and deHive'- -tarring pictures
portment.
for Fox publicized this first personThen came the debacle.
ality.
The Borden mode did not go SO
Olive, during her comeback,
well.
confessed that she had made a fool
of herself
that stardom had gone
to her head.
(

<
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rage
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"snappy"
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|2.00
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Yet, if I. a Borden's ultra-extravagant personality had kepi her on top,
would she have admitted such a

W

thin

x"
•%*

When

Charles Farrell came to the
screen he plodded on as nothing in

Then "Seventh Heaven"
him to the front ranks.
Xext to that film, his he-t workwas in "The River."
Charlie got

ii.

be bad with two
M
iIitpU
embli n
nniHuPi] in bright
tarnish.
Why in.t be the Hr-t in

—

particular.

SLAVE ARM-BAND

lifted

over to the fans as a carefree hoy.
entirely devoid of sophistication.
T
douht if any other player could have
acted the part with such convincing

That

reality.

Ncivfity dare bi
inn and
the orient
of
Hade durablj and
exotic enchantment
Mi-m
«iih four letter
Bomel]
Also finished In platinui
as desired.

beauty

l'hiti

Croyd.

Price

f2 25

Lasts ;i Uf
Depoi
pltU I"'-

But the talkies have done something to simplicity.
In silent days it
went over. But no longer. Now Fox
is
billing Farrell as The Sheik of
Budapest, since he enacted Liliom,
no-account
young
husband.
the
"Liliom" was altered and marie a
trifle sweeter than the stage version.
Tn any case, to-day Charlie is a careNaturally, such a perfree fellow.
sonality suited the boyish roles he
portrayed.
But to he brutal and sowhat Herculean
phisticated
well,
task looms ahead for Mr. Farrell?
Even Ruddv Rogers is being put in

—

sophisticated

artists
office

CO.

films.

Must

all

he contaminated to suit

LADIES' SLAVE BRACELET
An

All
player's troubles arc many.
day long it is one task after another.
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National Crafts Co.,
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Dept.
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Dept. bjo.

him

the personality that has
to the public has to be put

all.

over.

To my way

of thinking, that
most Herculean task of all.

I

the

fcjo,

West

17th St.,
City

I

New York

K
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I

have checked.
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IAmalink
Slave Arm-1

.

s;.t

-ate

I
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Crafts Co.,

•IE

I

is

New York

and Mall

I

His acting, business affairs, and other
things, keep him distracted.
In the

-

and distinction

r National

demands?

A

sold

D.

HAWj^jF

tion.

more

I

in spite of the fact that

Mary Duncan, as a ravishing vamp,
tried every known method of -educ-

midst of

full of tasks.

.

HOLLYWOODI

?

public.

recall that when she was making
"Luck) Star.'' some out-of-town visitors came t<> the studio.
Being in-

troduced,
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Youthful

Hair
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For those who appreciate and possibly yearn for the
glorious hair of vibrant youtb.
Kot only gradually rejuvenates the color of the hair,
also, as an added and almost miraculous bonus
and helps to grow hair.
Royal Lotus is exhilarating and wholly comfortable
no stain, no itch, no violent dyeing.
to use
Extraordinary results here for ten and in Europe for
years.
Made here strictly iccording to the French
32
formula.
Money back without question.
e
Re nov ates and tones the skin.
~Rnvrll£>
I\UjULC Creates and maintains the per1 CI \IC
fect illusion of fresh youthfulness.
Write for two instructive FREE pamphlets TODAY. Arthur Antoine,
Sole U. S. Manufacturer.
Royal Lotus Corp.,

but

protects

it
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Ackerman Ave., Ramsey, N.J.

Song-Poem Writers
we compose music

your words we
will guarantee that the song will be accepted lor publication by a New York
music publishing company. Mail your
best song-poem to us today.
NATIONAL COMPOSING STUDIOS, 1475
Broadway, Dept. 105, New York, N. Y.
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Make Shapely Limbs Defy Detection
They restore to normal appearance
ApBowed. Thin and Abnormal Legs.
proved by American Medical Association.
RUBBER BUST FORMS for breast amputations and undeveloped busts.

ABDOMINAL SUPPORTERS
ELASTIC STOCKINGS
REDUCING RUBBER GARMENTS
BTELASHES

SHERMAN

246

Fifth

A.

CAMP

New York

Avenue

FORM DEVELOPED
IN 30 DAYS

C"LAT chested ? Fashion demands
1
the full rounded shapeliness of
the womanly form. The stars of
Hollywood are developing their
jemirtiue charm. You. too, can
quickiy mid extra fullness
where needed. My new method plumps oat the

1

00

and build- firm, youthful tissue. Just
TRY my wonderful NANCY LEE MIRACLE
CliEAM and b fecial developing instructional
lioli.iw.-i

FREE

LEE MIKACLB CREAM <in
will include FREE my
mil

ful,

form.
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NANCY LEE

that the

a

painless

rem ived

The

at

make-up man

models

effect.

The make-up man must know exwhat paints to use in making

the

most

actly

up characters of all nationalities. He
must be able to mix pigments which
will make a blond Nordic type look
Chinaman, a Negro, or a
like a
dreamy-eyed Latin. And sometimes
he is even called upon to make harm-

ma-

practical

less domestic animals resemhle wild
heasts of the jungle such as the gods

terial for the

purpose.
There was nobody west of Chicago
who did celluloid modeling, so it was
up to Jack to make the costume. He
first modeled the entire outfit in clay.
From this he made a plaster-of -Paris
mold. The cast was then filled with
cellohain which was allowed to harden.
When the cellohain was removed,
it formed a fan and skirt of intricate
design which resembled coral so
closely that even the most hardened
critic

would have had

finding

fault

with

the

difficulty

coral

never intended them to be.
One make-up expert tells of a
scene in which a zebra was needed.
The only animal available at the moment was a gray donkey.
The
make-up man was promptly called
into action and with a can of black
paint and a brush he manufactured as
handsome a zebra as ever brayed
from the talking screen. The don-

own mother did not recognize
when he was returned to his

key's

her child

in

native pasture.

lady

The Screen

Dept. T-6

The

Absorb all blemishes and discolorationsby regularly using
pure Mercolized Wax. Get an ounce, and use as directed.
Kine, almost invisible particles of aged skin fleck off, until all
defects, such as pimples, liver spots, tan. freckles and large
pores have disappeared. Skin is beautifully clear, soft and
velvety, and face looks years younger. Mercolized Wax

brings out the hidden beauty. To quickly reduce wrinkles and other age lines, use this face lotion: 1 ounce Powdered Saxolitc and 1 half pint witch hazel. At drug stores.

CHAPE -<«
J your NOSI
AdAnita
Nose
juster shapes flesh
cartilage
and

—

quickly,
painlessly,

safely,

while

you sleep or work.

Lastin

g

results.

Doctors praise it.
S7.000 users. Write
for

FREE BOOKLET.

Anita Bldg..

"The Front Page."

York. N. Y.

Mercolized Wax
Keeps SkimYoung

F-90.

stand out.
Using these as his
he can then make up the
actor
without spending time and
thought in the tedious business of
experimenting to get the proper
detail,

Barker, tells the story of a "coral
lr.dy" he was once ordered to decorate
for a scene.
To dress the character
properly, it was necessary to find a
substance which, when photographed,
would look exactly like coral. Cellobain, a celluloid composition chemically treated so that it does not easily

NANCY

—

special oiTer.

30 DAYS
HOME TRIAL

is

Jack Dwan, a member of the Fox
make-up
department
under
Jim

was

chem-

Jack Dwan is considered among
the foremost of Hollywood's amateur
sculptors.
lie often makes models
of the characters in a scenario on
which he is working, he fore attempting to make up the actor.
These are from two and one half
inches to around four or five inches
high, and are so perfect that every
line in the faces, and every costume

usually an amateur chemist.
In order to mix pigments successfully, and
to understand fully the intricacies of
his work, he often has to experiment
with chemicals, dabbling with various
paints and colorings.

ignite,

the

ist.

any time.

really expert

Continued

816 Broadway. New
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ANITA INSTITUTE.

is

AT ONCE1

rounded

screen.
In addition to his ability as a

operation
his tooth supply coi:
of fronts which are simply placed
over the player's teeth and can he

Developio? Course »nd complete advice.
Take advantage of thiB biff offer— write

that you can develop a grace-

when she winked roguishly from

!

The lovely part about it
make-up man guarantees

plain wriioneri
special Fiifiire-

1

CO NVINPE

fmds just tlit' one needed for the role,
and before long the character emei
from the make-up department with a
brand-new molar all for the asking

Write Today

Send only 11.00 for luree jar of

TOT! US EL F

Faces for Old

Continued from pag
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This Marvelous French
ormuLa Makes It Yoursl

ROYAL LOTUS

New

Newark. N.

I.

Review
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f rotn

desk by the star reporter and his ef-

ward

best of all newspaper film- is
here to excite you.
It will surprise

forts

me

priately stupid,

you sit through it
twice.
I did.
For it is thrilling, humorous, and amazingly honest. Even
though it takes place in one setting.
not at

all

the reporters'
inal court, it

if

room adjoining a crimmoves so rapidly that

to

is

strangeness

of the

who

those

of

follow

newspaper reporting.
Adolphe Menjou is astonishing

managing

the

monotony of

boiled, sardonic.

nevertheless.
Of story there isn't much. Mostly
it has to do with the concealment of
a murderer, an anarchist, in a roll-top

appro-

woman

not.

one never considers the drabness and
is the
Tt
the scene.
characters that arrest, their acting
that causes gasps of admiration.
It
isn't a pretty story nor is the picture
ornamental.
It is callous and brutal
in its viewpoint, without a spark of
that fictional nobility of character
which often bores.
But it's grand.

a

girl,

Hut it is primarily
study of men. with emphasis on the

streets

a

who

and

pursuers.

his

off

There's a sweet young

editor,

He

slangy,

as

hard-

gives a wonder-

performance. Possibly of gr<
interest is Tat O'Brien, a newcomer
ful

from the

He

high

the

in

as

stage,

porter.

the

leading re-

has everything to put him

George

favor of fans.

E. Stone who was so fine in "Cimarron." again comes through magnificently,

and

Edward

Mae

Clarke.

Everett

ideally cast.

Mary

Horton

—

Brian.

all

are

1

!
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appreciate

it

much

tan-fully reading "DimmyV* recent letter, I think his judgment of Clara
Bow is indeed harsh.
r

Dhnmy,
re

Bo«

know

Bows mother

i

ol

slip

n

.1

to

Bonfire.

you

really

s,

that

formances
Clara

am

sure M:-s
entirely different girl
I

be an
her mother had lived

fan,
pri-

but by her many splendid perV.
admit
on the screen.
.

Cleai
issue of

has

the same
He very cleverly
laughter made uin

Picture

Play.

expressed how Clara's
our troubles, our
forget
Bl

our

sorrows,

Wi

II H

about you

All

Kard-.

obesity,

raoden
world

by
the
\

Svi
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3215 South Ridgeway Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois.
Continued on page 1-1
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many when

sin-

said. "I

to

know
start

such a report."
Most stars with reserved natures
an uphill
in
find
fight
winning

Hollywood

through
public

recognition.

indifference to
of them

Most

probably would never have made
without the sheltering aid of a
solitary person who understood them,
!

and who had the prestige and determination to develop their talents.
Hollywood did not ask for Greta
Garbo. She was forced upon it by
the late Swedish director. Mauritz
Stiller.
It

is

doubtful

if

Hollywood would

have given a real chance to most of
the stars developed by D. W. Griffith.

He

instinctively

picked

play-

and

built

them into tax-office attractions
Hollywood had to recognize.
When Greta Garbo made her

that

ers with a spiritual quality,

When, instead, it was a success, a
few made dire forecasts for her second effort. The fence still stands behull,

but the hull

continues to hellow.
ntrast this atmosphere of resentment with the good will that follows the star with a social streak.
Such players as Mary Brian. William Haines, and Bebe Daniels are
always sure of a boost in Hollywood.

At

that

moment in Miss
when she made her

critical

Daniels's career

the

in

lie-,

hibiting

and

met

every

in

Un-

telling

youth, new
with new

women

Women

circle.

with

beauty,

Men

ty.

\

lies in a def<
cause of
hat gland largely controls nutrition. It is found that tl
And all
Cause -tops the formation of fat.
i

gland

I

I

self-denial,

starvation,

all

this

do that

to

fails

when thi> gland secretion is
So all modern physicians ar

ii

e

gland substance which

Popular

prescription

the

la

it

Way

tablets

pr<

They

are prepared
by a world-famous medical laboratory,
Marmola
and adapted to the avera
has been used for 24 years millions of
boxes of it. The use has grown to
mous proportions, by imt> telling others.
The results are seen wherever you look.
Ask your slender friends alxnit them.
Many men and women still retain their
to their vast detriment.
fat.
Many are
trying hard and harmful methods to reduce.
Many are misled by fakers in this field.
at

its

lust.

—

•

All credit to these sociable stars.
popularity must be merited.
But pity the retiring player who finds

Such

Hollywood society standing off at a
distance, perhaps half admiring, but
also half hoping, that he or she will
banana peel.
It
is
too bad that, with all the
-eers and mystics in the film colony,
some don't tell the crowd how they
misjudge the nonmixers among the
stars.
They might tell Hollywood
that a yearning for a secluded life is
a

We urge all of you to try Marmola. It
embodies the factors which modern doctors use.
It is doing more than all other
methods combined to create the slender
figures which you see today.
Don't waste your time and effort. Adopt
the scientific method which all doctors
now advise. Do it through your doctor, or

introspective,

Marmola

with

Watch

tablets.

the results,

and decide.

Marmola

A

hook

costs $1

box

a

at

dtf

each box gives the formula and
explains results.
Go order it today.
in

MARMOLA
PRESCRIPTION TABLETS

The Right

not necessarily a sign of insufferable
conceit, nor a sinister ajtempt to hide
damaging evidence.

Nonconformist,
first

talkie, those who resented her withdrawal from the crowd hopefully predicted that it would ruin her career.

tween her and the

Bull

dictions of failure as they did in the
case of the Garbo's debut.
When
Bebe clicked, the applause was of the
"I knew you'd do it. old pal" variety.

up on

n

i

d
u

is

nun and

A

plunge into talkies, for instance, the
film colony made no such loud pre-

slip

rt

of

multitudes

system

Continued from page 85

didn't

anybody hated me enough

Hollywood

A

new

It

i'ii .,!< r

fi|

common
a

Marmola
right way

Re.d-flagging the

Abnormal

disappearing.
when- near so

I

been a little t<><. frank
with reporters, but her real story seldom
things
The report
appeared.
They get an inch
to tlu-ir advantage.
and take a mile.
In my opinion, they
tiki- entirely too much libert
I
hope Bow fans read Buddy Mcthat

when Clara was

died

child.

aid
if

.

words

il

-

warding

with triumph after
take more than
extinguish the Brooklyn

filled

will

It

:

I
studio
would like, oh so much, to make .1 scrap
of the remaining pictures I possess.
I
realise the
ered with
mail .it their homes.
1
wonder
if Joan would be
h to send me

>»

Her

were a Clara Bon
you wouldn't have judged her by her

I

all
about
mislaid at

forget

probably

cue,

brilliant

triumph.

Way

Tell the

I

If

However, since this
months ago,
« ish

il

would

on

inery,

explained that she had
book, but would try to

the m.ii!>.

in

Ami

rd

hand

has stni
daj
childh
~t the bitterest kind of poverty.

persona]

<

letter

and

It.
a helping
hti

concerning mj
Februar) Picture Play.
letter

Thin Beauties

13

Way

Reduce

to

re-

natures are common among
professional people of all sorts. Perhaps the mystics can explain why they
should be regarded as contraband in
the screen world.
tiring

MAGIC

A
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complete set of lNoTirro. 1

;

money order or

only 50c coin,
.

r>>w.
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NEEDLESS HAIR

pjbwder puff
The Wonderstoen wav of removing needless hair is the
R. fined Method for the Refined Woman. This magic

M

you erase
tea hair as easily
mark. Just rotate Wonderstoen over the skin and whisk
the hair awav. leaving the skin hair-free, velvetysmooth. Benin's Wondentoen is guaranteed Dot to
a pencil

contain Sulphides or poisons.
physicians
r
.

it.

It is

women

> Ba 'a T(I
/
ollBl

the world over employ

'

-

Wondentoen dcliie for armsand lee-) i3Beiimi Wondentoen I
cbeeta and
upper lip $1.25. On sale at department ston
Bollin't

-..

ad

peri in

shops, or

:

- >-<
t

V<
Benin's Wondentoen Co.,
NV.
123 Broadway.
li«/IIJ
from manufacturer (add

|

clean, odorless, sani-

tary, economical and always
ready for use. Millions

modern method for erasing hair, ar. •!
unsolicited testimonials from grateful users i
success. Wondentoen hasbeenin useforma:
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Continued from page 72

Chelsea House

(

Lirook the other man, .supported by

live

Emery,

Gilbert

Lucien

Littlelield,

Regis

Toomey.
Stolen Heaven."

The Brand

Good Books

of

<7ke

Holmes

overwhelmed by poor

Mar)? Frances Doner
dusk

in the chill

with brilliant early stars rocking
in the windy heavens, waiting."

"Seas Beneath."

in

make

that

reading

the elements

all

it

for the best of good

— suspense,

romance,

in-

For Rose was
waiting to see David Marsh pass
by David, whose coming to the
little town had caused such a fluttrigue, adventure.

—

tering

To

of

the

Rose,

had

seemed as

it

down

fallen

her

of

ness

into

lonely

were

David

dovecotes.

local

that

if

a star

the dark-

and

heart,

particularly

bright star.

—

Fox.

United States vessel is decoy to capture
German undersea menace, and a shipwreck
throws spy, sister of German commander,
aboard hero's boat, from where she signals enemy.
But her brother is killed instead of her admirer.
George O'Brien,
John Loder, Marion Lessing, Warren Hymer, Larry Kent, Mona Maris.

and Hattie." Paramount.
Comedy of business man, tired wife, and
precocious daughter on trip to Paris. The
child, Mitzi Green outwits Lilyan Tashman

"Finn

and saves

In this fashion begins a story

which has

material.

Louis Calhern.

Lonely Heart

"Rose stood

Paramount.

Virtues of streetwalker glorified in story
of girl who befriends a burglar, turns
"lady"' on the plunder, only to share the
punishment.
Nancy Carroll and Phillips

from blackmail.

father

Leon

Here

is

the small-town

girl,

though Heaven knows that the
Midwest town where Rose lived,
and whither David had come
from sophisticated Harvard, was

As a matter of
nothing of the usual
in the entire unfolding of the
tragedy of a lonely heart which
the author so deftly portrays. It
is a strangely moving, deeply felt,
small

indeed.

love

quick tears

story
to

the

that

brings

eyes of

the

most hardened reader, and yet at
the end there is the sort of true
happiness that comes only after
suffering

75c

1

.

75c

Universal.

Gayer, more knowing than most films
labeled sophisticated comedy.
Diverting,
but proves nothing about spats of husband and wife, though admirably played
by Conrad Nagel and Genevieve Tobin.

Zasu
ley,

Pitts wistful
Ilka Chase.

Paramount.

"Laughter."

The screen
words,

group

make

is

S?i#TUBLI5l1ERS;
79-89 SEVENTH AVE.
NtW YORK. CITr

going too whimsical for

A

this is a sign of the times.
of the quaintest folk in the world
high jinks.
Nancy Carroll and
if

March brilliant.
Glen Anders,
Frank Morgan.

Fredric

Diane

Ellis,

"Kismet."

Warner.

Orient without its old flavor. Otis Skinner as beggar in Arabian Night story,
Loretta
with pretty girl, caliph, *and all.

to

Man."

First

National.

Story of small-town folk

a little gem.
for college honors knows that his pals have
learned his father is a convict.
Leaves
school, more troubles.
Phillips Holmes,
Grant Mitchell, Dwight Frye.

Not an

alien touch.

Boy

"Beau Ideal."— RKO.
Same atmosphere

is

in line

If

"Bright Lights."

"Beau Geste."
Foreign Legion story of two men and a
girl they both love.
Debut of Lester Vail
favorable
sincere, eloquent.
Not a slow
scene.
Ralph Forbes, Don Alvarado, Otto
Matiesen, Loretta Young, Irene Rich.
as

;

"Fighting Caravans."

Paramount.

Restrained story of pioneers, with no
attempt, thanks be, to make a stockyards epic, or the biggest and dustiest
wagon train. Scout attempts to mislead
girl
driver, 'but ends
Gary
at altar.
Cooper, Lily Damita, Ernest Torrence,
Tully Marshall.
"Illicit."

Young, David Manners, Sidney Blackmer,
Mary Duncan.

of those loose gal films made pure
for censors by heroine intimating after all

A

loves her partner.
shooting clears up
situation.
Technicolor.
the
Dorothy
Mackaill, Noah Beery, Frank Fay, Eddie
Nugent, Daphne Pollard, Tom Dugan,

James Murray.

Me

"Kiss

Again."

"The

Man Who Came

"New Moon."

Kenna.

is

Metro-Goldwyn.

Lawrence Tihbctt and Grace Moore in
film operetta, in which army officer loves
a princess, and is sent to Russia's naughtiRoland
est troops by rival, the governor.
Young captures acting honors with comedy.
Adolphe Menjou his old self.

"Reaching for the Moon."

United Art-

Why does Douglas Fairbanks don modHere
ern clothes only to strip them off?
we see a stockbroker who loves neither
wine nor women.
Nothing like novelty.
Lively,
Bebe Daniels
smart dialogue.
clever, charming.
Edward Everett HorClaude

Allister,

First

National.

June MacCloy.

Back."

— Fox.

Misguided attempt of two nice young
a

ton,

—

Pleasant but not stimulating is this tale
of shopgirl who renounces high-born lover,
to be reunited when she becomes a prima
donna. Pretty airs do not make a movie.
Bernice Claire, Walter Pidgeon, June

DayO. K. by her.
dream food for romantic, but inhibited,
housewives.
Barbara Stanwyck, Natalie
Moorhead, Ricardo Cortcz, James Rennie,
Charles Butterworth, Joan Blondell.
marriage

— Warner.

is a reminder of the dear revue
days when love blossomed backstage and
the hero was the hoofer partner.
Dancer
about to marry a millionaire, though she

Collyer.

Warner.

One

that

You Must

Here

people to be wicked, with bitter realism of
Mother Goose story. Separated, Janet
Gaynor and Charles Farrell do an Anna
Christ it' in an opium den, and reclaim
each other. Leslie Fenton, Kenneth Mac-

"Once a

Sinner."

— Fox.

Another version of lady-with-a-past
story.
Old sweetheart tries to help girl
and husband, and things get tangled a bit.
Dorothy Mackaill, Joel McCrea, John
Halliday, Ilka Chase do their best to save
things.

ists.

rnasEA house

maid; Monroe Ows-

"Man

fact, there is

tender

"Free Love."

Another warmed-over silent, a bit flat,
for the cooks slipped up somewhere. The

no usual story of the

man and

Night."
United Artists.
Debut of Evelyn Laye prima donna of
operetta.
Film is tasteful and charming,
but does not justify expense.
Miss Laye
loses much when put on the screen.
John
Boles, Lilyan Tashman, Leon Errol, Hugh
Cameron do well.

Errol the father, Zasu Pitts the mother.
Jackie Searl victim of Mitzi's mischief.

Leni Stengel.
city

"One Heavenly

"Resurrection."

— Universal.

Old silent' brought to life, too, but it
Tolstoy's story well
happens every day.
directed, but not quite effective on the
John
whole.
Best work of Lupe Velez.
_

Boles.
miliar.

Nance O'Neil.

The

plot

is

fa-

—

—

!

L19

"The

About Youth."

Truth

Na-

First

•

tional.
hiiiK in return.
il

hidden

prirl'i
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middli

In-.

i

Imp"
and,

N

hki-
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I

'
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it
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'in

"The Big
i

.

"Way

for a Sailor."

him

IndifTcrent

ol

ihn

'

\l

ils

ml.
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in

minus the

-till

glam

the

miki

\\

Jim

I

pi.,,

ullj
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'The Boudoir Diplomat."

Amusing

(

play

lor

Russian
husband's

demned

Duncan,

old

ruff

soldier.

when hubby
K.iy

Francis,

All

Walter HusKenneth MacKenna.
is

which

.

prestige, or personality

i

i

Barry,

Woman

S.nl

lapse

in

can

er

Norma Talmadge,

released probably
Storj of Louis XI '.<

on word of yea men.

who

^irl

friend

ot

Conrad

escapt

liam

'

Hobart Bosworth,
Skipworth.

Ulrich

UBe

arms
Farnum,

Haupt,

-hot.

"Sin Takes a Holiday."
Pathe.
But only in this 61m, presumably,

for

mpanies and went into

when other stage actors
"new art." His picnow number many hundreds, so his
in

1

(,

14,

the

ip

tures
"principal ones" are hard to choose
For
the past year his films are 'Tuttin' on the
Ritz." "Courage," "Shadow of the Law."

"Safety in
"Brothers,"

Numbers,"

November

"Manslaughter,"

"College Lovers," and "Inlie married
Ruth Mitchell,

spiration."

1925.

8,

I

know whether

don't

he has any children.

Erlbne of South

Dakota.

— If

more

people asked questions like yours, c
look up. this life would be just dandy.
The Erlener the better. Regis Toomey
was horn in Philadelphia and attended the
University o\ Pittsburgh.
He is married to Kathryn Scott.
The rest of the

"Under

Texas Moon" were
Pedro, Georgie Stone
Philipe, George
Wan of Pool, Fred Kohler;
Jose Romero, Charles Sellon; Buck Johnson. Jack Curtis
/',;/
Appel; Aldrich, Tully Marshall: Antonio,
Francisco Mar in
Tom. Tom Due Jerry,
Jerry
Barrett:
Mother,
Inez
Gomez;
Mosa, Edythe Kramera; Don Rol
Bruce Covington.
Yes,
Matty Kemp
played Buddy, in "Common Clay," and the
other supporting players were Yates, Tully
Marshall: Judge Filson, Hale Hamilton':
Richard Fullerton, Purnell Pratt: Amu
Fullerton,
Ada
Williams:
Edwards,
les
McNaughton; Mrs. Fullerton,
Genevieve Blinn. June Collyer is twentythree, five feet five, with brown hair and
hazel eyes. She weighs 114.
cast

in

a

;

;

;

tremor-,

slightest

if

Ftublithcd 1857

—

to

have space

to

publish

that

great

number of casts you wanted. Here are
more: "True to the Navy"—Ruby Nolan,
Clara
Bow
Gunner McCoy, Fredric
March: Solomon Bimberg, Harrv Green:
Eddie, Rex Bell
Michael. Eddie FetherAlbert. Eddie Dunn
ston
Peewee, Ray
;

:

:

;

III.

WIGGINS

to

actually boring,
old lady in l<

not

The Bat annoys
house
Chester Morris- energy uncurbed.
Una Merkel, William Bakewell, Maude

as

F.I

m rni

'Peerless BookfJorm

CARDS

.

MMeetytmr
lTMovie star

102

crlglnal

• t»r».

ke;

Artie,

/••

n

photo*
i

1".

of

jour

el""y prln

Harry

Sweet; Maine,
Adeie Windsor: Grogan, Sam Hardv;
Dance Hall Manager, Jed Prouty. "The
le Case"
Alexander Kaxton, Thomas
iian; Hurley, H. B. Warner; Mary
Morgan, I.ila Lee; Krucc Argyle, John
Harrow: Mrs. Wyatt, Za-:; Pitts; Joe,
Bert Roach: Sam, Wilbur Mack; Finley,
Douglas Gerrard; Kitty, Alona Mar'
Skidd, J. Quinn. "Let's Go Places"—Paid
iff; Marjorie Lorraine,
Lola
Lane:
Virginia
Gordon,
Sharon Lynn: J. Speed Quinn, Frank
Richardson: Rex Wardell, Walter Catlett;
Dine, Dixie Lee; Du Bonnet,
Charles Judels; Mrs. Du Bonnet, Ilka
King, Larry Steers.
"The
Big
Party"—/ '/.» Jenkins, Sue Carol
Kitty Collins. Dixie Lee; Jack Hunter,
Frank Albertson; Goldfarb, Walter
lett
Eddie Perkins, Richard
K
Billy Greer, "Whispering Jack" Smith;
Allen Wetherby, Douglas Gilmore ; Dupuy,
Charles Judels; Mrs. Dupuy, Ilka Chase;
Mrs.
Goldfarb,
Elizabeth
Patt.

ord«r or U. S. 2* .lamps.

Studio 319,

BRAM STUDIO.
630-lth AM

City

tod

»<!

lo

GYPSI/1

get

I'll!.

"OTPSIA"

GYPSIA PRODUCTS

CO.. (P) 55

YOUR

F

n

bow

U»lr

and

:

deitroja

W. 42 St.. N. Y.

U T U R E—

;

THURSTON.

Whew

!

And am

I

Darattiy

Ey-teb lashes cj
Out mi;r.
harn
to apply

Virginian,"

Instantly!
from natural

—

I

Ey-teb-Dept.
|

:

E-2.

la

— unaffected
.1

;da."

"The

646* N.'Michiaan~B7vd.'. De pi* 4351. Chicif*

Any Length

are decidedly blue.
I've
never seen his brother and he is not in
movies enough for me to hav<
scription.
Gary's films are "The Winning
of Barbara Worth." "Children of Divorce." "Arizona Bound," "Last Outlaw."

"Betrayal,"

Ray.

YOUR LASHES

eyes

"Wings,"
"Beau
Sabrcur,"
Doomsday," "Legion of the Condemned."
"Half a Bride," "The First Kiss." "Lilac
Time." "Shopworn Ansel." "Wolf Song."

15 DAYS

C~*Y
y

glad that's over

—

his

20 ». JACKSON BIVD.. CHICACO

IN

[sabelle Simons.— By the time I finish
with your letter I shall break out with a
fine case of exhaustion.
You're "all for
Gary Cooper" all four pages for Gary,
in fact!
His height is six feet two and
a half, but perhaps some answer men
don't bother with that half.
His official
raphy gives his weight as 178. but
every one varies a pound oi
d his
hair is such a dark brown that it s
black;

>«L.

Beautiful Complexion

:

;

Curious Mf. I suppose you're eaten
up with curiosity by this time, waiting for

me

WIGGINS

B.

1193 Fullerton Ave, Chicago,

11

pictures

JOHN

Alison

"The Bat Whispers."— United Artists.
vers of ten years ago calm down

tinned from page

varioB

-

Company

Information, Please
in

of

arranged business
card. A tab of perfect business cards will be sent in
response to your request.
a well

United

of Passion."

introduction

carries the dignity,

I

fond
will be hotsy-

lifi

HERE is no

want

Artists.

best,

Paramount.
Wife makes

rather.
general,

i.n^

that

to

!

and
Marguerite Churchill, David Rollins, John
in
\\
newi im<

"Du

Universal.

ompson.

"The Virtuous Sin."
The cinematic sin,

\\

.

suggestive
tit
as hero
Mary

miscast

Bett)

I

more

the

Keith

I

called "The Command to
dull and pretentious, and

play

becomes

why

a t

realize

.i_\

ing

Fox.

Trail."

|

Metro-Goldwyn.
tailor

iilbert

i

ii.i

i

.

275 W. 23rd

by water.

applications).

St.,

New York

E YsXE B
tYrTTfrrtTfi
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—
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Information, Please

Days' Leave," "Only the Brave," "The
Texan," "The Man From Wyoming,"
"The Spoiler-." "Morocco," and "Fighting Caravan.-."
Lupe Velez is five feet
five- and weighs 115.
Marlene pronounced
Mariana Dietrich is about five feet seven
and ha- red-gold hair and blue eyes. Why
>u want to write to a fan club if you
have nothing to write about? Hut if you
insist,
write about your favorite star
and I think that must be Gary

—

—

—

Malkin.
John

Lii.a

I suppose you are mysBoles and John Mack
Brown should both have daughters named
Jane Harriet, but I think that is correct.
Jane Boles is nearly four and Jane Brown
not quite two. Vivienne Segal is divorced
from Robert Ames. She is in her earlythirties and is about five feet three.
Leon
Errol is very famous on the American
stage.
Yes. I have met Lupe Velez, who
is as placid as a storm at sea, and
John

tified

Boles,

that

who

is

intelligent,

well-bred,

and

seems quite unlike an actor.

Peg o' My Heart.— Of course that signature means you're incurably romantic!
"The darling girl" who played opposite
Hoot Gibson in "Points West" was Al-

Broadway."
Studio,

ward

Perhaps

New

Astoria,

your

Ina

letter.

Paramount

the

York, would
Claire

for-

with

is

Genevieve Tobin with
Universal, Richard Cromwell with Columbia, Claudia Dell with Warners, where
Jean Harlow is also making a picture at
present.
Studio addresses are given in
the list at the end of The Oracle.
Leatrice Joy can be reached through the RKO
booking offices, Palace Theater Building.
Broadway and 47th Street. New York
United

City.

Artists.

She

is

playing in vaudeville.

—

Helen' Berdick. I'm delighted that you
I have the best set of answers
All
work and no play makes Jack a bright
boy!
I don't know the exact length of
Gary Cooper's Paramount contract. All
contracts are tricked out with options
which can be dropped whenever the company feels like it, but not when the player
does.
Gary attended Grinnel College
for only two years, specializing in economics.
Then he became a cartoonist on
a newspaper in Helena, Montana.
So
think

!

pictures are announced for stars
that it's impossible to tell which ones they
will really play in until work has been
started.
At this writing. Gary's next is
"City Streets," with Sylvia Sidney.
By
the way, don't look for answers in '-the
next issue" give us time to print a maga-

think an address of Hollywood, California, would reach her.
Ramon Novarro has
no girl friend; he lives for his art. Mrs
Anita F. Potter, 726 West 64th Street,
Chicago, was a close friend of Barbara
La Marr's and writes me that she will
be glad to give pictures of Barbara to
any of her fans.

zine.

you

line
city

—

news of Pola
dropped out of
ing in France.

Negri,

now
She made
sight

to the latest

she has
rather
that she is liv-

an English picScorned."
work a great deal
is most
improbable

Woman He

ture called "The
but she doesn't seem to

even in

Europe.

that she
pictures

will make any
a star who is

;

It

more American
once "finished"

over here seldom makes a comeback.
Pola has black hair, hazel eyes, is five
feet four and weighs 120.
I don't knowwhy it should matter, but since you ask,
her role that I liked best was in "Forbidden Paradise."
Lew Ayres is five feet
eleven, weighs 155. and has dark hair and
blue eyes.
Evelyn Brent has very darkbrown eyes and hair, is five feet four and
weighs 112. Louise Brooks is two inches
shorter, weighs 120 and has black hair and

biggest

vaudeville stars, whose specialtv
imitations.
As she is not a screen
player, I haven't her biography.
I believe she was born in Kansas Ciiv,
and

brown eyes.
Eddie Nugent is six feet
and a half inch, weighs 157. and has
brown hair and green eyes. David Rollins is five feet ten and a half and weighs

she

black hair and blue eyes.
You can always find plenty of fans to
correspond with in "What the Fans
Think."

in.

But

if

is

about forty years old. She worked
in an advisory capacity in one of
Novarro's films, so perhaps you might get her
picture from Metro-Goldwvn.
Conchita
Montenegro is a Spanish singer and
dancer who was imported by M.-G.-M.
about a year ago for Spanish versions.
She was Novarro's leading ladv in the
Spanish "Call of the Flesh." She' has now
learned English and is playing the lead
in "Never the Twain Shall Meet."
Pat.—Yes. I agree with you. You are
a good girl, Pat, to ask only one question
and you deserve a pat on the back. Louise
Dresser was born in Evansville, Indiana,
and went to school there before going on
the

is

stage.

—

Binnre.
Some of
about have not been

the

people

you ask

in pictures for years.

instance, May Allison.
I do know,
however, that she lives at the Hotel Buckingham, West 57th Street. Xew York City.

For

Rudy Vallee can be reached at the National Broadcasting Company, Fifth Avenue and 55th Street. New York City.
Claire Luce has retired and, with her millionaire
husband,
Clifford
Smith, has
bought a villa just outside Paris.
Henrietta Crosman is a stage veteran who was
engaged only for "The Roval Family of

burgh

M—You

G.

fact,

in

h

are

and

big

the

Lois

right,

America.

in

In

Pitts-

day

was

1909.

1,

—

Jewel A. I'd never say you were crazy
because you "go on" about Greta Garbo.
started on that subject and

me

I

can do a bit of raving myself. I'm sorry,
but Picture Play is only able to supply
back numbers not more than two years
old, and you say you have those anyhow.
don't
film vou
I

just what Ronald Colman
have confused with "The Garden

know

That was a picture Rex Inin Europe with Alice Terry
and Ivan Petrovich. Ronald Colman was

of Allah."

gram made

nor among the titles of his past
there anv which suggests "The
Garden of Allah." although "The Lnholy
Garden" is scheduled for him.
not in

films,

it,

is

Statement of the Ownership, Management, etc., required by the Act of
Congress of August 24, 1912, of
Street

He

140.

Clvb.

— These
—

hairs are getting grayer and grayer
telling fans
they can't be readers
over
and over that The Oracle cannot an-

—

!

nounce fan clubs.
So many began popping up that there wasn't room enough
ieft to answer questions.
But I do keep
a record of clubs, and will be glad to refer
any Constance Bennett fans to you.

A Mary

Briax and Mitzi Greex Fax.
do differ even yours.
Mary
and Mitzi seem most unsimilar! Mary's
next picture is "Gun Smoke." opposite
Richard Arlen.
Her 1930 films were
"Burning Up." "Only the Brave," "Light

— Tastes

—

Western Stars." "The Social Lion,"
"Only Saps Work." and "The Royal Family of Broadway."
Charles Farrell and
Virginia Yalli were married last Valentine's Day.
Lupe Velez was born July 18,
1909.
Mitzi Green first peeked out on the
Bronx in New York City on October 22.
1920.
At this writing, she is not schedof

uled to play with Jackie Coogan, but

can

I

tell

from now?

Smith's Picture Play, pubNew York, N. V.,

State of

York, County of

New

New York

(*«.)

Notary Public, in and for the
state and countv aforesaid, personal:
having
peared <;..-orge C. Smith. Jr.. who, d
been dulv -worn according to law.
of the
and savs that he is Vice President
publi
Street & Smith Publications, Inc..
and that
of Street & Smith's Picture Play,
his knowledge
the foil.. win;: i-. to the best of
and belief, a true statement of the ownerpubshin management, etc.. of the aforesaid
Before

ni". a

above
for the date shown in the
caption, required by the Act of Augus
Laws
Postal
section
411,
1912, embodied in
and Regulations, to wit
ddresses of the
That the naxni
1
nubiisher, editor, managing editor, and busiPublUl
art-:
managers
ness
Smith Publications. Inc.. 79-80 Seventh Aveeditor, Norhert Lusk,
nue, Xew York. X. Y.
79 Seventh Avenue. New York, N. V: manSmith Publications,
Street
&:
nging editors,
Seventh Avenue. New \ork.
79-89
Inc
business managers, Street & Smith
N Y
Publications. Inc. 79^89 Seventh Avenue.
New York. N. Y.
Street & Smith
That the owners are
2
Seventh Avenue,
Publications, Inc.. 79-89
New York N Y a corporation composed of
N w
Ormond G. Smith. B9 Seventh Avenue,
George C. Smith. 89 seventh
York X Y.
lication

:

:

:

.

:

\venu e. New York. N. Y. George C. Smith.
New York. NY.:
89 Seventh Avenue
Jr
(era A. Gould. 89 Seventh Avenue. New
V.
Gould, 80 Seventh
Ormond
Y
York. N.
Avenue, New York. N. Y.
That the known bondholders, mortga3
or
gees, and otlo-r security holders owning
holding 1 per cent or more of total amount
:

has

The Constance Bennett
old

&

lished monthly, at
for April 1, 1931.

—

Thank you so much.
Guillermo Quixtaxa. As

you want songs out
of any current picture, your locarmusic
dealer is the proper place to ask for them.
All the music for M.-G.-M. pictures is
published by Robbins & Company, 799
Seventh Avenue, Xew York City, to' whom
you can write directly if there is no
music store in your town.
The little
Spanish song Ramon started to sing in
"Call of the Flesh" is not published, but
is an old song.
Elsie Janis is one of our

live

W.

V.

Moran was born

many

berta Vaughn, who hasn't done much
since talkies.
Victor Varconi is now playing in a Fox picture: write him at the
studio.
Corinne Griffith has retired, but I

La Sexorita.—You have no date
on your letter, so I don't know what

His first picture was Charlie Chaplin's
"The Kid" when Jackie was three years
old.
Janet Gaynor, as Laura Gainer, was
born in Philadelphia, October 6, 1906.

what
Tack

will
is

how

happen six months

now

sixteen rears old.

1

.

:

of bonds,

mortgages, or other securities are:

None.

That the two paragraphs next
4.
living the names of the owners, stockholders,
and security holders, if any. contain not only
the list of stockholders and security holders
as thev appear upon the books of the company, but also, in cases where the stockhold T
or security holder appears upon the books of
the company as trustee or in any other
fiduciary relation, the name of the per*
eorporation for whom such trustee is acting.
is given: also that the said two paragraphs
contain statements embracing affiant's full
knowledge and belief as to the circumstances
and conditions under which stockholders and
security holders who do Dot app ar upon the
bo< ks of the company as trustees, hold
and securities in a capacity other than that
l

-

bona tide owner, and this affiant has no
reason to believe that anv other person, association, or corporation has any interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or
other securities than as so stated by him.
of a

GEORGE

C.

SMITH.

Jr..

Vice President.

Street
& Smith Publications. Inc..
publishers.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
De Witt C. Van
1st day of April. 1931.
Yalkenhurgh. Notary Public No. 12. New
York County. (Mv commission expires March
SO. 1932.1
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What
Another Perfect Lover.

cheers for Geraldinc Olvaney
and the brickbal *Ir- »> nicely aimed

i

his unflattering crrtiI,
Boles.
too, have, read

reviews and gnashed

his

manner

astic

tacks

t

player.

lii^

in

which

Certainly

experiences the
toward swelled head,
a

my

teeth

.it

the

Lnsk
John

at-

Mr.
if

!•

squelched.
do not pretend t>> possess the ability
tin- acting of a player with
authority of Mr. Lusk, hut I fail to
where Mr. Boles could have done any
more than he lias done with tin role's
allotted him.
It
was his wonderful singthat made "The Desert Song" th.
it
was, for certainly the ploi
asinine.
Also, a more stupid or slowmoving film than "Song of the West" has
never been inflicted on the public.
Mr.
5*S rendition of "The One (iirl" wanly bright -pot in the entire picture.
Surelj
.i.l\
Luck has smiled on Mr.
t
Boles more than his share, as it is.
In
addition to hi- wonderful voice, lie is
I

I

unquestionably

the handsomest man on
the -creen and if, at present, he is not
quite the finished actor Mr. Lusk exsurely better and more frequent pic;
proper!) directed, will prove him to be
at!

tiling

ment

actor as any of them.
One
he
improveof making love.
He's

certain,
the art

i-

in

them

all

I

stopped there.

Xew

Buffalo,

low intelligence Ramon N'othe most cultured men on
-n't have to, either, ai.

..I

V.

I'..

ytt n;

t..

ile p

Mildred Asbtok.
York-.

.it

a

tb.it
Ramon
lays
hi> support!-

lb

Novarro
,

never

Test.

\17KI.I., I've seen the new "Garbo rival"
YV in "Morocco," and while I admire
her very much, SO far as I am concerned.
Greta still occupies the throne. After see'

iarbo

in

"'Inspiration,"

am

I

Witness For the Defense.

WISH

*

to suggest that certain fan- are
irrational,
contradictory,
and
even

slightly

Georgia,

nutty.

C.

B.

V.,

of

Atlanta,

an example.
Ruth Chatterton
"She has
intelligence, poise, and a delightful sense
of humor," but he can't see the same
qualities in Ramon Xovarro.
There is
something wrong somewhere.
Get the
screw driver.
He admires Richard Barthelmess because he was popular in silent films and
has emerged as a finished talking player,
losing no appeal.
Ram n X varro has
accomplished the same feat and has something more than Mr. Barthelmess. a beautiful singing voice.
Tell me. how does he
get that way?
He thinks Greta Garbo should be in the
Hall of Fame because she doe* not appeal

He

is

says of

:

ill

I

MM.

"I

I

prii

It I
i

i

I

H

St..

>

Miljan
pictures

than

in

X

Renee

Adorie and Ernest Torrence, two of the
best players on the screen, are afforded
tunnies in Xovairo pictures t<.
splendid performances.
A good
people complained of seeing a littli
much of Dorothy Jordan in his films.
From an interview in which Anita
told what she had learned from the a
-he had played with, came the following

E<

anni

Wagner, 2190

Day was

in

she

.

Bi

Help Wanted

HOMEWORK
kimls

liable

tamp.

Female
wanting

w., in. n

l.i.
Information
296-T Broadway, Wen

write fur

BUler

Co.,

V..rk.

Help
$1584220

the limelight
was Novarro's leading lady.
rd played opposite him and
not think it delayed her progress on
the road to well-deserved stardom.
I
could go on like this forever.

when

oppori unit

I'.cn Icul

•

I

movement,"
Marceline

Instruction*

IR> BIG MONI

IVEfl i:
Exc< lleni

I

demand.

i

paragraph: "Ramon taught Anita to
no detail, no matter how small.
He
would stop a scene to correct a bad light
which was making a shadow aero-, her
cheek, or to suggest a more graceful

Wanted

Detective*

M.I

Wanted

Instructions

RAILWAY.

month.

CLERKS.

M.

POI

Sample

18-89

i.

PKEE. Writ.. Immediately.
tnte, Dept C2, Rochester, N.

thing

i

Franklin

i

v.

I

People

cYo

like

Ramon Xovarro and

I,

for one, wouldn't care if he gloated over
it
In the reading of his name Monica
Andrea Shenston says the following:

"You have

the great gift that

is

Patents and Louvers

PATENTS.

Bend sketch or model
BookHigbi
Bi -•
n
Promptness assured.
Watson B. Coin
Patent
Lawyer, tji Ninth Bt, Washington. D. C.
tree.

let

•

INVENTORS

remarkable success before the public, but most of all, naturally, in any
interpretive art, and that is an intense attractiveness and an undying charm."

k.
(Trite for our guldi
to Gel
low Patent," and trrli
Invention
blank.
Send
sketch
of
model or
for Inspection and Instruction* Pre*
Termi
reasonable.
Randolph A Co., Dept #12,

wonder how- a girl who
Xovarro could go with a
like C. R. V.
She must have wanted
to see Mr. Xovarro's picture and couldn't
find any other way to get a ticket.
Pearl Moore.

Washington,

of

all

Incidentally,

I

SM

Colorado Avenue,

i

"How

I».

C

PATENTS — Write

for Free book. "How
Patent" and Record of ii
Bend model or sketch for
Opinion whether it comes within Patent
^nth,
Office Roles.
Victor J. Rh
Washington, D. c.

Obtain

to

Hon Blank.

.

Grand Junction, Colorado.

deeper

in ever in my admiration of the
skinny Suede. Any girl who has the courage to appear in a scene with several
smartly dressed women, draped in an unbecoming bath robe and with her hair pinned
back to her ears, and is still able to keep
ones attention glued to her, is worthy of all
the laurels coming her way. Yes. Garbo
is
capable of keeping the niche she has
made
for herself, and Marlene is also capable
of making one for herself, and we can
admire them both.
E. T. Carson*.
8123 Escanaba Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois.

|

Business OpporlunitirM
cl
learn

42nd

break.

appreciates Mr.

The Bath-robe

ADVERTISING

Noi

hire.

I

slightest

tendency
Ik- has but to road
me of Ins films by his di
Mr.
Lusk,
and be properly

admirer,
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the

Ndrbert Lusk for
n

|>.iKC

to p. -pie
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•a

CLASS IFIED

the Fans Think
tinned from

Salesmen Wanted

IX

Those Nightmarish "You-alls."
March Picture Play, Mary- Rose of

Memphis, Tennessee, wrote of the
Southern accent being slaughtered in re-

WANTED COUNTY SALESMEN

with enr,
demonstrate (or large Ohio manofactnrer.
<"
.17'.
First-class Job.
Pyr-Fyter
fyrPyter Bnlldlng, Dayton, Ohio.
to

.

cent films.

How I agree with her! Even here in
Virginia where the accent is not as pronounced as it is farther South, our flesh
creeps at the nightmarish attempts to imitate it.
When they say "I reckon" and
"you-all," they underscore themselves as
being anything but a Southerner.
I hope the people of the Xorth. West,
and East are not judging us by the portrayals in recent pictures.
I assure you
we are as cultured, refined, and as gracious as any otherY a will encounter
some people in the South that do not reflect a real Southerner, and if you invesmost always you will find they are
not Southern born, ft would be a pleasure
to hi
one from the South speak
via the silver sheet.
Kay Ovfrton.
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.MAIL IS YOUR DISCARDED JEWELRY,
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School of Photography.

Talk to Marie Dressier.

ISXT

about time that the fashion for
was thrown in the ash
can? It is only a question of a short time
before all of our best beloved stars are
going to land in a sanitarium or the cemetery.
I am pining to see a girl on the
screen that I could put my arms around
without breaking her into a thousand
splinters.

Bob Saxps.
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skeleton figures
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Producers

Talkie and Movie

are clamor-

new

shorl
ideas, plots, etc

Perhaps you can write one that

we can shape and sell for you. One writer
New York best Market. Write
now for free booklet, withoo'
H"W TO
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IDS DI RECTOR
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Daniel O'Malley Co.. Inc. Suite 6.
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Are Happy
Announce That

Beginning with the next (July) issue of Picture
Play, the price of the magazine will be reduced from
twenty-five cents to

Ten Cents
In line with price recessions in other fields, the publishers of Picture Play are meeting present conditions by
offering you your favorite magazine at this marked reduction.

This is a pioneering step in the pioneering tradition of
Picture Play.
Now in its seventeenth year, this magazine has made
screen reportorial history. It has for all these years set
And success has
standards which others have followed.

crowned

its efforts.

When

picture plays were in their infancy and the possibilities of the screen were dreamed of but by few, Picture
Play was pointing .the way to present-day achievements.
First of all, it brings to a great cross-section of alert
Americans the hot-spot news of what is going on in the
world of pictures news which more often than not appears
exclusively in the fascinating pages of this magazine. The
doings of personalities who loom big upon the screen but
about whose private lives little may be known. The news
of the making of the important pictures.
The news of
coming events in the screen circles.
Then it performs an invaluable service for its army of
readers by selecting for them every month just those pictures which are really worth viewing.
The reviews in
Picture Play are up to the minute, intelligent, authentic.
Again Picture Play plays fair plays fair with the producer, the actor and reader and for this reason it has
become a mighty influence for better and more artistic

—

— —

pictures.

At the new price, Picture Play will greatly expand its
service and entertainment. The magazine will be an even
richer book, gay and sparkling from cover to cover. It will
reach out into new fields, attract to its luxurious pages new
writers and illustrators. It will lead the way in the future
as it has done in the past. To-morrow's Picture Play will
be a pioneer as was yesterday's pioneer in reporting everything that makes the drama of the screen such a mighty
influence in the lives of millions.

—

Now all this wealth of entertainment, information, and
sheer downright fun of reading will be yours for

Ten Cents
We take this occasion to greet the many old friends who
have been with us since the beginning seventeen years ago
and to welcome to our pages the host of new friends to
whom

this

announcement may come

PICTURE

as a surprise.

PLAY
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FINE CAR LEADERSHIP
The

leadership of the Cord front-drive in the fine car

field daily

becomes more pronounced. This

is

trace-

able to the accumulative experience of Cord owners

who

enjoy advantages not obtainable in any other

automobile. Included

among

these exclusive advan-

tages are effortless handling, a different roadability, a

sense of security, and an absence of fatigue for driver

and passengers that obsolete any car

And now, an improved Cord

and commodious.
car

is

less efficient

available at prices comparable with ordinary

standard cars— a sensational value in the fine car
feKNWBAM
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arvelous dolor Principle
In

an amazing way, Tangee changes color as you put

.

.

.

and blends perfectly with your

own

it

on

natural coloring,

no matter what your individual complexion.

It is

the one

lipstick for blonde, brunette or titian.

You can

see the color

lovely, so natural that
in truth
ficial

come

it

For Tangee

it is!

to your lips

.

.

.

color so

seems a very part of you. And
is

indelible

and leaves no

arti-

coating or greasy smear.

Unlike other lipsticks, Tangee has
base, soothing

and healing to the

cream

a solidified

lips

.

.

.

yet

is

firm in

consistency and outlasts several of the usual lipsticks.

Tangee

TANGEE THEATRICAL!
New.'

A

Lipstick,

$1.00.

The same marvelous

principle in Rouge Compact, 75c
Face Powder, blended to

.

.

.

color

Crime Rouge, $1.00

match the natural skin

tones,$l.C0.

special dark shade of Tangee

Lipstick, for professional

and

Night Cream, both cleanses and nourishes, $1.00. Day

evening use, SI.

Cream, a foundation cream, protects the skin, $1.00.
Cosmetic, a

m
^^

SEND

new "mascara,"

20c

ISli

FOR TANGEE BEAUTY SET

Item* la miniature and "The Art of Make-Up")

The George W. Luft
417 Fifth Avenue

\ arm
Addres*

will not smart, $1.00

Co., Deft.
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New

York
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